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HE SPUN ROUND WITH A SCREAM AND FELL UPON HIS BACK."

(See page II.)
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THE RETURN or
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SHERLOCK HOLMES.

By A. CONAN DOYLE.

IV.â�� The Adventure of the Solitary Cyclist.

ROM the years 1894 to 1901

inclusive Mr. Sherlock Holmes

was a very busy man. It is

safe to say that there was no

public case of any difficulty in

which he was not consulted

during those eight years, and there were

hundreds of private cases, some of them

of the most intricate and extraordinary

.character, in which he played a prominent

part. Many startling successes and a few

unavoidable failures were the outcome of

this long period of continuous work. As

I have preserved very full notes of all

these cases, and was myself personally

engaged in many of them, it may be

imagined that it is no easy task to know

which I should select to lay before the public.

I shall, however, preserve my former rule,

and give the preference to those cases which

derive their interest not so much from the

brutality of the crime as from the ingenuity

and dramatic quality of the solution. For

this reason I will now lay before the reader

the facts connected with Miss Violet Smith,

the solitary cyclist of Charlington, and the

curious sequel of our investigation, which

culminated in unexpected tragedy. It is

true that the circumstances did not admit of

any striking illustration of those powers for

which my friend was famous, but there were

some points about the case which made it

stand out in those long records of crime from

which I gather the material for these little

narratives.

On referring to my note-book for the year

1895 I find that it was upon Saturday, the

23rd of April, that we first heard of Miss

Violet Smith. Her visit was, I remember,

extremely unwelcome to Holmes, for he was

immersed at the moment in a very abstruse

Vol. xxvii.â��1. Copyright, 1904, l>y A. Coiun JJuylc

and complicated problem concerning the

peculiar persecution to which John Vincent

Harden, the well-known tobacco millionaire,

had been subjected. My friend, who loved

above all things precision and concentration

of thought, resented anything which dis

tracted his attention from the matter in

hand. And yet without a harshness which

was foreign to his nature it was impossible to

refuse to listen to the story of the young

and beautiful woman, tall, graceful, and

queenly, who presented herself at Baker

Street late in the evening and implored his.

assistance and advice. It was vain to urge

that his time was already fully occupied, for

the young lady had come with the determina

tion to tell her story, and it was evident that

nothing short of force could get her out of

the room until she had done so. With a

resigned air and a somewhat weary smile,

Holmes begged the beautiful intruder to take

a seat and to inform us what it was that was

troubling her.

" At least it cannot be your health," said

he, as his keen eyes darted over her; " so

ardent a bicyclist must be full of energy."

She glanced down in surprise at her own

feet, and I observed the slight roughening of

the side of the sole caused by the friction of

the edge of the pedal.

" Yes, I bicycle a good deal, Mr. Holmes,

and that has something to do with my visit

to you to-day."

My friend took the lady's ungloved hand

and examined it with as close an attention

and as little sentiment as a scientist would

show to a specimen.

"You will excuse me, I am sure. It is

my business," said he, as he dropped it. " I

nearly fell into the error of supposing that

you were typewriting. Of course, it is

, ill the UnilcJ States of Amcrka.
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MY FKIEND TOOK THE LADY S UNGLOVED

HAND AND EXAMINED IT."

since. When f

died we were

very poor, but

day we were

that there wa

advertisement

the Times in

ing for our wl

abouts. You

imagine how

cited we were,

we thought

someone had

us a fortune,

went at once

the lawyer wl

name was givei

the paper. Tl

we met two ger

men, Mr. Ca

thers and 1

Woodley, who were he

on a visit from So

Africa. They said t

my uncle was a friend

theirs, that he died so

months before in gr

poverty in Johannesbu

and that he had ast

them with his last bre;

obvious that it is music. You observe the to hunt up his relations and see that tl;

spatulate finger-end, Watson, which is com- were in no want. It seemed strange to

mon to both professions ? There is a that Uncle Ralph, who took no notice of

spirituality about the face, however"â��he when he was alive, should be so careful

gently turned it towards the lightâ��" which look after us when he was dead ; but A

the typewriter does not generate. This lady Carruthers explained that the reason was th

is a musician.

"Yes, Mr. Holmes, I teach music."

" In the country, I presume, from your

complexion."

my uncle had just heard of the death of 1

brother, and so felt responsible for our fate.

" Excuse me," said Holmes; "when w

this interview ? "

" Yes, sir ; near Farnham, on the borders

of Surrey."

" I,ast December â��four months ago."

" Pray proceed."

" A beautiful neighbourhood and full of

" Mr. Woodley seemed to me to be a mo

the most interesting associations. You re- odious person. He was for ever making eyi

member, Watson, that it was near there at meâ��a coarse, puffy-faced, red-moustacht

that we took Archie Stamford, the forger.

Now, Miss Violet, what has happened

young man, with his hair plastered down <>

each side of his forehead. I thought that Ji

to you near Farnham, on the borders of was perfectly hatefulâ��and I was sure thÂ£

Surrey ? "

The young lady, with great clearness and

composure, made the following curious state

ment : â��

Cyril would not wish me to know such

person."

" Oh, Cyril is his name !" said Holniei

smiling.

" My father is dead, Mr. Holmes. He

was James Smith, who conducted the

The young lady blushed and laughed.

" Yes, Mr. Holmes ; Cyril Morton, ai

orchestra at the old Imperial Theatre. My electrical engineer, and we hope to hi

mother and I were left without a relation

in the world except one uncle, Ralph Smith,

who went to Africa twenty-five years ago,

married at the end of the summer. Dea

me, how did I get talking about him ? Wha

I wished to say was that Mr. Woodley was

and we have never had a word from him perfectly odious,' but that Mr. Carruthers,
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who was a much older man, was more

agreeable. He was a dark, sallow, clean

shaven, silent person ; but he had polite

manners and a pleasant smile. He inquired

how we were left, and on finding that we

were very poor he suggested that I should

come and teach music to his only daughter,

aged ten. I said that I did not like to leave

my mother, on which he suggested that I

should go home to her every week-end, and

he offered me a hundred a year, which was

certainly splendid pay. So it ended by

my accepting, and I went down to

Chiltern Grange, about six miles from

Famham. Mr. Carruthers was a widower,

but he had engaged a lady-housekeeper,

a very respectable, elderly person, called

Mrs. Dixon, to look after his establishment.

The child was a dear, and everything

promised well. Mr. Carruthers was very

kind and very musical, and we had most

pleasant evenings together. Every week

end I went home to my mother in town.

"The first flaw in my happiness was the

arrival of the red-moustached Mr. Woodley.

He came for a visit of a week, and oh, it

seemed three months to me ! He was a

dreadful person, a bully to everyone else,

but to me something infinitely worse. He

made odious love to me, boasted of his

wealth, said that if I married him I would

have the finest diamonds in Ixmdon, and

finally, when I would have nothing to do with

him, he seized me in his arms one day after

dinnerâ��he was hideously strongâ��and he

swore that he would not let me go until I had

kissed him. Mr. Carruthers came in and

tore him off from me, on which he turned

upon his own host, knocking him down and

cutting his face open. That was the end of

his visit, as you can imagine. Mr. Carruthers

apologi/.ed to me next day, and assured me

that I should never be exposed to such an

insult again. I have not seen Mr. Woodley

since.

"And now, Mr. Holmes, I come at last to

the special thing which has caused me to ask

)"our advice to-day. You must know that

every Saturday forenoon I ride on my bicycle

to Farnham Station in order to get the 12.22

to town. The road from Chiltern Grange

is a lonely one, and at one spot it is

particularly so, for it lies for over a mile

between Charlington Heath upon one side

and the woods which lie round Charlington

Hall upon the other. You could not

find a more lonely tract of road anywhere,

and it is quite rare to meet so much as a

cart, or a peasant, until you reach the high

road near Crooksbury Hill. Two weeks ago

I was passing this place when I chanced to

look back over my shoulder, and about two

hundred yards behind me I saw a man, also

on a bicycle. He seemed to be a middle-

aged man, with a short, dark beard. I looked

back before I reached Farnham, but the man

was gone, so I thought no more about it.

But you can imagine how surprised I was,

Mr. Holmes, when on my return on the

Monday I saw the same man on the same

stretch of road. My astonishment was in

creased when the incident occurred again,

exactly as before, on the following Saturday

and Monday. He always kept his distance

and did not molest me in any way, but still

it certainly was very odd. I mentioned

it to Mr. Carruthers, who seemed interested

in what I said, and told me that he had

ordered a horse and trap, so that in future I

should not pass over these lonely roads with

out some companion.

"The horse and trap were to have come this

week, but for some reason they were not

delivered, and again I had to cycle to the

station. That was this morning. You can

think that I looked out when I came to

Charlington Heath, and there, sure enough,

was the man, exactly as he had been the two

weeks before. He always kept so far from

me that I could not clearly see his face, but it

was certainly someone whom I did not know.

He was dressed in a dark suit with a cloth

cap. The only thing about his face that I

could clearly see was his dark beard. To day

I was not alarmed, but I was filled with

curiosity, and I determined to find out

who he was and what he wanted. I slowed

down my machine, but he slowed down his.

Then I stopped altogether, but he stopped

also. Then I laid a trap for him. There is

a sharp turning of the road, and I pedalled

very quickly round this, and then I stopped

and waited. I expected him to shoot round

and pass me before he could stop. But he

never appeared. Then I went back and

looked round the corner. I could see a mile

of road, but he was not on it. To make it the

more extraordinary, there was no side road at

this point down which he could have gone."

Holmes chuckled and rubbed his hands.

" This case certainly presents some features

of its own," said he. " How much time

elapsed between your turning the corner and

your discovery that the road was clear ? "

" Two or three minutes."

" Then he could not have retreated down

the road, and you say that there are no side

roads ? "
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' None."

" Then he certainly

took a footpath on one

side or the other."

" It could not have

been on the side of

the heath or I should have seen him."

L

1 SLOWED DOWN MY MACHINE.

" So by the process of exclusion we arrive

at the fact that he made his way towards

Charlington Hall, which, as I understand, is

situated in its own grounds on one side of

the road. Anything else ? "

" Nothing, Mr. Holmes, save that I was

so perplexed that I felt I should not be

happy until I had seen you and had your

advice."

Holmes sat in silence for some little time.

" Where is the gentleman to whom you

are engaged ? " he asked, at last.

" He is in the Midland Electrical Com

pany, at Coventry."

" He would not pay you a surprise visit ? "

" Oh, Mr. Holmes! As if I should not

know him ! "

" Have you had any other admirers ? "

" Several before I knew Cyril."

" And since ? "

"There was this dreadful man, Woodley,

if you can call him an admirer."

" No one else ? "

Our fair client seemed a little confused.

"Who was he ? " asked Holmes.

"Oh, it m;

a mere fane

mine; but il

seemed to

sometimes the

employer, Mr.

ruthers, tak

great deal o;

terest in me.

are thrown r;

together. I pla

accompanimen

the evening,

has never said

thing. He

perfect gentlei

But a girl ab

knows."

"Ha!" Hoi

looked gra

" What does IK

for a living ? "

"He is a

man."

" No carriage

horses ? "

"Well, at 1.

he is fairly well

do. But he g

into the City I

or three times

week. He

deeply interes

in South African gold shares."

" You will let me know any fresh devel

ment, Miss Smith. I am very busy just nc

but I will find time to make some inquir

into your case. In the meantime take

step without letting me know. Good-b;

and I trust that we shall have nothing L

good news from you."

" It is part of the settled order of Natu

that such a girl should have followers," sa

Holmes, as he pulled at his meditative pif

"but for choice not on bicycles in lone

country roads. Some secretive lover, b

yond all doubt. But there are curious ar

suggestive details about the case, Watson

"That he should appear only at th,

point ? "

" Exactly. Our first effort must be I

find who are the tenants of Charlingtc

Hall. Then, again, how about the coi

nection between Carruthers and Woodle;

since they appear to be men of such

different type? How came they both t

be so keen upon looking up Ralph Smith

relations ? One more point. What soi

of a menage is it which pays double th>
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market price for a governess, but does not

keep a horse although six miles from the

station ? Odd, Watsonâ��very odd !"

" You will go down ? "

" No, my dear fellow, you will go down.

This may be some trifling intrigue, and I

cannot break my other important research for

the sake of it. On Monday you will arrive

early at Farnham ; you will conceal yourself

near Charlington Heath ; you will observe

these facts for yourself, and act as your own

judgment advises. Then, having inquired

as to the occupants of the Hall, you will

come back to me and report. And now,

Watson, not another word of the matter until

we have a lew solid stepping-stones on which

we may hope to get across to our solution."

\Ve had ascertained from the lady that she

went down upon the Monday by the train

which leaves Waterloo at 9.50, so I started

early and caught the 9.13. At Farnham

Station I had no difficulty in being directed

to Charlington Heath. It was impossible to

mistake the scene of the young lady's

adventure, for the road runs between the

open heath on one side and an old yew

hedge upon the other, surrounding a park

which is studded with magnificent trees.

There was a main gateway of lichen-studded

stone, each side pillar surmounted by

mouldering heraldic emblems ; but besides

this central carriage drive I observed several

points where there were gaps in the hedge

and paths leading through them. The house

was invisible from the road, but the sur

roundings all spoke of gloom and decay.

The heath was covered with golden

patches of flowering gorse, gleaming magni

ficently in the light of the bright spring

sunshine. Behind one of these clumps I

took up my position, so as to command both

the gateway of the Hall and a long stretch

of the road upon either side. It had been

deserted when I left it, but now I saw a

cyclist riding down it from the opposite

direction to that in which I had come. He

was clad in a dark suit, and I saw that he

had a black beard. On reaching the end of

the Charlington grounds he sprang from his

michine and led it through a gap in the

hedge, disappearing from my view.

A quarter of an hour passed and then a

second cyclist appeared. This time it was

the young lady coming from the station. I

saw her look about her as she came to the

Charlington hedge. An instant later the

man emerged from his hiding-place, sprang

upon his cycle, and followed her. In all the

broad landscape those were the only moving

figures, the graceful girl sitting very straight

upon her machine, and the man behind her

bending low over his handle-bar, with a

curiously furtive suggestion in every move

ment. She looked back at him and slowed

her pace. He slowed also. She stopped.

He at once stopped too, keeping two

hundred yards behind her. Her next move

ment was as unexpected as it was spirited.

She suddenly whisked her wheels round and

dashed straight at him ! He was as quick as

she, however, and darted off in desperate

flight. Presently she came back up the road

again, her head haughtily in the air, not

deigning to take any further notice of her

silent attendant. He had turned also, and

still kept his distance until the cutve of the

road hid them from my sight.

I remained in my hiding-place, and it was

well that I did so, for presently the man re

appeared cycling slowly back. He turned in

at the Hall gates and dismounted from his

machine. For some few minutes I could

see him standing among the trees. His

hands were raised and he seemed to be

settling his necktie. Then he mounted his

cycle and rode away from me down the drive

towards the Hall. 1 ran across the heath

and peered through the trees. Far away I

could catch glimpses of the old grey building

with its bristling Tudor chimneys, but the

drive ran through a dense shrubbery, and I

saw no more of my man.

However, it seemed to me that I had

done a fairly good morning's work, and I

walked back in high spirits to Farnham.

The local house-agent could tell me nothing

about Charlington Hall, and referred me

to a well-known firm in Pall Mall. There I

halted on my way home, and met with

courtesy from the representative. No, I

could not have Charlington Hall for the

summer. \ was just too late. It had

been let about a month ago. Mr. William

son was the name of the tenant. He was a

respectable elderly gentleman. The polite

agent was afraid he could say no more, as

the affairs of his clients were not matters

which he could discuss.

Mr. Sherlock Holmes listened with atten

tion to the long report which I was able to

present to him that evening, but it did not

elicit that word of curt praise which I had

hoped for and should have valued. On the

contrary, his austere face was even more

severe than usual as he commented upon the

things that I had done and the things that

I had not.

"Your hidinr-place, my dear Watson,
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was very faulty. You should have been

behind the hedge ; then you would have had

a close view of this interesting person. As it

is you were some hundreds of yards away, and

can tell me even less than Miss Smith. She

thinks she does not know the man ; I am

convinced she does. Why, otherwise, should

he be so desperately anxious that she should

not get so near him as to see his features ?

You describe him as bending over the handle

bar. Concealment again, you see. You

really have done remarkably badly. He

returns to the house and you want to find

out who he is. You come to a London

house-agent!"

" What should I have done ? " I cried, with

some heat.

" Gone to the nearest public-house. That

is the centre of country gossip. They would

have told you every name, from the master to

the scullery-maid. Williamson! It conveys

nothing to my mind. If he is an elderly

man he is not this active cyclist who sprints

away from that athletic young lady's pursuit.

What have we gained by your expedition ?

The knowledge that the girl's story is true.

I never doubted it That there is a connec

tion between the cyclist and the Hall. I

never doubted that either. That the Hall is

tenanted by Williamson. Who's the better

for that ? Well, well, my dear sir, don't look

so depressed. We can do little more until

next Saturday, and in the meantime I may

make one or two inquiries myself."

Next morning we had a note from Miss

Smith, recounting shortly and accurately the

very incidents which I had seen, but the pith

of the letter lay in the postscript:â��

" I am sure that you will respect my con

fidence, Mr. Holmes, when I tell you that

my place here has become difficult owing

to the fact that my employer has proposed

marriage to me. I am convinced that his

feelings are most deep and most honourable.

At the same time my promise is, of course,

given. He took my refusal very seriously,

but also very gently. You can understand,

however, that the situation is a little

strained."

"Our young friend seems to be getting

into deep waters," said Holmes, thought

fully, as he finished the letter. "The case

certainly presents more features of interest

and more possibility of development than

I had originally thought. I should be

none the worse for a quiet, peaceful day

in the country, and I am inclined to run

down this afternoon and test one or two

theories which I have formed,"

Holmes's quiet day in the country had a

singular termination, for he arrived at Baker

Street late in the evening with a cut lip and a

discoloured lump upon his forehead, besides

a general air of dissipation which would have

made his own person the fitting object of

a Scotland Yard investigation. He was

immensely tickled by his own adventures, and

laughed heartily as he recounted them.

" I get so little active exercise that it is

always a treat," said he. " You are aware

that I have some proficiency in the good old

British sport of boxing. Occasionally it is

of service. To-day, for example, I should

have come to very ignominious grief with

out it."

I begged him to tell me what had occurred.

" I found that country pub which I had

already recommended to your notice, and

there I made my discreet inquiries. I was

in the bar, and a garrulous landlord was

giving me all that I wanted. Williamson is

a white-bearded man, and he lives alone

with a small staff of servants at the Hall.

There is some rumour that he is or has been

a clergyman ; but one or two incidents of his

short residence at the Hall struck me as

peculiarly unecclesiastical. I have already

made some inquiries at a clerical agency, and

they tell me that there was a man of that

name in orders whose career has been a

singularly dark one. The landlord further

informed me that there are usually week

end visitorsâ��' a warm lot, sir 'â��at the

Hall, and especially one gentleman with

a red moustache, Mr. Woodley by name, who

was always there. We had got as far as this

when who should walk in but the gentleman

himself, who had been drinking his beer in

the tap-room and had heard the whole con

versation. Who was I ? What did I want ?

What did I mean by asking questions ? He

had a fine flow of language, and his adjectives

were very vigorous. He ended a string of

abuse by a vicious back-hander which I

failed to entirely avoid. The next few

minutes were delicious. It was a straight

left against a slogging ruffian. I emerged as

you see me. Mr. Woodley went home in a

cart. So ended my country trip, and it must

be confessed that, however enjoyable, my day

on the Surrey border has not been much

more profitable than your own."

The Thursday brought us another letter

from our client.

" You will not be surprised, Mr. Holmes,"

said she, "to hear that I am leaving Mr.

Carruthers's employment. Even the high

pay cannot reconcile me to the discomforts
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'** A STRAIGHT r.EKT AGAINST A SLOGGING RUFFIAN.'

of my situation.. On Saturday I come up to

town and I do-not intend to.return. Mr.

Carruthers has>_gpt a trap, and so the dangers

of the lonely, road, if there ever were any

dangers, are now over.-.

" As to the special cause of my leaving, it

is not merely the strained situation with Mr.

Carruthers, but it is the reappearance of that

odious -man, My. Woodley. He was always

hideous, but he looks more awful than ever

now, for he appears to have had an accident

and he is much disfigured. I saw him out

of the window, but I am glad to say I did

not meet him. He had a long talk with Mr.

Carruthers, who seemed much excited after

wards. Woodley must be staying in the

neighbourhood, for he did tfot sleep here,

and yet I caught a glimpse of him again this

morning slinking about in the shrubbery. I

would sooner have a savage wild animal

loose about the place. I loathe and fear

him more than I can say. How can Mr.

VoL xxviLâ��2.

Carruthers endure such a

creature for a moment ?

However, all my troubles

will be over on Saturday."

" So I trust, Watson ;

so I trust," said Holmes,

gravely. " There is some

deep â�¢ intrigue going on

round that little woman,

and it is our duty to see

that no one molests her

upon that last journey. I

think, Watson, that we

must spare time to run

down together on Satur

day morning, and make

sure that this curious and

inconclusive investigation

has no untoward end

ing."

I confess that I had

not up to now taken a

very serious view of the

case, which had seemed

to me rather grotesque

and bizarre than danger

ous. That a man should

lie in wait for and follow

a very handsome woman

is no unheard of thing,

and if he had so little

audacity that he not

only dared not address

her, but even fled from

her approach, he was

not a very formidable

assailant. The ruffian

Woodley was a very different person, but,

except on the one occasion, he had not

molested our client, and now he visited the

house of Carruthers without intruding upon

her presence. The man on the bicycle was

doubtless a member of those week-end

parties at the Hall of which the publican

had spoken ; but who he was or what' he

wanted was as obscure as ever. It was the

severity of Holmes's manner and the fact

that he slipped a revolver into his pocket

before leaving our rooms which impressed

me with the feeling that tragedy might

prove to lurk behind this curious train of

events.

A rainy night had been followed by a

glorious morning, and the heath-covered

country-side with the glowing clumps of

flowering gorse seemed all the more beautiful

to eyes which were weary of the duns and

drabs and slate-greys of London. Holmes

and I walked along the broad, sandy road
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inhaling the fresh morning air, and rejoicing

in the music of the birds and the fresh breath

of the spring. From a rise of the road on

the shoulder of Crooksbury Hill we could see

the grim Hall bristling out from amidst the

ancient oaks, which, old as they were, were

still younger than the building which they

surrounded. Holmes pointed down the

long tract of road which wound, a reddish

yellow band, between the brown of the heath

and the budding green of the woods. Far

away, a black dot, we could see a vehicle

moving in our direction. Holmes gave an

exclamation of impatience.

" I had given a margin of half an hour,'7

said he. " If that is her trap she must be

making for the earlier train. I fear, Watson,

that she will be past Charlington before we

can possibly meet her."

From the instant that we passed the rise

we could no longer see the vehicle, but we

hastened onwards at such a pace that my

sedentary life began to tell upon me, and I

was compelled to fall behind. Holmes, how

ever, was always in training, for he had

inexhaustible stores of nervous energy upon

which to draw. His springy step never

slowed until suddenly, when he was a

hundred yards in front of me,

he halted, and I saw him

throw, up his hand with a

â�¢gesture of grief and despair.

At the same instant '

an empty dog-cart,

the horse cantering,

the reins trailing,

appeared round the

curve of the road

and rattled swiftly

towards us.

"Too late, Wat

son ; too late ! "

cried Holmes, as I

ran panting to his

side. " Fool that

I was not to allow for that

earlier train ! It's abduc

tion, Watsonâ��abduction !

Murder! Heaven knows

what! Block the road ! Stop the

horse! That's right. Now, jump

in, and let us see if I can repair the

consequences of my own blunder."

We had sprung into the dog-cart,

and Holmes, after turning the horse,

gave it a sharp cut with the whip,

and we flew back along the road.

As we turned the curve the whole

stretch of road between the Hall

and the heath was opened up. I grasped

Holmes's arm.

" That's the man ! " I gasped.

A solitary cyclist was coming towards us.

His head was down and his shoulders

rounded as he put every ounce of energy-

thai he possessed on to the pedals. He was

flying like a racer. Suddenly he raised his

bearded face, saw us close to him, and pulled

up, springing from his machine. That coal-

black beard was in singular contrast to the

pallor of his face, and his eyes were as

bright as if he had a fever. He stared at us

and at the dog-cart. Then a look of amaze

ment came over his face.

" Halloa ! Stop there !" he shouted, hold

ing his bicycle to block our road. " Where

did you get that dog-cart ? Pull up, man ! "

he yelled, drawing a pistol from his side

pocket. " Pull up, I say, or, by George, I'll

put a bullet into your horse."

Holmes threw the reins into my lap and

sprang down from the cart.

"'TOO i.ATE, WATSON ;

TOO LATE t'CRIED HOLMES."
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" You're the man we want to see. Where

is Miss Violet Smith ? " he said, in his quick,

clear w^y.

" That's what I am asking you. You're in

her dog-cart. You ought to know where she

is."

" We met the dog-cart on the road. There

was no one in it. We drove back to help

the young lady."

" Good Lord ! Good Lord ! what shall I

do?" cried the stranger, in an ecstasy of

despair. " They've got her, that hellhound

Woodley and the blackguard parson. Come,

man, come, if you really are her friend.

Stand by me and we'll save her, if I have to

leave my carcass in Charlington Wood."

He ran distractedly, his pistol in his hand,

towards a gap in the hedge. Holmes fol

lowed him, and I, leaving the horse grazing

beside the road, followed Holmes:

" This is where they came through," said

he, pointing to the marks of several feet upon

the muddy path. " Halloa ! Stop a minute !

Who's this in the bush ? "

It was a young fellow about seventeen,

dressed like an ostler, with leather cords and

gaiters. He lay upon his back, his knees

drawn up, a terrible cut upon his head. He

was insensible, but alive. A glance at his

wound told me that it had not penetrated

the bone.

" That's Peter, the groom," cried the

stranger. " He drove her. The beasts

have pulled him off and clubbed him. Let

him lie ; we can't do him any good, but we

may save her from the worst fate that can

befall a woman.''

We ran frantically down the path, which

wound among the trees. We had reached the

shrubbery which surrounded the house when

Holmes pulled up.

" They didn't go to the house. Here are

their marks on the leftâ��here, beside the

laurel bushes ! Ah, I said so ! "

As he spoke a woman's shrill screamâ��a

scream which vibrated with a frenzy of

horrorâ��burst from the thick green clump

of bushes in front of us. It ended suddenly

on its highest note with a choke and a gurgle.

" This way ! This way ! They are in the

bowling alley," cried the stranger, darting

through the bushes. " Ah, the cowardly

dogs \ Follow me, gentlemen ! Too late !

too late ! by the living Jingo ! "

U'e had broken suddenly into a lovely

glade of greensward surrounded by ancient

trees. On the farther side of it, under the

shadow of a mighty oak, there stood a sin

gular group of three people. One was a

woman, our client, drooping and faint, a

handkerchief round her mouth. Opposite

her st(K)d a brutal, heavy-faced, red-

moustached young man, his gaitered legs

parted wide, one arm akimbo, the other waving

a riding-crop, his whole attitude suggestive

of triumphant bravado. Between them an

elderly, grey-bearded man, wearing a short

surplice over a light tweed suit, had evidently

just completed the wedding service, for he

pocketed his prayer-book as we appeared and

slapped the sinister bridegroom upon the

back in jovial congratulation.

" They're married !" I gasped.

" Come on ! " cried our guide ; " come

on !" He rushed across the glade, Holmes

and I at his heels. As we approached, the

lady staggered against the trunk of the tree

for support. Williamson, the ex-clergyman,

bowed to us with mock jxjliteness, and the

bully Woodley advanced with a shout of

brutal and exultant laughter.

" You can take your beard off, Bob," said

he. "I know you right enough. Well, you

and your pals have just come in time for

me to be able to introduce you to Mrs.

Woodley."

Our guide's .answer was a singular one.

He snatched off the dark beard which had

disguised him and threw it on the ground,

disclosing a long, sallow, clean-shaven face

below it. Then he raised his revolver and

covered the young ruffian, who was advancing

upon him with his dangerous riding-crop

swinging in his hand.

"Yes," said our ally, "I am Bob

Carruthers, and I'll see this woman righted

if I have to swing for it. I told you what

I'd do if you molested her, and, by the Lord,

I'll be as good as my word !"

" You're too late. She's my wife ! "

" No, she's your widow."

. His revolver cracked, and I saw the blood

spurt from the front of Woodley's waistcoat..

He spun round with a scream and fell upon

his back, his hideous red face turning sud

denly to a dreadful mottled pallor. The old

man, still clad in his surplice, burst into such

a string of foul oaths as I have never heard,

and pulled out a revolver of his own, but

before he could raise it he was looking down

the barrel of Holmes's weapon.

" Enough of this," said my friend, coldly.

" Drop that pistol ! Watson, pick it up !

Hold it to his head ! Thank you. You,

Carruthers, give me that revolver. We'll

have no more violence. Come, hand it

over!':

" Who are you, then ? "
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tip THK TKER."

" My name is Sherlock Holmes."

" Good Lord ! "

"You have heard of me, I see. I will

represent the official police until their arrival.

Here, you !" he shouted to a frightened

groom who had appeared at the edge of

the glade. " Come here. Take this note

as hard as you can ride to Farnham." He

.scribbled a few words upon a leaf from his

note-book. " Give it to the superintendent

at the police-station. Until he comes I

must detain you all under my personal

custody."

The strong, masterful personality of Holmes

dominated the tragic scene, and all were

equally puppets in his hands. Williamson

and Carruthers found themselves carrying

the wounded Woodley into the house, and I

gave my arm to the frightened girl. The

injured man was laid on his bed, and at

Holmes's request I examined him. I carried

my report to where he. sat in the old

tapestry - hung dining-room with his two

prisoners before him.

"He will live,"

said I.

"What! "cried

Carruthers,

springing out of

hft chair. "I'll

go upstairs and

finish him first.

Do you tell me

that that girl,

that angel, is to

be tied to Roar

ing Jack Woodley

for "life ? "

"You need

not concern your

self about that,"

said Holmes.

" There are two

â�¢ very good reasons

why she should

under no circum

stances be his

wife. In the first

place, we are very

safe in question

ing Mr. William

son's right to solemnixe a marriage."

" I have been ordained,"- cried the

old rascal.

" And also unfrocked."

__, "Once a clergyman, always a

UNK clergyman."

" I think not. How about the

license ? "

" We had a license for the marriage. I

have it here in my pocket."

" Then you got it by a trick. But in any

case a forced marriage is no marriage, but it

is a very serious felony, as you will discover

before you have finished. You'll have time

to think the point out during the next ten

years or so, unless I am mistaken. As to

you, Carruthers, you would have done better

to keep your pistol in your pocket."

" I begin to think so, Mr. Holmes ; but

when I thought of all the precaution I had

taken to shield this girlâ��for I loved her, Mr.

Holmes, and it is the only time that ever I

knew what love wasâ��it fairly drove me mad

to think that she was in the power of the

greatest brute and bully in South Africa, a

man whose name is a holy terror from

Kimberley to Johannesburg. Why, Mr.

Holmes, you'll hardly believe it, but ever

since that girl has been in my employment

I never once let her go past this house,

where I knew these rascals were lurking,

without following her on my bicycle just to
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see that she came to no harm. I kept my

distance from her, and I wore a beard so

that she should not recognise me, for she is a

good and high-spirited girl, and she wouldn't

have stayed in my employment long if she

had thought that I was following her about

the country roads."

" Why didn't you tell her of her danger ? "

" Because then, again, she would have left

me, and I couldn't bear to face that. Even

if she couldn't love me it was a great deal to

me just to see her dainty form about the

house, and to hear the sound of her voice."

"Well," said I, "you call that love, Mr.

Carruthers, but I should call it selfishness."

" Maybe the two things go together.

Anyhow, I couldn't let her go. Besides,

with this crowd about, it was well that she

â�¢should have someone near to look after

her. Then when the cable came I knew

they were bound to make a move."

"What cable?"

Carruthers took a telegram from his

pocket

"That's it," said he.

It was short and concise :â��

" The old man is dead."

" Hum !" said Holmes. " I think I see

how things worked, and I can understand

how this message would, as you say, bring

them to a head. But while we wait you

might tell me what you can."

The old reprobate with the surplice burst

into a volley of bad language.

" By Heaven," said he, " if you squeal on

us. Bob Carruthers, I'll serve you as you

served lack Woodley- You can bleat about

the girl to your heart's content, for that's

your own affair, but if you round on your

pals to this plain-clothes copper it will be

the worst day's work that ever you did."

"Your reverence need not be excited,"

said Holmes, lighting a cigarette. " The

case is clear enough against you, and all I

ask is a few details for my private curiosity.

However, if there's any difficulty in your

telling me I'll do the talking, and then you

will see how far you have a chance of holding

back your secrets. In the first place, three

of you came from South Africa on this game

â�� you Williamson, you Carruthers, and

Woodley."

"Lie number one," said the old man ; " I

never saw either of them until two months

ago, and I have never been in Africa in my

life, so you can put that in your pipe and

smoke it, Mr. Busybody Holmes ! "

''What he says is true," said Carruthers.

" Well, well, two of you came over. His

reverence is our own home-made article. You

had known Ralph Smith in South Africa.

You had reason to believe he would not live

long. You found out that his niece would

inherit his fortune. How's thatâ��eh ?"

Carruthers nodded and Williamson swore.

" She was next-of-kin, no doubt, and you

were aware that the old fellow would make

no will."

" Couldn't read or write," said Carruthers.

" So you came over, the two of you, and

hunted up the girl. The idea was that one

of you was to marry her and the other have

a share of the plunder. For some reason

Woodley was chosen as the husband. Why

was that ? "

" We played cards for her on the voyage.

He won."

" I see. You got the young lady into your

service, and there Woodley was to do the

courting. She recognised the drunken brute

that he was, and would have nothing to do

with him. Meanwhile, your arrangement

was rather upset by the fact that you had

yourself fallen in love with the lady. You

could no longer bear the idea of this ruffian

owning her."

" No, by George, I couldn't!"

"There was a quarrel between you. He

left you in a rage, and began to make his

own plans independently of you."

" It strikes me, Williamson, there isn't

very much that we can tell this gentleman,"

cried Carruthers, with a bitter laugh.

" Yes, we quarrelled, and he knocked

me down. I am level with him on that,

anyhow. Then I lost sight of him. That

was when he picked up with this cast padre

here. I found that they had set up house

keeping together at this place on the line

that she had to pass for the station. I kept

my eye on her after that, for I knew there

was some devilry in the wind. I saw them

from time to time, for I was anxious to know

what they were after. Two days ago Woodley.

came up to my house with this cable, which

showed that Ralph Smith was dead. He

asked me if I would stand by the bargain. I

said I would not. He asked me if I would

marry the girl myself and give him a share.

I said I would willingly do so, but that she

would not have me. He said, ' Let us get

her married first, and after a week or two she

may see things a bit different.' I said I

would have nothing to do with violence. So

he went off cursing, like the foul-mouthed

blackguard that he was, and swearing that

he would have her yet. She was leaving

me this week-end, and I had got a
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"There is no use,"

explains one of the

ladies, "forcing a child

to romp if it doesn't

want to romp. Per

haps its tastes are in

quite another direc

tion â�� indeed, we

know that there are

thousands of wretched

little mites in London

who pine for quiet

and seclusion. Then

there are kiddies who

are passionately fond

of fairy stories. They

could listen to them

by the hourâ��perhaps

by the dayâ��yet pos

sibly outside of a

Happy Evening' they

never hear one that

really interests them.

Our girls' fairy:teller

here, I may tell you,

has a wonderful gift.

She really mesmerizes the children/ Would

you like to be mesmerized, too ? "

.,:.

,

-*p*

THE COUNTESS OK JER>EV

From a Photo.

-I'RKSIDENT OP THE COUNCIL.

"by Gillman, Oxford.

" With all the pleasure in life," we reply,

and the handle of the fairy-tale room is

slowly turned. We

may mention it for a

fact, and as a tribute

to the lady's powers,

that the noise of our

entrance is absolutely

without effect on this

little audience. Oh,

what would not a pul

pit orator, a politician,

a lecturerâ��yes, even

a great actorâ��give to

hold his auditors'

minds thus in the hol

low of his hand ? They

see nothing, hear no

thing but the speaker.

'"So, so,' cried

the Genie, in an angry

voice ; ' if that is the

case then you must

quickly step upon this

strip of carpet.' And

he laid a piece of red

and yellow carpet on

the grotind.

"'What for?' asked the young Prince.

You see, he didn't know about the magic in

the carpetâ��nobody had ever told him.

From a Photo. 6y]

" ' What for ?' replied the Genie. ' Why,

A FAIRY TALE.

[Gforge Xe
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market price for a governess, but does not

keep a horse although six miles from the

station ? Odd, Watsonâ��very odd !"

"You will go down?"

" No, my dear fellow, you will go down.

This may be some trifling intrigue, and I

cannot break my other important research for

the sake of it. On Monday you will arrive

early at Farnham ; you will conceal yourself

near Charlington Heath ; you will observe

these facts for yourself, and act as your own

judgment advises. Then, having inquired

as to the occupants of the Hall, you will

come back to me and report. And now,

Watson, not another word of the matter until

we have a few solid stepping-stones on which

we may hope to get across to our solution."

We had ascertained from the lady that she

went down upon the Monday by the train

which leaves Waterloo at 9.50, so I started

early and caught the 9.13. At Farnham

Station I had no difficulty in being directed

to Charlington Heath. It was impossible to

mistake the scene of the young lady's

adventure, for the road runs between the

open heath on one side and an old yew

hedge upon the other, surrounding a park

which is studded with magnificent trees.

There was a main gateway of lichen-studded

stone, each side pillar surmounted by

mouldering heraldic emblems ; but besides

this central carriage drive I observed several

points where there were gaps in the hedge

and paths leading through them. The house

was invisible from the road, but the sur

roundings all spoke of gloom and decay.

The heath was covered with golden

patches of flowering gorse, gleaming magni

ficently in the light of the bright spring

sunshine. Behind one of these clumps I

took up my position, so as to command both

the gateway of the Hall and a long stretch

of the road upon either side. It had been

deserted when I left it, but now I saw a

cyclist riding down it from the opposite

direction to that in which I had come. He

was clad in a dark suit, and I saw that he

had a black beard. On reaching the end of

the Charlington grounds he sprang from his

machine and led it through a gap in the

hedge, disappearing from my view.

A quarter of an hour jxissed and then a

second cyclist appeared. This time it was

the young lady coming from the station. I

saw her look about her as she came to the

Charlington hedge. An instant later the

man emerged from his hiding-place, sprang

upon his cycle, and followed her. In all the

broad landscape those were the only moving

figures, the graceful girl sitting very straight

upon her machine, and the man behind her

bending low over his handle-bar, with a

curiously furtive suggestion in every move

ment. She looked back at him and slowed

her pace. He slowed also. She stopped.

He at once stopped too, keeping two

hundred yards behind her. Her next move

ment was as unexpected as it was spirited.

She suddenly whisked her wheels round and

dashed straight at him ! He was as quick as

she, however, and darted off in desperate

flight. Presently she came back up the road

again, her head haughtily in the air, not

deigning to take any further notice of her

silent attendant. He had turned also, and

still kept his distance until the cuive of the

road hid them from my sight.

I remained in my hiding-place, and it was

well that I did so, for presently the man re

appeared cycling slowly back. He turned in

at the Hall gates and dismounted from his

machine. For some few minutes I could

see him standing among the trees. His

hands were raised and he seemed to be

settling his necktie. Then he mounted his

cycle and rode away from me down the drive

towards the Hall. I ran across the heath

and peered through the trees. Far away I

could catch glimpses of the old grey building

with its bristling Tudor chimneys, but the

drive ran through a dense shrubbery, and I

saw no more of my man.

However, it seemed to me that I had

done a fairly good morning's work, and I

walked back in high spirits to Farnham.

The local house-agent could tell me nothing

about Charlington Hall, and referred me

to a well-known firm in Pall Mall. There I

halted on my way home, and met with

courtesy from the representative. No, I

could not have Charlington Hall for the

summer. I was just too late. It had

been let about a month ago. Mr. William

son was the name of the tenant. He was a

respectable elderly gentleman. The polite

agent was afraid lie could say no more, as

the affairs of his clients were not matters

which he could discuss.

Mr. Sherlock Holmes listened with atten

tion to the long report which I was able to

present to him that evening, but it did not

elicit that word of curt praise which I had

hoped for and should have valued. On the

contrary, his austere face was even more

severe than usual as he commented upon the

things that I had done and the things that

I had not.

" Your hidinr-place, my dear Watson,
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PLEASE, LADY, MAY I 'AVK THE FAIRY DOLL NEXT TIME?"

thatâ��of the chalked line. Was ever so

much sinew built up of stale bread-crusts

and fried fish before ? But the Byles's Rents

menâ��pale, perspiring, and pantingâ��ulti

mately pulled their rivals across the line and

on to their knees pell-mell, and the ceiling

threatened to splinter and send down pounds

of plaster upon the heads of the spectators

at shouts over this triumph. It was thrice re

peated, and then, lo! a few steps and the scene

had changed and we were in the dolls' room.

Â£Yom a Photo, by]

[Oeonw fifwM$, Ltd.

Every year in November there is a brave

show of dolls dressed for the Happy Evenings

children at Bath House, Piccadilly, and some

of these dolls were here now, tended, oh, so

gently, almost worshipped, as they are taken

out of their cupboard resting-places and

dressed and undressed.

" Please, lady, may I 'ave the fairy doll

next time ? " pleaded a golden-haired little

child, with an earnest, wistful look.

" Yes, if your hands are the cleanest.

A PEEP INTO THE NOISY ROOM.

Idmvt A'<nmÂ«. Lid.
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-*' A STRAIGHT LEFT AGAINST A SLOGGING RUFFIAN.

of my situation.. On Saturday I come up to

town and I do-not intend to,return. Mr.

Carruthers has-got a trap, and so the clangers

of the lonely, road, if there ever were any

dangers, are now over.-

"As to the special cause of my leaving, it

is not merely the strained situation with Mr.

Carruthers, but it is the reappearance of that

odious man, Mj. Woodley. He was always

hideous, but he looks more awful than ever

now, for he appears to have had an accident

and he is much disfigured. I saw him out

of the window, but I am glad to say I did

not meet him. He had a long talk with Mr.

Carruthers, who seemed much excited after

wards. Woodley must be staying in the

neighbourhood, for he did tfot sleep here,

and yet I caught a glimpse of him again this

morning slinking about in the shrubbery. I

fould sooner have a savage wild animal

loose about the place. I loathe and fear

him more than I can say. How can Mr.

VoL xxvii.â�� 2.

Carruthers endure such a

creature for a moment ?

However, all my troubles

will be over on Saturday."

" So I trust, Watson ;

so I trust," said Holmes,

gravely. " There is some

deep â�¢ intrigue going on

round that little woman,

and it is our duty to see

that no one molests her

upon that last journey. I

think, Watson, that we

must spare time to run

down together on Satur

day morning, and make

sure that this curious and

inconclusive investigation

has no untoward end

ing."

I confess that I had

not up to now taken a

very serious view of the

case, which had seemed

to me rather grotesque

and bizarre than danger

ous. That a man should

lie in wait for and follow

a very handsome woman

is no unheard of thing,

and if he had so little

audacity that he not

only dared not address

her, but even fled from

her approach, he was

not a very formidable

assailant. The ruffian

Woodley was a very different person, but,

except on the one occasion, he had not

molested our client, and now he visited the

house of Carruthers without intruding uj:on

her presence. The man on the bicycle was

doubtless a member of those weekend

parties at the Hall of which the publican

had spoken; but who he was or what' he

wanted was as obscure as ever. It was the

severity of Holmes's manner and the fact

that he slipped a revolver into his pocket

before leaving our rooms which impressed

me with the feeling that tragedy might

prove to lurk behind this curious train of

events.

A rainy night had been followed by a

glorious morning, and the heath-covered

country-side with the glowing clumps of

flowering gorse seemed all the more beautiful

to eyes which were weary of the duns and

drabs and slate-greys of Ixmdon. Holmes

and I walked along the broad, sandy road
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MY FKIENU TOOK THE LADVS UNGLOVED

HAND AND EXAMINED IT."

obvious that it is music. You observe the

spatulate finger-end, Watson, which is com

mon to both professions ? There is a

spirituality about the face, however"â��he

gently turned it towards the lightâ��" which

the typewriter does not generate. This lady

is a musician."

"Yes, Mr. Holmes, I teach music."

" In the country, I presume, from your

complexion."

" Yes, sir; near Farnham, on the borders

of Surrey."

"A beautiful neighbourhood and full of

the most interesting associations. You re

member, Watson, that it was near there

that we took Archie Stamford, the forger.

Now, Miss Violet, what has happened

to you near Farnham, on the borders of

Surrey ? "

The young lady, with great clearness and

composure, made the following curious state

ment :â��

" My father is dead, Mr. Holmes. He

was James Smith, who conducted the

orchestra at the old Imperial Theatre. My

mother and I were left without a relation

in the world except one uncle, Ralph Smith,

who went to Africa twenty-five years ago,

and we have never had a word from him

since. When father

died we were left

very poor, but one

day we were told

that there was an

advertisement in

the Times inquir

ing for our where

abouts. You can

imagine how ex

cited we were, for

we thought that

someone had left

us a fortune. We

went at once to

the lawyer whose

name was given in

the paper. There

we met two gentle

men, Mr. Carru-

thers and Mr.

Woodley, who were home

on a visit from South

Africa, They said that

my uncle was a friend of

theirs, that he died some

months before in great

poverty in Johannesburg,

and that he had asked

them with his last breath

to hunt up his relations and see that they

were in no want. It seemed strange to us

that Uncle Ralph, who took no notice of us

when he was alive, should be so careful to

look after us when he was dead; but Mr.

Carruthers explained that the reason was that

my uncle had just heard of the death of his

brother, and so felt responsible for our fate."

"Excuse me," said Holmes; "when was

this interview ? "

" Ixist December â��four months ago."

" Pray proceed."

" Mr. Woodley seemed to me to be a most

odious person. He was for ever making eyes

at meâ��a coarse, puffy-faced, red-moustached

young man, with his hair plastered down on

each side of his forehead. I thought that he

was perfectly hatefulâ��and I was sure that

Cyril would not wish me to know such a

person."

" Oh, Cyril is his name !" said Holmes,

smiling.

The young lady blushed and laughed.

"Yes, Mr. Holmes ; Cyril Morton, an

electrical engineer, and we hope to be

married at the end of the summer. Dear

me, how did I get talking about him ? What

I wished to say was that Mr. Woodley was

perfectly odious,' but that Mr. Carruthers,
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who was n much older man, was more

agreeable. He was a dark, sallow, clean

shaven, silent person ; but he had polite

manners and a pleasant smile. He inquired

how we were left, and on finding that we

were very poor he suggested that I should

come and teach music to his only daughter,

aged ten. I said that I did not like to leave

my mother, on which he suggested that I

should go home to her every week-end, and

he offered me a hundred a year, which was

certainly splendid pay. So it ended by

my accepting, and I went down to

Chiltern Grange, about six miles from

Farnham. Mr. Carruthers was a widower,

but he had engaged a lady-housekeeper,

a very respectable, elderly person, called

Mrs. Dixon, to look after his establishment.

The child was a dear, and everything

promised well. Mr. Carruthers was very

kind and very musical, and we had most

pleasant evenings together. Every week

end I went home to my mother in town.

" The first flaw in my happiness was the

arrival of the red-moustached Mr. Woodley.

He came for a visit of a week, and oh, it

seemed three months to me ! He was a

dreadful person, a bully to everyone else,

but to me something infinitely worse. He

made odious love to me, boasted of his

wealth, said that if I married him I would

have the finest diamonds in London, and

finally, when I would have nothing to do with

him, he seized me in his arms one day after

dinnerâ��he was hideously strongâ��and he

swore that he would not let me go until I had

kissed him. Mr. Carruthers came in and

tore him off from me, on which he turned

upon his own host, knocking him down and

cutting his face open. That was the end of

his visit, as you can imagine. Mr. Carruthers

apologized to me next day, and assured me

that I should never be exposed to such an

insult again. I have not seen Mr. Woodley

since.

"And now, Mr. Holmes, I come at last to

the special thing which has caused me to ask

your advice to-day. You must know that

ever)' Saturday forenoon I ride on my bicycle

to Farnham Station in order to get the 12.22

to town. The road from Chiltem Grange

is a lonely one, and at one spot it is

particularly so, for it lies for over a mile

between Charlington Heath upon one side

and the woods which lie round Cliarlington

Hall upon the other. You could not

find a more lonely tract of road anywhere,

and it is quite rare to meet so much as a

cart, or a peasant, until you reach the high

road near Crooksbury Hill. Two weeks ago

I was passing this place when I chanced to

look back over my shoulder, and about two

hundred yards behind me I saw a man, also

on a bicycle. He seemed to be a middle-

aged man, with a short, dark beard. I looked

back before I reached Farnham, but the man

was gone, so I thought no more about it.

But you can imagine how surprised I was,

Mr. Holmes, when on my return on the

Monday I saw the same man on the same

stretch of road. My astonishment was in

creased when the incident occurred again,

exactly as before, on the following Saturday

and Monday. He always kept his distance

and did not molest me in any way, but still

it certainly was very odd. I mentioned

it to Mr. Carruthers, who seemed interested

in what I said, and told me that he had

ordered a horse and trap, so that in future I

should not pass over these lonely roads with

out some companion.

"The horse and trap were to have come this

week, but for some reason they were not

delivered, and again I had to cycle to the

station. That was this morning. You can

think that I looked out when I came to

Charlington Heath, and there, sure enough,

was the man, exactly as he had been the two

weeks before. He always kept so far from

me that I could not clearly see his face, but it

was certainly someone whom I did not know.

He was dressed in a dark suit with a cloth

cap. The only thing about his face that I

could clearly see was his dark beard. To-day

I was not alarmed, but I was filled with

curiosity, and I determined to find out

who he was and what he wanted. I slowed

down my machine, but he slowed down his.

Then I stopped altogether, but he stopped

also. Then I laid a trap for him. There is

a sharp turning of the road, and I pedalled

very quickly round this, and then I stopped

and waited. I expected him to shoot round

and pass me before he could stop. But he

never appeared. Then 1 went back and

looked round the corner. I could see a mile

of road, but he was not on it. To make it the

more extraordinary, there was no side road at

this point down which he could have gone."

Holmes chuckled and rubbed his hands.

" This case certainly presents some features

of its own," said he. " How much time

elapsed between your turning the corner and

your discovery that the road was clear ? "

" Two or three minutes."

" Then he could not have retreated down

the road, and you say that there are no side

roads ? "
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of Jersey, and among its helpers are the

Marchioness of Zetland, I,ady Ludlow, I^idy

Cadogan, I-ady Iddesleigh, Mrs. Bland-Sut-

ton, etc. Moreover, the children of the rich

are brought to serve the children of the poor,

the example being set by children no less

highly placed than the little Princes and the

little Princess at Marlborough House, whose

dolls and toys find their way into the Happy

Evenings gatherings. When little 1'rircj

Edward first heard of the Happy Evenings

he turned to his Royal mamma and said :â��

" Mayn't I give my helmet and breast

plate ? It's such good fun to dress up as a

soldier. I'm sure those little boys would

like it." And so a little gamin was pointed

out to us at a Happy Evening, prancing

about in the martial and metallic raiment

which had lately enclosed the person of

another boyâ��the future King of England.

Some wjg has called these gatherings

"Juvenile Parties for Guttersnipes," and

I'HINCt BU\VAKlÂ»s AUMOl'K.

From a Photo, by Ifforoe A'fwiict, Lbl.

although the

secretary natur

ally resents the

terms of such

description, yet

.perhaps, on the

whole, it gives

a fair idea to

the average

observcjr of

what those

gatherings really

mean. " We do

not, however,

aim at making

o u r Happy

Evenings a

juvenile part}'.

W e try and

make the pas

times of the chil

dren approxi

mate closely to

those of a well-

ordered nursery

or school-room,

and the children

are encouraged

to vary their

amusements on

their own initiative, and to choose by prefer

ence those games which involve co-operation."

Occasionally the elder children get together

KAST-ENU CHILL);:) â�¢- IN I.AUV JKKSKYS CM1L

from a. Plato. bÂ» W. S. Bradtlau ct Smt.
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market price for a governess, but does not

keep a horse although six miles from the

station ? Odd, Watsonâ��very odd !"

"You will go down?"

" No, my dear fellow, you will go down.

This may be some trifling intrigue, and I

cannot break my other important research for

the sake of it. On Monday you will arrive

early at Farnham ; you will conceal yourself

near Charlington Heath ; you will observe

these facts for yourself, and act as your own

judgment advises. Then, having inquired

as to the occupants of the Hall, you will

come back to me and report. And now,

Watson, not another word of the matter until

we have a few solid stepping-stones on which

we may hope to get across to our solution."

We had ascertained from the lady that she

went down upon the Monday by the train

which leaves Waterloo at 9.50, so I started

early and caught the 9.13. At Farnham

Station I had no difficulty in being directed

to Charlington Heath. It was impossible to

mistake the scene of the young lady's

adventure, for the road runs between the

open heath on one side and an old yew

hedge upon the other, surrounding a park

which is studded with magnificent trees.

There was a main gateway of lichen-studded

stone, each side pillar surmounted by

mouldering heraldic emblems ; but besides

this central carriage drive I observed several

points where there were gaps in the hedge

and paths leading through them. The house

was invisible from the road, but the sur

roundings all spoke of gloom and decay.

The heath was covered with golden

patches of flowering gorse, gleaming magni

ficently in the light of the bright spring

sunshine. Behind one of these clumps I

took up my position, so as to command both

the gateway of the Hall and a long stretch

of the road upon either side. It had been

deserted when I left it, but now I saw a

cyclist riding down it from the opposite

direction to that in which I had come. He-

was clad in a dark suit, and I saw that he

had a black beard. On reaching the end of

the Charlington grounds he sprang from his

machine and led it through a gap in the

hedge, disappearing from my view.

. A quarter of an hour passed and then a

second cyclist appeared. This time it was

the young lady coming from the station. I

saw her look about her as she came to the

Charlington hedge. An instant later the

man emerged from his hiding-place, sprang

upon his cycle, and followed her. In all the

broad landscape those were the only moving

figures, the graceful girl sitting very straight

upon her machine, and the man behind her

bending low over his handle-bar, with a

curiously furtive suggestion in every move

ment. She looked back at him and slowed

her pace. He slowed also. She stopped.

He at once stopped too, keeping two

hundred yards behind her. Her next move

ment was as unexpected as it was spirited.

She suddenly whisked her wheels round and

dashed straight at him ! He was as quick as

she, however, and darted off in desperate

flight. Presently she came back up the road

again, her head haughtily in the air, not

deigning to take any further notice of her

silent attendant. He had turned also, and

still kept his distance until the cutve of the

road hid them from my sight.

I remained in my hiding-place, and it was

well that I did so, for presently the man re

appeared cycling slowly back. He turned in

at the Hall gates and dismounted from his

machine. F'or some few minutes I could

see him standing among the trees. His

hands were raised and he seemed to be

settling his necktie. Then he mounted his

cycle and rode away from me down the drive

towards the Hall. 1 ran across the heath

and peered through the trees. Far away I

could catch glimpses of the old grey building

with its bristling Tudor chimneys, but the

drive ran through a dense .shrubbery, and I

saw no more of my man.

However, it seemed to me that I had

done a fairly good morning's work, and I

walked back in high spirits to Farnham.

The local house-agent could tell me nothing

about Charlington Hall, and referred me

to a well-known firm in Pall Mall. There I

halted on my way home, and met with

courtesy from the representative. No, I

could not have Charlington Hall for the

summer. \ was just too late. It had

been let about a month ago. Mr. William

son was the name of the tenant. He was a

respectable elderly gentleman. The polite

agent was afraid he could say no more, as

the affairs of his clients were not matters

which he could discuss.

Mr. Sherlock Holmes listened with atten

tion to the long report which I was able to

present to him that evening, but it did not

elicit that word of curt praise which I had

hoped for and should have valued. On the

contrary, his austere face was even more

severe than usual as he commented upon the

things that I had done and the things that

I had not.

"Your hidinr-place, my dear Watson,



BY ARCHIBALD MARSHALL.

I.

HEN young Lord Otterburn

vowed before the altar of

Grace Church, ii4th Avenue,

Chicago, to endow Miss Sadie

M. Cutts with all his worldly

goods, that fortunate young

lady obtained a husband of attractive appear

ance, agreeable manners, and a sweet temper ;

a coronet, a beautiful but dilapidated castle

in Northumberland, surrounded by an unpro

ductive estate, and a share in the family

attentions of Aunt Sarah. In exchange for

these blessings she brought, as her contribu

tion to the happiness of the married state, a

warm appreciation of her husband's good

qualities, a dowry which, when reckoned in

dollars, touched seven figures, a frank and

fearless character, and a total ignorance of the

importance of Aunt Sarah in the domestic

well-being of the noble house of Otterburn.

She was not left long in ignorance on

this point. She had only had time to

refurnish the whole of Castle Gide, to

instal electric light, to rebuild the stables,

adapting part of them to the requirements of

a stud of motor-cars, to take the gardens in

hand, and to relet most of the farms, when

Aunt Sarah was upon the newly-married

couple with a proposal for a visit.

" And who is Aunt Sarah, anyway ? " in

quired Lady Otterburn, when her husband

handed her that lady's letter over the break

fast-table.

" Aunt Sarah," replied Otterburn, " is the

bane of the existence of all the members of

my family who can afford to keep their heads

above water."

" Sounds kind of cheering," observed her

ladyship. " How does she get her clutch

in?"

" She proposes herself for short visits, and

has never been known to leave any house

where the cooking is decent and the beds

comfortable under a month. She is my

Uncle Otterburn's widow, and, having been

left exceedingly poor, exercises the right of

demanding bed and board from members

of my family in rotation as often as it is

convenient to her."

" If she's poor," said Lady Otterburn, "it

won't harm us to give her a shake-down and

a sandwich or two as often as she wants 'em.

I apprehend she'll make herself agreeable in

return."

" That's where you make a mistake,"

replied Otterburn. " Aunt Sarah has never

been known to make herself agreeable in her

life. In fact, she prides herself upon doing

the reverse. She'll tell you before you have
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known her two minutes that she always says

what she thinks. And she won't be telling

you a lie."

" Two can play at that game," said Lady

Otterburn. " Most times I say what I think

myself."

" But you only think pleasant things,"

replied her husband. " My flower of the

prairie ! "

Now, Chicago is not exactly a prairie, but

the young Countess of Otterburn was pretty

and graceful enough to deserve the most

high-flown compliments, and appreciated

them when they came from her husband.

She therefore graciously accepted his latest

flight of imagination, and told him to write

to Aunt Sarah and invite her to come to

Castle Gide and stay

as long as she found

it convenient.

Aunt Sarah came a

week later with a con

siderable amount of

luggage, but no maid.

The motor - omnibus

was sent to the station

to meet her, in spite

of her nephew's warn

ings.

" She'll arrive as

cross as can be," he

said. " She hates

motors of every de

scription, and I don't

suppose has ever been

on one in her life."

" Then it's time she

tried it," said Lady

Otterburn. "There

isn't a horse in the

place that could draw

a buggy fourteen miles

to the depot and back

and bring her here in

time for dinner."

"Well, you'll see,"

said Otterburn. "She'll

tell us what she thinks

of us when she gets

here."

She did. The power

ful motor-omnibus

jumped down off his seat to open the door

at the back of the vehicle with some alacrity.

There emerged a tall and formidable-

looking old lady, with an aquiline nose and

abundant, well-arranged grey hair. She

wore an imposing bonnet and a dress not

of the latest fashion, which rustled richly.

There was a cloud on1 her magnificent brow,

her mouth was firmly closed, and she showed

no signs of agreeable feeling at arriving thus

at her journey's end.

" How do you do, Aunt Sarah ?" said

Otterburn, hastening down the steps to greet

her. " Very pleased to see you again. Hope

the old 'bus brought you along comfortably."

" No, Edward," replied Aunt Sarah, rigidly,

" the old 'bus, as you term it, did not bring

"'HOW DO YOU DO, AUNT SARAH?' SAID OTTERBUKN.*"

drew up before the door of Castle Gideâ��at

which Lord and Lady Otterburn were stand

ing to receive their guestâ��having completed

the seven-mile journey from the station in

about five-and-twenty minutes. The driver

and the footman beside him wore expressions

of apprehensive discomfort, and the latter

Vol. Kivii.â��4.

me along comfortably. I had vowed never

to trust myself to one of these detestable

new inventions, and I am surprised at your

sending such a contrivance to meet me.

This, I suppose, is your wife. How do you

do, my lady ? I shall probably be able to

tell better how I like your appearance when
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I have recovered from the perilous journey

to which I have been subjected. I should

like to be shown at once to my room. I am

much too upset by my late experience to

think of joining you downstairs to-night."

" Why, certainly," said Lady Otterburn.

"I'll take you upstairs, and you shall have

your supper just when and how you pleaseâ��

right here and now if you prefer it. I want

that you should make yourself at home in

this house."

Aunt Sarah transfixed her with a haughty

glare.

" Considering that this house was my home

for five-and-thirty years," she said, " I think

I can promise to do that. Thank you, Lady

Otterburn. I will not detain you any longer.

This was the third best bachelor's room in

my day ; I know my way about it well. No

doubt you have other more important guests

for whom the better rooms are reserved. I

will wish you good-night."

" My !" said the Countess of Otterburn,

on the other side of a firmly-closed door.

" She's a peach ! "

II.

THE most consistently disagreeable people

are not without their moments of relenting,

and Aunt Sarah came downstairs about noon

of the following day in a far better humour

than she had carried to her room on her

arrival at Castle Gide. In the first place she

had discovered that the erstwhile bachelor

rooms had been converted into a perfect

little suite, with the appointments of which

even a luxury - loving old lady determined

to find fault with everything could hardly

quarrel. During her voluntary seclusion

she had been made as comfortable and

waited on as well as if she were a rich

woman in her own house, and the little

dinner which had been served to her in the

privacy of her own bijou salon was far

superior to any meal that had ever been

served to her before in Castle Gide, even

when she had been mistress of it. Morning

tea, therefore, found Aunt Sarah mollified,

a dainty breakfast served to put her almost

into an attitude of peace and goodwill

towards mankind, and a glass of pale sherry

and a dry biscuit after her toilet had been

made and the morning papers read sent her

downstairs with the definite intention of

being civil to her nephew's wife, whom she

had come to Castle Gide prepared cordially

to hate.

This frame of mind lasted for several

hours. Lady Otterburn devoted herself to

the old lady's entertainment, and, to her

husband's unconcealed astonishment, roused

more than once a grim chuckle of amuse

ment, as she rattled her clever Transatlantic

tongue across the luncheon-table. Aunt

Sarah pleased ! Aunt Sarah laughing ! Aunt

Sarah allowing someone else to monopolize

the conversation ! He had known her all

his life, but such a spectacle had hitherto

been denied him.

" My dear, you're a marvel," he said to his

American countess when luncheon was over

and Aunt Sarah had retired to her own

apartments, still in high good - humour.

"You bowled me over the first time we

met. That was nothing. But Aunt Sarah !

I couldn't have believed it possible. I wish

I had asked all my uncles and aunts and

cousins to see it."

" You don't know enough to run when

you're in a hurry," replied Lady Otterburn.

" You'd find her a real beautiful woman if

you all took her the right way."

"Well, we shall see," said Otterburn.

" You've had a grand success so far, but the

experience of years teaches me that seasons

of calm in Aunt Sarah's life are not lasting.

Much depends on the afternoon nap."

Alas ! Aunt Sarah's afternoon nap was a

troubled one. It may have been the lobster

salad, of which she had eaten too largely; it

may have been the iced hock-cup, of which

she had drunk too freely, that disturbed her

slumbers. Whatever it was she came down

again what time the tea-table was spread in

the hall with her usual inclination to make

herself disagreeable strongly in the ascendant,

and, if possible, augmented by the reaction

from her previous state of amiability. The

first audacious sally made by her hostess,

which would have been received with tolerant

amusement at the luncheon-table, only drew

a scandalized glare from Aunt Sarah, and

the ominous words : "I must ask you to

remember in whose presence you find your

self, if you please."

I>ady Otterburn may have been surprised

at this sudden change of atmosphere, but

she seemed entirely unconcerned, and took

no notice of her husband's surreptitious kick

underneath the tea-table, which said as plain

as speech, " I told you so." She talked with

gay wit, but gave no opportunity for a further

rebuke. Hut Aunt Sarah's twisted temper

was not to be softened by the most search

ing tact, and her next contribution to the

sociability of the occasion was the remark,

" This tea is positively not fit to drink. In

my day Withers would not have dared to

keep such stuff in his shop."
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" He don't keep it now," answered her

hostess. " I have it bought in China and

shipped overland. It costs four dollars the

pound."

" I have no doubt it is expensive," retorted

Aunt Sarah, "although there is no occasion

to poke your money down my throat. It is

the way it is made. No servant can be

trusted to make tea. I always have two tea

pots and make it myself. I find it is never

lit to drink unless I do so."

" I'd just love to have you make some

for yourself," said Lady Otterburn.

" I'll ring the bell for two more

teapots. It's too bad you shouldn't

have it as you like it."

reminded himself that his experience did not

afford a precedent for her apologi/ing for any

word of blame that may have fallen from her

lips. But he had no time to ponder on these

things. Developments were proceeding.

" You find it a good plan always to say what

you think ? " asked Lady Otterburn, sweetly.

" It is the only honest plan," replied Aunt

Sarah. "If everybody %vould do it instead

of telling lies on all occasions, great or small,

there would be a good deal less hypocrisy in

the world than there is now."

" I'LL RING THK BELL KOR TWO WOKF. TEAPOTS.'

Aunt Sarah, who was secretly rather

ashamed of having mistaken caravan-borne

tea for that sold by the village grocer, suffered

herself to l>e softened again, and became

almost amiable when her hostess insisted

upon drinking from the fresh brew which was

presently made, and declared that it was a

great improvement on the old.

" I think it is better," admitted Aunt

Sarah. " I may say that I have never yet

met anyone who could make tea as I can.

You will excuse me for having commented

on yours, but, as Edward knows, I always say

what I think."

Edward did know it to his cost. But

again he was astonished at the sight of Aunt

Sarah charmed back to good-humour when

apparently in one of her most relentless

moods, and with further astonishment he

" Well, I guess you are right," said I-ady

Otterburn. "I guess I'll commence'right

away and follow your example. And so will

Edward. Now, mind, Edward, don't you

dare to say a single word that you don't mean,

and just you tell your Aunt Sarah exactly

what you think as long as she's with us.

And so will I. And all the people who are

coming this evening shall be told to do the

same."

" Eh ? What ? " exclaimed Aunt Sarah.

III.

WHKN Aunt Sarah came down into the great

hall at twenty minutes to nine that evening

she found it full of young men and women

who had arrived about an hour before, and

whom she had kept waiting ten minutes for

their dinner. She did not apologize for her
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late appearance. That was not her custom.

She singled out a young man of the company

and said, " How do you do, Henry ? I am

pleased to see you at Castle Gide again. You

used to come here frequently in happier

times."

"They were not happier times for me,

Aunt Sarah," replied the young man, rather

nervously. " My chief recollection of them is

that I was generally sent to bed before dinner

for getting into mischief."

" Ah !" said Aunt Sarah. " That is the way

to treat mischievous boys. And you don't

bear malice."

" I am afraid I do," said the young man.

" I was treated most unjustly."

" By whom, pray ? " inquired Aunt Sarah,

beginning to bridle.

" Very occasionally by Uncle Otterburn,"

said the young man. " Invariably by you."

inquired Aunt Sarah, as she took her

nephew's arm.

No member of the party with the exception

of Aunt Sarah had reached middle-age. Most

of the men were contemporaries of Otter-

burn's, the years of whose pilgrimage were

thirty. Some of them were married and had

their wives with them, but the majority were

unattached, and there were several girls,

some English and some American. Otter-

burn's grouse-moors were the ostensible ex

cuse for their finding themselves collected at

Castle Gide, but they were so well mixed

that they would probably have succeeded in

enjoying themselves even if there had been

no snooting to occupy the days. There was

a regular hubbub of conversation round the

dinner-table on this first evening, and loud

peals of laughter, rising above the din and

clatter of twenty tongues all moving at once,

" THERE WAS A I.I '.i I Aic HUBBUB OF CONVERSATION ROUND THE DINNER-TABLE."

" Upon my word ! " exclaimed Aunt Sarah.

"That is a pretty way to talk ! "

" He must say what he thinks, you know,"

said Lady Otterburn. " We are all going to

play at that as long as we are together. Any

body who is convicted of an insincere speech

is to pay half a crown to the hospital fund.

Here is the box. It contains a contribution

from Edward, who told Lady Griselda that

she was not at all late when she came down

five minutes ago. Edward, take Aunt Sarah

in to dinner. She has kept us waiting for

nearly a quarter of an hour."

" Have I got into a company of lunatics?"

seemed to indicate that Lady Otterburn's

game was adding to the gaiety of the

occasion.

" No," said a demure young lady, in answer

to a request from her neighbour. " I will

not play accompaniments for you after

dinner. It is quite true, as you say, that I

read music extraordinarily well. I have

always politely denied it before, but I know I

do. Your singing, however, is so distasteful

to me that I am sorry I cannot oblige you."

" I have got a good voice," said her neigh

bour, "and I have studied under the best

masters."
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" You have not profited by your studies,"

replied the lady : " and your voice, so far

from being good, is very thin and of no

quality whatsoever."

" I guess," said a fair American, surveying

the company, "that we're a good-looking

crowd round this table. And, among all the

women, I have a conviction that I go up for

the beauty prize. I have had to hug that

conviction in secret for a very long time, and

now it's out."

Thus and thus was the House of Truth

built up stone by stone, and Aunt Sarah's

position was pitia-

bje. Hitherto she

had made her mark

in whatever society

she found herself

by sheer insistence

on her right to be

frankly and criti

cally disagreeable.

On any ordinary

occasion she would

have had the whole

tableful of young

people prostrate

under the terror of

her biting tongue,

and not a whit

would she have

cared for conse

quent unpopularity

so long as she had

made herself

acknowledged as

the dominating

spirit of the assem

bly. Now she was

met and foiled by

the dexterous use

of the very weapons

which she had

wielded so long and

so unmercifully,

and no arrogant

speech could she

"*[ WILL NOT STAND TH

LONGER,'

make but its sting was removed by an

equally outspoken reply.

Thus, to her right-hand neighbour, a

young man with smooth black hair and a

preternaturally solemn face: " I don't know

who you are, but by your long upper lip I

should judge you to be a Mortimer."

" My name and appearance are both

undoubtedly Mortimer," he replied, gravely.

" My character, I am happy to say, is not."

" Perhaps you do not know," said Aunt

Sarah, " that I am a Mortimer ? "

" I am perfectly aware of it," was the

answer. " It would cost me half a crown to

congratulate you on the fact."

" And may I ask what fault you have to

find with the family whose name you have

the honour of bearing ? "

" They are insufferably cantankerous and

domineering."

" Not all of them," interrupted Otterburn,

anxious above all desire for unsullied truth

to avert the impending storm which was

gathering around him. " You must not take

his criticisms as personal, Aunt Sarah."

* INSOLENT BEHAVIOUR ANY

SHE SAID."

" Pass the box

this way," said the

solemn young man.

"Otterburn will

contribute another

half-crown."

Before dinner was

half-way through

Aunt Sarah was in

as black a rage as

had ever darkened

even her Olympian

brow. By the time

the ladies left the

room she had de

livered herself of

as many insulting

speeches as it

usually took her a

day to achieve, and

her average output

was no small one.

But it was all to no

purpose. Her most

ambitious efforts,

instead of striking

a chill of terror to

the hearts of her

listeners, were

warmly applauded,

with an air of the

utmost politeness,

and from every

quarter she received

as good as she gave. It took her some time

to realize that she was affording considerable

amusement to her nephew's guests, but when

she did arrive at that state of knowledge she

could hardly command herself sufficiently to

leave the room without doing bodily hurt

to someone.

" I will not stand this insolent behaviour

any longer," she said to Lady Otterburn

when the door of the dining-room had been

closed behind them. " How dare you treat

me in this way ? "
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" Why, bless me, Aunt Sarah," exclaimed

Lady Otterburn, in well - feigned surprise,

" you said yourself that if everyone spoke

the truth always, as you pride yourself on

doing, it would be a real lovely thing. We

are all speaking the truth under a penalty,

and you are speaking it so well that you

haven't been fined once."

" Psshtschah ! " is the nearest possible

orthographic rendering of the exclamation of

contempt and disgust that forced itself from

Aunt Sarah's lips. " I have had enough of

this insensate folly," she continued. " I shall

go straight to my room, and if I do not

receive more respectful treatment in this

house, where I so long reigned as undisputed

mistress, I shall leave it to-morrow. Do you

understand me ? "

"I understand you very well," said Lady

Otterburn. " And I will ask you to try and

understand me. The respect which you

demanded as mistress of this house is now

due to me, and 1 look to receive it from my

guests. If you discover that it is not within

your power to grant it I shall not press you

to prolong your visit."

Aunt Sarah again gave vent to the excla

mation indicated above, and sailed up the

broad staircase to her own apartments with

anger and disgust marked on every line and

curve of her figure.

IV.

AUNT SARAH had never been so angry before

in her life. She was an extraordinarily dis

agreeable old womanâ��disagreeable in a

masterly, cold-blooded, incisive way, partly

because disagreeable speech was a genuine

expression of her nature, partly because she

had discovered in the course of years that

she gained more by being disagreeable, which

came easy to her, than by being pleasant,

which did not. One of the weapons of

her armoury was the feigning of anger,

and few could stand upright before her

wrath. But for this very reason she had

seldom been opposed in such a way as

to make her really angry, and now that

this had happened to her she was almost

beside herself with rage.

When she reached the cosy little sitting-

room which had been devoted to her

special use, having closed the door with a

bang which re-echoed along the corridors,

she found herself surrounded by just that

atmosphere of personal comfort in which

her sybaritic old soul delighted. A cheerful

fire burned in the grate. Before it was

drawn up the easiest of easy chairs. At

the side of the chair stood a table upon

which was a tray containing those refresh

ments, solid and liquid, with which Aunt Sarah

loved best to fortify herself for the hours of

darkness, a collection of papers and maga

zines, and half-a-dozen new books. The gay

chintz curtains were close-drawn, and the

electric lights behind their rosy shades threw

just the right amount of light upon this

pleasant interior.

Aunt Sarah had often before left a com

pany of people in displeasure and retired to

her own apartment with a bang of the door

behind her. But once shut in by herself the

expression of her face had usually changed,

and with a grim chuckle at her own astute

ness, and the remembrance of her effective

departure, she had settled herself down with

a mind wiped clean of emotion to the enjoy

ment of her own society.

But to-night Aunt Sarah took no delight

in her own society, nor did her angry old face

change as she closed the door on the cosy-

warmth of her room. It is true that she sat

down in the easy chair in front of the fire.

Women do not pace the room in their rage

as is the custom with men. All the same, a

consuming rage held her. It had in it a tinge

of helplessness, and it shook her wiry old

frame like an ague. Aunt Sarah was beaten,

and she had the sense to recognise it.

By-and-by she began to feel rather alarmed

at her state of mind. Helpless anger is not a

soothing emotion, and Aunt Sarah, in spite of

her well-nourished vigour, was an old woman.

It was very uncomfortable to be so angry, and

it was still more uncomfortable to reali/e that

her power of keeping her own personality in

the ascendant had been wrested from her by

"a chit of a low-born foreigner," as she

expressed it to herself.

When her anger had tired her sufficiently

the feeling of helplessness increased, and

sorely against her will Aunt Sarah began to

pity herself. She fought against the feeling

of self-pity for some timeâ��she was made of

sterner stuff than those who cherish it as a

mild luxuryâ��but it overpowered her at last.

She suddenly saw herself old and, for all

her many relations and acquaintances,

friendlessâ��worse than friendless, feared and

disliked. She was also, for the time being,

homeless. She had let her little box of a

house in London for the winter, and had in

tended to stay at Castle Gide for at least a

month. If she carried out her threat of leaving

the next morning she had nowhere to go to,

and she was accustomed to run things so close

that she actually had not the money to take

her to some place suitable to her exalted
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station and to keep herself there for four

weeks.

Then she suddenly realized that in the

depths of her queer, twisted heart she was

fond of her nephew ; also that her nephew's

American bride had brought her both defer

ence and entertainment as long as she had

treated her with ordinary courtesy. She

also discovered that she had a sentiment

for Castle Gide, which had been her own

home for thirty-five years, that was not wholly

dependent upon its capabilities of affording

her the degree of luxurious living which she

most appreciated. At this point something

happened which had not happened for fully

half a century. Two large tears trickled

down Aunt Sarah's

face. She knew her

self for a lonely,

disagreeable old

woman, very, very

poor.

When Otterburn

came out of the

dining-room with the

rest of the men he

drew his wife a little

aside and said to her:

"Look here, old

lady, I don't think

we can carry this on.

I am afraid Aunt

Sarah will have a fit

if we bait her much

more. Her eyes

rolled most unplea

santly at dinner.

Where is she, by-

the-bye?"

" She has gone up

stairs looking mighty

ugly," replied her

ladyship. " She is

going to express

her baggage home

to-morrow."

passed over her, and she felt that she and

her husband and their guests had all behaved

with the most unmannerly brutality.

" Dear Aunt Sarah," she said, " I hate

that you should be all alone up here while

we are enjoying ourselves downstairs. Won't

you come down and hear Mrs. Vanhooten

sing ? They call her the nightingale of

Cincinnati in the States."

Now, if Lady Otterburn had followed the

impulse that came to her to kneel by the

side of the old woman and mix tears, she

would almost certainly have been repulsed

and would have found Aunt Sarah once

more encased in a full suit of prickles ; for,

however much in a moment of weakness

that redoubtable old

lady may have pitied

herself, she certainly

would have per

mitted no one else

to pity her. But

Lady Otterburn was

a young woman of

considerable tact as

well as generosity of

feeling, and her

method of approach

proved to be the

best she could have

chosen.

" Not to - night,''

replied Aunt Sarah.

" I confess to

being slightly

upset at what

has occurred,

and I do not

feel equal to

mixing with

your guests at

present."

'SHE KNEW HERSELF FOR A LONELY, DISAGREEABLE OLD WOMAN.

"Oh, she mustn't do that,"said Otterburn.

" She has always gone on like that, and her

bark is worse than her bite. You go and

calm her down, and we'll stop this game."

" We've won," said Lady Otterburn. " But

I don't feel very spry over the victory. She is

an old lady, and I guess we'll just have to let

her play by herself as long as she camps

here. I'll go up to her right now."

So Lady Otterburn entered Aunt Sarah's

room just in time to catch her drying the

two tears aforesaid and a few more that had

followed them. A wave of compunction

" 1 guess we

must have

offended you

with our little

game," said Lady Otterburn. " But we didn't

mean any harm, and we have left off playing

it now."

" It has served its purpose," said Aunt

Sarah, slowly. " I have been thinking matters

over since I came upstairs. It is not easy for

a woman of my age and character to confess

herself in the wrong, but as far as you are

concerned, my dear, Iâ��Iâ��really think that

by showing mutual respect and consideration

we may, perhaps, get on very well together."

The speech had not ended quite in the

manner Aunt Sarah had intended when she
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began it, but the habits of a lifetime are not

changed in a moment, and its underlying

meaning was, at any rate, clear. Aunt Sarah

had come as near as she had ever done in

her life to an unreserved apology for her

behaviour.

Lady Otterburn was prepared to meet her

a good deal more than hall-way.

" Of course, you feel seeing me here in

your place," she said. " I don't wonder. But

both Edward and I want you to look upon

Castle Gide as your home just the same as

before." (This was not strictly true so far as

Edward was concerned, but it must be

admitted to have been generous.) "And

I'm new to this country and to a position to

which you were born. There are so many

ways in which you could help, Aunt Sarah."

"My dear," said the

old woman, " any help I

can give you you shall

have. But I think you

are quite capable of hold

ing your own anywhere,

and â�� and of adorning

any position. '

So the treaty of peace

was concluded, and the

Countess and the I )owa

ger Countess of Otter

bum spent a pleasant

hour together talking

amicably of many things.

When Aunt Sarah

came downstairs the next

morning she found every

body very anxious to

please her. The general

attitude of the party was

that of people who had

committed a breach of

courtesy and were

ashamed of themselves.

Probably this attitude

drove compunction into

Aunt Sarah's soul more

completely than any

other could have done.

She met advances with

amiability, and exercised

her fearless tongue and her undoubtedly

sharp intellect to the general amusement

rather than to the general terrifying of the

company. By the time that the house-party

broke up she had discovered, possibly to

her amazement, that ascendency could be

maintained as completely and far more

pleasantly by force of character combined

with wit and good-humour than by force of

character supported by aggressive arrogance

alone.

And thus, fortified by experience of its

efficacy, Aunt Sarah's conversion was per

manent. This is not to say that from a

most objectionable old woman she changed

at a bound into an exceedingly attractive one.

The simile of the leopard and the Ethiopian

still holds good. But there was an all-round

improvement in her attitude towards the

world at large which, whenever she found

herself at Castle Gide, was an improvement

which seemed to approach the miraculous.

A year after the events of this story, when

the two Ladies Otterburn had been worship-

THF TWO 1.AD1KS OTTERUL'KN WORSHIP) INC TOGKTHKR AT A CKADLE SHRINK.

ping together for an hour at a cradle shrine

plentifully bedecked with lace, the younger

of them said to her husband :â��

" Dear Aunt Sarah ! She has a real loving

heart. I guess it was warped by her never

having a baby of her own."



How a Clironw-Lithograph is Printed.

BY L. GRAY-GOWER.

ANY readers have no doubt

wondered how the vivid and

faithful reproductions of cele

brated pictures, with which

the public has latterly become

so familiar, are reproduced.

There is a vague idea that it is the result

of some occult colour-process that involves

several distinct printings, but exactly what

that process is remains commonly a sealed

book. But there must be many readers who

know nothing whatever of lithographic stones

and colour-printing. Let us briefly, then,

explain the principle.

About a hundred years ago a struggling

Bavarian printer, Alois Senefelder by name,

having no paper at hand with which to indite

his washing bill, used for the purpose a flat

slab of peculiarly soft stone which he had in

his workshop. The ink he used was a rude

and greasy mixture. The appearance of the

writing on the stone suggested to him the

possibility of reproducing the writing. His

experiments were crowned with success, and

lithography naturally took its place amongst

the great industrial arts of the world.

If you enter any great lithographer's work

shop to-day, like .that of the Uangerfield

Company at St. Albans, you will notice huge

slabs of stone, two or three inches thick,

ranging in size from that of a large bedstead

to that of a small book. All these stones

may be said to come from one placeâ��Solen-

hofen, in the district of Monheim.

At the Danger-

field Company's

works the writer

seemed to be

passing through a

miniature quarry,

or through a tomb

stone warehouse.

The stones arrive

at the works in

their rough con

dition. They-are

prepared for use

by being ground

face to face with

sand and water.

The broad prin

ciples of litho

graphy consist, of

course, in the

strong adhesion

VoL MVU.â��6.

THE ARTISTS' ROOM AT

from a 1'hato. bt}

of greasy substances to calcareous stone, the

affinity of one greasy body for another, and

the antipathy of such bodies to water.

When water is applied to the surface of the

stone it remains only on such portions as

are not covered with grease, so that, if a roller

charged with greasy ink be passed over the

stone, the ink will only adhere to the greasy

portions, while the moist parts will resist the

ink and remain clean. In consequence,

when a sheet of paper is pressed upon the

stone, it only receives an impression in ink

from the greasy line. This is the whole

theory of lithography.

And now comes in the task of the expert

colour-master. There has been growing

up of late years a class of experts in-colour

for whom the entire National Gallery is only

a collection of tints on canvas more, or less

adroitly combined. These men are master-

lithographers. For them the most divine

creations of Raphael, Titian, Claude, and

Turner are workmanlike colour-combinations,

which it is their business to analyze and

resolve into their separate constituents.

To-day the dead walls and hoardings of

the kingdom are covered with wonderful

posters and the shop windows lined with

gorgeous lithographs evolved by men whose

chromatic perception is so acute that they

can tell you at a glance what the great

Turner himself did not knowâ��how many

colours go to the making of one of Turner's

pictures.

THE DANGbKFlELU COMPANY'S WORKS, SHOWING THK

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES. |lie DaiHKr/bU Co.
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THIRD STONEâ��LIGHTEST BLUE.
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There are very few artists who can say work away, slowly painting and repainting

exactly how their colour-effects were pro- until the end desired is reached,

duced, or precisely what pigments were "We have master-lithographers in our

employed to attain certain tones. They employ," said Mr. Adolphe Tuck to the

SECOND STONEâ��DARK YELLOW.

FOURTH STONEâ��LIGHT FLESH TINT.
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writer, " who can tell almost at a glance how

many colours and shades go to the making

of any given picture, no matter how

complex."

Take the case of one of the most success

ful reproductions of one of the old masters,

" The Madonna Ansidei," which hangs in

the National Gallery. The colour-master

of whom we have spoken quickly resolved

this picture into eighteen colours, involving

the use of eighteen lithographic stones, each

printing a separate tint and being of itself

almost a separate picture, until by repeated

printings the whole masterpiece was gradually

built up. This is the example of which we

FIFTH STONEâ��DAKK SHOWN.

present illustrations in this article, and is the

work of Mr. Adolphe Tuck.

But what an eye for colour ! What a gift

for the realities and essentials of tone to be

able, without any mixings of paint or other

analytic experiments, to divine straight away

just what colours are needed, and prepare

stone after stone with the absolute certainty

that the combination would produce such a

result !

To illustrate the almost marvellous cap

ability of the colour-expert in analy/.ing the

colours of a picture submitted to him, one

may mention that the late Sir Charles East-

lake, P.R.A., once ventured to assert that

SIXTH STONEâ��LIGHT BROWN.

there were sixteen colours or shades visible

in a picture by Van Dyck. The lithographic

colour-expert declared there were only eleven.

SEVENTH STON1â��LIGHT BLUE.
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EIGHTH STONEâ��PINK.

Accordingly an accurate copy was painted at

the National Gallery of the picture, so

accurate that it was difficult to discern a

difference between the copy and the original.

This was duly ana

lyzed and placed on

the stones, eleven in

number, and the

eleventh printing dis

closed an exact fac

simile of the copy,

and therefore of the

original.

Sir Charles East-

lake acknowledged

himself beaten, and

readily paid tribute

to the wonderful ana

lytic powers of an

artist, or, rather, of a

scientist, who could

not paint a picture

but could tell just

what a picture was

made of.

In the case of the

An.j'dei Madonna,

the canvas was copied

at the National Gal-

lery under ihc e'v of

the Director. The

first stage of repro-

NINTII STUNIiâ��-MliltlUM GKKV.

duction was to transfer upon the stone a sort

of yellowish-grey base or silhouette of the

whole picture (No. i). It will be noticed

that the high lights are upon portions of St.

TENTH STONEâ��MEDIUM BLUE.

John's and Mary's

garments and the

mitre of St. Nicholas.

The picture on the

next stone, which is

to overlay the first,

gives more detail.

Gradually these

pictures, each done

by a separate artist,

under the eyes of

the colour-expert or

master - lithographer,

assume greater per

fection, as colour by

colour is added, one

from every stone,

until in No. 9 one

would fain think, as

the artist himself may

have thought, that

the picture was

finished, or at least

approaching comple

tion. Hut, as a matter

of fact, it is only half

completed. It is still

lacking many neces-
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sary qualities ; the reds and the greens and

the greys and the gold have yet to be added.

What a quaint enigma is presented by Nos.

n, 12, 14, and 15! Taken by themselves

they seem meaningless, but combined with

their forerunners and successors they are

seen to be essential to the finished picture.

In the very final stages the stones are

devoted to greys, which by overlaying one

another impart a roundness and solidity to

the design which it would otherwise lack.

It may be mentioned that this reproduction

is, according to Mr. Tuck, the most suc

cessful, as it is the most elaborate, colour-

lithograph ever attempted.

In the case of an ordinary colour-drawing

the usual method is to prepare a keystoneâ��

that is to say, an outline of the picture,

together with the black or grey portions. It

is then marked off into colours, each

colour requiring, as has been said, a separate

stone. Of the uncoloured outline as

many copies are printed as there are to

be colours in the finished picture, and

each of these serves as a key or guide in

determining in what position on each stone

the separate colour shall be. Each artist

then sets to work on his own part of the

picture, which is very often, as will be seen

by our illustrations, a picture by itself. The

TWELFTH STONEâ��DARK KED.

master-lithographer knows just how many of

these pictures will be necessary to achieve a

facsimile. It may be that one colour will

THIRTEENTH STONKâ��DARK FLESH TINT.
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frequently have to be

printed over another

in order to produce

the precise effect.

For colour-printing

the stone is polished.

Naturally the order

in which the colours

succeed each other is

very important, and

must be carefully con

sidered. But perhaps

the great object of

the maker of pictures

from stones, after the

picture in its various

phases has been pre

pared, is to see that

each colour falls accu

rately into its proper

place on the paper.

Nothing is more

common, in a badly

done lithograph, than

to find in the face of

the human subject,

say an attractive

young lady, the flesh

colour overlapping the collar

even extruding itself out into

the ear. All this implies bad

V

FOURTEENTH STONE-UAKK HLUE.

The drawing on each

stone must be made

to fit in, or register,

with the preceding

one, so that, as the

paper is passed

through the printing

machine, the picture

is built up colour on

colour, each, how

ever, being allowed

to dry before the

next is applied.

In preparing the

stone to take the pic

ture extreme care has

to be exercised, for

so great is its affinity

for grease that even

a finger - mark will

become perpetuated.

After a drawing on

the stone is finished

it is a precaution to

coat it with a solu

tion of gum-arabic

alld "itr'C aC'd. Wm'Ch

fills up the pores of

or the hat, or the stone in the unfilled parts and prevents

space beyond the drawing from spreading.

"registering." Having described the manner in which

FIFTEENTH STONEâ��UGH r RED.

SIXTEENTH STONEâ��DARK CREV.
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SEVENTEENTH STONEâ��GOLD.

the picture on stone is prepared, we now

come to the printing of it. To begin

with, there is the " proving-press," which is

employed in prepar

ing the stones for

the machine. The

gummy solution is

first washed off, but

sufficient remains in

the pores of the

stones to offer a resist

ing influence to the

ink when the time for

printing comes. At

this stage the stone is

damped and a roller

charged with printing

ink is passed over its

surface, every part of

the design being

brought in contact

with the ink. Acci

dental grease spots

are removed by scrap

ing, polishing, or the

application of acid,

otherwise they would

develop and spoil the

result.

EIGHTEENTH STUNEâ��LIGHT GkEY.

When the stone is thus rectified it is sub

jected to what is technically termed etching ;

that is, a weak solution of gum and nitric

acid is applied, which

causes the surface of

the bare part of the

stones to be gently

eroded, and gives a

stronger " tooth " to

the design. Although

the ink of the design

itself may now be

washed away and the

picture be invisible,

yet it is there, ready

to receive any desired

colour which forms

the part of the pic

ture. The stones

have to be damped

and inked before

each impression is

taken, but neverthe

less the printing

proceeds with great

rapidity, ranging from

six hundred to one

thousand impressions

per hour.

THE FINISHED CHROMO-LM HOr.KAHH, "THE MAUONNA

ANSIDBI " (AH K.K RAPHAEL).



Sadi the Fiddler.

AN INCIDENT: IN THE SIEGE OF STRASBURG.

BY-MAX PEMBERTON.

ADI the fiddler, carrying the

little black case under his

arm, locked the door of his

garret as carefully as though it

had contained the wealth of

the Cresars. It was the night

of Monday, the twenty-first day of September,

in the year 1870. Sadi had not tasted food

for twenty hours, and, though he well under

stood that there was very little to eat in the

town of Strasburg, he went forth bravely in

quest of it. After all, someone might throw

him a bone, even though he were nothing

more than a poor, cra/y fiddler.

," Heaven knows they have music enough

here," he said to himself, as he descended

the narrow staircase and came out beneath

the eaves of the old houses. This was the

thirty-second night since the hated Prussians

had come swarming down from Worth and

had invested the city like an army of human

locusts. There was scarcely a minute by

day or night when the great guns ceased to

thunder, or the shots to play havoc with the

ancient streets of gallant Strasburg.. Even

as the fiddler walked away from his 9wn-

house that night a great shell, thrown from

one of the batteries to the. north-west, .

came singing and sighing above him, and

then fell with a mighty crash upon the

roof next to his own. It was an in

cendiary shell, Sadi hazarded, and presently

a tongue of flame leaping up from the

doomed building told him that he - had

guessed aright. He knew that his worldly

possessions, such osj they were, would soon

be engulfed in tha^ raging furnace pf. smoke.

and fire ; and he reflected ^vjth a sigh, odd

fellow that he was, on a picture :which he

would have given much to .save. Sadi w,orir

dered now that he had not brought the'

picture with him. Standing, there upon the

narrow pavement, while the flames licked

about the window of his attic,, he remembered

the day when Lucy,'the daughter of.Ioiden-

mayer, the artist from Bad' Nauheim, had

given the portrait to him'and had written, the

words " In grateful remembrance " upon one

corner of it. " We shall never return to

Strasburgâ��never meet again, dear friend,"

she had said. He knew that it was true,

admitted that she could be nothing to himâ��

and yet his eyes were dim when he turned

from the burning house and set off to wander

aimlessly through the terrible streets.

He had never been a rich man, but the

outbreak of the war between France and

Prussia robbed him in a day of his

employment and left him a beggar. Nero

had fiddled while Rome was burning, but no

one in Strasburg desired to emulate that in

comparable artist; and while there had been

days when Sadi might have earned a good

dinner by playing the Marseillaise to patriotic

hosts, his pride forbade him and his violin

was silent. The same sense of the dignity of

his art kept him from the public distribution

of food ordered by the Mayor and the brave

General Uhrich. He, Sadi Descourcelles,

had the blood of kings in his veins. A

philosophic observer might have remarked

that it ran thin and sluggish upon that twenty-

first day of September, for he, Sadi, was famish

ing, ravenous, desperate with the gnawing

hunger as of youth and strenuous life. He felt

that he could commit any crime for bread.

He searched the very gutters with his eyes

for any scrap of food that fortune might have

cast there. Such lighted windows as showed

to him the tables spread for dinner or supper

moved him to frenzies of desire. Why

should some cat when others were starving?

And the Prussians killed all indiscriminately,

he said, rich or poor, old and young, mothers

and children. What folly resisted the right

of Bismarck and the Red Prince ? Sadi

prayed that the city might fall and bread be

given to him; but with the next breath he

was cursing the blue-coats and hoping in his

heart that Strasburg might never surrender.

For he was a patriot in spite of his poverty.

â�¢It was a warm night of September, with a

starry sky to be seen here and there between

the clouds of sulphurous smoke which floated

above the ramparts. Few walked abroad,

for there was danger in the streets, and

scarcely any cessation of the flying shells

which the Prussians hurled upon the doomed

city. Sadi was accustomed to the awful

sounds and sights which accompanied the

siege, and they were powerless any longer to

affright him. Even the dead in the guttersâ��
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the children who had not made the war but

paid the price of it with their young bloodâ��

found him callous and without sympathy.

As these had died, so he would die and be

at rest. He envied them as they lay thereâ��

the flare of the burning houses showed him

the white faces

and they seemed

to sleep. Sadi

believed that

when next he

slept it would be

as these â�� eter

nally and without

pain.

He was in

different to the

danger; never

theless some

little measure of

prudence re

mained to him,

and he walked in

the centre of the

street to avoid

the flying frag

ments and the

falling timbers.

Doleful cries

from stricken

houses fell upon

deaf ears so far as

Sadi the fiddler

was concerned.

The warnings of

a friendly soldier,

who told him

that he was draw

ing perilously

near the zone of

fire, he received

with a curt word

of thanks. Had

the man given

him a crust he

would have

kissed him on

both cheeks; but

the fellow was

hungry himself, and the two parted surlily

â��the one to a beer-shop, the other toward

the ramparts.

see the cannon for himself. It was just like

a display of fireworks in the gardens of the

Tuileries, he said. From minute to minute

the dark background of the sky would be

cleaved by a line of fire, which marked the

path of an incendiary shell as it soared above

THE TWO PARTED SURLILY.

" You can play them a tune, old fellow,"

the soldier said.

Sadi answered, " Why so, friend, since the

houses dance already ? "

Yes; the houses danced indeed, and the

mad music of the guns waxed more terrible

as Sadi approached the ramparts and could

Vol. xxvii.-e

the quivering

city and fell in a

shower of flame

upon house, or

church, or cita

del. The hither

ground was a

mighty waste of

rubble, a desert

of rubbish, where

a few weeks ago

houses had stood

up proudly, and

churches had in

vited worship

pers, and children

had found their

homes. And all

this misery, this

untold and savage

destruction, was

the work of the

hated Prussians

over yonder,

where the night

was red and the

darkness behind

it shielded the

assassins. Sadi,

in the presence

of those who

were doing some

thing for France,

asked himself

what he had

done. The

answer was,

" Nothing." He

reflected upon it

a little bitterly

and turned away

toward the west,

walking from the

ramparts of that unhappy quarter of the city

which the Prussians had destroyed ten days

ago and now forgotten.

The path was desolateâ��none trod it but

Sadi the fiddler, and he stumbled often as

he went. So completely had the Prussians

demolished the quarter that the very contour

of the streets was lost and a dismal plain

presented itselfâ��an open field of rubbish,

broken here and there by great abysses
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which once had been the cellars of the

houses. Sadi did not know why he walked

in such a place or what hope of bread it

could give him ; but when he stumbled upon

an open cellar he reflected that, after all, the

house had been quitted in haste, and that

some provision might have been left in its

larders. The bare possibility appealing to

his ravenous hunger sent him climbing

down into the cellar like a schoolboy

upon a forbidden venture. Impatiently,

and with a strength he did not know

that he possessed, he delved among the

rubble, thrust at the great beams, and

wormed his way toward the vault. None

would interfere with him, he argued; there

was no law, military or civil, which forbade a

man to share a bone with the dogs. Sadi

was like a miser seeking for his gold ; and

when at length he stood upright in that which

undoubtedly had been the larder of a house,

he felt all the joy af an explorer who has

discovered an unknown city. Unhappily,

such a transport endured for the briefest of

moments. Sadi was just telling himself that

h â�¢ was a very lucky fellow when a great hand,

thrust out of the darkness, clutched at his

throat, and the rays of a lantern shining full

in his face blinded him to any other sights.

" Well, my body-snatcher," cried a voice

in guttural French, " and what may you be

doing here ? "

A German spoke; there was no doubt of

it at all. Moreover, he was a huge fellow,

probably a Prussian from the North ; and

although he wore the uniform of a French

regiment of chasseurs, it was ridiculously

small for him and showed its deficiencies

when his cloak fell aside. Quick-witted and

mentally alert, Sadi guessed the fellow's

business there at the first hazard. He could

be no one else than one of the many

Prussian spies who then found their way in

and out of Strasburg so readily. This desert

waste of the city would harbour him surely

â�¢â��perchance he waited an opportunity to re-

cross the lines, and was hiding meanwhile

in this labyrinth like a fox that has gone

to earth. All this passed through Sadi's

mind in a moment, but it was accompanied

by a cold shiver as though icy water were

running down his back. For he perceived

at once that the Prussian carried a revolver

in his right hand and that the finger itched

upon the trigger. A word, a step, might cost

him his life. Sadi stood rigid as a statue,

while the sweat gathered in heavy drops upon

his brow.

" Come, no nonsense!" the Prussian

repeated, menacingly. "You had better be

honest with me. What is your business

here ? I will give you the half of a minute

to tell me."

Sadi breathed heavily, but he spoke

apparently without emotion.

" I have had nothing to eat for twenty

hours," he said ; " naturally I came here for

food."

The Prussian interrupted him with a brutal

laugh.

" Then you certainly live on vermin, my

bag of bones," he retorted, with a jeer.

" Come, your time is nearly up, and my

fingers are impatient. You will really be

very fool:sh if you are not candid with me."

He raised the pistol slowly, and deliberately

touched Sadi's forehead with the cold barrel.

The lantern's light showed a hard face and

small eyes set above puffy cheeks. He wore

a moustache in the French fashion and an

uncouth imperial, which added to his

grotesque appearance. Sadi knew that such

a man would think it no greater crime to

shoot a Frenchman than to drown a dog.

Heroically as he had philosophized about

death ten minutes ago, the nearer presence

of it was very dreadful to him. He could

imagine the sting of the bullet as it crashed

through his forehead, the sudden giddiness,

the voice which said, " Never again shall you

speak, or breathe, or look up to the sun."

A desperate desire of life came to him. He

trembled violently, pressed his hand to his

heart, but could not utter a single word.

The Prussian watched him without com

passion. He began to count ironically,

" One, two, three," he said ; " I will count

ten, canaille" and he started off from the be

ginning again. He was at the number "five"

when a second voice in the cellar caused him

to turn sharply upon his heel and then to

salute in the rigid German fashion.

" Ah, Herr Lieutenant, here is a job for

you," he exclaimed, as though glad to be quit

of the responsibility. " I found this rat in

the hole here. Look at him for yourself and

see what kind of a rogue he is."

The newcomer was quite a youth, a fair,

freckled German lad, in little more than his

twentieth year. He, too, wore a French

uniform, but it was that of the artillery, and

Sadi observed that it was a better fit than the

loose clothes of the rough customer who

had just been threatening him. Such trifling

facts occupied the fiddler's mind to the

exclusion of all else. He believed that he

was about to die, and yet could count the

buttons on the lieutenant's tunic, guess at
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" HE RAISED THE PISTOL SLOWLY.

the State he came from, and hazard the

colour of his eyes. The lad was a Bavarian,

he said, a merry, laughing youngster. Im

possible to believe that he would sanction

a brutal murder. Sadi breathed quicklyâ��

he appealed to the lad's sympathy in an

earnest, manly voice.

"Herr Lieutenant, it is nothing of the

kind," he protested; " I am a poor wretch of

a fiddler, whose garret your people have just

burned."

It was not a wise thing to have said, and

the young soldier's interruption told Sadi as

much.

" My people, sir ! " he cried, sharply, and

with feigned astonishment. "What people

do you mean, then ? "

oflm

: Ah

" It is as I say," interrupted

the trooper; "he is a spy who

has tracked us to our hole, Herr

Lieutenant. Better make an end

of him while there is time."

"But not with a pistol,

trooper," retorted the boy, with

a little laugh. " At least, let us

sup first."

Sadi breathed again, while the

two Prussians discussed the pros

and cons in a low voice. " If

these men would but quarrel!"

was his idea. They, however,

had no intention of doing any

thing of the kind, for presently

they ceased to wrangle, and the

young soldier exclaimed, with

some severity :â��

"You say that you are a

fiddler. What proofs of that can

you give us ? "

"My fiddle," answered Sadi,

almost joyously; "you will find

it on the stones upstairs, sir."

The answer surprised the men

very much.

" Go and look for it, trooper,"

said the officer, quietly ; " there

is plenty of time before daylight

to settle this fellow's affair. Be

sides, the captain is fond of a

little music."

The trooper clambered up out

of the cellar at the word of com

mand, while the lieutenant calmly

lighted a cigar and surveyed Sadi

with an ironical glance.

" Poor business, yours, just

now, is it not ? " he asked.

" So poor that I am starving,"

said Sadi, with dignified simplicity.

And you look for your supper on the

dust-heaps. Just like a fiddler."

" I have walked to the ramparts and back

every evening for three years," rejoined Sadi,

whose self-possession remained to him.

" The habit clings to me ; besides, what is

the harm ? " he asked.

" The captain will teach you that; don't

let me deceive you at all; he will certainly

shoot you, old fellow. For myself, I am

sensitive ; it is my weakness to prefer live

bodies to dead ones. I could notâ��no, I

could not harm a fly, my Stradivarius. That

is why you are now allowed to say your

prayers."

His. own humour amused him, and

presently he continued ;â��â�¢
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" But perhaps you do not want to say

your prayers, my Amati. Other people

generally do that when Frenchmen are

riddling. Here is your violin, I see. Let us

play it together."

The trooper returned while he spoke,

carrying the frayed black leather case which

stood for all that life could give to Sadi

Descourcclles. When the lieutenant seized

upon it with rough hands it was as though

someone had struck Sadi a blow.

"Gently, for Heaven's sake, sir," he cried*

" Do you know that my fiddle is worth five

thousand francs ? "

" To us possibly a good deal more," re

torted the lieutenant, uncompassionately.

" The captain shall read your music, my

little Paganini. This way, if you please,

and mind your precious neck if you prefer

pistols."

It was the lieutenant's evident idea that the

violin-case contained the private papers of a

common spy, who had fallen by some lucky

chance into the hands of the very men he

would have betrayed to the French. Proud

at the capture, and confident of applause

from his superior officers, he now pushed

Sadi across the cellar in which they stood to a

door upon the far side of it,- whence a flight

of steps led downward to a second cellar, more

spacious and less encumbered. Here candles

burned upon a rude table, a lire flickered

upon a tiled hearth, and burly figures moved

about a copper, whence a fragrant smell dif

fused itself. Sadi perceived at once that he had

been conducted into a very nest of Prussians.

He had no doubt whatever that these were

the men who had been carrying news of

Strasburg to the Red Prince since the siege

began ; their startled exclamations when the

door opened, the quick exchange of sign and

counter-sign, left no other conclusion possible.

And he understood what he had to hope from

themâ��he, who knew their secret and could,

by a word, bring a rabble there which would

tear them limb from limb.

The trooper thrust Sadi forward toward the

fire, while coarse, stubbly faces peered into

his own, and more than one hand reached

out for a candle to examine him more closely.

To the hurried questions: " Whom have you

here; what cattle is this ?" the lieutenant

answered, simply : " I must see the captain ;

please to wake him." In a tense interval,

during which someone entered a lunette of

the cellar and touched a sleeping figure upon

the shoulder, the ruffian by the copper asked

Sadi if he were hungry, and, being answered

"Yes," he took a ladleful of the boiling

soup and poured it over the prisoner's

fingers. Sadi cried out sharply ; but before

the act could be repeated a burly man strode

out of the alcove and gave the fellow a box

on the ear which sounded like a pistol-shot.

" What do you mean by that, sergeant ? "

the new-comer asked.

" A spy from the ramparts. I was keep

ing him warm, Herr Captain," was the

answer.

" But this is no spy; this is Sadi the

fiddler."

Sadi turned with a cry of joy.

" Ludenmayer! You, my friend 1" he

exclaimed.

" Sadi! Old Sadi the fiddler ! Impos

sible !"

" Indeed, it is possible. Old Sadi, as you

say, and so hungry that he could eat the

bones off your dishes."

"Then he shall sup with us. A hungry

man makes friends with strange company,

and we are that, as you guess, Maitre Sadi.

Come, sergeant, fill our friend a bowl of

soup. Let him spy out that to begin with.

Eh, Sadi, you will not refuse a bowl of

soup even from the Prussians ? Then let us

see you fall to. We can talk of old friends

afterwards."

There were some murmurs at this from the

men about the table, but the sergeant obeyed

the order sullenly, and a bowl of the hot

soup was set before the astonished Sadi

almost before he had realised that a lucky

accident had saved his lifeâ��for the moment,

at any rate. Ludenmayer, honestly glad to

see an old acquaintance, even under such

circumstances, began to assure the rest that

they had nothing to fear from Sadi; but at

this the fiddler put down his spoon and flatly

contradicted his friend.

" Not so," he said, blandly ; " if it were in

my power I would hang the lot of you !"

They laughed at him nowâ��laughed at

him for a foolish crank,- airing his absurd

patriotism even at the pistol's mouth. While

some of them said that he would soon have

Prussians enough for his neighbours in

Strasburg. others promised the city twenty,

thirty, forty hours of her freedom.

" And we shall have you for our guest,

friend Sadi," Ludenmayer said, affably. " We

like you so much that we cannot part with

you. No, we must certainly keep you until .

the Red Prince comes in ; after that we will

send you to Munich to fiddle at the opera.

Eh, my boy, there's a careerâ��to scrape this

new Wragner stuff and hear the madmen say

that you are a genius. Will you come tp
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Munich and see little Lucy again ? I know

that you will, Sadi."

Sadi sighed, but did not answer his friend.

If the name of Lucy were a sweet remem

brance to him, this promise of Strasburg's

there by the chances of the night to discover

and, it might be, to betray them.

The idea came to him quite unexpectedly

while the Prussians were at their supper. In

another he would have scoffed at it, but Sadi

" IV IT UKKK IN .MY TOVYKR I WOULD HAN<; THT I.IT <>K VOU.1

surrender and of the humiliation it must put

upon France cut him to the quick. These

men about him, jesting in the face of death,

defiant of all risksâ��how much, perchance,

they had done in the terrible weeks of the

siege to bring about this inevitable cataclysm

and the ruin and death which attended it!

Their reward would be promotion and

applause from those who had contrived

France's misfortunes. None would punish

them, none bring them to account, Sadi

reflected bitterly; and, reflecting, he asked

himself of a sudden if he were not the

appointed agentâ��he, the humble fiddler, sent

had long been fretting upon his own useless-

ness and the poor part he had played at the

time of his country's need ; and now it came

to him as in a flash that this was the ap

pointed hour. That he would lose his own

life in the endeavour to give these men up to

France he was quite convinced; but this

contemplation of sacrifice pleased him, and

there was but one regretâ��that he could do

nothing which would not wound the father

of her he had so greatly loved. Yes, if he

could call Frenchmen to this hiding-place

they would spare none, and Ludenmayer

would perish with the others, Sadi said that
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many a daughter mourned a father in Stras-

burg that dayâ��why should little Lucy be

spared ? And yet he could not bring himself

to harm his old friend. Did he not owe his

life to him ?

It was a strange scene â�� the big cellar

lighted by guttering candles, the red fire

flickering upon the hearth, and the sombre

figures of the burly Prussians lolling over

their dishes or their pipes. From time to

time one or other would quit the place

stealthily, returning anon with news from the

ramparts or the

streets. The

young lieu

tenant dis

appeared alto

gether toward

midnight, and

Sadi knew that

he had re -

crossed the

lines while his

friends were

pledging him in

giant bumpers

of champagne.

As the hours

went on the

hilarity became

reckless and, as

it seemed to

Sadi, even dan

gerous. Luden-

mayer called

for silence

more than

once, but the

men, warmed

with the wine,

obeyed him

reluctantly, and

were soon talk

ing and laugh

ing again. It

was at the

height of such

an outburst that

"And why should we not see him again,

Sadi ?"

" Because they know where he will recross

to-night."

"They know ! Who knows, then?"

" Levoire and the staff. It is rumoured

that you are hiding in the ruins. I came

here to warn youâ��you alone, mind, not the

others."

He raised a finger as much as to say, " This

is the compact between us." The Prussians

round about were playing cards and dominoes,

I CAME HEKE TO WARN YOU.

Sadi touched his friend upon the shoulder

and bethought him of the very first lie he

had told in all his life.

" Did you say good - bye to the Herr

Lieutenant ? " he asked, in a low voice ; and

then continued, " I hope so, for you will

never see him again, friend Ludenmayer."

The captain, who had been squatting upon

a heap of straw by Sadi's side, laughed a little

incredulously, but his nervousness was evident

when he asked;

and quarrelling

over their

games. Luden

mayer, fallen

serious in a

moment, seem

ed to be turn

ing over Sadi's

words in his

mind. Presently

he said:â��

"Levoire

was a friend of

yours,I think? "

"I had the,

honour to be

instructor to his

wife."

"Then she

was your in

formant ? "

He had put

the idea into

Sadi's head,

and the fiddler

seized upon it

with avidity.

"We need

not go into that.

If you doubt

her informa

tion, prove it

for yourself.

Your friends

herearescarcely

capable."

" That is true, the cattle. They think that

their work is over. I must certainly go,

Sadiâ��and take you with me."

" Not so, Ludenmayer; I must have

nothing to do with it. Besides, I am very

comfortable here."

"For the time being, yes. But if any

thing should happen to me, they would

assuredly hang you, friend Sadi."

" I will take my chances, Ludenmayer.

Remember, it is you alone that I wish to
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serve. They will at least respect your

orders." .

" Give them your word to be silent, and

they will let you go away at once. There is

nothing easier, Sadi."

"For a Prussian, perhapsâ��for me, no.

We have been comradesâ��let that suffice,

Ludenmayer. A wise man would go at

once."

The eyes of the two met, and the Prussian

seemed to read something of this odd fellow's

purpose in his dilated pupils and the stern,

set expression of his mouth. It came to

Ludenmayer that he and the gregarious

dozen of spies with him were already in a

trap from which haste alone would save

them. This simple old fiddler knew much

more than he would tell. Ludenmayer,

trained to selfishness by his occupation,

cared nothing for that which happened to the

others if he could save his own skin. He

was grateful to Sadi, and he wrung his

hand.

." Well," he said, in a louder voice, for all

to1 hear, " I must certainly be off, but I

shall not be away long. Do not spare the

bottle, Sadi. And mind you treat him

well," he added, turning to the company, "for

he is my guest."

The men stood to the salute mechanically,

and the sentry in the passage whispering that

the road was clear, Ludenmayer left the

cellar with a last word in Sadi's ear.

"Take care of yourself," he said; "they

are in an ugly mood."

Sadi nodded his head confidently, but his

heart beat quicker when the door was shut,

and he looked a little eagerly into the faces

of the crew as though he would learn their

purpose now that the captain was gone. It

could not be very long, he argued, before

Ludenmayer discovered the trick which had

been played upon him and returned to charge

him with it. As to the Prussians about

him, some were already steeped with wine,

and they lay sprawling like animals in the

straw ; others, and the cook was among the

number of these, eyed their captain's guest

suspiciously and discussed him in low voices.

Sadi knew that his life hung upon a thread ;

but when a great ruffian drew a revolver and

loaded it deliberately the fiddler was not

afraid. "They will not shoot me," he said

to himself; " they would be afraid of the

noise." What he feared was the rope and

the hook in the beam above, but he did not

confess it by his looks ; and turning from

them with a laugh he buried his head in the

straw and pretended to sleep. Soon the

others imitated him, and the heavy breathing

of tired men echoed through the cellar.

Sadi lay for a long while without any other

idea than that of his own danger and the

fate which awaited him if Ludenmayer did

not come back. He had caught up the

precious fiddle which the captain returned

to him, and he hugged it to him as the one

possession left to him in the world. Silent

as the place was, the broken roof admitted

sounds of the later night, the blare of bugles,

and the booming of the shells. Sadi won

dered what those distant troops would say if

a man should go to them and cry, "The

cellars by the old church of St. Gervais are

full of Prussian spies; you will find them

sleeping there." Could he but send that

message, at least one of the wrongs of those

bitter days would be avenged. And yet how

impotent he was ! The desert waste of land

above would be without one living soul at

such an hour; and he knew that any

attempt to quit the cellar would bring

instant death upon him. Sadi, convinced

of the hopelessness of his idea, lay very still

and counted the dreary hours. For a time

he slept; and when he awoke it was the

sentry's voice which aroused him. The man

had come down to warn his comrades. A

regiment of the line marched out to the

assistance of the gunners at Lunette 53â��

you could hear their heavy tramping as

they crossed the old road, now lumbered

over with stones and the rubble of the

tumbled houses. There would be many,

very many of them, the ear said. Sadi

alone amongst those who listened to the

footsteps did not tremble or turn pale.

He was unloosing his fiddle in its case.

None saw him or thought of him in that

tragic moment. " For France ! " he said, and

he believed it was the last word he would

ever utter.

The alarm cried softly in the cellar found

stupid ears and men but half-awakened from

a drunken sleep. Some of the Prussians sat

up with hush words upon their lips ; others

simply lay and listenedâ��a regiment was

marching past certainly, but what of that ?

They had but to lie close and to douse the

lights (which they were quick to do) and

their safety was assured. This they believed

when sudden music, loud and distinct, sent

them leaping to their feet and crying for their

swords. Someone played the "Wacht am

Rhein" at their very elbows â�� a voice

roared " Shoot the fiddler down "â��another

voice cried out for a light. It was the

supreme moment in the life of Sadi the
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fiddler. Never had he played so wildly or

with such delight of his notes. And the

darkness, he said, might yet save him.

Dodging here, ducking there, he plunged

into the passage and went on headlong

toward the light. But he never ceased to

play the " Wacht am Rhein " when he could

stand a moment to breathe, and the bullets

singing by him, the sword-thrusts aimed at

him, did but make him play the louder.

Sadi gained the ruins above with a great

gash upon his

cheek and his

precious fiddle

cleaved in half

by a cut from a

Prussian sword.

Up in the open

his eyes beheld

a glad sight. A

regiment of in

fantry stood at

the halt not

twenty paces

from him. Its

officers were

moving about

as though in

quest of some

mystery, and

when they per-

c e i v e d him

they advanced a

little curiously

and bade the

fiddler halt. He answered them in words

which were almost incoherent. "The ruins

are full of Prussians," he said, and pointed

downwards to the cellars he had left. No

other word was spoken or needed. Savagely,

silently, as beasts of prey that have found

quarry, the soldiers fixed their bayonets

and began to go down. And Sadi stood en

tranced, listening to the cries of men in their

death agony, to their prayers for mercy; and

he said, " This wrong at least is avenged."

1 HE NEVER CEASED TO I'LAY THE ' WACHT AM RHE1K."

And so he

turned from the

scene, with his

poor broken

fiddle, and the

long day of

loneliness be

fore him.

"I shall not

play in Munich;

I shall never

see little Lucy

again," he said.

But he knew

that he had

done his duty,

and his step was

firmer when he

set out again

for the terrible

streets of a city

.about to open

its gates to the

enemy.



Prince Henry s Beast Book.

HE many thousands who have

laughed over the inimitable

Artemus Ward's essays in

natural history, such as " The

elephant has four legsâ��one

on each corner ; he eats hay

and cakes,'* might little suspect the analogy

which exists between these humorous trifles

and the serious works of the zoological

pundits of the seventeenth century. If any

thing, far greater is the humour to be

extracted from the older writers; especially

when we recollect that their books and

treatises on animal creation were regarded

with infinite respectâ��veneration evenâ��by

young and old, wise and unwise, noble and

plebeian, who dili

gently consulted them.

Unhappily, most of

these productions are

in Latin, and even

Artemus Ward in

Latin would probably

lose the fine savour of

merriment by which

his good things are

distinguished unless

the translator relied

upon puns, as they do

in the Westminster

plays. But the

pictures in Aldrovandus, in Albertus

Magnus, in Johannes Jonstonus, and in

Conrad Gesner speakâ��shall we not rather

say, shriek ?â��for themselves; and we were

recently fortunate in coming across a large

volume in which the best in all these books

is gathered together, with English letterpress,

for the benefit of a young English prince

who lived and died early in the seventeenth

century. It was in 1607 that Edward Top-

sell published his version of "Four-footed

Beastes." Gesner's chef d'ceuvre and those

of the other writers named had been on

the bookshelves for many years.

beyond the possibility of error, and in the

clearest and most perspicuous way, the won

derful quadrupeds which nourished on the

face of the earth in Prince Henry's boyhood.

Beside this curious volume how tame are

even the most interesting of modern natural

history books ! Let us begin with the king

of beasts.

" Lyons bones have no marrow in them and

are so hard that they will strike fire. Their

neck is made of one stiffe bone, without any

vertebras. They have five claws on the

hinder feet and the balls of their eyes are

black. Lyons eat but once in two days and

drink in like manner. Formerly in England

a Lydn could tell noble blood from base."

THERE IS A VARIETY OF I.VON WITH HUMAN FACES."

The volume in question belonged to the

eldest son and heir of James I., and has his

coat of arms on the cover. Next, it enjoys

the distinction of having some of the plates

coloured by the Royal hand, its owner being

then in his thirteenth year. But, best of all,

its pictures and letterpress describe for us

Vol. xxrii.-?.

Can it be that this

virtue was confined

merely to the lions

caged in the Heralds'

College ? Our Beast

Booke goes on to in

form us that in cer

tain districts lions

were killed, not with

spears or cannon-balls,

but " with the powder

of decayed fish." From

whence may we not

have a faint glimmer

ing of the reason why

Jamrach's was originally situated so much

nearer to Billingsgate Market than to

Piccadilly ?

" There is a variety of Lyon with human

faces. As for the rest, the taile of a Lyon

is very long, which they shake oftentimes,

and by beating their sides therewith they

provoke themselves to fight. The nether

part of this taile is full of hairs and gristles,

and some are of opinion that there is therein

a little sting wherewithall the Lyon pricketh

itselfe."

" The Lamia is a wild Beast, having several

parts outwardly resembling an Oxe and in

wardly a mule. The Lamia has a woman's

face and very beautiful!, also very large and

comely shapes such as cannot be imitated by

the art of any painter, having a very excellent

colour in their fore-parts without wings, and

no other voice but hissing like Dragons ; but

they are the swiftest of foot of all earthly
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"THE LAMIA HAS A WOMAN'S FACE AND VERY BEAUTIFUI.U'

beasts, so as none can escape them by

running."

The chief prey of the Lamia was, it

appears, members of

the human species, pre

ferably males. By its

passing beauty (or, to

judge by the pictorial

illustration, one would

say rather by its amaz

ing novelty) it would

entice men, and when

they had "come neare,

devoure and kill them."

In fact, these lamias

were so inordinately

fond of their favourite

refreshment that in one

district "a certain

crooked place in Libia neare the Sea-shore

full of sand was like to a sandy Sea and

all the neighbor p\aces thereunto are deserts."

A painful and humiliating lack of men has

often been noticed at our modern seaside

resorts.

" The hinder parts of this beast," concludes

our author, " are like unto a goate, his fore

legs like a Beares and his body scaled all

over like a I)ragon."

Next is a contemporary picture of a Tiger.

And now we come to the Wolf. His

custom in those halcyon days of natural

history was, as now, to go in troops. But

we read : " Their necks are pressed together,

so that they cannot stir it, to look about, but

they must move their whole bodies. They

fall upon their prey, devouring hair, bones

and all. When they are to fight in great

herds they fill their bellies with earth." But

this is as nothing. " When they are to pass

over Rivers, they joyn tails ; loaded with that

weight they are not easily thrown down and

the floods can hardly carry them away, being

joined together. The breath of a Wolf is so

fiery, that it will melt and consume the hardest

bone in his stomack."

WTe have all of us heard of the Harpy.

Below is a likeness of one that speaks for

itself.

Lizards are always interesting. "There

was a lizzard 8 cubits long brought to

Rome from yEtheopia by the command of

a Cardinal of Lisbon and the mouth of it

was so wide that a child might be put into

it. ... Put alive into a new earthen vessel

and boyle'd with 3 Sextaryes of Wine and

one Cyathus, it is excellent food for one sick

of the Pthisick, if he drink of it in the

morning fasting."

We must not suppose that this operation

would kill the lizard ; the difficulty would be

how to procure a vessel to stew so large a

lizard. Lizard-pots are

made much smaller

nowadays. We dare

say that the worthy

Mrs. Beeton, in her

most ingenious mo

ments, never dreamt of

one above four, or at

most six, cubits deep.

Writers of our own

time who have never

gone in for a course of

logic rarely condescend

to complete perspicuity.

=*"â�¢ They take things too

often for granted. This

is not old Topsell's way. "The Arabian

sheep have a very broad tail," he says, "and

A UARPV.
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the fatter it is the thicker it will be." We

learn, too, what we should never have

suspected had the author not plainly stated

it, that some tails " have been seen above

i5olbs. in weight." Albertus Magnus saw

"a Ram that had

4 great Horns grow

ing on his head and

two long ones on his

legges, that were like

to Goat's Horns."

Here are some

other gems from our

Beast Booke :â��

" Subus is an am-

phibion, with two

Horns: he follows

shoals of fish swim

ming in the Sea,

Lobsters, Pagri, and

Oculatae, are fishes

that love him ; but

he cares for none of their love, but makes

them all his prey.

lion, man, scorpion, and porcupine was

implicitly believed in by all the natural

history writers up to Goldsmith's day, and

we are not sure that that pleasing but gullible

scribe did not, privately at least, accord its

existence full ere

dence.

THE SPHIKX OR SPHINGA.

"The Sphinx or Sphinga is of the kinde

of Apes, having his body rough like Apes,

having the upper part like a woman and

their visage much like them. The voice very

like a man's, but not articular, sounding as if

one did speak hastily or with sorrow. Their

haire browne or swarthy colour. They are

bred in India and Ethyopia. The true Sphinx

is of a fierce though a tameable nature and

if a man do first of all perceive or discerne

of these natural Sphinges, before the beast

discerne or perceive the man, he shall be

safe ; but if the beast first descrie the man,

then is it mortal to

the man.

"The Manti-

chora is bred

among the Indians,

having a treble row

of teeth beneathe

and above, whose

greatnesse. rough-

nesse and feete are

like a Lyons, his

face and ears like

unto a mans, his

eyes grey and col-

lour red, his taile

like the taile of a

Leigh Hunt, in

his Autobiography,

describes the ex

traordinary effect

which a sight of

this beast had upon

him when he en

countered it in an

old folio during his

childhood. The

Mantichora, he

says, " unspeakably

shocked me. It had

the head of a man,

grinning with rows

of teeth, and the body of a wild beast, bran

dishing a tail armed with stings. It was some

times called by the ancients Martichora. But

I did not know that. I took the word to

be a horrible compound of man and tiger.

The beast figures in Pliny and the old

travellers. Appolonius takes a fearful joy

in describing him. ' Mantichora,' says old

Morellâ��-'bestia horrenda'â��'a brute fit to

give one the horrors.' The possibility of

such creatures being pursued never occurred

to me. Alexander, I thought, might

have been encountered while crossing the

Granicus, and elephants might be driven

into the sea, but how could anyone face

a beast with a man's

___ head?" Leigh

THE MANTICHORA.

scorpion of the earth, armed with a sting,

casting forth sharp pointed quills, his voice

like the voice of a small trumpet or pipe,

being in course as swift as a Hart."

Hunt goes on to

describe how the

Mantichora im

pressed his whole

childhood. Doubt

less the sensations

of the eighteenth-

century child

were the same felt

by the early seven

teenth-cen tu ry

Prince Henry. The

Mantichora was the

bete noire of the

Royal nursery, we may depend upon it.

Then follows further description of the

Mantichora. This singular combination of

Scarcely less dreadful was the Collogruis,

whose picture is g'ven on the next page.

How many of us have heard of the Colus ?

and Sarmatians a foure-footed wild beast

" There is," we read, " among the Scithians
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called Colus, being in quantitie and stature

betwixt a Ramnie and a Hart and dusky

white coloured, but the young ones yellow."

The real peculiarity of the Colus, which

makes every true lover of quadrupeds

regret its extinction, is

described as follows : " Her

manner is to drinke by the

holes in her nostrils, where

by she snuffeth up abound-

ance of water and carrieth

it in her head, so that she

will live in dry pastures

remote from all moisture

and great season, quench

ing her thirst by that cis-

â�¢terne in her head." Ima

gination conjures up a huge

drove of Colii, blissfully en

camped in the midst of the

Sahara, astonishing the

passing Bedouins by their

sagacity and the amazing

cisterns in their craniums.

There was no use trying

to capture them, so fleet

and nimble were they,

unless, indeed, the hunter

had taken the precaution to arm himself with

a flute or a timbrel. In that case he had

only to strike up a few airs and it was all up

with the poor Colus. He would fall down

with weakness, and a simple blow with a staff

sufficed to dispatch him. He made excellent

eating; flavoured, we suppose, by the con

tents of the cranial cistern afore described.

Cacus, the Allocamell, and the Trage-

laphus.

And how shall we tell of the Dictyes, the

Crucigeran, the Gulon, arid the Gorgon ?

Then there are dissertations on those fearful

quadrupeds the Orynx and

the Tarbarine.

THE COLLOGRU1S.

" The Camelopard or Giraffe is a beaste

full of spots. He hath two little homes

growing on his head the colour of iron, his

eies rolling and growing, his mouth but small

like a hart's; his tongue is neare three foot

long. The pace of this beast differeth from

all other in the world, for he doth not move

his right and left foote one after another, but

both together, and

so likewise the other,

whereby his whole

body is removed at

every step or

straine."

We must perforce

skip the descriptions

of the three kinds of

Apes â�� Ape Satyre,

the Ape Norwegian,

and the Ape Pan.

Then there are such

creatures as the Axis,

the Alborach, the

But the Poephagus ought

to detain the modern stu

dent a moment, as it must

often have engrossed Prince

Henry by the hour.

" This great beaste whose

everie hair is two cubitts in

length & yet finer than a

man's, is one of the fear-

fullest creatures in the

World: for if he perceive

him to be but looked at by

anybody he taketh to his

heels as fast as he can goe."

The cause of his fright is

his tail, which is much

sought after by the natives

to bind up their hair. When

the hunted Poephagus can

"no longer avoyde the

hunter then doth he turne

himselfe, hiding his taile, & looketh upon

the face of the hunter with some confidence,

gathering his wits together, as if to face

out that he had no tayle, & that the residue

of his body were not worth looking after."

Sly Poephagus ! But his stratagem is in

vain. For " they take off the skinne and the

taile,'' perhaps not even killing him, and so

leaving the luckless Poephagus to go roaming

about the country skinless and taillessâ��a

piteous sight. But stay. "Volateranus re-

lateth this otherwise, that the beast biteth off

his own taile and so delivereth himself from

the hunter, knowing that he is not desired

for any other cause." Can we not con

jure up the scene for ourselves?

THE POEPHAGUS,

"Hunter: So

sorry to trouble you,

but your taile or

your life!

" Poephagus: No

trouble at all, I

assure you. Allow me

(bites off his taile).

Pray accept it with

my compliments

(hunter lows and

retires)"

"The Neades were

certain beastes

whose voice was so
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terrible that they shook the earth therewith,"

but the Strepficeros, though endowed with a

more resonant title, was a very simple,

inoffensive quadruped after all.

"The Cepus was a four-footed beast having

a face like a Lyon & some part of the body

like a panther, being as big as a wild goat

or Roe-buck, or as one of the dogs of

Erithrca & a long taile, the which such of

them as having tasted flesh will eat from

their own bodies."

" The Calitrich had a long beard and a large

taile." You perceive the early naturalists set

great store by an animal's caudal appendage.

It gave them scope for their descriptive

powers.

And now let us learn something about the

Cynocephale. " The Cynocephales are a

kind of Apes, whose heads are like Dogges

& their other part like a mans. Some there

are which are able to write & naturally to

discerne letters which kind the Priests bring

into their Temples, & at their first entrance,

the Priest bringeth him a writing Table, a

pencil & Inke that so by seeing him write he

may make by all whether he be of the right

kind & the beast quickly sheweth his skill.

The Nomades, people of Ethiopia & the

nations of Mentimori live upon the milk of

Cynocephals, keeping great heards of them,

& killing all the males."

"The Elk is a four-footed beast commonly

A CYNOCEPHALE.

found in Scandinavia. His upper lip hangs

out so long that he cannot eat but going

backwards. He is subject to the falling

sicknesse, the remedy he hath is to lift up the

right claw of the hinder foot & put it to his

left ear. It holds the same virtue if you cut

it off."

Of the ram we are told that " for six winter

months he sleeps on his right side; but after

the vernal equinoctial! he rests on his right.

/Elianus hath discovered this, but the butchers

deny it."

"The Camel hath a manifold belly, either

because he hath a great body : or, because he

eats Thorny & Woody substances, God hath

provided for the concoction. Puddle water

is sweet to him, nor will he drink river water,

till he hath troubled it with his foot. He lives

a hundred years, unlesse the Ayre agree not

with him. When they are on a journey they

do not whip them forward : but they sing to

them, whereby they run so fast that men can

hardly follow them."

Modern zoologists must regret the extinc

tion of the sixteenth-century She-goat, which,

according to Prince Henry's natural history,

" see as well by night as day, wherefore if

those that are blind in the night eat a Goats

liver they are granted sight. They breathe

out of their eares and nostrils."

Farther along, the national animal of the

greatest of British dominions beyond the seas

is thus described :â��

" The Beaver is a most strong creature to

bite, he will never let go his teeth that

meet, before he makes the bones crack.

His hinder feet are like a Gooses and his

fore-feet like an Apes. His fat tail is covered

with a scaly skin, & he uses for a rudder

when he pursues fish. He comes forth of

his holes in the night: & biting off boughs

of Trees about the Rivers, he makes his

houses with an upper loft. When they are

cut asunder they are very delightsome to see ;

for one lies on his back &: hath the boughs
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between his legges & others draw him by the

tail to their cottage.

" A Baboon is a Creature with a head like

a dog, but in shape like a man ; he will fish

cunningly, for he will dive all day, & bring

forth abundance of

fish."

Here is a picture

of a Hippopotamus

or Sea-Horse devour

ing a crocodile tail

first.

" The Elephant is

a stranger with us,

but that the Indians

& other places have

them in common.

The King of the Palibroti had 90,000

of them. Many strange things are spoken

of them. It is certain that of old time

they carried Castles of armed men into

the Field. In his heart, says Aldrovandus,

he hath a wonderful big bone. Aristotle

maintains that he hath three Stomacks. It

is most certain (continues the careful chroni

cler) that in the Kingdom of Malabar they

talk together, & speak with man's voice.

There was, saith Ocafta, in Cochin an

Elephant, who carried things to the Haven

it laboured in the sea-faring matters : when

he was weary the Governor of the place did

force him to draw a galley from the Haven

which he had begun

to draw, into the sea:

the Elephant refused

it the Governor gave

him good words, &

at the last entreated

him to do it for the

King of Portugal,

thereupon (it is hardly-

credible) the ele

phant was moored, &

repeated these two

words clearly, Hoo,

Hoo, which in the

language of Malabar

is, / will, I ivill, &

he presently drew the ship into the Sea. . . .

They learn things so eagerly that Pliny says

that an Elephant that was something dull, &

was often beat for not learning well, was

found acting his part by moon-light, & some

say that Elephants will learn to write &

read. One of them learned to describe the

Greek letters, & did write in the same tongue

these words, I myself writ this."

" But," concludes the zoologist, conscious

of having clinched

the matter by this

last proof, "/ will

say no more."

A HIPPOPOTAMUS DEVOURING A CROCODILE.

" The Ichneumon

is a creature in Egypt

with a long tail like

a Serpents. He is

an enemy to the

Crocodile; for when

he observes him

sleeping he rolles

himself in clay, & goes into his mouth, & so

into his belly & eats his liver, & then leaps

forth again."

Loaded with all his zoological learning we

can understand how Prince Henry became a

very bright little boy, far in advance of his

years. We can also dimly perceive why he

died so young.

THE ICHNEUMON.

It is not given to every youthâ��nor to every

princeâ��to devour such marvels and live in

peace and content at. home or at Court,

surrounded by the conventions of everyday

English life. But had he survived this

accumulation of wisdom, the realm would

surely have boasted under King Henry IX.

a " Zoo " compared

with which our pre

sent establishment,

excellent as it is,

would have been

paltry indeed. But

it is too late to re

pine. The manti-

chora, the lamia, the

gryphon, and the

poephagus are pre

sumably extinct,

while as for our lions,

bears, giraffes, and

the rest of the "foure-

footed beastes,"

these appear to have miserably abandoned

all those curious traits which rendered them

glorious in little Prince Henry's days, and

which, we trust, will long reflect lustre on

their past.
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CHAPTER I.

R. EDWARD TREDGOLD

sat in the private office of

Tredgold and Son, land and

estate agents, gazing through

the prim wire blinds at the

peaceful High Street of Bin-

chester. Tredgold senior, who believed in

work for the young, had left early. Tredgold

junior, glad at an opportunity of sharing his

father's views, had passed most of the work

on to a clerk who had arrived in the world

exactly three weeks after himself.

" Binchester gets duller and duller," said

Mr. Tredgold to himself, wearily. " Two

skittish octogenarians, one gloomy baby, one

gloomier nursemaid, and three dogs in the

last five minutes. If it wasn't for the dogs

Halloa! "

He put down his pen and, rising, looked

over the top of the blind at a girl who was

glancing from side to side of the road as

though in search of an address.

" A visitor," continued Mr. Tredgold,

critically. "Girls like that only visit Bin-

Chester, and then take the first train back,

never to return."

The girl turned at that moment and,

encountering the forehead and eyes, gazed at

1904, by W. W. Jacobs,

them until they sank slowly behind the pro

tection of the blind.

"She's coming here," said Mr. Tredgold,

watching through the wire. " Wants to see

our time-table, I expect."

He sat down at the table again, and taking

up his pen took some papers from a pigeon

hole and eyed them with severe thoughtful-

ness.

" A lady to see you, sir," said a clerk,

opening the door.

Mr. Tredgold rose and placed a chair.

" I have called for the key of the cottage

in Dialstone Lane," said the girl, still stand

ing. " My uncle, Captain Bowers, has not

arrived yet, and I am told that you are the

landlord."

Mr. Tredgold bowed. "The next train is

due at six," he observed, with a glance at the

time-table hanging on the wall ; " I expect

he'll come by that. He was here on Monday

seeing the last of the furniture in. Are you

Miss Drewitt?"

" Yes,'' said the girl. " If you'll kindly give

me the key, I can go in and wait for him."

Mr. Tredgold took it from a drawer. " If

you will allow me, I will go down with you,"

he said, slowly; "the lock is rather awkward

for anybody who doesn't understand it."

in the United States of America.
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The girl murmured something about not

troubling him.

" It's no trouble," said Mr. Tredgold,

taking up his hat. " It is our duty to do all

we can for the comfort of our tenants. That

lock "

He held the door open and followed her

into the street, pointing out various objects of

interest as they went along.

"I'm afraid you'll find Binchester very

quiet," he remarked.

" I like quiet," said his companion.

Mr. Tredgold glanced at her shrewdly,

and, pausing only at the Jubilee horse-

trough to point out beauties which might

easily escape any but a trained observation,

walked on in silence until they reached their

destination.

Except in the matter of window-blinds,

1 )ialstone Lane had not changed for genera

tions, and Mr. Tredgold noted with pleasure

the interest of his companion as she gazed at

the crumbling roofs, the red-brick doorsteps,

and the tiny lattice windows of the cottages.

At the last house, a cottage larger than the

rest, one side of which bordered the old

churchyard, Mr. Tredgold paused and, in

serting his key in the lock, turned it with

thoughtless ease.

" The lock seems all right; I need not

have bothered you," said Miss Drewitt,

regarding him gravely.

"Ah, it seems easy," said Mr. Tredgold,

shaking his head, " but it wants knack."

The girl closed the door smartly, and,

turning the key, opened it again without

any difficulty. To satisfy herselfâ��on more

(joints than oneâ��she repeated the perform

ance.

" You've got the knack," said Mr. Tred

gold, meeting her gaze with great calmness.

" It's extraordinary what a lot of character

there is in locks ; they let some people open

them without any trouble, while others may

fumble at them till they're tired."

The girl pushed the door open and stood

just inside the room.

"Thank you," she said, and gave him a

little bow of dismissal.

A vein of obstinacy in Mr. Tredgold's

disposition, which its owner mistook for firm

ness, asserted itself. It was plain that the

girl had estimated his services at their true

value and was quite willing to apprise him

of the fact. He tried the lock again, and

with more bitterness than the occasion

seemed to warrant said that somebody had

been oiling it.

" I promised Captain Bowers to come in

this afternoon and see that a few odd things

had been done," he added. " May I come

in now?"

The girl withdrew into the room, and,

seating herself in a large arm-chair by the

fireplace, watched his inspection of door

knobs and window-fastenings with an air of

grave amusement, which he found somewhat

trying.

"Captain Bowers had the walls panelled

and these lockers made to make the room

look as much like a ship's cabin as possible,"

he said, pausing in his labours. " He was

quite pleased to find the staircase opening

out of the roomâ��he calls it the companion-

ladder. And he calls the kitchen the pantry,

which led to a lot of confusion with the

workmen. Did he tell you of the crow's-nest

in the garden ? "

" No," said the girl.

" It's a fine piece of work," said Mr.

Tredgold.

He opened the door leading into the

kitchen and stepped out into the garden.

Miss Drewitt, after a moment's hesitation,

followed, and after one delighted glance at

the trim old garden gazed curiously at a mast

with a barrel fixed near the top, which stood

at the end.

" There's a fine view from up there," said

Mr. Tredgold. " With the captain's glass one

can see the sea distinctly. I spent nearly

all last Friday afternoon up there, keeping an

eye on things. Do you like the garden ? Do

you think these old creepers ought to be

torn down from the house ?"

"Certainly not," said Miss Drewitt, with

emphasis.

"Just what I said," remarked Mr. Tred

gold. " Captain Bowers wanted to have them

pulled down, but I dissuaded him. I advised

him to consult you first."

" I don't suppose he seally intended to,"

said the girl.

"He did," said the other, grimly: "said

they were untidy. How do you like the way

the house is furnished ? "

The girl gazed at him for a few moments

before replying. " I like it very much," she

said, coldly.

"That's right," said Mr. Tredgold, with an

air of relief. " You see, I advised the captain

what to buy. I went with him to Tollminster

and helped him choose. Your room gave me

the most anxiety, I think."

"My room ? " said the girl, starting.

" It's a dream in the best shades of pink

and green," said Mr. Tredgold, modestly.

" Pink on the walls, and carpets and hangings
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green ; three or four bits of old furnitureâ��

the captain objected, but I stood firm ; and

for pictures I had two or three little things

out of an art journal framed."

" Is furnishing part of your business ? "

inquired the girl, eyeing him in bewilder

ment.

" Business ? " said the other.

I did it for amusement,

captain paid. It was a

delightful experience.

The sordid question of

price was waived; for

once expense was no

thing to me. I wish

you'd just step up to

your room and see how

you like it. It's the one

over the kitchen."

Miss Drewitt hesitated,

and then curiosity, com

bined with a cheerful

idea of probably being

able to disapprove of the

lauded decorations, took

her indoors and upstairs.

In a few minutes she

came down again.

" I suppose it's all

right," she said, un

graciously, " but I don't

understand why you

should have selected it."

" I had to," said Mr.

Tredgold, confidentially.

'â�¢ I happened to go to

Tollminster the same day

as the captain and went

into a shop with him.

If you could only see the

things he wanted to buy,

you would understand."

The girl was silent.

"Oh, no.

I chose and the

pursued Mr. Tredgold. " The captain

seemed fond of animals."

" I think that you were ratherâ��venture

some," said the girl. "Suppose that I had

not liked the things you selected ? "

Mr. Tredgold deliberated. " I felt sure

that you would like them," he said, at last.

" It was a hard struggle not to keep some of

the things for myself. I've had my eye on

those two Chippendale

chairs for years. They

belonged to an old

woman in Mint Street,

but she always refused

to part with them. I

shouldn't have got them,

only one of them let her

down the other day."

PRUDENCE.

" The paper the captain selected for your

room," continued Mr. Tredgold, severely,

" was decorated with branches of an unknown

flowering shrub, on the top twig of which a

humming-bird sat eating a dragon-fly. A

rough calculation showed me that every time

you opened your eyes in the morning you

would see fifty-seven humming-birdsâ��all

made in the same patternâ��eating fifty-seven

ditto dragon-flies. The captain said it was

cheerful."

" I have no doubt that my uncle's selec

tion would have satisfied me," said Miss

Urewitt, coldly.

" The curtains he fancied were red, with

small yellow tigers crouching all over them,"

Vol. xxvii.â�� 8.

" I>et her down ? " re

peated Miss Drewitt,

sharply. " Do you mean

one of the chairs in my

bedroom ?"

Mr. Tredgold nodded.

" Gave her rather a nasty

fall," he said. " I struck

while the iron was hot,

and went and made her

an offer while she was

still laid up from the

effects of it. It's the one

standing against the wall;

the other's all right, with

proper care."

Miss Drewitt, after a

somewhat long interval,

thanked him.

" You must have been

very useful to my uncle,"

she said, slowly. " I feel

sure that he would never

have bought chairs like

those of his own accord.''

" He has been at sea all his life," said Mr.

Tredgold, in extenuation. " You haven't seen

him for a long time, have you ? "

"Ten years," was the reply.

" He is delightful company," said Mr.

Tredgold. "His life has been one long

series of adventures in every quarter of the

globe. His stock of yarns is like the widow's

cruse. And here he comes," he added, as a

dilapidated fly drew up at the house and

an elderly man, with a red, weather-beaten

face, partly hidden in a cloud of grey beard,

stepped out and stood in the doorway, re

garding the girl with something almost akin

to embarrassment.

"It's notâ��not Prudence?" he said, at
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length, holding out his hand and staring

at her.

" Yes, uncle," said the girl.

They shook hands, and Captain Bowers,

reaching up for a cage containing a parrot,

which had been noisily entreating the cabman

for a kiss all the way from the station, handed

that flustered person his fare and entered the

house again.

" Glad to see you, my lad," he said, shak

ing hands with Mr. Tredgold and glancing

covertly at his niece. " I hope you haven't

been waiting long," he added, turning to the

latter.

" No," said Miss Drewitt, regarding him

with a puzzled air.

" I missed the train,'' said the captain.

"We must try and manage better next time.

Iâ��I hope you'll be comfortable."

"Thank you," said the girl.

" Youâ��you are very like your poor

mother," said the captain.

" I hope so," said Prudence.

She stole up to the captain and, after a

moment's hesitation, kissed his cheek. The

next moment she was caught up and crushed

in the arms of a powerful and affectionate

bear.

" Blest if I hardly knew how to take you

at first," said the captain, his red face shining

with gratification. " Little girls are one thing,

but when they grow up into "â��he held her

away and looked at her proudlyâ��" into hand

some and dignified-looking young women, a

man doesn't quite know where he is."

He took her in his arms again and, kissing

her forehead, winked delightedly in the direc

tion of Mr. Tredgold, who was affecting to

look out of the window.

" My man'll be in soon," he said, releasing

the girl, " and then we'll see about some tea.

He met me at the station and I sent him

straight off for things to eat."

" Your man ? " said Miss Drewitt.

" Yes ; I thought a man would be easier to

manage than a girl," said the captain, know

ingly. " You can be freer with 'em in the

matter of language, and then there's no

followers or anything of that kind. I got

him to sign articles ship-shape and proper.

Mr. Tredgold recommended him."

" No, no," said that gentleman, hastily.

" I asked you before he signed on with

me," said the captain, pointing a stumpy

forefinger at him. " I made a point of it,

and you told me that you had never heard

anything against him.''

" I don't call that a recommendation," said

Mr. Tredgold.

" It's good enough in these days," retorted

the captain, gloomily. " A man that has got

a character like that is hard to find."

" He might be artful and keep his faults to

himself," suggested Tredgold.

"So long as he does that, it's all right,"

said Captain Bowers. " I can't find fault if

there's no faults to find fault with. The best

steward I ever had, I found out afterwards,

had escaped from gaol. He never wanted

to go ashore, and when the ship was in port

almost lived in his pantry."

"I never heard of Tasker having been in

gaol," said Mr. Tredgold. " Anyhow, I'm

certain that he never broke out of one; he's

far' too stupid."

As he paid this tribute the young man

referred to entered laden with parcels, and,

gazing awkwardly at the company, passed

through the room on tip-toe and began to

busy himself in the pantry. Mr. Tredgold,

refusing the captain's invitation to stay for

a cup of tea, took his departure.

"Very nice youngster that," said the

captain, looking after him. "A little bit

light-hearted in his ways, perhaps, but none

the worse for that."

He sat. down and looked round at his

possessions. "The first real home I've

had for nearly fifty years," he said, with

great content. " I hope you'll be as happy

here as I intend to be. It sha'n't be my

fault if you're not."

Mr. Tredgold walked home deep in

thought, and by the time he had arrived

there had come to the conclusion that

if Miss Drewitt favoured her mother, that

lady must have been singularly unlike

Captain Bowers in features.

CHAPTER II.

IN less than a week Captain Bowers had

settled down comfortably in his new com

mand. A set of rules and regulations by

which Mr. Joseph Tasker was to order his

life was framed and hung in the pantry. He

studied it with care, and, anxious that there

should be no possible chance of a misunder

standing, questioned the spelling in three

instances. The captain's explanation that he

had spelt those words in the American style

was an untruthful reflection upon a great and

friendly nation.

Dialstone I^ane was at first disposed to

look askance at Mr. Tasker. Old-fashioned

matrons clustered round to watch him clean

ing the doorstep, and, surprised at its white

ness, withdrew discomfited. Rumour had it
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that he liked work, and scandal said that he

had wept because he was not allowed to do

the washing.

The captain attributed this satisfactory

condition of affairs to the rules and regula-.

Captain Bowers looked him up and down.

He saw a man of about fifty nervously finger

ing the little bits of fluffy red whisker which

grew at the sides of his face, and trying to

still the agitation of his tremulous mouth.

"OLD-FASHIONED MATRONS CLUSTERED ROUND TO WATCH HIM CLEANING THE DOOKSTEK*

tions, though a slight indiscretion on the

juirt of Mr. Tasker, necessitating the unfram-

ing of the document to add to the latter,

caused him a little annoyance.

The first intimation he had of it was a

loud knocking at the front door as he sat

do/.ing one afternoon in his easy-chair. In

response to his startled cry of " Come in !"

the door opened and a small man, in a state

of considerable agitation, burst into the room

and confronted him.

" My name is Chalk," he said, breathlessly.

" A friend of Mr. Tredgold's ? " said the

captain. " Tve heard of you, sir."

The visitor paid no heed.

" My wife wishes to know whether she has

got to dress in the dark every afternoon for

(he rest of her life," he said, in fierce but

trembling tones.

" Got to dress in the dark ? " repeated the

astonished captain.

"With the blind down," explained the

other.

" How would you like it yourself ? "

demanded the visitor, whose manner was

gradually becoming milder and milder.

" How would you like a telescope a yard

long pointing

He broke off abruptly as the captain, with

a smothered oath, dashed out of his chair

into the garden and stood shaking his fist at

the crow's-nest at the bottom.

" Joseph ! " he bawled.

" Yes, sir," said Mr. Tasker, removing the

telescope described by Mr. Chalk from his

eye, and leaning over.

" What are you doing with that spy

glass ?" demanded his master, beckon

ing to the visitor, who had drawn neai.

" How dare you stare in at people's

windows ? "

" I wasn't, sir," replied Mr. Tasker, in an

injured voice. " I wouldn't think o' such a

thingâ��I couldn't, not if I tried."

" You'd got it pointed straight at my

bedroom window," cried Mr. Chalk, as he
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accompanied the captain down the garden.

" And it ain't the first time."

" I wasn't, sir," said the steward, address

ing his master. " I was watching the martins

under the eaves."

" You'd got it pointed at my window,"

persisted the visitor.

" That's where the nests are," said Mr.

Tasker, " but I wasn't looking in at the

window. Besides, I noticed you always

pulled the blind down when you saw me

looking, so I thought it didn't matter."

" We can't do anything without being

followed about by that telescope," said Mi.

Chalk, turning to the captain. " My wife

had our house built where it is on purpose,

so that we shouldn't be overlooked. \Ve

didn't bargain for a thing like that sprouting

up in a back-garden."

"I'm very sorry," said the captain. " I

wish you'd told me of it before. If I catch

you up there again," he cried, shaking his

fist at Mr. Tasker, "you'll remember it.

Come down!"

Mr. Tasker, placing the glass under his

arm, came slowly and reluctantly down the

ratlines.

" I wasn't looking in at the window, Mr.

Chalk," he said, earnestly. " I was watching

the birds. O' course, I couldn't help seeing

in a bit, but I always shifted the spy-glass at

once if there was anything that I thought I

oughtn't "

" That'll do," broke in the captain, hastily.

" Go in and get the tea ready. If I so much

as see you looking at that glass again we

part, my lad, mind that."

" I don't suppose he meant any harm,"

said the mollified Mr. Chalk, after the crest

fallen Joseph had gone into the house. " I

hope I haven't been and said too much, but

my wife insisted on me coming round and

speaking about it."

"You did quite right," said the captain,

"and I thank you for coming. I told him

he might go up there occasionally, but I

particularly warned him against giving any

annoyance to the neighbours."

" I suppose," said Mr. Chalk, gazing at

the erection with interestâ��" I suppose there's

a good view from up there ? It's like having

a ship in the garden, and it seems to remind

you of the North Pole, and whales, and

Northern Lights."

Five minutes later Mr. Tasker, peering

through the pantry window, was surprised to

see Mr. Chalk ascending with infinite caution

to the crow's-nest. His high hat was jammed

firmly over his brows and the telescope was

gripped tightly under his right arm. The

journey was evidently regarded as one of

extreme peril by the climber; but he held

on gallantly and, arrived at the top, turned

a tremulous telescope on to the hori/on.

Mr. Tasker took a deep breath and resumed

his labours. He set the table, and when the

water boiled made the tea, and went down

the garden to announce the fact. Mr. Chalk

was still up aloft, and even at that height

the pallor of his face was clearly discernible.

It was evident to the couple below that the

terrors of the descent were too much for him,

but that he was too proud to say so.

" Nice view up there," called the captain.

" Bâ��bâ��beautiful," cried Mr. Chalk, with

an attempt at enthusiasm.

The captain paced up and down im

patiently ; his tea was getting cold, but the

forlorn figure aloft made no sign. The cap

tain waited a little longer, and then, laying

hold of the shrouds, slowly mounted until

his head was above the platform.

'â�¢ Shall I take the glass for you ? " he in

quired.

Mr. Chalk, clutching the edge of the cask,

leaned over and handed it down.

" Myâ��my foot's gone to sleep," he stam

mered.

" Ho ! Well, you must be careful how you

get down," said the captain, climbing on to

the platform. " Now, gently." Â«

He put the telescope back into the cask,

and, beckoning Mr. Tasker to ascend, took

Mr. Chalk in a firm grasp and lowered him

until he was able to reach Mr. Tasker's

face with his foot. After that the descent

was easy, and Mr. Chalk, reaching ground

once more, spent two or three minutes in

slapping and rubbing, and other remedies

prescribed for sleepy feet.

'â�¢ There's few gentlemen that would have

come down at all with their foot asleep,"

remarked Mr. Tasker, pocketing a shilling,

when the captain's back was turned.

Mr. Chalk, still pale and shaking some

what, smiled feebly and followed the captain

into the house. The latter offered a cup of

tea, which the visitor, after a faint protest,

accepted, and taking a seat at the table

ga/.ed in undisguised admiration at the

nautical appearance of the room.

" I could fancy myself aboard ship," he

declared.

" Are you fond of the sea ? " inquired the

captain.

"1 love it," said Mr. Chalk, fervently.

" It was always my idea from a boy to go to

sea, but somehow I didn't. 1 went into my
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father's business instead, but I never liked

it. Some people are fond of a stay-at-home

life, but I always had a hankering after

adventures."

The captain shook his head. " Ha ! " he

said, impressively.

" You've had a few

in your time," said Mr.

Chalk, looking at him,

grudgingly ; " Edward

Tredgold was telling

me so."

"Man and boy, I

was at sea forty-nine

years," remarked the

captain. " Naturally

things happened in

that time; it would

have been odd if they

hadn't. It's all in a

lifetime."

" Some lifetimes,"

said Mr. Chalk,

gloomily. " I'm fifty-

one next year, and the

only thing I ever had

happen to me was

seeing a man stop a

runaway horse and

cart"

He shook his head

solemnly over his

monotonous career

and, gazing at a war-

club from Samoa

which hung over the

fireplace, put a few

leading questions to

the captain concern

ing the manner in

which it came into his

possession. When

made rough maps for his listener's clearer

understanding. Sometimes the captain took

him to palm-studded islands in the Southern

Seas; sometimes tothe ancient worlds of China

and Japan. He became an expert in nautical

terms. He walked in

knots, and even

ordered a new carpet

in fathoms â�� after the

shop-keeper had

demonstrated, by

means of his little

boy's arithmetic book,

the difference between

that measurement and

a furlong.

" I'll have a voyage

before I'm much

older," he remarked

one afternoon, as he

sat in the captain's

sitting-room. " Since

I retired from busi

ness time hangs very

heavy sometimes.

I've got a fancy for

a small

yacht, but

I suppose

I couldn't

go a long

voyage in

a small

one ? "

II). TOOK MR. CHALK IN A FIRM GRASP AND LOWERED HIM."

Prudence came in half an hour later he was

still sitting there, listening with rapt attention

to his host's tales of distant seas.

It was the first of many visits. Sometimes

he brought Mr. Tredgold and sometimes Mr.

Tredgold brought him. The terrors of the

crow's-nest vanished before his persevering

attacks, and perched there with the captain's

glass he swept the landscape with the air of

an explorer surveying a strange and hostile

country.

It was a fitting prelude to the captain's

tales afterwards, and Mr. Chalk, with the stem

of his long pipe withdrawn from his open

mouth, would sit enthralled as his host

narrated picturesque incidents of hairbreadth

escapes, or, drawing his chair to the table,

"Smaller

the be t-

ter," said

E d ward

Tredgold,

who was

sitting by

the win

dow watching Miss Drewitt sewing.

Mr. Chalk took his pipe from his mouth

and eyed him inquiringly.

"Less to lose," explained Mr. Tredgold,

with a scarcely perceptible glance at the

captain. " Look at the dangers you'd be

dragging your craft into. Chalk ; there would

be no satisfying you with a quiet cruise in

the Mediterranean."

"I shouldn't run into unnecessary danger,"

said Mr. Chalk, seriously. "I'm a married

man, and there's my wife to think of. What

would become of her if anything happened

tome?"

" Why, you've got plenty of money to

leave, haven't you ? " inquired Mr. Tred

gold.
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" I was thinking of her losing me" replied

Mr. Chalk, with a touch of acerbity.

"Oh, I didn't'think of that," said the

other. " Yes, to be sure."

"Captain Kowers was telling me the other

day of a woman who wore widow's weeds for

thirty-five years," said Mr. Chalk, impres

sively. " And all the time her husband was

married again and got a big family in

Australia. There's nothing in the world so

faithful as a woman's heart."

"Well, if you're lost on a cruise, I shall

know where to look for you," said Mr.

Tredgold. " But I don't think the captain

ought to put such ideas into your head."

Mr. Chalk looked bewildered. Then he

scratched his left whisker with the stem of

his churchwarden pipe and looked severely

over at Mr. Tredgold.

" I don't think you ought to talk that way

before ladies," he said, primly. " Of course,

I know you're only in joke, but there's some

people can't see jokes as quick as others and

they might get a wrong idea of you."

" What part did you think of going to for

your cruise ? " interposed Captain Bowers.

"There's nothing settled yet," said Mr.

Chalk : " it's just an idea, that's all. 1 was

talking to your father the other day," he

added, turning to Mr. Tredgold; "just

sounding him, so to speak."

"You take him," said that dutiful son,

briskly. " It would do him a world of good ;

me, too."

" He said he couldn't afford either the time

or the money," said Mr. Chalk. " The thing

to do would be to combine business with

pleasureâ��to take a yacht and find a sunken

galleon loaded with gold pieces. I've heard of

such things being done."

" I've heard of it," said the captain,

nodding.

" Bottom of the ocean must be paved

with them in places," said Mr. Tredgold,

rising, and following Miss Drewitt, who had

gone into the garden to plant seeds.

Mr. Chalk refilled his pipe and, accepting

a match from the captain, smoked slowly.

His gaze was fixed on the window, but

instead of Dialstone I>ane he saw tumbling

blue seas and islets far away.

"That's something you've never come

across, I suppose, Captain Bowers ?" he

remarked at last.

" No," said the other.

Mr. Chalk, with a vain attempt to conceal

his disappointment, smoked on for some time

in silence. The blue seas disappeared, and

he saw instead the brass knocker of the

house opposite.

" Nor any other kind of craft with treasure

aboard, I suppose ? " he suggested, at last.
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The captain put his hands on his knees

and stared at the floor. " No," he said,

slowly, " I can't call to mind any craft; but

it's odd that you should have got on this

subject with me."

Mr. Chalk laid his pipe carefully on the

table. " Why ? " he inquired.

" Well," said the captain, with a short

laugh, " it is odd, that's all."

Mr. Chalk fidgeted with the stem of his

pipe. " You know of sunken treasure some

where ? " he said, eagerly.

The captain smiled and shook his head ;

the other watched him narrowly.

"You know of some treasure?"he said,

with conviction.

"Not what you could call sunken,'1 said

the captain, driven to bay.

Mr. Chalk's pale-blue eyes opened to their

fullest extent. " Ingots ? " he queried.

The other shook his head. " It's a

secret," he remarked ; " we won't talk about

it"

" Yes, of course, naturally, I don't expect

you to tell me where it is," said Mr. Chalk,

"but I thought it might be interesting to hear

about, that's all."

" It's buried," said the captain, after a.

long pause. " I don't know that there's any

harm in telling you that; buried in a small

island in the South Pacific."

'' Have you seen it ? " inquired Mr. Chalk.

" I buried it," rejoined the other.

Mr. Chalk sank back in his chair and

regarded him with awestruck attention ;

Captain Bowers, slowly ramming home a

charge of tobacco with his thumb, smiled

quietly.

" Buried it," he repeated, musingly, " with

the blade of an oar for a spade. It was a

long job, but it's six foot down and the dead

man it belonged to atop of it."

The pipe fell from the listener's fingers

and smashed unheeded on the floor.

" You ought to make a book of it," he said

at last.

The captain shook his head. " I haven't

got the gift of story-telling," he said, simply.

" Besides, you can understand I don't

want it noised about. People might bother

me."

He leaned back in his chair and bunched

his beard in his hand; the other, watching

him closely, saw that his thoughts were busy

with some scene in his stirring past.

" Not a friend of yours, I hope ?" said

Mr. Chalk, at last.

"Who?" inquired the captain, starting

from his reverie.

" The dead man atop of the treasure,"

replied the other.

" No," said the captain, briefly.

"Is it worth much?" asked Mr. Chalk.

" Roughly speaking, about half a million/'

responded the captain, calmly. .

Mr. Chalk rose and walked up and down

the room. His eyes were bright and his

face pinker than usual.

" Why don't you get it ?" he demanded,

at last, pausing in front of his host.

"Why, it ain't mine," said the captain,

staring. "D'ye think I'm a thief?"

Mr. Chalk stared in his turn. " But who

does it belong to, then ? " he inquired.

" I don't know," replied the captain. " All

I know is, it isn't mine, and that's enough for

me. Whether it was rightly come by I don't

know. There it is, and there it'll stay till the

crack of doom."

" Don't you know any of his relations or

friends ? " persisted the other.

" I know nothing of him except his name,"

said the captain, "and I doubt if even that

was his right one. Don Silvio he called him

selfâ��a Spaniard. It's over ten years ago

since it happened. My ship had been bought

by a firm in Sydney, and while I was wait

ing out there I went for a little run on a

schooner among the islands. This Don

Silvio was aboard of her as a passenger.

She went to pieces in a gale, and we were the

only two saved. The others were washed

overboard, but we got ashore in the boat, and

I thought from the trouble he was taking

over his bag that the danger had turned his

brain,"

" Ah !" said the keenly-interested Mr.

Chalk.

" He was a sick man aboard ship," con

tinued the captain, " and I soon saw that he

hadn't saved his life for long. He saw it, too,

and before he died he made me promise that

the bag should be buried with him and never

disturbed. After I'd promised, he opened

the bag and showed me what was in it. It

was full of precious stonesâ��diamonds, rubies,

and the like ; some of them as large as

birds' eggs. I can see him now, propped

up against the boat and playing with

them in the sunlight. They blazed like

stars. Half a million he put them at, or

more."

" What good could they be to him when

he was dead ? " inquired the listener.

Captain Bowers shook his head. "That

was his business, not mine," he replied. " It

was nothing to do with me. When he died

I dug a grave for him, as I told you, with a
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bit of a broken oar, and laid him and the "With my ma])," said the captain, slowly,

bag together. A month afterwards I was " Before I left I made a map of the island

taken off by a passing schooner and landed and got its position from the schooner that

safe at Sydney."

picked me up : but I never heard a word

Mr. Chalk stooped, and mechanically from that day to this.''

"'HOW COULD vuu HAVK rousu THKM AOAJN?' INQUIRED MR. CHALK,

ONE PROPOUNDING A POSER."

picking up the pieces of his pipe placed

them on the table.

" Suppose that you had heard afterwards

that the things had been stolen ? " he

remarked.

" If I had, then I should have given in

formation, I think," said the other. " It all

depends."

"Ah ! but how could you have found them

again?" inquired Mr. Chalk, with the air of

one propounding a poser.

"Could you find them now?" said Mr.

Chalk.

" Why not ?" said the captain, with

a short laugh. "The island hasn't run

away."

He rose as he spoke and, tossing the

fragments of his visitor's pipe into the fire

place, invited him to take a turn in the

garden. Mr. Chalk, after a feeble attempt

to discuss the matter further, reluctantly

obeyed.

( To be continued.)



Illustrated Interviews.

LXXX.â��M. CURIE, THE DISCOVERER OF RADIUM.

BY CLEVELAND MOFKETT.

ERV well do I remember my

first impression of M. Curie.

It was in the Rue Cuvier, at

the Sorbonne laboratories in

Paris, where he was lecturing

that day in the big amphi

theatre, while 1 waited in an adjoining room

among the air-pumps and electrical appa

ratus. Suddenly a door opened and there

came a burst of applause, a long clapping of

hands, and at the same moment a tall, pale

man, slightly bent, walked slowly across the

room.

On this occasion I simply made an ap

pointment to see M. Curie the next morning

at the Ecole de Physique ; but I profited

by the opportunity to ask his assistant, M.

Danne, some prelimi

nary questions about

radium. Was it true,

could it be true, that

this strange substance

gives forth heat and

light ceaselessly and

is really an inexhaus

tible source of energy ?

Of course, I had read

all this, but I wanted

to hear it from the

mouth of one who

knew.

"It is quite true,"

said M. Danne, "that

pure radium gives out

light and heat with

out any waste or

diminution that can be detected

most delicate instruments. That

can say."

may destroy life or stimulate it. They are

capable not only of shortening life or pro

longing it, but of modifying existing forms of

lifeâ��that is, of actually creating new species.

Finally, by destroying bacteria, they may be

used to cure disease, notably the dread lupus,

recently conquered by Finsen's lamps, and

now apparently conquered again by a simpler

means.

I listened in amazement ; it was not one

discovery, but a dozen, that we were con

templating.

M. AND MME. CURIK USING THF.IR APPARATUS FOR

MEASURING THE INTENSITY OF RADIUM.

From a Photo.

by our

is all we

" Andâ��all this is M. Curie's discovery ? "

" Radium is his discovery ; that is, his and

Mme. Curie's. You cannot give one more

credit than the other. They did it together."

He told me a little about Mme. Curie,

who, it appears, was

a Polish student in

the Latin Quarter,

very poor, but pos

sessed of rare talents.

They say that her

marriage with M.

Curie was just such

a union as must have

produced some fine

result. Without his

scientific learning and

vivid imagination it

is doubtful if radium

would ever have

been dreamed of, and

without her deter

mination and patience

against detail it is

would never have been

" Is the light that it gives a bright light ? "

" Reasonably bright. M. Curie will show

you."

" Can he explain it ? Can anyone explain

it?"

" There are various theories, but they

really explain very little."

M. Danne went on to indicate other pro

perties of radium that are scarcely less

startling than these. Besides heat and light

this strange metal gives out constantly three

kinds of invisible rays that move with the

velocity of light, or thereabouts, and that

have separate and well - marked attributes.

These rays may be helpful or harmful, they

Vol. :

Lâ��9.

likely the dream

realized.

The next day I found M. Curie in one of

the rambling sheds of the Ecole de Physique

bending over a small porcelain dish, where a

colourless liquid was simmering, perhaps half

a teacupful, and he was watching it with

concern, always fearful of some accident. He

had lost nearly a decigramme (i '5 grains troy)

of radium, he said, only a few weeks before

in a curious way. He had placed some

radium salts in a small tube, and this in

side another tube, in which he created a

vacuum. Then he began to heat both

tubes over an electric furnace, when, sud

denly, at about 2,000 degrees F., there

came an explosion which shattered the tubes

and scattered their precious contents. There
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was absolutely no explanation of this ex

plosion ; it was one of the tricks that radium

is apt to play on you. Here his face

lightened with quite a boyish smile.

M. Curie proceeded to explain what he

was doing with the little dish ; he was refining

some radium dissolved in itâ��that is, freeing

it from contaminating barium by repeated

crystallization, this being the last and most

delicate part of the process of obtaining the

pure metal.

" We have our radium works outside

Paris," he said, " where the crude ore goes

through its early stages of separation and

where the radium is brought to an intensity

of 2,000, as we express it. After that the

process requires such care and involves so

much risk of waste that we keep the pre

cious stuff in our own hands and treat it

ourselves, my wife and I, as I am doing now,

to bring it to the higher intensities, 50,000,

200,000, 500,000, and, finally, 1,500,000.

What you see here is about 100,000. It will

take many more crystallizations to bring it to

the maximum."

"That is, to the state of pure radium?"

"To the state of pure chloride of

radium. You know the metal exists only

as a chloride or bromide. It has never

yet been isolated, although it easily might

be."

" Why has it never been isolated ? "

" Because it would not be stable ; it would

immediately be oxidized by the air and

destroyed, as happens with sodium, whereas

it remains permanent as a bromide or

chloride and suffers no change."

" Does radium change in appearance as it

increases in intensity ? " I asked.

" No; it keeps the form of small white

crystals, which may be crushed into a white

powder, and which look like ordinary salt.

See, here are some."

He took from the table drawer a small

glass tube, not much larger than a thick

match. It was sealed at both ends and

partly covered with a fold of lead. Inside

the tube I could see a white powder.

" Why is the tube wrapped with lead ? " I

inquired.

" For the protection of those who handle

it. Lead stops the harmful rays, that would

otherwise make trouble."

"Trouble?"

" Yes; you see the radium in this tube is

very active; it has an intensity of 1,500.000.

and if I were to lay it against your hand

or any part of your body, so"â��he touched

mv hand with the bare tubeâ��" and if I were

to leave it there for a few minutes, you would

certainly hear from it later."

" But I feel nothing."

" Of course not ; neither did 1 feel any

thing when I touched some radium here,"

and pulling up his sleeve he showed me a

forearm scarred and reddened from fresh-

healed sores. " But you see what it did, and

it was much less intense than this specimen."

He then mentioned an experience of his

friend, Professor Becquerel, discoverer of

the " Becquerel rays " of uranium, and in a

way the parent-discoverer of radium, since

the latter discovery grew out of the former.

It seems that Professor Becquerel, in jour

neying to London, carried in his waistcoat

pocket a small tube of radium to be used

in a lecture there. Nothing happened at

the time, but about a fortnight later the

professor observed that the skin under his

pocket was beginning to redden and fall

away, and finally a deep and painful sore

formed there and remained for weeks before

healing. A peculiar feature of these radium

sores is that they do not appear for some

considerable time after exposure to the rays.

"Then radium is an element of destruc

tion ? " I remarked.

"Undoubtedly it has a power of destruc

tion, but that power may be tempered or

controlled, for instance, by this covering of

lead. M. Danysz, at the Pasteur Institute,

will give you the pathological facts better

than I can."

This brought us back to physical facts,

and I asked M. Curie if the radium before

us was at that moment giving out heat and

light, for I could perceive neither.

"Of course it is," he replied. "I will

take you into a dark room presently and let

you see the light for yourself. As for the

heat, a thermometer would show that this

tube of radium is 27 degrees F. warmer than

the surrounding air."

" Is it always that much warmer ? "

" Alwaysâ��so far as we know. I may put

it more simply by saying that a given

quantity of radium will melt its own weight

of ice every hour."

"Forever?"

He smiled. "So far as we knowâ��for

ever. Or, again, that a given quantity of

radium throws out as much heat in eighty

hours as an equal weight of coal would throw-

out if burned to complete combustion in one

hour."

" Suppose you had a considerable quantity

of radium," I suggested, " say twenty pounds,

or a hundred pounds ? "
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"The law would be the same, whatever

the quantity. If we had fifty kilos (no

pounds) of radium "â��he gave a little wonder

ing cluck at the thoughtâ��" I say if we had

fifty kilos of radium it would give out as

much heat continuously as a stove would

give out that burned ten kilos (twenty-two

pounds) of coal every twenty-four hours, and

was filled up fresh every day."

"And the radium would never cease to

give out this heat and would never be con

sumed ? "

"Never is a hard word, but one of our

page. And, of course, this was a very small

quantity of radium, about six centigrammes

(nine-tenths of a grain troy).

"We estimate," said he, "that a deci

gramme of radium will illuminate a square

decimetre (fifteen square inches) of surface

sufficient for reading."

"And a kilogramme (2-2 pounds) of

radium ? "

" A kilogramme of radium would illuminate

a room thirty feet square with a mild radi

ance ; and the light would be much brighter

if screens of sulphide of zinc were placed

M. AND MME. CURIE FINISHING THE PREPARATION OK SOMK KAnlU.M.

professors has calculated that a given quan

tity of radium, after throwing out heat as I

have stated for a thousand million years,

would have lost only one-millionth part of

its bulk. Others think the loss might be

greater, say an ounce to a ton in ten thousand

years, but in any case it is so infinitesimally

small that we have no means of measuring it,

and for practical purposes it does not exist."

After this M. Curie took me into a darkened

room, where I saw quite plainly the light

from the radium tube, a clear glow sufficient

to read by if the tube were held near a printed

near the radium, for these are thrown by the

metal into a brilliant phosphorescence."

"Then radium may be the light of the

future ? "

M. Curie shook his head. " I am afraid

that we should pay rather dearly for such a

light. There is first the money cost to be

considered, and then the likelihood that the

people illuminated by radium would be also

stricken with paralysis, blindness, and various

nervous disorders. Possibly protective screens

might be devised against these dangers, but

it is too soon to think of that. For a long
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time to come the radium light will be only a

laboratory wonder."

After we had been in the darkness for

some time M. Curie wrapped the radium

tube in thick paper and put it in my hand.

" Now," said he, " shut your eyes and

press this against your right eyelid.''

I did as he bade me, and straightway had

the sensation of a strange diffused light out

side my eye. M. Curie assured me, how

ever, that the light was not outside but inside

the eye, the radium rays having the property

of making the liquids of the eyeball self-

luminous, a sort of internal phosphorescence

being produced. He warned me that it

would be dangerous to leave the radium

against the eyelid very long, as a serious dis

turbance to the eyesight, or even blindness,

might result.

Another experiment consisted in placing

the radium against the bone at the side of

ttie forehead, and even in this position, with

the eyes closed, a light was perceptible,

although fainter. Here the radium rays had

acted upon the eyeball through the bones of

the head.

" It is possible," said M. Curie, " that this

property of radium may be utilized in certain

diseases of the eye. Dr. Emile Javal, one

of our distinguished physicians, who is blind

himself, has given this matter particular

attention, and he thinks that radium may

offer a precious means of diagnosis in cases

of cataract, by showing whether the retina is

or is not intact, and whether an operation

will succeed. If a person blind from cataract

can see the radium light as you have just

seen it, then the eyesight of that person may

be restored by removing the cataract. Other

wise it cannot be restored."

As we returned to the laboratory I re

marked that the quantity of radium in the

various tubes I had seen was very small.

" Of course it is small," he sighed ; " there

is very little radium in the world. I mean

very little that has been taken from the earth

and purified."

" How much is there ? "

He thought a moment. " \Ve have about

one gramme (one-third of an ounce) in

France, Germany may have one gramme,

America has less than one gramme, and the

rest of the world may perhaps have half a

gramme. Four grammes in all would be

an outside estimate ; you could heap it all in

a tablespoon."

I suggested to M. Curie the possibility

that some philanthropist might be inspired

on reading his words to help the new cause.

And I remarked that great things could

doubtless be accomplished with some sub

stantial quantity of radium, say a pound or

two.

He gave me an amused look and asked

if I had any idea what a pound or two of

radium, say a kilogramme (two and one-fifth

pounds), would cost.

" \Vhy, no," said I, " no exact idea;

butâ��

"A kilogramme of radium would cost"-

he figured rapidly on a sheet of paperâ��" with

the very cheapest methods that we have of

purifying the crude material it would cost

about ten million francs (,Â£400,000). Under

existing conditions radium is worth about

three thousand times its weight in pure

gold."

" And yet there may be tons of it in the

earth ? "

M. Curie was not so sure of this. " It

is doubtful/' said he, "if there is very

much radium in the earth, and what there

is is so thinly scattered in the surrounding

ore â�� mere traces of radium for tons of

worthless rockâ��that the cost of extracting

it is almost prohibitive. You will reali/.e this

when you visit our works at Ivry."

These works I visited the next day, and

found myself outside the walls of Paris, near

the old Ivry Cemetery, where some unpre

tentious sheds serve for this important busi

ness of radium extraction. One of the head

men met me and explained, step by step, how

they obtain this strange and elusive metal.

First he showed me a lumpy reddish powder,

sacks of it, brought from Bohemia by the ton,

and constituting the raw material from which

trie radium is extracted. This powder is the

refuse from uranium mines at Jachimsthal;

that is, what remains of the original uranite

ore, pitchblende, after the uranium has been

removed. For years this refuse was regarded

as worthless, and was left to accumulate in

heaps, tons of it, quite at the disposal of

whoever chose to cart it away. Now that it

is known to contain the rarest and most

precious substance in the world, it goes

without saying that the owners have begun

to put a price on it.

My informant referred with proper pride

to the difficulties that had confronted them

when they started these radium works in

1901. It was a new problem in practical

chemistry to bring together infinitesimal

traces of a metal lost in tons of debris. It

was like searching for specks of dust hidden

in a sand-heap, or for drops of perfume

scattered in a river. Still, they went at it
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with good heart, for the end justified the

effort. If it took a ton of uranite dust to

yield as much radium as would half fill a

doll's thimble, then the thing to do was to

have many tons of this dust sent on from

Bohemia, and patiently to accumulate, after

months of handling, various pinches of

radium, a few centigrammes, then a few

decigrammes, and finally some day â�� who

could tell?â��they might get as much as a

gramme. This was a distant prospect, to

be sure, yet with infinite pains and all the

resources of chemistry it might be attained.

Well, now they had attained it, and at this

were much peeled, and very sore from too

much contact with radium, and for several

days he had been unable to dress himself;

but he took it good-naturedly, and proceeded

to describe some of the experiments he had

made before British scientists.

In order to demonstrate that radium

throws off heat continually he took two

glass vessels, one containing a thermometer

and a tube of radium, the other containing a

thermometer and no radium. Both vessels

were closed with cotton, and it was presently

seen that the thermometer in the vessel

containing the radium registered constantly

M. CUK1E EXPLAINING THE WONDERS OF RADIUM AT THE SORUONNE. THIS EXPERIMENT WITH THE RADIUM

LIGHT IS DESCRIBED IN THB ARTICLE.

time, he said, some eight tons of uranite

detritus had passed through the caldrons and

great glass jars and muddy barrels of the Ivry

establishment, had been boiled and filtered

and decanted and crystallized, with much

fuming of acids and the steady glow of fur

naces ; and out of it all, for the twenty-four

months' effort, there had come just about

a gramme of practically pure chloride of

radiumâ��enough white powder to fill a salt-

spoon.

When next I saw M. Curie he had just

returned from London, where he had lectured

before the Royal Institution. His hands

5'4 degrees F. higher than the thermometer

which was not so influenced.

The most striking experiment presented by

M. Curie in his London lecture was one

devised by him to prove the existence of

radium emanations, a kind of gaseous product

(quite different from the rays) which this

extraordinary metal seems to throw off con

stantly as it throws off heat and light. These

emanations may be regarded as an invisible

vapour of radium, like water vapour, only

infinitely more subtle, which settles upon

all objects that it approaches and confers

upon them, for a time at least, the mysterious
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properties of radium itself. Thus the yellow

powder sulphide of zinc bursts into a brilliant

glow under the stimulus of radium emana

tions, and to make it clear that this effect is

due to the emanations and not to the rays

M. Curie constructed an apparatus in which

a glass tube, R, containing a solution of

radium is connected with two glass bulbs,

A and B, containing sulphide of zinc.

The experiment is begun by exhausting

the air from the two bulbs A and B, by

means of air-pump connections through the

tube E. The air is not exhausted, how

ever, from the tube R, over which the

stop-cock F is closed, and within which

the emanations have been allowed to accu

mulate. The room is now darkened, and

it is seen that so long as the stop cock F

remains closed there is no glow in the

bulbs A and B, but as soon as the stop

cock F is opened both bulbs shine bril

liantly, so that the light

is plainly visible at a dis

tance of several hundred

yards. Now, obviously,

if this effect were due to

the radium rays, it would

be produced whether the

stop-cock F were open or

closed, since the radium

rays pass freely through

glass and need not follow

the tube S in order to

reach the bulbs A and 15.

It is therefore clear that

the sudden light in the

bulbs is due to the pas

sage of something out of

the tube R, and through the tube S, that some

thing being kept back by the glass of the

bulb R until the stop-cock F is opened. So

we conclude that the emanations of radium

cannot pass through glass, and are a mani

festation quite distinct from the rays of

radium, which can pass through but do not

influence the sulphide of zinc.

This point having been established, M.

Curie proceeded to the most sensational

part of his demonstration, by closing the

stop-cock F and then placing the lower bulb

B, still radiant, in a vessel G containing

liquid air, the result being that the light in

the bulb B gradually grew stronger while

the light in the bulb A diminished, until,

presently, all the light seemed concentrated

in B and gone from A, the conclusion being

that the intense cold of liquid air had pro

duced some change in the emanations, had

possibly reduced them from a gas to a liquid,

thus withdrawing them from A to B and

checking the one glow while increasing the

other.

In talking with . Sir William Crookes,

M. Curie was interested to learn that the

English scientist had just devised a curious

little instrument which he has named the

spinthariscope, and which allows one to

actually see the emanations from radium

and to realize as never before the extra

ordinary atomic disintegration that is going

on ceaselessly in this strange metal. The

spinthariscope is a small microscope that

allows one to look at a tiny fragment of

radium, about one-twentieth of a milligramme,

supported on a little wire over a screen

spread with sulphide of /.inc.

The experiment must be made in a

darkened room after the eye has gradually

acquired its greatest sensitiveness to light.

To the eye thus sensitive and looking intently

through the lenses the

screen appears like a

heaven of flashing me

teors, among which stars

shine forth suddenly and

die away. Near the cen

tral radium speck the fire

shower is most brilliant,

while towards the rim of

the circle it grows fainter.

And this goes on con

tinuously as the metal

throws off its emanations ;

these myriad bursting

blazing stars are the

emanationsâ��at least, we

may assume it â�� and

become visible as the scattered radium

dust or radium vapour impinges speck by

speck upon the screen, which, for each

tiny fragment, flashes back a responsive

phosphorescence. M. Curie spoke of this

vision, that was really contained within the

area of a two-cent piece, as one of the most

beautiful and impressive he had ever wit

nessed ; it was as if he had been allowed to

assist at the birth of a universeâ��or at the

death of a molecule.

Dwelling upon the extreme attenuation

of these radium emanations, M. Curie men

tioned a recent experiment, in which he had

used a platinum box pierced by two holes so

extremely small that the box would retain

a vacuum, yet not small enough to resist the

passage of radium emanations.

In view of the extreme rarity and costli

ness of radium, it is evident that its emana

tions may be put to many important uses
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in and out of the laboratory, since they

bestow upon indifferent objectsâ��a plate, a

piece of iron, an old shoe, anythingâ��the

very properties of radium itself. Thus a

scientist or a doctor unable to procure the

metal radium may easily experiment with a

bit of wood or glass rendered radio-activeâ��

that is, charged by radium emanations, and

capable of replacing the original metal as

long as the charge keeps its potency. This

period has been determined by the Curies

after observations extending over weeks and

months, and applied to all sorts of sub

stances, copper, aluminium, lead, rubber, wax,

celluloid, paraffin, no fewer than fifty in all,

the resulting conclusions being formulated

in a precise law as follows :â��

(1) All substances may be rendered radio-active

through the influence of radium emanations.

(2) Substances thus influenced retain their induced

radio-activity very much longer when guarded in a

small enclosure through which the emanations cannot

pass (say a sealed glass tube) than when not so

guarded. In the former case their radio-activity

diminishes one-half every four days. In the latter

case it diminishes one-half every twenty-eight minutes.

I must pass rapidly over various other

wonders of radium that M. Curie laid before

me. New matter is accumulating every week

as the outcome of new investigations. Even

in the chemistry of radium, which is practi

cally an unexplored field, owing to the scarcity

and costliness of the metal, there are various

facts to be notetl, as these : that radium

changes the colour of phosphorus from yellow

to red; that radium rays increase the pro

duction of ozone in certain cases ; that a

small quantity of radium dissolved in water

throws off hydrogen constantly by causing

a disintegration of the water, the oxygen

released being absorbed in some unknown

molecular combination. Also that a solution

of radium gives a violet or brownish tint to a

glass vessel containing it, this tint being per

manent, unless the glass be heated red hot.

Here, by the way, is an application of im

portance in the arts, for radium may thus

be used to modify the colours of glass and

crystals, possibly of gems. It is furthermore

established that radium offers a ready means

of distinguishing real from imitation dia

monds, since it causes the real stones to

burst into a brilliant phosphorescence when

brought near them in a darkened room,

while it has scarcely any such effect upon

false stones. M. Curie made this experi

ment recently at a reception in Lille, to the

great delight of the guests.

Coming now to what may be the most

important properties of radiumâ��that is, those

which influence animal lifeâ��we may follow

M. Curie's advice and visit the Pasteur

Institute, where for some months now a

remarkable series of radium tests has been

in progress.

M. Danysz is convinced that all animals,

probably all forms of life, would succumb to

the destructive force of radium if employed

in sufficient quantities.

" I have no doubt," said he, " that a kilo

gramme of radium would be sufficient to

destroy the population of Paris, granting that

they came within its influence. Men and

women would be killed just as easily as mice.

They would feel nothing during their exposure

to the radium, nor realize that they were

in any danger. And weeks would pass after

their exposure before anything would happen.

Then gradually the skin would begin to peel

off and their bodies would become one great

sore. Then they would become blind. Then

they would die from paralysis and congestion

of the spinal cord."

Despite this rather gloomy prospect,

certain experiments at the Pasteur Institute

may encourage us to believe that, for all its

menace of destruction, radium is destined

to bring substantial benefits to suffering

humankind. The substance of these favour

able experiments is that, while animal life

may undoubtedly suffer great harm from

radium when used in excess or wrongly

used (the same is true of strychnine), it

may also derive immense good from radium

when used within proper bounds, these to

be set when we have gained a fuller know

ledge of the subject. Meantime it is worthy

of note that some of M. Danysz's animals,

when exposed to the radium for a short time,

or to radium of lower intensity, or to radium

at a greater distance, have not perished, but

have seemed to thrive under the treatment.

But the most startling experiment per

formed thus far at the Pasteur Institute is

one undertaken by M. Danysz, February 3rd,

1903, when he placed three or four dozen little

worms that live in flour, the larvae Ephestia

kiichniclla, in a glass flask, where they were

exposed for a few hours to the rays of

radium. He placed a like number of larvae

in a control flask where there was no

radium, and he left enough flour in each

flask for the larvae to live upon. After

several weeks it was found that most of the

larvae in the radium flask had been killed,

but that a few of them had escaped the

destructive action of the rays by crawling

away to distant corners of the flask, where

they were still living. But they were living
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as larva, not as moths, whereas in the

natural course they should have become

moths long before, as was seen by the con

trol flask, where the larva? had all changed

into moths, and these had hatched their eggs

into other larva:, and these had produced

other moths. All of which made it clear

that the radium rays had arrested the

development of these little worms.

More weeks passed and still three or four

of the larvae lived, and four full months

after the original exposure 1 saw a larva

alive and wriggling while its contemporary

larvae in the other jar had long since passed

away as aged moths, leaving generations of

moths' eggs and larva? to witness this miracle,

for here was a larva, venerable among his

kind, a patriarch Eplieslia kitchniclla, that

had actually

lived through

three times the

span of life ac

corded to his

fellows, and

that still

showed no

sign of chang

ing into a

moth. It was

very much as

if a young man

of twenty-one

should keep

the appear

ance of twenty-

one for two

hundred and

fifty years !

Not less re

markable than

these are some

recent experi

ments made

by M. Bohn at

the biological

laboratories of

the Sorbonne.

his conclusions

being that ra

dium may Â§p

far modify

various lower

forms of life

as to actually

produce

"monsters,"

abnormal devi

ations from

the original

type of the species. Thus tadpole monsters

have been formed from tadpoles exposed

four days after birth to radium rays. Some

of these monsters lived for twenty - three

days, and would doubtless have lived

longer had they been exposed to the rays

for a shorter time. No changes occur in

the tadpoles treated except at the transi

tion points of growth, as on the eighth day,

when the breathing tentacles are covered by

gills in tht; normal tadpole, but are not so

covered in the monsters formed after radium

treatment. These monsters take on a new

form, with an increasing atrophy of the tail

and a curious wrinkling of the tissues at the

back of the head; in fact, they may be

said to develop a new breathing apparatus,

quite different from that of ordinary tadpoles.
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M. Bohn has obtained similar results with

eggs of the toad and eggs of the sea-urchin,

monsters resulting in both cases and con

tinuing to live for a number of days or weeks

after exposure to the radium. Furthermore,

he has been able to accomplish with radium

what Professor Loeb did with saline solu

tionsâ��that is, to cause the growth of

unfecundated eggs of the sea-urchin, and to

advance these through several stages of their

development. In other words, he has used

radium to create life where there would have

been no life but for this strange stimulation.

M. Bohn assured me of his conviction

that we may in the future be able to produce

new species of insects, moths, butterflies,

perhaps birds and fishes, by simply treat

ing the eggs with radium ra^-s, the result

being that interesting changes will be effected

in the colouring and adornment. He also

believes that, with greater quantities of

radium at our disposal and a fuller under

standing of its properties, it may be possible

to produce new species among larger

creatures, mice, rabbits, guinea - pigs, etc.

It is merely a question of degree, for if

new types can be produced in one species

why may they not be produced in another ?

It remains to mention certain important

services that radium may render in the cure

of bodily ills, notably of lupus and other

skin diseases. Here is a great new field full

of promise, yet one that must be considered

with guarded affirmation, lest false hopes

be aroused. It is too soon as yet to say

more than this, that distinguished doctors

speak with confidence of excellent results

that may be looked for from the radium

treatment. Dr. Danlos, for instance, has

used the radium rays on lupus patients at

the St. Louis Hospital in Paris for over a

year, and in several cases has accomplished

apparent cures. The radium used is en

closed between two small discs of copper

and aluminium, the whole being about the

size of a silver dollar. The aluminium disc,

which is very thin, is pressed against the

affected part and left there for fifteen

minutes ; that is all there is in the treat

ment, except cleansing, bandaging, etc. Day

after day, for weeks or months, this contact

with the disc is continued, and after a

period of irritation the sores heal, leaving

healthy white scars. Some patients thus

treated have gone for months without a

VoL xxvii. -10

relapse, but it is too soon to declare the cures

absolute. They look like absolute cures, that

is all Dr. I )anlos will say, and if time proves

that they are absolute cures, then radium

will do for lupus patients all that Finsen's

lamps do, and will do it more quickly, more

simply, and with no cumbersome and costly

apparatus. It may be objected that radium

also is costly, but the answer is that radium

will probably become cheaper as the supply

increases and as the processes of extracting

it are perfected. Fuithe;mo:e, the effects

of radium may be obtained, as already stated,

by the use of indifferent bodies rendered

radio-active, so that lupus patients may be

treated with a piece of wood or a piece of

glass possessed for the moment of the virtues

of radium. And certain kinds of cancer may

be similarly treated ; indeed, a London phy

sician has already reported a case of cancej

cured by radium.

These are possibilities, not certainties, and

there are others. It appears that radium has

a bactericidal action in certain cases, and it

would therefore seem reasonable that air

rendered radio-active may benefit sufferers

from lung troubles if breathed into the lungs,

or that water rendered radio-active may

benefit sufferers from stomach troubles if

taken into the stomach. It goes without

saying that in all these cases the use of

radium must be attended with extreme pre

cautions, so that harmful effects may be

avoided.

Just as I was leaving Paris I learned of

an interesting and significant new fact about

radium, one that greatly impressed M. Curie

â��namely, that the air from deep borings

in the earth is found to be radio-active,

and that the waters from mineral springs

are radio-active. This would seem to indi

cate the presence of radium in the earth

in considerable quantities, and that would

mean more abundant and cheaper radium in

the not distant future. One of the things to

be hoped for now is the discovery of a single

simple reaction by which radium may be

easily separated from the dross that contains

it, and any day the chemists may put their

hands on such a reaction.

And thenâ��well, it is best to avoid sweep

ing statements, but there is certainly reason

to believe that we are entering upon a domain

of new, strange knowledge and drawing near

to some of Nature's most hallowed secrets.



Trousers in Sculpture.

BY RONALD GRAHAM.

HO will deliver us from the

modern trouser?" once

publicly asked a Royal

Academician. It has been

a question repeatedly pro

pounded since the beginning

of the last century, when this much-mooted

garment came into fashionable vogue.

Trousers have at length passed perma

nently into Art. They have been depicted in

glowing pigments and embodied in enduring

bronze and marble. They have become

classical. They have exacted the patience

of the greatest painters and most talented

stulptors for a full

century in por

traying them, as

well as taxed the

ingenuity of the

noblest tailors in

constructing

them.

The time has

arrived, we opine,

for trousers to be

considered as

public and not

merely as private

embellishments.

We shall leave

other hands to

write the history

of the two long

cylindrical bags

which are at once

the pride of the

swell mobsman

and, as we shall

show, the dire

despair of the

sculptor, who can

no longer emulate

the example of

Phidias, and re

present his patrons

in the super-

latively light clothing of the annexed illus

trationâ��a corner in a well-known sculptor's

studio.

The tailor's notion of the ideal in trousers

and that entertained by the sculptor are

separated by a wide gulf, which very few of

the latter fraternity show any disposition to

bridge.

It will never be known how many ex

ponents of the sartorial art, who have in their

time fitted masterpieces to the limbs of Lord

Derby, Lord Palmerston, Lord Beaconsfield,

Sir Robert Peel, and other statesmen, have

sighed to see their art transmitted at the

sculptor's hanfis to posterity mutilated by

folds, deformed by creases, gifted with

impossible falls over the boot, and endowed

with plies at the

knee which not

ten years of in

cessant wear could

be supposed to

produce.

ANCIENT VERSUS MODERN. THE LATE GEORGE I'ALMKR AND

from a] PERSFUS. [fkoto.

Assuming that the modern trouser is a

necessityâ��and we believe it is regarded as

such, at least primarilyâ��the point arises, how

is the modern trouser to be made picturesque

in Art ?

"Trousers," re

marked Mr.

Thomas Brock,

R.A., "cannot be

mada artisticâ��at

any rate in statu

ary. The painter

is better equipped

to grapple with

the task than the

sculptor. He has

light, colour, and

shade at his com

mand, and may

so subordinate

these elements as

to render the

objectionable

features of our

modern costume

less obtrusive.

At no time have

we been so little

attractive from a

picturesque stand

point as to-day.

It is, therefore, eminently the desire of

the sculptor to employ modern street

costume as little as possible. It was for

merly the custom in a full-length statue to

drape the figure in a Roman toga or long

cloak, which lent an heroic effect to the most

prosaic theme. Costume of the last century

was decidedly picturesqueâ��as you may
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observe in this model of

the Robert Raikes statue

erected on the Thames

Embankmentâ��where

knee-breeches, stockings,

and shoe-buckles replace

trousers." An example of

Mr. Brock's treatment of

the modern trouser may

be seen in his Colin Camp

bell herewith reproduced.

To illustrate the atti

tude taken by the sculp

tor generally it may be

observed that as yet, not

withstanding the many

recent additions of full-

length statues in the

northern nave, only a

single pair of sculptured

trousers have found their

way into Westminster

Abbey. But, as will be

seen from a perusal of

the views held by Hamo

Thornycroft, R.A., this

condition of affairs will

not be enduring.

" It is quite impos

sible," said Mr. Thorny-

croft, " to go back to the old

style, as did the sculptors of

less than a century ago, and

clothe our heroes in antique

draperies. One must follow

the costume of 'the period.

I have a hope that what

appears conventional now

will possess an interest and

even a picturesqueness to

our posterity. I have model

led Lord Granville in evening

dress, which displays the

trousers conspicuously, and

my recent statue of Steurt

Bayley is likewise apparelled

in modern costume. Never

theless, I do not believe

any sculptor should slavishly

adhere to the canons of form

laid down by the tailor. The

tailor is, of course, merely

carrying out the whims of

his fashionable patron, who

is not always the most intel

lectual being extant. Al

though I am told that some

statesmen like Mr. Chamber

lain are scrupulous as to the

SIR COLIN CAMFRELL, BY T. BROCK, H.A.

from a I'lioto.

JOHN BRh.HT, By HAMO THORNY-

CROFT, R.A.
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perfect fit of their

trousers, yet I should no

more dream, if called

upon to-morrow to make

a statue of one of these

eminent gentlemen, of

modelling an upright pair

of creaseless cylinders

than I should paint in

the shade of the cloth.

No, I could never bring

myself to model a pair of

trousers such as are daily

seen in Piccadilly. I

have an ideal and I pro

pose to carry it out. The

folds, the creases, and

the plies instil life into

the work. An artist has

a duty to perform in en

nobling his work^-eveh

though that duty be no

more than constructing

trousers of marble. It

does not lie in perpetu

ating the fleeting follies

of fashion."

Mr. Thornycroft has

succeeded very well with

the trousers of his John

Bright statue. As trousers,

and as characteristic trousers,

we defy the most captious

hypercritic to urge anything

against them. They are

precisely the sort of leg-

covering the late eminent

statesman ought to have

worn, nor do we doubt that,

had he been actuated by

that due regard for sartorial

proprieties which the artist

seeks at the hands, or rather

at the legs, of eminent per

sons, he would have worn

them. But an intimate

friend of Mr. Bright's, who

has, at our request, minutely

surveyed the bronze statue

at Rochdale, readily pro

nounces his opinion that the

trousers are not by any

means his fellow-townsman's.

"The material is too thin,"

he writes. "John Bright's

trousers were of extra heavy

West of England cloth.

They bagged a lot at the

knees, but fitted rather
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tightly at the calves. The boots are

certainly not his," he adds ; and then, as if to

justify this oracular style of speech, " I know

because there was no carpet on the floor of

the room where Mr. Bright and myself

habitually met; so I studied his lower ex

tremities while he spoke to me instead."

In the course of a conversation with the

French sculptor, M. Jean Carries, that artist

once defined to the writer the whole position

of the French school of to-day.

" Its aim is lifeâ��animationâ��drama. To

leave anything dormant is to leave the stone

as you found it, and to acknowledge the

futility of your genius. All the characteristic's

of life might be imparted to even a modern

street costume.

" Only a tailor or a person deficient in

culture would criticise the trousers of the

Gambetta statue. Such a person would say,

' But I have never seen them in the Boule

vards or in the Palais Bourbon.' Of course

he has not ; and what then? Did Raphael

ever see an angel, or Michael Angelo a faun ?

No. A pair of widely-cut trousers with a

single crease or fold might answer very well

for a tailor's dummy ; but it would not do at

all for a chiselled human figure, which must

express potential life."

" Idealism ? Sense of the pic

turesque ? " Fiddlesticks ! " declared

Mr. George Wade, an exceptionally

talented English sculptor, pausing in

his work of modelling a full-length

statue of a recently-deceased states

man. " Unless art in portraiture

possess a rigid fidelity it is not, in

my humble judgment, worth the cost

of the stone or bronze necessary to

evolve it. Idealism !â��that is the cry

of the sculptor who is deficientâ��who

is dependent rather upon the re

sources of a departed school than of

himself. Why should a sculptor seek

to be otherwise than faithful, even to

the buttons on the waistcoat of his

subject ? To cite an instance, some

time ago Sir Charles Tupper, viewing

my first model for the MacDonald

statue, observed: ' I see you have

buttoned only a single button of Sir

John's coat. I never remember

seeing my friend's coat not entirely

buttoned. It was one of his charac

teristics.' When my visitor left I

destroyed the old and commenced

a new model.

"If it is characteristic of the

subject in

hand to wear

disreputable

trousersâ��very

good. I should

so model

them. If, on

the contrary,

they were

worn fault

lessly smooth,

it would con

tribute nothing

to my concep-

tion of the

wearer's iden

tity to invest

them with

bulges and

creases which,

if not abso

lutely and

physically im

possible, would

only be so in

Pongee silk

and not in the

heavy fabric

usually em-

Frtm, a/>*<*,. ployed ill
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trousering. I am not

aware that public per

sonages clothe their

limbs in Pongee silk.

Were this the case it

would be so much the

better for us. In prac

tice I do not believe in

that picturesque rugged-

ness about the knees

which seems so attrac

tive to the average sculp

tor. 1 am told that Sir

Edward Burne-Jones

spent many hours in the

course of a single day

in the study and device

of new complex folds

and sinuosities in the

most delicate textile

stuffs, and that it seems

not altogether irrational

to believe is the em

ployment of many

English and French

sculptors when they set

about making a pair of

trousers.

" If you cannot be

original," comments Mr.

Wade, " be bizarre. Palm

off meretricious effect for

truth. Why not be con

tent with the individu

ality which reveals itself

in the limb's attitude as

well as in its drapery?

Mr. Smith did not stand

as the Duke of Con-

naught doesâ��Paderew-

ski's posture is not that

of Lord Roberts. No ;

you cannot create char

acter by kneading your

clay into all sorts of

weird concavities and

convexities. It is not

true to life."

A STABLEMAN, BY c;. E. WAUK.

From a PMo.

We do not deny

character to perfect gar

ments. They may each

and all breathe a distinct

individuality, and so far

the requirements of Art

are met. Compare those

already mentioned with

the rest â�� compare

Colin Campbell's or Mr.

Clarkson's legs with Mr.

THE HON. DAVID CAKMICHAF1., BY ).

From a] ADAMS-AC I <IN. (PMv.

Palmer's of biscuit fame

â��and the contrast tells

it own tale. But to en

force our point, in spite

even of the eloquent

utterances of Mr. Wade,

we, who were privileged

to have seen Sir John

Mac Donald in the flesh,

assert positively that we

never saw that flesh

draped in such trousers.

The fact is, certain men

never wore such trousers.

With one or two excep

tions the trousers pre

sented in the course of

this article â�� examples

collated with no little

care â�� are artistic

trousers, -trousers of

Art, and never intended

to be trousers of Reality,

because the trousers of

Reality either express too

much or too little, or

express something en

tirely in dissonance with

the sculptor's idea of the

character he is model

ling. Nature, it has been

observed, does not lend

itself readily to the

canons of Art. As it

was long ago settled that

carved statesmen must

wear breeches of ultra

length, when it appears

that in life they are fool

ishly addicted to gar

ments of unseemly bre

vity, it is only proper

that this sad circum

stance should be blotted

out in the studio, and a

veil, composed of a yard

or two of extra trouser

ing, be drawn over this

painful deficiency in

their several characters.

Had they been stable

men they might have

fared differently, al

though we can have little

to object to in the nether

garments of Mr. Adams-

Acton's Hon. David Car-

michael in the accom

panying photograph.
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On the other hand, there have been

sculptors who strive hard for sartorial

realism. The trousers no more than the

limbs of all our great men

are faultless. At a glance

we may appreciate shades

of difference in the inter

esting studies by Mr.

David \Veekes of the

trousers of Lord Rose-

bery and of Mr. John

Burns. The former are

the garments to the life,

such as have long been

familiar to the fortunate

occupiers of the front

rows at Liberal political

meetingsâ��redolent of the

lonely furrow and on inti

mate terms with the his

toric spadeâ��while as for

the tumid and strenuous

breeches of the member

for Battersea, corduroy or

otherwise, they are chisel

led to the last crease of

realism. But such is the

perversity of Art that such

interesting studies would

in the finished statue be

exchanged for far less con

vincing garments. The

legs of the Palmerston

and Peel statues in Par-

JOHN BURNS S TROUSERS, BY DAVID WF.EKES.

From a Plulo.

liament Square are clothed in what we

might term a suave trouserâ��or, more pro

perly speaking, pantaloonsâ��of incredible

length and irreproachable

girth; whereas those whose

eyes have rested upon these

great statesmen's garments

in the flesh will recall some

thing eminently different.

For example, if we do not

too greatly err in our con

ception, Lord Palmerston,

in his later years, was

somewhat addicted to a

style of trouser not often

seen in sculpture. Hap

pily, in the studio of Mr.

Wade, we have been able

to light upon an example

of just the sort of trouser

we mean, and in order

more to accurately impress

its proportions upon the

reader we give an example

of it. It is not the trouser

of a statesman, however,

but of a stablema'n, a per

sonage in a lower station

in life (page 77).

W. E. <;i.ADSTONE, BV E, ONRI.OW FORD, R.A,

From a Pluto.

A reference might here

be made to the trousers of

Mr. Gladstone, executed

in bronze by the late

Onslow Ford, R.A. The
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\V. S. COOKSON, BY T. ItROCK, R.A.

from a Photo.

artist in this Colin Campbell), and Mr. Adams-Acton

piece displayed has shown in his statue of the late Professor

extraordinary Powell that he, too, does not always follow the

qualities of fashion of the street. We think we can safely

merit, but as lay down the proposition once for all that no

realists we trousers can possess simultaneously both pro-

must take pertiesâ��length and bagginess. We have every

issue with him confidence in the tailor as well as the greatest

on the ques- admiration for his art, and we do not wish

tion of the to be considered as speaking lightly or at

length of Mr. random when we say that long deliberation

Gladstone's and consultation with the highest authorities

trousers. Al- have shown us that these two qualities are

b e i t if Mr. irreconcilable. We must, therefore, in all

Gladstone, in fairness condemn several pairs of chiselled

posing for this really

admirable work, under

took, with an eye to the

effects the consequence

would have with posterity,

to assume for the nonce

an unusual and unprece

dented pair of trousers,

then, of course, Mr. Ford

merits a complete exonera

tion. He, like posterity

will be, was deceived. But

we take it upon ourselves,

while admiring their

aggressiveness and indi

viduality, to assert that

such trousers would be

much more befitting Mr. Balfour, whose

" tailor's length," we are given to understand,

is thirty-six inches, rather than the venerable

Liberal statesman, whose nether adornments

never exceeded twenty-eight.

THE HON. FREDERICK TOLLEMACHE, DY GEORGE

From a] SIMONDS. l/'Aofo.

Indeed, we shall not be at a loss if we

seek for examples of the trouser which is

manufactured exclusively in the studio of

the sculptor. Mr. Brock is certainly a great

sinner in this regard (we have only to turn

to his statues of the late Mr. Cookson and

must attribute

the unique dis

tinction of pos

sessing the

worst pair of

sculptured

trousers in the

kingdom. They

adorn the legs

of the late

local worth}-,

trousers which seem to us

to violate this law, as even

the elegant continuations

with which, thanks to Mr.

Simonds, the late Hon.

F. Tollemache stands for

ever endowed, the inex

pressibles of the late Mr.

Palmer, and even Mr. Pin-

kef's genteel specimens

upon the legs of the late

Professor Fawcett.

After all we have said, it

is to Nottingham that we

JOHN roVVELL, !1V J. ADAMS

; From a Photo.
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Sir Robert Juckes-Clifton ; and, as the reader

will see from the accompanying photograph,

embody not inadequately the talented sculp

tor's dream. That they embody anything but

a dream it is out of our power to believe,

as we are reliably informed that it

is not in the nature of our most flexible

English tweeds to assume such grotesque

folds, unless there are goods in the Midlands,

for which the lamented Sir Robert Juckes-

Clifton expressed a weakness, which surpass

ordinary material in this respect. After all,

they are not so bad

as Gambetta's trou

sers in the statue

opposite the Louvre

in Paris, already

alluded to and re

produced on page

76. The sculptor's

aim was apparently

to breech his sub

ject aesthetically,

and he has spared

no pains to bring

about this result.

As a matter of truth,

M. Alphonse Dau-

det has borne prin

ted witness to the

fact that Gambetta's

trousers were in

variably too short

â�� not too long â��

and revealed some

inches of white

sock. But could a

sculptor be expec

ted to take cogni

zance of this ?

All our readers

probably are fami-

liar with the magic

name of Pooleâ��

tailor by appointment to a score of Royal

ties. Poole is to men's attire what Worth

is to women's. It would be strange if

the artists of Savile Row did not have a

good-natured grievance against their fellow-

artists of the adjacent Burlington House.

political distinction. Why, many of the

statues which I have seen in London and

the provinces are a standing reproach to us.

I dare say, on the other hand, the sculptor

who reconstructs our creations is convinced

that he is improving upon us, but I think

there can be but one mind between the

sculptor and ourselves as to how a pair of

trousers should hang in real life. And if

real life, why not in sculpture ?

" I may also observe that the classical

fall of the sculptured trouser over the

boot is absolutely

the contrivance of

the artist, and is

impossible from the

tailor's standpoint.

Again, although

many gentlemen in

real life follow the

fashion so far as to

wear trousers which

just touch the up

per portion of the

boot, the trouser of

sculpture is always

of superlative

length, in spite of

the multifarious

folds and creases

which one would

think, according to

common physical

laws, would tend to

diminish that

length."

SIR KOBF.RT JUCKES-CI.1FTONâ��" THK WORST I'AIR OK SCUM-TURKU

AVonid] TROUSERS IN THK KINUUOM."

" I shouldn't be surprised," stated the

head of the firm, not without diffidenceâ��

for it is one of the traditional principles of

Poole since Beau Brummel's time to evince

a becoming reticence toward the public

aspect of his craft, "if the uninitiated person

who contemplates our public statues is

forced to conclude that to wear shocking

bad trousers is one of the first essentials to

"An artist," writes

Mr. K. F. Benson, in

one of his novels,

"Li mi tat ions,"

" must represent

men and women

as ]le sees them,

and he doesn't

see them nowadays either in the Greek

style or the Dresden style. . . . To look

at a well-made man going out shooting gives

one a sense of satisfaction. What I want

to do is to make statues like them, which will

give you the same satisfaction. ... I want

to make trousers beautiful, and women's

evening dress beautiful, and shirt-sleeves

beautiful. I don't mean that I shall ever

make them beautiful in the same way as the

robes of the goddesses in the Parthenon

pediments are beautiful, but I shall make

them admirable somehow." _

And that is the great problem for the

sculptors of the twentieth century.



TKe Coils of Fate

BY L. J. BEESTON.

I.

F you ever kill a. man, my

friendsâ��ah ! but you mayâ��

take care to dispossess the

mind of haunting fancies.

Murder is a wrong against

society, certainly. So is

borrowing a sovereign which you do not

intend to return. Both may be forgotten."

Vassilitch spoke across the dinner-table.

His unconventional philosophy was meant

for every ear there, though he addressed

himself to his hostâ��George Etheridge, of

Hollowfield Court.

Gabrielle Rupinsky, the speaker's country

woman, who was seated at his right side,

turned her head to flash into his face one

look from her calm eyes.

A silence followed the remark ; not an

uncomfortable period, but rather one of that

satisfaction which we feel when a good talker

ventures out from the ruts of conversation

and trite opinion. Then Tweed, a round-

faced, optimistic schoolboy of a man, said,

cheerfully :â��

" How comforting ! Let us go and

exterminate our enemies before they get

wind of so pleasing an assurance and

exterminate us. Alas, though, we have not

altogether done with Leviticus yet; still the

hangman takes care of our consciences."

In the first place they had been speaking

about echoes. Several of the company had

heard wonderful echoes in different parts of

the world. George Etheridge had told of an

echo in Bavaria which had startled himâ��as

it startles all to whom it speaks. He said :

"You row out to the middle of the lake.

There is an immense rugged cliff on one

hand, and on the other a dense wood of

pines. You fire a pistol. The sound rolls

from between precipice and forest, tossed

from one to the other, gathering in intensity

and power, until it breaks like a clap of

thunder overhead. The effect is certainly

VoLxxvii.â��11.

terrifying. Shall I tell you of what it made

me think ? Of one of those imprudent acts,

one of those small sins that we commit in an

unconsidered moment, which is the trifling

cause of growing and overwhelming effects

that end in cataclysm."

The conversation having been given this

serious turn, first one and then another of

Etheridge's guests recalled stories of sins that

had worked in lives as worms through a

ship's planks. Tweed mocked. He was

rarely grave, but his easy heart was valued by

all who knew him. He said, " You will all

give yourselves a nightmare at bedtime.

Come, let us have a murder yarn to wind up

with."

And so Vassilitch, who was no stranger to

the fatalism of the Slav, and who on that

account had listened with considerable

interest to the dialogue, had suddenly roused

himself to utter his views expressed above.

" I will repeat my advice." said he. "If

you ever kill a man do not think about it

afterwards. Ah ! the fantasies that we

invent to torment ourselves with ! "

Gabrielle was compelled to look at the

speaker once more. As the guests of

Etheridge they had seen much of one another

during the past three days. She liked to

have him by her side because he was her

countryman ; also, to her eyes, he appeared

to be the strongest man in the company.

And he ? Whenever Mademoiselle Rupinsky

came in late he was silent to taciturnity ;

and when she took her place he thawed.

"You are notâ��you cannot beâ��in earnest?"

said Gabrielle.

" Never more so, mademoiselle."

" It is your profession that has killed your

sentiment," explained Etheridge.

"As you will."

Clearly they were all waiting for him to

continue. He perceived that he was the

centre of observation, of interestâ��Ivan

Feodor Vassilitch, sometime captain of a
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Cossack regiment that had made a reputa

tion for hardihood and valour unique even

amongst those northern soldiers whose nerves

have the iron coldness of their ice-plains.

He raised his glass, emptied it, and went

on :â��

" I tell you, my friends, that if circum

stance compels you to such an act as I have

spoken of, then any future terrors must be

entirely the product of a superstitious ima

gination. No spirit will haunt you save

that which you yourself conjure by bending

the mind continually to that idea. No worm

of remorse will tear your peace unless you

believe liars who tell you it exists."

That was all. None cared to argue the

point. He was so quietly certain of his

philosophy ; so terribly sure.

An hour later Vassilitch was addressed by

Gabrielle. " I should like five minutes' talk

with you," she said.

He expressed both readiness and pleasure,

and he spoke the truth. They passed out

into the garden, after he had insisted that

she should cover her shoulders with a wrap,

for the dews of late autumn were condensing

and falling imperceptibly on the still trees

and flowers.

"Will you sit down ? '

" I should prefer to walk slowly." He saw

her bosom rise and fall in agitation, and he

wondered what was coming.

" Monsieur, I have a story to tell you. Of

all the men I know, you can best appreciate

it. It may be that you will care to help me

â��ah ! do not be too ready ; my request, if I

prefer it, is altogether an unusual one, and

such as only you might understand, and I.

These Englishmen have cold hearts; passion

YOU ARE NOTâ��YOU CANNOT BEâ�� IN EARNEST? '

SAID GABR1ELLE."

with them is slow to catch fire and easy to

be extinguished."

" You speak of love, mademoiselle ? " said

Vassilitch, uneasily.

" No."

"Then it must be revenge. I am all

attention."

" You have heard of that society that call

themselves ' The Scourge' ? Of their political

opinions I know nothing. Three years ago

the police broke into a Moscow cellar and

captured fifteen of this confraternity. Of the

ultimate fate of those fifteen I also know

nothing, but the end that came to one has

been told me. He, at any rate, was a man,

and a true Russian."

Gabrielle caught her breath with a gasp,

paused a moment, then continued:â��

" He was deprived of civil rights, his

property confiscated, and he himself sent

into exile. He escaped from a convict

station in the Trans-Baikal. He gained the

woods, but it was winter, and you know what

that means."

" Ah ! " muttered Vassilitch, twisting his

black moustache and watching the pale face

of his beautiful companion.

" I have not seen those dreary forests, but

I have heard and read of them ; how packs

of hungry wolves seek food and cannot find

it; and how the varnaksâ��those wretches who

have committed real crimesâ��infest the lonely

pathways at evening to rob and murder.

They say that the police kill them as dogs."

" Pardon, mademoiselle; you must not

credit these wild tales."

" But I do believe them. Listen. This

poor exile, after he had wandered for days

in that dead land, was discovered by a band
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of Cossacks riding along a forest path. He

was seized. Their officer cried out that

he was a varnak, a bradyaga, and ordered

that he should be shot. You start; perhaps

this story has reached your ears ? "

" No, no," said the other, quickly. " Pray

go on."

" The exile protested that he was an escaped

political prisoner. He was not believed.

The officer again repeated his order. A

soldier was about to obey, but the other

threw the man from his horse. Instantly a

dozen carbines were levelled, but the officer,

convulsed with passion, cried out, ' You will

tie this scoundrel to a tree, eight feet above

the ground, and leave him to the wolves.'

Ah ! why do you recoil from me ? Do you

not believe this story ? I tell you that it is

absolutely true in every detail."

Gabrielle was trembling with emotion.

" It is quite cold out here; you will

catch your death. Let us go indoors," said

Yassilitch, harshly.

She continued unheedingly. " The com

mand of that monster was obeyed by his men.

The victim was lashed to the trunk of a pine

tree, high above the ground. The Cossacks

rode away, laughing, and left him there until

the wolves should come to surround the tree,

to bite it through with their sharp teeth, and

thenâ��and then "

A gleam of lightning passed over the sky,

and the rumble of thunder followed.

" Do you recollect the talk at the table ? "

said Gabrielle ; " about echoes ? This act is

one of those that return to break in thunder

upon the perpetrator."

The ex-captain of Cossacks shrugged his

shoulders. "What is your request?" he

demanded.

Gabrielle stopped in the garden path and

faced him. A faint light from the windows

of the mansion fell upon her form with its

perfect lines, its loveliness. She was conscious

of her beauty then, and she knew that he was

conscious of it.

" Find the man who did this thing."

He was silent

" You think me revengeful ? I acknowledge

it Right or wrong, for three years I have

prayed for this."

" Mademoiselle, I must ask you two

questions : The name of your informant? "

" I am pledged not to give it. He was a

trooper in the band who obeyed the orders of

their officer."

"That is unfortunate, for I should much

like to know his name. Let that pass.

Question number two: What was this

prisoner to you that his fate should awake

these feelings of deep sorrow and revenge ? "

For an instant Gabrielle hesitated, while

his eyes appeared to be reading her inmost

thoughts. Then she said, " He was a

brother."

" Ah !"

Vassilitch was clearly relieved by the

answer. He said, "This will, of course,

necessitate a journey to Russia. Well, I will

find this man."

" And you will challenge him ? "

" I will challenge him."

" And you will kill him ? "

" If by that time you still wish itâ��yes, I

will kill him."

They looked into one another's eyes,

adding no further word. A heavy clap of

thunder broke and rolled overhead.

" You had better go in now," said

Vassilitch.

He left her at the doors of the French

windows, while he lighted a cigar and went

again into the garden. Suddenly he turned.

He perceived that she was yet standing,

gazing after him. He could see her in the

aureole of light, though she could not see

him in the outer gloom.

" How beautiful she is ! " muttered Vassi

litch.

He flung down his cigar, put his foot upon

it, and ground it into the earth.

II.

" EXPENSIVE ? Rather. You cannot get

diggings in Regent Street for a song." Tweed

rose, threw up the window, sat down again,

and added, " Especially over a jeweller's

shop. They are so careful. There is nothing

but a plank, my dear Boris, between us and

thousands of pounds' wortri of glittering

things."

" It is very nice here," said Boris Stefano-

vitch, looking across to the Quadrant with

wistful, melancholy eyes.

" 'Twill serve. They are not bad for

bachelors' quarters. My only fear is that

one day I may get my head into the matri

monial noose. Do not laugh; it is too

serious. There are many who feel in the

same way. We are determined not to marry.

We build a hedge, and dig a trench, and

raise a tower; but â�� but " Tweed

shrugged his shoulders. " Halloa, it is be

ginning to snow," he added, abruptly. "Do

you feel cold? I will close the window."

" Pray do not. I had an idea that it

never snowed in England. This wind is

most refreshing."
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" I am glad you think so," said Tweed,

pushing back his chair as a rush of raw air

swept into the apartment. " No doubt a

cutting blast like this is a summer breeze to

you after your " He pulled himself up

suddenly. That

was a subject that ffc"

he never cared to

be the firsi to

open.

There was the

rattle of descend

ing iron shutters.

They were clos

ing the shop on

the ground floor.

The white flakes

were driving by

in dizzying con

fusion. Almost

every cab had an

occupant. A

hushed roar told

of the traffic at

Piccadilly Circus.

Stefanovitch

said, quietly,

" Well, I shall re

turn to Russia."

"You will do

nothing of the

sort," was the

equally quiet

reply.

"There is a

difference in our

cases. You wish

to live without

love; and I â�� to

me love is life.

This silence is

not to be endured,

letters ?

chained together, living statues of despair,

tramping, tramping, and the soldiers with

their bayonets fixed "

" Don't!" said Stefanovitch. But the

other went on unheedingly.

1 HE PERCEIVED THAT SHE WAS YET STANDING, GAZING AFTER HIM."

Why no response to my

I shall wait one more month, and

then I shall go to Moscow."

" You dare not! Haven't you seen enough

of Russian prisons ? "

" More than three years since I set eyes on

her," muttered the other ; and his face, which

bore the marks of much suffering, became all

at once haggard with perplexity.

" Three years is a long time and a hard

test," argued Tweed.

The other caught his meaning. He smiled

as he said, simply, "My friend, you do not

know this woman."

" But I know the Trans-Baikal, and the

frozen horror of your northern swamps. And

I have seen a gang of exiles, in their long,

earth-coloured coats, women and men,

"And I have

seen your north

ern forests in

winter, shrouded

in snow, with an

Arctic wind rat

tling down the

pine needles,

bending the

cedars, and the

fir trees making a

sound that gives

you the shivers.

And I have seen

the wolves there.

They appear to

rise out of the

ground. Once

they chased me

for three leagues.

We were in a

tarantass, and

were nearly

caught, by Jove!

What brutes!

Every tooth

looked like a

dagger. And fre

quently a poor

wretch will escape

from a convict

stalion and try

to hide himself

in these forests

"Will you

stop ?" cried Stefanovitch, covering his

eyes.

" will endeavour to conceal himself

in one of these forests ; but either he starves

to death or the wolves get him, or perhaps a

party of soldiers, say Cossacks, come upon

him and take him for a varnak. And I

have known one instance in which the man,

having resisted authority, was lashed to a tree

to wait for the wolves. He succeeded in

releasing himself, it is true ; and ultimately he

escaped from the country, but "

"Enough, enough!" implored Stefano

vitch, as if appalled by some memory that

had seared heart and brain.

" â�¢ but next time he will not meet with

such fortune." Tweed rose and smashed

down the window.
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"Why do you recall these things to me ?"

said the other, huskily.

" Why will you make a fool of yourself?"

was the heated retort. " I tell you that you

shall not go back to Moscow if I can prevent

it. There's not a woman on this earth who

is worth running so great a rj.sk for. If she

will not answer your letters, you must forget

her, that is all."

" You suggest an impossibility."

" And you suggest a madness. What are

you gazing at ? Do you recognise anybody? "

The other was looking across the roadway

to where a tall, broad figure, in a massive

fur-trimmed coat, was leisurely pacing the

thronged pavement. Tweed repeated his

question.

" Iâ��I don't know," replied Stefanovitch,

indecisively. " The face of that tall fellowâ��

I thought it was familiarâ��the light is so bad

â�� and a cab came between "

"What, that fellow in the coat? How

strange! I seem to know him, too. Even

his back is familiar. Let me think. Where

on earth did I meetâ��ah !â��no, it's slipped

me again. Yet I'm sureâ��almost sureâ��that

Iâ��got it, by thunder ! The man's Vassilitch

â��Ivan Fe'odor Vassilitch, a countryman of

yours ; not a bad sort, but cold and hardâ��

hard as sheet - iron. You have met him,

perhaps ? "

"The name is not familiar to me."

" I met him at Etheridge's place in

Cumberland. It was four months back."

Tweed spoke cheerily, feeling glad that the

subject was changed. " There were some

nice people down there," he continued. " I

should like you to know Etheridge. Ah,

yesâ��there was also a countrywoman of yours

staying at the place. She and Vassilitch

were rather thick, we thought. A singularly

beautiful creature. Her name was Gabrielle

Rupinsky. She What on earth is the

matter ? "

" Gabrielle Rupinsky ! " echoed Stefano

vitch, springing so suddenly to his feet that

his chair went flying.

"The same. Do "

"The daughter of old Otto Rupinsky,

General of Hussars?" The speaker was

trembling with excitemenf.

"That is she," said the other, astonished.

Stefanovitch caught at his collar as if

emotion were choking him. "Do you know

what you are saying ? " he cried. " Fool that

I was not to have mentioned her name !

This is the woman who is allâ��all the beauty

of the world to me. Gabrielle in England !

Now it is clear why my letters were not

answered. Heaven bless you for this news.

Her addressâ��quick ! "

Tweed, overjoyed and immensely relieved,

was wringing the other's hands in his delight.

" I'm afraid I can't give it you straight away,"

said he. " You see, she isn t in Cumberland

now. But I will write at once to Etheridge,

and you should have it within forty-eight

hours. Ton my word, old fellow, this is

great news. Are you going ? "

" If you do not mind. A thousand thanks.

I hope it is not a dream ; it seems too good

to be true," he added, with pathos. " What!

I shall see Gabrielle within forty-eight hours ?

Shall hold her in my arms ? Pardon me ;

these things may not appeal to you. But if

you had waited and suffered "

"I know, I know," said Tweed, sympatheti

cally. They had descended the stairway and

were at the open door. " Look here," he

added, in parting, " we have supper together

at my club to-morrow night; that engage

ment holds good, of course ? "

li As you will ; most certainly."

Stefanovitch pressed his friend's hand and

was gone. At that moment Tweed perceived

the tall form of Ivan Vassilitch repassing.

He murmured, "I should like to renew my

acquaintance with this man; he fascinated

me, rather. I'll go out and meet him." And

he bounded upstairs for his coat and hat.

III.

AN electric bell hummed through the

cottage.

Gabrielle put down her book in surprise.

She had scarcely expected a visitor at that

late hour. Yet it was not really late, but in

this sleepy Hertfordshire village nine o'clock

was considered an unusual time for anyone

to be out.

She drew back the blind. A black night

pressed against the window. The country

side, unillumined by moon or stars, was just

a wall of darkness, as if reclaimed by " chaos

and old night."

A servant entered with a card. Gabrielle

glanced at the slip of pasteboard, and the

observant maid noticed that a sudden rush

of colour swept into her mistress's face.

"I will see him," said Gabrielle.

There entered Ivan Fe'odor Vassilitch.

The lines of his face relaxed at sight of her,

and a smile almost of sweetness raised his

black moustache. " Why do you not light

your English country roads?" he demanded,

laughing. " I had only the light of your

window to guide me for a mile."

" Pardon; they are not my roads," she
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answered, in the same bright spirit of banter.

" I am not yet naturalized. Where have you

been ? "

"To Russia." He spoke the truth.

"Ah!" Instantly she became serious.

" And you returned ? "

" Yesterday."

"Will you sit down, monsieur?" She

" Why do you laugh like that ? You found

this monster ; what then ? "

" He went to Russia. I went also."

" And you challenged him there ? " cried

Gabrielle, and the womanly softness fled from

her eyes.

"I did not."

" Monsieur! 'monsieur ! "

1 THERE ENTKRKD IVAN pfioDOR VASSILITCH."

spoke with a palpable effort. Some emotion

had robbed her of breath.

" Shall we go straight to our subject ? "

asked Vassilitch, perfectly controlled, as he

always was.

" Tor what else are you here ? "

" My first thought was that I should see

you; my second was that I had a more

definite errand."

He bore her sudden coldness so steadily

that she was compelled to relent. " Well," she

said," I am very pleased to see you, monsieur."

" You are exceedingly kind. On the day

following the evening on which I received

your instructions I set about the business,

and I was not long in finding the man who

worked you and yours so great a wrong."

" Not long ? Impossible that he was in

England ? "

"On the contrary, mademoiselle, he was

in this country. Do not ask me how I dis

covered him. As an ex-officer of Cossacks

you will understand that my inquiries were

respected. The task was not difficult; in

fact, it was ridiculously easy."

" Listen. He returned to England ; and I,

too, followed."

" What ! You permitted him to escape ?

You lost this chance?"

" Mademoiselle, there is one thing which

both of us overlookedâ��or, rather, of which

we were in ignorance."

" That you were afraid ? " said Gabrielle,

rising to her feet, with a world of scorn and

anger in her beautiful face.

Vassilitch regarded her with steadiness;

he took the word as he would have taken a

pistol ball, and again she relented. " For

give me," she said. " I was hasty; I

wronged you."

" Mademoiselle, the Queen can do no

wrong." He took the hand she gave him,

made as if he would have raised it to his

lips, then released it with infinite gentleness.

"The one important point that we over

looked," he continued, "is that this manâ��I

wonder if you can guess ? "

" No, no. Go on."

" is that this man loves you, made

moiselle."
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" Lovesâ��me ? "

" So I discovered. You are his guiding

star. To you his life points; round you it

revolves. Parted from you by an infinite

distance, he is yet bound to you by the

strongest of laws, and can no more escape

your sway than the earth the pole-star to

which it looks, about which it rolls. And

knowing this, I could not kill himâ��just yet."

" Why, what folly is this that you are

talking?" exclaimed Gabrielle, a trifle awed

in spite of herself. " You are not serious,

monsieur? You cannot be."

Vassilitch did not answer.

" His name ? Tell me his name," was the

impatient command.

" I will tell you, but not now."

" You are very mysterious," said Gabrielle,

watching him closely. " You must be aware

that you are keeping me in suspense."

Vassilitch rose. " It is merely a fancy of

mine," said he. " I ask you to believe that I

have spoken the simple truth. I am still pre

pared to carry out your instructions ; but I

should like you to consider the assurance

that I have given you. In a short time I

hope to see you again. Perhapsâ��anyhow,

you know that I am your servant; you have

but to command me. I will wish you good

night, mademoiselle."

Gabrielle extended her hand. She was

troubled by the bitterness of his smile.

Certainly this man was mysterious to-night.

" Where are you staying ?" she asked,

suddenly, willing to prolong the conversation.

" At the L Hotel."

"You will dine with me one night? This

place is quiet, but it has its charm."

" Nothing would delight me more."

"To-morrow?"

" You are very good, but I have an engage

ment. Do you recollect the Englishmanâ��I

have his card hereâ��George Tweed ? That

is it. He was in Cumberland when "

" I remember him perfectly."

" Well, we met this evening in London.

He extracted from me a promise to take

supper with him to-morrow night. He wants

me to meet a great friend of his, and a

countryman of ours, whose conversation he

vowed would interest me."

" Indeed ? Did he mention the name ? "

" Yes. It wasâ��it wasâ��no, it has slipped

my memory. It scarcely matters."

A servant came at a touch of the bell.

The visitor descended the stairs and left the

cottage. Impelled by a sudden impulse

Gabrielle ran to the window and pulled up

the blind. He would see her standing there.

What of that ? The crunch of his heavy

footfall sounded upon the gravel, and his

voice came clearlyâ��" Good-night! " She

replied and felt glad.

Gabrielle drew down the blind again and

retreated into the well-lighted room. She

paused by the table and put to herself, aloud,

a direct question : " VVhy did I tell him that

â��that he was my brother?" And she

replied, in as direct a fashion : " I imagined

that heâ��cared for me a little. If he had

known the truth should I have been able so

to command him? I cannot think so."

The recollection of the time when she had

met Ivan Vassilitch brought to her certain

details of the occasion ; and suddenly she

remembered that conversation in which

famous echoes that appear to gather sound

and reverberate had been likened to actions

that will not leave a life. She had compared

that cruel wrong which had destroyed her

peace with one of these deeds that come

back to break in thunder. She recalled the

reminiscence with a sense of uneasiness.

IV.

THERE were half-a-dozen men in the coffee-

room at the club.

" What I like about this place," said

Tweed, across the table, to Stefanovitch,

" is that they feed you well The big

restaurants have spoilt most clubs in that

his arms off the table as a uniformed waiter

approached with a bottle of champagne. The

man held the dusty neck with a serviette,

drew the cork, and filled two glasses. Ste

fanovitch, lost in thought, did not observe

the act. When he looked down he flushed

slightly as he said, "Thank you, I do not

care to drink before eating."

respect. If ever " he stopped, and took

The other was visibly annoyed as he

glanced at the clock. " Our man is behind

time," said he. " A bad thing in a soldier.

By the way, I wonder if you do know him ?

I should say that he is a man of ironâ��one

of those fellows whom you couldn't drive

nails into, to quote a picturesque expression,

and the last man on earth of whom I should

care to make an enemy."

" You said that, when you were all together

in Cumberland," answered the other, speak

ing with apparent effort, " this Ivan Vassilitch,

whom I am to meet to-night, appeared rather

fond of Gabrielle. Of course "

Tweed laughed outright. " Don't worry,"

said he. " Mademoiselle Rupinsky was to

him as to most of usâ��a beautiful statue.

Her cold reserve is now fully explained;
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she believes that you are either dead or

yet an exile. You will make her a happy

woman to-morrow, Boris. Ah! an idea.

Vassilitch may be wiser than I. He may

have her address, in which case you will not

have to wait for this letter from Etheridge.

And that is a point which will soon be

settled, for here comes our man."

The tall figure of Ivan Vassilitch appeared

at the door of the spacious coffee-room. His

hat and coat had been taken from him. He

at once perceived Tweed, and dismissed with

a nod the servant who had conducted him

Vassilitch was the first to break the silence.

He said, unflinchingly, " Monsieur Stefano-

vitch appears to recognise me. He has a

good memory for faces. Yes ; we have met

before."

At the words, or the callous tone in which

they were spoken, a sudden frenzy of passion

convulsed Stefanovitch. Uttering a stifled

cry of " Scoundrel! " he snatched up his un-

tasted glass of wine and flung the contents in

the face of Vassilitch.

" Are you mad ?" exclaimed Tweed,

grasping the outstretched arm.

"HE SNATCHKIJ UP HIS UNTASTED GLASS OF WINE AND FLUNG THE CONTENTS IN THE FACE OF VASSILITCH."

thither. Tweed gripped his hand with almost

boyish fervour.

"So pleased to see you," said he. "Come

along, I will introduce you to a fellow-coun

tryman who Halloa! you know one

anoth '' He broke off on the unfinished

word.

Stefanovitch had risen to his feet. He

faced Vassilitch. Into his eyes a wild ex

pression leaped, a look of haunting fear, of

cowering terror. Tweed, with astonishment,

observed that piteous gaze, and thought

instinctively of a half-tamed animal that

turns upon its master. Stefanovitch recoiled

a step, one hand grasping a chair-back, the

other clutching the table-cloth, and with all

the strength of his spirit he strove to-beat

down the straight look of this man who, by

an hour of horror, had well-nigh broken that

spirit.

A waiter who had observed the action

took a step forward, then hesitated, ready

for developments.

The ex-officer of Cossacks wiped the

liquid from his face and coat. -He was very

pale. He turned to Tweed.

" I compliment you on the manners of

your friends," said he; "they are delightful.

1 have the honour to wish you good evening."

He bowed slightly, twiceâ��the second time

to Stefanovitch, who had sunk, into a chair;

then he quitted the room.

V.

THE fatalistic idea that he was being

carried onward in spite of himself would

occur insistently; he felt that he was no

longer master of circumstance.

It was hardly to be wondered at, since it

was largely a matter of nerves. Vassilitch
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had returned to his hotel after the scene at

the club, and spent half the night writing a

letter to Gabrielle ; slept badly, breakfasted

on four cups of black coffee, spent the best

part of the day in pacing the narrow dimen

sions of his sitting-room, and was nowâ��as

the afternoon wanedâ��ns undecided as ever.

He told himself that the only clear part of

the business was that he could not do with

out her â�� no, nor would he; that he was

guiltless of the crime that had awakened her

abhorrence and fierce desire for justice. For

her brother had escaped death, it appeared,

and had come back. But that brother would

denounce him, would have to be reckoned

with. It was certainly awkward. The dif

ference in their names did not puzzle him.

Doubtless the name of Stefanovitch had

been assumed from political reasons of

prudence.

But, then, he told himself, brother and

sister must have met in England, perhaps

weeks, even months past. In that case

Gabrielle must have learned the truth, and

so might very well be playing with him. This

thought was terrible. Yet when he called to

mind the obvious surprise and discomfi

ture of Stefanovitch he felt relieved. Then

another suspicion arose : what if that meeting

had been a prearranged thing? It was a

little unusual that the Englishman, George

Tweed, should accost himâ��a mere acquaint

anceâ��in Regent Street, and invite him to

supper. Yes, it really did appear as if he

were the dupe of Gabrielle and Stefanovitch,

that they were indeed amusing themselves at

his expense. If not, how strange that she

should have said to him, of all men on

earth, " Kill the man who killed my brother."

This frightful suspicion was not to be

endured. He combated it, since it was for

his life. He strove to remember one soft

look that she might have given him. He had

imagined at times that she trusted a little in

him.

A firm resolve to act came at last to him.

He tore into small pieces the letter that he

had written. He would see Gabrielleâ��would

end this torment.

He examined a time-table and started to

leave the hotel. Half-way down the stairs he

paused, returned quickly, and slipped into

his pocket a Derringer pistol, which he took,

without exactly knowing why, from a drawer.

A minute later he was bowling towards King's

Cross Station.

On the platform he saw Stefanovitch, and

guessed rightly that the latter was bound for

the same destination as himself. If Vassi-

VoL xxvii.^12

litch had been sure of this he would have

abandoned his intention; as it was he resolved

to go on without losing sight of the other.

The train sped from the Metropolis, rush

ing with piercing cries through the winter-

laden country. The short day was passing

from fields and sky ; already the tops of the

leafless trees mingled with the grey of

evening.

When Ivan Vassilitch alighted at his

station he perceived that Stefanovitch was

before him, that he was just quitting the

platform, moving with sharp strides, as if he

were in a hurry. Vassilitch had half a mind

to turn back, but, not caring to wait for

perhaps a long tin,:; till an up train came in,

he almost mechanically followed the other at

a safe distance.

Stefanovitch stopped once or twice, and

appeared to make inquiries r.s to his way.

This mystified Vassilitch. Was it possible,

he asked himself, that Gabrielle had not met

her brother; that the latter had but just set

foot in England ? The consideration was

comforting.

Stefanovitch walked on with great strides,

not looking behind, or scarcely to right and

left. Gabrielle's cottage was isolated from

other habitations. It was built on an

eminence that was sheltered on three sides

by poplar trees, while the gravelled drive that

led to the front of the house was bordered

by elms, whose branches met overhead and

formed an avenue.

Stefanovitch was approaching the head of

this avenue when he perceived, coming

toward him, the figure of a woman. His

heart almost stopped beating, then continued

with great thumps of excitement. The

waning, pallid twilight obscured the form,

but something in the poise of that figure, in

the walk, brought b.ick to him a flood of dear

remembrance. With fingers that shook he

lifted the latch of the gate and continued

down the avenue, that was covered with dead

leaves of autumn. And then he saw that it

was indeed she.

He cried out in stifled tones :â��

" Gabrielle ! Gabrielle !"

She stopped ; the quick panting of her

breath reached his ears.

"It is Iâ��Boris ! I have come back to

\ou, Gabrielleâ��come back, after all these

years ! My heart! Why do you look at me

like that ? No word of welcome, Gabrielle ?

Ah! you thought that I was dead ? My

selfishness has made me too abrupt."

Stefanovitch had caught the white hands

and was drawing her towards him.
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"Yes, I â�� I â�� thought that you wereâ�� he cried out, "you heard of that? Yes, it

dead," answered Gabrielle. The sound of was true; but, Gabrielle, at a moment like

his voice, its infinite tenderness, the joy that this, when my cup is overflowing, I can for-

glowed in his eyes, moved her so that she give even Ivan Vassilitch "

broke out into sobsâ��sobs that startled him. Gabrielle sprang from him as if he had

" My love ! my dear love ! I have struck her. In an instant she saw the whole

frightened you. Oh, you must not cry like truth. The cry she would have uttered died

that. Look at me, Gabrielle ! How I on her parted lips. She remained mute,

have lived for you ! Not one hour in bewildered, paralyzed with astonishment.

which I have not

thought of you.

And this, God's

mercy, is greater

than His trial."

Stefanovitch raised

the drooping head

and covered her

face with his pas

sionate kisses.

"My love! My

love ! " he said.

And Gabrielle

at that moment

seemed to wake

from a dream.

Here was the heart

that she could rest

upon. What other

thoughts were

those which she

had permitted to

linger for awhile ?

They were fading

already, were pass

ing with her tears.

She put her

arms about his

neck; and so they

were silent for a

time, standing

motionless be

neath the trees.

Stefanovitch said

at last: â��

'SHE I'UT HER ARMS ABOUT HIS NECK.

" Who told you that I was dead, little one?

Who caused you such pain ? "

" It is so terrible a story. I heard that

you escaped "

"And so I did."

" That in the forest you were caught by a

regiment of Cossacks, and thatâ��

Stefanovitch interrupted her. " What ! "

" Ah, you know

the man," said Ste-

fanovitch. " I had

forgotten that.

Well, let him pass,

Gabrielle. Come,

you are shivering.

It is so cold out

here. May I come

indoors for an

hour ? "

The ex-captain

of Cossacks closed

the gate as he left

the avenue. He

had heard every

word. And he

had let them go.

Why, he might

have pistolled

Stefanovitch as he

stood there !

He remained in

the snow-covered

road, staring at the

darkened fields,

pallid with grief

and rage.

Suddenly he

snatched the

Derringer from his

pocket. The barrel

into which he

looked was but a

tiny orifice, yet wide and deep as the pit of

death. He lifted his arm. A pressure of the

finger, that was all that was needed â�¢

" Bah ! for a woman ? She is not worth

it!"

Vassilitch fired into the air. The report

echoed and re-echoedâ��a note of thunder in

the quiet night!
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a preliminary to the practical

reproduction of the experiments

herein described, it is necessary

to invade the kitchen and to carry

off the following articles, viz.: four

forks, a plate, a tea-cup, a bottle, some corks,

the cook's basting-ladle and strainer, and a

few other odd things which will be found

enumerated

from time to

time in con

nection with

the experi

ments in

which they

become ne

cessary.

I.â��TO BALANCE A COIN ON THE EDGE

OF A BOTTLE.

The first experiment is a very simple one-

Partly fill the bottle with water ; then take

one of the corks, make a slit in one end in

the direction of its length, into which insert

a coin. Next stick two forks into the cork, on

opposite sides and near the other end, at

angles of about 3odeg. With the forks so

placed, as balance-weights, it is an easy matter

to balance the coin upon one edge of the mouth

of the bottle, as in Fig. i. With a steady

hand it is also possible to execute the effec

tive termination shown in the lower portion

of the same illustrationâ��i.e., to slope the

bottle gradually so as to pour out a glass of

the contents, retaining the while the coin

in equilibrium upon the neck of the bottle.

2.â��A COIN BALANCKD ON A NEEDLE.

By a slight variation of the previous arrange

ments the coin may be

balanced edgeways upon a

needle - point and made to

rapidly revolve thereupon.

Fig. 2 shows the experiment

in operation.

3.â��THE BALANCED PIN.

To balance a pin upon a

needle would seem rather a

formidable undertaking; but by

an application of the same prin

ciple no considerable difficulty

is encountered. Stick the pin

into another cork in position cor

responding to

that of the coin

in the first ex

periment, into

which also fix

two forks as in

the previous

examples. With

a little care it

is then quite

practicable to

rest the head of

the pin upon

the point of the

needle, where

it will remain

balanced as in

Fig- 3-
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4.â�� A PIN OR

NEEDLE BAL

ANCED HORI

ZONTALLY.

By another variation of the conditions it

is possible to balance the pin upon the

needle-point in a horizontal position and to

make it revolve thereon in that situation.

The only alteration necessary to the pre

parations already made is to substitute for

the two forks two ordinary pocket-knives.

By bending the handles of the knives at

an angle to the blade, the pin may be

sustained in a horizontal position. Or, by

the substitution of a long needle for the

pin, the forks may be retained as balance-

weights, as in the previous example and as

shown in the present illustration. The pin

may be rested upon the needle-point as in

the figure, and by a gentle touch of the

finger may be set revolving. In time, by

reason of the relative differences in hardness

of the two metals, the commencement of

a tiny hole will be drilled by the sharp steel

point of the needle in the softer brass of the

pin, and if the motion be continued for a

sufficient length of time a hole will ultimately

be an accomplished fact.

5.â��THE SPINNING PLATE.

A further application of similar principles,

and a plate may be balanced and spun upon

the needle-point. The corked bottle with the

needle in posi

tion remains as

be fore. Two

other corks are

taken and split

into two by a ver

tical cut. Into one

end of each half-

cork, upon the flat

side, are stuck the

prongs of a fork,

and thus the four

forks are hung at

equal distances

around the edge

of the plate.

Then, with a little care, the plate -:U be

held in perfect equilibrium, as in Fig. 5.

6.â��THE BALANCED EGG.

Next cut a slight concavity in one end

of one of the corks, so as to adapt it as

exactly as possible to one end of an egg.

Then insert two forks, as before, into

the sides of the cork, letting the hollowed-

out end be the lower. Then rest the cork

with the forks as counter-weights upon the

end of the egg to which the concavity has

been adapted. So aided, the egg may be

balanced upon the mouth of the bottle, as in

Fig. 6.

..-,

7.â��THE WALK

ING CORK.

In this case a

cork with two

balance-weights attached, in the shape

of forks as previously employed, is pro

vided in addition with a pair of legs,

formed by the insertion of a couple of

stout pins or small round-headed nails

into the bottom of the cork, as in Fig. 7.

The figure is placed upon an inclined

narrow slip of wood at the highest point

of the incline and set gently oscillating,

so that the weight is thrown alternately

on one side and then on the other,

which will cause the figure to make the

descent of the incline in a series of jerks.
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8.â��THE BALANCED

PENCIL.

As shown in the illustra

tion, this experiment is per

formed with a lead pencil

and a razor. The razor is

partly opened and the end

of the blade

fixed into the

wood of the pen

cil about an inch

or two above the

point, in the

position and at

about the angles

shown in the

illustration, Fig.

8, when the pen-

c i 1 may be

readily balanced

upon its point

on the extremity

of a stout needle

thrust horizon

tally into the bottle cork, as shown.

9.â��THE BALANCED

LADLE.

A development of the

last experiment may be

made with a basting-ladle

and a razor or folding

pocket - knife. Open the

knife to an angle of a little

over 45deg., and engage the

hook of the ladle with the

outside angle at the junc

tion of handle and blade,

as in Fig. 9, which permits

of the whole being placed

in self-supporting position

upon the edge of the table,

as shown. The junction

of knife and ladle may

be made firm, if neces

sary, by a slice of cork

wedged in beneath the hook of the ladle

handle.

io.â��THE BALANCED PAIL OF WATER.

Fig. io looks a little startling! There

is, however, no risk if the experiment is

properly conducted. The requirements are :

a kitchen table, a pail of water, a stout, flat

stick three or four feet long on which to hang

the pail, and another and slighter piece of

stick. The larger stick is first laid upon the

table with about one-third of its length pro

jecting over the edge. The pailâ��emptyâ��

is next hung upon the projecting end of the

stick. The smaller stick is then placed with

one end against the inside angle of the.

bottom of the pail at the point nearest the

table, and the other end cut away at such a

length as will permit it to wedge tightly

against the under side of the main stick,

at which point a notch may be cut in the

latter to prevent slipping. The whole bears

a structural resemblance to the balanced

ladle of Fig. 9. The pail may then be partly

filled with water, when it should remain

_.. balanced as in Fig. io.

I

I!.â��THE BALANCED

PENCILS.

This is an elaboration of

the experiment described

in paragraph 4. A pencil

is first thrust through the

centre of a cork and two

forks into the sides of the

cork. This will permit of

the pencil being balanced

horizontally, as in Fig. n.

A second pencil is balanced by the in

sertion of two pen-holders in positions

relatively similar to those which the

forks bear to the balanced object in

I Experiments i, 2, and 3, and so ar

ranged it may be balanced upon the

unsupported end of the

first pencil. The whole

structure may be made to

revolve upon the needle.

r
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12.â��THE

LADLE AND

WINE

GLASS.

Making use

again of the

basting-ladle,

a cork is first fixed

into the hook of the

handle, and into this

is thrust the point of

a knife or the prongs

of a fork, the latter

being at an angle of

about 45deg. or so to

the former. A glass

is filled with water,

and by placing the

fork or knife

handle upon the

edge of the glass the ladle will balance as

in Fig. 12.

13.â��THE BALANCED T

BOTTLE.

By still another applica

tion of the basting-ladle,

or a walking-stick or um

brella, a bottle may be

balanced upon a slack

cord. All that is neces

sary is to insert the hook

of the ladle - handle or

the handle of the stick .

into the neck of the

bottle and support upon

the cord, as shown.

14.â��THE REVOLVING

COIN.

Bend up a piece of stiff wire, such as a

hairpin, into the shape shown in the lower

right-hand corner

of Fig. 14, with a

hook at one end

and a clip at the

other, the latter

adjusted to grip

a coin tightly.

By hanging a

fairly heavy

finger-ring upon

the hook as a

counter - weight,

the whole may

be balanced with

the penny upon

the point of a

needle, and made

to revolve on it.

15.â��THE REVOLVING PLATE.

A similar experiment may be performed

on a larger scale by bending up a longer and

proportionately stouter piece of wire, and

substituting for the coin a small plate and for

the ring a bunch of keysâ��Fig. 15â��or a

larger plate and a tea-cup.

In the latter case the

weight of the tea-cup may

be built up to counter

balance the plate by drop

ping a number of coins

one by one into the cup

until the required weight

is obtained.

16. â�� THE BALANCED

WINE-GLASSES.

This experiment is not

a case of pure balancing,

but depends principally

upon the nice adjustment

of the two pieces of stick

by means of which the

position of the two glasses is maintained. A

couple of slender pen-holders may be used,

and must be trimmed down at the ends

until the right length is obtained. The posi

tion of the sticks and the manner in which

the glasses are supported can best be gathered

by a study of the illustration below.
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17. â�� BALANC

ING CUPS.

Simple me

thods of balanc

ing a milk-jug

and tea - cup

respectively are

shown in Figs.

17, A and B.

In the first

illustration the

cork is placed

inside the

handle of the

vessel, in which

position it

should fit with

moderate firm

ness, so as not

to slip, and

then two knives are

thrust in, one from each

side of the handle,

between the cork and

the cup itself, when the

cup may be balanced

upon any fixed point.

In the second a cork is

fixed into the handle, as

before, and into the cork

the prongs of a fork are

fastened, holding the

fork in such a position

as to bring the centre

of gravity below the

point of suspension. The cup

be balanced as before

â�¢ - '

~*~j

may then

18.â��THE BALANCED PLATE.

This is a rather more elaborate experiment

and one of the most effective of the whole

series. The requirements are: a plate, the

basting-ladle used in previous experiments,

and, in addition, a " skimmer." The handle

of the ladle is hooked over the edge of the

plate and made secure by a wedge cut from

a bottle cork. The opposite edge of the plate

is then rested upon the edge of a bottle in

the position shown in Fig. 18, and the handle

of the skimmer is finally hooked into the

bowl of the ladle, making the structure shown.

19.â��THE BALANCED

TUMBLERS.

Here is a little after-

dinner experiment requir

ing some delicacy of

manipulation.

The end in view

.. â�¢â�¢ is to balance three

tumblers one

upon the edge of

the other as in

Fig. 19. With

two tumblers the

experi m ent is

comparatively

easy; with the

third it becomes

a genuine test of

skill.

20.â��THE BALANCED SHOVEL AND

TONGS.

A delicate test of balancing may be

attempted with the shovel and tongs.

'1 he position of the two implements

is shown in the illustrationâ��Fig. 20.

The extremity of one arm of the tongs is rested

against the inside of the shovel, and the other

extremity is placed in the angle formed by the

junction of the shovel with the handle. By

delicate poising the two may be induced to

remain in equilibrium in the position illustrated.

A formation which permits of the tongs being

engaged with the shovel after the manner

shown is an important factor.

J
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21.â��A TOWER OF

GLASS.

An effective combi

nation is shown in Fig.

21. A carafe, partly

filled with water to

give stability, forms

the basis of the struc

ture. Upon this a trio

of wine-glasses, lying

horizontally, are ar

ranged, and so held

while the bottle, half

filled with water, is

placed in position

above them. A little

careful adjustment will

secure an accurate re

production of the ex

periment as illustrated.

22.â��ANOTHER

ARRANGEMENT.

A similar structure,

formed with seven

glasses and a carafe, is

shown in Fig. 22, which

is self-explanatory.

23.â��THE REVOLVING COIN.

A simple experiment for impromptu per

formance at the table can be made with a

couple of pins and a coin. The accom

plishment consists of picking up the coin by

two opposite edges between the points of the

two pins, as in Fig. 23, in which position it

may, with steady hands, safely be held. By

blowing smartly upon one edge of the coin

it may be made to rapidly revolve between

two points. The feat has the appearance of

an exhibition of considerable skill, but, as a

trial will show, it is in no way difficult of

execution. The selection of a milled-edged

coin will facilitate the matter.

24.â��AN EXTEMPORIZED TRIPOD.

With three forks, a serviette ring, and a

plate, one may improvise a stand for a soup

tureen or water carafe. The forks are merely

passed through the ring and spread into

the form of a tripod, the handles resting upon

the table. A plate placed upon the prongs

of the fork locks the whole and provides the

necessary rest for the article to be supported

The fruit dish in the illustration happens to

be of just the right size to rest in the support

formed by the extremities of the forks, the

plate being in this case unnecessary.

25.â��KEYS TO EMINENCE.

In our last example we have a succession of

keys built up by interlocking the wards and

bows one within the other, upon the summit

of which may, by special care, be balanced

a bottle or similar object. Where the

bottle is added to the pile, it takes the

place of the uppermost key shown in our

illustration, and rests upon one taking a

more gentle incline,

as in the case of

the one immedi-

ately below.

This rather ambi

tious structure forms

a fitting climax to

our series, and

may be left to the

ingenuity of the

reader, whose accu

mulated ex-

p e r i e n c e

should by

this time be

good equip

ment for the

negotiation

of the diffi

culties to be

surmounted.



Miss Cairns Cough-Drops.

BY WINIFRED GRAHAM.

I.

ITTLE Hal Court knew

nothing of towns ; he had

been brought up in the soli

tude and beauty of Northern

Ireland. The country had

given to this small boy some

thing of its own peculiar charm, a wildness

wedded mysteriously to peace. He could be

so still and thoughtful, or so full of life and

movement, he might have borrowed his

child's personality from the waves of the

great blue sea.

Nature made a bold nurseâ��a teacher who

whispered to Hal of things intense, of stories

wonderful, bringing him the funds of her

vast wisdom, the fairy tales of a country

side teeming with

romance.

" I live with my grand

mother," he told his new

governess, " because I

have a different kind of

mamma to other boys.

She isn't the ordinary sort

that stays at home ; she

â��she's a celebrity !" He

paused before alighting

upon the correct word,

bringing it out with so

grave an air that Miss

Ainsworth could hardly

repress a smile.

" Yes," he continued,

hugging his' knee and

gazing through the win

dow at the turbid waves

of the Lough, a lovely

inland sea, sending its

green waters brimming

to the verge of Castle

Stewart's old garden.

" She sings, you know !

She singsâ��well, just like

an angel, people say; but

the angels don't have to

travel about and leave

their little boys at home.

Mother makes heaps of

Vol. ixvii.â��13.

money when she sings a song. They send

for her right across the world, and she travels

like a Princess ; the people crowd to see her

get into the train. It's always that way if you

can sing. Don't you wish you had a voice

like an angel, Miss Ainsworth ? "

" Yes, indeed."

A sudden, almost painful, longing rang in

the reply, as the dazzling picture of a world-

famed artiste was conjured up by the simple

description of a child.

" I expect," added Miss Ainsworth, " you

miss your mother ? "

" Why, of course. I wear this picture of

her round my neck, and I love her so much

I don't mind when other boys call it girlish ;

one doesn't mind being girlish for her I "

o OTHEK uovs.
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A throb as of martyrdom crept into the

child's voiceâ��an almost passionate hunger

for the mother-love denied him.

" She said," he continued, " she would be

back for the New Year. She can't get here

in time for Christmas, because the boat from

Australia won't bring her fast enough, but

she promised to come for certain on New

Year's Eve. I am to write to her in London.

I always begin my letters now, ' Don't forget

about the New Year,' because she has so

much to remember. Then she answers back,

' Dear little boy, I'm safe for the New Year,'

or something of that kind. The winter seems

very long here, and one rather wants a

mother. In

the summer I

don't mind

her being away

so much."

His wistful

eyes saw in

fancy the smil

ing summer

time, which

sped on lightn

ing wings. For

him tho warm

days spelt

gladness, giv

ing beautiful

little bays for

playgrounds

and creeks

with wooded

shores, while

winter pre

sented u n -

lighted rocks

and shoals

lashed by one

of the strong

est tides in

the kingdom.

mother comes," said Hal, cheerfully. " Every

thing is different then ; she's so jolly, you

know. She will bring me lots of toys in her

box, but I don't want them when I've got her

to play with, and her cheek is so much softer

to kiss than grandmamma's."

Miss Ainsworth noticed that the thought

of his mother's coming predominated Hal's

mind. Everything reminded him of some past

action or saying of hersâ��what she liked or

disliked. When he became silent and dreamy,

his watchful companion knew well that the

child-soul wandered to a mother's knee,

through the bright mazes of imagination.

In restless, moments his' energies ev<?r

"A SUKl'KISE FOR THK FAIR LADY OF SONG.''

He had grown to love and reverence the

castles of old Kings which faced each other

across the tide, and to know intimately those

wonderful islands which dotted the sea. But

to Miss Ainsworth, freshly arrived from a

busy city, Castle Stewart in mid-winter held

something of terror with its watery wastes,

guarding the little village of Slaneyford.

She liked hearing her small charge talk of

his mother: it brought a human note into all

the dreariness and desolation of this storm-

swept country. Since her arrival she had

been forced to associate Slaneyford with a

driving whirlwind of ceaseless rain.

" We sha'n't mind the weather when

centred in ar

ranging some

surprise for the

fair lady of

songâ��shells

he had collec

ted for her in

the su m m e r

were to be hid

den under her

pillow, and

long dried rib

bons of white

seaweed found

their way to

the guest-

chamber pre

pared for Mrs.

Court.

Miss Ains

worth herself

caught his

feverish excite-

ment â�� the

coming of the

famous singer

held the charm

of novelty.

As yet she

had met none of the celebrated people of

the world, but founded her social creed upon

the daily lives of the middle classes.

Even little Hal, with the strain of his

mother's genius running in his blood, came

as a revelation of something peculiar and

mystifying.

" I sha'n't notice Christmas at all," he told

Miss Ainsworth, as the festive season drew

near ; " I shall just wait for mother and the

New Year and open all my presents then.

She will like to be the first to see them."

So the Yuletide drifted by uneventfully, save

for a thrill of expectation heralding the

arrival of a beloved travellerâ��that child-like
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counting of days and hours in which the

oldest may share, when the heart pines and

the spirit yearns for the touch of an absent

hand.

The days were drawing near to New Year's

Eve when Mrs. Court wrote announcing her

safe arrival in London. Hal's grandmother

read the letter aloud, and Miss Ainsworth

watched the rapt expression on his face

with a strange intuition of coming sorrow, a

fear lest disappointment, black-winged and

ugly, should mar the seraphic beauty of the

child's features. The little mouth, slightly

inclined by Nature to droop, smiled softly as

the older woman read, and a flush crept over

the boy's cheek, while his whole attitude

denoted breathless excitement. So keen was

the tension that, as the letter closed, Miss

Ainsworth felt she could hardly bear the

concluding words :â��

" It is just possible, tell Hal, that, after all,

I may no; get to Slaneyford for the New

Year. Your account of the weather is not

encouraging, and, dearly as I long to be with

you, I am bound to be cautious and not run

any risks. I have a slight cold in my throat,

and the thought of the floods round Castle

Stewart holds terrors, with their suggestion of

dampness. My doctor advises me to give up

all thought of visiting Ireland while these

stormy days of deluge last. Ask my sweet

boy to write to me."

Grandmamma laid the letter down with quite

a matter-of-fact air, remarking, " Cristina was

very wise ! "

Miss Ainsworth took a sidelong glance

at Hal. He had not moved, but his lip

trembled and he stared very hard at the floor.

" I shall be writing to-day," said grand

mamma, "so you had better put in a line,

Hal, and she will get it in London to-morrow

morning."

Hal nodded. His voice sounded odd and

strangled as he replied :-â��â�¢

" Please, I would rather send my letter

quite alone in an envelope by itself."

"Very well."

The boy walked slowly to the door. The

pathetic droop of his shoulders spoke more

eloquently than words, telling of a spirit

crushed by hope deferred, of a little heart

breaking under a childish tunic of blue

serge.

"The day after to-morrow will be New

Year's Eve," he thought; " and sheâ��she is

afraid of the weather, because of her

voice!"

Perhaps he had always been unconsciously

jealous of that wonderful gift which took her

away from him, though to the child's pure

nature all hurtful emotions came as aliens,

tarrying but for a moment on forbidden

ground.

He crept to the far corner of the school

room, and, hiding the tiresome tears that

made writing difficult, scribbled hastily in his

new drawing-book.

" Sne shall have the first sheet as a letter,"

"he said, tearing it out, and re-reading the

words, clearly written in a bold, childish

hand. "Perhaps she will come after all,

when she gets this."

Miss Ainsworth saw with relief Hal looked

happier as the post-boy trudged with a bag

of correspondence down the soaking drive.

The following morning there was a certain

watchfulness about Hal. He could settle down

to nothing, and appeared to be constantly

listening ; every bell sent him running to the

hall door.

At last his energy met with reward, for

he was the first to bring in a telegram

addressed to his grandmother. He waited

by her knee with glistening eyes, his pulses

throbbing painfully as she read the flimsy

paper: " Shall be with you to - morrow ;

crossing to-night.â��Cristina."

It seemed to the boy that his heart

stopped beating and would never go on again

as he heard the wonderful intelligence. He

struggled for breath as he gasped out the

good news to Miss Ainsworth, who had

just appeared to take him for a walk.

" She will be here for New Year's Eve!

She rests in Dublin, you know, and gets

to us late in the afternoon," he cried, his

face like a sunbeam. " She changed her

mind when she got our letters; I expect

she saw we wanted her very, very badly."

The hours flew quickly with so much

gladness in store, and Hal was quite ready

to go to bed early, that to-morrow might

come the soonerâ��to-morrow, the day of

days, long waited for, through weary months

of watching. Miss Ainsworth came to the

boy's bedside fearing he would never sleepâ��

with his brain in such a whirl of feverish

expectation.

She found him open-eyed and flushed.

Immediately he began speaking of his

mother.

"To-morrow night she will come in,

shading the candle with her hand," he said.

" She will wear a lovely dress she calls a tea-

gown, all soft and lacey, and she doesn't

mind how much I crumple it." He smiled

at the thought and hugged his pillows.

" I wonder why she suddenly changed her
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" It was all through my letter," he answered,

triumphantly.

mind ? " murmured Miss Ainsworth. Hal sat

bolt upright, his eyes very alert.

"What did you say?" Miss Ainsworth

"Oh!" cried Miss Ainsworth, shaking

him off angrily, " I had no idea you were

such a wicked little boy. I thought you

really loved your mother, and now I see you

don't at all; you are thoroughly selfish and

IT WAS ALL THROUGH MY LtTTER. HE ANSWERED.

felt very curious as she put the question; she

had never before dealt with a child of un

common character.

" I begged her to come," he replied, his

tone vibrating with the energy of a youthful

passion. " I said I would like her to lose

her voice on the way and never find it again ;

then she would stay with me always, like

other mothers, who live at home with their

children. I put: ' Never mind about the

old voice, dearest; it's always a bother, taking

you away,' and lots of things like that, just

to show her how much I cared. Oh ! and I

dropped some tears on the letter, so it all

went crinkly."

An expression of intense longing lit his face

as he paused, clutching Miss Ainsworth's

sleeve. " Do you think she will lose her

voice on the journey ? " he gasped, hopefully.

" It would be lovely if she did !"

Miss Ainsworth listened horrified; righteous

indignation surged within her well-meaning

breast as she pictured the mother, torn by

natural affection, driven to risk her glorious

gift of song for the whim of an exacting

child.

horrid. Your letter must have hurt her very

deeply. Of course, she values her voice

above everything. God gave it to her as a

wonderful inheritance, a divine talent, and

youâ��you hope she will lose it, never to find

it again ! I don't want to talk to you any

more, but if ill befalls your mother it will be

a judgment on you ! Naturally she ought not

to travel against the advice of her doctor, but

she is sacrificing her health for the sake

of granting an unkind and inconsiderate

request!"

With these scathing words of rebuke Miss

Ainsworth snatched up the candle and strode

from the room, shutting the door firmly

behind her without saying "good-night."

Hal remained very still. All in a moment

the room had become peopled with dark

fancies and ugly forms. Dread stole like a

human presence to the disconsolate little

soul. Hal shivered and, shrinking down,

hid his head in the sheets. The lecture,

with its awful truths, returned like a heavy

blow, causing physical pain to the sensitive

temperament of the highly-strung boy. He

had meant no harm by the ignorant words,
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whose child-like pathos touched the deepest

chord in the heart of the famous singer.

Not for the world would she have had one

syllable of Hal's letter altered by the tutor

ing hand of a shocked Miss Ainsworth,

while tears and smiles together answered

the appeal of that quaint, unstudied ex

pression of the boy's mind.

But Hal knew nothing of this as the

darkness gathered round him. He heard

only the condemning phrases: " You are

thoroughly selfish and horrid ! I thought

you really loved your mother! If ill befalls

her it will be a judgment upon you!"

He set his lips and pressed his knuckles

firmly to his eyes. What was this dreadful

thing he had doneâ��all unconsciouslyâ��to

the mother for whom he would willingly have

given his life ? She was on the sea now,

against her doctor's advice, and the wind was

beating on his window-pane and moaning

round the house. He felt he could hardly

bear the thought, and the sound of the pitiless

rain tortured him.

Of course, Miss Ainsworth was right; he

had been inconsiderate and unkind. If

mother lost her voice God would be very

angry, because Miss Ainsworth said it was a

" divine talent." Whatever happened, the

precious voice must be preserved, even if it

took the one he loved away from him to the

end of the chapter. As he mused a sudden

thought came, bringing with it one bright ray

of hope through the terrifying gloom.

Away across the mile-wide tideway, in the

small town of Ferryport, a certain Miss

Cairn, an old, wrinkled spinster, kept a

wondrous sweet-shop, renowned for its good

wares. When last Hal paid her a visit one

calm autumn day she had shown him a

large glass jar of cough-drops, bidding him

remember when the winter came that for

loss of voice, or sore throat, she knew no

equal in all the wide world. Miss Cairn

confided to him she had once assisted in a

chemist's shop, and knew the dark secrets of

medicine. These drops were her own manu

facture, and held the magic of deep know

ledge acquired in the past.

Her words came back now with a force

and power which made the great flood surg

ing between him and the desired goal as

nothing compared with the thought of saving

mother's voice ! The very difficulties in the

way made the staunch little heart resolve to

let no human power stay him from the task

ahead.

What matter that the ferry could not

traverse the foaming waters ? Old Micky

(known as Mad Micky, for risking his life in

the wildest weather) crossed every morning

in his worn boat with the regularity of a

postman!

The inhabitants on either side were glad

enough to make use of his fearless enterprise,

for to be cut off from communication often

proved highly inconvenient. So they paid

him to carry their wares, and traded with

each other, while they shrugged their shoul

ders at the danger entailed.

" Poor craythur ! " they would say;

" shure, and he's bound to go under some

day, but there's none at home to mourn him,

and he's set his mind on a watery grave !"

To Hal that night Mad Micky appeared

as the one bright spot on the dark horizon of

his childish sorrow.

If only he had Miss Cairn's cough-drops

safely at Castle. Stewart when Mrs. Court

arrived, all anxiety could be at an end. The

lost voice must needs return under the in

fluence of such wonderful round, coloured

lo/.enges, with purple or pink stripes for

choice. He fancied mother would like the

pink stripes best, because they were prettier.

Lulled by the glad notion of repairing his

sinful past, little Hal let his heavy, tear-

stained eyes close, and dreamt of a beauteous

lady in a tea-gown, of Mad Micky, and sweets

in a huge glass jar away across the tide.

II.

WHEN Hal, auer many difficulties, escaped

the watchful eyes of Miss Ainsworth, and

running through torrents of rain hid himself

under a drenched tarpaulin at the bottom of

Micky's boat, the supreme moment of his life

had been reached.

He suspected that on such a morning of

storm even Mad Micky might possibly refuse

to pilot human cargo across the rough water,

for New Year's Eve outvied the previous days

of tempest.

The boat, moored at the Castle Stewart end

of Slaneyford Lough, lay in sight of the roar

ing sea, whose billows broke upon innumerable

creeks made alive by the hurrying presence of

foam-crested waves.

Hal had collected all the money he

possessed in his small pocketsâ��silver for Miss

Cairn, and three big pennies for Mad Micky

when the moment should arrive to reveal his

hidden presence.

No wonder the boy's heart beat furiously,

for of all his life's adventures this appeared

the most thrilling and terrifying.

It was one thing to play at shipwrecked

mariners and to storm castles in which no
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ogres dweltâ��it proved a different matter to lie

calmly concealed while Micky, who " had

set his mind on a watery grave," let his frail

barque tear across the Lough under a single

head-sail.

The boy knew enough of the treacherous

current and the strength of the tide to realize

fully the perils of his passage.

Peeping from under his covering he could

see the reckless face of his unconscious

guide, fully aware that no man valuing his

safety would sail as Mad Micky sailed that

morning.

The child's sensitive nature would have

been tortured by fears but for the encourag

ing influence of a great unselfish love.

" It's for mother's sake ! " he said, hiding

flung caution to the winds, and was by no

means depressed at landing in a hurricane of

squall and dirt on the dear, familiar Irish

shore.

Her first thought was for Hal as she

crossed the threshold of her old home, and a

sudden keen misgiving pierced her like a

knife when faces of frightened distress greeted

her on the doorstep.

" Where is Hal ? "

The words broke sharply ; the bright, mag

nificent eyes flashed a glance of terror from

right to left.

" We don't know ! " The answer came

unsteadily from faltering lips. " He dis

appeared this morning ; he was last seen by

one of the gardeners, running towards the

' HE COU1.D 5EK THE RECKLESS FACE OF HIS UNCONSCIOUS GUIDE.

his eyes from the swift, deep body of water,

whipped into fury by the wind as it viciously

lashed the sail.

" It's for mother's sake !" he repeated,

when the personal discomfort of his position

warned him there can be few places wetter

or more cheerless than a small boat unpro

tected from the elements when the rain

descends in really gross solidity.

Mrs. Court felt none the worse for her

journey as she drove to Castle Stewart late

that afternoon.

She was really rather amused at having

Lough, slipping over the slimy stones and

rocks. The man wondered we allowed him

out in the wet to play on the weedy boulders,

but the foolish fellow said nothing till it was

too late. When he heard Hal was missing

he spoke, but not till then. The shore has

been searched, but "

Mrs. Court stayed to hear no more. The

blank, hopeless faces of the speakers told

the rest.

Miss Ainsworth was weeping hysterically,

and grandmamma's features grew stone-like

in their set misery.

All the new-comer realized was that Halâ��
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her Halâ��had met with some disaster. Only

the gravest accident would keep him away at

such a moment. Her mind leapt to the

worst fears. Like one possessed she rushed

alone down the long drive, hardly knowing

what she did, till her feet reached the very

brink of the flowing tide.

Surely the cry of her heart must call, even

wind was so high, and his mast broke. I

was frightened you'd lose your voice, sc

I went to Ferryport to buy Miss Cairn's

cough-drops. They are splendid, dearest;

try one and see ! "

Already he had ferreted into the bag,

and was holding between a salted

thumb and finger a brilliant specimen

KUNNING AT FULL SPEED, CAME A SMALL BREATHLESS FIGURE.

above the storm, to little Hal, the tender,

clinging child, accustomed to think always

of her pleasure during the happy days they

spent at home together.

As if in answer to her soul's appeal, along

the bank of the Lough's dark, swollen water,

running at full speed, came a small breath

less figure, drenched to the skin, holding

aloft a tiny paper packet, which he waved

victoriously.

" Dearest, it was for you !" he cried.

" And. oh ! I'm so sorry to be late, but

Micky nearly got shipwrecked this time, the

of Miss Cairn's triumph in pink-striped

lo/enges.

As Mrs. Court heard the eager tidings :

" 1 )earest, it was for you !" a rush of tears

to her eyes and a sudden choking in lur

throat made Hal anxious.

"Youâ��you have caught a cold !" he ex

claimed, with conviction, forcing the sugared

cough-drop into her protesting hands.

" No, darling boyâ��no." she stammered,

mastering her emotion with an effort; "the

New Year gladness choked me for a moment,

that's all! "



Solutions to the Pussies in the December Number.

TRACKING THE FUGITIVES.

HE solution of this amusing

problem is as follows: The

fugitive started from station

No. i on foot, carrying the

child; at station No. 2 he

mounted a bicycle and, still carrying the

child, rode to No. 3; there he placed

the child in a wheelbarrow; as indicated

by the marks of the legs of the wheel

barrow, he stopped before reaching

No. 4 and put down the child, who

walked by his side to the station ; thence

ne continued his journey on a tricycle,

which also carried the child ; at No. 5

he changed his tricycle for a

monocycle (that is, a single-

wheeled cycle, such as is

used by trick - riders),

but the child which he was

carrying caused him to lose

his balance and he fell; he

then took the child in his

arms and carried it to No. 6 ;

thence he started holding the

child by the hand, but farther

on he again took it in his

arms and so completed the

journey at No. 7.

THE QUARRELSOME BROTHERS.

The solution of this problem will be found

f Janvt's 1/*Â«|

| (tanlen | Car

.^â�¢xâ��1-

Hoiif

in the above sketch. Of course, the problem

may be solved by drawing the lines the

reverse way.

RECONSTRUCT THE

CLOWN.

The reader will see, by

inspection of the accom

panying drawings, that the

only way to solve this pro

blem is by making a cut

along the dotted line "A"

before making that along the dotted line " B."

This is the only possible method of obtaining

four pieces with two cuts of the scissors.

This being done, the method of rejoining the

pieces so as to form the clown, as shown in

the smaller diagram, will easily be followed,

the pieces being numbered in order to

show more readily where they fall.

A STRANGE SIGNATURE.

It will be

seen that the

signature is

that of the

celebrated

French Gene

ral, Marshal

Ney.



SOLUTIONS TO THE PUZZLES.

TO MAKE A HEN OUT OF AN APPLE.

The white lines on the diagram given

above of the apple will show in what manner

the piece is to be cut out of it, which,

being placed in its proper position, forms

the neck and head of the hen. The stem

being cut off and divided into two parts, as

shown by the dotted lines, will give the legs,

which, when attached to the body, complete

the figure.

TO TURN THIS MAN INTO ANOTHER.

This problem is one

of the most difficult of

our collection. The

dotted lines in the first

of the accompanying

three illustrations show

how the original

sketch has to be

divided, while the other two show the

manner in which the pieces require to be

put together in order to form the new figure.

A CURIOUS MENAGERIE.

Unlike the preceding one, this problem is

quite easy, and no doubt many hundreds of

our readers will have found the correct

solution. In order to obtain this it is only

necessary to take the last triangle and

paste upon its three sides the three other

Vol. xxvii.â��14.

triangles, so as to complete the cat,

the dog, and the cock, at the same

time producing one large triangle com

posed of four small ones. The three

summits of these triangles are then brought

together, thus forming a pyramid. The

menagerie, with the swan, the eagle, and

the rabbit complete, will then be found

to have been reconstructed.

A STRANGE GEOMETRICAL FIGURE.

The following design gives the solution

of this curious problem. The dotted

lines show in what way the figure is to

be cut, and the numbers indicate the new

position of the pieces.

THE FACETIOUS SCHOOLBOY.

Our readers will see by a glance at the

accompany

ing drawing

what features

of the origi

nal landscape

it was neces

sary to pre

serve in order

to solve the

problem, and

which were

produced by

the school

boy's pencil and must accordingly be

removed. The drawing represents a light

house built on the edge of a cliff.
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ROUND THE CAPSTAN.

This drawing gives the solution of the

problem, showing to what bodies the respec

tive heads and legs should be attached.

THE SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC.

The two signs of the Zodiac which it is

necessary to cho:>se, and the method of

placing them among the stars and dots, are

here shown.

TO COMPLETE THE BIRDS.

Cut the paper into an exact square just

con ta i n i ng the

birds and fold it in

the well-known

manner of making

a "paper bird,"

when the two birds

will appear, one as

shown, and the other

on the reverse.

TO MAKE A

FLOWER OUT OF

FOUR FREAKS.

The method of

making a flower

out of the four

grotesque heads

which were re

presented in the

diagram is one of

the simplest of the

series. All that

is required is to

cut out the four

heads, remove

the white part,

and place them one upon the other. The

space left empty then forms the flower, as

will be easily understood by inspecting the

two designs here given. Each figure is

represented by a dotted line.

THE SERPENT AND THE FILE.

Roll the strip of paper in a spiral, and the

pieces of the serpent will be joined, while

the file will disappear.
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A BLOT OF INK.

Four black

discs will be

obtained by mak

ing six folds the

long way of the

design and two

across it, as

shown in the

two accompany

ing drawings.

WHAT ANIMAL

IS THIS?

The animal is

an elephant, as

the reader can see

for himself, and

the method of forming him will also be

readily apparent without further explanation.

THE CASTLE IN THE FOREST.

The outline shows the track which is

to be followed by the traveller in order

to penetrate the forest and reach the

castle in the centre.

A MOTOR-CAR PROBLEM.

The following is the series of eighteen

movements which are required to transfer

the motor-cars from one shed

into the other :â��

2. Move No. 2 into ihe place of No. 5.

1. Move car No. 5 into the refuge.

3. Move No. 3 into the space Iwlween the refine

and the lower shed.

4. Move No. 5 into the place of No. 3.

6. Move No. 2 into the refuge.

5. Move No. 3 into the place of No. 2.

7. Move No. 6 into the space between the refuge

and the upper shed.

8. Move No. 2 into the place of No. 6.

10. Move No. 3 into the lower shed in the place

of No. 5.

9. Move No. 6 into the refuge.

n. Move No. i into the space between the

refuge and the lower shed.

12. Move No. 6 into the

upper shed in the place of

No. I.

13. Move No. I in the

place of No. 2 in the upper

shed.

14. Move No. 3 into the

space between the refuge and

the upper shed.

15. Move No. 4 into the

refuge.

16. Move

place of No. 4

shed.

No. 3 into the

in the lower

17. Move No.

lower shed.

18. Move

upper shed.

I into the

No. 4 into the

THE RIFLE

The point

RANGE,

is shown

in the diagram below :â��
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VII.â��CATS AND RATS.

HEX you hear that the four

children found themselves at

Waterloo Station quite un -

taken-care-of, and with no one

to meet them, it may make

you think that their parents

were neither kind nor careful. But if you

think this you will be wrong. The fact is,

mother arranged with Aunt Emma that she

was to meet the children at Waterloo when

they went back from their Christmas holiday

at Lyndhurst. The train was fixed, but not

the day. Then mother wrote to Aunt

Emma, giving her careful instructions about

the day and the hour, and about luggage and

cabs and things, and gave the letter to Robert

to post. But the hounds happened to meet

near Rufus's Stone that morning, and, what

is more, on the way to the meet they met

Robert, and Robert met them, and in

stantly forgot all about posting Aunt Emma's

letter, and never thought of it again until

he and the others had wandered three

times up and down the platform at Waterloo

â��which makes twenty-four trips in allâ��and

had bumped up against old gentlemen, and

stared in the faces of ladies, and been shoved

by people in a hurry, and " by-your-leaved "

by porters with trucks, and were quite sure

that Aunt Emma was not there.

Then suddenly the true truth of what he had

forgotten to do came home to Robert, and he

said " Oh, crikey !" and stood still with his

mouth open, and let a porter with a Gladstone

bag in each hand and a. bundle of umbrellas

under one arm blunder heavily into him,

and never so much as said " Where are you

shoving to now?" or "Lookout where you're

going, can't you ? " The heavier bag smote

him at the knee, and he staggered, but he

said nothing. When the others understood

what was the matter I think they told Robert

what they thought of him.

" We must take the train to Croydon," said

Anthea, "and find Aunt Emma."

" Yes," said Cyril, " and precious pleased

those Jevonses would be to see us and our

traps."

Aunt Emma, indeed, was staying with

some Jevonsesâ��very prim ladies. They were

middle-aged and wore very smart blouses,

and they were fond of matinees and shopping,

and they did not care about children.

" I know mother would be pleased to see

us if we went back," said Jane.

" Yes, she would; but she'd think it was

Copyright, 1904, by George Newnes, Limited.
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not right to show she was pleased, because

it's Bob's fault we're not met. Don't I know

the sort of thing ? " said Cyril. " Besides,

we've no tin, except my tip grandfather gave

me, and I'm not going to blue that because

Robert's gone and made an ass of himself.

No; we've enough among us for a growler,

but not enough for tickets to the New

Forest. We must just go home. They

won't be so savage when they find we've

really got home all right. You know auntie

was only going to take us home in a cab."

" I believe we ought to go to Croydon,"

Anthea insisted.

" Aunt Emma would be out, to a dead

cert," said Robert. " Those Jevonses go to

the theatre every afternoon, I believe.

Besides, there's the Phoenix at

home, and the carpet. I votes

we call a four - wheeled cab

man."

A four-wheeled cabman was

calledâ��his cab was one of the

old - fashioned

kind, with

straw in the

bottom â�� and

he was asked

by Anthea to

drive them

very carefully

to their ad

dress. This he

did, and the

price he asked

for doing so

was exactly the

value of the

gold coin

grandpapa had

given Cyril for

Christmas.

This cast a

gloom â�� but

Cyril would

never have

stooped to

argue about a

cab - fare, for

.-:.^i

,;,

â�¢5

CAREFULLY.

fear the cabman should think he was not

accustomed to take cabs whenever he wanted

them. For a reason that was something like

this he told the cabman to put the luggage

on the steps, and waited till the wheels of

the growler had grittily retired before he rang

the bell. " You see," he said, with his hand

on the handle, " we don't want cook and

Eliza asking us before him how it is we've

come home aloneâ��as if we were babies."

Here he rang the bell ; and the moment

its answering clang was heard everyone felt

that it would be some time before that bell

was answered. The sound of a bell is quite

different, somehow, when there is anyone

inside the house who hears it. I can't tell

you why that isâ��but so it is.

" I expect they're changing their dresses,"

said Jane.

" Too late," said Anthea ; " it must be past

five. I expect Eliza's gone to post a letter

and cook's gone to see the time."

Cyril rang again. And the bell did its

best to inform the listening children that

there was really no one human in the house.

They rang again, and listened intently. The

hearts of all sank low. It is a terrible thing

,.' .:>~ ^V-'f,/ ... own house on

to be locked

out of your

a dark, muggy,

January even

ing.

"There is

no gas on any-

where," said

Jane, in a

broken voice.

"I expect

they've left the

gas on once

too often, and

the draught

blew it out,

and they're

suffocated in

their beds.

Father always

said they

would some

day," said

Robert, cheer

fully.

" Let's go and fetch a

policeman," said Anthea,

trembling.

"And be taken up for

trying to be burglarsâ��no,

thank you," said Cyril. " I

heard father read out of the paper about a

young man who got into his own mother's

house, and they got him made a burglar only

the other day."

" I only hope the gas hasn't hurt the

Phoenix," said Anthea. " It said it wanted

to stay in the bathroom cupboard, and 1

thought it would be all right because the

servants 'never clean that out. But if it's

gone and got out and been choked by gasâ��
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and, besides, directly we open the door we

shall be choked too. I knew we ought to

have gone to Aunt Emma at Croydon. Oh,

Squirrel, I wish we had. Let's go now."

" Shut up," said her brother, briefly.

"There's someone rattling the latch inside."

Everyone listened with all its ears, and

everyone stood back as far from the door as

the steps would allow.

The latch rattled and clicked. Then the

flap of the letter-box lifted itselfâ��everyone

saw it by the flicker

ing light of the gas-

lamp that shone

through the leafless

lime tree by the

gateâ��a golden eye

seemed to wink at

them through the

letter - box, and a

cautious beak whis

pered :â��

"Are you

alone ? "

"It's the Phoe-

nix," said everyone,

in a voice so joyous

and so full of relief

as to be a sort of

whispered shout.

"Hush!" said

the voice from the

letter - box slit.

" Your slaves have

gone a-merry-

making. The latch

of this portal is too

stiff for my delicate-

beak. Hut at the

side â�� the little

window above the

shelf whereon your bread

liesâ��it is not fastened."

" Right O ! " said Cyril.

And Anthea added : " I

wish you'd meet us there,

dear Phoenix."

passage that runs between that house and

the next.

Then Robert made a back, and Cyril

hoisted himself up and got his knicker-

bockered knee on the concrete window-sill.

He dived into the pantry head-first, as one

dives into water, and his legs waved in the

air as he went, just as your legs do when you

are first beginning to learn to dive. The

soles of his bootsâ��squarish, muddy patches

â��disappeared.

" Give us a leg-up," said Robert

to his sisters.

" No, you don't," said Jane, firmly.

" I'm not going to be left outside

here with just Anthea, and have

something creep up behind us out

of the dark. Squir

rel can go and open

the back door."

A light had

sprung awake in

the pantry. Cyril

always said the

Phoenix turned the

gas on with its

beak and lighted it

with a waft of its

wing, but he was

excited at the time

and perhaps he

really did it himself

with matches, and

then forgot all

about it. He let

the others in by the

back door. And

when it had been

bolted again and

the luggage had

been got off the

doorstep the child

ren went all over

the house and

lighted every single

gas-jet they could

find. For they

couldn't help feel

ing that this was just the dark, dreary

winter's evening when an armed burglar

might easily be expected to appear at any

moment. There is nothing like light when

you are afraid of burglars, or of anything

else, for that matter.

<-

HE U1VED INTO THE PANTRV HEAD-FIRST.

The children crept round

to the pantry window. It is at the side of

the house, and there is a green gate labelled

" Tradesmen's Entrance," which is always

kept bolted. But if you get one foot on the

fence between you and next door, and one

on the handle of the gate, you are over

before you know where you are. This, at

least, was the experience of Cyril and

Robert, and even, if the truth must be told,

of Anthea and Jane. So in almost no

time all four were in the narrow gravelled

And when all the gas-jets were lighted it

was quite clear that the Phoenix had made

no mistake, and that Eliza and cook were

really out, and that there was no one in the

house except the four children, and the
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Phcenix and the carpet, and the black-beetles

who lived in the cupboards on each side of

the nursery fireplace. These last were very

pleased that the children had come home

again, especially when Anthea had lighted

the nursery fire. But, as usual, the children

treated the loving little black-beetles with

coldness and disdain.

While Anthea was delighting the poor

little black-beetles with the cheerful blaze,

Jane had set the table forâ��I was going to

say tea, but the meal of which I am speaking

was not exactly tea. Let us call it a tea-ish

meal. There was tea, certainly, for Anthea's

fire blamed and crackled so kindly that -it

really seemed to be affectionately inviting the

kettle to come and sit upon its lap. So the

kettle was brought and tea made. But no

milk could be found, so everyone had six

lumps of sugar to each cup instead. The

things to eat, on the other hand, were nicer

than usual. The boys looked about very

carefully, and found in the pantry some cold

tongue, bread, butter, cheese, and part of a

cold puddingâ��very much nicer than cook

ever made when they were at home. And in

the kitchen cupboard were half a Christmassy

cake, a pot of strawberry jam, and about a

pound of mixed candied fruit with soft,

crumbly slabs of delicious sugar in each cup

of lemon, orange, or citron.

It was indeed, as Jane said, " a banquet

fit for an Arabian knight."

The Phcenix perched on Robert's chair,

and listened kindly and politely to all they

had to tell it about their visit to Lyndhurst,

and underneath the table, by just stretching

a toe down rather far, the faithful carpet

could be felt by all, even by Jane, whose legs

were very short.

"Your slaves will not return to-night,"

said the Phoenix. " They sleep under the

roof of the cook's step-mother's aunt, who is,

I gather, hostess to a large party to-night in

honour of her husband's cousin's sister-in-

law's mother's ninetieth birthday."

" I don't think they ought to have gone

without leave," said Anthea, " however many

relations they have, but I suppose we ought

to wash up."

" It's not our business about the leave,"

said Cyril, firmly ; " but I simply won't wash

up for them. We got it, and we'll clear it

awayâ��and then we'll go somewhere on the

carpet. It's not often we get a chance of

being out all night. We can go right away

to the other side of the Equator, to the

tropical climes, and see the sun rise over

the great Pacific Ocean."

"Right you are," said Robert. " I always

did want to see the Southern Cross and the

stars as big as gas-lamps."

"Don't go," said Anthea, very earnestly,

" because I couldn't. I'm sure mother

wouldn't like us to leave the house, and

I should hate to be left here alone."

" I'd stay with you," said Jane, loyally.

"I know you would," said Anthea, grate

fully ; " but even with you I'd much rather

not."

" Well," said Cyril, trying to be kind and

amiable, " I don't want you to do anything

you think's wrong, but-â��â�¢â��"

He was silent. This silence said many

things.

" I don't see- " Robert was beginning,

when Anthea interrupted.

" I'm quite sure. Sometimes you just

think a thing's wrong, and sometimes you

k/iow. And this is a know time."

The Phcenix turned kind golden eyes on

her and opened a friendly beak to say:â��

"When it is, as you say, a 'know time'

there is no more to be said. And your noble

brothers would never leave you."

"Of course not," said Cyril, rather quickly.

And Robert said so, too.

" I myself," the Phcenix went on, " am

willing to help in any way possible. I will

myself goâ��either by carpet or on the wingâ��

and fetch you anything you can think of to

amuse you during the evening. In order

to waste no time I could go while you wash

up. Why," it went on, in a musing voice,

"does one wash up teacups and wash down

the stairs ? "

"You couldn't wash stairs up, you know,"

said Anthea, " unless you began at the

bottom and went up feet first as you

washed. I wish cook would try that way

for a change."

" I don't," said Cyril, briefly. " I should

hate the look of her elastic-side boots stick

ing up."

But, of course, they couldn't decide.

Many things were suggested : a rocking-horse,

jewelled chessmen, an elephant, a bicycle, a

motor-car, books with pictures, musical

instruments, and many other things. But a

musical instrument is agreeable only to the

player, unless he has learned to play it really

well ; books are not sociable, bicycles cannot

be ridden without going out of doors, and

the same is true of motor-cars and elephants.

Only two people can play chess at once with

"This is mere trifling," said the Phoenix.

" Come, decide what I shall fetch for you. I

can get you anything you like."
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one set of chessmen (and anyway it's very

much too much like lessons for a game), and

only one can ride on a rocking-horse.

Suddenly in the midst of the discussion the

Phcenix spread its wings and fluttered to the

floor, and from there it spoke.

" I gather," it said, " from the carpet that

it wants you to let it go to its old home,

where it was born and brought up, and it

will return within the hour laden with a

ful and delightful, and towels and baths aren't

that, however good they may be for you.

Let it go. I suppose it won't give us the

slip," he added, pushing back his chair and

standing up.

"Hush!" said the Phcenix; "how can

you ? Don't trample on its feelings just

because it's only a carpet."

" But how can it do itâ��unless one of us

is on itâ��to do the wishing ? " asked Robert.

He spoke with a rising hope that it

might be necessary for one to go

â��and why not Robert ? But the

Phoenix quickly threw cold water

on his new-born flame.

THE CARI'ET WANTS YOU TO LET IT CO TO ITS OLD HOME.

number of the most beautiful and delightful

products of its native land."

" What is its native land ? "

" I didn't gather. But since you can't

agree, and time is passing, and the tea-things

are not washed downâ��I mean washed

upâ��

" I votes we do," said Cyril. " It'll stop

all this jaw, any way. And it's not bad to

have surprises. Perhaps it's a Turkey carpet,

and it might bring us Turkish delight."

" Or a Turkish patrol," said Robert.

" Or a Turkish bath," said Anthea.

" Or a Turkish towel," said Jane.

" Nonsense," Cyril urged ; " it said beauti

" Why, you just write your wish on

a paper and pin it on the carpet."

So a leaf was torn from

Anthea's arithmetic book, and

on it Cyril wrote, in large

round-hand, the following :â��

" We wish you to go to

your dear native home, and

bring back the most beautiful

and delightful productions of

it you canâ��and not to be gone

long, please. (Signed)

" CYRIL, ROBERT, ANTHEA,

JANE."

Then the paper was laid on

the carpet.

" Writing down, please," said

the Phcenix ; " the carpet can't

read a paper whose back is

turned to it any more than

you can."

It was pinned fast ; and the

table and chairs having been moved

the carpet simply and suddenly

vanished, rather like a patch of

water on a hearth under a fierce

fire. The edges got smaller and

smaller, and then it disappeared

from sight.

" It may take it some time to collect the

beautiful and delightful things," said the

Phoenix. " I should wash upâ��I mean wash

down."

So they did. There was plenty of hot

water left in the kettle, and everyone helped :

even the Phomix, who took up cups by their

handles with its clever claws, and dipped

them in the hot water, and then stood them

on the table ready for Anthea to dry them.

Everything was nicely washed up and dried

and put in its proper place, and the dish-cloth

washed and hung on the edge of the copper

to dry, and the tea-cloth was hung on the line

that goes across the scullery. (If you are a
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duchess's child,''dr a King's, or a person

of high social position's child, you will,

perhaps, not know the difference between a

dish-cloth and a'tea-cloth, but in that case

your nurse has been better instructed than

you, and she will tell you all about it.) And

just as eight hands and one pair of claws

were being dried on the roller towel behind

the scullery door there came a strange

sound from the other side of the

kitchen wallâ��the side where the nursery

was. It was a very strange sound indeedâ��

most oddâ��and unlike any other sounds the

children had ever heard. At least, they had

heard sounds as much like it as a toy engine's

whistle is like a steam siren's.

"The carpet's come back," said Robert,

and the others felt that he was right.

" But what has it brought with it ? " asked

Jane. " It sounds like Leviathan, that great

beast "

" It couldn't have been made in India and

have brought elephants ? Even baby ones

would be rather awful in that room,'' said

Cyril.

" It's no use sending the carpet to fetch

precious things for you if you're afraid to

look at them when they come," said the

Pho3nix, sensibly. And Cyril, being the

eldest, said " Come on," and turned the

handle.

Vol. utvii.â��16.

EVERYONE HELPED I EVEN THE PHCENIX.

The gas had been left full on after tea,

and everything in the room could be plainly

seen by the ten eyes at the door. At least,

not everything, for though the carpet was

there it was invisible, because it was com

pletely covered by the hundred and ninety-

nine beautiful objects which it had brought

from its birthplace.

" Cats !" Cyril exclaimed. " I never

thought about its being a Persian carpet."

Yet it was now plain that this was so, for

the beautiful objects which it had brought

back were catsâ��Persian catsâ��grey Persian

cats, and there were, as I have said, one

hundred and ninety-nine of them, and they

were sitting on the carpet as close as they

could get to each other. But the moment

the children entered the room the cats rose

and stretched, and spread and overflowed

from the carpet to the floor, and in an instant

the floor was a sea of moving, mewing

pussishness, and the children, with one accord,

climbed to the table and gathered up their

legs, and the people next door knocked on

the wall; and, indeed, no wonder, for the

mews were Persian and piercing.

" This is pretty poor sport," said Cyril.

" What's the matter with the bounders ? "

" I imagine that they are hungry," said the

Phoenix. " If you were to feed themâ��

" We haven't anything to feed them with,"
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said Anthea, in despair, and she stroked the

nearest Persian back. "Oh, pussies, do be

quiet; we can't hear ourselves think." She

had to shout this entreaty, for the mews were

growing deafening. " And it would take

pounds and pounds' worth of cat's-meat."

one small room, all hungry, and all saying so

in unmistakable mews, you can form but a

poor idea of the noise that now deafened the

children and the Phcenix.

The cats mewed and mewed and mewed,

and twisted their Persian forms in and out

and unfolded their Persian tails, and

the children and the Phcenix huddled

together by the door.

The Phcenix, Robert noticed sud

denly, was trembling.

" So many cats," it said, " and they

might not know I was the Phcenix.

These accidents happen so quickly. It

quite unmans me."

ItEAUVIKUI. OBJECTS WHICH IT HAD DROUGHT BACK WERE CATb."

" Let's ask the carpet to take them away,"

said Robert.

" Creep in," cried Robert, opening his

jacket. And the Phcenix crept inâ��only

just in time, for green eyes had glared,

pink noses had sniffed, white whiskers had

twitched, and as Robert buttoned his coat

he disappeared to the waist in a wave of

eager grey Persian fur. And on the instant

the good carpet slapped itself down on the

floor. And it was covered with ratsâ��three

hundred and ninety-eight of them, I believe

â��two for each cat.

But the girls said " No."

" They are so soft and pussy," said Jane.

" And valuable," said Anthea, hastily.

" We can sell them for lots and lots of

money."

" Why not send the carpet to get food for

them ?" suggested the Phcenix, and its

golden voice became harsh and cracked with

the effort it had to make to be heard above

the increasing fierceness of the Persian mews.

So it was written that the carpet should

bring food for one hundred and ninety-nine

Persian cats, and the paper was pinned to

the carpet as before.

The carpet seemed to gather itself together,

and the cats dropped off it as rain-drops do

from your maekintosh when you shake it.

And the carpet disappeared.

Unless you have had one hundred and

ninety-nine well-nourished Persian cats in

This was a danger of which the children

had not thought.

"How horrible!" cried Anthea. "Oh,

take them away !"

"Take yourself away," said the Phcenix,

" and me."

" I wish we'd never had a carpet," said

Anthea, in tears.

They hustled and crowded out of the

door, and shut it and locked it. Cyril,

with great presence of mind, lit a candle
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and turned off the gas at the main. " The

rats'll have a better chance in the dark,"

he said.

The mewing had ceased. Everyone

listened in breathless silence. We all know

that cats eat ratsâ��it is

one of the first things

we read in our nice

little reading books;

but all those cats eat

ing all those ratsâ��it

wouldn't bear think

ing of.

" What do you mean ? " he said. " There's

no row. You listen; everything's as quiet

as quiet."

And indeed it was.

The strange sweet scent grew stronger, and

the Phoenix put out its

beak.

' HE DISAPPEARED TO THE WAIST IN A WAVE OF EAGER GREV rEKSIAN KUR.

Suddenly Robert sniffed, in the silence

of the dark kitchen where the only candle

was burning all on one side, because of

the draught.

" What a funny scent!" he said.

And as he spoke a lantern flashed its light

through the window of the kitchen, a face

peered in, and a voice said :â��

" What's all this row about ? You let

me in."

It was the voice of the police !

Robert tip-toed to the window and spoke

through the pane that was a little cracked.

The policeman hesi

tated.

" They're musk rats,"

said the Phoenix. " I

suppose some cats eat

themâ��but never Persian

ones. What a mistake

for a well-informed

carpet to make ! Oh,

what a night we're

having !"

â�¢' Do go away," said

Robert, nervously, to

the policeman. " We're

just going to bedâ��

that's our bedroom

candle â�� there isn't any

row. Everything's as

quiet as a mouse."

A wild chorus of mews

drowned his words, and

with the mews were min

gled the shrieks of the

musk rats. What had

happened ? Had the

cats tasted them before

deciding that they dis

liked the flavour?

" I'm a-comin' in/1

said the policeman.

" You've got a cat shut

up there."

"A cat!" said Cyril.

" Oh, my only aunt! A

cat ! "

" Come in, then," said

Robert. " It's your own

look-out. I advise you

not. Wait a shake,

and I'll undo the side door."

He undid the side door, and the police

man, very cautiously, came in.

And there, in the kitchen, by the light

of one candle, with the mewing and the

screaming going on like a dozen steam

sirens, twenty waiting motor-cars, and half

a hundred squeaking pumps, four agitated

voices shouted to the policeman four mixed

or wholly different explanations of the very

mixed events of the evening.

Did you ever try to explain the simplest

thing to a policeman ?
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CART-WHKEl. WINDOW.

" There is a blacksmith's shop at Llancayn, near

Usk, Mon., thai possesses an extraordinary window.

Tile framework of the window consists of a carl-wheel

let into the wall, with panes of glass between the

spokes."â��Mr. W. Marsh, I,

Church Street, Monmoulh.

CURIOUS ADPRKSS.

" I send you a post-card which

I received in the ordinary way l>y

post from my brother, who lives

at Sutton Scarsdale, a scattered

village near Chesterfield. You will

notice that the card was posted at

7.15 p.m. on the 5th October, and

it was delivered during the evening

of the following day. The address

looks a mixture of Greek ami

German, but on inspection it will

lie found that each letter is spelled

out in full. The pencilled words

were inserted by the 1'ost Office

officials. The Post Office is often

the object of complaints for tardi

ness in delivery, but I think great

credit is due to it for its cleverness

and promptness in this case."

Mr. John Alderson, 12, Albert

Road, Stroud Green, N.

A DISTORTING MIRROR.

" While staying in Jersey I visited a point called

I*a Corbitre, where I noticed a mirror in the form of

a l>all standing out in the open on a pedestal. Objects

reflected in it were so clear that I determined lo

rj'iotograph it, with the result that rather curious

shapes were given to myself and friend."â��Mr. C. S.

Wilson, 18, Milton Road, Swimlon.

POST CARD

TUB A I'M; i ,, lu IK VM.I , n :.<';* 11 ,

h
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HOME-MADE

MOTOR-CAR.

" This original

auto was made in

the winter of 1886

by Mr. Philbrick

and Mr. J. Elmer

Wood in Bever-

ley, Mass. It had

double engines,

porcupine boiler,

kerosene fuel, and

only three wheels

â�� two of which

were thirty - six

inchesindiameter,

and the front, or

steering - wheel,

twenty-six inches.

It was used on the

road with great

success, carrying

about three hun

dred pounds of

steam, but wanted

so'..e changes, which even at that early date we could easily

see. The machine is still existing at Beverley, though it

is now, of course, somewhat dilapidated after so niany

years of wear." â�� Mr. J. Elmer Wood, Bevcrley, Mass.

AN AUTOMATIC BASKHALL PITCHER.

" This curious-looking machine is a baseball pitcher which

is automatic. It is operated by compressed air, and is so

arranged that it will ' pitch ' a ball with an upward curve or

downward curve just as well as an expert ball player. The

machine consists of a tube about thirty-six inches long which

is just large enough to hold the ball. The tube can be pointed

in any direction, and the rear end is fitted with a contrivance

by which the ball can be curved- When the operator wishes

to make a pitch he merely p'esses a lever which admits the

compressed air

into the tube, ami

the ball is shot

out like the bullet

from an air-gun.

The invention is

not intended to

take the place of

a human pitcher,

but to l>e used in

practice games, so

that the man at

the bat can be

come expert in

hitting curves and

balls pitched at

various degrees of

speed." Why

should not a simi

lar machine be

used in this

country as a

practice bowler

at cricket? â��The

above is sent by

Mr. U. Allen Willey, Baltimore.

A-BOGUS DWARF.

" This figure of the dwarf, taken at an

evening.partyin Kimherley, South Africa,

was impersonated by "my brother and a

friend as -follows : My brother stood up

right with his hands on a table (these

forming the feet of the dwarf), on which

were placed stockings and small shoes.

He had a little garment made with sleeves,

through which his friend, who stood just

behind, put his arms and hands, on

which were mittens to make them look

small ; these formed the hands of the

dwarf. My brother was adorned with a

large sun hat called a ' cappie,' goggles,

and a necklace, and the dwarf was com

pleteâ��his friend, of course, l>eing con

cealed by curtains."â��Mr. K. E. Glover,

41, Drayton Park, Highbury, N.
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INSECT OR WHAT?

" I send you the photngrapli of an extra

ordinarily curious insect. I am not prepared to

say whether it is an insect or some kind of

organism. I can only say that it is alive and

lives on red lead. The lady in whose possession

it is has had it for upwards of eighteen years,

and who knows how many years of life it had

before? It is covered with light In-own hair

(which has to be cut occasionally), very like

deer's hair, and is the size of a large marble. The

'curious insect' was given to the lady's husband

by a rich native who gave up all his worldly

possessions and became a fakir. When giving

it to the gentleman (who had shown the man

some kindness) he said that it would always bring

him good luck."â��Mr. T. G. A. Baness, Hall

Bazaar, Amrhsur, Punjab.

STRANGK ADVENTURK OF A RAILWAY

CARRIAGE.

" The discarded railway carriage shown in the

photograph has had an eventful career. After

lieing drawn at the end of freight trains over

thousands of miles of the Erie Railroad tracks

it was finally condemned and sent to the grave

yard, where cars of this character meet an igno

minious endâ��they being chopped up for firewood.

But after it had been sent to what was thought

would be its last resting-place, Lieut. Peary,

the well-known Arctic explorer, asked the Erie

Railroad officials if they could loan him a

discarded carriage for use on his ship Windward.

This carriage was accordingly selected, and it was

placed on the deck of the li'indward, where it was

fitted up as a cabin. The journeys of this carriage,

therefore, instead of being at an end had really only

begun, for it was destined to make the longest trip in

its history. It remained on board the Windward

throughout the perilous trip to the Frozen North, and

returned with the ship to New York a little over a

year ago. Lieut. Peary having no further use for it

sent it back to the Erie Railroad, and it is now an

object of curiosity at Shohola Glen, Pike County, Pa.,

a popular excursion resort on the line of the Erie

Railroad."â��Mr. Adolph A. Langer, 116, Danforth

Avenue, Jersey City, N.[.

GIGANTIC HEEK-DARKEL.

" This enormous barrel was erected

in the great Industrial Exhibition held

at Osaka, Japan. It is the property

of the ' Vebisu ' Beer Company, and

was built for the purpose of advertis

ing that brand of malt liquor. The

height is about fifty feet and the

diameter of its base some thirty feet,

while the thickness of its wall ex

ceeds two feet. It is fitted up as a

beer hall within and contains ten

round tables, each capable of accom

modating five or six persons. There

is also a large counter. It is one of

the most remarkable of the many

advertising devices ever carried

out in this enterprising ' Land of

the Rising Sun.' The photograph

was taken by Mr. G. M. Arab, of

this city."â��Mr. W. J. Toms, Kobe",

Japan.
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AMALGAMATED BY LIGHTNING.

" I send you a photograph showing in two

positions the curious amalgamation of coins by a

flash of lightning. This 'incident occurred in a

miner's hut in Swazieland some time in December,

1897, and the photograph represents money to the

value of icurteen shillings and sixpence, viz.,

one half sovereign, four single shillings, and a six

pence, 'l he money was placed on a table in the

order given, (he half-sovereign being under the other

coins and lying on the face of the table. The hut was

not injured by the lightning, as the fluid entered by

the window and passed over the table (on which the

coins were) and out at the open door. The table (in

the centre of the hut and in a line with the window and

door) had a badly scorched line over it. The money,

after the flash, lay in exactly the same position as

before ; the only difference was its being fused inlo

one maÂ«s instead of six different coins. At the time

of the flash the miner happened to be absent."â��Mr.

A. K. Graham Lawrance, Harbertnn, Transvaal.

HOW DID IT GET

THERE?

" I was cutting the

corner off a gammon

of bacon when I dis

covered I had sawn

through a piece of glass

which was lying quite

close to and parallel

with the thigh - bone,

and had I known of its

presence I could have

taken it out whole. It

measures, when put to

gether, six and a quarter

inches. How it got into

this position is a mys

tery, as there was no

indication of its progress

anywhere and the meat

was perfectly healthy

and in no way discoloured. Whether the poor

pig swallowed it or sat on it I leave for your

readers to conjecture. Photo, by W. B.

Gardner, Farnborough."â�� Mr. W. }. Buck,

Cove Road, Karnborough, Hants.

A STRANGE ILLUSION.

"\ou will see in this photograph that the right

arm of my daughter has got the hand on the wrong

side, the thumb being where the little finger ought

to be. This is accounted for by the photo, being

vignetted, Ihe hand really belonging to

another daughter who does not appear in the

picture."â��Mr. Dorsay Ansell, Supt. St.

George's Garden, Wakefield Street, W.C.

AN INGENIOUS ADVERTISEMENT.

"The advertisement shown in the accom

panying photographâ��for some drink prepared

by one Jesse Mooreâ��is quite the cleverest I

have seen in any American city. It is situated

near the entrance to Ihe Golden Gate Park,

at San Francisco. The shoulders, head, and

arms of the man appearing above the hoard

ing are cut out of wood and look most real

istic, if somewhat gigantic, against the back

ground of the sky, and the painting of the face

is quite a work of art."â��Mr. F. A. E. Dol-

mage, 243,Cromwell Road, South Kensington.

J
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so on, including the general pets, such as Little Tom,

A NARROW ESCAPE.

" An officer was resting, and enjoying a nap after

an exceedingly hard morning's drill. A flash of light

ning first struck and doubled up his scabbard and

thence passed to his mirror hanging close by, smash

ing it as the Enclosed photo, shows. I need hardly

say this worthy gentleman, awaking so suddenly from

his slumbers, scarcely knew for some lime whether he

was in China, South Africa, or good Old Kngland."

â��Mr. F. K. Robinson, Sylvester House, Colchester.

CEMETERY FOR SOLDIERS' DOGS.

" Here is a photograph of the cemetery for soldiers'

dogs-at Edinburgh Castle. Judging from-the inscrip

tions on the stones, each department 'seems to have

had its favourite. The band pet was Tork ; that of

the pioneer section, Pat; the transport pet, Jess ; aneV

-Turn-Turn, etc."â��Mr. E. Mallinson, 12, Golden)

Square, Aberdeen, N. B. ^- j

DBVOTSD DOG.

" The dog shown in the picture is exceedingly fond

of his master and will follow him almost anywhere.

The snap-shot reproduced here shows the dog actually

diving off a board in company with his master, whilst

a friend is turning a somersault behind."â��Mr. J. de

Tymowski, Slratford-sub-Castle, Salisbury.

NOT SO TALL AS HE LOOKS

" At first sight my photograph seems to be that of

an immensely tall man, but in reality the legs of the

giant l>elong to somebody else, while the top half is

standing on a barrel."â��Mr. H. S. Nicolson, Brough

Lodge, Ketlar, Shetland.





'I HEARD HIM CHUCKLE AS THE LIGHT FELL UPON A PATCHED DUNLOP TYRE."

(See page 135.)
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THE RETURN OF

Nc.

SHERLOCK HOLMES.

By A. CONAN DOYLE.

V.â��The Adventure of the Priory School.

E have had some dramatic

entrances and exits upon our

small stage at Baker Street,

but I cannot recollect any

thing more sudden and startling

than the first appearance of

Dr. Thorneycroft Huxtable, M.A., Ph.D.,

etc. His card, which seemed too small to

carry the weight of his academic distinctions,

preceded him by a few seconds, and then he

entered himselfâ��so large, so pompous, and

so dignified that he was the very embodi

ment of self-possession and solidity. And

yet his first action when the door had closed

behind him was to stagger against the table,

whence he slipped down upon the floor, and

there was that majestic figure prostrate and

insensible upon our bearskin hearthrug.

We had sprung to our feet, and for a few

moments we stared in silent amazement at

this ponderous piece of wreckage, which told

of some sudden and fatal storm far out on

the ocean of life. Then Holmes hurried

with a cushion for his head and I with

brandy for his lips. '1 he heavy white face

was seamed with lines of trouble, the hanging

pouches under the closed eyes were leaden

in colour, the loose mouth drooped dolorously

at the corners, the rolling chins were un

shaven. Collar and shirt bore the grime

of a long journey, and the hair bristled un

kempt from the well-shaped head. It was a

sorely-stricken man who lay before us.

"What is it, Watson ? " asked Holmes.

"Absolute exhaustion â�� possibly mere

hunger and fatigue/' said I, with my finger

on the thready pulse, where the stream of

life trickled thin and small.

" Return ticket from Mackleton, in the

North of England," said Holmes, drawing it

from the watch-pocket. " It is not twelve

VoL xxvii.â��16 Copyright, 1904, by A. Conan Doyle

o'clock yet. He has certainly been an early

starter."

The puckered eyelids had begun to quiver,

and now a pair of vacant, grey eyes looked

up at us. An instant later the man had

scrambled on to his feet, his face crimson

with shame.

" Forgive this weakness, Mr. Holmes; I

have been a little overwrought. Thank you,

if I might have a glass of milk and a biscuit

I have no doubt that I should be better. I

came personally, Mr. Holmes, in order to

ensure that you would return with me. I

feared that no telegram would convince you

of the absolute urgency of the case."

" When you are quite restoredâ��

" I am quite well again. I cannot imagine

how I came to be so weak. I wish you, Mr.

Holmes, to come to Mackleton with me by

the next train."

My friend shook his head.

" My colleague, Dr. Watson, could tell you

that we are very busy at present. I am

retained in this case of the Ferrers Docu

ments, and the Abergavenny murder is

coming up for trial. Only a very important

issue could call me from London at present."

" Important! " Our visitor threw up his

hands. " Have you heard nothing of the

abduction of the only son of the Duke of

Holdernesse ? "

" What! the late Cabinet Minister ? "

" Exactly. We had tried to keep it out of

the papers, but there was some rumour in the

Globe last night. I thought it might have

reached your ears."

Holmes shot out his long, thin arm and

picked out Volume " H " in his encyclopaedia

of reference.

'"Holdernesse, 6th Duke, K.G., P.C.'-

half the alphabet! ' Baron Beverley, Earl of

, in the United States of America.
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it happened, and, finally, what Dr. Thomey-

croft Huxtable, of the Priory School, near

Mackleton, has to do with the matter, and

why he comes three days after an eventâ��

the state of your chin gives the

dateâ��to ask for my humble services."

Our visitor had consumed his milk

and biscuits. The light had come

back to his eyes and the

colour to his cheeks as he

\ set himself with great

"THE HEAVY wimp. FACE WAS SEAMED WITH LINES OF TROUBLE.

Carston 'â��dear me, what a list! 'Lord

Lieutenant of Hallamshire since 1900.

Married Edith, daughter of Sir Charles

Appledore, 1888. Heir and only child,

Lord Saltire. Owns about two hundred and

fifty thousand acres. Minerals in I,anca-

shire and Wales. Address : Carlton House

Terrace; Holdernesse Hall, Hallamshire;

Carston Castle, Bangor, Wales. Lord of the

Admiralty, 1872 ; Chief Secretary of State

forâ�� Well, well, this man is certainly

one of the greatest subjects of the Crown ! "

" The greatest and perhaps the wealthiest.

I am aware, Mr. Holmes, that you take a

very high line in professional matters, and

that you are prepared to work for the work's

sake. I may tell .you, however, that his

Grace has already intimated that a cheque

for five thousand pounds will be handed over

to the person who can tell him where his son

is, and another thousand to him who can

name the man, or men, who have taken

him."

" It is a princely offer," said Holmes.

" Watson, I think that we shall accompany

Dr. Huxtable back to the North of England.

And now, Dr. Huxtable, when you have

consumed that milk you will kindly tell me

what has happened, when it happened, how

vigour and lucidity to ex

plain the situation.

" I must inform

gentlemen,

the Priory

is a preparatory

school, of which

I am the founder

and principal.

' Huxtable's Side

lights on Horace'

may possibly re

call my name to

your memories.

The Priory is,

without excep

tion, the best and

most select pre

paratory school

you,

that

in England. Lord Leverstoke, the Earl of

Blackwater, Sir Cathcart Soamesâ��they all

have entrusted their sons to me. But I

felt that my school had reached its zenith

when, three weeks ago, the Duke of Holder

nesse sent Mr. James Wilder, his secretary,

with the intimation that young Lord

Saltire, ten years old, his only son and heir,

was about to be committed to my charge.

Little did I think that this would be the

prelude to the most crushing misfortune of

my life.

"On May ist the boy arrived, that being

the beginning of the summer term. He was

a ch?rming youth, and he soon fell into our

ways. 1 may tell youâ��I trust that I am not

indiscreet, but half-confidences are absurd in

such a caseâ��that he was not entirely happy

at home. It is an open secret that the

Duke's married life had not been a peaceful

one, and the matter had ended in a separa

tion by mutual consent, the Duchess taking

up her residence in the South of France.

This had occurred very shortly before, and

the boy's sympathies are known to have been

strongly with his mother. He moped after

her departure from Holdernesse Hall, and it

was for this reason that the Duke desired to

send him to my establishment. In a fort-
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night the boy was quite at home with us,

and was apparently absolutely happy.

"He was last seen on the night of May

ijthâ��that is, the night of last Monday. His

room was on the second floor, and was

approached through another larger room in

which two boys were sleeping. These boys

saw and heard nothing, so that it is certain

that young Saltire did not pass out that way.

His window was open, and there is a stout

ivy plant leading to the ground. We could

trace no footmarks below, but it is sure that

this is the only possible exit

" His absence was discovered at seven

o'clock on Tuesday morning. His bed had

been slept in. He had dressed himself fully

before going off in his usual school suit of

black Eton jacket and dark grey trousers.

There were no signs that anyone had entered

the room, and it is quite certain that anything

in the nature of cries, or a struggle, would

have been heard, since Gaunter, the elder

boy in the inner room, is a very light sleeper.

" When Lord Saltire's disappearance was

discovered I at once called a roll of the

whole establishment, boys, masters, and

servants. It was then that we ascertained

that Lord Saltire had not been alone in his

flight. Heidegger, the German master, was

missing. His room was on the second floor,

at the farther end of the building, facing the

same way as Lord Saltire's. His bed had

also been slept in : but he had apparently

gone away partly dressed, since his shirt and

socks were lying on the floor. He had

undoubtedly let himself down by the ivy, for

we could see the marks of his feet where he

had landed on the lawn. His bicycle was

kept in a small shed beside this lawn, and it

also was gone.

" He had been with me for two years, and

came with the best references ; but he was a

silent, morose man, not very popular either

with masters or boys. No trace could be

found of the fugitives, and now on Thursday

morning we are as ignorant as we were on

Tuesday. Inquiry was, of course, made at

once at Holdemesse Hall. It is only a few

miles away, and we imagined that in some

sudden attack of home-sickness he had gone

back to his father ; but nothing had been

heard of him. The Duke is greatly agitated

â��and as to me, you have seen yourselves

the state of nervous prostration to which the

suspense and the responsibility have reduced

me, Mr. Holmes, if ever you put forward

your full powers, I implore you to do so

now, for never in your life could you have

a case which is more worthy of them."

Sherlock Holmes had listened with the

utmost intentness to the statement of the

unhappy schoolmaster. His drawn brows

and the deep furrow between them showed

that he needed no exhortation to concentrate

all his attention upon a problem which, apart

from the tremendous interests involved, must

appeal so directly to his love of the complex

and the unusual. He now drew out his

note-book and jotted down one or two

memoranda.

"You have been very remiss in not

coming to me sooner," said he, severely.

â�¢" You start me on my investigation with a

very serious handicap. It is inconceivable,

for example, that this ivy and this lawn would

have yielded nothing to an expert observer."

" I am not to blame, Mr. Holmes. His

Grace was extremely desirous to avoid all

public scandal. He was afraid of his family

unhappincss being dragged before the world.

He has a deep horror of anything of the

kind."

" Yes, sir, and it has proved most dis

appointing. An apparent clue was at once

obtained, since a boy and a young man were

reported to have been seen leaving a neigh

bouring station by an early train. Only last

night we had news that the couple had been

hunted down in Liverpool, and they prove

to have no connection whatever with the

matter in hand. Then it was that in my

despair and disappointment, after a sleepless

night, I came straight to you by the early

train."

" But there has been some official inves

tigation ? "

" I suppose the local investigation was

relaxed while this false clue was being

followed up?"

" It was entirely dropped."

" So that three days have been wasted.

The affair has been most deplorably

handled."

"I feel it, and admit it."

"And yet the problem should be capable

of ultimate solution. I shall be very happy

to look into it. Have you been able to

trace any connection between the missing

boy and this German master ? "

"None at all."

" Was he in the master's class ? "

" No; he never exchanged a word with

him so far as I know."

" That is certainly very singular. Had the

boy a bicycle ? "

"No."'

" Was any other bicycle missing ? "

"No."
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"Is that certain?"

" Quite."

"Well, now, you do not mean to seriously

suggest that this German rode off upon a

bicycle in the dead of the night bearing the

boy in his arms ? "

" Certainly not."

" Then what is the theory in your mind ? "

" The bicycle may have been a blind. It

may have been hidden somewhere and the

pair gone off on foot."

" Quite so ; but it seems rather an absurd

blind, does it not ? Were there other

bicycles in this shed ? "

"Several."

" Would he not have hidden a couple had

he desired to give the idea that they had

gone off upon them ? "

" 1 suppose he would."

" Of course he would. The blind theory

won't do. But the incident is an admirable

starting-point for an investigation. After all,

a bicycle is not an easy thing to conceal or

to destroy. One

other question.

Did anyone call

to see the boy

on the day be-

fore he dis-

appeared ? "

" No."

" Did he get

any letters ? "

" Yes; o n e

letter."

"Fromwhom?"

"From his

father."

" Do you open

the boys'letters?"

" No."

" How do you

know it was from

the father ? "

"The coat of

arms was on the

envelope, and it

was addressed in

the Duke's pecu

liar stiff hand.

Besides, the

Duke remembers

having written."

" When had he a letter before that ? "

" Not for several days."

" Had he ever one from France ? "

" No ; never."

" You see the point of my questions, of

course. Either the boy was carried off by

force or he went of his own free will. - In

the latter case you would expect that some

prompting from outside would be needed to

make so young a lad do such a thing. If he

has had no visitors, that prompting must

have come in letters. Hence I try to find

out who were his correspondents."

" I fear I cannot help you much. His only

correspondent, so far as I know, was his own

father."

" Who wrote to him on the very day

of his disappearance. Were the relations

between father and son very friendly ? "

" His Grace is never very friendly with any

one. He is completely immersed in large

public questions, and is rather inacces

sible to all ordinary emotions. But he

was always kind to the boy in his own

way."

" But the sympathies of the latter were

with the mother ? "

" Yes."

" Did he say so ?"

" No."

'â�¢\\HAT IS THE THKORY IN YOUR

MIND? "

" The Duke, then ? "

" Good heavens, no ! "

" Then how could you know ? "

" I' have had some confidential talks with

Mr. James Wilder, his Grace's secretary.
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It was he who gave me the information

about Lord Saltire's feelings."

" I see. By the way, that last letter of

the Duke'sâ��was it found in the boy's room

after he was gone ? "

I " No ; he had taken it with him. I think,

Mr. Holmes, it is time that we were leaving for

Euston."

" I will order a four-wheeler. In a quarter

of an hour we shall he at your service. If

you are telegraphing home, Mr. Huxtable,

it would be well to allow the people in your

neighbourhood to imagine that the inquiry is

still going on in Liverpool, or wherever else

that red herring led your pack. In the mean

time I will do a little quiet work at your own

doors, and perhaps the scent is not so cold but

that two old hounds like Watson and myself

may get a sniff of it."

That evening found us in the cold, bracing

atmosphere of the Peak country, in which

Dr. Huxtable's famous school is situated.

It was already dark when we reached it. A

card was lying on the hall table, and the

butler whispered something to his master,

who turned to us with agitation in every

heavy feature.

"The Duke is here," said he." "The

Duke and Mr. Wilder are in the study.

Come, gentlemen, and I will introduce

you."

I was, of course, familiar with the pictures

of the famous statesman, but the man him

self was very different from his representation.

He was a tall and stately person, scrupulously

dressed, with a drawn, thin face, and a nose

which was grotesquely curved and long. His

complexion was of a dead pallor, which was

more startling by contrast with a long,

dwindling beard of vivid red, which flowed

down over his white waistcoat, with his

watch-chain gleaming through its fringe.

Such was the stately presence who looked

stonily at us from the centre of Dr. Hux

table's hearthrug. Beside him stood a very

young man, whom I understood to be

Wilder, the private secretary. He was small,

nervous, "alert, with intelligent, light-blue eyes

and mobile features. It was he who at once,

in an incisive and positive tone, opened the

conversation.

" I called this morning, Dr. Huxtable, too

late to prevent you from starting for London.

I learned that your object was to invite Mr.

Sherlock Holmes to undertake the conduct

of this case. His Grace is surprised, Dr.

Huxtable, that you should have taken such a

step without consulting him."

" When I learned that the police had

failedâ��

" His Grace is by no means convinced

that the police have failed."

" But surely, Mr. Wilderâ��

" You are well aware, Dr. Huxtable, that

his Grace is particularly anxious to avoid all

public scandal. He prefers to take as few

people as possible into his confidence."

" The matter can be easily remedied," said

the brow-beaten doctor; " Mr. Sherlock

Holmes can return to London by the morning

train."

" Hardly that, doctor, hardly that," said

Holmes, in his blandest voice. " This

northern air is invigorating and pleasah'r,,"so

I propose to spend a few days upon your

moors, and to occupy my mind as best I

may. Whether I have the shelter of your

roof' or of the village inn is, of course, for

you to decide."

I could see that the unfortunate doctor was

in the last stage of indecision, from which he

was rescued by the deep, sonorous voice of

the red-bearded Duke, which boomed out

like a dinner-gong.

" I agree with Mr. Wilder, Dr. Huxtable,

that you would have done wisely to consult

me. But since Mr. Holmes has already been

taken into your confidence, it would indeed

be absurd that we should not avail ourselves

of his services. Far from going to the inn,

Mr. Holmes, I should be pleased if you would

come and stay with me at Holdernesse Hall."

" I thank your Grace. For the purposes

of my investigation I think that it would be

wiser for me to remain at the scene of the

mystery."

"Just as you like, Mr. Holmes. Any

information which Mr. Wilder or I can give

you is, of course, at your disposal."

" It will probably be necessary for me to

see you at the Hall," said Holmes. " I

would only ask you now, sir, whether you

have formed any explanation in your own

mind as to the mysterious disappearance of

your son ? "

" No, sir, I have not."

" Excuse me if I allude to that which is

painful to you, but I have no alternative.

Do you think that the Duchess had anything

to do with the matter ? "

The great Minister showed perceptible

hesitation.

" I do not think so," he said, at last.

" The other most obvious explanation is

that the child has been kidnapped for the

purpose of levying ransom. You have not

had any demand of the sort ? "
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" No, sir."

" One more question, your Grace. I

understand that you wrote to your son upon

the day when this incident occurred."

" No ; I wrote upon the day before."

"Exactly. But

he received it on . ^^^^MHIHI^^M

that day ? "

" Yes."

"Was there

anything in your

letter which

might have un

balanced him or

induced him to

take such a

step ? "

" No, sir, cer

tainly not."

"Did you

post that letter

yourself?"

The noble

man's reply was

interrupted by

his secretary,

who broke in

with some heat.

"His Grace is

not in the habit

of posting letters

himself," said he.

" This letter was

laid with others

upon the study

table, and I my

self put them in

the post-bag." "BESIDE HIM STOOD

"You are

sure this one was among them ? "

" Yes : I observed it."

" How many letters did your Grace write

that day ? "

" Twenty or thirty. I have a large corre

spondence. But surely this is somewhat

irrelevant ? "

" Not entirely,'' said Holmes.

" For my own part," the Duke continued,

" I have advised the police to turn their atten

tion to the South of France. I have already

said that I do not believe that the Duchess

would encourage so monstrous an action, but

the lad had the most wrong-headed opinions,

and it is possible that he may have fled to

her, aided and abetted by this German. I

think, Dr. Huxtable, that we will now return

to the Hall."

I could see that there were other questions

which Holmes would have wished to put;

but the nobleman's abrupt manner showed

that the interview was at an end. It was

evident that to his intensely aristocratic

nature this discussion of his intimate family

affairs with a stranger was most abhorrent,

A VERY YOUNG MAN.

and that he

feared lest every

fresh question

would throw a

fiercer light into

the discreetly

shadowed cor

ners of his ducal

history.

\V h e n the

nobleman and

his secretary had

left, my friend

flung himself at

once with charac

teristic eagerness

into the investi

gation.

The boy's

chamber was

carefully exam

ined, and yielded

nothing save the

absolute convic

tion that it was

only through the

window that he

could have es

caped. The

German master's

room and effects

gave no further

clue. In his

case a trailer of

ivy had given way under his weight, and we

saw by the light of a lantern the mark on

the lawn where his heels had come down.

That one dint in the short green grass was

the only material witness left of this in

explicable nocturnal flight.

Sherlock Holmes left the house alone, and

only returned after eleven. He had obtained

a large ordnance map of the neighbourhood,

and this he brought into my room, where he

laid it out on the bed, and, having balanced

the lamp in the middle of it, he began to smoke

over it, and occasionally to point out objects

of interest with the reeking amber of his pipe.

" This case grows upon me, Watson," said

he. "There are decidedly some points of

interest in connection with it. In this early

stage I want you to realize those geographical

features which may have a good deal to do

with our investigation.
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"Look at this map. This dark square is

the Priory School. I'll put a pin in it.

Now, this line is the main road. You see

that it runs east and west past the school,

and you see also that there is no side road

for a mile either way. If these two folk

passed away by road it was this road."

" Exactly."

" By a singular and happy chance we are

able to some extent to check what passed

along this road during the night in question.

At this point, where my pipe is now resting,

a country constable was on duty from twelve

to six. It is, as you perceive, the first cross

road on the east side. This man declares

that lie was not absent from his post for an

instant, and he is positive that neither boy

nor man could have gone that way unseen.

I have spoken with this policeman to-night,

and he appears to me to be a perfectly

reliable person. That blocks this end. We

have now to deal with the other. There is

an inn here, the Red Bull, the landlady

of which was ill. She had sent to Mackleton

for a doctor, but he did not arrive until

morning, being absent at another case. The

people at the inn were alert all night, await

ing his coming, and one or other of them

seems to have continually had an eye upon

the road. They declare that no one passed. If

their evidence is good, then we are fortunate

enough to be able to block the west, and also

to be able to say that the fugitives did -w/use

the road at all."

" But the bicycle ? " I objected.

" Quite so. We will come to the bicycle

presently. To continue our reasoning : if

these people did not go by the road, they

must have traversed the country to the north

of the house or to the south of the house.

That is certain. Let us weigh the one against

the other. On the south of the house is, as

you perceive, a large district of arable land,

cut up into small fields, with stone walls

between them. There, I admit that a

bicycle is impossible. We can dismiss

the idea. We turn to the country on the

north. Here there lies a grove of trees,

marked as the ' Ragged Shaw,' and on the

farther side stretches a great rolling moor,

Lower Gill Moor, extending for ten miles

and sloping gradually upwards. Here, at one

side of this wilderness, is Holdernesse Hall,

ten miles by road, but only six across the

moor. It is a peculiarly desolate plain. A

few moor farmers have small holdings, where

they rear sheep and cattle. Except these,

the plover and the curlew are the only in

habitants until you corrie to the Chesterfield

Vol. xxv L-17

high road. There is a church there, you see,

a few cottages, and an inn.' Beyond that the

hills become precipitous. Surely it is here

to the north that our quest must lie."

" But the bicycle ? " I persisted.

" Well, well !" said Holmes, impatiently.

" A good cyclist does net need a high road.

The moor is intersected with paths and the

moon was at the full. Halloa! what is

this?"

There was an agitated knock at the door,

and an instant afterwards Dr. Huxtable was

in the room. In his hand he held a blue

cricket - cap, with a white chevron on the

peak.

" At last we have a clue ! " he cried.

" Thank Heaven! at last we are on the dear

boy's track ! It is his cap."

" Where was it found ? "

" In the van of the gipsies who camped on

the moor. They left on Tuesday. To-day

the police traced them down and examined

their caravan. This was found."

" How do they account for it ? "

"They shuffled and liedâ��said that they

found it on the moor on Tuesday morning.

They know where he is, the rascals ! Thank

goodness, they are all safe under lock and

key. Either the fear of the law or the

Duke's purse will certainly get out of them

all that they know."

" So far, so good," said Holmes, when the

doctor had at last left the room. " It at

least bears out the theory that it is on the

side of the Lower Gill Moor that we must

hope for results. The police have really

done nothing locally, save the arrest of

these gipsies. Look here, Watson ! There

is a watercourse across the moor. You see it

marked here in the map. In some parts it

widens into a morass. This is particularly

so in the region between Holdernesse Hall

and the school. It is vain to look elsewhere

for tracks in this dry weather ; but at that

point there is certainly a chance of some

record being left. I will call you early

to-morrow morning, and you and I will try

if we can throw some little light upon the

mystery."

The day was just breaking when I woke to

find the long, thin form of Holmes by my

bedside. He was fully dressed, and had

apparently already been out.

" I have done the lawn and the bicycle

shed," said he. " I have also had a ramble

through the Ragged Shaw. Now, Watson,

there is cocoa ready in the next room. I

must beg you to hurry, for we have a great

day before us."
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His eyes shone, and his cheek was flushed

with the exhilaration of the master workman

who sees his work lie ready before him. A

very different Holmes, this active, alert man,

from the introspective and pallid dreamer

of Baker Street. I felt, as I looked upon

that supple figure, alive with nervous energy,

that it was indeed a strenuous day that

awaited us.

And yet it opened in the blackest dis

appointment. With high hopes we struck

across the peaty, russet moor, intersected with

a thousand sheep paths, until we came to the

broad, light-green belt which marked the

morass between us and Holdernesse. Cer

tainly, if the lad had gone homewards, he

must have passed this, and he could not pass

it without leaving his traces. But no sign of

him or the German could be seen. With a

darkening face my friend strode along the

margin, eagerly observant of every muddy

stain upon the mossy surface. Sheep-marks

there were in profusion, and at one place,

some miles down, cows had left their tracks.

Nothing more.

"Check number one," said Holmes, look

ing gloomily over the rolling expanse of the

moor. " There is another

morass down yonder and a

narrow neck between.

Halloa ! halloa ! halloa !

what have we here?"

We had come on a small

black ribbon of pathway.

In the middle of it, clearly

marked on the sodden soil,

was the track of a bicycle.

" Hurrah ! " I cried. " We

have it."

But Holmes was shaking

his head, and his face was

puzzled and expectant rather

than joyous.

" A bicycle certainly, but

not the bicycle," said he.

" I am familiar with forty-

two different impressions

left by tyres. This, as you

perceive, is a Dunlop, with

a patch upon the outer

cover. Heidegger's tyres

were Palmer's, leaving lon

gitudinal stripes. Aveling,

the mathematical master,

was sure upon the point.

Therefore, it is no'

Heidegger's track."

" The boy's, then ? "

" Possibly, if we could

prove a bicycle to have been in his posses

sion. But this we have utterly failed to do.

This track, as you perceive, was made by

a rider who was going from the direction of

the school."

" Or towards it ? "

" No, no, my dear Watson. The more

deeply sunk impression is, of course, the

hind wheel, upon which the weight rests.

You perceive several places where it has

passed across and obliterated the more

shallow mark of the front one. It was

undoubtedly heading away from the school.

It may or may not be connected with our

inquiry, but we will follow it backwards

before we go any farther."

We did so, and at the end of a few hun

dred yards lost the tracks as we emerged

from the boggy portion of the moor. Follow

ing the path backwards, we picked out

another spot, where a spring trickled across

it. Here, once again, was the mark of the

bicycle, though nearly obliterated by the

hoofs of cows. After that there was no sign,

but the path ran right on into Ragged Shaw,

the wood which backed on to the school.

From this wood the cycle must
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emerged. Holmes sat down on a boulder

and rested his chin in his hands. I had

smoked %Â«vo cigarettes before he moved.

" Well, well," said he, at last. " It is, of

course, possible that a cunning man might

change the tyre of his bicycle in order to

leave unfamiliar tracks. A criminal who was

capable of such a thought is a man whom I

should be proud to do business with. We

will leave this question undecided and hark

back to our morass again, for we have left a

good deal unexplored."

We continued our systematic survey of

the edge of the sodden portion of the

moor, and soon our perseverance was

gloriously rewarded. Right across the lower

part of the bog lay a miry path. Holmes

gave a cry of delight as he approached it.

ATI impression like a fine bundle of telegraph

wires ran down the centre of it. It was the

Palmer tyre.

IMPRESSION LIKE A FINE RUNDLK OF TELEGRAPH WIRES

BAM UOWhf THE CENTRE OK IT."

" Here is Herr Heidegger, sure enough ! "

cried Holmes, exultantly. " My reasoning

seems to have been pretty sound, Watson."

" I congratulate you."

"But we have a long way still to go.

Kindly walk clear of the path. Now let us

follow the trail. I fear that it will not lead

very far.''

We found, however, as we advanced that

this portion of the moor is intersected with

soft patches, and, though we frequently lost

sight of the track, we always succeeded in

picking it up once more.

" Do you observe," said Holmes, " that

the rider is now undoubtedly forcing the

pace ? There can be no doubt of it. Look

at this impression, where you get both tyres

clear. The one is as deep as the other.

That can only mean that the rider is throw

ing his weight on to the handle-bar, as a man

does when he is sprinting. By Jove ! he has

had a fall."

There was a broad,

irregular smudge covering

some yards of the track.

Then there were a few

footmarks, and the tyre re

appeared once more.

"A side-slip," I suggested.

Holmes held up a

crumpled branch of flowering

gorse. To my horror I per

ceived that the yellow blos

soms' were all dabbled with

crimson. On the path, too,

and among the heather were

dark stains of clotted blood.

"Bad!" said Holmes.

" Bad ! Stand clear, Watson !

Not an unnecessary footstep !

\Vhat do I read here? He fell

wounded, he stood up, he re

mounted, he proceeded. But there

is no other track. Cattle on this

side path. He was surely not

gored by a bull ? Impossible! But

I see no traces of anyone else. We

must push on, Watson. Surely with

stains as well as the track to guide

us he cannot escape us now."

Our search was not a very long one. The

tracks of the tyre began to curve fantastically

upon the wet and shining path. Suddenly,

as I looked ahead, the gleam of metal caught

my eye from amid the thick gorse bushes.

Out of them we dragged a bicycle, Palmer-

tyred, one pedal bent, and the whole front of

it horribly smeared and slobbered with blood.

On the other side of the bushes a shoe was
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projecting. We ran round, and there lay the

unfortunate rider. He was a tall man, full

bearded, with spectacles, one glass of which

had been knocked out. The cause of his

death was a frightful blow upon the head,

"THERF. LAY THK UNFORTUNATE HIOEK."

which had crushed in part of his skull. That

he could have gone on after receiving such

an injury said much for the vitality and

courage of the man. He wore shoes, but

no socks, and his open coat disclosed a

night-shirt beneath it. It was undoubtedly

the German master.

Holmes turned the body over reverently,

and examined it with great attention. He

then sat in deep thought for a time, and I

could see by his ruffled brow that this grim

discovery had not, in his opinion, ads-anced

us much in our inquiry.

" It is a little difficult to know what to do,

Watson," said he, at last. " My own inclina

tions are to push this inquiry on, for we

have already lost so much time that we

cannot afford to waste another hour. On

the other hand, w^ are bound to inform

the police of the discovery, and to see that

this poor fellow's body is looked after."

" I could take a note back."

" But I need your company and assistance.

Wait a bit ! There is a fellow cutting peat

up yonder. Bring

him over here, and

he will guide the

police."

I brought the

peasant across, and

Holmes dispatched

the frightened man

with a note to Dr.

Huxtable.

" Now, Watson,"

said he, " we have

picked up two

clues this morning.

One is the bicycle

with the Palmer

tyre, and we see

what that has led

to. The other is

the bicycle with

the patched Dun-

lop. Before we

start to investigate

I hat, let us try to realize

what we do know so as

to make the most of it,

and to separate the

essential from the

accidental.

" First of all I wish to im

press upon you that the boy

certainly left of his own free

will. He got down from his

window and he went off,

either alone or with some

one. That is sure."

I assented.

" Well, now, let us turn to this unfortunate

German master. The boy was fully dressed

when he fled. Therefore, he foresaw what

he would do. But the German went without

his socks. He certainly acted on very short

notice."

" Why did he go? Because, from his bed

room window, he saw the flight of the boy.

Because he wished to overtake him and

bring him back. He seized his bicycle,

pursued the lad, and in pursuing him met

his death."

" Undoubtedly."

" So it would seem."

" Now I come to the critical part of my

argument. The natural action of a man in

pursuing a little boy would be to run after
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him. He would know that he could over

take him. But the German does not do so.

He turns to his bicycle. I am told that

he was an excellent cyclist. He would not

do this if he did not see that the boy had

some swift means of escape."

"The other bicycle."

" Let us continue our reconstruction. He

meets his death five miles from the schoolâ��

not by a bullet, mark you, which even a lad

might conceivably discharge, but by a savage

blow dealt by a vigorous arm. The lad,

then, had a companion in his flight. And

the flight was a swift one, since it took five

miles before an expert cyclist could overtake

them. Yet we survey the ground round the

scene of. the tragedy. What do we find ?

A few cattle tracks, nothing more. I took

a wide sweep round, and there is no path

within fifty yards. Another cyclist could

have had nothing to do with the actual

murder. Nor were there any human foot

marks.''

" Holmes,'' I cried, " this is impossible."

"Admirable ! " he said. " A most illumin

ating remark. It is impossible as I state it,

and therefore I must in some respect have

stated it_wrong. Yet you saw for yourself.

Can you suggest any fallacy ? "

" He could not have fractured his skull in

a fall?"

" In a morass, Watson ? "

" I am at my wits' end."

" Tut, tut; we have solved some worse

problems. At least we have plenty of mate

rial, if we can only use it. Come, then, and,

having exhausted the Palmer, let us see what

the Dunlop with the patched cover has to

offer us."

We picked up the track and followed it

onwards for some distance; but soon the

moor rose into a long, heather-tufted curve,

and we left the watercourse behind us. No

further help from tracks could be hoped for.

At the spot where we saw the last of the

Dunlop tyre it might equally have led to

Holdernesse Hall, the stately towers of which

rose some miles to our left, or to a low, grey

village which lay in front of us, and marked

the position of the Chesterfield high road.

As we approached the forbidding and

squalid inn, with the sign of a game-cock

above the door, Holmes gave a sudden groan

and clutched me by the shoulder to save

himself from falling. He had had one of

those violent strains of the ankle which leave

a man helpless. With difficulty he limped

up to the door, where a squat, dark, elderly

man was smoking a black clay pipe.

" How are you, Mr. Reuben Hayes?" said

Holmes.

"Who are you, and how do you get my

name so pat?" the countryman answered,

with a suspicious flash of a pair of cunning

eyes.

" Well, it's printed on the board above

your head. It's easy to see a man who is

master of his own house. I suppose you

haven't such a thing as a carriage in your

stables ? "

" No; I have not."

"I can hardly put my foot to the ground."

" Don't put it to the ground."

"But I can't walk."

" Well, then, hop."

Mr. Reuben Hayes's manner was far from

gracious, but Holmes took it with admirable

good-humour.

" Look here, my man," said he. " This is

really rather an awkward fix for me. I don't

mind how I get on."

" Neither do I," said the morose landlord.

" The matter is very important. I would

offer you a sovereign for the use of a bicycle."

The landlord pricked up his ears.

" Where do you want to go ? "

" To Holdernesse Hall."

" Pals of the Dook, I suppose?" said the

landlord, surveying our mud-stained garments

with ironical eyes.

Holmes laughed good-naturedly.

" He'll be glad to see us, anyhow."

"Why?"

" Because we bring him news of his lost

son."

The landlord gave a very visible start.

" He has been heard of in Liverpool.

They expect to get him every hour."

" What, you're on his track ? "

Again a swift change passed over the

heavy, unshaven face. His manner was

suddenly genial.

" I've less reason to wish the Dook well

than most men," said he, " for I was his head

coachman once, and cruel bad he treated

me. It was him that sacked me without a

character on the word of a lying corn-

chandler. But I'm glad to hear that the

young lord was heard of in Liverpool, and

I'll help you to take the news to the Hall."

" Thank you," said Holmes. " We'll have

some food first. Then you can bring round

the bicycle."

" I haven't got a bicycle."

Holmes held up a sovereign.

" I tell you, man, that I haven't got one.

I'll let you have two horses as far as the

Hall."
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"Wdl, well," said Holmes, "we'll talk

about it when we've had something to eat."

When we were left alone in the stone

flagged kitchen it was astonishing how rapidly

that sprained ankle recovered. It was nearly

nightfall, and we had eaten nothing since

early morning, so that we spent some time

over our meal. Holmes was lost in thought,

and once or twice he walked over to the

window and stared earnestly out. It opened

on to a squalid courtyard. In the far corner

was a smithy, where a grimy lad was at work.

On the other side were the stables. Holmes

had sat down again after one of these ex

cursions, when he suddenly sprang out of his

chair with a loud exclamation.

" By Heaven, Watson, I believe that I've

got it ! " he cried. " Yes, yes, it must be so.

Watson, do you remember seeing any cow-

tracks to-day ? "

" Yes, several."

" Where ?"

"Well, everywhere.

They were at the morass,

and again on the path, and

again near where pool

Heidegger met his death."

" Exactly. Well, now,

Watson, how many cows

did you see on the moor ? "

" I don't remember see

ing any."

" Strange, Watson, that

we should see tracks all

along our line, but never

a cow on the whole moor;

very strange, Watson, eh ? "

" Yes, it is strange."

" Now, Watson, make an effort;

throw your mind back ! Can you

see those tracks upon the path?"

" Yes, I can."

" Can you recall that the tracks

were sometimes like that, Watson "

â��he arranged a number of bread

crumbs in this fashionâ��: : : : :

â�� "and sometimes like this"â��

:â�¢:â�¢:â�¢ : â�¢ â��"and occasionally

like this"â�� .-.â�¢.-. "Can

you remember that ? "

" No, I cannot."

" But I can. I could swear to

it. However, we will go back

at our leisure and verify it. What

a blind beetle I have been not to draw

my conclusion ' "

" And what is your conclusion ? "

" Only that it is a remarkable cow

which walks, canters, and gallops. By

George, Watson, it was no brain of a country

publican that thought out such a blind as

that ! The coast seems to be clear, save for

that lad in the smithy Let us slip out and

see what we can see."

There were two rough-haired, unkempt

horses in the tumble-down stable. Holmes

raised the hind leg of one of them and

laughed aloud.

" Old shoes, but newly shodâ��old shoes,

but new nails. This case deserves to be a

classic. Let us go across to the smithy.''

The lad continued his work without regard

ing us. I saw Holmes's eye darting to right

and left among the litter of iron and

wood which was scattered about the floor.

Suddenly, however, we heard a step behind

us, and there was the landlord, his heavy

eyebrows drawn down over his savage eyes,

his swarthy features convulsed with passion-
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He held a short, metal-headed stick in his

hand, and he advanced in so menacing a

fashion that I was right glad to feel the

revolver in my pocket.

" You infernal spies!" the man cried.

"What are you doing there?"

"Why, Mr. Reuben Hayes," said Holmes,

coolly, " one might think that you were afraid

of our finding something out."

The man mastered himself with a violent

effort, and his grim mouth loosened into a

false laugh, which was more menacing than

his frown.

" You're welcome to all you can find out

in my smithy," said he. " But look here,

mister, I don't care for folk poking about

my place without my leave, so the sooner you

pay your score and get out of this the better

I shall be pleased."

" All right, Mr. Hayesâ��no harm meant,"

said Holmes. " We have been having a look

at your horses, but I think I'll walk after all.

It's not far, I believe.7'

" Not more than two miles to the Hall gates.

That's the road to the left." He watched

us with sullen eyes until we had left his

premises.

We did not go very far along the road, for

Holmes stopped the instant that the curve

hid us from the landlord's view.

" We were warm, as the children say, at

that inn," said he. " I seem to grow colder

every step that I take away from it. No, no;

I can't possibly leave it."

"I am convinced," said I, "that this

Reuben Hayes knows all about it. A more

self-evident villain I never saw."

" Oh ! he impressed you in that way, did

he ? There are the horses, there is the

smithy. Yes, it is an interesting place, this

Fighting Cock. I think we shall have

another look at it in an unobtrusive

way."

A long, sloping hillside, dotted with grey

limestone boulders, stretched behind us.

We had turned off the road, and were

making our way up the hill, when, looking

in the direction of Holdernesse Hall, I saw

a cyclist coming swiftly along.

" Get down, Watson !" cried Holmes, with

a heavy hand upon my shoulder. We had

hardly sunk from view when the man flew

past us on the road. Amid a rolling cloud

of dust I caught a glimpse of a pale, agitated

faceâ��a face with horror in every lineament,

the mouth open, the eyes staring wildly in

front It was like some strange caricature

of the dapper James Wilder whom we had

seen the night before.

" The Duke's secretary ! " cried Holmes.

" Come, Watson, let us see what he does."

We scrambled from rock to rock iwitil in

a few moments we had made our way to a

point from which we could see the front door

of the inn. Wilder's bicycle was leaning

against the wall beside it. No one was mov

ing about the house, nor could we catch a

glimpse of any faces at the windows. Slowly

the twilight crept down as the sun sank

behind the high towers of Holdernesse Hall.

Then in the gloom we saw the two side-

lamps of a trap light up in the stable yard of

the inn, and shortly afterwards heard the

rattle of hoofs, as it wheeled out into the

road and tore off at a furious pace in the

direction of Chesterfield.

" What do you make of that, Watson?"

Holmes whispered.

" It looks like a flight."

" A single man in a dog-cart, so far as I

could see. Well, it certainly was not Mr.

James Wilder, for there he is at the

door."

A red square of light had sprung out

of the darkness. In the middle of it was

the black figure of the secretary, his head

advanced, peering out into the night. It

was evident that he was expecting someone.

Then at last there were steps in the road, a

second figure was visible for an instant

against the light, the door shut, and all was

black once more. Five minutes later a

lamp was lit in a room upon the first

floor.

" It seems to be a curious class of custom

that is done by the Fighting Cock," said

Holmes.

" The bar is on the other side."

" Quite so. These are what one may call

the private guests. Now, what in the world

is Mr. James Wilder doing in that den at

this hour of night, and who is the companion

who comes to meet him there ? Come,

Watson, we must really take a risk and try

to investigate this a little more closely."

Together we stole down to the road and

crept across to the door of the inn. The

bicycle still leaned against the wall. Holmes

struck a match and held it to the back wheel,

and I heard him chuckle as the light fell

upon a patched Dunlop tyre. Up above us

was the lighted window.

" I must have a peep through that, Watson.

If you bend your back and support yourself

upon the wall, I think that I can manage."

An instant later his feet were on my

shouldei^. But he was hardly up before he

was down again.
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"Come, my friend," said he, "our day's

work has been quite long enough. I think

that \ve have gathered all that we can. It's a

long walk to the school, and the sooner we

get started the better."

He hardly opened his lips during that

weary trudge across the moor, nor would he

enter the school when he reached it, but

went on to Mackleton Station, whence he

could send some telegrams. I^ate at night

1 heard him consoling Dr. Huxtahle,

prostrated by the tragedy of his master's

death, and later still he entered my room as

alert and vigorous as he had been when

he started in the morning. " All goes well,

my friend," said he. " I promise that before

to-morrow evening we shall have reached the

solution of the mystery."

At eleven o'clock next morning my friend

and I were walking up

the famous yew avenue

of Holdernesse Hall. \V'e

were ushered through the

magnificent Elizabethan

doorway and into his

Grace's study. There we

found Mr. fames Wilder,

demure and courtly, but

with some trace of that

wild terror of the night

before still lurking in his

furtive eyes and in his

twitching features.

"You have come to

see his Grace ? I am

sorry; but the fact is that

the Duke is far from

well. He has been very

much upset by the tragic

news. We received a

telegram from Dr. Hux-

table yesterday afternoon,

which told us of your

discovery."

" I must see the Duke,

Mr. Wilder."

"But he is in his

room."

"Then I must go to his

room."

" I believe he is in his

bed."

"I will see him there."

Holmes's cold and in

exorable manner showed

the secretary that it was

useless to argue with him.

"Very good, Mr.

Holmes; I will tell him that you are here."

After half an hour's delay the great noble

man appeared. His face was more cada

verous than ever, his shoulders had rounded,

and he seemed to me to be an altogether

older man than he had been the morning

before. He greeted us with a stately courtesy

and seated himself at his desk, his red beard

streaming down on to the table.

" Well, Mr. Holmes ? " said he.

But my friend's eyes were fixed upon the

secretary, who stood by his master's

chair.

" I think, your Grace, that I could speak

more freely in Mr. Wilder's absence."

The man turned a shade paler and cast a

malignant glance at Holmes.

" If your Grace wishesâ��

" Yes, yes ; you had better go. Now, Mr,

Holmes, what have you to say ? "
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" The fact is, your Grace,"" said he, " that

my colleague, Dr. Watson, and myself had

an assurance from Dr. Huxtable that a

reward had been offered in this case. I

should like to have this confirmed from your

own lips."

My friend waited until the door had closed

behind the retreating secretary.

" Certainly, Mr. Holmes."

" It amounted, if I am correctly informed,

to five thousand pounds to anyone who will

tell you where your son is ? "

" Exactly."

" And another thousand to the man who

will name the person or persons who keep

him in custody?"

"Exactly."

" Under the latter heading is included, no

doubt, not only those who may have taken

him away, but also those who conspire to

keep him in his present position ? "

" Yes, yes," cried the Duke, impatiently.

"If you do your work well, Mr. Sherlock

Holmes, you will have no reason to complain

of niggardly treatment."

My friend rubbed his thin hands together

with an appearance of avidity which was a

surprise to me, who knew his frugal tastes.

" I fancy that I see your Grace's cheque

book upon the table," said he. " I should

be glad if you would make me out a cheque

for six thousand pounds. It would be as

well, perhaps, for you to cross it. The

Capital and Counties Bank, Oxford Street

branch, are my agents."

His Grace sat very stern and upright in his

chair, and looked stonily at my friend.

" Is this a joke, Mr. Holmes? It is hardly

a subject for pleasantry."

" Not at all, your Grace. I was never more

earnest in my life."

" What do you mean, then ? "

" I mean that I have earned the reward. I

know where your son is, and I know some, at

least, of those who are holding him."

The Duke's beard had turned more aggres

sively red than ever against his ghastly white

fac-e.

" Where is he ? " he gasped.

" He is, or was last night, at the Fighting

Cock Inn, about two miles from your park

gate."

The Duke fell back in his chair.

" And whom do you accuse ? "

Sherlock Holmes's answer was an astound

ing one. He stepped swiftly forward and

touched the Duke upon the shoulder.

"I accuse you," said he. "And now,

your Grace, I'll trouble you for that cheque."

VoL

Never shall I forget the Duke's appear

ance as he sprang up and clawed with his

hands like one who is sinking into an abyss.

Then, with an extraordinary effort of aristo

cratic self-command, he sat down and sank

his face in his hands. It was some minutes

before he spoke.

" How much do you know ? " he asked at

last, without raising his head.

" I saw you together last night."

" Does anyone else besides your friend

know ? "

" I have spoken to no one."

The Duke took a pen in his quivering

fingers and opened his cheque-book.

" I shall be as good as my word, Mr.

Holmes. I am about to write your cheque,

however unwelcome the information which

you have gained may be to me. When the

offer was first made I little thought the turn

which events might take. â�¢ But you and your

friend are men of discretion, Mr. Holmes ? "

" I hardly understand your Grace."

" I must put it plainly, Mr. Holmes. If

only you two know of this incident, there is

no reason why it should go any farther. I

think twelve thousand pounds is the sum

that I owe you, is it not ? "

But Holmes smiled and shook his head.

" I fear, your Grace, that matters can

hardly be arranged so easily. There is the

death of this schoolmaster to be accounted

for."

" But James knew nothing of that. You

cannot hold him responsible for that. It was

the work of this brutal ruffian whom he had

the misfortune to employ."

" I must take the view, your Grace, that

when a man embarks upon a crime he is

morally guilty of any other crime which may

spring from it."

" Morally, Mr. Holmes. No doubt you

are right. But surely not in the eyes of the

law. A man cannot be condemned for a

murder at which he was not present, and

which he loathes and abhors as much as you

do. The instant that he heard of it he made

a complete confession to me, so filled was he

with horror and remorse. He lost not an

hour in breaking entirely with the murderer.

Oh, Mr. Holmes, you must save himâ��you

must save him ! I tell you that you must

save him !" The Duke had dropped the last

attempt at self-command, and was pacing the

room with a convulsed face and with his

clenched hands raving in the air. At last he

mastered himself and sat down once more at

his desk. " I appreciate your conduct in

coming here before you spoke to anyone
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else," said he. " At least we may take

counsel how far we can minimize this hideous

scandal."

" Exactly," said Holmes. " I think, your

Grace, that this can only be done by absolute

and complete frankness between us. I am

disposed to help your Grace to the best of

my ability; but in order to do so I must

understand to the last detail how the matter

stands. I realize that your words applied to

Mr. James Wilder, and that he is not the

murderer."

" No ; the murderer has escaped."

Sherlock Holmes smiled demurely.

" Your Grace can hardly have heard of

any small reputation which I possess, or you

would not imagine that it is so easy to escape

me. Mr. Reuben Hayes was arrested at

Chesterfield on my information at eleven

o'clock last night. I

had a telegra m

Irom the head of the

local police before I

left the school this

morning."

The Duke leaned

back in his chair and

stared with amaze

ment at my friend.

" You seem to have

powers that are hardly

human," said he. " So

Reuben Hayes is

taken? I am right

glad to hear it, if it

will not react upon

the fate of James."

" Your secretary ? "

"No, sir; my

son."

It was Holmes's

turn to look aston

ished.

" I confess that

this is entirely new to

me, your Grace. I

must beg you to be

more explicit."

"I will conceal

nothing from you. I

agree with you that

complete frankness,

however painful it

may be to me, is the

best policy in this

desperate situation to

which James's folly

and jealousy have

reduced us. When

I was a very young man, Mr. Holmes, I

loved with such a love as comes only once

in a lifetime. I offered the lady marriage,

but she refused it on the grounds that such

a match might mar my career. Had she

lived I would certainly never have married

anyone else. She died, and left this one

child, whom for her sake I have cherished

and cared for. I could not acknowledge the

paternity to the world ; but I gave him the

best of educations, and since he came to

manhood I have kept him near my person.

He surprised my secret, and has presumed

ever since upon the claim which he has upon

me and upon his power of provoking a

scandal, which would be abhorrent to me.

His presence had something to do with the

unhappy issue of my marriage. Above all,

he hated my young legitimate heir from the
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ask me why, under these circumstances, I

still kept James under my roof. I answer

that it was because I could see his mother's

face in his, and that for her dear sake

there was no end to my long -suffering.

All her pretty ways, too â�� there was not

one of them which he could not sug

gest and bring back to my memory. I

iould not send him away. But 1 feared so

much lest he should do Arthurâ��that is,

Ix>rd Saltireâ��a mischief that I dispatched

him for safety to Dr. Huxtable's school.

" James came into contact with this fellow

Hayes because the man was a tenant of

mine, and James acted as agent. The fellow

was a rascal from the beginning, but in

some extraordinary way James became inti

mate with him. He had always a taste lor

low company. When James determined to

kidnap Lord Saltire it was of this man's

service that he availed himself. You remember

that 1 wrote to Arthur upon that last day.

Well, James opened the letter and inserted

a note asking Arthur to meet him in a little

wood called the Ragged Shaw, which is near

to the school. He used the Duchess's name,

and in that way got the boy to come. That

evening James bicycled overâ��I am telling

you what he has himself confessed to meâ��

and he told Arthur, whom he met in the

wood, that his mother longed to see him,

that she was awaiting him on the moor, and

that if he would come back into the wood

at midnight he would find a man with a

horse, who would take him to her. Poor

Arthur fell into the trap. He came to the

appointment and found this fellow Hayes

with a led pony. Arthur mounted, and

they set off together. It appearsâ��though

this James only heard yesterday â�� that

they were pursued, that Hayes struck the

pursuer with his stick, and that the man died

of his injuries. Hayes brought Arthur to his

public-house, the Fighting Cock, where he

was confined in an upper room, under the

care of Mrs. Hayes, who is a kindly woman,

but entirely under the control of her brutal

husband.

" Well, Mr. Holmes, that was the state of

affairs when I first saw you two days ago. I

had no more idea of the truth than you. You

will ask me what was James's motive in doing

such a deed. I answer that there was a great

deal which was unreasoning and fanatical in

the hatred which he bore my heir. In his

view he should himself have been heir of all

my estates, and he deeply resented those social

laws which made it impossible. At the same

time he had a definite motive also. He was

eager that I should break the entail, and he

was of opinion that it lay in my power to do

so. He intended to make a bargain with

meâ��to restore Arthur if I would break the

entail, and so make it possible for the estate

to be left to him by will. He knew well that

1 should never willingly invoke the aid of the

police against him. I say that he would

have proposed such a bargain to me, but he

did not actually do so, for events moved too

quickly for him, and he had not time to put

his plans into practice.

"What brought all his wicked scheme

to wreck was your discovery of this man

Heidegger's dead body. James was seized

with horror at the news. It came to us

yesterday as we sat together in this study.

Dr. Huxtable had sent a telegram. James

was so overwhelmed with grief and agitation

that my suspicions, which had never been

entirely absent, rose instantly to a certainty,

and 1 taxed him with the deed. He made

a complete voluntary confession. Then he

implored me to keep his secret for three days

longer, so as to give his wretched accomplice

a chance of saving his guilty life. I yielded

â��as I have always yieldedâ��to his prayers,

and instantly James hurried off to the

Fighting Cock to warn Hayes and give

him the means of flight. I could not

go there by daylight without provoking

comment, but as soon as night fell I

hurried off to see my dear Arthur. I found

him safe and well, but horrified beyond

expression by the dreadful deed he had

witnessed. In deference to my promise, and

much against my will, I consented to leave

him there for three days under the charge of

Mrs. Hayes, since it was evident that it

was impossible to inform the police where he

was without telling them also who was the

murderer, and I could not see how that

murderer could be punished without ruin to

my unfortunate James. You asked for frank

ness, Mr. Holmes, and I have taken you at

your word, for I have now told you every

thing without an attempt at circumlocution

or concealment. Do you in your turn be as

frank with me."

" I will," said Holmes " In the first place,

your Grace, I am bound to tell you that you

have placed yourself in a most serious posi

tion in the eyes of the law. You have con

doned a felony and you have aided the

escape of a murderer; for I cannot doubt

that any money which was taken by James

Wilder to aid his accomplice in his flight

came from your Grace's purse."
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The Duke bowed his assent.

"This is indeed a most serious matter.

Even more culpable in my opinion, your

Grace, is your attitude towards your younger

son. You leave him in this den for three

days."

L

" Under solemn promises "

" What are promises to such people as

these ? You have no guarantee that he will

not be spirited away again. To humour

your guilty elder son you have exposed your

innocent younger son to imminent and

unnecessary danger. It was a most unjustifi

able action."

The proud lord of Holdernesse was not

accustomed to be so rated in his own ducal

hall. The blood flushed into his high tore-

head, but his conscience held him dumb.

" I will help you, but on one condition

only. It is that you ring tor the footman

and let me give such orders as I like."

Without a word the Duke pressed the

electric bell. A servant entered.

"You will be glad to hear," said- Holmes,

" that your young master is found. It is the

Duke's desire that the carriage shall go at

once to the Fighting Cock Inn to bring

Lord Saltire home.

" Now," said Holmes," when the rejoicing

lackey had disappeared, " having secured

the future, we can afford to be more lenient

with the past. I am not in an official posi

tion, and there is no reason, so long as the

ends of justice are served, why I should dis

close all that I know. As to Hayes I say

nothing. The gallows awaits him, and I

would do nothing to save him from it. What

he will divulge I cannot tell, but I have no

doubt that your Grace could make him

understand that it is to his interest to be silent.

From the police point of view he will have

kidnapped the boy for the purpose of ransom.

If they do not themselves find it out I see

no reason why I should prompt them to take

a broader point of view. I would warn your

Grace, however, that the continued presence

of Mr. James Wilder in your household can

only lead to misfortune."

" I understand that, Mr. Holmes, and it is

already settled that he shall leave me for

ever and go to seek his fortune in Australia."

" In that case, your Grace, since you have

yourself stated that any unhappiness in your

married life was caused by his presence, I

would suggest that you make such amends as

you can to the Duchess, and that you try to

resume those relations which have been so

unhappily interrupted."

"That also I have arranged, Mr. Holmes.

I wrote to the Duchess this morning."

"In that case," said Holmes, rising, "I

think that my friend and I can congratulate

ourselves upon several most happy results

from our little visit to the North. There is

one other small point upon which I desire

some light. This fellow Hayes had shod his

horses with shoes which counterfeited the

tracks of cows. Was it from Mr. Wilder

that he learned so extraordinary a device ? "

The Duke stood in thought for a moment,

with a look of intense surprise on his face.

Then he opened a door and showed us into

a large room furnished as a museum. He

led the way to a glass case in a corner, and

pointed to the inscription.

" These shoes," it ran, " were dug up in the

moat of Holdernesse Hall. They are for the

use of horses; but they are shaped below

with a cloven foot of iron, so as to throw

pursuers off the track. They are supposed to

have belonged to some of the marauding

Barons of Holdernesse in the Middle

Ages."

Holmes opened the case, and moistening

his finger he passed it along the shoe. A

thin film of recent mud was left upon his

skin.

"Thank you," said he, as he replaced the

glass. " It is the second most interesting

object that I have seen in the North."

"And the first?"

Holmes folded up his cheque and placed

it carefully in his note-book. " I am a poor

man,'' said he, as he patted it affectionately

and thrust it into the depths of his inner

pocket.



Voices in ^Parliament

HE more particular object of

this- article is to describe some

of the various styles of Par

liamentary speakers, and to

give a pictorial presentment

of short passages from the

speeches of members who participate fre

quently in the debates, showing the approxi

mate pitch and modulation of the voices.

For the latter purpose nearly two hundred

different speeches were " sampled."

Anyone familiar with the theories and

principles of speech sounds knows that it is

an impossibility to render accurately the

multitude of sounds occurring in even a

short typical passage. Different plans for

writing speech sounds have been tried with

varying success. Any system aiming at

scientific accuracy implies a degree of

minute analysis which is impracticable in

an endeavour to procure an estimate of

the pitch and average inflection of numerous

voices heard at some distance, and under

conditions not favourable to close scrutiny.

In speech a single syllable may traverse

half an octave, a semitone, or a fraction

of a semitone, and it may be jerked out

in separate tones, or undulate in porta

mento. There is usually, however, a prime

sound, which may be more prominent and

longer sustained than the other sounds that

go to round off the syllable. With a succession

of those prime sounds, which, for convenience,

may be called notes, it is possible to give a

rough notion (which is all that is claimed

here) of how a speaker's voice rises and falls

in the hearing of an ordinary listener.

Each of the samples represents an average

bit of speaking. The notes given must not

be taken literally. If the speaking tone, for

instance, was somewhere about D, and de

scended to somewhere about A, those notes

D and A would be near enough for the

purpose of these observations. True musical

intervals are out of the question, but the

accompanying diagrams have been written

on the bass clef in the natural key, this

being the most simple and direct way of

showing roughly the variation as between

different speakers, and the prevailing pitch, as

nearly as it has been possible to discover

them.

The natural speaking notes of a man's

voice vary considerably in different places

and in different circumstances. A certain

accomplished cathedral singer who has

studied this question puts the average pitch

of preachers' voices at about F sharp in the

bass clef. He has heard preachers ascend to

top tenor G and A, descending to C (above

the bass clef), improbable though it sounds.

Others he has observed speaking effectively

from B to F (bass clef), with F as the top

tone. He himself, with an exceptionally

deep voice, has in speaking an average pitch

of low G, with inflections upwards to F

and downwards to C below the clef. One

acknowledged authority gives the ordinary

range of the speaking voice of a man as

the notes comprised in the bass clef, i.e., G

to A, B flat to F sharp above the clef being

occasionally used. Another authority points

out that a good tone is desired for singing

within two octaves, whereas, in speaking, an

audible tone is desired at pitches generally

within one-fifth, and only occasionally

extending to an octave. Still another

authority says that the part of a bass voice

most often brought into requisition will

consist of the notes D, E, F, G, and in the

case of a tenor voice of G, A, B, C, the

dominant note for the bass being E or F,

and for the tenor A or B. At the same

time it is admitted by one of those authori

ties that great actors have used with best

effect their lowest notes, i.e., extending

upward from C below the bass clef. Of

course, the declamation of the actor as well
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as that of the clergyman is more favourable

to a sustained and singing quality of tone

than ordinary speech. The same is true to

a certain extent in the case of Parliamentary

speaking.

In the House of Commons there is a good

deal of uniformity in the pitch, which is

lower than might be expected. The pitch

of three-quarters of the speaking tones heard

in the House is within one-third, viz., C to

E, and the note most frequently used is D.

Descents to A and G, and even lower, are

frequent, but seldom do voices rise above

the top A of the clef. The acoustic pro

perties of the chamber and perhaps the

element of imitation, which, after all, is the

genesis of speech itself, may account partly

for the prevailing similarity in pitch.

A voice often appears to be jumping a

scale when in reality it is sticking to one or

two dominant notes. Pronounced accentua

tion gives the appearance of inflection, and

by some people the former is regarded as the

more important consideration. The singing

voice in a monotone song or a recitative

exemplifies the value of emphasis as distinct

from modulation.

A notable instance of the power of accen

tuation in speaking is the elocution of Mr.

T. P. O'Connor, whose brilliancy no one may
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deny. He often sinks his voice to an almost

inaudible whisper, attaining thereby impres-

siveness, and heightening the effect in the

following passage, which receives the strength

of loud tones. Mr. W. O'Brien and Mr.

T. M. Healy use a similar device, and so do

other members. It is telling, but apt to be

overdone, words at the end of a sentence

being continually lost to some of the

audience. Mr. O'Connor's voice is seldom

above or below C and D. Mr. O'Brien

modulates somewhat more. Both members

^

have good articulation and resonant tones.

Mr. Healy has a lower and fuller voice than

either of the other two. He has a very decided

habit of throwing a point at his opponents

with a big, contemptuous shout. The voice

often swings into a musical curve when he

utters something pithy and amusing, carrying

with it the suggestion of a great laugh.

Among members whose voices appear to

be pitched very high, but are in reality not

so, may be mentioned Mr. R. B. Haldane,

Sir John Gorst, Mr. Ivor Guest, Mr.

Sydney Buxton, Mr. Robson, Mr. Scott

Montagu, and several others. In each

case the quality is light. Mr. Haldane's

voice has no great body in it and does
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not carry too well. Possibly long practice

at the courts induces his rapid utterance.

One who appreciates Mr. Haldane's high

intellectual level cannot help wishing that

Nature had endowed him with the tones of

some other public men, whose intensity is

rather vocal than intellectual. Sir John

Gorst has one of the pleasantest voices in the
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House and perfect articulation, his chief note

being about F, with falls to C. Mr. Guest

III' , III' â�¢

repeatedly descends to G. Mr. Sydney

Buxton speaks often and briefly, but into a

short space of time he can cram a wonderful
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lot of words, being one of the most rapid

speakers in the House. The dominant

note is about C sharp, and the modula

tion seldom varies in character, the speech

_*yi i, .*â�¢â�¢ r. "*n â��I '""' ""''*v"i"".

being broken up into short phrases,

with a downward inflection at the end of

each. This is a style of speaking charac

teristic of a great many members. Mr.

Robson, one of the most formidable among

31

the younger men of the Opposition, adds to

a clever debating power a distinct utterance

and an earnest, careful style.

There are few really deep vojces in the

House. Mr. C. Fenwick may lay claim to

the lowest pitch. His strong, vigorous,

Trr
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ringing style is a good index to the character

which has raised its owner from work

in the collieries to a seat in Parliament.

Added to his excellent voice, which fills

the House, he has a natural and forcible

manner of gesture. The dominant note

is somewhere between lower A and B

flat. Sir Edgar Vincent also possesses a

pronounced bass organ, which is musical,

resonant, and full of tone, and which would

be even more effective with added "light

and shade." Lower G and A occur fre

quently in his speech. Sir F. Powell, Sir John

Brunner, and Sir Samuel Hoare are other

deep-voiced members. The late Sir William

Allan's speaking suggested that he was trolling

out notes impossible to the rest of man

kind ; but, though he had a big, rugged,

splendid voice, in keeping with his hand

some stature and leonine head, we find he

said the many candid things that helped to

stiffen the back of the Admiralty on an

average note about D. One good quality of
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his speaking was the prolonged singirig tone

which he gave to some syllables. The

Welsh members, however, display this pecu

liarity more than others.

There are a considerable number of mem

bers who vary but little from monotone.

That is to say, their speech strikes the ear of

the ordinary listener as running along pretty

nearly on one tone. As has already been

pointed out, there are always considerable

variations on single syllables and even

on consonants, which are more or less

perceptible, and which have their own

due effect in rendering a voice agreeable.

The existence of a perfect monotone through

a passage of spoken sounds, vowels and con

sonants, in singing or speaking is well-nigh

impossible. At all events, the beginning and

the end of a spoken sound, unless that sound

be a simple vowel, have each a certain twist

which may often be detected. In many

voices it is very noticeable. But the volume

of tone that reaches the ear in a sound

that is meant to be sustained overwhelms

the little twist at the beginning or the end,

and is for all practical purposes one note.

In singing that is always true. In speaking

it is true up to a certain point. Some speak

ing voices appear to be almost entirely con

fined to one tone, because to the auditor it

is only one dominant note throughout that

is appreciable. Many members, designedly

and undesignedly, depart but little from this

apparent monotone, which is to some extent

associated with the dignified and solemn

manner, but may be due in some cases to

inability to render the delivery responsive to

the mood. If there is little inflection and no

accentuation the result is bad. But it does
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lates a good deal, and rejoices in a clear,

ringing voice of an average pitch.

Sir William Anson is academical in his

style, with a rather quiet manner, indulging
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in little variation of any sort, and delighting

in a precise, neatly-rounded sentence. Mr.

Keir Hardie is chiefly concerned in saying

what he has got to say in an earnest, deter

mined sort of manner. He has a good

voice, which he never forces. One pecu

liarity, which characterizes other speakers

also, is the habit of running on with half-a-

dozen words, then dropping the voice both
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in pitch and intensity, pausing, and again

proceeding in the same manner. Due regard

may not be had either to the conclusion of a

sentence or the moods that have their

recognised rise or fall. A habit such as this

may serve a purpose in arresting the atten

tion, but it is apt to become tiresome. Mr.

Hardie speaks usually on D, constantly

dropping his pitch a tone or more.

Lord Hugh Cecil has the voice of the

familyâ��clear and ringing. He indulges in

occasional upward progressions, on what

notes it is impossible to say. Like many

more brilliant men he has a number of habits

all his own, chief of which is a wringing of

the hands while speaking. He commonly

adheres to D and E. The Cecils and the

Balfours have all voices more or less resem

bling each other. None is heavy. The

quality is resonant and ringing, the articu-

lation in each case being very distinct.

The late Marquis of Salisbury had a much

mellower voice than his son Lord Hugh,

though in later years it weakened very much.

Some of the Welsh voices in the House

come nearest the singing or sustained manner.

We have a notable instance in the speaking

of Mr. W. Jones. Mr. Lloyd-George and

Mr. W. Abraham (Rhondda Valley) display

a like characteristic. Mr. Jones speaks less

frequently than the House would desire.

His Celtic spirit and cultivated intellect find

expression in a voice which can go direct to

the hearts of his audience. Hear him speak

for the Penrhyn miners or champion Welsh

nationality and institutions, and you hear the

true orator, the man who, with his own soul

moved, can move and persuade others. His

voice seems to sing in a soft musical

cadence, the manner being at the same time

earnest, impassioned, and intense. Every

syllable reaches his hearers. He roams over

many notes, constantly covering an octave,

and giving true inflection to every mood, to

the accompaniment of natural and eloquent

gestures. The above diagram gives a notion

of the modulation, his true pitch being

perhaps a little higher.

Mr. Lloyd-George, one of the most skilful

debaters and word-fencers in the Houseâ��a
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man destined to have a high place in the

State, who has the word of the Prime

Minister that he has risen high among

Parliamentariansâ��possesses a flexible voice

of light, clear, and pleasant quality. He

articulates perfectly, and never minces his

words one way or another. The voice is

admirably adapted to the role he plays, for

he has no need of one to suit a heavy style.

When in a practical mood he gets along on

D and E, but at other times he bridges a
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considerable interval. Mr. Abraham might

well be expected to sing a number of notes,

seeing that he takes a part in the Eisteddfod.

Like his leader, he indulges in a good deal

of gesture.

A number of individual styles remain to

be mentioned. When the Prime Minister

speaks we are conscious of listening to a

great personality. His voice fills the cham

ber, and yet it is not a big, robust organ. It

has that undefinable something in its timbre

which one listens for in a first-class bari

tone's singing. It has the carrying quality

in a great degree, and needs but little exer

tion because of the perfect articulation to

which it gives sound. Mr. Balfour seldom,

speaks rapidly, and when he pauses abruptly

his hearers may expect to receive a smart

epigram, an ingeniously-turned phrase, or

a surprising application of an interruption.

He is one of the keenest fencers in the

House, delighting to make even a small point

against his opponents, though it be at the

expense of a great deal of elaboration. He

is a skilful reasonerâ��a dialectician of the

highest order. These qualities naturally

infer variety in speech, and Mr. Balfour's

elocution, in the modern sense of the word,

responds to the various moods efficiently,

and yet without much overstraining. The

note on which he does most speaking is

somewhere between D and E, but he

frequently ranges the octave from G to G.

Mr. George \Vyndham, whose name has

been cursed and blessed by Irish Nationalists,

has great gifts of eloquence and a powerful,

clear voice, which he uses with great effect.

His delivery seems to improve each Session.
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The progress of the Irish Land Bill through

the House last Session showed him to be

master of the most intricate details of his

subject, and his lucid expositions gained the

admiration of all who heard him. D is the

note on which he most frequently speaks,

and the diagram illustrates a passage from

his speech on the second reading of the

Land Bill.

Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman makes

himself heard to some effect by means of

clear utterance rather than strong tones.

Notwithstanding an occasional huskiness he

is a pleasant speaker, and the English he

uses in debate is above reproach. He is

usually heard on E.

Mr. Chamberlain's triumph is his debating

power. The substance of his speeches

almost overshadows the manner of delivery.

In the case of the Prime Minister the manner,

in addition to the substance, engrosses a

large share of attention. Mr. Chamberlain is

direct, trenchant, unsparing, when the occa

sion offers. He will not trouble over peddling
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points for their own sake. He must have a

big issue or nothing, and heavy, slashing blows

please him best. He is a sure-footed fighter.

The manner in which he sometimes springs

to the table with a bound proves it, apart

from his reputation. To all appearance

nervousness is not in his nature. His normal

voice is soft, almost inclined to approach a

thick quality, yet so admirably does he

enunciate, so pleasing a variety is given to

its tones, and so perfect a restraint is exer

cised, that never a syllable is lost in any part

of the House. Every mood finds due ex-
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pression. From vehemence he can return to

pleasantry by an easy step.

Mr. Asquith modulates his voice a good

deal, but largely uses the power of emphasis

at the risk of being unheard at the end of
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occasional sentences. Resonance, vigour,

and brevity characterize his speaking. Mr.

Gibson Bowles expresses himself rapidly,

readily, and wittily, in a good tone, about U

and E. His role of candid friend to the

Government lends something to the piquancy

of his remarks. Mr. Ritchie, in introducing

his first, and perhaps last, Budget, used the

modulation represented in the diagram at one

part of his speech. He has a hurried, broken-

up style of deliver)', though the possessor of
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a good voice. Mr. Brodrick's manner is

anxious, and distinctness suffers, more espe

cially when the mood is that of indignation.
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As Secretary for War he rose well to the

occasion in the severe ordeals he had

to pass through last Session. Mr. Chaplin

has a serviceable vocal organ, with which

he combines an effective manner. His

speeches are perspicuous to a degree. There

is a big bit of the old-fashioned, dignified

Parliamentarian about him, and he is invari

ably welcomed in debate. Mr. Dillon's

voice is like a clenched fist, ready for the

striking blow. His manner is often vehement

and always forcible. Few are superior in the

expression of passionate bitterness. He is

fond of dwelling on differently - pitched

strings of notesâ��viz., C sharp, E, or F.

The last voice to be mentioned here is

that of the Speaker (the Right Hon. W.

m
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Court Gully). Its tones are, like the manner

of the right hon. gentleman, dignified and

gracious. Musical and distinct, it is heard

with equal force in storm and calm, and

when it speaks it carries a persuasion more

certain and effective than does the voice

of the Prime Minister himself.



F there is one matter about

which I am more particular

than another," said Sir

Leopold Kershaw, with

much emphasis, "it is that

due recognition should be

given to the absolute equality of man with

his fellow-man. Show me my fellow-man "â��

Sir Leopold was very defiant at this pointâ��

" and I will grasp him by the hand and hail

him as ' Brother.' And I defy anyone to

prevent me!"

Sir Leopold Kershawâ��big, portly, and

somewhat brow-beatingâ��stood in front of

the blazing fire in his comfortable dining-

room and addressed these remarks to his

son. Some eight or nine winters only having

passed over the head of that young gentle

man, it must be presumed that his father

addressed him for lack of a better audience.

Master Teddy Kershaw, for his part, gazed

solemnly up at his father from the depths of

an easy chair, and took in the ponderous

phrases like gospel.

child, there are certain distinctions absolutely

necessary to be observed. Wilkins, although

nominally your brother, has already, I am

given to understand, an abnormally large

following of relatives, and needs no addition

to them. When I touched upon the principles

of brotherhood just now, I did not speak so

much of distinct individuals as of man in the

abstract. Wilkins, I trust, knows his place "â��

Sir Leopold frowned a little, and seemed to

suggest that, if Wilkins did not, there were

those capable of teaching himâ��"and is, in

a sense, provided for. In an ideal condition

of society men would share and share alike:

one man would not be permitted to partake

of roast phesaant while his less fortunate

fellow gnawed the humble trotter; feather

beds would be unknown among the classes

while the masses continued to court repose

upon doorsteps."

"Then I suppose, papa, that Wilkins is

my brother ?" said the child, slowly, after

some moments of deep thought. Wilkins,

it should be said, was the butler.

Sir Leopold Kershaw coughed. " My

Now, the mind of a child is a peculiar

thingâ��having a tendency, by some strange

gift of the gods, to retain the true and to cast

aside the worthless. So it happened that the

mind of little Teddy Kershaw, by some

subtle process, eliminated from his father's

speech all that was mere verbiage, and

began to construct for itself a glorious

fabric called Universal Brotherhood. Setting
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aside those who were well fed and pros

perous, the child came to see in every

houseless wanderer of the streetsâ��in every

toil-worn, white-faced man or womanâ��some

being who had a right, not only to his pity,

but to every luxury which he himself enjoyed.

And the idea grew and grew until it filled

his childish mind, and untilâ��like a small

and gallant Crusaderâ��he began to feel that

he must do something, more than mere

thoughts and words, to carry the thing into

effect. He began for the first time to notice,

with a sort of pained wonder, that little

children, smaller and weaker even than him

self, shivered in the streets while he rolled

along in his father's carriage; that women

carried heavy baskets, while his own mother

would scarce put her delicate feet to the

ground and was buried in furs and wraps.

The incongruity of it came full upon him ; and

he determined at last, in an inspired moment,

to do something to remedy the matter.

To carry out his desires in the presence of

those who were responsible for him was,

of course, out of the question ; instead, he

watched his opportunity, and slipped out of

the house one day unobserved.

The town house of Sir Leopold Kershaw

was in a very fine and extremely aristocratic

square ; but quite near to itâ��crouching and

hiding under the wing of its grandeurâ��was

a terrible nest of slums. And into this, by

some natural instinct, drifted Master Teddy

Kershaw.

With that newly-kindled love of humanity

fairly bursting out of him he was prepared

to seize the first likely wastrel by the hand

and give instant effect to his father's many

speeches ; and he had not far to seek.

Just on the borderland, where the genteel

streets began to grow more shabby and

where untidy women and children seemed to

be overflowing out of every house, stood

a costermonger's barrow, the proprietor of

which was leaning, in a dejected attitude,

against it. It was the poorest barrow imagin

able, with one of its shafts mended with

string, and with a few sorry-looking vegetables,

which never by any chance could have grown

in any imaginable garden, displayed upon it.

The costermonger himself had evidently

come to the conclusion that it was quite

useless to attempt to impose his wares, at

any price, even in that most poverty-stricken

market; despair sat heavily upon him, and

lurked even in the empty bowl of his cold

pipe. Yet he was comparatively a young

man, and not ill-looking; and the woman

who leaned near him, with her elbows on the

barrow and her chin propped in her hands,

had once, and not so long ago, been quite

pretty, despite the gaudy hat which drooped

disconsolately over her eyes.

Here, surely, was a forlorn brother indeed !

Teddy hesitated for but an instant, and then

advanced towards the man. He felt that it

would be wiser not to shake hands with him

at once, as that smacked too much of fami

liarity ; so he merely bowed and put a casual

questionâ��suggested by the barrowâ��as to

the state of trade,

" Can't you sell anything ? " he asked.

The costermonger looked Teddy up and

down in astonishment, and then looked

round at the woman and jerked his head

sideways in a very curious fashion ; drew the

back of his hand slowly and elaborately

across his mouth, and looked at Teddy

again.

"No, yer 'Ighness, I can't," he replied,

slowly and emphatically. Turning to the

woman, with another jerk of the haad, he

muttered something about a " rum start."

" But wouldn't people buy the things if

you shouted ?" asked the boy. " Other

people shout what they have to sell." Which

was evident by the babel of noise about

them.

The costermonger, who appeared to have

got over his surprise, and who seemed to be

rather a friendly sort of fellow, proceeded to

explanations. "You see, yer 'Ighness, it's

this 'ere way," he began. " I've 'ollered an'

'ollered till there ain't a puff of bref left in

me; an' it's me private opinion that if yer

was to bring sparrergrass tied up wiv pink

ribbin into this 'ere street an' chuck it at 'em,

they'd chuck it back agin. As fer this little

lot"â��he indicated the contents of the barrow

with a backward jerk of his thumbâ��"they'll

see me blue-mouldy afore they'll lay out a

bloomin" farden on "em."

Having so far relieved his mind, the man

looked into the bowl of his pipe and, finding

nothing there, returned the pipe to his pocket;

then took up the handles of the barrow and

prepared to move away.

Now it happened that Master Teddy knew

that his father and mother were out and

were not expected to return until late; it

was probably owing to that circumstance

that lie had escaped from durance so easily.

Further, the boy knew that, in a household

where lie ruled supreme as the only child

of a rich man, he could practically do as

he liked. True, he had never attempted

so bold a scheme as that which was at the

present moment seething in his small brain ;
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but he felt not the slightest doubt that he

could carry it through successfully and with

out opposition. Accordingly, in the most

casual fashion possible, he asked the coster-

monger if he would come and have some

lunch.

The unfortunate man almost upset the

barrow in the shock of the moment; but,

recovering himself, began to perform the

most extraordinary antics Teddy had ever

seen. First he straightened himself from the

hips and gave a sudden tilt to his hat with

both hands, which threw it dexterously over

one eye ; next he twisted up the collar of his

coat and stuck his thumbs in the arm-holes

of his waistcoat; then took a little skip back

wards and a little skip forwards; put his

tongue into his cheek and ejaculated the

single word : " Walker !"

Perceiving from these

signs, in a dim fashion,

that the man doubted the

honesty of his intentions,

Teddy became more em

phatic, assuring the man

that he lived quite near

at hand, and that lunch

would be just about ready;

that he would be quite

alone with them; even

going so far as to enumer

ate some of the dishes

which might be expected.

But the costermonger evi

dently still had his doubts.

The woman, however,

with the keenness of her

sex, saw farther into the

matter than the man. She

spoke in a lower voice.

" Sam, there may be

summink in it, arter all. 'E's a little

swell, by the looks of 'im, an' 'e don't

look 'ard-'carted enough to go for to

guy us, do 'e ? "

The man, who appeared, even under the

most distressing circumstances, to have some

latent spark of humour about him, scratched

his head for a moment, and then addressed

the boy with extreme politeness.

" Seein' as 'ow you're so pressin", yer nibs,

I dunno but what we won't take a snack wiv

yerâ��me an' me donah "â��he indicated the

woman with one hand. " Do yer fink I

might leave the barrer in yer front garding ? "

Teddy was wise enough to see that the

carrying out of the latter suggestion might

cause tongues to wag in the aristocratic

square, so it was finally decided that the

barrow should be left in the care of a worthy

man, of disreputable appearance, who lived

in a yard near at hand, and who, for its

better protection, agreed to sleep in it until

their return.

It is probable that, had Master Teddy

Kershaw brought in a travelling menagerie

with himâ��including the elephantâ��to lunch,

Wilkins the butler would scarcely have

expressed surprise, whatever his private feel

ings might have been. Therefore, when the

boy introduced his two new friends into the

house, gravely referring to them as " Mr. and

Mrs. Donah," and announcing that they would

partake of lunch with him, Wilkins merely

bowed and murmured " Very good, Master

Edwin"; discreetly waiting until he had gained

the seclusion of his pantry before exploding.

" WALKER !"

Mrs. Donah was very much subdued and

decidedly ill at ease ; but Mr. Donah, on the

other hand, made himself quite at home with

much rapidity. He addressed the appallingly

stiff footman pleasantly as " Calves," and

taunted him with the suggestion that he was

quite big enough to be " put into trahsis."

Finally, having appeased his appetite, he

lounged easily about the room and admired

its appointments.

" I say, yer nibs, is this 'ere yer guv'nor's

chivvy?" he asked presently, stopping in

front of a full-length portrait of Sir Leopold

Kershaw â�� a portrait which, by the way,
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" Pray explain yourself," said Sir Leopold,

loftily.

" Righto, ole Poker-back, just 'arf a shake!

I'm a-comin' to it. I've got a little nipper at

'ome, wot's wasted away to a mere shadder

â��yer might let go a bloke's arm an' let him

rub 'is dial-plate, Calvesâ��'an 'e's a-lyin' in

one room, an' most of the bed-clothes is

up the spout. I've 'ollered ' Fine 'earty

cabbage !' till I've got it on my brain, an'

'tain't no good. Then, comin' in 'ere wiv

the missis t'other day ter lunch (leastways

they called it lunch, but it was abaht a full

week's grub fer us) wiv 'is 'Ighness "

" To lunch ? What is the man talking

about ?" broke in Sir Leopold Kershaw,

sternly.

" W'y, 'is nibs comes aht w'en me and the

ole gal was a-standin' by the barrer, and ses

'e, quite friendly-like, ' Come in an' 'ave

lunch alonger me,' ses 'e. Not 'avin' me

party frock on, in consequence of it bein'

kep' at the wash, I 'ung back ; but 'is nibs

was that pressin' there was no gettin' over

'im, an' very 'andsome 'e done us, I mus' say."

Thus Mr. Donah, with much emphasis.

" It is perfectly right," said Teddy, coming

a little farther into the room. " I had

heard what you said, father, about every

man being my brother, except Wilkins " (the

unfortunate butler blushed hotly on finding

himself brought into such prominent notice),

"and Mr. Donah, as well

as Mrs. Donah, looked so

miserable and so hungry

that I thought you

wouldn't mind. So I

brought them in here,

and we had quite a good

time."

" You brought them in

here ?" ejaculated the

master of the house, in

ama/ement.

" Yes," said Teddy,

boldly Then, beginning

to feel dimly and miser

ably that Mr. Donah was

in a very tight place,

Teddy, for the first time

in his brief career, began

to lie. "In fact, I told

Mr. Donah that I thought

he had a perfect right to

everything which we had,

and I'm afraid I even

suggested that it wouldn't

matter very much if he just

helped himself to

" 'Ere, stow it, yer 'Ighness ; no perjury,"

exclaimed Mr. Donah. " Yer won't never

sing wiv the angels if yer go on in that way."

He turned suddenly towards Sir Leopold,

and spoke with a certain despairing fierce

ness upon him : " Look 'ere, guv'norâ��I

don't want 'is nibs to be tellin' no crams

abaht it. I come in 'ere, an' I 'as a jolly

good feedâ��fair wallers in it, I doesâ��till the

ole gal breaks dahn, an' reminds me abaht

our little nipper at 'ome, wivaht a crust. I

goes 'ome that night an' meets the parish

doctor on the stairs. ' Dockery 'â��that's me

name w'en I goes a-ridin' in the park â��

' Dockery,' ses 'e, ' that kid o' yourn wants

nourishmentâ��beef teaâ��good eggs ; and you

did ought ter get 'im away into the country.'

Ivor7 luv usâ��-w'y didn't 'e tell me to take 'im

to 'ave tea alonger the Queen at Buckingham

Pallis while 'e was abaht it?"

" You were not able to provide these

.. necessaries for your child ? " said Sir I^eopold,

somewhat unnecessarily.

" I were not," responded Mr. Donah,

doggedly. " So that night I sits a-thinkin',

an' a-thinkin', till me head fair buzzes, an' all

next day I thinks a bit 'arder, till at last it

comes over me that it ain't right, arter wot

you've said abaht me bein' yer bruvver, that

'is nibs 'ere should be 'avin' roas' duck an'

tomater sauce, so ter speak, an' my pore kid

a-chewin' 'is fingers fer comfort. An' this

"'YOU BROUGHT THEM IN HERR?' EJACULATED THE MASTER OT TUB HOfSE.'
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mornin', seein' 'mi look a bit firmer than

usual, I got fair desp'rit', an' couldn't'stan' it

no longer. So 1 made up me min' as 'ow

I'd 'elp meself to a bit of me bruvver's silver

stuff."

" To use one of the vulgarisms familiar

to your class, my friend," interposed Sir

Leopold, " I am afraid that your statement

won't wash."

"It'll wash a lump better than some er

yer spoutings," retorted Mr. Donah, with

some indignation. " Wot's the good er tellin'

a man one minute 'e's yer bruvver an' 'as a

right ter share everyfink wiv yer, an' lockin

'im up the nex' fer 'elpin' 'isself? There,

I've 'ad me little jaw ; now send fer the

bloomin amberlance."

Sir Leopold Kershaw was thinking very

hard indeed. It would be too much to say

that he was in any sense converted; su-h

sudden conversions are rare. But h-j had a

wholesome dread of seeing his principl _-s

derided or himself made a laughing-stock ;

and Mr. Donah's remarkably caustic mode of

speech would, he felt, suit the humour ot th :

evening papers to a nicety. Sir Leopold h:.d

a mental vision of himself prosecuting in a

police-court, and writhing under Mr. Donah's

remarks in defence of his crimeâ��the while

busy reporters scribbled as if for their lives.

Moreover, the man, to do him justice, had a

certain honesty of purpose beneath all his

ponderous phrases ; his only fault lay in the

fact that he did not, in any sense, understand

the class about whom he talked so much.

After a moment or two of thought he sternly

dismissed the whole of the servants, caution

ing them against chattering about the matter

for the present ; and was left alone in the

room with his little son and Mr. Donah.

" Now, 1 )ockery : I think you said that

was your name

"C'ristened Sam, at Sin George's in the

Borough, on a Toosdayâ��wiv me a 'owlin'

proper an' bitin' the parson's little linger,"

broke in Mr. Dockery.

"Well, Dockery, the circumstances attend

ing your offence are somewhat peculiar, and

I am disposed to take a lenient view of the

matter. I am impelled to this course by the

remembrance that my son is, to an extent,

< oncerned in the affair" â�� Sir I,eopold

Kershaw felt that he must really make an

excuse of some kind or otherâ��"and I am

unwilling that he should imagine that the

principles I have so strongly laid down in

his hearing are sentiments merely, and that

I am not prepared to carry them out when

opportunity occurs. I deny your right to

purloin my property, but I will have inquiry

made into your case, and if I find that you

are really deserving I will carry my principles

into effect. lyeave me your name and address

â��and then go."

Sam Dockery looked all about him for a

moment in sheer ama/.ement, put his hat on,

and then took it off in a great hurry ; took

those queer little dancing steps of his, first

backwards and then forwards, made a feint

of squaring up to Teddy, and finally put

his arm before his eyes and broke into un

mistakable tears.

" Yer 'Ighness," he observed, in a shaky

voice, when he had somewhat recovered,

" parss no rude remarks ! This is me one

an' only ; I was thinkin' of the nipper an'

of 'ow 'e might 'ave bin wivaht 'is daddy fer

a munf er two. Guv'nor "â��he turned to

Sir Leopoldâ��" I've sed a few fings wot I

didn't orter ; let it parss. Yer ain't sich a

bad sort as yer lookâ��an' Gawd knows yer

didn't makj yer own chivvy! Ask for Sam

I)ock.:ry dahn in Dook's Buildings, an'any

one will direck yer to me 'umble cot. An"

I'll interdooce yer to the missis an' the

nipper.''

Despite his levity Mr. Dockery appeared

to .Ind some difficulty in getting out of the

door. Sir Leopoldâ��amazing man !â��opened

the hall-door himself, and Teddy fancied he

heard the quick chink of money. Curiously,

too, Sir I^eopold, when he came back into

the dining-room, wore a smile on his usually

stern face, and told Teddy, in quite a

pleasant tone of voice, to "cut away to bed."

Nor did Sir Leopold Kershaw forget his

promise. Sam Dockery and his wife were

startled the very next day by a visit from the

great man himself, accompanied by " is

'Ighness " and by a footman bearing a

hamper. Nor was this all: for, a lodge-

keepership falling vacant on Sir Leopold's

country estate, Sam and his wife and the

"nipper" were installed in it in comfort; on

which occasion Mr. Dockery gave himself

airs in Duke's Buildings, before his departure,

and informed all and sundry that he was

going down to his country house " ter pot

the bloomin' dicky-birds."

Sir Leopold Kershaw is as great a man as

ever ; but he talks less about the equality

and brotherhood of man.



The Story of " Bradsliaiv"

BY NEWTON DEANE.

]HAT books do you consult

most ? " a political adherent

once asked John Bright in the

midst of an arduous campaign.

" The Bible and ' Bradshaw,' "

was the reply

of the great

Quaker. To

this another

statesm an

added that

both stood in

equal need of

commentators.

"Bradshaw"

â�� or, to give

it its correct

title, "Brad-

Shaw's General

Railway and

Steam Naviga

tion Guide"

â��is essentially a British institution, like the

Times, football, Punch, and cricket. In

common with all great institutions, it is

a target for libel and detraction on the part

of people who are a little difficult to please.

Its very accuracy has been questioned. It

has been saidâ��by a suc

cession.of incorrigible

humorists, including Charles

Dickens â�� to have driven

countless British lieges to

lunacy. Our retreats for

the insane are said to be

invariably provided with a

" Bradshaw ward," filled

with the unhappy victims

of the famous guide. But,

seriously, "Bradshaw"â��

like the Bench of Bishopsâ��

can afford to be indulgent in

the knowledge that it is in

dispensable. What should

we do without "Brad

shaw " ? What if the portly-

brochure in the buff covers,

that was born in the heart

of England some sixty-five

years ago, had never come

into existence? True,

Londoners have their

"A B C," but London is

only a tenth of the king

dom, and, besides, " Brad

shaw " has all Europe for

its province. Anyway, the

GEORGE BRAUSHAW.

From a Water Cotvur Draw.nj

origin and early progress of " Bradshaw"

are interesting enough to be better known to

the world.

The name of the man who founded the

celebrated guide was George Bradshaw.

He was a Quaker, and a map-maker by

calling. Before the days of railways he

employed himself on maps showing the

canals of Lancashire and Yorkshire. But

by 1839 the kingdom was rapidly becoming

intersected by that astonishingâ��but, when

one comes to think of it, very simpleâ��

invention, the steel rail. The iron horse

of Stephenson was prancing stertorously

about between Manchester and Liverpool

and Manchester and London and other

cities. Passengersâ��who had hardly been

taken into Stephenson's calculations at all

when he inaugurated the first railway in

1825â��were clamouring for transportation.

A knowledge of train arrivals and departures

was imperative.

In the year of Queen Victoria's accession

the only " guide " available for the patrons

of the Birmingham and Liverpoolâ��or, as it

was called, the Grand Junction Railwayâ��

took the singular form of a large pewter

medal, which the traveller could carry in his
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pocket. On the obverse of this metallic

guide was inscribed :â��

Grand Junction Railway. Opened July 4, 1837.

The trains leave :-

BIRMINGHAM.

Hour. Min.

LIVERPOOL & MANCHESTER.

Hour. Min.

VII. . . o

VI 30

VIII.

XI.

3Â°

3Â°

3Â°

3Â°

o

VIII 30

XI 30

II.

II 30

IV.

VII.

IV 30

VI. ... ... 30

On the reverse â��

Time and Distance from Birmingham.

To. Miles, H. M.

Wolverhampton .. ... 14/4 o 40

Stafford 29^ I 15

Whitmore ... ... ... 43^ I 55

Crewe 54 2 24

Hartford 65!^ 2 59

Liverpool f 97'* 4 3"

Manchester I â��_!/

Afterwards the railway companiesâ��there

were just seven of themâ��issued

monthly leaflets on their own

account. What a convenience

to the travelling public it would

be if someone would collect

these leaflets and reprint them

in the form of a little book or

pamphlet! No sooner did the

idea occur to Bradshaw than he

acted on it. There is no doubt

that had he delayed there were

others ready to promulgate the

notion. Indeed, one Gadsby, a

Manchester printer, followed close

at his heels, just missing priority

by a few weeks.

It was towards the end of

October, the " loth mo." of the

Quakers, that the printing press

at Manchester turned out the

first " Bradshaw." It was a very

modest, unobtrusive little volume,

bound in green cloth, with a

simple legend in gilt. It could

be obtained of any bookseller

or railway company for the sum of

sixpence. It was not, however,

as we may see, entitled " Brad-

shaw's Railway Guide " â�� that

title was not to come till later.

Here, too, is the " address" or

introduction to the first " Brad

shaw " :â��

" This book is published by the

assistance of the several railway

companies, on which account

the information it contains may

merits of it can best be ascertained by a

reference to the execution both as regards

the style and correctness of the maps and

plans with which it is illustrated." For it

must be borne in mind that Bradshaw was

first and foremost a map-engraver, and was

not likely to let such an opportunity for a dis

play in public of his skill pass profitless by.

We also give a reproduction of the first

page of Bradshaw's effort. From this little

book we learn that, like the French trams

and omnibuses of to-day, there was one

charge for inside and another for outside

passengers, six shillings being the first-class

fare between Liverpool and Manchester. Of

the first " time-tables," only two copies

of each variety â�� for there was a slight

variation in the issues for October, 1839â��

are known to be in existence: two are in

THE COVER OF THE FIRST NUMBERS OF " BRADSHAW "â��ACTUAL SIZE.

be depended upon as being correct and

authentic. The necessity of such a work is

so obvious as to need no apology; and the

the Bodleian Library, Oxford, and two are

in the possession of Bradshaw's successors,

Henry Blacklock and Co., of Manchester,
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so that they are among the rarest editions

extant.

Some two months later, on New Year's

Day, 1840, Bradshaw brought out his little

work in an amended form, with a brand-new

title. This gave him further opportunities,

in the course of its thirty-eight pages, for

maps and letterpress, and to it he gave the

title of "Railway Companion." It is really

in size and type and style the same thing as

the time-tables ; but being sold at a shilling

was continued distinct from the time-tables

until it was merged

into the "Guide"

in 1848. There is

some interesting, if

somewhat startling,

information in the

"Companion."

One can only gasp

at being confronted

by " A table show-

i ng the rate of

travelling from one

to four hundred

miles an hour."

These rosy antici

pations have not yet

been realized â�� not

even in the velocity

of the electric

mono-rail.

BRADSHAW'S

Cnne

AND ASSISTANT TO

RAILWAY TRAVELLING,

WITH

ILL! .-.TRATIVE MAPS & PLANS.

AUTI10B (if

BKADSHAW'g MAP AXD 8KCTIO7I OP THE

RAILWAY* Or LRKtT BKIT41.V,

How, it may be

asked, did the rail

way companies of

1840 receive the

first general railway

guide? Odd to

relate, not with any

great favour. They

even refused to

supply their time

tables io Bradshaw

when they ascer

tained the use to

the hostile railway companies, and the enter

prise went on. But as yet the guides we have

been describing were not regularly issued.

They were mere fitful publications, and it

was not until Adams, whom Bradshaw had

secured as his London agent, urged upon

him the necessity of a regular issue that

the first monthly " Guide made its debut in

the world. This was on December ist, 1841.

The " Guide " differed from its predecessors

in being bound in paperâ��not clothâ��and

in consisting of but thirty-two pages of

printed matter. By

this time, too,

Bradshaw could

announce that

"This work is pub

lished monthly,

under the direct'on

and with the assist

ance of the railway

companies, and is

carefully corrected

up to the date it

bears; every re

liance may, there

fore, be placed on

the accuracy of its

details."

in, tin. BY 8ri. 4ix.

TRICE is SHEITI ... 1116

MOUNTED 3 10 0

AXD IOLII 8V o. m.iDin-iw. numv.v.STREET

MiMIIt'TtB :

A.ND WILD, CHARING CBOJS. LONDON.

PRICE SIXPENCE.

LONDON:

luiraEKD AND Â«I-TTON. AND WVLD,

CIIAEIKR CROSS,

AND IOLD BY ALL 0"'>lt<KLLERB AN!

BA1LWAY CUUrAMEl.

10th .Vo. 19/4,18:10.

TITI.K-I'A(;F. OK TMr FIRST Coi'V OF " UHAIISHAW."

which that enterprising Quaker was putting

them. " Why," they said, " if this fellow goes

on in this way he will make punctuality a

kind of obligation, with penalties for failure.

Whereas at present, if the ten minutes past

three train steams gently out at twenty

minutes to four, or even four o'clock, we do

not fall much in the esteem of the public,

accustomed to the free and easy methods of

the stage-coach.''

But the Quaker was not thus to be re

pressed. He got hold of the time-tables

somehow; he waited in person on the

boards ; afterwards he even purchased stock in

Moreover, it was

dispensed in an

other and simpler

form. The pages of

which it was com

posed were arranged

on a single large-

sheet or "broad

side," " exhibiting

at one view the

hours of departure

and arrival of the

trains on every rail

way in the kingdom,

and are particularly

adapted for count

ing-houses and places of business." For this

sheet only threepence was demanded, but if

mounted on stiff boards the price was two

shillings and ninepence.

In 1843 the railway mania, which after

wards enriched and beggared thousands, was

advancing apace. There were in that year

just forty-eight different railways in the

kingdom; and as the public were keenly

interested in them we find, together with a

slight alteration in the title of " Bradshaw "

to the " Monthly General Railway and Steam

Navigation Guide," more reading matter, and

" a list of shares, exhibiting at one view the
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MONTHLY

RAILWAY GUIDE;

A CORUXT ACCOLHT OP THE M-" I1- OF ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE

A MAP OF ENGLAND,

WITH THE RAILWAYS COMPLETED AND IN PROGRESS ;

FOR FEBRUARY, 1843.

PRINTED * f'U

MANCHESTER:

USHED bY HHADSHMV '. BMLKrOCK. Vt, DUOWN-ST.

W. I. ADAMS, 170, FLEET STREET, LONDON.

TITLE-PAGE OP THE FIRST COPY ISSUED WITH THE WORDS

" RAILWAY GU1UE."

cost, traffic length, dividend, and market

value of the same."

There is one curious circumstance in the

early history of " Bradshaw," which Mr. Percy

Fitzgerald has pointed out. Its founder

appears to have been ashamed of its youth,

for when the fortieth number had been

attained we find,

in September,

1844, a. sudden

jump to number

146. Did those

missing hundred

numbers ever

afterwards dis

turb the pious

Quaker's rest ?

From these

early guides a

great deal of en

tertainment and

instruction is to

be obtained.

There is no men

tion of " express "

trains, for in

stance ; they are

desc r i bed as

"first class,"

" second class,"

" mixed," " fast,"

and " mail." We

are told that " first-class trains stop at first-

class stations." Third-class travellers tra

velled on the roof or in open "waggons."

At the other end of the scale of luxury

were "glass coaches"â��i.e., carriages with

plenty of windows. Tickets are " passes "

or " check tickets," and it is strictly

enjoined that " the check ticket given to

the passenger on payment of his fare will

be demanded from him at the station next

before his arrival at London or Birming

ham, and if not then produced he will be

liable to have the fare again demanded."

As to fares, we learn from the "Guide"

that they fluctuate according to day or night

or the number of passengers in a carriage.

The fare from London to Birmingham

was thirty-two shillings and sixpence first

class, but if six travelled inside by day

the tariff was reduced to thirty shillings,

and a similar reduction for second-

class passengers. Now that the season-

ticket system is so widespread and

familiar, the reader learns with some

amazement that " An annual subscription

ticket from London to Brighton and

back is ^100." Here are some further

extracts from the " Guide " :â��

" Passengers are especially recommended

to have their names and address or destina

tion written on each part of their luggage,

when it will be placed on the top of the

coach in which they ride.

" If the passenger be destined for Man-

FACSIMILE OF A PAGE OF THE VERY EARLIEST " BRADSHAW.
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Chester or Liverpool, and has booked his place

through, his luggage will be placed on the

Liverpool or Manchester coach, and will not

be disturbed until it reaches its destination.

" Where the space is dotted the trains call ;

where a blank, thus

they do not."

(Here is an example

of this new arrange

ment, which, it must

be confessed, is a

little revolutionary

of the accepted

method.) " Infants

in arms, unable to

walk, free of charge.

" A passenger may

claim the seat corre

sponding to the

number on his

ticket, and when

not numbered he may

previously occupied.

be introduced often at the last moment " ?

Kvery single page has literally to be packed

to bursting with type, not merely with words

and numerals, but with characters and spaces

â��altogether three thousand to the page, or

equivalent to a

dozen ordinary

octavo volumes.

Every change, how

ever trifling, in

augurated by the

traffic superinten

dent of the smallest

railway has here to

be instantly set

down. New trains

must be crowded in

somehow into an

already overcrowded

page â�� for there

must be no "over

running." No wonder, then, that if " Brad-

shaw's Guide" is difficult to compile it is

often equally difficult to understand. It

has been called " a recondite treatise on the

subject of railway times." From the earliest

day its method has elicited the severest

criticism from the wits. George Cruikshank

and other wits called it an " Aid to

â�¢ Bedlam." Mark Ixjimm wrote innumerable

skits in Punch, which his friend Leech

illustrated. In one of these (May 24th,

1856) we have nearly two pages devoted

to " Bradshaw â�� a Mystery," in which

two lovers, parted by distance, seek to

unite by means of the "Guide." They are

utterly unable to discover when Orlando's

train should depart and arrive. Both are

plunged into the madness of despair. At

last blind chance favours the lovers, and

the fair one confesses :â��

Milc>-.'i61M16YORKLEEDS 3l SELBY.STATIONS.YORKLEEDSLEEDSYORK & SELBY.LEEDSSELBYit-o.txEitas|* =t!Cctx.. .1tC......*â�¢â�¢â�¢**

WHERE THE SI'ACE IS DOTTED THE TRAINS CAI.I. ; WHKRE A

BLANK, THUS

take any seat not

" Preserve your ticket until called for by the

company's servant." (Fancy the passengers

of 1904 requiring to be curbed in their pro-

|>ensity for throwing their tickets out of the

window !)

" Do not lean upon the door of the

carriage."

But by far the most surprising injunction to

show a tendency to expand instead of

us nowadays, when the tips of railway porters

diminish, is this: "No gratuity, under any

circumstances, is allowed to be taken by

any servant of the company-

How incomprehensible to us nowadays,

when not even Mr. Beit, Mr. Astor, or Mr.

Carnegie owns his own railway vehicle:

" Gentlemen riding in their own carriages

are charged second-class fares."

How "Bradshaw" has

grown from that day! It be

gan with thirty odd pages:

it is now some twelve

hundred. The weight of

the first little " Guide" was

a couple of ouncesâ��it now

tips the scale at a pound and

a half. And thnk of the

immense labour involved

in the production of each

monthly issue. It taxes

all the resources of a large

staff of editors and printers

â��for are not " perpetual

and minute changes taking

place in the hours and

places, which " have to

THEY DO NOT.

AN ILLUSTRATION BY LEECH KOR " BRAD-

SHAW : A MYSTERY," IN "PUNCH."

" Bradshaw ' has nraily mad

dened me.

ORLANDO : And me.

lie talks of trains arriving that

ne'er start;

Of trains that seem to start and

ne'er arrive ;

Of junctions where no union is

effected ;

Of coaches meeting trains that

never come ;

Of trains to catch a coach that

never goes ;

Of trains that start ai.er they

have arrived ;

Of trains arriving long before

they leave.

He bids us "see*' some page

that can't be found.

Henceforth take me not " Brad

shaw" for your guide.

( Cuitain.)
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A STORY OF THE AFRICAN TREASURE.

BY MAX PKMBERTON.

I.

HEY were talking of treasure

in the parlour of the Three

Tuns at Gravesendâ��old salts,

every one of them, to whom

five hundred pounds a year

had been riches beyond desire.

The precise inspiration of their eloquence

chanced to be the money which had been

smuggled out of Africa at the time of the

war. Some said that it was all banked in

France and Holland ; others declared that a

few paltry millions had gone to America. In

the heat of the argument pipes were broken

and glasses overturned. Gilbert Lorimer, a

young officer on a Scotch tramp, who had

been ashore on his captain's business, smiled

often and said little ; but he corrected old

Crabb of the Margate service, and drew down

upon himself that worthy's wrath thereby.

"There's more nonsense than not talked

about a million of money," the captain had

remarked, sententious!)'. The others agreed.

Had anyone bestowed such a trifle upon

VoL xxvii.â��21.

them, they would have been at no loss how

to handle it.

" I'd pop my lot in the Savings Bank," said

Billy of the wherry, in parsimonious solem

nity. Jack the waterman, however, declared

that he would ferry his across the river and

leave it to-morrow with the lawyers. Then

the sage and learned Skipper Crabb delivered

himself of the oracle.

" A million weighs close upon five tons,"

said he.

" More than ten," exclaimed Gilbert

Lorimer, quietly.

"Ah, here's Croesus," was the captain's sly

retort, "and I dare say," he put it familiarly

to Gilbert, " that you are very much at home

with sums like that. Suppose you make it

champagne, young man ? "

Gilbert laughed drily. He was a fine

specimen of a sailor, and he would have

been called handsome by the women in

spite of the scar upon his cheekâ��an ugly

gash which seemed to have a history behind

it. A little reserved and proud, he had
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listened to the talk of money with some

contempt; but the captain's challenge drew

him out, and he rang the bell impatiently

for the barman.

"Champagne, by all means," he said,

"since the next that I shall drink will be

in Sydney. As to your million, I know

nothing about it; but I once owned some

large part of one. What's more, I was

careless enough to lose it."

A solemn silence fell upon the company.

Gilbert Lorimer raised his glass and gave

them "To our next." The aged Captain

Crabb surrendered at once to a master. I,

alone, followed the young sailor from the

room and asked him, at the river's bank, to

let me have a story.

" Vender's my ship," he said, indicating

the anchor light of a large steamer. " She

would be at the Nore before I had well

begun."

" Then why not write it ? "

He shook his head.

" I am handier with the gloves," said he.

" Oh, but you can spin a plain yarn, I'll

be bound."

" Well, as to that -"

The great steamer sounded her siren and

he leaped into the wherry. His last word

was a cheery " So long." But he sent me

the story of his treasure three months after

wards, and I give it here with scarce a line

deleted or a phrase re-turned.

II.

EVERY man on board the Octanusâ��some

time a mail-boat to the South African ports

â��knew that we carried treasure to Europe,

but what was the amount of it, or for whom

we carried it, our captain, Joey Castle,

alone could say. We had been chartered

at Sydney for the purpose, being one of the

fastest steamers in Southern waters, and we

took in the bullion, chiefly in golden ingots,

at Lorenxo Marques. Some did say that it

was the property of a Dutch bank, which

preferred the American flag to the German,

for the Oceanus was under American colours,

and a handier steamer of her tonnage I

never sailed in. Grant you that the crew

were a rough lot â�� niggers and I>ascars,

Poles and Swedes, with half-a-do/.en Christian

white men to put currants on your cake.

Well, the owners were one of the safest

houses in New York, and fat Joey Castle

you might have trusted with the Bank of

P^ngland itself. Not two cents did he care

whether he had a hold full of diamonds or

of doughnuts.

" I'm going right through, gentlemen," he

said to us at dinner the night we sailed,

"and if any tin warship threatens me I'll

make Europe laugh. Risk! Why, there's

twenty times the risk in a roundabout at a

fair ! Let 'em stop me if they likeâ��I'll put

'em through the goose-step before they've

â�¢been two minutes aboard, as sure as my

name's Joey Castle ! "

Well, we didn't think very much about it,

but there had been a lot of talk ashore con

cerning the British Government and how it

handled suspicious ships entering or leaving

Ixjrenzo Marques. I myself thought it not

unlikely that we should have some trouble.

To put it honestly, I didn't take the hook on

the end of this Dutch bank line ; and I just

said to myself that our gold was Government

gold, and that if it were found aboard of u.?

all the Stars and Stripes between 'Frisco and

Sandy Hook wouldn't be worth a red cent

to us. We should have to pay out, and

quick about it.

In this view I stood alone, however, and I

must say that when we put to sea without

let or hindrance, and were steaming next

morning due south before a rattling breeze

and with a splendid swell under us, I dis

missed the subject as readily as the others

and considered our port already made. That

opinion lasted for ten days. On the eleventh

day, at noon, we sighted a British cruiser on

our port quarter. Poor old Joey Castle ! He

didn't say a word about the Stars and Stripes

then. His topic concerned the nether

regions. You shivered in your boots when

he talked to the engineers. I was on the

bridge when the nigger Sam cried up his

news of the other ship; and while I was

spying her through my glass Captain Castle

himself came out of the chart-room and

asked me what was there.

" Ixx>ks like an ugly one, sir," said I; " a

cruiser, I should say, of the second class."

He took the glass from my handâ��I can

see him now, fat and florid, and as plainly

anxious at heart as a nervous man could be.

I thought then of all his boasts the night we

left Lorenzo, and I was really a bit sorry for

him.

" Do you think she means mischief,

Mr. Lorimer?" he asked, with the glass still

to his eye.

I said that he was the best judge, of that.

"These dirty Britishers have their finger

in every pie," he went on, presently. " Well,

we'll make 'em look foolish. What the

deuce are they doing in the stokehold ? Just

let me have a word with Nicolson, will you?"
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His " word " was something to hear. A

barge-master who had dropped his dinner

overboard might have come up to Joey

Castle at his best; but I doubt it. He had

the ship doing sixteen knots before one bell

in the afternoon watch. She was a Belfast-

built mail-boat, with boilers and engines

not twelve months old, and a better for the

purpose we could not have chartered. By

three bells it was patent that the cruiser

gained nothing on us. Her smoke burned

upon a clear horizon, but her stumpy funnel

was no longer to be seen. The captain

seemed as pleased as a schoolboy who has

won a raceâ��he ordered champagne for our

mess and he talked as big as he had done

when we sailed from Lorenzo.

" Here's to a good pair of heels and hoofs

for the Britisher," was his toast. " I'd like

to see him stop me, by thunder. There'll

be good money for this at Bremerhaven,

and more to come afterwards. Fill your

glass, Lorimer, and drink to a sharp eye on

the next watch. Let him come aboard just

for five minutes, and I'll teach him the

French language

as they speak

it out 'Frisco

way. It's a won

derful tongue

there, Lorimer,

a wonderful

tongue!"

I did not

doubt it. Spoken

as Joey Castle

speaks it, a har

bour-master will

take off his hat

to you. What

I was not so

sure of was the

Britisher's under

standing of it.

Many a ship

sailing out of

Lorenzo had

been stopped

and searchedâ��

much

so

was

common gossip

aboard. If the

cruiser over

hauled us, she

would certainly

find our million

pounds' worth

of ingots â��

marked "fruit"

though they might be, kept in the great

refrigerator for better security.

Here was something more tangible than

Joey Castle's French lingo. I did not know

much about international law, but it was in

my head that our ship would be sent to a

British port and the gold aboard her handed

over to the British Government. With the

crew, I had a sense of personal honour in

the matter. If it had been my ship I would

have sunk the Oceanus before I hauled down

my colours to any foreigner, let her flag be

what it might. But what the captain was

going to do I did not know ; and thirty-six

hours passed before I was any wiser. The

afternoon watch taught me little. Now and

then I saw the stumpy funnel upon the

horizon ; at other times there was nothing

but the hand's-breadth of smoke to mark the

cruiser's course.

On the following day she seemed to be

playing a game with us. First she would

show herself clear and threatening on the

horizon ; then we lost her again and were

just breathing freely when up she pops, like a

"HE SWORE AND CL'KSED, HKAVKD AND THRKATENED."

squatting hare,

and has a good

look at us. The

see-saw worked

on the captain

like an overdose

of French ab-

sint he. He

couldn't rest a

minute any

where. He

swore and

cursed, prayed

and threatened,

until I thought

the men would

mutiny and

have done with

it. That, how

ever, was to

come later on,

when the gold

fever fairly got

hold of them.

They were will

ing enough for

the time being.

"What do

you make of

it now, Mr.

Lorimer ? " says

the captain at

supper-time.

I answered
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him just as bluntly as he had asked

me.

" She's got the legs of you, sirâ��it seems to

me that she's waiting for something or other.

Perhaps it's only a watching job/' I put it to

him.

" I was thinking the same. The little man

in the cap waiting for the big man in the

cocked hat. Well, I hope he'll keep himself

cool. We'll give him a fever draught if he

comes aboard. Just pass the whisky, will

you?â��my head's queer to-night; but there's a

good deal in itâ��a great dealâ��Lorimer, and

it's coming out by-and-by."

I had no doubt of itâ��he had taken enough

whisky that afternoon to start a bar. As for

what was in his head, a madder scheme never

came to any man whom fear had robbed of

nerve and sense.

" If the cocked hat wants to come aboard

here, he shall," he said, presently ; " that's my

notion, Lorimer. Let him come aboard and

hear the French lingo. We'll do the honours

and then drum him out. You'll be standing

by in the launch with as much gold as she'll

carry in her coal-holes. The life-boats can

take the rest. You and Nicolson and the

' fourth' must take charge of them. Til pick

you up next day and you'll have your

compasses. There's not weather enough to

hurt a toy yacht, and a night out will do you

good. All this, mind you, if he has the

heels of us and means to come aboard.

But I don't believe he can make sixteen

knots, and that's what we're making now."

Well, he chuckled away over this wild

notion just as though it had been a sane

man's plan ; and, fuddled as he was with the

whisky, he kept repeating it until I was tired

of hearing it. When Billy Frost, our young

fourth officer, came down presently to say

that the cruiser had picked us up again and

was using her search-light, it was a relief to

go on deck and tot the position up. My

belief all along had been that the cruiser

had the legs of us, and what I saw from

the bridge confirmed my judgment. She

stood now upon our starboard quarterâ��her

search-light ran all over us in silvery waves

like water washing down a rock-side. And

yet, mind you, she did not challenge us, did

not ask us a question ; but just followed us,

patiently waiting, I did not doubt, for some

further instructions to be received in

European waters. This doubt and un

certainty plagued our captain to the last

point. "They shall come aboard, by Heaven,"

he said ; " ten days more of this would kill

me." I knew then how much he had at stake,

and that it was no mere captain's wage which

had tempted him to carry gold from the

Transvaal. He was playing for a bigger sum

of money than he had ever played for in all

his life, and the game had robbed him of his

man's common sense.

The cruiser's search-light contrived for a

good hour or more to play all over us like a

hose. It made the captain dance, I can tell

you ; and when they dropped it just upon

eight bells in the morning watch, I saw that

he had come to a resolution and that nothing

would turn him from it.

" We must get the brass overboard,

Ixjrimer," he said; " this crew will turn

ugly if the thing goes on. We'll make a

beginning with the launch. Take Sam the

nigger, Peter Barlow, and young Nicolson

the engineer, and bear west for Ascension.

I'll make them search us at dawn and turn

back for you ; keep your bearings as close

as you can and take an observation every

hour. We should pick you up by noon

to-morrowâ��I'll mark the place on the chart.

A cockle shell could swim in this sea, and

the launch will come to no harm. It's a

great scheme, man, and there's few would

have thought of it."

I tried to argue with him, putting it that,

even if the cruiser did search us, she would

have no authority to take the gold; more

over, it would be an international question

for the two Governments. He wouldn't hear

a word of it.

" Let 'em wrangle," he said ; " I'll hold the

dollars meanwhile. The men will turn on

me if I don't. Why, just look at it. They

come aboard and find nothing but silver

spoons. The report goes in that we are

all right, and we steam to Hremerhaven

without let or hindrance. It's mighty,

man, just mighty ; and I'll not be turned

from it."

So he had his way. The cruiser fell bark

at the dark hour before the dawn, and we

began to get the ingots of gold into the

launch. This was one of Simpson's larger

boats, carried by us especially to transport

bullion expeditiously â�� part of the whole

affair planned out from the beginning.

Willing hands passed up the golden barsâ��

we packed a fortune on the deck, and the

men stood round about shivering with greed

of the treasure. Let the scheme be mad or

sane, I had to go through with it then :

and I own up to a better opinion of it

as the time went on. Nothing could be

easier to a trained seaman than to keep

such a course as the captain laid down
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for us. We had compasses, sextants, and

our navigation books. There was not wind

enough to shake a judge's wig nor any

omen of bad weather. Let us get away

under cover of the darkness, and the rest

would be child's play. The " if" was a

big one. The light might strike upon us at

any instant. I went about the deck with my

heart in my mouth. Sometimes I covered

my eyes with my arm, fearing to find the

bright beams upon me. It was all or nothing

â��an hour's grace or a million sterling on

board the British ship.

Well, we lowered the launch with her

heavy cargo of ingotsâ��as many of them as

we dared to put into herâ��and getting her

away under shelter of the steamer we headed

due west toward Ascension Isle. True, there

was an ugly red glimmer from our funnel,

but the furnace was under a half-deck, and

our memory didn't run to lights, be sure of

it. I had Sam the nigger with me, together

with Nicolson the young engineer, and

Peter Barlow for quarter-master ; these were

the hands named for my crew; and I was

not a little astonished when we were well

away from the steamer's side to hear the

loud voice of Mike the Irishmanâ��a lazy

rogue I would gladly have left behind me.

â�¢

" Why, Mike," cries I, " and how did you

get here ? "

" Please, your honour, I just dropped in,"

says he.

"Then, if I had a rope's end, I'd make

you drop out again ! " says 1.

" Aye, but, your honour," says he, " when

was the Irishman born that had any liking

for the water ? Sure, I always loved ye from

the first day I clapped these blessed eyes

upon ye ! ' I'll go aboard to take care of

him,' says I, ' for I feel like his own mother's

son !'"

There was no time to argue with him.

What with getting the launch away neatly,

and being mortal afraid to find myself any

minute in the path of the cruiser's search

light, I had too much to do to begin with

a hullabalooâ��and for that matter the

situation was not one to set a man against

companionship. There we were, the five of

us, in a boat not built for ocean seas,

running like a good one away from the ship

that should have carried us to Europe and

our homes. Let the search-light be clapped

upon us, and the gold would be aboard the

British cruiser within an hour. Or, in

another case and a harder one, let the wind

blow, and what then ? The gold weighed us

"THE ULINLXNG LIGHT SWEHT OVER THEM.'
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down as it was, until even gentle seas

splashed us as we lifted to them. A hatful

of wind would sink us; a shoreman would

have known that. I believed that it was the

spin of a com anyway; and just as I

was saying it the cruiser showed her light

again, and a great white arc fixed itself

upon the distant steamer like a mighty river

of molten radiance flowing out upon a

darkened sea.

" Look at that for a lantern now," says

Mike the Irishman, cowering before it.

" 'Twould see ye home from a waking, and

no mistake about it. Just douk your head,

sir, if you please. 'Twould be as well not

to be on speaking terms with them when

next ye meet."

I smiled at his notion that any amount of

" douking " would save us from the cruiser's

light, but instinctively I crouched down with

the others. To me it seemed impossible

that any freak of fortune could hide us from

the cruiser's observation.' There we were in

the still sea, a black speck, no doubt, but

one that a clever eye on a warship's bridge

would never fail to spy out. Our own steamer,

the Ocectnus, was running north as fast as

honest engines could drive her. She, too,

appeared now to be just a shimmer of

dancing lightsâ��the captain showed every

lantern he had got to divert the chase from

the launch, and here he succeeded only too

well.

Though it was all Lombard Street to a

china orange that the cruiser marked us, she

held on obstinately after the bigger game.

Perhaps she believed that it was all a sham

and that we had put off to make a fool of

her. I never learned ; but I could scarcely

believe my eyes when the blinding light

swept over them and still nothing happened.

Were they all daft aboard her ? It was really

incredible.

" The admiral's having his hair cut, I

suppose," said Barlow the quarter-master,

who watched the affair with me from a seat

aft. " He's telling 'em to keep it short in

the neck, sirâ��some day a dog will be leading

him at the end of a string. Well, I don't

make no complaint about that."

" Better not, my man," said I, " if you

wish to see the Occanns again."

" Oh, as to that, we're well enough off

here, sir," he said, turning away his eyes

from me ; " though if we never saw Captain

Castle again, I reckon we'd have meat and

drink for the rest of our lives."

I looked at him sharply ; he coughed and

glanced down at the compass. This was

the first time I quite understood how well

the hands were acquainted with the cargo

and its owners. The danger of the know

ledge could not be hidden from me. Even

the nigger Sam, with his blinking green eyes,

ate up every word of our talk and smacked

his lips over it.

" You buy barrel of rum and no mistake,

sar," he chimed in, unasked. " You change

your Sunday shirt on Monday and Warm

the expense. We all very rich gentlemen,

surely."

I turned it with a laugh, though I was well

aware of the reservation behind it. Happily,

but for a bottle of brandy of my own, there

was no drink on the launch. I had a

revolver in my pistol-pocket, and I said that

at the worst, which was then but a suspicion,

I could keep both the nigger and Peter in

order. Mike the Irishman might go any

way; but Nicolson, the young engineer,

could certainly be counted upon. To him I

said a word when two of the hands had been

ordered to turn in. His answer was reassur

ing, but more ambiguous than I liked.

" Oh," he said, " anything to help the

Dutchmen. They'll miss this odd lot if we

lose itâ��and, of course, we're all honest,

Lorimer. Don't you be uneasy. I've no

fancy for gilded firesides myself; besides,"

he added, " if we took our oaths that we had

to jettison it, who'd believe us? Better go

straight under the circumstances."

I replied that there were no circumstances

possible to make common rogues of us, and

his cheery assent did much to deceive me.

Counting upon him entirely, I let the launch

simply drift while he lay down for a couple

of hours' sleep, and afterwards I wrapped

myself up in a blanket and managed to get

some rest. When I awoke it was broad day

light. An immensely round sun fired the

placid water with sheets of crimson splendour ;

the air came heavy from the Equator ; a

burning, intolerable day seemed before us.

Restless and anxious already to be sure of

our bearings, that the Oceanus might find us

at noon, I bustled up almost as soon as I

was awake; but the first thing I saw took my

breath away, and I just stood like a man in

a wonder-world to watch it. There amid

ships, in the well where the money was

stored, Sam the nigger, Mike the Irishman,

and Nicolson the engineer were grouped

about a box of golden ingots, and so trans

ported with the sight of them that they

scarcely heard me. One by one they had

laid out those shimmering yellow bars, each a

fortune to such men; and they watched the
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sunlight glittering upon them, and caressed

them with gentle hands and feasted their eyes

upon them. When I appeared, no man

budged from his place or seemed in any way

abashed. Evidently they were all agreed

upon a purpose, and this Nicolson made

known to me.

" Yes," he said, coolly; " we're counting

up the dollars, old chapâ��divide on shore,

you knowâ��fair and square. Come, don't

look blue. The Dutchman won't miss them,

and old Joey's made his own bargain. We

can rig up a tale between us and buy the

crowd at Ascen-

sion â�� good

joke, isn't it,

Lorimer ? "

" Why, yes,"

said I; " but,

as my port's not

Ascension, I

don't quite see

the point of it.

Come, Nicolson,

don't be a fool.

Just put that

lid on and help

me to go over

the chart. We

mustn't keep the

captain waiting

â��y o u know

what he is."

Very lazily, I

thought, he put

the lid on the

box of ingots,

and, laughing at

the others, he

came aft with

me. VVhen I

took up the chart

to make a dead

reckoning by the

help of his own

calculations

during my watch

" Think what you like; there are four

in this launch who don't mean Joey Castle

to touch these dollars again."

I turned away from him, wrestling with

my temper.

" 'Bout ship ! " I cried. Barlow took no

notice whatsoever. Then my hand went

to my pistol-pocket and I knew the worst.

They had taken the revolver while I slept.

I was one against four, and the launch was

running over a calm sea to Ascension

Isle and the discovery which inevitably

awaited us there. , |,

HH^HHnBHBHBBr' WE steamed all

THE GOLD GREED WAS UPON THEM.

off, he laughed again in his peculiar way.

" It's all right," he said; " due west for

Ascension, as you wished."

" Nicolson," I said, quietly, " you've been

playing a fool's game ; what does it mean ? "

He sat on the gunnel and looked me full

in the face.

" Means that our port is Ascension," he

said.

I kept my temper.

"Nicolson," I said, "do you wish me to

think you a scoundrel?"

that day upon

a fair sea, but at

sundown the

truth came out.

We had not coal

enough for an

other hour's run

and were still a

hundred miles

from Ascension.

I watched the

faces of the men

when Nicolson

told them. They

seemed to care

nothing. The

gold greed was

upon them ; the

ingots were piled

up everywhere

about the launch

and the hands

hugged them as

children, dearer

than anything

afloat or ashore.

Nicolson got

curses for his

pains and went

below again.

I watched the

scene gloomily

from the stern â�� it was beginning to

dawn upon me that no man would see

land again; and when an hour and a

half had passed and the engines of the

launch suddenly stopped I could not

call myself a pessimist. The hands them

selves, awed by the mishap, began to

talk of sailing ships which would pick them

up and of a story they must have ready.

Nicolson was to be the captain of a ship

which had stranded ; Barlow was his mate.

They did not name me ; and, as the day
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is my witness, I believe they intended to

murder me.

You may think that this sent a man to his

supper with a good appetite. Truth to tell,

I lay down in my blanket at ten o'clock and

never expected to see the sun again. A

shadow passing by me, a voice, a whisper,

made me start like a frightened hare. Once

I found the nigger Sam bending over me,

and I jumped up, wet through with perspira

tion. Even a child would have seen that

these madmen, lost to all sense of reason,

would never take me ashore with them.

Then when would they make an end of it ?

Soon, I hoped, if it must be. The suspense

was making an old man of me. Every evil

glance that was turned upon me seemed like

a warning anew. I believe to this hour that

they would have shot me before -dawn but

for the wind, the truest friend a man ever

had in the hour of his need. Yes, to the

wind and the sea, twin brothers to a sailor,

I owed my life. It began to blow about

seven bells in the first watch, and by dawn

the waves were running as they run on

no other ocean but the Atlantic. Laden as

we were, deep down in the seas, our chances

of weathering the gale may be imagined.

Had we still owned a fire the first wash over

would have snuffed it out. The good launch

staggered at every blow, like a boxer badly

hit. I said that the gold must goâ��and not

a man aboard who did not know that 1 spoke

the truth.

I have witnessed some strange scenes in

my lifeâ��niggers running amuck in St. Louis,

French sailors among the drink in a panic,

a liner sinking with more than a hundred

women aboard; but for honest madness

about money the scene on that launch defies

my words. No sooner was it plain that we

should sink if we could not raise her in the

water than the men (but chiefly the Irishman

and the nigger Sam) got the gold open again

and fell on it, blubbering and raving like

children. Drink they had from somewhere,

that I was sure ofâ��even Nicolson the

engineer showed the whites of his eyes when

he. .staggered up to them ; and what with

their terror of the sea, their greed of the

gold, and the whisky they had drunk, they

might have been raving madmen let loose

from Bedlam.

I said that the launch could not last

another hour. The shrieking of the wind,

the monster green seas gathered up in walls

of jade-like water, the great hollows into

which we went rushing like a switchback,

cascades of foam and spindrift, the scudding

masses of cloud, they terrified these wretched

men, and would have appalled the heart of

the strongest. If we were to have any hope

at all, the gold must go. Again I said it:

and fearful for my own life, yet caring

nothing what they might do to me, I

stepped forward and addressed them.

"This is your share and share alike, is it?"

I criedâ��" the little bit that Joey Castle will

not miss. Well, it's got to go overboard, my

lads, and pretty soon about it. Nicolson,

you're no fool; Barlow, you know how long

the game can last. Do you want to live or

die ? It's come to that, as you pretty well

see."

So it came about. The great Irishman,

standing ankle-deep in the gold, leaped out

upon me when the launch righted herself.

What quite happened I can scarcely tell you,

but I know that I felt his colossal arms

crushing the life out of me and that I saw it

was his hour or mine. Then a report rang

loud in my ears, and I was free once more ;

while the man tumbled backward, clutching at

the air; and the sea engulfed him, and there

were four in peril where live had been. From

that moment the fear of God, I do believe, fell

upon the others. They, neither spoke nor

stirred for many minutes together. The

terrible wind howled its wildestâ��the heavens

were black as night. I said that the sea was

with me, and, crying out to them to save them

selves, I began to drop the ingots overboard.

They heard me in sullen silence. A big

wave catching the launch amidships heeled

her so far over that I thought she would

never recover. It threw Nicolson off his

feet; and as he fell and turned over my own

revolver dropped from his pocket. You

need not ask me if I snatched it up. It was

in my hand and smoking before ten seconds

had passed. And there was one man less

upon the launch.

One by one, each a fortune to a poor man,

we cast the gold bars into the ocean. That

which would have meant so much to us

ashore meant nothing here in the face of

death and the storm. And yet I could not

but think of the pleasures this very dross (as

it seemed there upon the high seas) would

give to many a home, to honest toilers and

starving children in the great cities I had

known. Nevertheless, it must be swallowed

by the green water, lost for ever upon the

bed of the Atlantic. And moment by

moment the launch rose higher and higher

upon the mountainous seas, like a bird that

has been weighed down but now is free. I

began to tell them that we should make
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Ascension Isle after all. I did not know

that we should have no need to make it.

The last of the ingots had been cost over-

" What you seek is a thousand fathoms

down," said I, a little bitterly ; " you don't

need to ask me why."

"THE MAN TUMBLED BACKWARD, CLUTCHING AT THE AIR.*'

board, the wind had begun to fall, when the

British cruiser picked us up. There was no

need for explanations. She had searched

the Oceamis at dawn and seized her treasure

before Joey Castle could get what was left of

it away. She knew that we had ingots for our

cargo, and she followed us westward. We went

aboard her to laugh at the chagrin of her

commander and to show him our empty well.

Vol. xxvii.â��22

" Mr. Lorimer," he cried, with a smile, " if

all the gold in the world were in the same

place, what a pleasant place this old globe

would be to live on 1"

I knew what he meantâ��but, after all, if

men weren't cutting each other's throats for

gold they would be doing the same for shells

or silver or other rubbish, as any philosopher

will tell you.



Our Grandmothers Fashion-Plates.

BY ARABELLA DRYSDALE-DAVIS.

HAT philosopher being pro

pounded the query, " \Vhich

are the most popular pictures

in the world ?" could reply

other than " Fashion-plates " ?

Are they not rapturously

studied and admired weekly by millions of

women? Do they not elicit the furtive

interest â�� not unmingled, perhaps, with

astonishmentâ��of millions of men?

" Grotesque forecasts of ephemeral plumes

and deciduous fig-

leaves," as a famous

novelist, Kingsley,

called fashion-

plates, are only an

invention of less

than a century and a

quarterage. Aladyof

the olden time, who

wished to learn the

very latest mode in

skirts, bodices, hats,

bonnets, or shoes,

betook herself at

certain seasons to her

dressmaker, where

dressed pott pees

straight from Paris

were on view. The

making and dressing

of these dolls was

quite a business in

the French capital

before coloured

fashion-plates came

to oust them from

favour in the closing

years of Louis XVI.'s

reign. Prior to this

period drawings of fashionably-attired ladies

had appeared from time to time in the maga

zines and periodicals devoted to the interests

of the fair sexâ��such as the first in the present

series, showing a lady in full dress for 1770

â�� and these may have imparted to country

cousins an idea of what was being worn in

the Faubourg St. Germain and Mayfairâ��but

the beau monde never relied on these.

It is probable that the earliest coloured

examples were produced in 1784-85. In the

latter year the Cabinet des Modes appeared in

Paris, consisting of twenty-four parts annually,

three coloured designs with each part. In

England many years before we had had the

Lady's Magazine, which -had devoted much

space to dress, but seems to have just missed

the idea of fashion - plates, although its

descriptions of current modes are often most

diverting. " Dress," it says, in its very first

number, " is like the

sunshine introduced

into the designs of

Titian : it animates

the figures and gives

them all their em

bellishment."

"The hoop or

circumference of

charms," we read in

'785, " is a most

essential part of con

temporary costume.

The magnificence of

the full - dress hoop

carries with it a

most noble and

majestic appearance,

and I hope will

never be given up

or hers de la mode

as long as England

can boast of such

fine women as

appear within the

circle of a Drawing

Room."

But the French

Revolution burst

into boudoirs and salons and " the hoop or

circumference of charms " disappeared, and

in the next few years was witnessed an entire

change of style.

Here is a simple little afternoon dress for

1796: "The hair dressed in light curls and

ringlets; Armenian turban, made of white and

York flame-coloured satin, crossed in the

front with two strings of pearls, and the ends
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FASHIONS KOR 1785 (THE EARLIEST COLOURED PLATE).

trimmed with gold fringe ; a white ostrich

and a blue esprit feather on the left side ;

Armenian robe of embroidered muslin, the

train with a broad hem ; full short sleeves ;

trimming of blond round the neck and at

the top of the sleeves; tucker of blond ;

A KETURN TO SPARTAN SIMPLICITY, 1800.

gold cord with two large tassels round the

waist, tied at the left side ; two strings of

pearls, and a festoon gold chain with a

medallion round the neck; diamond ear

rings ; white shoes and gloves."

In 1800 we read that the newest fashion is

" a simple blue tunic, bound by tassels at the

waist." " Nothing is now so elegant as a

straw hat: they are worn either ornamented

with the flower called convolvulus or coloured

like a shell." " Ribbons are worn either

clouded or striped; the latter are nankeen."

It is strange that, notwithstanding the

horror which the conduct of the French

had excited throughout Europe, and especi

ally in England, there should be found any

votaries of French fashions. It is even

LATEST PAKIS MODES, 1802.

stranger that, while French modes were still

worn with us, in France there was a general

adoption, in 1802, of English fashions such

as are shown herewith for that year. "The

head-dress for undress," we read, " is fre

quently only a piece of muslin, sometimes

enlivened with pearls. In full dress turbans

are principally worn."

Our next illustration forecasts the fashions

for 1806. " Never was there a period that

exhibited a greater variety of female decora

tions than the present; and it is as difficult

to find a costume to condemn as to describe

one that has a decided preference." Never

theless we find men's large beaver hats

already in vogue. What will ladies of 1904

think of the following: " MORNING WALKING

DRESS.â��A plain muslin dress, walking length,
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L'MPIKE GOWNS AND GliuKGIAN BEAVER, 1806.

I

made high in front and forms a shirt

collar, richly embroidered ; long sleeves,

also embroidered round the wris.ts and

at the bottom of the^dress; a pelisse

opera coat without any seam in kick,

composed of .orange-blos-som

tinged with brown, made of

Angola cloth--1' or sarsnet,

trimmed witK^' rich Chin-

cheally fur, tipped with gold.

The pelisse sets close to the

form on one side, fastened

on the right shoulder with a

brooch."

It seems' odd that there

was ever a time when there

were public defenders of false

complexions for ladies ; yet

we find in La Belle Assemblee

for March, 1806, a writer

pleading in favour of rouge,

" which may be rendered ex

tremely innocent, and may

be applied with such art as

sometimes to give an expres

sion to the figure which it

would never have without

that auxiliary. The colour of

modesty has many charms ;

and in an age when women

blush so little ought we not

to value this innocent artifice,

which is capable at least of

exhibiting to us the picture of modesty ? We

ought to be thankful to the sex which, in the

absence of estimable virtue, knows at least how

to preserve its portrait."

In this fashion-plate for 1809 we see & lady very

coolly attired in a white jaconot frockâ��somewhat

scanty and diaphanousâ��and rejoicing in a gor

geous parasol. Here is the exact description :â��

'â�¢**.-

SOMEWHAT SCANTY ATTIRE. 1809.

A VIEW OK DIAPHANOUS DRAPERIES, 1809.

" PROMENADE COSTUME.â��

A white jaconot muslin high

dress, with long sleeves and

collar of needlework ; treble

flounces of plaited muslin

round the bottom ; wrist and

collar confined with a silk

cord and tassel. The hair

disposed in the Eastern style,

with a fancy flower in front

or oh one side. A Vittoria

cloak, or Pyrennean mantle,

of pomona - green sarsnet,

trimmed with Spanish fringe

of a correspondent shade, and

confined in graceful folds on

the left shoulder. A white

lace veil thrown over the head

dress. A large Eastern para

sol, the colour of the mantle,

with deep Chinese awning.

Roman shoe, or Spanish

slipper, of pomona-green kid,

or jean. Gloves of primrose

or amber-coloured kid."
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One is perpetually surprised at

the scantiness of the attire of

those days. It offers such a con

trast to the rotundity of the hoop

or " circumference of fashion," or

to the later crinoline. For 1809

bonnets have suddenly assumed

gigantic dimensionsâ��as in the

picture herewithâ��but the ques

tion amongst the fair sex doubt

less was, Will they last ?

In turning over the thousands

of fashion - plates of the first

quarter of the last century one is

constantly confronted by designs

bearing such titles as " Costume

for the Seaside," "Toilette for

the Seaside," " Dress for the

Seashore." Seaside in those days

meant Margate, Weymouth, and

Scarborough; and we naturally

expect to find trim little frocks,

accompanied by tight sailor hats, capable of

withstanding the stiffest breeze. But instead

of this we find transparent, flowing gossamers

and top-lofty turbans, which would never

weather the mildest gale.

AT FASHIONABLE MARGATE, 1810.

A DAINTY LITTLE BONNET, 1809.

About the same time we read :

" As our families of rank are fast

migrating either to their country

seats or some fashionable water

ing-place, and as the Metropolis

at this season offers little of novel

elegance save an occasional dis

play at Vauxhall, we shall follow

the varying goddess to all her

favourite haunts, and contem

plate her fair votaries as they

ramble on the sea-shore, saunter

on the lawns, or lounge at the

libraries, as they grace the

dcjetine, animate the social party,

or illume the theatre and ball

room."

Of our next illustration (1810)

we may glean a notion from the

following extract from a contem

porary fashion letter :â��

" Mantles and coats of green

vigonia or merino cloth of various shades,

from the sober hue of the Spanish fly to the

more lively pea-green, have succeeded to the

purple, which, though a colour most pleasing

in itself, is now become too general to find a

A I30.ND STREET PROMENADE, 1810.
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EALLCMJN SLEEVES, iSlI.

place in a select

wardrobe. Scarlet

cloaks are no longer

seen on genteel

women, except as

wraps for the thea

tres ; the satiated

eye turns, over

powered by their

universal glare, to

rest on more chaste

and more refreshing

shades. Mantles

and pelisses are now

considered more

elegant when trim

med with gold or

silver lace, or bind

ing ; or with black

velvet, bound or

laid flat, and which

is sometimes

finished at its ter

minations with a

narrow gold edging of flat braid. Some

are decorated with borders of coloured

chenille."

Albeit every year sees the attire grow

ing less scantyâ��even the fashions for

1811 display more generous draperies;

besides which the latter are flanked and

reinforced by huge muffs now coming

GIGANTIC MUFFS A LA MODE, l8ll.

A SIM i 1,1 CARRIAGE UKESS, 1811.

into vogue and

recently made

familiar to us

in Mr. Barrie's

play of "Quality

Street." Ac

companied, as

they occasion

ally were, by

huge beaver

hats, these Gar

gantuan muffs

â��which must

surely have re

quired the pelts

of more than

one fox to pro

duce, if not of

an entire bear

â�� demanded

all the atten

tion from their fair wearers, as well as from the

gallants of the day. The next illustration shows a

carriage dress, conveniently short, for 1811.

VAKIEGA1ED STYLES OF COIFFUKK, 1816.

Coal-scuttle bonnets are likewise growing in

favour, as may be seen by the picture at the top

of this page. Still more interesting is the style of

coiffure of the period. Nothing more fantastic,

we venture to say, ever came out of the brain of

the most imaginative coiffeur. We especially call

the attention of those readers who inveigh against

the over-elaboration of twentieth-century head-

dressing to the rear view of the bottom right-hand

elegant cranium. It resembles nothing more
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'

A CHARMliNG BACK VIEW, 1620.

closely than a bouquet of turnips, carrots, and

other homely vegetables.

When we approach the " twenties " we are

fain to perceive more gravity in the fashions

of the day. Indeed, nothing could well be

more grave â�� we might even say more

awkwardâ��than the back view of the (doubt

less) charming lady of the above illustration.

It certainly does not suggest the lightness and

lissom grace of the earlier designs. What a

great change the fashions have undergone

since 1809 maybe seen by the plate for 1829.

Here we doubtless confront just such a

pair of fashionable ladies as are described

in the pages of Dickens, Bulwer, and

Disraeli, with their Liliputian ruffsâ��which

fortunately did not become a permanent

A VIEW IN HYDE PARK, 1829.

fashionâ��their leg-of-mutton sleeves, and

quintuple rows of lace " insertion." We

are fain to speculate upon the countenance

of one of these pre-Victorian young ladies,

C1IILDUEN A LA MODE, 1829.
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FASHION-PLATE POR 1837. ATTRIBUTED TO " PHIZ."

for it is wholly obscured by a magnificently-

plumed " blush-concealer," as the coal-scuttle

bonnets were facetiously called.

In order that our fair readers may have a

peep at the dress of the juvenile portion of

the community in that same year, we give

a spirited drawing from a French fashion

journal. The costume may perhaps hardly

commend itself to the children of 1904, but

it doubtless

appeared quite

appropriate to the

mammas of the

time, as well as to

the artist. As to

the artists of these

fashion - plates, it

must be remem

bered that they

were usually strug

gling young paint

ers and draughts

men, who were

glad to get work

of this kind, and

many of them

afterwards became

famous. Both

Dore1 and Meis-

sonier drew

fashions for the

FASHION-PLATE FOR 1851. DRAWN BY JOHN I.EECH.

magazines and Cabinets des Modes of their

day. Moreover, our own Hablot K. Browne

("Phiz") was responsible for many such, the

accompanying plate for 1837 being attri

buted to him ; while there is no doubt of

John Leech's authorship of the fashion-plate

for 1851, which we also reproduce.

Before we approach the "sixties," with

their extraordinary revival of the hoop or

*fr m

**MÂ«*

LADIES' FASHIONS, 1854 (THE BLOOMER PERIOD).
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crinol ine

fashion, we

must remark

on the extra-

ordinary

fashion-

plate pro

mulgate d

for the year

1854. What

would the

ladies say to

such a tyran

nical dictate

of fashion

to-day ? It

is inconceiv

able now ;

but many a

Vo

fair dame and damsel seeing

it in that year must inwardly

have quaked with terror at

the prospect of facing her

beloved Adolphus in Bloo-

merian garb. Happily, the

prophets proved false for

once, and the fashion passed

away, just as a year or two

ago the threatened crinoline

scare passed away with us.

Crinoline had to run its

courseâ��although not before

it had been guilty of many

enormities, as will be seen by

the appended plate. The

ladies' heads herein appear

but as the apexes of pyra

mids; and the singular cut of

the bodices and the rotundity

of the young ladies' skirts

appear to us, in this age,

ludicrous.

On the whole, it may be

our vanity and self-sufficiency,

or it may be our superior

taste; but to us it seems

(and we trust the reader,

on comparing these

fashion-plates of our grand

mothers with the last of our

seriesâ��that

for 1904â��

will agree

with us) that

however our

past genera

tions dress-

e d , and

whatever

Worth and

Paquin have

in store for

the future,

our English

girl of the

present has

decided 1 y

the best of

the sartorial

bargain.

SOMEWHAT NEATER THAN OUR GRANU.MOTHFKS ([.AIJtES' FASHIONS FOR 1904).

(By courtesy of Messrs. Weldons, Ltd.)



A Willing Scape-Goat.

BY S. B. ROBINSON.

ACK SELDEN only half sup

pressed an exclamation of

angry despair by a simulated

fit of coughing, as he read

at breakfast the solitary letter

that had fallen to his share

from the mail-bag. It was not pleasant

reading: it was a thinly-veiled command to

pay, within three days, a card and betting

debt to the tune of two hundred pounds.

He raised his face, from which the colour

had fled, and glanced furtively round at the

other occupants of the table, as he crushed

the letter into his pocket.

His father, Dr. Selden, a tall, grey, ascetic-

looking manâ��blind for some years through

a disease of the optic nerveâ��had not noticed

the exclamation : neither had Madge West-

brook, his fiancie, a handsome girl, who

chanced to be too deeply occupied witli her

duties of hostess, in the absence of Miss

Selden, the doctor's sister. Cyril Wayne, a

fair, resolute-looking young fellow of Jack's

age, the doctor's amanuensis, was the only

one of the trio who had perceived the

trouble.

Jack dropped his eyes guiltily, and made

a show of continuing his meal while he men

tally reviewed the situation. It seemed to

be a desperate one, and he cursed his fate.

He could expect no assistance from his

father. A college career that had resulted

in nothing but heavy debts was too fresh in

his memory for that. Jack had been told

by his exasperated parent that never again

would he receive assistance beyond his ample

allowance ; and, further, that the bulk of the

property would go to Madge, the doctor's

niece. Jack could only, in a sense, become

his father's heir by marrying his cousin when

she came of age.

At the time this arrangement had been

made Madge had acquiesced to her share in

it without any effort and, indeed, without

much thought. It pleased her uncle, and

that had been enough to decide her. As for

Jack, he would have preferred a free hand ;

but since he was not to have it he consoled

himself with the thought that Madge was a

very presentable encumbrance.

But the arrival of Cyril Wayne at High-

bankâ��the country residence which the

doctor had occupied since his blindness-

had opened a new chapter in Madge's un

eventful life. The new-comer, intelligent,

accomplished, masterful, made a startling

contrast to the weak-willed, illiterate Jack,

who was intellectually lost when he ventured

outside the precincts of the stable.

The result of the companionship into which

Madge and Cyril insensibly drifted was as

inevitable as the course of time. There was

no one to warn them of the danger. The

doctor could not see it; Miss Selden was too

deeply engrossed in her charities, and Jack

in his own affairs. There came a moment

then when the pair found out for themselves

how imperceptible is the boundary some

times that separates friendship and love.

Madge discovered with horror that her

thoughtless promise was repugnant to her,

and Cyril that he was in love' with another

man's betrothed ! The pleasant intercourse

was broken from that moment, without a

word of explanation on either side.

With Cyril Wayne this discovery could

only have one result: he immediately com

menced his preparjftions for leaving High-,

bank, sore in heart and self-respect.

This morning at breakfast Jack's stifled

exclamation had warned him that some

mischief was afoot, and he was anxious to

know what it was. What concerned Jack

concerned Madge, alas! When the meal

was concluded, instead of at once following

the doctor to his study he stepped through

the open French window on to the terrace,

where the enfant prodigue had already pre

ceded him.

He was standing at the stone balustrade

reperusing his letter. When he heard Cyril's

footsteps on the flags behind him he started,

crushed the paper in his hand, and turned

round.

"Jack, I want to speak to you for a few

moments," said Cyril, as he advanced.

"What's up?" asked Jack, shortly. He

thrust the letter into his pocket and took out

his pipe.

" Wellâ�� Cyril hesitated a moment to

ransack his brain for some reasonable pretext ;

then it occurred to him that it was nearly a

certainty his listener's trouble was a pecuniary

one. To feign a like predicament for him

self might evoke Jack's confidence.

" Well," said he, " I want you to lend me
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twenty-five pounds. I'm hard pressed for it

at this moment."

Madge had approached the window to

speak to Jack. She caught Cyril Wayne's

remark, and, drawing back at once, turned

away unperceived by both of the young men.

Tack fell an easy prey to the trap that had

been laid for him. He gazed at Cyril in

astonishment and let the match he had

lighted die out in his hand.

\

>,VHONO-

" HE GA:

N ASTONISHMENT,

" Lend you twenty-five pounds ?

Scot ! " he exclaimed.

" Yes."

Great

" Twenty-five pounds ! You've come to

the wrong shop this time, old man ! " Then

he suddenly lowered his voice and bent

his head forward, anxiously. " Can you tell

me where I can get just eight times that

amount ? " he asked. " 1 want it badly."

" Oh ! So that is the reason for the letter

you received just now ? "

jack nodded his head and flushed.

" Two hundred pounds ! " exclaimed Cyril,

aghast. " Let me hear the whole business,"

he continued. " I can't lend you the money,

but I may be able to suggest something."

It was the same old story of betting and

cards. Cyril had heard it all before, in the

same stumbling phraseology of contrition.

" And the brute gives me only three daysâ��

three days, or he will write to the governor,"

concluded Jack, turning suddenly savage.

" Then forestall him," replied Cyril, " for

as far as I can see there is no remedy but to

ask your father to help you out of the mire

once more."

" Ask the governor ? You can just bet

I sha'n't do that," said

Jack, sullenly. He thrust

his hands deep into his

pockets and stared hard

at the ground.

"Then, no money

lenders," replied Cyril.

" It will only make bad

worse. Come!" He

caught Jack by the arm.

" Make a clean breast of

[ it to your father. He

has much more than the

sum you require in the

house at present, and

you may not find him

so difficult as you

imagine."

Jack started. More

money than he required

for his wants in the house!

So near him ! Oh, if he

only had it ! He shook

his arm free with impa

tience.

" No, no, 1 sha'n't do

that," said he.

"Very well," said

Cyril. " But you will do

nothing without consult

ing me ? Is that under

stood ? "

Jack nodded his head and, turning quickly,

stared blindly across the fields that sloped

and stretched from the terrace. He didn't

see them. His brain was working just then

as it had never worked before. Cyril's words

about the money had raised a sudden storm

of temptation in him which seemed to carry

him out of himself. He must try to thinkâ��

to decide.

At midnight Cyril turned in, but could not

sleep; his thoughts were too busily occupied

with Madge, Jack, and the present uncer

tainty of his own future. He had heard the

clock in the little sitting-room adjoining

chime every hour from midnight to three.

Then a strange thing happened. As he lay

broad awake in the dark, a slender pencil of
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yellow light stole across the carpet from his

door. Jack's room was next to his. He

heard no sound in the corridor, though he sat

up in his bed and listened intently. The

pencil of light remained stationary a few

moments, then wavered, and finally, sweep

ing slowly round the room, disappeared.

Something prompted Cyril to rise and

investigate. Putting on his

dressing-gown and slippers,

he noiselessly crossed his

room and looked out. The

feeble yellow light was

dancing on the ceiling of

the corridor, but the bearer

of it, unseen, was already de

scending the broad oak stair

case.

Cyril hurried quietly along

the corridor and, looking

over the balustrade, saw

Jack. He was at the foot

of the stairs, and about

to enter the lower corridor.

Cyril remained where he

was in the darkness a few

moments, when the light

began to reappear and a

cool breath of air swept up

the stair.

Jack must have opened

the French window which

gave access to the garden.

He now approached the

foot of the stair with

stealthy tread; but, instead

of mounting it, he passed on

in the direction of the other

wing.

All unconscious of a watcher, Jack was

cautiously engaged in disconnecting the wires

switched on to an alarm in the doctor's room

above, when Cyril, unable to contain his

feelings any longer, stepped forward.

" Jack !" he exclaimed, sternly, " what is

the meaning of this ? "

Jack bounded to his feet in horror. His

VoAi-oxt./

JACK WAS CAUTIOUSLY ENGAGED IN DISCONNECTING THE WIRES.'

Cyril felt instinctively

that something was wrong, and descending

the stairs he followed in Jack's wake

Turning the corner of the corridor he was

just in time to see the young man insert

a key in the lock of the study door, and

then enter.

By the time Cyril had arrived Jack had

placed his candle on the writing-table and

was stooping, with his back to the door, in

front of his father's safe, which he had just

opened.

This safe was of peculiar construction.

For the convenience of the doctor it opened

by means of the simple pressure of a small

button in the wainscot. But the room

in itself was a safe, for the door was of steel

with a powerful lock, and the one window

was heavily shuttered within and barred

without.

hand fell nervelessly from the stud he had

been manipulating, and, catching in one of

the drawers, drew it partially open. It was

sufficient to actuate the mechanism. A faint

whirr in the room above responded to the

movement of the drawer ; and at the same

time the study door, as if impelled by an

invisible hand, swung quickly to and closed

with a faint click.

The two young men were prisoners There

was no means of egress except by the door,

and that could only be opened now from the

outside. The doctor's burglar trap had ful

filled its purpose admirably.

For the space of two or three moments

the pair stood motionless facing each other

Jack had gripped the back of the doctor's

study chair and was staring with haggard

eyes at the door. Then suddenly, with a
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half-frenzied exclamation, he threw himself

at it and tore desperately with his fingers at

its smooth, hard surface. It was of no use.

He fell back with a groan of despair and,

dropping heavily into a chair, covered his

face with his hands.

" Good Heaven ! My father !â��Madge !

What will they think of me?" said he,

hoarsely, as he passed his hand over his

damp forehead. " Oh, I must have been

madâ��mad ! "

Cyril Wayne looked down at the wretched

jack, half pitying, half despising him. Was

this crouching, would-be thief to become

Madge's husband ? What a match ! Was it

not for the best that the innocent girl should

be undeceived before it was too late ? But

the cruelty of it ! He shrank involuntarily

from the idea of witnessing the death blow

that was to be dealt at her affection. He

pictured to himself a misery, an anguish, a

hundred-fold greater than this cowering

wretch was capable of feeling. Oh, it was

impossible !

" Jack ! " said he, stooping suddenly and

shaking the abject figure by the shoulder.

"Look, up, man ! Do you hear?"

Jack lifted his head and stared at Cyril

stupidly.

" Just collect your wits and listen to me,"

said Cyril, imperiously, as he fixed Jack's

gaze with his own. " If you get out of this

scrape scot-

freeâ��you un

derstand?"â��

Jack nodded

hungrilyâ��

"will you

swear never

to touch a

card or back a

horse again?"

" Get out

of it? Oh,

Wayne-

Cyril, old

man, how?

How ? " im

plored Jack,

with tremb

ling lips, half

rising from

his seat.

Cyril push

ed him back

impatiently.

" That is not

the answer I

want." said

he. He repeated his question. " Do you

swear ? " he asked. " Quick ! Quick, man !

I can hear footsteps. A moment more and

it won't matter what you say."

" Yes, yes, I swear, I swear!" repeated

Jack, fervently, as he gulped down something

that had risen in his throat.

" Very good ! " Cyril's grasp closed like a

steel vice on his shoulder. " Jack Selden,"

continued the young man, sternly, " what 1

am going to do I shall do for Madge'sâ��your

cousin'sâ��sake; but if you fail to keep that

oath you have just made, do you know that

you will be the meanest, pitifullest hound

that ever walked God's earth ? If you do

failâ��" he paused, " well, never cross my

path, that's all. Now rouse up. Look like

yourself, man ; they are here."

It was true. There was a sound of

slippered feet outside the study door. Jack

rose from his chair and stood behind it, his

face drawn, his eyes roving. He felt sick

with the fear clutching at his heart.

" Not a word from you," whispered Cyril,

rapidly ; " leave everything to me."

There was the sharp click of a pistol-

trigger outside ; a pause; and then the

study door was flung wide open. In the

corridor stood the doctor and Madge alone.

The latter was holding a candle above her

head in her left hand; with her right she

pointed a revolver.

" IN 1 lit. COKK1DOR STOOD THE DOCTOR AND MAUCK ALONE
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" You msy give up. There is no escape.

If you move you will be shot down without

mercy," said the doctor, rapidly. " How

many, Madge ? " he added, in a lower tone.

Madge had with great difficulty checked

the exclamation that had nsen to her lips

as her glance fell on Cyril and Jack. Both

arms dropped to her side. What did this

mean ? Her startled, questioning glance

dwelt on each of the young men alternately,

but no explanation came. They stood before

her like two statues. Jack hung his head ; he

could not even face his father's sightless

eyes. Cyril looked at her, silent, calm, and

speechless.

" How many, Madge ?" repeated the

doctor, impatiently.

" Two," she gasped, with a great effort.

" Do you recognise them ? "

There was a momentary pause. Jack

trembled so violently that his grasp shook

the chair he held. He felt that his fate

hung on Madge's lips, and his torture was

exquisite. Cyril did not blench.

Again Madge swept the faces of the two

young men with her keen, questioning glance.

Still no attempt at explanation ! Oh, this

obstinate silence! Jack's shrinking figure,

Cyril's cool hardihood, were convincing proofs

of guilt. Know them ! Know them ! The

cowardly thieves ! She coloured hotly ; her

eyes flashed, and her lips curled with the

intensest scorn.

" No, I do not," she replied.

With a sudden and unexpected movement

the doctor closed the door with a crash.

He rubbed his hands excitedly.

" We have them, Madge; we have them

safe, the scoundrels," said he. " Like rats in

a trap! Now to get Wayne and Jack, at

once, to secure them."

There was a choking sob at his side.

Madge had turned and laid her forehead

against the wall; the hot tears were coursing

down her cheeks. The doctor heard her,

and reaching forward caught a hand that was

hanging limply down.

" Why, why, my dear!" said he, with

sudden compunction, as he felt Madge's

fingers trembling in his grasp. " It was too

bad of me to put you to such a trial. I

ought to have waited for Wayne and Jack.

I didn't stop to think. Your nerves are

shaken, and no wonder. There ! there ! "

No wonder, indeed ! They went upstairs

side by side, Madge scarcely hearing, and still

less heeding, the doctor's flow of exculpation.

When they reached the doctor's room the

old man wished Madge to rest there while

he went to call his son and secretary and

alarm the house generally. But to this

proposal Madge objected with astonishing

energy. She herself would go and no one

else. She was quite recovered now and did

not feel the slightest fear. Would he promise

her to remain quietly in his room until she

returned with the others ?

The doctor reluctantly yielded his consent,

and then Madge slipped from the room with

a wildly beating heart. Instead, however, of

turning along the corridor towards the rooms

occupied by Cyril Wayne and Jack, she

swiftly descended the stairs, and reaching the

study door flung it wide open.

" Come ! " said she, addressing Jackâ��she

did not look at Cyrilâ��" your father sent me to

your room to call youâ��to your room !" She

paused a moment, and then continued, with

flashing eyes and a bitter emphasis: " Oh,

deceive him still, if you can! If you can

keep him from learning to what you have

(alien, do so! You need expect no opposi

tion from meâ��for his sake, but never, never,

dare to speak to me again ! "

" Jack is not to blame in the least," said

Cyril, quietly. " I am the culprit; he is as

innocent as you are, Miss Westbrook."

Madge started and blanched; that coolly-

worded confession seemed to stab her like a

knife. Then like lightning there flashed

across her brain the request she had over

heard for a loan of twenty-five pounds. Oh,

this was all so horribleâ��so incomprehensible !

Jack had lifted his head as Cyril spoke, but

had quickly let it fall again.

" Jack followed me, only to watch me,"

continued Cyril, in the same even tones.

" He was caught by the closing of the door

when I opened the drawerâ��you know how

it worksâ��that is all as far as he is concerned.

I throw myself on your mercy, Miss West-

brook. I offer no useless excuses. If I

dared ask a favour of you I would say, keep

my secretâ��at least until I am free of

Highbank."

Madge paused a moment, overwhelmed ;

then she turned on him with passionate

scorn. " Oh, how you have deceived us 1

Then all the time you have been here you

were only a thiefâ��a common thief, at heart.

Oh !"â��-she waved her hand with a gesture of

horrorâ��" you acted well as a pretender, a

masquerader, a specious, lying counterfeit of

honesty." She turned to her cousin : " Jack !

Jack ! speak ! "

" For Heaven's sake, Madge, don't go

on so. Iâ��I can't stand it, I tell you,"

exclaimed Jack, violently. " Iâ��I "
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SHE TURNED ON H[M WITH PASSIONATE SCORN.

" Hush ! hush ! There is no need to say

anything fuither," broke in Cyril, hastily.

" Miss Westbrook will keep silence, I am

sure. I only ask for a few hours' grace."

Madge swept out of the study without

another word. Cyril pushed the reluctant

Jack and then followed him. At the doctor's

door Madge left them and, her heart broken

with passion, sought her rojm. The old

man had been awaiting the arrival of the

young men in a fever of impatience. The

first excitement consequent on the capture

of the burglars having subsided somewhat,

he had had time to-reflect. It had occurred

to him then that the thieves must have effected

their entrance by the study door ; they could

scarcely have done so by the window. In

this case they had, he thought, probably

entered by means of a skeleton key and had

escaped in the same manner.

It was a pitiful, distasteful farce to Cyril,

but it had to be acted through to the finale.

The birds had flown, of course, and equally

of course by the French window found open

in the corridor.

Search parties were sent out, and Cyril

wondered with a pang what could be

Madge's feelings as the

flickering lights wandered

to and fro in the garden

on their wild-goose chase.

The next day Madge did

not leave her room, and

Cyril Wayne, feeling that

he was the cause, hastened

his departure. One more

lie, he bitterly told him

self, and his career of de

ception was concluded.

It was an intense relief,

sore as his heart might be,

to get away as far as pos

sible from Highbank. He

had spent there the hap

piest and the most painful

hours of his existence.

In less than a fortnight

after Cyril's departure Jack

Selden was watching, with

a feeling of considerable

satisfaction, from the deck

of a " liner," the English

coast-line fading in the dis

tance. His debts had been

paid and a hardly - won

consent obtained to try

the experiment of sheep-

farming in Australia. His

father, aunt, and Madge had accompanied

him to Tilbury Docks; and Jack was

wondering vaguely, as he puffed his cigar

and the summer night gathered round, what

Madge was at that precise moment thinking

of him.

Before leaving he had written a letter for

Madge, which she would have received on

her return to the hotel from the docks. In

it Jack had done full justice to Cyril Wayne.

He had concealed nothing relating to the

crime which he had so nearly committed,

and which Cyril, to shield him, had so

quixotically taken upon his own shoulders.

In conclusion he had begged Madge to keep

his secret from his father, and to consider

that as far as he, Jack, was concerned she

was free.

Madge had found Jack's letter on her

dressing-table, and had read its frank out

pouring with quickened pulse, flushed cheeks,

and sparkling eyes. What a dull, crushing

weight it had suddenly lifted from her heart!

She did not attempt to analyze her feelings,

but the crime seemed nearly trivial now that

she knew it was Jack's. And then an uncon

trollable desire seized her to make amends
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to Cyril. Jack had evidently anticipated

this ; for, with wonderful thoughtfulness, he

had supplied the address, and Madge recog

nised with a thrill that it was not distant

more than five minutes' walk from the spot

where she was at that moment standing.

Should she write to Cyril or should she

go to him ? A moment's thought decided

that question. The cruel words she had

used could only be withdrawn personally ;

so, without bestowing a moment's reflection

on the proprieties, she crushed Jack's

precious epistle in her hand and, hurrying

down the stairs, left the hotel.

It was with a beating heart that she

presently found herself at the house where

Cyril was living. He was acting as locum

tciiens for a friend who was enjoying !v.s

holiday abroad. The servant, thinking she

was a late patient, ushered her into a little

waiting-room, and from there, a few moments

later, into the consulting room. Cyril, who

was standing at the window, turned and

started in astonishment as he recognised

her.

" What ! Miss Westbrook ! " he exclaimed,

as he hurried forward. "The doctor ?'"

Madge held out her hand impulsively.

" No," said she ; and then, without further

preamble, she plunged tumultuously into the

reason that had brought

her there.

" I have come to beg

your pardon. Oh, you

must forgive me for

whatâ��what I said.

I m so sorry â�� oh, so

sorry ; but I couldn't

help it. 1'lease read

this before you say any

thing."

She thrust Jack's

letter into Cyril's hand.

The young man took it, '

glanced at the super

scription, and flushed.

" Ah ! so Jack has

betrayed me ! " said he,

as he commenced to

read. "And you are

not angry at my deception ? " He looked

into her eager, appealing face. " It is I who

must ask forgiveness, but "

â�¢' But you hurt me very much indeed,"

broke in Madge. " You should not have

done it; no, you should not. I said things

â��I misjudged you, because youâ��oh, you

had disappointed me â�� wounded me so

much." Her eyes grew humid and her last

words faltered and fell almost to a whisper.

"I â�� I thought the end justified the

means," stammered Cyril. He scarcely

knew what to say. He turned to the letter

again.

There followed a momentary silence while

Cyril read on. Suddenly his heart bounded

wildly, and the writing swam before his eyes

as he came to Jack's declaration of freedom.

He dropped the letter and turned to her.

" Miss Westbrookâ��Madgeâ��tell meâ��you

must! Did you love him ?"

"Iâ��I had promised," she whispered, with

drooping eyelids.

" Promised ! Promised ! Only promised ?

I always thought you loved him," exclaimed

Cyril.

Madge did not reply, but the colour

surged sudden and warm into her half-

averted cheek.

" My dear ! my dear !" said he, passion

ately, as he caught

both her hands in his.

" It was I that loved

â�¢ you after allâ��not Jack.

I deceived you for

your sake, not for his.

' HE CAUGHT BOTH HEK HANDS IN HIS.

- What could I do?

â�¢ Could I see you suffer?

- | r.,bave loved you from

â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢ the' first, but I never

* ;t)\ought to tell you this.

-.Is; it useless forme to

; -.do-so now? Madge,

.â�¢dear, is it? Is it?"

There was no reply,

.. but. as he drew her un

resisting form towards

- â�¢ him he read his an

swer in her uplifted,

happy eyes.
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joys and child

hood's sorrows, its

beauty, and even

its little frailtiesâ��

in fact, everything

connected with the

dawn of life, has

its own especial

charm. It is, per

haps, not given to

all of us to detect

with a sympathetic

eye the picturesque

in a very naughty

young person,

From tfu Painting

" ASLEEP."

who hits at every moment on a fresh idea to

make his fellow-creatures uncomfortable : nor

is the spectacle of children in their best-loved

state of dirty happiness too pleasing to the

average observer. But the artist's eye sees

things differently. Happily so ; his imagina

tive brain sees the humour of the little self-

assertions, and the pathetic side of the joy

of living even in the gutter. Yet, after all

is said, it remains, of course, a certain truth

that there are many aspects of child - life

VoL xxviL-84.

permission of Braun, CI6ment, & Co.

IF. Oartlmn.

which can only in reality be fully understood

by mothers.

The subject of our first pictureâ��"Asleep,"

by the French painter, F. Charderonâ��

is a little masterpiece of its kind. There

may be prettier children than this one, but

the natural and unconscious grace of the

little warm and rosy body is infinitely

charming.

Charming, too, is the face in the medallion

in the heading of this articleâ��the face of a
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from Out Panaiug\ " n OWF.R OF 1 HE HEATH." |(/i, icAtre/i

fly permission of the Berlin Photographic Co.

child-angel, which seems to watch over the

figure of the human child asleep below. It

is taken from a painting by Bernardo Strozzi.

â�¢ The picture reproduced above, entitled

" Flower of the Heath," by the German

painter, Schwentzen, is another delightful

study. It is that of a child wandering

alone over a flowery plain

â��or not quite alone, for

she is accompanied by a

shaggy terrier, who carries

in his mouth a basket,

from which protrudes a

bottle. That bottle, as often happens

with accessories ~of a picture which may

seem quite unimportant at first sight, is

not there for nothing. It tells, or at least

elucidates, the story of the picture. The

little girl has been the bearer of her

father's dinner, and is returning through

the flowering heather, filling her apron

with blossoms as she goes. The whole

pictureâ��sunny landscape, flowers, dog,

and childâ��is full of delicate power and

subtle charm.

The three child-heads in the medal

lions above given must not be passed

without a word of notice. The upper

one is by Gainsborough, and a more

winsome and delightful little face it is

impossible to imagine. That on the

right is from the same pictureâ��the two

children being named respectively Hab-

btnal and Ganderetta. The head in the

medallion on the left-hand side is from

the portrait of James, the young Earl of

Salisbury, by Kneller.

We come now to a picture full of pathetic

meaningâ��"Tired Gleaners"â��by our well-

known English painter, Mr. Fred Morgan.

They look so poor and sad, these pretty

little girls, who have at the very outset of life

already known so much of its hardship. The

elder one has a mother's instinct of kindly
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care for the

weaker little

sister : her face

expresses the

self - forgetting

resignation of a

life filled with

love for others.

The little one,

more beautiful

than the elder

sister, is one of

those beings

who are in all

stations of life

predestined to

be loved and

cared for. A

whole touching

life - story is in

these two chil

dren's faces â��

beautiful but

sad.

The examples

which have been

selected to fill

the medallions

given in this

article comprise

illustrations of

children's heads

contained â�¢ in

some of the

most celebrated

pictures in the

world. It is

impossible in a

limited space to

give an adequate

idea of the

beauty and

charm with which the old masters have

immortalized childhood â�� or perhaps it

would be more accurate to say babyhood,

since the great majority are representations

of the Child with the Madonna, and, though

varying in age from a few weeks upwards, the

infant is seldom shown as older than a year

or two at most. These studies of what may,

in a double sense, be called the divinity of

childhood differ widely according to the

nationality of the painter. As we shall see

presently, in some of the examples given in

these pages farther on, we can enumerate

among the artists of this country certain

painters, such as Gainsborough and Reynolds,

who as delineators of child-life and character

are not easily excelled. There are those,

" TIRED GLEANERS."

From the Pninting by Fred Morynn.

By permission of the Berlin Photographic Co.

however, who would say that in this respect

the Italian masters have never been surpassed.

Raphael's child-head of Christ from the paint

ing entitled the " Madonna Aldobrandini,"

which is reproduced in the first medallion

above, will through all ages illustrate, perhaps

without a rival, the mission of the eternally

beautiful â�� the dignity of innocence, the

holiness of love. Bernardo Strozzi, later

than Raphael, painted a human child in the

arms of the Holy Virgin. It is reproduced

in the right-hand medallion above. The

childish charm and smile are most alluring.

Here we find an allegory of Christianity ;

but it is not, like the child's head in Raphael's

" Madonna Aldobrandini," an allegory of the

divinity.
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In the picture entitled " For Mother's

Birthday," by Louise Jopling, a large-eyed little

maiden is seen carrying so huge a jar of

flowers that she can scarcely hold it. The

painter of this picture must be a lover of

children ; only those who are sensitive to the

charm of children can observe their charac

teristics with so much acuteness. The little

girl is so prim and tidy, her best

frock and hair-ribbon have been put

on with such care, the suppressed

excitement and the consciousness of

the great importance of the event are

so well ex

pressed in

her closed

mouth, in

the fixed

gaze of the

eyes, that

we feel that

the painter

HIDE-AS'D-SEEK.

By Frtd Morgan.

fly permission of ihe Berlin

^ 1'hotographic Co.

Here is another of Mr. Fred

Morgan's studies of child - life â�� a

study notable for its expression of

unreflecting and unconscious happi

ness. To be five years old and to play

hide-and-seek among the blossoms,

to feel them closing you in entirely,

so that you can only just peep through

and see with joy the others pass your

hiding-place, to hold back the flowery

branches and save with the other

hand the little frock from the thorns

â��what pleasure ! And there, right

over head, is baby heard crowing ; she comes

nearer and nearer, held high above the

flowers and thorns by her strong elder sister.

She is sure to catch you ! Can one ever feel

in after years such delight, excitement, and

suspense ?

" FOR MOTHER'S BIRTHDAY."

Hv LouiM Jopling. From a Photo, by II. Duetm.

has caught the fleeting moment to perfection.

The next instant that spell of solemnity will

be broken, when her mother will have re

ceived her birthday present and will have

taken her in her arms and kissed her; and

the child's expression, as she goes dancing
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back to the nursery, no longer

with the measured steps with

which she left it, will be, though

not less child-like, the opposite in

kind.

Let us turn again to the realm

of fancy, to fairyland, where we

all once wandered. Who of us

has not feared and trembled for

Little Red Riding - Hood ; who

has not cor

dially detested

the wolf, and

wished to warn her

against his wiles ?

The mixture of trust

in the wolf and of

doubt in her own

judgment has in our

picture been charm

ingly expressed

by the painter.

LITTLE REH RIDING-HOOD.

from the Painting bit Hiddcman.

By permission of the Berlin Photographic Co.

This is one of those pictures which have the

merit of containing an idea which throws a

new light on the story which it illustrates.

Every child who

has read the ad

ventures of Little

Red Riding-

Hood has won

dered why she felt

no fear at the first

appearance of the

wolf. It was be

cause he had the

wit, as the picture

clearly shows, to

disguise his nature

and, with all his

cunning, to show

nothing but his

natural likeness to

a big and friendly

dog, in which it is

quite easy for a

child to trust, as

in a playfellow

rather than an

enemy.

In the picture,

" Diligence," by

Dieffenbach, there

is perhaps no

idea except what appears at first glance.

Whether the child is really absorbed in her

lessons, or whether the title is ironical and she
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"AN CNEXE'ECTEU MFETING."

fVow the Painting by Paul Peel,

By permbsi-jn of Braun, Clement, & Co.

is in fact dream

ing over a fairy

tale while the

school - books

repose in the

basket, does not

much matter ;

the reader may

take his choice.

The picture is most

probably one of those

which are painted

solely for delight in

their subject. Is not

the whole thing per

fectly charming?

On this page we

have two pictures

which present as

marked a contrast as

may easily be con

ceived. "An Unexpected Meeting," by Paul

Peel, depicting the sturdy little fellow with

the irresistible air of manliness greeting the

frog as a boon-companion, is as natural a

study of boy-life as is that of the little girl of

the characteristics of the opposite sex. "Little

Caprice" stands before us in scanty attire

which is not the beginning of her morning

toilet, but is merely the result of herâ��caprice.

But what does it all mean ? If she knew

that, or you, or I, it would be no longer what

it isâ��an inexplicable freak of the child's mind.

She has been left unobserved for a moment

whilst playing in a corner and found it

amusing to take off her clothes, till she came

to the critical point, which the painter has

seized with so much humour and truth to

life. Suddenly it strikes her that it is not very

amusing to be without one's clothes, but she

does not wish to put her things on by herself,

i Wie Patuliw &Â»] "LITTLE CAPRICE." lEIiia Kodi.

Ky permission of Braun, Clement, & Co.

partly for the simple reason that she does not

know how to do it, and also because she does

not know whether she really wishes to be

dressed again. Oh, misery! oh, aggravation!

she wants to do neither one thing nor

the other. In fact, she does not know

exactly what she wantsâ��a state of mind

which, when she grows to womanhood, will

doubtless very often be repeated.
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" A Kiss First " is the name of a.

delightful picture by Meyer von

Bremen. The boy stands in the

full knowledge of his strength and

manly superiority before the foun-

" tain and prevents the little girl from

filling her jug. His eyes are spark

ling with the conviction that he has

her in his power. And she? She

is but a woman in miniature. Let

those who flatter themselves that

they understand women decide

whether he

will get his

kiss or not.

frm Vie Paintiua byl "A Kiss FIKST." Wii/er im Bnrnm.

By permission of the Berlin Photographic Co.

IN DANGER.

From Uu Painting by Mryrr eon Bremen.

By permission of the Berlin Photographic Co.

The next picture is most realistic

and amusing, and there can hardly

be two opinions as to its obvious

meaning-â��or, rather, its double

meaning. The painter has en

tered the house for a moment to

chat with the pretty girlâ��so he is

" in danger." In the meantime,

the children coming home from

school stop on their way to see

the pictureâ��and that is in danger

also. The young genius gets

hold of the brush and adds, with

a few strokes, a little more colour

to the landscape. The little

sister kneeling by his side en

courages the artistic perform

ance, while the elder one pro

bably passes judgment on the

perspective.
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"BUTTERFLIES."

from tlit fainting by Kate Perufini.

By permission of the Berlin Pholo-

gi aphic Co.

In looking at the beautiful child on the

swing in the picture entitled " Butterflies,"

^by Kate Perugini, one at first receives the

impression that the painter wanted to give us

a " thing of beauty,"

without any other

suggestion of childish

amusement but the

swing. Indeed, the title

might well have been

"Three Butterflies," for

the child in the graceful

dress, patterned as richly

as the insects' wings, is

as much a butterfly as

the other two. But

there is a fur

ther idea in the

picture than

that. Look

once more.

The little toe

is aiming to

touch the but

terfly whilst it

passes; the

intent expres

sion on the

childish face

shows that all

her attention is

concentrated

on this one

ach ievement.

This is a very

subtle illustra

tion of the fact

that children

seldom enjoy a

planless physical movement. Their little

minds are constantly working for their own

small aims and so developing for bigger

ones.

Of the pictures in the medallions on this

page, that on the left is from Sir Joshua

Reynolds's painting entitled "The Angelic

Child." It requires no saying that Sir

Joshua's studies of children are among the

most charming that ever came from the

brush of a painter. The upper right-hand

medallion is from Bartolozzi's picture called

" Merit," while the remaining one is a paint

ing named " A Boy with an Anchor," by the

Italian artist, Cipriani.



CHAPTER III.

R. CHALK, with his mind full

of the story he had just heard,

walked homewards like a man

in a dream. The air was

fragrant with spring and the

scent of lilac revived memories

almost forgotten. It took him back forty

years, and showed him a small boy treading

the same road, passing the same houses.

Nothing had changed so much as the small

boy himself; nothing had been so unlike the

life he had pictured as the life he had led.

Even the blamelessness of the latter yielded

no comfort; it savoured of a lack of spirit.

His mind was still busy with the past

when he reached home. Mrs. Chalk, a

woman of imposing appearance, who sat by

the window at needlework, looked up sharply

at his entrance. Before she spoke he had a.

dim idea that she was excited about some

thing.

" I've got her," she said, triumphantly.

" Oh ! " said Mr. Chalk.

" She didn't want to come at first," said

Mrs. Chalk ; " she'd half promised to go to

VoL xxvii.â��25-

Mrs. Morris. Mrs. Morris had heard of her

through Harris, the grocer, and he only knew

she was out of a place by accident. He "

Her words fell on deaf ears. Mr. Chalk,

gazing through the window, heard without

comprehending a long account of the

capture of a new housemaid, which, slightly

altered as to name and place, would have

passed muster as an exciting contest between

a skilful angler and a particularly sulky

salmon. Mrs. Chalk, noticing his inatten

tion at last, pulled up sharply.

" You're not listening ! " she cried.

" Yes, I am ; go on, my dear," said Mr.

Chalk.

" What did I say she left her last place for,

then ? " demanded the lady.

Mr. Chalk started. He had been con

scious of his wife's voice, and that was all.

" You said you were not surprised at her

leaving," he replied, slowly; " the only

wonder to you was that a decent girl should

have stayed there so long."

Mrs. Chalk started and bit her lip, "Yes,"

she said, slowly. " Yeâ��es. Go on ; any

thing else?"

" You said the house wanted cleaning

from top to bottom," said the painstaking

Mr. Chalk.

" Go on," said his wife, in a smothered

voice. " What else did I say ?"

Copyright, 1904, by W. W. Jacohs, in the United States of America.
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" Said you pitied the husband," continued

Mr. Chalk, thoughtfully.

Mrs. Chalk rose suddenly and stood over

him. Mr. Chalk tried desperately to collect

his faculties.

" How dare you ? " she gasped. " I've

never said such things in my life. Never.

And I said that she left because Mr. Wilson,

her master, was dead and the family had gone

to London. I've never been near the house ;

so how could I say such things ? "

Mr. Chalk remained silent.

" What made you think of such things ? "

persisted Mrs. Chalk.

His wife bridled and said, "Ob, indeed!"

Mr. Chalk's mother, dead some ten years

before, had taken a strange prideâ��possibly

as a protest against her only son's appearance

â��in hinting darkly at a stormy and chequered

past. Pressed for details she became more

mysterious still, and, saying that " she knew

what she knew," declined to be deprived of

the knowledge under any consideration.

She also informed her daughter-in-law that

" what the eye don't see the heart don't

grieve," and that it was better to " let bygones

be bygones," usually winding up with the

advice to the younger woman to keep her

eye on Mr. Chalk without letting him see it.

Mr. Chalk shook his head ; no satisfactory

reply was possible. " My thoughts were far

away," he said, at last.

" Peckham Rye is a long way off, cer

tainly," added the indignant Mrs. Chalk, after

a pause. " It's a pity you haven't got some

thing better to think of, at your time of life,

too."

Mr. Chalk flushed. Peckham Rye was

one of the nuisances bequeathed by his

mother.

" I was thinking of the sea," he said,

loftily.

Mrs. Chalk pounced. -"Oh, Yarmouth,"

she said, with withering scom.

Mr. Chalk flushed deeper than before. " I

wasn't thinking of such things," he declared.

" Theâ��the things you're alluding to," said

the harassed Mr. Chalk.

" What things ? " said his wife, swiftly.

" Ah!" said his wife, with a toss of her

head. " Why you should get red in the face

and confused when I say that Peckham Rye

and Yarmouth are a long way off is best

known to yourself. It's very funny that the

moment either of these places is mentioned

you get uncomfortable. People might read

a geography-book out loud in my presence

and it wouldn't affect me."

She swept out of the room, and Mr.

Chalk's thoughts, excited by the magic word

geography, went back to the island again.

The half-forgotten dreams of his youth

appeared to be materializing. Sleepy Bin-

chester ended for him at I >ialstone Lane,

and once inside the captain's room the en

chanted world beyond the seas was spread

before his eager gaze. The captain, amused

at first at his enthusiasm, began to get weary

of the subject of the island, and so far the

visitor had begged in vain for a glimpse of

the map.

His enthusiasm became contagious.

Prudence, entering one evening in the

middle of a conversation, heard sufficient to

induce her to ask for more, and the captain,

not without some reluctance and several

promptings from Mr. Chalk when he showed

'signs of omitting vital points, related the

story. Edward Tredgold heard it, and, judg

ing by the frequency of his visits, was almost

as interested as Mr. Chalk.

" I can't see that there could be any

harm in just looking at the map," said Mr.

Chalk, one evening. " You could keep your

thumb on any part you wanted to."

" Then we should know where to dig,"

urged Mr. Tredgold. " Properly managed

there ought to be a fortune in your innocence,

Chalk."

Mr. Chalk eyed him fixedly. " Seeing

that the latitude and longitude and all the

directions are written on the back" he

observed, with cold dignity, " I don't see

the force of your remarks."

" Well, in that case, why not show it to

Mr. Chalk, uncle ?" said Prudence, charit

ably.

Captain Bowers began to show signs of

annoyance. " Well, my dear ," he began,

slowly.

" Then Miss Drewitt could see it too,"

said Mr. Tredgold, blandly.

Miss Drewitt reddened with indignation,

" I could see it any time I wished," she said,

sharply.

" Well, wish now," entreated Mr. Tredgold.

" As a matter of fact, I'm dying with curiosity

myself. Bring it out and make it crackle,

captain; it's a bank-note for half a million."

The captain shook his head and a slight

frown marred his usually amiable features.

He got up and, turning his back on them,

filled his pipe from a jar on the mantelpiece.

" You never will see it, Chalk," said

Edward Tredgold, in tones of much convic

tion. " I'll bet you two to one in golden

sovereigns that you'll sink into your honoured

family vault with your justifiable curiosity still
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unsatisfied. And I shouldn't wonder if your

perturbed spirit walks the captain's bedroom

afterwards."

Miss Drewitt looked up and eyed the

speaker with scornful comprehension. " Take

the bet, Mr. Chalk," she

said, slowly.

Mr. Chalk turned in

hopeful amaze ; then he

leaned over and shook

hands solemnly with Mr.

Tredgold. " I'll take

the bet," he said.

" Uncle will show it

to you to please me,"

announced Prudence, in

a clear voice. " Won't

you, uncle ? "

The captain turned

and took the matches

from the table. "Cer

tainly, my dear, if I can

find it," he said,, in a

hesitating fashion. " But

I'm afraid I've mislaid

it. I haven't seen it

since I unpacked."

" Mis/aid it! " ejacu

lated the startled Mr.

Chalk. " Good heavens !

Suppose somebody

should find it ? What

about your word to Don

Silvio then ? "

" I've got it some

where," said the captain,

brusquely; " I'll have -

a hunt for it. All the

same, I don't know that it's quite fair to

interfere in a bet."

Miss Drewitt waved the objection away,

remarking that people who made bets must

risk losing their money.

"I'll begin to save up," said Mr. Tredgold,

with a lightness which was not lost upon

Miss Drewitt. " The captain has got to find

it before you can see it, Chalk."

Mr. Chalk, with a satisfied smile, said that

when the captain promised a thing it was as

good as done.

For the next few days he waited patiently,

and, ransacking an old lumber-room, divided

his time pretty equally between a volume of

" Captain Cook's Voyages" that he found

there and " Famous Shipwrecks.'' By this

means and the exercise of great self-

control he ceased from troubling Dialstone

Lane for a week. Even then it was Edward

Tredgold who took him there. The latter

was in high spirits, and in explanation

informed the company, with a cheerful smile,

that he had saved five and ninepence, and

was forming habits which bade fair to make

him a rich man in time.

IF. KANSACKKD AN OLD Ll'MllER-ROOM.

" Don't you be in too much of a hurry to

find that map, captain," he said.

" It's found," said Miss Drewitt, with a

little note of triumph in her voice.

" Found it this morning," said Captain

Bowers.

He crossed over to an oak bureau which

stood in the corner by the fireplace, and

taking a paper from a pigeon-hole slowly

unfolded it and spread it on the table before

the delighted Mr. Chalk. Miss Drewitt and

Edward Tredgold advanced to the table and

eyed it curiously.

The map, which was drawn in lead-pencil,

was on a piece of ruled paper, yellow with

age and cracked in the folds. The island

was in shape a rough oval, the coast-line

being broken by small bays and headlands.

Mr. Chalk eyed it with all the fervour

usually bestowed on a holy relief and, breath

lessly reading off such terms as "Cape
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Silvio," "Bowers Bay," and "Mount Lone

some," gazed with breathless interest at the

discourses

"And is that the grave?" he inquired, in

a trembling voice, pointing to a mark in the

north-east corner.

The captain removed it with his finger

nail. "No," he said, briefly. "For full

details see the other side."

For one moment Mr. Chalk hoped; then

his face fell as Captain Bowers, displaying

for a fraction of a second the writing on the

other side, took up the map and, replacing it

in the bureau, turned the key in the lock and

with a low laugh resumed his seat. Miss

Drewitt, glancing over at Edward Tredgold,

saw that he looked very thoughtful.

" You've lost your bet," she said, pointedly.

" I know," was the reply.

His gaiety had vanished and he looked so

dejected that Miss Drewitt was reminded of

the ruined gambler in a celebrated picture.

She tried to quiet her conscience by hoping

that it would be a lesson to him. As she

watched, Mr. Tredgold dived into his left

trouser-pocket and counted out some coins,

mostly brown. To these he added a few

small pieces of silver gleaned from his waist

coat, and then after a few seconds' moody

thought found a few more in the other

trouser-pocket.

" Eleven and tenpence," he said, mechani

cally.

" Any time," said Mr. Chalk, regarding

him with awkward surprise. " Any time."

" Give him an I O U," said Captain

Bowers, fidgeting.

" Yes, any time," repeated Mr. Chalk ;

" I'm in no hurry."

" No ; I'd sooner pay now and get it over,"

said the other, still fumbling in his pockets.

" As Miss Drewitt says, people who make

bets must be prepared to lose; I thought I

had more than this."

There was an embarrassing silence, during

which Miss Drewitt, who had turned very

red, felt strangely uncomfortable. She felt

more uncomfortable still when Mr. Tredgold,

discovering a bank - note and a little col

lection of gold coins in another pocket,

artlessly expressed his joy at the dis

covery. The simple-minded captain and

Mr. Chalk both experienced a sense of

relief; Miss Drewitt sat and simmered in

helpless indignation.

" You're careless in money matters, my

lad," said the captain, reprovingly.

" I couldn't understand him making all

that fuss over a couple o' pounds," said

Mr. Chalk, looking round. " He's very free,

as a rule ; too free."

Mr. Tredgold, sitting grave and silent,

made no reply to these charges, and the

girl was the only one to notice a faint

twitching at the corners of his mouth. She

saw it distinctly, despite the fact that her

clear, grey eyes were fixed dreamily on a spot

some distance above his head.

She sat in her room upstairs after the

visitors had gone, thinking it over. The light

was fading fast, and as she sat at the open

window the remembrance of Mr. Tredgold's

conduct helped to mar one of the most

perfect evenings she had ever known.

Downstairs the captain was also thinking.

Dialstone I^ine was in shadow, and already

one or two lamps were lit behind drawn

blinds. A little chatter of voices at the end

of the lane floated in at the open window,

mellowed by distance. His pipe was out,

and he rose to search in the gloom for a

match, when another murmur of voices

reached his ears from the kitchen. He

stood still and listened intently. To put

matters beyond all doubt, the shrill laugh

of a girl was plainly audible. The captain's

face hardened, and, crossing to the fireplace,

he rang the bell.

" Yessir," said Joseph, as he appeared and

closed the door carefully behind him.

" What are you talking to yourself in that

absurd manner for ?" inquired the captain,

with great dignity.

" Me, sir ? " said Mr. Tasker, feebly.

" Yes, you," repeated the captain, noticing

with surprise that the door was slowly

opening.

Mr. Tasker ga/ed at him in a troubled

fashion, but made no reply.

" I won't have it," said the captain, sternly,

with a side glance at the door. " If you

want to talk to yourself go outside and do it.

I never heard such a laugh. What did you

do it for ? It was like an old woman with a

bad cold."

He smiled grimly in the darkness, and

then started slightly as a cough, a hostile,

challenging cough, sounded from the kitchen

Before he could speak the cough ceased and

a thin voice broke carelessly into song.

" WHAT !" roared the captain, in â�¢ well-

feigned astonishment. " Do you mean to

tell me you've got somebody in my pantry ?

Go and get me those rules and regulations."

Mr. Tasker backed out, and the captain

smiled again as he heard a whispered dis

cussion. Then a voice clear and distinct

took command. " I'll take 'em in myself, I
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tell you," it said. " I'll rules and regulations

him."

The smile faded from the captain's face,

and he gazed in perplexity at the door as a

strange young woman bounced into the room.

" Here's your rules and regulations," said

the intruder, in a somewhat shrewish voice.

" You'd better light the lamp if you want

to see 'em ; though the spelling ain't so

noticeable in the dark."

The impressiveness of the captain's gaze

was wasted in the darkness. For a moment

he hesitated, and then,

with the dignity of a

man whose spelling has

nothing to conceal,

struck a match and lit

the lamp. The lamp

lighted, he lowered

the blind, and then

seating himself by the

window turned with a

majestic air to a thin

slip of a- girl with tow-

coloured hair, who

stood by the door.

" Who are you ? " he

demanded, gruffly.

" My name's Vic-

kers," said the young

lady. "Selina Vickers.

I heard all what you've

been saying to my

Joseph, but, thank good

ness, I can take my

own part. I don't want

nobody to fight my

battles for me. If

you've got anything to

say about my voice you

can say it to my face."

Captain Bowers sat

back and regarded her

with impressive dignity.

Miss Vickers met his gaze calmly and,

with a pair of unwinking green eyes, stared

him down.

shall have to speak to Joseph very seriously

about it." *

"Talk to me," said Miss Vickers, sharply ;

" that's what I come in for. I can talk to'

you better than what Joseph can, I know.

What harm do you think I was doing your

old kitchen ? Don't you try and interfere

between me and my Joseph, because I won't

have it. You're not married yourself, and

you don't want other people to be. How

do you suppose the world would get on

if everybody was like you?"

' SELINA VICKERS.'

" What were you doing in my pantry ? "

demanded the captain, at last.

" I was in your kitchen" replied Miss

Vickers, with scornful emphasis on the last

word, " to see my young man."

" Well, I can't have you there," said the

captain, with a mildness that surprised him

self. " One of my rules "

Miss Vickers interposed. " I've read 'em

all over and over again," she said, im

patiently.

" If it occurs again," said the other, " I

Captain Bowers re

garded her in open-eyed

perplexity. The door

leading to the garden

had just closed behind

the valiant Joseph, and

he stared with growing

uneasiness at the slight

figure of Miss Vickers

as it stood poised for

further oratorical efforts.

Before he could speak

she gave her lips a

rapid lick and started

again.

" You're one of those

people that don't like

to see others happy,

that's what you are,"

she said, rapidly. " I

wasn't hurting your

kitchen, and as to talk

ing and laughing there

â�� what do you think

my tongue was given to

me for? Show?

P'r'aps if you'd been

doing a day's hard work

you'd "

' Look here, my girl

" began the captain,

desperately.

" Don't you my girl me, please," inter

rupted Miss Vickers. " I'm not your girl,

thank goodness. If I was you'd be a bit

different, I can tell you. If you had any

girls you'd know better than to try and come

between them and their young men. Be

sides, they wouldn't let you. When a girl's

got a young man "

The captain rose and went through the

form of ringing the bell. Miss Vickers

watched him calmly.

" I thought I'd just have it out with you

for once and for all," she continued. " I

told Joseph that I'd no doubt your bark was

worse than your bite. And what he can see
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to be afraid of in you I can't think. Nervous

disposition, I s'pose. Good'evening."

She gave her head a little toss and, return

ing to the pantry, closed the door after her.

Captain Bowers, still somewhat dazed,

returned to his chair and, gazing at the

" Rules," which still lay on the table, grinned

feebly in his beard.

CHAPTER IV.

To keep such a romance to himself was

beyond the powers of Mr.- Chalk. The

captain had made no conditions as to secrecy,

and he therefore considered himself free to

indulge in hints to his two greatest friends,

which caused those gentlemen to entertain

some doubts as to his sanity. Mr. Robert

Stobell, whose work as a contractor had left

a permanent and unmistakable mark upon

Hinchester, became imbued with

a hazy idea that Mr. Chalk had

invented a new process of making

large diamonds. Mr. Jasper

mysteries of things," complained Mr.

Tredgold.

Mr. Stobell, whose habit was taciturn and

ruminative, fixed his dull brown eyes on

the ground and thought it over. " I believe

it's all my eye and Betty Martin," he said, at

length, quoting a saying which had been

used in his family as an expression of dis

belief since the time of his great-grandmother.

" He comes in to see me when I'm hard

at work and drops hints," pursued his friend.

" When I stop to pick 'em up, out he goes.

Yesterday he came in and asked me what I

thought of a man who wouldn't break his

word for half a million. Half a million,

mind you ! I just asked him who it was, and

out he went again. He pops in and out of

my office like a figure on a cuckoo-clock."

Mr. Stobell relapsed into thought again,

'' HE HOI'S IX AND OUT OF MY OKF1CE LIKK A FIKUUB ON A CUCKOO-CLOCK.

Tredgold, on the other hand, arrived at the

conclusion that a highly respectable burglar

was offering for some reason to share his loot

with him. A conversation between Messrs.

Stobell and Tredgold in the High Street only

made matters more complicated.

"Chalk always was fond of making

but no gleam of expression disturbed the

lines of his heavy face ; Mr. Tredgold, whose

sharp, alert features bred more confidence in

his own clients than those of other people,

waited impatiently.

"He knows something that we don't,"

said Mr. Stobell, at last ; " that's what it is."
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Mr. Tredgold, who was too used to his

friend's mental processes to quarrel with

them, assented.

" He's coming round to smoke a pipe with

me to-morrow night," he said, briskly, as he

turned to cross the road to his office. " You

come too, and we'll get it out of him. If

Chalk can keep a secret he has altered, that's

all I can say."

His estimate of Mr. Chalk proved correct.

With Mr. Tredgold acting as cross-examining

counsel and Mr. Stobell enacting the part of

a partial and overbearing judge, Mr. Chalk,

after a display of fortitude which surprised

himself almost as much as it irritated his

friends, parted with his news and sat smiling

with gratification at their growing excitement.

" Half a million, and he won't go for it ? "

ejaculated Mr. Tredgold. "The man must

be mad."

" No; he passed his word and he won't

break it," said Mr. Chalk. "The captain's

word is his bond, and I honour him for it.

I can quite understand it."

Mr. Tredgold shrugged his shoulders and

glanced at Mr. Stobell , that gentleman, after

due deliberation, gave an assenting nod.

Mr. Chalk shook his head, and remarked

mysteriously that the captain had his reasons.

Mr. Tredgold relapsed into silence, and for

some time the only sound audible came from

a briar-pipe which Mr. Stobell ought to have

thrown away some years before.

" He can't get at it, that's the long and

short of it," said Mr. Tredgold, after a pause.

" He had to leave it behind when he was

rescued, or else risk losing it by telling the

men who rescued him about it, and he's had

no opportunity since. It wants money to

take a ship out there and get it, and he

doesn't see his way quite clear. He'll have

it fast enough when he get's a chance. If

not, why did he make that map?"

" Have you given up that idea of a yacht

ing cruise of yours, Chalk?" demanded Mr.

Tredgold, turning on him suddenly.

"No," was the reply. " I was talking about

it to Captain Bowers only the other day.

That's how I got to hear of the treasure."

Mr. Tredgold started and gave a .significant

glance at Mr. Stobell. In return he got a

wink which that gentleman kept for moments

of mental confusion.

" What did the captain tell you for ?"

pursued Mr. Tredgold, returning to Mr.

Chalk. " He wanted you to make an offer.

He hasn't got the money for such an expedi

tion ; you have. The yarn about passing his

word was so that you shouldn't open your

mouth too wide. You were to do the per

suading, and then he could make his own

terms. Do you see ? Why, it's as plain

as A B C."

" Plain as the alphabet," said Mr. Stobell,

almost chidingly.

Mr. Chalk gasped and looked from one to

the other.

" 1 should like to have a chat with the

captain about it," continued Mr. Tredgold,

slowly and impressively. " I'm a business

man and 1 could put it on a business footing.

It's a big risk, of course; all those things

are .... but if we went shares .... if

we found the money "

He broke off and, filling his pipe slowly,

gazed in deep thought at the wall. His

friends waited expectantly.

"Combine business with pleasure," resumed

Mr. Tredgold, lighting his pipe; "sea air

.... change .... blow away the cob

webs .... experience for Edward to be

left alone. What do you think, Stobell ? "

he added, turning suddenly.

Mr. Stobell gripped the arms of his chair

in his huge hands and drew his bulky figure

to a more upright position.

" What do you mean by combining

business with pleasure? ' he said, eyeing him

wuh dull suspicion

" Chalk is set on a trip for the love of it,"

explained Mr Tredgold.

" If we take on the contract, he ought to

pay a bigger share, then," said the other,

firmly.

" Perhaps he will," said Tredgold, hastily.

Mr. Stobell pondered again and, slightly

raising one hand, indicated that he was in the

throes of another idea and did not wish to be

disturbed.

" You said it would be experience for

Edward to be left alone," he said, accusingly.

" I did," was the reply.

" You ought to pay more, too, then,"

declared the contractor, " because it's serving

of your ends as well."

"We can't split straws," exclaimed Tred

gold, impatiently. " If the captain consents

we three will find the money and divide our

portion, whatever it is, equally."

Mr. Chalk, who had been in the clouds

during this discussion, came back to earth

again. " If he consents," he said, sadly :

" but he won't."

" Well, he can only refuse," said Mr.

Tredgold ; " and, anyway, we'll have the first

refusal. Things like that soon get about.

What do you say to a stroll? I can think

better while I'm walking."
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His friends assenting, they put on their

hats and sallied forth. That they should

stroll in the direction of Dialstone Lane

surprised neither of them. Mr. Tredgold

leading, they went round by the church, and

that gentleman paused so long to admire the

architecture that Mr. Stobell got restless.

" You've seen it before, Tredgold,". he

said, shortly.

" It's a fine old building," said the other.

" Binchester ought to be proud of it. Why,

here we are at Captain Bowers's ! "

" The house has been next to the church

for a couple o' hundred years," retorted his

friend.

"Let's go in," said Mr. Tredgold. " Strike

while the iron's hot. At any rate," he con

cluded, as Mr. Chalk voiced feeble objections,

" we can see how the land lies." .

He knocked at the door and then, step

ping aside, left Mr. Chalk to lead the way

in. Captain Bowers, who was sitting with

Prudence, looked up at their entrance, and

putting down his newspaper extended a

hearty welcome.

" Chalk didn't like to pass without looking

in," said Mr. Tredgold, " and I haven't seen

you for some time. You know Stobell?"

The captain nodded, and Mr. Chalk, pale

with excitement, accepted his accustomed

pipe from the hands of Miss Drewitt and

sat nervously awaiting events. Mr Tasker

set out the whisky, and, Miss Urewitt avowing

a fondness for smoke in other people, a com

fortable haze soon filled the room. Mr

Tredgold, with a significant glance at Mr.

Chalk, said that it reminded him of a sea-fog.

It only reminded Mr. Chalk, however, of

a smoky chimney from which he had once

suffered, and he at once entered into minute

details The theme was an inspiriting one,

and before Mr. Tredgold could hark back to

the sea again Mr. Stobell was discoursing,

almost eloquently for him, upon drains.

From drains to the shortcomings of the

district council they progressed by natural

and easy stages, and it was not until Miss

Drewitt had withdrawn to the clearer atmo

sphere above that a sudden ominous silence

ensued, which Mr. Chalk saw clearly he was

expected to break.

" Iâ��I've been telling them some of your

adventures," he said, desperately, as he

glanced at the captain ; "they're both inter

ested in such things."

The latter gave a slight start and glanced

shrewdly at his visitors. " Aye, aye," he

said, composedly.

" Very interesting, some of them," mur

mured Mr. Tredgold. " I suppose you'll

have another voyage or two before you've

done ? One, at any rate."

" No," said the captain, " I've had my

share of the sea ; other men may have a turn

now.- There's nothing to take me out againâ��

nothing."

Mr. Tredgold coughed and murmured

something about breaking off old habits too

suddenly.

" It's a fine career," sighed Mr. Chalk.

"A manly life," said Mr. Tredgold,

emphatically.

" It's like every other profession, it has

two sides to it," said the captain.

" It is not so well paid as it should be,"

said the wily Tredgold, " but I suppose one

gets chances of making money in outside

ways sometimes."

The captain assented, and told of a

steward of his who had made a small fortune

by selling Japanese curios to people who

didn't understand them.

The conversation was interesting, but

extremely distasteful to a business man intent

upon business. - Mr. Stobell took his pipe

out of his mouth and cleared his throat.

"Why, you might build a hospital with it,"

he burst out, impatiently.

" Build a hospital!" repeated the astonished

captain, as Mr. Chalk bent suddenly to do

up his shoe-lace.

" Think of the orphans you could be a

father to !" added Mr. Stobell, making the

most of an unwonted fit of altruism.

The captain looked inquiringly at Mr.

Tredgold.

" And widows," said Mr. Stobell, and,

putting his pipe in his mouth as a sign that

he had finished his remarks, gazed stolidly

at the company.

" Stobell must be referring to a story Chalk

told us of some precious stones you buried,

I think," said Mr. Tredgold, reddening.

" Aren't you, Stobell ? "

"Of course I am," said his friend. "You

know that."

Captain Bowers glanced at Mr. Chalk, but

that gentleman was still busy with his shoe

lace, only looking up when Mr. Tredgold,

taking the bull by the horns, made the cap

tain a plain, straightforward offer to fit out

and give him the command of an expedition

to recover the treasure. In a speech which

included the benevolent Mr. StobelPs hos

pitals, widows, and orphans, he pointed out a

score of reasons why the captain should

consent, and wound up with a glowing picture

of Miss Drewitt as the heiress of the wealthiest
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man in Binchester. The captain heard him

patiently to an end and then shook his head.

" I passed my word," he said, stiffly.

Mr. Stobell took his pipe out of his mouth

again to offer a little encouragement. " Tred-

gold has broke his word before now," he

observed ; " he's got quite a name for it."

" But you would go out if it were not for

that ? " inquired Tredgold, turning a deaf ear

to this remark.

" Naturally," said the captain, smiling;

" but, then, you see I did."

Mr. Tredgold drummed with his fingers on

the arms of his chair, and after a little hesita

tion asked as a great favour to be permitted

to see the map. As an estate agent, he said,

he took a professional interest in plans of all

kinds.

Captain Bowers rose, and in the midst of

an expectant silence took the map from the

bureau, and placing it on the table kept it

down with his fist. The others drew near

and inspected it.

would trust myself. She thinks the same as

I do about it."

His stubby forefinger travelled slowly

round the coast-line until, coming to the

extreme south-west corner, it stopped, and a

mischievous smile creased his beard.

" It's buried here," he observed. " All

you've got to do is to find the island and dig

in that spot."

Mr. Chalk laughed and shook his head as

at a choice piece of waggishness.

"Suppose," said Mr. Tredgold, slowlyâ��

" suppose anybody found it without your

connivance, would you take your share ?"

" Let 'em find it first," said the captain.

" Yes, but would you ?" inquired Mr.

Chalk.

Captain Bowers took up the map and

returned it to its place in the bureau. " You

go and find it," he said, with a genial smile.

" You give us permission ?" demanded

Tredgold.

" Certainly," grinned the captain. " I give

"THE OTHERS DREW NEAR AND INSPECTED IT."

seen the other side," said Mr. Chalk, impres- islands in the Pacific ; there's a goodish

" Nobody but Captain Bowers has ever you permission to go and dig over all the

sively. number of them, and it's a fairly common

"Except my niece," interposed the captain. shape."

" She wanted to see it, and I trust her as I "It seems to me it's nobody's property,"

VoL xxvii.â��26.
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said Trcdgold, slowly. " That is to say, it's

anybody's that finds it. It isn't your

property, Captain Bowers ? You lay no

claim to it ? "

" No, no," said the captain. "It's nothing

to do with me. You go and find it,"

he repeated, with enjoyment.

Mr. Tredgold laughed too, and his eye

travelled mechanically towards the bureau.

" If we do," he said, cordially, " you shall

have your share."

The captain thanked him and, taking up

the bottle, refilled their glasses. Then,

catching the dull, brooding eye of Mr.

Stobell as that plain-spoken man sat in a

brown study trying to separate the serious

from the jocular, he drank success to their

search. He was about to give vent to further

pleasantries when he was stopped by the

mysterious behaviour of Mr. Chalk, who, first

laying a finger on his lip to ensure silence,

frowned severely and nodded at the door

leading to the kitchen.

The other three looked in the direction

indicated. The door stood half open, and

the silhouette of a young woman in a large

hat put the upper panels in shadow. The

captain rose and, with a vigorous thrust of

his foot, closed the door with a bang.

" Eavesdropping," said Mr. Chalk, in a

tense whisper.

" There'll be a rival expedition," said the

captain, falling in with his mood. " I've

already warned that young woman off once.

You'd better start to-night"

He leaned back in his chair and sur

veyed the company pleasantly. Somewhat

to Mr. Chalk's disappointment Mr. Tredgold

began to discuss agriculture, and they were

still on that theme when they rose to depart

some time later. Tredgold and Chalk bade

the captain a cordial good-night ; but

Stobell, a creature of primitive impulses,

found it difficult to shake hands with him.

On the way home he expressed an ardent

desire to tell the captain what men of sense

thought of him.

The captain lit another pipe after they had

gone, and for some time sat smoking and

thinking over the events of the evening.

Then Mr. Tasker's second infringement of

discipline occurred to him, and, stretching

out his hand, he rang the bell.

"Has that young woman gone?" he in

quired, cautiously, as Mr. Tasker appeared.

"Yessir," was the reply.

" What about your articles ? " demanded

the captain, with sudden loudness. " What

do you mean by it ?"

Mr. Tasker eyed him forlornly. " It ain't

my fault," he said, at last. "I don't want her."

"Eh?" said the other, sternly. "Don't

talk nonsense. What do you have her here

for, then?"

"Because I can't help myself," said Mr.

Tasker, desperately; " that's why. She's

took a fancy to me, and, that being so, it

would take more than you and me to keep

'er away."

" Rubbish," said his master.

Mr. Tasker smiled wanly. "That's my

reward for being steady," he said, with some

bitterness; "that's what comes of having a

good name in the place. I get Selina Vickers

after me."

"Youâ��you must have asked her to come

here in the first place," said the astonished

captain.

"Ask her ?" repeated Mr. Tasker, with

respectful scorn. "Ask her? She don't

want no asking."

" What does she come for, then ? " inquired

the other.

" Me," said Mr. Tasker, brokenly. " I

never dreamt o' such a thing. I was going

'er way one nightâ��about three weeks ago, it

wasâ��and I walked with her as far as her

road â�� Mint Street. Somehow it got put

about that we were walking out. A week

afterwards she saw me in Harris's, the

grocer's, and waited outside for me till I

come out and walked 'ome with me. After

she came in the other night I found we was

keeping company. To-nightâ��to-night she

got a ring out o' me, and now we're engaged."

" What on earth did you give her the ring

for if you don't want her ? " inquired the

captain, eyeing him with genuine concern.

"Ah, it seems easy, sir," said the unfor

tunate; "but you don't know Selina. She

bought the ring and said 1 was to pay it off

a shilling a week. She took the first shilling

to-night."

His master sat back and regarded him in

amazement.

" You don't know Selina, sir," repeated

Mr. Tasker, in reply to this manifestation.

" She always gets her own way. Her father

ain't 'it 'er mother not since Selina was

seventeen. He dursent. The last time Selina

went for him tooth and nail; smashed all the

plates off the dresser throwing 'em at him,

and ended by chasing of him up the road in

his shirt-sleeves."

The captain grunted.

" That was two years ago," continued Mr.

Tasker ; " and his spirit's quite broke. He 'as

to give all his money except a shilling a week
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to his wife, and he's not allowed to go into

pubs. If he does it's no good, because they

won't serve 'im. If they do Selina goes in

next morning and gives them a piece of 'er

mind. She don't care who's there or what

she says, and the consequence is Mr.

Vickers can't get served in Binchester

for love or money. That'll show you what

she is."

" Well, tell her I won't have her here,"

said the captain, rising. "Good-night."

and that all were silent when he spoke, felt

a flutter of hope.

"Well," said the captain, sharply, as he

turned and caught sight of him, " what are

you waiting there for ? "

Mr. Tasker drifted towards the door which

led upstairs.

" Iâ��I thought you were thinking of some

thing we could do to prevent her coming,

sir," he said, slowly. " It's hard on me,

because as a matter of fact "

"ALL SHE SAYS is SHE'S NOT AFRAID OK YOU, NUR six LIKE YOU.'

" I've told her over and over again, sir,"

was the reply, "and all she says is she's not

afraid of you, nor six like you."

The captain fell back silent.and Mr. Tasker,

pausing in a respectful attitude, watched

him wistfully. The captain's brows were

bent in thought, and Mr. Tasker, reminding

himself that crews had trembled at his nod

" Well ? " said the captain.

"Iâ��I've 'ad my eye on another young

lady for some time," concluded Mr. Tasker.

He was standing on the bottom stair as he

spoke, with his hand on the latch. Under

the baleful stare with which the indignant

captain favoured him, he closed it softly and

mounted heavily to bed.

(To be continued.)



IKE other peoples the world over,

the Afghans use the beast fable

to point morals and illustrate rules

of conduct. Perhaps the moral

is not invariably such as com

mends itself to Western standards, and the

methods applauded are sometimes not such

as would make for popularity in more

civilized circles. But what would you ? The

characteristics of a race colour its literature,

and the more

homely the litera

ture the clearer the

colouring. Hence

the Afghan beast

fable more fre

quently than not

reflects the respect

ful admiration ac

corded the success

ful exercise of craft

and cunning, for

which self - helpful

qualities the dwel

lers on the other

side of the North-

Western Frontier of

India are famed.

Soldiers who are

acquainted with

Afghan usages in

warfare will appreci

ate the truth of the

maxim which fur

nishes the text for

the story of the

Camel-rider, the

Snake, and the Fox.

A man riding on

his camel happened

to pass a place

where a jungle fire

was raging, and a

snake, calling from

the midst of the

ILLUSTRATED BY

J. A. SHEPHERD.

flames, begged his aid. The man, ignoring

the snake's enmity to the human race and

considering only his present danger, con

sented to save him: he lowered his

saddle-bag to the ground, and the snake,

having coiled himself up

in it, was carried by his

rescuer to a place of

safety. Then the man

opened his bag and bade

the snake go, with an

admonition to behave

better towards mankind

for the future. The

snake made

answer, "Until

I have stung

thee and this

camel of thine

I will not

depart ! "

HAVE STUNG THEE ANU THIS CAMEL OF THINE

I WILL NOT DEPART ! "

The man,

hurt by this

black ingrati

tude, drew the

snake's atten

tion to the

service he had just ren

dered. The snake admit

ted his debt, but pointed

out that his rescuer had

acted injudiciously, in

view of the hereditary

enmity existing between

snakes and men. The

two proceeded to argue

the point in commend-

ably temperate spirit,

the snake laying stress

on the circumstance that
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mankind " always return evil for good " ; and

the man, denying it, eventually agreed that if

the snake could find a witness to the truth of

his assertion he would submit to be stung.

The witness was found in the person of an

elderly cow-buffalo. Examined by the snake,

she succinctly reviewed her career, and gave

it as her opinion that man's creed was to

return evil for good, inasmuch as her owner,

when she ceased to give milk, turned her out

to graze till she should be fat enough to kill.

Upon this testimony the snake claimed fulfil

ment of the bargain. The man, however,

urged that two witnesses were necessary, and,

the snake consenting, a tree was called upon

for his opinion. The tree, in a few well-

chosen sentences, recalled the fact that for

years he had granted shade to all men who

sought his protection in the heat of day ; but,

he complained, when they had rested they

always looked him

over and, if they hap

pened to have tools,

lopped off a branch to

maie a spade-handle

or axe-haft. They went

even further, reckon

ing up the use they

could make of their

protector from the

scorching sun if they

reduced him to planks.

In short, the tree was

distinctly of the cow-

buffalo's way of think

ing. The camel-man,

sorely perplexed, was

wondering how he

could gain time when

a fox came by and

asked, in his sarcastic

way, "What kindness

hast thou shown this

snake, that he desires

to do thee harm ?"

Having heard the

story the fox refused to believe it; the bag

was small, and he was sure so large a snake

could not get into it. Of course, the snake

had no alternative but to show that he could ;

so the fox obligingly held the bag open for

him, and when he was fairly entrapped

handed him over to the man to kill. "A wise

man should not be gulled by the cries for

mercy of his foes ; otherwise he will fall into

misfortune," is the suggestive moral. It does

not say much for Afghan principle, does it ?

ingenuity. The tale of the Tiger, the Wolf,

and the Fox exhibits the last-named in the

character of the discreet and sagacious

courtier. These three animals one day went

hunting together, and having killed a wild

hill-goat, a deer, and a hare, took them home

to the tiger's den to eat. Having settled

themselves comfortably, the tiger requested

the wolf to divide the game as he thought

fit; whereupon the wolf allotted the hill-goat

as the biggest to the tiger, the deer to him

self, and the hare to the fox. " It is strange

that thou in my very presence talkest of ' I'

and ' mine,'" said the tiger. " Who and

what art thou, and what opinion hast thou of

me ?" and raising his paw he struck the

wolf dead on the spot. Then he turned to

the fox and requested him to divide the

spoil. The fox instantly replied that the

hill-goat would do for his Majesty's breakfast,

' IT IS STRANGE THAT THOU IN MY VKKV PRESENCE TALK'EST OP

SAID THE TIGER."

The fox, as ever, serves the Afghan fabulist

for the personification of cunning and

AND MINE.

the deer would serve for his Majesty's dinner

at noon, and, of course,' the hare must be

reserved for his Majesty's supper. " And

from whom," said the tiger, with well-feigned

curiosity, " didst thou learn this mode of

distribution and this sagacity ? "

The fox replied that he was one who took

warning from the fate of others. The tiger

(who could not have been very hungry)

expounded his own idea of justice, which

was that the sagacious fox should have the

whole bag of game while the tiger got more

for himself; " and after this I will do what-
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cerned, for it is clearly to their advantage to

interest the readers of their advertisements

rather than to bore them.

An advertisement has three things to

accomplish before it can be called good.

First, it must attract attention ; secondly, it

must arouse interest; and thirdly, it must

leave an impression on the brain â�� the

message must have struck home. It may

in some cases make you want a particular

article, but in ninety-nine cases out of a

hundred its seed lies dormant until the

moment arrives for you to make your pur

The a

chase ; and then, if the advertisement has

done its work as a good advertisement should

do, your brain couples the article with a

certain name, and that particular brand

stands a very big chance of finding you a

purchaser.

To catch the eye is the first essential of a

good advertisement; the first sense to which

it appeals is that of sight. The object of the

skilful advertiser is to make the space he

occupiesâ��whether a page or a portion of a

pageâ��the most conspicuous in the publica

tion. Turn for a moment to any page of

.l of beef tied in Itic Liefug ComDanx * factorial i

dA> is sufficient tu feed tiro million

Always order Licbig a* LEMCO.

PRODUCES THE RICHEST CUSTARD

WITHOUT EGGS.

The unfailing resource, of every Rucceisfol Hortew. :

â�¢nd- thote responsible for Household management. |

RICH IN NUTRIMENT.-DELICATE IN FLAVOR.

HO rCCS I HO RISK I HO TROUBLE I
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slronjtr than your

food makei you.

Quaker Oati oukej

your blood tingle :

a*rvÂ«a strong and

tletdy: brain clear

advertisements you please, open and shut it

quickly, and you will generally find that

there is one advertisement which has imme

diately attracted your eye. Let two persons

try at the same time, and on comparing

notes it will generally be found that the same

advertisement has been spotted by both.

That one possesses the first essential of a

good advertisement more conspicuously than

its fellows.

Try again, and this time run through the

pages rapidly, so that every leaf of the

journal falls quickly from your thumb. There

are certain to be one or two pages which will

stand out conspicuously and lea\e their

impression on your eye beyond all the rest,

and you will turn back to see what it is all

about.

The cunning advertiser has thus obtained

his audienceâ��it is now his aim to keep it.

Here he has to introduce some connecting

link to hold the attention until his message

h.^ been duly delivered. Where the original

Jesign has nothing particular about it to

hold the attention, there is no better method

than the insertion of some catch sentence.
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generally a question, which you are compelled

to read, and, of course, to investigate further.

It may be said that the language of a

good advertisement should resemble that of

a telegramâ��straight to the point; the infor

mation is to be given in the most concise,

clear, and complete form possible, confined

to the main feature or features of the article

advertised, so as to convince the prospective

buyer of the excellence of the goods in a

short, logical manner, and to do this so

that fact and not fiction is apparent to the

reader.

I

In drawing up an advertisement there are

TWO

CHEER-UP-A-DISTS

tie

EVERYWHERE.

RICH.

RIPE,

REFRESHING.

(wernmenl

Tea

Known by its

RED TAPE

and

SEAL.

WRITE FOR

FREE

SAMPLE

9. P. GOYEBNMEUT TU CO., 18, AHESICA SQUARE, LOHDON, EX.

many ways of incurring failure, and one very

sure method is the abuse of one's rivals.

An advertisement which is meant to be taken

too seriously is rarely a success. Let the

reader's eye catch any of the hackneyed

phrases, " Beware of Imitations," " Thou

sands of Testimonials," " Is the Best," and

such like, and it will immediately pass on

to something else. Such well-worn and

unconvincing statements excite in him no

interest, but rather a feeling of distrust.

It has been said that a magazine advertise-

ment has three things to accomplish before

it can be called good, but in judging the

quality of the complete article two more

things should be added, of less importance,

and really subdivisions of the striking home

of the message.

The points one might apportion for each

feature might be as follows :â��

Points.

1. Power to attract attention ... ... 40

2. I'ower to hold attention ... ... 20

3. Prominence of the article advertised 20

4. Brevity of necessary information ... 10

5. Composition ... ... ... ... 10

And now, how do we stand in comparison

ANOTHER MOOT QUESTION

for the competitors for the jÂ£l.ooo in pHzea la-

will the above i/ery striking Advertisement help

to sell Beecha'm's Pills?

We certainly think so. because, like the Pills, the

moot question will be in everybody s mouth, and

the source ol the entertaining query will invari

ably br associated with the well-known remedy

BEECHAM'S PILLS.

with other nations in this matter of effective

advertising? It is universally admitted that

advertisement is the soul of business. How,

then, does the business man of this country

compare with the business man of America.'

Some of our great advertising firms certainly

display no very marked inferiority, but as a

rule it is unfortunately true that to glance

rough the announcements in an American

ga/ine is to be brought face to face with

the enormously superior ability in design of

the American over the Englishman. Here you
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have, as it were, your finger on the pulse of a

country's commerce; you can feel the vigorous

beats, or the languid and anaemic current.

And the main reason is just this : that the

American never loses sight of the fact that

ELEVENTH.

the first three essentials in attracting and keep

ing attention are novelty, novelty, novelty.

Their skill in attracting attention in new

ways is always a matter of admiration.

The question altogether is one of far more

importance than it may seem on first con

sideration ; it is hardly too much to say that

the prosperity of a nation's trade depends

upon its ability in attractive advertising.

Advertisement is an art of its own, and if

you are going to advertise to any considerable

extent and do it yourself, either your business

must suffer to allow you time to do your

advertising well, or your advertising must

suffer so that you may properly attend to

your business.

Of course, it is the advertising that surfers.

If you do it yourself, sooner or later it be

comes a worry, and when a reminder arrives

that your copy is due very likely your in

structions will be to repeat the last, or

possibly, if you have a minute or two to

spare, you will sit down and grind out a lot

of nonsense which no one cares to read. If

you wish to make any genuine effort properly

HOLLO WAYS

PILLS&OINTMENT

Â»â�¢â�¢ HAVE

STOOD

THE TEST

OF TIME"

Pll_l_ft cleanse the blond of nil imnuriiK-Â« and i

r â�¢ â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢^ the lyslcm. foru/ymg II agiuiul aluckl o

Lumbago, Xwuta, and d.Â«Â«eÂ» of the Chest *nd Lungs

It rapidly heal* Wound), Sam, Bumi. i"d t'ua

Should to* liÂ» Â«5wÂ«ii-y Household.

78, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

SaU by â�¢!> OMCBMU Md Mrdiuoc Vudon

TWELFTH.

to employ the most important factor in

commerce, get someone who understands the

art to do it for you ; engage a good man,

and do not expect to get the same for five

pounds as you would for ten pounds.
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" HUMAN NOTES.'

" I beg to send you

a photograph of some

little boys in this

parish who were tak

ing part in a Band of

Hope entertainment.

The item on the pro

gramme was called

' Human Notes,' and

the little songsters,

each taking the note

a peal of bells and

he represented, sang

extracts from nursery

rhymes. I thought

the idea might be

useful for other places.

The framework is

easily made and costs little, and was most heartily the event. Here, at last, is an actual photograph of a

received wherever tried." â�� Miss Statham, River wild duck at the moment of receiving its coupdegrafe.

Vicarage, Dover. Photo, by Mr. Ray Sherman. It was in a lonely, low-lying bay on the West Coast

HOW A SHOT BIRD REALLY FALLS.

" Painters of sporting subjects have often por

trayed, from memory necessarily, a bird in the act

gf being shot, either immediately l>efore or after

of Ireland. Ducks were homing in fair numbers

overhead on their way to the large lakes lying inland,

when, telling my photographic friend to get well

behind me and snap away as fast as he could, I

advanced a few paces and also merrily snapped away.

Upon developing the series at home that night we

found that between us our snaps had resulted in our

obtaining the photograph here reproduced. It show-s

clearly that a duckâ��well shotâ��falls like a plumb to

the earth, head foremost, and may serve to correct

some of the imaginary pictures of similar inci

dents."â��Mr. Dudley M. Stone, 8, Chichele Road,

Cricklewood, N.W.

A FLOATING CHAPEL.

" I took this photograph during the recent heavy

floods in Wales. A mission-room had been washed

away during the night, and it was an uncommon sight

seeing a party of men ' towing' the edifice back to

a place of safety. It struck me as being a unique

incident, so I forward it on to you."â��Mrs. E. L. K.

Mansergh, 59, Madeley Road, Ealing, W.
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HOUSE-MOVING EXTRAORDINARY.

" This extraordinary photograph was taken a short

time ago in 1'ittsburg,- Pa., of a house-which is being

moved up a hill, the former site twing bought by a

railway company. It is a fifteen or twenty-roomed

house, built of brick, the hill is one hundred and fifty

feet high, and the cost of moving the house between

Â£6,000 and Â£7,000."â��Mr. D. Munro, 21, Sydney

Koad, West Haling, W.

A STONE INSIDE A TREE.

This is a photograph of a piece of oak with a stone

in the centre, two inches square, found by Mr. A.

Sloven, sawyer, St. Mary's Isle Estate, Kirkcudbright.

The stone was situated three feet from the ground and

three inches in from the bark. Nothing could be

discerned of it from the outside.â��The photo, is by

Mr. A. Kello Henderson, chemist, Kirkcudbright.

WILL READERS HELP?

" Can anyone give a clue to this 'Curiosity'? It

is a dark-green silk ribbon eight inches by one and a

half inches, the accompanying letters, figures, and

key being beautifully embroidered in silver thread.

The dots between the upper letters arc small

metal discs secured by a tiny metal bead sewn on

with yellow silk. The wards of the key are sewn in

black silk. The embroidery is hacked with canvas

and interlined with seemingly soft paper. I found it

some years ago in a parcel of doll's finery given to

my little daughter by a friend who could throw no

light upon it. This badge has been the cause of

much guesswork, specula

tion, and earnest inquiry and

search.'*â�� Mrs. Anne W.

Newton, Ballybeg, Ballin-

glen, Kathdrum, Ireland.

THE BITER BIT.

" The fox in the photo

graph was discovered quite

(lead in this curious posi

tion on" the morning of

November I7lh, 1903, by

Mr. II. Sparling, dairy

man, Tadcaster. The wooden erection is a poultry

house, and the hole from which the fox is hanging is,

when the door is shut for the night, the only possible

means of entering or leaving the same. Reynard had

evidently entered by this aperture, for inside were

discovered three fowls lie had killed. (These are

shown at the foot of the photograph.) In leaving by

the same means he stuck fast, the hole narrowing to

quite a point at the bottom, and the more he struggled

the faster he had got, till at last he could struggle no

longer, and death intervened, probably from exhaus

tion."â��Mr. John II. Hull, chemist, Tadcaster.
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A PRIMITIVE RAILWAY-STATION.

" I send you a photo, taken by Mrs. Hind, of

Stoke-on-Trent. The photo, shows a railwiy-

st.ition on the Eskdale and Ravenglass line, which

consists of a flat-lx>ttomed boat turned up on its side,

with a seat inside for passengers. I think it likely

this is the most primitive and unique station in the

United Kingdom I may add that the guard is also

station-master, ticket-collector, and porter at the

different station* along the line, of which there are

six or seven. 'â��Mr. M. Hind, Felsham Rectory,

Uury St. Edmunds.

THE PRANKS OF A CYCLONE.

" This strangely-placed house is one of the pranks

played by a cyclone that almost destroyed the little

town of St. Charles, Minn., U.S. \.,on October 6th,

1903. The building was carried from the hill, which

may be seen in the left-hand corner of the photo.,

for the distance of half a mile. At the time the

storm picked it up it was occupied by Mrs. Edward

Drew and two children, who escaped uninjured.

The house itself was practically undamaged, though

left in the topsy-turvy condition shown here."â��

Mr. Geo. E. Luxton, 3,220, Third Avenue Minn.

THE DREAM-PAINTING AT CAVE DAVAAR.

" Cave Davaar, or the Picture Cave, as it is some

times called, near Campbelltown, Argyllshire, is

noted as being the repository of a mural painting

of the Crucifixion of our Lord. When the painting

was first discovered its author and the manner of

its creation were a mystery. Shortly, the story of

the picture and its romance is as follows : Upon

a smooth mural surface of the rock which forms

the inner wall of the interior of the cave, and in a

position adjusted to the light which penetrates the

cavern, visitors see a life-size representation of Christ

on the Cross, measuring seven feet from head to foot,

the cross itself being fifteen feet in height. It appears

that Mr. McKinnon, a native of Campbelltown, and

now of Nantwich, was, it is believed, originally

a ship's carpenter by trade, with a strong artistic

taste, which was afterwards afford

ed proper training through the

patronage and assistance of the

Argyll family. One night, about

twelve years ago, he had a dream.

He saw, in his dream, on the inner

wall of the Cave Davaar a vivid

picture of the Crucifixion, and so

strikingly real and soul-stirring

was the vision that it continually

haunted him in his waking hours.

He could not rest, and, as he

himself said, * I took my brushes

and materials and went to the

cave. I found the smooth sur

face I had seen in my dream, and

set to work and painted. I stopped

in the cave for twenty-four hours

until I had completed my task,

and wh<?n I had finished I had

painted just the picture I had

seen in my dream.'"â��Mr. S. J.

Oakley, II.M.S. Northampton,

Special Servic?.
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A TERRIBLE FALL.

"I send you a snap-shot, taUen liy me.

of a man falling ninety feet ! The high-

diver (forming part of a street carnival

show) climbed up his ninety-foot Judder

set up in the main street of Washington,

N.C., half an hour before he was to

make his daring leap into four feet of

water. As he tested the ladder to see if

all was in readiness one of the guy-ropes

broke, and, to the horror of the crowd

below, man and ladder came crashing

down to the pavement. With rare presence

of mind the athlete turned when he felt

the ladder start and slid down for his life,

thus lessening the fall bv almost halt.

Strange to say he was not killed, but his

legs were badly broken." â�� Miss Mary

Brickell Hoyt, Candler 1'ost Office, Bun

combe Co., North Carolina.

AN ENORMOUS ICICLE

We have published a great many photo

graphs, at different times, of strange and

beautiful effects wrought by frost, but the

annexed is so striking and peculiar that we

have no hesitation in adding it to the

number. In the words of the sender:

" My photograph is of an enormous

icicle, or one might call it a land icelierg

on a small scale. The ice was formed

during a recent frost by the overflow of

a spring which runs from a pipe about

eighteen feet froin the ground into the

branches of a tree. In the full sunlight

it was a very pretty and novel sight."-

Mr. Chas. \V. Chilton, 17, West Gale,

Sleaford, Lines.

WHEN IS A PLATE NOT A PLATE?

"The accompanying photographs are of a kitchen

dinner-plate, which, as 1 discovered by chance, con

sists of two distinct pieces held together merely by

their peculiar conformation. There is enough spring

in the outer piece to enable the parts to be separated,

which lias lÂ«en repeatedly done ; but when they are

reunited the whole will easily pass for a slightly

cracked plate. From the colour of the fracture it is

evident that the plate was in use in its present con

dition for at least so;ne weeks."â��Mr. S. K. Whanker,

62, Acre Lane, Brixton, S.W.
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AN OYSTER IN THE KETTLE.

" Here is the photo, of an oyster-shell which has

been in a tea-ketlle for seven years. When I put

it in it weighed :ilx>ut one and a half ounces, and

was not more than three thirty-

seconds of an inch thick in any

part. Now it is three-quarters

of an inch thick and weighs

eleven ounces. It had lain out

in the garden for a long time and

lost all the crust, which accounted

for it being so thin at first. No

one has ever been able to say

what it is, although many have

seen it in the glass case in the

shop."â��Mr. R. G. Foster, Post

Office Drug Stores, High Street,

Burford, Oxon.

A GEOGRAPHICAL POST-CAREX

'â�¢ This curious post-card was

delivered to me in Richmond

thirty-eight hours after being

posted in Lausanne. No other

if.

U

? >A

clue was given as to the intended destination

than that aft" rded by the physical pecu

liarities of the 'map' itselfâ��the address on

the side of the card being written during

transmission. The full address as shown on

the ' map* is as follows, and is that of yours

faithfully: 'To Edward H. W. Wingfield

King, Esq., 5, Spring Terrace, Richmond-

on-'l names, Angleterre.' " . This is, perhaps,

the most curious post-card of the many which

we have published, and which does the 1'ost

Office the most credit.

ELECTRIC LAMPS AND PLANT LIFE.

"At the present time, when the effect upon

the rainfall of the kingdom of multiplying

electrical agencies is being discussed, it is

interesting to note the results which follow

upon the use of -electric lamps in the public

thoroughfares of our towns. There is to be

seen at Southend-on-Sea a remarkable in

stance of the influence which the eleciric

street lamps have upon the duration of leaves.

In Cliff Town 1'arade those trees contiguous to the

lamps were still well covered on Decemlxr the

1st ult. on the side nearest the light, when the next

tree, only a few yards distant, was entirely denuded

of leaves. Our photo

graph gives the first

tree in the parade

with a good show of

leaves on its front

half, but the back

of the same tree,

which has been

shaded from tbe

lamp, has entirely

shed its leaves. The

next few trees are

also quite bare of

leaves, and looking

down the row one

sees that only those

trees opposite the

lamps Iwar any sign

of verdure." â�� Mr.

W. |. Cooper, 162,

Stanslead Road,

Forest Hill, S.E.





"HE SANK DOWN UPON THE SEA-CHEST, AND LOOKED HELPLESSLY

FROM ONE OF US TO THE OTHER."

(5Â« page 250.)
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SHERLOCK HOLMES.

By A. CONAN DOYLE.

VI.â��The Adventure of "Black Peter.

HAVE never known my friend

to be in better form, both

mental and physical, than in

the year '95. His increasing

fame had brought with it an

immense practice, and I should

be guilty of an indiscretion if I were even to

hint at the identity of some of the illustrious

clients who crossed our humble threshold

in Baker Street. Holmes, however, like all

great artists, lived for his art's sake, and, save

in the case of the Duke of Holdernesse, I

have seldom known him claim any large

reward for his inestimable services. So un

worldly was he--or so capriciousâ��that he

frequently refused his help to the powerful

and wealthy where the problem made no

appeal to his sympathies, while he would

devote weeks of most intense application to

the affairs of some humble client whose

case presented those strange and dramatic

qualities which appealed to his imagination

and challenged his ingenuity.

In this memorable year '95 a curious and

incongruous succession of cases had engaged

his attention, ranging from his famous inves

tigation of the sudden death of Cardinal

Toscaâ��an inquiry which was carried out by

him at the express desire of His Holiness the

Popeâ��down to his arrest of Wilson, the

notorious canary-trainer, which removed a

plague-spot from the East-end of London.

Close on the heels of these two famous

cases came the tragedy of Woodman's Lee,

and the very obscure circumstances which

surrounded the death of Captain Peter

Vol. xxvii.â��31. Copyright, 1904, by A. Conan Doyl

Carey. No record of the doings of Mr.

Sherlock Holmes would be complete which

did not include some account of this very

unusual affair.

During the first week of July my friend

had been absent so often and so long from

our lodgings that I knew he had some

thing on hand. The fact that several rough-

looking men called during that time and

inquired for Captain Basil made me under

stand that Holmes was working somewhere

under one of the numerous disguises and

names with which he concealed his own

formidable identity. He had at least five small

refuges in different parts of London in which

he was able to change his personality. He

said nothing of his business to me, and it was

not my habit to force a confidence. The

first positive sign which he gave me of the

direction which his investigation was taking

was an extraordinary one. He had gone out

before breakfast, and I had sat down to

mine, when he strode into the room, his hat

upon his head and a huge barbed-headed

spear tucked like an umbrella under his

arm.

" Good gracious, Holmes!" I cried.

" You don't mean to say that you have been

walking about London with that thing ? "

" I drove to the butcher's and back."

"The butcher's?"

" And 1 return with an excellent appetite.

There can be no question, my dear Watson,

of the value of exercise before breakfast. But

I am prepared to bet that you will not guess

the form that my exercise has taken."

;, in the United States of America.
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(lcoou GRACIOUS, HOLMES!' I CRIED. 'YOU DON'T MKAN TO SAY THAT YOU HAVK REEN WALKING ABOUT

I.nNnOX WITH THAT THING?'"

" I will not attempt it."

He chuckled as he poured out the coffee.

" If you could have looked into Allardyce's

back shop you would have seen a dead pig

swung from a hook in the ceiling, and a

gentleman in his shirt-sleeves furiously

stabbing at it with this weapon. I was that

energetic person, and I have satisfied myself

that by no exertion of my strength can I

transfix the pig with a single blow. Perhaps

you would care to try ? "

"Not for worlds. But why were you doing

this ? "

" Because it seemed to me to have an in

direct bearing upon the mystery of Wood

man's Lee. Ah, Hopkins, I got your wire

last night, and I have been expecting you.

Come and join us."

Our visitor was an exceedingly alert man,

thirty years of age, dressed in a quiet tweed

suit, but retaining the erect bearing of one

who was accustomed to official uniform. I

recognised him at once as Stanley Hopkins,

a young police inspector for whose future

Holmes had high hopes, while he in turn pro

fessed the admiration and ~espect of a pupil

for the scientific methods of the famous

amateur. Hopkins's brow was clouded, and

he sat down with an air of deep dejection.

" No, thank you, sir. I breakfasted before

I came round. I spent the night in town,

for I came up yesterday to report."

" And what had you to report ? "

"Failure, sir; absolute failure."

" You have made no progress ? "

" None."

" Dear me ! I must have a look at the

matter."

" I wish to heavens that you would, Mr.

Holmes. It's my first big chance, and 1 am

at my wits' end. For goodness' sake come

down and lend me a hand."

" Well, well, it just happens that I have

already read all the available evidence, in

cluding the report of the inquest, with some

care. By the way, what do you make of

that tobacco-pouch found on the scene of

the crime ? Is there no clue there ? "
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Hopkins looked surprised.

" It was the man's own pouch, sir. His

initials were insfde it. And it was of seal

skinâ��and he an old sealer."

" But he had no pipe."

" No, sir, we could find no pipe; indeed,

lie smoked very little. And yet he might

have kept some tobacco for his friends."

" No doubt. I only mention it because if

I had been handling the case I should have

been inclined to make that the starting-point

of my investigation. However, my friend

Dr. Watson knows nothing of this matter,

and I should be none the worse for hearing

the sequence of events once more. Just

give us some short sketch of the essentials."

Stanley Hopkins drew a slip of paper from

his pocket.

" I have a few dates here which will give

you the career of the dead man, Captain

Peter Carey. He was born in '45â��fifty

years of age. He was a most daring and

successful seal and whale fisher. In 1883

he commanded the steam sealer Sea Unicorn,

of Dundee. He had then had several suc

cessful voyages in succession, and in the

following year, 1884, he retired. After that

he travelled for some years, and finally he

bought a small place called Woodman's

Lee, near Forest Row, in Sussex. There

he has lived for six years, and there he died

just a week ago to-day.

" There were some most singular points

about the man. In ordinary life he was a

strict Puritanâ��a silent, gloomy fellow. His

household consisted of his wife, his daughter,

aged twenty, and two female servants.

These last were continually changing, for it

was never a very cheery situation, and some

times it became past all bearing. The man

was an intermittent drunkard, and when he

had the fit on him he was a perfect fiend.

He has been known to drive his wife and his

daughter out of doors in the middle of the

night, and flog them through the park until

the whole village outside the gates- was

aroused by their screams.

â�¢ " He was summoned once for a savage

assault upon the old vicar, who had called

upon him to remonstrate with him upon his

conduct. In short, Mr. Holmes, you would

go far before you found a more dangerous

man than Peter Carey, and I have heard that

he bore the same character when he com

manded his ship. He was known in the trade

as Black Peter, and the name was given him,

not only on account of his swarthy features

and the colour of his huge beard, but for the

humours which were the terror of all around

him. I need not say that he was loathed and

avoided by every one of his neighbours, and

that I have not heard one single word of

sorrow about his terrible end.

" You must have read in the account of the

inquest about the man's cabin, Mr. Holmes ;

but perhaps your friend here has not heard of

it. He had built himself a wooden outhouse

â��he always called it ' the cabin'â��a few

hundred yards from his house, and it was

here that he slept every night. It was a

little, single-roomed hut, sixteen feet by ten.

He kept the key in his pocket, made his own

bed, cleaned it himself, and allowed no other

foot to cross the threshold. There are small

windows on each side, which were covered

by curtains and never opened. One of these

windows was turned towards the high road,

and when the light burned in it at night

the folk used to point it out to each other

and wonder what Black Peter was doing in

there. That's the window, Mr. Holmes,

which gave us one of the few bits of positive

evidence that came out at the inquest.

"You remember that a stonemason,

named Slater, walking from Forest Row

about one o'clock in the morningâ��two

days before the murder â�� stopped as he

passed the grounds and looked at the square

of light still shining among the trees. He

swears that the shadow of a man's head

turned sideways was clearly visible on the

blind, and that this shadow was certainly

not that of Peter Carey, whom he knew well.

It was that of a bearded man, but the beard

was short and bristled forwards in a way very

different from that of the captain. So he

says, but he had been two hours in the

public-house, and it is some distance from

the road to the window. Besides, this refers

to the Monday, and the crime was done

upon the Wednesday.

" On the Tuesday Peter Carey was in one

of his blackest moods, flushed with drink

and as savage as a dangerous wild beast.

He roamed about the house, and the women

ran for it when they heard him coming. Late

in the evening he went down to his own hut.

About two o'clock the following morning his

daughter, who slept with her window open,

heard a most fearful yell from that direction,

but it was no unusual thing for him to bawl

and shout when he was in drink, so no

notice was taken. On rising at seven

one of the maids noticed that the door of

the hut was open, but so great was the terror

which the man caused that it was midday

before anyone would venture down to see

what had become of him. Peeping into the
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open door they saw a sight which sent them

flying with white faces into the village.

Within an hour I was on the spot and had

taken over the case.

" Well, I have fairly steady nerves, as you

know, Mr. Holmes, but I give you my word

that I got a .shake when I put my head into

that little house. It was droning like a

harmonium with the flies and bluebottles, and

the lloor and walls were like a slaughter-house.

He had called it a cabin, and a cabin it was

sure enough, for you would have thought that

you were in a ship. There was a bunk at

one end, a sea-chest, maps and charts, a

picture of the Sea Unicorn, a line of log

books on a shelf, all exactly as one would

expect to find it in a captain's room. And

there in the middle of it was the man himself,

his face twisted like a lost soul in torment,

and his great brindled beard stuck upwards

in his agony. Right through his broad

breast a steel harpoon had been driven, and

it had sunk deep into the wood of the wall

behind him. He was pinned like a beetle

on a card. Of course, he was quite dead,

and had been so from the instant that he

had uttered that last yell of agony.

" I know your methods, sir, and I applied

them. Before I permitted anything to be

moved I examined most carefully the ground

outside, and also the floor of the room.

There were no- footmarks."

" Meaning that you saw none ? "

" I assure you, sir, that there were none."

" My good Hopkins, I have investigated

many crimes, but I have never yet seen one

which was committed by a flying creature.

As long as the criminal remains upon two

legs so long must there be some indentation,

some abrasion, some trifling displacement

which can be detected by the scientific

searcher. It is incredible that this blood-

bespattered room contained no trace which

could have aided us. I understand, however,

from the inquest that there were some objects

which you failed to overlook ? "

The young inspector winced at my com

panion's ironical comments.

" I was a fool not to call you in at the time,

Mr. Holmes. However, that's past praying

for now. Yes, there were several objects in

the room which called for special attention.

One was the harpoon with which the deed

was committed. It had been snatched down

from a rack on the wall. Two others

remained there, and there was a vacant place

for the third. On the stock was engraved

' Ss. Sea Unicorn, Dundee.' This seemed to

establish that the crime had been done in a

moment of fury, and that the murderer

had seized the first weapon which came in

his way. The fact that the crime was com

mitted at two in the morning, and yet Peter

Carey was fully dressed, suggested that he

had an appointment with the murderer,

which is borne out by the fact that a bottle

of rum and two dirty glasses stood upon the

table."

" Yes," said Holmes ; " I think that both

inferences are permissible. Was there any

other spirit but rum in the room?"

" Yes ; there was a tantalus containing

brandy and whisky on the sea-chest. It is

of no importance to us, however, since the

decanters were full, and it had therefore not

been used."

" For all that its presence has some signi

ficance," said Holmes. " However, let us

hear some more about the objects which do

seem to you to bear upon the case."

" There was this tobacco-pouch upon the

table."

" What part of the table ? "

" It lay in the middle. It was of coarse

seal-skinâ��the straight-haired skin, with a

leather thong to bind it. Inside was ' P. C.'

on the flap. There was half an ounce of

strong ship's tobacc-o in it."

" Excel lent! What more ? "

Stanley Hopkins drew from his pocket a

drab-covered note-book. The outside was

rougli and worn, the leaves discoloured. On

the first page were written the initials

"J. H. N." and the date "1883." Holmes

laid it on the table and examined it in his

minute way, while Hopkins and I gazed over

each shoulder. On the second page were

the printed letters " C. P. R.," and then came

several sheets of numbers. Another heading

was Argentine, another Costa Rica, and

another San Paulo, each with pages of signs

and figures after it.

"What do you make of these?" asked

Holmes.

"They appear to be lists of Stock Ex

change securities. I thought that ' J. H. N.'

were the initials of a broker, and that

' C. P. R.' may have been his client."

" Try Canadian Pacific Railway," said

Holmes.

Stanley Hopkins swore between his teeth

and struck his thigh with his clenched hand.

" What a fool I have been !" he cried.

"Of course,, it is as you say. Then

' J. H. N.' are the only initials we have to

solve. I have already examined the old

Stock Exchange lists, and I can find no one

in 1883 either in the House or among the
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outside brokers whose initials correspond

with these. Yet I feel that the clue is the

most important one that I hold. You will

admit, Mr. Holmes, that there is a possibility

that these initials are those of the second

person who was presentâ��in other words, of

the murderer. 1 would also urge that the

introduction into the case of a

document relating to large masses

of valuable securities gives us for

the first time some indication of

a. motive for the crime."

Sherlock Holmes's face showed

that he was thoroughly taken

aback by this new development.

" I must admit both your

points," said he. " I confess that this note

book, which did not appear at the inquest,

modifies any views which I may have formed.

I had come to a theory of the crime in

which I can find no place for this. Have

you endeavoured to trace any of .the securi

ties here mentioned ? "

" Inquiries are now being made at the

offices, but I fear that the complete register

of the stockholders of these South American

concerns is in South America, and that some

weeks must elapse before we can trace the

shares." .

Holmes had been examining the cover of

the note-book with his magnifying lens.

" Surely there is some discoloration here,"

said he.

" Yes, sir, it is a blood-stain. I told you

that I picked the book off the floor."

" Was the blood-stain above or below ? "

" On the side next the boards."

" Which proves, of course, that the book

was dropped after the crime was committed."

" Exactly, Mr. Holmes. I appreciated

HOLMES EXAMINED IT IN IMS MINUTE WAY.

that point, and I conjectured that it was

dropped by the murderer in his hurried

flight. It lay near the door."

" I suppose that none of these securities

have been found among the property of the

dead man ? "

" No, sir."

" Have you any reason to suspect robbery ?"

" No, sir. Nothing seemed to have been

touched."

" Dear me, it is certainly a very interesting

case. Then there was a knife, was there

not?"

" A sheath-knife, still in its sheath. It lay

at the feet of the dead man. Mrs. Carey

has identified it as being her husband's

property."
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Holmes was lost in thought for some time.

" Well," said he, at last, " I suppose I shall

have to come out and have a look at it."

Stanley Hopkins gave a cry of joy.

"Thank you, sir. That will indeed be a

weight off my min.d."

Holmes shook his finger at the inspector.

" It would have been an easier task a week

ago," said he. " But even now my visit may

not be entirely fruitless. Watson, if you can

spare the time I should be very glad of your

company. If you will call a four-wheeler,

Hopkins, we shall be ready to start for Forest

Row in a quarter of an hour."

Alighting at the small wayside station, we

drove for some miles through the remains of

widespread woods, which were once part of

that great forest which for so long held

the Saxon invaders at

bayâ��the impenetrable

"weald," for sixty

years the bulwark of

Britain. Vast sec

tions of it have been

cleared, for this is the

seat of the first iron

works of the country,

and the trees have

been felled to smelt

the ore. Now the

richer fields of the

North have absorbed

the trade, and nothing

save these ravaged

groves and great scars

in the earth show the

work of the past. Here

in a clearing upon the

green slope of a hill

stood a long, low stone

house, approached by

a curving drive run

ning through the

fields. Nearer the

road, and surrounded

on three sides by

bushes, was a small

outhouse, one window

and the door facing in

our direction. It was

the scene of the

murder !

Stanley Hopkins

led us first to the

house, where he intro

duced us to a hag

gard, grey-haired

woman, the widow of

the murdered man, whose gaunt and deep-

lined face, with the furtive look of terror in

the depths of her red-rimmed eyes, told of the

years of hardship and ill-usage which she had

endured. With her was her daughter, a pale,

fair-haired girl, whose eyes blazed defiantly at

us as she told us that she was glad that her

father was dead, and that she blessed the

hand which had struck him down. It was a

terrible household that Black Peter Carey had

made for himself, and it was with a sense of

relief that we found ourselves in the sunlight

again and making our way along a path

which had been worn across the fields by the

feet of the dead man.

The outhouse was the simplest of dwell

ings, wooden-walled, shingle-roofed, one

window beside the door and one on the

farther side. Stanley Hopkins drew the

1 SOMEONE HAS BEEN TAMPERING WITH IT,' HE SAID."
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key from his pocket, and had stooped to the

lock, when he paused with a look of atten

tion and surprise upon his face.

" Someone has been tampering with it,"

he said.

There could be no doubt of the fact. The

woodwork was cut and the scratches showed

white through the paint, as if they had been

that instant done. Holmes had been

examining the window.

"Someone has tried to force this also.

Whoever it was has failed to make his way

in. He must have been a very poor

burglar."

"This is a most extraordinary thing," said

the inspector; " I could swear that these

marks were not here yesterday evening "

" Some curious person from the village,

perhaps," I suggested.

" Very unlikely. Few of them would dare

to set foot in the grounds, far less try to force

their way into the cabin. What do you

think of it, Mr. Holmes?"

" I think that fortune is very kind to us."

" V'ou mean that the person will come

again ?"

" It is very probable. He came expecting

to find the door open. He tried to get in

with the. blade of a very small penknife. He

could not manage it. What would he do?"

" Come again next night with a more use

ful tool."

" So I should say. It will be our fault if

we are not there to receive him. Meanwhile,

let me see the inside of the cabin."

The traces of the tragedy had been re

moved, but the furniture within the little

room still stood as it had been on the night

of the crime. For two hours, with most in

tense concentration, Holmes examined every

object in turn, but his face showed that his

quest was not a successful one. Once only

he paused in his patient investigation.

" Have you taken anything off this shelf,

Hopkins ? "

" No ; I have moved nothing."

" Something has been taken. There is less

dust in this corner of the shelf than else

where. It may have been a book lying on

its side. It may have been a box. Well,

well, I can do nothing more. Let us walk in

these beautiful woods, Watson, and give a

few hours to the birds and the flowers. We

shall meet you here later, Hopkins, and see

if we can come to closer quarters with the

gentleman who has paid this visit in the

night."

It was past eleven o'clock when we formed

our little ambuscade. Hopkins was for leaving

Vol. xxvii.â��32.

the door of the hut open, but Holmes was of

opinion that this would rouse the suspicions

of the stranger. The lock was a perfectly

simple one, and only a strong blade was

needed to push it back. Holmes also

suggested that we should wait, not inside the

hut, but outside it among the bushes which

grew round the farther window. In this way

we should be able to watch our man if he

struck a light, and see what his object was

in this stealthy nocturnal visit.

â�¢It was a long and melancholy vigil, and

yet brought with it something of the thrill

which the hunter feels when he lies beside

the water pool and waits for the coming of

the thirsty beast of prey. What savage

creature was it which might steal upon us

out of the darkness? Was it a fierce tiger

of crime, which could only be taken fighting

hard with flashing fang and claw, or would it

prove to be some skulking jackal, dangerous

only to the weak and unguarded ?

In absolute silence we crouched amongst

the bushes, waiting for whatever might come.

At first the steps of a few belated villagers,

or the sound of voices from the village,

lightened our vigil; but one by one these

interruptions died away and an absolute still

ness fell upon us, save for the chimes of the

distant church, which told us of the progress

of the night, and for the rustle and whisper

of a fine rain falling amid the foliage which

roofed us in.

Half-past two had chimed, and it was the

darkest hour which precedes the dawn, when

we all started as a low but sharp click came

from the direction of the gate. Someone

had entered the drive. Again there was a

long silence, and I had begun to fear that it

was a false alarm, when a stealthy step was

heard upon the other side of the hut, and a

moment later a metallic scraping and clink

ing. The man was trying to force the lock !

This time his skill was greater or his tool

was better, for there was a sudden snap and

the creak of the hinges. Then a match was

struck, and next instant the steady light

from a candle filled the interior of the hut.

Through the gauze curtain our eyes were all

riveted upon the scene within.

The nocturnal visitor was a young man,

frail and thin, with a black moustache which

intensified the deadly pallor of his face.

He could not have been much above

twenty years of age. I have never seen any

human being who appeared to be in such

a pitiable fright, for his teeth were visibly

chattering and he was shaking in ever)' limb.

He was dressed like a gentleman, in Norfolk
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jacket and knickerbockers, with a cloth cap

upon his head. We watched him staring

round with frightened eyes. Then he laid

the candle-end upon the table and dis

appeared from our view into one of the

corners. He returned with a large book,

one of the log-books which formed a line

upon the shelves. Leaning on the table he

rapidly turned over the leaves of this volume

until he came

to the entry

which he sought.

Then, with an

angry gesture of

his clenched

hand, he closed

the book, re

placed it in the

corner, and put

out the light. He

had hardly

turned to leave

the hut when

Hopkins's hand

was on the fel

low's collar, and

I heard his loud

gasp of terror as

he understood

that he was

taken. The

candle was re-lit,

and there was

our wretched

captive shivering

and cowering in

the grasp of the

detective. He

sank down upon

the sea - chest,

and looked

helplessly from

one of us to the

other.

" Now, my

" Can I speak confidentially ? "

" No, certainly not."

" Why should I tell you ? "

" If you have no answer it may go badly

with you at the trial."

The young man winced.

"Well, I will tell you," he said. "Why

should I not ? And yet I hate to think of

this old scandal gaining a new lease of life.

'HB RAPIDLY TURNED OVER THE LEAVES OF THIS VOLUME.

fine fellow," said Stanley Hopkins, " who are

you, and what do you want here ? "

The man pulled himself together and faced

us with an effort at self-composure.

" You are detectives, I suppose ? " said he.

" You imagine I am connected with the death

of Captain Peter Carey. I assure you that I

am innocent."

" We'll see about that," said Hopkins.

" First of all, what is your name ? "

" It is John Hopley Neligan."

I saw Holmes and Hopkins exchange a

quick glance.

" What are you doing here ? "

Did you ever

hear of Dawson

and Neligan ? "

I could see

from Hopkins's

face that he

never had; but

Holmes was

keenly inter

ested.

" You mean

the West-coun

try bankers,"

said he. " They

failed for a mil

lion, ruined half

the county fami

lies of Cornwall,

and Neligan dis

appeared."

"Exactly.

Neligan was my

father."

At last we

were getting

something posi

tive, and yet it

seemed a long

gap between an

absconding

banker and Cap

tain Peter Carey

pinned against

the wall with

one of his own

harpoons. We

all listened intently to the young man's

words.

" It was my father who was really con

cerned. Dawson had retired. I was only

ten years of age at the time, but I was old

enough to feel the shame and horror of it all.

It has always been said that my father stole

all the securities and fled. It is not true.

It was his belief that if he were given time in

which to realize them all would be well and

every creditor paid in full. He started in

his little yacht for Norway just before the

warrant was issued for his arrest. I can

remember that last night when he bade fare-
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well to my mother. He left us a list of the

securities he was taking, and he swore that

he would come back with his honour cleared,

and that none who had trusted him would

suffer. Well, no word was ever heard from

him again. Both the yacht and he vanished

utterly. \Ve believed, my mother and I,

that he and it, with the securities that he

had taken with him, were at the bottom of

the sea. We had a faithful friend, however,

who is a business man, and it was he who

discovered some time ago that some of the

securities which my father had with him

have reappeared on the London market.

You can imagine our amazement. I spent

months in trying to trace them, and at last,

after many doublings and difficulties, I dis

covered that the original seller had been

Captain Peter Carey, the owner of this hut.

" Naturally, I made some inquiries about

the man. I found that he had been in

command of a whaler which was due to

return from the Arctic seas at the very time

when my father was crossing to Norway.

The autumn of that year was a stormy

one, and there was a long succession of

southerly gales. My father's yacht may

well have been blown to the north, and

there met by Captain Peter Carey's ship.

If that were so, what, had become of my

father ? In any case, if I could prove from

Peter Carey's evidence how these securities

came on the market it would be a proof that

my father had not sold them, and that he had

no view to personal profit when he took them.

" I came down to Sussex with the inten

tion of seeing the captain, but it was at this

moment that his terrible death occurred. I

read at the inquest a description of his cabin,

in which it stated that the old log-books of

his vessel were preserved in it. It struck me

that if I could see what occurred in the

month of August, 1883, on board the Sea

Unicorn, I might settle the mystery of my

father's fate. I. tried last night to get at

these log-books, but was unable to open the

door. To-night I tried again, and succeeded;

but I find that the pages which deal with that

month have been torn from the book. It

was at that moment I found myself a

prisoner in your hands."

" Is that all ? " asked Hopkins.

" Yes, that is all." His eyes shifted as he

said it.

" You have nothing else to tell us ? "

He hesitated.

" No ; there is nothing."

"You have not been here before last

night ? "

" Then how do you account for that ?"

cried Hopkins, as he held up the damning note

book, with the initials of our prisoner on the

first leaf and the blood-stain on the cover.

The wretched man collapsed. He sank

his face in his hands and trembled all over.

" Where did you get it ? " he groaned. " I

did not know. I thought I had lost it at the

hotel."

" That is enough," said Hopkins, sternly.

" Whatever else you have to say you must

say in court. You will walk down with me

now to the police-station. Well, Mr. Holmes,

I am very much obliged to you and to your

friend for coming down to help me. As it

turns out your presence was unnecessary, and

I would have brought the case to this suc

cessful issue without you ; but none the less

I am very grateful. Rooms have been

reserved for you at the Brambletye Hotel, so

we can all walk down to the village together."

"Well, Watson, what do you think of it?"

asked Holmes, as we travelled back next

morning.

" I can see that you are not satisfied."

" Oh, yes, my dear Watson, I am perfectly

satisfied. At the same time Stanley Hop-

kins's methods do not commend themselves

to me. I am disappointed in Stanley Hopkins.

I had hoped for better things from him.

One should always look for a possible alter

native and provide against it. It is the first

rule of criminal investigation."

"What, then, is the alternative?"

" The line of investigation which I have

myself been pursuing. It may give us

nothing. I cannot tell. But at least I shall

follow it to the end."

Several letters were waiting for Holmes at

Baker Street. He snatched one of them up,

opened it, and burst out into a triumphant

chuckle of laughter.

" Excellent, Watson. The alternative

develops. Have you telegraph forms ?

Just write a couple of messages for me:

' Sumner, Shipping Agent, Ratcliff High

way. Send three men on, to arrive ten to

morrow morning.â��Basil.' That's my name

in those parts. The other is: ' Inspector

Stanley Hopkins, 46, Lord Street, Brixton.

Come breakfast to-morrow at nine-thirty.

Important. Wire if unable to come.â��Sher

lock Holmes.' There, Watson, this infernal

case has haunted me for ten days. I hereby

banish it completely from my presence.

To-morrow I trust that we shall hear the last

of it for ever."

Sharp at the hour named Inspector Stanley
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Hopkins appeared, and we sat down together

to the excellent breakfast which Mrs. Hudson

had prepared. The young detective was in

high spirits at his success.

" You really think that your solution must

be correct ? " asked Holmes.

" I could not imagine a more complete

case."

" It did not seem to me conclusive."

" You astonish me, Mr. Holmes. What

more could one ask for ? "

" Does your explanation cover every

point ? "

" Undoubtedly. I find that young Neligan

arrived at the Brambletye Hotel on the very

day of the crime. He came on the pretence

of playing golf. His room was on the ground-

floor, and he could get out when he liked.

That very night he went down to Woodman's

Lee, saw Peter Carey at the hut, quarrelled

with him, and killed him with the harpoon.

Then, horrified by what he had done, he fled

out of the hut, dropping the note-book which

he had brought with him in order to question

Peter Carey about these different securities.

You may have observed that some of them

were marked with ticks, and the othersâ��the

great majorityâ��were not. Those which are

ticked have been traced on the London

market ; but the others presumably were still

in the possession of Carey, and young Neligan,

according to his own account, was anxious

to recover them in order to do the right

thing by his father's creditors. After

his flight he did not dare to approach the

hut again for some time; but at last he

forced himself to do so in order to obtain

the information which he needed. Surely

that is all simple and obvious?"

Holmes smiled and shook his head.

"It seems to me to have only one draw

back, Hopkins, and that is that it is intrin

sically impossible. Have you tried to drive

a harpoon through a body ? No ? Tut, tut,

my dear sir, you must really pay attention to

these details. My friend Watson could tell

you that I spent a whole morning in that

exercise. It is no easy matter, and requires

a strong and practised arm. But this blow

was delivered with such violence that the

head of the weapon sank deep into the wall.

Do you imagine that this anemic youth was

capable of so frightful an assault ? Is he

the man who hobnobbed in rum and water

with Black Peter in the dead of the night ?

\Vas it his profile that was seen on the blind

two nights before ? No, no, Hopkins ; it is

another and a more formidable person for

whom we must seek."

The detective's face had grown longer and

longer during Holmes's speech. His hopes

and his ambitions were all crumbling about

him. But he would not abandon his position

without a struggle.

" You can't deny that Neligan was present

that night, Mr. Holmes. The book will

prove that. I fancy that I have evidence

enough to satisfy a jury, even if you are able

to pick a hole in it. Besides, Mr. Holmes, I

have laid my hand upon my man. As to this

terrible person of yours, where is he ? "

" I rather fancy that he is on the stair,"

said Holmes, serenely. " I think, Watson,

that you would do well to put that revolver

where you can reach it." He rose, and laid

a written paper upon a side-table. " Now

we are read)'," said he.

There had been some talking in gruff voices

outside, and now Mrs. Hudson opened the

door to say that there were three men inquir

ing for Captain Basil.

" Show them in one by one," said Holmes.

The first who entered was a little ribston-

pippin of a man, with ruddy cheeks and fluffy

white side-whiskers. Holmes had drawn a

letter from his pocket.

" What name ? " he asked.

" James l^ancaster."

" I am sorry, Lancaster, but the berth is

full. Here is half a sovereign for your

trouble. Just step into this room and wait

there for a few minutes.1'

The second man was a long, dried-up

creature, with lank hair and sallow cheeks.

His name was Hugh Pattins. He also

received his dismissal, his half-sovereign, and

the order to wait.

The third applicant was a man of remark

able appearance. A fierce, bull-dog face was

framed in a tangle of hair and beard, and

two bold dark eyes gleamed behind the

cover of thick, tufted, overhung eyebrows.

He saluted and stood sailor-fashion, turning

his cap round in his hands.

" Your name ? " asked Holmes.

" Patrick Cairns."

" Harpooner ? "

"Yes, sir. Twenty-six voyages."

" Dundee, I suppose ? "

" Yes, sir."

" And ready to start with an exploring

ship ?"

" Yes, sir."

" What wages ? "

"Eight pounds a month."

" Could you start at once ? "

" As soon as I get my kit."

" Have you your papers ? "
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" Yes, sir." He took a sheaf of worn and

greasy forms from his pocket. Holmes

glanced over them and returned them.

"You are just the man I want," said he.

" Here's the agreement on the side-table. If

you sign it the whole matter will be settled."

" ' SHALL I SIGN

HERE? ' HE

ASKED."

The seaman lurched across the room and

took up the pen.

" Shall I sign here ?" he asked, stooping

over the table.

Holmes leaned over his shoulder and

passed both hands over his neck.

"This will do," said he.

I heard a click of steel and a bellow like

an enraged bull. The next instant Holmes

and the seaman were rolling on the ground

together. He was a man of such gigantic

strength that, even with the handcuffs which

Holmes had so deftly fastened upon his

wrists, he would have very quickly over

powered my friend had Hopkins and I

not rushed to his rescue.

1 Only when I pressed the cold

muzzle of the revolver to his

temple did he at last understand

that resistance was vain. We

lashed his ankles with cord

and rose breathless from the

struggle.

" I must really apologize,

Hopkins," said Sherlock

Holmes; " I fear that the

scrambled eggs are cold.

However, you will enjoy the

rest of your breakfast

all the better, will you

not, for the thought

that you have brought

your case to a trium

phant conclusion."

Stanley Hopkins

was speechless with

amazement.

" I don't know what

to say, Mr. Holmes,"

he blurted out at last,

with a very red face.

" It seems to me that

I have been making a

fool of myself from the

beginning. I under

stand now, what I

should never have for

gotten, that I am the

pupil and you are the

master. Even now I

see what you have

done, but I don't

know how you did it,

or what it signifies."

" Well, well," said Holmes, good-

humouredly. " We all learn by ex

perience, and your lesson this time is that you

should never lose sight of the alternative.

You were so absorbed in young Neligan that

you could not spare a thought to Patrick

Cairns, the true murderer of Peter Carey."

The hoarse voice of the seaman broke in

on our conversation.

" See here, mister," said he, " I make no

complaint of being man-handled in this

fashion, but I would have you call things by

their right names. You say I murdered

Peter Carey; I say I killed Peter Carey, and
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there's all the difference. Maybe you don't

believe what I say. Maybe you think I am

just slinging you a yarn."

"Not at all," said Holmes. "Let us hear

what you have to say."

" It's soon told, and, by the Lard, every

word of it is tfuth. I knew Black Peter, and

when he pulled out his knife I whipped a

harpoon through him sharp, for I knew that

it was him or me. That's how he died. You

can call it murder. Anyhow, I'd as soon die

with a rope round my neck as with Black

Peter's knife in my heart."

" How came you there ? " asked Holmes.

" I'll tell it you from the beginning. Just

sit me up a little so as I can speak easy. It

was in '83 that it happenedâ��August of that

year. Peter Carey was master of the Sea

Unicorn, and I was spare harpooner. We

were coming out of the ice-pack on our way

home, with head winds and a week's southerly

gale, when we picked up a little craft that had

been blown north. There was one man on

herâ��a landsman. The crew

had thought she would founder,

and had made for the Nor

wegian coast in the dinghy. I

guess they were all drowned.

Well, we took him on board,

this man, and he and the skip

per had some long talks in the

cabin. All the baggage we took

off with him was one tin box.

So far as I know, the man's

name was never mentioned,

and on the second night he

disappeared as if he had never

been. It was given out that

he had either thrown himself

overboard or fallen overboard

in the heavy weather that we

were having. Only one man

knew what had happened to

him, and that was me, for with

my own eyes I saw the skipper

tip up his heels and put him

over the rail in the middle

watch of a dark night, two days

before we sighted the Shetland

lights.

" Well, I kept my knowledge

to myself and waited to see

what would come of it. When

we got back to Scotland it was

easily hushed up, and nobody

asked any questions. A stranger

died by an accident, and it was

nobody's business to inquire.

Shortly after Peter Carey gave

up the sea, and it was long years before I

could find where he was. I guessed that he

had done the deed for the sake of what was

in that tin box, and that he could afford now

to pay me well for keeping my mouth shut.

" I found out where he was through a

sailor man that had met him in London, and

down I went to squeeze him. The first

night he was reasonable enough, and was

ready to give me what would make me free

of the sea for life. We were to fix it all two

nights later. When I came I found him

three parts drunk and in a vile temper. We

sat down and we drank and we yarned about

old times, but the more he drank the less I

liked the look on his face. I spotted that

harpoon upon the wall, and I thought I

might need it before I was through. Then

at last he broke out at me, spitting and

cursing, with murder in his eyes and a great

clasp-knife in his hand. He had not time to

get it from the sheath before I had the har

poon through him. Heavens! what a yell

"WE SAT DOWN ANl>

WE DRANK AND WE

YARNED ABOUT OLD

TIMES."
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he gave ; and his face gets between me and

my sleep ' I stood there, with his blood

splashing round me, and I waited for a bit ;

but all was quiet, so I took heart once more.

I looked round, and there was the tin box on

a shelf. I had as much right to it as Peter

Carey, anyhow, so I took it with me and left

the hut. Like a fool I left my baccy-pouch

upon the table.

" Now I'll tell you the queerest part of the

whole story. I had hardly got outside the

hut when I heard someone coming, and I

hid among the bushes. A man came slinking

along, went into the hut, gave a cry as if he

had seen a ghost, and legged it as hard as

he could run until he was out of sight. Who

he was or what he wanted is more than I

can tell. For my part, I walked ten miles,

got a train at Tunbridge Wells, and so

reached London, and no one the wiser.

" Well, when I came to examine the box

I found there was no money in it, and

nothing but papers that I would not dare

to sell. I had lost my hold on Black Peter,

and was stranded in London without a

shilling. There was only my trade left. I

saw these advertisements about harpooners

and high wages, so I went to the shipping

agents, and they sent me here. That's all I

know, and I say again that if I killed Black

Peter the law should give me thanks, for I

saved them the price of a hempen rope."

"A very clear statement," said Holmes,

rising and lighting his pipe. " I think,

Hopkins, that you should lose no time in

conveying your prisoner to a place of safety.

This room is not well adapted for a cell, and

Mr. Patrick Cairns occupies too large a

proportion of our carpet."

" Mr. Holmes," said Hopkins, " I do not

know how to express my gratitude. Even

now I do not understand how you attained

this result."

" Simply by having the good fortune to

get the right clue from the beginning. It

is very possible that if I had known about

this note-book it might have led away my

thoughts, as it did yours. But all I heard

pointed in the one direction. The amazing

strength, the skill in the use of the harpoon,

the rum and water, the seal-skin tobacco-

pouch, with the coarse tobaccoâ��all these

pointed to a seaman, and one who had been

a whaler. I was convinced that the initials

'P. C.' upon the pouch were a coincidence,

and not those of Peter Carey, since he seldom

smoked, and no pipe was found in his cabin.

You remember that I asked whether whisky

and brandy were in the cabin. You said

they were. How many landsmen are there

who would drink rum when they could get

these other spirits ? Yes, I was certain it was

a seaman."

" And how did you find him ? "

" My dear sir, the problem had become a

very simple one. If it were a seaman, it

could only be a seaman who had been with

him on the Sea Unicorn. So far as I could

learn he had sailed in no other ship. I spent

three days in wiring to Dundee, and at the

end of that time I had ascertained the names

of the crew of the Sea Unicorn in 1883.

When I found Patrick Cairns among the

harpooners my research was Hearing its end.

I argued that the man was probably in

London, and that he would desire to leave

the country for a time. I therefore spent

some days in the East-end, devised an

Arctic expedition, put forward tempting

terms for harpooners who would serve under

Captain Basilâ��and behold the result! "

"Wonderful!" cried Hopkins. "Won

derful ! "

" You must obtain the release of young

Neligan as soon as possible," said Holmes.

" I confess that I think you owe him some

apology. The tin box must be returned

to him, but, of course, the securities which

Peter Carey has sold are lost for ever.

There's the cab, Hopkins, and you can

remove your man. If you want me for the

trial, my address and that of Watson will

be somewhere in Norwayâ��I'll send par

ticulars later."



Slaves of thÂ£ Lamp.11

BY Y. D. GonwvN.

HAT is an electrical engineer ?

The " man in the street " as a

rule has but a very hazy idea ;

he usually connects him with

a youth in dirty blue over

alls who calls occasionally to

see to the lights or bells. But away

in the poorest quarter of almost every

town or parish there is a large building

with a tall chimney, and from the former,

day and night, emanate strange whirring and

thudding noises ; ]>erhaps also through an

occasionally open door a glimpse is caught

of shining metal and queer looking machinery,

sometimes giving off vicious looking little

blue sparks that recall one's early experiments

with a Leyden jar. This is locally known

as the electric light works, and it is with

the experiences of the men whose lives

are passed in such places, and who form

a considerable portion of the true genus

electrical engineer, that the following

incidents deal, serving to show that,

although little is heard of it in the outside

world, the electrical engineer who takes up

this branch of his profession exposes himself

to a variety of deaths and maimings that can

scarcely be surpassed.

For instance, on September igth, 1899,

at the electricity works of the Manchester

Corporation, one of the largest in the

kingdom, an accident took place that will

not be easily forgotten by those who were

fortunate or unfortunate enough, according to

temperament, to witness it.

The engine-room at that time contained

fourteen engines, each of four hundred

horse-power, some of which â�¢ drove their

dynamos by means of leather belts in the

old-fashioned way. About six o'clock in the

evening, when the station was working

almost at its maximum output, one of the

belts broke half-way across. Before the

engine could be stopped the broken portion

of the belt, flapping round like a huge flail,

hit the governor, completely wrecking it and

allowing the steam to enter the engine in tre

mendous quantities.

The result of this was that the engine

attained a terrific speed, which so increased

the centrifugal force of its fly-wheel that the

latter literally burst, and in a second fragments

weigh ing several hundredweight w;re hurtling

through the air, dealing destruction right and

left. One of these pieces hit the fly-wheel

of the adjacent running engine, and, as ill-

luck would have it, burst that too, and still

more huge masses started on their destruc

tive path.

One would think that mischance could

hardly go farther, and that the demons of

mischief that are responsible for this sort

of thing would have become satiated by their

success; but this was evidently not the case,

as some of the fragments struck the steam

and water pipes that are arranged round the

engine-room, bursting them and affording the

unfortunate men on duty the chance of being

scalded to death by steam at about three

hundred and fifty degrees Fahrenheit, in

addition to that of being crushed by the

flying pieces. Strange to say, only two
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â�¢*

" HOARSE CRIES ARE MINGLED WITH THE ROAR OF ESCAPING STEAM AND FALLING METAL."

men were injured, and that not seriously.

An engine-driver named Edward Tomlinson

was knocked down and severely bruised, and

one of his mates, Chadwick, injured about

the arms.

A scene like this is almost beyond the

power of words to describe. Imagine a

large engine-room of this description,

brightly lit and echoing with the mono

tonousâ��but to the engineer peacefulâ��noise

of well-kept engines, flapping belts, and

whirring dynamos. Suddenly there is a

grating sound, followed by a crash ; down

go the lamps until they give about as much

light as a red-hot hairpin ; hoarse cries

and the voice of the engineer as he gives his

orders are mingled with the roar of escaping

steam and the crash of falling metal on the

walls and floor; running figures are dimly

discerned, stopping here to close a valve and

there to open a switch. And in this dimly-

lighted inferno the engineer does his duty,

risking deaths that are far worse than those

the soldier has to face, in cold blood and

without a moment's notice.

The man who is reading his paper in the

club looks up with a muttered adjuration on

the electric light as it sinks to a dull red

glow, little thinking that perhaps at that

Vol. x*vii.-33.

identical moment men are risking most

horrible deaths, with no hope of honour or

reward, but because it is their duty and the

light must be kept in at any cost. Electricity,

fortunately, played no part in this accident.

If it had, the perils of fire would doubtless

have been added to those of mangling and

scalding.

The man who by mistake started to saw

in half a main cable carrying current at a

pressure of some two thousand volts is not

likely to forget his experience, and such a

case came under the writer's personal obser

vation some months back.

One of the many main cables leading from

a large generating station to various distribut

ing points in the streets had to be repaired,

and to do this it was necessary to cut it in

what is termed the " cable pit" in the works,

where all the separate mains are laid side by

side, looking exactly alike. The current was,

of course, shut off the cable to be operated

upon, and if a mistake had not been made

nothing would have happened. Unfortunately,

however, the cables in the pit had been

wrongly numbered, and the consequence was,

instead of cutting into the " dead " cable, the

man started upon one that was very much

"alive."
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Despite its serpentine appearance, nothing

looks more innocent than an electric cable;

just a long, round, black thing, lying peace

fully in a trench without a sign to 'show

whether it is carrying current or not. But,

like the serpent, nothing is so dangerous to

tamper with, and no sooner had the saw of

the workman pierced the outer coverings of

lead and paper insulation, and its blade

touched the hidden copper charged to the

pressure of two thousand

volts, than there was a blind

ing, roaring flash, and the

man was hurled backward,

still holding in his hand the

remains of the

fused saw.

Meanwhile, in

the engine-room

pandemonium

and blue fire

reigned su

preme. So great

was the rush of

current that the

safety - fuse of

the cable failed

entirely, and the

swi t c h board,

where all such

apparatus is

situated, was in

one part bathed

in a vivid flame

that roared in

accompaniment

to the groans of

the overloaded

dynamos.

" THERR WAS A BLINDING, ROA

HURLED

Luckily in this case very little was required

to put things straight, and the opening of a

switch in somewhat unpleasant proximity to

the flames speedily put an end to the trouble

in the engine-room. The man, fortunately,

beyond a bruise or two was not hurt; he

received no shock owing to having taken the

precaution of wearing a rubber glove, and

his fall backward was only occasioned by a

very natural desire to place a good distance

between the cable and himself in the shortest

possible time.

In this case there was literally less than

a sixteenth of an inch between the man and

death, that being the thickness of the rubber

glove, but for which, owing to his position

when using the saw, the current at a pressure

of two thousand volts would have passed

through his body; and in connection with

this it should be remembered that from one

thousand five hundred to one thousand seven

hundred volts is all that is used to electrocute

criminals in America. It is supposed to

be a painless death, but from all accounts, if

the victim does survive, the after-results are

anything but agreeable.

A friend of the writer relates a very un

pleasant experience that occurred to him

some years ago at the high-pressure elec

tricity works of the Coventry Corporation

RING FLASH, AND THE MAN WAS

!ACK\VARD."

one Sunday

morning, at the

unearthly hour

of 4 a.m. In his

capacity as what

is termed an

engineer - in -

charge he had

occasion to

make some

alteration in the

connections to

the main switch

board, where all

the current is

measured and

controlled,

highly danger

ous work that is

usually only en

trusted to one

of the staffâ��

that is to say,

not an ordinary

working man.

As a rule,

when this kind

of work has to

be undertaken

the current is shut off, but here it was found

inexpedient to do so, and consequently the

risk of a two thousand-volt shock had to be

run. With his sleeves rolled up, and armed

with a rubber mat on which to stand and a

spanner to slacken the nuts, the narrator

proceeded alone behind the switchboard, an

out-of-the-way place, where he was shut off

from the observation of the rest of the staff

on duty. Naturally, he is not able to give

minute details of what happened ; he remem

bers standing on the mat and working for a

few minutes with the spanner held in his bare

hand. Then suddenly there was a flash, a

feeling as of a sledge-hammer blow on the

back of his head, and he knew no more. His

bare arm had touched another portion of the

switchboard and the high-pressure current

had passed right through it, literally burning

its way into the flesh, and leaving scars that
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are plainly obvious at the present day. He

ascertained afterwards from one of the instru

ments that he lay unconscious for some

ten minutes, when coming to his senses he

crawled in a half dazed way into the engine

room, where he found the machinery running

merrily, but the supply cut off owing to part

of the apparatus having fused.

The instinct of duty is, indeed, a wonder

ful thing, and is well exemplified here, for,

although having just received a shock to his

system it is given to few men to get over, he

almost unconsciously replaced the fused part

and switched on the supply, collapsing as he

finished it, and having later on to be carried

home, where for a fortnight he lay subject to

violent sickness, great bodily pain owing to

muscular contraction, frequent attacks of

giddiness, and

very little sleep.

The American

continent seems

to be inextricably

mixed up with

everything that

is big, and details

of a most extra

ordinary accident

that occurred in

Brazil have re

cently been pub

lished in the

technical Press

under the very

apt title of " The

Greatest Electric

Shock on Re

cord." It took

place on August

23rd of last year

at the works of

the Sao Paulo

Tramway Light

and Power Com

pany, Brazil, the

sufferers this

time being an

Italian workman

named Lazzari,

a strongly-built

man, and an

American engi

neer, Mr. Bevan,

An eye-witness relates that Lazzari, wishing

to speak to Mr. Bevan as he passed him,

caught hold of his wrist and turned round,

unthinkingly bringing his head close to a

bare copper bar charged at the above terrible

pressure, at the same time standing with his

foot touching an iron bolt sunk in the floor.

Now, electricity at twenty-four thousand

volts will pierce through the air quite a dis

tance, and, the workman having approached

rather too close, the current immediately

sparked on to his shoulder, passed through

his body, and emerged at his foot on to the

iron bolt, part of it also finding its way to

the earth through the wrist and body of

Bevan. Muscular paralysis always accom

panies severe electric shock, and both men

being incapable of movement must shortly

have succumbed

the fearful

to

strain

LEAPING INTO THE AIR SO AS TO INSULATE HIMSF.LK FROM THE FLOOR.

son of the power-station superintendent. In

this case the pressure was no less than twenty-

four thousand voltsâ��that is to say, about

fifteen times as much as is used for electrocu

tionâ��and the work was again the dangerous

operation of altering switchboard connections.

on their

systems.

But now a

thing happened

which, as an

example of bra

very, will hardly

find its parallel

in the annals of

the Victoria

Cross. Mr.

Bevan senior,

who chanced to

be present, re

cognising that a

second might

mean all the dif

ference between

life and death to

these men, de

liberately hurled

himself against

them, leaping

into the air so as

to insulate him

self from the

floor. His full

weight fell on his

son, and was

sufficient to

loosen him from

the grasp of

Lazzari and to

knock the latter away from the charged copper

bar, only, however, to fall back upon it and

now sustain the full force of the current by

himself. But with undaunted pluck Mr Bevan

went at it again, this time trying repeatedly

to kick I>azzari's foot from under him, and
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thus bring him to the ground away from the

bar. But in this he failed ; each time his foot

touched that of the unfortunate man he

received a shock that sent his leg flying

violently back.

All this takes time to relate, but it was

scarcely half a minute from the moment of

I^azzari receiving the first shock before the

relater of the event rushed to the switches

and cut the entire current off.

In his account of it he says that he

observed a heavy arc or electric flame

between the man's foot and the iron bolt,

and Bevan junior noticed the same pheno

menon between his shoulder and the copper

bar. It is to these two arcs that Lazzari

unquestionably owes his life, as they absorbed

a large portion of the power that would

otherwise have been expended on his body.

A pressure of twenty-four thousand volts

properly applied would in a few seconds

shrivel a man up almost beyond recognition.

The victim was terribly burnt on his

shoulder and foot, but, strange to say, was

conscious very shortly after the accident, and

then declared that his senses never left him

until the current was cut off, and that he felt

no sensation in particular, and was aware of

all that was going on. Undoubtedly the

violence of the shock completely paralyzed

his nervous system, and this incident goes far

to prove that death by electric shock is

absolutely painless.

Few are the engineers of any experience

who, in the course of their career, have not

come across instances of that wonderful

courage that sometimes sacrifices its owner

to duty for duty's sake.

At a certain electricity works in the North

of England some few years ago there had

been trouble with one of the engines, which

necessitated its b:jing taken completely to

pieces and overhauled. As the work was

urgent it was being carried on night and day,

and on the first evening part of the engine,

we:ghing probably about three or four tons,

wai ready for lifting by the travelling crane

that spanned the engine-room.

The leading workman on the job, a trust

worthy man and an old sea-going engineer,

chose a fairly stout chain with a rather small

hook on the end wherewith to sling the engine,

and as a matter of form just showed it to

the engineer-in-charge, with the remark that

it would be quite strong enough. Now, the

engineer had his doubts, but being young

and inexperienced, and perhaps terribly

afraid of betraying ignorance, said nothing,

preferring to trust to the greater experience

of his subordinate in such matters than to

his own intuition that it was not strong

enough. So the tackle was fixed to the

crane, and in a short time the mass of iron

hung suspended fifteen feet high on the

small hook.

The next proceeding was to run the crane

and its burden down to the end of the engine-

room, and, the hauling gear being manned, it

started on its course, the suspended mass

s'.vingmg gently as it passed over the tops of

the running engines.

It had moved a few feet when suddenly

there was the noise of a heavy jerk, accom

panied by a small bump that was felt all over

the building. All eyes were at once turned

on the crane, and the foreman mentioned

above, looking sharply up, missed his footing

on the slightly raised part of the floor upon

which he was standing and fell down on his

ankle, spraining it to such an extent as to

bring tears to his eyes. For a minute or two

he sat there nursing it, giving vent to his

feelings in language which is best left unsaid;

and meanwhile, nothing further having

happened, the crane was again started slowly

down the engine-room.

This time it moved scarcely a foot when

there was another jerk and a bump, and

once more all eyes were fixed aloft trying to

solve the mystery of this untoward occur

rence. The engineer-in-charge, by this

time horribly anxious, moved close under

neath the crane, looking upwards, and to his

horror discerned that the hook had opened

and that the entire weight was now sus

tained practically on the point of it, a

position that obviously could only last a very

short time.

It flashed through his mind that when the

mass fell, as it must upon the slightest

movement of the crane, it would descend

upon one of the running engines, and the

result of that could only be the utter wreck

ing of the engine and the bursting of its

main steam-pipe, carrying steam at a pressure

of one hundred and sixty pounds to the

square inch and a temperature of about

three hundred and sixty degrees. It was

only a small engine-room, that would be

quickly filled with the steam, and it was a

toss-up whether all the men could get out in

time to save their lives. Crying out, " The

hook's bending," he rushed to the switches

to disconnect the dynamo at any rate in the

event of disaster; and now the man who

was nursing his foot to the accompaniment

of strange incantations recognised his mis

take, and, despite his sprained ankle, starte4
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up with that courage and promptness in

emergency that distinguish th'e sea-going

engineer, to rectify his error if possible.

Snatching up a stout rope sling and throw

ing it round his neck, incredible as it may

seem, he started to climb with his disabled

foot some twenty feet up the engines and

steam-pipes to the crane, deliberately risking

a fall that might easily be fatal and the

possibility of being caught in this awful

position by the scorching steam if the

mass fell. Slowly and gradually he worked

his way upwards, a foot here and a knee

there, now a rest and up a little more,.

"HE STARTED ON THK MUST I'F.KIT.Ol^ I 1RT

OF HIS IOUKNKV."

until at last with a mighty effort he pulled

himself up on to one of the crane girders.

Stopping for a second to adjust the sling

more safely round his neck, he started on

the most perilous part of his journeyâ��namely,

to crawl along the girder, about seven inches

wide, to the part from which the load was

hung, and this directly over the engine that

was threatened with destruction.

Pluck is undoubtedly infectious, for now

another man started, and not being disabled

was in a very short time sitting alongside the

foreman, and the two of them, leaning over

at great risk of falling on to the running

machinery, speedily supplemented the hook

with the rope sling, thus saving thousands of

pounds' worth of damage, and, incidentally,

possibly their own lives.

The outer world hears nothing of these

things, for the reason that serious breakdowns

do not frequently occur ; but the engineer

knows that their infrequency is not only due

to good management, but often to that sense

of duty which a few years of work inculcate

into every man whose lot is cast in dangerous

places.

The following experience, related to the

writer by one of the participators in it, serves

to show from what small causes a disaster

will sometimes arise.

A cable about three-quarters of an inch in

diameter developed a fault in its insulation

or covering close by a large battery of storage

cells with which it was in direct connec

tion. The result was immediately a tremen

dous rush of current through the fault, and

the ignition of the rubber insulation of the

cable. If there is anything that burns well

*

it is rubber, and a few seconds were sufficient

for the flames to seize on an adjacent wooden

partition and the boarded roof.

At this point several of the staff arrived

on the scene with a fire-hose, which was

turned on the blazing woodwork, and just

served to keep the fire somewhat in hand.

The smoke, coming as it did chiefly from

the burning rubber, was intolerable, much

more so than that of an ordinary fire, and

the men could only stand it by the aid of

moistened handkerchiefs held to the nose;
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opening doors or windows to disperse the

smoke was, of course, out of the question.

The corner from which the fire emanated

was at once a terrible and beautiful sight;

blue and green flashes of a dazzling bright

ness, and a heat that

could be felt several

yards off, were darting

in and out, converting

everything they

touched to an intense

white heat, and re-

igniting the woodwork

as fast as it was put

out by the hose. Un

fortunately it was im

possible to cut the

current off, as there

was no switch between

the cable and the bat

tery, which was now

discharging hundreds

of horse-power through

the leak and trans

forming it into fire.

Water will not put

out the electric arc,

and, indeed, only

tends to make matters

worse, so the hose

was kept scrupulously

away from the point

of all the mischief

and only played on

the adjacent wood

work. It soon be

came apparent that

there was absolutely

no means of stopping

this fire. Cutting

off the current

The battery had been freshly charged,

and was consequently giving off bubbles of

oxygen and hydrogen gas, which, as everyone

knows, form together one of the most explo

sive compounds existing. The draught swept

VIVID FLAMES OF GRKKX UHHT AND THE BLACK, OILY SMOKK OK

BUKMNG RUBISF.R."

would mean entering the battery-room and

disconnecting some cable, which no man

could do and live owing to the overpowering

smoke and the risk attendant on breaking

such a huge current by anything but a proper

switch. So things stood, and it was only

possible to keep the woodwork from igniting

further and trust to the battery exhausting

itself or the cable burning apart.

At this juncture the folding-doors leading

to the street opened with a crash, and a

brazen - helmed fireman, axe in hand,

stepped off the top of a fire-escape that

had been brought up, together with several

engines. The opening of the doors gave rise

to a great draught of air, through them and

the hole in the roof; and now a curious

thing happened.

the flames over the top of the battery and

ignited the bubbles of gas with a constant

roar that can only be compared to the rattle

of a Maxim gun ; add to this the vivid flames

of green light and the black, oily smoke of

burning rubber, and we get a picture which

appalled even the fireman, used as he was to

danger and terrible sights. However, disci

pline told, and still the men hung on, fighting

this fire, fed by hundreds of horse power,

that they knew no power on earth could

subdue.

But gradually the reports died away, slowly

the lightning flashes grew less and less, with an

occasional burst out, and in a minute or two

died, excepting for a small crackle here and

there and a little pin-point of blue flame.

Luckily the cable, as was anticipated, had
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burnt itself asunder, and the end accumulator

of the battery had helped matters by fusing

into a shapeless lump of lead and thus

breaking the circuit. As soon as possible

the battery was disconnected by sawing

through a cableâ��a very nasty jobâ��and by

dint cf great exertions the current was

turned on to the mains again in a few hours.

Everyone has

some idea of the

dire results of a

boiler explosion ;

to be killed by a

shell must be a

comparatively pain

less operation. We

are fortunate in

this country in

possessing a

motherly legisla

tion that by its

strictness renders

such disasters of

infrequent occur

rence. There are

times, however,

when the electrical

engineer has to run

even this risk in

order to keep up

with the main

canon of his pro

fessional religion,

" Anything rather

than lights out." It

is a known fact that

some years back, in

a certain large Lon-

don electricity

works that for

obvious reasons

shall be nameless,

some of the boilers

were in such an un

safe condition that the chief engineer had to

personally patrol the boiler-room in order to

keep the stokersâ��who were fully aware of

the state of affairsâ��at their posts. The faults

were, of course, recti,fi.ed as soon as possible,

but for some time the place was running

under these conditions, luckily without any

serious mishap.

always reached ; and the writer is never

1'kely to forget a personal experience of his

o-.vn in this direction, when two large boilers,

one after the other, were run well into the

margin of danger in a vain attempt to keep

the machinery running and the lights in.

It was about 2 a.m. on the night watch, and

the engineer-in-charge, trying hard to keep

awake, was nodding

over a pipe and a

dull book, to the

peaceful hum of

the engines. It

was nearly time for

him to make his

half-hourly rounds,

and he was lament

ing the hard fate

that kept him out

erf his bed at night

and obliged him to

dance attendance

on his troublesome

charge, when the

voice of the Cock

ney coal - trimmer

thoroughly aroused

him with " Please,

sir, the stoker sez

as 'ow 'e can't git

no water into No.

10 biler, and will

yer come and 'ave

a look at 'er ? "

PKOTO. SHOWING THE CONDITION OK INK CAUI.K UF.KORE

ANl> AKTER THF. FIKE, AT THE POINT \VHF-KH THF. FAULT

From a Phato. by} ORIGINATED. lOcorge A'MCTUM. Ltd.

Rut explosions are not always due to faulty

plant; now and again a boiler has to be

deliberately run to the danger-point to keep

things going. When the water becomes too

low in the boiler through carelessness, or

something having gone wrong with the

pumps used for forcing it in, this point is

Mentally consign

ing the stoker,

trimmer, and No.

10 "biler" to the

nether regions, the

engineer went out

to the boiler-house,

there to find the

recalcitrant boiler

with just a little

water showing in the gauge-glasses and the

pumps refusing to work. Obviously the

thing to do was to tackle the pumps and find

out what was wrong, so to work they fell,

trying this, that, and the other expedient, but

with no success.

Things were getting unpleasant, for by

now the water in the boiler had sunk com

pletely out of sight, and the danger-point

was rapidly approaching ; but luckily there

was another boiler ready standing under

banked fires with steam up, so No. 10 was

shut off, the fires taken out, and No. 11 put

to work instead. This meant half an hour's

respite, and back to work went all hands,
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having now got on the track of what was

wrong. But could it be rectified in half an

hour?â��that was the question. Perhaps a

few minutes over might do it, but certainly

not half an hour, and those few minutes

might mean an explosion. Was he justified

in risking it ? thought the engineer, and, any

way, would the men stand to their posts ?

And as he thought and worked, down went

the water in the gauge-glasses.

Half an hour passed; another quarter

might see the thing through, but now the

water was out of sight and had been for a

few minutes. Another five minutes and the

men began to show signs of wavering; the

coal-trimmer disappeared, and the stoker was

evidently beginning to think of his wife and

children. Was it possible to hold out

another five minutes ? No ; the men would

not standâ��small'blame to themâ��and if

they went everything was hopeless.

Obviously it was no good. " Draw the

fires," came the order, and

never was orderâ��dangerous

though its fulfilment might

be â�� obeyed with more

alacrity. Out on the

checker â�¢ plates

fell the white-

hot flaming

mass in a few

powerful strokes

of the stoker's

rake. Bang

went the fire

doors, and the

stoker stood

mopping his

brow, thankful

that he had not played the coward ; and into

the engine-room went the engineer to perform

that to him most painful of all duties, stop

ping the machinery and putting the lights

out.

Doubtless as they faded down and down

many an irate consumer showered hearty

expletives upon the heads of the men that

had failed. Perhaps, had they seen their

efforts and appreciated the dangers they had

willingly run for their convenience, it might

have been otherwise.

In conclusion, it is necessary to point out

that such shock and fire accidents as have

been detailed here need not be feared

by the user of electric light or power.

All good house installation work is carried

out under rigid rules that completely pro

tect him from harm of any kind, and an

electrical pressure sufficient to cause fatal

or even harmful-shock is never under any

conditions allowed to enter a house.

"'DRAW THE FIRES,' CAME THE ORDER."

The dangers

connected with

the generation of

electricity are

often considera

bleâ��many of the

above incidents

are by no means

extraordinary â��

but the risks,

such as they are,

are strictly con

fined to the men

who have been

so aptly termed

" the slaves of

the lamp."
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BY MRS. BAILLIE REYNOLDS (G. M. ROBINS).

T was the merest coincidence

from beginning to end. I>ady

Eleanor Lloyd had been

flustered by reports of an

extensive burglary at a

country house nowhere near

Fledgeley Manor.

The affair was no doubt a bad one : a

housemaid had been killed by a revolver-

shot. But all this was in another county, and

was universally thought to be traceable to the

connivance of a manservant. Nevertheless,

in the absence of the Honourable William,

her husband, then shooting big game in the

Rockies, her ladyship suddenly became con

vinced that her notorious family jewels would

be far safer at the Rectory, " where, you know,

my dear, nobody would ever think of looking

for valuables," as she earnestly told Mrs. Vyall.

The manner in which the trinkets were

smuggled from the Manor to the Rectory was

worthy of Sherlock Holmes. Fortunately,

Lady Eleanor was a typical Lady Bountiful,

and was always sending baskets of grapes,

soup, flowers, and baby-clothes to Mrs. Vyall

and Marcia for distribution. Laden in this

manner, she drove over one warm October

day, and a mysterious unpacking took place

in the sunny dining-room, with sun-blinds

discreetly lowered.

VoL x*viL-S4.'

Diamond tiaras, ruby bracelets, aigrettes,

rivieres, finger-rings, necklaces, and a superb

parure of sapphires appeared from the

recesses of the harmless-looking baskets, and

from a leather travelling bag carried by her

ladyship. Marcia's eyes rested fascinated on

the coruscations of blazing brilliancy which

lay on the dingy serge table-cover; and,

being only twenty-two, she heaved a tiny sigh

for this sparkling side of life which .never

could be hers.

Lady Eleanor intercepted the glance and

the sigh and laughed good-humouredly.

" Marry a millionaire and you could get

some like them, Marcia," said she. " You

know you are coming to stay with me for my

house-party next month."

Marcia laughed and shook her pretty head,

but she blushed a little, too. Marriage and

millions had had little part in a brain fully

occupied with petty parochial details and the

education of numerous small brothers and

sisters. This autumn the last of the Rectory

children, aged ten, had finally forsaken her

tuition and departed to one of the numerous

institutions for the free education of the

children of the clergy. Marcia could hardly

realize her freedom, but felt her solitude

keenly.

Not even Clementina, the fine, sturdy North-
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country woman who had served the Rectory

for years, was to know of its sudden trans

formation into a Safe Deposit. So the baskets

were cunningly packed one inside the other,

the velvet and morocco cases consigned pro

tern, to the interior of the big ottoman, among

hockey sticks, bats, and ping-pong balls ; and

Clementina innocently brought in tea and

found the room just as usual. Afterwards,

Lady Eleanor and Mrs. Vyall sat out in

the garden in the golden autumn sunset,

among the drifting of the beech leaves, while

Marcia deftly carried the gorgeous treasures

upstairs in instalments, each with a pile of

half-made charity garments thrown over it, to

delude Clementina should she be encoun

tered on'the way. All was deposited in the

old oak chest where the Vyalls kept their

modest collection of family plate, and which

stood in Mrs. Vyall's room. Marcia, when

she had packed away everything, compared

it all, in her own methodical way, with Lady

Eleanor's catalogue ; and then locked the

chest and carried the keys to her mother,

under the tulip tree.

" And now I shall sleep in peace," said

Lady Eleanor. " There's plenty of plunder

for them still up at the Manor ; but they

won't get those sapphires that James II.

gave to William's ancestress, Beatrice Lloyd,

the minx ! She had a fine discrimination in

gems, however little one may sympathize

with her taste in lovers."

She made her adieux, leaving Mrs. Vyall a

little perturbed.

â�¢' I don't like it ; a thing like this always

leaks out," she said. " So unnecessary. The

things were perfectly safe at the Manor. Of

course, it is understood that we are in no

sense responsible."

" Well, I suppose they are safer here than

they could be anywhere. Nobody would

dream of her entrusting them to us," said

Marcia. " We have only to forget that they

are there and it will be all right. I am

certain nobody could possibly know."

" lixcept Kyrle," said Mrs. Vyall. Kyrle

was Lady Eleanor's maid.

It was, perhaps, unreasonable of the

rector's wife to be vexed when, the follow

ing week, Lady Eleanor went to Brighton.

What protection her ladyship, at the Manor,

could afford to her valuables at the Rectory

it is not easy to say. But Mrs. Vyall seemed

to look upon her departure in the light of a

kind of betrayal.

But use is a marvellous thing. When

Lady Beatrice's ill-gotten sapphires had lain

a month in the oak chest, nobody gave them

a thought. There they were and there they

stayed, while the world went on its trivial

round, and precious stones were as naught

to the inhabitants of the Rectory in com

parison with the fact that the vestry roof

leaked and that scarlet fever had broken out

at the school to which Archie had so lately

been consigned.

Archie was the Benjamin, the Rectory pet;

and the daily bulletin was waited for with

impatience, which from day to day grew

more acute, more painful, until the terrible

morning arrived which everyone felt as if

they had foreseen from the first, when the

account was supplemented by a telegram of

such a nature that Mr. and Mrs. Vyall

promptly packed a. handbag and a hold-all

and departed, leaving Marcia to break her

heart by herself.

The weather was changed indeed from

that calm day of dim October sunshine when

Marcia brought her mother the key of the

chest, under the tulip tree. A savage, black

November had wreaked its spite upon the

land, and the day upon which the anxious

parents departed was wild, wet, and cold.

In the sudden stress of feeling, the tumult

of busy preparation, the rush to accomplish

the long drive to the station in time to catch

the only train which could land them at

St. Richard's School that day, not one of

the three custodians gave a single thought

to their charge. It was not until, having

driven the pony back from the station in the

teeth of a wind which was fast becoming a

bli/.xard, she was seated shivering over her

solitary slice of cold meat for lunch that the

thought of it slid into Marcia's soul with a-

stirring of vague discomfort. She laughed

at herself a moment later. Nobody knew

the treasure was there. If they did, and were

resolved upon having it, the presence of her

father would indeed be a frail barrier.

The jewels were safe; and if they were

not, there was no help for it. She had other

preoccupations, other miseries, without adding

a fear of burglars to her troubles.

She sat down to write the news of Archie's

illness to her various brothers and sisters,

and as she wrote the tears trickled down her

face, blotting the cheap note-paper. While

she wrote the darling whose pretty ways had

been their delight was fighting for his life !

What did burglars matter? Nobody ever

burgled in Fledgeley. Many doors were left

unsecured all night. She wished her darling's

life as safe as Lady Eleanor's trinkets.

Yet, as the brief day closed in upon the

wild, wind-vexed forests, she found herself un-
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easy. She had never before been left alone,

and though to her parents she had scouted

the notion of nervousness, she nevertheless

began to experience it. After tea she took

her work and sought Clementina's company

in the clean, comfortable kitchen. She re

flected what a comfort it was that there was

now a telegraph-office in a village little more

than a mile distant. " They will wire if

there is any news," she assured Clementina

and herself.

" But not to-night," objected the hand

maiden ; " they wouldn't get there in time to

get a wire through that could be delivered

here this evening."

It was a wild night. The wind howled,

driving hail in fierce sweeps against the

windows. Marcia

felt glad that it

was a noisy night;

she should not be

able to lie and

listen, in the dead

hours, to those

cracks and mur

murs which for

ever break the

silence of a house

when all is still.

It was past nine

o'clock, and

Clementina had

just arisen to

pack up the

kitchen fire be

fore retiring to

bed, when the

knock and ring

which Marcia

had been dread-

i ng pealed

through the

empty house.

She leapt to

her feet with a

despairing cry.

Archie must be

dead ! Spring

ing forward, she

darted out of

the kitchen, flew along the hall, and flung

the door wide, confronting a biggish, thick

set man, with close-cropped, black hair, who

carried a brown leather bag in his hand.

" Ye â�� es," she stammered, confusedly,

standing with her hand on the door.

" Perhaps," said the stranger, glancing at

her as if wondering who she was, " you

would allow me to come in and close the

door ? The wind amounts to a hurricane.

Thanks so much. Is Mr. Vyall at home ? "

He closed the door. The howling

murmur of the storm receded into outside

distance. Marcia felt herself seized with

sudden panic.

Who was this man ? What did he want ?

In her dilemma it occurred to her to say

that her father was expected home in a few

minutes; but against this was her ingrained

habit of truth and the presence of Clemen

tina, who, not knowing the dark secret which

tugged at Marcia's heart

strings, would probably

be at a loss to under

stand why she should

tell a fib.

THE RECTOR, SHE KALTEREI), ' IS NOT IN JUST NOW,

She had barely a second in which to realize

that he was a complete stranger and carried

no orange envelope, when he asked, in a

deep, rather forbidding voice, " Is this

Fledgeley Rectory ? "

" The rector," she

faltered, " is not in just

now. You had

better come to

morrow if you

wish to see him."

" Well," said the

visitor, who had

removed a very

wet cap from his

black head and

was wiping the

rain from his

tanned, weather-

beaten face, " if

you could allow

it, I would rather

wait to see him

now. I have come

from Liverpool

and, you see, I

can't very well get

back there to

night."

Marcia felt quite

faint. What could

she do? Her

natural intelli

gence came to her aid enough for her to say,

timidly, "Would you give me your name,

please ? "

" Certainly," he answered; and, setting

down his bag, produced from his pocket-

book a card, inscribed with the name of

Marmaduke Selby, with the address, " British

African Explorers' Club."

Marcia held the card uncertainly. The
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name upon it was well known to her.

Marmaduke Selby was the friend of her

father's boyhood, and she knew he had a

son who held a Government appointment in

Africa. But it did seem so unlikely that a

friend of her father should apply for hospi

tality at that hour of the night. She wavered

visibly.

" Are you Miss Vyall ? " asked the stranger,

abruptly.

"â�¢Yes; my father isâ��is away," said the

girl.

" Have you heard him speak of the

Selbys?"

"Oh, yes, often."

" Well," said he, passing his handkerchief

over his evidently saturated covert coat,

" from what you have heard him say, do you

think he would turn me from the door on a

night like this?"

"That he wouldn't, I'm sure," broke in

Clementina, brusquely. "Surely, Miss Marcia,

your mamma would wish you to offer the

gentleman a bed."

The girl began to collect herself. " I must

ask you to excuse what seemed like rude

ness," she said. " Iâ��I thought you were a

telegram. My little brother is very ill; I

thought it was bad news. Please come into

the kitchen ; there is no fire anywhere else."

Her visitor took off his coat and hung it

up. Then he followed her down the tiled

passage to the big, cosy kitchen, with its lamp

light and drawn patchwork curtainsâ��pride of

Clementina's heart. The sandy cat sat on

the snowy deal table, close to Marcia's work-

basket and open book. Clementina spread a

cloth, found cold meat and pickles, set the

kettle to boil for coffee, and began to toast a

tea-cake, while Marcia, frozen out of her usual

pretty manner, stood embarrassed, staring at

the stranger, and trying to .make a few

conventional remarks about the weather

and his long, wet walk. When he had

rubbed himself down with a rough towel and

was seated by the fire, holding his chilled

hands to the blaze, she called Clementina and

left the kitchen, carefully shutting the door

behind her.

" Clementina," she said, " do you really

think it's all right ? Must we keep him

here ? "

" Why, what could be wrong ? " asked the

Yorkshire woman. " He's the rector's friend.

How can you turn him out in such weather

at this time of night, with no place to go to

inside of three miles ? "

" You are sure father and mother will think

I did right to keep him ? "

"Why, miss, I don't see what other there

is to do. Isn't he Mr. Selby's son ? "

" He says so," said Marcia, slowly.

â�¢" Well, dear heart alive, why should he

say so if he wasn't ? What should he come

here for ? Tell me that. I don't suppose a

tramp would have Mr. Selby's visiting-card ;

besides, he's no tramp, as you may see by

the looks of him."

"Then you think he looksâ��all right? "

Clementina did. Marcia surrendered.

Her nervous fears were by no means driven

away, but they were soothed unreasonably

by the servant's failure to grasp the situation.

There was nothing she could do, for to tell

Clementina that the jewels were there would

be to break her given word. Suppose the

morning's telegram had been a hoax and

her parents had been called off on purpose ?

They would not arrive at St. Richard's that

night in time to dispatch a warning to her.

What was her duty ? She could not say.

Her mind was a chaos as she went to the

linen cupboard and took out clean sheets.

" I can put him in your mother's room

easy," said Clementina. " In fact, we must ;

there's no other beds aired."

" Oh, Clementina, no ! I won't have it!

He must sleep in my room, and I'll sleep in

mother's."

" Miss Marcia, you're daft I Where's the

use of such a piece of fool's work as that ?

Look at the state of your carpet, and the

looking-glass that won't screw up, not to

mention the paint,on the washstaml, and all

your things to move. No ; have it my way.

Put him in the best room."

Marcia stood rigid. Before her eyes the

sapphires that were the King's gift seemed to

glow and burn. She was the custodian.

Suddenly turning to Clementina, she laid

the sheets across her arms. " Run down and

put them to the fire," said, she, " and wait

till the kettle boils and make his coffee. I'll

strip the bed."

The moment she was alone she locked

herself into her mother's room, carefully

drew down the blinds, found a bag for soiled

linen in a cupboard, and, drawing a bunch

of keys from her pocket, went down on her

knees before the oak chest. As in most old

chests of the kind, the lock was massive and

strong, but simple : calculated to resist force

rather than skill. Opening it, she slipped

the cases, one after the other, and the list,

in Lady Eleanor's sprawling hand, into her

bag, carefully closed the chest again, locked

it with an effort demanding the use of both

hands, and, with heart beating in her throat,
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stood up, took her candle, and peered out

into the passage. All was quiet. Clemen

tina was no doubt engaging the guest in

talk below. With the heavy calico bag

in hand she walked down the passage to

her own door. As she neared it a light

wavered on the staircase wall, a head came

into sight above the topmost stair, and

Mr. Selby appeared, his leather bag in one

hand, a candle in the other.

The girl felt her

head swim. She had

almost screamed.

Wildly she hoped that

her appearance was

not so awful as her

sensations.

" Ah ! there you

are," he said, easily.

" Clementina thought

you would kindly

show me my room.

My feet are so wet I

want to get into dry

socks."

There was a pause,

which to Marcia

seemed tremendous.

She clutched her bag

as though her life

depended upon it ;

and, without making a

movement or offering

to show him the way,

she saidâ��and the say

ing of it was a huge

effort â�� " The third

your left."

door on

"Thanks," he replied, with a

dryness of tone which seemed to

reflect upon her obvious lack of cordiality.

He passed her without making the snatch

she more than half expected, and she crept

into her room, bolting the door behind her

and shaking in every limb.

He had seen her in the very act. Grant

ing for the sake of argument that he was a

thief, he now knew where the booty was as

well as she did, and could lay his hands

upon it in a moment. She had done the

most foolish thing she could, and she felt as

though all were lost for one black moment,

till suddenly she had an idea.

Pushing the bag out of sight under the

bed, she waited till she heard his door open,

and then issued into the passage, passing the

guest with a nod and a smile, as he emerged

with hair newly brushed and clean hands.

" I am going to make your bed ; 1 shall be

down directly," said she, entering with an air

of unconcern the room he had just left.

Hardly had she passed from sight, how

ever, before she had whisked round and was

watching him through the crack of the door.

He neither paused nor turned his head, but

THERE YOU ARE,' HE SAID, EASILY."

went steadily on down the stairs. She crept

to the balustrade and listened; heard the

swing-door of the kitchen passage creak

behind him ; heard the murmur of his voice

speaking to Clementina before she was

satisfied. Then, darting into her room, she

snatched the bag of valuables from the floor

and ran upstairs with it to the boys' empty

attic bedrooms. In one of these was a set

of pegs, thickly hung with boyish garments,

and protected in front by-a curtain. Marcia

hung the bag among these, well hidden,

drew the curtain, and crept down again

unseen.

Half an hour later, after helping Clementina
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to make the bed, she joined her guest

downstairs.

He was seated, as she entered, in a restful

attitude in the big Windsor arm-chair. He

had finished his supper and was smoking a

pipe, a cup of coffee at his elbow; on his

dark, purposeful face was the expression of

content which comes to a man who, after

buffeting the elements, finds himself dried,

warmed, fed. He looked up keenly at

Marcia as she came in, rose, offered her

a chair, and asked if she disliked his

smoking. She answered " No," and sat

down opposite him on the hearth, her large,

dark blue eyes fixed upon him as though

searching for some sign which should re

assure her or convince her of his villainy. He

began to talk at once.

" I am just beginning to realize," he said,

"how much cause I have to apologize to

you, and I am afraid you are setting me

down for a boor. But until Clementina

enlightened me just now I never dreamt that

you and she were alone in the house. I

thought there was a large family of you."

Marcia's answer was not exactly encourag

ing. "We are a large family," she said,

unsmilingly.

" I ought not to have come without writ

ing or wiring," he said ; " but I thought it

would save time to come myself, and some

how I never considered the possibility of the

rector's absence. I'm very sorry to hear of

the cause that called him away. How long

do you think they will be gone?"

" Oh, not long," said Marcia, hastily.

" Papa cannot leave the parish ; he, at least,

is sure to be back to-morrow." Shu hardly

knew' what made her say so. She had no

reason to suppose it true; and a return to

morrow would be too late to save herâ��by

many hours !

Â« He looked surprised. " Oh, do you think

so? Clementina"â��with a motion of his

head towards the scullery, where the said

maiden was washing upâ��" seemed to think

he would be away several days. If you are

right I shall not have had my journey in

vain after all. I want his signature ; it's a

case of cabling out supplies to a distant

relation of yours whom I came across in

Africa, and I thought the rector could vouch

for his bona fides. But I won't bore you with

the story," he broke off. " You look very

tired. The truth is "â��he leaned forward to

tap his pipe against the stoveâ��" you're half-

dead with anxiety."

" Anxiety ? " flashed Marcia, off her guard,

forgetting everything in her absorbing desire

to play her part. " Why should I be anxious,

pray ? "

He gave her a peculiar look. "About

your little brother, I understood."

She gave a helpless little laugh. " Of

course. Iâ��I seem stupid to-night."

" I can't tell you how much I regret my

intrusion," he said, thoughtfully. " I wouldn't

stay, only it's the kind of night in which

one wouldn't turn out the proverbial dog.

Besides," leaning back with a humorous

smile, " I shall be a protection to you both,

sha'n't I ? "

" A protection from what ? " asked Marcia,

twisting her fingers and staring at the fire.

" From burglars," said he, composedly.

" Do you know, when you opened the door

to me this evening, you looked as if you

thought I was a burglar."

Her lip curled contemptuously. " There

are no burglars hereabout," said she; and

Clementina, who was now replacing her dishes

on the dresser, laughed outright.

"It's much they'd get by coming here,"

she remarked, as she hurried out to the

scullery.

" Burglars have more sense than to waste

their skill on the clergy," said Marcia, smiling,

with white lips.

" Well, there's a big chest in the room I'm

sleeping in that looks as if it might contain

valuables," said the visitor, easily; and his

eye seemed to pierce her. " However, if

they should come, we're ready for 'em. I come

from a part of the world where the one that

shoots first usually comes out top"; with

which he slipped from his pocket a daintily-

mounted revolver and laid it on the table,

with a smile. .

Marcia's heart sank ; she thought the hour

had come. In a moment that gleaming toy

would be levelled at her and she would be

requested to hand overl.ady Kleanor's jewels.

For a moment the room swam, and she fought,

as it were, for consciousness.

" You do look bad," she heard the guest

say ; " you ought to go to bed at once. There's

no chance of a wire until to-morrow morning,

you know."

His voice seemed to come from a distance.

She gathered all her strength and stood up.

"I will wish you good-night," she said.

Clementina was pumping noisily in the

scullery.

She did not offer to shake hands, but took

up her candlestick from the table and went

out, leaving Clementina to see the guest

upstairs and make all fast for the night. Of

course, she had no intention of going to bed
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or to sleep. She merely exchanged her frock

for a warm blue dressing-gown ; and then,

wrapping herself in the eider-down quilt off

her bed, sat -down in a chair, with her feet on

a hot-water bottle, to watch the night through.

She had made herself a cup of strong

coffee, provided herself with an interesting

book and an extra candle, and secured from

her father's dressing-room a sword, a relic of

the Crimea, which she unsheathed and placed

beside her. Thus prepared, she hoped to

triumph over her usual sleepiness.

She heard Clementina laughing gaily as

she escorted Mr. Selby upstairs ; heard her

pass on to her own quarters above with a

cheerful good-night; heard the stranger shut

and lock his door, and then quiet settled

down upon the houseâ��quiet which grew

more profound as the moments ticked by.

The wild wind had dropped. It still

moaned in the chimneys and rustled the

tree-tops ; but it no longer thundered and

blustered against the casements, nor roared

like distant artillery. Marcia sat hearkening

to its mutterings, with ears strained and

faculties on the alert. The night lapped its

mantle inkily around the old Rectory, and

weighed more and more heavily on the

healthy frame of the tired

girl. Do what she would,

she found her head droop

ing, and came to herself

several times with a start

before relinquishing the

struggle. At last, all un

aware, she passed out of

consciousness into the land

of dreams.

Suddenly she ~

was wide awake.

What had roused

her ? A crash,

like the banging

of a door or the

sudden fall of

some hard, heavy

thing â��- such as

the lid of the oak

chest in her

mother's room.

In one second

Marcia was on

her feet in tense

expectancy, min

gled with futile

rage against her

self for having

slept She had

dreamed, but she

knew that the noise which awoke her was real.

Without hesitation she took up her candle

and slipped out into the gloom of the passage.

In a moment she heard something else: a

voice spokeâ��a man's voiceâ��a short, sharp

word, which sounded like a command. As

she started to run along to the door of the

stranger's room the sharp report of a shot

rang out. It was followed by a suppressed cry

or scream, and then there was silence again.

Though she had believed that something

might happen, yet now that the moment had

come she felt a shock of surprise, mingled

with the anguish which her failure to keep

watch caused her. She believed that Clemen

tina, always a light sleeper, had been awaked

by some noise, that she had come down

stairs, that she was being murdered in that

room. No doubt as to what to do assailed

her. She ran to the door, found it locked,

darted into her father's dressing-room, and

discovered that, as she had hoped, the thief

had overlooked the locking of the communi

cating door, which, on the inner side, was

covered with a curtain. She opened this

and was within the room in a moment.

A waft of winter air blew cold against her

face. The window was wide open, the bed

" BEFORE IT, WITH A CANDLE IN HIS HAND, KNELT THE SOI-DISANT MR. SELBY."
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was vacant. The oak chest was also open.

Before it, with a candle in his hand, knelt

the soi-disant Mr. Selby, a jacket and trousers

hastily drawn over his sleeping-suit, turning

the contents rapidly over and over.

Clementina was not there.

" What are you doing ?" cried Marcia,

impetuously, choking, not with fear, but

with the consuming fire of her indignation.

He sprang to his feet, his eyes resting on

her with a curious, excited look. " So this

was itâ��you expected this !" he cried, inco

herently. " I thought I had better look

before seeing to himâ��he might have put a

small thing in his mouthâ��but he is safe

enoughâ��he fell, I think. I had better go

and bring him in. Pull yourself together;

it's all right."

As he spoke he had got upon his feet,

which were bare, hastily donned a pair of

slippers, and setting the candle on the dress

ing-table sprang upon the window-sill, where

there seemed to be the top of a ladder. â�¢

"You go and unbar the front door," he

said; " I'll bring him round," with which

enigmatical words he disappeared.

Marcia stood thunderstruck, her head

swimming. Then she crept across the

room and leaned from the window. She

could just see the huddled form of a man

lying below in the garden-bed, her visitor

bending over him ; and straightway deter

mining on her course, she shut and bolted

the window and, with a great effort, closed

the heavy shutters, never used unless the

family were all away. Just as she had done

this, conscious, as she barred out the light,

of an exclamation of annoyance from below,

there was an imperative knocking at the door,

and Clementina's voice shouted :â��

" Open, open ! I want to know the mean

ing of this ! I heard a pistol fired, as sure

as I'm a living woman !'' Then, as the key

was turned and the door opened, disclosing

Marcia's livid face and wide eyes, the woman

turned grey and tottered. " Miss Marcia !

In this room I What have I done? Oh, my

child, my lamb, for pity's sake speak !" she

gasped, with dry lips, and an agony of

urgency which the girl mercifully could not

understand.

" I was right; he was a thief," she stam

mered, hoarsely. " I heard a noise, and

waked, and came to see. He has another

man there outside, and a ladder. They had

forced open the chest

" You heard a noiseâ��you came to see ! "

stormed Clementina. "You ought to know

your mother would rather lose her last silver

spoon than that you should run into danger.

Then it was you he fired at ? "

" Oh, no; his friend, I suppose," said

Marcia, bewildered.

" My dearie, why should he fire at his

friend ? "

" They â�� they quarrelled, perhaps," said

the girl, with chattering teeth. " Anyhow,

we are safe; they are both outside. I>et us

close all the shutters all round the house.

Stay! ' First let us open this window and

quickly, before they guess what we are doing,

pull in the ladder. Oh, Clementina !"â��as

she fumbled with the rusty bolts â��" why

didn't you let me send him away ? "

Clementina's only answer was a groan.

She was staring at the gaping chest and the

neat little tool which lay upon the floor

beside it.

They opened the window very gingerly,

but nobody was to be seen. Both the

burglars had disappeared ; and as they, haul

ing with all their might, drew the short

ladder inside the room they heard a loud

knocking at the front door.

" Let them knock !" cried Marcia, full of

excitement and triumph. " We can stand a

siege now ! "

They laid down the ladderâ��their own

ladder, taken from the Rector)' barnâ��care

fully upon the floor of the long room, and

Clementina, her hands on her hips, stood

considering the situation, while Marcia

eagerly turned over the christening - cups,

tea-pot, and Sheffield candlesticks. "They

have taken nothing,"she murmured. "They

won't let it rest here ; they will get in again

somehow, if they can. How incomparably

stupid of him.not to guess that I had them

in that bag, when he met me in the passage ! "

" I am all mazed," said Clementina. " What

any mortal should come burgling here for

â��and why, when he was having it all his

own way in an empty room, he should go

firing a shot to cripple his friend and rouse

the house!"

" It's some kind of a trick," shivered

Marcia, hardly audible for the continuous

knocking and ringing below. "They mean

us to let them in and then hold a pistol to

our heads while they search the house."

Clementina had been keenly investigating

the room. " Miss Marcia, use your sense,"

said she. " If Mr. Selby's a thief he's a

madman, too. No sane man could act in the

way he's doing. Look here, he isn't even

dressed properly ! He's huddled on a few

things in a desperate hurry. Is it likely he

should do that when he meant to carry off
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the silver? It's the other man who's the

thief. I believe Mr. Selby woke up, saw a

man in the room, fired, and hit him ; and we

can't let him stay out there, half dressed, and

the other bleeding to death for aught we

know. I shall go and let him in."

" Butâ��butâ��Mr. Selby was searching in

the chest when I saw him," faltered Marcia,

not in the least convinced. " Besides, do

you think he could have slept while a man

got through the window and prised open a

lock ? No, Clementina, they are pretending.

He means us to think just what you say, but

that is only to get back into the house. Oh,

Clementina, you don't understand, and I

can't make you ! They mustn't come in !

They mustn't!"

'' Well, anyway, I'm going to have a word

with him," replied Clementina ; and she reso

lutely marched downstairs, Marcia following.

Vol. xxvii.â��36.

unconscious. He must be brought in.

Marcia here struck into the conversation

from behind, stipulating that the revolver

should be handed over before the door

was opened, and to this the enemy willingly

agreed, and passed the deadly weapon

through the little window after unloading it.

" This man here is only armed with a

cudgel," he said. " Evidently he believed

- the room to be emptyâ��I always sleep with

my head right under the clothes ! He was so

sure the rector was away that he didn't even

trouble to look, and when I challenged him

he did not believe that I was really armed.

Come now, Miss Vyall, please open the door;

we ought to see the extent of his injuries."

Clementina, with the air of a hero leading

a forlorn hope, unbarred the door, and Mr.

Selby hauled into the entrance a figure so

limp and ghastly that Mania gave up all

MR. SELBY HAUI.EU INTO THE ENTRANCE A FIGURE LIMP AND GHASTLY."

The girl stipulated that the door should not

be opened, but that parley should be held

through the tiny window that looked into the

porch. Thus they questioned Mr. Selby,

who declared what had actually happened to

be exactly what Clementina had guessed.

He slept soundly, awakened to find the thief

peering into the chest, ordered him to stand

still unless he wanted to be shot, and, on his

disregarding the warning and rushing to the

window, fired at him and broke his right arm.

He had fallen with a crash and was quite

idea that he could be shamming, and for the

first moment thought him dead. As the

lamplight fell upon him Clementina gave a

discordant screech.

" Why, if it isn't Cripps ! " she cried; "him

that was butler at the Manor, and keeping

company with Kyrle ! He bought the Otter's

Head across the common, and Kyrle and

him was to be married, but I heard he

couldn't make the Otter's Head pay. But

this makes the puzzle greater than ever."

"On the contrary," said Marcia, gazing
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down at the man, who was well known to

her, " this explains it partly."

" Well," cried Clementina, vehemently,

" whatever Cripps come here for he didn't

come to thieve."

" I suppose," said Selby, in a low and not

very cordial voice' to the girl, " that you

know what he came for ? ''

She assented, without speaking.

They laid the wounded man as best they

could on the old sofa in the dining-room.

He had not lost much blood ; the injury

seemed to be to the head. The urgent thing

was to fetch a doctor, and Selby at once

volunteered to be the messenger and turned

away to go upstairs and dress himself. He

noticed, as he went out of the room, that

Marcia followed him. But he was hurt and

angry with her, and was determined to give

her no opening ; he concluded she wished

to apologize, and he did not feel forgiving.

However, she did not speak, merely coming

slowly up behind him. He hurried into his

clothes, and on issuing from his room saw

her outside in the passage. It then occurred

to him that she was keeping an eye on him,

and his anger increased. He thought she

should have more penetration than to think

he was a person in need of the rector's

spoons. As he thought of the fortune which

he had made and was just come home to

enjoy, a grim amusement almost banished

his ill-humour, so much was he tickled by

the thought of Marcia's poor little hoard.

As he passed her he said, " I suppose I

may as well notify the police, too?"

" If you please," said Marcia, and let him

go, with no apology either for her suspicions

or her barring out. When he had gone

she told Clementina to fetch her a clothes

line, and with this she bound the uncon

scious Cripps, in case he should revive

before help came. Then she sat down to

keep watch, with a brain which ached and

throbbed and a heart which seemed as

though it must burst.

Clementina kept up a perfect babble of

talk, but she heard none of it; she was

thinking of the man who had gone hurrying

off to the village at that hour of the night,

and who, apparently, really was the only son

of her father's oldest friendâ��a man so

certain of a welcome at the Rectory that the

idea of apology for his sudden arrival never

occurred to him.

It seemed ages before the bell pealed,

and when it did it was pulled as though the

house were afire. Clementina rushed to the

door, and admitted, not Selby and the

doctor, as she expected, but the rector him

self, half distraught: He staggered in, pant

ing, exhausted, looking wildly around him.

" Good Heaven !" he cried, " I am too

late ! You are up; you have lights. What

has happened ? "

His brow was moist with anguish, his com

plexion livid, his breath rattled in his throat.

Before Clementina could reply he had rushed

into the dining-room, and there stood petrified

before the sight of his pale daughter mount

ing guard over the fainting felon.

Marcia seemed past wonder ; she could

not move But a spasm of relief flickered

over her features as she saw who it was.

" My child, my child ! " cried he, quite

unnerved, bursting fairly into tears as he

crossed the room and folded her to his heart.

" From the moment I discovered the telegram

to be a forgery, when the same awful thought

flashed across your mother's mind and mine,

I have been struggling to get to you. It has

been like a journey in a nightmareâ��part in

the night express, part in a market cart, part

on foot, and all the time the thought in my

heart of my darling at the mercy of But

I can't think of it. God be praised, my child

is safe! If the other be goneâ��well, I can

hardly blame myselfâ��

He broke off. His eye rested on the un

conscious burglar. "Whyâ��why, that's

Cripps," he whispered. " I see, I see; that

is how it leaked out. Marcia, do you feel

able to tell me what has happened ? "

Clementina did. She burst into bewildered

narrative. Why folks should send bogus

telegrams for the sake of breaking into the

Rectory was more than she could understand.

But, however that might be, it was clear that

they owed their very lives to Mr. Selby.

Before she had finished they heard the wheels

of the doctor's gig, and she ran away to

admit him, the guest, and the bewildered

village constable.

The greeting between Duke Selby and his

father's old friend would in any case have been

a most cordial one. Now, as having saved

the situation certainly, and Marcia's life

potentially, he was hailed with a perfect

rapture of gratitude. He thought the

rector's agitation as much overdone as his

daughter's, and wondered at the breathless

interest with which he listened to Clementina's

assurances that all in the chest was un

touched. " But there wasâ�� there was more,

Marcia," whispered Mr. Vyall, his face that

of a man who felt he could bear no more.

Then Marcia got up and went to him,

slipping her hand in his and rubbing her
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cheek against his sleeve. " It's all right," she

whispered ; " I've got themâ��they're safe. I

took them out when Clementina said Mr.

Selby must sleep there. I " She grew

scarlet. " You see, I did not

know him; I had never seen

him, and I was so afraid."

He put his arm about her

and kissed her.

" Can you forgive me 1 " she faltered,

laying her hands in his, and as she looked up

in his face the shadow in her sweet eyes was

gone, and he saw her smile for the first

'CAN YOU FORGIVE ME?' SHE FALTERED.*

" It was an ordeal, my child," he said,

tenderly, " and you have done well. There

is no need for more mysteries, for this very

morning I shall drive into York and deposit

them in the bank. I think it right to explain

to you, Selby, and to you, Dr. Ward, that my

daughter's fears were more than justified,

since she knew that our house contained

jewellery valued at one hundred thousand

pounds, deposited in our care by Lady

Eleanor Lloyd. The easiness of the crime

was doubtless the temptation to this poor

man, whose sweetheart had evidently told

him the hiding-place of the treasure. To get

into an empty room and help himself was

fatally simple, and our anxiety about our

little boyâ��well known in the village â��

supplied a pretext of the most obvious kind."

Selby made an impulsive movement and

crossed to where Marcia stood. "And all

this was in your heart last night when I came

in," he said, with feeling accentuated by

remorse. " Can you ever forgive me ? "

time. " You said an armed man would be a

protection, and so he was. The jewels must

have been lost if you had not been there. But

for your arrival I should never have dreamed

of taking them out of the chest, and Cripps

could have carried them off at his leisure."

Lady Eleanor was as extravagant in her

gratitude as she was in most other things.

When she heard that Duke Selby was a rich

man and a celebrity, she invited him to her

house-party, during which wonderful week

Marcia and he found much opportunity for

better acquaintance.

At the end of his visit he informed her

ladyship that there were valuables of more

than one kind to be found at the Rectory,

although she had considered it so unlikely a

spot in which to search for them, and she

delightedly ordered, for Marcia's wedding

gift, a brooch and pendant of sapphires to

remind her of the awful night during which

she was the keeper of the King's gift.



OME considerable time ago i

paragraph in one of the papers

alluded with becoming gravity

to the birth of an extra

ordinary phenomenon in the

shape of a baby who was born

with twenty fingers on each hand and a full

beard and moustache. The writer observed

that, to see the child lying in its cradle,

twirling its moustaches and stroking its board

with its forty fingers, was a " marvellous and

appalling spectacle." This story recalls the

famous legend of the birth of Merlin, who,

in the course of two or three hours, grew into

an aged man with a long beard, and began to

abuse his mother in the roundest terms and

with all the authority of a grandfather.

Leaving this legend to keep company with

the, of course, unimpeachable veracity of the

more modern journalist, it is an undeniable

fact that there are many babies who

seem to have been born old. They are, as

a rule, in spite of legendary lore, quite

innocent of beardâ��they are often totally

bald, and their tiny faces are lined with a

thousand creases and wrinkles. They have

great difficulty in keeping their noses cleanâ��

they display a general reluctance to sit up

straight, and at this period of their lives

people are apt to declare that babies are

very uninteresting and very troublesome.

Troublesome they may be â�� uninteresting

they never are.

I once made the acquaintance of a

baby exactly two months old, and learned

a great deal from him. His mother was

a gay, pretty little woman of the world,

who from her girlhood had entertained

the fixed notion that babies were a bore,

and I am sorry to say she was not at all

gratified at having one of her own. She

took no particular interest in him and left

him almost entirely to the tender mercies of

the nurse, and, startling as my assertion may

seem, I am quite certain that the poor mite

knew that his mother had very little love for
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him. The set sternness

that his small red counte

nance would assume at

the sight of her was some

thing extraordinary, while

the encouraging dimples

that appeared on the same

little face for the benefit

of his nurse were equally

surprising. He had a will

of his own, too. He

roared violently when his

mother touched him : he

was silent and happy in

the careful arms of his

father, who adored him.

He actually squared hU

tiny lists at his mother, but

he cooed and chuckled

musically to his nurse. I

sat by his crib on one

occasion, and he stared at

me persistently for several

minutes while I remained

in a state of uncertainty

as to whether the result

would be a howl or a coo.

It was neither. It was

the funniest, quaintest little

fat smile I ever saw on any

face, young or old. It was

a smile that said : " You'll

do. You're not so bad as I expected you

would be." Encouraged by his manner, I

stooped to kiss himâ��he graciously permitted

me to take that liberty. He even made

condescending efforts to pat my cheekâ��but

he soon tired of these, and lay still, with his

eyes wide open, staring at me and thinking.

Thinking ? Yes, certainly. Babies do

think, and if only we could get at their

thoughts we should possibly treat them with

more respect.

It is evident, for instance, that there are

many babies who do not care for the sense

less efforts made by their mothers and nurses

to amuse them. They show their contempt

for such vain trifling in the most marked

manner, either by refusing to notice the

things offered for their attention, or by

screams of the most determined resistance.

Some American humorist relates the story

of his having had to travel a long distance

by rail in the same carriage with a baby who

looked at least a hundred years old, and who

stared at him with fixed and reproachful

gravity, maintaining the most absolute silence.

" I endured it," says the writer, "as long

as I could, but I got the notion into my

PV IN THE CAREFUL ARMS OF UTS FATHER.

head that the old baby expected me to

say something. So I hazarded a polite

remark. I observed, ' Chicky, chicky ! '

in what I thought was a highly encouraging

and amiable tone of voice. But, would

you believe it? The creature took offence.

It glared at me with positive ferocityâ��its

nose wanted wiping badly, but it didn't

mind â�� it glared, I tell you, with ferocity

and scorn, and turned its back on me.

Its mother said it was just six months old,

but I know better. That child was born

before the Flood !"

Aged babies are far commoner than

babyish babies. A child does not take much

interest in toys or amusements till it is about

a year and a half or two years old. " Bless

its little heart ! " say the nurses of a

promising child, "it begins to take notice

already !" As if it had not been " taking

notice " of everything from its very birth !

The curiosity displayed by babies is sur

prising, but once let their inquiries respect

ing any one subject be thoroughly answered,

they are satisfied. If a baby is once

or twice amused by seeing a watch-

chain and its appendages dangled before its
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eyes, it is surely rather absurd to suppose

that it will always be equally gratified by the

same thing. It tires of the watch-chain, it

tires of its coral and bells, it tires of its india-

rubber squeaking doll, it often objects to its

woolly baa-lamb on wheels, and sometimes

its eyes assume a plaintive expression, as

though it were mentally searching the whole

universe for something new, and, failing in

its search, would fain say with Solomon, if

it could speak, " Vanity of vanitiesâ��all is

vanity! There is nothing new under the

sun ! "

Spiteful nurses, wJio find their infant

charges fractiously despising and discarding

toys after a few minutes' trifling with them,

are apt to say : " Drat the child ! It's the

most discontented little soul I ever met. It

ain't pleased with nothing !"

Yet before laying too much blame on

the almost universal discontentment of

babies, might it not be well to reflect how

very discontented are the grown-up babies

â��the men and women of this world ? Are

we ever contented except when we are fast

asleep ? Do not we soon despise our

theatres, our balls and other amusements,

which, after all, are nothing but our woolly

baa-lambs, our coral and bells, our squeak

ing toys? Depend upon it, we were dis

contented babies, we are discontented babies,

and we always shall be. Why ? Because

we inwardly feel that there is something

better than this world, and we reach towards

that better thing with an infinite and tender

yearning. In our pure religion, in our arts

and sciences, in all our aspirations, it is to

the far-off Unknown that we look. In

moments of thoughtful and solitary musing

most of us have felt that there was a time

when we lived elsewhere than in this world,

and were happier and wiser there than here.

Why we have lost our happiness, why we are

expelled from that Paradise, we cannot tell.

But we feel that we shall know some day.

In the meantime, here we areâ��fretful and

easily wearied babies ourselves, and yet apt

to be very irritable and captious if the

youngest babies are fretful and tired too.

Poor little things ! They did not ask to be

born. Perhaps if they could express their

feelings they would say that their coming

into the world was a mistake, so far as their

desires were concerned ; they were never

consulted, and if they had been they would

not have come.

No wonder so many of them look solemn

and old. The way they are bounced up and

down by energetic nurses, the number of

times they have to listen to " Shâ��sh, shâ��sh,

sh ! " the ridiculous and unmeaning remarks

that are made to them, the violent manner

in which they are rolled about like puddings

on a paste-board, to be washed, pinned, un

pinned, tied, and untiedâ��these things are

enough to make the youngest of babies look

careworn.

We grown - up babies do possess a few

more advantages. For instance, we are able

to dress and undress ourselves, and wash

our faces when we like; we can have our

tempers, and no one says' "Shâ��shâ��sh."

We can even be a little bit restless and

fretful without being suddenly seized and

dandled up and down in the air, and we can

devote a few minutes to silent meditation

if we like without being rudely startled out

of our thoughts by such an observation as

" Wake up, chicky ! " or " Tootleums woo-

tleums mustn't go to sleep !"

I remember pitying the sorrows of a pretty,

sad-faced baby who travelled, accompanied

by its parents, in the same railway carriage

with me from Brighton to Victoria Station.

It was as quiet and meditative a little soul as

ever took baby form. It had large, serious

blue eyes, and its little mouth was shut in a

thoughtful curve shaped like a small folded

rosebud. It was a very solemn baby, and it

regarded its parents with so fixed and earnest

an expression that they became quite

embarrassed. The mother, instead of sym

pathetically admiring the wistful little

face of her child, seized it in the usual

sudden fashion, dandled it, pinched it,

tossed it up, poked it, patted it, and re

arranged its clothes. During these operations

the father foolishly chirruped to it after the

fashion of a somewhat hoarse sparrow, or as

if he thought his offspring was a curious

kind of bird which might, if chirped to

properly, be soon expected to develop

feathers. The chirruping and the tossing

and the general distraction of the whole

parental pantomime first bewildered the

baby and then destroyed its peace and

comfort entirely. Its little face puckered

into a hundred severe wrinklesâ��it doubled

up its. tiny fists and looked defiant; and

finally, feeling itself too weak to enter into a

boxing-match with its parents, it had recourse

to the only way it knew of making its misery

known â�� namely, by breaking into a loud,

shrill, ear-piercing scream.

" Shâ��sh, sh !" said the silly mother,

knocking it about more violently than ever.

" Cheep, cheep ! naughty sing ! " said the

father, dangling an eye-glass before it.
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"A LOUD, SHRILL, EAR-PIERCING SCREAM.

Scream the secondâ��eye-glass no go.

" See the pretty tick-tick !" said the

mother, holding up a watch that no doubt

the poor infant had seen till it was tired of it.

" Listenâ��tick ! tick ! "

But the " tick-tick " shared the same fate

as the eye-glass, and when the family got out

at Victoria the unhappy baby was still

screaming at the top of its voice, though it

had been perfectly' happy and quiet till its

parents began to pull it about.

When we think of the physical martyrdom

the babies go through in the way of dress,

and of the mental torture they must endure

when they observe how thoroughly and hope

lessly they are always misunderstood, can we

wonder at the look of age and care that

settles so early on their intant brows ? We

prate a good deal about our own troubles,

but we may be sure the babies have theirs

too, though they have to learn how to talk

before they can bemoan themselves in the

eloquent manner we do, when we get our

dearest friend into a corner and say with

feel, ig : " You

cannot imagine

how I have

suffered ! " as if

our suffering were

the most impor

tant thing in life,

when, whatever it

is, it can be but

a small drop in

the great ocean of

human sorrow

that surges around

us in bitter waves

every day.

The troubles of

a baby are as

great in their way

as the troubles of

a full-grown man

or woman. On

the very earliest

experiences of

babyhood depend

in a great measure

the temperament

displayed in

childhood. A dis-

appointed baby

will become a

cynical child ; a

baby that has been

at all neglected

will develop into

a timid, nervous

little mortal, afraid of shadows ; a baby

that has been too much pinched and

prodded will possibly become a bad-

tempered, sullen, or suspicious child ; while

no words can describe the fascinations and

graces of the little darling who has been a

happy baby, and whose life, from the very

day of its birth, has been as if its mother had

bathed it every morning in sunshine. But it

is a rare thing to meet such a child. Little

cynics, little satirists, little withered world

lingsâ��all these are common enough. Only

the other day an aged little woman of ten

said to me with a sigh, " Ah, I am now at

that time of life when I begin to wish I were

a little girl again ! Do you ever feel like

that ? "

I was so amazed that I could only look at

the child in doubt as to whether she were in

earnest or joking, but her face was pro

foundly serious and her eyes were full of

regretful sadness.

Another child of seven years old remarked

once to me, with an air of mingled cunning
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and worldly wisdom : "Of course, Mr.

So-and-so cannot marry Miss X. because he

has very little moneyâ��and it is so expensive

to keep a wife ! " Comment upon this is

needless, but it is inexpressibly painful to

effaced, though it may often seem that

children have little or no remembrance of

their babyhood. But even if they have no

actual and distinct memory of what occurred

to them then, the effect of what they suffered

" IT IS SO EXPENSIVE TO KEEP A WIFE ! '

hear this kind of observation from such

young lips. Let us, for Heaven's sake, try

to let the children have their youth unspoilt ;

and in order to attain to this desirable

result it is well to remember that when

they are babies they must not be teased or

worried into a sorrowful sort of old age which

creeps upon them before they can toddle.

Grief soon imprints itself upon their young

faces, daily vexations soon harass their little

minds, and early impressions are never wholly

or enjoyed during the first period of their

existence must have had weight in the forma

tion of their characters. It is from the very

first day of their lives that happy influences

must begin, otherwise the sad and unnatural

spectacle of an aged baby will become so

common that we shall cease to consider it

unnatural, and we shall make up our

melancholy minds that there is not only

" nothing new under the sun," but also

nothing young.



Echo.

A STORY BY MAX PEMBERTON.

I.

HE young soldier had been

sleeping at the heat of the

day, but his slumber was

broken and restless, and he

started up at length as though

a hand had touched him upon

the shoulder and justice had whispered in

his ear. All about him the trees stirred to

a kindly breeze of summer. A burning sun

poured down its searching rays upon the

shimmering canopy which the great forest of

Fontainebleau uplifted. The sward looked

deliciously cool and inviting at such an hour,

but Captain Beau regard, for such was the

soldier's name, had no eyes for it.

For five days now the gendarmes had

hunted him through the forest. Yesterday

at sundown a charcoal-burner warned him

that the hussars were beating the under

growthâ��he understood that he had not

many hours of liberty before him; and

defiant, resourceful, determined still, he threw

himself full length upon the ground and

listened for any sounds which should tell him

of pursuit. A well-trained ear assured him

that he had not been mistaken. Somewhere

in the woods a squadron of horsemen followed

him. He could hear the brushwood crack

ling and the tread of hoofs. Flight was his

only resource here, and he fled headlong,

skirting the wood, which bordered a great

heath, and watchful for the opportunity

which courage would find.

It was a strange occupation for an inno

cent manâ��perhaps the strangest he could

have named; but Philip Beauregard had

known perfectly well what he was doing

when he fled from Paris to save his father's

liberty ; and every day upon which he could

cheat the soldiers of the Republic was so

much time gained for one dearer to him than

anything in life. Let time help him, and the

old Chevalier, his father, whom a driven

Government accused of despoiling the War

Office of its documents, would certainly find

a safe haven in free England. He, Philip,

was perfectly convinced that his father was

innocent; his own flight from Par: had

turned suspicion from the older man, and all

the world had said, " There is the traitor !"

If the scheme were rash and doomed to

failure, it had at least affection for its excuse.

"I will save my father from the shame,"

Vol. xxvii.â��38.

Philip said, and in that for the day h j had

succeeded.

There had been a hue and cry for him

directly it was known that he had fled from

Paris, though he heard little of it in the wilds

of the great forest of Fontainebleau. From

time to time he had bought a paper in a

village or read of himself as he ate his break

fast at a tumble-down inn. Whatever road

the authorities believed him to have taken,

Fontainebleau did not at first occur to them ;

and a week of the wild, roaming life almost

deceived him to the belief that his retreat was

secure.

Then came the night when a dark-eyed

girl at an auberge had spoken of gendarmes

beating the thickets. Philip took instantly

to the darkest places of the woods and lived

henceforth like a hunted animal. By-and-by,

he said, he would return to Paris and laugh at

them all. By then, it might be, his father

would be able to produce those proofs of his

innocence which he declared to be in

existence.

For Philip Beauregard the chase became

the finest excitement of his life. The silence

and magnificent solitudes of the forest, the

little caves he made himself for sleep and

restâ��here was the true existence, here with

Nature and her glorious light and shade.

Then came the news of the gendarmes.

They were beating the thickets for him, and

had called a squadron of hussars to their aid.

Nature had nothing to say to such an un

pleasant interruption. Nay, Philip forgot

his philosophy and fled like a hare. Thrice

within a single day a trooper passed him so

closely in the undergrowth that he could

have put a hand upon his stirrup-iron. He

knew no sleep that was not broken by a

suspicious ear, ever ready for the alarm

which a footfall might sound. Had it been

for any other in the world but his father,

Philip would have tired speedily of a game so

hazardous. But the honour of his home

was at stake and he believed that delay-

would save it.

Now, he had chosen the hollowed trunk

of a great chestnut tree for his hut upon this

day of September, when the cavalry started

him up and he ran for very life toward a

landmark of the forest known as the " Weep

ing Rock." This was a wild enough place,

rocky and full of pits. He had always deter-
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mined that the pits should be his refuge from

any horsemen who pursued him, and his

object was to skirt the wood which had con

cealed him and then to strike the path

through a neighbouring thicket by which he

might reach the rock.

In this design he was unhappily frustrated

.by a glimpse of a horseman threading the

forest upon his

left hand in the

direction in

which he was

going; and it

quickly became

apparent to him

that the hussars

had closed in

upon him from

three sides and

that his only way

lay across the

open heath,

where detection

seemed assured.

Hesitation would

have been fatal

alike to this

hopeless plan

and to any other

he might have

conceived; and

so Philip, casting

one quick look

about him to be

sure that he was

not already de

tected, plunged

boldly into the

broom and tan

gled grass of the

heath and began

to worm through

it upon all fours

like a fox that is

creeping away

from the hounds.

When he had

progressed some

thirty or forty yards he lay all in his length

in the thick of a clump of osiers, and, cover

ing himself as he might with the matted

grass, he cast the die to Fortune and waited

for the end. â�¢

HE WAS UNHA

cally with his lips, and said that in ten,

twenty, thirty, a horseman would spy him out

and the prick of a sword start him from his

hiding-place. Here, however, he was quite

wrong ; and when a good quarter of an hour

passed and none came near him, he ventured

to sit up and look about him. To his astonish

ment, he could not espy so much as a

THREADING THE FOREST tK>N HIS LEFT HANI).

From the distance he could hear the

soldiers halloaing to each other in the wood.

A bugle summoned the laggards to the trotâ��

that would be when they had reached the

open of the sward, he thought; and from

that instant he counted the seconds mechani-

single trooper.

The squadron,

looking out over

the open heath

and observing

nothing but the

melancholy grass

and the clump of

broom, preferred

to believe that

the object of

their search was

still in the woods.

So they drew

together toward

the "Weeping

Rock," and, for

the moment,

Philip might

breathe again.

He had been

wearing a dark

grey tweed suit

and a felt hat

when he left

Paris ; but the

hat had been

replaced by a

woodman's cap

since he arrived

at Fontaine-

bleau, and the

grey cloth of the

coat was by this

time sadly

stained by the

dust. A lover of

spruceness and

very particular as

to his personal

appearance, Philip began to wonder how he

would look if this sort of thing went on.

Since there were hussars in the forest the

inns about would be dangerous places for

him. True, he might dine with a charcoal-

burner and breakfast at an hospitable farm

house ; but if his description were widely

circulated, any ruffian might knock him on

the head for the sake of the reward. Still, a

man must dine somewhere, and if he could

not dine at least he must wash.

HORSEMAN
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Philip remembered that there was a burn

at the farther side of the heathâ��a little

dancing burn with a tiny cascade of its ownâ��

and a glen of the thicket which no horseman

could enter. The cavalry he believed to

have gone in the direction of the " Weeping

Rock," which lay a mile at least behind him,

and, this argument giving him courage, he set

to work to worm his way across the desolate

moorland, crawling upon all fours until his

arms ached intolerably and his back seemed

to be broken.

little cliff and saluted her with a soldier's

gallantry.

Now Echo, surprised and terrified by the

strange voice and the sudden appearance of

" man," whom the good sisters had taught

her to regard as an enemy, sprang to her feet

with a little cry and looked wildly about her,

as though Providence would immediately

provide her with a pair of stairs up which she

might run and a door at the top of them

which she might shut. Providence doing

nothing of the kind, and it being plain

that " man" must either be faced or the

foaming burn be forded, Echo stood trem

bling and afraid while Philip Beauregard,

drawing yet nearer, repeated his profound

- his arbour by the burn.

But he was still cautious

and wary, and he ap

proached the glen from

the height of its little cliff,

lying flat upon the grass

and dragging himself to

its edge. In this position

he made the great dis

covery : the glen already

had an occupant.

When he gained the woods upon the

farther side he spent a good quarter of an

hour stamping about and using those excla

mations by which men seek to bring the

blood coursing in their veins again. Then

he set off at a long, swinging stride to find

He had looked for a

woodlander, perhaps for

charcoal-burners drawing

water; or it even might

be a troop of hussars rest

ing. What he saw was a

girl of eighteen years of

age lying her length upon

the soft grass and singing

to herself a laughing echo

song which the woods

gave back in dulcet melo-

* dies. That she was not a

girl of the people her trim

black dress bore witness.

It had the white collars

and cuffs, the methodical

primness of the boarding-

school ; and Philip re

membered instantly that

there was a little com

munity of English ladies

who had a chalet in this quarter of the forest

and there received a select dozen of English

and French pupils.

" Echo," as he immediately christened the

little lady of the glen, was evidently one of

the pupils at the school; and fearing nothing

from her â�� nay, leaping at some hope of

the meetingâ��he climbed quickly down the

" Mademoiselle, I beseech you have pity

upon a soldier in misfortune."

"WHAT HK SAW \VAS A

GIKLOF EIGHTKKN YEARS

OF AGE LYING HER LENGTH UPON

THE SOKT GRASS."

bow and uttered anew his piteous appeal for

assistance.

" Mademoiselle, I am in great distress.

Innocent, I have yet to appear guilty for

another's sake. Will you permit me toâ��

He stammered, being a little uncertain of

that which he should request Echo to do.

She, on her part, utterly bewildered and yet
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strangely attracted by his handsome face,

had made up a dozen speeches in poor

French with which to answer him. But a

strange language failed her in the moment of

perplexity ; she could say but this at last:â��

" I am Englishâ��English, monsieurâ��an

English girl from London, which is in

England."

She thought afterwards that there was,

perhaps, no special necessity to tell such a

handsome man, and one obviously so well

educated, that London was in England.

Hut it all came out of her nervousness ; and

when the stranger did not resent itâ��nay,

when he began to speak to her in English as

pure and good as her ownâ��her astonishment

and pleasure were unbounded.

'â�¢ Mademoiselle," he said, " I should have

seen it at once. We have no such faces as

yours in Franceâ��none with such, do you

not say rosy cheeks in English ? Yes, I

surprise you, but I was educated at

Beaument, mademoiselleâ��the college near

Windsor. My father wished me to learn

your terrible language. I am grateful to

him. Until ten days ago I would have said

that it had helped me in the army. I can

not say the same to-day, young lady, because

â��well, the army denies my acquaintance."

She stared at him with pretty blue eyes

very wide open.

" The army denies your acquaintance ?

You have done something wrong, then ? "

He smiled at her pretty simplicity.

" You are with the Sisters Evelyn at the

English school, I suppose?" he said..

"Perhaps you have seen the hussars your

self, mademoiselle? Gervexâ��the rogue

Gervexâ��would be in command ; a very little

man, with a very red moustache. Oh, he-

is so fond of that moustache, is my friend

Gervex. You would recognise him at once

if you had seen him."

His look searched her face anxiously. He

perceived that she flushed at the name

Gervex.

"Yes, I have often seen him," she said,

tearing many blades of grass with her little

white fingers ; " he has been at Fontainebleau

for more than a year ; he waits in the woods

sometimes, but I runâ��oh, yes, I run like a

little kitten. Sister Gertrude, you know,

thinks that there is no one but the country

people about here. If I told her that your

friend Captain Gervex waited for me she

would die. But, of course, you know him,

and he may have spoken to you about me,"

she added, looking up suddenly, as though a

little afraid of her own confession.

Philip shook his head sadly.

" Captain Gervex has been to the school?"

he asked her. She nodded " Yes."

" He has been twice since Sunday. I was

in the music-room for my practice, and he

peeped round the door and spoke to me. He

came again next morning and was a long time

with the sisters. They say there is a convict

escaped from prisonâ��Captain Gervex wanted

to look under the beds for him. Don't you

think he is very ridiculous to come to the

school, monsieur ? I am sure that you do if

you are a soldier."

Philip coloured a little at her question.

How delightfully childish she was! How

different in this frank confidence from the

simpering, silent misses of France, waiting

for marriage to loose their tongues !

" It is very ridiculous, as you say, young

lady," he rejoined, when he had thought

upon it a moment. " Especially since we

know that this convict is not in the school

at all, but here by your side at the glen of

Franchard."

He waited to see the effect of his words.

Echo turned very pale ; but she had a lot of

common sense of her own, and when she

had stared at him for some minutes in

silence she presently said, emphatically :â��

" I don't believe it. You are not a

convict, and Captain Gervex is not asking

for you. You are only joking with me, and

it isn't clever."

He sat up and began to finger the grass

as she was doing. It was odd, he thought,

that the very first person in all the world to

whom he told his story should be this blue

eyed, flaxen-haired English girl.

"Listen," he said. "There is an officer of

chasseurs in Paris whose father is in great

trouble. He has been accused of betraying

his employers and stealing the documents of

the Government. While he has his liberty

it may be possible for him to prove his

innocence. This man's son, wishing to gain

time for his father, ran away from Paris that

people might think him guilty of the crime.

And now he is in the glen of Franchard, so

hungry, so tired, so desperate, mademoiselle,

that, but for his father's sake, he would give

himself up to the soldiers and have done with

it. Do you understand the little parable ?

Will you run away to Captain Gervex now

and tell him where I am to be found ? "

Echo did not answer for quite a long time.

The blue eyes looked deep down into his

own. She was evidently using all the good

wits she hadâ��and that was no inconsiderable

quantity.
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" You know that I will not! " she exclaimed,

presently ; "it was foolish to say so."

She still continued to gaze at him, and

then she went on :â��

" I can see that you are telling me the

truth; you are innocent. How dreadful it

must be to be innocent and afraid of people !"

"It is much worse to be hungry," Philip

said, sadly.

Hungry ! He was hungryâ��she had for

gotten that. A woman's pity came quickly

to her aid. She sprang to her feet and

wrestled with so grave a problem.

" I must re

turn at sun

down, "she said,

thoughtfully â��

"the sisters

allow us to be

out for an hour.

I come here be

cause I can hide

myself â�� yes,

they say that

women cannot

keep a secret,

but I can keep

mine, Monsieur

Philip. I hide

up there by the

cascade. The

little cave is my

room â�� you

climb up by the

trees, but must

be careful. If I

go now I can

bring you some

thing to eat. Of

course you are

hungry, and I

am sorry."

He tried to

thank her, but

somehow her

childish ardour

and interest brought a. sob

into hisWoice. Philip had

suffered more than he would have confessed

during those days in Fontainebleau. He

could not thank Echoâ��and she, pointing

upward to the cascade, broke away from him

with a laugh, and as she went she cried, with

no sense of poetry at all:â��

" Sha'n't I catch it, that's all! "

II.

Half-way up toward the summit the cliff

broke into a ledge, and hereâ��overhung

with a trellis of leaves and half hidden by a

giant laburnumâ��was a hiding-place such as

Philip had dreamed of often, but had not

found in all his wanderings through the

forest. Not only had Nature carved and

sheltered this little grotto, but a young girl's

hand had decked it out with many a dainty

ornament. Her sketches hung upon its

rocky walls, her mandoline displayed its

gaudy ribbons from a splendid shelf, her

books were piled up on the deck-chair which

stood in the sun

light by the door.

More precious

than these in

Philip's eyes,

however, were

the teacups and

the littleoil-stove

which went with

them. The riches

of the Indies

could not have

appeared a

greater treasure

in his eyes.

" A 'kettle ! "

he cried, hold

ing it up to the

sunlight as

though it had

been a diamond

â��"a kettle,

by all the

fairies!

Now, if there

should be

any oil in her

stoveâ��

There was

oil in her

stove and a

good pinch

of tea in a

little Japan

ese box on

the shelf. Philip held the kettle out to the

clear, sparkling waters of the cascade and

then sat down to watch the water boil.

England had taught him how to make a cup

of tea, and he declared that this particular

tea was very nectar.

v< v.<v

i jr

I HIDE UV THEKE BY THE CASCADK.

A

ECHO had said that the way up to her

cave was difficult, and Philip found it so.

The hours of the afternoon seemed long-â��

Philip would have slept under ordinary cir

cumstances, but somehow sleep did not come

to him ; and while he tried to think of many

tilings, he found himself able to think only
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of Echo. How pretty she wasâ��how quick

and sensible ! And Gervex wanted to marry

her; of course the scoundrel did, or said so,

which was by no means the same thing.

Philip thought it curious that he should

have made a friend of the very one person

in all the world who could throw Gervex off

the scent. Never for a moment did he doubt

Echo. He was as sure she would come back

to him as he was of the sun's setting and of

its rising again to-morrow. She would come

back and bring him food. He had said this

about a thousand times when he heard the

twigs snapping below him and then, her arms

hopelessly full and her hair streaming wild

behind her, he saw Echo herself creeping

through the bushes by another path alto

gether from that which he had taken.

" Such an escape ! " she cried, looking up

at him with laughing eyes. He believed

that she spoke of the soldiers, and his face

momentarily blanched.

" You have seen Gervex, then ? "

" No, no; I mean from the sisters.

Jacquette let me out of the kitchen. I told

her it was to help a poor blind beggar, and

she laughed."

He laughed also.

"She has helped poor blind

beggars herself, perhaps. Well,

that is awfully good of you, Echo.

I quite thought you had seen

Gervex."

" Oh, I never wish to see him

again, monsieur."

" Just ' Philip,' please, and not

' monsieur.' And tell me that

your real name is Echo â�� I'm

sure it must be."

" I would much sooner tell you

to eat. Look, here is a whole

chicken, and such a cake, mon

sieurâ��no, Philip, then. I stole

it from the cook after I had given

him the paper to read. He says

that he's awfully fond of crime, so

he'll forgive me. Now, won't you

have your dinner ? And please

don't look at me like that."

Philip obeyed her humbly. He

had fasted since the previous even

ing, and, as he put it, was as

voracious as a pike. Never had

bread appeared whiter to his eyes,

a chicken so delicious, or a cake

so tasty. There were scarcely

decent crumbs when he had done.

Echo was quite satisfied, and

she packed the straw basket with

the satisfaction of a little housewife who has

made a good bargain.

" I must go at once," she said, decisively,

as though the idea had just occurred to her.

" If I can come again very, very early I will.

Perhaps we were wrong to eat it all up; we

may have no breakfast."

Philip, laughing at her drollery, took a

little white hand in his and kissed it.

" There is still one dish left, you see," he

said, naively. " Never mind, Echo, we will

breakfast somehow. Remember that I shall

count the hours ; and I have your books,

your own books, to devour also."

She snatched her hand away and went

leaping down the path, throwing him a kiss

as she went. For a look from such eyes

Philip Beauregard would have faced all the

hussars in Europe. So he watched her as

her dainty ankles turned now upon this rock,

now upon that. At the bottom of the glen

she made as though to wheel about and send

another message up to him; but, startled

suddenly by some object which Philip could

not see, she stood like a statue, pale and

afraid. The next instant Captain Gervex

came down the path and saluted her. She

CAPTAIN GERVEX CAME DOWN THE I'ATH AND SALUTKD H;
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heard him without protest, though from time

to time she twisted the straw basket in her

hands, while Philip, crouching fiat upon the

ledge, did not dare to raise even a hand.

Why did not Gervex look up? he asked

himself. All would have been known had

he done so, the great suspense over for good

and all. The answer to this riddle was as

old as the story of love. Gervex was devour

ing Echo with his eyes. He tried to snatch

her hand by-and-by ; but she, like one

released from a spell, darted away at an

incredible speed and left him, foolish and

baffled, at the burn's edge. His close regard,

following every step she took through the

brake, gave Philip his opportunity. He

slipped back into the grotto and let the trellis

of leaves close

about its door.

" If Gervex

should discover

me it will not be

good for little

Echo," he said

to himself, very

thoughtfu lly.

For Philip had

known many

women in his

life, and here he

believed that he

had found one

who would sacri

fice all that she

had held dear in

life rather than

betray the man

who trusted her.

III.

ECHO did not

come in the

early morning

as she had pro

mised, nor did

noon bring any

news of her.

Philip ventured

often to the

cliffs edge to

peer into the glen below ; but his restless

ears caught nothing but the murmur of the

burn. The day was gloriously fine, as all the

days of September had been. There came

from afar the joyous note of bells, and once or

twice the merry, laughing voices of foresters.

But no human thing trod the glen's path ;

and as the hours passed and the sun mounted

in the heavens and began to sink again,

Philip understood that Echo could not

come.

" She is watched," he said ; or, again, " She

has seen someone about the glen; it is not

safe to come."

This conviction left Philip in the gloomiest

mood. Sometimes he wished that Gervex's

men would find him and make an end of it.

He was of another opinion altogether by the

evening, however, for Echo came as soon as

it was dark, and her basket weighed even

more than it did yesterday.

"We must not talk," she said, quickly.

" Gervex was at the school this morning. I

passed the soldiers as I came here ; they are

in the wood of Franchard. Please to empty

the basket and give it to me back. Jerome

SHE WAS HELPING HIM TO SPREAD OUT HER TREASURES

WHILE SHE TALKED."

would never for

give me if I lost

his basket."

She was help-

i ng him to

spread out her

treasures while

she talked, and

silently and me

thodically she

arranged the

little dish of

cold cutlets, the

slices of tongue,

the salad, the

great yard of

bread, and the

dainty ingot of

butter upon her

impromptu

table. Philip

detected

an unusual

agitation of

manner, a

reticence

with him

which had

not been

yesterday. He connected

it in some way with

Gervex and spoke out

freely to her about it.

"What did that man say to you last

night ? " he asked, without excuse.

Echo, keeping her eyes upon the treasures,

with a forced little laugh replied :â��

" He says that he intends to write to my

friends in England."

" About what, Echo ? Why should he

write to them?"

" Oh, wellâ��perhaps to ask my intentions.
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But you don't understand that in English, do

you t"

" Perfectly,

love to you ? "

Has the fellow been making

"All you soldiers do. Now, you know

that it is true."

Philip twirled his moustache angrily.

" If he speaks to you again I will knock

him down," he said.

"You must.not think about me," she said,

though the colour was mounting to her neck

and cheeks, and her hands trembled upon

the dishes. " Please eat your supper at once ;

there's nine o'clock striking. What shall I say

if the sisters

catch me?"

clothes ! But of course you don't; they

never think of such things in Paris."

" Ah, that cursed Paris !" he cried, and a

dark smile crossed his face.

" And yet you are thinking always how

you may return there. Is it not so, Monsieur

Philip ? "

He would not deny it.

" I would give my fortune if I could return

there this night," he said. " Then I should

be free to tell my secrets to little Echo."

"But you would have to tell them to

morrow. Think how late it is ! And you have

not even begun your supper. Ingrate, I will

Philip did not

know what she

would say. He

sat there, angry

and chagrined,

to remember

how little his

threat was worth.

Gervex held the

master-card

assuredly, and

would play on

the slightest pro

vocation. He,

Philip, might

threaten as much

as he pleased,

but his father's

liberty might be

the price of a

single word

spoken indis

creetly. Echo,

perhaps, under

stood what was

in his mind. She

broke away from

him without any

bright word of

farewell, and her

manner was strangely

embarrassed.

" I will come to -

morrow, very, very early," she said

as she went. And then she added, ..., WOULD UIVE MV FORTUNE ,â�� , COULD

as the Careful little housekeeper RETURN THERE THIS NIUHT,' HE SAID."

she was, " If there was anything

left it would do for breakfast, wouldn't it ?"

He tried to laugh.

" How good you are to me ! " he said.

" No, no; I am good to myself, Monsieur

Philip. If you knew how exciting it was to

let yourself from a window by the bed

send old Susan,

the maid, in the

morning."

He was about

to tell her that

Susan would find

his dead body

under the leaves

when some

sound from

below m a-d e

them both start

and look down

eagerly toward

the glen. The

night had fallen

still and clearâ��

a great golden

moon floated

above the forest

as a lamp guid

ing the steps of

lovers in their

walks. The

same clear light

showed them the

figure of Captain

Gervex resting at

the stream's edge

like one who has

named a rendez

vous. They knew

then that he had

discovered them

â�� that all was

lost and their

dream at an

end.

: Stay here,"

Philip said, as he tried to catch her hand.

She did not seem to hear him. Her

heart beat wildly and a look of terror came

to her eyes. Little Echo, in that, the supreme

moment of her life, had already made up her

mind.
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" I will come to-morrow," she whispered,

like one in a dream ; " yes, yes, I can save

you, Monsieur Philip. Please do not touch

me. I know a path and he will not find it.

Hush ! he is looking up."

Philip crouched instinctively, and when he

dared to raise his head again Echo was gone.

What she meant to do, how she would escape

that evil sentinel, he could not imagine.

Heavy reproaches came to trouble him. Why

had he let her go? Was it not his plain

duty to stand at her side, let the danger be

what it might? If Gervex had learned her

secret, then he would not fail to exact a

heavy price for it. He, Philip, had behaved

like a cowardâ��rage, jealousy, fear were all

there to taunt him. And yet he understood

that one step into the open might undo all

that he had striven for during the terrible

days at Fontainebleau.

Should this Gervex really press Echo for

an answer to his false protestations of love,

it might even be that she would promise to

become his wife to save the man who had

trusted her so greatly. Philip was tortured

by the doubt, swayed by self-reproach, in

capable of any resolution. Every instant of

doubt and delay added to his fren/.y. All

cowardice deserted him at last, and blindly,

madly, fearlessly, he climbed down to the

glen and began his quest of her. To-morrow,

he said, he would lie in a prison at Paris.

Well, what mattered it if Echo were safe ?

It was in his mind that she would have

taken the forest path which led to the gates

of the school kept by the Sisters Evelyn. He

could imagine that Gervex would pursue her

upon this path, terrifying her with his threats

and renewing his importunities. Just at

heart he admitted that this man might love

Echo as he loved her; nevertheless, a raging

jealousy, a mad desire to hear her voice

again and to touch her hand, sent him head

long through the thickets.

For quite a long while no human sound

but his own heavy footsteps upon the

sward reached his ears. There were night

birds in the thicket and they mocked

him with their music. Prudence had long

since deserted him, when he stumbled

blindly upon a. camp of the very hussars

who were seeking him. In reply to his

question the sentry at the camp, too in

credulous to think that here was the man

they sought, told him that Captain Gervex

had gone up to the English school. Philip

ran from him wildly, without .vait'ng to thank

him. If he were too late, he said, Echo might

already have given the promise. He believed

Vol. xxvii.-37.

_that she would consent even to become

Gervex's wife if thereby she could save him.

How should his own safety count against

such a chance as this?

He had ceased to run by this time ; and,

hot and breathless, he peered into every glen,

searched with his eyes the mconlit glades,

and listened intently for the sound of her

voice. Twice a false note sounded in the brake

drew him from the straight road on a vain

errand. He began to think that Echo had

not returned to the school at all, and was about

to retrace his steps when, without any warning,

she emerged full into the moonlight from, a

little path upon his left hand, and he saw

that she was alone. Philip stood at this like

one who has made a fatal blunder and is

about to pay the price of it. Why had he

not trusted her cleverness ? He was asking

himself as much when a man sprang out of

the brake by Echo's side and confronted her

threateningly. At this all Philip's reason

went to the winds, and leaping across the

sward he struck at the man savagely and laid

him his length upon the grass.

It was a mad moment and he lived

through it madly. Of the scene about him

he had little consciousness. He saw but the

dark face before him as the man rose, and

he struck at it again and again. When

troopers, who had followed him from the

camp, flung themselves upon him and tried

to drag him down, he seemed to have the

strength of ten men. He flung them off

again and again ; little Echo's wild cry was his

watchword; strong arms were holding him

down and savage oaths buzzed in his ears.

And then came the silence of the forest

and men walking stubbornly by his side,

and the knowledge that his days of liberty

had run, and that to-morrow Paris would

know of his arrest. Yes, little Echo was

alone now. Philip did not believe that he

would ever see her again.

The night which followed seemed like

one of dream - pictures to this man who

had suffered so much in the name of honour.

He recollected appearing before the colonel

in camp; he could tell you of a carriage

driving over the forest road, of odd hamlets

buried in profound darkness ; then of a town

going to bed. The midnight mail which

carried him to Paris was no more than a roar

of rolling wheels. He alighted at the

Eastern station, and those with him sum

moned & fiacre and bade the driver go to the

Ministry of Wrar. The great city with her

brightly-lighted streets, the swift-flowing

Seine, the open cafes, the black throngs of
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HE STRUCK AT THE MAN SAVAGELY AND LAID HIM HIS LENGTH

UPON THE GRASS."

people, the closed shops, the clear-sounding

bells awoke him in the end as from a heavy

sleep. He asked the soldiers whither they

took him. They answered that he would

soon discover.

All was closed at the Ministry of War

when the fiacre drove up; but bustling

messengers were soon awakened, lamps

lighted, and sleepy officials summoned.

Philip would have said that they kept him

waiting the half of a lifetime in the musty

reception-room by the porter's door. Alone

there, he could reflect upon the folly of the

night : but with even greater bitterness upon

the price that to-morrow must pay for it.

They would banish him to the Isles, he said.

Ah, there was his dream of little Echo ! And

she would return to Englandâ��she would

marry, perhaps, and have children. Philip

ground the stone with his heel and uttered

his thoughts aloud in the bitterness of this

regret. But he was much astonished when

someone answered him, and looking up he

perceived before him the

pleasant face of one whom

lie knew to hold high office

at the Ministry.

" Monsieur le Comte ! " he

cried, gladly. " I am fortu

nate, then."

The man thus addressed

slapped him gaily upon the

shoulderâ��then he held out

his hand.

" I was at the Jockey

Club," he said; "but I

came at once for a brave

man's sake. Do you know,

sir, that you have been ab

sent from Paris without your

colonel's leave ? "

Philip was almost too asto

nished to speak. What did

this friendliness mean ? Why

was no mention made of the

charge against him ?

" Forgive me," he said, " it

is not so, Count. I had a

fortnight's leave of absence

before I left for Fontaine-

bleau."

" Ah ! so much the better,

though, in any case, Paris

would have forbidden us to

touch you. Do you not know

that you are a hero, my

friend ? Yes ; your father, the

Chevalier, returned from Eng

land yesterday. He brought

the proofs of his innocence in his hand."

Philip said, "Thank Heaven ! " The Count

caught him suddenly in his strong arms. He

knew and understood.

" May every father find such a son ! " he

said

Three days afterwards, in the glen of

Franchard, Philip found little Echo again.

He caught her unawares when she was

playing Narcissus by the lazy pool. Her

frightened cry, the laugh upon it, surprise,

delight, and more than delight in her pretty

eyes, were the reward for all that Fontaine-

bleau had cost him.

" I am going to England," he said,

earnestly. " I am going to your people,

Echo." '

She hid her rosy face from him. And

when she escaped him at last, and ran away

like a startled deer to the gate house of her

school, her lips were still warm with the kisses

he had showered upon them.



own idea of

beauty. At last he

turned to a brother

Academician and

said: "After all, poor

fellows, perhaps they

haven't any pretty

girls amongst their

acquaintance!" Yet

beyond question,

many of these artists

really thought, as

Rubens and the

early Italian and

Dutch masters

thought, that they

were transcribing the

very form and essence

of female loveliness.

Artists Types of Beauty.

N the biography of the late

Sir John Millais we read that

on one occasion at the Royal

Academy he looked in vain

through one room for some

thing harmonizing with his

female

It has been said

that every painter

observes a beautiful

woman through a

special spiritual lens

of his own. By this

means she becomes

endowed in his mind

with qualities to which

he himself is partial

â��or, in Rossetti's

words, " a beautiful

woman, plus his own

prejudices and aspira

tions."

Doubtless, if the

truth were known,

in the majority of

instances it is the

artist's partiality for

one woman in the

flesh that is respon

sible for the female

type he perpetuates

on canvas. In other

century in Italy there was the " Botticelli

girl," just as in the twentieth in America thefe

is the " Gibson girl," and nobody who studies

them can deny that each, if not actually

representative of a large class, delineates the

ideal of the community generally.

XIIK liorriuiLLi xvi'i. or

FROM THE FIGURE OK FLORA IN

cases it is the type of beauty prevalent

in his day, for we all know each age has

its own fashionable standard to which the

ladies strive to attain. Thus in the fifteenth

Botticelli's women

existedâ��perhaps the

original model was

the Signora Botti

celli herselfâ��but they

must then have

been rare in Italy.

In the, painter's

" Spring" we see a

cluster of them, of

which the figure of

Flora herewith re

produced is an ex

ample. They are

tall, graceful, blonde

women, but they are

not to our eyes beauti

ful. Their expression

is hard, and they

smileâ��as the Scot is

said to joke â�� with

difficulty. Again, the

cheek - bones of all

Botticelli's women are

too high, the eyes

too narrow, and the

chins too pointed.

Nevertheless, they are

the true ancestresses

of our modern

Burne - Jones women,

as we shall see later

on. Meanwhile, what

a gulf of sentiment

and character and

ideality separated

Botticelli's women

from the Rubens

woman !

Nothing is stranger

to the average man

nowadays than how

Rubens ever came

to paint such great,

buxom wenches and believe them beauti

ful. That they have charms may be

admitted, but to label them "Venus,"

" Diana," " Helen," and " Cleopatra"

I;LAUTV.
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THE RUBENS IDEAL.

FROM A PORTRAIT OF THE PAINTER'S WIFE.

seems almost, if not quite, ludicrous.

Yet as such they appeared far more

conventional to our great-grandfathers,

as anybody may verify by glancing at

the portraits of the ladies of Charles

II.'s Court, while the cartoons of Row-

landson and Gillray show that embon

point was not considered by any means

a drawback amongst the ladies of a

hundred years ago.

The original of the " Rubens woman,"

of whom there are many hundred ex

amples scattered through the picture

galleries of Europe, was, of course, the

painter's first wife, Elizabeth Brandt, and

afterwards her niece, Helena Fourment,

whom he espoused on becoming a

widower. Other of the old masters

â�� such as Leonardo da Vinci, Cor-

reggio, and Murilloâ��painted a type

of woman which is easily recognisable

as belonging wholly to them, but

none are so distinct as the two

we have described. It is

not until we come to Jean-

Baptiste Greuze (1725-

1805) that we note the

masterly founder of a

thoroughly different type

from all that preceded it.

This is the " Greuze girl,"

of which there are so many

examples in the Wallace

Collection. Greuze did

not invent her. Every

thing done by an artist

must have an originalâ��

even Mr. Pickwickâ��but

he elaborated and immor

talized her with his brush.

It is by his " girls of tender

years and beauty still im

mature, in which he has

cunningly mingled seeming

simplicity with a voluptu

ous grace," that Greuze

has himself won immor

tality. And yet he aimed at

being a historical painter

with his " The Emperor

Severus reproaching Cara-

calla,'' and died in indi

gence, unappreciated by

his contemporaries.

Let us pass quickly

along our gallery of fair

THE GREUZE TYPE.

FROM "A UIRU WITH DOVKS."
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women, because Sir Joshua Reynolds, Gains

borough, and the rest had no special type of

woman, until we reach the dawn of the Victorian

era and the day of th " Keepsake," the " Book

of Beauty," and " Dot bey and Son." Of these

THE ROSSETTI TYPE.

FROM " THE DAV DREAM."

Frmi a Photo. &Â» J. Casual! Smith, 3OÂ». Oxford Street, W.

we will speak when we come to pen draughts

men.

The distinction of being the first to break

away from the " sugary " type of woman popular

on the canvases of the late Georgian and early

Victorian painters undoubtedly belongs to Dante

Gabriel Rossetti. It has never been correctly

ascertained whether or not Mrs. Rossetti was

the original of the " Rossetti girl." Certainly

the portrait of her which hangs in the Tate

Gallery exhibits all the characteristics of the

famous type. But, on the other hand, Rossetti

drew all women more or less like that. For

him there were no stout, buxom girls, no laugh

ing, merry girls, no thin-lipped girls, no girls

with small chins, no girls with slim necks, no

girls with melting, deeply lashed eyes.

There were no women with fashionable

fringes or curly flaxen locks. It is a

wonderful type he created, but one

cannot help being thankful that Eng

land is not peopled with Rossetti

women. It would be so monotonous.

It would be discouraging to young

men wholly lacking aesthetic tendencies.

Of a similar nature, but far less

pronounced, and owing more to the

inspiration of Botticelli, are the women

of Burne-Jones's canvases. They, too,

THE BURNE-JONES IDEAL.

FROM "KLAMMA VESTALIS." '

From a Photo, bll Hollar.

are soulful ; they, too, never relax into

a smile. Dreamy creatures, full of the

tragedy of life and looking unutterable

poetryâ��these are not the women of

actual life; not women to enjoy a
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musical comedy

or frivolously

"shoot the

chutes " at Earl's

Court.

How fragile

they are com

pared with Leigh-

ton's women â��

"splendid British

animals," as one

critic called them

â��looking peace

and strength and

good-nature out

of every feature

and sinew!

British they may

beâ��and this is

to be expected,

seeing that the

sisters Deane

were Ix>rd Leigh-

ton's models â��

but they approxi

mate more the

classic type. The

" Leighton girl"

is a true sister of

the Venus de

THE LEIGHTON TYPE OF BEAUTY.

FROM A PORTION OF THE PICTURE, "AT THE FOUNTAIN."

(By permission of the Berlin Photo. Co., 133, New Bond Street, W.)

Miloâ��tall, large-

limbed, and com

placent. Of this

type also are the

women of Albert

Moore ; if any

thing, even more

Greek and with

even closer re

semblance faci

ally to statues

of the age of

Phidias.

THE POYNTER GIRL.

FROM " THE JHESSAGB."

Sir Edward

Poynter delights

in classical sub

jects and in the

po rt rayal of

women, but in no

such sense are

his women classi

cal in feature or

outline. It has

been said that

they are perfect

womenâ��but not

pretty women.

They are neither

tall nor short,

neither plump

(Copyright by Landelcer & Brown, Worship Street, London, E.C., Publishers of the large engraving.)
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THE ALMA-TADEMA GIRL.

FROM A PORTION OF THK PICTURE, " AT THH SHRINE

OF VF.NUS."

(By permission of the Berlin Photo. Co., 133, New Bond St., W.)

nor slim. No poet would speak of their

charms as " indescribable." They are full

of grace, and so are Alma-Tadema's women,

but without winsomeness.

It has been said that "the re-creator of

ancient Rome has never drawn a really pretty

woman." And again we say, it all depends

on what the beholder regards as a pretty

woman. If we take the Hellenic standard,

then Leighton's and Albert Moore's women

are pretty. We must not, however, forget

the naive confession of a clever artist,

recently deceased, that he could "draw

anything from a teapot to a County Council

lor, but that he couldn't draw a pretty

woman if he tried, and he had tried

thousands of times."

No such avowal as the foregoing could be

made by Mr. Marcus Stone. It has been

objected to the " Marcus Stone girl " that, in

an age of hockey, tennis, and golf, she is a

little too sentimental, but then it must be

remembered that the " Marcus Stone girl"

does not belong to this age. As her author

says : "The costume of to-day is not that of

to-morrow, and it is not always easy to get it

accepted as poetical and artistic. Accord

ingly, I chose the costume of a generation

or two before our ownâ��a costume modern

and yet sufficiently remote to stamp it with a

certain fixedness and a certain poetry." She

made her first bow to the world in 1882, for,

odd as it may seem, her creator was prior to

that time a hi-itorical painter, of deserved

THE IDEAL OF ALBERT MOORE.

FROM " BLOSSOMS."

From a Photo, by W. A. IfanKll,
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yet demure withal. Other girls may

appear from time to time as this

artist's work, but the type we give is

the true ideal; oft recurrent, and

painted by-no other painter of the day.

THE MARCUS STONE GIRL.

FROM "HIS SHIP IN SIGHT."

(By permission of the Illustrated London AVwj, owners of the copyright.)

repute, the author of such pieces as " From

Waterloo to Paris." He himself writes : " I had,

after a good deal of thought, come to the con

clusion that the artist, like the author, paints best

that which he is able to feel most intensely, what

he can see himself." And Mr. Marcus Stone

had already seen the " Marcus Stone girl"â��seen

her in Kensington, perhaps, through his "special

spiritual lens," and had marked her for his own.

Easily distinguishable from all their compeers

on canvas are the women of Mr. Boughton,

although they, too, may owe something of their

distinction to the costume of a certain fixed

period. The " Boughton girl" is plumpâ��not

too spirituelleâ��a fine, healthy, practical creature,

Similar, and yet dissimilar, is Mr.

Storey's young woman, whom every

annual visitor to Burlington House

instantly recognises and greets as an

old friend. Again, who could fail to

recognise Mr. Sant's women, with their

long, pendulous upper lipâ��appearing

even in portraits of ladies who have

no such marked facial trait ?

Two artists, Parris and Newton,

contrived to delight a whole genera

tion by their women, and sixty years

ago it was the great ambition of every

young lady, not only in England, but

THE BOUGHTON GIRL.

FKOM A PORTION OK "HILTON'S FIKST LOVB."
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in France and

America, to emu

late the charms

. of the " Keep

sake girl." Yet

looking at these

portraits to - day

we are inclined

to wonder at

their insipidity.

They are girls

without anima

tion, without fire;

we fear, without

, strong common-

sense. No won

der Becky Sharp

astonished them.

It was the age of

sentiment. Even

the comfortable,

rosy little women

Dickens loved

and Hablot K.

Browne (-"Phiz")

drew fail to evoke

our admiration.

The example of

the girlish occu

pant of the

throne proved so

irresistible that

small, short

THE "KEEPSAKE" GIRL.

FROM A PICTURE BY PAHRIS.

THE LEECH TYPE.

(By permission of the Proprietors of Punch.)

Vol. xxvii.â��38.

certainly does not

in the accompany

ing drawing.

Everybody is

familiar with the

" Du Maurier girl "

â�� similar in her

physical proportions

to Leighton's ideal,

but infinitely more

stately, as she was

infinitely modernâ��

modern yet classical,

English yet Greek.

Anyone who has

seen Millais's por

trait of Lady Dal-

housie will see one

source of Du Mau-

rier's inspiration.

"His own weak

ness," writes one of

his intimate friends,

Mr. Val Prinsep,

"was Size. Though

women became

fashionable. Tl'e

strapping six-

footer whom I !u

Maurier worship

ped would then

have been con

sidered a mon

strosity. The

"Thackeray girl"

was invariably

petite, and John

Leech would

never have

brought his pen

cil to portray

women w h o

stood above five

feet three in their

crinolines.

Sir John Ten-

niel, in the pages

of Punch and out

of it, always drew

a woman of grace

and distinctionâ��

not always an

easy feat â�� even

when she lacked

beauty, as she

THE TENNIEL GIRL.

(By permission of the Proprietor*

of runck.)
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strong and active, he was but a small

man himself, and perhaps on that account

his highest admiration, whether for man or

beast, was reserved for creatures of colossal

proportions. His heroes and heroines must

all stand three or four inches over six feet."

The " Du Maurier girl" is a superb creature,

broad-shouldered and erect, and a wonderful

contrast to the young women of the " Keep

sake " type. Nor must we omit a passing

reference to Mr. Bernard

Partridge's petite women

â��with their pretty heads

" one size too large " and

too-slender necks. What

a contrast to the stately

maidensâ��chiefly Britan-

nias â�� of his confrere,

Mr. Sambourne!

The " Gibson girl " is

already of international

renown. She may be

said to be the American

version of the " Du

Maurier girl,''whowas certainly her godparent.

Slight, supple, and straightâ��as straight as an

American girl should beâ��she boasts, more

over, a sweet prominence of chin, also an

American girl's endowment. So popular has

become the portrayal of this type on the

other side of the Atlantic that other artists

have followed suit with their conceptions.

\Vherefore we find the " Stanlaws girl,"

the "Christy girl," the "Gushing girl," and

others. Perhaps none of our

English artists in black and white

draw a wholesomer, prettier Eng

lish girl than Mr. Gordon Browne,

whose work is very familiar to

STRAND readers.

THE DU MAURIER TYPE.

(By permission of the Proprietors o

THE GIBSON GIRL.

(By permission of James Henderson & Son.)

Punc/i.)

There will always be fashions

in beauty, even though beauty

is said to be perennialâ��" a joy

for ever." If we must admire

one type we might choose Du

Maurier's, the embodiment of

grace and good breeding, and

exclude Rubens; but the

"Rubens girl" may become </ la

mode again, and the Rossetti

mystic enslave the fancy of mil

lions of our

descendants,

who will, per

haps, mildly

wonder at

the p o p u -

larity of the

chic damsels

for whom Mr.

Dana Gibson

is weekly

responsible.

THE STANLAWS GIRL.



Old Ballads.

N the olden time, when a soldier

fought a battle, a criminal was

hanged, a ship was wrecked, or

a lover proved faithless, the bards

in Grub Street instantly set to

work, and the cry of the ballad-monger was

heard in the land. It

is different now. To

stir the great heart of

the people is no longer

the unchallenged pre

rogative of the penny-

lyric. Ships are

wrecked, even under

the most harrowing

circumstances, and we

look for the fact in our

daily newspaper under

the heading " Lloyd's

Intelligence." A hun

dred years ago we

might have flung our

selves out into the street

and invested in a

broadside beginning:â��

O listen, while I the dread

news convey,

How the Mary Dale was

wrecked on the sixth

of May.

Or:â��

Sad is the tale which we

have to tell

Of the and the

fate that befell

Those poor fellow-creatures

- who no one could

save;

And poor souls

found a watery grave.

The convenient

blanks in the chorus

could be filled up ac

cording to the name

and nature of the

occurrence.

Then, again, when

we want our bosoms

stirred by the fictitious

joys and sorrows of

romance, we of the

multitude hie us to the

pit of a theatre or bor

row a novel from one

of Mr. Carnegie's libra

ries. Our grandfathers

were more simple-

minded. They sent out

to the stationer's or summoned the itinerant

hawker, and were moved to laughter and

tears over " Roger and Dolly," " Kate, the

Bride of St. Giles," and " Dear Mother, I've

Come Home to Die," the latter a cheerful,

light-hearted thing, with a haunting refrain:â��

Roger and Dolly

DOWN in our Tillage lired a paraoh nod fail wife.

Who" led. a.very deeenl Â«ort o' oprofortablu l'fe

Th*'y keiil * sun-Jog man â�¢nor nWtd, a* tidy Â«

CÂ»4il5 bo, [.be,

The rtuid waf '*>od of RoKÂ«râ��and Roger fond.'of

NAPOLEON TALKS

Napoleon Ulks of war, boys,

To ride the world's high hone,

While waters wash the shore, boys,

And boasts his might; force;

But Tain his aim, despite his name,

Our own we nil! retainâ��

Wo've swept the seas Wore, boys,

And so we can again.

So we can again,

We're swept the seas before, bojfs.

And so we ean, to we can.

Au.l of liia Diet does boast |

HÂ« thi|ks it is quite easy

And so we esn again,

Napoleon talks of war, boys,

Across the briny main .

We hare swept the sees before, boys,

For to land upon our coast.

But let thoae Frenchmen try to come

And 50 we oan again.

Napoleon talks of war, boyi

The angels are calling;

I hear

Their voices so sweet

in ihe sky.

Then give me thy bless

ing, my baby walch

o'er,

Dear mother, I've come

home to die.

What artless lyrics

they were ! We in this

age of noise and jour

nalism, barrel - organs

and biographs, could

never squeeze out a

single tear over the

most pathetic of these

productions, although

they might occasionally

raise an unfeeling smile.

We have certainly

advanced in art. In

glancing over a collec

tion of several hundred

of these in the writer's

possession, nearly three

score patriotic ballads

round off alternate lines

with " boys " or " my

boys," " lads " or " my

lads." Nowadays, not

even the writer of the

least sapient musical

comedy would con

descend to such paltry

buttresses to rhythm.

Even "Sing Ho, My

Lads," is out of date.

Then it was " Napoleon

Talks of War, Boys,"

"We've Won a Bloody

Fight, Boys," "All Hail

to British Oak, Boys,"

etc., not to mention

" She'll Ne'er be View'd

Again, My Lads,"

" Listen to Old Ocean's

Roar, Lads." If a

ballad-writer of the old

school had to revise

some of our modern

lyrics he would doubt-
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less want to alter them to "Just a Song at

Twilight, My Lads," and " Angels Ever

Bright and Fair, My Boys," just to lend them

the requisite swing and effect.

A very striking and popular feature of all,

or nearly all, the old ballads was the wood

cuts by which they were preceded. The

tests of art a hundred, fifty, twenty-five

years ago were not severe. We are

more critical now; but yet it may reason

ably be doubted whether even our most

unsophisticated extract greater pleasure

from a selection of elaborate photogravures

than the simple souls of 1804 did from

these rude designs. And then, apart from

their intrinsic merit, there was their con

venience to the printer. What a precious

A Life on the

OCEAN WAVE.

thing a picture was in those days ! It was

not an article to be turned out casually by a

mechanical process, used for the purpose it

was intended to serve, and then thrown

aside. No, indeed; it was prized, it was

guarded, it became a fixture in the estab

lishment. Take the cut at the head of

our first ballad, "Roger and Dolly." It

dates back to the time o( the Commonwealth

at least. After doing duty (or a century and a

half, and upon scores of touching lyrics, one

might suppose this hard-working wood-block

to become tired and anxious for well-earned

repose. Not so; its constitution is but

little impaired, and we find it figuring until

quite late in the last century at the top of

" The Fickle Lover " and " The Dutchman's

Good-bye to Gretchen." Had mechanical

engraving not been invented, or the taste of

the people altered, we might still have had it

on " Dolly Gray " and " Violets." But this

old wood-block, like the others in our col

lection, fulfilled its mission at last. Perhaps

it is now lying forgotten amongst the rubbish

of some London or provincial printer's

cupboard. Reqitiescat in pace.

When "A Life on the Ocean Wave" first

made its appearance it was adorned with a

spirited illustration of a nondescript belli

gerent armed with a cutlass and a look

of extreme hauteur. To the rising genera

tion who bought that stirring ballad and

went round humming it all day this picture

was a part of it. Thenceforward the domi-

What will you

do I*ove ?

neering personage in top-boots became in-

dissolubly associated with the maritime

career depicted by the poet. They did not

knowâ��how could they ?â��that the drawing

had originally appeared upon a playbill, and

was then entitled " The Great Henderson

as 'Othello.'" Afterwards it doubtless

figured on other ballads, but the artist's

inclusion of a tiny ship in the remote

distance was responsible for its lengthy

association with "A Life on the Ocean

Wave," one of the most popular ballads

of modern times. Perhaps a truer idea of

what a sailor was outwardly eighty or a

hundred years ago may be got from the

picture accompanying the ballad, " What

Will You Do, Love?"
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JJINE8 ON -TO.Â®,

FEARFUL COLLISION AT SEA!

What will you do, love, when I am at sea?

What will you do, love, waiting for me ?

The late Lord Tennyson used to expatiate

on the value of repetition in poetry. A good

line could never be driven home too well.

That was what the old balladists thought. -

What will you do, loveâ��will you l>e true ?

What will you do, love, what will you do ?

This sort of thing irresistibly reminds us

of those artless bucolics of Mr. Dan I.eno's

some years ago :â��

Dow n where the red poppies grow,

Down where the red poppies grow,

The poppies, the poppies.

Down where the red poppies grow.

CHORUS: Down where, etc.

Marine disasters were a fruitful source of

inspiration to the ballad-maker and of aesthetic

pleasure to the ballad-reader. If the story

were graced by any particularly agonizing or

even blood-curdling details, such as canni

balism, so much the better. We may be sure

the luckless couple who figure in the annexed

engraving ofttjn did duty in connection with

the songs of the people.

Closely to the mast they clung and saw the ship go

down.

" O lleav'ns, it is our fate," she cried, " it is our fate

to drown."

One may be sure that this poor lady was

by no means ready to join in the.sentiment:â��

Then hurrah for the deep, the briny deep,

The boundless, glorious sea ;

In a calm, in a storm, in everyform,

A seaman's life for me !

As a pendant to the query of the departed

mariner aforementioned, we have a ballad in

which a very obvious sailor gives vent to the

very unmartial (but on the whole very natural)

sentiment, " I'd Rather Stay With You," when

describing the glory of carnage

which awaits him. Ballads treating

of fathers and mothers â�� more

especially mothers â�� have always

been very popular in England, and

continue so to the present day, al

though at this moment music-pub

lishers will tell you that there is

rather a slump in " mother " songs.

A rather quaint version is supplied

by the author of " Dear Mother's

Picture," who describes a bereaved

spouse taking unto himself a second

wife, whereupon (if we are to credit

the picture) the voice of one of the

old motherless children calls from

a distant lamb-pasture :â��

Turn mother's face to the wall, dear sister,

We'll never kiss her cheeks no more ;

I know poor father he has missed her,

Her loss I'm sure he does deplore.

Although he'll marry one with riches,

And locks of shining gold so rare.

We know he is our father, sister,

He'll often think of mother dear.

A decided touch of bathos, however,

creeps into the ballad when the author goes

on to observe :â��

Together with father at the alter (sir)

Dear mother knelt, 1'it heard her say.

The italics are ours.

I'd rather stay

WITH YOU

Madam, you now my trade is war:

And what should I deny it for?

Whene'er the trumpet sounds from far.

1 long1 to hack and hew.

Yet, madam, credit what I say;

Were I this moment called away,

And all the troops drawn in array,

I'd rather stay with you.
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In another effusion we come across a little

maiden, in the costume of 1812 or there

abouts, standing beneath a yew in a church

yard . and sing-

ing :â��

Be kind to thy

father, for now

he is old,

His locks inter

mingled with

grey;

Mis footsteps are

feeble, once

tearless and

bold,

Thy father is

passing away.

Which makes us

hope the filial

kindness has not

been postponed

until the grave

stage suggested

by the artist.

The advent of

the steam-engine

and the conse

quent disappear

ance of the old

mailcoach gave

rise to a whole

set of ballads of

praise, lament,

seemed to have been lugged in forcibly. A

glaring example of what we mean is supplied

by "The Old Abbey Ruin/' Here we have

THE

GRAND LONDON

A View of one of the Meant Carriage*.

NOW folk* I will tell you, although I'm no

clown,

By steam you can ride with speed up and down.

Now that's all the go, I'll tell you for wiry,

The people are eager to learn for to fly.

CHORUS

Yoi. may travel by steam ai the folks aay.

All the world over upon the railway.

or satire. " The Wonders of Steam " relates

how steam is made to work in a multitude of

ways. Even of the politician of the dayâ��

It's steam, boys, steam,

Though they roar and they bellow to frighten

And things are not what they seem ;

a fellow,

It's steam, lads, steam.

We have spoken of the frequency with

which certain pictures appear from time to

time on the old ballads. They were not

always selected by the printer or publisher

with care. They did not always sit serenely

at the head of the lyrical feast. Occasionally

they bore the appearance of intruders. They

a sporting scene

which might

have been drawn

by Seymour,

Dickens's first

illustrator. A

worried - looking

gentleman is

drawing a full

perambulator up

a steep hill to

illustrate such

lines as:â��

We met by the ab

bey again and

again,

And many bright

hours passed

away ;

She said our parting

would cause her

much pain,

And timidly pres

sed me to

stay.

CHORUS.

With no eyes to see

us, no tongue

to tell,

The birds only

knew of our

doing,

As I fondly embraced her dear little waist

Down by the old abbey ruin.

Another ballad, " Billingsgate Bill," bears

a picture apparently from the same ingenious

hand. It displays the interior of a public-

houseâ��say, the tap-roomâ��but none of the

characters therein assembled bear the re

motest resemblance to the hero of this early

coster-ballad :â��

As up and down the streets I go I whistle and I sing,

The bells upon the pony's head so merrily they ring;

And as I travel round the square you can hear me

sayâ��

" Fine periwinks or Gravesend shrimps, they're very

fresh to-day."

The Old Abbey Ruin,
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lllll IT GEHTL7

TO MY MOTHER.

Then, too, why should a faultlessly attired

young gentleman of 1840 stand in all his

radiant garments in the middle of a bleak

valley, strike an attitude, and exclaim, " Break

it Gently to My Mother " ? Could he have

stolen the clothes ? Or, perhaps, he was a

Scotch shepherd wearing trousers for the first

time, and naturally aware of the shock it

might give his parent.

Of moral sentiments our collec

tion of ballads is full to overflowing.

OLD JEFF,

*tl-> just on:; year ego w

Tfait I roiurmbcr well,

I Sftt down by pOÂ«r Nell/* iidÂ«,

nut tired lor many a year;

Bat DOW he'i de*d, tndin bis grave*

No trouble doet hw ftir.

AndaahvyibedidteU.

Tw*a about â�¢ pOor old dar k iÂ«, Jcff,

For good old Jeff Km gone to rest,

We know that bÂ« it free;

Disturb him sot, bat let biainat

Way down

The poor have always power to console them

selves for their poverty by such items as " I'm

Hungry but I'm Honest. Can the Squire

Say the Same ? " The shabby-genteel can

better endure their shabby-gentility in staging

lustily, " Judge Not a Man by the Coat that

He Wears " :â��

Why should the broadcloth alone be respected,

And the man be despised who in fustaiii appears ?

While the angels in heaven have their limbs unpro

tected,

You can't judge a man by the coat that he wears.

The coming of the Christy Minstrels brought

in "Jim Crow" and a swarm of nigger

ballads, which, albeit, must not be con

founded with the "coon songs " of yesterday.

These were as often as not pathetic and sen

timental, and great popularity in Limehouse,

Stepney, St. Giles's, and the Borough had

"Nelly Gray" and "Old Jeff." Modern

music-hall audiences would hardly stand a

bouncing black " coon " who should come on

to the centre of the stage and sing:â��

O, since that time how things have changed !

Poor .' elly that was my bride

Is laid beneath the cold grave sod,

Down by her father's side.

I planted there upon her grave,

The weeping-willow tree,

I bathed its roots with many a tear

That it might shelter me.

BRITISH SONGSTER.

Finally, we have the " British Songster"â��a group

of no fewer than eight sentimental, not to say

tearful, lyrics. Here again, why should they be pre

ceded by figures apparently representing Mr. Quilp

and Mrs. Gamp strolling beneath a tattered umbrella?

Truij, the poet or his printer might point to the

sadness on their faces, and do not the elements weep?



HE hour was midnight and the

weather inclement, but the

two men who sat over the fire

in a room on the second floor

of No. â��, George Street,

Bloomsbury, paid small heed

to the tempest without. Each had his pipe

and occupied a venerable leather-covered

arm-chair ; between them a small deal table

supported glasses and decanters.

For the space of five years they had occu

pied the same house: Richard Draycott

renting the comparatively luxurious rooms

on the first floor, while Martin Fender, his

friend, dwelt above.

They frequently met, as now, in the barely

furnished upper room ; for Fender could

seldom be induced to descend, and Draycott

humoured him. They had smoked to-night

for some time in silence, for before them

was the prospect of a separation more pain

ful than either cared to own.

" You see," said Draycott, at length, " if

I am ever to get out of this groove it

must be by an effort that will land me the

other side of the world."

" You may be right. When do you sail ? "

" On Saturday."

The talk drifted away to the chances of

travel in general, but Draycott said little as to

his own plans. ' He was a man who had

reached, writing under the pseudonym of

" Eugene Hunt," the position of a popular

novelist, and had so far succeeded in

making an income amply sufficient for his

wants. Yet in ' his heart he condemned the

quality of the work he produced, and had

kept the fact of his identity with Eugene

Hunt a strict secret even from his publishers.

It was, indeed, known but to one person

besides himselfâ��his friend, Martin Fender.

Draycott had, however, recently received a

legacy of three thousand pounds, and had

determined to bid farewell for a time to

Eugene Hunt and the obligations which

thickened round the name; to free himself

from the tribute demanded of the phantom

he had created; to seek in travel wider

experiences and a more solid basis for his

fortunes.'

Martin Fender had listened to and under

stood his views, yet tried to dissuade him

from carrying them out. To his mind his

friend's position was to be envied, for he

knew the bitterness of returned sheets, piles

of manuscript, representing years of thought,

slowly acquired knowledge, the outcome of

sympathy with the facts of life, a desire for
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truth. They lay now, stored in an old chest,

scholarly perfection and poetic thought deli

cately expressed, fading into impalpable

atmosphere with the decay of the paper on

which they were inscribed, because in the

judgment of the army of publishers (keen

judgment, mostly correct) they lacked the

elements of success.

Richard Draycott started and Martin

Fender was left alone. Not until he returned

to his rooms, one grey Saturday afternoon,

after seeing the train steam slowly out of the

station, did he realize how great and how

painful his solitude would be. A sensitive,

gentle-natured man, with kind eyes and a

bearded face; a trifle careless in his attire,

deeming such carelessness the best shield for

poverty. Failing in wider ambitions, he had

turned to the lowlier walks of journalismâ��

short, unsigned articles, notes and anec

dotes ; but all his toil brought him a scant

hundred pounds a year. Fifteen shillings

per week he paid for lodging and such

attendance as he claimed ; he found that

hunger and thirst might not be satisfied

under an equal amount, and the surplus

for tobacco and general expenses was not

large.

Nearly three months had passed since his

friend's departure, when Fender read one

morning in his daily paper that an English

gentleman named Richard Draycott had left

the Grande Hotel, in Faris, about two o'clock

x on the previous afternoon and had not since

been seen or heard of.

A week later, in the same paper, appeared

a notice to the effect that a body, answering

to the general description of Mr. Draycott,

had been found in the Seine; and that,

although personal recognition was no longer

conclusively possible, little doubt existed as

to the identity of the drowned man with the

missing Englishman.

Muriel Halsworthy was the proprietor of

the Marlborough, a monthly journal of

established credit and large circulation. The

entire property had been left to her by her

husband's will, as her money had largely

contributed to the purchase and advance of

the paper. She had married at twenty-two a

man of forty, and at twenty-seven found her

self a widow. She was now in her thirtieth

year.

One morning, about six months after the

disappearance of Draycott, Martin Fender

found upon his table a note from Mrs. Hals-

worthy asking him to call upon her at her

private residence. She wished to consult

him, the letter said, upon a matter of con-

Vol. xxvii.â��39.

siderable importance and of a common

interest.

Fender was greatly perplexed. He knew

Mrs. Halsworthy by name, but not person

ally. He could not imagine the nature of

the business in question; but, of course, he

obeyed her summons. He found Mrs. Hals-

worthy in her drawing-room. She had men

tioned the tea hour as a convenient time to

call. A tall woman in black; a pale face,

retaining the rounded contours of youth;

dark, soft eyes, a little deeply set, looking as

though they had shed many tears ; a mouth

that smiled readily ; white, shapely handsâ��

this was Muriel Halsworthy.

"1 have asked you to take this trouble,

Mr. Fender," she said, so soon as he was

entered, " because of an extraordinary inci

dent. You may be able to throw some light

on the matter; I know of no one else who

might even presumably be able to give me

the information I seek." She spoke in a

slow, studied manner, which suggested strong

emotion steadily repressed. Martin Fender

merely bowed.

" Did you know," she continued, " that I

wasâ��a friendâ��of Mr. Draycott's ? "

Fender started slightly. " I never," he

said, " heard him, so far as I can remember,

mention your name."

"And yet he spoke to me of you so

frequently. Ferhaps, however, there was a

reason ; our friendship was of a less even

and happy nature â�� things between us

were not always smoothâ��in fact, I was, I

fear, the chief cause of his leaving England."

Martin looked at her suddenly and

earnestly. " His death must have been a

great grief," he said, gently.

"The thought of it and of the manner of

it has been a grief almost too great to be

borneâ��a grief now mercifully endedâ��for he

is not dead."

Fender rose to his feet. " Not dead ?

You have heard ? You know ? "

" Yes, I have heard. He has written to

me. I have his letter here. It is dated the

4th of April, from a French caravan station

in his passage across the desert. He was on

his way from Algiers to the frontier. The

letter has been unreasonably delayed. I have

learned from the Post Office that the mail-

bags were detained by the Arabs in some

disturbance that arose. But here comes in

the most strange part of the affair. Since

that letter was written it would seem that

Mr. Draycott has himself returned to England.

I cannot trace or find him, yet I know him

to be here or to have been here quite
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"NOT UEAD? vou HAVE HEAKU?"

recently, unless, indeed, you are able to

account for or explain certain circumstances.

It is conceivable, you see, that he should

hide himself from me, since we parted under

a misunderstanding I have been unable to

remove; and yet he might have knownâ��his

letter shows "

"What," said Pender, quietly, "are the

circumstances you refer to ? "

" In his letter he confides to me a secretâ��

too late : he should have told me long ago.

But this secret I must entrust you with if

you are to help me ; although," she added,

half jealously, " you may be already aware

of it. Did you ever know that Richard

Draycott wrote under the pseudonym of

Eugene Hunt ? "

Martin turned aside, looking down into

the polished grate, watching the leaping

flames of the fire, which a cold and wet July

rendered acceptable.

" Yes, I did know it," he said, briefly.

She looked half mortified. " He trusted

you, then," she said, " more than he trusted

me. And now you will understand my

perplexity and share it; unless, indeed, you

can explain it away. In my own journal, in

the number just about to be issued, appears

the first instalment of a new story by Eugene

Hunt"

Pender was manifestly startled.

"The plot thickens," he said.

" One very simple solution of the mystery

has occurred to meâ��namely, that Mr. Dray

cott left the story in your hands before he

went away, and that you have been acting

for him."

"That I most certainly have not But

may not the manuscript have been in the

hands of your editor prior to last November?"

" Do you think I should fail to make so

simple an inquiry? No. The complete manu

script reached the office on the 3oth of May.

I have informed myself of every detail. An

application for a serial story was made to

Eugene Hunt so far back as the end of

October last. No reply was received until

the first week in February ; then came the

usual type-written letter; the signature of

Eugene Hunt was also typed, according to

his invariable custom, at any rate when

dealing with us. The letter apologi/.ed for

delay, but promised to supply the story

completed by the date named, the 3oth of

May, if the offer still held good. This was

agreed to, and in due course the manuscript

arrived. You see, therefore, that unless

some person who has acted for him- can be

found, we must conclude that Mr. Draycott

was in England a week after his disappear

ance in Paris, and again barely two weeks

after he wrote to me from Africa."
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" The cheque ? "

" Was sent, and has been returned to our

bank duly endorsed by Eugene Hunt in the

usual writingâ��a large, formal hand that

might easily be assumed, quite unlike the

writing of Mr. Draycott. I have caused

inquiries to be made at the bank where the

cheque was paid in, and as the circumstances

were peculiar the manager gave some in

formation. He said that Eugene Hunt had

had an account there for some years, and

that he was not known to the bank under

any other name. Early in November last he

reduced his balance to a mere trifle, and

after our cheque was paid in at the beginning

of June the whole amount was almost

immediately withdrawn by a cheque bearing

the signature of Eugene Hunt, and which

excited no suspicion."

" Have you also inquired at the address

given by Eugene Hunt ? "

" Both the reply to his letter in February

and the cheque were sent by his request to a

post-office in the north of London, to wait

there till called for. The postmistress

remembers delivering the June letter to a tall

gentleman in a light overcoat who gave the

name of Eugene Huntâ��nothing more; the

sort of description that might apply to a

hundred men."

"Did he al

ways employ this

method ? "

" On previous

occasions he

gave an address

which turns out

to be that of a

stationer's shop

where business

letters are re

ceived. The pro

prietor said that

Mr. Hunt had

not called there

since October,

and that, as she

did not know his

private address,

several letters

which had

arrived for him

at a later date

had been returned to the Post Office."

would have expected me to writeâ��telegraph

â��-somethingâ��he would think I was still hard

and angry. But he must have known there

was so little time. Oh, it is too bewildering !"

Fender passed his hand across his fore

head. " Yes ; it is very bewildering."

" I have sent for you as my last hope. I

have thought that, even if you were not

acting as Richard Draycott's agent, you

might at least know more'of his movements

than you seem inclined to tell me ; that if

I explained to you something of my trouble

â��my anxiety toâ��to make amends for any

pain I may have caused himâ��any fault of

mineâ��you wouldâ��help me ; perhaps take

him some messageâ��or even persuade him

to come "

" Would to Heaven," he cried, passion

ately, " that I could ! He was dear to meâ��

the only friend I hadâ��but I know less of his

fate than you ; I spoke in good faith when I

spoke of him as dead. No word or line

from him has reached meâ��if he has been in

England I have not known it."

He was manifestly speaking the truth.

Mrs. Halsworthy rose fttid stood near him ;

her eyes seemed to compel the direction of

his, and he met her glance. In his she

fancied she saw an expression like that of some

'SHE PUT OUT HER HAND.

" You have certainly," said Fender, " done

your utmost"

" Oh, I am weary of it ! Why should he

hide himself from me in this way? Of

course, he might think I had had his letterâ��

wounded animal

pleading mutely

to be spared any

further torture.

She could im

agine no reason

for such a glance,

but his whole

face, the droop of

the mouth, half

veiled by a beard

touched before

its time with

grey, was that

of a man who

silently, pa

tiently awaits

calamity.

" If that be

so," she said,

gently, " my last

hope for the pre

sent is gone."

She put out

her hand; he hesitated a moment, looking

at its slender fairness, then touched it lightly

with his own.

" If there should be anything further at

any future time that I can do," he said,

rather hoarsely, " command me.
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" Come and see me again. We can at

least talk, plan, conjecture."

His visit to Mrs. Halsworthy began a new-

era in Martin Fender's life. He went again

and found himself cordially welcomed ; by

degrees he knew that his visits were expected

and desired ; they became an established

custom. She talked with him freely and

well; her life for many years had been spent

in an atmosphere of literary culture, for her

father had been a man of considerable attain

ments, and, although she steadily refused to

write herself any word that could possibly

find its way into print, she was an adept

critic. Eugene Hunt's story appeared month

by month and they discussed it freely. To

her it now seemed instinct with Draycott's

personality, but she also professed to find in

it a finer finish, a more scrutinizing and

reflective style than of old. "That is like

him," she would say of some passage. " If

he had not drifted into this groove of anec

dote he would have been a great writer. I

think he will become so."

One day the conversation drifted to the

source of her disagreement with Draycott.

" I can see now," she said, " that the

situation owed its seriousness to Eugene

Hunt. I was constantly inveighing against

what I called the shallow fiction of the day,

and holding Eugene Hunt up to derision,

although my own journal owed much of its

popularity to his work."

"Then you were inveighing," said Fender,

thoughtfully, " not only against your own, but

also against his chief source of income. The

situation becomes altogether too complex."

" I wanted him to undertake the manage

ment of the Marlbonmghâ��to become the

editor. I had vague ideas of turning it into

a journal of high-class literature. He

laughed at me, and told me I should simply

ruin myself. I thought he was poor; I

could not tell how he gained money to liveâ��

but he would not let me help him ; he would

take nothing from me. I thought he left

me in obstinacy and angerâ��I never really

understood until I received his letter."

It was soon after this that Martin confided

to her some of his own aspirations and

failures. She insisted then on hearing one

of his rejected manuscripts, with which,

indeed, she was more in sympathy than with

the works of Eugene Hunt. After some criti

cism and revision she begged to be allowed

to advance him the means of publication ;

but this he refused. He was able, he said,

now to undertake the risk. In his moderate

way he had of late met with some success.

The book appeared and, if not meeting

with the extraordinary and instantaneous

popularity which attends some ventures, it

was accorded a solid place, a moderate wel

come, and proved the corner-stone to its

writer's reputation.

On every side Martin Fender's lot had

brightened ; yet he knew that, with the per

versity of man, he was daily committing,

encouraging himself in, an error that might

ultimately ruin all his chances of peace. He

loved Muriel Halsworthy with the absolutism

of the man who has husbanded his resources,

the capacities of his inward life ; and, with

his native humility, his innate power of dis

crimination, he knew that Richard Draycott

was, and for ever would be, his rival.

But as the months passed and brought no

news of the missing man he grew to think of

him once more as dead, or never likely to

return. Mrs. Halsworthy made every inquiry

practicable, advertising largely in home and

foreign papers, but without success, yet for

a long while she retained hope and faith ;

only as the third year of his absence drew to

a close she drooped, she talked of Draycott

less frequently, she grew suddenly to look

ten years older, and her health failed.

In October her doctor advised her to pass

the winter in the South of France. In her

surrender of hope Fender almost thought he

saw the dawning of his own opportunity; he

did not follow her south, for he thought

absence, perhaps, would cause her to feel

the want of his attentions and to send for

him. The world was now treating him fairly

well, and he attributed the sale of his books,

perhaps rightly, to the influence of Muriel

Halsworthy both upan his style and his

conceptions.

By Christmas he found the solitudes of

London in her absence insupportable, and to

his chagrin she had not summoned him.

For the first time for many years he had the

money and the leisure to take a holiday, and

he determined to visit the village on the

south-west coast where his father had for

so many years been vicar. Some of the

old people must surely still be there, who

would welcome him, if not for remembrance

of himself, for the sake of his father and his

name.

He arrived at Polwyrn one January after

noon, to find it encompassed by an all too

familiar gale ; the old inn still stood at the

corner of the road that opened out to the

little bay at one end and led up to the irre

gular village street, branching off at the other

in a rugged pathway up the cliffs which lined
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the shore ; and the landlord of the inn was

the son of the man whom, as a boy, he remem

bered there.

As he had foreseen, his name brought him

hearty welcome, and he put up at the inn.

He congratulated him;elf in having come

back to the old place. Everything around

him tended to his satisfaction, to distract his

mind from disappointment and desire, to

carry his spirit back across the chasm of

years and link him with the peace of an

almost forgotten time. The soft sing-song

of the voices around was soothing and

familiar; the food set

before him by the hostess

of the inn recalled the

meals in the vicarage

parlour; the very roar

ing of the gale without

brought back a night of

wreck and fear when he

had gone with his father

to the cliff and seen

through spray and dark

ness a vessel dashed to

pieces on the rocks

below. The sailors had

been saved, hauled up the

cliff-side. Through the gale,

as he sat by the fire in the

inn - parlour, he thought he

could hear again the shouts

that encouraged the men who

made the perilous descent,

guiding the ladder to the

wreck. Soon, however, he

became aware that the shouts

had existence outside his

imagination ; that he heard

sounds above the storm and

mingling with it which told of

the excitement and gathering

of the people.

charging some cargo at Falmouth, had been

going on to Plymouth. In a few minutes

Fender was making his way up the cliff,

mingling with the crowd.

The point where the vessel, pierced with

sharp rocks, was stranded was about half a

mile distant, and impossible to reach along

the shore from the bay of Polwyrn except at

low tide and in fine weather. The cliff here

descended almost sheer, a height of two

hundred feet, to a small cove; this cove was

MEN AND WOMEN WERE HURRYING THROUGH THE STORM.

He left the warm fireside and

went to the inn-door. The bar, the public room,

the house seemed deserted, but the narrow

street was alive ; the doors of the fishermen's

cottages were opening and shutting, affording

glimpses of warm interiors and muffled

figures issuing. Men and women carrying

lanterns, or laden with ropes, blankets, and

restoratives, were hurrying through the

storm, streaming towards the narrow path

way up the cliff. He knew well enough

what it meant: a ship upon the rocks. The

landlord, coming to the door presently,

furnished him with some details.

now dry, but on either side the waters washed

to the base of the cliff; and beyond, stretched

out, jagged, relentless, the low line of rocks

upon which the vessel lay.

The vessel was supposed to be a tramp

from the Mediterranean, that, after dis

Fender knew the place well ; he had

scaled the cliff-side as a boy seeking birds'

nests ; and in fair weather and at low tide

had fished from the rocks below or bathed

from the cove.

When he reached the place now ropes

were being already let down and two

men had descended ; a third apparatus

was being prepared, a chair lashed by

ropes from the four corners to a double

strand ; it was possible that some of the
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shipwrecked might be wounded or helpless

from exhaustion.

The wreck had been lifted and carried by

the breakers so near the cliff that to reach her

from the cove was comparatively easy. The

chief danger lay in the difficulties of ascent

and descent; in the risk in that high wind of

being dashed against the cliff or some pro

jecting stone, and in the great need for

dispatch. In less than two hours the cove

would be covered with the incoming tide.

The work went on bravely. One after

another the men from the ship, fast going to

pieces, were got ashore and drawn up the

cliff. In most cases they were uninjured

and able to protect themselves with a pole

from the cliff-side ; one or two, faint from

exhaustion and cold, were drawn up in the

chair accompanied by one of the rescuers at

his own extreme peril, standing as he best

might, clinging with one arm to the ropes,

with the other using the pole. One of these

men after, such a journey fainted from

exhaustion, and Fender, stepping forward,

offered to take his place on the return

journey. There was a demur, but through

his insistence, and

because of his old

knowledge of the

place, he was finally

allowed to go.

Of that strange

descent into the

abyss he had ever

after the faintest,

most confused re

collection â�� the

voices of many

waters, the rush of

winds bent on

destruction, the

bulging cliffs, the

ropes that seemed

so frail, and yet

strong as the right

hand of God and

his own brave will.

He reached, he

scarce knew how,

the cove and felt

the sand beneath

his feet. One or

two men were there

waiting their turns,

and three of the rescuing party

these said to him :â��

been washed off, but I'm game for one

more try."

" You go up," said Pender; " I'm fresh to

the work and stand a better chance." He

had got the rope round him and was

scrambling through the surf before the man

could reply. His thought was, "To think

of one poor loved human creature, perhaps

left there to die ! "

He reached the ship in safety ; all around

desolationâ��no sign of living thing. He

peered down the hatches, feeling he was

peering into his own doom, for the black

water surged below. He took a step down

and gave, he scarce knew why, a shout. He

heard no answering sound, but his foot struck

something. He stooped and felt the wet

clothing of a man, an arm thrown forward,

and then the hair ; the man had fallen face

downward on the step in an effort to reach

the deck.

He stooped and, clutching him beneath

the arm-pits, dragged him up the last two

steps of the gangway and laid him on the

deck upon his back.

In the light of a moon shining through

sl i

I I

IE SAW TIIH FACEâ��PALLID, UNCONSCIOUS, CHANGED.

One of

"We think we've got them all off: yet

we've heard tell of a passenger, and him

we can't find. We think he must ha1

scud he saw the faceâ��pallid, unconscious,

changed, but he believed not deadâ��the face

of Richard I >raycott!

He gave one wild cry; that echoed out

into the night. Oh, Heaven! what miserable
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destiny had brought him to this? The one

man whom in all the world he desired to

know was dead. If he left him there ? The

ship in another few minutes would go to

piecesâ��who would know ? A body washed

ashoreâ��perhaps washed off the wreck long

beforeâ��had they not said they could not

find him ? Why should this task have been

left for him ?

And then, with the cold air blowing on his

face, Richard Draycott

opened his eyes.

" Ah ! Where am

I? Why â��Fender â��

you ?" he smiled, a

faint gleam of the old

radiance illuminating

his whiteness. " You 1"

he repeated.

" Yes, it is I. Come,

there is no time to

lose ; we must get out

of this."

" You must leave

me; my leg, I think jt

must be broken. I

tried the companion

"There is no leav

ing. We live or die

togetherâ��you and I."

Fender spoke gruffly;

but he was already

crossing as gently as

he could the arms of

the injured man, and

lashing them together

a little above the

wrists. He then knelt

down upon the deck

and, causing Draycott

to roll a little over on

his side, managed to

slip the arms, now

firmly linked, over his

own head. Holding

the hands tightly to his

chest, he rose slowly,

drawing Draycott up

with him, until he

gained an upright position, having the injured

man upon his back. How, with his burden,

he made his way from the vessel to the rocks

and, cut, bruised, and bleeding, to the shore,

he knew not. It was one blind struggle with

fate; the manhood in him strung to despera

tion in a contest with more than Nature's

elements and weapons, to more than human

effort.

From the cove all were gone but one of

the rescue party, who helped to lash Draycott

in the chair and was then drawn up him

self. Draycott and Fender made the ascent

together, Fender wielding the pole.

The following morning Martin sat at the

bedside of his friend in a room at the inn.

A letter from Muriel Halsworthy, forwarded

from town, had just reached him, and he held

it now in his hand as he looked at the quiet,

sleeping face of the

man he had rescued.

DRAYCOTT AND FENDER MADE THE ASCENT

TOGETHER."

hand you over

place to-day "

" I know, dear

friend," Muriel wrote,

" that you will rejoice

with me. Draycott

has written, he is com

ing home. He will

be in London almost

as soon as this reaches

you; and I am hurry

ing to meet him. ..."

Draycott stirred and

opened his eyes.

Except for the broken

limb, which had been

set, he was but little

injured. "What

heavenly peace !" he

said â�� then his eye

caught the letter.

"Why, surely that

is " He tried to

raise himself.

"Lie still," Fender

said; "it is Mrs.

Hals worthy's writing.

She writes to say she

is expecting you; I

have telegraphed a

reply. Probably she

will be here to-night or

to-morrow morning."

Draycott's face was

illumined. Then,

"You know her?" he

asked, curiously; "you

correspond ? "

"Only as your

friends. I am going to

to her. I must leave this

"Leave? Before Muriel comes? Nonsense.

May I see the letter ? "

Fender handed it to him.

" How can you talk of leaving?" Draycott

said, when he had read it. " How can any

happiness of ours be complete without

you ? "
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He stretched out his hand ; Fender rose

without touching it.

" I have that to tell you which you will

see necessitates my going," he said. " In

your absence I wrote a novel under the name

of Eugene Hunt."

Draycott opened his eyes wider. " The

deuce you did." He seemed rather amused.

" It is not a slight matter. I was in great

straits. Among some papers which you left

with me to be destroyed, papers connected

entirely with the affairs of Eugene Hunt, I

found an offer for a story to be contributed

to the Marlboroiigh Magazine."

" By Jove ! in the hurry I forgot all about

it."

" I accepted the offer, fulfilled the con

ditions, and received the cheque for five

hundred pounds; all under the name of

Eugene Hunt. I knew, you see, all your

methods of conducting the business. I

imagined you dead, and that I was injuring

no one."

" I don't see," said Draycott, thoughtfully,

" that you did injure anyone very much, any

how. You merely assumed the name I had

done with. It is a curious case, and how the

law would decide such a matter I am sure I

can't say. At all events, I, for one, am not

likely to try. Could such an offer be taken

up by any Eugene Hunt that happened to

be going? One important point would be

whether the magazine suffered by the change."

" I believe not; rather, I imagine, the

contrary."

" Then," said Draycott, gaily, " I make

over to you Eugene Hunt and all his re

sponsibilities ! I was anxious enough to be

rid of him, Heaven knows. If I have learned

nothing else in my wanderings, I have learned

that my vocation is not that of a novel writer.

I believe the true instinct of- my life to be

the commercial instinct ; Eugene Hunt and

his works never meant more to me than a

means to an end â�� a livelihood. I have

turned ivory-merchant, and have not been

altogether unsuccessful."

"Then," said Fender, "your old reason

for leaving England no longer exists, and

your way is clear. But I have something

further to tell you which you may find less

easy to forgive than anything I have yet said.

The letter you wrote to Mrs. Halsworthy

soon after your reported death was long

delayed in the transit. When she received

it she sent for me. Curiously, almost at the

same time the first number of the new story

by Eugene Hunt was appearing in the

Marlborough Magazine."

" You told herâ��explained ? "

" I did not tell her. Put yourself in my

place. She imagined that you had been in

England â�� twice â�� without trying to com

municate with herâ��all manner of things."

" Did she think that I was false to her ? "

" I believe never."

" No ; her letter shows. And you?"

There was a moment of silence, laden with

unuttered passion. Draycott was regarding

his friend curiously. " She might, you know,

have preferred you, justly enough," he said.

"She regards meâ��has always regarded

me," Fender answered, sternly, " merely as

your friend, in the light of a link with you.

Her letter also proves that, and Iâ��I thank

Heavenâ��have never sought to imply any other

feeling; or, if I have, she has not recognised

it or been aware of it. Could she other

wise have had the cruelty to write what you

have seen ? Do not drive me too far."

With sudden impulse Draycott once more

stretched out his hand, and this time touched

that of his friend.

" You feel it cruel))' ? Poor old chap.

And you saved my lifeâ��for her ? "

Another three months had passed away,

and Martin Pender one afternoon sat once

more in his room, alone. The same room

on the second floor of No. â��, George Street,

for, although his circumstances might now

have allowed him a greater degree of luxury,

he was a man slow to change.

He had left Polwyrn, as he had told Dray

cott he must leave, feeling it impossible to

meet Muriel Halsworthy at that time. He

had since received one letter from her, a

letter full of expressions of the most kind

friendliness, of warmest gratitude, and of

admiration for his heroism ; not a word or

hint concerning that episode of his life which

he most dreaded to hear irientioned. Yet he

knew that Draycott had told her the truth.

Now for some time he had heard no news

either of her or of Draycott, and he won

dered sometimes if they were already

married, whether they would ever remember

him again. Draycott had at first been full

of gratitude and affection ; but he lived in a

different part of London, and by degrees his

visits to George Street ceased. Their paths

in life seemed quite separated.

There came a quiet tap presently at

Martin's door, and in response to his

mechanical " Come in," someone entered.

He looked up, to see Muriel Halsworthy.

He was so greatly surprised as to be

scarcely conscious of .the feeling; only of a

great gladness.
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" Your landlady," she said, apologetically,

"told me that you were at home, and that

she thought I might come up. Why have

you been so long without coming to see

me ? "

glad ; then we foundâ��how was it ?â��we had

drifted apart in all these years ; we had less

than ever in common. He had become

essentially a merchant. We did not quarrel,

we grew indifferent."

" HE LOOKED UP, TO SEE MURIEL HALSWOKTHY."

" i scarcely thought you would need me.

I have thought of you as happy, contented ;

but Draycott has not been here for a long

while. I have not heard. It seems to me

that you are not looking so strong as I had

hoped to see you. You have not altogether

recovered ? "

" Has it never occurred to you," she said,

ignoring the matter of her health, " that

Richard Draycott has in some way changed,

or is it only that he has developed ? "

" He is a successful man."

" Yes; and perhaps is now, for the first

time, truly himself."

" You have not quarrelled again ? "

" We have not met for a long whileâ��more

than a month. I have been longing to tell

you how it all came about. At first I was so

Vol. xxvii.â��40.

" You are still unhappy; and I, in saving

him, hoped to give you your heart's desire."

"You did more," she said, gravely; "you

have helped to save me from a long delusion.

I should have worshipped a memory."

Fender walked the length of the room.

" Before you separated did he tell you every

thing that passed between us at Polwyrn ? "

ke asked.

" Everything." Then she, too, rose. " I

owe you," she said, gently, " more than I can

say. In losing a dream I have awakened to

a reality. I have learned "

" Yes ? "

" There is only one man whom I could

ever marry."

" Tell me."

" Eugene Hunt ! "
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A TYPICAL ICEBERG OFF THE NEWFOUNDLAND COAST.

Battles with Bergs.

BY P. T. McGRATH.

HE worst danger that menaces

Transatlantic travellers nowa

days is that of collision with

an iceberg in a dense fog. It

is morally certain that the mys

terious disappearance of big

steamships like the Naronic and Huronian

in recent years is attributable to this cause,

for no other agency is powerful enough to

work the ruin of a modern liner, with her

cellular bottom and watertight bulkheads.

One of these mighty structures can defy the

most furious storms, so varied are the safe

guards she possesses to withstand the buffet

ing of wind or wave ; while fire, the most

deadly peril in the bygone times of wooden

hulls, is no longer dreaded, for it is easily

confined within one steel compartment.

Even collision with another ship is not a

grievous peril, because rarely is either of the

combatants so sorely wounded as to be

unable to limp into port. It takes some

Titanic influence to overwhelm one of these

floating fortresses, usually the overturning of

an iceberg through the impact of collision.

The corrosive action of salt water on

the submerged mass, with the play of the

sun on the exposed portion, often produces

such a delicately balanced berg that the

touch of a man's hand will upset it. Often

Newfoundland fishermen, cutting fragments

IPkalo.

from bergs to pack round their bait or fish,

are destroyed by the huge hummocks rolling

right over, sending men and boats to bottom

in a miniature maelstrom. Imagine, then,

the result when a powerful ocean steamer,

impelled at the rate of eighteen or twenty

knots an hour, hurls her vast bulk against a

rampart of ice which suddenly shows itself

through the fog right across the route she

must go! It is too late to stop her, no

change of helm will bring her clear ; those

on board can only pray that the berg will

stand firm against the shock. If so, she may

escape with a battered bow ; but if the berg

upsets it is easy to understand the appalling

consequences of a mass thousands of tons

in weight falling over on a ship or smashing

in her underbody as it swings up beneath

her.

Icebergs are found in the North Atlantic

east of Newfoundland the whole year round.

They are most numerous in the spring, when

they are carried south over the Grand Banks

in the midst of the mighty frozen fields

which are torn from their Arctic home

and sent careering across the wide waste of

waters from Greenland to Labrador. In the

weekly bulletin of the United States Hydro-

graphic Office for April 8th, 1903, appeared

the reports of no fewer than eighty-two

steamers arriving at American ports the
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previous seven days and sighting one or

more bergs on the passage, while a week

later eighty-five reports were published, and

the hydrographer appended a note to the

effect that a number of others had to be

omitted for want of space. As the summer

advances and the sun becomes more power

ful the bergs are melted into smaller frag

ments or break into pieces, and being too

shoal to ground on the Grand Banks are

swept into the Gulf Stream, where they lie

in the way of the steamers plying east and

west, and cause

the shipping

casualties which

so frequently oc

cur during the

summer months.*

Last season

bergs were unusu

ally numerous on

the Grand Banks,

and nearly a score

of ships were

damaged by strik

ing against the

crystal islands,

while the frosty

apparitions of

others, wreathed

in fogs, were des

cried by every

steamer traversing

up in the autumn.

from a]

these waters until well

A blustering winter with

fierce and persistent gales, the worst for

ten years, caused the bergs to drift south, in

the grip of the Polar current, and hundreds

of them of every shape and size, and scattered

or in fleets, were carried across the steam

ship lanes beyond the Banks to imperil the

navigation of these waters by passing craft.

Farther north the bergs were even more

numerous, and many a smack came to an

end, with all on board, by striking one in a

midnight gloom.

During the spring, when bli/zards, fogs,

and frozen gales obscure the ocean's face,

they are, indeed, a terrible danger, and ships

have been known to leave Newfoundland

ports and be sunk within four hours of

departure, so thickly are the waters there

sown with these snow-dusted hummocks.

Then the ordinary peril is multiplied many

times, for the fogs defy the keenest vision,

and the presence of a squat berg may not be

* On June i8th the steamer Nomadic passed by a lirge lierg

which broke into four parts, probably through the vibration in

the water caused by the blows of her propeller; and on July

17th the steamer Ptnnmanor saw another monster break in two,

each section yet remaining a substantial berg.

known until the forepart grinds against it.

Even in summer, when the calm seas and

clear horizons make their detection easy and

their evasion simple, a curtain of fog may

descend and blot out sea and sky, so that

the utmost t caution is needed to avoid

disastrous contact with them. Some of the

steamship lines plying between England and

Canada have abandoned the Belle Isle route

altogether because icebergs are so numerous

there, and they now utilize the less perilous,

but sufficiently risky, route round Cape Race.

A SPLIT ICEBERG.

[Plata.

The figures respecting these mighty masses

would be deemed incredible but for the ease

with which their truth can be attested. The

passengers on the mail - boat plying to

Labrador often count two or three hundred

bergs off that coast on one day. The

Hudson Bay Company's steamer Pelican in

1902 passed one off Ungava which was nine

miles long and two hundred and seventy feet

high. The British warship Charybdis last

year found seventy-eight in White Bay, and

one of these was three hundred and eighteen

feet high. As a berg shows only one eighth

of its bulk above the surface, their depth can

be imagined. The surveying ship Goldfinch

had to quit work on the Grand Banks in

August, 1903, owing to the scores of bergs

that infested that area, and several of the

Montreal liners plying via Belle Isle Strait

had their bows stove in by colliding with

pinnacled masses or stunted ones. Earlier

in the year the ocean steamships running

to and from New York had to deflect

from their regular route because the

Kaiser IVilhelm almost impaled herself on

one, and in June and July, the most dan

gerous months of the year for them, as the
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current moves south more rapidly, the

steamers touching every port from St. John's

to Baltimore were reporting the presence in

the fairway of these ghostly demons of the

deep.

It was as late in the season ^ November

7th, 1879, that the Guion liner Arizona, then

the fastest ship afloat, drove against a colossal

from a] THE LINER "ARIZONA," SHOWING HER BOWS CRUMPLED IN BY AN ICEBERG. fPAolo.

ice-rampart on the Grand Banks while pro

ceeding to Liverpool from New York with

five hundred and fifty persons aboard. The

collision completely battered in her bows,

destroying them in a manner only pos

sible to be understood by referring to the

photograph, and crumpling up stout steel

beams like so many pieces of straw. The

impact made her forepart such a shell of

strained plates and girders that she was

barely kept afloat until she reached St.

John's, the pumps being manned the whole

time and all on board fearing that each

moment she would sink beneath the waves.

After her arrival there some two hundred

tons of ice were taken out of her forepeak,

the result of her conflict with her silent but

deadly enemy. Repairs to enable her to

return to New York occupied three months,

as she had to have wooden bows put in, and

this was a tedious and costly job in a port

like St. John's.

. The next year the French fishing barque

Afontcalm, with a crew of forty-eight men,

struck a berg off Cape Race, and received

such injuries that she sank within a few

minutes, carrying down her whole ship's

company except six men. The Newfound

land fishing-schooner Trefoil was destroyed

in the same way a few years later, and out of

twenty-four souls only two escaped. Many

other sailing craft have undoubtedly been

lost with all hands from a like cause, leaving

no trace of their fate. American fishing-

schooners, which

are navigated with

a recklessness no

others attempt,

are particularly

susceptible to

such disasters, and

how many of them

have been sent to

the bottom by ram

ming bergs will

probably never be

known. The

number can only

be conjectured by

the total of those

which come into

collision with the

ice-masses and

escape in a more

or less crippled

condition. Several

such make New

foundland ports

in a season, and

occasionally a starving man in a flimsy boat

will be picked up adrift, with a gruesome

tale to tell of a midnight horror when a

rudely-built fishing-smack went to pieces

against a towering, glassy crag.

The Concordia is another illustration of the

damage caused by an iceberg accident. She

was steaming out of the Straits of Belle Isle

in August, 1899, when she plumped into a

sheer wall of ice, an ocean battlement resist

ing all attacks. Stricken with a gaping

wound she backed off and headed away from

her immovable antagonist, glad to escape

In 1896 the steamer Knight Bachelor, in

crossing the Grand Banks in a fog, fouled

a berg and tore away her bows so as to

leave her a complete wreck forward. Luckily

for her, however, she was moving half speed

only, and therefore did not strike it with

full force, else she would have crumpled

up and collapsed like an egg-shell. Even

at her low speed she sustained so severe a

wound that her escape was little short

of a miracle, and she was viewed by

thousands after she had made her way into

port.
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THE "KNIGHT BACHlil.OR" â�� THE KtSULT OF AN IMl'ACT

WITH A BERG. {Photo.

with no worse injury than a bow rent

asunder to the foremost bulkhead.

The Anchoria some years ago struck

a piece of ice with her screw in April

and broke her shaft, being then two

hundred miles off St. John's. The ship

was full of passengers, and, with the

winter gales raging over that area, her

plight was desperate. A boat's crew

volunteered to row for St. John's to get

help, and did so in the teeth of the

storms, but she was picked up by another

steamer and towed along in her wake,

reaching there without further mishap,

though her passengers were almost crazed

with the panic, as the two ships were

enmeshed in the floes for a long time,

and in danger of being " nipped " by

the contending sheets. The Gascogne,

a French liner, had a similar experience

in April, 1898, coming to anchor on the

Banks amid the floes and bergs, and

being caught there until the piling, raft

ing masses rose to the height of her rail

and threatened to overwhelm her and

all on board. She had a total personnel

of over four hundred, and, there being

many women, their terror was extreme,

the whole situation proving to be one

which nobody on board ever desired a

repetition of.

Nothing could be more appalling than

the conditions created aboard an ocean

steamer filled with passengers when she

strikes an iceberg. She is a floating

pandemonium, the terror of all accentu

ated by the fact that there is usually

nothing else in sight to take them off if

the disaster is of the worst.

In May, 1899, the steamer Grand

Lake, bound for Boston, went against a

berg off Cape Race with two hundred

and thirty-five persons aboard, and had

to put into St. John's in a sinking

condition, lines of passengers with

buckets assisting the steamer's pumps in

keeping her free of water. The Inman

liner City of Berlin came near ending

her days by poking her prow into a berg

on the Grand Banks in a dense fog in

April, 1900. Her figure-head was de

stroyed, her bowsprit carried away, and

her stem punctured from deck to keel,

THE SMASHED BOWS OF THE "CONCOKDIA," SHOWING THE CARGO.

From a Photo.
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THE " HATASU," AFTER RAMMING TWO BEHGS.

ripping her open well below the water-line.

About one hundred tons of ice tumbled on

board her, and it

was feared at first

she would sink.

The crash of the

onset and the

thunder of the ice

on deck stampeded

the passengers,

and they rushed

wildly to the deck ;

but discipline was

soon restored, as

it was found the

ship could still

swim so as to

make her way to

port, which she

eventually did

after some delay.

A month later

the Jfatasu, a

Montreal liner, hit

a berg off Cape

Race. She ran

a regular

[Photo.

fleet of them, it being dense fog at

the time, and in steering to avoid

one she rammed another. But she

was under small headway, and

only stove in her stem and plates

attached. As the picture shows,

her whole stem up to a certain

point was crushed back against the

bulkhead, the fracture above being

as clean as if made with a machine.

It was in a case like this, in 1881,

that the steamer Isabel, off Cape

Race, too, met the accident which

sent her to her end with twenty-

six souls, only one survivor scramb

ling on to the berg and being

rescued from there a few hours later

by a fishing-boat. The Isabel in a

fog sighted a berg, and altering her

helm to pass it by drove against a

submerged spur of the flinty crystal,

which scored her bottom with a

great gash from stem to stern,

causing her to turn turtle and go

down with all hands but this man,

who clung to a grating, and thence

made his way up the steep side of

the berg, where he was descried

later in the day.

In July, 1896, the steamer John

Brig/it smashed a great hole in her

bows by driving against a berg that

lay almost awash, and a similar accident

befell the Rotterdam only a month later. In

THE " JOHN BRIGHT," STOVE IN BY A LOW-LYING BERG.

[PAolft
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May, 1897, the steamer Furtor was disabled

by collision with a towering berg, and putting

into St. John's was docked, and had a

wooden bow constructed. But on resuming

her voyage she struck another and shattered

this and the bulkhead to which it was

fastened, so that she soon filled and sank,

her crew being forty hours in open boats

before they were rescued. In August, 1898,

the Addington had her bows beaten in, and

in June, 1900, the Gratia also impaled

herself on a floating hummock. In July,

1903, the steamer

Jfedwig met dis

aster in a kindred

form, and in August

the Baku Standard,

an oil - tanker, hit

one of these "grow

lers," as the New

foundlanders call

them, ripping apart

her forepeak.

Sometimes it is

a ship's side or

bottom that is

damaged, just as

the point of impact

happens to be one

or the other. In

the summer of

1899 the Atderney,

threading her way

through a berg-

strewn region off

Cape Race, had

one flung against

her side, inflicting

a wound therein

from keel to bul

wark, and damag

ing two compart

ments so seriously

that only the

greatest exertion

enabled her to

reach St. John's in safety. In 1892 the

Imogene sustained severe damages to her

bottom through striking on a submerged

shelf of ice, extending several hundred feet

from the parent berg to which it was attached.

This is one of the greatest risks in traversing

waters where bergs are numerousâ��the fact

that the contour above water offers no index

to the shape below, a minaret often being

superimposed on a vast flat area, stretching

out below water in every direction, and a

deadly danger to a ship that approaches too

near. In 1892 the steamer Portia, off St.
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John's, ran on one of these ledges, and, dis

turbing the equilibrium of the whole berg,

was lifted clear out of water, but broke off

the submerged part with her weight and

dropped back again with her bottom rent,

and her seventy passengers, as well as her

crew, panic-stricken at their narrow escape

from death, for she would probably have

been sunk with all on board but for this

fortunate circumstance.

BOWS BKATEN IN BY A COLLISION

A HKRG. IPJiato.

But it is not steamers alone which are the

victims of contact with these bergs. On

May 2 8th, 1903,

the schooner Wis

teria put into St.

John's with her

bows stove by hav

ing struck a berg a

glancing blow in a

fog on the Grand

Banks the previous

night. She was

leaking badly, and

had she struck the

berg head on she

must inevitably

have foundered.

That was the fate

of the schooner

Hero, in July, 1902,

in the same vicinity,

which collided with

a berg under like

conditions, only

she struck a more

direct blow, and

shattered every

plank in her frame,

so that she filled

and sank almost

instantly, carrying

down with her

eleven out of the

sixteen souls com

prising her crew.

In September,

1900, off Labrador, the schooner Czar, with a

fishing crew of sixty-five, came near hurrying

them all into eternity when she foundered

within an hour after running into a berg.

Fortunately another vessel lay near, and she

rescued every soul, though by a very small

margin. In September, 1903, the barque

Belfast had to be abandoned off Cape Race

because of injuries sustained through col

lision with a berg, and in October the crew

of the French trawler Vengeur were found in

open boats, their vessel having collided with

a fragment and sunk under them.
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CHAPTER V.

R. CHALK'S expedition to

the Southern Seas became a

standing joke with the captain,

and he waylaid him on several

occasions to inquire into the

progress he was making, and

to give him advice suitable for all known

emergencies at sea, together with a few that

are unknown. Even Mr. Chalk began to

tire of his pleasantries, and, after listening to

a surprising account of a Scotch vessel which

always sailed backwards when the men

whistled on Sundays, signified his displeasure

by staying away from Dialstone Lane for

some time.

Deprived of his society the captain con

soled himself with that of Edward Tredgold,

Copyright, 1904, by W. W. Jacobs,

a young man for whom he was beginning to

entertain a strong partiality, and whose

observations of Binchester folk, flavoured

with a touch of good-natured malice, were a

source of never-failing interest.

" He is very wide-awake," he said to his

niece. " There isn't much that escapes

him."

Miss Drewitt, gazing idly out of window,

said that she had not noticed it.

" Very clever at his business, I under

stand," said the captain.

His niece said that he had always appeared

to herâ��when she had happened to give the

matter a thoughtâ��as a picture of indolence.

"Ah! that's only his manner," replied the

other, warmly. " He's a young man that's

going to get on; he's going to make his

in the United States of America.
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mark. His father's got money, and he'll

make more of it."

Something in the tone of his voice attracted

his niece's attention, and she looked at him

sharply as an almost incredible suspicion as

to the motive of this conversation flashed

on her.

" I don't like to see young men too fond

of money," she observed, sedately.

" I didn't say that," said the captain,

eagerly. "If anything, he is too open-

handed. What I meant was that he isn't

lazy."

" He seems to be very fond of coming to

see you," said Prudence, by way of encourage

ment.

" Ah ! " said the captain, " andâ��â��"

He stopped abruptly as the girl faced

round.

" And ? :' she prompted.

"And the crow's-nest," concluded the

captain, somewhat lamely.

There was no longer room for doubt.

Scarce two months ashore and he was trying

his hand at matchmaking. Fresh from a

world of obedient satellites, and ships re

sponding to the lightest touch of the helm,

he was venturing with all the confidence of

ignorance upon the most delicate of human

undertakings. Miss Drewitt, eyeing him

with perfect comprehension and some little

severity, sat aghast at his hardihood.

" He's very fond of going up there," said

Captain Bowers, somewhat discomfited.

" Yes, he and Joseph have much in

common," remarked Miss Drewitt, casually.

" They're somewhat alike, too, I always

fancy."

" Alike ! " exclaimed the astonished cap

tain. " Edward Tredgold like Joseph ? Why,

you must be dreaming."

" Perhaps it's only my fancy," conceded

Miss Drewitt, " but I always think that I can

see a likeness."

"There isn't the slightest resemblance in

the world," said the captain. " There isn't a

single feature alike. Besides, haven't you

ever noticed what a stupid expression Joseph

has got ? "

"Yes," said Miss Drewitt.

The captain scratched his ear and regarded

her closely, but Miss Drewitt's face was

statuesque in its repose.

" Thereâ��there's nothing wrong with your

eyes, my dear ? " he ventured, anxiouslyâ��

" short sight or anything of that sort ? "

" I don't think so," said his niece, gravely.

Captain Bowers shifted in his chair and,

convinced that such a superficial observer

must have overlooked many things, pointed

out several admirable qualities in Edward

Tredgold which he felt sure must have

escaped her notice. The surprise with which

Miss Drewitt greeted them all confirmed him

in this opinion, and he was glad to think

that he had called her attention to them ere

it was too late.

" He's very popular in Binchester," he

said, impressively. " Chalk told me that he

is surprised he has not been married before

now, seeing the way that he is run after."

" Dear me !" said his niece, with sup

pressed viciousness.

The captain smiled. He resolved to stand

out for a long engagement when Mr. Tred

gold came to him, and to stipulate also that

they should not leave Binchester. An ad

mirer in I./ondon to whom his niece had once

or twice alluded â��forgetting to mention that

he was only tenâ��began to fade into what the

captain considered proper obscurity.

Mr. Edward Tredgold reaped some of the

benefits of this conversation when he called

a day or two afterwards. The captain was

out, but, encouraged by Mr. Tasker, who re

presented that his return might be looked

for at any moment, he waited for over an

hour, and was on the point of departure

when Miss Drewitt entered.

" I was just going," said Mr. Tredgold, as

he resumed his seat. "If you had been five

minutes later you would have found an empty

chair. I suppose Captain Bowers won't be

long now ? "

" I should think that you must be tired of

waiting?" she said, when he had explained.

" I'll give him a little while longer if I

may," said Mr. Tredgold. "I'm very glad

now that I waitedâ��very glad indeed."

" He might be," said the girl.

There was so much meaning in his voice

that Miss Drewitt felt compelled to ask the

reason.

" Because I was tired when I came in and

the rest has done me good," explained Mr.

Tredgold, with much simplicity. " Do you

know that I sometimes think I work too

hard?"

Miss Drewitt raised her eyebrows slightly

and said, " Indeed ! I am very glad that you

are rested," she added, after a pause.

"Thank you," said Mr. Tredgold, grate

fully. " I came to see the captain about a

card-table I've discovered for him. It's a

Queen Anne, I believe; one of the best

things I've ever seen. It's poked away in

the back room of a cottage, and I only dis

covered it by accident."
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" It's very kind of you," said Miss Drewitt,

coldly, " but I don't think that my uncle

wants any more furniture ; the room is pretty

full now."

" I was thinking of it for your room," said

Mr. Tredgold.

" Thank you, but my room is full," said

the girl, sharply.

" It would go in that odd little recess by

the fireplace," continued the unmoved Mr.

Tredgold. " We tried to get a small table

for it before you came, but we couldn't see

anything we fancied. I promised the captain

I'd keep my eyes open for something."

Miss Drewitt looked at him with growing

indignation, and wondered whether Mr.

Chalk had added her to his list of the

victims of Mr. Tredgold's blandishments.

Urewitt, firmly. " Please don't say anything

to my uncle about it."

Mr. Tredgold looked disappointed. "As

you please, of course," he remarked.

" Old things always seem a little bit

musty," said the girl, softening a little. " I

should think that I saw the ghosts of dead

and gone players sitting round the table. I

remember reading a story about that once."

" Well, what about the other things ? " said

Mr. Tredgold. " Look at those old chairs,

full of ghosts sitting piled up in each other's

lapsâ��there's no reason why you should only

see one sitter at a time. Think of that beau

tifully-carved four-poster."

" My uncle bought that," said Miss

Drewitt, somewhat irrelevantly.

" Yes, but I got it for him,"'said Mr. Tred-

"'DONE WITH IT?' REPEATED THE GIRL, IN A STARTLED VOICE."

" Why not buy it for yourself ?" she

demanded.

" No money," said Mr. Tredgold, shaking

his head. " You forget that I lost two

pounds to Chalk the other day, owing to

your efforts."

"Well, I don't wish for it," said Miss

gold. " You can't pick up a thing like that

at a moment's noticeâ��I had my eye on it for

years ; all the time old Brown was bedridden,

in fact. I used to go and see him and take

him tobacco, and he promised me that I

should have it when he had done with it."

" Done with it ? " repeated the girl, in a
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startled voice. "Didâ��did he get another

one, then ? "

Mr. Tredgold, roused from the pleasurable

reminiscences of a collector, remembered

himself suddenly. " Oh, yes, he got another

one," he said, soothingly.

" Isâ��is he bedridden now ? " inquired the

girl.

" I haven't seen him for some time," said

Mr. Tredgold, truthfully. " He gave up

smoking andâ��and then I didn't go to see

him, you know."

" He's dead," said Miss Drewitt, shivering.

" He died in Oh, you are horrible !"

" That carving " began Mr. Tredgold.

"Don't talk about it, please," said the

indignant Miss Drewitt. " I can't understand

why my uncle should have listened to your

advice at all; you must have forced it on

him. I'm sure he didn't know how you

got it."

" Yes, he did," said the other. " In fact,

it was intended for his room at first. He

was quite pleased with it."

" Why did he alter his mind, then ?"

inquired the girl.

Mr. Tredgold looked suddenly at the

opposite wall, but his lips quivered and his

eyes watered. Miss Drewitt, reading these

signs aright, was justly incensed.

" I don't believe it," she cried.

" He said that you didn't know and he

did," said Mr. Tredgold, apologetically. " I

talk too much. I'd no business to let out

about old Brown, but I forgot for the moment

â��sailors are always prone to childish super

stitions."

" Are you talking about my uncle ?"

inquired Miss Drewitt, with ominous calm.

" They were his own words," said the

other.

Miss Drewitt, feeling herself baffled, sat for

some time wondering how to find fault

politely with the young man before her. Her

mind was full of subject-matter, but the

politeness easily eluded her. She threw out

after a time the suggestion that his presence

at the bedside of sick people was not likely

to add to their comfort.

Captain Bowers entered before' the

aggrieved Mr. Tredgold could think of a

fitting reply, and after a hasty greeting

insisted upon his staying for a cup of tea.

By a glance in the visitor's direction and a

faint smile Miss Drewitt was understood to

endorse the invitation.

The captain's satisfaction at finding them

together was complete, but a little misunder

standing was caused all round, when Mr.

Tasker came in with the tea, by the series of

nods and blinks by which the captain strove

to call his niece's attention to various facial

and other differences between his servant

and their visitor. Mr. Tredgold, after stand

ing it for some time, created a little con

sternation by inquiring whether he had got

a smut on his nose.

The captain was practically the only talker

at tea, but the presence of two attentive

listeners prevented him from discovering the

fact. He described his afternoon's ramble

at such length that it was getting late by the

time they had finished.

" Stay and smoke a pipe," he said, as he

sought his accustomed chair.

Mr. Tredgold assented in the usual manner

by saying that he ought to be going, and

instead of one pipe smoked three or four.

The light failed and the lamp was lit, but he

still stayed on until the sound of subdued

but argumentative voices beyond the drawn

blind apprised them of other visitors. The

thin tones of Mr. Chalk came through the

open window, apparently engaged in argu

ment with a bear. A faint sound of hustling

and growling, followed by a gentle bumping

against the door, seemed to indicate that he

â��or perhaps the bearâ��was having recourse

to physical force.

" Come in," cried the captain.

The door opened and Mr. Chalk, some

what flushed, entered, leading Mr. Stobell.

The latter gentleman seemed in a surly and

reluctant frame of mind, and having ex

changed greetings subsided silently into a

chair and sat eyeing Mr. Chalk, who, some

what nervous as to his reception after so

long an absence, plunged at once into con

versation.

" I thought I should find you here," he

said, pleasantly, to Kdward Tredgold.

" Why ?" demanded Mr. Tredgold, with

what Mr. Chalk thought unnecessary abrupt

ness.

"Wellâ��well, because you generally are

here, I suppose," he said, somewhat taken

aback.

Mr. Tredgold favoured him with a scowl

and a somewhat uncomfortable silence

ensued.

"Stobell wanted to see you again," said

Mr. Chalk, turning to the captain. "He's

done nothing but talk about you ever since

he was here last."

Captain Bowers said he was glad to see

him ; Mr. Stobell returned the courtesy with

an odd noise in his throat and a strange

glare at Mr. Chalk.
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" I met him to-night," con

tinued that gentleman, " and

nothing would do for him but

to come on here."

MK. CHAI.K ENTEXED, LEADING MR. STOBELL.

It was evident from the

laboured respiration of the ardent Mr. Stobell,

coupled with a word or two which had filtered

through the window, that the ingenious Mr.

Chalk was using him as a stalking-horse.

From the fact that Mr. Stobell made no

denial it was none the less evident, despite

the growing blackness of his appearance,

that he was a party to the arrangement. The

captain began to see the reason.

" It's all about that island," explained

Mr. Chalk ; " he can talk of nothing else."

The captain suppressed a groan, and

Mr. Tredgold endeavoured, but without

success, to exchange smiles with Miss

Drewitt.

" Aye, aye," said the captain, desperately.

" He's as eager as a child that's going

to its first pantomime," continued Mr. Chalk.

Mr. Stobell's appearance was so alarming

that he broke off and eyed him with growing

uneasiness.

" You were talking about a pantomime,"

said Mr. Tredgold, after a long pause.

Mr. Chalk cast an imploring glance at Mr.

Stobell to remind him of their compact, and

resumed.

" Talks of nothing else," he said, watching

his friend, "and can't sleep for thinking of it."

"That's bad," said Mr. Tredgold, sympa

thetically. " Has he tried shutting his eyes

and counting sheep jumping over a stile ? "

" No, he ain't" said Mr. Stobell, exploding

suddenly, and turning a threatening glance

on the speaker. " And what's more," he

added, in more ordinary tones, " he ain'i

going to."

" Weâ��we've been thinking of that trip

again," interposed Mr. Chalk, hurriedly.

" The more Stobell thinks of it the more he

likes it. You know what you said the last

time we were here ? "

The captain wrinkled his brows and

looked at him inquiringly.

" Told us to go and find the island," Mr.

Chalk reminded him. " You said, ' I've

shown you a map of the island ; now go and

find it.'"

" Oh, aye," said the captain, with a laugh,

"so I did."

" Stobell was wondering," continued Mr.

Chalk, " whether you couldn't give us just a

little bit more of a hint, without breaking

your word, of course."

Mr. Chalk's face fell: He moved his chair

aside mechanically to make room for Mr.

Tasker, who had entered with a tray and

glasses, and sat staring at the floor. Then he

raised his eyes and met a significant glance

from Mr. Stobell.

" I don't see how it could be done," re

plied the captain, pondering ; " a promise is

a promise."

" I suppose we may have another look at

the map ?" he said, softly ; "just a glance to

freshen our memories."

The captain, who had drawn his chair to

the table to preside over the tray, looked up

impatiently.
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" No," he said, brusquely.

Mr. Chalk looked hurt. "I'm very sorry,"

he said, in surprise at the captain's tone.

" You showed it to us the other day, and I

didn't think â�¢"

"The fact is," said the captain, in a more

gentle voiceâ��" the fact is, I can't."

" Can't ? " repeated the other.

" It is not very pleasant to keep on refusing

friends," said the captain, making amends for

his harshness by pouring a serious overdose

of whisky into Mr. Chalk's glass, "and it's

only natural for you to be anxious about it, so

I removed the temptation out of my way."

"Removed the temptation?" repeated

Mr. Chalk.

" I burnt the map," said the captain, with

a smile.

"jBurntitl" gasped Mr. Chalk. " BURNT

it?"

" Burnt it to ashes," said the captain,

jovially. " It's a load off my mind. I ought

to have done it before. In fact, I never ought

to have made the map at all."

Mr. Chalk stared at him in speechless

dismay.

" Try that," said the captain, handing Mr.

Stobell his glass.

Mr. Stobell took it from mere force of

habit, and sat holding it in his hand as

though he had forgotten what to do with it.

" I did it yesterday morning," said the

captain, noticing their consternation. " I had

just lit my pipe after breakfast, and I suppose

the match put me in mind of it. I took

out the map and set light to it at Cape

Silvio. The flame ran half-way round the

coast and then popped through the middle

of the paper and converted Mount Lone

some into a volcano."

He gave a boisterous laugh and, raising

his glass, nodded to Mr. Stobell. Mr.

Stobell, who was just about to drink, lowered

his glass again and frowned.

" I don't see anything to laugh at," he

said, deliberately.

" He can't have been listening," said Mr.

Tredgold, in a low voice, to Miss Drewitt.

" Well, it's done now," said the captain,

genially. " Youâ��you're not going ? "

" Yes, I am," said Mr. Stobell.

He bade them good-night, and then paus

ing at the door stood and surveyed them ;

even Mr. Tasker, who was gliding in unobtru

sively with a jug of water, shared in his

regards.

" When I think of the orphans and

widows," he said, bitterly, " I "

He opened the door suddenly and, closing

it behind him, breathed the rest to Dialstone

Lane. An aged woman sitting in a door

way said, " Hush.'"

CHAPTER VI.

Miss DREWITT sat for some time in her

room after the visitors had departed, eyeing

with some disfavour the genuine antiques

which she owed to the enterprise, not to say

officiousness, of Edward Tredgold. That they

were in excellent taste was undeniable, but

there was a flavour of age and a suspicion of

decay about them which did not make for

cheerfulness.

She rose at last, and taking off her watch

went through the nightly task of wondering

where she had put the key after using it last.

It was not until she had twice made a fruit

less tour of the room with the candle that

she remembered that she had left it on the

mantelpiece downstairs.

The captain was still below, and after a

moment's hesitation she opened her door and

went softly down the steep winding stairs.

The door at the foot stood open, and

revealed the captain standing by the table.

There was an air of perplexity and anxiety

about him such as she had never seen

before, and as she waited he crossed to the

bureau, which stood open, and searched

feverishly among the papers which littered it.

Apparently dissatisfied with the result, he

moved it out bodily and looked behind and

beneath it. Coming to an erect position

again he suddenly became aware of the

presence of his niece.

" It's gone," he said, in an amazed voice.

" Gone ? " repeated Prudence. " What

has gone ? "

'' The map," said the captain, fumbling his

beard. " I put it in this end pigeon-hole

the other night after showing it and I haven't

touched it since ; and it's gone."

" But you burnt it !" said Prudence, with

an astonished laugh.

The captain started. " No ; I was going

to," he said, eyeing her in manifest con

fusion.

" But you said that you had," persisted his

niece.

"Yes," stammered the captain, "I know I

did, but I- hadn't. I was just looking ahead

a bit, that was all. I went to the bureau

just now to do it."

Miss Drewitt eyed him with mild reproach.

"You even described how you did it," she

said, slowly. " You said that Mount Lone

some turned into a volcano. Wasn't it

true ? "
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" Figure o' speech, my dear," said the

unhappy captain ; " I've got a talent for

description that runs away with me at times."

His niece gazed at him in perplexity.

" You know what Chalk is," said Captain

Bowers, appealingly. " I was going to do it

yesterday, only I forgot it, and he would

have gone down on his knees for another

sight of it. I don't like to seem disobliging

to friends, and it seemed to me a good way

out of it. Chalk is so eagerâ��it's like re

fusing a child, and I hurt his feelings only

the other day."

" Perhaps you burnt it after all and forgot

it ? " said Prudence.

For the first time in her knowledge of him

the captain got irritable with her. " I've

not burnt it," he said, sharply. "Where's

that Joseph ? He must know something

about it!"

He moved to the foot of the staircase, but

Miss Drewitt laid a detaining hand on his arm.

"Joseph was in the room when you said

that you had burnt it," she exclaimed. " You

can't contradict yourself like that before

him. Besides, I'm sure he has had nothing

to do with it."

" Somebody's got it," grum

bled her uncle, pausing.

He dropped into his chair

and looked at her in con

sternation. " Good heavens I

Suppose they go after it," he

said, in a choking voice.

" Well, it won't be your

fault," said Prudence. "You

haven't broken your word

intentionally."

But the captain paid no

heed. He was staring wild-

eyed into vacancy and rump

ling his grey hair until it

stood at all angles. His face

reflected varying emotions.

" Somebody has got it," he

said again.

" Whoever it is will get

no good by it," said Miss

Drewitt, who had had a

pious upbringing.

" And if they've got the

map they'll go after the

island," said the captain,

pursuing his train of

thought.

" Perhaps they won't find

it after all," said Prudence.

" Perhaps they won't,"

said the captain, gruffly.

He got up and paced the room restlessly.

Prudence, watching him with much sympathy,

had a sudden idea.

" Edward Tredgold was in here alone this

afternoon," she said, significantly.

" No, no," said the captain, warmly.

" Whoever has got it, it isn't Edward

Tredgold. I expect the talk about it has

leaked out and somebody has slipped in and

taken it. I ought to have been more

careful."

" He started when you said that you had

burnt it," persisted Miss Drewitt, unwilling

to give up a theory so much to her

liking. " You mark my words if his father

and Mr. Chalk and that Mr. Stobell

don't go away for a holiday soon. Good

night."

She kissed him affectionately under the

left eyeâ��a place overlooked by his beardâ��

and went upstairs again. The captain filled

his pipe and, resuming his chair, sat in a

brown study until the clock of the neigh

bouring church struck two.

It was about the same time that Mr.

Chalk fell asleep, thoroughly worn out by the

events of the evening and a conversation
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with Mr. Stobell and Mr. Tredgold, whom he

had met on the way home waiting for him.

The opinion of Mr. Tredgold senior, an

opinion in which Mr. Stobell fully acquiesced,

was that Mr. Chalk had ruined everything

by displaying all along a youthful impetuosity

sadly out of place in one of his years and

standing. The offender's plea that he had

thought it best to strike while the iron was

hot only exposed him to further contumely.

" Well, it's no good talking about it," said

Mr. Tredgold, impatiently. " It's all over

now and done with."

" Half a million clean chucked away,"

said Mr. Stobell.

Mr. Chalk shook his head and, finding

that his friends had by no means exhausted

the subject, suddenly bethought himself of-

an engagement and left them.

Miss Vickers, who heard the news from

Mr. Joseph Tasker, received it with an

amount of amazement highly gratifying to

his powers as a narrator. Her strongly-

expressed opinion afterwards that he had

misunderstood what he had heard was not

so agreeable.

" I suppose I can believe my own ears?"

he said, in an injured voice.

" He must have been making fun of them

all," said Selina. " He couldn't have burnt

itâ��he couldn't."

" Why not ? " inquired the other, surprised

at her vehemence.

Miss Vickers hesitated. " Because it

would be such a silly thing to do," she said,

at last. " Now, tell me what you heard all

over againâ��slow."

" I can't make head or tail of it," said

Miss Vickers when he had finished.

Mr. Tasker complied.

" Seems simple enough to me," said

Joseph, staring at her.

" All things seem simple when you don't

know them," said Miss Vickers, vaguely.

She walked home in a thoughtful mood,

and for a day or two went about the house

with an air of preoccupation which was a

source of much speculation to the family.

George Vickers, aged six, was driven to the

verge of madness by being washed three

times in succession one morning; a gag of

well - soaped flannel being applied with

mechanical regularity each time that he

strove to point out the unwashed condition

of Martha and Charles. His turn came when

the exultant couple, charged with having

made themselves dirty in the shortest time

on record, were deprived of their breakfast.

Mr. Vickers, having committed one or two
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minor misdemeanours unchallenged, attri

buted his daughter's condition to love, and

began to speak of that passion with more

indulgence than he had done since his

marriage.

Miss Vickers's abstraction, however, lasted

but three days. On the fourth she was

herself again, and, having spent the day in

hard work, dressed herself with unusual care

in the evening and went out.

The evening was fine and the air, to one

who had been at work indoors all day,

delightful. Miss Vickers walked briskly

along with the smile of a person who has

solved a difficult problem, but as she drew

near the Horse and Groom, a hostelry of

retiring habits, standing well back from the

road, the smile faded and she stood face to

face with the stern realities of life.

A few yards from the side-door Mr. Vickers

stood smoking a contemplative pipe; the

side-door itself had just closed behind a tall

man in corduroys, who bore in his right hand

a large mug made of pewter.

" Ho ! " said Selina, " so this is how you

go on the moment my back is turned, is it ?"

" What d'ye mean ?" demanded Mr.

Vickers, blustering.

"You know what I mean," said his

daughter, " standing outside and sending

Bill Russell in to get you beer. That's

what I mean."

Mr. Vickers turned, and with a little

dramatic start intimated that he had caught

sight of Mr. Russell for the first time that

evening. Mr. Russell himself sought to

improve the occasion.

" Wish I may die '' he began, solemnly.

" Like a policeman," continued Selina,

regarding her father indignantly.

" I wish I was a policeman," muttered

Mr. Vickers. " I'd show some of you."

" What have you got to say for yourself ? "

demanded Miss Vickers, shortly.

" Nothing," said the culprit. " I s'pose I

can stand where I like ? There's no law

agin it."

" Do you mean to say that you didn't send

Bill in to get you some beer ?" said his

daughter.

"Certainly not," said Mr. Vickers, with

great indignation. " I shouldn't think of such

a thing."

"I shouldn't get it if 'e did," said Mr.

Russell, virtuously.

" Whose beer is it, then ? " said Selina.

" Why, Bill's, I s'pose ; how should I

know ?" replied Mr. Vickers.

" Yes, it's mine," said Mr. Russell.
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" Drink it up, then," commanded Miss

Vickers, sternly.

Both men started, and then Mr. Russell,

bestowing a look of infinite compassion upon

"SHE STOOD FACE TO FACE WITH THE STERN

REALITIES OF LIKE."

his unfortunate friend, raised the mug

obediently to his sensitive lips. Always a

kind-hearted man, he was glad when the

gradual tilting necessary to the occasion had

blotted out the picture of indignation which

raged helplessly before him.

" I 'ope you're satisfied now," he said

severely to the girl, as he turned a triumphant

glance on Mr. Vickers, which that gentleman

met with a cold stare.

Miss Vickers paid no heed. " You get off

home," she said to her father ; " I'll see to the

Horse and Groom to-morrow."

Mr. Vickers muttered something under his

breath, and then, with a forlorn attempt at

dignity, departed.

Miss Vickers, ignoring the remarks of one

or two fathers of families who were volun-

teering information as to what they would do

if she were their daughter, watched him out

of sight and resumed her walk. She turned

once or twice as though to make sure that

she was not observed, and then,

making her way in the direction

of Mr. Chalk's house, approached

it cautiously from the back.

Mr. Chalk, who was in' the garden

engaged in the useful and healthful

occupation of digging, became aware

after a time of a low whistle proceeding

from the farther end. He glanced almost

mechanically in that direction, and then

nearly dropped his spade as he made

out a girl's head surmounted by a large

hat. The light was getting dim, but the

hat had an odd appearance of familiarity.

A stealthy glance in the other direction

showed him the figure of Mrs. Chalk

standing to attention just inside the

open French windows of the drawing-

room.

The whistle came again, slightly increased

in volume. Mr. Chalk, pausing merely to

wipe his brow, which had suddenly become

very damp, bent to his work with renewed

vigour. It is an old idea that whistling aids

manual labour ; Mr. Chalk, moistening his

lips with a tongue grown all too feverish for

the task, began to whistle a popular air with

much liveliness.

The idea was ingenious, but hopeless from

the start. Tlie whistle at the end of the

garden became piercing in its endeavour to

attract attention, and, what was worse,

developed an odd note of entreaty. Mr.

Chalk, pale with apprehension, could bear

no more.

" Well, I think I've done enough for one

night," he observed, cheerfully and loudly, as
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he thrust his spade into the ground and

took his coat from a neighbouring bush.

He turned to go indoors and, knowing his

wife's objection to dirty boots, made for the

door near the kitchen. As he

passed the drawing-room window,

however, a low but imperative

voice pronounced his name.

" Yes, my dear," said

Mr. Chalk.

" There's a friend of

yours whistling for you,"

said his wife, with forced

calmness.

" Why not ? "

" Because if I did you would ask me

what she said, and when I told you you

wouldn't believe me," said Mr. Chalk.

HE MADE OLT A GIRL'S HEAD SURMOUNTED BV A LARGE HAT.'1

" Whistling ? " said Mr.

Chalk, with as much surprise as a man could

assume in face of the noise from the bottom

of the garden.

" Do you mean to tell me you can't hear

it ? " demanded his wife, in a choking voice.

Mr. Chalk lost his presence of mind. " I

thought it was a bird," he said, assuming a

listening attitude.

"Bird?" gasped the indignant Mrs.

Chalk. " Look down there. Do you call

that a bird ? "

Mr. Chalk looked and uttered a little cry

of astonishment.

" I suppose she wants to see one of the

servants," he said, at last; " but why doesn't

she go round to the side entrance ? I shall

have to speak to them about it."

Mrs. Chalk drew herself up and eyed him

with superb disdain.

"Go down and speak to her," she com

manded.

"Certainly not," said Mr. Chalk, braving

her, although his voice trembled.

" Youâ��you decline to go down ?" said

his wife, in a voice shaking with emotion.

Mrs. Chalk eyed him for a moment in

scornful silence, and then stepped to the

window and sailed majestically down the

garden. Mr. Chalk watched her, with parted

lips, and then he began to breathe more

freely as the whistle ceased and the head

suddenly disappeared. Still a little nervous,

he watched his wife to the end of the garden

and saw her crane her head over the fence.

By the time she returned he was sitting in an

attitude of careless ease, with his back to the

window.

"I do," said Mr. Chalk, firmly. "Why

don't you go yourself?"

" Well ? " he said, with assurance.

Mrs. Chalk stood stock - still, and the

intensity of her gaze drew Mr. Chalk's eyes

to her face despite his will. For a few

seconds she gazed at him in silence, and

then, drawing her skirts together, swept

violently out of the room.

(To be continued.)
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She had

very good memory

for figures ; but

her reports were

patiently enough

received until she

spoke of grapes

weighing such an

incredible number

of pounds to the

bunch that her

auditors had to

protest. With a

view to vindica

tion she thereupon

wrote to her West

ern friends asking

for a photograph

showing just how

grapes do grow in

California. In due

time she received

the picture of the

loaded grape-

arbour above

reproduced.

LXXIII.â��A VINERY OF MELONS.

THE COMBINATION I'ICTUKE, MADE UP UF

OME time ago an Eastern lady

visited California, and on her

return home she, of course, had

something to say about the

wonderful size of Californian fruits,

not a

A GRAPE-VINK AT CAKPENTERIA,

/'rwnaj

To old-fashioned folk who think that

photographs, like figures, do not lie, this

picture is an excellent example of what an

expert photographer can do with his negatives.

It is, in fact, printed from a combination of

CALIFORNIA, FROM WHICH THK VINE IN THE COMBINATION

I'ICTUKE IS TAKEN.
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A FIELD OF MELONSâ��THE T.OWF.K PORTION OF THIS PICTURF., TURNED UI'SIDK DOWN, 1'KODUCES IN THE

From a] COMBINATION ncTURK THE KFFKCT OF MELONS HANGING ON THE VINF. [Photo.

three negatives, carefully pieced together,

which represent three entirely different

scenes, and which are also reproduced with

this. The basis of the combination picture,

at the bottom of the previous p ge, shows the

huge grape-vine at Carpenteria, California,

supported from its extensive arbour.

Upon the negative of this was super

imposed, but upside down, the lower half of

the photograph shown above, which is the

picture of a field of Californian pumpkins

ready for harvesting. Then a section of the

last photograph, showing the farmers loading

the pumpkins upon the waggon, was added,

and the result was the combination photo

graph representing grapes as big as pumpkins.

The credit of this ingenious picture, which,

it is perhaps needless to say, was intended

only for a joke, is due to Mr. N. H. Reed,

Santa Barbara, California,

PART OK THIS PICTURE WILL ALSO BE SEEN REPRODUCED

Fnm a Pkoto.

,N THE COMBINATION PHOTOGRAPH.
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LXXIV.â��THE ROMANCE OF A RUG.

BY G. LYNCH.

IN the museum of Oriental art of M. Pardo,

at Constantinople, is to be seen what is

probably the most precious carpet in the

world.

Its history is very interesting. In the

fourteenth century there was great rivalry

between Turkey and Persia in that branch

of textile art in which both countries ex

celled. The rivalry and competition had

been so keen that the Shah Abbas sent to

Mahomet III. five carpets by way of a

triumphant challenge to the Turkish artists.

He believed that nobody in Turkey could

equal, much less surpass, them, and the

chronicles of the time recount that they were

beautiful beyond anything that had hitherto

been seen in the East. Celebrated as these

carpets were, thrown down as a challenge-

glove, they disappeared utterly, and up to

eighteen months ago, despite the efforts of

collectors, they seem to have been com

pletely lost.

One day a very old man, shabbily dressed,

came to M. Pardo's office and told him that

he had an old rug which had been in his

family for generations. The family legend

connected with it was that in the reign of

Mahomet III. a very beautiful daughter

of the house had been selected for the

harem of the Sultan, with whom she had

become a great favourite. As is customary

with those who occupy that position, she

was allowed to send to her family presents

of articles from the palace, and it was in

this way that the rug had come into the

possession of his family. He said that he

would like M. Pardo to look at it, to see

if it were of any value.

It was a matter of daily occurrence in

M. Pardo's establishment to have people

coming to offer old carpets for sale, and it

was not until after a second visit that the old

man induced M. Pardo to go and inspect it.

When he did so he was struck dumb with

astonishment and, as he told me himself, his

heart began to palpitate so violently that he

did not know what was going to happen to

him. A connoisseur and expert from his

youth upwards, he realized the magnitude of

his discovery. Here was a piece of work

surpassing anything that he had ever seen,

and which could be nothing else than one of

those five carpets sent by the Shah of Persia

at the time of that international duel. It was

not in good preservation, and that portion of

the pattern which had been covered with

gold thread had almost entirely disappeared,

but even as it stood it was to carpets what the

Venus de Milo is to statuary.

Filled with suppressed excitement and

scarcely trusting himself to speak, he left the

old man with the understanding that he

should hear from him later on. He spent a

sleepless night, troubled with conflicting

emotions. He felt he could not tell the old

man that the carpet was worthless and obtain

it from him, as he might, for a few pounds.

On the other hand, if he were to inform him

that he was in the possession of a treasure it

would inevitably result in the competition of

many rival bidders. He also felt that he was

entitled to the reward of his discovery.

Finally he returned to the old man, told

him that the carpet was certainly worth fifty

]K)unds, but that he was prepared to give him

one hundred pounds if he sold it to him

there and then, without offering it to the

competition of other buyers. The owner

refused, however, to part with it at all. It is

needless to go into the particulars of seven

weeks' negotiation, during which time M.

Pardo says that he did not enjoy a single

night's sound sleep. The old man was not

so hard up that it was absolutely necessary

for him to part with his treasure. He spoke

frequently of showing it to the curator of

the Constantinople State Museum, which

would have been fatal to M. Pardo.

One fine day a policeman came to the old

man and told him that it had come to the ears

of the Sultan that he was the-possessor of this

carpet, and that before night it was going to

be confiscated. Within an hour of that time

M. Pardo came along; the owner seemed

more willing to sell, but at a higher price

than he had been already offered, Roll after

roll of notes came from Pardo's pockets; he

felt recklessly excited when so near grasping

his prize. Finally a bargain was struck, and

he wound the rug like a cummerbund inside

his overcoat, donned a Turkish disguise of

beard, spectacles, and green - turbaned fez,

with which he had provided himself for the

purpose of greater precaution, and so reached

a closed carriage which he had in waiting

for him a mile away and drove to his house

as fast as the horses could go.

The expenditure on its acquisition was

small in comparison to that required for the

work of restoration which lay before him.
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So fine was the texture of the carpet that he

found it almost impossible to procure any

workers of sufficient knowledge and delicate

dexterity to be capable of dealing with the task.

The secret of replacing the goldwork seemed

to be altogether lost. After a long and

tiring search he at length discovered two

Armenian girls, sisters, who could deal with

it. The services of these he secured by

agreeing to pay them ten shillings a day

each for the remainder of their lives.

Watching them, as I have done, at their

treasure, he said that one of the great

European museums would probably buy it,

or that perhaps it would go to America,

where of late most of the best rugs were

going. Mr. Harry Walters, of Baltimore, for

instance, had recently beaten the records of

all collectors by the choice specimens he had

bought.

English connoisseurs were the first to

appreciate and go in for buying the best

carpets of the Orient ; then followed the

French, and now the Americans buy the best

THE MOST PRECIOUS RUG IN THE WORLD, MADE IN A CHALLENGE BETWEEN TURKEY AND PERSIA.

JYom a PAoto.

work I obtained an idea of how trying and

difficult it is. The fine gold thread used is

taken from very old pieces of embroidery,

and the strain on the eyesight of the workers

is such that at most they can work only two

or three hours a day. With each stitch one

holds the tightly-drawn thread underneath,

while the other works on the opposite side

of the fabric. Although M. Pardo is the

most gentle and considerate of masters he

says he has known both the girls, each of

whom is very delicate, to faint while at their

work. If either were to fall sick or die he

says he absolutely knows of no others to

take their places, and his supreme ambition

is to have this rug finished in time for the

St. Louis exhibition.

When I asked him where he expected to

find a buyer for such a costly and unique

either of the old specimens or what are

newly manufactured.

One great thing about these carpets or rugs

is that they practically never wear out. They

are everlasting, and whatever signs of wear

appear tone down their colours and make

them more artistically attractive. It seems

to me quite in the fitness of things that now

the best art work of this kind should be

found to be going to the United States,

where, with such costly and limited house

space, the walls should not be the only place

for displaying works of art. The rich and

harmonious colours, of pictures of these

Oriental artists are not to be despised because

we have to look down upon them, and are

not to be the less treasured by the genuine

connoisseurâ��the lover of things beautifulâ��

because they are trodden on by his feet.
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LXXV.â��A BURNING SHIP.

BY ARTHUR E. FRASER.

TWO MINUTES AFTER THE FIRE BROKE OUT.

THE set of pictures herewith taken by me

at Kobe, Japan, shows very vividly the terrors

of a fire on board shipâ��perhaps unique repre

sentations of a stern and awful fact. The

ship in the photographs is the French mail

steamer Tonkin, owned by the Messageries

Maritimes de France, which at 2 p.m. on

August 6th last year, was lying peacefully at

her moorings in Kobe harbour. At one

minute past two my

attention was called to

a small curl of smoke

issuing from the fore-

hold of the Tonkin,

and by the time I got

out the camera it had

increased to the

amount as seen in the

first picture. The

second picture was

taken at about three

minutes past two, and

the third picture as

soon as I could turn

round the film again.

It was an appalling

sight, the roar of the

flames and smoke

sounding like a huge

blast-furnace. In ten

minutes the whole of

the bridge, chart-room,

and officers' quarters

[Pluto.

were a mass of flames, and a strong wind that

was blowing at the time soon carried the

flames aft, towards the saloon. The fourth

picture was taken about three hours after the

fire started, and shows the ship surrounded

by launches, fire-boats, and other craft. A

close inspection will show about twelve hoses

hanging over the starboard bow

By this time the flames on the fore-bridge

ONE MINUTE LATER.

IPMo.
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ANOTHER MINUTE LATER, SHOWING CHLORATE OF POTASH BLOWING UP.

From a Plato.

and for'ard part of the upper promenade deck

were fairly under control, but blazing chunks

of wood still kept dropping from the iron

skeleton, which was practically all that re

mained of this portion of the steamer. The

port side seemed to have fared worse than the

starboard, for it was

still too uncomfortably

dangerous to invite

mere onlookers to risk

their skins. The port

midship boat was

entirely destroyed,

while on the starboard

side the steam launch

had been gutted of

its. woodwork.

In order to pre

vent the flames from

the fore-part of the

Tonkin spreading to

the after-part while

the vessel still lay

bows on to the wind,

an awning had

quickly been spread,

and this was speedily

thrown overboard

Vol. xxvii.-43.

when it was no longer needed. This

step indeed was rendered necessary

as the flames had caught in several

places, and so that no obstacle or

fitting of an inflammable nature

should remain chairs and other things

had been quickly thrown overboard.

It is stated that the fire was due to

a coolie dropping a cigarette in the

fore-hold, wherein two thousand

kegs of chlorate of potash were

stowed, of which only about two

hundred had been discharged.

Many great artists have attempted

to depict on canvas the horrors of a

fire at sea. Such painters, as well as

writers who have endeavoured to

achieve the same result in words,

have not escaped suspicion, among

those who have had no actual experi

ence of such an event, of sometimes

exaggerating the horrors of the scene

for the sake of artistic effect, but

such a series of photographs as these

serve to acquit them of the charge.

It is true that this ship was burnt

in harbour and that no lives were

lost. But conceive the scene if

such a fire had broken out in mid-

ocean on board a vessel crowded with

passengers. Add, in imagination,

to the dense volumes of smoke, the red and

lurid glare of flames which the camera is in

capable of reproducing, and it will be admitted

that even such a painting as Turner's burn

ing of the slave ship provides but a pale

representation of the reality.

THB F1RB SUBSIDING, TAKEN ABOUT THREE HOURS LATER.

1PM*



The Heart of the Footballer.

BY C. B. FRY.

HE footballer, the name with

out initials or a " Mr. " in the

Saturday team lists, has he a

heart ? The heart, I mean,

of a man and a sportsman;

the heart of a brother.

A curious question, maybe. In Sheffield

or Manchester, nay, in parts of London, what

a curious stare would answer it! But sensible

enough, needing no answer at a meet of the

Quorn, say, or at lunch in a West-end club.

At lunch in a West-end club there sat and

smoked cigars, with a side-glance out at the

cold, misty river, with a little chat on ethics

of literature and psychology of belief, three

editors, an author, and "a mere athlete."

And at a turn of the talk, haphazard, he

alone, the " mere one," believed and affirmed

the true and abiding sportsmanship of the

footballer.

The old epigrams, the old catch-phrases,

clever (and oh ! so ignorant), quoted them

selves to prove how the venom of a smart

alliteration, of a question-begging epithet,

can breed false opinion and thoughtless

acceptance of untruth.

" You are wrong, wrong, wrong," upspake

the " mere one." " You condemn what you

know as little as I know the strings of

Kubelik's violin. These men you lightly class

in some murky category of qualified ruffianism

areâ��men, most of them, clean of skin and

clean of mind, simple and hard and brave.

Give me to lead a picked regiment of modern

footballers, trained and armed, against any

reasonable oddsâ��for my life at stake. Nay,

Roberts of Kandahar never led a regiment

such as these could be ! Grit to the core;

smelling of clean healthâ��salt eau-de-Cologne;

andâ��Britons."

Excited words; but how truly nearer the

truth than the unwitting cynicism of the

epigrams.

The heart of the footballer ? Honour it

while you may, or learn to honour it: the

heart that, under other names, has done

greatly for England at Crecy, at Waterloo, at

Inkerman, at Rorke's Drift, at Ladysmith.

Granted, there are middling sorts in every

crew. But why sit down and extract the

worst from football vid the moderate kind of

football paper ? Whyâ��and at second-hand,

tooâ��take this as the essence of the players ?

Why ? When there is such an infinity of

good in the game, however seldom recorded.

One player one month is ordered off the

field for ill-temper; one ground one year

is banned for a semi-riot. Granted ; and is

that the whole story ?

'Nay, there are other memories. For, as

the " mere one " said :â��

" Football has many aspects and can be

turned this way or that to appear in any

shape you please. Rough, hideous, brutal,

venal, clean, honourable, grand, magnificent,

all at once, according as you see it. But the

foundation of the matter is the simple human

delight in the physical contest where physical

prowess is displayed. It is a tale as old as

the Greek legends of Hector and Achilles,

and the thread runs through the history of

mankindâ��the Olympian games, the Roman

amphitheatre, the mediaeval tournament, the

prize-ring, football."

And again : " Paid players ? Yes: but what

is it to these twenty-two athletes, eleven

against eleven, that they will take each his

bit o' money at week-end ? Here on the

field they are footballers with naught in mind

but to win a football matchâ��footballers pure

and simple, clean men with clean blood,

supple joints, and tough, elastic muscles, just

flinging into their play all their disciplined

co-operative skill, a skill acquired not without

hard trying and much self-denial. You can

make other pictures of players, but this is

one, and radically true. No place near this

true picture for your cynic, pale and blood

less, with his epigram ; nor for your sceptic,

fat and feeble, with his philosophic doubt.

It is deeds here, action and sympathy with

actionâ��a human struggle for a known and

simple endâ��a win at football."

Here in England of to-day there is a world

strangely unknown to many a leading lady

and London citizenâ��-a great, live world

where, if you spun fine phrases about football

being a mere pastime and recreation, you

would be met by a grim, misunderstanding

smile ; a world where football is footballâ��

the chief branch of sportâ��to be taken very

seriously for the brief ninety minutes it lasts,

to be talked about in the workshop and

factory amid hard work, to be anticipated

and remembered ; a world where a footballer

is a man and a brother, with points to mark

and discussâ��a man and a brother to be

loved and honoured for his prowessâ��not,

as is often the case elsewhere, an alien auto

maton for any seedy pen to spill its wit upon.
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And the " mere one " said again : " You

cannot properly understand football or the

footballer unless some time in your life you

have spent an open-eyed week or two in a

Midland or northern town. There among

the smoke-stacks and the mine-heads, the

cobbled streets and the solid, grimy little

houses, lives a spirit of football which you

would never discover in familiar London or

in the quiet agricultural towns of the southern

counties ; a spirit of football the very exist

ence of which you would doubt did you

mis-know football only as it appears in the

average newspaper. Up in the North and

the Midlands there is, on the one hand, hard

work, real workâ��busy, long hours in the

workshop and factory; and the wheels whiz

and whirl, and the tall chimneys push forth

their trails of heavy black smoke over the

bleak hills. And, on the other hand, there is

sport at week-ends and

at odd times, sport in

the form of bowls and

brassies and knurr-and-

spell and football â��

chiefly football. The

game is human and

deep in human hearts

â�� perhaps for a little

harm, and surely for a

great big good. Believe

me !"

And they believed

him, for he spake of

what he knewâ��a world

where he had lived

and moved and had

part of his being. The

breath of truth blew

fresh across his memory

of men and things. He could tell of the

hard, grey weather of a northern football

town; of the murky grimness of the ground,

with its barriers of smoke-soiled, side-swept

snow and straw. He knew the hardy, pale-

faced crowd behind the barriers ; the manâ��

in thousandsâ��with a tight strip of spotted

flannel round his neck, who means to see

if he pays to go in and means to shout

his will, hoarse and crisp, in picture-making

northern burr.

town chock-full of football. It owns a fine

team, and if anything goes wrong with a

player, so they say, the football manager goes

to the mouth of a coal-pit and whistles down

the pipeâ��" Send up a left half-back " ; and

up shoots the clanking iron cage with Bill,

the left half-back, inside, fit to play in a First

League match, hard as his own hammer,

with a cropped bullet-head and the joy of

football in his feet. And to a man the ten

thousand crowd at the match knows Bill on

sight, even if he has never played for the

club before. The mayor says, " Why, surely,

that's Bill Thorpe, from Jackson's pif!" The

small boy whistles through his fingers and

shouts, " Good lad, Bill; good lad ! "

EDGAK CHADW1CK.

l-'rmn a Pliuto. bu R. thitU <t Co.

An unconventional world it is where foot

ball grows and is fostered best; where the

whole busy town from head-man to hind-

man, from mayor and corporation to him

that works the electric-tram points with a

spike, all of them believe in football and love

the game. There is a little town up North

The ten thousand crowd has its uncouth

partsâ��perhaps its rough edges ; but enjoyâ��

well, it does enjoy : black-fisted, wholesome,

hearty, entirely game enjoyment of the game

it loves. A player hurts

his ankle and limps

lamely to the sanctuary

of the touch-line; the

trainer, in shirt-sleeves,

gallops out with a towel

and a bottle of his own

"rubbing stuff." The

crowd near the touch-

line murmurs kind and

loud, " Be hard, lad ; be

hard." And in three

minutes back goes the

patient to the throbbing,

quick-footed fray, cheered

to the next six towns for

his recovery. Get hurt

and recover if you would

feel a real football cheer.

Uncouth, perhaps, but

they do enjoy: like Vikings.

The memory clings happily still of a Cup-tie

at Bury. They jeered us for troubling to come

all the way from Southampton ; whistled their

tunes at us; twisted nerve-racking rattles at

us; waved their crude colours at us. See them

stand and sway through the tense ebb and

flow of the gameâ��that keen-witted, close-

observing crowd ! Then ! Hear them cheer

us, cheer us to the echo, of the far-off hills,

when we beat them ; beat their own home

teamâ��the darling team -of their week-long

hopes and fears ; cheer us with a deep, organ-

voiced cheer when we beat them. Such

memories keep the escutcheon of " paid foot

ball " fairly clean. You see it bright even

through a passing breath of tarnish.

The more so when you have played many

where coal and iron are common, a rich little and many a ringing game with and against
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these various men ; some of them dandy,

well - dressed accountants, some of them

guiltless of collars and livers on the game ;

but everyone a footballer to the toe-caps.

All sorts of sportsmen.

Edgar Chadwick of Liverpool might meet

you any day in the streets of, say, Blackburn.

He would show you, no doubt, as well-baked

bread as any in the North.

He bakes bread, or has

it baked, they say, when

there is no football on.

They say he has saved

every penny he has made

as a football professional.

They say he is a land

owner in some wealthy

little sporting place up

North. A leading citizen

You may be sure he

owns a window - garden,

and knows every reason

why the plant grows as it

does. His house would

be neat and tidy, with

very white sills and

door - steps. And Mrs.

Chadwick goes to see

him play, whatever and wherever, you

may be quite sure, with an understanding

eye for every twist and turn of the game,

especially for "off-side." And such a critic !

He, Edgar, owns the clearest, star-like, twink

ling eye ever seen on the

morning of a final Cup-

tieâ�� twinkling with

delight at the thought of

a nervous game. Eyes !

He is full of them for

football ; studded with

them ; on his poll, on

his knees, on his ankles,

on his toes: all over;

and they all see into the

other goal at every angle.

He plays football. He

might have been a polo-

pony that needed no

hand on the bridle, no

leg behind the girth ; he

would gallop correct

throughout, passage and

bend and what-not to a

hair, for the love of polo. A fine little

charger for a light-weight colonel, sure-footed

and cool, in a cavalry scurry. But he is a

man, and wears big shin-pads and plays club-

football with all his heart, just as he used to

for England against Scotland.

There is another Chadwickâ��Arthurâ��no

relation, who plays for Portsmouth, and has

played for England : a centre half-back, red

headed, and very fit to see. He is an expert

maker of lace, they say, and a judge of lace.

Master baker, master lace-maker, footballers,

sportsmen, good men on a side.

Excellent Scots drift South.

Hearts of

there came

AKTMUU CHAUWICK.

Vnm. a 1'Mu by R ThKle <f Co

From the

Midlothian

this way to

Hampshire one of the

best â�� Buick of Ports

mouthâ��just a Scot, and

a cabinet-maker. Small

rather and slight, with

yellow hair and double-

jointed hips, he sets

himself on the field to

play the entire opposing

team with skill and

consummate observance

of all rules. He might

have no other trade than

football, yet he would

be known apart from

football. Only a foot

ballerâ��but it is enough :

if you play as he does,

with all your soul laid headlong into

the game. Is it nothing to be a familiar

Saturday afternoon guiding star to six thou

sand or thrice six thousand eyes, guiding

all unwittingly with a humble example of

"always play the game

and play your best " ? Is

it too much to say that

such a player does far

more than play his game?

Well, the keen young

Scot lives fit and cares

to do so. And, after all,

limber energy and un

compromising dash are

something, even in a

game. The man, just

Albert Buick of Ports

mouth Football Club,

plays his game with the

heart of a sportsman.

ALBERT BUICK.

from a 1'koto. 6Â» R. Thick <t Co.

There are other

memories, similar and as

pleasant, some sixteen

miles away at South

ampton. Old comrades these, George

Molyneux and Harry Wood. Of a good

hunter, wise and a clean jumper, men say the

horse has a heart. Of these two footballers,

who that has seen them play would deny a.

heart as big after its kind ?
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GEORGE MOLVNEUX.

Prom a 1'kotu. by R. T/iielc <t Co.

George Molyneux, for instance, was born

some twenty-seven years ago with the shadow

of being in earnest thrown

over him for ever. He

was once a plumber.

He came into a football

world and found himself

therein, and made his

many - wrinkled, clean -

shaven face welcome in

any team: a healthy,

hard-bitten, kindly face.

Who would doubt the

heart of such a true

fellow, with such dry

humour and such a ready

smile ? Simply a safe,

determined, cool back,

clever at kicking and

tackling, with the knack

of keeping his goal un

molested. Whoever partners him on the foot

ball field or off it has a comrade as sound as

the Bank of England. A little thing it may

sound among all the great things of the world,

but comradeship, even in a game, means

something. What of the goals saved? Nay,

it gives a rare good sporting soul-fillip to

remember goals saved, the saving of which

meant every fibre of nerve and muscle

strained to go one better than the would-be

goa-1-getter. Live memories these, quick with

the red blood of good comradeship, memories

of effort to do one's co-operative best in

tough League games and tougher Cup-tiesâ��

effort which somehow with its extra bit of

try might lift one up the steep and narrow

way as well as any quiet recited prayer.

Think of the grim, quick football fightâ��put

Molyneux there with the goal to clear;

think how he will try all out. A footballer

fond of cricket in the August, summering in

the North, wintering in the South. But his

best football effort, alongside of you, surely

it will oil your joints for you when you grow

old and the air is keen and the wind drives

low.

Then Harry Wood of the undimmed spirit,

once a worker in iron, firm and heavy to

meet, hearty and cheery, see him move down

the steep stone stairs of his football home,

Southampton Dell. His style jumps at your

vision so you have eyes to seeâ��-resourceful,

unselfish, tactical, strategic on the field of

play and an easy-handed, firmly gentle captain

off the field, a pattern to his team, thinking

friendly thoughts of all the world and smoking

a big, wholesome pipe in the evening. But

a most persevering, unquenchable spirit per

vading a game is hisâ��such that, when the

game seems lost and over, something rustles

HAKRV WOOD.

JVom a Photo, by R. ThiOe d: Co.

round in the minds of

his team : " No, not all

over yet; another hard

try, a full tilt to the

bitter end ; anything may

happenâ��two goals in the

last five minutes." This

is merely in a game of

football, but the same

sort of spirit, grown

bigger and older, has

kept the flag flying in

sterner placesâ��at Luck-

now, at Mafeking. If

Harry Wood has sons

they might do good work

for England, with strong

bodies and observant

minds, in all sorts of ways.

Turn far northward to shipping Sunder-

land and see Doig the goal-keeper, who came

UOIG.

FTOM a Photti. by R. Tkiele tt Oo.
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long ago from Arbroath, in Forfarshire. He

might have stayed in Scotland and lived

where the cold mists rise quickly and the

purple of the heather is blotted out in grey ;

a shepherd with a long plaid thrown round

him, waiting in the rain

on his own Scottish hills

to fetch the sheepâ��one

dog away rounding them

home, the other dog sit

ting at heel and listening

for trouble, and Doig's

keen ear and eye over

all, kind and far-feeling.

But he is not a shepherd,

you say; nothing so

useful. Perhaps not. But

he might have been ; and

as it is, he is a very per

fect goal-keeper in busy

Sunderland and the joy

of thousands in League

matches. Dour at times,

no doubt, but game as a

pebble washed spherical by a brown burn.

Did you see the twinkle in his eye, hear the

mellow ring of his voice, see the ruddy,

seasoned health-glow on his cheek, as he

stood up at Tottenham last year to receive

the Sheriffs' Shield from Lord Kinnaird ? A

kindly man : a timekeeper in a big shipyard.

Pass farther north to Tynedale, to neigh

bouring emulous Newcastle, where quick-

firing guns are made and battleships. There

discover McColl, the erstwhile centre forward

Prom a PMo. bt the (Hate Photo. Co.

JOCK ROBERTSON.

MCCnl.l..

From a Phvtv. by Lafayette.

of Queen's Park, the amateur club of Scot

land, but a clever accountant, now in a New

castle firm and a professional in the New

castle ranks. Which does he work the

is full of method and level of head. He, the

fast runner in deep mud, the decisive rapid

dribbler, the well-poised placer of what

weight he has, home like a flash. Non

chalant, imperturbable, patient, swift of

action, a sudden danger

to goal-keepers. Just a

methodical Scot, looking

for chances and rarely

missing them. The stuff

a business man is made

of; a business-like centre

forward, leaving his mark

of method in football,

and the thrill of his dash

in the heart of the crowd.

Farther north, across

the Border, there plays

for the Rangers in

Glasgow a captain of

Scotland, Jock Robert

son, a left half-back with

scarcely a rival. Once,

a curly - headed flaxen

youth, he played for a south-coast club,

and played like a demon and a law-abiding

footballer. But the North snared him back,

the crisp air of the North and the busy bustle

of the Clydeside shipyards. There he works

in the week, helping to shape timber into

floating form, spending his evenings to better

himself with a Pitman's shorthand book and

a typewriter. Good stuff this from the

employer's point of view : and such a player

when the football turn comes on !

JACK SHART.

from a Pkoto. ly R. Thiele <t Co.

Or you might, on your way home, put in

at Everton and see Jack Sharp, once of

Hereford Thistle and Aston Villa. In the

winter a dashing right-wing forward in a dark

better, his books or his play? Doubtful; he blue shirt for Everton? with a true centre.
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In summer a plucky, hard-hitting batsman

for Lancashire with a red rose on his cap ; a

daring spirit in cricket, with nervous power

and a strong will; young and light-hearted

and merry ; difficult to stop. Born a healthy

C. SAGAH.

From a Photo, by Harbour.

sportsman, he plays where big crowds always

watch him. And what but good do they

gain from his style ? A trier of this sort has

little to fear on the score of example. 'A

pleasure to see him come out with his smart

touch-line run, or to see him bowl his soul

out against a difficult batsman. He runs a

business of some sort between whilesâ��surely

with success. And, maybe, has a very happy

home ; he is of that kind. So sorry to fail,

so sincerely proud when his best comes off.

Why not set him down on

the credit page of foot

ball, and along with him

Sagar of Bury, without in

quiry, a tall, long-limbed,

beautiful player with

lozenge eyes and a natural

bent for fair, effective foot

ball. Space for doing

things no object with a

ball at his feet; a frequent

winner of Cup - ties. A

faithful forward for Bury

for many seasons, and

faithful in other things.

Most Bury players are

mill - hands five days a

week.

him an advantage in heading, at which

branch of the game he is a past - master.

Has played for England against Scot

land, Ireland, and Wales, having altogether

seven caps." Such is his football character.

TOM CRAWSHAW.

Prom a Photo, by R. Thidt & Co.

But has that tall, well-knit form, that manly,

boyish face, that square jaw and high fore

headâ��have they no history outside football ?

I wonder.

ARCHIE GOODALI,.

From a Photo, by

Faithful, too, to Sheffield Wednesday, the

club that holds the championship of the

League, through fair weather and foul, is

Tom Crawshaw, the centre half - back,

Sheffield born. The book says : " Has been

one of the mainstays of the Wednesday

Club for many seasons. His height gives

" Goodalls all good," they say, or ought to

say, in Derby: Archie and John. Archie

comes from Ireland ; and what a heart beats

inside that sturdy frameâ��a heart unbeaten !

It may beat a shade more thoughtful now

after all these struggling years ; his mind may

have a solemn turn towards what was once

a game of games to him.

But no one who ever met

him will ever remember

the day when Archie's

body did not resist the

opposing side with some

portion of his own. Don't

talk of last year's Final.

Strong, young, rushing

Bury won, all over and

anyway ; it was their day.

But gratitude looks back

on Archie's years.1 Recall

the roll of goals saved and

scored. See the opposing

goal - keeper shuddering

at the recollection of

Archie's hurtle ! Hear

the goal net twang and stretch at the

whistling cannon â�� shot from his foot.

These are things to remember; and the

man's hard-working influence on his side.

Good memories locked in the store and

labelled "A. Goodall, Sportsman, Trier."

Is the win4 bleak apd, cold ? Is the
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without taking notice

of the carriage they

have left, and in the

rush necessitated by

the brief halt find

themselves running

after a moving train

and jumping into

any carriage merely

because unable to

find their proper

compartment. The

little glass sign, with

its embossed ele

phant or bunch of

grapes, aids the

traveller in this rush

against time, and the

experience of those

who have used the

Paris-Cherbourg express points to the belief

that the laughed-at device of a few months

ago is already becoming an actual necessity.

The possibilities in the proper use of this

device are many, but the convenience to the

public is the most important. Granted, for

instance, that two travellers, one of whom

has already taken his seat in the train, have

met on the station platform during the pretty

little jaunt of observation which takes place

on Continental platforms before the train

departs.

" Halloa, old chap ! " says one. " You

going by this train ? "

" Yes," is the prompt reply.

" Then let us sit together. Put your bag

in where you see that elephant. That's

where I'm sitting," and the thing is done

without undue loss of brain tissue.

If a seat has already been taken the

traveller can instruct his porter to place his

luggage in the compartment ornamented by

the remembered sign. The system seems,

indeed, simplicity itself, 'and should be as

beneficial to the jaded porter as to the

traveller.

- In a little pamphlet issued by M. Cros,

entitled " The Power of the Picture Applied

to Railways," the inventor has pointed out

the benefit of his system not only for pas

senger traffic, but for luggage and goods

traffic. He points out that the railways,

which are continually increasing the facilities

for travelling, have done not a little to in

crease the neurasthenia of the present day,

owing to the shaking of the train and the

special mental excitement caused in those

who undertake long journeys.

He cites the case

of an official who

enters a buffet and

cries out to the

travellers there

assembled, "You

have still ten

minutes." The in

ventor naively re

marks : " It often

happens that this

announcement pro

duces an effect

opposite to that in

tended. The majority

precipitate them

selves tumultuously

as if the train were

already on the move."

At the start and on
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arrival at the desti

nation, moreover,

a sort of confusion

reigns supreme when

popular expresses

are â�¢ running, especi

ally on holidays,

which, he points out,

can be minimized

by means of these

little designs. He

shows conclusively

that the numbers on

the carriages are of

little use in finding

one's seat, because

in hunting for that

seat the traveller

finds more trouble

in seeking for the

number than for the picture. Moreover, it

is exceedingly difficult to remember a com

pound number of four or five figures. On

the other hand, an association of ideas

takes place in the traveller's Srain between

the picture and its situation on the windows

of the train.

In regard to luggage the system is even

more simple. The various designs used to

mark the traveller's bags and trunks are

square pieces of white gummed paper, with

the design prominent in the middle. When

the tourist arrives at a station each piece

is labelled alike, say with a balloon or a

crescent, and when the train arrives at a

station each traveller's luggage is easily

sorted out. The designs on the luggage

labels, from which we have made a selection

for illustration in this article, are as varied

and amusing as those

enamelled on the

windows of the train.

We venture here to

say that the system,

simple as it is, seems

less convenient than

the check system

used in America, by

which the traveller

obtains a small piece

of numbered brass,

to be carried in his

pocket, upon delivery

of which he receives

his property. The

American system

prevents theft, where

as the system of M.

Cros does not, and

after the initial ex

pense has been met

it saves money for

the railways. The

American brass

checks are used re

peatedly, whereas the

paper labels, having

once served their pur

pose, are destroyed.

English railway

officials, we are told,

have scoffed some

what at the picture-

puzzle train. To an

evening paper the

manager of one of

the great southern

lines said, " I don't

think that system

will ever be introduced here. What would

be the good of it ? If a man has a

grain of common sense at all he can

locate his compartment before he goes into

the buffet, and will know exactly where

to go when he comes out. I admit

that there sometimes is a difficulty, but

I don't see that you are to mend. matters

very much by filling carriage windows

with a series of picture puzzles. If

a man is nmning along a platform in a

desperate hurry looking for a compartment,

he will not be able to distinguish an elephant

from an ostrich or a fiddle from a guitar.

No, it won't do."

Another manager said that the tendency

is to do away with 'the present system of

cars with doors for each compartment,

and that the carriages of the future would

be more like the

American style, with

a door at each end.

He remarked also

that the buffet diffi

culties are gradually

being solved by the

introduction of trains

on which passengers

could obtain their

food without recourse

to the station buffet,

and another remark

ed that the system of

sending luggage in

advance is doing

away with the diffi

culties now common

on the English rail

ways.
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Carpet.

HE morning after the adven

ture of the Persian cats, the

musk-rats, the common cow,

and the uncommon burglar,

all the children slept till it

was ten o'clock, and then it

was only Cyril who woke; but he attended

to the others, so that by half-past ten every

one was ready. " Let's go somewhere by

carpet," he said.

" I wouldn't if I were you," said the

Phoenix, yawning, as it swooped down from

its roost on the curtain-pole. " I've given

you one or two hintsâ��but now concealment

is at an end, and I see I must speak out."

It perched on the back of a chair and

swayed to and fro, like a parrot on a swing.

" What's the matter now ? " said Anthea.

She was not quite so gentle as usual, because

she was still weary from the excitement of

last night's cats. " I'm tired of things

happening. I sha'n't go anywhere on the

carpet. I'm going to darn my stocking."

" Darn ? " said the Phcenix, " darn ? From

those young lips these strange expres

sionsâ��

" Mend, then," said Anthea, " with a

needle and wool."

The Phoenix opened and shut its wings

thoughtfully.

" Your stockings," it said, " are much less

&
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Bv E. NESBIT.

IX.â��THE BURGLAR'S BRIDE.

important than they now appear to you.

But the carpet! Look at the bare, worn

patches; look at the great rent at yonder

corner. The carpet has been your faithful

friendâ��your willing servant. How have

you requited its devoted service ?"

"Dear Phcenix," Anthea urged, "don't

talk in that horrid lecturing tone. You

make me feel as if I'd done something

wrong. And really it is a Wishing Carpet,

and we haven't done anything else to itâ��

only wishes."

"Only wishes," repeated the Phoenix,

ruffling its neck - feathers angrily; "and

what sort of wishes? Wishing people to

be in a good temper, for instance. What

carpet did you ever hear of that had such

a wish asked of it? But this noble fabric

on which you trample so recklessly " (every

one removed its boots from the carpet and

stood on the linoleum), " this carpet never

flinched. It did what you asked, but the

wear and tear must have been awful. And

then last night! I don't blame you about

the cats and the rats, for those were its

own choice; but what carpet could stand a

heavy cow hanging on to it at one corner?"

" I should think the cats and rats were

worse," said Robert; " look at all their

clawsâ��

"Yes," said the bird, "eleven thousand

Copyright, 1904, by George Newnes, Limited.
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nine hundred and forty of themâ��I dare say

you noticed ? I should be surprised if these

had not left their mark."

" Good gracious," said Jane, sitting down

suddenly on the floor, and patting the edge

of the carpet softly, " do you mean it's

wearing out ? "

" Its life with you has not been a luxurious

one," said the Phoenix. " French mud twice.

Sand of sunny shores twice. Soaking' in

Southern Seas once. India once. Goodness

knows where in Persia once. Musk-rat-land

once. And once, wherever the cow came

from. Hold your carpet up to the light, and

with cautious tenderness, if you please."

important than my silly stockings. Let's go

out now, this very minute."

So out they all went and bought wool to

mend the carpet, but there is no shop* in

Camden Town where you can buy Wishing-

woolâ��no, nor in Kentish Town either. How

ever, ordinary Scotch heather-mixture finger

ing seemed good enough, and this they bought,

and all that day Jane and Anthea darned and

darned and darned. The boys went out for

a walk in the afternoon, and the gentle Phoenix

walked up and down the tableâ��for exercise,

as it saidâ��and talked to the industrious girls

about their carpet.

" It is not an ordinary, ignorant, innocent

LJL

'IT WAS KULL OF LITTLE HOLES.'

With cautious tenderness the boys held

the carpet up to the light; the girls looked,

and a shiver of regret ran through them as

they saw now those eleven thousand nine

hundred and forty claws had run through the

carpet. It was full of little holes ; there were

some large ones, and more than one thin

place. And at one corner a strip of it was

torn, and hung forlornly.

" We must mend it," said Anthea; " never

mind about my stockings. I can sew them

up in lumps with sewing cotton if there's

no time to do them properly. I know it's

awful, and no girl who respected herself, and

all that ; but the poor, dear carpet's more

carpet from

Kidderm in-

ster," it said;

" it is a carpet

with a past:

a Persian past.

Do you know

that in happier

years, when

that carpet was

the property of

caliphs, viziers,

kings, and sul

tans, it never

lay on a floor?"

" I thought

the floor was

the proper

home of a

carpet," Jane

interrupted.

wouldn't be much of it

indeed. It has lived in

wood, inlaid with pearl and ivory, wrapped in

priceless tissues of cloth-of-gold, embroidered

with gems of fabulous value. It has reposed

in the sandal-wood caskets of princesses, and

in the rose-attar-scented treasure-houses of

kings. Never, never, had anyone degraded it

by walking on it, except in the way of busi

ness, when wishes were required, and then they

" Not of a

magic carpet,"

said the Phce-

nix. " Why, if

it had been

allowed to lie

about on

floors there

left now. No,

chests of cedar-

always took their shoes off. And you

" Oh, don't," said Jane, very near tears.

" You know you'd never have been hatched

at all if it hadn't been for mother wanting a

carpet for us to walk on."
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"You needn't have walked so much or so

hard," said the bird " But come, dry that

crystal tear, and I will relate to you the story

of the Princess Zuleika, the Prince of Asia,

and the Magic Carpet."

" Relate away," said Anthea. " I mean,

please do."

there if they'd only leave go of his coat-

collar and give him a chance to get his

breath. And the policeman said he could

tell all that to the magistrate in the morning.

He didn't see us. And so we came away."

"The Princess Zuleika, fairest of Royal

ladies," began the bird, " had in her cradle

been the subject of several enchantments.

Her grandmother had been in her day "

But what in her day Zuleika's grandmother

had been was destined never to be revealed,

for Cyril and Robert suddenly burst into the

room, and on each brow were the traces of

deep emotion. On Cyril's pale brow stood

beads of agitation and perspiration, and on

the scarlet brow of Robert was a large black

smear.

" What ails ye both ? " asked the Phcenix,

and it added tartly that story-tolling was

quite impossible if people would come inter

rupting like that.

"Oh, do shut up, for my sake," said Cyril,

sinking into a chair.

Robert smoothed the ruffled golden

feathers, adding, kindly: " Squirrel doesn't

mean to be a beast; it's only that the most

au'ful thing has happened, and stories don't

seem to matter so much. Don't be cross.

You won't be when you've heard what's

happened."

" Well, what has happened ?" said the

bird, still rather crossly; and Anthea and

Jane paused with long needles poised in

air, and long needlefuls of Scotch heather-

mixture fingering wool drooping from them.

" The most awful thing you can possibly

think of," said Cyril. " That nice chap,

our own burglar, the police have got himâ��

on suspicion of stolen cats. That's what his

brother's missis told me."

"Oh, begin at the beginning," cried

Anthea, impatiently.

" Well, then, we went out, and down by

where the undertaker's is, with the china

flowers in the windowâ��you knowâ��there

was a crowd, and, of course, we went to have

a squint. And it was two bobbies and our

burglar between them, and he was being

dragged along ; and he said, ' I tell you them

cats was giif me. I got 'em in exchange for

me milking a cow in a basement parlour up

C'amden Town way.'

" And the people laughed. Beasts ! And

then one of the policemen said perhaps he

could give the name and address of the cow

and the young ladies and gents ; and he

said no, he couldn't, but he could take them

" Oh, Cyril, how could you ! " said Anthea.

" Don't be a pudding-head," Cyril advised.

" A fat lot of good it would have done if we'd

let him see us. No one would have believed

a word we said either. They'd have thought

we were kidding. We did better than let him

see us. We asked a boy where he lived, and

he. told usâ��and we went thereâ��and it's a

little greengrocer's shop, and we bought some

Brazil nuts. Here they are." The girls

waved away the Brazil nuts with loathing and

contempt.

" Well,- we had to buy something, and while

,we were making up our minds what to buy

we heard his brother's missis talking. She

said when he came home with all them

miaoulers she thought there was more in

them than met the eye. But he would go

out this morning with the two likeliest of

them, one under each arm. She said he sent

her out to buy blue ribbon to put round their

beastly necks, and she said if he got three

months' hard it was her dying word that he'd

got the blue ribbon to thank for itâ��that

and his own silly thieving ways, taking cats

that anybody would know he couldn't have

come by in the way of business, instead of

things that wouldn't have been missed, which

Lord knows there are plenty such, and "

" Oh, stop ! " cried Jane. And indeed it

was time, for Cyril seemed like a clock that

had been wound up and could not help

going on. " Where is he now ? "

"At the police-station," said Robert, for

Cyril was out of breath. "The boy told us

they'd put him in the cells and bring him up

before the Beak in the morning. I thought

it was a jolly lark last night, getting him to

take the cats. But now

" The end of a lark," said the Phcenix, " is

the beak."

" Let's go to him," cried both the girls,

jumping up. "Let's go and tell the truth.

They must believe us."

"they can't," said Cyril. "Just think!

If anyone came to you with such a tale you

couldn't believe it, however much you tried.

We should only mix things up worse for

him."

"There must be something we could do,"

said Jane, sniffing very much ; " my own dear

pet burglar! I can't bear it. And he was

so nice, the way he talked about his mother,

and how he was going to be so extra honest.
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Dear Phoenix, you must be able to help us.

You're so good and kind and pretty and

clever. Do, do tell us what to do ! "

The Phoenix rubbed its beak thoughtfully

with its claw.

"You might rescue him," it said, "and

conceal him here till the law-supporters had

forgotten about him."

"That would be ages and ages," said

Cyril, "and we couldn't conceal him here.

Father might come home at any moment,

and if he found the burglar here he wouldn't

believe the true truth any

more than the police would.

That's the worst of the truth.

Nobody ever believes it.

Couldn't we take him some

where else ? "

Jane clapped her hands.

"The sunny southern

shore," she cried,

" where the cook is

being Queen. He

and she would be

company for each

other."

And really the idea

did not seem bad, if

only he would con

sent to go.

So, all talking at

once, the children arranged to

wait till evening, and then to

seek the dear burglar in his

lonely cell.

Meantime Jane and Arithea

darned away as hard as they

could, to make the carpet as

strong as possible. For all felt

how terrible it would be if the

precious burglar, while being carried to the

sunny southern shore, were to tumble through

a hole in the carpet, and be lost for ever in

the sunny southern sea.

to be the " deepest dungeon below the castle

moat." I am sure no one had doubted that

the burglar, chained by heavy fetters to a

ring in the damp stone wall, would be toss

ing uneasily on a bed of straw, with a pitcher

of water and a mouldering crust untasted

beside him. Robert, remembering the under

ground passage and the treasure, had brought

"JANE AND ANTHEA DARNED AWAY AS HARD AS THEY COULD.'

The servants were tired after Mrs. Wig-

son's party, so everyone went to bed early,

and when the Phcenix reported that both

servants were snoring in a heartfelt and

candid manner the children got up. They

had never undressed. Just putting their

nightgowns on over their things had been

enough to deceive Eliza when she came to

turn out the gas. So they were ready for

anything, and they stood on the carpet and

said :â��

" I wish we were in our burglar's lonely

cell."

And instantly they were.

I think everyone had expected the cell

a candle and matches, but these were not

needed.

The cell was a little, whitewashed room

about twelve feet long and six feet wide. On

one side of it was a sort of shelf sloping a

little towards the wall. On this were two

rugs, striped blue and yellow, and a water

proof pillow. Rolled in the rugs and with

his head on the pillow lay the burglar, fast

asleep. (He had had his teaâ��though this

the children did not know ; it had come from

the coffee-shop round the corner, in very

thick crockery.) The scene was plainly

revealed by the light of a gas-lamp in.the

passage outside, which shone into the cell

through a pane of thick glass over the

door.

" I shall gag him," said Cyril, "and Robert

will hold him down. Anthea and Jane and
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the Phoenix can whisper soft nothings to him

while he gradually awakes."

This plan did not have the success it

deserved, because the burglar, curiously

enough, was much stronger, even in his

sleep, than Robert and Cyril, and at the

first touch of their hands he leapt up and

shouted out something very loud indeed.

Instantly a foot was heard outside. An-

thea threw her arms round the burglar and

whispered, "It's

us â�� the ones

that gave you

the cats. We've

come to save

you, only don't

let on we're

here. Can't we

hide som e-

where ? "

Heavy boots

sounded on the

flagged passage

outside, and a

firm voice

shouted :â��

" Hereâ��you

â��stop that row,

will you ? "

"All right, governor,"

replied the burglar, still

with Anthea's arms round

him ; " I was only a-

talkin' in my sleep. No

offence."

It was an awful mo

ment. Would the boots

and the voice come in ?

Yes ! â�� No ! â�� the voice

said :â��

"Well, stow it, will

you ? "

"Well, then," Cyril went on, "just try to

believe what we tell you and act accordingly.

It can't do you any harm, you know," he went

on, in hoarse, whispered earnestness. "You

can't be very much worse off than you are

now, you know. But if you'll just trust to

us, we'll get you out of this right enough.

No one saw us come in. The question isâ��

where would you like to go ? "

" I'd like to go to Boolong," was the instant

reply of the burglar. " I've always

wanted to go on that there trip, but

I've never 'ad the ready at the right

time of year."

" Boolong is a town like

London," said Cyril, well mean

ing, but inaccu

rate. "How

could you get a

living there ? "

" ' A1,L RIGHT. GOVERNOR,' REPLIED THE BURGLAR, STILL WITH

ANTHEA'S ARMS ROUND HIM."

And the boots went

heavily away, along the passage and up some

sounding stone steps.

" Now, then," whispered Anthea.

"How the blue Moses did you get in?"

asked the burglar, in a hoarse whisper of

amazement.

" On the carpet," said Jane, truly.

" Stow that," said the burglar. " One on

you I could 'a' swallowed, but fourâ��and a

yellow fowl."

" Look here," said Cyril, sternly ; " you

wouldn't have believed anyone if they'd told

you beforehand about your finding a cow

and all those cats in our nursery."

"That I wouldn't," said the burglar, with

whispered fervour.

The burglar

scratched his

head in deep

doubt.

" It's 'ard to

get a 'onest liv

ing anywheres

nowadays," he

said ; and his

voice was sad.

"Yes, isn't

it ? " said Jane,

sympathetically.

"But how about

a sunny south

ern shore, where

there's nothing

to do at all un

less you want

to?"

"That's my

billet, miss,"

replied the

burglar. " I never did care about workâ��

not like some people, always fussing about.''

" Did you never like any sort of work ? "

asked Anthea, severely.

"Yes," he answered; "gardening was my

'obby, so it was. But father died afore 'e

could bind me to a nurseryman, an

" We'll take you to the sunny southern

shore," said Jane ; " you've no idea what the

flowers are like."

" Our old cook's there," said Anthea ;

" Oh, chuck it," the burglar whispered,

clutching at his head with both hands. " I

don't know whether I'm a-standing on my

hat or my boots. If you can get me out, get

" she's Queen '
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me ; and if you can't, get along with you, for

goodness' sake, and give me a chanst to

think it over, what'll be most likely to go

down with the Beak in the morning."

" Come on to the carpet, then," said

Anthea, gently shoving. The others gently

pulled, and the moment the feet of the

burglar were planted on the carpet Anthea

wished. â�¢

" I wish we were all on the sunny southern

shore where cook is." And instantly they

were. There were the rainbow sands, the

tropic glories of leaf and flower, and there, of

course, was the cook, crowned with white

flowers, and with all the wrinkles of crossness

and tiredness and hard work wiped out of

her face.

"Why, cook,

you're quite pretty,"

Anthea said, as soon

as she had got her

breath after the

with her Court of copper coloured savages

around her. The burglar pointed a grimy

finger at these.

"Are they tame?" he asked, anxiously.

" Do they bite or scratch, or do anything to

yer with poisoned arrows or oyster-shells or

that?"

" Don't you be so timid," said the cook.

" Lookee 'ere. This 'ere's only a dream

what you've come into, an' it being only

a dream there's no nonsense about what a

young lady like me ought to say or not, so

I'll say you're the best-looking fellow I've

seen this many a day. And the dream goes

on and on, seemingly, so long as you behaves.

The things what you has to eat and drink

tastes just as good as real ones, and "

" Look 'ere," said the burglar, " I've

come 'ere straight outer the pleece station.

These 'ere kids'll tell you it ain't no

blame er mine."

"Well, you were a burglar, you know,"

said the truthful Anthea, gently.

''PENNY PLAIN AND TUPPENCE CO' .IURED,' HE EXCLAIMED, PENSIVELY. â�¢

tumble, rush, and whirl of the carpet. The

burglar stood rubbing his eyes in the brilliant

tropic sunlight and gazing wildly round him

on the vivid lines of the tropic land.

" Penny plain and tuppence coloured," he

exclaimed, pensively, " and well worth any

tuppence, however hard-earned."

The cook was seated on a grassy mound

Vol. xxvii.â��45.

"Only be

cause I was

druv to it by

d is honest

blokes, as

well you

k n o w s ,

miss," re

joined the

criminal.

"Blowed if

this ain't the

'ottest Janu

ary as I've

known for

years."

"Wouldn't

you like

a bathe,"

asked the

Queen, "and

some white

clothes, like

me?"

"I should

only look a

juggins in

'em, miss,

thanking you all the same," was the reply;

" but a bath I wouldn't resistâ��and my shirt

was only clean on week before last."

Cyril and Robert led him to a rocky

pool, where he bathed luxuriously. Then,

in shirt and trousers, he sat on the sand and

spoke.

" That cook, or Queen, or whatever you
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call herâ��her with the white bokay on her

'ed â��she's my sort. Wonder if she'd keep

company ? "

" I should ask her."

" I was always a quick hitter," the man

went on ; " it's a word and a blow with me.

I will."

In shirt and trousers and crowned with

a scented, flowery wreath which Cyril hastily

wove as they returned to the Court of the

Queen, the burglar stood before the cook

and spoke :â��

" Look 'ere, miss," he said. " You an'

me bein' all forlorn-like, both on us, in

this 'ere dream, or whatever you calls

itâ��I'd like to tell you straight as.I

likes yer looks."

I I) LIKE TO TKI.I. VOU STRAIGHT

AS I I-IKKS VKR LOOKS."

" I'm a single manâ��what you might call a

batcheldore. I'm mild in my 'abits, which

these kids'll tell you the sameâ��and I'd like

to 'ave the pleasure of walkin' out with you

next Sunday."

The cook smiled and looked down

bashfully.

"Lor'l" said the Queen-cook; " 'ow sudden

you are, mister !"

" Walking out means you're going to be

married," said Anthea. " Why not get

married and have done with it? / would."

" I don't mind if I do," said the burglar.

But the cook said :â��â�¢

" No, miss; not me. Not even in a dream.

I don't say anythink agin the young chap's

looksâ��but I always swore I'd be married in

church if at allâ��and anyway I don't believe

these here savages would know how to keep

a register's office, even if I was to show 'em.

No, mister, thanking you kindly, if you can't

bring a clergyman into the dream I'll live

and die like what I am."

" Will you marry her if we get a clergy

man ? " asked the match-making Anthea.

" I'm agreeable, miss, I'm sure," said he,

pulling his wreath straight. " 'Ow this 'ere

bokay do tiddle a chap's ears, to be sure !"

So very hurriedly the carpet was spread

out and instructed to fetch a clergyman.

The instructions were written on the inside

of Cyril's cap with a piece

of billiard-chalk Robert

had got from the marker

at the hotel at Lyndhurst.

The carpet dis

appeared and,

more quickly than

you would have

thought possible,

it came back,

bearing on its

bosom the Rever

end Septimus

Blenkinsop.

The Reverend Septimus

was rather a nice young

man, but very much

imxed and muddled; be

cause when he saw a strange

carpet laid out at his feet

in his own study he natur

ally walked on to it to

examine it more closely.

And he happened to stand

on one of the thin places

that Jane and Anthea had

darned, so that he was half

on Wishing Carpet and

half on plain Scotch heather-mixture finger

ing, which has no magic properties at all.

The effect of this was that he was only

half thereâ��so that the children could just

see through him, as though he had been a

ghost. And as for him, he saw the sunny

southern shore, the cook and the burglar,

and the children quite plainly, but through

them all he saw quite plainly also his study

at home, with the books and the pictures

and the marble clock that had been

presented to him when he left his last

situation.

He seemed to himself to be in a sort of

insane fit, so that it did not matter what he

didâ��and he married the burglar to the

cook. The cook said that she would rather

have had a solider kind of clergyman, one
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that you couldn't see through

so plain, but perhaps this was

real enough for a dream.

And, of course, the clergy-

THK CI.KRGVMAN, THOUGH MISTY', WAS \

ABLE TO MAKRy PEOPLE.

man, though misty, was really real, and able

to marry people, and he did. When the

ceremony was over the clergyman wandered

about the island collecting botanical speci

mens, for he was a great botanist, and the rul

ing passion was strong even in an insane fit.

There was a splendid wedding feast. Can

you fancy Jane and Anthea and Robert and

Cyril dancing happily in a ring, hand in hand

with copper-coloured savages, round the

happy couple, the Queen-cook and the

burglar consort ? There were more flowers

gathered and thrown than you have ever even

dreamed of, and before the children took

carpet for home the now married-and-settled

burglar made a speech.

''I/adies and gentlemen," he said, "and

savages of both kinds, only I know you can't

understand what I'm a-saying of, but we'll

let that pass. If this is a dream, I'm on. If

it ain't I'm onner than ever. If it's betwixt

and betweenâ��well, I'm honest, and I can't

say more. I don't want no more 'igh

London society. I've got someone to put

my arm around of, and I've got the whole

lot of this 'ere island for my allotment ;

and if I don't grow some broccoli as'll open

t he j udge's

eye at the

cottage flower

shows â�� well,

strike me pink!

All I ask is as

these young

g e n ts and

ladies'll bring

some parsley-

seed into the

dream, and a

penn'orth o'

radish - seed,

an' three-

penn'orth of

onion, and â�¢ I

wouldn't mind

goin' to .four-

pence or fip-

pe n c e for

-mixed kale,

only .1 ain't

got a brown,

so I don't deceive you. And there's r,ne

thing more. You might take away the

parson. I don't like things what I can see

'alf through. So here's how." He drained

a cocoanut shell of palm wine.

It was now past midnight, though it was

tea-time on the island.

With all good wishes the children took

their leave. They also collected the clergy

man and took him back to his study and his

presentation clock.

The Phoenix kindly carried the seeds next

day to the burglar and his bride, and returned

with the most satisfactory news of the happy

pair.

" He's made a wooden spade and started

on his allotment," it said, " and she is weaving

him a shirt and trousers of the most radiant

whiteness."

The police never knew how the burglar got

away. In Kentish Town police-station his

escape is still spoken of with bated breath as

the Persian mystery.

As for the Reverend Septimus Blenkinsop,

he felt that he had had a very insane fit

indeed, and he was sure it was due to over-

study. So he planned a little dissipation

and took his three kind aunts to Paris,

where they enjoyed a da/zling round of

museums and picture galleries, and came

back feeling that they had indeed seen life.

He never told his aunts or anyone else about

the marriage on the island, because no one

likes it to be generally known that he has had

insane fits, however interesting and unusual.
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AN INTERESTING WAISTCOAT.

"The waistcoat illustrated here is probably ijuite

unique among its kind, l>eing made from a square

yard of material cut from a dress worn by (Jueen

Eli/abeth. There were originally three such pieces,

which were sold at a sale many yeais ago, and the

piece out of which this waistcoat was made was

bought by K. II. Uudd, the well-known cricketer and

sportsman, who had it made up in this form so as to

preserve it from harm. When he died he left it, with

the rest of his wardrolie, to Mr. Wm. Richens, 14,

Kxemouth Street, Swindon, in whose possession it

now is."â��Mr. George V. Owen Bulkeley, Vendon

House, Victoria Road, Swindon.

FOUNDATIONS, OR WHAT?

"This grand stand is situa

ted in the county of Yorkshire,

and may l>e seen any time on

the Stockton racecourse. The

course is a mile or so from

Stockton. This stand is out

of plumb, and from what I can

learn on the matter it seems

to be a somewhat strange

building. It projects about

two feet out at the topâ��that

is when the stand is just as it

is shown in the photograph.

The most interesting and yet

pecu'iar incident is that of race

davs. When the stand is

being used it falls back to

something like ten inches,

thus leaving about one fool two inches to be

accounted for some way or other. This peculiar

happening is a mystery which has yet to be solved,

but by all accounts the stand has to be pulled down

later on, and then the mystery may show itself at the

foundations.''â��Mr. U. Brad burn, 41, Ewbank Street,

Stockton.

MURDEROUS HAILSTONES.

" Here is a photograph of some hailstones that fell

in the city of Grahamstown, Cape Colony, some little

while ago. They were larger than hens' eggs, and

some idea of their destrucliveness may be gathered

from the fact that they killed a little girl who

was coming home from school. Over four hundred

window -panes were broken in various parts of the city.

The photograph was sent to me by a South African

friend who is resident in the city. â��Mr. Archilald

A. Maytham, 5, Crescent Road, Egremonl, Cheshire.
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CURIOUS INSCRIP

TION.

" I send you a photo.

of an Armenian Kaflir

store in Dordrecht, S.A.

You will notice the curi

ous inscription on same.

The photograph was taken

by my brother, Mr. Uavcr-

hill Clifford." â��Kathleen

R. Clifford, National Hank

House, Tipperary.

AZAR & HADHAQ

TO-DAY CASH

TQ-MQRRQW

TICK,

A TALKING CANARY.

" The man who ven

tured to say that he had

heard a canary talk would

be liable to be set down

as a follower of Mun-

chausen. Still, it is a fact

that there exists at the

present time a canary that

can repeat entire sentences

quite distinctly. This won

derful bird is in the possession of Mr. James Eccles,

19, New Bank Road, Blackburn. It learned (heart of

speech from a green parrakeet, which is itseli a

clever specimen of its kind. Bred in Blackburn by a

local fancier, from a German canary hen and a brown

linnet cock, it was acquired by Mr. Eccles for its

singing powers. Thanks to the parrot's constant

mocking, it soon became mute, and dejectedly sat a

rumpled bundle of fluff upon its perch. Its first

owner took it back for a few weeks with the object

of inducing it to sing bv placing it among his other

birds. His efforts were unsuccessful and he returned

the canary to its purchaser. A few days after its

arrival a memljer of the family was amazed

to hear it repeat quite distinctly, ' Waiter, waiter,

bring Polly a pint of beer, quick, quick, and

don't forget the change, old boy.' Since that

day it has learned to repeat many of the sen

tences uttered by the parrot, among others :

' Bring Polly a glass of water, Polly's tee-tee' ;

'Call the cat, puss, puss, mew, mew'; 'Call the

dog, Toby, Toby' ; ' Give us a kiss, come on ' ;

' Pretty Polly, dresx:.! in green, Going out to see

the Queen,' ' Three cheers

for the Queen, I lip, hip,

hooray.' To sit and hear

the parrot and the canary

repeating these phrases in

a sort of dialogue is an

experience one does not

easily forget. Photo, by

\Vyalt, Hlackburn."â��Mr.

S. Higinbottom, 70, Hay

Street, Blackburn.

WHAT IS A FOUNTAIN

TREE'

" The tree shown in

the photograph has been

tapped and furnishes water

for a road trough near

Shelby, Ohio. The town

ship trustees of Cass

Township, Ricliland

County, had a spring

which ran along the road

at this point. They look a. willow post and bored

a hole in it from the bottom for a couple of feet,

and then placed the spout in the side of the post to

run the water into the lank. This was about ten

years ago. The willow post look root, ihrew out

branches, and to-day stands as a large water-producing

tree. The photographer was unable to get a view of

the top of the tree on account of having to be.so close,

in order to show the water running out of the spout."

â��Mr. C. S. Moore, Shelby, Ohio.
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PAVEMENT MADE OF BOTTLES.

"What is it? Simply another example that nothing

goes to waste in Mexico. This is a photograph of a series

of steps in the Parque de Dona Carmen Romero de Diaz,

at Cuernavaca, Stale of Morelos, in this Republic. The

pavement is of broken l>eer bottles, bottom up."â��Mr.

F-ugene Forsey, San Juan de Letran 7, Mexico City.

ARISTOCRATIC SCARECROWS.

"Mr. Woodrow, the head gamekeeper of Mr.

Aubrey Harcourt, Nuneham Park, is an ingenious

man. He has manufactured the extraordinarily

life-like scarecrows shown in the photograph with

such simple materials as poles, straw, and old clo'.

At a little distance they look very much like real

human beings, and, apart from effectually scaring

away crows and other birds, there is no doubt

that many a would-"be poacher has been frightened

away by them."â��Mr. Warland Andrew, Royal

Thames Studio, Abingdon-on-Thames.

THE CRAB'S GLASS HOUSE.

" This is the portrait of a peculiar kind of

land-crab which is in the habit of carrying its

own house about with it. In the case of this

one the crab must have had some accident and

lost its house, for, as can l>e seen in the picture,

it now owns a piece of broken bottle which it

carries al>out in place of its late abode. These

crabs are usually called ' Ungavnle' out here,

but they will, perhaps, be better known as

' hermit crabs.' This specimen measures atxnit

four inches."â��Mr. II. C. Monckton, Suva, Fiji.

A SIX-BARRELLED GUN.

"This gun was used in shooting ducks and

geese for the markets of California. It is fired from

the shoulder of the hunter, who gets as near the game

as possible by concealing himself l>ehind a trained ox or

steer, which quietly grazes along until the hunter is

within shooting dis

tance, when the animal

moves ahead and

leaves the hunter

within good range.

As many as seventy-

one geese and over one

hundred ducks have

Ijeen secured at one

discharge. The gun is

made of three separate

double-barrels soldered

together, which are of

three different gauges

â��eight, nine, and ten-

bore. They are loaded

at the muzzle and are

fired by percussion-

caps in the same way

as the regular muzzle-

loaders. The weight of

the gun is twenty-rne

pounds seven ounces

and length of barrels

twenty - four inches.

1'hoto. by E. Clark."

â��Mr. Geo. P. Martin,

320, Main Street, Wat-

sonville, Cal.
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BUTTONS USED FOR FALSE TEETH.

"The most extraordinary example of home-made

dentistry in existence is probably the unique device

pictured in the accompanying illustration. This re

presents the economical expedient of an old lady of

large means living near the picturesque city of Pittsfield

in Massachusetts. The lady in question some years

ago found her side teeth falling out, and employed a

fashionable dentist to manufacture a set for her in the

latest style. The five artificial teeth were mounted

on a solid gold plate. Several years later the lady's

natural front teeth also began to drop from their

places. The memory of the dentist's bill for the

original set, however, deterred the thrifty dame from

again consulting that artist. Instead she set to work

to do a little dentistry at home. Piercing the gold

plate at Oie proper place witli a needle, she sewed on

an ivorjrbulton. As additional front teeth fell out she

added more buttons to the plate, until at last she

displaved four of these useful articles whenever she

laughed and chatted with her neighbours. The

buttons were sewed on with strong linen thread.

One day, however, the old lady was compelled to

call on her dentist to extract a large back tooth that

was giving her trouble. The dentist made the dis

covery that his client was wearing buttons instead of

teeth, and proposed to make her a full set of new

teeth on the most approved pattern if she would give

him the old set. Deeming it a good bargain, the

patient accepted the offer. This prize curiosity among

all known dental freaks is now in the dentist's posses

sion. When the dentist examined the masticatory

buttons he found

that those which

had been longest in

use had worn off on

one side. The picture

shows this. The lower

side of the second but

ton from the left is

quite straight, while

the upper side of the

button on the right

shows that it had been

greatly worn down un

til the ingenious econo

mist had turned it "â��

Mr. J. II. Williams,

c.o. San /''rtini'isce

Chronicle, San Fran

cisco.

A CHIMNEY BUILT

OF TIN CANS.

" The curious shanty

herewith is a miner's

house in West Austra

lia. The chimney is

as curious as the remainder of the building, being

made of empty fruit-cans and mud, the top consisting

of two kerosene cans. The photo, was taken

by Mrs. W. Broadbridge, wife of the manager of the

Sons of Gwalia Gold Mine, W.A."â��Mr. W. Broad-

bridge, Leonora, W.A.

A NATIVE NURSE.

From Malanzas, Cuba, comes a very curious illus

tration of island customs. One might call the picture

" A Native Nurse." The thoroughly contented ex

pression of the suckling l>aby speaks well for the

novel system. Not, of course, that there is any

novelty in feeding a baby on goat's milk, for this

is well known to be one of the best of all forms of

nourishment for young children ; but for the baby to

suckle it direct from the mother-goat, instead of from

a bottle, is an idea which does not seem to have

occurred to anyone before. The goat is apparently

as well contented with the arrangement as the

infant ; indeed, it might possibly occur to a humorist

to remark that, having lost her own kid, she was

delighted to be supplied with another.
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AFTKR MANY DAYS.

"The long arm of coinci

dence " is a phrase which is

constantly used by critics as

a term of disparagement when

ever a novelist or a playwright

makes use of the device.

But no novelist or playwright

would venture to make use of

such incredible coincidences

as, nevertheless, happen ever)'

day. The copy or Shake-

nre's " King Lear," the

â�� af of which is repro

duced above, provides a re

markable example. Its owner,

being in need of an annotated

copy of the play to read with

a pupil, went to Messrs. Poole

and Co., the Educational Book

sellers, in Charing Cross Road,

and asked for " a copy of' King

Lear,' Aldis Wright s Edition.

The shopman whistled up a

speaking-tube, and in a couple

of minutes this copy came

down the 'lift and was placed

on the counter with a request

for eightpence. Taking up

the book the customer noticed

on the cover a name exactly

the same as his own, and

thinking it a curious coinci

dence that some present-day-

schoolboy should have the

same name and initials as him

self, he opened the book and

was astounded to find on the

fly - leat not only his own

name, but that of his old

school, in the unmistakable

handwriting which most

Aldenham boys of his time

used in unconscious imitation

of the late head master. Convinced

then that this was indeed his very

own school copy of " King Lear,'

the customer placed his eightpence

upon the bookseller's counter and

became possessed for the second time

of the book, which had evidently,

from its good condition, known no

intermediate owner, and had been

waiting, for more than twenty-two

years, until its original possessor

came to claim it '.

A THOUSAND BABIES.

"I send a photo, of a thousand

Japanese and Chinese babies of every

size and variety, which I picked up

in a store here. Probably your readers

can discover how it was taken and

how the photographer managed to

keep all the babies quiet at the same

lime. I should judge that individual

. photographs were taken and then cut

out and pasted on one large card, and

the joint picture made from that."â��

Mr. Louis Meyer, 1,329, Beretania

Street, Honolulu.





SARAH BERNHARDT, AT THE AGE OF TWELVE, AND HER MOTHER.

From an Unpublished Photograph by C. Robert, Paris.
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[These Memoirs, written by the greatest actress of our time, will give not only the story of her career

in ihe theatrical world, but also in social life, in which she has, of course, met nearly all the celebrated

people of the day, from Royalties downwards, and will be found throughout of the most striking

interest to all classes of readers.]

CHAPTER I. â��CHILDHOOD.

Y mother was fond of travel

ling : she would go from Spain

to England, from Ix)ndon to

Paris, from Paris to Berlin,

and from there to Christiania ;

then she would come back,

embrace me, and set out again for Holland,

her native country. She used to send my

nurse clothing for herself and cakes for me.

To one of my aunts she would write:

" Look after little Sarah ; I shall return in a

month's time." A month later she would

write to another of her sisters : " Go and see

the child at her nurse's ; I shall be back in a

couple of weeks."

-, f j% t '^ sz^-*. f * i ,

Wfr-r â�� - / '
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My mother's age was nineteen; I was

three years old, and my two aunts were

seventeen and twenty years of age; another

aunt was fifteen, and the eldest was twenty-

eight, but the last one lived at Martinique,

and was the mother of six children. My

grandmother was blind, my grandfather dead,

and my father had been in China for the last

two years. I have no idea why he had gone

there.

My youthful aunts always promised to

come to see me, but rarely kept their word.

My nurse hailed from Brittany and lived neat

Quimperle, in a little white house with a low

thatched roof, on which wild gillyflowers grew.

XrÂ«c.-*7,Â« i â��A/fa"A'*â�¢â��"- ^.>*" /r^fc^ *jf',<-^/% ' //'*/ d ^^f ' /

MME. SARAH BERNHARDT'S DEDICATORY LETTER.

SPECIALLY WRITTEN' FOR THIS MAGAZINE.

" Je suis heurcux de dedier \K premier chapitre dc me* Memoires au peuple anglais, qui, le premier de tous les peuples

grangers, m'a accueillic avec line si gramle bienveillance qu'il m'a fart croire en moi.â��SARAH BHPNHAKDT, Palis, 1904. '

TRANSLATION.â��" I am pleased to dedicate the first chapter of my Memoirs to the English people, who, first among all

foreign nation*, welcomed me with such gre u kindness that they mnd- mo believe in myself,"

Vol. xxvii.â��46
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That was the first flower which charmed my

eyes as a child, and I have loved it ever

since. Its leaves are heavy and sad-looking,

and its petals are made of the setting sun.

Brittany is a long way off, even in our

present epoch of velocity. In those days it

was the end of the world. Fortunately my

nurse was, it appears, a good, kind woman,

and, as her own child had died, she had only

me to love. But she loved after the manner

of poor people, when she had time.

One day, as her husband was ill, she went

into the fields to help gather in potatoes ; the

over-damp soil was rotting them, and there

was no time to be lost. She left me in

charge of her husband, who was lying on his

The screams of my foster-father, who

could not move, brought in some neighbours.

I was thrown, all smoking, into a large pail

of fresh milk. My aunts were informed of

what had happened; they communicated

the news to my mother, and for the next four

days that quiet part of the country was

ploughed by stage-coaches, which arrived in

rapid succession. My aunts came from all

parts of the world ; and my -mother, in the

greatest alarm, hastened from Brussels with

Baron Larrey, one of her friends, who was a

celebrated doctor, and a surgeon whom

Baron I>arrey had brought with him. I

have been told since that nothing was

more painful to witness, and yet so charm-

SAKAH IIEKNHAKDI'S HOME IN liRITI'ANY WHEN M<K WAS A CHILD.

Breton bedstead suffering from a bad attack

of lumbago. The good woman had placed

me in my high chair, and had been careful

to put in the wooden peg which supported

the narrow tablet for my toys. She threw a

fagot in the grate, and said to me in Breton

language (until the age of four I only under

stood Breton), " Be a good girl, Milk

Blossom." That was my only name at the

time. When she had gone I tried to withdraw

the wooden peg which she had taken so

much trouble to put in place. Finally I

succeeded in pushing aside the little rampart.

I wanted to reach the ground, butâ��poor

little me !â��I fell into the fire, which was

burning joyfully.

[/â�¢*!*).

ing, as my mother's despair. The doctor

approved of the " mask of butter," which

was changed every two hours.

Dear Baron Ixirrey! I often saw him

afterwards, and now and again we shall

meet him in the pages of my Memoirs.

He used to tell me in such charming

fashion how those kind folks loved Milk

Blossom. And he could never refrain from

laughing at the thought of that butter.

There was butter everywhere, he used to

say; on the bedsteads, on the cupboards,

on the chairs, on the tables, hanging up

on nails in bladders. All the neighbours

used to bring butter to "make masks for

Milk Blossom.
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Mother, admirably beautiful, looking like

a Madonna, with her golden hair and her

eyes fringed with such long lashes that they

made a shadow on her cheeks when she

bent her eyes, distributed money on all sides.

She would have given her golden hair, her

slender white fingers, her tiny feet, her life

itself, in order to save the child. And she

was as sincere in her despair and her love

as in her unconscious forgetfulness. Baron

I^arrey left for Paris, leaving my mother,

Aunt Rosine, and the surgeon with me.

Forty-two days later mother took in triumph

to Paris the nurse, the foster-father, and

me, and installed us in a little house at

Neuilly, on the banks of the Seine. I had

not even a scar, it appears. My skin was

rather too bright a pink, but that was all.

My mother, happy and trustful once more,

began to travel again, leaving me in care of

my aunts.

Two years were spent in the little garden

at Neuilly, which was full of horrible dahlias,

growing close together and coloured like

woollen balls. My aunts never came there.

My mother used to send money, bonbons,

and toys. The foster-father died, and my

nurss married a concierge, who used to pull

open the door at 65, Rue de Provence.

Not knowing where to find my mother,

and not being able to write, my nurseâ��

without telling any of my friendsâ��took me

with her to her new abode.

The change delighted me. I was five

years old at the time, and I remember the

day as if it were yesterday. My nurse's

abode was just over the doorway of the

house, and the window was framed in the

heavy and monumental door. From outside

I thought it was beautiful, and I lxigan to

clap my hands on reaching the house. It

was towards five o'clock in the evening in

the month of November, when everything

looks grey. I was put to bed, and no doubt

I went to sleep at once, for there end my

souvenirs of that day.

The next morning there was terrible grief

in store for me. There was no window in

the little room in which I slept, and I began

to cry, and escaped from the arms of my

nurse, who, was dressing me, so that I could go

into the adjoining room. I ran to the round

window, which was an immense "bull's-eye"

above the doorway, I pressed my stubborn

brow against the glass and began to scream

with rage on seeing no trees ; no box-wood,

no leaves falling, nothing, nothing but stone

â��cold, grey, ugly stone, and panes of glass

opposite me. " I want to go away. I

don't want to stay here. It is all black,

black ! It is ugly ! I want to see the ceiling

of the street! " and I burst into tears. My

poor nurse took me up in her arms and,

folding me in a rug, took me down into

the courtyard. " Lift up your head, Milk

Blossom, and look ! See, there is the ceiling

of the street! "

It comforted me somewhat to see that

there was some sky in this ugly place, but my

little soul was very sad. I could not eat, and

I grew pale and became an;emic, and I

should certainly have died of consumption if

it had not been for a mere chance, a most

unexpected incident. One day I was playing

in the courtyard with a little girl named

Titine, who lived on the second floor, and

whose face or real name I cannot recall. I

saw my nurse's husband walking across the

courtyard with two ladies, one of whom was

most fashionably attired. I could only see

their backs, but the voice of the fashionably-

attired lady caused my heart to stop beating.

My poor little body trembled with nervous

excitement.

" Do any of the windows look on to the

courtyard ? " she asked.

" Yes, madame, those four," he replied,

pointing to four open ones on the first floor.

The lady turned to look at them, and I

uttered a cry of joy.

" Aunt Rosine ! Aunt Rosine ! " I ex

claimed, clinging to the skirts of the pretty

visitor. I buried my face in her furs, stamp

ing, sobbing, laughing, and tearing her wide

lace sleeves in my frenzy of delight. She

took me in her arms and tried to calm me,

and, questioning the concierge, she stammered

out to her friend, " I can't understand what it

all means ! This is little Sarah ! My sister

Youle's child !"

The noise I made had attracted attention,

and people opened their windows. My aunt

decided to take refuge in the concierge's lodge,

in order to come to an explanation. .My

poor nurse told her all that had taken place

â�� her husband's death and her second

marriage. I do not remember what she

said to excuse herself. I clung to my aunt,

who was deliciously perfumed, and 1 would

not let go of her.

She promised to come the following day

to fetch me, but I did not want to stay any

longer in that dark place. I asked to start

at once with my nurse. My aunt stroked

my hair gently, and spoke to her friend in a

language I did not understand. She tried

in vain to explain something to meâ��I do

not know what it wasâ��but I insisted that I
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fV0m a Photo, by] WITH HER NURSE.

wanted to go away with her at once. In a

gentle, tender, caressing voice, but without

any real affection, she said all kinds of

pretty things, stroked me with her gloved

hands, patted my frock, which was turned

up, and made any amount of charming,

frivolous little gestures, but all without

any real feeling. She then went away,

at her friend's entreaty, after emptying

her purse in my nurse's hands. I rushed

towards the door, but the husband of my

nurse, who had opened it for her, now closed

it again. My nurse was crying, and, taking

me in her arms, she opened the window,

saying to me: "Don't cry, Milk Blossom;

look at your pretty aunt. She will come

back again, and then you can go away

with her."

Great tears rolled down her calm, round,

handsome face. I could see nothing but

the dark, black hole which remained there

immutable behind me, and in a fit of despair

I rushed out to my aunt, who was just getting

into a carriage. After that I knew nothing

more; everything seemed dark ; there was a

noise in the distance. I could hear voices

far, far away. I had managed to escape

from my poor nurse and had fallen down

on the pavement in front of my aunt. I

had broken my arm in two places and

injured my left knee-cap. I only came to

myself again a few hours later, to find that

I was in a beautiful wide bed which smelt

very 'nice. It stood in the middle of a

OF FIVE, WAS TAKEN TO LIVE

[O. Robert, Parit.

large room, with

two lovely win

dows, which made

me very joyful, for

I could see the

ceiling of Heaven

through them.

My mother, who

had been sent for

immediately, came

to take care of me,

and I saw the rest

of my family, my

aunts and my

cousins. My poor

little brain could

not understand

why all these

people should sud

denly be so fond

of me, when I had

passed so many

days and nights

only cared for by

one single person.

As I was weakly and my bones were small

and friable, I was two years recovering from

this terrible fall, and during that time _was

nearly always carried about. I will pass over

these two years of my life, which have left

me only a vague memory of being petted,

and of a chronic state of torpor.

One day my mother took me on her knees

and said to me, " You are a big girl now, and

you must learn to read and write." I was

then seven years old and could neither read,

write, nor count, as I had been five years with

the old nurse and two years ill. " You

must go to school," continued my mother,

playing with my curly hair, " like a big girl."

I did not know what all this meant, and I

asked what a school was.

" It's a place where there are many little

girls," replied my mother.

"Are they ill?"I asked.

" Oh, no. They are quite well, like you

are now, and they play together, and are

very gay and happy."

I jumped about in delight and gave free

vent to my joy, but on seeing tears in my

mother's eyes I flung myself in her arms.

" But what about you, mamma ? " I asked.

" You will be all alone and you won't have

any little girl."

She bent down to me and said, " God has

told me that he will send me some flowers

and a little baby."

My delight was more and more boisterous.

"Then I shall have a little brother!" I
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exclaimed, " or else a little sister ! Oh, no,

I don't want that; I don't like little sisters ! "

Mamma kissed me very affectionately,

and then 1 was dressed, I remember, in a

blue corded velvet frock, of which I was very

j proud. Arrayed thus in all my splendour, I

waited impatiently for Aunt Rosine's carriage,

which was to take us to Auteuil.

It was about three o'clock when she

arrived. The housemaid had gone on about

an hour before, and I had watched with

delight my little trunk and my toys being

packed into the

carriage. The maid

climbed up and

took the seat by

the driver, in spite

of my mother pro

testing at first

against this. When

my aunt's mag

nificent equipage

arrived, mamma

was the first to

get in, slowly and

calmly. I got in

slowly too, giving

myself airs because

the concierge and

some of the shop

keepers were watch

ing. My aunt then

sprang in lightly,

but by no means

calmly, after giving

her orders in Eng

lish to the stiff,

ridiculous - looking

coachman, and

THE EDUCATIONAL ESTABLIS

From a Photo, by]

handing him a paper on which the address was

written. Another carriage followed ours, in

which three men were seated : Regis L ,

a friend of my father's, General de P ,

and an artist named Fleury, I think, whose

pictures of horses and sporting subjects were

very much in vogue just then..

I heard on the way that these gentlemen

were going to arrange about a little dinner

near Auteuil to console mamma for her great

trouble in being separated from me. Some

other guests were to be there to meet them.

I did not pay very much attention to what

my mother and my aunt said to each other.

Sometimes when they spoke of me they

talked either English or German, and smiled

at mÂ° affectionately. The long drive was

greatly appreciated by me, for, with my face

pressed against the window and my eyes

wide open, I gazed out eagerly at the grey,

muddy road, with its ugly houses on each

side and its bare trees. I thought it was all

very beautifulâ��because it kept changing.

The carriage stopped at 18, Rue Boileau,

Auteuil. On the iron gate was a long, dark

signboard, with gold letters. I looked up at

it, and mamma said : " You will be able to

read that soon, I hope." My aunt whispered

to me, "Boarding School. Madame Fressard,"

and, very promptly, I said to mamma: " It

says, 'Boarding School. Madame Fressard.'"

Mamma, my aunt, and the three gentle-

HMENf AT AUTEUIL WHERE SARAH UKRNHARDT PASSED SOME

OF HER EARLY YEARS. [O. Robert, Paris.

men laughed heartily at my assurance, and

we entered the house. Mme. Fressard came

forward to meet us, and I liked her at once.

She was of medium height, rather stout,

with a small waist, and her hair turning grey

" en SeVigneV' She had beautiful, large eyes,

rather like George Sand's; very white teeth,

which showed up all the more as her com

plexion was rather tawny. She looked healthy,

spoke kindly ; her hands were plump and her

fingers long. She took my hand gently in

hers and, half-kneeling, so that her face was

level with mine, she said, in a musical voice,

" You won't be afraid of me, will you, little

girl ? " I did not answer, but my face flushed

as red as a coxcomb. She asked me several

questions, but I refused to reply. They all

gathered round me. " Speak, child ! "

" Come, Sarah, be a good girl!" " Oh, the

naughty little child ! "
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It was all in vain. I remained perfectly

mute. The customary round was then made

of the bedrooms, the dining-hall, the class

rooms, and the usual exaggerated compli

ments were paid. " How beautifully it is all

kept! How spotlessly clean everything is ! "

and a hundred stupidities of this kind about

the comfort of these prisons for children.

My mother went aside with Mme. Fressard,

and I clung to her knees so that she could

not walk. "This is the doctor's prescrip

tion," she said, and then followed a long list

of things that were to be done for me.

Mme. Fressard smiled rather ironically.

" You know, madamc," she said to my

mother, "we shall not be able to curl her

hair like that." "And you certainly will not

be able to uncurl it," replied my mother,

stroking my head with her gloved hands.

" It's a regular wig, and they must never

attempt to comb it until it has been well

brushed. They could not possibly get the

knots out otherwise, and it would hurt her

too much. What do you give the children

at four o'clock?" she asked, changing the

subject. " Oh, a slice of bread and just what

the parents leave for them."

"There are twelve pots of different kinds

of jam," said my mother, " but she must have

jam one day and chocolate another, as she

has not a good appetite, and requires change

of food. I have brought six pounds of choco

late." Mme. Fressard smiled in a good-

natured but rather ironical way. She picked

up a packet of the chocolate and looked at

the mark.

"Ah! from Marquis? What a spoilt little

girl it is ! " She patted my cheek with her

white fingers, and then, as her eyes fell on a

large jar, she looked surprised. "That'scold

cream," said my mother. " I make it myself,

and I should like my little girl's face and

hands to be rubbed with it every night when

she goes to bed."

" Butâ�� -" began Mme. Fressard.

" Oh, I'll pay double laundry expenses

for the sheets," interrupted my mother,

impatiently. (Ah ! my poor mother, I re

member quite well that my sheets were

changed once a month, like those of the

other pupils.)

The farewell moment came at last, and

everyone gathered round mamma, and finally

carried her off, after a great deal of kissing,

and with all kinds of consoling words. " It

will be so good for her." " It is just what

she needs." " You'll find her quite changed

when you see her again," etc., etc.

The General, who was very fond of me,

picked me up in his arms and tossed me in

the air.

" You little chit," he said; " they are

putting you to the barracks, and you'll have

to mind your pace ! "

I pulled his long moustache, and he said,

winking, and looking in the direction of

Mme. Fressard, who had a slight moustache,

" You mustn't do that to the lady, you

know !"

My aunt laughed heartily, and my mother

gave a little stifled laugh, and the whole

troop went off in a regular whirlwind of

rustling skirts and farewells, whilst I was

taken away to the cage where I was to be

imprisoned.

I spent two years at this school, and I

learned to read, write, and do sums. I also

learned plenty of new games, and to sing

rondeaux and embroider handkerchiefs for

mamma.

I was comparatively happy on the whole,

because we went out on Sundays and Thurs

days, and I had a sort of sensation of liberty

on those days. The sun in the street seemed

to me quite different from the sun in the big

garden belonging to the school. My Aunt

Felix Faure (no relation to the wife of the

late President) often fetched me and took

me out with her. There was a little brook

running through the grounds round her

house at Neuilly, and I used to spend hours

fishing in it with my two cousins, a boy and

a girl.

These two years passed by peacefully

enough, the chief events being my terrible

fits of temper, which upset the whole school

occasionally, and ended usually by my spend

ing two or three days in the sick-room. One

day Aunt Rosine arrived suddenly, to take

me away altogether. My father had written

giving orders as to where I was to be placed,

and these orders were imperative. My mother

was travelling, so she had sent word to my

aunt, who had hurried off at once between

two dances, to carry out the instructions she

had received.

The idea that I was to be ordered about

without any regard to my own wishes or

inclinations put me into an indescribable

rage. I rolled about on the ground, utter

ing the most heartrending cries. I yelled

out all kinds of reproaches, blaming mamma,

my aunts, and Mme. Fressard for not

finding some way to keep me with her. The

struggle lasted two hours, and while I was

being dressed I escaped twice into the garden

and attempted to climb the trees and to
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throw myself into the pond, in which there

was more mud than water.

Finally, when I was completely exhausted

and subdued, I was taken off sobbing in my

aunt's carriage.

I stayed three days at her house, as I

was so feverish that they all thought I was

sickening for some illness. It proved to be

nothing but the result of my wild fit of anger.

I will pass over some pages which my

readers will find later on in my Memoirs,

t-'rvtn a Photo, by]

Sibour, was to honour the convent by paying

a sacerdotal visit. It was not only the father

coming to look after the welfare of his

children, but, and more particularly this, it

was the Prince of the Church condescending

to appear in the midst of these humble and

holy women and pure children. It was a

Divine Majesty coming down from the

throne to mingle with his human subjects.

The whole convent was in a state of great

excitement when the good news was received,

and I must own that there was more enthu-

THE GRAND CHAMf CONVENT, VERSAILLES.

and will go on to the time when I was at the

Grand Champ Convent at Versailles, whither

I had been taken after various events.

Endowed with a lively imagination and

with an extremely sensitive nature, the

Christian legend appealed both to my heart

and mind. The Divine Martyr became my

ideal, and the Mother with the Seven

Sorrows I simply worshipped.

An event which seemed simple enough in

itself, hut which was very important, as,

indeed, everything is which disturbs, if only

for an hour, the tranquillity of convent life,

served to attach me more strongly than ever

to this peaceful home. It seemed to me to

be the place for all earthly happiness and the

road to eternal peace in the next world.

The Archbishop of Paris, Monseigneur

Vol. xxvii.â��47-

[C. Robert, Parit.

siasm than solemnity visible during the time

that preceded the visit. The chapel was

decorated with all its most special ornaments

for this most special reception. The whole

house was filled with flowers, and what par

ticularly delighted me and several of my

companions was that a play taken from a

Biblical subject was rehearsed for the benefit

of Monseigneur. I should not like to affirm

that the privileged ones who were chosen to

take part in this play had no vanity on their

conscience on that particular day. It was no

small glory to appear before a public, limited

certainly in number, but so wonderfully

select.

I was only a fragile child at that time, in

teresting rather than pretty, in spite of my

rose-coloured lips, my " heavenly eyes," as the

nuns called them, and my light gold hair. It
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is from that far-back time that my earliest

theatrical souvenirs date. It was St.

Catherine's Day, a general holiday in all the

convents for girls, but with us, this year, it

was a very great day. Much more attention

than usual had been given to the rehearsals

of the play that was to be performed. The

subject of the piece had been taken from the

Bible. It was the journey of young Tobias,

and had been written by Sister The'rese.

The girls who had rdles were wild with

delight. They had had committee meetings,

at which they discussed the quality of the

piece, and I may add that it was unanimously

pronounced perfectly wonderful. All around

me I heard nothing but exclamations of joy

and admiration, and I alone was wretched,

absolutely wretched, for I had no role. What

misery I endured in the midst of all this joy!

My dear Motherâ��as we called the elder girls

who looked after usâ��never thought of trying

to comfort me nor yet to reason with me;

she was too much taken up herself with the

great event. 1 could, therefore, weep and

fume to my heart's content. I knew all the

rdles by heart, and I thought that most of

the girls recited their parts very badly.

Finally I undertook to coach Louise Bugnet

in her rdle. She was to play the part of the

guiding angel, and she could not manage it

at all. She was ten years old, and I liked

her very much. She was my special friend.

" How silly you are !." I said to her. " If I were

in your place I should not be at all nervous.

Listen! this is how I should say it." And

standing in front of her I went through her

part, and she then repeated it much better

after me. But the next day, at the final

rehearsal, in the large room which we used

on holidays, she was seized with such a

trembling lit that she could not utter a single

word. We were all there together, and

Mother Sainte-Appoline was drilling us in her

own way. She imitated Monseigneur Sibour,

who was to be present at the performance,

and she said, " When he does like this you

must all clap," and when she clapped her long,

delicate hands together, it sounded as though

there were cotton-wool between them.

I should have enjoyed all this immensely

if 1 had not been furious. I knew all the

roles and had not a single word to say.

Most of the girls were beaming with pride ;

Louise Bugnet alone was crying and sobbing.

I thought her very stupid.

"That child will never get through her

part," exclaimed the Mother Superior.

" Oh, no, I can't; I am sure I can't'"

sobbed my poor little friend.

There was a general uproar, and all at

once I felt my childish heart leap with the

wildest joy. The blood seemed to boil in

my veins, and, rushing from the platform, I

jumped on to a form. " Mother ! Mother ! "

I exclaimed, " I know the role. Would you

like me to take it ? "

Everybody was looking at me. I was

trembling, but I felt quite brave. I knew

the part and was sure of myself.

Mother Sainte-Sophie, the Superior of the

Convent, an adorable creature (one of the

happy memories of my childhood), answered :

" Well, my dear, let me hear you."

I tossed back my refractory hair, and, bold

and panting, proceeded to recite the role of

the guiding angel.

" There !" I exclaimed, when I came to

the end.

My schoolfellows laughed, the sisters

smiled, but, very much encouraged, 1

mounted on to the little platform and the

rehearsal commenced.

" It will be all right," everyone said, and

I felt very proud, but still I was afraid lest I

should not get through well enough.

When the rehearsal was over the luncheon

bell rang, but I could neither eat nor drink :

I felt choked and oppressed. How many

times since then I have had this same sensa

tion of physical anguish !

On the table there was a special treat that

dayâ��a dish of custard. I was very fond of

this, but I could not possibly swallow any

thing. I glanced anxiously at the girls to

see if they were looking or listening. They

were eating and laughing. Louise Bugnet

took my share of the custard. " Look here ! "

she said, "you've taken my rd/e, so I can eat

your custard." I began to cry, for I was

very fond of custard. Fortunately, just then

Sister Sainte-Marie came to fetch me to be

dressed, otherwise I should have had a fit of

temper, and it is quite probable that my

silver goblet and my pewter plate would have

landed in the middle of the table. I was

taken into the large committee-room. I had

never been in it before, and to my childish

imagination there was something mysterious

about it.

I shuddered on entering, for it seemed to

me I should hear all those rules that were

discussed in there twice a month. A looking-

glass had been brought in, the only one I

ever saw in the convent. It belonged to

Pere Larcher, the gardener, the only man

who was free to come in and out of the

house. The glass was too small and was

framed in oak, with a bird carved on the top.
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I can see it now,

with the tinfoil

worn off in patches

and marks all over

it which interfered

with its transpa

rency. The nuns

kept at a safe dis

tance from it as

though it were a

danger, and their

black veils were

lowered over their

white crepe ones.

The sister who

attended to the

turning - box, the

only one in the

convent who was

not cloistered

(because it was she

who had to deal

with the trades.-

men), was told off to dress us. She put a

long white gown on me with large sleeves,

and two beautiful white wings were then

fastened on to me. My hair had been well

curled and was tied over my forehead with

a gold lace.

/â�¢'rum a 1'hottl. by]

THF GKANIJ CHAMI' CONVKNT KKOM THE GARDEN.

Oh, dear, how my poor little heart was

beating !

Suddenly the convent bells began to peal

gaily ; a carriage rolled up into the court

yard and Monseigneur Sibour made his

appearance.

I was too little and could not see, although

I did my utmost to make myself higher.

Pere Larcher lifted me up in his arms, and

then what a magnificent sight I beheld.

Monseigneur had alighted from his epis

copal carriage and Mother Sainte-Sophie,

our Mother Superior, was kneeling down and

kissing his ring. All the nuns, with bowed

heads, were awaiting the signal to kneel

down and receive his blessing.

I thought all this very beautiful. All

these black gowns with white caps, and then

this tall man in violet, with white hair, so

majestic looking, and yet with such a kind,

fatherly expression on his face. Then, too,

there were the carriage and the fat coachman,

all bedizened and yet sitting up straight and

looking so solemn on his draped seat, and

our chaplain, both gentle and severeâ��I

thought it was all superb, and I decided to

become a nun.

-\n hour passed by, during which I knew

absolutely nothing of what was said or done.

I was waiting, very tired after all my

If. Robert. I'ari*.

emotion, and half asleep, too, in the arm

chair which belonged to the old Mere

Sainte-Alexis, the most aged member of

the community.

A light touch woke me. I was dreaming

of my role, and was not, therefore, at all

surprised. I exclaimed, as I rushed towards

the door, "Ah, they are going to commence ! "

Unfortunately, I had forgotten my long

dress, and I fell down in the middle of the

room. The merriment which my accident

caused put me in such a rage that the tears

which the pain in my knees brought to my

eyes dried up promptly. " I haven't hurt

myself, there now!" I exclaimed, furious,

and then went into the small room which

was to serve as our green-room.

The stage was represented by a plonk of

wood, which prevented our passing the limits

arranged. There was, of course, no sign of

a curtain. A wooden bench and a table, upon

which was the frugal repast of old Tobias,

constituted the scenery.

Ah ! there were also two stools, which one

of the girls had to move about as required.

When I entered our green-room the enter

tainment had commenced, but it was not

time for our play. The eldest boarder was

reciting the address which had been com

posed in honour of Monseigneur. Her hard,

dry voice, repeating correctly the words she

had learned, sounded to me like the creak

ing of a doof. We were eleven little girls in

this small room, and not one of us uttered

a word. We could hear the beatirg of our

hearts. Our feverish little hands, clasped
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together from habit in prayer, were clenched

now in terror.

This opening number was over at last, and

the girl was presented with a cross that had

been blessed. She assured us that she had

not been nervous, and that it was quite easy.

We had only to look at the bright light

which the sun threw on the frame of the

large picture representing Heaven, with all

the angels. In this way each one could

imagine herself alone.

After this Marie Hubart played a piano

forte solo. Nothing was spared for this

great ceremony, and then, at last, it was our

turn. I will not give the details of the

piece, as it is well known. I tell this as one

of my souvenirs, as it was my debut. I came

very near entering a nunnery. It seemed to

me that there was nothing better, nothing

which could make me hap

pier. In my childish imagi

nation I could see angels

drawing me heavenwards.

The only way appeared to

be through the convent. In

the meantime I was about

to appear on the stage.

I felt paralyzed, and a

shudder ran through me

from the back of my neck

to my feet. I fancy that I

missed the right moment

for appearing on the scene,

as one of the girls pushed

me forward, just as my

professor, Monsieur M.

Provost, had to do some

years later when I made

my debut in " Iphigenia"

at the Comedie Franchise.

My entrance was a success,

for I had a sudden fit of self-assurance,

although I was really half delirious with

fright, and I went through my part very

well, adding whole phrases to it. I scarcely

knew what I was saying, but I continued

nevertheless.

MME. SARAH

/Vom a J'Aolo

When the piece was over the guiding

angel was sent for by Monseigneur. I was

perfectly triumphant.

" What's your name, my child ? " asked

Monseigneur.

" Sarah," I replied. . :

" That name must be changed," he said,

smiling.

" Yes," answered the Superior, " her father

wants her to be baptized and to be called

Henriette; the ceremony is to take place in

a month."

" Well, Sarah or Henriette," said Mon

seigneur, "here is a medal that you must

always wear, and the next time I come here

you must recite some poetry, ' Esther's

Prayer,' for me."

Monseigneur then kissed me, and this

caused some jealousy. I promised him that

I would learn " Esther's Prayer " for his next

visit. I had only a vague idea of what he

meant by poetry. I knew some fables, but

was not aware that they were poetry. I asked

to have something to learn at once for Mon

seigneur, and " Esther's Prayer " was given

to me. I began to study it without a

moment's delay. Alas ! I was never to recite

it to him. A few days later, one morning

after prayers, when we were all assembled in

the chapel, the almoner, who

.was deeply moved;'told us

in a short address that Mon

seigneur Sibour had just

been assassinated* Little

had we expected to hear

such terrible news.

UERNHARDT.

by Lufageitc.

All feelings of envy and

triumph, together with the

joyful remembrance of our

fete, were swept away in this

great grief, which, for my

part, I have never forgotten.

J9B "*M Assassinated ! A wave of

terror seemed to pass over

us, and the dread word,

echoing through the church,

smote me more particularly.

Had I not been marked

out as the favourite of the

moment ? It was to me as

though the murderer, Verger,

had robbed me at the same time of my little

share of glory. I began to cry, more with

regret than sorrow, and the prayers for the

dead, that we were told to say, brought my

grief to a climax. I was carried away in a

fainting-fit, and it was from that time that I

was taken with an ardent love for mysticism,

which was encouraged by our religious observ

ances, the mise-en-scene of our services, and

perhaps, too, by the fervent and cajoling

approval of the women who were educating

me. They were very fond of me and I

adored them, so that even now the memory

of them thrills my heart with affection.

* He was killed by the Abbe Verger, a priest who hud been

suspended from offu-e, J.in. I, 1857.

( To be continued.)



THE RETURN OF

SHERLOCK HOLMES.

By A. CONAN DOYLE.

VII.â��The Adventure of Charles Augustus MilVerton.

T is years since the incidents

of which I speak took place,

and yet it is with diffidence

that I allude to them. For

a long time, even with the

utmost discretion and reti

cence, it would have been impossible to

make the facts public; but now the principal

person concerned is beyond the reach of

human law, and with due suppression the

story may be told in such fashion as to injure

no one. It records an absolutely unique

experience in the career both of Mr. Sherlock

Holmes and of myself. The reader will

excuse me if I conceal the date or any other

fact by which he might trace the actual

occurrence.

We had been out for one of our evening

rambles, Holmes and I, and had returned

about six o'clock on a cold, frosty winter's

evening. As Holmes turned up the lamp

the light fell upon a card on the table. He

glanced at it, and then, with an ejaculation

of disgust, threw it on the floor. I picked it

up and read :â��â�¢

CHARLES AUGUSTUS MILVERTON,

APPLEDORE TOWERS,

AGENT. HAMPSTEAD.

" Who is he ? " I asked.

"The worst man in London," Holmes

answered, as he sat down and stretched his

legs before the fire. " Is anything on the

back of the card ? "

I turned it over.

" Will call at 6.30â��0 A. M.," I read.

" Hum ! He's about due. Do you feel a

creeping, shrinking sensation, Watson, when

you stand before the serpents in the Zoo and

see the slithery, gliding, venomous creatures,

with their deadly eyes and wicked, flattened

faces? Well, that's how Milverton impresses

me. I've had to do with fifty murderers in

my career, but the worst of them never gave

me the repulsion which I have for this fellow.

And yet I can't get out of doing business

Copyright, 1904, by A. Con;ui Doyle

with himâ��indeed, he is here at my invi

tation."

" But who is he ? " J.

" I'll tell you, Watson. He is the king of

all the blackmailers. Heaven help the man,

and still more the wornan, whose secret and

reputation come into'tfie power of Milverton.

With a smiling face and a heart of marble he

will squeeze and squeeze until he has drained

them dry. The fellow ,is a genius in his way,

and would have made his mark in some more

savoury trade. . His method is as follows :

He allows it to be known that he is prepared

to pay very high sums for letters which com

promise people of wealth or position. He

receives these wares not only from

treacherous valets or maids, but frequently

from genteel ruffians.Who have gained the

confidence and affection of trusting women.

He deals with no niggard hand. I happen

to know that he paid teven hundred pounds

to a footman for a note two lines in length,

and that the ruin of a noble family was the

result. Everything which is in the market

goes to Milverton, and there are hundreds in

this great city who turn white at his name.

No one knows where his grip may fall, for

he is far too rich and far too cunning to

work from hand to mouth. He will hold a

card back for years in order to play it at the

moment when the stake is best worth win

ning. I have said that he is the worst man

in London, and I would ask you how could

one compare the ruffian who in hot blood

bludgeons his mate with this man, who

methodically and at his leisure tortures the

soul and wrings the nerves in order to add

to his already swollen money-bags ? "

I had seldom heard my friend speak with

such intensity of feeling.

" But surely," said I, " the fellow must be

within the grasp of the law ? "

" Technically, no doubt, but practically

not. What would it profit a woman, for

example, to get him a few months' imprison-

the United States of America.
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merit if her own ruin must immediately

follow? His victims dare not hit back. If

ever he blackmailed an innocent person,

then, indeed, we should have him,; but he

is as cunning as the Evil One. No, no ; we

must find other

ways to fight

him."

" And why is

he here ? "

" Because an

illustrious client

has placed her

piteous case in

my hands. It

is the Lady Eva

Brackwell, the

most beautiful

debutante of last

season. She is

to be married

in a fortnight

to the Earl of

Dovercou r t.

This fiend has

several impru

dent letters â��

imprudent,

Watson, nothing

worse â�� which

were written to

an impecunious

young squire in

the country.

They would

.suffice to break

off the match.

Milverton will

send the letters

to the Earl un

less a large sum

of money is

paid him. I

have been com

missioned to meet him, andâ��to make the

best terms I can."

glasses. There was something of Mr.

Pickwick's benevolence in his appearance,

marred only by the insincerity of the fixed

smile and by the hard glitter of those restless

and penetrating eyes.

CHARLES AUGUSTUS MILVEHTON."

At that instant there was a clatter and a

rattle in the street below. Looking down I

saw a stately carriage and pair, the brilliant

lamps gleaming on the glossy haunches of

the noble chestnuts. A footman opened the

door, and a small, stout man in a shaggy

astrachan overcoat descended. A minute

later he was in the room.

Charles Augustus Milverton was a man of

fifty, with a large, intellectual head, a round,

plump, hairless face, a perpetual frozen smile,

and two keen grey eyes, which gleamed

brightly from behind broad, golden-rimmed

Mr. Holmes,

interests that

very delicateâ��

His voice was as

smooth and

suave as his

countenance, as

he advanced

with a plump

little hand ex

tended, mur

muring his

regret for hav

ing missed us

at his first visit.

Holmes disre

garded the out

stretched hand

and looked at

him with a face

of granite.

M i 1 vert on 's

smile broad-

e n e d ; he

shrugged his

shoulders, re

moved his over

coat, folded it

with great deli

beration over

the back of a

chair, and then

took a seat.

It is only

protested.

" This gentle

man ? " said he,

with a wave in

my direction.

" Is it discreet ?

Is it right?"

" Dr. Watson

is my friend and

partner."

" Very good,

in your client's

The matter is so

" Dr. Watson has already heard of it."

" Then we can proceed to business. You

say that you are acting for I^ady Eva. Has

she empowered you to accept my terms ? "

" What are your terms ? "

" Seven thousand pounds."

" And the alternative? "

" My dear sir, it is painful to me to discuss

it; but if the money is not paid on the 141(1

there certainly will be no marriage on the

18th." His insufferable smile was more

complacent than ever.
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Holmes thought for a little.

" You appear to me," he said, at last, " to

be taking matters too much for granted. I

am, of course, familiar with the contents of

these letters. My client will certainly do

what I may advise. I shall counsel her to

tell her future husband the whole story and

to trust to his generosity."

Milverton chuckled.

" You evidently do not know the Earl,"

said he.

From the baffled look upon Holmes's face

I could clearly see that he did.

" What harm is there in the letters ? " he

asked.

" They are sprightly â�� very sprightly,"

Milverton answered. "The lady was a

charming correspondent. But I can assure

you that the Earl of Dovercourt would fail

to appreciate them. However, since you

think otherwise, we will let it rest at that.

It is purely a matter of business. If you

think that it is in the best interests of your

client that these letters should be placed in

the hands of the Earl, then you would

indeed be foolish to pay so large a sum of

money to regain them." He rose and seized

his astrachan coat.

Holmes was grey with anger and mortifi

cation.

" Wait a little," he said. " You go too

fast. We would certainly make every effort

to avoid scandal in so delicate a matter."

Milverton relapsed into his chair.

" 1 was sure that you would see it in

that light," he purred.

"At the same time,'' Holmes continued,

" Lady Eva is not a wealthy woman. I

assure you that two thousand pounds would

be a drain upon her resources, and that the

sum you name is utterly beyond her power.

I beg, therefore, that you will moderate your

demands, and that you will return the letters

at the price I indicate, which is, I assure you,

the highest that you can get."

Milverton's smile broadened and his eyes

twinkled humorously.

" I am aware that what you say is true

about the lady's resources," said he. " At

the same time, you must admit that the

occasion of a lady's marriage is a very suitable

time for her friends and relatives to make

some little effort upon her behalf. They

may hesitate as to an acceptable wedding

present. Let me assure them that this

little bundle of letters would give more joy

than all the candelabra and butter-dishes in

London."

"It is impossible," said Holmes.

"Dear me, dear me, how unfortunate!"

cried Milverton, taking out a bulky pocket-

book. " I cannot help thinking that ladies

are ill-advised in not making an effort. Look

at this ! " He held up a little note with a

coat-of-arms upon the envelope. " That

belongs toâ��well, perhaps it is hardly fair to

tell the name until to-morrow morning.

But at that time it will be in the hands of

the lady's husband. And all because she

will not find a beggarly sum which she could

get in an hour by turning her diamonds into

paste. It is such a pity. Now, you remember

the sudden end of the engagement between

the Honourable Miss Miles and Colonel

Dorking ? Only two days before the wedding

there was a paragraph in the Morning Post

to say that it was all off. And why ? It is

almost incredible, but the absurd sum of

twelve hundred pounds would have settled

the whole question. Is it not pitiful ? And

here I find you, a man of sense, boggling

about terms when your client's future and

honour are at stake. You surprise me, Mr.

Holmes."

" What I say is true," Holmes answered.

" The money cannot be found. Surely it

is better for you to take the substantial sum

which I offer than to ruin this woman's

career, which can profit you in no way ? "

" There you make a mistake, Mr. Holmes.

An exposure would profit me indirectly to a

considerable extent. I have eight or ten

similar cases maturing. If it was circulated

among them that I had made a severe

example of the Lady Eva I should find all

of them much more open to reason. You

see my point ? "

Holmes sprang from his chair.

" Get behind him, Watson ! Don't let

him out! Now, sir, let us see the contents

of that note-book."

Milverton had glided as quick as a rat to

the side of the room, and stood with his

back against the wall.

" Mr. Holmes, Mr. Holmes," he said, turn

ing the front of his coat and exhibiting the

butt of a large revolver, which projected

from the inside pocket. " I have been

expecting you to do something original.

This has been done so often, and what good

has ever come from it ? 1 assure you that I

am armed to the teeth, and I am perfectly

prepared to use my weapons, knowing that

the law will support me. Besides, your sup

position that I would bring the letters here in

a note-book is entirely mistaken. I would

do nothing so foolish. And now, gentlemen,

I have one or two little interviews this evening,
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11 EXHIBIT ING THE UUTT OF A LARGE RKVOLVKR, WHICH I'KOJECTKD FROM THE INSIDE I'OCKET."

and it is a long drive to Hampstead." He

stepped forward, took up his coat, laid his

hand on his revolver, and turned to the door.

I picked up a chair, but Holmes shook his

head and I laid jt down again. With a bow,

a smile, and a twinkle Milverton was out of

the room, and a few moments after we heard

the slam of the carriage door and the rattle

of the wheels as he drove away.

Holmes sat motionless by the fire, his

hands buried deep in his trouser pockets, his

chin sunk upon his breast, his eyes fixed

upon the glowing embers. For half an hour

he was silent and still. Then, with the

gesture of a man who has taken his decision,

he sprang to his feet and passed into his

bedroom. A little later a rakish young work

man with a goatee beard and a swagger lit

his clay pipe at the lamp before descending

into the street. " I'll be back some time,

Watson," said he, and vanished into the night.

I understood that he had opened his

campaign against Charles Augustus Milver

ton ; but I little dreamed the strange shape

which that campaign was destined to take.

For some days Holmes came and went at

all hours in this attire, but beyond a remark

that his time was spent at Hampstead, and

that it was not wasted, I knew nothing of

what he was doing. At last, however, on a

wild, tempestuous evening, when the wind

screamed and rattled against the windows,

he returned from his last expedition, and

having removed his disguise he sat before

the fire and laughed heartily in his silent

inward fashion.

" You would not call me a marrying man,

Watson?"

" No, indeed !"

"You'll be interested to hear that I am

engaged."

" My dear fellow ! I congrat "

"To Milverton's housemaid."

" Good heavens, Holmes ! "

" I wanted information, Watson."

"Surely you have gone too far?"

" It was a most necessary step. I am a

plumber with a rising business, Escott by

name. I have walked out with her each

evening, and I have talked with her. Good

heavens, those talks ! However, 1 have got

all I wanted. I know Milverton's house as I

know the palm of my hand."

"But the girl, Holmes?"
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He shrugged his shoulders.

" You can't help it, my dear Watson. You

must play your cards as best you can when

such a stake is on the table. However, I

rejoice to say that I have a hated rival who

will certainly cut me out the instant that my

back is turned. What a splendid night it is !"

"You like this weather?"

" It suits my purpose. Watson, I mean to

burgle Milverton's house to-night."

I had a catching of the breath, and my

skin went cold at the words, which were

slowly uttered in a tone of concentrated

resolution. As a flash of lightning in the

night shows up in an instant every detail of

a wide landscape, so at one glance I seemed

to see every possible result of such an action

â��the detection, the capture, the honoured

career ending in irreparable failure and dis

grace, my friend himself lying at the mercy

of the odious Milverton.

"For Heaven's sake, Holmes, think what

you are doing," I cried.

"My dear fellow, I have given it every

consideration. I am never precipitate in my

actions, nor would I adopt so energetic and

indeed so dangerous a course if any other

were possible. Let us look at the matter

clearly and fairly. I suppose that you will

admit that the action is morally justifiable,

though technically criminal. To burgle his

house is no more than to forcibly take his

pocket-bookâ��an action in which you were

prepared to aid me."

I turned it over in my mind.

" Yes," I said ; "it is morally justifiable so

long as our object is to take no articles save

those which are used for an illegal purpose."

" Exactly. Since it is morally justifiable I

have only to consider the question of per

sonal risk. Surely a gentleman should not

lay much stress upon this when a lady is in

most desperate need of his help?"

" You will be in such a false position."

" Well, that is part of the risk. There is

no other possible way of regaining these

letters. The unfortunate lady has not the

money, and there are none of her people in

whom she could confide. To-morrow is the

last day of grace, and unless we can get the

letters to-night this villain will be as good as

his word and will bring about her ruin. I

must, therefore, abandon my client to her

fate or I must play this last card. Between

ourselves, Watson, it's a sporting duel be

tween this fellow Milverton and me. He

had, as you saw, the best of the first

exchanges ; but my self-respect and my repu

tation are concerned to fight it to a finish."

Vol. xxvii.â��48.

" Well, I don't like it; but I suppose it

must be," said I. " When do we start ? "

" You are not coming."

"Then you are not going," said I. "I

give you my word of honourâ��and I never

broke it in my lifeâ��that I will take a cab

straight to the police-station and give you

away unless you let me share this adventure

with you."

" You can't help me."

" How do you know that ? You can't tell

what may happen. Anyway, my resolution is

taken. Other people beside you have self-

respect and even reputations."

Holmes had looked annoyed, but his brow

cleared, and he clapped me on the shoulder.

" Well, well, my dear fellow, be it so. We

have shared the same room for some years,

and it would be amusing if we ended by

sharing the same cell. You know, Watson,

I don't mind confessing to you that I have

always had an idea that I would have made a

highly efficient criminal. This is the chance

of my lifetime in that direction. See here !"

He took a neat little leather case out of a

drawer, and opening it he exhibited a number

of shining instruments. " This is a first-class,

up-to-date burgling kit, with nickel-plated

jemmy, diamond-tipped glass-cutter, adapt

able keys, and every modern improvement

which the march of civilization demands.

Here, too, is my dark lantern. Everything is

in order. Have you a pair of silent shoes ? "

" I have rubber-soled tennis shoes."

" Excellent. And a mask ? "

" I can make a couple out of black silk."

"I can see that you have a strong natural

turn for this sort of thing. Very good ; do

you make the masks. We shall have some

cold supper before we start. It is now nine-

thirty. At eleven we shall drive as far as

Church Row. It is a quarter of an hour's

walk from there to Appledore Towers. We

shall be at work before midnight. Milverton

is a heavy sleeper and retires punctually at

ten-thirty. With any luck we should be back

here by two, with the Lady Eva's letters in my

pocket."

Holmes and I put on our dress-clothes, so

that we might appear to be two theatre-goers

homeward bound. In Oxford Street we

picked up a hansom and drove to an address

in Hampstead. Here we paid off our cab,

and with our great-coats buttoned up, for it

was bitterly cold and the wind seemed to

blow through us, we walked along the edge

of the Heath.

"It's a business that needs delicate treat

ment," said Holmes. " These documents
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are contained in a safe in the fellow's study,

and the study is the ante-room of his bed

chamber. On the other hand, like all these

stout, little men who do themselves well, he

is a plethoric sleejx-r. Agathaâ��that's my

fianceeâ��says it is a joke in the servants' hall

that it's impossible to wake the master. He

has a secretary who is devoted to his interests

and never budges from the study all day.

That's why we are going at night. Then he

has a beast of a dog which roams the garden.

I met Agatha late the last two evenings, and

she locks the brute up so as to give me a

clear run. This is the house, this big one

in its own grounds. Through the gateâ��now

to the right among the laurels. We might

put on our masks here, I think. You see,

there is not a glimmer of light in any of

the windows, and everything is working

splendidly."

With our black silk face-coverings, which

turned us into two of the most truculent

figures in London, we stole up to the silent,

gloomy house. A sort of tiled veranda

extended along one side of it, lined by

several windows and two doors.

"That's his bedroom," Holmes whispered.

" This door opens straight into the study.

It would suit us best, but it is bolted as well

as locked, and we should make too much

noise getting in. Come round here. There's

a greenhouse which opens into the drawing-

room."

The place was locked, but Holmes re

moved a circle of glass and turned the key

from the inside. An instant afterwards he

had closed the door behind us, and we had

become felons in the eyes of the law. The

thick, warm air of the conservatory and the

rich, choking fragrance of exotic plants took

us by the thro.it. He seized my hand in the

darkness and led me swiftly past banks of

shrubs which brushed against our faces.

Holmes had remarkable powers, carefully

cultivated, of seeing in the dark. Still hold

ing my hand in one of his he opened a door,

and I was vaguely conscious that we had

entered a large room in which a cigar had

been smoked not long before. He felt his

way among the furniture, opened another

door, and closed it behind us. Putting out

my hand I felt several coats hanging from

the wall, and I understood that I was in a

passage. We passed along it, and Holmes

very gently opened a door upon the right-

hand side. Something rushed out at us and

my heart sprang into my mouth, but I could

have laughed when I realized that it was the

cat. A fire was burning in this new room,

and again the air was heavy with tobacco

smoke. Holmes entered on tiptoe, waited

for me to follow, and then very gently closed

the door. W'e were in Milverton's study,

and a portiere at the farther side showed the

entrance to his bedroom.

It was a good fire, and the room was illu

minated by it. Near the door I saw the

gleam of an electric switch, but it was un

necessary, even if it had been safe, to turn

it on. At one side of the fireplace was a

heavy curtain, which covered the bay window

we had seen from outside. On the other

side was the door which communicated with

the veranda. A desk stood in the centre,

with a turning chair of shining red leather.

Opposite was a large bookcase, with a marble

bust of Athene on the top. In the corner

between the bookcase and the wall there

stood a tall green safe, the firelight flashing

back from the polished brass knobs upon its

face. Holmes stole across and looked at it.

Then he crept to the door of the bedroom,

and stood with slanting head listening in

tently. No sound came from within. Mean

while it had struck me that it would be wise

to secure our retreat through the outer door,

so I examined it. To my amazement it was

neither locked nor bolted ! I touched Holmes

on the arm, and he turned his masked face in

that direction. I saw him start, and he was

evidently as surprised as I.

" I don't like it," he whispered, putting his

lips to my very ear. " I can't quite make it

out. Anyhow, we have no time to lose."

"Can I do anything?"

" Yes; stand by the door. If you hear

anyone come, bolt it on the inside, and we

can get away as we came. If they come the

other way, we can get through the door if our

job is done, or hide behind these window

curtains if it is not. Do you understand ? "

I nodded and stood by the door. My first

feeling of fear had passed away, and I thrilled

now with a keener zest than I had ever en

joyed when we were the defenders of the law

instead of its defiers. The high object of our

mission, the consciousness that it was un

selfish and chivalrous, the villainous character

of our opponent, all added to the sporting

interest of the adventure. Far from feeling

guilty, I rejoiced and exulted in our dangers.

With a glow of admiration I watched Holmes

unrolling his case of instruments and choosing

his tool with the calm, scientific accuracy of

a surgeon who performs a delicate operation.

I knew that the opening of safes was a

particular hobby with him, and I under

stood the joy which it gave him to be
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"HE STOOD WITH SI.ANTIM;

INTEN I LV."

confronted with this green and gold monster,

the dragon which held in its maw the repu

tations of many fair ladies. Turning up the

cuffs of his dress-coatâ��he had placed his

overcoat on a chairâ��Holmes laid out two

drills, a jemmy, and several skeleton keys.

I stood at the centre door with my eyes

glancing at each of the others, ready for

any emergency; though, indeed, my plans

were somewhat vague as to what I should

do if we were interrupted. For half an hour

Holmes worked with concentrated energy,

laying down one tool, picking up another,

handling each with the strength and delicacy

of the trained mechanic. Finally I heard a

click, the broad green door swung open, and

inside I had a glimpse of a number of paper

packets, each tied, sealed, and inscribed.

111 Al> LISTENING

Holmes picked one out,

but it was hard to read by

the flickering fire, and he

drew out his little dark

lantern, for it was too dan

gerous, with Milverton in

the next room, to switch on

the electric light. Suddenly

I saw him halt, listen in

tently, and then in an

instant he had swung the

door of the safe to, picked

up his coat, stuffed his tools

into the pockets, and darted

behind the window curtain,

motioning me to do the

same.

It was only when I had

joined him there that I

heard what had alarmed his

quicker senses. There was

a noise somewhere within

the house. A door slammed

in the distance. Then a

confused,dull murmurbroke

itself into the measured thud

of heavy footsteps rapidly

approaching. They were

in the passage outside the

room. They paused at the

door. The door opened.

There was a sharp snick as

the electric light was turned

on. The door closed once

more, and the pungent reek

of a strong cigar was borne

to our nostrils. Then the

footsteps continued back

wards and forwards, back

wards and forwards, within

a few yards of us. Finally,

there was a creak from a chair, and the foot

steps ceased. Then a key clicked in a lock

and I heard the rustle of papers.

So far I had not dared to look out, but

now I gently parted the division of the

curtains in front of me and peeped through.

From the pressure of Holmes's shoulder

against mine I knew that he was sharing my

observations. Right in front of us, and

almost within our reach, was the broad,

rounded back of Milverton. It was evident

that we had entirely miscalculated his move

ments, that he had never been to his bed

room, but that he had been sitting up in

some smoking or billiard room in the farther

wing of the house, the windows of wh:ch we

had not seen. His broad, grizzled head, with

its shining patch of baldness, was in the
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immediate foreground of our vision. He

was leaning far back in the red leather chair,

his legs outstretched, a long black cigar pro

jecting at an angle from his mouth. He

wore a semi-military smoking jacket, claret-

coloured, with a black velvet collar. In his

hand he held a long legal document, which

he was reading in an indolent fashion, blow

ing rings of tobacco smoke from his lips as

he did so. There was no promise of a

speedy departure in his composed bearing

and his comfortable attitude.

I felt Holmes's hand steal into mine and

give me a reassuring shake, as if to say that

the situation was within his powers and that

he was easy in his mind. I was not sure

whether he had seen what was only too

obvious from my position, that the door of

the safe was imperfectly closed, and that

Milverton might at any moment observe it.

In my own mind I had determined that if I

were sure, from the rigidity of his gaze, that

it had caught his eye, I would at once spring

out, throw my great-coat over his head,

pinion him, and leave the rest to Holmes.

But Miherton never looked up. He was

languidly interested by the papers in his

hand, and page

after page was

turned as he

followed the argu

ment of the law

yer. At least, I

thought, when he

has finished the

document and the

cigar he will go to

his room; but

before he had

reached the end of

either there came

a remarkable de

velopment which

turned our

thoughts into quite

another channel.

Several times I

had observed that

Milverton looked

at his watch, and

once he had risen

and sat down

again, with a ges

ture of impatience.

The idea, how

ever, that he might

have an appoint

ment at so strange

an hour never

occurred to me until a faint sound reached

my ears from the veranda outside. Milverton

dropped his papers and sat rigid in his chair.

The sound was repeated, and then there

came a gentle tap at the door. Milverton

rose and opened it.

" Well," said he, curtly, " you are nearly

half an hour late."

So this was the explanation of the un

locked door and of the nocturnal vigil of

Milverton. There was the gentle rustle of a

woman's dress. I had closed the slit between

the curtains as Milverton's face had turned

in our direction, but now I ventured very

carefully to open it once more. He had

resumed his seat, the cigar still projecting at

an insolent angle from the corner of his

mouth. In front of him, in the full glare of

the electric light, there stood a tall, slim, dark

woman, a veil over her face, a mantle drawn

round her chin. Her breath came quick and

fast, and every inch of the lithe figure was

quivering with strong emotion.

"Well," said Miherton, "you've made me

lose a good night's rest, my dear, v I hope

you'll prove worth it. You couldn't come

any other timeâ��eh ? "

YOU COULDN'T COME ANY OTHER TIMEâ��EH?"
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The woman shook her head.

"Well, if you couldn't you couldn't. If

the Countess is a hard mistress you have

your chance to get level with her now.

Bless the girl, what are you shivering about ?

That's right! Pull yourself together ! Now,

let us get down to business." He took a note

from the drawer of his desk. " You say that

you have five letters which compromise the

Countess d'Albert. You want to sell them.

I want to buy them. So far so good. It

only remains to fix a price. I should want to

inspect the letters, of course. If they are

really good specimensâ��â��â�¢ Great heavens,

is it you ? "

The woman without a word had raised her

veil and dropped the mantle from her chin.

It was a dark, handsome, clear-cut face which

confronted Milverton, a face with a curved

nose, strong, dark eyebrows shading hard,

glittering eyes, and a straight, thin-lipped

mouth set in a dangerous smile.

"It'is I," she said; "the woman whose

life you have ruined."

Milverton laughed, but fear vibrated in his

voice. "You were so very obstinate," said

he. " Why did you drive me to such

extremities ? I assure you I wouldn't hurt

a fly of my own accord, but every man has

his business, and what was I to do ? I put

the price well within your means. You

would not pay."

" So you sent the letters to my husband,

and heâ��the noblest gentleman that ever

lived, a man whose boots I was never worthy

to laceâ��he broke his gallant heart and died.

You remember that last night when I came

through that door I begged and prayed you

for mercy, and you laughed in my face as

you are trying to laugh now, only your

coward heart cannot keep your lips from

twitching ? Yes, you never thought to see

me here again, but it was that night which

taught me how I could meet you face to face,

and alone. Well, Charles Milverton, what

have you to say ?"

" Don't imagine that you can bully me,"

said he, rising to his feet. " I have only to

raise my voice, and I could call my servants

and have you arrested. But I will make

allowance for your natural anger. Leave the

room at once as you came, and I will say no

more."

The woman stood with her hand buried in

her bosom, and the same deadly smile on

her thin lips.

"You will ruin no more lives as you ruined

mine. You will wring no more hearts as you

wrung mine. I will free the world of a

poisonous thing. Take that, you hound, and

that !â��and that!â��and that!â��and that! "

She had drawn a little, gleaming revolver,

and emptied barrel after barrel into Milver-

ton's body, the muzzle within two feet of his

shirt front. He shrank away and then fell

forward upon the table, coughing furiously

and clawing among the papers. Then he

staggered to his feet, received another shot,

and rolled upon the floor. " You've done

me," he cried, and lay still. The woman

looked at him intently and ground her heel

into his upturned face. She looked again,

but there was no sound or movement. I

heard a sharp rustle, the night air blew into

the heated room, and the avenger was gone.

No interference upon our part could have

saved the man from his fate ; but as the

woman poured bullet after bullet into

Milverton's shrinking body I was about to

spring out, when I felt Holmes's cold, strong

grasp upon my wrist. I understood the

whole argument of that firm, restraining grip

â��that it was no affair of ours; that justice

had overtaken a villain; that we had our

own duties and our own objects which were

not to be lost sight of. But hardly had the

woman rushed from the room when Holmes,

with swift, silent steps, was over at the other

door. He turned the key in the lock. At

the same instant we heard voices in the house

and the sound of hurrying feet. The revolver

shots had roused the household. With perfect

coolness Holmes slipped across to the safe,

filled his two arms with bundles of letters,

and poured them all into the fire. Again

and again he did it, until the safe was empty.

Someone turned the handle and beat upon

the outside of the door. Holmes looked

swiftly round. The letter which had been

the messenger of death for Milverton lay,

all mottled with his blood, upon the table.

Holmes tossed it in among the blazing papers.

Then he drew the key from the outer door,

passed through after me, and locked it on the

outside. " This way, Watson," said he ; " we

can scale the garden wall in this direction."

I could not have believed that an alarm

could have spread so swiftly. Looking back,

the huge house was one blaze of light. The

front door was open, and figures were rushing

down the drive. The whole garden was alive

with people, and one fellow raised a view-

halloa as we emerged from the veranda and

followed hard at our heels. Holmes seemed

to know the ground perfectly, and he threaded

his way swiftly among a plantation of small

trees, I close at his heels, and our foremost

pursuer panting behind us. It was a six-foot
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" THEN HE STAGGERED TO HIS FEET AND RECEIVED ANOTHER .iHOT."

wall which barred our path, but he sprang to

the top and over. As I did the same I felt

the hand of the man behind me grab at

my ankle; but I kicked myself free and

scrambled over a glass-strewn coping, i fell

upon my face among some bushes; but

Holmes had me on my feet in an instant,

and together we dashed away across the huge

expanse of Hampstead Heath. We had run

two miles, I suppose, before Holmes at last

halted and listened intently. All was abso

lute silence behind us. We had shaken off

our pursuers and were safe.

'We had breakfasted and were smoking our

morning pipe on the day after the remarkable

experience which I have recorded when Mr.

Lestrade, of Scotland Yard, very solemn and

impressive, was ushered into our modest

sitting-room.

"Good morning, Mr. Holmes,'' said he;

"good morning. May I ask if you are very

busy just now ? "

" Not too busy to listen to you."

" I thought that, perhaps, if you had

nothing particular on hand, you might care

to assist us in a most remarkable case which

occurred only last night at Hampstead."

" Dear me ! " said Holmes. " What was

that?"

" A murderâ��a most dramatic and remark

able murder. I know how keen you are

upon these things, and I would take it as a

great favour if you would step down to

Appledore Towers and give us the benefit of

your advice. It is no ordinary crime. We

have had our eyes upon this Mr. Milverton

for some time, and, between ourselves, he

was a bit of a villain. He is known to have

held papers which he used for blackmailing

purposes. These papers have all been

burned by the murderers. No article of
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value was taken, as it is probable that the

criminals were men of good position, whose

sole object was to prevent social exposure."

" Criminals ! " said Holmes. " Plural ! "

" Yes, there were two of them. They

were, as nearly as possible, captured red-

handed. We have their foot-marks, we have

their description; it's ten to one that we

trace them. The first fellow was a bit too

active, but the second was caught by the

under-gardener and only got

away after a struggle. He

was a middle-sized, strongly-

built manâ��square jaw, thick

neck, moustache, a mask

over his eyes."

" That's rather vague,"

said Sherlock Holmes.

" Why, it might be a de

scription of Watson ! "

" It's true," said the in

spector, with much amuse

ment. " It might be a

description of Watson."

" Well, I am afraid I can't

help you, Lesfrade," said

Holmes. " The fact is that

I knew this fellow Milverton,

that I considered him one

of the most dangerous men

in London, and that I think

there are certain crimes

which the law cannot touch,

and which therefore, to some

extent, justify private re

venge. No, it's no use

arguing. I have made up

my mind. My sympathies

are with the criminals rather

than with the victim, and I

will not handle this case."

Holmes had not said one

word to me about the tragedy

which we had witnessed, but

I observed all the morning

that he was in his most

thoughtful mood, and he

gave me the impression,

from his vacant eyes and his

abstracted manner, of a man

who is striving to recall

something to his memory.

We were in the middle of our lunch when

he suddenly sprang to his feet. " By Jove,

Watson ; I've got it! " he cried. " Take your

hat ! Come with me ! " He hurried at his

top speed down Baker Street and along

Oxford Street, until we had almost reached

Regent Circus. Here on the left hand there

stands a shop window filled with photo

graphs of the celebrities and beauties of the

day. Holmes's eyes fixed themselves upon

one of them, and following his gaze I saw

the picture of a regal and stately lady in

Court dress, with a high diamond tiara upon

her noble head. I looked at that delicately-

curved nose, at the marked eyebrows, at the

straight mouth, and the strong little chin

' FOLLOWING HIS GAZE I SAW THE P1CTUKE OP A REGAL AND STATELY LADY IN

COUKT DRESS."

beneath it. Then I caught my breath as I

read the time-honoured title of the great

nobleman and statesman whose wife she had

been. My eyes met those of Holmes, and

he put his finger to his lips as we turned

away from the window.



Romance of the Bronze Duke.

N a green mound commanding

Caesar's Plain, Aldershot, a

rider and his horse survey

the landscape. Occasionally

soldiers come up and salute

themâ��sometimes singly, some

times in companies, often in battalions. But

the salute is never returned; both rider and

horse remain rigid. The sun sets and finds

them still at their post: it rises and they have

never stirred. The explanation is simpleâ��

this giant horse

and horseman

are of bronze;

they form the

greatest eques

trian group in the

world.

Yet the pair

have not always

been thus sta

tionary. They

have been thrice

moved and may

be moved thrice

again. Perhaps

in the watches of

the night on

Caesar's Plain

they are thinking

of their past, and

of the protracted

episode which

once shook .the

society of the

British capital to

its centre, and

in which they

played the chief

part. Factions

raged around

them ere they

left their humble

birthplace in the

Harrow Road,

and for a time

the bronze en

joyed far more celebrity than its original,

the Iron Duke.

SOLD1EKS SALUTING THE DUKE

From a Plato. Iiy] ALDEKSHOT

The story is well worth telling, for nobody

remembers it now. Seventy years ago,

although England had then no sculptors to

speak of, there was a general passion for

erecting statues. The statues were nearly-

all bad, of course, and to the decade

between 1830 and 1840 the kingdom

owes some of its worst atrocities in this

department of art. About the time the

late Queen came to the throne, a sculptor,

Matthew Wyatt, was commissioned to execute

a statue of George III. The result may be

seen in Cockspur Street to-day. Critics

complained that it was too small. The

reproach greatly offended Wyatt, who roundly

declared that he had not aimed at bigness,

but that if size had been in question he was

quite capable of modelling a statue larger

than any Michael Angelo or the Indian idol-

makers had ever attempted. He mentioned

S STATUE, AS IT STANDS AT

TO-DAY.

this to an ardent

worshipper of the

Duke of Welling

ton in the City, a

Common Coun

cilman named

Simpson, who

hadalready raised

subscriptions for

one Wellington

equestrian group,

now in front of the

Royal Exchange.

Simpson and

Wyatt talked it

over, and the re

sult was the form

ation of a com

mittee, headed

by the Duke of

Rutland, and the

raising of fourteen

thousand pounds

for the erection

of a memorial to

the Duke in the

West-end. This

body duly handed

the commission

over to Wyatt as

"in every respect

eminently quali

fied to be entrus

ted with the pro-

EKÂ«M*ji*nM. PÂ°sed equestrian

statue."

On this point it was plain that there were

two opinions prevalent. Wyatt now prepared

to realize his boast, and boldly announced that

the equestrian statue should be of Titanic

proportions. As to the site of his handiwork

thereby hangs a tale. Wyatt had a friend

with whom he had quarrelled, named Decimus

Burton. This Burton, an architect, had

recently erected a mighty triumphal arch at

the entrance to Green Park. It formed a

great feature in the magnificent plan sub-
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milled lo Parliament in 1827 for the " re-

edification " of Buckingham Palace. In this

costly design the above arch was lo form the

Royal entrance to the palace gardens, to be

laid out to suit the rather luxurious taste of

George IV.

The arch was eighty feet high. Burton's

original idea was to embellish the main piers

with groups of trophies ; to place the figure

of a warrior on each stylobate ; to enrich the

base with a sculptural representation of an

ancient triumph ; to place a statue over each

column ; and various other embellishments.

But all this ambitious plan was instantly

shortened by Wyatt's declaring his intention

of placing his colossal statue not in the

middle of Hyde Park, or even of Green Park,

or Kensington Gardens, but on the very

summit of Burton's arch !

The unfortunate architect was beside

himself with rage at the suggestion. He

protested, but he protested in vain. The

complaisant committee had quite fallen in

with Wyatt's idea. But it was not so the

Government, the Royal Academy, and the

Press. They heaped ridicule upon both the

project and the sculptor. They roundly

declared that it would ruin the unity and

symmetry of his building. Then began an

acrimonious discussion between the friends

of VVyatt and the objectors to his proposed

statue. All London divided itself into fac

tions. The common topic of drawing-room

and dinner conversation was, " Are you for

or against putting a gigantic Iron Duke on

the top of the arch ? " " Bra/en impudence ! "

wrote Thackeray, himself an artist.

Meanwhile, in the studio in the Harrow

Road, opposite the Dudley Arms Tavern,

the lucky sculptor had been proceeding with

his task. He prepared several models and

designs, and the sub-commiltee availed them

selves of a model of the Hyde Park Corner

arch to consider, which they did with the

greatesl attention, the position and relative

si/.e of the statue to be placed on the summit.

Wyatt then prepared a drawing of the arch

with the equestrian statue, of which the sub

committee approved.

But at this point the Lords of the

Treasury stepped in with an injunction. As

the modelling and casting went on the

battle raged. Macaulay wrote from India

that the sculptor and his friends ''ought to be

in Bedlam " ; his antagonist, Croker, inquired

blandly " what a Whig Dissenter knew of

high art." " High " art then became a joke.

To the query, "What is the.very highest form

of art ? " the jocular answer was, " Wyatt's

Vol xxvii-49.

Duke." The newspapers between 1840 and

1846 contain innumerable references to and

descriptions of the statue, and the progress it

was making towards completion.

We are told that the plaster of Paris used

in the stupendous work considerably exceeded

one hundred tons ; it was formed upon a

turn-plate, or revolving platform, upwards of

twenty feet across, travelling upon forty

rollers and weighing in itself several tons.

The vastness of the model required certain

precautions to ensure its integrity. To

give strength to the body of the horse, a

beam passed through it longitudinally, like a

backbone from which spring traverse timbers,

like the ribs of a ship. From the body of

the horse was a line of iron bolts, beneath

which, in the early stage of the modelling,

were placed props for security in shifting the

figure by means of the platform, so as to

obtain the most desirable position for light,

etc. To reach the different parts of the

statue a travelling stage with a shifting floor

was construcled, so that it might be adjusted

to any height.

The entire group represented the Duke

of Wellington as he appeared on the field of

Waterloo upon his favourite horse, Copen

hagen. The Dukeâ��at least so Wyatt de

clared, although this was deniedâ��sat to the

sculptor for the portrait, the warrior wearing

his customary short cloak, which the artist

draped so as to give it something of the

grace of classic costume. But the sculptor's

intentions generally surpassed his execution.

For melting the sixty tons of bronze

Wyatt erected two great furnaces. The

first employed was capable of melting only

twelve tons at a time, whereas it was found

desirable to cast the remainder of the statue

in larger and consequently fewer pieces. A

record furnace was therefore built capable of

melting twenty tons at a time.

The mould and core being placed in the

pit in the foundry, the bronze was run into

it from the furnace, and the body of the

horse and the lower portion of the rider were

thus cast in two parts of about twenty

tons each. These were magnificent castings,

and the effect of so large a surface of molten

compound as the twenty tons presented is

described as very extraordinary. The statue,

or rather group, was thus cast in about eight

pieces. In each case the mould was placed

in the pit embedded in sand, rammed in as

tightly as possible; yet in casting the front

of the horse, by some means six tons of metal

escaped through the mould, the chest of the

horse was left vacant, and the casting was
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consequently spoiled. In order that the legs

of the horse should be capable of carrying

the great weight they would have to sustain

it was found necessary to cast them solid.

The other portions of the work vary from

one to three inches in thickness, with strong

ribs internally to give additional strength. Its

height approaches thirty feet, and such is the

bulk of the horse that eight persons once

dined within one-half of it.

The following are some of the main

dimensions :â��

Ft. in

Girth round the horse ... ... 22 8

Ditto arm of... ... ... ... 5 4

From the horse's hocks to the ground 6 o

From the horse's nose to the tail ... 26 o

Lenglh of head ... ... ... 6 o

Length of each ear ... ... . . 24

The group being cast in pieces as above,

they were joined partly by screw-bolts two

inches in thickness. Owing to the colossal size

of the group there were, for some time, upwards

of thirty men

employed at

once upon the

bronze ; and in

case of any

work being re

quisite to .be

done within

the figure of

the rider, the

head was re

moved to allow

the workmen

to descend

through the

neck. The

cleansing,

chasing, and

finishing occu

pied a con

siderable time.

At last, after

being repeat

edly canvassed

in Parliament

and in the

country for

six years,

provoking a

greater degree

of heat than

perhaps any

statue in the

world had ever

provoked be

fore, the busi

ness was sup

posed to be temporarily settled by the authori

ties agreeing to allow the statue to be placed

on the arch " on three weeks' probation,'

when, " if the location proved to be in

judicious," it was to be removed. Whereat

there was great joy at the sculptor's studio in

the Harrow Road. The Duke of Rutland

jumped into his carriage and flew thither

himself to bear the glad tidings.

" Once it's up," he is said to have cried,

" the devil himself can't pull it down ! "

When the gigantic horse and rider was all

but finished it was hoisted out of the pit in

the foundry and placed upon an enormous

car, built especially for the purpose at

Woolwich Dockyard. The roof of the

foundry had first to be removed and one

of the walls completely demolished to allow

of t'le entry of the car, which weighed no

less than twenty tons. Its wheels were

twenty feet in diameter, with radiating cast-

iron spokes, and were surmounted by a plat

form within

which the

statue was

slung. The feet

of the horse

rested upon

ledges, so close

to the ground

as to preclude

any possibility

of danger from

a fall. As it

stood thus it

was visited

during three

weeks by many

hundreds of

persons, in

cluding most

of the celebri

ties of the day,

such as Lytton,

Disraeli, and

Dickens.

THE STATUE AT MR. WYATT's FOUNDRY.

Pnm '.he â�¢â�¢; llml/â�¢,.(.,! London A'nM."

Outside

every day saw a

vast concourse

of people

watching the

movements of

the workmen.

On the 28th

September, at

dusk, by

means of chain

windlasses,

ropes, pulleys,
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"

THE GKANU PROCESSION OK THE STATUE â��TURNING FKO.M I'AKK LA^E, I" llltutrflled London j

inclined planes, plank tramways, etc., the

biggest carriage in the world and the largest

statue were moved in proximity to the gate,

in readiness for the event of the next day.

All London was agog on September zgth,

1846. As it was understood by the public

that the removal would take place as early

as ten o'clock, long before that hour the

Harrow Road and the streets adjoining were

thronged with well-dressed people. Seats

were erected in various places, for which

shillings and half-

crowns were cheer

fully paid. Even

the roofs and

windows in the

neighbourhood of

Mr. Wyatt's foun

dry were crowded

with anxious spec

tators. The whole

line of route from

the Harrow Road

to Piccadilly was,

indeed, one scene

of excitement, the

windows being

mostly filled with

company and pre

senting a scene of

much gaiety and

animation. Pad-

dington Green

was filled, and Hyde Park was crowded

towards the Drive and principal walk.

The procession included a large number

of troopsâ��Life Guards, Fusiliers, Grenadiers,

Coldstreams, together with no fewer than

four bands. In brief, the worshippers of the

Duke omitted nothing to make the occasion

a triumph. Besides, the weather was superb.

The miserable pageant prophesied by

Punch in Leech's amusing drawing was

nothing like the reality. Leech afterwards

Â»=^"^C5Â£. =-?;:â�¢ ia.-Ur'-râ��â��??;i, i Kj .

PUNCH'S ' SKIT ON THK PROCESSION.

Reproduced by pÂ«rmiairion of the Proprietors of " Pttneft,"

! '!
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AWFUL APPARITION TO A GENTLEMAN, WHILST SHAVING, IN TH

ECKiWARE ROADâ��ANOTHER "PUNCH" JOKE ON THE PROCESSION.

Rfprodneed by per/mutton of the Proprietors of " Punc\."

drew a mirth - provoking picture of

the effect of the statue's passing

down Edgware Road upon a gentle

man shaving in the seclusion of an

upper window, which we here

reproduce.

Arrived at the arch, where Royal

Princes, dukes, earls, and innumer

able peeresses were assembled, it

was found too late that day to hoist

the mighty bronze to its resting-

place. In fact, the ceremony took

three days before it was concluded.

While all this was happening, on

the first and last days the happy

sculptor, \Vyatt, was holding high

revel at his studio, his friends par

taking of a banquet at his expense.

Nobody dreamed of trouble.

" Once upâ��the statue is safe," was

the watchword. Hut the Royal

Academy and the Office of Woods

and Forests had resolved that the

fate of this huge " solecism " was

sealed. It had taken six years to

set up; it should come down in

three weeks ! By October ist, 1846,

the sixty tons had been hoisted to

the top of the one hundred and

fifteen foot scaffold and placed in

position by the sculptor himself. A

few days later the fatal message

arrived : " The Government decides

that your statue must come down

within three weeks." No wonder the

sculptor and his friends were panic-

stricken. How were they to be saved ?

There was only one wayâ��by inter

cession to the Duke to save, his

bronze counterfeit.

\Ve have not space to tell the full

story; the Iron Duke spake the word

and the Government dared not deny

him his request.

For nearly thirty-seven years the

great statue remained on the summit

of the triumphal arch opposite Apsley

House. But never during a moment

of that time was it unassailed by

hostile criticism. Foreigners were

HOISTING THF. STATUE TO THE TOP OF THE ARCH.

flrum the " Ilhiitratfd Londttu jitvt."
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said to point at it with scorn. Albert Smith

declared that saturnine men came to laugh

at it "who had never laughed before." But it

was not so much that it was a badly-modelled

statue as that it had given rise to prejudices

and antagonisms which long survived both

Duke and sculptor. So it happened that

in 1883, when alterations were projected

in the locality, the Duke at last .was made

to descend from his eminence. It was a

tremendous piece of workâ��both the Duke

and Copenhagen had to be decapitated

and otherwise mutilated â�� but the gradual

descent was accomplished, witnessed by

vast multitudes. Wyatt's enemies had

triumphed.

The question arose as to where the statue

should be placed. "In the furnace," said many

zealous brother sculptors. Ruskin boldly

counselled its destruction. But it was

decided that a

good place for

it would be in

St. James's Park,

opposite the

Horse Guards'

Parade. The re

moval thither to

this obscure spot

was accordingly

begun. But the

old antagonism

apparently re

vived. The

Horse Guards

complained ; the

Duke of Cam

bridge thought it

an eyesore.

Lord Randolph

Churchill, whose

way between

Westminster and

St. Jarnes's led through the park, said he

was " driven to frequent Whitehall," and pre

dicted that the big bronze Duke would bring

about the fall of the Government. Sir

Frederick Leigh ton, P. R. A., and Lord

Hardinge defended the new position, but the

former was asked: " How would you like

sixty tons of bad bronze opposite the Royal

Academy ? "

This time the old Duke of Wellingtonâ��â�¢

thirty years in his graveâ��could give no sign.

Rider and man waited immobile for further

orders. " Forwardâ��march ! " finally, in 1885,

came the command from head-quarters, and

slowly, with difficulty, and with Copenhagen

with his legs in the air, the new journey of

forty miles began.

Such is the story of a statue. Where will

it end ? Two or three years ago a distin

guished general, whose wife is also a dis-

THE STATUE IN THB POSITION WHICH RAISED SUCH A STORM OF OPPOSITION.

From the " niuttraied London JVeu-i."

tinguished

painter of sol

diers and horses,

remarked cruelly

that " Aldershot

would be de

lightful if it

wasn't for thatâ��

ogre."

And as he

spoke, from force

of habit he

grimly raised

two fingers to

his temple, salut

ing the insulted

Field - Marshal

whose mighty

shadow now

darkens Caesar's

Plain.

Where will it

end ?



Two nnd a Tiger.

BY R. E. VERNEDE.

ARE had enjoyed himself at

the picnic until the baronet

arrived, in spite of being rather

an outsider among these local

people, who all knew one an

other from the cradle. He

had enjoyed himself in spite, too, of Mrs.

Corcoran, who by many signs and cool

politenesses had shown him that her daughter

Judith had no need andâ��as she hinted very

plainlyâ��no inclination for his attentions.

" Dear Sir Henry will be arriving soon,

surely ?" Mrs. Corcoran had said in his

presence to their hostess, and little Mrs.

Harrington, who had been very kind to Nare

" I have accomplished the distance from

Wetherwell in one hour and a quarter," he

announced, " which I think is very fairâ��very

fair."

The baronet came on a tricycle, looking

reedy in his light suit, but very dignified.

" Wonderful," said Mrs. Corcoran, frown

ing at her silent daughter.

" Incredible," Nare suggested. " It must

be eight miles."

" I thought it incumbent upon me to ride

pretty fast," continued Sir Henry, " because

a rather alarming thing has occurred."

A chorus of " Ohs !" wavered about the

gratified tricyclist.

"A RATHER ALARMING THING HAS OCCURRED/

in that capacity, replied that of course Sir

Henry would be arriving soon, but that in the

meantime the rector (a mild man with a

capacity for being held in awe) was very

anxious to consult Mrs. Corcoran on the

subject of an altar-cloth. Mrs. Corcoran was

unable to resist the invitation. Whether the

rector was as grateful for Sir Henry Pove's

arrival as Nare was ungrateful, nobody can

say, but there is no denying that the rector

looked a little browbeaten by that time.

" What is it ? " asked Mrs. Corcoran.

" But, my dear madam "â��Sir Henry's look

was a rebuke to all triflingâ��" I dare not take

it upon myself to leave you all in suspense

about a matter which cannot in any event

be lightly treated. When I say that a

travelling menagerie at Sutley has lost one of

its wild beasts early this morning, and that

" No, don't tell! " cried Mrs. Harrington ;

" not if it's horrid. I won't have my picnic

spoilt. Be a gem, now ! "
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up to the time I started from Wetherwell no

news of its recapture had come to hand "

He paused for an effect, and several ladies

said : " Good heavens ! " Mrs. Corcoran

added :â��

" And you rode over the moor alone ? "

A pleased smile was her reward.

" I could do no lessâ��yesâ��some say a

puma; others a bear." Sir Henry rapidly

answered a string of questions.

" Perhaps it was a llama," suggested Miss

Corcoran.

"Judith!"

" They're very dangerous, mother."

" But in any case I'm very much annoyed,"

Mrs. Harrington announced. " Now every

body will want to go home, 1 suppose, though

really Sutley is fourteen miles away, andâ��

well, at any rate, we've all had something to

eat. Sir Henry, come and be rewarded with

lobster before we start."

I think it must have been because Mrs.

Harrington thought she owed her annoyance

as much to the baronet's alarmist impor

tunity as to the carelessness of the menagerie

owners that she dealt so kindly with Nare

afterwards. For it was settled that the

picnickers should disband almost immediately

instead of going home by moonlightâ��as Mrs.

Harrington had

desiredâ��and

in the bustle

that ensued,

while the rector

was heading a

search-party,

organized by

Mrs. Corcoran,

to recover a

shawl she was

positive she had

brought with

her, and the

baronet was

being regaled on

all the choicest

delicacies that

could be set out

on cabbage-

leaves by the

more insatiably

curious ladies,

Mrs. Harring

ton drew Nare

and Miss Cor

coran aside.

"Now, Ju

dith," she said,

" we shall all be

starting soon, but I want you to be kind and

show Mr. Nare the Mill on the way back."

" Oh, but " Judith began.

" We shall catch you up in quite a short

time, and Mr. Nare will protect you against

theâ��

" Llama," said Nare.

" Elephant or whatever it is," said Mrs.

Harrington, smiling. " I'm quite sure he will.

And you'll be doing me a favour. I've

promised Mr. Nare should see the Mill, and

I'll explain to your mother."

" Very well," said Judith. " Perhaps we

ought to start at once, then ? "

" Yes," said Mrs Harrington.

That is why, when, some time later, Sir

Henry having replenished himself and found

all preparations made for going homeward,

and having begun to wonder where Miss

Corcoran, whom he had hoped to escort,

had vanished to, Nare found himself on the

moor with that young lady just drawing near

to the Mill, the sight of which he had been

promised. It was just after sundown then,

pleasantly cool and hazy, with nothing but a

noise of stray bees to disturb the silence.

Miss Corcoran had had her parasol furled for

several minutes, so that Nare, who was

slightly behind with the picnic basket

1 DON T THINK YOU RE TALKING VERY FAST, MR. NARE, SHE SAID.

which Mrs.

Harrington had

thrust upon

himâ��" in case

Judith should

want a sand

wich on the

way, Mr. Nare "

â�� commanded

an uninterrup

ted and delight

ful view of the

curls on her

neck.

"Perfect," he

said, and she,

fancying he re

ferred to the

weather, per

haps, agreed.

" But I don't

think you're

walking very

fast, Mr. Nare,"

she said, severe

ly. " And when

I promised

Mrs. Harring

ton to show you

the Mill, I did
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think you'd walk a little quicker, even though

you are a Londoner."

" Don't be unkind," said Nare. " Recol

lect that your foot is on your native heath,

while mine "

" But we shall miss the others."

" We started first."

" Not more than half an hour, and we've

come right off the road on to the moor

andâ��

" But it's such a jolly afternoon."

" Evening."

" And it would be a sin to stampede over

these attractive buttercups," Nare pleaded.

Miss Corcoran relented with a little laugh.

" Really, you are Cockneyer than I thought.

Buttercups ! It's gorse."

" Same kind of yellow," said Nare.

"And there's the Mill. Now we must

hurry."

Woman, it has been said, disposes, but

that depends on circumstances. Nare had

no desire to hurry, but hurried he certainly

would have been if it were not for the

episode that occurred at that moment.

Afterwards he was grateful for it, but for

the time being he would even have preferred

hurrying. For, just as he was taking a last

look at the Mill, something shadowy, but

alive, came stalking slowly away from it

towards them.

Involuntarily Nare whistled. In the hazy

twilight it was not easy to distinguish shapes

exactly, and the desolate moorland with the

black bare Mill

frowning in its

midst, only a

single skeleton

sail left to show

for what purpose

it had been built

centuries ago,

and the utter

silence, except for

the homing bees,

no doubt tended

to ghostly

thoughts. But

either Nare was

dreaming or

" Whatever is

that ?" cried Miss

Corcoran, sud

denly catching

sight of it. She

put a startled

hand on his arm,

and Nare regained

his cheerfulness.

" This Cockney suggests that it's a cowâ��a

stray cow."

" Butâ��

" Probably an Alderney," Nare pursued,

" with pink eyes and

The creature was making towards them on

the circumference of a circle, and as Nare

talked he walked slowly towards the Mill.

There must be some kind of shelter there.

" And crumpled horns," Nare continued.

" But this isn't our way, Mr. Nare."

The girl spoke in a protesting tone, but

without giving any sign of a desire to stop.

Indeed, she went rather faster and did not

look behind her. The Alderney was a little

behind them now.

" Don't you think we ought to â�¢"

" G-r-r-r-r ! " A noise, thunderous and snarl

ing, interrupted her in the middle of a

sentence. Nare was looking back.

" How horrible !"

" Perhaps it wants to be milked "â��Nare

spoke without turning his headâ��"or it's

hungry. I think you'd better go into the

Mill, please."

" You'll come ? "

" Yes."

And with that Miss Corcoran gathered up

her skirts and ran. Nare followed with one

eye on the enemy in the rear. The beast

had stopped in its circling and was glaring

after them.

" As fast as you can ! "

The girl heard Nare talking to her, and

"MISS CORCORAN GATIICnED UP ilLR SK'IKTS AND RAN."
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felt in a dream. A second growl rose and

seemed to shake the rotten timbers of the

Mill as she ran into it.

" Up the ladder ! "

There was a nine-foot ladder, shaky, with

rat-gnawed rungs, leading through a trap on

to the first floor of the Mill from the ground.

And Miss Corcoran went up it swiftly, with

gratitude in her heart to the rats for not

having gnawed it through, since there was

no door to the Mill wherewith to bolt out

undesirable company. The Mill seemed to

be echoing still with that growl as she turned

at the top and, kneeling, found Nare ascend

ing after her through the narrow hole. She

said nothing until he had got up and tried

to unfix the ladder without success. Then,

as he desisted :â��

" Mr. Nare," she said, " was it aâ��aâ��

tiger?"

Nare put down his picnic basket with an

injured air.

"If it wasn't," he said, "I don't know

what it was. But I'm beginning to think

you're right, and that I don't know the

country. I certainly thought tigers were

extinct. If they're not, I don't think it's

fair to ask an unfortunate Londoner out into

the wilds and arm him with nothing better

than a picnic basket."

He rattled on to give the girl time to

recover herself. He was a little afraid of

hysterics, which would have been pardonable

but unavailing. She seemed to suspect his

fear, for she mustered a smile and said :-â��

" I don't think I'm going to be foolish.

Tell me, please, what do you think we ought

to do ? "

That was exactly what Nare did not know.

Looking down through the trap, he was

conscious of a pair of fierce yellow eyes

glaring up at him.

"A good deal depends on the tiger," he

said. " As this is one from a menagerie it

may know how to behave itself in company,

butâ��isn't there a top floor to this Mill ? "

There was, and another ladder leading to

it. And Miss Corcoran, followed by Nare,

re.iched it in less time than it takes to tell.

The tiger had reared its paws on to the lower

ladder and delivered itself of another terrific

growl.

" Iâ��I didn't know they could climb," said

Miss Corcoran, faintly. "Oh!"

A scuffling noise accompanied by a groan

ing of wood was what they heard, and then a

soft padding of feet in the room they had just

deserted. Apparently this tiger could climb.

"The deuce!" said Nare, beneath his breath.

Vol. xxvii.â��60,

He had never in his life been in a more un

pleasant situationâ��never, indeed, in anything

like it. At first the thing had seemed like

some burlesque nightmare, but now the

burlesque was going out of it. What could

one do to a tiger ?

He sat cross-legged over the trap, reflecting

and listening to the pad, pad below. If only

there were a cover to the trap, but there

was none. His companion was looking out

of a sort of small slit in the side of the Mill

that had been made to serve the purpose of a

window once, hiding her tears, Nare fancied.

It was too narrow to get through, and in any

case there would be a drop of twenty or thirty

feet. Half unconsciously Nare began to

unpack the picnic basket which he had

carried along from room to room. He

had some vague idea of throwing the tiger

sandwiches as a sop. " Buns, cucumber

sandwiches, a packet of salt. Do you see

anything, Sister Anne ?" He broke off

enumerating the contents of the basket,

seeing that Miss Corcoran had started.

" Iâ��no "

" A chocolate cake â�� tea â�� pepper â��â�¢

pepper "

" Yes, I do," Miss Corcoran suddenly

burst out " There's someone comingâ��â�¢

this way. He'sâ��he's on aâ��it's Sir Henry."

In spite of the presence of the tiger and

the diversion likely to be caused by the

arrival of the baronet, Nare felt a trifle

jealous. If the diversion were caused it

would be to the baronet's credit, that was

certain, and he sat over the trap, aimlessly

untying the packet marked pepper, while he

listened to the parley that Miss Corcoran

began from the slit in the Mill wall.

A bicycle bell rung in a dignified manner

announced the baronet's approach.

" Sir Henry ! "

Nare could hear the brake applied before

the baronet's thin, piping voice called

back :â��

" Who is there ? "

"It's I â�� Judith Corcoran â�� and Mr.

Nare. We're in the Millâ��and "

" Indeed !"

Suspicion was plain in the baronet's

" Indeed ! " Nare lost the next few words

in trying to catch a sound of the padding

feet below.

" And the animal that escaped that you

told us ofâ��is hereâ��it's a tiger ! "

An -unpleasant, high-pitched laugh greeted

Miss Corcoran's explanationâ��a laugh that

showed Sir Henry in about as incredulous a

frame of mind as a jealous man might be.
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" Ah ! " he sniggered. " What charming

company ! Twoâ��and a tiger ! "

"G-r-r-r-r!"

Nare had just risen in a fury of indigna

tion to throw something â�� anything that

could be got through the windowâ��at the

baronet's head, when that tremendous growl

came, followed by the creaking and groaning

of wood. The tiger was ascending to their

last retreat. In a whirling fashion Nare was

conscious of this, and of Miss Corcoran's

pale face, as he stood once more over the

trap. From outside came a sound of frantic

pedalling, as though Sir Henry had forgotten

his scepticism and was wheeling round in

galloping, pad and patter, and the tiger was

gone. It had found an ounce of pepper in

its eyes and nostrils as unpleasant as it was

unexpected.

" Pepper's the thing," said Nare, devoutly,

discovering a moment later that he was

supporting Miss Corcoran in his arms.

" Yes," said Judith, faintly; " I'm so

glad "

Of what she did not say, but irrelevancy

did not seem to matter.

" Look ! " cried Nare.

Through the uncasemented window they

could see in the fast-gathering dusk the long

white path over the moor. It looked even

11 NARE SUDDENLY FOUND HIMSELF LOOKING INTO THOSE GREAT YELLOW EVES.

order to be off. Otherwise the stillness was

intolerable ; and in the middle of it Nare,

his fingers tearing idly at the white-papered

packet in his hands, suddenly found himself

looking into those great yellow eyes, not

three feet away. And at that, his fingers

relaxing, the packet and its contents fell

plump into the tiger's face.

" By Jove I "

A swishing, sneezing noise, as of a score of

cats under a hose, a heavy thud, a downward

whiter for the

shadows all about,

so that, visible at

a distance of some

quarter of a mile,

was the bent

figure of a. tri-

cyclist, all among

the wheels, pedal

ling away for dear

life. After him,

and as if in pur

suit, cantered a

shadowy, four-

legged thing,

that tossed its

head uneasily

as it went and

seemed to have

no tail.

"Tail's be

tween its legs,"

said Nare. " So's

Sir Henry's."

"I hope it

won't catch him,"

said Miss Judith,

kindly, but with

out the intona

tion ;of extreme solicitude. After all,

Sir Henry had a good start. "He is

going fast," she added, critically, as he

vanished over a distant ridge. " There goes

the tiger."

" We may as well be off too," said Nare,

" before it comes back. Sir Henry by him

self won't make much of a meal. Awfully

jolly walk it's been."

They went on, not too fast, in the opposite

direction from that taken by the tiger.



The Best Comic Pictures.

THE OPINION OF HUMOROUS ARTISTS.

UMOUR is such an elusive

quality, depending so much

upon individual temperament,

that it is difficult to say in

what consists its absolute per

fection. We know what makes

us laugh most; but do we know what will

make another laugh most ? Yet after all

this is true of every art. Why should we

not have chefs d'cetivre of pictorial comedy ?

Suppose any reader of THE STRAND

MAGAZINE with a normal sense of humour

were asked, " What is the funniest picture

you remember ever to have seen ? " Would

he not ransack his memory â�� would

he not turn to the files of Punch, to

the comic almanacs, to such examples of

foreign pictorial humour as had chanced to

come in his wayâ��and end by declaring that

it was impossible to make any selection

at all in such a wilderness of mirth-pro

voking designs, or, having hit upon one,

to find it, upon re-inspection, to be no longer

as funny as he thought it at the timeâ��years

ago?

But in quite a different case is another

small class in the community. These are

the authors and manufacturers of humorous

pictures themselves. They, not only from

having a special gift of comedy, but from

having presumably studied, or been interested

in, the work of other draughtsmen, might

confidently be expected to know their own

minds. And so to them the writer addressed

the question, What was the funniest picture

they had ever seen ? What had a right to be

considered a masterpiece of pictorial comedy ?

At the outset the writer must not forget to

mention that a few years ago, in a confidential

chat he had with the late Mr. Phil May, he

was pleasurably surprised to learn the high

esteem in which that gifted humorist held

one of the earliest and greatest masters of

pictorial comedy, James Gillray.

" There is nobody to-day to touch him,"

were May's words. " Look at his sweep of

line and his astonishing mastery over the

grotesque and ridiculous. There are pictures

so extraordinarily funny that you can't laugh

-â��' too funny for words,' if you catch what I

mean." As he spoke he turned to a folio

containing several specimens of Gillray's

drawings. One in particular was, if too

funny for words, not too funny to be laughed

at, for May's smile broadened enormously as

he held it up for inspectionâ��" Company

Shocked at a Lady Getting Up to Ring the

Bell." "Now, I call that funny," he said,

" and it was, perhaps, a hundred times funnier

a hundred years ago, when the characters

were well-known people. There's nothing

' dates ' so much as the average comic

" COMPANY SHOCKED AT A LADY GFTTING Up TO RING THE BELL."â��BY GII.LRAY.

SELECTED BY THE LATE MR. PHIL MAY AS THE BEST COMIC PICTURE.
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picture, especially a

social caricature, but

the fun of this is

pretty fresh still." On

the whole, most of Gi 11-

ray's and Rowland-

son's best work is a

little too highly fla

vouredâ��too broadâ��

for the taste of to-day.

Passing alonga half-

century we come to

John Leech, and

thenceforward to a

succession of great

masters of pictorial

funâ��Wilhelm Biisch,

Charles Keene, Du

Maurier, Sambourne,

Oberlander, Caran

d'Ache, Phil May,

Frederick Opper,

Zimmerman, and

Raven-Hill. To these

names manyâ��fully as

distinguished â�� might

be added, such as

Forain, Gibson, and

Graetz, but for pure

fun those we have

mentioned may be

called the masters.

Amongst their numer

ous productions ought

to be found some

sketch which deserves

to be called the very

funniest picture or set

of pictures delineating

a single humorous

idea. Each artist has

his own followers. We

have seen Phil May

singling out a draw-

'A PIANOFORTE PERFORMANCE."â��BY WII.HEI.M BC^C

SELECTED BY MR. LINLEY SAMBOURNE.

ing by Gillray as ap

pealing to his sense

of humour. The

draughtsmen of to-day

in this line of work in

England doubtless

count no cleverer men

than Raven-Hill,Tom

Browne, John Hassall,

Leslie Willson, Wil

liam Parkinson, Louis

Wain, and Charles

Harrison.

Wilhelm Biisch was

for years the chief

comic draughtsman

of the celebrated

Fliegende B Hitter â��

the German Punch.

Not all his best work,

however, was done for

this paper, as Biisch

illustrated and occa

sionally wrote numer

ous humorous bro

chures, which enjoyed

a wide sale, and in his

own opinionâ��accord

ing to one of his in

timate friends whom

we have consultedâ��

he never achieved

anything funnier than

the pictures which

accompanied a little

book called " The

Fools' Paradise," and

the funniest drawings

in that book are

those which appear

on this page.

But now let us

hear what Mr. Linley

Sambourne has to
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UND

Pat :

Mrs.

took.'

ER HER BREATH. â�� MRS. CONLAN : '' Whisht, Pat ! "

"Whisht, Dalia!'

Conlan : " Aise yure face. It's an upright we're havin'

FROM THE NEW YORK "JUDGE."

SELECTED BY MR. RAVEN-HILL

say about the work of

this artist:â��

"To attempt to even

indicate the birthplace of

the world's masterpiece of

pictorial humour is beyond

the capacity of a single

individual. So very few

can see humour with the

same eyes or appreciation.

What you seek has pro

bably perished in past

ages, together with its con

temporaneous companions

in a higher branch. To

me, personally, some of

the designs of the late Wil-

helm Biisch, of Munich,

seem to have more humour,

if by that is meant fun, than

anything I can remember

having seen."

Mr. Sambourne's clever

colleague, Mr. Leonard

Raven-Hill, finds " the very-

funniest picture " amongst

the work of the American

artist, Zimmerman.

" For absolute comic

humour," he writes, " no one has equalled

Zimmerman, of the New \or\ijudge, in my

opinion. Charles Keene

is, of course, miles

ahead of any other man

in quiet humour; but

I can't think of any

particular examples."

Of Zimmerman's

drawings Mr. Raven-

Hill selects three, of

which we herewith pre

sent what strikes us as

the most comical.

Few comic artists are

at once so prolific and

so amusing as Mr. Tom

Browne, who, in select

ing the picture repro

duced below, writes to

us as follows :â��

" I have no hesita

tion in ascribing to the

late Phil May some of

the most delightful

specimens of illustrated

humour that have ever graced the British or

any other Press ; but to positively indicate

what I consider to be that master's choicest

WIFE (to lion-tamer, who has been out late) : " You coward 1'

FROM "PHIL MAY'S ANNUAL."

SELECTED BY MR. TOM BROWNE.
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"A HAIR-RAISING STORY."â��BY CARAN n ACHE.

FROM THE CARAN D'ACHE ALBUM, BY PERMISSION OF MM. PLON NOURRIT & Co.

SELECTED BY MR. LESLIE WILLSON.

joke or drawing is a difficult matter. Phil May

had a very keen sense of humour ; moreover,

he was a master of line. He knew what a line

would do better than any man ever did before

him. He could seize on the essentials of a sub

ject and adequately represent it in the fewest

lines anyone had ever employed before. Yet

nothing was lacking. And the lines and the

forms they represented were always accurate.

There was a lot of humour in the sketch of

the lion-tamer which appeared in one of the

winter annuals. The tamer of lions had

been staying out late, and to avoid the furious

attentions of his wrathful spouse had taken

refuge in the lions' den. The aforesaid

wrathful spouse was shaking her fist in front

of the bars and crying out, ' You coward !'

" Quite a little masterpiece in its way was

the sketch of the very tipsy newsman, who

had the contents-bill of the special edition

he was selling stuck on a sandwich-board

that covered his chest. In large letters on

the contents-bill was printed, ' Result of the

Cup.'

" And there are others, scores of them, all

good because they were Phil May's. In cold

type they sound nothing. Phil May's pen

made masterpieces of them all."

An English black-and-white draughtsman,

with an almost unique experience of pictorial

comedy in Germany, America, and this

country, is Mr. Leslie Willson, for years one

of the chief artists of the New \<sdf. Judge,

and latterly art editor of Pick-Me-Up. Mr.

Willson, with his wide experience of comic

achievements, says :â��
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PARROT : " Here he comes again. If he pulls another

feather out I'll fly away !"

BY H. GRATTAN IN THE " PELICAN."

SELECTED BY MR. JOHN HASSALL.

" The very fun

niest pictures I

ever saw were by

that astonishingly

clever Franco-Rus-

siarf, Emmanuel

PoirÂ£, otherwise

' Caran d'Ache.'

The particular set

I have in mind

depicted a scene

in a barber's shop,

where the cus

tomer's hair, stand

ing on end from

horror, defies all

the barber's at

tempts to curl it.

There are other

funny things from

Caran d'Ache's

pencil, but this, I

think, is the fun

niest." These are

the drawings re

produced on the

opposite page.

Mr. John Hassall, whose work is familiar

to all, writes to say :â��

"The most humorous drawing I have ever

seen was in the Christmas number of the

Pelican, some few years back, of a parrot

with one . feather sticking out of its

tailâ��the rest bareâ��sitting on its perch,

and a pot-boy in the background. Below

was the inscription : ' Here he comes

again. If he pulls another feather

out I'll fly away!' It was by an actor,

I fancy. For the most humorous artist

I should plump for Zim. Zimmerman, who

draws for New York Judge. About ten

years ago his work was, to my mind, always

exceedingly humorous."

A draughtsman with a keen sense of

humour is Mr. William Parkinson. He

writes:â��

" For real funniness, I think A. B. Frost, the

American, is very hard to beat; especially in

some of his picture-stories in the last pages

of Scribner or the Century. I should

call his book of drawings, ' The Good-

Natured Man and the Bull Calf,' a master

piece of humour. Linley Sambourne also is

a master and an artist too, and some of his

drawings for Punch's Almanacks are real

masterpieces. ' An Incident in the Middle

Ages,' where a poor knight in armour is

tormented under his mail shirt by a per-

"AN INCIDENT IN THE MIDDLE ACES."â��Bv LINLEY SAMBOURNE IN " PUNCH."

SELECTED BY MR. WILLIAM PARKINSON.
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An ensign who thought that he would wake up another ensign for a larkâ�� But he mistook ihe tent.

FROM THE " GRAPHIC."â��BY A. C. CORBOULD.

SELECTED BY MR. LOUIS WAIN.

sistent Well, the fancy is tickled as

much as was the poor knight."

drawing has kept me

many a gloomy period,

own work going again."

There are not many pictorial comedians

with a larger

following than

Mr. Louis

Wain, who tells

us:â��

" I like one

of Corbould's

drawings best

which appeared

in the Graphic

of some eigh

teen years

back. A sub

altern with a

broom over his

head was hit

ting out at a

m ilitary tent

with it where

there appeared

to be a protuber

ance. A second

picture showed

a fat general sit

ting up in bed

rubbing his

head and look

ing furiously

mad. (He had I don't wonder at moustaches coming into fashion ; forâ��eh? What? By Jove,

the broom

on it.) This

Tim MOUSTACHE MOVEMENT.â��OLD MR. WHAT'S-HIS-NAME : " Egad,

had the broom il docs improve

BY JOHN LEECH IN " PUNCH'S ALMANACK," 1857.

SELECTED BY MR. CHARLES HARRISON.

happy through

and set my

"With a

pretty extensive

knowledge of all

the Continental

and American

artists," writes

Mr. Charles

Harrison, one

of the regular

contributors

to Punch, " I

think I have

derived more

amusement from

John Leech

than anyone

else. â�¢ In cer

tain things he

is, and so will

ever remain,

absolutely un

approachable,

and I enclose

what I consider

one of his fun

niest efforts.

At least, there

is no effort in it,

which is one of

the charms in all

Leech's work."



Tlie Country of the Blind.

BY H. G. WELLS.

HREE HUNDRED miles and

more from Chimborazo, one

hundred from the snows of

Cotopaxi, in the wildest wastes

of Ecuador's Andes, there lies

that mysterious mountain valley,

cut off from all the world of men, the Country

of the Blind. Long years ago that valley lay so

far open to the world that men might come at

last through frightful gorges and over an icy

pass into its equable meadows, and thither

indeed men came, a family or so of Peruvian

half-breeds fleeing from the lust and tyranny

of an evil Spanish ruler. Then came the

stupendous outbreak of Mindobamba, when

it was night in Quito for seventeen days, and

the water was boiling at Yaguachi and all the

fish floating dying even as far as Guayaquil ;

everywhere along the Pacific slopes there

were landslips and swift thawings and sudden

floods, and one whole side of the old Arauca

crest slipped and came down in thunder, and

cut off the Country of the Blind for ever from

the exploring feet of men. But one of these

early settlers had chanced to be on the hither

side of the gorges when the world had so

terribly shaken itself, and he perforce had to

forget his wife and his child and all the

friends and possessions he had left up there,

and start life over again in the lower world.

He started it again but ill, blindness overtook

him, and he died of punishment in the

mines ; but the story he told begot a legend

that lingers along the length of the Cordilleras

of the Andes to this day.

He told of his reason for venturing back

from that fastness, into which he had first

been carried lashed to a llama, beside a vast

bale of gear, when he was a. child. The

valley, he said, had in it all that the heart of

man could desireâ��sweet water, pasture, an

even climate, slopes of rich brown soil with

tangles of a shrub that bore an excellent

fruit, and on one side great hanging forests

of pine that held the avalanches high.

Far overhead, on three sides, vast cliffs of

grey-green rock were capped by cliffs of ice ;

but the glacier stream came not to them,

but flowed away by the farther slopes, and

only now and then huge ice masses fell on

the valley side. In this valley it neither

Vol. xxvii.â��51.

rained nor snowed, but the abundant springs

gave a rich green pasture, that irrigation

would spread over all the valley space.

The settlers did well indeed there. Their

beasts did well and multiplied, and but one

thing marred their happiness. Yet it was

enough to mar it greatly. A strange disease

had come upon them and had made all the

children born to them thereâ��and, indeed,

several older children alsoâ��blind. It was

to seek some charm or antidote against this

plague of blindness that he had with fatigue

and danger and difficulty returned down the

gorge. In those days, in such cases, men

did not think of germs and infections, but

of sins, and it seemed to him that the reason

of this affliction must lie in the negligence of

these priestless immigrants to set up a shrine

so soon as they entered the valley. He

wanted a shrineâ��a handsome, cheap, effec

tual shrineâ��to be erected in the valley; he

wanted relics and such-like potent things of

faith, blessed objects and mysterious medals

and prayers. In his wallet he had a bar of

native silver for which he would not account ;

he insisted there was none in the valley with

something of the insistence of an inexpert

liar. They had all clubbed their money and

ornaments together, having little need for

such treasure up there, he said, to buy them

holy help against their ill. I figure this dim-

eyed young mountaineer, sunburnt, gaunt,

and anxious, hat brim clutched feverishly, a

man all unused to the ways of the lower

world, telling this story to some keen-eyed,

attentive priest before the great convulsion;

I can picture him presently seeking to return

with pious and infallible remedies against

that trouble, and the infinite dismay with

which he must have faced the tumbled vast-

ness where the gorge had once come out.

But the rest of his story of mischances is

lost to me, save that I know of his evil death

after several years. Poor stray from that

remoteness ! The stream that had once

made the gorge now bursts from the mouth

of a rocky cave, and the legend his poor, ill-

told story set going developed into the legend

of a race of blind men somewhere " over

there " one may still hear to-day.

And amidst the little population of that
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now isolated and forgotten valley the disease

ran its course. The old became groping and

purblind, the young saw but dimly, and the

children that were born to them saw never

at all. But life was very easy in that snow-

rimmed basin, lost to all the world, with

neither thorns nor briers, with no evil insects

nor any beasts save the gentle breed of llamas

they had lugged and thrust and followed up

the beds of the shrunken rivers in the gorges

up which they

had come. The

seeing had be

come purblind so

gradually that

they scarcely

noted their loss.

They guided the

sightless young

sters hither and

thither until they

knew the whole

valley marvel

lously, and when

at last sight died

out among them

the race lived on.

They had even

time to adapt

themselves to the

blind control of

fire, which they

made carefully in

stoves of stone.

They were a

simple strain of

people at the

first, unlettered,

only slightly

touched with the

Spanish civiliza

tion, but with

something of a

tradition of the

arts of old Peru

and of its lost

philosophy. Gen

eration followed

and economic problems that arose. Genera

tion followed generation. Generation fol

lowed generation. There came a time

when a child was born who was fifteen

generations from that ancestor who went out

of the valley with a bar of silver to seek

God's aid, and who never returned. There

about it chanced that a man came into this

community' from the outer world. And

this is the story of that man.

"THEY FOUND NU^EZ HAD C.ONE FROM THEM."

generation. They forgot many things ; they

devised many things. Their tradition of the

greater world they came from became mythical

in colour and uncertain. In all things save

sight they were strong and able, and pre

sently chance sent one who had an original

mind and who could talk and persuade

among them, and then afterwards another.

These twc passed, leaving their effects, and

the little community grew in numbers and in

understanding, and met â�¢ and settled social

He was a

mountaineer

from the country

near Quito, a

man who had

been down to

the sea and had

seen the world,

a reader of books

in an original

way, an acute and

enterprising man,

and he was taken

on by a party of

Englishmen who

had come out to

Ecuacloi to climb

mountains, to re

place one of their

three Swiss

guides who had

fallen ill. He

climbed here and

he climbed there,

and then came

the attempt on

Parascotopetl,

the Matterhorn

of the Andes, in

which he was

lost to the outer

world. The story

of that accident

has been written

a dozen times.

Pointer's narra

tive is the best

He tells how

the little party worked their difficult and

almost vertical way up to the very foot of the

last and greatest precipice, and how they

built a night shelter amidst the snow upon a

little shelf of rock, and, with a touch of real

dramatic power, how presently they found

Nunez had gone from them. They shouted,

and there was no reply; shouted and

whistled, and for the rest of that night they

slept no more.

As the morning broke they saw the traces
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of his fall. It seems impossible he could

have uttered a sound. He had slipped east

ward towards the unknown side of the

mountain ; far below he had struck a steep

slope of snow, and ploughed his way down it

in the midst of a snow avalanche. His track

went straight to the edge of a frightful preci

pice, and beyond that everything was hidden.

Far, far below, and hazy with distance, they

could see trees rising out of a narrow, shut-in

valleyâ��the lost Country of the Blind. But

they did not know it was the lost Country of

the Blind, nor distinguish it in any way from

any other narrow streak of upland valley.

Unnerved by this disaster, they abandoned

their attempt in the afternoon, and Pointer

was called away to the war before he could

make another attack. To this day Parasco-

topetl lifts an unconquered crest, and

Pointer's shelter crumbles unvisited amidst

the snows.

lit and practicable slope, he saw the dark and

broken appearance of rock-strewn turf. He

struggled to his feet, aching in every joint

and limb, got down painfully from the

heaped loose snow about him, went down

ward until he was on the turf, and there

dropped rather than lay beside a boulder,

drank deep from the flask in his inner

pocket, and instantly fell asleep. . . .

And the man who fell survived.

At the end of the slope he fell a thousand

feet, and came down in the midst of a cloud

of snow upon a snow-slope even steeper than

the one above. Down this he was whirled,

stunned and insensible, but without a bone

broken in his body ; and then at last came

to gentler slopes, and at last rolled out and

lay still, buried amidst a softening heap of

the white masses that had accompanied and

saved him. He came to himself with a dim

fancy that he was ill in bed; then realixed

his position with a mountaineer's intelligence

and worked himself loose and, after a rest or

so, out until he saw the stars. He rested

flat upon his chest for a space, wondering

where he was and what had happened to

him. He explored his limbs, and discovered

that several of his buttons were gone and

his coat turned over his head. His knife

had gone from his pocket and his hat was

lost, though he had tied it under his chin.

He recalled that he had been looking for

loose stones to raise his piece of the shelter

wall. His ice-axe had disappeared.

He decided he must have fallen, and

looked up to see, exaggerated by the ghastly

light of the rising moon, the tremendous

flight he had taken. For a while he lay,

gazing blankly at that vast, pale cliff towering

above, rising moment by moment out of a

subsiding tide of darkness. Its phantasmal,

mysterious beauty held him for a space, and

then he was seized with a paroxysm of

sobbing laughter. . . .

After a great interval of time he became

aware that he was near the lower edge of the

snow. Below, down what was now a moon

He was awakened by the singing of birds

in the trees far below.

He sat up and perceived he was on a little

alp at the foot of a vast precipice that sloped

only a little in the gully down which he and

his snow had come. Over against him

another wall of rock reared itself against the

sky. The gorge between these precipices

ran east and west and was full of the

morning sunlight, which lit to the westward

the mass of fallen mountain that closed the

descending gorge. Below him it seemed

there was a precipice equally steep, but

behind the snow in the gully he found a sort

of chimney-cleft dripping with snow-water,

down which a desperate man might venture.

He found it easier than it seemed, and came

at last to another desolate alp, and then after

a rock climb of no particular difficulty to a

steep slope of trees. He took his bear

ings and turned his face up the gorge,

for he saw it opened out above upon green

meadows, among ^hich he now glimpsed

quite distinctly a cluster of stone huts of

unfamiliar fashion. At times his progress

was like clambering along the face of a wall,

and after a time the rising sun ceased to strike

along the gorge, the voices of the singing

birds died away, and the air grew cold and

dark about him. But the distant valley with

its houses was all the brighter for that. He

came presently to talus, and among the rocks

he notedâ��for he was an observant man^an

unfamiliar fern that seemed to clutch out of

the crevices with intense green hands. He

picked a frond or so and gnawed its stalk,

and found it helpful.

About midday he came at last out of the

throat of the gorge into the plain and the

sunlight. He was stiff and weary ; he sat

down in the shadow of a rock, filled up his

flask with water from a spring and drank it

down, and remained for a time, resting before

he went on to the houses.

They were very strange to his eyes, and

indeed the whole aspect of that valley be

came, as he regarded it, queerer and more

unfamiliar. The greater part of its surface

was lush green meadow, starred with many

beautiful flowers, irrigated with extraordinary
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care, and bearing evidence of systematic crop

ping piece by piece. High up and ringing

the valley about was a wall, and what appeared

to be a circumferential water channel, from

which the little trickles of water that fed the

meadow plants came, and on the higher slopes

above this flocks of llamas cropped the scanty

herbage. Sheds, apparently shelters or feed

ing-places for the llamas, stood against the

boundary wall here and there. The irrigation

streams ran together into a main channel

down the centre of the valley, and this was

enclosed on either side by a wall breast high.

This gave a singularly urban quality to this

secluded place, a quality that was greatly

enhanced by the fact that a number of paths

paved with black and white stones, and each

with a curious little kerb at the side, ran

hither and thither in an orderly manner.

The houses of the central village were quite

unlike the casual and higgledy-'piggledy

agglomeration of the mountain villages he

knew; they stood in a continuous row on

either side of a central street of astonishing

cleanness, here and there their parti-coloured

sometimes slate - coloured or dark brown ;

and it was the sight of this wild plastering

first brought the word " blind" into the

thoughts of the explorer. " The good man

who did that," he thought, " must have been

as blind as a bat."

He descended a steep place, and so came

to the wall and channel that ran about the

valley, near where the latter spouted out its

surplus contents into the deeps of the gorge

in a thin and wavering thread of cascade.

He could now see a number of men and

women resting on piled heaps of grass, as if

taking a siesta, in the remoter part of the

meadow, and nearer the village 'a number

of recumbent children, and then nearer at

hand three men carrying pails on yokes along

a little path that ran from the encircling wall

towards the houses. These latter were clad

in garments of llama cloth and boots and

belts of leather, and they wore caps of cloth

with back and ear flaps. They followed one

another in single file, walking slowly and

yawning as they walked, like men who have

been up all night. There was something so

NUSEZ STOOD FORWARD AS CONSPICUOUSLY AS POSSIBLE UPON HIS POCK.

facade was pierced by a door, and not a

solitary window broke their even frontage.

They were {>arti-coloured with extraordinary

irregularity, smeared with a sort of plaster

that was sometimes grey, sometimes drab,

reassuringly prosperous and respectable in

their bearing that after a moment's hesitation

Nunez stood forward as conspicuously as

possible upon his rock, and gave vent to a

mighty shout that echoed round the valley.
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The three men stopped, and moved their

heads as though they were looking about

them. They turned their laces this way and

that, and Nunez gesticulated with freedom.

But they did not appear to see him for all his

gestures, and after a time, directing them

selves towards the mountains far away to the

right, they shouted as if in answer. Nunez

bawled again, and then once more, and as he

gestured ineffectually the word " blind " came

up to the top of his thoughts. " The fools

must be blind," he said.

When at last, after much shouting and

wrath, Nunez crossed the stream by a little

bridge, came through a gate in the wall, and

approached them, he was sure that they were

blind. He was sure that this was the Country

of the Blind of which the legends told.

Conviction had sprung upon him, and a sense

of great and rather enviable adventure. The

three stood side by side, not looking at him,

but with their ears directed towards him,

judging him by his unfamiliar steps. They

stood close together like men a little afraid,

and he could see their eyelids closed and

sunken, as though the very balls beneath had

shrunk away. There was an expression near

awe on their faces.

" A man," one said, in hardly recognisable

Spanish. " A man it isâ��a man or a spiritâ��

coming dowVi from the rocks."

But Nunez advanced with the confident

steps of a youth who enters upon life. All

the old stories of the lost valley and the

Country of the Blind had come back to his

mind, and through his thoughts ran this old

proverb, as if it were a refrain : â��

" In the Country of the Blind the One-Kved

Man is King."

" In the Country of the Blind the One-Eyed

Man is King."

And very civilly he gave them greeting.

He talked to them and used his eyes.

" Where does he come from, brother

Pedro ? " asked one.

" Down out of the rocks."

" Over the mountains I come," said Nunez,

"out of the country beyond thereâ��where

men can see. From near Bogotaâ��where

there are a hundred thousands of people, and

where the city passes out of sight."

" Sight ?" muttered Pedro. "Sight?"

"He comes," said the second blind man,

" out of the rocks."

The cloth of their coats Nunez saw was

curiously fashioned, each with a different sort

of stitching.

They startled him by a simultaneous move

ment towards him, each with a hand out

stretched. He stepped back from the

advance of these spread fingers.

" Come hither," said the third blind man,

following his motion and clutching him

neatly.

And they held Nunez and felt him over,

saying no word further until they had done so.

" Carefully," he cried, with a finger in his

eye, and found they thought that organ, with

its fluttering lids, a queer thing in him.

They went over it again.

"A strange creature, Correa," said the one

called Pedro. "Feel the coarseness of his

hair. Like a llama's hair."

" Rough he is as the rocks that begot him,"

said Correa, investigating Nunez's unshaven

chin with a soft and slightly moist hand.

" Perhaps he will grow finer."

Nunez struggled a little under their exami

nation, but they gripped him firm.

" Carefully," he said again.

" He speaks," said the third man.

" Certainly he is a man."

" Ugh!" said Pedro, at the roughness of

his coat

"And you have come into the world?"

asked Pedro.

'â�¢''Out of the world. Over mountains and

glaciers ; right over above there, half-way to

the sun. Out of the great, big world that

goes down, twelve days' journey to the sea."

They scarcely seemed to heed him. " Our

fathers have told us men may be made by the

forces of Nature," said Correa. " It is the

warmth of things, and moisture, and rotten

nessâ��rottenness."

"Let us lead him to the elders," said

Pedro.

"Shout first," said Correa, "lest the

children be afraid. This is a marvellous

occasion."

So they shouted, and Pedro went first

and took Nunez by the hand to lead him

to the houses.

He drew his hand away. "I can see,"

he said.

" See ? " said Correa.

" Yes; see," said Nunez, turning towards

him, and stumbled against Pedro's pail.

" His senses are still imperfect," said the

third blind man. " He stumbles, and talks

unmeaning words. Lead him by the

hand."

" As you will," said Nunez, and was led

along, laughing.

It seemed they knew nothing of sight.

Well, all in good time he would teach

them.

He heard people shouting, and saw a
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"'CAREFULLY,' HE CRIKD, WITH A FINGER IN HIS EYE."

number of figures gathering together in the

middle roadway of the village.

He found it tax his nerve and patience

more than he had anticipated, that first

encounter with the population of the Country

of the Blind. The place seemed larger as he

drew near to it, and the smeared plasterings

queerer, and a crowd of children and men

and women (the women and girls he was

pleased to note had, some of them, quite

sweet faces, for all that their eyes were

shut and sunken) came about him, holding

on to him, touching him with soft, sensitive

hands, smelling at him, and listening at

every word he spoke. Some of the maidens

and children, however, kept aloof as if afraid,

and indeed his voice seemed coarse and

rude beside their softer notes. They

mobbed him. His three guides kept close

to him with an effect of proprietorship,

and said again and again, " A wild man out

of the rocks."

"Bogota," he said.

" Bogota. Over the moun

tain crests."

"A wild manâ��using wild

words," said Pedro. " Did

you hear that â�� Bogota ?

His mind has hardly formed

yet. He has only the

beginnings of speech."

A little boy nipped his

hand. " Bogota ! " he said,

mockingly.

" Aye ! A city to your

village. 1 come from the

great world â�� where men

have eyes and see."

" His name's Bogota,"

they said.

" He stumbled," said

Correa â�� " stumbled twice

as we came hither."

" Bring him in to the

elders."

And they thrust him sud

denly through a doorway

into a room as black as

pitch, save at the end there

faintly glowed a fire. The

crowd closed in behind him

and shut out all but the

faintest glimmffl- of day,

and before he could arrest

himself he had fallen head

long over the feet of a

seated man. His arm, out-

flung, struck the face of

someone else as he went

down ; he felt the soft impact of features and

heard a cry of anger, and for a moment he

struggled against a number of hands that

clutched him. It was a one-sided fight. An

inkling of the situation came to him and he

lay quiet.

" I fell down," he said ; " I couldn't see

in this pitchy darkness."

There was a pause as if the unseen persons

about him tried to understand his words.

Then the voice of Correa said : " He is but

newly formed. He stumbles as he walks

and mingles words that mean nothing with

his speech."

Others also said things about him that he

heard or understood imperfectly.

" May I sit up ?" he asked, in a pause.

" I will not struggle against you again."

They consulted and let him rise.

The voice of an older man began to ques

tion him, and Nunez found himself trying to

explain the great world out of which he had
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fallen, and the sky and mountains and sight

and such-like marvels, to these elders who sat

in darkness in the Country of the Blind. And

they would believe and understand nothing

whatever that he told them, a thing quite

outside his expectation. They would not

even understand many of his words. For

fourteen generations these people had been

blind and cut off from all the seeing world ;

the names for all the things of sight had

faded and changed ; the story of the outer

world was faded and changed to a child's

story ; and they had ceased to concern them

selves with anything beyond the rocky slopes

above their circling wall. Blind men of

genius had arisen among them and ques

tioned the shreds of belief and tradition they

had brought with them from their seeing

days, and had dismissed all these things as

idle fancies and replaced them with new and

saner explanations. Much of their imagina

tion had shrivelled with their eyes, and they

had made for themselves new imaginations

with their ever more sensitive ears and finger

tips. Slowly Nuiie/ realized this : that his

expectation of wonder and reverence at his

origin and his gifts was not to be borne

out; and after his poor attempt to explain

sight to them had been set aside as the con

fused version of a new-made being describing

the marvels of his incoherent sensations, he

subsided, a little dashed, into listening to

their instruction. And the eldest of the

blind men explained to him life and philo

sophy and religion, how that the world

(meaning their valley) had been first an

empty hollow in the rocks, and then had

come first inanimate things without the gift

of touch, and llamas and a few other creatures

that had little sense, and then men, and at

last angels, whom one could hear singing and

making fluttering sounds, but whom no one

could touch at all, which puzzled Nunez

greatly until he thought of the birds.

He went on to tell Nunez how this time

had been divided into the warm and the cold,

which are the blind equivalents of day and

night, and how it was good to sleep in the

warm and work during the cold, so that now,

but for his advent, the whole town of the

blind would have been asleep. He said

Nunez must have been specially created to

learn and serve the wisdom they had acquired,

and that for all his mental incoherency and

stumbling behaviour he must have courage

and do his best to learn, and at that all the

people in the doorway murmured encour

agingly. He said the nightâ��for the blind

call their day nightâ��was now far gone, and

it behoved everyone to go back to sleep. He

asked Nunez if he knew how to sleep, and

Nunez said he did, but that before sleep

he wanted food. They brought him food,

llama's milk in a bowl and rough salted bread,

and led him into a lonely place to eat out of

their hearing, and afterwards to slumber

until the chill of the mountain evening

roused them to begin their day again. But

Nunez slumbered not at all.

Instead, he sat up in the place where they

had left him, resting his limbs and turning

the unanticipated circumstances of his arrival

over and over in his mind.

Every now and then he laughed, some

times with amusement and sometimes with

indignation.

" Unformed mind ! " he said. " Got no

senses yet! They little know they've been

insulting their Heaven - sent King and

master. . . .

" I see I must bring them to reason.

"Let me think.

" Let me think."

He was still thinking when the sun set.

Nunez had an eye for all beautiful things,

and it seemed to him that the glow upon the

snow-fields and glaciers that rose about the

valley on every side was the most beautiful

thing he had ever seen. His eyes went from

that inaccessible glory to the village and

irrigated fields, fast sinking into the twilight,

and suddenly a wave of emotion took him,

and he thanked God from the bottom of his

heart that the power of sight had been given

him.

He heard a voice calling to him from out

of the village.

" Yaho there, Bogota ! Come hither ! "

At that he stood up, smiling. He would

show these people once and for all what sight

would d; for a man. They would seek him,

but not find him.

"You move not, Bogota," said the voice.

He laughed noiselessly and made two

stealthy steps aside from the path.

"Trample not on the grass, Bogota; that

is not allowed."

Nune/ had scarcely heard the sound he

made himself. He stopped, amazed.

The owner of the voice came running up

the piebald path towards him.

He stepped back into the pathway. " Here

I am," he said.

" Why did you not come when I called

you ? " said the blind man. " Must you be

led like a child ? Cannot you hear the path

as you walk ? "

Nunez laughed. " I can see it," he said.
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"There is no such word as see," said the

blind man, after a pause. " Cease this folly

and follow the sound of my feet."

Nunez followed, a little annoyed.

" My time will come," he said.

"You'll learn," the blind man answered.

" There is much

to learn in the

world."

" Has no one

told you, ' In the

Country of the

Blind the One-

Eyed Man is

King' ? "

" What is

blind?" asked

the blind man,

carelessly, over

his shoulder.

Four days

passed and the

fifth found the

King of the

Blind still incog

nito,, as a clumsy

and useless

stranger among

his subjects.

It was, he

found, much

more difficult to

proclaim himself

than he had sup

posed, and in the

meantime, while

he meditated his

coup d'etat, he

did what he was

told and learnt

the manners and

customs of the

Country of the

Blind. He found

working and

"THE GLOW UPON THK SNOW-FIELD:

BEAUTIFUL THING HI

going about at night a particularly irksome

thing, and he decided that that should be

the first thing he would change.

They led a simple, laborious life, these

people, with all the elements of virtue and

happiness as these things can be understood

by men. They toiled, but not oppressively ;

they had food and clothing sufficient for

their needs; they had days and seasons of

rest; they made much of music and singing,

and there was love among them and little

children. It was marvellous with what con

fidence and precision they went about their

ordered world. Everything, you see, had

been made to fit their needs; each of the

radiating paths of the valley area had a con

stant angle to the others, and was distin

guished by a special notch upon its kerbing ;

all obstacles and irregularities of path or

meadow had long since been cleared away ;

AND GLACIERS WAS THE MOST

HAD EVER SEEN."

all their methods

and procedure

arose naturally

from their special

needs. Their

senses had be

come marvel

lously acute;

they could hear

and judge the

slightest gesture

of a man a dozen

paces awayâ��

could hear the

very beating of

his heart. In

tonation had

long replaced ex

pression with

them, and

touches gesture,

and their work

with hoe and

spade and fork

was as free and

confident as gar

den work can

be. Their sense

of smell was ex-

t raordi nari ly

fine; they could

distinguish indi

vidual differences

as readily as a

dog can, and

they went about

the tending of

llamas, who lived

among the rocks

above and came to the wall for food and

shelter, with ease and confidence. It was

only when at last Nunez sought to assert

himself that he found how easy and con

fident their movements could be.

He rebelled only after he had tried

persuasion.

He tried at first on several occasions to

tell them of sight. " Look you here, you

people," he said. "There are things you do

not understand in me."

Once or twice one or two of them attended

to him ; they sat with faces downcast and ears

turned intelligently towards him, and he did
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his best to tell them what it was to see.

Among his hearers was a girl, with eyelids

less red and sunken than the others, so that

one could almost fancy she was hiding eyes,

whom especially he hoped to persuade. He

spoke of the beauties of sight, of watching

the mountains, of the sky and the sunrise,

and they heard him with amused incredulity

that presently became condemnatory. They

told him there were indeed no mountains at

all, but that the end of the rocks where the

llamas grazed was indeed the end of the

world ; thence sprang a cavernous roof of the

universe, from which the dew and the

avalanches fell; and when he maintained

stoutly the world had neither end nor roof

such as they supposed, they said his thoughts

were wicked. So far as he could describe

sky and clouds and stars to them it seemed

to them a hideous void, a terrible blankness

in the place of the smooth roof to things in

which they believedâ��it was an article of

faith with them that the cavern roof was

exquisitely smooth to the touch. He saw

that in some manner he shocked them, and

gave up that aspect of the matter altogether,

and tried to show them the practical value of

sight. One morning he saw Pedro in the

path called Seventeen and coming towards

the central houses, but still too far off for

hearing or scent, and he told them as much.

" In a little while," he prophesied, " Pedro

will be here." An old man remarked that

Pedro had no business on path Seventeen,

and then, as if in confirmation, that individual

as he drew near turned and went transversely

into path Ten, and so back with nimble paces

towards the outer wall. They mocked Nunez

when Pedro did not arrive, and afterwards,

when he asked Pedro questions to clear his

character, Pedro denied and outfaced him,

and was afterwards hostile to him.

Then he induced them to let him go a long

way up the sloping meadows towards the wall

with one complaisant individual, and to him

he promised to describe all that happened

among the houses. He noted certain goings

rnd comings, but the things that really seemed

to signify to these people happened inside of

or behind the windowless housesâ��the only

things they took note of to test him byâ��and

of those he could see or tell nothing; and it

was after the failure of this attempt, and

the ridicule they could not repress, that he

resorted to force. He thought of seizing a

spade and suddenly smiting one or two of

them to earth, and so in fair combat showing

the advantage of eyes. He went so far with

that resolution as to seize his spade, and then

Vol. xxvii.â��62.

he discovered a new thing about himself, and

that was that it was impossible for him to hit

a blind man in cold blood.

He hesitated, and found them all aware

that he had snatched up the spade. They

stood all alert, with their heads on one side,

and bent ears towards him for what he would

do next.

" Put that spade down," said one, and he

felt a sort of helpless horror. He came near

obedience.

Then he had thrust one backwards against

a house wall, and fled past him and out of

the village.

He went athwart one of their meadows,

leaving a track of trampled grass behind his

feet, and presently sat down by the side of

one of their ways. He felt something of the

buoyancy that comes to all men in the

beginning of a fight, but more perplexity.

He began to realize that you cannot even

fight happily with creatures who stand upon

a different mental basis to yourself. Far

away he saw a number of men carrying

spades and sticks come out of the street

of houses and advance in a spreading line

along the several paths towards him. They

advanced slowly, speaking frequently to one

another, and ever and again the whole cordon

would halt and sniff the air and listen.

The first time they did this Nunez laughed.

Bui afterwards he did not laugh.

One struck his trail in the meadow grass

and came stooping and feeling his way

along it.

For five minutes he watched the slow

extension of the cordon, and then his vague

disposition to do something forthwith became

frantic. He stood up, went a pace or so

towards the circumferential wall, turned, and

went back a little way. There they all stood

in a crescent, still and listening.

He also stood still, gripping his spade very

tightly in both hands. Should he charge

them?

The pulse in his ears ran into the rhythm

of "In the Country of the Blind the One-

Eyed Man is King ! "

Should he charge them ?

He looked back at the high and unclimb-

able wall behindâ��unclimbable because of its

smooth plastering, but withal pierced with

many little doors, and at the approaching

line of seekers. Behind these others were

now coming out of the street of houses.

Should he charge them ?

" Bogota ! " called one. " Bogota 1 where

are you ? "

He gripped his spade still tighter and
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advanced down the meadows towards the

place of habitations, and directly he moved

they converged upon him. " I'll hit them

if they touch me," he swore ; " by Heaven, I

will. I'll hit." He called aloud, "Look

here, I'm going to do what I like in this

valley! Do you hear ? I'm going to do

what I like and go where I like."

They were moving in upon him quickly,

groping, yet moving rapidly. It was like

where to run. He ran from the nearest

blind man, because it was a horror to hit

him. He stopped, and then made a dash to

escape from their closing ranks. He made

for where a gap was wide, and the men on

either side, with a quick perception of the

approach of his paces, rushed in on one

another. He sprang forward, and then saw

he must be caught, and swish! the spade

had struck. He felt the soft thud of hand

"THEY WF.KE MOVING IN UPON HIM QIMCKI.Y."

playing blind man's buff with everyone blind

folded except one. " Get hold of him !"

cried one. He found himself in the arc of

a loose curve of pursuers. He felt suddenly

he must be active and resolute.

" You don't understand," he cried, in a

voice that was meant to be great and resolute,

and which broke. " You are blind and I can

see. lyeave me alone ! "

" Bogota ! Put down that spade and come

off the grass ! "

The last order, grotesque in its urban

familiarity, produced a gust of anger. " I'll

hurt you," he said, sobbing with emotion.

" By Heaven, I'll hurt you! Leave me

alone !"

He began to runâ��not knowing clearly

and arm, and the man was down with a yell

of pain, and he was through.

Through ! And then he was close to the

street of houses again, and blind men, whirl

ing spades and stakes, were running with a

sort of reasoned swiftness hither and thither.

He heard steps behind him just in time,

and found a tall man rushing forward and

swiping at the sound of him. He lost his

nerve, hurled his spade a yard wide at this

antagonist, and whirled about and fled, fairly

yelling as he dodged another.

He was panic-stricken. He ran furiously

to and fro, dodging when there was no need

to dodge, and, in his anxiety to see on every

side of him at once, stumbling. For a

moment he was down and they heard his
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falL Far away in the circumferential wall a

little doorway looked like Heaven, and he set

off in a wild rush for it. He did not even

look round at his pursuers until it was gained,

and he had stumbled across the bridge,

clambered a little way among the rocks, to

the surprise and dismay of a young llama,

who went leaping out of sight, and lay down

sobbing for breath.

And so his coup detat came to an end.

He stayed outside the wall of the valley of

the blind for two nights and days without

food or shelter, and meditated upon the

Unexpected. During these meditations he

rejx-'ated very frequently and always with a

profounder note of derision the exploded

proverb: "In the Country of the Blind the

One-Eyed Man is King." He thought chiefly

of ways of fighting and conquering these

people, and it grew clear that for him no

practicable way was possible. He had no

weapons, and now it would be hard to get

one.

The canker of civilization had got to him

even in Bogota, and he could not find it in

himself to go down and assassinate a blind

man. Of course, if he did that, he might

then dictate terms on the threat of assas

sinating them all. But Sooner or later

he must sleep! . . .

He tried also to find food among the pine

trees, to be comfortable under pine boughs

while the frost fell at night, andâ��with less

confidenceâ��to catch a llama by artifice in

order to try to kill itâ��perhaps by hammering

it with a stoneâ��and so finally, perhaps, to

cat some of it. But the llamas had a doubt

of him and regarded him with distrustful

brown eyes and spat when he drew near.

Fear came on him the second day and fits

of shivering. Finally he crawled down to

the wall of the Country of the Blind and

tried to make his terms. He crawled along

by the stream, shouting, until two blind men

came out to the gate and talked to him.

" I was mad," he said. " But I was only

newly made."

They said that was better.

He told them he was wiser now, and

repented of all he had done.

Then he wept without intention, for he

was very weak and ill now, and they took

that as a favourable sign.

They asked him if he still thought he

could "see."

"No," he said. "That was folly. The

word means nothing. I>ess than nothing ! "

They asked him what was overhead.

" About ten times ten the height of a man

there is a roof above the worldâ��of rockâ��

and very, very smooth. So smoothâ��so

beautifully smooth. . . ." He burst again

into hysterical tears. " Before you ask me

any more, give me some food or I shall die !"

He expected dire punishments, but these

blind people were capable of toleration. They

regarded his rebellion as but one more proof

of his general idiocy and inferiority, and after

they had whipped him they appointed him to

do the simplest and heaviest work they had

for anyone to do, and he, seeing no other way

of living, did submissively what he was told.

He was ill for some days and they nursed

him kindly. That refined his submission.

But they insisted on his lying in the dark, and

that was a great misery. And blind philoso

phers came and talked to him of the wicked

levity of his mind, and reproved him so

impressively for his doubts about the lid of

rock that covered their cosmic casserole that

he almost doubted whether indeed he was

not the victim of hallucination in not seeing

it overhead.

So Nunez became a citizen of the Country

of the Blind, and these people ceased to be

a generalized people and became individuali

ties to him, and familiar to him, while the

world beyond the mountains became more

and more remote and unreal. There was

Yacob, his master, a kindly man when not

annoyed ; there was Pedro, Yacob's nephew ;

and there was Medina-sarote, who was the

youngest daughter of Yacob. She was little

esteemed in the world of the blind, because

she had a clear-cut face and lacked that satis

fying, glossy smoothness that is the blind

man's ideal of feminine beauty, but Nunez

thought her beautiful at first, and presently

the most beautiful thing in the whole creation.

Her closed eyelids were not sunken and red

after the common way of the valley, but lay

as though they might open again at any

moment; and she had long eyelashes, which

were considered a grave disfigurement. And

her voice was weak and did not satisfy the

acute hearing of the valley swains. So that

she had no lover.

He watched her ; he sought opportunities

of doing her little services, and presently he

found that she observed him. Once at a rest-

day gathering they sat side by side in the dim

starlight, and the music was sweet. His hand

came upon hers and he dared to clasp it.

Then very tenderly she returned his pressure.

And one day, as they were at their meal in

There came a time when Nunez thought

that, could he win her, he would be resigned

to live in the valley for all the rest of his days.
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the darkness, he felt her hand very softly

seeking him, and as it chanced the fire leapt

then, and he saw the tenderness of her face.

He sought to speak to her.

He went to her one day when she was

sitting in the summer moonlight spinning.

The light made her a thing of silver and

mystery. He sat down at her feet and told

her he loved her, and told her ho.v beautiful

she seemed to him. He had a lover's voice,

HE SAT UOWN AT HER FEET.

he spoke with a tender reverence that came

near to awe, and she had never before been

touched by adoration. She made him no

definite answer, but it was clear his words

pleased her.

After that he talked to her whenever he

could take an opportunity. The valley

became the world for him, and the world

beyond the mountains where men lived by

day seemed no more than a fairy tale he

would some day pour into her ears. Very ten

tatively and timidly he spoke to her of sight.

Sight seemed to her the most poetical of

fancies, and she listened to his description of

the stars and the mountains and her own

sweet white-lit beauty as though it was a.

guilty indulgence. She did not believe, she

could only half understand, but she was

mysteriously delighted, and it seemed to him

that she completely understood.

His love lost its awe and took courage.

Presently he was for demanding her of Yacob

and the elders in marriage, but she became

fearful and delayed. And it was one of

her elder sisters who first told Yacob that

Medina sarot^ and Nunez were

in love.

There was from the first very

great opposition to the marriage

of Nunez and Medina-sarote' ;

not so much because they

valued her as because they

held him as a being apart, an

idiot, incompetent thing below

the permissible level of a man

Her sisters opposed it bitterly

as bringing discredit on them

all; and old Yacob, though he

had formed a sort of liking for

his clumsy, obedient serf, shook

his head and said the thing

could not be. The young men

were all angry at the idea of

corrupting the race, and one

went so far as to revile and strike

Nunez. He struck back. Then

for the first time he found an

advantage in seeing, even by

twilight, and after that fight

was over no one was disposed

to raise a hand against him.

But they still found his mar

riage impossible.

Old Yacob had a tenderness

for his last little daughter, and

was grieved to have her weep

upon his shoulder.

" You see, my dear, he's an

idiot. He has delusions : he

can't do anything right."

" I know," wept Medina-sarotd. " But he's

better than he was. He's getting better. And

he's strong, dear father, and kindâ��stronger

and kinder than any other man in the world.

And he loves meâ��and, father, I love him."

Old Yacob was greatly distressed to find

her inconsolable, and, besidesâ��what made it

more distressingâ��he liked Nunez for many

things. So he went and sat in the window-

less council-chamber with the other elders

and watched the trend of the talk, and said,

at the proper time, " He's better than he

was. Very likely, some day, we shall find

him as sane as ourselves."
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Then afterwards one of the elders, who

thought deeply, had an idea. He was the

great doctor among these people, their

medicine-man, and he had a very philo

sophical and inventive mind, and the idea

of curing Nunez of his peculiarities appealed

to him. One day when Yacob was present

he returned to the topic of Nunez. " I have

examined Nunez," he said, "and the case is

clearer to me. I think very probably he

might be cured."

" That is what I have always hoped," said

old Yacob.

" His brain is affected," said the blind

doctor.

The elders murmured assent.

" Now, what affects it ? "

" Ah ! " said old Yacob.

" And then he will be sane ? "

"Then he will be perfectly sane, and a

quite admirable citizen."

" Thank Heaven for science !" said old

Yacob, and went forth at once to tell Nunez

of his happy hopes.

But Nunez's manner of receiving the

good news struck him as being cold and

disappointing.

"One might think," he said, "from the

tone you take that you did not care for my

daughter."

It was Medina - sarotd who persuaded

Nunez to face the blind surgeons.

" You do not want me," he said, "to lose

my gift of sight ? "

ECTED,' SAID THE BLIND DOCTOR.'

" This" said the doctor, answering his

own question. "Those queer things that

are called the eyes, and which exist to make

an agreeable depression in the face, are

diseased, in the case of Nunez, in such a way

as to affect his brain. They are greatly dis

tended, he has eyelashes, and his eyelids

move, and consequently his brain is in a

state of constant irritation and distraction."

" Yes ? " said old Yacob. " Yes ? "

" And I think I may say with reasonable

certainty that, in order to cure him com

pletely, all that we need to do is a simple

and easy surgical operationâ��namely, to

remove these irritant bodies."

She shook her head.

" My world is sight."

Her head drooped lower.

" There are the beautiful things, the

beautiful little thingsâ��-the flowers, the

lichens amidst the rocks, the light and soft

ness on a piece of fur, the far sky with its

drifting down of clouds, the sunsets and the

stars. And there is you. For you alone it

is good to have sight, to see your sweet,

serene face, your kindly lips, your dear,

beautiful hands folded together. ... It is

these eyes of mine you won, these eyes that

hold me to you, that these idiots seek.

Instead, I must touch you, hear you, and

never see you again. I must come under

that roof of rock and stone and darkness,
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that horrible roof under which your imagina

tions stoop. . . . No; you would not have

me do that ? "

A disagreeable doubt had arisen in him.

He stopped and left the thing a question.

" I wish," she said, " sometimes " She

paused.

" Yes ? " said he, a little apprehensively.

" I wish sometimesâ��you would not talk

like that."

"Like what?"

" I know it's

prettyâ��it's your

imagination. I

love it, but now

He felt cold.

"Now?" he

said, faintly.

She sat quite

still.

"You mean

â�¢â��you thinkâ��

I should be

better, better

perhaps '

He was realiz

ing things very

swiftly. He felt

anger perhaps,

anger at the dull

course of fate,

but also sympa

thy for her lack

of understanding

â��a sympathy

near akin to pity.

" Dear," he said,

and he could see

by her whiteness

how tensely her

spirit pressed

against the

things she could

i ot say. He

lessly, trying to bring his mind to bear on

his dilemma. He had given his answer, he

had given his consent, and still he was not

sure. And at last work-time was over, the

sun rose in splendour over the golden

crests, and his last day of vision began for

him. He had a few minutes with Medina-

sarot^ before she went apart to sleep.

" To-morrow," he said, " I shall see no

more."

FEW MINUTES WITH MEDINA-SAROTE bEFOKE SHE WENT

APART TO SLFFP."

put his arms about her, he kissed her ear,

and they sat for a time in silence.

" If I were to consent to this ? " he said at

last, in a voice that was very gentle.

She flung her arms about him, weeping

wildly. " Oh, if you would," she sobbed, " if

only you would ! "

For a week before the operation that was

to raise him from his servitude and inferiority

to the level of a blind citizen Nunez knew

nothing of sleep, and all through the warm,

sunlit hours, while the others slumbered

happily, he sat brooding or wandered aim

" Dear heart!"

she answered,

and pressed his

hands with all

her strength.

"They will

hurt you but

little," she said;

" and you are

going through

this pain, you are

going through it,

dear lover, for

me. . . . Dear,

if a woman's

heart and life

can do it, I will

repay you. My

dearest one, my

dearest with the

tender voice, 'I

will repay."

He was dren

ched in pity

for himself and

her.

He held her

in his arms, and

pressed his lips

to hers and

looked on her

sweet face for

the last time.

"Good-bye!'

he whispered to

that dear sight, " good - bye ! "

And then in silence he turned away from

her.

She could hear his slow retreating foot

steps, and something in the rhythm of them

threw her into a passion of weeping.

He walked away.

He had fully meant to go to a lonely place

where the meadows were beautiful with white

narcissus, and there remain until the hour of

his sacrifice should come, but as he walked

he lifted up his eyes and saw the morning,

the morning like an angel in golden armour,

marching down the steeps. . .
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It seemed to him that before this splendour

he and this blind world in the valley, and his

love and all, were no more than a pit of sin.

He- did not turn aside as he had meant to

do, but went on and passed through the wall

of the circumference and out upon the rocks,

and his eyes were always upon the sunlit ice

and snow.

He saw their infinite beauty, and his

imagination soared over them to the things

beyond he was now to resign for ever !

He thought of that great free world that

he was parted from, the world that was his

own, and he had a vision of those further

slopes, distance beyond distance, with

Bogota, a place of multitudinous stirring

beauty, a glory by day, a luminous mystery by

night, a place of palaces and fountains and

statues and white houses, lying beautifully in

the middle distance. He thought how for

a day or so one might come down through

passes drawing ever nearer and nearer to

its busy streets and ways. He thought

of the river journey, day by day, from

great Bogota to the still vaster world

beyond, through towns and villages, forest

and desert places, the rushing river day

by day, until its banks receded and the

big steamers came splashing by and one had

reached the seaâ��the limitless sea, with its

thousand islands, its thousands of islands,

and its ships seen dimly far away in their

incessant journeyings round and about that

greater world. And there, unpent by moun

tains, one saw the skyâ��the sky, not such a

disc as one saw it here, but an arch of

immeasurable blue, a deep of deeps in which

the circling stars were floating. . . .

His eyes began to scrutinize the great

curtain of the mountains with a keener

inquiry.

For example : if one went so, up that gully

and to that chimney there, then one might

come out high among those stunted pines

thit ran round in a sort of shelf and rose still

higher and higher as it passed above the

gorge. And then? That talus might be

managed. Thence perhaps a climb might be

found to take him up to th^ precipice that

came below the snow j and if that chimney

failed, then another farther to the east might

serve his purpose better. And then ? Then

one would be out upon the amber-lit snow

there, and half-way up to the crest of those

beautiful desolations. And suppose one had

good fortune !

He glanced back at the village, then turned

right round and regarded it with folded arms.

He thought of Medina-sarote', and she had

become small and remote.

He turned again towards the mountain

wall down which the day had come to him.

Then very circumspectly he began his

climb.

When sunset came he was no longer

climbing, but he was far and high. His

clothes were torn, his limbs were blood

stained, he was bruised in many places, but

he lay as if he were at his ease, and there

was a smile on his face.

From where he rested the valley seemed

as if it were in a pit and nearly a mile

below. Already it was dim with haze and

shadow, though the mountain summits

around him were things of light and

fire. The mountain summits around him

were things of light and fire, and the

little things in the rocks near at hand

were drenched with light and beauty, a vein

of green mineral piercing the grey, a flash of

small crystal here and there, a minute,

minutely-beautiful orange lichen close beside

his face. There were deep, mysterious

shadows in the gorge, blue deepening into

purple, and purple into a luminous darkness,

and overhead was the illimitable vastness of

the sky. But he heeded these things no

longer, but lay quite still there, smiling as if

he were content now merely to have escaped

from the valley of the Blind, in which he

had thought to be King. And the glow of

the sunset passed, and the night came, and

still he lay there, under the cold, clear stars.



Off the Track in London.

BY GEORGE R. SIMS.

I.â��IN ALIEN-LAND.

T is many a long year since I

first began to find delight in

wandering through the least-

known districts of the capital,

in visiting strange quarters

inhabited by strange people, in

penetrating dim, mysterious regions where

thousands of our fellow-citizens live, cut off

from the rest of the populace by a network of

streets and slums into which it is nobody's

business but the inhabitants' to enter, and

where a visitor from beyond is rarely seen.

At first my travels were undertaken solely

to gratify my own curiosity. Later on, when

there came to me an opportunity of exploring

with a less selfish end in view, many circum

stances combined to give me an insight into

the life of the people which I could never

have gained as a mere onlooker. So it has

come about that to-day I can not only survey

the streets of the strange lands in the capital

of King Edward, but I can enter the houses

and take my notes from the cellar to the

roof. I am privileged to sit around the coke

fire in lodging-houses where an ordinary

stranger would meet with scant courtesy;

and the mysteries of " How the Poor Live "

are freely unveiled to me. In the vilest of

the native quarters, in the queerest of the

foreign quarters, I am permitted to spend

days and nights, not peeping furtively at the

human comedies and tragedies in which the

strange men and women are players, but

made way for as one entitled to a front

place in the local audience.

Of some of the things that I have seen I

have written from time to time, but I have

always longed for the pencil of the artist to

enable the reader to realize what some of the

scenes actually mean. And now my wish

has been gratified. I have been able to

wander off the track in London accompanied

by an artist confrere^ and to provide him with

opportunities for making sketches on the

spot.

It is four o'clock on Sunday afternoon as

we come out of Aldgate Station and In a few

minutes turn into Middlesex Street, littered

with paper and straw and rubbish, the

remains of the great Sunday morning market,

which is at its highest at noon and gradually

disappears as the afternoon wears on.

The scene is known to most Londoners,

for the fame of Petticoat Lane, as the street

was formerly called, has spread through the

length and breadth of the land.

But we must pass through it to get off

the track in the Ghetto, which has burst its

old boundaries and now extends over a large

area which until lately was a Christian quarter.

It is not till we come to Wentworth Street

that the strangeness of the Sunday scene

reveals itself. Here all the shops are open

and the narrow thoroughfare is packed with

the stalls of Jewish hawkers. We hear a

little English at the top of Wentworth Street,

but as we push our way through the seething

crowd and get nearer to Brick Lane the

English words become rarer and rarer, and

presently only the German Hebrew jargon

known as " Yiddish " reaches our ears.

Stop for a moment and gaze at the crowd.

A London child seeing it for the first time

would look at the faces and recall the Bible

pictures. Everywhere the Oriental type pre

dominates. The old, solemn-looking menâ��

the poorest of the hawkers, for they have

come to the Land of Promise too late to

struggle out of the ruckâ��have the beards

and features of the Patriarchs. They are

calling aloud the price of their poor goods

in the lachrymose sing-song of the Eastern

pedlar. Pious Jews are these aged immi

grants, and if you were to follow them to

J.heir synagogue 5rou would see them swaying

to and fro as they repeat their prayers in

the same mournful, wailing voice with which

they cry their wares.

We are in the heart of the old Ghetto.

The alien immigrants, many of them fresh

from the Pale of Settlement in Russia and

the persecutions of Roumania, are chaffering

and bargaining with their co-religionists who

have been in London long enough to stock a

barrow or a stall and start on the path of

financial progress, which may lead their sons,

if not themselves, vi& Dalston, Canonbury,

Maida Vale, and Bayswater, to Kensington,

and perhaps Park Lane.
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The women are as Eastern as the men.

The girls are handsome, dark-haired, dark-

eyed daughters of Israel, whose type of

beauty has not changed in all the thousand

years of persecution and exile.

The younger women are well dressed, with

a tendency to brilliant colours and the

" Paris fashion " that is displayed in the gay

millinery shops of the Ghetto. The children,

who have been running in and out of the

crowd, are neat and clean, their pinafores are

white, their boots are good and well-fitting,

their hair is bound with bright ribbons, and

their frocks are pretty. The first thought

Vol. jtxvii.â��63.

of the poorest alien immigrant is for his

children, and his pride is to see them well

clad and well cared for.

The middle-aged women and the old

women are true daughters of the East.

They wear coloured shawls over their heads.

There is a curious monotony in the coiffure

of the women of the Ghetto who have

passed their first youth. The woman of

thirty and the woman of seventy seem equally

well supplied with a head of glossy black

hair. 'The stranger wonders, as he looks into

an old, wrinkled face, at the abundance of

black hair surmounting it. If he asks the
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reason he will learn that many of the Russian

Jewesses cut their own hair off on the day

of their marriage and wear a wig for the rest

of their lives. To the Oriental the glory of

preparing suits solely for the Sunday sale in

this street.

Within a stone's throw of this street is a

great Sunday gold and diamond market.

"A CLOTHES AUCTION IN FULL SWING."

a woman is her hair. The Jewish bride was

expected to sacrifice this attraction in order

that she should not entice the eyes of men.

It is a custom of long ago and the Russian

Jewesses adhere to it. Most of the older

women came into the Ghetto straight

from the ship that landed them in the

Thames, and they rarely go beyond its

boundaries. Many of them would not if

they had the chance.

Here is a clothes auction in full swing.

The sombre shop, the front window of which

is pushed half-way up, is packed with ready-

made suits. The proprietor is selling them

to an eager crowd of men, who, when their

bid is accepted, take trousers, coats, and

waistcoats over their arm and walk away with

their purchase. There is a tailor's' shop

close at hand where twenty cutters and a

large number of hands are employed in

During the morning and early afternoon you

may see a number of men with little wash-

leather bags or velvet-lined cases displaying

their glittering merchandise to one another.

The jewel mart and exchange is in progress.

Many hundreds of pounds' worth of jewels

change hands within a few minutes. In

Wentworth Street the buyer will haggle and

bargain for half an hour over a few pence.

In St. James's Place a transaction involving

hundreds of pounds is carried out in a

minute with scarcely a superfluous word.

The business is conducted with perfect good-

humour, but the dealers are among the

keenest and cleverest men in the City of

London.

But we are still only half off the track, for

now and again the Gentile sightseer pene

trates as far as this.

As we come out from Wentworth Street
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into Brick Lane, where there is no market

and so no crowd, the long line of open shops

and busy warehouses, the hum and bustle of

trade and toil in full swing, strike us as

peculiar when we remember that it is

Sunday. Leaving Brick Lane with its

Russian post-office, its Roumanian restau

rants, and shop after shop where the young

men of the Ghetto take the syrups and tem

perance drinks that are their principal liquid

refreshment, we make our way down Com

mercial Street and plunge into the new

Ghetto, a vast area far more foreign than the

old Ghetto, and now entirely given up to

the alien immigrant. In the broad main

thoroughfare the shops are all open and trade

is at its height. The factories are busy, the

furniture shops are loading their vans, the

shipping agents and bankers are taking

money for remittance to relatives abroad

who are to leave the Russian Pale and come

to the city paved with gold, or booking

passages to America and the Colonies for

the immigrants who are "moving on."

Here the scene to the unaccustomed

Gentile eye is only odd. Directly he turns

into the small streets the stranger is filled

with absolute astonishment. Many of them

are still crowded with dwelling-houses of the

"THE OKI

poorest class ; but where the Gentile dwelt

the Jew trades. House after house has been

transformed into a shop. Windows have

been taken out and living rooms packed

with merchandise. Every available corner is

used, and one sees the proprietor sitting in

a little front room so packed in with rolls

of gay-coloured cloths, fancy boxes, and

packages that one imagines his only way of

getting out must be by a harlequin leap

through the window.

You may wander through miles of streets

in this quarter and see the same strange

sightâ��the immigrant Jew who has esta

blished himself keeping open shop in a

dwelling-house all the Sunday through. You

may see trade in full tide at eight o'clock

in the morning. When midnight has rung

out from the churches which still remain as

memorials of the vanished Christian popula

tion you will still see the shops open and the

Rembrandtesque figure of the owner sitting

among his wares, waiting for a chance

customer. He is perhaps reading a Yiddish

paper, printed in Hebrew characters, by the

light of a candle, slowly guttering to its last

flicker.

But it is not yet night, though the twilight

is falling as we turn into Morgan Street, and
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come suddenly upon a page of the old

Orient bound up in the book of modern

Western life.

Here is a building which is fitly labelled

" The Oriental Bazaar." You are in Ix>ndon,

but you might be in Cairo or Mogador.

The bazaar or " market" is reached from

the street by deep flights of steps. It is

open to the sky, and beyond it and above it

is a street of houses, and a roadway along

which flit now and again Eastern women with

gay-coloured shawls over their heads.

The "shops" of the market are built in

little recesses. In these sit silent Oriental

figuresâ��the dealers. Most of the day's

business is over. There are only a few

loiterers, and the men and women who keep

the little shops sit silent and emotionless as

the Arabs among their unsold wares. In one

shop the stock has been sold out and the

proprietor is sitting in the gloom playing

cards with a little party of men friends.

It is a picture for Rembrandt The only

light in the arched recess which forms the

shop is that of a candle. Round the candle

are grouped half-a-dozen dark, weird-looking

men, all intent upon the game.

There is one card to be played. Uttering

a little guttural cry, the man who holds it

brings it down on the counter with a thud.

The game the men are playing is one

peculiar to these people. It is called

Clabber-yas. The last card played, the

ninth trump, adds ten points to the score

and wins the game.

And at that moment the distant church

bells ring out to call the Christian worship

pers to evening prayer.

But the Sabl>ath evening does not find the

Jews undevout. The darkness has fallen

now, and we make our way back to the

crowded streets of the old Ghetto. Here

the long lines of lighted shops are now

packed with their evening customers, who

are buying meat and groceries and selecting

furniture, being measured for new suits,

trying on smart hats and cloaks of the latest

West-end fashion, and examining the pink

and blue and yellow silk petticoats which

make such a gay show in the brilliantly-

lighted windows of the milliners. We turn

into a quiet street where the prevailing note

is gloom, and, having secured the friendly

escort of a Jewish clergyman's son, without

whose presence we should hesitate to intrude,

we pass through a dark doorway and find

ourselves among a group of men whose

features and whose occupations would have

delighted* the heart of Gustave Dore\

In the hall, or ante-room, of the building

are .shelves packed with ancient-looking

volumesâ��books of Rabbinic lore and law.

Gathered together in groups are a number of

Jews, young and old, who are standing

around a desk at which an aged man with

a long grey beard is reading a well-worn

volume and explaining certain passages of it

to the men who crowd about him and listen

intently to his words.

We are in the ante room of a build

ing which is known as the " Macha/eke

Hadass V'Shomrei Shabbas "â��that is, " The

Strengthened of the Law and Guardians of

the Sabbath.'' It is known officially as

"The Spitalfields Great Synagogue." The

members of it, almost all alien immigrants,

comprise the ultra-orthodox section of the

community. They have their own Chief

Rabbi, their own Shechita Board (the board

that controls the slaughtering of animals),

and their own Beth Din (the court of

justice). These pious Jews are distinguished

by their scrupulous observance of the Sabbath

as a. day of rest. They will not even carry

their handkerchief on the Sabbath day

because it constitutes carrying a burden.

That is forbidden, so they tie it round

their waist as a girdle, where it becomes part

of their clothing and so allowable. They

will not carry an umbrella on the Sabbath,

not only because it is a burden, but also

because the putting up of an umbrella is

considered equivalent to the erecting of a

tent over the head. And they strictly obey

the injunction which says neither thou nor

thy servant shall do any manner of work on

the Sabbath day. For what is absolutely

necessary they employ an occasional servant,

who is known as the "Shobbos Goy."

They never give him a direct order for the

performance of a household task, but they

sometimes manage to evade the injunction.

For instance, if it is bitterly cold and coals

are wanted on the fire, they don't say, " Put

more coals on." They shiver and rub their

hands and say, " It is terribly cold." Then

the Shobbos Goy takes the hint and makes

the fire up.

Let us linger for a moment among this

strange group of devout Jews, few of whom

can speak a word of English, though they

are likely to pass the rest of their lives in

our midst.

The pious old man who is thumbing the

book is displaying his Talmudic erudition to

his hearers. The synagogue is open night

and day, and this ante-room is always filled

with reverent and intelligent loungers, who
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listen to the exposition of the Talmud and

occasionally discuss the affairs of the

moment, for the alien Jew has brought with

him the old custom of making the synagogue

a meeting-place and a club.

In the same room a number of men are

swaying to and fro and repeating their prayers

in the Oriental fashion. Everywhere there

is a note that is a revelation to the Gentile

in their place of worship. The Jews acquired

the building and converted it into a synagogue

about ten years ago.

The synagogue is only dimly lighted.

Here and there a few worshippers are sitting

in the pews repeating their prayers or reading

a tattered volume. In one pew sits an old

man writing by the aid of a tallow candle,

which he has stuck on the little shelf in front

" IN THR SYNAGOGUE."

visitor who is privileged to look upon the

scene.

The privilege is not easily gained, for these

pious Jews, most of them from the lands of

persecution and massacre, are still nervous

and fearful. They have not yet learned the

true meaning of English freedom, and the

Alien Commission is to them a warning note

of some new disaster that threatens.

Passing from the Talmud school into the

synagogue itself, you are startled to find the

Royal Arms of England, elaborately carved

and coloured, standing out boldly on the

walls.

The mystery is solved when we learn that

this was originally a Huguenot chapel, owned

by the French refugees who settled in Spital-

fields after the revocation of the Edict of

Nantes. At one time the Huguenots were

under special Royal favour, which may

account for the display of the Royal Arms

of him. He is writing out one of the tiny

scrolls which, encased in a capsule of tin or

glass, forms the " Mezuzzah," the amulet

which every orthodox Jew places on his

doors ; or perhaps the miniature manuscript

is intended to be placed inside the " Tephil-

lin"â��that is, the phylacteries which are

bound round the head and the left arm for

the morning prayers. Remembering that the

Mezuzzah and the Tephillin are direct Sinaitic

ordinances, we look at the old man writing

by the gleam of the candle in the gloomy

synagogue with feelings of awe and reverence.

Forty centuries ago the injunction was given

in the far-off Eastern desert which the Hebrew

exile is transcribing to-day in the heart of

London.

But, weird and mystic as the scene is, we

do not care to linger. Already the uninvited

presence of Christian strangers has attracted

considerable attention, and the efforts of our
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artist to sketch unobserved have brought

about us a number of the pious and aged

aliens, who consult together in Yiddish and

eventually put forward a spokesman, who, in

broken English, politely asks us what we

want.

We make our explanation and assure the

head of the little deputation that we have no

evil intent, and then as quickly as is consis

tent with dignity we make our way through

the Talmud room, the readers and expounders

and the aged men rocking to and fro in

prayer, and pass

out into the dark

ness of the night.

On the step an

old man stands

and looks after us.

The pale light

coming through

the open door

falls upon his face

and shows a deep

scar that looks

like a sabre cut.

The old man is

one of the survi

vors of the mas

sacre of Kisch-

ineff.

And now we

are hack again in

the big trading

streets, with the

yellow bla/e of

gas and lamp oil

showing up the

bright costumes

of young Jewesses

who are on their

way to balls and

parties and even

to theatrical per

formances which

are frequent

Sunday features

of this foreign

land which is in London but not of it.

picking up the invited guests at their dwell

ings. As soon as one load has been

deposited at the Hall, off the driver hurries

in search of another.

All is merriment within, and all is good

temper and good order outside. The crowd

blocks the pavement to listen and to make

critical remarks on the toilet.es of the guests

as they arrive. One sharp turn out of the

gay, crowded street and the scene is changed.

Here everything is gloom, and in the gloom

is a little group of slouching men and

LOAF1NG AT THE DOORS OF DARK, FORBIDDING-LOOKING

HOUSES,"

Every now and then through the packed

streets dashes a carriage with a spanking pair

of greys. Sunday is the day for weddings in

the Ghetto. The white ribbon on the whip

of the coachman catches the eye again and

again, and always a little crowd turns to

follow the vehicle and take up its station

outside the Hall in which the marriage feast is

being celebrated. These wedding carriages

are to be seen making their way through the

narrow streets in every direction. They are

slatternly women

loafing at the

doors of dark, for-

bidding-looking

houses.

We are in a

quarter that has

been rendered

notorious by the

revelations of

coroners' inquests.

This is a little bit

of the Ghetto that

the Jews have

not yet taken

from the Chris

tians. It is the

street of common

lodging-houses

where strange

murders have

been done. We

pass quickly by

the group of loaf

ing tramps who

have come out

of the lodging-

house kitchens to

gossip, and make

our way up a

narrow, tortuous

passage to an

other street of

evil fame, where

lodging-houses of

the lowest class still remain. Battered

wrecks of lost humanity, male and female,

flit to and fro in the darkness. A woman

pauses under the solitary lamp and we

see that her face is bruised and her eyes

are blackened. The door of one lodging-

house stands ajar and the English tongue

salutes our ears once more. It is not a

welcome relief, for the sentiment of the words

is foul and blasphemous. At the top of the

court one comes again upon' good buildings

and light and a sound of childish merri-
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merit. A number of little Jewish children

are dancing a dance of their own in the

lamplight.

We pass out into a broad main thorough

fare, and still the shops are open and doing

a brisk business. Here is a little restaurant

with its bill of fare in Hebrew characters.

. "" '

people, but they never carne to his establish

mentâ��never. I ask him if there is another

restaurant beyond the curtain. Again he

looks at me curiously.

No, there is nothing beyond but his own

dwelling rooms. I want to get behind those

curtains ; but I have not the password, and

"A NUMBER OF LITTLE JEWISH CHILDREN AKK DANCING."

We push the door ajar and enter, for we

know that it was once the haunt of the

Bessarabians, the formidable gang who had

a standing vendetta with the Odessians, and

""Who fought them not long ago outside the

Yiddish theatre, the fray ending in a man

being stabbed to death.

The room \ve enter is lighted by a single

jet of gas. There are only one or two

young fellows sitting about and smoking

cigarettes. The proprietor in his shirt sleeves

stands behind the counter. At the end of

the room is an opening covered with heavy

curtains. Now and again a man enters,

nods to the proprietor, and passes through

them.

We have ordered tea, for which we pay

a penny a cup. The proprietor brings it

himself, looks at us curiously, and I

endeavour to allay his suspicion by speaking

to him in German. He replies amiably,

and I try to engage him in conversation.

I ask him if the Bessarabians still use the

house.

His manner alters. He has heard of such

there is no chance. Some day I hops to be

more fortunate. For this cafe, was the

meeting-place of the Bessarabians, one of the

most dnngerous gangs in the East-end, and

behind those curtains you passed to a room

which was a gambling den. There the

quarrel took place which led to midnight

murder at the corner of the dark street.

We walk quietly away and in five minutes

we are back upon the beaten track. Every

where are closed shops and the calm of the

Christian Sunday night. The householders

pass on their homeward way. The sweet

hearts linger for a while before they part at

the door, or separate to go each a different

way.

And though they are within a few minutes'

walk of the strange scenes we have looked

upon by turning a little way off the beaten

track, most of these people are as ignorant

of their existence as was the great French

critic who came for the first time to London

and was taken to Piccadilly Circus, was told

that it was the famous Whitechapelâ��and

believed it.
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BY S. K. LUDOVIC.

HE following collection of

pictures, in each of which the

artist has depicted an event in

the lives of the great musicians,

can open with nothing more

suitably than with the charm

ing picture of " The Child Handel," by

Margaret Dicksee. Handel's father strongly

opposed the child's passionate love for music,

and the more his great gifts developed the

more severely was he forbidden to occupy

himself with music. The little boy was

obliged to have recourse to subterfuge,

and when his elders believed him snug in

bed he used to steal on tip-toe to the

lumber-room, where he had discovered an

old spinet, on which he played softly to his

heart's content, alone and fancy-free. In

one of these moments of enjoyment, when

the divine genius spoke to the child, he

forgot himself and played louder and louder

â��all the sound of the old spinet streamed

through the silent night, waking the sleepers

in the house, who believed that the angels

were keeping vigil over the old town of

Halle. But little George's father bethought

himself of the musical propensities of the

boy, and, as the latter was not to be found

in his bed, the lantern was lit and a search-

party followed where the music led them.

Alas! Poor George was found, severely

reprimanded, and dismissed to bed. The

picture brings the scene so vividly before

our minds that we are glad to know the

sequel. George was not to be suppressed.

A short time afterwards his father went to

Weissenfels, where, in consequence of the

presence of the music-loving Prince, many

concerts were to be held. Little George

knew this, and, as his father would not let

him go, he ran after the coach so long that his

parent was compelled to take him in. The

Prince heard of the extraordinary child-

musician, and, thanks to his intercession,

Handel's father at last gave permission that

his son should be taught music.

CapvriaU. 'Â«Â«. !>Â») "THE CHILD HANDEL."

FROM THE PICTURE BY MARGARET DICKSEF.

By permission of the Berlin Photographic Company, 133, New Bond Street, London, W.
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The next picture shows us Sebastian Bach,

" the father of all music," playing before

Frederick the Great. The painter has chosen

the moment when the King is giving Bach

a theme on which to improvise. This theme,

"a right royal one," as Bach called it, was

afterwards worked out by him and sent back

to the King, under the name of " A Musical

to encourage the genius of one of the greatest

musicians of all time. Yet Bach's ' greater

works remained in manuscript, and it was

left to musicians of a later periodâ��especially

to Mendelssohnâ��to unearth and make them

known to the world at large.

Another of our master-musicians, Haydn,

unlike Bach, who never left his country, came

" FREDERICK THE GREAT AND SEBASTIAN BACH."

FROM THE PlCTURK BY CARL RuHLING.

By permission of the Berlin Photographic Company, 133, Ne\v Bond Street, London, W.

Copyright, iyoi, by Photographtftkc '

Sacrifice." The King, who was himself a

remarkable musician, had shown Bach the

greatest appreciation, and this visit to

Potsdam seems to have been one of the

happiest events in Bach's life. Those who

are inclined to regard Frederick, in his

musical capacity, as no better than a dilet

tante flute-player would do well to remember

that he was among the first to recognise and

Vol.,â��Â» â��

to England, and reached in this country

the summit of his renown. In the picture on

the next page we see him on board ship. Well

wrapped in his great-coat he stands on deck

and seems to enjoy the sea-breezes, uncon

scious of the curiosity of the other passengers.

He is wondering what will await him in that

strange country across the sea. Will they

understand him and the message he has to
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deliver to them: harmonies so pure and

simple from a heart so kindly and a will so

strong ? And they did understand him in

England; a glorious season of success awaited

him. Sympathy met him everywhere, and

in such fulness that on returning home to

Austria he stopped at the little village of his

birth and, kneeling at the threshold of his

epoch of his life when he first fell in love.

While on a visit to an uncle he met his

fate in the shape of one of his youthful

counins, Aloysia Weber. The two sisters

were pretty; the older, whom in the picture

we Â£ se lingering in the other room, was full

of kindness and sweet unselfishness, always

putting forward the younger and more talented

" HAYDN CROSSING TO ENGLAND."

FROM THE PICTURE nv CARL RoHi.iNt;.

Hy permission of the Berlin Photographic Company, 133, New Bond Street, London, W.

Cw/'ff'p'V/Â»'. I'-XK* bit ritotogmpkische Ge&ltxfhtift.

father's humble cottage, he thanked God for

all the happiness which he had known in

England.

In his wake followed another and a brighter

star. When Haydn was at the zenith of his

success all Germany began to talk of the little

infant prodigy, \Volfgang Amadeus Mozart.

Our first Mozart picture shows him at the

sister. Aloysia had a beautiful and well-

trained voice, and could read a song at first

sight. What was more natural than that the

two young people who loved music should

learn to love each other ? Then came the

parting hour. Mozart was compelled to go

on one of his extensive tours. Two years

passed by before he could return to his
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Aloysia. She had,

of course, vowed

everlasting love .

hut, alas for the

faithlessness, the

vanity of woman !

Wolfgang came

back, faithful and

loving as he had

left, to find that

Aloysia had grown

into a very beautiful

girl, who had tasted

the joys of cele

brity as a singer.

Success had turned

her head and she

had nothing to say

to the young musi

cian, who was only

on the road to make

his fame, and she

threw away a trea

sure which she was

too ignorant to

prize.

In the next pic

ture we see Mozart

again when, at the

height of his own

" MOZART AM) ALOYSIA WKHKK."

FROM THE PICTURE BV CARL ROHLIM.,

H>" permission of the Berlin Photographic Company,

133, New Bond Street, London, \V.

" MOZART AND BEETHOVEN."

FKOM THE PICTURE BY A. BORCKMANN.

fame, he listens to

one who was des

tined to be greater

even than himself

â��the young Beet

hoven. The young

musician of sixteen

asked him for a

theme on which to

improvise. Slowly

the genius unfolded

his wings ; the sim

ple theme seemed

to grow to a mighty

phrase, which was

taken up by other

voices as the har

mony swelled under

the fingers of the

player who was

destined to show

the coming genera

tions the power of

musical its greatest.

Mozart listened

more and more at

tentively, his eyes

fixed upon the

young musician, his

face wearing an

By permission of the Berlin Photographic Compiny, 133, New Bond Street, Londo i, W.
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almost reverential look under the spell of

celestial inspiration, which came now like the

rushing of a mighty wind. The music still

went on. Beethoven had forgotten that he

was not alone ; but Mozart turned to his

friends. " Listen !" he said. "And remember,

of this young man the whole world will speak."

Kaulbach, in his painting, " Mozart's

Requiem," has immortalized the moment

when fate cut short the life of Mozart. The

fire of his genius, the never-ceasing, burning

desire to embody the immortal inspirations

which floated so richly in his brain, had

reverence. He felt from the first moment

that he was writing his own Requiem.

The work was finished and now he wished

to hear it. Too weak to stir from his room,

he summoned his friends to perform the

Requiem before him. They came and he

listened, still and happy, to those mighty

strains of sadness ; and, so listening, his own

soul flew to Heaven. This is the scene of

Kaulbach's picture.

The well-known and well-beloved " Moon

light Sonata," whose power and beauty will

delight for ages, is the subject of the

" THE LAST HOUR OF MOZART."

FROM THE PICTURE BY H. KAIXHACH.

By permission of the Berlin Photographic Company, 133, New Bond Street, London, W.

" fretted the pigmy body to decay." Ill and

depressed he was leaning back in his chair,

when a stranger was announced â�¢ who

asked him to compose a Requiem as full

of d'gnity and beauty as his genius could

conceive, a work which should be without

an equal. He laid down a roll of

a thousand ducats on Mozart's table and

went away without disclosing his name,

saying only that he would call again. Then

the master collected his last strength, and a

sublime effort resulted in the unique work,

before which the world still stands in awe and

very pretty story depicted on the next page.

It is said that Beethoven passed, in the

course of one of his rambling walks, a

lonely street in the suburbs of Vienna,

and heard from an open window the strains

of his own music. The music came from

a room on the ground floor, and when he

approached he saw a young girl sitting at

the piano and a child listening to her, huddled

up on a chair near by. Impulsive as he was,

he at once entered, saying, " I know that

piece. What makes you play it ? Does it

please you ? " "I love all Beethoven's com-
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Copyright. >**>. M " THK MOONLIGHT SONATA."

FROM THE PlCTUKK BY ERNST Ol'I'LER.

utogravltinche tjvtrUscltaft.

Hy permission of ihc Beilin Photographic Company, 133, New Bond Street, London, W.

positions," said

the young girl in

a sweet, quiet

voice, without

showing any sur

prise at being

thus interrupted

by a stranger. But

the child came

quickly towards

him, saying, "My

sister is blind, and

music is her only

joy. What is it

you want, sir ? "

With that pecu

liar directness

which was so

characteristic of

his nature, he

simply said, " I

wish to play to

you. I am Beet

hoven." Then the

two girls settled

themselves joy

fully to listen.

The moon had

risen, the street

was silent, the

tears glistened in

the blind eyes of

'â�¢ BEETHOVEN AND GOETHE IN TEPLITZ.'

FROM THE PICTURE BY CART. ROHLISG.

By permission of the Berlin Photographic Company, 133, New Bond

Street, London, W.

Copyright, twi, by Pltatogmj^ische GftfUscha/t.

the elder girlâ��

and then came

the wonderful

mysterious song

of that Adagio in

C sharp minor,

which rose and

fell and soared

again to Heaven.

Such revelation

of human feeling

strained the

nerves of these

two young beings

almost beyond

endurance. A

slight pause, and

the graces of the

Minuet played

around them,

soothed them,

brushed the tears

away, and spoke

of life and youth

and gladness.

And then it sang

on â�� another

rushing stormâ��

and melody after

melody followed,

and wildest out

break of the
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Titan's own rugged nature, and then it

cleared up into majestic strengthâ��imposing

chords of greatnessâ��then silence. Beethoven

turned and went as he had come, and long

after he gave to the world what he saw and

felt before these two lonely children.

The picture entitled " Beethoven and

Goethe in Teplitz" illustrates an episode

which shows Beethoven in the company of

Germany's greatest poet, for whom he had

an enthusiastic admiration. Beethoven's was

a proud nature, and he sometimes showed

his pride in a manner which had nothing

in common with

the smooth and

polished manners

of the aristocratic

society in which

he and Goethe

were wont to

move.

Beethoven and

Goethe met at

Teplitz, a Bohe

mian watering -

place much fre-

q u e n t e d by

Royalties and

aristocratic so

ciety. They were

walking together,

when the Em

peror and Em

press and their

suite came to

wards them.

Goethe, standing

still, hat in hand,

bowed almost to

the ground, as it

is customary on

the Continent.

Beethoven pres

sed his hat tighter

on his head, let

go Goethe's arm,

and tried to elbow

his way through

the crowd ; but

the Empress had seen him and greeted him

smilingly as she passed on, whilst Goethe

received only the courtesy accorded to every

unknown person. This is the moment shown

us by the artist. The expression of surprise

in the faces of the Royal visitors at Goethe's

obsequious politeness, the indulgent smiles

which iollow the irate Beethoven, are very

amusing.

German " Lied.'' He was the first who gave

this kind of music a deeper meaning and

a more elevated form, and, guided by his

dramatic instinct, produced such master

pieces as the " Erlking '' and the " Miiller-

lieder." The singer is surprised to find most

of these songs written in a very high key, and

before somebody had taken the trouble to

transpose them this was, even in Germany,

a drawback to their popularity. The

reason was as follows. One of Schubert's

best friends was a very popular singer

in Vienna, and his tenor voice was

"SCHUBERT AND HIS FRIENDS."

FKOM THE PICTURE BY CAKI. Rom.ING.

By permission of the Berlin Photographic Company, 133, New Bond

Street, London, W.

Copyright, 1903. bit Photographiiche

Franz Schubert is the creator of the

i>f an exceptional

compass. Schu

bert wrote most

of his songs for

him. The painter

has had thehapp)

idea of giving us

a portrait of this

man in the act of

singing, while

Schubert himsell

is playing the ac

coin pan i ment.

The young lady

who stands at the

other side of the

piano is probably

the girl of whom

Schubert said :

" I loved once a

girlâ��she was not

beautiful â�� but,

oh, so kind-

hearted, good,

and loving! And

she sang my

songs with a most

beautiful soprano

voice. \Ve loved

each other for

three years, and

we were happy.

Then I had to

give her up. I

could never suc

ceed in getting a

post which would have enabled me to marry.

I had no right to prevent her from marrying ;t

man who could give her a home and make

her happy." It is sad that a man whom we

acknowledge as one of the greatest of musi

cians should be compelled to give up every

thought of the happiness which comes to

even the simplest worker in another field.

The next painting illustrates a romantic

episode of Schumann's life. In 1836
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" SCHUMANN AND ROBENA LAIDLAW."

FROM THE WATER-COLOUR DRAWING BY J. RAAHE.

Robena Laidlaw, though only sixteen, was

Court pianist of the Queen of Hanover, and

her fame had already spread over Germany,

England, and Russia. She played his

music for him, followed his inspirations,

and rejoiced at the

flights of his genius.

They had tasted to

the 'full the delight

of understanding each

other in the beautiful

language of music.

One day they were

wandering in the

Rosenau - the rose-

gardens of Leipzig.

The time of parting

had come. His life

and hers were unset

tled and full of plans

and ambitions. She

was to start for Paris

the next day, and to

go from there to

Russia to play before

the Czar and the

Imperial Court. Did

they realize their own feelings at the moment,

or know how much akin such friendship is

to love ?

the little boat upon the lake and bade her

wait for him ; he would bring her a rose as a

parting gift. She had long to wait, and when

he came at last he said, with that melancholy

expression which, even in his younger years,

was already his : " I

searched so long ard

could after all only

find a rose which is

not worthy of you.

But I will send you

a remembrance of

the Rosenau."

ROBENA LAIDLAW.

FROM A PAINTING.

He arranged the cushions around her in

Surfeited with the

triumphs which fall

naturally to the share

of a great artiste and

a beautiful girl, Ro

bena found, on re

turning from a State

concert at St. Peters

burg, among many

costly gifts of jewels

and flowers which

awaited her, a simple

roll of music with the

German postmark. It

contained the twelve Phantasiestiickc which

are now reckoned among the most poetical

and beautiful of Schumann's works. He

wrote: " I have not asked, before sending
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"WAGNER IN HIS HOME AT WAHNFRIED."

FKOM THE PICTURE BY W. BKCKMANN.

Hy permission of Rud. ]bat:h Sohn, owners of the Original.

them to the printer's, your permission to

dedicate these pieces to you. They are yours,

and I hope you will accept them. Trie whole

Rosenau with all its romance is in them.

Forget me not, and send me your portrait

soon, as you promised."

Wasielewski tells in his " Schumanniana "

that he heard him once, shortly before his last

illness, playing in the twilight, as he loved to

do. Melodies full of tender beauty floated

around ; the exquisite piece " des Abends,"

the first of the Pliantasiestucke; then

reminiscences of " des Nachts," wild and

desjxjrate, as if haunted by loneliness and

terror; and then again the sweet and tender

song of the evening's silent longing. The

listener outside the door felt his heart nearly

burst with emotion, but Schumann shut the

piano immediately when the door was opened,

and no allusion to what had passed was

possible. Had he returned in this lonely

moment to the memories of youth ? Was it

a last and loving greeting to the past ?

The great composer who gave so much to

the world is long laid to rest in the cemetery

of Bonn, and the waves of the Rhine sing his

eternal slumber-song, but the Phantasicstiicke

will live on, and sing of the romance which

was never told in words.

Robena I^aidlaw died only two years ago

in London. Among the many souvenirs of

this brilliant artiste's career was found a

withered rose, and written by her on a

leaflet: " Schumann gave me this rose at

the Rosenau, 1836."

Beckmann's picture represents the last of

the epoch-making musicians, Richard Wagner.

We see him discussing " Parsifal," his last and

grandest work, with his wife and his two faith

ful friends, Liszt and Hans von Wolzogen.

Wagner was then already living in his own

beautiful home in Bayreuth, surrounded by

the luxuries he so dearly loved, having as

companion the woman who understood him

best. His battle had been hard, but his ulti

mate conquest was decisive, and we may feel

contented in the hope that culture is in our

days so widespread and advanced that

genius is but rarely exposed to pay with a life

of misery for the halo of its greatness.
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OWNER of

fte"R\lRIARCH."

F anyone cares to look up the

Patriarch in Lloyd's List it

will be discovered that the

owner of her was T. Tyser,

but it matters very little

whether she was built of

heavier plating than the rules required, or

whether she was cemented or built under

special survey or what not. For T. Tyser,

otherwise Mr. Thomas Tyser, was not

only the owner of the Patriarch, but also

the owner of a dozen other vessels all

beginning with a " P." He was, more

over, the owner of a large block of land in

the heart of Melbourne; he had several

streets, of which the biggest was Tyser

Street, S.E., in London, and his banking

account was certainly of heavier metal than

he had any personal use for. He was a

rough dog from the north country, and in the

course of half a century's fight in London he

came out top dog in his own line and was

more or less of a millionaire.

" And he's my uncle," said Geordie Potts ;

" his sister was my mother, and here I am

before the stick in one of his old wind

jammers and gettin' two-pun-ten in this here

Patriarch of his, and hang me if I believe

the old bloke has another relation in the

world. It's hard lines, matesâ��it's hard lines.

Don't you allow it's hard lines ? "

Vol. xxvii.â��66.

It was Sunday morning in the south-east

trades, and every sail was drawing "like a

bally droring-master," as Geordie once said,

and the "crowd" of the Patriarch were all

fairly easy in their minds and ready for a

discussion.

"If so be you are 'is nevvy, as you state,"

said the port watch, cautiously, " we allow it's

hard lines."

" I've stated it frequent," said Geordie,

" and it's the truth, the whole truth, and

nothin' but it, so help me. D'ye think I'd

claim to be old Tyser's sister's son if I

wasn't? I'd scorn to claim it."

"Any man would scorn to be Tyser's

sister's son," said the starboard watch.

" He'd scorn to be 'im unless he was,

for Tyser's a mean old dog, ain't he,

Geordie ? "

Geordie thanked his watch - mates for

backing him up so.

" That's right, chaps. There's no meaner

in the north of Englandâ��or the south, for

that matterâ��and the way this ship's found is

scandalous."

" The grub's horrid," said both watches.

" And look at the gear," said Geordie ;

" everything ready to part a deal easier than

my uncle is. I never lays hold of a halliard

but I'm thinking I'll go on my back if I pulls

heavy. Oh, it's a fair scandal!"
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He considered the scandal soberly and

with some sadness.

" He might leave you some dibs, Geordie,"

suggested his mate, fack Braby. " He might,

after all."

" Not a solitary dime," said Geordie.

" Him and me quarrelled because my father

fought him in the street, and I hit the old

hunks with a bit of a brick because he got

my dad down."

" Wot was the row about ? " asked the

others, eagerly.

" Nothin' to speak of," said Geordie. " My

old man said he was a bloodsucker, and that

led to words. And I never hurt him to

speak of. And yet I've shipped in one of â�¢

his ships, and am as poor as he's rich. He

allowed none of us would get a farthing ; he

shouted it out in the market-place and said

hospitals would get it, because one of his

skippers that he'd sacked cut him up awful

with a staysail hank, and they sewed him

very neat at one of 'em."

" There's nothin' so good in a fight as a

staysail 'ank,'' said Jack Braby, contem

platively. " I cut a policeman all to rags

wiv one once."

" Was that the time you done three months'

'ard ? " asked the port watch.

" Six," said Braby, proudly ; " and I told

the beak I could do it on my 'ead. But,

Geordie, if you was owner yourself what

would you do ? "

" Yes, wot ? " asked the rest.

Geordie shook his head and sighed.

" I'd make my ships such that sailormen

would be wantin' to pay to go in "em," said

Geordie. " I've laid awake thinkin' of it."

" Oh, tell us," said all hands, with as much

unanimity as if they were tailing on to the

halliards under the stimulus of " Give us

some time to blow the man down." "Tell

us, Geordie."

" I'd be friends with all my men, for one

thing," said Geordie, "and I'd not have a

single Dutchman in a ship of mine."

The three " Dutchmen " on board, one of

whom was a Swede, another a German, and

the third a Finn, shifted uneasily on. their

chests, but said nothing.

" And not a Dago," continued the " owner,"

"and I'd give double wages and grog three

times a day and tobacco thrown in. And

the cook shouldn't be a hash-spoiler, but

what Frenchies call a f/ief."

" We never heard of that. How d'ye spell

it, Geordie ? "

" Sâ��Hâ��Eâ��double F," said Geordie ;

"and it means a man that is known not to

spoil vittles, as most sea-cooks does, by the

very look of him. And when it was wet or

cold the galley fire should be alight all night.

And the skipper and the mates should be

told by me, and told very stern, that if they

vallied their billets a continental they'd

behave like gents and not cuss too much.

And there shouldn't be no 'working up,' and

any officer of mine that was dead on 'dry

pulls' on the halliards should have the sack

quick. And every time a ship of mine came

into dock I'd be there, and I'd see what the

crowd's opinion was of the skipper and the

mates. Oh, I'd make my ship a Paradise, I

would ! "

Most of the men nodded approval, but

Braby wasn't quite satisfied.

"And would there be grog every time of

shortenin' sail, Geordie ? "

" Oh, of course," said Geordie, " and every

time you made sail too."

But an old seaman shook his head.

" Tis mighty fine, mates, to 'ear Geordie

guff as to what 'e'd do," he growled, " but

I ain't young and I've seed men get rich, and

they wasn't in the least what they allowed

they'd be. Geordie 'ere is one of hus now,

and 'e feels where the shoe pinches ; but if so

be 'e got rotten with money 'e'd be for calling

sailormen swine as like as not. And 'e'd wear

a topper."

" You're a liar ; I wouldn't," roared

Geordie.

" Maybe I am a liar," said the old chap,

"but I've seen what I've looked at. If you

was to learn as your uncle was dead now,

you'd go aft and set about on the poop and

see hus doin' pulley-hauley, with a seegar in

your teeth. Riches spoils a man, and it can't

be helped ; it 'as to, somehow. I've no fault

to find with you now, Geordie Potts ; for so

young a man you're a good seaman and a

good shipmate (though you 'ave called me a

liar), but you take my word for it, money

would make an 'og of you."

And here was matter for high debate which

lasted all through the trades, through the

horse latitudes, and into the region of the

brave west winds till the Patriarch had

made more than half her casting.

" So I'm to be a mean swab and a real

swine when I'm rich," said Geordie. "Oh,

well, have it your own way. There's times

some of you makes me feel I'd like to make

you sit up."

" 'Ear, "ear," said the old fo'c's'le man ;

" there's the very 'aughty richness workin'

in his mind, shipmates. What'll the real

thing do if 'is huncle pegs out sudden ? "
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It was curious to note that a certain

subdued hostility rose up between most of

the men and Geordie. They sat apart and

discussed him. Even Jack Braby threw out

dark and melancholy hints that they wouldn't

be chums any more if old Tyser's money

came to his nephew. There were at times

faint suggestions that Geordie was getting

touched with his possible prosperity.

" I'll live ashore and have a public-house,"

said Geordie Potts.

And they picked up Cape Otway light in

due time, and ran through Port Phillip

Heads by-and-by, and came to an anchor

off Sandridge. Presently they berthed

alongside the pier and began to discharge

their cargo ; and one hot day went by

like another, till

they were empty

and began to fill

up again with

wool. In six

weeks they were

almost ready for

sea once more.

And the very

night before they

hauled out from

their berth and

lay at anchor in

the bay, Geordie

went ashore at

six o'clock "all

by his lone-

some," as he

and Jack Braby

had fought over

the job which

Braby was to get

from his mate

when old Tyser

died intestate.

And as he got to

the end of the

pier he met a

young clerk from

the agent's office

who knew him

by sight.

f.

" I say, I'm in

a great hurry,"

said the boy;

" my girl's wait

ing for me. Will

you take these letters to Captain Smith, or

I'll miss my train back ? I'll give you a bob."

"The letters can wait,"said Geordie Potts,

"but the bob can't, and I've five more

besides. Jack might have had his whack

out of it if he hadn't wanted to be my

manager when he ain't fit for it."

He put the letters into his pocket and

made his way to the Sandridge Arms, where

he sat and drank by himself. It was seven

o'clock, and he was by then tolerably " full,"

before it occurred to him to see if he still

had the letters. He took them out, and the

very first his eyes lighted on was one in a

long envelope addressed to

('GEORGE POTTS, ESQ.,

c/o Captain Smith,

Patriarch"

" Jerush," said Geordie, " this can't be me !

' Esq.' is what

they puts after

names of gents.

Even the skipper

don't have it

after his."

JERUSH, SAID CEOKLtlE, THIS CANT BE ME

" Righto ! " said Geordie ; and he pouched

the shilling and the letters, and the young

fellow ran for his train.

He fingered

the long enve

lope and took

another drink to

consider the

matter on.

"Snakes!

it must be me,"

he said, as he

drew confidence

out of his glass ;

"there's no other

Potts but me."

He was over

full by now, and

he opened the

letter and began

to read it:â��

"My DEAR

SIR "

"By all that's

living," said

Geordie, "me

' my dear sir ' ! "

He went on

reading:â��

"Mv DEAR

SIR,â��We regret

to inform you

of the sudden

death of your

uncle, Mr. Thomas Tyser, on the loth

instant. He left no will, and you, as the

next of kin and heir-at-law, -are entitled

to all his real and personal estate, which

is, as you are doubtless aware, very large.
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According to our present estimate it will

amount to at least half a million sterling,

and as we have been his legal advisers

for the last twenty years and know all

his affairs we can assure you that with

proper management of certain undertakings

at present in our hands, it may be much

more than our estimate. In order that

you may return at once we enclose you a

draft on the Union Bank of Australia for

two hundred pounds, and have instructed

Captain Smith to give you your discharge,

which he will, of course, do at once.

"We hope, as we have been so long in

the confidence of Mr. Tyser, that you will

see no reason to complain of our care of

your interests.

" We are, my dear sir,

" Your obedient servants,

" THOMAS WIGGS AND Co."

" My stars!" said Geordie. And he

stared aghast at a square piece of paper,

which he had reason to believe represented

two hundred pounds. " My stars ! what a

pot o' money ! "

He gasped and took another drink.

" I'm the owner of the Patriarch" he

said, and grasping all the letters and his two-

hundred-pound draft he rammed them

down into the bottom of his inside breast

pocket. " I'm the owner ofâ��hieâ��theâ��hie

â��Patriarch."

He came out of his corner and went to the

bar.

"Gimme a drinkâ��an expensive drink, one

that'll cost five bob," he demanded of the

barman.

" You'd better have a bottle o' brandy,"

said the barman.

"I wants the best."

"This is Hennessy's forty star brandy,"

said the liar behind the bar. "There's no

better in the world."

And Geordie retreated with the bottle to

his corner and took a long drink of a poison

ous compound which contained as much

insanity in it as a small lunatic asylum. He

came back to the bar presently and told the

barman that he was a millionaire.

" I own half Newcastle and a lot of Bourke

Street, Melbourne, and a baker's dozen of

ships, and lumps of London !" said Geordie.

" Lend me a thousand pounds till to

morrow," said the barman.

" I like youâ��hieâ��I'll do it," said Geordie,

and with that he fell headlong and forgot his

wealth. They dragged him outside on the

veranda and let him lie in the cool of the

evening. He was picked up there two hours

later by Jack Braby and some of the star

board watch and taken on board.

" He let on he was a millionaire," said the

barman, contemptuously.

Braby shook his head.

"Ah, he's liable to allow that when he's

full, sir," said Braby.

But that fatal bottle kept Geordie Potts

wholly insensible till they were outside the

Heads again and on their way to England,

with the smoke of the tug-boat far astern.

And presently the second mate, Mr. Brose,

who was a very rough sort of dog, and had

sweated his way up to his present exalted

rank from that of a foremast hand, hauled

Geordie out by the collar of his coat, and had

him brought to by means of a bucketful of

nice Bass's Straits water. Geordie gasped

like a dying dolphin, but came to rapidly.

" I'll teach you to get drunk, you swab,"

said Brose. " Take them wet things off and

turn to."

And Geordie obeyed like a child in the

presence of force majcitrc.

"Oh, I've got a head," he told his mates,

" and it seems to me that I had a most

extraordinary dream."

" Wot did you dream of, old Cocklywax ? "

asked Braby ; " did you dream you'd come

in for old Tyser's money ? "

And Geordie gasped.

" S'help me," he murmured. "S'help me,

did I dream ? "

He dropped his marline-spike as if it were

red hot and made a break for the fo'c's'le and

his wet coat.

" Now if so be I dreamed," he said,

" there'll be naught in this pocket. And if I

didn't, I'm jiggered."

He put his hand in and brought out a

handful of damp and crushed letters, and

came out upon deck staggering. Mr. Brose

saw him, and was on his tracks like a fish-

hawk on a herring-gull. Geordie saw him

coming and stood open-mouthed.

"Oh, sir," said Geordie. "Oh, sir "

"Oh, rot," said Brose; "what's your

little shenanakin game ? Get to work, or

I'll have you soused till you're half dead."

" Oh, sir," he stammered, and held up his

papers, shaking them feebly. And Brose

shook him, anything but feebly, so that

Geordie's teeth chattered.

But Geordie could explain nothing.

" You owns wot ? " demanded Brose ; and

the rest of the men edged as near as they

dared.

" If you please, sir," he cried out at last,

" if you please, sir, don't. I owns her."
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" DROSE SHOOK HIS MATE ONCE MORE.

" He's drunk still," said Braby, as Brose

shook his mate once more.

" I owns the bally Patriarch" screamed

Geordie, " and all the rest of 'em, and all my

uncle's richness, and I won't be shook, I

won't! "

And Brose let him go.

" You're mad," said Brose, " you're mad."

" I ain't," roared Geordie, who was fast

recovering from the shock, " I ain't. Take

these; read 'emâ��read 'em out; let the

skipper read 'em. I owns the Patriarch and

the Palermo and the Proosian and the whole

line. The lawyer says so ! "

He put the lot of damp letters into Mr.

Brose's hands and sat down on the spare top

mast lashed under the raiL

" There's letters for the captain 'ere," said

Brose, suspiciously ; " 'ow did you get 'em?"

" 'Twas a youngster from the office give

'em me," replied Geordie, "and I took a

drink first, and there was one for me, and it

said soâ��said I was the owner, said it plain."

And when Brose had read the opened letter

he gasped too and went aft to see the skipper.

The rest of the watch gathered round Geordie

and spoke in awe-struck whispers.

"Is it true, Geordie?"

" Gospel," said Geordie. " It's swore to.

They sends me two hundred quid in a

paper."

" Show us," said the starbowlines, " show

us."

" Tis in the paper the second has," said

Geordie. " It's wrote, ' Pay George Potts,

Esq., two hundred quid on the nail.' "

" I'd never 'ave let the second 'ave it," said

Braby. " Like as not 'e'll keep it."
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"Then I'll sack him," said Geordie, firmly.

" Let him dare try to keep it, and I'll sack

him and not pay him no wages."

"This is a very strange game, this is," said

Braby. " I never 'eard tell of the likes. Did

they put ' Esk ' on your letter ? "

"They done so," said Geordie. "I've

seen uncle's letters and they done so to

him."

"Then it must be true," said Braby.

" They only puts ' Esk ' on gents' letters."

And Williams, the steward, was observed

coming for'ard scratching his head.

" Where the deuce am I ? " asked Williams,

"and wot's the game? I'm sent by the

captain to say, ' Will Mr. Potts step into the

cabin ?' *

They all looked at Geordie.

" Mr. Potts ? Why, that's you, Geordie."

" I s'pose it must be," said the owner.

" Must I go, mates ? "

" Of course," cried Braby.

But Geordie fidgeted.

" I could go in if we were painting of her

cabin," he murmured ; " but to talk with the

skipper "

That evidently disgruntled him.

" Tis your own cabin any'ow," said Braby.

" I'd walk in like a lord."

"Well, I s'pose I must," said Geordie,

reluctantly, and he went aft with Williams.

" And you're the owner ? " asked Williams.

Geordie sighed.

" So it seems, stooard," he admitted.

" It licks creation," said Williams.

" So it does," said Geordie, and the next

moment he found himself announced as

" Mr. Potts," and he stood before the captain

with his cap in his hand, looking as if he

was about to be put in irons for mutiny ; but,

as a matter of fact, the old skipper was a deal

more nervous than he was.

" This seems all correct, Mr. Potts," said

Smith.

"Does it, sir?" asked Geordie. "I'm

very sorry, sir, but it ain't my fault, sir. I

never meantâ��at least, I never allowed my

uncle would do it, because my father, sir,

â�¢ said he was a bloodsucker, and they fought,

and I hit uncle with a brick, sir, to make

him let go of father's beard."

" Oh, yes, to be sure," said the captain,

nervously, " but I'm thinking what to do.

It's a very anomalous situation for you to be

here, Pottsâ��Mr. Potts, I mean."

But Geordie held up his hand.

" I'd much rather be Potts, sir, thanking

you all the same."

" I couldn't do it," replied the skipper.

" I was thinking that you might like me to

put back to Melbourne ? "

" Wot for, sir ? " demanded the owner.

" So that you could go home in a P. and

O. boat," said old Smith.

" Thanking you kindly, sir," replied

Geordie, " I'd rather stay in the Patriarch.

I don't like steamers and never did."

He had a vague notion that the skipper

wanted him to go home before the mast in

one.

" Then you wish me not to put back, Mr.

Potts ? " said Smith.

" I'd very much rather not, sir," replied

Geordie. " I'm very happy here, sir, and

takin' it all round the Patriarch's a comfort

able ship, sir. May I go for'ard now, sir ? "

He made a step for the cabin door.

" Oh, dear, oh, dear," said old Smith,

" you mustn't; you must have a berth here

and be a passenger."

The skipper's obvious nervousness was not

without its effect upon the new owner. For

old Smith knew that if he lost his present

billet he was not likely to find another one,

and he had nothing saved to speak of. So

somehow, and without knowing why, Geordie,

without being in the least disrespectful, was

more decided in his answer than he would

have been if the " old man " had showed

himself as hard and severe as usual.

"Not me," said Geordie, "not me, sir; I

wouldn't and I couldn't. I'd be that un

comfortableâ��oh, a passenger, good evings,

no!"

" But bein' owner you can't stay for'ard,"

urged the skipper.

" Oh, yes, I can, sir," said Geordie; " I'd

prefer it."

Smith sighed.

" If you prefer it, of course you must.

But if you change your mind you'll let me

know."

" Rightâ��I will, sir," said Geordie.

The skipper walked with him to the cabin

door.

" And if you don't want to work, Mr.

Potts, I dare say we can get on without your

services, though we shall miss them," he said,

anxiously.

" I couldn't lie about and do nix," replied

Geordie. " I'd die of it."

And away he went for'ard, while the

skipper and Mr. Brose and Mr. Ware, waked

out of his watch below to hear the extra

ordinary news, discussed the situation.

"And 'ave I to call 'im Mr. Potts?" asked

Brose, with a pathetic air of disgust

" I say so," replied the skipper. " I can't
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afford, Brose, as you know, to lose this job.

And old Tyser promised me a kind of

marine superintendent's billet when 1 left

the Patriarch, and I dessay this young chap

will act decent about it."

" I'm fair knocked," replied Ware. " I'm

jolly glad that he ain't in my watch. This is

hard lines on you, Brose."

" If you please, Mr. Potts, will you be so

good has to be so kind has to be so hoblig-

ing as to go and

over'aul the gear

on the main,"

piped Brose, in

furious mockery.

"Oh, this is

'ard !"

" Far from it,"

said old Smith ;â�¢

" you ought to be

proud. It ain't

every second mate

has a millionaire

o.w n e r in his

watch."

But Brose was

sullen.

"You mark

me, this josser

won't do no 'and's

turn that 'e don't

like."

And for'ard the

crowd said the

same. As a result,

for at least ten

daysGeordie Potts

worked very well

indeed. But, of

course, Brose,

under the skip

per's orders, gave

him all the soft

jobs that were

going. The second

mate got into a

mode of exag

gerated courtesy which was almost painful.

IF YOU DON T WANT TO WORK,

GET ON WITHOUT YOUR

" Be so good, Mr. Potts, as to put a nice,

neat Matthew Walker on this 'ere lanyard."

Orâ��

" Mr. Potts, please be kind enough to

go aloft and stop that spilling line to the

jack-stay."

And at meal times the port watch

mimicked Brose.

" Dear Mr. Potts, howner, be so good as

to heat this 'orrid 'ash without growling."

And presently, when the weather began

to get cold and the men brought out their

Cape Horn pea-jackets and their mitts,

Geordie commenced to growl a little.

" I hates turnin' out in the gravy-eye

watch worse and worse," he said. " I've

half a mind to let on I'm sick."

" You'd better go haft and tell the old man

to 'ave the galley fire kep' alight all night,"

said the crowd, crossly. " But you dasn't."

" I dast," said Geordie ; " why, I owns the

bally galley !"

"You dasn't!"

" I frill," said

Geordie. And

next morning he

went aft and

touched his cap

to the skipper

and begged to be

allowed to speak

to him.

MK. POTTS, I DARESAY WE CAN

SERVICES,' HE SAID."

" The galley fire

at night ?" said

Smith. "Oh, cer

tainly, Mr. Potts.

I never done it

because it was

against the hor-

ders of your late

revered h uncle,

sir."

"He was as

mean as mean,"

said Geordie ; " I

think I can afford

the fire, sir."

The fire was

lighted and the

crowd said Geor

die was the right

sort.

"And wot about

the gear, Mr.

Howner ? " asked

Jack Braby. "If

I was you, before

it gets too rotten

cold I'd 'ave a real over'aulin' of things."

" I'll think of it," said Geordie. And that

very afternoon he tackled Brose.

" The gear's tolerable rotten, sir," he

began. And the second greaser knew he

was right and yet didn't like to say so. He

yearned to curse him. "And I'm thinkin',"

said Geordie, " it would be a good thing to

get up new stuff and overhaul everything. I

risks my life every time I goes aloft. The

very reef earings would part if a schoolgirl

yanked at 'em."
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" You'd better speak to Mr. Ware," said

Brose, choking.

And at eight bells Geordie spoke to the

chief officer, who was quite as anxious as the

skipper to keep his billet.

" It shall be done, Mr. Potts," said Ware.

In the first watch that night Geordie felt

very tired, and said so. When it was eight

bells in the middle watch he was still asleep,

or pretended to be.

" Rouse out, howner," said Braby, and he

shook Geordie up.

" I feels tolerable ill," said Geordie ; " I

don't think I shall turn out."

He didn't, and the rest of the port watch

went on deck by themselves. At the muster

Mr. Potts didn't answer to his name.

" Mr. Potts is hill, sir," said the obsequious

watch ; " 'e said 'e couldn't turn out."

" I thought it would come soon," said

Brose to himself. And he went for'ard to

the fo'c's'le.

" Are you very ill ? " he asked, drily.

" I don't know quite how I feel," said the

owner, " but I thinks a little drop of brandy

would do me good."

" I wish I could poison it," said Brose,

under his voice. " This is most 'umiliatin' to

a man in the persition of an officer."

By noon Geordie was well enough to sit on

deck and smoke a pipe. The " old man "

came to see him.

"Wouldn't you like a berth aft now, Mr.

Potts ? " urged the skipper.

"I'll think about it, captain," said Geordie.

" And in the meantime I don't think I'll

turn to."

The skipper turned to Brose.

" We can dispense with Mr. Potts's services

for the time, eh, Mr. Hrose ? "

" Certingly," said Krose. But he walked

to the rail and spat into the great Pacific.

From that time onward Geordie did no

work to speak of except to take his trick at

the wheel. And when they were south of

the Horn he decided to do that no longer.

" If you'll take my wheel for the rest of

the passage, I'll double your wages," he said

to Braby. And Braby jumped at the

offer. In the morning Geordie went to the

|x>op. It was noticeable that he went up

the weather poop ladder. Except in cases

of hurry and emergency such a thing is next

door to gross insubordination at sea.

" I ain't goin' to take no more wheels,"

said Geordie. " And Braby will take mine.

I've doubled his wages."

Even old Smith gasped. As for Brose, he

felt sea-sick for the first time since he first went

down Channel in an outward-bounder thirty

years before.

" I'll make a note of it," said the skipper.

They shortened sail in a quick flurry of

a gale out of the south-west later in the

day, and as all the topsails were down

on the cap at once it was "jump," and no

mistake. As an act of kindly condescension

the owner went to the wheel and shoved away

the Dutchman there, who was congratulating

himself on not being on a topsail yard.

" Get aloft, you Dutch swab," said Geordie ;

" I'll take her for you."

And Mr. Ware bellowed like a bull, for he

had a fine foretopsail voice, and when it was

a real breeze his language rose with the seas

and was fine and flowery, vigorous and orna

mental, and magnificent. While he was in

the middle of a peroration which would have

excited envy in Cicero, or Burke, or a

barrister with no case, he heard the owner

shouting; for a private interview with the

steward had given Geordie great confidence.

" Mr. Ware, Mr. Ware, I'd be glad if you'd

cuss the men less. I don't like it."

The chief officer collapsed as if he were

a balloon with a hole in it. And for the next

minute he and the skipper engaged in an

excited conversation.

"I can'tâ��can't stand it," said VY'are.

" You must,'"' said old Smith, almost

tearfully.

And Ware did stand it. But when the

Patriarch was shortened down and he left

the deck, he went below and swore very

horribly for five minutes by any chronometer.

" Now I know what Brose feels," said

Ware. " I've a great sympathy for poor

Brose."

The owner ordered a tot for all hands

when they came down from aloft. And he

called the cook aft and harangued him from

the break of the poop.

" Now, Mr. Spoil-Grub, mind you cook

better than you've been doin', or I'll have

you ducked in a tub aad set your mate to do

your work."

He turned to the skipper with a beaming

smile in his blue eyes.

" I can talk straight, can't I, cap ?" he

hiccoughed, blandly. " I'm thinkin' I'll lie

down in the cabin.''

And when the old man went below he

found Geordie dossing in his own sacred

bunk. The poor old chap went and sat in

the cabin and put his head on his hands.

"This is a most horrid experience," he

said, mournfully. " I don't like howners on

boardâ��I don't like 'em a bit."
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But it was not only the after-guard who

suffered. Geordie shifted his dunnage aft at

last, and though when he was sober he left

the skippers berth, he made himself very

comfortable in the steward's. And he loafed

about all day on deck with his pipe in his

mouth. He began to look at the men with

alien eyes.

" I tell you they're loafin'," said he to Ware.

" Don't I know 'em ? They watches you like

cats, and when your eyes are off 'em they do

nothin'. I'm payin' 'em to work and -I'm

payin' you to make 'em. There's a leak

somewhere."

And he addressed the crowd from the

poop.

"You're a lazy lot," he said, " that's wot

you are. For two pins I'd put out the galley

'orrid effecs of sudden richness on a man ? "

asked the old fo'c's'le man for'ard. " Geordie

Potts was a good sort, but Mr. George Potts,

Esquire, is an 'oly terror. 'E raises hus hup

and cuts hus down like grass."

And it presently came about that the only

time they had any peace was when Geordie

was very much intoxicated. But when they

got into the calms of Capricorn on the home

stretch to the north he developed a taste for

gambling and made the old skipper sit up

all night playing "brag" for huge sums of

money;

" I lends you the dibs, and, win or lose,

it's all hunky for you," said Geordie. He

made out orders to pay the " old man"

several thousand pounds, and Smith began

to feel rich. Then Geordie raked Ware into

the game. At last even Brose succumbed to

the lure of " I promises to pay Mr. Krose five

hundred on the nail," and joined the gamble.

"This is a dash comfortable ship," said

Geordie. "What's a few thousand to me?

I don't mind losin'. Stooard, bring rum."

" HK ADDKHSSED THE CROWD FROM THK l-OOf."

fire, and I'd cut off your afternoon watch

below."

And next day he raised their wages. A

week later he cut them down again. The

skipper had a hard job to keep track of what

the ship owed them.

" I wish we was home," groaned old Smith.

" Oh, he'll be a terror of an owner ! "

" I'll murder him," said Brose.

"Wot did I tell you chaps about the

Vol. xxvii.â��66.

By the time they picked up the north-east

trades poor old Smith owed the " owner"

ten thousand pounds. Ware was five thousand

to the good, and Brose, who had played poker

in California, was worth fifteen thousand in

strange paper. He began to dream of a row

of houses with a public-house at each end.

He and Geordie grew quite thick and com

pared public-house ideals.

" I'm goin' to buy a hotel," said Geordie ;
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" there's one in Trafalgar Square, London,

as I've in my mind. I'll fit up the bar till it

fair blazes with golden bottles."

He borrowed the mate's clothes and had a

roaring time, and then they came into the

Channel and picked up a tug, and went

round the Foreland into London river.

" I'll bet lawyers and so on will be down

to meet me,'' said Geordie. "They'll be full

up with gold. To think of it ! And to think

I hit my poor old uncle with a brick !"

He mourned over his brutality.

"He wasn't half a bad chap," he said,

"and I don't see what call my dad had to

call him a bloodsucker after all."

They docked in the South-West Dock, and

sure enough they had not been alongside

their berth five minutes before old Tyser's

usual London agent and a very legal-looking

person came on board.

" Let me introduce you to the new owner,"

said the obsequious skipper, as he led up

Geordie, who had a smile on him large

enough to cut a mainsail out of,

" Oh," said the lawyer, " then this is Mr.

Potts ? "

" That's me," said Geordie. " Have you

brought any money with you ? I owes Mr.

Ware five thousand and Mr. Brose fifteen."

The lawyer smiled.

" I'm afraid there's some mistake, Mr.

Potts. Your uncle left a will after all."

Geordie's jaw dropped and so did Ware's.

But Brose's fell as falls the barometer in the

centre of a cyclone.

" And meâ��did he leave me nothin' ?"

roared Geordie.

" Oh, yes," said the solicitor. " Mr. Gray,

will you kindly give me that cash-box you are

carrying ? "

And the agent handed him the cash-box;

" He left you this," said the lawyer. " And

in this sealed envelope is the key."

Geordie grabbed the box eagerly.

And putting it on the rail he opened it

with the key.

" It's heavy," he said, " it's tolerable heavy."

There was half a brick in it,
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M. BERTILLON'S NEW METHOD OF DESCRIPTIVE PORTRAITS.

BY ALDER ANDERSON.

HE painter and the writer, the

world has been assured re

peatedly by the very highest

authorities, ran never encroach

very far on each other's

domains. Whereas a picture

conveys the same idea to every beholder, so

far at least as the outward aspect of the

personages represented is concerned, a mere

description can only give such vague and

ha/y outlines that the ideas of no two readers

need ever be identical. How is it that no

critic has ever suggested that this apparent

inferiority of literature might, perhaps, simply

be lack of science on the part of the author ?

Such, however, would appear to be the logical

deduction to be drawn from the innovation

which M. Bertillon, after ten years' persistent

efforts, has recently succeeded in getting offici

ally adopted by the Paris Detective Police.

M. Bertillon has proved that the appear

ance of any individual may be expressed in

terms so clear, precise, and unequivocal that

identically the same image is evoked in the

mind of everybody who hears or reads the

description. With nothing else but such a

description to guide him in his search, any

body of normal intelligence is able, after a

few lessons from the inventor of the system,

to unerringly pick out the person indicated

from a crowd, however great, and in an

incredibly short time. The new method

materially adds to the efficacy of the anthro-

pometrical system of identification, with

which the name of Bertillon, the inventor of

the " thumb-prints " method, is inseparably

connected. A brief outline of that system

may here be given.

The variety of Nature is infinite ; she

never repeats herself. No two leaves are

ever precisely alike, much less two human

beings. A superficial observer may fancy

that two individuals resemble each other in a

remarkable manner. Let him examine them

more attentively ; he will find that they differ

radically in almost every1 detail. The farther

he carries his examination the more numer

ous and the more conspicuous will the

differences appear, until at last he may

almost experience a difficulty in discovering

any trace of the resemblance that before

seemed so striking. This is a resume of

some of the principal axioms at the base of

M. Bertillon's teaching.

Every person, then, who for one reason or

another conies within the power of the law
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THESE ARE THE PORTRAITS OK A CRIMINAL, TAKEN IS PROFILE AND POLL PACE.

THli SAME CRIMINAL, 1VHO WAS IDENTIFIED BY A DETECTIVE AND ARRESTED UN THE

EVIDENCE OF HIS EAKS.

in France and in some other countries is

photographed and measured in prevision of

his transgressing on some future occasion.

The complete description and measure

ments are transferred to a piece of thin card-

hoard, on which are also pasted two photo

graphs of the subjectâ��one full face, the

other ill profile, both reduced to one-

seventh of life size. This is termed the

prisoner's "fiche," which is now put away

for future reference. Every year about twelve

thousand " fiches" are thus added to the

collection in Paris. In ten years this means

one hundred and twenty thousand; in twenty

years nearly a quarter of a million.

Let us assume now that a crime has been

committed. All the evidence tends to

prove that the culprit is none other than

a certain man who passed through M.

Bertillon's hands some years ago. His

"fiche" is taken out, and copies of the

photograph on it

are distributed in the

usual quarters. This

old photograph is

the only guide the

police have by

which to identify

the fugitive. In the

interval that has

elapsed since it was

taken, however, the

man's outward ap

pearance may have

so completely

changed that he

might now walk un

der the very nose of

the cleverest detec

tives in Europe,

trained in the old

school, without be

ing recognised. Just

such a case occurred

quite recently in

Paris, and was speci

ally taken in hand

by one of the most

experienced men the

" Silrete " possessed

at the time, but

without result. Six

months later a com

paratively inexperi

enced detective

arrested the crimi

nal, who was on the

point of embarking

for America. Trained

by M. Bertillon's new method to concentrate

his attention exclusively on features which

hardly ever vary, and to neglect entirely such

accidental details as the fashion of wearing

the hair and beard and the apparel, he had

at once recognised the person he was in

search of by the characteristic shape of ears

and nose. This case is given in the accom

panying photographs.

The contrary case to the foregoing instance

â��that is to say, the arrest of an innocent man,

on the ground that he resembled a photograph

in the detective's possessionâ��used to be an

all too frequent occurrence. Not even the

very keenest of the law's sleuthhounds were

able to avoid such mistakes. A good example

is shown in the photographs next reproduced

Innumerable instances, too, are recorded of

people claiming, as that of a brother, a hus

band, or a son who had disappeared, a body

which, had they but been M. Bertillon's pupils
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for an hour, they could never by any possibility

have confounded with their missing relative.

So persuaded have women often been of the

accuracy of their own judgment that there

have been cases in which they have at first

indignantly repudiated the husband or son

who subsequently reappears on the scene in

flesh and blood and seeks to prove that he is

not dead after all.

A detective is now taught that he must

use the photograph he is supplied with

merely as a check, to make assurance doubly

sure, before he ventures on an arrest. What

he must principally rely upon is the visual

portrait he can evoke in his own imagination,

a portrait which, he is told, is only valuable

so far as he is able to describe it in words.

That which we cannot clearly describe we

cannot clearly con

ceive, is the pith of

M. Hertillon's teach

ing. The pupil

is, consequently,

made to analyze

each feature of the

photograph sepa

rately, and express

the result in certain

conventional for

mulas that convey

a definite meaning

to his own mind

and to the mind of

everybody else who

has studied the

same method. He

makes, in fact, "a

portrait in words."

The feature that

presents thegreatest

diversity of form

and size is the ear,

and", strangely

enough, the ear is

precisely a feature

which we hardly

ever consciously

look at. It has

been reserved for

M. Hertillon to

point out how

admirably it is

adapted for the

purpose of estab

lishing a person's

identity. The size

of the ear, the

relative proportions

to one another of

the folds, its contour, the surface and shape

of the lobe, the manner the lobe is attached

to the cheek, and the inclination. of the

bottom interior ridge known as the antitragus

differ most materially in every individual.

Let a modern French detective describe an

ear as " Deq. cav. vex. tra. sep"; all his

colleagues are immediately able to form a

mental image of the description of ear he

means.

Similarly for the nose, of which three main

varieties are recognised, according as the line

of the back is concave, rectilinear, or convex.

Each of these three principal classes is

divided into three divisions according to the

direction of the base lineâ��ascending, hori

zontal, or descending. The degree of con

cavity or convexity of the line of the nose,

THESE ARE THE PORTRAITS OF A CRIMINAL.

THESK ARE PORTRAITS OF AN INNOCENT MAN WHO WAS ARRESTED BY AN UNTRAINED DETECTIVE

AS BEING THE SAME MAN, BUT HIS EARS ALONE WERE SUFFICIENT TO ACQUIT HIM.
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as well as the degree in which the base line

descends or mounts, is indicated in very

simple fashion by putting the term denoting

the form into brackets or underlining it.

Thus a moderately concave-backed nose is

expressed by the abbreviation

"cav."; if the concavity is

very slightly marked by (cav.);

and, if very accentuated, by

cav. Noses of which the line

is very sinuous or arched are

denoted by the abbreviations

" s " and " a." A nose des

cribed as cav. (s) would have

a very strongly-marked con

cavity and be slightly sinuous,

whereas (cav.) s would denote

a nose but slightly < o.icave,

but with a very sinuous out

line. The form of the root

of the nose is also indicated

in similar fashion to the back

and base. So much for the

shape of the nose. Its dimen

sions relatively to the face,

its width, length, and degree

of projection, are also indica

ted, for it is evident that size

is quite independent of shape.

The degree of inclination

of the forehead is another

feature that is noted, as well

as the general aspect of the

complexion, colour of hair

and eyes, and anything about

the face that is in the least

abnormal.

The entire course of in

struction in " word-portraits "

extends over thirty lessons of

two hours each. At the end

of the course an examination

is held, in which the pupil

must acquit himself honour-

ab'y in the practical tests

imposed upon him, if he

wishes to obtain the coveted

certificate, with

out which he

can now hope

for no promo

tion. Several

hundred per

sons are assem-

M. Payen, hands a slip of paper to the

candidate, containing some such brief indica

tions as the following : " Râ��cav. (deq.) cav.

x 1-62. O. 1878." " Pick out the person to

whom this refers," adds the examiner. In an

incredibly short space of time

one of the audience finds

himself " under arrest." The

figures i'62, it may be said,

denote the person's height;

"O" stands for orange-

coloured eyes; and 1878

denotes, approximately, the

year of birthâ��that is, that

he is now about twenty-six

years of age.

\Ve have the authority of

our cleverest modern humor

ist for the statement that the

burglar and the cut-throat

like a little innocent amuse

ment occasionally; what

wonder, then, if the austere

detective does also ? His

chiefs, therefore, thought

fully turn these examinations

into occasions of grave merry-

|BQÂ£T making by giving one or other

PfJ of the examinees a descrip-

l\5Â» live portrait of some high

DIFFEKENT TYPES OF EAKS FROM THE CLASSIFICATION-BOOK

bled ; with the

exception of a few privileged strangers, almost

all are connected directly or indirectly with

the various services of the police administra

tion. M. Bertillon or his principal lieutenant.

functionary, perhaps of the

Prefect of Police himself,

should he be present. The

fledgeling is thus placed in a

dilemma ; he must either dis

play his incompetence or do

violence to all his notions of

respect for the official hier

archy, and put a disrespectful

hand on one of the few

shoulders in the world that

he has looked upon as sacred.

The manner in which the

luckless wight acquits himself

of his invidious task forms

the theme of many a conver

sation in the " highest detec

tive circles " of

the French

capital for the

next week or so.

M. Bertillon

has recently

compiled an

album contain

ing about fifteen hundred photographs of the

most notorious French criminals, classified

exclusively by the shape of their ears and

noses and their height. The man
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portrait figures in this blackest of black books

has, at any rate, the satisfaction of knowing

that his physiognomy will not disappear from

the world without leaving some memories

behind it.

Other black books contain portraits of

foreigners of different nationalities. The

writer was allowed to peep into that relating

to " English and American " malefactors who

are at loggerheads with the Paris Prefecture

of Police, and was patriotically pleased to find

that their total numberâ��five hundredâ��is only

one-fifth that of the Belgians. A very large

proportion, too, of these soi-disant English

and American citizens, if their names are any

criterion, might be Russians, Danes, Turks,

or Prussians, but are certainly not English

men. Anglo-Saxondom may flatter herself

that, in so far as France is concerned, she is

a most exemplary race.

When the practice of portraits in words

becomes generalized, as will no doubt very

soon be the case, members of all those pro

fessions at which the laws of most countries

persist in looking askance will have but a

sorry time, if, indeed, they are able to subsist

at all. Within the space of an hour or two

telegraph and telephone will have carried a

brief but unmistakable word-portrait of them

to every corner of the civilized world if

necessary. In large towns like London and

Paris, twenty thousand pairs of trained eyes,

covering the entire area of the city, can be

from a]

set simultaneously on the search for the

fugitive murderer or burglar, who will dis

cover that the old methods of disguise

are of but little use to him. A rumoui

that certain London banks contemplated

having all their employes measured and

photographed on M. Bertillon's system

caused a considerable amount of murmuring

recently, the measure being considered as

somewhat derogatory by the clerks. By this

extension of the method, however, their por

traits can be taken without their knowledge,

since neither camera nor measuring rule is

necessary. Absconding cashiers will, in future,

therefore have to be remarkably circumspect

in their choice of foreign residence. Impostors

like the claimant to the Tichborne estates,

whose trial convulsed the Anglo-Saxon world

over thirty years ago, will be given short

shrift. It may be remarked, however, that one

of the principal points brought forward at the

trial to prove that the Claimant was not the

man he pretended to be was precisely that

the lobe of his ear was quite differently

formed to the lobe of the real Roger Tich

borne. This only proves once more the old

adage that under the sun there is nothing new.

The writer would here express his thanks

to M. Lepine, the Prefect of Police, and M.

Bertillon for their extreme courtesy in acced

ing to his request to be allowed to attend the

course of lessons, and also for permission to

use the photographs now reproduced.

DETECTIVES RECEIVING A LESSON ON EARS.

IPtoto.



CHAPTER VII.

R. CHALK made but a poor

breakfast next morning, the

effort to display a feeling of

proper sympathy with Mrs.

Chalk, who was presiding in

gloomy silence at the coffee

pot, and at the same time to maintain an air

of cheerful innocence as to the cause of her

behaviour, being almost beyond his powers.

He chipped his egg with a painstaking

attempt to avoid, noise, and swallowed each

mouthful with a feeble pretence of not know

ing that -she was watching him as he ate.

Her -glance conveyed a scornful reproach

that he could eat at all in such circumstances,

and, that there might be no mistake as to

her own feelings, site ostentatiously pushed

the toast-rack and egg-stand away from her.

" Youâ��you're not eating, my dear," said

Mr. Chalk.

"If I ate anything it would choke me,"

was the reply.

Mr. Chalk affected surprise, but his voice

quavered. . To cover his discomfiture he

passed his cup up for more coffee, shivering

despite himself, as he noticed the elaborate

care which Mrs. Chalk displayed in rinsing

out the cup and filling it to the very brim.

Beyond raising her eyes to the ceiling when he

took another piece of toast, she made no sign.

" You're not looking yourself," ventured

Mr. Chalk, after a time.

His wife received the information in scorn

ful silence.

" I've noticed it for some time," said the

thoughtful husband, making another effort.

" It's worried me."

"I'm not getting younger, I know/'

assented Mrs. Chalk. " But if you think

that that's any excuse for your goings on,

you're mistaken."

Mr. Chalk murmured something to the

effect that he did not understand her.

" You understand well enough," was the

reply. " When that girl came whistling over

the fence last night you said you thought it

was a.bird."

"I did," said Mr. Chalk, hastily taking'a

spoonful of egg.

Mrs. Chalk's face flamed. " What sort .of

bird ? " she demanded.

, " Singin' bird," replied her husband, with

nervous glibness.

Mrs. Chalk left the room. ,

Mr. Chalk finished his breakfast with an

effort, and then, moving to the window, lit

his pipe and sat for some time in moody

thought. A little natural curiosity as to the

identity of the fair whistler would, however,

not be denied, and the names of Binchester's

fairest daughters passed in review before him.

Copyright, 1904, by W. W. Jacobs, in the United States of Ameri
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Almost unconsciously he got up and sur

veyed himself in the glass.

" There's no accounting for tastes," he said

to himself, in modest explanation.

His miud still dwelt on the subject as he

stood in the hall later on in the morning,

brushing his hat, preparatory to taking his

usual walk. Mrs. Chalk, upstairs listening,

thought that he would never have finished,

and drew her own conclusions.

With the air of a man whose time hangs

upon his hands Mr. Chalk sauntered slowly

through the narrow by-ways of Binchester.

He read all the notices pasted on the door

of the Town Hall and bought some stamps

at the post-office, but the morning dragged

slowly, and he bent his steps at last in the

direction of Tredgold's office, in the faint

hope of a little conversation.

To his surprise, Mr. Tredgold senior was

in an unusually affable mood. He pushed

his papers aside at once, and, motioning his

visitor to a chair, greeted him with much

heartiness.

" Just the man I wanted to see," he said,

cheerfully. " I want you to come round to

my place at eight o'clock to-night. I've

just seen Stobell, and he's coming too."

" I will if I can," said Mr. Chalk.

"You must come," said the other, seriously.

" It's business."

" Business !" said Mr. Chalk. " I don't

see-

"You will to-night," said Mr. Tredgold,

with a mysterious

smile. " I've sent

Edward off to town

on business, and we

sha'n't be interrup

ted. Good - bye.

I'm busy."

He shook hands

with his visitor and

led him to the

door;. Chalk, after

a vain attempt to

obtain particulars,

walked slowly

home.

Despite his curi

osity it was nearly

half-past eight

when he arrived at

Mr. Tredgold's

that evening, and

was admitted by

his host. The

latter, with a some

what trite remark

Vol. xxvii.â��67.

about the virtues of punctuality, led the way

upstairs and threw open the door of his

study.

" Here he is," he announced.

A slender figure sitting bolt upright in

a large grandfather-chair turned at their

entrance, and revealed to the astonished Mr.

Chalk the expressive features of Miss Selina

Vickers; facing her at the opposite side of

the room Mr. Stobell, palpably ruffled, eyed

her balefully.

"This is a new client of mine," said Tred

gold, indicating Miss Vickers.

Mr. Chalk said "Good evening."

" I tried to get a word with you last night,"

said Miss Vickers. " I was down at the

bottom of your garden whistling for over ten

minutes as hard as I could whistle. I

wonder you didn't hear me."

'â�¢'â�¢Hear you !" cried Mr. Chalk, guiltily

conscious of a feeling of disappointment

quite beyond his control. " What do you

mean by coming and whistling for me, eh ?

What do you mean by it ? "

" I wanted to see you private," said Miss

Vickers, calmly, " but it's just as well. I went

and saw Mr. Tredgold this morning instead."

" On a matter of business," said Mr.

Tredgold, looking at her. " She came to me,

as one of the ordinary public, about someâ��â�¢

haâ��land she's interested in."

" An island," corroborated Miss Vickers.

Mr. Chalk took a chair and looked round in

amazement. " What, another?" he said, faintly.

"'THIS IS A NEW CLIENT OF MINE/ SAID TREDGOLD.'1
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Mr. Tredgold coughed. " My client is not

a rich woman," he began.

" Chalk knows that," interrupted Mr.

Stobell. " The airs and graces that girl will

give herself if you go on like that "

" But she has some property there which

she is anxious to obtain/' continued Mr.

Tredgold, with a warning glance at the

speaker. " That being so "

" Make him wish he may die first," inter

posed Miss Vickers, briskly.

" Yes, yes ; that's all right," said Tredgold,

meeting Mr. Chalk's startled gaze.

" It will be when he's done it," retorted

the determined Miss Vickers.

" It's a secret," explained Mr. Tredgold,

addressing his staring friend. "And you must

swear to keep it if it's told you. That's what

she means. I've had to and so has Stobell."

A fierce grunt from Mr. Stobell, who was

still suffering from the remembrance of an

indignity against which he had protested

in vain, came as confirmation. Then the

marvelling Mr. Chalk rose, and instructed by

Miss Vickers took an oath, the efficacy of

which consisted in a fervent hope that he

might die if he broke it.

" But what's it all about ? " he inquired,

plaintively.

Mr. Tredgold conferred with Miss Vickers,

and that lady, after a moment's hesitation,

drew a folded paper from her bosom and

beckoned to Mr. Chalk. With a cry of

amazement he recognised the identical map

of Bowers's Island, which he had last seen

in the hands of its namesake. It was im

possible to mistake it, although an attempt

to take it in his hand was promptly frustrated

by the owner.

" But Captain Bowers said that he had

burnt it," he cried.

Mr. Tredgold eyed him coldly. " Burnt

what ? " he inquired.

" The map," was the reply.

"Just so," said Tredgold. "You told me

he had burnt a map."

" Is this another, then ?" inquired Mr.

Chalk.

" P'r'aps," said Miss Vickers, briefly.

" As the captain said he had burnt his,

this must be another," said Tredgold.

"Didn't he burn it, then?" inquired Mr.

Chalk.

" I should be sorry to disbelieve Captain

Bowers," said Tredgold.

"Couldn't be done," said the brooding

Stobell, " not if you tried."

Mr. Chalk sat still and eyed them in

perplexity.

" There is no doubt that this map refers to

the same treasure as the one Captain Bowers

had," said Tredgold, with the air of one

making a generous admission. " My client

has not volunteered any statement as to how

k came into her possession "

" And she's not going to," put in Miss

Vickers, dispassionately.

" It is enough for me that we have got it,"

resumed Mr. Tredgold. " Now, we want

you to join us in fitting out a ship and

recovering the treasure. Equal expenses ;

equal shares."

" What about Captain Bowers ? " inquired

Mr. Chalk.

" He is to have an equal share without

any of the expense," said Tredgold. " You

know he gave us permission to find it if we

could, so we are not injuring anybody."

" He told us to go and find it, if you

remember," said Stobell, " and we're going

to."

" He'll have a fortune handed to him with

out any trouble or being responsible in any

way," said Tredgold, impressively. " I should

like to think there was somebody working to

put a fortune like that into my lap. \Ve

shall have a fifth each."

" That'll be fiveâ��thousandâ��pounds for

you, Seljna," said Mr. Stobell, with a would-

be benevolent smile.

Miss Vickers turned a composed little face

upon him and languidly closed one eye.

" I had two prizes for arithmetic when I

was at school," she remarked ; " and don't

you call me Selina, unless you want to be

called Bobbie."

A sharp exclamation from Mr. Tredgold

stopped all but the first three words of Mr.

StobelPs retort, but he said the rest under

his breath with considerable relish.

" Don't mind him,'' said Miss Vickers.

" I'm half sorry I let him join, now. A man

that used to work for him once told me that

he was only half a gentleman, but he'd never

seen that half."

Mr. Stobell, afraid to trust himself, got up

and leaned out of the window.

" Well, we're all agreed, then," said Tred

gold, looking round.

" Half a second," said Miss Vickers.

" Before I part with this map you've all

got to sign a paper promising me my proper

share, and to give me twenty pounds down."

Mr. Tredgold hesitated and looked serious.

Mr. Chalk, somewhat dazed by the events of

the evening, blinked at him solemnly. Mr.

Stobell withdrew his head from the window

and spoke.
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" TWENTYâ��POUNDS !" he growled.

" Twenty pounds," repeated Miss Vickers,

" or four hundred shillings, if you like it

better. If you wait a moment I'll make it

pennies."

She leaned back in her chair and, screw

ing her eyes tight, began the calculation.

" Twelve noughts are nought," she said, in

a gabbling whisper; " twelve noughts are

nought, twelve fours are forty "

"All right," said Mr. Tredgold, who had

been regarding this performance with aston

ished disapproval. " You shall have the

twenty pounds, but there is no necessity for

us to sign any paper."

" No, there's no necessity," said Miss

map and never to let it go out of his sight

for a single instant."

She put her head round the side of the

chair to make a note of the time, and then,

sitting upright with her arms folded, awaited

their decision. Before the time was up the

terms were accepted, and Mr. Tredgold,

drawing his chair to the table, prepared to

draw up the required agreement.

He composed several, but none which

seemed to give general satisfaction. At the

seventh attempt, however, he produced an

agreement which, alluding in vague terms to

a treasure quest in the Southern Seas on the

strength of a map provided by Miss Vickers,

promised one-fifth of the sum recovered to

"MR. TREDGOLD PREPARED TO DRAW UP THE REQUIRED AGREEMENT."

Vickers, opening her small, sharp eyes again,

" only, if you don't do it, I'll find somebody

that will."

Mr. Tredgold argued with her, but in vain ;

Mr. Chalk, taking up the argument and ex

panding it, fared no better ; and Mr. Stobell,

opening his mouth to contribute his mite,

was quelled before he could get a word out.

"Them's my terms," said Miss Vickers;

" take 'em or leave 'em, just as you please.

I give you five minutes by the clock to make

up your minds ; Mr. Stobell can have six,

because thinking takes him longer. And if

you agree to do what's rightâ��and I'm letting

you off easyâ��Mr. Tredgold is to keep the

that lady, and was considered to meet the

exigencies of the case. Miss Vickers her

self, without being enthusiastic, said that she

supposed it would have to do.

Another copy was avoided, but only with

great difficulty, owing to her criticism of

Mr. Stobell's signature. It took the united

and verbose efforts of Messrs. Chalk and

Tredgold to assure her that it was in his

usual style, and rather a good signature for

him than otherwise. Miss Vickers, viewing

it with her head on one side, asked whether

he couldn't make his mark instead; a question

which Mr. Stobell, at the pressing instance of

his friends, left unanswered. Then Tredgold
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left the room to pay a visit to his safe, and,

the other two gentlemen turning out their

pockets, the required sum was made up, and

with the agreement handed to Miss Vickers

in exchange for the map.

She bade them good - night, and then,

opening the door, paused with her hand on

the knob and stood irresolute.

" I hope I've done right," she said, some

what nervously. " It was no good to anybody

laying idle and being wasted. I haven't

stolen anything."

" No, no," said Tredgold, hastily.

" It seems ridiculous for all that money

to be wasted," continued Miss Vickers,

musingly. " It doesn't belong to anybody,

so nobody can be hurt by our taking it, and

we can do a lot of good with it, if we like.

I shall give some of mine away to the poor.

We all will. I'll have it put in this paper."

She fumbled in her bodice for the docu

ment, and walked towards them.

" We can't alter it now," said Mr. Tredgold,

decidedly.

" We'll do what's right," said Mr. Chalk,

reassuringly.

Miss Vickers smiled at him. " Yes, I

know you will," she said, graciously, " and

I think Mr. Tredgold will, but -"

" You're leaving that door open," said Mr.

Stobell, coldly, " and the draught's blowing

my head off, pretty near."

Miss Vickers eyed him scornfully, but in

the absence of a crushing reply disdained

one at all. She contented herself instead by

going outside and closing the door after her

with a sharpness which stirred every hair on

his head.

" It's a most extraordinary thing," said

Mr. Chalk, as the three bent exultingly over

the map. " I could ha' sworn to this map in

a court of justice."

" Don't you worry your head about it,"

advised Mr. Stobell.

" You've got your way at last," said Tred

gold, with some severity. " We're going for

a cruise with you, and here you are raising

objections."

" Not objections," remonstrated the other ;

"and, talking about the voyage, what about

Mrs. Chalk ? She'll want to come."

"So will Mrs. Stobell," said that lady's

proprietor, " but she won't."

" She mustn't hear of it till the last

moment," said Tredgold, dictatorially ; " the

quieter we keep the whole thing the better.

You're not to divulge a word of the cruise to

anybody. When it does leak out it must be

understood we are just going for a little

pleasure jaunt. Mind, you've sworn to keep

the whole affair secret."

Mr. Chalk screwed up his features in

anxious perplexity, but made no comment.

" The weather's fine," continued Tredgold,

" and there's nothing gained by delay. On

Wednesday we'll take the train to Biddle-

combe and have a look round. My idea is

to buy a small, stout sailing-craft second

hand ; ship a crew ostensibly for a pleasure

trip, and sail as soon as possible."

Mr. Chalk's face brightened. " And well

take some beads, and guns, and looking-

glasses, and trade with the natives in the

different islands we pass," he said, cheerfully.

" We may as well see something of the world

while we're about it."

Mr. Tredgold smiled indulgently and said

they would see. Messrs. Stobell and Chalk,

after a final glance at the map and a final

perusal of the instructions at the back, took

their departure.

"It's like a dream," said the latter gentle

man, as they walked down the High Street.

" That Vickers girl ud like more dreams

o' the same sort," said Mr. Stobell, as he

thrust his hand in his empty pocket.

"It's all very well for you," continued Mr.

Chalk, uneasily. " But my wife is sure to

insist upon coming."

Mr. Stobell sniffed. " I've got a wife too,"

he remarked.

" Yes," said Mr. Chalk, in a burst of un

wonted frankness, " but it ain't quite the

same thing. I've got a wi/eand Mrs. Stobell

has got a husbandâ��that's the difference."

Mr. Stobell pondered this remark for the

rest of the way home. He came to the con

clusion that the events of the evening had

made Mr. Chalk a little light-headed.

CHAPTER VIII.

UNTIL he stood on the platform on Wednes

day morning with his brother adventurers

Mr. Chalk passed the time in a state of

nervous excitement, which only tended to

confirm his wife in her suspicions of his

behaviour. Without any preliminaries he

would burst out suddenly into snatches of

sea-songs, the " Bay of Biscay" being an

especial favourite, until Mrs. Chalk thought

fit to observe that, " if the thunder did roar

like that she should not be afraid of it."

Ever sensitive to a fault, Mr. Chalk fell back

upon " Tom Bowling," which he thought

free from openings of that sort, until Mrs.

Chalk, after commenting upon the inability

of the late Mr. Bowling to hear the tempest's

howling, indulged in idle speculations as to
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what he would have thought of Mr. Chalk's.

Tredgold and Stobell bought papers on

the station, but Mr. Chalk was in too exalted

a mood for reading. The bustle and life as

the train became due were admirably attuned

to his feelings, and when the train drew up

and they embarked, to the clatter of milk-

cans and the rumbling of trolleys, he was

beaming with satisfaction.

" I feel that I can smell the sea already,"

he remarked.

Mr. Stobell put down his paper and sniffed ;

then he resumed it again and, meeting Mr.

Tredgold's eye over the top of it, sniffed more

loudly than before.

" Have you told Edward that you are

going to sea ? " inquired

Mr. Chalk, leaning over

to Tredgold.

" Certainly not," was

the reply ; " I don't want

anybody to know till the

last possible moment.

You haven't given your

wife any hint as to why

you are going to Biddle-

combe to-day, have you ?"

Mr. Chalk shook his

head. " I told her that

you had got business

there, and that I was

going with you just for

the outing," he

said. " What she'll

say when she finds

out "

His imagination

failed him and, a

prey to forebod

ings, he tried to

divert his mind by

looking out of win

dow. His counten

ance cleared as they

neared Biddle-

combe,and, the line

running for some distance by the side of the

river, he amused himself by gazing at various

small craft left high and dry by the tide.

quay. If any of the craft were for sale there

was nothing to announce the fact, and the

various suggestions which Mr. Chalk threw

off from time to time as to the course they

should pursue were hardly noticed.

" One o'clock," said Mr. Stobell, extracting

a huge silver timepiece from his pocket, after

a couple of wasted hours.

" Let's have something to eat before we do

any more," said Mr. Tredgold. " After that

we'll ferry over and look at the other side."

They made their way to the King of

Hanover, an old inn, perched on the side of

the harbour, and, mounting the stairs, entered

the coffee-room, where Mr. Stobell, after

hesitating for some time between the rival

claims of roast beef

and grilled chops,

solved the difficulty

by ordering both.

the

and

FINE DAY, GENTLEMEN, SAID THE STRANGER, AS

HE RAISED HIS GLASS."

A short walk from the station brought

them to the mouth of the river which con

stitutes the harbour of Biddlecombe. For

a small port there was a goodly array of

shipping, and Mr. Chalk's pulse beat faster

as his gaze wandered impartially from a

stately barque in all the pride of fresh paint

to dingy, sea-worn ketches and tiny yachts.

Uncertain how to commence operations,

they walked thoughtfully up and down the

The only other

occupant of the

room, a short, wiry

man, with a close-

shaven, hard-bitten

face, sat smoking,

with a glass of

whisky before him,

in a bay window at

the end of the

room, which looked

out on the harbour.

There was a mari

time flavour about

him which at once

enlisted Mr. Chalk's

sympathies and

made him overlook

small, steely - grey eyes

large and somewhat

brutal mouth.

" Fine day, gentlemen,"

said the stranger, nodding

affably to Mr. Chalk as he

raised his glass.

Mr. Chalk assented, and

began a somewhat minute discussion upon

the weather, which lasted until the waiter

appeared with the lunch.

" Bring me another drop o' whisky, George,"

said the stranger, as the latter was about to

leave the room, "and a little stronger, d'ye

hear ? A man might drink this and still be

in the Band of Hope."

" We thought it wouldn't do for you to

get the chuck out of it after all these years,

Cap'n Brisket," said George, calmly. " It's

a whisky that's kept special for teetotalers

like you."
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Captain Brisket gave a hoarse laugh and

winked at Mr. Stobell; that gentleman, merely

pausing to empty his mouth and drink half a

glass of beer, winked back.

" Been here before, sir ?" inquired the

captain.

Mr. Stobell, who was busy again, left the

reply to Mr. Chalk.

"Several times," said the latter. "I'm

very fond of the sea,"

Captain Brisket nodded, and, taking up his

glass, moved to the end of their table, with

the air of a man disposed to conversation.

" There's not much doing in Biddlecombe

nowadays," he remarked, shaking his head.

" Trade ain't what it used to be : ships are

more than half their time looking for freights.

And even when they get them they're hardly

worth having."

Mr. Chalk started and, leaning over,

whispered to Mr. Tredgold.

" No harm in it," said the latter. " Better

leave it to me. Shipping's dull, then?"he

inquired, turning to Captain Brisket.

" Dull ? " was the reply. " Dull ain't no

name for it."

Mr. Tredgold played with a salt-spoon and

frowned thoughtfully.

"We've been looking round for a ship

this morning," he said, slowly.

" As passengers ? " inquired the captain,

staring.

"As owners," put in Mr. Chalk.

Captain Brisket, greatly interested, drew

first his glass and then his chair a yard nearer.

" Do you mean that you want to buy one ? "

he inquired.

" Well, we might if we could get one

cheap," admitted Tredgold, cautiously. "We

had some sort of an idea of a cruise to the

South Pacific ; pleasure, with perhaps a little

trading mixed up with it. I suppose some

of these old schooners can be picked up for

the price of an old song ? "

The captain, grating his chair along the

floor, came nearer still ; so near that Mr.

Stobell instinctively put out his right elbow.

"You've met just the right man," said

Captain Brisket, with a boisterous laugh.

" I know a schooner, two hundred and forty

tons, that is just the identical article you're

looking for, good as new and sound as a bell.

Are you going to sail her yourself? "

"No," said Mr. Stobell, without looking

up, "he ain't."

"Got a master?" demanded Captain

Brisket, with growing excitement. " Don't

tell me you've got a master."

"Why not?" growled Mr. Stobell, who,

having by this time arrived at the cheese,

felt that he had more leisure for con

versation.

" Because," shouted the other, hitting the

table a thump with his fist that upset half

his whisky â�� " because if you haven't Bill

Brisket's your man."

The three gentlemen received this startling

intelligence with such a lack of enthusiasm

that Captain Brisket was fain to cover what

in any other man might have been regarded

as confusion by ringing the bell for George

and inquiring with great sternness of manner

why he had not brought him a full glass.

" We can't do things in five minutes," said

Mr. Tredgold, after a long and somewhat try

ing pause. " First of all we've got to get a

ship."

" The craft you want is over the other side

of the harbour waiting for you," said the

captain, confidently. " We'll ferry over now

if you like, or, if you prefer to go by your

selves, do ; Bill Brisket is not the man to

stand in anyone's way, whether he gets any

thing out of it or not."

" Hold hard," said Mr. Stobell, putting up

his hand.

Captain Brisket regarded him with a beam

ing smile ; Mr. Stobell's two friends waited

patiently.

" What ud a schooner like that fetch ? "

inquired Mr. Stobell.

"It all depends," said Brisket. "Of

course, if I buy "

Mr. Stobell held up his hand again. "All

depends whether you buy it for us or sell it

for the man it belongs to, I s'pose ? " he said,

slowly.

Captain Brisket jumped up, and to Mr.

Chalk's horror smote the speaker heavily on

the back. Mr. Stobell, clenching a fist the

size of a leg of mutton, pushed his chair back

and prepared to rise.

" You're a trump," said Captain Brisket, in

tones of unmistakable respect, " that's what

you are. Lord, if I'd got the head for

business you have I should be a man of

fortune by now."

Mr. Stobell, who had half risen, sat down

again, and, for the first time since his last

contract but one, a smile played lightly about

the corners of his mouth. He took another

drink and, shaking his head slightly as he

put the glass down, smiled again with the

air of a man who has been reproached for

making a pun.

" Let me do it for you," said Captain

Brisket, impressively. " I'll tell you where to

go without being seen in the matter or
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letting old Todd know that I'm in it. Ask

him a price and bate him down ; when you've

got his lowest, come to me and give me one

pound in every ten I save you."

Mr. Tredgold looked at his friends. " If

we do that," he said, turning to the captain,

" it would be to your interest to buy the ship

in any case. How are we to be sure she is

seaworthy ? "

" Ah, there you are ! " said Brisket, with an

expansive smile. " You let me buy for you

and promise me the master's berth, provided

you are satisfied with my credentials. Com

mon sense'll tell you I wouldn't risk my own

carcass in a rotten ship."

Mr. Stobell nodded approval and, Captain

Brisket with unexpected delicacy with

drawing to the window and becoming

interested in the harbour, conferred for some

time with his friends. The captain's offer

being accepted, subject to^certain conditions,

they settled their bill and made their way to

the ferry.

He sprang nimbly ashore

as the boat's head touched

the stairs, and

after extending

a hand to Mr.

" There's the schooner," said the captain,

pointing, as they neared the opposite shore ;

the Fair Emily, and the place she is lying at

is called Todd's Wharf. Ask for Mr. Todd,

or, better still, walk straight on to the wharf

and have a look at her. The old man'll see

you fast enough."

Chalk, which was coldly ignored, led the way

up the steps to the quay.

" There's the wharf just along there," he

said, pointing up the road. " I'll wait for you

at the Jack Ashore here. " Don't offer him

too much to begin with."

" I thought of offering a hundred pounds,"

said Mr. Tredgold. " If the ship's sound

we can't be very much out over that sum."

Captain Brisket stared at him. " No ;

don't do that," he said, recovering, and

speaking with great gravity. " Offer him

seventy. Good luck."

He watched them up the road and then,

with a mysterious grin, turned into the Jack

Ashore, and taking a seat in the bar waited

patiently for their return.

Half an hour passed. The captain had

smoked one pipe and was half through

another. He glanced at the clock over the

bar and fidgeted as an unpleasant idea that

the bargain, despite Mr. Tredgold's ideas as

to the value of schooners, might have been

completed without his assistance occurred to

him. He took a sip from his glass, and then

his face softened as the faint sounds of a

distant uproar broke upon his ear.

" What's that ? " said a customer.

The landlord, who was glancing at the

paper, put it down and

listened. " Sounds like old

Todd at it again," he said,

coming round to

the front of the bar.

"HIS THREE rATXONS, WITH A HOPELESS ATTEMPT TO APPEAR UNCONCERNED,

WF.Rg COMING DO AN THE ROAD."
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The noise came closer. " It is old Todd,"

said another customer, and hastily finishing

his beer moved with the others to the door.

Captain Brisket, with a fine air of indifference,

lounged after them, and peering over their

shoulders obtained a good view of the

approaching disturbance.

His three patrons, with a hopeless attempt

to appear unconcerned, were coming down

the road, while close behind a respectable-

looking old gentleman with a long, white

beard and a voice like a fog-horn almost

danced with excitement. They quickened

their pace as they neared the inn, and Mr.

Chalk, throwing appearances to the winds,

almost dived through the group at the door.

He was at once followed by Mr. Tredgold,

but Mr. Stobell, black with wrath, paused in

the doorway.

" FETCH 'EM OUT," vociferated the old

gentleman as the landlord barred the door

way with his arms. " Fetch that red-whiskered

one out and I'll eat him."

" What's the matter, Mr. Todd ? " inquired

the landlord, with a glance at his friends.

" What's he done ? "

" Done ? " repeated the excitable Mr. Todd.

" Done ? They come walking on to my

wharf as if the place FETCH HIM OUT,"

he bawled, breaking off suddenly. " Fetch

him out and I'll skin him alive."

Captain Brisket took Mr. Stobell by the cuff

and after a slight altercation drew him inside.

" Tell that red-whiskered man to come out

side," bawled Mr.

Todd. " What's

he afraid of? "

"What have

you been doing to

him ? " inquired

Captain Brisket,

turning to the

pallid Mr. Chalk.

"Nothing," was

the reply.

" Is he coming

out ? " demanded

the terrible voice,

" or have I got

to wait here all

night ? Why don't he come

outside, and I'll break every

bone in his body."

Mr. Stobell scratched his

head in gloomy perplexity;

then, as his gaze fell upon the

smiling countenances of Mr.

Todd's fellow-townsmen, his

face cleared.

" He's an old man," he said, slowly, " but

if any of you would like to step outside with

me for five minutes, you've only got to say

the word, you know."

Nobody manifesting any signs of accept

ing this offer, he turned away and took a

seat by the side of the indignant Tredgold.

Mr. Todd, after a final outburst, began to

feel exhausted, and forsaking his prey with

much reluctance allowed himself to be led

away. Snatches of a strong and copious

benediction, only partly mellowed by dis

tance, fell upon the ears of the listeners.

" Did you offer him the seventy ? " inquired

Captain Brisket, turning to Mr. Tredgold.

"/did," said Mr. Chalk, plaintively.

" Ah," said the captain, regarding him

thoughtfully; " perhaps you ought to ha'

made it eighty. He's asking eight hundred

for it, I understand."

Mr. Tredgold turned sharply. " Eight

hundred ? " he gasped.

The captain nodded,

saying it's not worth it,"

might be able to get it for you for six.

better leave it to me now."

" And I'm not

he said, "but I

You'd

Mr. Tredgold at first said he would have

nothing more to do with it, but under the

softening influence of a pipe and a glass was

induced to reconsider his decision. Captain

Brisket, waving farewells from the quay as

they embarked on the ferry-boat later on in

the afternoon, bore in his pocket the cards of

all three gentlemen, together with a commis

sion entrusting him with the preliminary nego

tiations for the purchase of the fair Emily.

'CAPTAIN BRISKET WAVING FAREWELLS FROM THE QUAY AS THEY EMBARKED."

(To be continued.)
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Orleans. Owing to a damaged tail-shaft oflf Key West she practically drifted

[In April of last year the steamer Mi'psen, from Christiania, sailed from New

from the St rails of Florida to the Faroe Islands. From the captain's notes the

following account of the Gulf Stream voyage is transcribed.]

HAT is the greatest river in the

world ? Naturally every Kin

dergarten pupil would instantly

respond by naming the Mis

sissippi, with the Amazon a

good second. But that is

because they are deceived by geographers

jealous of the prerogative of the land.

Hydrographersâ��as, for example, Sir John

Murray, K.C.B.â��would return a different

answer, and it is clear that hydrographers

ought to know something about water.

The greatest river in the world, then,

begins in the vicinity of Key West, Florida.

There is on the globe no such stupendous

flow of waters. It defies the severest

droughts; in the mightiest floods it never

overflows. Its current sweeps onward more

rapidly than the Mississippi or the Amazon

and its volume is a thousand times greater.

Let us rid our mind of the idea of land.

The banks and the bottom of this

stupendous river are of cold, whilst its cur

rent is of warm, water. The name of it is

the Gulf Stream. It might properly be

called the Atlantic River. Doubtless many

hundreds, even thousands, of craft have

made the voyage down this river from its

source to its mouth, and the trip of the

Miosen, of Christiania, Norway, is only re

markable in this : that she virtually drifted the

Vol xxvii.- 53.

whole distance, four thousand two hundred

and twelve miles. The Miosen is a Nor

wegian steamer of one thousand two hundred

and eighty tons, and carried a cargo of

molasses, rice, and tobacco from New Orleans

to Christiania.

After leaving New Orleans early in April,

1903, she encountered roughish weather in

the Gulf of Mexico. But it was not until they

had passed the Tortugas group that Captain

Westrup suspected that there was anything

radically wrong with the machinery. The

Miosen was fitted with old-fashioned Glasgow

engines, and carried a sail in case of emer

gency. At Key West she put in for four

days to see if the engineer could patch

up the propeller sufficiently to enable the

vessel to cross the Atlantic. " It was at Key

West," said Captain Westrup, " I met an old

fellow-mariner, a Swede.

" ' Going down the river ? ' he asked.

" I laughed, not understanding the joke.

" ' No ; I'm crossing the Atlantic,' I replied.

" I then told him about the fractured

propeller.

" ' Take my advice,' he said, ' and go by

the river route. Like as not you'll drift the

whole way, and if you're in no hurry you can

give your engines a rest. A single sheet to

the wind will do your job.'

"It was the first time I had heard the
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THE BUOY IN FLORIDA CHANNEL.

expression ' river' as applied to the Gulf

Stream. The idea entertained me. I already

began to regard my forthcoming trip as a

mere jaunt down a river, and with this in

my head I took pains to note everything of

interest connected with this stupendous

stream. And here let me say that two

leagues to the south-east of Key West the

Gulf mariners point to a buoy labelled in

prominent letters ' F. C.,' which stands for

Florida Channel. It marks the end of the

Gulf of Mexico

and the beginning

of the Atlantic

River."

The machinery

of the Miosen was

patched up by the

5th April, and on

the following

morning the crew

had hoisted her

solitary sail and

departed from Key

West. All along

south of the

Florida reef they

had constant

glimpses of tar

pon, devil - fish,

and barracuda, the

mightiest fish in

the Gulf Stream.

For it must be

understood that

whales and sharks

avoid the greatest

river in the world.

We will explain why

later. During the

next few days they

frequently saw

tarpon (Megalofs

Atlantitus) six feet

long, reminding

one of gigantic

herring. Some of

them must have

weighed one hun-

dred and fifty

pounds; and the

one which nearly

boarded the

steamer, leaping

into the air a foot

from the bows of

the Miosen, was

fully this weight.

"I had heard

stories at Key West about the barracuda,

which is harpooned very much in the way

whales are, although it is a somewhat

smaller fish than the tarpon. My friend

Captain Altsen told me he had once gone

out in a small dinghy off the Keys with a

Seminole Indian who was an adept at spear

ing barracuda. Armed with a long, slender

pole tipped with a barb, to which a long rope

was fastened, the native had speared the fish,

which darted away like 'greased lightning,'

(.to PActockrom CÂ«.
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actually towing the boat a full mile

before he was hauled aboard ex

hausted. He said it was pretty

exciting sport, and jokingly sug

gested my engaging a school of

barracuda to tow the Miosen to

Stockholm. He observed, however,

that they would probably leave the

ship at Tindholm, as they only

frequent the Gulf Stream.

" I may mention that at the

beginning our speed was between

four and five knots an hour, but

we hardly averaged more than

about fifty knots a day. There was

little wind to speak of. On the

8th we had a fair breeze, which sent

us along a couple of knots faster.

The speed of the current is, I am

told, wholly regulated

by the presence or

absence of wind; but

I give the normal

time. As we rounded

the south coast of

Florida we encoun

tered huge flocks of

birds wending their

way northward. Any

thing more placid

and beautiful than

the Gulf Stream at

this point cannot be

imagined. The

water is a brilliant

blue, like the Bay of

THE KISH DAKTKl) AWAY LIKE ' GKKASKIJ LIGHTNING.

Naples, while in the far distance may be seen

the dark green of the ocean. The temperature

of the water I ascertained to be seventy-four

degrees Fahrenheit ; that of the Atlantic

could hardly have been above forty-five

degrees. Off Bebini we observed a curious

sight, which more than ever impressed the

idea of a river on our

minds, and this oc

curred several times in

the course of our long

trip. The presence

of a stiff land breeze

blew us out of the

channel to the very

edge of the Stream, whose boundaries were

here as clearly marked as that of the M ississippi.

Great quantities of drift-wood and flotsam of

all sorts, including canes and palm leaves,

floated in a long, thin line extending for

miles, forming natural banks to the world's

greatest river. My mate took a photograph

PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN BY THE MATE OK THE " MIOSEN" IN LATITUOK 30, LONGITUDE 82, SHOWING THE

DIFFERENT ASPECT OF THE GREAT RIVER AND THE OCEAN.
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DIAGRAM SHOWING THB COURSE OF THE GULF STREAM.

of this phenomenon, together with others,

but, unluckily, in developing them later, all

were more or less spoiled, although some

idea may be got from the one showing the

aspect of the Stream. We also observed

numerous flying-fish, which, curiously enough,

rarely, if ever, deviated from the path of the

Stream, as if they were quite aware of its

course and boundaries."

From this point the river flows straight to

the north, pressing

through the ocean

with a width of

nearly thirty - seven

miles, and of an

average depth of two

hundred fathoms.

The mass of water

has been estimated

at some forty - five

millions of cubic

yards a second.

The mean discharge

of the Mississippi is

barely twenty - five

thousand cubic

yards.

As the Gulf

Stream expands and

spreads in its north

ward and easterly

course, its depth

becomes propor

tionately less con

siderable. The

strata of cold water

which serve as its

banks retire on

each side and

allow it more

breadth. The

cold bed of water

which bears it,

and over which it

flows, as terrestrial

rivers glide over

beds of rocks, gra

dually approaches

nearer the surface.

Off Cape Hat-

teras the depth is

about one hun

dred and twenty

fathoms, and its

speed does not

exceed three

miles an hour,

but it is twice as

wide as when it

emerges from the Strait of Florida, Its

width is here seventy-eight miles. Its thick

ness, of course, constantly diminishes until it

is only a thin sheet of warm water on the

other side of the Atlantic, and is gradually

dissipated in the sub-Arctic sea.

As the travellers proceeded almost dus

north the island of Great Bahama soon

THE "CITY OF SAVANNAH," WRECKEU IN THK GREAT STORMS OF 1893.
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came to form the eastern boundary of the

Gulf Stream. In this locality many fearful

storms have occurred, for when the river is

angry it is one of the most fearful places in

the world for a ship to be. It is said that

the whole of the Bahama Islands which lie

scattered through the sea to the east of the

Gulf Stream rest on a foundation of sub

marine banks formed by the deposits of the

river. The same may be said of the islands

which line the coasts of Georgia and the

Carolinas on the west. Off one of these

islands the captain distinctly made out the

wreck of a large craft, floating free on the

edge of this current, which he has since been

told was the City of Savannah, wrecked in

the great storms of 1893. Derelicts are

common in these parts, no

fewer than forty having been

reported last year.

hong ago the soundings

taken by the officers of the

American Coast Survey

showed, according to Lieut.

Maury, that the Gulf Stream

flows along the coast of

America at some distance

from the land. The slight

inclination of the low lands

of Georgia and Carolina is

continued under water till

the sounding line attains a

depth of about fifty fathoms.

The bottom then sinks rapidly

and forms a long valley

parallel to the shore of

America and the chalky walls

of the Appalachian range.

In this valley, hollowed to

the east of the submarine

basement of America, the

Gulf Stream waters flow.

Owing to the rotatory motion

of the globe and also to the

curve of the coasts, the

Stream follows a constant

direction to the north-east.

Off New York and Cape Cod

it deviates more and more to

the east. It ceases to follow

the coast-line, and rolls across

the open Atlantic towards the shores of

Western Europe. Thus, as Maury says, if

an enormous cannon had force enough to

send a bullet from the Strait of the Bahamas

to the North Pole the projectile would follow

almost exactly the curve of the Gulf Stream

and, gradually deviating on its way, reach

Europe from the west.

We have spoken of the drift-wood boun

daries of the Gulf Stream; but there is an

even more pronounced barrier easily ascer

tained by a use of the thermometer. The

warmest and most rapid part of the Gulf

Stream is that in most immediate juxtaposi

tion to a sheet of cold water flowing in an

opposite direction off Carolina which bounds

our river like a wall of ice. Occasionally the

line of demarcation is so precise that it is

visible to the naked eye, and the exact

moment when a ship leaves the cold current

and its prow cleaves the Gulf Stream may

be observed. The latter waters are of a

beautiful azure, that of the counter-current

is greenish ; one is saturated with salt, the

other contains the mineral to a far slighter

THE SOUTH SHOAL LIGHTSHIP, WHICH MARKS THE SITE OF AN OCEAN GRAVEYARD.

extent. But the chief distinction is that one

is tepid, the other frigid as ice.

On the 2ist one of the men reported

having sighted a light to the north, and had

also clearly heard a distant bell tolling. This

was probably the South Shoal Lightship,

which marks the site of an ocean grave

yard hereabouts. This lightship, with a
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crew of a dozen men, has been adrift nearly

thirty times in the course of her history,

and .was once fourteen days in the Gulf

Stream. She is a schooner or barge of

two hundred and seventy-five tons, about

one hundred feet long, chained to an

anchor of three and a half tons. But it is

said the life aboard is so unbearably monoto

nous to the crew that they cut the chain

and so send the lightship adrift. The

skipper was glad when the Gulf Stream

carried him away from the neighbourhood,

for he was reminded that over five hundred

wrecks have taken place some leagues to the

northward of his course.

The Miosen was now bound almost due

east, as if headed for the Azores, for the

great river curves at this point. Just south

of Halifax, in longitude sixty-five degrees, they

came across their first iceberg, drifting on the

very edge of the stream. There is nothing so

unhealthy for an iceberg as the Gulf Stream,

and an iceberg seems to know it. When,

however, it is fairly caught in its clutches it

soon melts away to nothingness before it has

baen carried many leagues eastward, all de

pending, of course, upon its size. As with

icebergs, so with whales, as we have alret-dy

mentioned. The vessel encountered a whale

later in longitude fifty, but it was obvious that

the temperature of the Stream was disagreeable

to him, for he soon headed again for the

Arctic regions. Other whales make a dash

through or remain by the side of the big

river and so reach lower latitudes, but a brief

sojourn is enough for them. The Gulf

Stream is a river which can boast every

thing maritime but whales.

The great river just touches the southern

extremity of the Grand Banks of Newfound

land. This '_ank of Newfoundland, an

enormous plateau surrounded on all sides by

abysses five to six miles deep, is chiefly due

to the contact of the Arctic current with the

Gulf Stream. For here is the chief grave

yard of icebergs. On entering the tepid

waters of the river the frozen mountains

gradually melt and let fall the fragments of

rock and loads of earth they bear into the

sea. The bank, which rises gradually from

the bottom, is the work of the Greenland

glaciers and the floes of the Polar Sea. It is

the presence of the Gulf Stream in these

latitudes which is the cause of the prevalent

fogs not only here, but in the islands off

" THE TFMfLKATUKK OF THE SIN

UISAGKEKAbLE TO HIM."

Europe. From here onward a sailor can

always tell whether or not he is in the

Stream by plunging a thermometer over

board. Capt. Westrup found that it crosses

the Atlantic with a mean speed of twenty-

four knots a day. This had previously been

ascertained, according to Maury, by direct

measurement at different parts of the ocean,

or by means of notes, which, having been
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thrown overboard in bottles, carefully closed,

have floated for weeks or months at the will

of the waves, and then been fished up in

other latitudes or found on some seashore.

In its long journey this mighty river trans

ports hardly any other alluvium than the

living frustules of animalculae which fill

the tepid waters of the current, and are

constantly falling like snowflakes to the

bottom of the ocean. However, during the

whole distance across the Miosen constantly

met with the trunks and branches of trees,

cane-stalks, and woody flotsam, much of

which finally reaches the coasts of Europe,

even as far as Spitzbergen.

" It was," says M. Reclus, " these remains

which our ancestors of the Middle Ages

believed to come from the fabulous island of

St. Brandan or from Antilia, and which

furnished matter for thought to daring navi

gators like the great Columbus. Seeds

carried from the New World by the cuirent

have found a favourable soil on the shores of

the Azores, and, although many thousands of

miles from their native land, have germinated

and borne fruit. Frequently the Gulf Stream

brings to Europe the damaged products of

human industry and the timber of wrecked

ships. During the Seven Years' War the main

mast of an English man-of-war, the Tilbury,

which had been burnt near San Domingo, was

found on the northern coasts of Scotland.

Also, a river-boat laden with mahogany was

once driven to the Faroe Islands. The

remnants of vessels wrecked in the latitude of

Guinea have reached the British Isles on the

Gulf Stream, and Esquimaux canoes have

often been carried on its waves to the

Orkneys."

The Faroe Islands formed the temporary

stopping-place of the Miosen.

" Here," states the captain, " we disem

barked at Thorshaven on May I3th. On the

morning of the I2th we sighted Tindholm,

which is generally regarded as the barrier or

point marking the end of the longest river in

the world. We had begun our voyage at its

source, and had traversed four thousand two

hundred and twelve miles to its mouth, where

the waters spread out into the great North

Sea."

Of the incalculable benefit to the climate

of the British Isles and Western Europe

which the Gulf Stream confers, one need not

here pretend to speak. The river waters lose

their warmth but slowly, and during winter

they often have, off Cape Hatteras and the

bank of Newfoundland, a temperature twenty-

eight degrees Fahrenheit above that of the

ocean. Thus they become a source of heat

to Western Europe. Owing to the warmth

of its waters the lakes of the Far'ie and

Shetland Isles never freeze in winter. Great

Britain is enveloped in fogs and the myrtle

grows on Irish shores in the same latitude

as icy Labrador. The western coasts of

Ireland have five degrees higher temperature

even than those of the eastern, and there the

fifty-second degree of latitude corresponds to

the thirty-eighth degree in America. All this

is ascribed, and rightly, to the proximity of

the world's greatest river.

APPROACH TO THE FAROK IM.ANDSâ��THK END OK "'HE GULF bTKEAM.



X.â��THE HOLE IN THE CARPET.

Hooray ! hooray ! hooray !

Mother conies home to-day ;

Mother comes home to-day,

Hooray ! hooray ! hooray !

ANE sang this simple song

directly after breakfast, and

the Phoenix shed crystal tears

of affectionate sympathy.

" How beautiful," it said,

"is filial devotion ! "

" She won't be home till past bed

time, though," said Robert. " We might

have one more carpet-day."

He was glad that mother was coming

homeâ��quite glad, very glad; but at the

same time that gladness was rudely con

tradicted by a quite strong feeling of sorrow,

because now they could not go out all day

on the carpet.

" I do wish we could go and get something

nice for mother, only she'd want to know

where we got it," said Anthea, " And she'd

never, never believe the truth. People never

do, somehow, if it's at all interesting."

" I'll tell you what," said Robert. " Suppose

we wished the carpet to take us somewhere

where we could find a purse with money in

itâ��then we could buy her something."

"Suppose it took us somewhere foreign,

and the purse was covered with strange

Eastern devices, embroidered in rich silks,

and full of money that wasn't money at all

here, only foreign curiosities, then we

couldn't spend it, and people would bother

about where we got it, and we shouldn't

know how on earth to get out of it all."

Cyril moved the table off the carpet as he

spoke, and its leg caught in one of Anthea's

darns and ripped away most of it, as well as

a large slit in the carpet.

"Well, now you have done it," said

Robert.

But Anthea was a really first-class sister.

She did not say a word till she had got

out the Scotch heather - mixture fingering

wool, and the darning-needle and the thimble

and the scissors, and by that time she had

been able to get the better of her natural

wish to be thoroughly disagreeable, and was

able to say quite kindly:â��

" Never mind, Squirrel, I'll soon mend it."

Cyril thumped her on the back. He

understood exactly how she had felt, and he

was not an ungrateful brother.

" Respecting the purse containing coins,"

the Phcenix said, scratching its invisible ear

Copyright, 1904, by George Newnes, Limited.
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thoughtfully with its shining claw, " it might

be as well, perhaps, to state clearly the

amount which you wish to find, as well as

the country where you wish to find it, and the

nature of the coins which you prefer. It would

be indeed a cold moment when you should

find a purse containing but three oboloi."

" How much is an oboloi ? "

"An obol is about twopence halfpenny,"

the Phoenix replied.

"Yes," said Jane, "and if you find a purse

I suppose it is only because someone has

lost it, and you ought to take it to the

policeman."

" The situation, remarked the Phoenix,

" does indeed bristle with difficulties."

".What about a buried treasure," said

Cyril, "and everyone was dead that it

belonged to ? "

" Mother wouldn't believe that," said more

than one voice.

" Suppose," said Robertâ��" suppose we

asked to be taken where we could find a

purse and give it back to the person it

belonged to, and they would give us some

thing for finding it?"

" We aren't allowed to take money from

strangers. You know we aren't, Bobs," said

Anthea, making a knot at the end of a

needleful of Scotch heather-mixture fingering

wool (which is very wrong, and you must

never do it when you are darning).

"No, that wouldn't do," said Cyril. "Let's

chuck it and go to the North Pole, or some

where really interesting."

" No," said the girls together, " there must

be some way."

" Wait a sec," Anthea added. " I've got

an idea coming. Don't speak.''

There was a silence as she paused with the

darning-needle in the air. Suddenly she

spoke :â��

" I see. Let's tell the carpet to take us

somewhere where we can get the money for

mother's present, andâ��andâ��and get it some

way that she'll believe in and not think

wrong."

" Well, I must say you are learning the

way to get the most out of the carpet," said

Cyril. He spoke more heartily and kindly

than usual, because he remembered how

Anthea had refrained from snarking him

about tearing the carpet.

"Yes," said the Phoenix, "you certainly

are. And you have to remember that if you

take a thing out it doesn't stay in."

No one paid any attention to this remark

at the time, but afterwards everyone thought

of it.

Vol. xxvii.â��69.

" Do hurry up, Panther," said Robert; and

that was why Anthea did hurry up and why

the big darn in the middle of the carpet was

all open and webby like a fishing-net, not

tight and close like woven cloth, which is

what a good, well-behaved darn should be

like.

Then everyone put on its outdoor things,

the Phoenix fluttered on to the mantelpiece

and arranged its golden feathers in the glass,

and then all was ready. Everyone got on to

the carpet.

" Please go slowly, dear carpet," Anthea

began ; " we like to see where we're going."

And then she added the difficult wish that

had been decided on.

Next moment the carpet, stiff and raft-

like, was sailing over the roofs of Kentish

Town.

" I wish No, I don't mean that. I

mean it's a pity we aren't higher up," said

Anthea, as the edge of the carpet grazed a

chimney-pot.

"That's right. Be careful," said the

Phoenix, in warning tones. "If you wish

when you're on a Wishing Carpet, you do

wish, and there's an end of it"

So for a short time no one spoke, and the

carpet sailed on in calm magnificence over

St. Pancras and King's Cross stations and

over the crowded streets of Clerkenwell.

" We're going out Greenwich way," said

Cyril, as they crossed the streak of rough,

tumbled water that was the Thames. " We

might go and have a look at the Palace."

On and on the carpet swept, still keeping

much nearer to the chimney-pots than the

children found at all comfortable. And

then, just over New Cross, a terrible thing

happened.

Jane and Robert were in the middle of the

carpet. Part of them was on the carpet,

and part of themâ��the heaviest partâ��was on

the great central darn.

" It's all very misty," said Jape ; "it looks

partly like out of doors and partly like in the

nursery at home. I feel as if I was going to

have measles; everything looked awfully

rum then, I remember."

" I feel just exactly the same," Robert

said.

" It's the hole," said the Phoenix ; " it's

not measles, whatever that possession may

be."

And at that both Robert and Jane sud

denly and at once made a bound to try and

get on to the safer part of the carpet, and the

darn gave way and their boots went up, and

the heavy heads and bodies of them went
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down through the hole, and they landed in

a position something between sitting and

sprawling on the fiat leads on the top of a

high, grey, gloomy, respectable house whose

address was 705, Amersham Road, New

Cross.

The carpet seemed to awaken to new

energy as soon as it had got rid of their

weight, and rose high in the air. The others

" ' AKK YOU HURT?' CRIED CYRIL."

lay down flat and peeped over the edge of

the rising carpet.

" Are you hurt ? " cried Cyril, and Robert

shouted " No," and next moment the carpet

had sped away, and Jane and Robert were

hidden from the sight of the others by a

stack of smoky chimneys.

" Oh, how awful ! " said Anthea

"It might have been worse," said the

Phrenix. " What would have been the senti

ments of the survivors if that darn had given

way when we were crossing the river ? "

" Yes, there's that," said Cyril, recovering

himself. " They'll be all right.' They'll howl

till someone gets them down, or drop tiles into

the front garden to attract the attention of

passers-by. Bobs has got my one and five-

penceâ��lucky you forgot to mend that hole

in my pocket, Panther,

or he wouldn't have

had it. They can tram

it home."

But Anthea would not

be comforted.

" It's all my fault," she

said. " I kneit' the pro

per way to darn, and

I didn't do it. It's all

my fault. Let's go home

and patch the carpet

with your Etonsâ��some

thing really strongâ��and

send it to fetch them."

"All right," said Cyril;

" but your Sunday jacket

is stronger than my Etons. We

must just chuck mother's pre

sent, that's all. I wish "

" Stop ! " cried the 1'hojnix ;

" the carpet is dropping to earth."

And indeed it was.

It sank swiftly, yet steadily,

and landed on the pavement of

the Deptford Road. It tipped

a little as it landed, so that

Cyril and Anthea naturally walked off it,

and in an instant it had rolled itself

up and hidden behind a gate-post. It

did this so quickly that not a single

person in the Deptford Road noticed it.

The Phoenix rustled its way into the

breast of Cyril's coat, and almost at the

same moment a well - known voice re

marked :â��
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doing here?" approval.

" Well, I never ! What on earth are you so simple," said the Phoenix, with calm

They were face to face with their pet uncle "Oh, come on home and let's mend'the

â��their Uncle Reginald. carpet. I am a beast. I'd forgotten the

" We did think of going to Greenwich

" IN AN INSTANT IT HAD ROLLED ITSELF UP AND HIDDEN BEHIND A GATE-POST."

Palace and talking about Nelson," said Cyril,

telling as much of the truth as he thought

his uncle could believe.

" And where are the others ? " asked Uncle

Reginald.

" I don't exactly know," Cyril replied, this

time quite truthfully.

" Well," said Uncle Reginald, " I must fly.

I've a case in the County Court. That's the

worst of being a beastly solicitor. One can't

take the chances of life when one gets them.

If only I could come with you to the Painted

Hall and give you lunch at the Ship after

wards ! But, alas ! it may not be."

The uncle felt in his pocket.

"/ mustn't enjoy myself," he said, " but

that's no reason why you shouldn't. Here,

divide this by four, and the product ought to

give you some desired result. Take care of

yourselves. Adieu."

And waving a cheery farewell with his

neat umbrella the good and high-hatted

uncle passed away, leaving Cyril and Anthea

to exchange eloquent glances over the shining

golden sovereign that lay in Cyril's hand.

" Well ! " said Anthea.

" Well! " said Cyril.

" Well ! " said the Phoenix.

" Good old carpet," said Cyril, joyously.

" It was clever of itâ��so adequate and yet

others, just for a minute," said the conscience-

stricken Anthea.

They unrolled the carpet quickly and

slilyâ��they did not want to attract public

attentionâ��and the moment their feet were

on the carpet Anthea wished to be at home,

and instantly they were.

The kindness of their excellent uncle had

made it unnecessary for them to go to such

extremes as Cyril's Etons or Anthea's Sunday

jacket for the patching of the carpet.

Anthea set to work at once to draw the

edges of the broken darn together, and Cyril

hastily went out and bought a large piece of

the marble - patterned American oil - cloth

which careful housewives use to cover

dre'ssers and kitchen tables. It was the

strongest thing he could think of.

Then they set to work to line the carpet

throughout with the oil-cloth. The nursery

felt very odd and empty without the others,

and Cyril did not feel so sure as he had done

about their being able to " tram it" home.

So he tried to help Anthea, which was very

good for him, but not much use to her.

The Phcenix watched them for a time, but

it was plainly growing more and more rest

less. It fluffed up its splendid feathers, and

stood first on one gilded claw and then on

the other, and at last it said :â��
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14 ' GOOD OLD CARPET,' SAID CYRIL, JOYOUSLY.'

" I can bear it- no longer. This suspense !

My Robertâ��who set my egg to hatchâ��in

the bosom of whose Norfolk raiment I have

nestled so often and so pleasantly ! I think,

if you'll excuse me "

"Yesâ��do" cried Anthea. "I wish we'd

thought of asking you before."

Cyril opened the window. The Phoenix

flapped its sun-bright wings and vanished.

"So that's all right," said Cyril, taking up

his needle and instantly pricking his hand in

a new place.

Of course, I know that what you have

really wanted to know about all this time is

not what Anthea and Cyril did, but what

happened to Jane and Robert after they

fell through the carpet on to the leads of the

house which was called number 705, Amer-

sham Road.

But I had to tell you the other first. That

is one of the most annoying things about

stories. You cannot tell all the different

parts of them at the same time.

Robert's first remark when he found him

self seated on the damp, cold, sooty leads

was:â��

" Here's a go ! "

Jane's first act was tears.

" Dry up, Pussy; don't be

a little duffer," said her brother,

kindly. " It will be all right."

And then he looked about,

just as Cyril had known he

would, for something to throw-

down, so as to attract the

attention of the wayfarers far

below in the street. He could

not find anything. Curiously

enough there were no stones

on the leads, not even a loose

tile. The roof was of slate,

and every single slate knew its

place and kept it. But, as

so often happens, in look

ing for one thing he found

another. There was a trap

door leading down into the

house.

And that trap-door was

not fastened.

" Stop snivelling and come

here, Jane," he cried, en

couragingly. " I^nd a hand

to heave this up. If we can

get into the house we might

sneak down without meeting

anyone, with luck. Come on."

They heaved up the door

till it stood straight up, and, as they bent to

look into the hole below, the do.ir fell back

with a hollow clang on the leads behind,

and with its noise was mingled a blood

curdling scream from underneath.

" Discovered ! " hissed Robert. " Oh, my

cats alive!"

They were indeed discovered.

They found themselves looking down into

an attic, which was also a lumber-room. It

had boxes and broken chairs, old fenders

and picture-frames, and rag-bags hanging

from nails.

In the middle of the floor was a box, open,

half full 'of clothes. Other clothes lay on the

floor' in neat piles. In the middle of the

piles of clothes sat a lady, very flat indeed,

with her feet sticking out straight in front of

her. And it was she who had screamed, and

who, in fact, was still screaming.

" Don't!" cried Jane, " please don't! We

won't hurt you."

" Where are the rest of your gang ? " asked

the lady, stopping short in the middle of a

scream.

" The others have gone on, on the Wishing

Carpet," said Jane, truthfully.
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"The Wishing Carpet?" said the lady.

"Yes," said Jane, before Robert could say,

" You shut up !" " You must have read

about it. The Phoenix is with them."

Then the lady got up, and picking her way

carefully between the piles of clothes she got

to the door and through it. She shut it

behind her, and the two children could hear

her calling " Septimus ! Septimus ! " in a loud

yet frightened way.

" Now," said Robert, quickly; " I'll drop

first."

He hung by his hands and dropped through

the trap-door.

" Now you. Hang by your hands. I'll

catch you. Oh, there's no time for jaw.

Drop, I say."

Jane dropped.

Robert tried to catch her, and even before

they had finished the breathless roll among

the piles of clothes, which was what His

catching ended in, he whispered :â��

" JANE DROPPED.''

" We'll hideâ��behind those fenders and

things ; they'll think we've gone along the

roofs. Then, when all is calm, we'll creep

down the stairs and take our chance."

They hastily hid. A corner of an iron

bedstead struck into Robert's side, and Jane

had only standing room for one footâ��but

they bore itâ��and when the lady came back,

not with Septimus, but with another lady,

they held their breath and their hearts beat

thickly.

" Gone ! " said the first lady ; " poor little

thingsâ��quite macl, my dearâ��and at large !

We must lock this room and send for the

police."

" Let me look out," said the second lady,

who was, if possible, older and thinner and

primmer than the first. So the two ladies

dragged a box under the trap-door and put

another box on the top of it, and then they

both climbed up very carefully and put their

two trim, tidy heads out of the trap-door to

look for the " mad children."

"Now," whispered Robert,

getting the bedstead-leg out of

his side.

They managed to creep out

from their hiding-place and out

through the door before the two

ladies t had done looking out of

the trap-door on to the empty

leads.

Robert and Jane tiptoed down

the stairsâ��one flight, two flights.

Then they looked over the

banisters. Horror! a ser

vant was coming up with

a loaded scuttle.

The children with one

consent crept swiftly through

the first open door.

The room was a study,

calm and gentle, manly,

with rows of books, a

writing-table, and a pair of

embroidered slippers warm

ing themselves in the

fender. The children hid

behind the window-curtains.

As they passed the table

they saw on it a mission

ary - box with its bottom

label torn off, open and

empty.

" Oh, how awful! " whis

pered Jane. "We shall

never get away alive."

" Hush ! " said Robert,

not a moment too soon,
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for there were steps on the stairs, and

next instant the two ladies came into the

room. They did not see the children, but

they saw the empty missionary-box.

" I knew it," said one. " Selina, it was

a gang. I was certain of it from the first.

The children were not mad. They were

sent to distract our attention while their con

federates robbed the house."

" I am afraid you are right," said Selina ;

" and where are they now ? "

" Downstairs, no doubt, collecting the

silver milk-jug and sugar-basin and the

punch-ladle that was Uncle Joe's, and Aunt

Jerusha's teaspoons. I shall go down."

"Oh, don't be so rash and heroic," said

Selina. "Amelia, we must call the police

from the window. Lock the door. I willâ��

1 will Â»

The words ended

in a yell as Selina,

rushing to the

window, came face

to face with the

hidden children.

"Oh, don't!"

said Jane ; " how

can you be so un

kind ? We aren't

burglars, and we

haven't any gang,

and we didn't open

your missionary-

box. We opened

our own once, but

we didn't have to

use the money, so

our consciences

made us put it

back an d

Don't! Oh, I

wish you wouldn't

7)

Miss Selina had

seized Jane and

Miss Amelia cap

tured Robert. The

children found

themselves held

fast by strong, slim

hands, pink at the

wrists and white

at the knuckles.

" We've got you,

the window, instead of calling " Murder !"

she called " Septimus !" because at that

very moment she saw her nephew coming in

at the gate.

In another minute he had let himself in

with his latch-key and had mounted the

stairs. As he came into the room Jane and

Robert each uttered a shriek of joy so loud

and so sudden that the ladies leaped with

surprise and nearly let them go.

" It's our own clergyman," cried

Jane.

" Don't you remember us ? " asked Robert.

" You married our burglar for usâ��don't you

remember ? "

" I knew it was a gang," said Amelia.

" Septimus, these abandoned children are

members of a desperate burgling gang who

'DON'T vou REMEMBEH us?1 ASKED ROBERT. 'YOU MARRIED

OUR BURGLAR KOR US.' "

at any rate," said Miss Amelia. " Selina,

your captive is smaller than mine. You

open the window at once and call ' Murder !'

as loud as you can."

Selina obeyed; but when she had opened

are robbing the house. They have already

forced the missionary-box and purloined

its contents."

The Reverend Septimus passed his hand

wearily over his brow.
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"I feel a little faint," he said, "running

upstairs so quickly."

" We never touched the beastly box," said

Robert.

"Then your confederates did," said Miss

Selina.

" No, no," said the curate, hastily. " /

opened the box myself. This morning I

found I had not enough small change for the

Mothers' Independent Unity Measles and

Croup Insurance payments. I suppose this

is not a dream, is it ? "

" Dream ? No, indeed. Search the house.

I insist upon it."

The curate, still pale and trembling,

searched the house, which, of course, was

blamelessly free of burglars.

When he came back he sank wearily into

his chair.

" Aren't you going to let us go ? " asked

Robert, with furious indignation, for there is

something in being held by a strong lady

that sets the blood of a boy boiling in his

veins with anger and despair. " We've never

done anything to

you. It's all the

carpet. It dropped

us on the leads. We

couldn't help it. You

know how it carried

you over to the

island, and you had

to marry the burglar

to the cook."

"Oh, my head!"

said the curate.

" Never mind your

head just now," said

Robert; "try to be

honest and honour

able, and do your duty

in that state of life !"

"This is a judg

ment on me for some

thing, I suppose,"

said the Reverend

Septimus, wearily,

" but I really cannot

at the moment re

member what."

" Send for the police,"

said Miss Selina.

"Send for a doctor,"

said the curate.

" You aren't now, but perhaps you will be,

if And it would serve you jolly well

right, too."

."Aunt Selina," said the curate, "and Aunt

Amelia, believe me, this is only an insane

dream. You will realize it soon. It has

happened to me before. But do not let us

be unjust, even in a dream. Do not hold

the children ; they have done no harm. As

I said before, it was I who opened the box."

The strong, bony hands unwillingly loosed

their grasp. Robert shook himself and stood

in sulky resentment. But Jane ran to the

curate and embraced him so suddenly that

he had not time to defend himself.

" You're a dear," she said. " It is like a

dream just at first, but you get used to it.

Now do let us go. There s a good, kind,

honourable clergyman."

" I don't know," said the Reverend

Septimus; " it's a difficult problem. It is

such a very unusual dream. Perhaps it's

only a sort of other lifeâ��quite real enough

JANE RAN TO THE CURATE AND EMBRACED HIM."

" Do you think they are mad, then ? " said

Miss Amelia.

" I think I am," said the curate.

Jane had been crying ever since her

capture. Now she said :â��

for you to be mad in. And if you're mad,

there might be a dream-asylum where you'd

be kindly treated, and in time restored, cured,

to your sorrowing relatives. It is very hard

to see your duty plainly, even in ordinary
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life, and these dream-circumstances are so

complicatedâ��â��â�¢"

"If it's a dream," said Robert, "you will

wake up directly, and then you'd be sorry if

you'd sent us into a dream-asylum, because

you might never get into the same dream

again and let us out, and so we might stay

there for ever, and then what about our

sorrowing relatives who aren't in the dreams

at all?" . '

But all the curate could now say was, "Oh,

my head !"

And Jane and Robert felt quite ill with

helplessness and hopelessness. A really

conscientious curate is a very difficult thing

to manage.

And then, just as the hopelessness and the

helplessness were getting to be almost more

than they could bear, the two children

suddenly felt that extraordinary shrinking

feeling that you always have when you are

just going to vanish. And the next moment

they had vanished, and the Reverend Septi

mus was left alone with his aunts.

" 1 knew it was a dream," he cried, wildly.

" I've had something like it before. Did

you dream it too, Aunt Selina, and you, Aunt

Amelia? I dreamed that you did. you know."

Aunt Selina looked at him and then at

Aunt Amelia. Then she said, boldly :â��

" What do you mean? U'e haven't been

dreaming anything. You must have dropped

off in your chair."

The curate heaved a sigh of relief.

" Oh, if it's only 7," he said; " if we'd all

dreamed it I could never have believed it,

never!"

Afterwards Aunt Selina said to the other

aunt:â��

" Yes, I know it was an untruth, and I

shall doubtless be punished for it in due

course. But I could see the poor, dear

fellow's brain giving way before my very eyes.

He couldn't have stood the strain of three

dreams. It was odd, wasn't it ? All three

of us dreaming the same thing at the same

moment. We must never tell dear Seppy.

But I shall send an account of it to the

Psychical Society, with stars instead of names,

you know."

And she did. And you can read all about

it in one of the society's fat Blue-books.

Of course, you understand what had

happened ?

The intelligent Phoenix had simply gone

straight off to the psammead, or sand-fairy,

who gives wishes and had wished Robert and

Jane at home. And, of course, they were at

home at once. Cyril and Anthea had not

half finished mending the carpet.

When the joyful emotions of reunion had

calmed down a little they all went out and

spent what was left of Uncle Reginald's

sovereign in presents for mother. They

bought her a pink silk handkerchief, a pair

of blue and white vases, a bottle of scent, a

packet of Christmas candles, and a cake of

soap shaped and coloured like a tomato, and

one that was so like an orange that almost

anyone you had given it to would have tried

to peel itâ��-if they liked oranges, of course.

Also they bought a cake with icing on, and

the rest of the money they spent in flowers

to put in the vases.

When they had arranged all the things on

a table, with the candles stuck up on a plate

ready to light the moment mother's cab was

heard, they washed themselves thoroughly

and put on tidier clothes.

Then Robert said, "Good old psammead,"

and the others said so too.

" But, really, it's just as much good old

Phoenix," said Robert. " Suppose it hadn't

thought of getting the wish !"

" Ah ! " said the Phoenix, " it is perhaps

fortunate for you that I am such a competent

bird."

" There's mother's cab," cried Anthea, and

the Phcenix bird and they lighted the candles,

and next moment mother's cab was home

again.

She liked her presents very much, and

found their story of Uncle Reginald and

the sovereign easy and even pleasant to

believe.

" Good old carpet," were Cyril's last sleepy

words.

"What there is of it," said the Phoenix,

from the cornice-pole.



The Making of a Lily.

Kv F. MARTIN DUNCAN.

I.â��A "CROWN" OF THE LILY OF THE VALLKY, SHOWING THE

UNDERGROUND STEM WITH NKXT YEAR'S BUDS.

O the question, "What are your

favourite flowers?" a large ma

jority of people will be found to

promptly answer, " Lilies." And

every year-these

beautiful flowers seem to be- :

come more and more popular.

They have a charm peculiarly

their own, unmatched by any

other flower ; while a halo

of romance has encompassed

them from the earliest dawn

of civilization, inspiring poets,

painters, and all lovers of the

beautiful in Nature.

North, south, east, and

west collectors have travelled,

diligently seeking for new

species, until a wonderful

collection of all sorts, shapes,

and si/.es of lilies has been

brought together, to enrich

our gardens and greenhouses

with their graceful forms and

delicate tints. But in spite

of all this continual importa

tion of gorgeous and distin

guished foreigners, flaunting

it bravely in scarlet and gold,

our own native lily of the

Vol. xxvii.- 6O.

â�¢

â�¢2.â��A RETARDED " CROWN" OF THE LILY OF THE VALLEY

BEFORE BEING PLANTED IN THE FORCING-HOUSE.

valley still ranks first favourite in the hearts

of the people. Nor is this constancy sur

prising, for what can be more charming than

the exquisite cool green of its foliage or the

sweet, fresh fragrance of the

â��~-â�¢ clusters of its pure white

flowers ?

3.â��AFTER A WEFK IN THE FORCING-

MOUSE THE BUD BF.GINS TO SWELL.

Partly on account of its

graceful shape and sweet

scent, the pure white of its

blossoms and delicate green

of its foliage, the lily of the

valley has become one of the

most important flowers for

bouquets and floral decora

tions, often being used on

the most opposite occasion*

â��for the bridal boutjuef and

the funeral wreathâ��yet ttever

appearing out of place Or

incongruous ; while at Yule-

tide it is nowadays in as

great demand as the holly

for decorating our homes and

churches. Consequently

there is now a steadily-grow

ing demand for lilies of the

valley throughout the year.

Now, in its natural state,

growing at its own sweet will
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in our woods, the

lily of the valley

flowers only in

the spring of the

year, just as the

earliest spring

flowers are be

ginning to fade;

while later in the

year its leafless

flower-stem

bears numerous

pretty, globular-

shaped red ber

ries, the seeds

from which

future genera

tions of lilies will

spring. Besides

its seeds, the lily

of the valley has

another method

of perpetuating

the species by

means of its sub

terranean creep

ing root - stock, on which a new bud, or

series of buds, appears annually, each bud

ultimately developing the orthodox two

leaves, from the centre of which rises the

flower-stem. As the flowers and foliage of

the present year begin to fade, those buds on

the underground stem which represent next

; AITB

MADE.

5.â��FOURTEEN DAYS GROWTH. THE

TIGHTLY-FOLDED FOLIAGE LEAVES

AND FLOWER STEM HAVE DEVELOPED.

6.â��EIGHTEEN DAYS' GROWTH. THE

CREAMY-WHITE LEAVES BEr.lN TO

year's supply of

flowers are seen

to increase some

what in size.

During the cold

winter months

they rest and

remain practi

cally inactive,

awaiting the first

warm breath of

spring, which is

the signal for

themtostart into

active growth.

The peculiar

undergr ou nd

stem of the lily

of the valley is

known amongst

gardeners as the

"crown." Fora

long time the

autumn and

winter demand

for flowers of the

lily of the valley

was met by dig-

ging up the

crowns out of

the gardens or

woods, placing

them in pots

filled with rich

soil, and forcing

their growth in

the hothouse.

Now, curious to

say, although the

lily crowns re

sponded to this

treatment and

sent up their

flower- stems,

they absolutely

declined to de

velop any foliage,

probably be

cause they had

been deprived of

their winter rest

and the oppor

tunity to store up the requisite strength for

building up both flowers and foliage ; more

over, the blossoms of these forced crowns

were often very small in size.

Many eminent florists, both in England

and on the Continent, dissatisfied with such

results, set to work to solve the difficulty of

growing both fo

liage and flowers

of the lily of the

valley all the

year round. The

task was a trou

blesome one,

though not quite

so hopeless as it

would appear to

the uninitiated,

for these flower

specialists knew

that crowns

which were

taken out of the

ground at the

end of the win

ter and forced

would frequently

develop both

foliage and

flowers.

At last, after

numerous ex- 7- â�� TWENTY-ONE DAYS'iiÂ«.->wi H. THE

nf-rimpriK harl KU"AGE UAINING rrs GREEN TINT

_I1U> lldU AND THE FLOWBK-BUDS SHOWING.
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8.â��TWENTY-EIGHT DAYS' GROWTH

THE FOLIAGE BEGINNING TO

UNFURL.

9.â�� IHIKTY-ONE DAYS GROWTH.

THE FLOWEK - STEM RAI'IDLY

GROWING.

bejn tried, a method was evolved whereby it

became possible to supply the markets of the

world with both large and handsome flowers

and foliage of the lily of the valley all the

year round, from New Year's Day to New

Year's Eve. The crowns are now col

lected before the new buds have made much

growth, and subjected to a

process of refrigeration which

takes the place of the winter

sleep, and by which means

they can be stored for a long

time without injury. Four or

five weeks before the flowers

and foliage are required the

crowns are planted in the

hothouse, and kept at a tem

perature of about 75deg.

Fahr. during the whole period

of their growth.

When taken from the re

frigerator the lily crown,

technically known on the

market as a "retarded crown,"

has a somewhat dry, brownish

appearance. A week spent in

the rich soil and hot, humid

atmosphere of the forcing-

house causes the bud to swell

and begin to grow. In ten
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IO.--THIKT V-S1X DAVb GROWTH. THE

FOLIAtiE FULLY DEVELOPED AND THE

FLOWER-BUDS BF.GINNING TO OI'EN.

days it is seen to have really made some

appreciable growth. At'the end of fourteen

days the creamy-white, tightly-folded foliage

leaves and the tip of the flower-stem are

seen to have developed, the leaves broadening

out somewhat about the eighteenth day. In

twenty-one days the still folded leaves have

gained a delicate, pale green

ish hue, and the flower buds

have begun to make them

selves plainly visible upon the

flower - stem. Twenty - eight

days finds the leaves a slightly

deeper green in tint and be

ginning to unfurl ; while the

flower - stem is now more

slowly developing, showing a

close approximation to the

order of growth under natural

conditions. In thirty days

the flower-stem begins to nut

on a spurt and catch up with

the leaves in growth. Thirty-

six days from the planting of

the retarded crown the fully-

formed flower-buds begin to

open, and a day or two later

the plant is in full bloom and

the foliage and flowers are

ready for the market.

II.â��THIRTY-EIGHT DAYS GROWTH.

THF FLOWERS AND FOLIAGE READY

FOR MARKET.
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AN EXTRA- dition thai he had the very first living being that

ORDIN'ARV crossed the bridge after market time, his Satanic

OCCURRENCE. Majesty knowing very well that the old woman

" Whilst lifting was always the first on the journey Inck. The

a dish of apples w:oman promised, and the Devil soon built the

from the table bridge. The woman on returning from market was

one of the apples about to step upon the bridge when she suddenly

fell from the dish remembered what the Devil had said. Not know-

on to the wine- ing what to do, she went to the priest and confessed

glass and re- everything. The worthy priest, giving her a cake,

mained in the advised her to throw it to the other side of the

position shown in bridge and let her dog run after it. This she did,

the photograph. and the Devil was so angry at being cheated of his

It did not upset prey that he dropped a corner of his apron and

the glass, al- the stones fell to the bottom of (he river, where

though it was they may be seen to this day."â��Mr. J. B. Mather,

empty. The edge 21, Liverpool Road, Birkdale, near Southport.

of the glass had cut into the apple,

so retaining it in position."â��Lieut.-

Col. G. T. Trueman, Brooklands,

Mansfield Road, Reading.

THE DEVIL'S BRIDGE.

" The bridge shown in the photo

graph carries with it a curious legend,

which runs somewhat as follows.

Once upon a time there was no

bridge at all, and a ford was the only

means at the disposal of the local

inhabitants. One day, owing to a

flood, an old woman was unable to

cross the river to sell her wares at

the village market, bhe began to

cry. The Devil hearing her sobs came to her and

said he would build a bridge across the river, on con-

A CYCLONIC FREAK.

"On Saturday afternoon, October 3rd, 1903, a

cyclone passed over the State of Wis

consin from the south-west corner to

the north-east corner, doing consider

able damage to life and property. At

the time I was employed as a local man

on the H'aufaca J'ost, and was detailed

to write up the results of the storm in

thai neighbourhood. At a point about

seven miles north of VVaupaca, near the

village of Scandinavia, I found that

the wind had demolished a farm-house

and that an ordinary cabinet photo.

had been blown from a table in the

front room and driven about one-half

its area into a solid oak tree hv the

side of the road. The tree was liadlv

broken alxjve, but perfectly solid at

the point where the picture was driven

in. I took hold of the card and pulled

as hard as I dared, but found it to be

quite immovable."â��Mr. Thas. L.

Jacobs, Sumner, Washington.
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WHEN IS A MONKEY NOT A MONKEY?

" When it is a Japanese fern tree like that shown

in my photograph. The Japanese people are fond of

shaping fern roots so as to resemble animals, and

when the fern grows a liltle judicious clipping of the

fronds adds much to the realistic and often grotesque

effect."â��Miss Kmmons, Mount Yernon, Leamington.

SCRAP-IRON v. KVII, SPIRITS.

" In tlic southern part of the United States one of

the superstitions of the negroes is that fruit trees

should be protected from evil spirits by hanging upon

them iron in some form. According to their belief,

if the trees do not have some such safeguard the

spirits will enter the trunk and branches and prevent

the trees from bearing. The accompanying photo

graph shows a peach tree in Maryland which was

protected from the evil spirits in this way. Suspended

from the trunk and branches are chains, stove lids,

hoops, grates, and iron nails collected by the

owner of the tree from piles of old metal for this

.

purpose. It is a peculiar fact, however, that the tree

has borne large crops of peaches each year it has thus

been protected."â��Mr. D. A. Willey, Baltimore.

" NECESSI.TY IS THE MOTHER OF INVENTION."

" I send you a photograph showing a unique

umbrella which sheltered two young ladies under

it during a violent thunderstorm. While spending

my holiday in the Blue Mountains of Sullivan County,

New York, I decided to take a trip to Minisink Battle

field, in the town of Highland, where, on July 22nd,

1779, a tribe of Indians, led bv the noted half-

breed, Joseph Brant, massacred a band of

white soldiers, who had made an heroic fight

and had gained the upper hand, when they

discovered that their ammunition had given

out. A rude monument of stone marks the

spot, and while I was taking a photograph of

it the storm broke. Our party found tem

porary shelter in an abandoned hut in a quarry

at the mountain top, but being miles from our

stopping-place, and having failed lo provide

ourselves with even a single umbrella, one of

the party, Mr. Ralph Austin, saw possibilities

in the umbrella line when I folded up my

rubber-coated focusing cloth. A birch sapling

furnished the rod, and branches of maple trees

were made to serve as ribs. These were held

in place by strips torn from a handkerchief.

Then the focusing cloth was stretched across

the frame and tied down at the corners with

more strips from the handkerchief. The

homeward journey was then begun, and for

a distance of nearly four miles the young

ladies walked under the umbrella, which

thoroughly protected them from the rain.

They were so pleased with this ingenious

umbrella that they insisted upon being

photographed under it." â�� Mr. Adolph A.

Langer, 116, Danforth Avenue, Jersey

City, N.J.
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HEAVERS' WORK.

" This photograph shows ihe

remarkable work of what arc

known as dam-building beavers.

The little animals sometimes

construct barriers of brushwood

and clay in creeks to form their

winter habitations. Occasion

ally they use pieces of timber

of quite large size. The logs

which are shown in this picture

were actually cut by their sharp

teeth, and were found in the

swamp occupied by a beaver

colony near Stroudsburg, 1'a.

The work was done so nicely

that the wood appears as if

hewn with an axe. Pieces of

this size were used to strengthen

the dam and were gnawed from L

limbs of trees, some of which were over six inches in

diameter. As will be noted, one bears a remarkable

resemblance to a horse's hoof."â��Mr. D. A. Willey,

Haltimore.

CATALEPTIC RIGIDITY.

" This is a rather uncommon photograph

of a man whilst under hypnotic influence,

lying on an upturned stool, bearing the

weight of three people on his body. 11 is

feet are resting on one leg and his neck on

the other without any support between.

The photograph was taken without the

knowledge of the subject."â��Mr. K. E.

Vinnicombe, Gloucester Kow, Weymouth.

OLD-FASHIONED SURGERY.

"The accompanying photograph of a

mural tablet in St. Sampson's Church,

Guernsey, the inscription on which is in

French, brings the surgical skill of to-day

into strikiflg contrast with that of a hun

dred years ago. For the benefit of those

who do not care to try their eyesight in

reading the small type, or who do not under

stand French, I have translated the latter

and more interesting part of the inscription

into English, as follows : ' This monument is erected

to their memory, and also to that of their eldest son,

Thomas Falla, Lieutenant of the I2t!i Regiment of

Infantry, who died at the siege of Seringapatam, April

6th, 1799, aged eighteen years,

six months, twenty-five days, us

the result of a wonnd of a solid

cannon ball weighing twenty-six

pounds, which had lodged between

the two bones of one of his thighs.

The said wound having become

considerably inflamed, the surgeon

of the regiment, after he had

examined the injury, was unaware

that the ball was enclosed in it,

and it was only after his death,

which took place six hours after

the event, that it was extracted,

to the surprise of the whole

Army.' The solid cannon ball

referred to, of twenty-six pounds

in weight, must have been five

and three-quarter inches in dia

meter ; it is astounding to con

template that the regimental

surgeon was unable to detect the

presence of this huge, mass of

iron in the unfortunate officer's

thigh."â��Mr. Arthur 1). Moullin,

"Cintra," Swanage, Dorset.
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A SHAM STRONG MAN.

" The picture of the ' Strong Man '

was taken as follows : A section of bark

was removed from a partly rotten log, a

thin slice being then sawn off the log

and placed in one end of the bark.

This hollow sham was shouldered by the

' Strong Man ' whilst a friend snapped

the shutter."â��Mr. Paul Drake, Green

Lake Post Office, Seattle, Washington.

grown up.

Ponciana.
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It is known in Cuba as the ' Framhollan,' or Royal

The tree has caught the anchor and lifted it bodily

from the ground, one end of the anchor being twenty-one inches

from the ground and. the other twenty-five inches, although, if

measurements were not taken, it would appear as if both sides

were perfectly even. The anchor weighs about four thousand five

hundred pounds. The photograph was taken by Mr. Marcos

More1, 1'ena Pobre 27, Havana, Cuba."â��Mr. J. A. del Solar,

Room 818, 108, Fulton Street, New York.

THE POWER OK A GROWING TRKE.

*' At the time of the American occupation in

Cuba a number of anchors were thrown aside

by the Americans in the Havana Navy Yard.

Since then the tree shown in the photograph has

WOMEN COALING A STEAMER IN JAPAN.

" This photograph, which was taken in the

harbour at Yokohama, shows one side of a liner

with many ladders running up from numerous coal

barges which surround the ship. The curious, and

at the same time interesting,

point of the photograph lies

in the fact that the coaling

is carried out by gangs of

girls. They use little round

baskets, which they pass from

one hand to another with

amazing rapidity. Many of

the figures which appear in

the photograph to be boys

are not really so, for the

dress of Ihe girls is in many

ways of the masculine type

â��the large figure in the fore

ground is a typical specimen

of this. By the following

figures one can realize the

speed with which the coal is

put on board. One of the

' Empress' line of steamers

has had 1,360 tons loaded

in this way in four hours,

which is at the rate of

57 tons per minute."â��â�¢

Mr. S. Edward Quid, 47,

Gloucester Square, Hyde

Park, W.
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"A RUBBING STONE TOR

ASSES."

"Al>out the middle of the seven

teenth century there stood an inn

at the corner of the old Chester

road in Lower Bebington (near

Birkenhead). The loafers of the

neighbourhood used t.> hang about

the corner and loll against the wall

of this inn, which very much an

noyed the innkeeper. Being an

ingenious man, he hit upon the

following way of ridding himself

of the annoyance. He put a tablet

in the wall (right-hand side of

photo.), of which none of them

could understand the meaning for

some time. At last one of the

sharpest found that by running the

letters together a sentence was

formed, reading, ' A Rubbing

Stone for Asses. Of course, this

effectually cleared the loafers.

The puzzle on the middle stone is

solved thus :--

987654321 (=45)

minus 1234 567 8 9 (=45)

= 864197532 (=45)

The worthy innkeeper's name (see third stone) was

Mark Noble, and his sign was ' The Two Crow;ns,'

the thirty shillings being made up by â��

Mark = 13*. 4d.

Noble = 6s. 8d.

Two Crowns = ids. od.

305. od.

The lettering of the stones has been recut lately

preserve it.'' -Mr. T. H. Lee, 122, St. Domin

Vale, Liverpool.

Domingo

ENGLISH AS SHE IS MURDERED.

" The accompanying is a faithful copy of an address

of welcome presented to the passengers of the s.y.

THI 70LJTIST CH71DBE1I Of STROHO XKOLUD

Ladles and Oentletatn

Fe â��:: t ne, 7 pray you, as a little lark of ^eetene and the

least Oreek citizen to have the honour and outtt Dane Bin*

ccuntrvnsn. In order to address shortly to you lha grand

â�¢wane of strong Albion the 'you weleoae* Into the forsisrly

the liberty have fallen, against of their brothers unfortunately

fought, and assure you also, that we are very glad and happy

to see you trodden this holy soil, which we, who are call

aodern Oreeks, against price pocsesc already,badly govern.

In whichever you think us-useful. But gone away hence hone

under the waraeat our vows, have you, T pray, the kindness

tell to the friends of freedom angllshasen.that we are and we

ahall-be eternally the slncereit and the COB*, grateful their

friends,reamberlne always the torrents of the blood, what the

brave and polite Xnfllshcen in Havana end In other parts of

Oreece cere than once have shed for-the-sajce of our liberty.

to the grand anl polite English nation "I

King Idward and the Queen of Ingland.-

good bye,

Jon D.Kefala

11 ft

! life to

Arffoiiaiil on the occasion of their visit to Messcne.

Though a very amusing curiosity as regards the

writer's manipulation of the English language, it

cannot fail to convey to the ' grand swans of strong

Albion' the feeling of respect and admiration in

which they are held by the people of Greece."â��Mr.

Arthur Williamson, 17, Union Square, S.E.

A SNAIL FARM.

" This is a photograph of a snail farm which I took

last summer at Kngelberg, near Lucerne. The owner

of the farm is a peasant and he has over three

thousand Roman snails, some of them of immense

size. He sends them to Italy and Paris. They are

worth about three a penny, and when dressed and

cooked ready for eating they sell for nearly two

shillings a dozen."â��Miss I. M. Fairbairn, Wood

Rising, Rye, Sussex.
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VIII.â��The Adventure of the Six Napoleons.

T was no very unusual thing

for Mr. Lestrade, of Scotland

Yard, to look in upon us of an

evening, and his visits were

welcome to Sherlock Holmes,

for they enabled him to keep

in touch with all that was going on at the

police head-quarters. In return for the news

which I^estrad. would bring, Holmes was

always ready to listen with attention to the

details of any case upon which the detective

was engaged, and was able occasionally,

without any active interference, to give some

hint or suggestion drawn from his own vast

knowledge and experience.

On this particular evening Lestrade had

spoken of the weather and the newspapers.

Then he had fallen silent, puffing thought

fully at his cigar. Holmes looked keenly at

him.

" Anything remarkable on hand ?'' he

asked.

"Oh, no, Mr. Holmes, nothing very par

ticular."

" Then tell me about it."

Lestrade laughed.

'â�¢ Well, Mr. Holmes, there is no use deny

ing that there is something on my mind.

And yet it is such an absurd business that I

hesitated to bother you about it. On the

other hand, although it is trivial, it is un

doubtedly queer, and I know that you have

a taste for all that is out of the common.

But in my opinion it comes more in Dr.

Watson's line than ours."

"Disease?" said I.

" Madness, anyhow. And a queer mad

ness too! You wouldn't think there was
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anyone living at this time of day who had

such a hatred of Napoleon the First that he

would break any image of him that he

could see."

Holmes sank back in his chair.

"That's no business of mine/' said he.

" Exactly. That's what I said. But then,

when the man commits burglary in order to

break images which are not his own, that

brings it away from the doctor and on to the

pol iceman."

Holmes sat up again.

" Burglary ! This is more interesting.

Let me hear the details."

Lestrade took out his official note-book

and refreshed his memory from its pages.

'â�¢ The first case reported was four days

ago," said he. " It was at the shop of Morse

Hudson, who has a place for the sale of

pictures and statues in the Kennington Road.

The assistant had left the front shop for an

instant when he heard a crash, and hurrying

in he found a plaster bust of Napoleon,

which stood with several other works of art

upon the counter, lying shivered into frag

ments. He rushed out into the road, but,

although several passers-by declared that

they had noticed a man run out of the shop,

he could neither see anyone nor could he

find any means of identifying the rascal. It

seemed to be one of those senseless acts of

Hooliganism which occur from time to time,

and it was reported to the constable on the

beat as such. The plaster cast was not

worth more than a few shillings, and the

whole affair appeared to be too childish for

any particular investigation.

" The second case, however, was more

Copyright, 1904, by A. Con.-ui Doyl.:, in the United States of America.
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serious and also more singular. It occurred

only last night.

" In Kenninglon Road, and within a few

hundred yards of Morse Hudson's shop,

there lives a well-known medical practitioner,

named Dr. Barnicot, who has one of the

largest practices upon the south side of the

Thames. His residence and principal con

sulting-room is at Kennington Road, but he

has a branch surgery and dispensary at

Lower Brixton Road, two miles away. This

Dr. Barnicot is an enthusiastic admirer of

Napoleon, and his house is full of books,

pictures, and relics of the French Emperor.

Some little time ago he purchased from

Morse Hudson two duplicate plaster casts of

the famous head of Napoleon by the French

sculptor, Devine. One of these he placed in

his hall in the house at Kennington Road,

and the other on the mantelpiece of the

surgery at Lower Brixton. Well, when

Dr. Barnicot came down this morning he was

astonished to find that his house had been

burgled during the night, but that nothing

had been taken save the plaster head from

the hall. It had been carried out and had

been dashed savagely against the garden

wall, under which its splintered fragments

were discovered."

Holmes rubbed his hands.

"This is certainly very novel," said

he.

" I thought it would please you. But I

have not got to the end yet. Dr. Barnicot

was due at his surgery at twelve o'clock, and

you can imagine his amazement when, on

arriving there, he found that the window had

been opened in the night, and that the

broken pieces of his second bust were strewn

all over the room. It had been smashed to

atoms where it stood. In neither case were

there any signs which could give us a clue as

to the criminal or lunatic who had done the

mischief. Now, Mr. Holmes, you have got

the facts."

" They arc singular, not to say grotesque,"

said Holmes. " May I ask whether the two

busts smashed in Dr. Barnicot's rooms were
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the exact duplicates of the one which was

destroyed in Morse Hudson's shop ? "

" They were taken from the same mould."

" Such a fact must tell against the theory

that the man who breaks them is influenced

by any general hatred of Napoleon. Con

sidering how many hundreds of statues of

the great Emperor must exist in Ixandon, it is

too much to suppose such a coincidence as

that a promiscuous iconoclast should chance

to begin upon three specimens of the same

bust."

" Well, I thought as you do," said Lestrade.

" On the other hand, this Morse Hudson is

the purveyor of busts in that part of London,

and these three were the only ones which had

been in his shop for years. So, although, as

you say, there are many hundreds of statues

in London, it is very probable that these

three were the only ones in that district.

Therefore, a local fanatic would begin with

them. What do you think, Dr. Watson ? "

" There are no limits to the possibilities of

monomania," I answered. " There is the

condition which the modern French psycho

logists have called the ' idee fixe,' which may

be trifling in character, and accompanied by

complete sanity in every other way. A man

who had read deeply about Napoleon, or who

had possibly received some hereditary family

injury through the great war, might conceiv

ably form such an ' ide"e fixe' and under

its influence be capable of any fantastic

outrage."

" That won't do, my dear Watson," said

Holmes, shaking his head ; "for no amount

of ' idÂ£e fixe ' would enable your interesting

monomaniac to find out where these busts

were situated."

" Well, how do you explain it ? "

" I don't attempt to do so. I would only

observe that there is a certain method in the

gentleman's eccentric proceedings. For ex

ample, in Dr. Barnicot's hall, where a sound

might arouse the family, the bust was taken

outside before being broken, whereas in the

surgery, where there was less danger of an

alarm, it was smashed where it stood. The

affair seems absurdly trifling, and yet I dare

call nothing trivial when I reflect that some

of my most classic cases have had the least

promising commencement. You will re

member, Watson, how the dreadful business

of the Abernetty family was first brought to

my notice by the depth which the parsley

had sunk into the butter upon a hot day. I

can't afford, therefore, to smile at your three

broken busts, Lestrade, and I shall be very

much obliged to you if you will let me hear

of any fre-sh, developments of so singular a

chain of events."

The development for which my friend had

asked came in a quicker and an infinitely

more tragic form than he could have imagined.

I was still dressing in my bedroom next

morning when there was a tap at the door

and Holmes entered, a tele-gram in his hand.

He read it aloud :â��

"Come instantly, 131, Pitt Street, Ken

sington.â��Lestrade."

" What is it, then ? " I asked.

" Don't knowâ��may be anything. But I

suspect it is the sequel of the story of the

statues. In that case our friend, the image-

breaker, has begun operations in another

quarter of London. There's coffee on the

table, Watson, and I have a cab at the

door."

In half an hour we had reached Pitt Street,

a quiet little backwater just beside one of

the briskest currents of London life. No. 131

was one of a row, all flat-chested, respectable,

and most unromantic dwellings. As we

drove up we found the railings in front of

the house lined by a curious crowd. Holmes

whistled.

" By George ! it's attempted murder at

the least. Nothing less will hold the London

message-boy. There's a deed of violence

indicated in that fellow's round shoulders

and outstretched neck. What's this, Watson ?

The top steps swilled down and the other

ones dry. Footsteps enough, anyhow ! Well,

well, there's Lestrade at the front window,

and we shall soon know all about it."

The official received us with a very grave

face and showed us into a sitting-room, where

an exceedingly unkempt and agitated elderly

man, clad in a flannel dressing-gown, was

pacing up and down. He was introduced to

us as the owner of the houseâ��Mr. Horace

Harker, of the Central Press Syndicate.

" It's the Napoleon bust business again,"

said Ixjstrade. " You seemed interested last

night, Mr. Holmes, so I thought perhaps

you would be glad to be present now that the

affair has taken a very much graver turn."

" What has it turned to, then ? "

"To murder. Mr. Harker, will you tell

these gentlemen exactly what has occurred ? "

The man in the dressing-gown turned upon

us with a most melancholy face.

" It's an extraordinary thing," said he,

" that all my life I have been collecting other

people's news, and now that a real piece of

news has come my own way I. am so con

fused and bothered that I can't put two
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words together If I had come in here as a

journalist I should have interviewed myself

and had two columns in every evening paper.

As it is I am giving away valuable copy by

telling my story over and over to a string of

came from outside. Then suddenly, about

five minutes later, there came a most horrible

yellâ��the most dreadful sound, Mr. Holmes,

that ever I heard. It will ring in my ears

as long as I live. I sat frozen with horror for

HE WAS INrKOUL'CEU !XÂ» US AS THE OWNEK OF THE HOUSEâ��MH. HORACE HARKBR.

different people, and I can make no use of it

myself. However, I've heard your name,

Mr. Sherlock Holmes, and if you'll only

explain this queer business I shall be paid for

my trouble in telling you the story."

Holmes sat down and listened.

" It all seems to centre round that bust of

Napoleon which I bought for this very room

about four months ago. 1 picked it up cheap

from Harding Brothers, two doors from the

High Street Station. A great deal of my

journalistic work is done at night, and I often

write until the early morning. So it was to

day. I was sitting in my den, which is at the

back of the top of the house, about three

o'clock, when I was convinced that I heard

some sounds downstairs. I listened, but they

were not repeated, and I concluded that they

a minute or two. Then I sei/.ed the poker

and went downstairs. When I entered this

room I found the window wide open, and I

at once observed that the bust was gone from

the mantelpiece. Why any burglar should

take such a thing passes my understanding,

for it was only a plaster cast and of no real

value whatever.

" You can see for yourself that anyone

going out through that open window could

reich the front doorstep by taking a long

stride. This was clearly what the burglar

had done, so I went round and opened the

door. Stepping out into the dark I nearly

fell over a dead man who was lying there. I

ran back for a light, and there was the poor

fellow, a great gash in his throat and the

whole place swimming in blood. He lay on
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his back, his knees drawn up, and his mouth

horribly open. I shall see him in my dreams.

1 had just time to blow on my police-whistle,

and then I must have fainted, for I knew

nothing more until I found the policeman

Islanding over me in the hall."

"Well, who was the murdered man?"'

asked Holmes.

"There's nothing to show who he was,"

said I^estrade. " You shall see the body at

the mortuary, but we have made nothing of

it up to now. He is a tall man, sunburned,

very powerful, not more than thirty. He is

poorly dressed, and yet does not appear to

be a labourer. A horn-handled clasp knife

was lying in a pool of blood beside him.

Whether it was the weapon which did the

deed, or whether it belonged to the dead

man, I do not know. There was no name

on his clothing, and nothing in his pockets

save an apple, some string, a shilling map of

London, and a photograph. Here it is."

It was evidently taken by a snap-shot from

a small camera. It represented an alert,

sharp-featured simian man with thick eye

brows, and a very peculiar projection of the

lower part of the face like the muzzle of a

baboon.

" And what became of the bust ? " asked

Holmes, after a careful study of this picture.

" We had news of it just before you came.

It has been found in the front garden of an

empty house in Campden House Road. It

was broken into fragments. I am going

round now to see it. Will you come? "

" Certainly. I must just take one look

round." He examined the carpet and the

window. " The fellow had either very long

legs or was a most active man," said he.

" With an area beneath, it was no mean feat

to reach that window-ledge and open that

window. Getting back was comparatively

simple. Are you coming with us to see the

remains of your bust, Mr. Harker?"

The disconsolate journalist had seated

himself at a writing-table.

" I must try and make something of it,"

said he, " though I have no doubt that the

first editions of the evening papers are out

already with full details. It's like my luck !

You remember when the stand fell at

Doncaster ? Well, I was the only journalist

in the stand, and my journal the only one

that had no account of it, for I was too

shaken to write it. And now I'll be too late

with a murder clone on my own doorstep."

As we left the room we heard his pen

travelling shrilly over the foolscap.

The spot where the fragments of the bust

had been found was only a few hundred

yards away. For the first time our eyes

rested upon this presentment of the great

Emperor, which seemed to raise such frantic

and destructive hatred in the mind of the

unknown. It lay scattered in splintered

shards upon the grass. Holmes picked up

several of them and examined them care

fully. I was convinced from his intent face

and his purposeful manner that at last he

was upon a clue.

"Well? "asked Lestrade.

Holmes shrugged his shoulders.

" We have a long way to go yet," said he.

" And yetâ��and yetâ��well, we have some

suggestive facts to act upon. The possession

of this trifling bust was worth more in the

eyes of this strange criminal than a human

life. That is one point. Then there is the

singular fact that he did not break it in the

house, or immediately outside the house, if

to break it was his sole object."

" He was rattled and bustled by meeting

this other fellow. He hardly knew what he

was doing."

" Well, that's likely enough. But I wish

to call your attention very particularly to the

position of this house in the garden of which

the bust was destroyed."

Lestrade looked about him.

" It was an empty house, and so he knew

that he would not be disturbed in the

garden."

" Yes, but there is another empty house

farther up the street which he must have

passed before he came to this one. Why

did he not break it there, since it is evident

that every yard that he carried it increased

the risk of someone meeting him ?"

" I give it up," said Lestrade.

Holmes pointed to the street lamp above

our heads.

" He could see what he was doing here and

he could not there. That was his reason."

" By Jove ! that's true," said the detective.

â�¢"Now that I come to think of it, Dr.

Barnicot's bust was broken not far from his

red lamp. Well, Mr. Holmes, what are we

to do with that fact ? "

"To remember itâ��to docket it. We may

come on something later which will bear

upon it. What steps do you propose to take

now, Lestrade?"

"The most practical way of getting at it,

in my opinion, is to identify the dead man.

There should be no difficulty about that.

When we have found who he is and who his

associates are, we should have a good start

in learning what he was doing in I'itt Street
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last night, and who it was who met him and

killed him on the doorstep of Mr. Horace

Marker. Don't you think so? "

" No doubt; and yet it is not quite the

wa> in which I should approach the case."

" What would you do, then ? "

"Oh, you must not let me influence you

in any way ! I suggest that you go on your

line and I on mine. We can compare notes

afterwards, and each will supplement the

other."

" Very good," said I-estrade.

" If you are going back to Pitt Street you

might see Mr. Horace Harker. Tell him

from me that I have quite made up my

mind, and that it is certain that a dangerous

homicidal lunatic with Napoleonic delusions

was in his house last night. It will be useful

for his article."

Lestrade stared.

" You don't seriously believe

that?"

Holmes smiled.

" Don't I ? Well, perhaps

I don't. But I am sure that

it will interest Mr. Horace

Harker and the subscribers of

the Central Press Syndicate.

Now, Watson, I think that we

shall find that we have a long

and rather complex day's work

before us. I should be glad,

Lestrade, if you could make it

convenient to meet us at Baker

Street at six o'clock this evening.

Until then I should like to keep

this photograph found in the

dead man's pocket. It is pos

sible that I may have to ask

your company and assistance

upon a small expedition which

will have to be undertaken to

night, if my chain of reasoning

should prove to be correct.

Until then, good-bye and good

luck !"

Sherlock Holmes and I

walked together to the High

Street, where he stopped at the

shop of Harding Brothers,

whence the bust had been

purchased. A young assistant

informed us that Mr. Harding

would he absent until after noon,

and that he was himself a new

comer who could give us no

information. Holmes's face

showed his disappointment and

annoyance.

" Well, well, we can't expect to have it all

our own way, Watson," he said, at last.

" We must come back in the afternoon if

Mr. Harding will not be here until then. I

am, as you have no doubt surmised, en

deavouring to trace these busts to their

source, in order to find if there is not some

thing peculiar which may account far their

remarkable fate. I-et us make for Mr. Morse

Hudson,'of the Kennington Road, and see

if he can throw any light upon the problem."

A drive of an hour brought us to the

picture-dealer's establishment. He was a

small, stout man with a red face and a

peppery manner.

"Yes, sir. On my very counter, sir," said

he. " What we pay rates and taxes for I

don't know, when any ruffian can come in

and break one's goods. Yes, sir, it was I
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who sold Dr. Barnicot his two statues. Dis

graceful, sir ! A Nihilist plot, that's what I

make it. No one but an Anarchist would

go about breaking statues. Red republicans,

that's what I call 'em. Who did I get the

statues from ? I don't see what that has to

do with it. Well, if you really want to know,

I got them from Gelder and Co., in Church

Street, Stepney. They are a well-known

house in the trade, and have been this

twenty years. How many had I ? Threeâ��

two and one are threeâ��two of Dr. Barnicot's

and one smashed in broad daylight on my

own counter. Do I know that photograph ?

No, I don't. Yes, I do, though. Why, it's

Beppo. He was a kind of Italian piece-work

man, who made himself useful in the shop.

He could carve a bit and gild and frame,

and do odd jobs. The fellow left me last

week, and I've heard nothing of him since.

No, I don't know where he came from nor

where he went to. I have nothing against

him while he was here. He was gone twc

days before the bust was smashed."

" Well, that's all we could reasonably

expect to get from Morse Hudson,'' said

Holmes, as we emerged from the shop. 'â�¢ We

have this Beppo as a common factor, both in

Kennington and in Kensington, so that is

worth a ten-mile drive. Now, Watson, let us

make for Gelder and Co., of Stepney, the

source and origin of busts. I shall be sur

prised if we don't get some help down there."

In rapid succession we passed through the

fringe of fashionable London, hotel London,

theatrical London, literary London, com

mercial Ixmdon, and, finally, maritime

London, till we came to a riverside city of a

hundred thousand souls, where the tenement

houses swelter and reek with the outcasts of

Europe. Here, in a broad thoroughfare,

once the abode of wealthy City merchants, we

found the sculpture works for which we

searched. Outside was a considerable yard

full of monumental masonry. Inside was a

large room in which fifty workers were carving

or moulding. The manager, a big blonde

German, received us civilly, and gave a clear

answer to all Holmes's questions. A reference

to his books showed that hundreds of casts

had been taken from a marble copy of

Devine's head of Napoleon, but that the three

which had been sent to Morse Hudson a

year or so before had been half of a batch of

six, the other three being sent to Harding

Brothers, of Kensington. There was no

reason why those six should be different to

any of the other casts. He could suggest

no possible cause why anyone should wish
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to destroy themâ��in fact, he laughed at the

idea. Their wholesale price was six shillings,

but the retailer would get twelve or more.

The cast was taken in two moulds from each

side of the face, and then these two profiles

of plaster of Paris were joined together to

make the complete bust. The work was

usually done by Italians in the room we

were in. When finished the busts were put

on a table in the passage to dry, and after

wards stored. That was all he could tell us.

But the production of the photograph had

a remarkable effect upon the manager. His

face flushed with anger, and his brows knotted

over his blue Teutonic eyes.

" Ah, the rascal!" he cried. " Yes, indeed,

I know him very well. . This has always

been a respectable establishment, and the

only time that we have ever had the police

in it was over this very fellow. It was more

than a year ago now. He knifed another

Italian in the street, and then he came to

the works with the police on his heels, and

he was taken here. Beppo was his nameâ��

his second name I never knew. Serve me

right for engaging a man with such a face.

But he was a good workman, one of the

best.''

" What did he get ? "

" The man lived and he got off with a

year. I have no doubt he is out now; but

he has not dared to show his nose here.

We have a cousin of his here, and I dare say

he could tell you where he is."

" No, no," cried Holmes, " not a word to

the cousinâ��not a word, I beg you. The

matter is very important, and the farther I

go with it the more important it seems to

grow. When you referred in your ledger to

the sale of those casts I observed that the

date was June 3rd of last year. Could you

give me the date when Beppo was arrested ? "

" I could tell you roughly by the pay-list,"

the manager answered. " Yes," he con

tinued, after some turning over of pages, " he

was paid last on May 2oth."

" Thank you," said Holmes. " I don't

think that I need intrude upon your time

and patience any more." With a last word

of caution that he should say nothing as to

our researches we turned our faces westward

once more.

The afternoon was far advanced before we

were able to snatch a hasty luncheon at a

restaurant. A news-bill at the entrance

announced " Kensington Outrage. Murder

by a Madman," and the contents of the paper

showed that Mr. Horace Harker had got h's

account into print after all. Two colurnns
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were occupied with a highly sensational and

flowery rendering of the whole incident.

Holmes propped it against the cruet-stand

and read it while he ate. Once or twice he

chuckled.

"This is all right, Watson," said he.

" Listen to this : ' It is satisfactory to know-

that there can be no difference of opinion

upon this case, since Mr. Lestrade, one of

the most experienced members of the official

force, and Mr. Sherlock Holmes, the well-

known consulting expert, have each come to

the conclusion that the grotesque series of

incidents, which have ended in so tragic a

fashion, arise from lunacy rather than from

deliberate crime. No explanation save mental

aberration can cover the facts.' The Press,

Watson, is a most valuable institution if you

only know how to use it. And now, if you

have quite finished, we will hark back to

Kensington and see what the manager of

Harding Brothers has to say to the matter."

The founder of that great emporium proved

to be a brisk, crisp little person, very dapper

and quick, with a clear head and a ready

tongue.

" Yes, sir, I have already read the account

in the evening papers. Mr. Horace Harker

is a customer of ours. We supplied him with

the bust some months ago. We ordered, three

busts of that sort from Gelder and Co., of

Stepney. They are all sold now. To whom ?

Oh, I dare say by consulting our sales book

we could very easily tell you. Yes, we have

the entries here. One to Mr. Harker, you

see, and one to Mr. Josiah Brown, of Labur

num Lodge, Laburnum Vale, Chiswick, and

one to Mr. Sandeford, of Lower Grove Road,

Reading. No, I have never seen this face

which you show me in the photograph. You

would hardly forget it, would you, sir, for I've

seldom seen an uglier. Have we any Italians

on the staff? Yes, sir, we have several

among our workpeople and cleaners. I dare

say they might get a peep at that sales book

if they wanted to. There is no particular

reason for keeping a watch upon that book.

Well, well, it's a very strange business, and

I hope that you'll let me know if anything

comes of your inquiries."

Holmes had taken several notes during

Mr. Harding's evidence, and 1 could see that
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he was thoroughly satisfied by the turn which

affairs were taking. He made no remark,

however, save that, unless we hurried, we

should be late for our appointment with

Lestrade. Sure enough, when we reached Baker

Street the detective was already there, and we

found him pacing up and down in a fever of

impatience. His look of importance showed

that his day's work had not been in vain.

"Well?" he asked. "What luck, Mr.

Holmes?''

" We have had a very busy day, and

not entirely a wasted one," my friend

explained. " We have seen both the

retailers and also the wholesale manufac

turers. I can trace each of the busts now

from the beginning."

"The busts!" cried Lestrade. "Well,

well, you have your own methods, Mr.

Sherlock Holmes, and it is not for me to say

a word against them, but I think I have done

a better day's work than you. I have

identified the dead man."

" You don't say so ? "

" And found a cause for the crime."

" Splendid !"

" We have an inspector who makes a

speciality of Saffron Hill and the Italian

quarter. Well, this dead man had some

Catholic emblem round his neck, and that,

along with his colour, made me think he was

from the South. Inspector Hill knew him

the moment he caught sight of him. His

name is Pietro Venucci, from Naples, and

he is one of the greatest cut-throats in

London. He is connected with the Mafia,

which, as you know, is a secret political society,

enforcing its decrees by murder. Now you

see how the affair begins to clear up. The

other fellow is probably an Italian also, and

a member of the Mafia. He has broken the

rules in some fashion. Pietro is set upon

his track. Probably the photograph we

found in his pocket is the man himself, so

that he may not knife the wrong person.

He dogs the fellow, he sees him enter a

house, he waits outside for him, and in the

scuffle he receives his own death-wound.

How is that, Mr. Sherlock Holmes ? "

Holmes clapped his hands approvingly.

" Excellent, Lestrade, excellent! " he cried.

" But I didn't quite follow your explanation

of the destruction of the busts."

" The busts ! You never can get those

busts out of your head. After all, that is

nothing ; petty larceny, six months at the

most. It is the murder that we are really

investigating, and I tell you that I am

gathering all the threads into my hands."

" And the next stage ? "

" Is a very simple one. I shall go down

with Hill to the Italian quarter, find the man

whose photograph we have got, and arrest

him on the charge of murder. Will you

come with us ? "

" I think not. I fancy we can attain our

end in a simpler way. I can't say for certain,

because it all dependsâ��well, it all depends

upon a factor which is completely outside our

control. But I have great hopesâ��in fact,

the betting is exactly two to oneâ��that if you

will come with us to-night I shall be able to

help you to lay him by the heels."

"In the Italian quarter?"

" No ; I fancy Chiswick is an address which

is more likely to find him. If you will come

with me to Chiswick to-night, Lestrade, I'll

promise to go to the Italian quarter with

you to-morrow, and no harm will be done by

the delay. And now I think that a few

hours' sleep would do us all good, for I do

not propose to leave before eleven o'clock,

and it is unlikely that we shall be back

before morning. You'll dine with us, Lestrade,

and then you are welcome to the sofa until it

is time for us to start. In the meantime,

Watson, I should be glad if you would ring

for an express messenger, for I have a letter

to send, and it is important that it should go

at once."

Holmes spent the evening in rummaging

among the files of the old daily papers with

which one of our lumber-rooms was packed.

When at last he descended it was with

triumph in his eyes, but he said nothing to

either of us as to the result of his researches.

For my own part, I had followed step by

step the methods by which he had traced the

various windings of this complex case, and,

though I could not yet perceive the goal

which we would reach, 1 understood clearly

that Holmes expected this grotesque criminal

to make an attempt upon the two remaining

busts, one of which, I remembered, was at

Chiswick. No doubt the object of our

journey was to catch him in the very act, and

I could not but admire the cunning with

which my friend had inserted a wrong clue

in the evening paper, so as to give the fellow

the idea that he could continue his scheme

with impunity. I was not surprised when

Holmes suggested that I should take my

revolver with me. He had himself picked

up the loaded hunting-crop which was his

favourite weapon.

A four-wheeler was at the door at eleven,

and in it we drove to a spot at the other side

of Hammersmith Bridge. Here the cabman
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was directed to wait. A short walk brought

us to a secluded road fringed with pleasant

houses, each standing in its own grounds.

In the light of a street lamp we read

" Laburnum Villa" upon the gate-post of

one of them. The occupants had evidently

retired to rest, for all was dark save for a

fanlight over the

hall door, which

shed a single blur

red circle on to the

garden path. The

wooden fence

which separated

the grounds from

the road threw a

dense black shadow

upon the inner side,

and here it was

that we crouched.

" I fear that you'll

have a long wait,"

Holmes whispered.

" We may thank

our stars that it is

not raining. I don't

think we can even

venture to smoke

to pass the time.

However, it's a two

to one chance that

we get something

to pay us for our

trouble."

It proved, how

ever, that our vigil

was not to be so

long as Holmes had

led us to fear, and

it ended in a very

sudden and singu

lar fashion. In an

instant, without the

least sound to warn

us of his coming,

the garden gate

swung open, and a

lithe, dark figure,

as swift and active

as an ape, rushed

up the garden path.

We saw it whisk

past the light thrown from over the door and

disappear against the black shadow of the

house. There was a long pause, during which

we held our breath, and then a very gentle

creaking sound came to our ears. The

window was being opened. The noise

ceased, and again there was a long silence.

The fellow was making his way into the

house. We saw the sudden flash of a dark

lantern inside the room. What he sought

was evidently not there, for again we saw the

flash through another blind, and then through

another.

" Let us get to the open window. We

will nab him as he

climbs out," Les-

trade whispered.

THE DOOR OCENBD, AND THE OWNER OK THE HOUSE PRESENTED

HIMSELF."

But before we

could move the

man had emerged

again. As he came

out into the glim

mering patch of

light we saw that

he carried some

thing white under

his arm. He looked

stealthily all round

him. The silence

of the deserted

street reassured

him. Turning his

back upon us he

laid down his bur

den, and the next

instant there was

thesound of a sharp

tap, followed by a

clatter and rattle.

The man was so in

tent upon what he

was doing that he

never heard our

steps as we stole

across the grass

plot. With the

bound of a tiger

Holmes was on his

back, and an instant

later Lestrade and

I had him by either

wrist and the hand

cuffs had been fast

ened. As w~e turned

him over I saw a

hideous, sallow

face, with writhing,

furious features,

glaring up at us,

and I knew that it was indeed the man of the

photograph whom we had secured.

But it was not our prisoner to whom

Holmes was giving his attention. Squatted

on the doorstep, he was engaged in most

carefully examining that which the man had

brought from the house. It was a bust of
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Napoleon like the one which we had seen

that morning, and it had been broken into

similar fragments. Carefully Holmes held

each separate shard to the light, but in no

way did it differ from any other shattered

piece of plaster. He had just completed his

examination when the hall lights flew up, the

door opened, and the owner of the house, a

jovial, rotund figure in shirt and trousers,

presented himself.

" Mr. Josiah Brown, I suppose ?" said

Holmes.

"Yes, sir; and you, no doubt, are Mr.

Sherlock Holmes ? I had the note which

you sent by the express messenger, and I did

exactly what you told me. We locked every

door on the inside and awaited developments.

Well, I'm very glad to see that you have got

the rascal. I hope, gentlemen, that you will

come in and have some refreshment."

However, Lestrade was anxious to get his

man into safe quarters, so within a few

minutes our cab had been summoned and we

were all four upon our way to London. Not

a word would our captive say ; but he glared

at us from the shadow of his matted hair, and

once, when my hand seemed within his reach,

he snapped at it like a hungry wolf. We

stayed long enough at the police-station to

learn that a search of his clothing revealed

nothing save a few shillings and a long

sheath knife, the handle of which bore

copious traces of recent blood.

"That's all right," said Lestrade, as we

parted. " Hill knows all these gentry, and he

will give a name to him. You'll find that my

theory of the Mafia will work out all right.

But I'm sure I am exceedingly obliged to you,

Mr. Holmes, for the workmanlike way in

which you laid hands upon him. I don't

quite understand it all yet."

" I fear it is rather too late an hour for

explanations," said Holmes. " Besides, there

are one or two details which are not finished

off, and it is one of those cases which are

worth working out to the very end. If you

will come round once more to my rooms at

six o'clock to-morrow I think I shall be able

to show you that even now you have not

grasped the entire meaning of this business,

which presents some features which make it

absolutely original in the history of crime.

If ever I permit you to chronicle any more of

my little problems, Watson, I foresee that you

will enliven your pages by an account of the

singular adventure of the Napoleonic busts."

When we met again next evening Lestrade

was furnished with much information con

cerning our prisoner. His name, it appeared,

was Beppo, second name unknown. He was

a well-known ne'er-do-well among the Italian

colony. He had once been a skilful sculptor

and had earned an honest living, but he

had taken to evil courses and had twice

already been in gaolâ��once for a petty theft

and once, as we had already heard, for stab

bing a fellow-countryman. He could talk

English perfectly well. His reasons for

destroying the busts were still unknown,

and he refused to answer any questions

upon the subject ; but the police had dis

covered that these same busts might very

well have been made by his own hands,

since he was engaged in this class of

work at the establishment of Gelder and

Co. To all this information, much of which

we already knew, Holmes listened with

polite attention ; but I, who knew him so

well, could clearly see that his thoughts were

elsewhere, and I detected a mixture of

mingled uneasiness and expectation beneath

that mask which he was wont to assume.

At last he started in his chair and his eyes

brightened. There had been a ring at the

bell. A minute later we heard steps upon

the stairs, and an elderly, red-faced man with

grizzled side-whiskers was ushered in. In

his right hand he carried an old-fashioned

carpet-bag, which he placed upon the table.

" Is Mr. Sherlock Holmes here ? "

My friend bowed and smiled. " Mr.

Sandeford, of Reading, I suppose ? " said he.

" Yes, sir, I fear that I am a little late ; but

the trains were awkward. You wrote to me

about a bust that is in my possession."

" Exactly."

" I have your letter here. You said, ' I

desire to possess a copy of Devine's Napo

leon, and am prepared to pay you ten

pounds for the one which is in your posses

sion.' Is that right ? "

" Certainly."

" I was very much surprised at your letter,

for I could not imagine how you knew that

I owned such a thing."

" Of course you must have been surprised,

but the explanation is very simple. Mr.

Harding, of Harding Brothers, said that they

had sold you their last copy, and he gave me

your address."

" Oh, that was it, was it ? Did he tell you

what I paid for it ? "

" No, he did not."

" Well, I am an honest man, though not a

very rich one. I only gave fifteen shillings

for the bust, and I think you ought to know

that before I take ten pounds from you."
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" I am sure the scruple does you honour,

Mr. Sandeford. But I have named that

price, so I intend to stick to it."

" Well, it is very handsome of you, Mr.

Holmes. I brought the bust up with me, as

you asked me to do. Here it is !" He

Finally, he picked up his hunting-crop and

struck Napoleon a sharp blow on the top

of the head. The figure broke into frag

ments, and Holmes bent eagerly over the

shattered remains. Next instant, with a loud

shout of triumph, he held up one splinter, in

which a round, dark

^MMM^H^V*"* object was fixed like

a plum in a pudding.

BROUGHT THE BUST UP WITH ME, AS VOU ASKED ME TO DO.

opened his bag, and at last we saw placed

upon our table a complete specimen of that

bust which we had already seen more than

once in fragments.

Holmes took a paper from his pocket and

laid a ten-pound note upon the table.

" You will kindly sign that paper, Mr.

Sandeford, in the presence of these witnesses.

It is simply to say that you transfer every

possible right that you ever had in the bust

to me. I am a methodical man, you see,

and you never know what turn events might

take afterwards. Thank you, Mr. Sandeford ;

here is your money, and I wish you a very

good evening."

When our visitor had disappeared Sherlock

Holmes's movements were such as to rivet

our attention. He began by taking a clean

white cloth from a drawer and laying it

over the table. Then he placed his newly-

acquired bust in the centre of the cloth.

"Gentlemen," he

cried, " let me intro-

duce you to the

famous black pearl of

the Borgias."

Lestrade and I sat

silent for a moment,

and then, with a

spontaneous impulse,

we both broke out

clapping as at the

well-wrought crisis of

a play. A flush of

colour sprang to

Holmes's pale cheeks,

and he bowed to us

like the master dram

atist who receives the

homage of his audi

ence. It was at such

moments that for an

instant he ceased to

be a reasoning

machine, and betrayed

his human love for

admiration and ap

plause. The same

singularly proud and

reserved nature which

turned away with disdain from popular

notoriety was capable of being moved to its

depths by spontaneous wonder and praise

from a friend.

" Yes, gentlemen," said he, " it is the most

famous pearl now existing in the world, and

it has been my good fortune, by a con

nected chain of inductive reasoning, to trace

it from the Prince of Colonna's bedroom at

the Dacre Hotel, where it was lost, to the

interior of this, the last of the six busts of

Napoleon which were manufactured by

Gelder and Co., of Stepney. You will

remember, Lestrade, the sensation caused by

the disappearance of this valuable jewel, and

the vain efforts of the London police to

recover it. I was myself consulted upon

the case; but I was unable to throw any

light upon it. Suspicion fell upon the maid

of the Princess, who was an Italian, and it

was proved that she had a brother in London,
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but we failed to trace any connection between

them. The maid's name was Lucretia

Venucci, and there is no doubt in my mind

that this Pietro who was murdered two nights

ago was the brother. I have been looking

up the dates in the old files of the paper,

and I find that the disappearance of the

pearl was exactly two days before the arrest

of Beppo for some crime of violence, an

event which took place in the factory of

Gelder and Co., at the very moment when

these busts were being made. Now you

clearly see the sequence of events, though

you see them, of course, in the inverse order

to the way in which they presented them

selves to me. Beppo had the pearl in his

possession. He may have stolen it from

Pietro, he may have been Pietro's con

federate, he may have been the go-between

of Pietro and his sister. It is of no conse

quence to us which is the correct solution.

"The main fact is that he had the

pearl, and at that moment, when it was

on his person, he was pursued by the

police. He made for the factory in which

he worked, and he knew that he had only a

few minutes in which to conceal this enor

mously valuable prize, which would otherwise

be found on him when he was searched.

Six plaster casts of Napoleon were drying in

the passage. One of them was still soft. In

an instant Beppo, a skilful wwkman, made a

small hole in the wet plaster, dropped in the

pearl, and with a few touches covered over

the aperture once more. It was an admirable

hiding-place. No one could possibly find

it. But Beppo was condemned to a year's

imprisonment, and in the meanwhile his six

busts were scattered over London. He

could not tell which contained his treasure.

Only by breaking them could he see. Even

shaking would tell him nothing, for as the

plaster was wet it was probable that the pearl

would adhere to itâ��as, in fact, it has done.

Beppo did not despair, and he conducted his

search with considerable ingenuity and per

severance. Through a cousin who works

with Gelder he found out the retail firms

who had bought the busts. He managed to

find employment with Morse Hudson, and in

that way tracked down three of them. The

pearl was not there. Then, with the help of

some Italian employe, he succeeded in Imding

out where the other three busts had gone.

The first was at Harker's. There he was

dogged by his confederate, who held Beppo

responsible for the loss of the pearl, and he

stabbed him in the scuffle which followed."

" If he was his confederate why should he

carry his photograph ? " I asked.

" As a means of tracing him if he wished

to inquire about him from any third person.

That was the obvious reason. Well, after

the murder I calculated that Beppo would

probably hurry rather than delay his move

ments. He would fear that the police would

read his secret, and so he hastened on before

they should get ahead of him. Of course, I

could not say that he had not found the

pearl in Harker's bust. I had not even con

cluded for certain that it was the pearl; but

it was evident to me that he was looking for

something, since he carried the bust past the

other houses in order to break it in the

garden which had a lamp overlooking it.

Since Harker's bust was one in three the

chances were exactly as I told you, two to

one against the pearl being inside it. There

remained two busts, and it was obvious that

he would go for the London one first. I

warned the inmates of the house, so as to

avoid a second tragedy, and we went down

with the happiest results. By that time,

of course, I knew for certain that it was the

Borgia pearl that we were after. The name

of the murdered man linked the one event

with the other. There only remained a single

bustâ��the Reading oneâ��and the pearl must

be there. I bought it in your presence from

the ownerâ��and there.it lies."

We sat in silence for a moment.

" Well," said Lestrade, " I've seen you

handle a good many cases, Mr. Holmes, but

I don't know that I ever knew a more work

manlike one than that. We're not jealous

of you at Scotland Yard. No, sir, we are

very proud of you, and if you come down

to-morrow there's not a man, from the oldest

inspector to the youngest constable, who

wouldn't be glad to shake you by the hand."

" Thank you !" said Holmes. " Thank

you !" and as he turned away it seemed to

me that he was more nearly moved by the

softer human emotions than I had ever seen

him. A moment later he was the cold and

practical thinker once more. " Put the pearl

in the safe, Watson," said he, " and get out

the papers of the Conk-Singleton forgery

case. Goodbye, Lestrade. If any little

problem comes your way I shall be happy,

if I can, to give you a hint or two as to its

solution."
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CHAPTER II.â��HOW I BECAME DESTINED EOR THE STAGE.

AROSE one September morn

ing, my heart leaping with

some vague thought of coming

joy. It was eight o'clock. I

pressed my forehead against

the window-panes and ga/ed

out, looking at I know not what. I had been

roused with a start in the midst of a beautiful

dream, and I rushed towards the light, as if

in the hope of finding in the infinite space

of the grey sky some explanation of the feel

ings that possessed meâ��the anxiety, and

yet the bliss, of expectation. Expectation

of what? I could not have answered that

question then, any more than after much

reflection I can do so now. I was on the

eve of my fourteenth birthday, and I was in

a state of expectation as to the future of my

life. That particular morning seemed to me

to be the precursor of a new era. I was not

mistaken, for on that September day my fate

was settled for me.

As if hypnotized by what was taking place

in my mind, I remained with my forehead

pressed against the window-pane, gazing in

imagination through the halo of vapour

formed by my breath at houses, palaces,

carriages, jewels, pearls, which passed in

fantasy before my eyes. Oh ! what pearls

there were ! And there were princes and

kings also; yes, I saw even kings ! Oh !

how fast imagination travels when left by its

enemy, reason, free to roam alone ! In my

fancy I proudly rejected the princes, I re

jected the kings, I refused the pearls and the

palaces, and I declared that I was going to

be a nun. For in the infinite grey sky I had

caught a glimpse of the convent of Grand

Champ, of my white bedroom, and of the small

lamp that swung to and fro above the little

Virgin which our hands had decorated with

flowers. The king offered me a throne, but

I preferred the throne of our Mother Superior,

and I entertained a vague ambition to occupy

it on some distant day. The king was heart

broken and dying of despair. Yes, man Dint I

I preferred to the pearls that were offered me

by princes the pearls of the rosary I was

telling with my fingers; and no costume

could compete in my mind with the black

barege veil that fell like a soft shadow over

the snowy white cambric that encircled the

beloved faces of the nuns of Grand Champ.

I do not know how long I had been

dreaming thus when I heard my mother's

voice asking our old servant, Marguerite, if

I were awake. With one bound I was back

in bed, and I buried my face under the

sheet. Mamma half-opened the door very

gently and I pretended to wake up.

" How lazy you are to-day !" she said. I

kissed her, and answered in a coaxing tone,

" It is Thursday, and I have no music-

lesson."

" And are you glad ? " she asked.

"Oh, yes," I replied, promptly.

My mother frowned ; she adored music,

and I hated the piano. She was so fond of

music that, although she was then nearly

thirty, she took lessons herself in order to

encourage me to practise. What horrible

torture it was ! I used very wickedly to do

my utmost to set at variance my mother and

my music mistress. They were both of them

excessively short-sighted. When my mother

had practised a new piece three or four

days she knew it by heart, and played it

fairly well, to the astonishment of Mile.

Clarisse, my insufferable old teacher, who

held the music in her hand and read every

note with her nose nearly touching the page.

One day I heard, with joy, a quarrel begin

ning between mamma and this disagreeable

person, Mile. Clarisse.

" There, that's a quaver!"

" No, there's no quaver ! "

" This is a flat! "

" No, you forget the sharp ! How absurd

you are ! " added my mother, perfectly furious.

A few minutes later my mother went to

her room and Mile. Clarisse departed,

muttering as she left.

As for me, I was choking with laughter in

my bedroom, for one of my cousins, who was

very musical, had helped me to add sharps,

flats, and quavers to the music-sheet, and we
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had done it with such care that even a

trained eye would have had difficulty in

immediately discerning the fraud. As Mile.

Clarissa had been sent off, I had no lesson

that day. Mamma gazed at me a long time

I felt myself turning pale.

"All right," I answered ; " what frock am

I to put on, mamma ? " I said this merely

for the sake of saying something and to keep

myself from crying.

"l HAD BEEN ROUSED WITH A START IN THK MIDST OF A BEAUTIFUL DRKA.M."

From a Drawing by G. Clairin.

with her mysterious eyesâ��the most beautiful

eyes I have ever seen in my lifeâ��and then she

said, speaking very slowly :â��

"After luncheon there is to be a family

council."

Vol. xxvii.â��83.

"Put on your blue silk; you look more

staid in that."

Just at this moment my sister Jeanne

opened the door boisterously, and with a

burst of laughter jumped on to my bed
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and, slipping under the sheets, called out:

" I'm there ! " Marguerite had followed her

into the room, panting and scolding. The

child had escaped from her just as she was

about to bath her, and had announced:

" I'm going into my sister's bed." Jeanne's

mirth at this moment, which I felt was a

very serious one for me, made me burst out

crying and sobbing. My mother, not under

standing the reason of this grief, shrugged

her shoulders, told Marguerite to fetch

Jeanne's slippers, and, taking the little bare

feet in her hands,

kissed them tenderly.

I sobbed more

bitterly than ever.

It was very evident

that mamma loved

my sister more than

me, and this prefer

ence, which did not

trouble me in an

ordinary way, hurt

me sorely now.

Mamma went

away quite out of

patience with me.

The nervous state in

which I was, together

with my anxiety and

grief, had quite ex

hausted me. I fell

asleep again and was

roused by Margue

rite, who helped me

to dress, as otherwise

I should have been

late for luncheon.

The guests that day

were Aunt Rosine;

Mile, de Brabender,

my governess, a

charming creature

whom I have always

regretted ; my god

father, and the Due

de Morny, a great

friend of my god

father and of my m ther. The luncheon

was a melancholy meal for me, as I was

thinking all the time about the family council.

Mile, de Brabender, in her gentle way and

with her affectionate words, insisted on my

eating. My sister burst out laughing when

she looked at me.

doesn't like anyone to cry. Do you,

mamma ? "

" What have you been crying about ?"

asked the Due de Morny. I did not

answer, in spite of the friendly nudge Mile,

de Brabender gave me with her sharp elbow.

The Due de Morny always awed me a little.

He was gentle and kind, but he was a great

quiz. I knew, too, that he occupied a high

place at Court, and that my family con

sidered his friendship a great honour.

"Because I told her that after luncheon

there was to be a

family council about

her," said my mother,

speaking slowly. "At

times it seems to me

that she is really

idiotic. She quite

disheartens me."

MME. BERNHARDTS SISTER, JFANNE, AT THE AGE AT

WHICH SHE IS DESCRIBED IN THIS CHAPTER.

From a Pholo. tin Ddintnu.

" Your eyes are as little as that," she

said, putting her small thumb on the tip

of her forefinger, "and it serves you right,

because you've been crying, and mamma

" Come, come ! "

exclaimed my god

father, and Aunt

Rosine said some

thing in English to

the Due de Morny

which made him

smile shrewdly,

under his fine mou

stache. Mile, de Bra-

bender scolded me

in a low voice, and

her scoldings were

like words from

Heaven. When at

last luncheon was

over, mamma told

me, as she passed, to

pour out the coffee.

Marguerite helped

me to arrange the

cups and I went into

the drawing-room.

Maitre G , the

notary from Havre,

whom I detested,

was already there.

He represented the

family of my father, who had died a few

years before at Pisa in a way which had

never been explained, but which seemed

mysterious. My childish hatred was in

stinctive, and I learnt later on that this

man had been my father's bitter enemy. He

was very, very ugly, this notary; his whole

face seemed to have moved upwards, ^pl i was

as though he had been hanging by ms hair

for a long time, and his eyes, his mouth, his

cheeks, and his nose had got into the habit of
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trying to reach the back of his head. He

ought to have had a joyful expression, as so

many of his features turned up, but instead of

this his face was smooth and sinister. He

had red hair, planted in his head like couch

I

s

f'rotn Â«]

now, although I have not seen him for a long

time, as he has buried himself alive at the

Grande Chartreuse, to await there, far away

from the rest of the world, the time when he

will rejoin those whom he loved so dearly.

KAVKL JiUTAUY L\

grass, and on his nose he wore a pair of gold-

rimmed spectacles. Oh, the horrible man !

What a torturing nightmare the very memory

of him is, for he was the evil genius of my

father, and his hatred now pursued me !

My poor grandmother, since the death of

my father, never went out, but spent her time

mourning the loss of her beloved son, who

had died so young.

She had absolute faith

in this man, who, be

sides, was the executor

of my father's will.

He had the control of

the money which my

dear father had left

me. I was not to

touch it until the day

of my marriage, but

my mother was to use

the interest for my

education.

My uncle, F^lix

Faure (no relation of

the late President),

was also there. He

was a very -delightful

nan, handsome, too,

md he had a deep,

sympathetic voice. I

oved him dearly, and,

ndeed, I love him

Seated near the fireplace, buried in an

arm-chair, M. Lesprin pulled out his watch

in a qucru'ous way. He was an old friend

of the family, and he always called me "ma

fit" which annoyed me greatly, as did his

familiarity. He considered me stupid, and

when I handed him his coffee he said, in a

jeering tone: "And is it for you, ma fit, that

so many honest

people have been hin

dered in their work ?

We have plenty of

other things to attend

to, I can assure you,

than to discuss the

fate of a little brat like

you. Ah, if it had

been her sister, there

would have been no

difficulty," and with

his benumbed fingers

he patted Jeanne's

head, as she sat on the

floor plaiting the fringe

of the sofa upon

which he was seated.

When the coffee

had been taken, the

cups carried away,

and my sister also,

there was a short

silence. The Due
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de Morny rose to take his leave, but my

mother begged him to stay. " You will be

able to advise us," she urged, and the Duke

took his seat again near my aunt, with whom,

it seemed to me, he was carrying on a slight

flirtation. Mamma had moved nearer to the

window, her embroidery-frame in front of her,

and her beautiful, clear-cut profile showing to

advantage against the light. She looked as

though she had nothing to do with what was

about to be discussed. The hideous notary

was standing up by the chimneypiece, and

my uncle had ,.

drawn me near to

him.

My godfather,

Regis de L ,

seemed to be the

exact counterpart

of M. Lesprin;

they both of them

had the same

bourgeois mind,

and were equally

stubborn and

obstinate. They

were both devoted

to whist and good

wine, and they

both agreed that

I was thin enough

for a scarecrow.

The door opened

and a pale, dark-

haired woman en

tered, a most

poetical - looking

and charming

creature. It was

Mme. Gue'rard,

"the lady of the

upstairs flat," as

Marguerite always

called her. My

mother had made

friends with her,

in rather a pat

ronizing way cer

tainly, but Mme. Guerard was devoted to me

and endured the little slights to which she was

treated very patiently for my sake. She was

tall and slender as a lath, very compliant and

demure. She had no hat on, and was wear

ing an indoor gown of indienne with a design

of little brown leaves.

MME. GUEKAKD, THE GREAT

Prom a Ptwto. by] WHEN

M. Lesprin muttered something, I did not

catch what. The abominable man gave a

very curt bow, as Mme. Gue'rard was so

simply dressed. The Due de Morny was

very gracious, for the new-comer was so

pretty. My godfather merely bent his head,

as Mme. Guerard was nothing to him. Aunt

Rosine glanced at her from head to footâ��

Mme. Guerard was by no means rich. Mile,

de Brabender shook hands cordially with

her, for Mme. Guerard was fond of me.

My uncle, Felix Faure, gave her a chair

and asked her to sit down, and then inquired

in a kindly way about her husband, a savant,

with whom my uncle collaborated sometimes

for his book, " The Life of St. Louis."

FRIEND OF SARAH BKKNHARDT

A CHILD. [Dflintrtu.

Mamma had

merely glanced

across the room

without raising her

head, for Mme.

Guerard did not

prefer my sister to

me.

"Well, as we

have come here

on account of this

child," said my

godfather, looking

at his watch, " we

must begin and

discuss what is to

be done with her."

I began to

tremble, and drew

closer to " mon

petit dame," as I

had always called

Mme. Guerard

from my infancy,

and to Mile, de

Brabender. They

each took my

hand by way of

encouraging me.

"Yes," con

tinued M. Le

sprin, with a laugh,

" it appears you

want to be a nun."

"Ah, indeed?"

said the Due

de Morny to Aunt Rosine.

" 'Sh! Be serious," she remarked.

Mamma shrugged her shoulders and held

her wools up close to her eyes to match

them.

" You have to be rich, though, to enter a

convent," grunted the Havre notary, " and

you have not a sou." I leaned towards

Mile, de Brabender and whispered, " I have

the money that papa left."

The horrid man overheard.
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" Your father left some money to get you

married," he said

" Well, then, I'll marry the ban Dieu" I

answered, and my voice was quite resolute

now. I turned very red, and for the second

time in my life I felt a desire and a strong

inclination to fight for myself. I had no

more fear, as everyone had gone too far and

provoked me too much. I slipped away

from my two kind friends and advanced

towards the other group.

" I will be a nun, I will! " I exclaimed.

" I know that papa left me some money so

that I should be married, and I know that

the nuns marry the Saviour. Mamma says

she does not care, it is all the same to her ;

so that it won't be vexing her at al^, and they

love me better at the convent than you do

here !"

" My dear child," said my uncle, drawing

me towards him, " your religious vocation

appears to me to be mainly a wish to have

someone to care for."

" And to be cared for herself," murmured

Mme. GueVard, in a very low voke.

Everyone glanced at mamma, who shrugged

her shoulders slightly. It seemed to me as

though the glance they all gave her was a

reproachful one, and I felt a pang of remorse

at once. I went across to her and, throwing

my arms round her neck, said :â��

" You don't mind my being a nun, do

you? It won't make you unhappy, will it?"

Mamma stroked my hair, of which she

was very proud.

" Yes, it would make me unhappy. You

know very well that, after your sister, I love

you better than anyone else in the world."

She said this very slowly in a gentle voice.

It was like the sound of a little waterfall as it

flows down, babbling and clear, from the

mountain, dragging with it the gravel, and

gradually increasing in volume, with the

thawed snow, until it sweeps away rocks and

trees in its course. This was the effect my

mother's clear, drawling voice had upon me

at that moment. I rushed back impulsively

to the others, who were all speechless at

this unexpected and spontaneous burst of

eloquence. I went from one to the other,

explaining my decision, and giving reasons

which were certainly no reasons at all. I

did my utmost to get someone to support me

in the matter. Finally the Due de Moray

was bored, and rose to go.

" Do you know what you ought to do with

this child?" he said. "You ought to send

her to the Conservatoire." He then patted

my cheek, kissed my aunt's hand, and bowed

to all the others. As he bent over my

mother's hand, I heard him say to her,

" You would have made a bad diplomatist,

but take my advice and send her to the

Conservatoire."

He then took his departure, and I gazed

at everyone in perfect anguish.

The Conservatoire ! What was it ? What

did it mean?

I went up to my governess, Mile, de

Brabender. Her lips were firmly pressed

together, and she looked shocked, just as

she did sometimes when my godfather told,

at table, some story of which she did not

approve. My uncle, Fdlix Faure, was look

ing at the floor in an absent-minded way ;

the notary had a spiteful look in his eyes ;

my aunt was holding forth in a very excited

manner; and M. Lesprin kept shaking his

head and muttering, " Perhapsâ��yesâ��who

knows ? Hum ! hum !" Mme. GueYard was

very pale and sad, and she looked at me with

infinite tenderness.

What could be this Conservatoire ? The

word uttered so carelessly seemed to have

entirely disturbed the equanimity of all these

people. Each of them seemed to me to have

a different impression about it, but nonq:

looked pleased. Suddenly, in the midst of.

the general embarrassment, my godfather.'

exclaimed, brutally :â�� \ j

m>

1 She is too thin to make an actress."

' I won't be an actress ! " I exclaimed.

' You don't know what an actress is," said

aunt.

' Oh, yes, I do. Rachel is an actress !"

' You know Rachel ?" asked mamma,

getting up.

" Oh, yes; she came to the convent once

to see little Adele Sarony. She went all over

the convent and into the garden, and she

had to sit down because she could not get

her breath. They fetched her something to

bring her round, and she was so paleâ��oh,

so pale ! I was very sorry for her, and Sister

Appoline told me that what she did was

killing her, for she was an actress, and so I

won't be an actress, I won't!"

I had said all this in a breath, with my

cheeks on fire and my voice hard.

I remembered all that Sister Appoline had

told me, and Mother Sainte-Sophie, too, the

Superior of the convent. I remembered,

too, that when Rachel had gone out of the

garden, looking very pale and holding a

lady's arm for support, a little girl had put

her tongue out at her. I did not want people

to put out their tongues at me when I was

grown up. There were a hundred oth r
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things, too, to which I objected, and about

which I have only a vague memory now.

My godfather laughed heartily, but my

uncle was very grave. The others discussed

the matter in a very excited way with my

mother, who looked weary and bored.

Mile, de Brabender and Mme. Guerard were

arguing in a low voice, and I thought of

the aristocratic man who had just left us.

I was very angry with him, for this idea of

the Conservatoire was his. " Conservatoire !"

This word frightened me. It was he who

wanted me to be an actress, and now he had

disappeared, and I could not talk the matter

inexplicable emotion, and who had got up

expecting some great event to happen during

the day ! Everything had given way under

that phrase, which seemed as heavy as lead

and as murderous as a cannon-ball. Send

her to the Conservatoire !

I guessed somehow that that phrase was

destined to be the finger-post of my life. All

these people had stopped at the bend of the

road where there were crossways.

Send her to the Conservatoire! I wanted

to be a nun, and they all thought that absurd,

idiotic, unreasonable. Those words, " Send

her to the Conservatoire," had opened up a

THE THEATRE KRANCAIS, TO WHICH SARAH BERNHARDT WAS TAKEN TO SEE HER FIRST PLAY WHEN HBR DESTINY
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over with him. He had gone away smiling

and tranquil, patting my head in the most

ordinary yet friendly way. He had gone off

without troubling a straw about the poor little,

meagre child whose future was being dis

cussed. " Send her to the Conservatoire,"

and this phrase, that had come to his lips so

easily, was like a veritable bomb hurled into

my life. I, the little, dreamy child, who that

morning had rejected princes and kings ; I,

whose trembling fingers had only that

morning told over whole rosaries of dreams

and fancies ; I, who only a few hours before

bad felt my heart beat wildly with some

new field of discussion, widened the horizon

of the future. My uncle, Felix Faure, and

Mile, de Brabender were the only ones who

disapproved of this idea, but they were in

the minorityâ��a passive minority which felt

for me. I got very nervous and excited, and

my mother sent me away. Mile, de Brabender

tried to console me. Mme. GueVard said

that this career had its advantages. Mile,

de Brabender considered that the convent

would have a great fascination for so dreamy

a nature as mine. The one was very

religious and a great church-goer, and the

other was a pagan in the purest acceptation
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of that word, and yet the two women got on

very well together, thanks to their affectionate

devotion to me.

Mme. Guerard adored the proud rebellious

ness of my nature, my pretty face, and the

slenderness of my figure ; Mile, de Brabender

was touched by my delicate health. She

spent no end of time trying to smooth my

refractory hair. She endeavoured to comfort

me when I was jealous at not being loved as

much as my sister; but what she liked best

about me was my voice. She always declared

that my voice was modulated for prayers,

and my delight in the convent appeared to

her quite natural. She loved me with a

gentle, pious affection, and Mme. Guerard

loved me with bursts of paganism. These

two women, whose memory is still dear to

me, shared me between them, and made the

best of my good qualities and my faults.

I certainly owe to both of them this

study of myself and the vision I have of

myself.

The day was destined to end in the

strangest of fashions. Mme. Guerard had

gone back to her apartment upstairs, and I was

lying back on a little straw arm-chair, which

was the most ornamental piece of furniture

in my room. I felt very drowsy, and was

holding Mile, de

Brabender's hand

in mine when

the door opened

and my aunt

entered, followed

by my mother.

I can see them

nowâ��my aunt in

her dress of puce

silk trimmed

with fur, her

brown velvet hat

tied under her

chin with long,

wide strings,

and mamma, who

had taken off her

dress and put on

a white woollen

would not show any sign of pleasure, although

in my heart I was delighted at the idea of

going to the Fran9ais. The only theatre I

knew anything of was the Robert Houdin, to

which I was taken sometimes with my sister,

and I fancy that it was for her benefit we

went, as I was really too old to care for that

kind of performance.

" Willingly, madame," she replied. " I will

go home and change my dress."

" Will you come with us ? " mamma said,

turning to Mile, de Brabender.

My aunt laughed at my sullen looks.

" Little fraud," she said, as she went

away, "you are hiding your delight. Ah,

well, you will see some actresses to-night."

" Is Rachel going to act ? " I asked.

" Oh, no ; she is ill."
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dressing-gown.

She always detested keeping on her dress in

the house, and I understood by her change of

costume that everyone had gone and that my

aunt was ready to leave. I got up from my arm

chair, but mamma made me sit down again.

" Rest yourself thoroughly," she said, " for

we are going to take you to the theatre this

eveningâ��to the Franqais."

I felt sure that this was just a bait, and I

My aunt kissed me and went away, say

ing she should see me again later on, and

my mother followed her out of the room.

Mile, de Brabender then prepared to leave

me, as she had to go home to dress, and

to say that she would not be in until quite

late. She lived at a convent where old maids

and widows were taken as boarders, and

special permission had to be obtained when

one wished to be out later than ten at night.

When I was alone I swung myself back

wards and for

wards in my arm

chair, which, by

the way, was any

thing but a rock

ing chair. I began

to think, and

for the first time

in my life my

critical compre

hension came to

my aid. And so

all these serious

people had

been inconveni

enced, the notary

fetched from

Havre, my uncle

dragged away

from working

at his book, the

old bachelor, M. Lesprin, disturbed in his

habits and customs, my godfather kept away

from the Stock Exchange, and that aristo

cratic and sceptical Due de Morny cramped

up for two hours in the midst of our

bourgeois surroundings, and all to end in this

decision : she shall be taken to the theatre !

I do not know what part my uncle

had taken in this burlesque plan, but I
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doubt whether it was

to his taste. All

the same, I was glad

to go to the theatre;

it made me feel more

important. That morn

ing on waking up I

was quite a child, and

now events had taken

place which had trans

formed me into a young

woman. I had been

discussed by even-one,

and I had expressed my

wishes â�� without any

result, certainly : but all

the same I had expres

sed them, and now it

was deemed necessary

to humour and indulge

me in order to win me

over. They could not

force me into agreeing

to what they wanted

me to do ; my con

sent was necessary; and

I felt so joyful and so

proud about it that I

was quite touched and

almost ready to yield.

I said to myself that

it would be better to hold my own and let

them ask me again.

,I&L*>
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After dinner we all squeezed into a cab

â��mamma, my godfather, Mile, de Brabender,

and I. My godfather made me a present ol

some white gloves.

On mounting the steps at the Francais I

trod on a lady's dress. She turned round

and called me a "stupid child." I moved

back hastily and came into collision with a

very stout old gentleman, who gave me a

rough push forward, so that I felt inclined to

burst out crying.

When once we were all installed in a box

facing the stage, mamma and I in the first

row, with Mile, de Brabender behind me, I

felt more reassured. I was close against the

partition of the box, and I could feel Mile,

de Brabender's sharp knees through the velvet

of my chair. This gave me confidence, and

I leaned against the back of the chair, pur

posely to feel the support of those two knees.

When the curtain slowly rose I thought I

should have fainted. It was as though the

curtain of my future life were being raised.

Those columns (" Britannicus" was being

played) were to be my palaces, the friezes

above were to be my

skies, and those boards

were to bend under my

frail weight. I heard

nothing of " Britanni

cus," for I was far, far

away, at Grand Champ,

in my dormitory

there.

" Well, what do you

think of it ? " asked my

godfather, when the

curtain fell. I did not

answer, and he laid his

hand on my head and

turned my face round

towards him. I was

crying, and big tears

were rolling slowly

down my cheeks, the

kind of tears that come

without any sobs and

as if there were no

hope that they would

ever cease.

My godfather shrug

ged his shoulders and,

getting up, left the box,

banging the door after

him. Mamma, losing

all patience with me,

proceeded to review the house through

her opera-glass. Mile, de Brabender passed

me her handkerchief, for my own had fallen,

and I had not the courage to pick it up.

When the curtain rose on the second

piece, " Amphitryon," I made an effort to

listen, in order to please my governess, who

was so kind and so conciliating. I remem

ber only one thing about it, and that was I

was so sorry for Alcmene, who seemed to

be so unhappy, that I burst into audible

sobs, and that everyone, much amused,

looked at our box. My mother was most

annoyed, and promptly took me out, accom

panied by Mile, de Brabender, leaving my

godfather furious. " Bon Dieu de bois 1 " I

heard him mutter, " what an idiot the child

is! They'd better put her in the convent

and let her stop there.;>

My teeth were chattering when Mile, de

Brabender, helped by Marguerite, put me to

bed. Mme. Gue'rard was there too; she

had been listening for my return, as though

foreseeing what would happen.

I did not get up again for six weeks, and

only narrowly escaped dying of brain fever

Such was the debut of my artistic career.

(To be continued.)



LTHOUGH Watchett of the

Battle-Axe and Ryder of the

Star of the South were cousins,

there was no great love lost

between them, and all un

prejudiced observers declared

that this lack of mutual admiration was in

no .way due to Captain Ryder. That they

remained friends at all was owing largely to

his infinite good nature, and to the further

fact that Mrs. Ryder pitied Mrs. Watchett.

" I wonder she goes to sea with him at

all," she said. " If you were one quarter as

horrid as your cousin, Will, I should never

go to sea till you came ashore."

But she always went to sea with \Vill

Ryder. It was their great delight to be

together, and there were few men, married or

single, who did not take a certain pleasure

in seeing how fond they were of each other.

He was a typical seaman of the best kind ;

he had a fine voice for singing and for hailing

the fbretopsail yard ; his eyes were as blue

as forget-me-nots, and his skin was as clear

as the air on the Cordilleras which peeped

at them over the tops of the barren hills

which surround the Bay of Valparaiso. And

Mrs. Ryder was just the kind of wife for a

man who was somewhat inclined to take

things easily. If she was as pretty as the

peach, she had, like the peach, something

inside which was not altogether soft. Her

brown eyes could turn blackâ��she had reso

lution and courage.

" You shall not put up with it," was a

favourite expression on her tongue. And

thvre were times, to use his own expression,

when she made sail when he would have

shortened it. In that sense she was certainly

capable of "carrying on."

Both vessels were barques of about eleven

hundred tons register, and if the Star of the

South had about twenty tons to the good in

size she was rather harder to work. It is

the nature of ships to develop in certain

ways, and though both of these barques were

Vol. xxvii.-64.
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sister ships it is always certain that sisters

are never quite alike. But as they belonged

to the same Port of London, and were owned

by two branches of the same family, all of

whose money was divided up in sixty-fourths,

according to the common rule with ships,

they were rivals and rival beauties. But,

unlike the more respectable ladies who

owned them, both the vessels were fast, and

it was a sore point of honour with Ryder and

Watchett to prove their own the fastest.

" If she only worked a little easier, I could

lick his head off," said Ryder, sadly.

But there was the rub. The Star of th?

South needed more "beef" on her than the

Battle-Axe. She wasn't so quick in stays.

By the time Ryder yelled "Let go and haul,"

the Battle-Axe was gathering headway on a

fresh tack.

" And instead of having two more hands

than we are allowed, we are two short," said

his wife, bitterly. " If I were you, Will, I'd

take those Greeks."

" Not by an entire jugful," replied Captain

Ryder. " I remember the Lennie and the

Caswell, my dear. I never knew Valparaiso

so bare of men."

" And we're sailing to-morrow," said

Connie Ryder, angrily ; " and you've betted

him a hundred pounds we shall dock before

him. It's too bad. I wonder whether he'd

give us another day ? "

" And you've known him for years ! He's

spending that money in his mind."

But Ryder shook his head.

" But not on his wife, Will," said Mrs.

Ryder. " If we win, I'm to have it."

But Connie Ryder went on board the

Battle-Axe to see if she could induce her

husband's cousin to forego the advantage he

had already gained before sailing. She found

him dark and grim and as hard as adamant.

" I'd give him twenty to let me off," said

Ryder.

" A bet's a bet and business is business,"

said Watchett. " We appointed to-morrow,
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and, bar lying out a gale from the north, with

two anchors down and the cables out to the

bitter end, I'll sail."

His wife, who was as meek as milk,

suggested humbly that it would be more

interesting if he waited.

" I ain't in this for interest; I'm in it for

capital," said Watchett, grinning gloomily.

" The more like a dead certainty it looks the

better I shall be pleased."

Mrs. Ryder darkened.

" I don't think you're a sportsman," she

said, rather shortly.

" I ain't," retorted old Watchett; " I'm a

seaman, and him that'd go to sea for sport

would go to Davy Jones for pastime. You

can tell Bill that I'll give him ten per cent,

discount for cash now."

As Mrs. Ryder knew that he never called

her husband " Bill " unless he desired to be

more or less offensive, she showed unmistak

able signs of temper.

" If I ever get half a chance to make you

sorry, I will," she said.

" Let it go at that," said Watchett, sulkily.

" I got on all right with Bill before you took

to going to sea with him."

" He was too soft with you," said Bill's

wife.

" And a deal softer with you than I'd be,"

said Watchett.

" Oh, please, please don't," cried Mary

Watchett, in great distress.

" I thought you were a gentleman," said

Connie Ryder.

" Not you," replied Watchett; " you never,

and you know it. I'm not one and never

hankered to be. I'm rough and tough

and a seaman of the old school. I'm

no sea dandy. I'm Jack Watchett, as

plain as you like."

" You're much plainer than

I like," retorted his cousin's

wife, "very much plainer."

And though she kissed Mary

Watchett she wondered greatly

how any woman could kiss

Mary Watchett's husband.

"If I ever get a chance,"

she said " But there, how

can I ? "

She wept a little out of pure

anger as she returned to the

Star of the South. When

she got on board she found

the mate and second mate

standing by the gangway.

" Is there no chance of

these men, Mr. Semple ? "

" No more than if it was the year '49 and this

was San Francisco," said the mate, who was

a hoary-headed old sea dog, a great deal more

like the old school than "plain Jack Watchett."

" Why doesna the captain take they

Greeks, ma'am ? " asked McGill, the second

mate, who had been almost long enough out

of Scotland to forget his own language.

" Because he doesn't like any but English

men," said Connie Ryder.

"And Scotch, of course," she added, as

she saw McGill's jaw fall a little. " I've

been trying to get Captain Watchett to give

us another day."

" All our ship and cargo to a paper-bag of

beans he didn't, ma'am," said Semple.

" Iâ��I hate him," cried Connie Ryder, as

she entered the cabin.

" She's as keen as mustardâ��as red pepper,"

said Semple; " if she'd been a man she'd

have made a seaman."

" I've never sailed wi" a skeeper's wife

before," said McGill, who had shipped in the

Star of the South a week earlier, in place of

the second mate, who had been given his

discharge for drunkenness. " Is she at all

interferin", Mr. Semple ? "

Old Semple nodded.

" She interferes some, and it would be an

obstinate cook that disputed with her. She

made a revolution in the galley, my word,

when she first came on board. Some would

THOUGHT YOU WERE A GENTLEMAN,' SAID CONNIE RVUER."
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say she cockered the crew over-much, but I

was long enough in the fo'c's'le not to forget

that even a hog of a man don't do best on

hogwash."

Which was a marvellous concession on the

part of any of the after-guard of any ship,

seeing how the notion persists among owners,

and even among officers, that the worse men

are treated the better they work.

" She seems a comfortable ship," owned

McGill.

And so everyone on board of her allowed.

" Though she is a bit of a heart-breaker to

handle," said the men for'ard. " But for that

she be a daisy. And to think that the bally

Battle-Axe goes about like a racing yacht !"

It made them sore to think of it. But it

also made the men on board their rival sore

to think how comfortable the Star of the

South was in all other respects.

Owing to the fact that the Battle-Axe's

crowd was sulky, the S/ar of the South got her

anchor out of the ground and stood to the

north-west to round Point Angelos a good

ten minutes before Watchett's vessel was

under way.

" That's good," said Connie Ryder. " I

know they're a sulky lot by now in the Battle-

Axe. And our men work like dears."

It was with difficulty she kept from tailing

on to the braces as they jammed the Star

close up to weather the Point. For the wind

was drawing down the coast from the nor'ard,

and Valparaiso harbour faces due north. She

was glad when they rounded the Point and

squared away, for if there was any real differ

ence in the sailing qualities of the rival

barques, the Star was best before the wind and

the Battle-Axe when she was in a bow-line.

"And with any real luck," said Ivirs. Ryder,

" we may have a good fair wind all the way

till we cross the line."

It was so far ahead to consider the north

east trades, which meant such mighty long

stretches in a wind, that she declined to think

of them. And she entirely forgot the calms

of Capricorn.

"We're doing very well, Will," she said to

her husband when the starboard watch went

below and the routine of the passage home

commenced.

" It's early days," replied Will Ryder. " I

fancy the Batllc-Axe is in her best trim for a

wind astern."

But Mrs. Ryder didn't believe it.

"And if she is, she mayn't be so good

when it comes to beating.'

She knew what she was talking about and

spoke good sense.

"It's going to be luck," said Ryder. " If

either of us get a good slant that the other

misses, the last will be out of it. But I

wish I'd had those other two hands. The

Star wants ' beef' on the braces. Mr.

Semple, as soon as possible see all the parrals

greased and the blocks running as free as

you can make 'em."

And Semple did his best, as the crew did.

But Mrs. Ryder had her doubts as to whether

her husband was doing his. For once he

seemed to think failure was a foregone

conclusion.

" I think it must be his liver," said Mrs.

,Ryder. " I'll see to that at once."

But instead of looking up the medicine

chest she came across the Pacific Directory.

" I never thought of that," she said. " He's

never done it, now he shall."

She took the big book down and read one

part of it eagerly.

" I don't see why not," she decided, and

she went to her husband with the request that

he should run through Magellan's Straits

when he came to it.

"Not for dollars," said Will Ryder.

" When I'm skipper of a Pacific Navigation

boat I'll take you through, but not till

then."

" But look at all you cut off," urged his

wife, " if you get through."

" And how you are cut off if you don't,"

retorted Ryder. " When I was an apprentice

I went through in fine weather, and I'd

rather drive a 'bus down Fleet Street in a

fog than try it."

She said he had very little enterprise and

pouted.

" Suppose the Battle-Axe does it ? "

Ryder declined to suppose it.

" John wouldn't try it if you could

guarantee the weather. I know him."

" You never take my advice," said his wife.

" I love you too much," replied Will

Ryder. He put his arm about her, but she

was cross and pushed him away.

"This is mutiny," said the captain, smiling.

"Well, I feel mutinous," retorted Connie.

"I wanted you to steal two of your cousin's

men and you wouldn't. I'm sure they would

have come, for what the Battle-Axe owed

them. And you wouldn't. And now I want

to go through the Straits and you won't.

The very, very next time that I want to do

anything I shall do it without asking you.

Why did you bet a hundred pounds if you

weren't prepared to try to win it ? "

"We'll win yet," said the skipper, cheer

fully " We're only just started."
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The two vessels kept company right down

to the Horn, and there, between Ildefonso

Island and the Diego Ramirez Islands, the

Star of the South lost sight of her sister and

her rival, in a dark sou'-westerly gale. With

the wind astern as it was when they squared

away with Cape Horn frowning to the

nor'-west the Star was a shooting star, as they

said for'ard.

" If we could on'y carry a gale like this

right to the line, we'd "ave a pull over the

Battle-Axe, ma'am," said Silas Bagge, an old

fo'c's'le man, who was Mrs. Ryder's favourite

among all the

crew. He was

a magnificent

old chap with a

long white

beard, which he

wore tucked in

side a guernsey,

except in fine

weather.

"But we

can't; there'll

be the trades,"

said the cap

tain's wife,

dolorously.

" I've picked

up the sou'-east

trade blowin' a

gale, ma'am, be

fore now," said

Kagge; " years

ago, in '74 or

thereabouts, I

was in the Se-

ainderabad, and

we crossed the

line, bound

south, doing

eleven close-

'auled, and we

carried 'em to

twenty-se ve n

south latitude.

" Me and Bob Condy could 'ave got

Gribbs and Tidewell out of the Battle-Axe

easy as easy," said Silas, regretfully. "Twas

a lost hopportunity, and there you are."

The honourable conduct of his skipper in

vetoing this little game seemed no more than

foolishness to Bagge.

" When we comes to the Hequator and it's

' square away ' and ' brace up' every five

minutes till one's 'ands are raw, 'twill be a grief

to every mother's son aboard," said Bagge, as

he touched his cap and went for'ard.

' ' HOPE TILL YOU BUST, MA'AM,' SAID tll.AS BAGGE.

There's times when it's difficult to say where

the trades begin south too. Mebbe we'll be

chased by such a gale as this nigh up to

thirty south."

" It's hoping too much," said Mrs. Ryder.

"Hope till you bust, ma'am," said Silas

Bagge. " Nothin's lost till it's won. If we

can only get out of the doldrums without

breaking our hearts working the ship, there's

no knowing what'll 'appen. 'Twas a pity we

didn't get them other two 'ands, though."

And there she agreed with him.

But now the Star of the South went boom

ing on the out

side of the Falk

land s with a

gale that drew

into the sou'-

sou' - west and

howled after

her. She scooped

up the seas at

times and

dipped her nose

into them, and

threw them

apart and wal

lowed. The men

were happy, for

the fo'c's'le

didn't leak, and

the galley - fire

was kept going

every night to

dry their clothes.

At midnight

every man got

a mug of cocoa,

and those that

rose up called

Mrs. Ryder

blessed, and

those that lay

down agreed

with them. The

6/(?rwas a happy

ship. There was

no rule against playing the concertina on a

Sunday in her fo'c's'le, and the men were not

reduced to playing " blind swaps " with their

oldest rags for amusement, as they were in

the Batile-Axe. And yet every man in the

Star knew his lime for growling was coming

on, with every pitch and send of the sea.

They picked up the trades in nearly 3odeg.

south, with only a few days of a light and

variable breeze, and the trades were good.

"But where's the Battle-Axe?"asked Mrs.

Ryder.
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She kept a bright look-out for her, and

deeply regretted that her petticoats prevented

her going aloft to search the horizon for John

Watchett. She rubbed her hands in hope.

" I do believe, Will, that we must be ahead

of him," she declared, afttr the south-east

trade had been steady on the Star's star

board beam for a week.

"Not much ahead," replied Will.

And just then Bob Condy, who was aloft

on the foreto'gallant yard cutting off old

seizings and putting on new ones, hailed the

deck.

" There's a sail on the port beam, sir."

" Take a glass aloft and have a look at

her, Mr. McGill," said the skipper. " No,

never mind, I'll go myself, as you've never

seen the Battle-Axe at sea. I know the cut

of her jib, and no mistake."

So Will Ryder went up to the maintop-

gallant-yard, and with his leg astride of the

yard took a squint to loo'ard. He shut up

the glass so quick that his wife knew at once

that the distant sail was the Battk-Axe. As

he came down slowly he nodded to her.

"It is?"

" Rather," said Ryder. " I'm sorry we've

no stun-sails. We're carrying all we've got

and all we can."

" And to think he's as good as we were on

our own point of sailing ! " said his wife, with

the most visible vexation. " Can't you do

anything to make her go faster, Will ? "

And when Will said he couldn't unless he

got out and pushed, Mrs. Ryder sat on a

hen-coop and very nearly cried. For if the

Battle-Axe had done so well up'to this she

would do better in the dead regions of the

line, and the Star would do much worse.

There the want of a few more hands would

tell. The Star was no good at catching

cat's-paws, and short-handed she worked like

an unoiled gate.

" If I'd only done what Silas Bagge

wanted," she said, " we'd have been all right.

To think that the want of a couple of hands

should make all the difference."

It was cruelly hard, but when vessels are

undermanned at any time, less than their

complement means "pull devil, pull baker/'

with the former best at the tug of war.

For days there was nothing to choose

between the vessels, save that the unusual

strength of the trades gave the Star a trifling

advantage. Every night Watchett took in

his royals. This Ryder declined to do,

though he often expected them to take them

selves in.

" What did I say, ma'am ?" said old

Bagge. " I told you it could blow quite 'eavy

in its way in the south-east trades."

And thus it happened that what the

Star lost by day.she pulled up by

night. And presently the Battle-Axe

edged up closer

and at last was

within hailing dis

tance. Watchett

stood on his poop

with a speaking-

trumpet, and

roared in sombre

triumph :â��

"MRS. RYDER SAT ON A HEN-COOP AND NEARLY CklKD."

" I'm as good

as you this trip on

your best p'int,

Ryder!"

"Tell him to

go toâ��to thun

der," said Mrs.

Ryder, angrily.

Nevertheless, she

waved her hand

kerchief to her

enemy's wife, who

was standing by

" plain Jack Wat

chett." '

" You've done
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mighty well," said Ryder, in his turn, " but it

isn't over yet."

Jack Watchett intimated that he thought

it was. He offered to double the bet. He

also undertook to sail round the Star of the

South in a light wind. He offered to tow

her, and made himself so disagreeable that

Mrs. Ryder, who knew what became a lady,

went below to prevent her snatching the

speaking-trumpet from her husband and say

ing things for which she would be sorry

afterwards. But Ryder, though he was by no

means a saint, kept his temper and only

replied with chaff, which was much more

offensive to Watchett than bad language.

" And don't be too sure," he added. " I

may do you yet."

"Not you," said Watchett. " I'm cocksure."

They sailed in company for a week, and

gradually, as the trade lessened in driving

power, the Battle-Axe drew ahead inch by

inch. And as she did Mrs. Ryder's appetite

failedâ��she looked thin and ill.

" Don't feel it so much, chickabiddy," said

her husband.

" I can't help it," sobbed Connie. " I hate

your cousin. Oh, Will, if you'd only let me

entice those two men from him. Bagge was

sure that Gribbs and Tidewell would have

come."

" Iâ��Iâ��wanted to win," replied Connie ;

"and it'll be calm directly, and you know

what that means."

" It wouldn't have been fair,1' said Ryder.

It was calm directly, and very soon every

one knew what it meant. For it was a real

fat streak of a calm that both vessels ran into.

And as luck would have it the Battle-Axe,

which was by now almost hull down to the

nor'ard, got into it first. The Star of the.

South carried the wind with her till she was

within a mile of her rival. For a whole day

they pointed their jibbooms alternately at

Africa and South America, to the North Pole

and the South. What little breeze there was

after that day took them farther still into an

absolute area of no wind at all.

" This is the flattest calm I ever saw," said

Ryder. " In such a calm as this he has no

advantage."

They boxed the compass for the best part

of a week and lay and cooked in a sun that

made the deck-seams bubble. At night the

air was as hot as it had been by day. The

men lay on deck, on the deck-house, on

the fo'c's'le head.

" This is a bally scorcher," said the crews

of both ships. " Let's whistle."

They whistled feebly, but the god of the

winds had gone a journey, or was as fast

asleep as Baal. And day by day the two

vessels drifted together. At last they had

to lower the boats and tow them apart.

Watchett was very sick with the whole

meteorology ofV the universe, and being a

whole-souled man, incapable of more than

one animosity at a time, he found no leisure

to spare from reviling a heaven of brass to

taunt Ryder. At the end of the week he

even hailed the Star and offered to come on

board and bring his wife.

" I don't want him," said Connie Ryder:

" I won't have him."

And as she said so she jumped as if a pin

had been stuck into her.

" What's the matter ? " asked her husband.

" Nothing," said Connie. " But let him

come ! "

She went for'ard to interview the cook, so

she said. But she really went to interview

Silas Bagge. When she came back she

found Watchett and his wife on board. If

she was a little stiff with Watchett he never

noticed it. As a matter of fact, the whims

and fads and tempers of a woman were of

no more account than the growling of the

men for'ard. He was too much engaged in

cursing the weather to pay her any attention.

" This licks me," he said ; " in a week we

ain't movedâ��we're stuck. 'Ow long will it

last, Bill ? "

" It looks as if it might last for ever,"

replied Ryder. " We've struck a bad streak."

The women had tea and the men drank

whisky and water. Although Watchett didn't

know it, two of his hands left the boat and

were given something to eat in the galley by

Mrs. Ryder's orders. It was Bagge who

conveyed the invitation, with the connivance

of the mate, for whom the word of the

captain's wife was law.

" 'Ave some marmalade and butter ? " said

Bagge. " Does they feed you good in the

Battle-Axe, Gribbs ? "

" Hogwash," said Gribbs, with his mouth

full. " Ain't it, Tidewell ? "

Tidewell, who was a youngster of a good

middle-class family, who had gone to sea as

an apprentice and run from his ship, agreed

with many bitter words.

" As I told you, we lives like fightin'-cocks

'ere," said Bagge. " When you're full in the

back teeth, we'll 'ave your mates up. We

likes to feed the pore and 'ungry, don't we,

doctor ? "

The cook, to whom Bagge had confided

something, said he did his best, his humble

best.
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"The Star's an 'appy ship," he added.

" We know what your ship is."

The other two men came up in their turn

and were filled with tea and biscuit and

butter and marmalade till they smiled.

"This is like

home," said Wat

Crampe, who was

from Newcastle.

" It wass petter

â��much petter,"

said Evan Evans,

" and ass for the

captain's wife, she

iss a lady, what-

efer."

That evening

Ryder and his

wife returned the

call and were

rowed to the

Battle-Axe by

Bagge, Bob Con-

dy, and two more

of the men.

Bagge and Condy

went into the

fo'c's'le. They lost

no time in con-

demning the

Battle - Axe and

in lauding their

own ship.

"This 'ere's a

stinkin' 'ooker,

mates," said Silas Bagge ; " why, our fo'c's'le

is a lady's droring-room compared with it. And

as for the grub, ask them as come on board

us this afternoon. What d'ye say, Gribbs ? "

" If I tell Ned, 'e'll do it for sure. 'E's

the biggest joker 'ere ! "

"Then tell him," said Silas.

That evening Ned Tidewell and Billy

Gribbs acted in a very strange way on board

'AVE SOME MAKMAI.ADE AND BUTTER?' SAID BAGGF.

" Toppin'," said Gribbs. " It's spiled my

happetite "ere."

" It wass good," said the Welshman ; " it

wass good, whatefer."

Bagge took Billy Gribbs aside on the deck

and had a talk with him.

" Oh, Lord ! " said Gribbs. " Oh, what ? "

" Straight talk," replied Silas; 'â�¢'â�¢she said so."

" Do you mean it ? "

" Do I mean it ? " replied Silas, with un

utterable scorn. " In course I mean it. It

will sarve them right as it sarves right."

Gribbs held on to the rail and laughed till

he ached. "It's the rummiest notion I ever

'card tell on."

" Not so rummy ! "

"Wot!" cried Gribbs, "not so rummy?

Well, if it ain't so rummy, I'm jiggered. I'll

think of it."

" Do, and tell your mate Tidewell."

the Battle - Axe.

Without any ob

vious reason they

kept on bursting

into violent fits of

laughter.

"The pore

blokes is gone

dotty from the

'eat," said the

pitying crowd.

"We've 'card of

such before."

"Why should

n't I laugh?"

asked Gribbs.

" I'm laughiri' be

cause I'm a pore

silly sailor - man

and my life ain't

worth livin'. If

I'd died early I'd

ha' been saved a

pile o' trouble. I

was thinkin' of

my father's green

fields as I looked

over the side this

afternoon."

"Was you

really ?" asked the oldest man on board.

" Then you take my advice quick and go and

ask the skipper for a real good workin' pill

of the largest size."

" Wot for ? " asked Gribbs.

" Because you've hobvious got a calentopr,"

said the old fo'c's'le man. " And chaps as gets

a calentoor jumps overboard. Oh, but that's

well known at sea by those as knows anythin'."

But Gribbs laughed.

" The worst is as it's catchin'," said his

adviser, anxiously ; " it's fatally catchin'. I've

"card of crews doin' it one hafter the hother,

till there wasn't no one left. In 'eat it was

and in calm."

"Gammon," said Gribbs. But he was

observed to sigh.

" Are you 'ot in your 'ead ?" asked the

anxious and ancient one.

"I feels a little 'ot and rummy," said

Gribbs; " but what I chiefly feels is a desire

to eat grass."

The old man groaned.

" Then it's got you. Mates, we ought to tie
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" Daisies draws a man, and buttercups

draws a man," said old Brooks.

''Don't," said Crampe, with a snigger.

" You make me feel that I must pick butter

cups or die."

" Do you now ? " asked Brooks. " Do you

now ? "

And he sneaked aft to the skipper, who

was turning all ways, as if wondering where

windward was.

" I'm very uneasy about Crampe, sir," he

said, with a scrape, as he crawled up the port

poop ladder. " 'Is

mind is set on

buttercups."

" The deuce it

is!" cried Wat-

chett, and going

down to the main

deck he called

Crampe out.

" What's this I

'ears about your

'ankering after

buttercups ? " he

demanded, very

anxiously.

"I did feel as

if I'd like to see

one, sir," said

Crampe.

" Don't let me

'ear of it again,"

began Watchett,

angrily, but he

pulled himself up

with an ill grace.

" But there, go in

and lie down, and

you needn't come

on deck in your

watch. I can't

afford to lose

no more mad

fools. And you

shall have butter instead of buttercups."

And that night both Crampe and Evans

disappeared.

" I believe I 'card a splash soon after six

bells," said old Brooks. " Mates, this is most

'orrid. I feels as if I should be drawed over

board by a mermaid in spite of myself."

And Watchett went raving crazy.

Ryder came on board the Battle-Axe as

soon as the latest news was signalled to him.

Mrs. Ryder declined to go, but she gave him

a timely piece of advice.

" Don't let him off the bet, Will, or I'll

never forgive you."

" I won't do

that," said, her

husband, hastily,

as if he hadn't

been thinking of

doing it.

"YOU SHALL HAVK BUTTER INSTEAD OP BUTTERCUPS.

" And marmalade, sir ? " suggested Crampe.

" Marmalade's yellow too, as yellow as

buttercups."

" Say the word agin and I'll knock you

flat," said the skipper. Hut, nevertheless, he

sent the whole crowd marmalade and butter

at four bells in the first dog-watch.

" Hoo, but it iss fine," said " Efan Efans."

" Thiss iss goot grup whatefer and moreover,

yess ! "

" They scoffs the like in the Star day in

and day out," said Crampe ; " if I can't roll

on grass I'd like to be in her."

"And if he

asks for a man or

two, you know

we're short-

handed already."

" Tell me some-

t h i ng I do n't

k n o w," said

Ryder, a trifle

crossly. Even his

sweet temper suf

fered in :

in the shade.

" I dare say I

could," said his

wife, when he was

in the boat; " I

dare say I could."

Watchett re

ceived his cousin

with an air of

gloom that would

have struck a

damp on any

thing anywhere

but the Equator.

" This is a terrible business," he said. " I

never 'card of anything like it. Every night

a man, and last night two ! "

Ryder was naturally very much cut up

about it, and said so.

" Will you have some more marmalade?"

he asked, anxiously.

" Marmalade don't work," said Watchett,

sadly; "it don't work worth a cent. Nor

does butter. I'd give five pounds for some

green cabbage "

A brilliant idea struck Ryder.

" Why don't you paint her green, all the

inside of the rail and the boats ? "
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â�¢" She'd be a beauty show, like a blessed

timber-droghing Swede," said Watchett, with

great distaste. " But d'ye think it'd work ? "

" You might try," replied Ryder.

" And now you've got the bulge on me,"

sighed Watchett; " with two 'ands missing

from both watches, she'll be as 'ard in the

mouth as your Star. You might let me off

that bet, Bill."

" No," said Ryder, "a bet's a bet."

" But fairness is fairness," urged Watchett ;

" there should be a clause in a bet renderin'

it void by the act of God or the Queen's

enemies."

" There isn't," said his cousin, " and you

forget you wouldn't help me about those

two hands I wanted."

" Oh, if you talk like that "

" That's the way I talk," said Ryder,

remembering the wife he had left behind

him. " I'm sorry."

" Hang your sorrow," said Watchett. " But

I'll lose no more, and 'tain't your money yet."

" Will you and Mary come on board to

tea ? " asked Ryder.

" I won't tea with no unfair person with

no sympathy," returned Watchett, savagely.

And when Ryder had gone he set the

crowd painting his beautiful white paint a

ripe grass-green.

" Watch if it soothes 'em any," he said to

Seleucus Thorns. " If it seems to work I'll

paint 'er as green as a child's Noah's Ark."

And that night there was no decrease of

the Battle-Axe's sad crowd, in spite of the

fact that he did not act on his impulse to

lock them up in the stuffy fo'c's'le. For

soon after midnight Mr. Double felt one

side of his face cooler than the other as he

stood staring at the motionless lights of the

Star of the South, then lying stern on to the

Battle-Axe's starboard beam.

" Eh ? What ? Jerusalem ! " said Double.

Then he let a joyous bellow out of him.

" Square the yards ! "

For there was a breath of wind out of the

south. Both vessels were alive in a moment,

and while the Battle-Axe was squaring away

the Star's foreyard was braced sharp up on

the starboard tack till she fell off before the

little breeze. Then she squared her yards

too, and both vessels moved at least a mile

towards home before they began fooling all

round the compass again.

" Them hands missin' makes a difference,"

said Watchett, gloomily. " Less than enough

is starvation."

As they fought through the night for the

flaws of wind which came out of all quarters,

the short watches of the Battle-Axe found

that out and grumbled accordingly. But it was

a very curious thing that the Star of the South

was never so easy to handle.

"That foreyard goes round now," said old

Semple, "as if it was hung like a balance.

This is very surprisin'. So it is."

He mentioned the remarkable fact to

McGill when he came on deck at four in the

morning, and so long as it was dark, as it

was till nearly six, McGill found it so too.

And both watches were in a surprisingly good

temper. For nothing tries men so much as

" brace up " and " square away " every five

minutes as they work their ship through a belt

of calm. But as soon as the sun was up the

Star worked just as badly as she did before.

" It's maist amazin'," said McGill.

During the day the calm renewed itself and

gave everyone a rest. But once more the

breeze came at night, and the amazing easi

ness of the Star showed itself when the dark

ness fell across the sea. Ryder and Semple

and McGill were full of wonder and delight.

"The character of a ship will change

sometimes," said Semple. " It's just like a

collision that will alter her deviation. This

calm has worked a revolution."

Because of this revolution the Star got

ahead of the Battle-Axe every change

and chance of the wind. She got ahead

with such .effect that on the third day

the Battle-Axe was hull down to the south-

'ard, and when the fourth dawn broke she

was out of sight. This meant much more

than may appear, for the Star picked up the

north-east trade nearly four days earlier than

her rival, and a better trade at that. When

the Battle-Axe crawled into its area it was

half-sister to a calm, while the Star was doing

eight knots an hour. And as there was now

no need to touch tack or sheet, there was no

solution of the mysterious ease with which

she worked in the dark. How long the

mystery might have remained such no one

can say, but it was owing to Mrs. Ryder's

curious behaviour that it came out. She

laughed in the strangest manner till Ryder

got quite nervous.

" These chaps that jumped over from the

Battle-Axe laughed like that," he told her, in

great anxiety.

And she giggled more and more.

" Shall I try marmalade ?" she asked.

Then she sat down by him and went off into

something so like hysterics that a mere man

might be excused for thinking she was crazy.

" They're not dead ! " she cried ; " they're

not dead !"
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111 THEY'RE NOT DEAD!' SHE CRiEn ; ' THEV'RF NOT DEAD

" Who aren't dead ? " asked her husband,

desperately.

And, remembering something which had

been told him years before, he took her

hands and slapped with such severity that

she screamed and then cried, and finally put

her head upon his shoulder and confessed.

" Was it mutiny of me to do it ?" she

asked, penitently.

Will Ryder tried to look severe, and then

laughed until he cried. " What ever made

you think of it ? "

" It wasn't a what; it was a who," said his

wife ; " it was Silas Bagge."

" The dickens it was," said Will, and with

that he left her.

"Call all hands and let them muster aft,"

he said to McGill, who, much wondering, did

what he was told. The watch on deck

dropped their jobs and the watch below

turned out.

" Call the names over," said Ryder, sternly.

"They're all here, sir," said McGill.

The skipper looked down at the upturned

faces of the men and singled out Silas Bagge

ns if he meant to speak to him. But he

checked himself, and, going down to the

miin deck, walked for'ard to the fo'c's'le.

The men turned to look after him, and there

was a grin on every face which would have

been ample for two.

Ryder walked quietly,

and pushing aside the

canvas door he came

on a party playing

poker. He heard

strange voices.

"I go one petter,

moreover," said one of

them.

" I see you and go

two better," said a man

with a Newcastle burr

in his speech.

Then Ryder took a

hand.

" And I see you,"

he remarked. They

dropped theircardsand

jumped to their feet.

"What are you doing

here ? " he demanded.

And there wasn't a word

from one of them ;

they looked as sheep

ish as four stowaways

interviewing the skip

per before a crowd of

passengers.

"Get on deck," said Ryder. And much

to McGill's astonishment the addition to the

crew appeared with the captain behind them.

" Divide this lot among the watches," said

Ryder.

leaving McGill to "tumble to the racket,"

he walked to the mate's berth and explained

to him that henceforth the Star of the South

would go about as easy by day as by night.

"Then they're not dead !" cried Semple.

" Not by a jugful," said Ryder, nodding.

"This is very lucky, sir," said the mate,

smiling.

"It's confoundedly irregular, too," replied

the skipper, as he rubbed his chin. " Are you

sure you knew nothing of it, Mr. Semple?"

" Me, sir ! Why, I'd look on it as mutiny,"

said Semple ; " rank mutiny ! "

:: It was Mrs. Ryder's notion, Semple."

" You don't say so, sir ! She's a woman

to be proud of! "

" So she is," replied Ryder. " So she is."

He went back to his wife.

"You'll win the hundred pounds now,

Will ? "

" I believe I shall," said Ryder.

" And I'll spend it," cried his wife, running

to him and kissing him.

" I believe you will," said Ryder.

It was a happy ship.
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The Size of the World's Great Cities.

BY ARTHUR T. UOLLING.

: HOSE imposing agglomerations of twenty-nine large and small cities, ranging in

of houses and dwellers we call population from 334,991 to 51,247 inhabitants,

cities (in most cases political These are called the Metropolitan boroughs;

or commercial capitals) have but as it is rather geographical size than popu-

shown a notable rate of lation which here concerns us, we may state

progress during the last two 'that the largest of these boroughs is VVands-

or three decades. More and more do the

centripetal forces at work in almost every

nation make for the growth of the capital at

the expense of the rural community. A

century ago a million human beings dwelling

side by side under a single municipal govern

ment was almost of itself one of the great

wonders of the world. Men spoke of

London with bated breath and wondered

where it would all end. Reports of monster

cities in China with a population double that

of Ixmdon were dismissed as travellers' tales.

Travellers' tales, verily, they have proved

to be, seeing that Peking even to-day has

fewer than a million souls. But what would

our forefathers have said of these twentieth-

century "wens," these "gloomy or glowing,

febrile and throbbing concentrations" of

human life, number-

ing not merely two,

but three, four, and

even five millions of

souls ?

worth, with an area of 9,130 acres, and the

smallest is Holborn, with 409 acres.

Let us take London

as the basis of our

diagrams. London is

an indeterminate

quantity. It may mean

the City of London,

which comprises only

673 acres, or it may

mean the Administra

tive County of Lon

don, which boasts

nearly 117 square

miles, or 74,839 acres,

or Greater London,

which embraces the

Metropolitan Police

district, and has an

area of no less than

692 square miles, or

443,420 acres. If we

take the second of

these Londons we

shall find it to consist

The

average area of these boroughs, if we exclude

the City, is about four square miles. Within

these borders of Londonâ��which must not be

confounded with Greater Londonâ��there were

in 1901 4,536,541 souls, living in 616,461

houses. Within this area, besides buildings,

must be counted 12,054 acres of grass,

including the public parks and gardens.

If we take Greater London we embrace a

far wider and yet still a homogeneous com

munity, for it cannot be denied that the

adjoining boroughs just outside the pale of

the administrative county are policed from

the same centre, are London to the Post

Office, and commonly regard themselves, what

they must soon be officially, as an integral

LONDON: THE ADMINISTRATIVE COUNTV OF LONDON, WITH WHICH THE OTHER CITIES ARK

COMPARED, IS SHOWN MY THE SHADED rOKTION.
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part of the Great Wen. Greater Londonâ��

within the fifteen-mile radiusâ��is far more

homogeneous and compact than Greater

Chicago, for example, or even than Greater

New York or Greater Boston. We have

here an aggregation of 6,580,000 inhabitants

and, as we have already seen, 443,420 acres.

But perhaps the fairest estimate of London

is the natural one of a single mass

of buildings, without any unoccupied or

unimproved areas. This gives us a solid,

compact city of 85,000 acres and 6,000,000

inhabitants; extending from Edmonton on*

capital is for its population remarkably small

in area, a fact clearly owing to its fixed

military barriers, which make growth upward

rather than outward. Consequently, dwellers

in Paris often have six or eight pairs of stairs

to climb where the dweller in London has

but two. There have been repeated agita

tions for municipal expansion, but so far

nothing has been done to annex the sur

rounding communes. Paris has a popula

tion of 2,700,000, living in 75,000 houses,

and an area of over thirty-one square miles.

If, however, the agglomeration of houses be

A MAP OF PARIS PRINTED Ul'ON A MAP OP LONDON, SHOWlKG THE RELATIVE SHAPES AND SIZES.

the north to Croydon on the south, and

east and west from Woolwich to Baling.

Nor can one doubt, at the present rate of

expansion, that even more distant areas than

Croydon will eventually be included, although

the Scotsman may have been a little

"previous" who addressed a letter to a

friend at " Bournemouth, S.\V."

takenâ��including the suburbsâ��the area is

forty-five square miles and the population

3,600,000, although, as yet, this is not

actually and geographically Paris.

In the following article we propose to

compare with London the sizes of the chief

cities of the world and, by printing a black

map of each city upon a map of London, to

display their relative magnitude at a glance.

Let us see, to begin with, how Paris com

pares with London as represented in the

above diagram.

At a coup d'&j/vre perceive that the French

Berlin, a mere village a century ago, is the

third city of Europe in point of population,

and its growth since 1870 has been pheno

menal, as we shall see. Yet the technical

barriers which enclose the city remain pre

cisely what they were more than forty years

ago, and Berlin is still as it was in 1861,

compressed within twenty-eight square miles,

six miles long and five and a half wide. At

the close of the Franco-Prussian War Berlin,

now the capital of a new empire, became

a paradise for builders. Streets of houses

appeared almost as if by magic, and the
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BERLIN COMPARED WITH LONDON.

tion of Vienna " has

for nearly half a cen

tury been a watch

word amongst the

progressive party in

the Austrian capital.

The example of

Paris â�� with which

the Viennese love

to be comparedâ��

has, since 1858,

brought to the fore

innumerable Hauss-

mannizing projects,

all of which have

tended to the city's

amplifying and

beautifying. The

second or outer

girdle of fortifica

tions has been

taken down; the

barriers thus re

moved, fifty suburbs

became, in 1891,

part and parcel of

the capital. Before

this time Vienna was

whole aspect of the city became changed, twenty-one English square miles, or one-third

From being the worst lighted, the worst less than Paris; afterwards it covered sixty-

drained, and ugliest capital in Europe it has nine square miles, besides having by the pro-

become one of the

finest, cleanest, and

handsomest of

cities, and its popu

lation has more

than doubled. Ber

lin now boasts with

in its boundaries

1,857,000 inhabi

tants. But without

there is, in Ibsen's

phrase, "the

younger genera

tion knocking at the

door," and Greater

Berlin might have

a population of

2,430,000, with an

area at least treble,

extending, indeed,

as far as Potsdam.

Berlin's actual in

crease from 1800

to 1900 was 818 per

cent., multiplying

its population by

nine.

"The transforma-

VIENNA COMPAKKD WITH LONDON.

ESSEX
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cess added half a million to its population,

which now stands at 1,662,269. But Vienna

does not intend to be stationary in the coming

decade. The fe\'er of the municipal race for

territory is upon her also. She is now reaching

out for the adjoining town of Floridsdorf across

the Danube, together with four other com

munes, having a population of 50,000 ; and

this step increases the area of Vienna to

about eighty-two square miles, nearly thrice

the size of Berlin. Naturally such a large

territory for a population smaller than a third

that of London would comprise much open

ground, especially as there is great over

crowding in the industrial districts. And, as

a matter of fact, over five-eighths of Vienna

threatened by Budapest, would ere this

have completely vanished. After the Austro-

Prussian struggle and the marvellous rise of

Berlin and Budapest, the city on the

Danube would have sunk to be the Bruges

of the twentieth century.

There is, perhaps, hardly a capital in the

world so badly situated as St. Petersburg.

To its north and east is a desolate wilderness,

and to its south is a mighty stretch of marsh

land, and it is 400 miles from any important

commercial centre. Yet, built at the behest

of an Imperial autocrat, it has risen steadily

into magnitude and wealth, at the cost of

hundreds of thousands of human lives.

St. Petersburg is, as all the world knows,

built on a swamp,

or low-lying allu

vial deposits, at

the mouth of the

Neva. These

cover altogether

an area of 21,185

acres, of which

12,820 are part of

the delta proper

of the river and

1,330 acres are

submerged. In

consequence of its

origin and present

condition the city

is naturally sub

ject to inunda

tions, but these,

owing to the ad

mirable public

works and precau

tions taken, are

not of frequent

occurrence. Of

the area of the

city, 798 acres are

given up to gar

dens and parks,

while a third of the whole area is densely

overcrowded, the average in some districts

being one inhabitant for every ninety-three

square feet and some dwellings containing

from 400 to 2,000 inhabitants each. As for the

population, it is now 1,248,739, to which if

that of the suburbs be added (190,635), the

Russian capital is the fifth city of Europe. Yet

in area it is far too small ; overcrowding is

universal, in spite of the 1,000 dwellings

that are erected annually, and the mortality

is appalling.

E SSEX
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ST. PETERSBURG COMPARED WITH LONDON.

is woods, pastures and vineyards, and arable

ground, while above a tenth of the total area

is made up of parks, gardens, and squares.

The cost of making Vienna so vast has been

enormous; but it has not been borne by the

ratepayers to any oppressive extent, because

the appropriated military ground and sites of

fortifications have yielded a handsome profit,

and municipal improvements in the annexed

districts have, of course, enhanced the value

of property. Moreover, the most acute

observers are convinced that, if Vienna had

not roused herself to material self-improve

ment, her prestige, which is already

KENT

:->/*â�¢

Liverpool is about six miles long by about

three broad, the area being 13,236 acres. It
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LIVERPOOL COMPARED WITH LONDON.

has a population of 686,332 within boundaries

less than half the size of Berlin or Paris. But

it comprised only 5,210 acres in 1895. In

that year, feeling

cramped, Liverpool '

annexed an area of

8,026 acres. Of the

total area, there is

comprised 7 7 2/^

acres of parks and

gardens.

Peking, as we may

see, is a walled city of

oblong shape, and

contains a total area

of about thirty

square miles. The

two chief divisions

are known as the Tar

tar city and the outer

or Chinese city. The

population is now

about 1,000,000.

Writing twenty years

ago Sir Robert Doug

las thought that a

population of a mere

million was "out of

all proportion to the

immense area en

closed within its walls.

Vol. xxvii.â��69.

This disparity,"

he continued, " is

partly accounted

for by the fact that

large spaces, not

ably in the Chinese

city, are not built

over, and that the

grounds surround

ing the Imperial

Palace private re

sidences are very

extensive."

What would

he have said of

Chicago, New

York, Budapest,

or, indeed, of any

modern capital

"expanded"? To

us, at the begin

ning of the twen

tieth century, a

million inhabitants

seems a very re

spectable popula

tion indeed for a

city of only thirty

square miles, and in this respect we can

no longer sneer or be astonished at the

" peculiarities " of Oriental cities.

PEKING COMPARED WITH LONDON.
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BOSTON COMPARED WITH LONDON.

Boston is one of the older and

more conservative American cities

which have lately

been seized by the >'

expansion fever, and

now proudly refers

to its " Greater Bos

ton." But this is as

yet only a term, and

the new Boston me

tropolitan district,

embracing all the

area within a circle

often miles from the

State House, is

hardly yet a distinct

municipality. It will

doubtless soon come

about, and in that

case twenty-two

towns and cities will

betaken tothe bosom

of " the Hub," and

the total population

will be close upon a

million and a quar

ter. At present the

area of thecity is over

thirty - seven square

miles (24,000 acres),

or just the size of

Chicago a decade

ago, of which 2,308

acres are common

open spaces and

126 acres ponds and

rivers, in addition

to numerous

squares, gardens,

and playgrounds.

The length of the

city is eight miles

and its greatest

breadth about seven

miles.

Exactly one hun

dred years ago the

American Govern

ment built Fort

Dearborn, on Lake

Michigan. In 1831

there was a village

of one hundred

people on the site ;

to-day the city of

Chicago has spread

out (rather too

generously, its rival

municipalities

think) until it comprises 190^2

square miles and a population

of 1,698,575. But only some

CHICAGO COMPARED WITH LONDON.â��THE

SOLID BLACK AREA REPRESENTS THE

ACTUAL BUILDINGS OF CHICAGO ; THE GREY AREA COMPLETING THE ADMINISTERED CITY.
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seventy square miles of this area is improved,

and less than fifty miles built upon. .As there

are also 2,232 acres of parks and open

spaces, Chicago cannot he said to be over

crowded ; especially when one remembers

the great

height of most

of the build

ings in the

business quar

ter. Chicago's

expansion, in

truth, follows

the lines laid

down by the

early Western

boom "cities,"

which were

prairie wilder-

n e s s one

week, were sur

veyed the next,

had a popula

tion of twelve,

one man to the

square mile,

and applied

for a charter

the week

following, and

elected a Mayor

Corporation. The

week the boom was

and a mere shanty

remained to mark the site of Boomopolis.

and

next

Before 1898 the city of New York lay

partly on Manhattan Island, a long and

narrow strip of land at the head of New

York Bay, thirteen miles long and twenty-

two square miles in area, and partly, although

to a very trifling extent so far as population

was concerned, north of the Harlem River,

and on several small islands in the bay and

East River. The total area was forty-two

square miles, within which was a population of

1,515,301 souls. But in the aforementioned

year the great arms of the city flung them

selves out and gathered to its bosom so many

of the outlying parts and people as to bring

NEW YORK COMPARED WITH LONDON, THE SOLID BLACK AKEA

KEI'RBSEN UNO THE ACTUAL IHJII.m NGS.THE GREY AREA COM

PLETING THE ADMINISTERED CITY.

the total area of Greater New York up to

307 square miles, and the population to

3,437,202. It must be confessed that

much of this huge municipal territory has

been rather irrelevantly brought inâ��especi

ally Staten Island (area 57'!9 square miles),

which is separated from New York proper

by the width of the bay. But, on the other

hand, other and nearer towns, such as Jersey

City and Hoboken, were excluded, for the

reason that they were in another State. Within

Greater New York are included 6,766 acres

of parks and open spaces, which is but little

more than half that of London ; yet the pro

portion of unoccupied land not under the

control of the city is, of course, many times

as great. The actual agglomeration of

buildings in Greater New Yorkâ��excluding

Staten Islandâ��covers barely 5 L,OOO acres, or

eighty square miles, as is shown in the

diagram. Less than 5,000 acres is built

upon in Staten Island.



Some Novel Banquets.

BY THEODORE ADAMS.

HE art of him who prepares the

banquet has reached, in these

latter days, a distinction of

novelty which might reason

ably make the gastronomer of

fiiV' years ago hold up his

knife and fork in v/onder. It is a novelty

born of the desire for change. No longer

does the dinner-giver merely prepare, with

the aid of his costly chef, the menu for his

guests and the viands on'it. Heâ��or, more

properly, she, because of the present promi

nence of the fair hostessâ��tries not only to

set a pretty table with flowers and cutlery of

gold. The giver of dinners is ever thinking

of that which will make the banquet memor

able to the guest, and, in some cases, even

wonders what the Press will say about it.

This means to lie awake at night, and in

such nightly vigils many wondrous things

have been evolved.

Thus we have come to hear of banquets

under conditions that make the imagination

reel, and arouse speculation as to what the

dinner of the twenty-first century will be

like. When thirty-two people sat about

on horseback a year ago, in a temporary

stable, eating from dishes handed to them

by waiters dressed as grooms, it seemed

as if the top notch of Mzarrerie had been

reached. But, as the German says, noch

nicht.

This remarkable horseback dinner was

given in the great ballroom at Sherry's by Mr.

C. K. G. Billings, of New York, and. as it

was intended to celebrate the construction of

a new stable, the rumour went round that the

banquet would be held in the structure itself.

The guests, however, met at Sherry's, and

were escorted to a small banquet room,

where a long table, in the form of an ellipse,

was lavishly banked with flowers. The

centre space was occupied by a stuffed horse,

which cast his glass eyes curiously upon the

assembly as the oysters and caviare were

served. So convinced were the guests that

this was the real and much-talked-about

equestrian dinner that their surprise was

great when they were asked to follow their

host into an adjoining room.

" Here," according to the report of one

who was at this famous banquet, " there had

taken place an amazing transformation, for

the decoration, the waxed floors, and every

thing of the world of indoors had been

obliterated. A space sixty-five by eighty-five

feet in the centre of the room had been

enclosed by scenery. The guests were in a

land of winding roadways, of brooks which

coursed through green meadows, and of

A HORSEBACK DINNER IN A HOTEL DALLROOM, THE TABLES BEING CARRIED IN FRONT OF THE SADDLES.

from a Photo, by Byron.
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giant elms. There were cottages, vine-

covered, and at the edge of a country estate

was a porter's lodge. Far away stretched

fields of grain. Over all was the blaze of a

summer sun, for above in a vault of blue

were strung electric lights. On all sides

was the country, and in the middle of the

room, rising in a pyramid, were geraniums,

daisies, and roses, all blooming as if in

the air of June. Above them a palm

formed the apex of a pyramid thirty feet

at the base. The floor was covered with

long, velvety grass. Around the centrepiece

were arranged thirty-one horses waiting for

their riders. Mr. Billings's mount stood

near the door, gazing into the geranium bed.

How the steeds got up to the ballroom is no

boots with yellow tops. Towards the end of

the feast the horses were treated with a

consideration due to their efforts, for a

turkey - red fence surrounding the floral

pyramid was discovered by the guests to

contain feeding-troughs in which had been

placed a plentiful quantity of superior oats.

After dinner the horses were taken from the

room by the grooms, small tables and chairs

were brought in, and the guests sat down to

an after-dinner chat as if in a beautiful

garden.

The horse has figured in a less ambitious,

though perhaps quite as attractive, manner

at the dinners of the Equestrian Club, which

meets in New York during the winter once

a month. For one of these banquets was

A DINNER OP THE NEW YORK EQUESTRIAN CLUR, THE TABLE REPRESENTING A HORSES HEAD.

From a Photo. 6tf Byron.

mystery in these days of large lifts, and they

were well-trained horses, who cared not for

lights and unusual conditions. Each guest

found his mount by means of a horseshoe-

shaped card attached to the saddle of the

horse, just as he had been guided to his seat

at the preliminary banquet by means of the

bits of Bristol-board at each cover."

Between every two horses there was placed

a carpet-covered block, from which the

diners swung into their saddles, where, from

little tables placed upon the pommels, they

ate their splendid dinner. The horses

showed little nervousness. Their trappings

were yellow and gold, making pretty contrast

with the costumes of the servants, who wore

trousers of white buckskin, scarlet coats, and

arranged a rural scene with trees, shrubs,

and beautiful beds of tulips and hyacinths,

the whole floor being covered with stage

grass. The table represented a horse's head,

chairs being placed around the neck, while

the head proper of the horse was a mass of

flowers, with eyes, nose, and mouth dis

played by means of ornamental and many-

coloured flowers. The bridle, particularly,

stood out strongly in brilliant red. The

menu was formed the shape of a horse's

head, with a small bit and bridle made of

leather and steel attached to it.

The use of effective scenery at such

functions is growing more common. Perrups

the most effective use to which it was ever

put was at the Proal banquet of April, 1903,
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when thirty-five ladies dined within a monster

Easter egg. The egg itself towered to the

top of Sherry's ballroom and extended almost

to the outer walls. Outside the egg was

represented a farm on which chickens, ducks,

geese, rabbits, pigs, lambs, and guinea-pigs

disported to the lifeâ��for they were really

live. The ballroom had been turned into a

fine landscape, with scenes representing fields

and pastures, with flowing brooks near by,

and farmhouses, windmills, and hayricks in

the distance. One or two mirrors reflected

parts of this landscape, which had been

arranged to express that longing for "green

fields and pastures new " which comes to all

who live a city life when spring appears.

The egg itself, with its shell of white, was

geometrically perfect, and brought to mind

the famous tale of Sindbad and the gigantic

In every respect the farm was true to life.

A farmer with blue overalls and smock passed

in front of the guests, followed by a flock of

geese. Pigs ran between his legs, and the

spring lamb frisked upon the green. Rabbits

munched their carrots until, timid at the sight

of strange people, they hid themselves in the

straw which lay about. Around were scattered

the implements of labour, as if the farmers

had just left their work. There were scythes,

mowing-machines, milk-pails, and milking-

stools to be seen. Every detail, in fact, had

been thought of necessary to make the illusion

complete, and the guestsâ��all of whom had

been kept in ignorance until they came into

the roomâ��were justly astonished at the sight.

roc. The shell was

fashioned with light

timber bands bent

to the required

shape, and the sup

ports were covered

with green, all mak

ing a delightful

arbour - like effect.

The table was oval

in form, hollowed

in the centre, within

which were floral

decorations repre

senting the white

and yellow of an

egg. Daffodils and

jonquils were used

for the yolk, while

lilies, candytuft,

and other white

flowers were freely

used. The air was

filled with fragrance

from these blooms. Mrs. Proal sat at

the head of the ornamental table, with her

guests around the oval. Music was

provided by a band of negro musicians,

who, seating themselves on wooden benches

outside the dining-room, sang plantation

melodies. The waiters were dressed as farm-

labourers in gaily-coloured shirts and smocks,

with wisps of straw upon their heads. Fortu

nate, indeed, were the thirty-five women who

took part at this unique banquet, for the farm

and its giant egg had come into existence

only for a single day, to be destroyed when

luncheon was ended and its use was over.

We already begin to see in these dinners

the existence of a new form of humour.

This is shown even better in the so-called

" babies' dinner" given at Sherry's by a

Philadelphia organization called the Kettle

Club. This club, composed of gentlemen

who summer in the Adirondack Mountains,

and who eat their forest meals round a vast

and fragrant kettle, recently decided to admit

five new members, or " babies." The only

condition of candidacy was that the "babies"

should show due appreciation of the honour

conferred upon them. The result was a

banquet such as had never been held before.

To it were invited the older members of the

club. The ballroom resembled a forest glade.

Round the walls were painted forests with real

trees in the foreground, to one of which was

hitched a hunting-horse. The scenic effects

included a dark blue cloth which represented

a sky, with a moon in the distance and
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twinkling stars. In the centre of the room

rested on a tall mound a huge kettle, twenty-

five feet high and twenty eight feet in

diameter, with a door at one side reached by

a rustic stairway. There was a circular table

within the kettle, around which sat the guests,

each with a wine "cooler" at his side.

In the centre of the table, perfectly dark

when dinner began, was a bed of tall flowers

on the floor, nine feet below. Suddenly,

when this hole was lighted, was revealed a

magnificent display of orchids, with a vine of

pale purple flowers. Below sat a negro with

a banjo, who sang and played throughout the

evening for the pleasure of the guests. The

menu card showed a picture of the kettle,

into which five babies were climbing, the

faces of these being those of the five new

members, each with a teething ring, a nursing

well-known New Yorker, Colonel O'Brien, to

the Old Guard of Delmonico's, known to

fame as the guard that "dines but never

surrenders." For this affair two menus had

been provided, one as a joke, the other for

consumption. The mock bill of fare con

tained a list of dishes which might have been

provided. For example, under the heading

of oysters were the words " half shell," which

the waiters solemnly set before the assembled

gentlemen, minus the bivalves. These being

removed made way for the next item, which,

being "cream of celery" and presumably a

soup, was found to be small tubes of celery

with cold cream inside. Through all the

regular courses the joke was carried, with

amusing success, the joint being spring lamb

with " string," or French, beans. What was

the astonishment of the guests to find served

THE GUESTS OF THE KETTLE CLUB DINNER, WITH THE KETTLE IN WHICH THEY DINED.

From a PMo. Ill Btrtm.

bottle, and a rattle. Souvenirs of the occa

sion were given to the guests in the form of

small kettles, each with the name of the

guest and the club motto, " Take the Kettle,"

painted on the side. This same inscription

appeared on the structure in which the

banquet took place, as shown in our illus

tration. Here we may note the part which

the backcloth played at this noteworthy

function.

Another novel dinner was that given by a

for this course a woolly toy Iamb on a spring,

which squeaked when pressed, and wore

dried beans on a string around its neck !

The humour of the dinner came with the

continued surprise at the ingenuity shown

by the preparer of the feast, and it can be

truly said that each item tickled the guests

immensely. With the woolly lambs this band

of gastronomers were especially pleased, and

it was at the moment when these ridiculous

toys were handed round to the well-propor-
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tioned diners that our photograph was

secured.

A few years ago Mr. Sherry himself was

returning with the impresario, Maurice Grau,

from Europe, and as the result of a wager

upon the snip's " run " Mr. Grau was given a

splendid dinner. It is now known in gastro

nomic history as the " lyre dinner," for the

table was arranged in the form of an enormous

lyre. Long gilded ropes covered with pretty

vines represented the strings, while, to carry

out the idea of the instrument, there was a

From a PMa. by]

golden cloth on the inner side of the table.

Into this were woven mauve orchids, with

electric lights sparkling under the green

leaves, thus bringing out sufficient brilliancy

to please the guests and not to affect their

eyesight. Between each two seats of the

table was a wine " cooler," sunk into the

wood in such a way that the neck only of

each champagne bottle showed above the

edge. The banquet was attended by those

best known to music in New York, and its

brilliancy has probably never been surpassed.

THE " LYR8 DINNKR," THE TABLE BEING IN THE FORM OF A LYRE.



A Doubtful Case.

BY MRS. EGERTON EASTWICK (PLKYUKI.T, NORTH).

HEN, in the year 189â��, a

weakness of the throat pre

vented me from preaching for

a time, I had considerable

difficulty in persuading Allan

Fortescue to take my place in

the pulpit.

He had been amongst us rather more than

two years ; and although an ordained priest

in the Church of England, and a man of

considerable ability, was without preferment,

and, apparently, content to remain so.

How came it, I often wondered, that he

stayed on in our quiet village, with no

apparent interest or occupation in life

beyond his garden and his books ?

Nor, when he at length consented to my

proposal and preached his first sermon in

Stony Lea, was my perplexity lessened. His

diction was that of x classical scholar, but his

words were also the outpouring of a sensitive,

warm-hearted man;

I could have fan

cied that in these

impersonal utter

ances he sought

compensation for

years of enforced

silence and isola

tion.

He had attracted

me from the first.

Manly, genial, but

strangely reserved,

Sir Lewin Max

well and myself

were, I believe, the

only visitors who

had gained admit

tance to his cottage.

When I so far

induced him to

change his habits

as to help me with

my weekly sermons

Sir Lewin Maxwell

was abroad. He

had left Stony I^a

for the Riviera in

November, and

now, early in May,

the fact of his

marriage had just

been announced.

Vol. xxvii.â��67.

No particulars, however, concerning the bride

had reached us, and the appearance of the

newly-married couple at the Hall was looked

for with much interest and curiosity. They

did not come until June, and then, by the

express desire of Sir Lewin, were met by no

demonstration of any kind ; indeed, no one,

I believe, except the steward and myself

knew the exact date or hour at which they

were to be expected.

On the Sunday following their arrival,

therefore, glances were turned with some

eagerness towards the Hall pew, but it was

occupied only by a stout, elderly lady, who

could not assuredly be Sir Lewin's newly-

married wife.

No sooner, on that day, had Allan

Fortescue in due course mounted the pulpit

than I became aware of something amiss.

From my position in the chancel I could not

see his face, but the pause which preceded

his announcement of a text

was just long enough to

cause uneasiness, and his

voice, when at length he

broke the silence, was

harsh and unnatural, al

though, when once fairly

started, he spoke with even

more than his usual fervour.

When I reached

the sacristy after the

service Fortescue

had already left,

and as I was prepar

ing to follow him

I was accosted by

the lady whom I

had seen in the

squire's pew.

SHE TURNED TO ME AND INQUIRED WHETHER I WAS AWARE OF

THE'TRUE CHARACTER OF THE MAN."

My visitor's

comely, good-tem

pered face was

flushed with heat

and nervous indig-

nat ion. After

abruptly closing the

sacristy door upon

the two of us she

turned to me and

inquired whether I

was aware of the

true character of

the man I had
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admitted to my pulpit, adding that it was with

the greatest difficulty she had refrained from

walking out of the church.

Somewhat startled, I asked for further

explanation, whereupon she gave me, at con

siderable length, the particulars I will here try

to relate as concisely as possible.

It seemed that about five years previously

Allan Fortescue had been engaged as resident

tutor to Mrs. Llewellyn's only son, and in

that capacity had ac

companied the family

to Llidisfarn, a solitary,

old-fashioned place in

Wales. The house was

occupied for the greater

part of the year by a

gardener and his wife

as caretakers; but

during the re-

si dence of

their mistress

these people

retired to their

own cottage.

Mrs. Llewellyn

brought with

her two old

and faithful ser

vants â�� bo t h

women. Her

party further in

cluded her niece

and ward, Edith

Graham, now

Sir Lewin Max

well's wife. The

evening of her

arrival Mrs.

Llewellyn re

tired early to her room

and to bed. The latter

was an antiquated four-

poster ; the canopy had

been removed for the

sake of air, but the curtains remained, and on

the night in question, the weather being boister

ous and the room draughty, had been drawn

so as to have only a small opening at the foot.

Before retiring Mrs. Llewellyn had taken

from her travelling-bag an ebony and silver

casket which contained some valuable

diamonds. She had intended placing the

casket in an iron safe near the head of the

bed, but had found the lock rusty from

disuse ; consequently, being exceedingly tired,

and believing there could be no fear of

burglars in this quiet and remote place, she

left the casket on the dressing-table.

A FIGURE CARRYING

TH!

The dressing-table faced the door of the

room, and to cross from one to the other it

was necessary to pass the foot of the bed.

In the dead of the night Mrs. Llewellyn

awoke, feeling sure that someone was stirring

in the room, and, as she became more fully

conscious, saw on the ceiling above her a

dim reflection of light. Almost at the same

moment a figure carrying a small reading-

lamp passed the aperture between the curtains

A SMALL READING-LAMP PASSED

E APERTURE."

at the foot of

the bed, going

towards the

door, and she

recognised, to

her amazement,

the tutor, Allan

Fortescue. She

described her

self as being

too surprised

and terrified to

call out; it

seemed but a

moment before

the door was

closed and she

was in darkness

and alone.

Then she struck

a light, sprang

from the bed,

and went to

the dressing-

table. The

ebony casket

was gone. Even

then she gave

no alarm. Ex

cept her son

and Allan For

tescue, only

women were in

the house;

and she re

flected that it would be safer and wiser to

wait until the morning. That the thief

should dispose of the diamonds during

the night was virtually impossible. Also the

circumstances were otherwise peculiar. Allan

Fortescue was at that time the avowed

admirer of Miss Graham, and for her sake

an open scandal was, if possible, to be

avoided.

The following morning, however, after

hours of sleepless anxiety, Mrs. Llewellyn

summoned the tutor to the study, made her

accusation, and demanded the return of her

property.
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He did not attempt either to explain or

deny his presence in her room during the

night, but appeared to treat the idea of theft

as a ludicrous jest, and stoutly maintained

that the jewels were not in his possession.

During the altercation which followed Miss

Graham entered, and Fortescue at once

explained the situation.

Apparently to his surprise, Miss Graham

took the affair very seriously, and seemed to

feel that the evidence against him was

overwhelming. She pleaded, however, so

piteously that for her sake he might be

spared from public disgrace that Mrs.

Llewellyn finally consented to allow him to

leave the house, upon the understanding that

he should seek no further intercourse with

any member of the family, and that he should

never again undertake the duties either of a

clergyman or a tutor. Under these circum

stances he at la'st seemed to realize the

seriousness of his position ; he went away

that morning, maintaining towards the end

an obstinate silence. The most rigorous

search, made at his own request, among his

possessions failed to reveal the diamonds,

which, indeed, had never since been heard of.

I also gathered that, although made fully

aware of the penalty to be incurred by any

breach of the conditions named, he had

steadily refused to bind himself as to his

future.

That afternoon, as soon as I was at leisure,

I walked down to Allan Fortescue's cottage.

Shocked and distressed as I was at the

story, I felt many points in it needed clearing

up, and was inwardly assured that, if he

would, he had the power to explain the

whole matter satisfactorily.

He opened the door himself.

" I know," he said, abruptly, before I could

speak, "why you have come. Mrs. Llewellyn

was with you this morning; I saw her rustling

up towards the sacristy. Don't let charity

bring you any farther."

I signed to him to let me come in.

" We can't talk on the doorstep," I said.

" Of course, it is all a mistake."

He let me come to the study; then, as he

closed the door behind me, he said :â��

" There is no mistake. I was thereâ��in

her room that night. She saw me."

"You were not there to take the

diamonds," I persisted.

" I was not there to steal the diamonds; I

will own so much."

"In that case, who did steal them, if

stolen they were? No pains should have

been spared at the time to discover the

actual thief. Even now it might not be too

late, if you would only account for your

presence in the room."

" The actual thief " He began restlessly

to pace the floor. " What if I were to say that

I took the diamondsâ��with my own hands ? "

" I should answer that you must have been

in some way unconscious of your actions."

My confidence seemed to touch him; he

looked at me, and for a moment I hoped I

was to gain some enlightenment; then he

said, slowly :â��

" I was never in my life more completely

master of myself. And now there must be

an end of my confessions."

I saw that to question him further would

be useless, and shortly afterwards took my

leave. As we parted he grasped my extended

hand.

" I owe you an apology," he said, " for

having brought this annoyance upon you,

and 1 don't know how to thank you for your

patience with me."

A few days later an invitation reached

me to dine at the Hall. Any intercourse

between Allan Fortescue and Sir Lewin

Maxwell had inevitably ceased. Sir Lewin,

not unnaturally, accepted Mrs. Llewellyn's

view of the case, but he did not quarrel with

me for taking my own line, and young Lady

Maxwell seemed almost grateful for my belief

in the possible innocence of her old lover.

She was a most charming woman, with

an habitually sweet and gracious manner,

rendered only more attractive, I at first

thought, by a variableness of mood which

brought suggestion of possible storms.

An accomplished musician, her talent

made a link between us. Often, indeed,

during the earlier part of our intercourse

she became associated in my mind with the

harmonies of Beethoven, whose creations

she rendered with remarkable skill and

feeling. Later, however, I noticed an

increase of nervous restlessness, an expres

sion in her eyes as of some haunting, eager

desire, little in keeping with the works of the

master, which, however- full of variety, are to

my mind always instinct with a great satisfac

tion and repose.

For some time I was inclined to attribute

these signs of disturbance to the neighbour

hood of Allan Fortescue, and to think that

he would have done well to leave the village.

But, so far as I could see, he studiously

avoided all chance of encounter with any of

the Hall party ; and, without definite reason,

I had not the heart to suggest that he should

become once more a wanderer.
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In this way some few months passed

without noticeable event. Sir Lewin, I

thought, at times looked careworn and more

aged than the passage of months would

justify, but he seemed, if possible, more

entirely devoted to his wife than in the

earlier days of their marriage. Then, one

Monday afternoon early in April, as I was

riding homewards from visiting an outlying

district, a curious thing happened.

My way led me through Oxley Dell, a

piece of road bordered on each side by Sir

Lewin's woods, through which to the right

a bridle-path leads by a short cut to Stony

Lea. The path and immediate neighbour

hood are but little frequented, owing to an

old story of a murder and a subsequent ghost.

As I neared the Dell I saw Allan Fortescue

tramping along the road in front of me, but

Having no wish to play the spy I turned

my pony's head, but I was ill at ease. The

tall, graceful figure of the woman, enveloped

though it was in a long rain-coat, had been

ominously familiar, and as I jogged slowly

homewards I resolved that I would call that

evening on Allan and have the matter out

with him.

I found him in better spirits than usual,

but when I explained my errand he seemed

somewhat disconcerted.

"Ah ! you saw us," he said, and bent to

knock the ashes from his pipe ; then added,

" You are sure, I suppose, of the identity of

the lady ? "

"As sure as it is possible to be without

having seen her face to face."

" Still, you might be utterly mistaken.

Would it not be better, for the sake ofâ��the

"A WOMAN SUDDENLY APPEARED KROM AMONG THE TREES."

before I could overtake him he turned aside

into the bridle-path. There I presently

followed, and had him once more in view,

when a woman suddenly appeared from

among the trees and accosted him. Allan

raised his hat, and the two walked on

together; the meeting had the air of an

appointment.

lady chiefly concerned in your mindâ��to give

her the benefit of the doubt ? "

His eyes met mine fully. I answered

question with question.

" Do you think you are dealing fairly with

me? Strictly speaking, perhaps this is no

affair of mine, and yet "

" And yet you have been extraordinarily
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good to me, and deserve that I should be open

with you. I can only ask you to trust me a

little farther ; to believe that the meeting you

witnessed to-day cannot possibly injure the

lady you are thinking of except through your

interference, and that it was as far removed

from being of a sentimental nature as though

1 had met my grandmother."

The Friday following this interview I

received a visit from the squire; he looked

ill and harassed.

" I am vexed," he said, " about Edith.

She went to town for a day's shopping on

Wednesday and has not returned. She was

to lunch with Mrs. Llewellyn and come back

for dinner. She has frequently made these

little excursions of late. In the evening,

however, I got a telegram to say she was

detained by the dressmaker, and yesterday

morning a letter to the same effect. This

morning I had no letter, but half an hour

ago I met General Ansonâ��he had just

arrived by the three o'clock train. He told

me that he had seen Edith having lunch at

Franconi's with Fortescue. They did not

see himâ��his table was behind theirsâ��but

as he left the room he passed close to them

and heard Fortescue say, ' To-night, then,

without fail, by the seven-thirty.' ' So,' the

old man went on, ' I suppose I^ady Maxwell

comes down to-night, and Mr. Fortescue is

to escort her. I thought there was a cool

ness â�� that he was under a cloud.' I

laughed, and told him it was a case of

mistaken identity."

" And Fortescue ? "

" He went to London yesterday ; I happen

to know that."

I must here mention that Stony Lea,

although but a small village in Kent, has a

good train service, and is but an hour's run

from town. I looked at my watch. It was

barely four o'clock. " Why not," I said, " go

up to town by the four-forty-five, and travel

down yourself with Lady Maxwell when she

is prepared to come ? You could be in

Belgrave Road before six o'clock."

" Will you come with me ? " he asked.

I consented ; and by 6.30 we were in

Belgrave Road.

Mrs. Llewellyn's house had an empty,

uninhabited air, and the servant who came

to the door said his mistress had been out

of town for a few days. Lady Maxwell had

been staying there during the week. She

had driven out in the morning and not re

turned until four o'clock ; then, after a cup

of tea, she had gone out again, walking ; she

had said she was leaving town that evening,

and would return about half-past six in

a cab for various parcels that were awaiting

her.

" Quite so," Sir Lewin said ; "she is travel

ling down with me. I will wait for her here,"

and he walked straight into the drawing-room,

whither I followed him. The room opened

into the hall. Presently a hansom drove up ;

Lady Maxwell got out and entered the house

with a latch-key. Sir Lewin moved towards

the door of the room as though intending

to meet her, when the arrival of another cab

made him pause and look round. Lady

Maxwell ran lightly upstairs ; the door was

ajar and I heard the swish-swish of her

skirts. The second cab was a four-wheeler ;

Fortescue descended from it, and the electric

bell of the front door tingled persistently in

the silence of the house. Then we heard

him asking for Lady Maxwell, and almost

before the servant could reply Sir Lewin was

on the doorstep. Fearful of what might

ensue I followed him from the room ; I saw

him touch Fortescue on the shoulder, and

Allan's start of surprise and, apparently,

dismay ; then the two men entered the hall

together.

" Now," said Sir Lewin, " kindly explain

your presence here and your business with

my wife."

Allan's answer was unexpected.

" I think," he said, quietly, " I will leave

that to I^ady Maxwell herself."

They had spoken so far in low tones and

with outward calm ; now Sir Lewin muttered

angrily some words which I could not hear,

and raised his arm.

I stepped forward.

" Come into the drawing-room," I said

hurriedly in his ear. " Uon't make a public

scene."

He shook me off, but at that moment

another and more importunate voice

intervened.

" My dear Lewin, you here ? How exceed

ingly fortunate ! Now we need not rush for

that seven-thirty train; you and dear Edith

can stay to dinner."

There was a darkening of the doorway, a

rustle of garments, and Mrs. Llewellyn

advanced with outstretched hands.

Sir Lewin stared in blank amazement.

Allan smiled.

" I was in the cab," went on the lady,

" waiting for Edith. Mr. Fortescue kindly

drove with me from the station, and I had

intended to travel down with her, trusting,

my dear Lewin, to your hospitality to put me

up for the night. I am so sorry I have been
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unable to return before, to be with the dear

child all the time."

She had talked us all to the drawing-room

door.

" I still quite fail to see," began Sir Lewin,

stiffly, "how

Mr. Fortescue i, /,^J.,l.h

"I will ex

plain," said

Lady Maxwell.

She had come

down the stairs

unheard, and

now advanced

towards us.

Her face was

as white as the

gown she wore,

her eyes looked

wild and start

led. "Come

with me," she

added to Sir

Lewin, and led

the way to a

small back

room. He fol

lowed her with

out a word.

"Pay the

cab," said Mrs.

Llewellyn,

cheerfully, to

the servant,

"and bring all

those packages

in. Sir Lewin

and Lady Max

well will remain

to dinner. Mr.

Greyling and

Mr. Fortescue,

please come in,

and let me offer you some refreshment."

" Entirely. It has come to be the last

thing I think about," he answered, sadly ;

" and, if she may in any degree be spared,

I beg that it may be the very last thing

in your mind also."

A few minutes later

Allan and I left the

house. We dined in

town and travelled back

to Stony Lea together;

but he offered me no

explanation of

the events of

the afternoon,

and I respec

ted his silence.

Nearly a

week passed

before I heard

anything fur

ther about the

matter.

SLR LEWIN MUTTERED ANGRILY SOMB WORDS WHICH 1 COULD NOT

HEAR, AND RAISED HIS AKM."

She moved towards the dining-room and,

the door being safely closed, fell gasping into

a chair. There was wine upon the side

board ; Allan poured some into a glass and

brought it to her. She sighed heavily as she

took it. " How all this is to end, Heaven

only knows!"

" I think," said Allan, " there is nothing

further for me to do. If you will allow me I

will bid you good-night."

She looked at him curiously, the wine

glass half-way to her lips.

" Can you," she said, " trust your vindica

tion to us ? "

Then, one

morning, Sir

Lewin called

upon me; he

and Lady Max

well had re

turned only the

previous night

from town.

He made no

reference to

the circum-

stances of our

last meeting,

but asked me

to come to the

Hall that after

noon, as his

wife was far

from well, and

anxious to see

me.

I went accordingly and found her alone,

lying upon a couch in her morning-room and

looking sadly, terribly changed.

" I have asked you to come," she said,

when I had taken a seat beside her, " because

I want to tell you the truth about Allan

Fortescue; he has suffered all these years

through my fault, and I must make what

reparation I can before It was I

who really had the diamonds; I wanted

them, and I employed him to bring me

the casket; he did this quite innocently,

as you will hear, not knowing what it

contained. I had seen it on the dressing-

table when I went to say good-night to my
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aunt just after she had gone to bedâ��about

nine o'clock ; but I was equally afraid either

to take it then or to return to the room in

the dark later on. Yet the chance seemed

too good to be lost; I had never seen the

casket left exposed before: it was always

kept under lock and key. On my way down

stairs I met Allan Fortescue, and we went

together to the drawing-room. As we sat

chatting by the fire, the plan I afterwards

carried out occurred to me. The talk turned

In the morning he handed me the casket

as arranged. You know the rest; you see he

was helpless in my hands."

" Do you mean to tell me," I asked, " that

you wrecked a man's life for a few jewels ? "

" Don't judge me too hardly," she said,

piteously. " I was in terrible straits. I had

been staying with some of my father's rela

tions in town, and had learned much of a

side of life concerning which Aunt Mary

knew practically nothing. I owed a great deal

"'DON'T JUDGE ME TOO HARDLY,' SHE SAID, PITEOUSLY."

upon ghosts, and he said he should much

like to meet one. Then I told him, truly,

that one room in the house was said to be

haunted by the spirit of a lady who had died

there mysteriously on her return from a ball

at which she had promised her lover to elope

with him. I explained that nothing had been

disturbed since the morning she was found

there, dead in her chair before the mirror ;

but instead of the room to which the story

really attached I described the one I had just

left, and dared him to visit it after midnight.

He said he had no fear, but I added that I

should not believe in his courage unless he

brought me as a proof a small ebony casket

which had always stood upon the dressing-

table. He laughed and said he would do

even that, and I promised to meet him in

the conservatory the following morning be

fore breakfast to receive it and hear his

experiences. He was quite strange to the

house and did not know how any of the

bedrooms were occupied except his own

and his pupil's, which were in another wing.

of money, and was afraid to tell her about it.

When I had the diamonds I was able to put

off the most threatening of my creditors with

promises of payment, and, later, one of my

cousins helped me to dispose of the stones.

I told him they were some jewels of my

mother's which had just been made over to

me. Aunt Mary would hold no intercourse

with my father's family, so I had no fear of

awkward explanations. When I was twenty-

one I came' in for a little money, all

that was left of my mother's fortune,

and I gave Aunt Mary some fresh jewels.

You see, I had inherited certain tendencies

from my fatherâ��perhaps in the beginning

there was some excuse for me; you will

understand when I say that he died from a

hurt received in a gambling quarrel when I

was about twelve years old. The house and

all he possessed were sold to pay his debts,

and Aunt Mary took charge of me. It was

a great change. To me at all events my

father had been good always, and I loved

him dearly.
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"As to Allan Fortescue, when he found

how I had tricked him he was furious,

but I managed to see him alone and per

suaded him to accept the situation. You

see, I had contrived things so that his

speaking would have been of very little

use unless I had chostn to confessâ��

.only his word against mine. Of course,

I was dreadfully upset when I found that

Aunt Mary had seen him. That was just

what I had not counted upon; but I

couldn't go back then and give up the

jewelsâ��I couldn't. I promised him that, if

he would keep silence, I would never be reck

less and extravagant or wicked again ; and

for a long time I kept my word. But life

was dreadfully dull, and the thought of what

I had done made me wretched ; if Allan had

been prosecuted I don't think I could have

borne itâ��I must have spoken out. As it

was, I became subject to dreadful fits of

depression, and I think Aunt Mary was very

glad to get me safely married, as she called

it. For a time, then, I was very happy ; for

I loved Lewin dearly, and I tried to forget.

Then, finding Allan here, seeing the wreck I

had made of his life, brought back to me all

my trouble. I began to crave again for

excitement of any sort. Lewin thought I

was ill, and at first used to give me cham

pagne as a tonic.

" When we were in town last year I got

back into the old set, from a different

standpoint, and with more money at com

mand "

Once more she stopped, but I would not

again interrupt her ; I felt that the whole sad

story must be finished now.

" I don't know," she continued, presently,

" how Allan Fortescue discovered what was

going on, but he did. One day I received a

communication from himâ��I can't call it a

letterâ��telling me that he knew the sort of life

I was leading, and that unless I kept my

promise to him he would speak and tell Lewin

the truth even now. He knew and could prove

where I had sold the diamonds. In reply to

that I induced him to meet me in the Oxley

Woods, and persuaded him to give me a

little more time. I promised to tell Lewin

that very night about my debts. Instead, I

went to London. I really meant to start

afresh ; but I thought I could raise some

money and get fairly straight without say

ing anything to my husband. Iâ��I stayed

longer than I meant. Allan came to look

for me. He followed me to the places

where he thought I was likely to beâ��

he must have kept a watch upon me for

some time pastâ��but our meeting at last was

accidental. I was really at my wits' end,

and I went into Franconi's with Allan to

talk things over. We saw General Anfon

leave the place, and I think that made Allan

decide there must be no more concealment ;

also, I suppose he felt it was useless to trust

me any longer. He went straight from me

to Aunt Mary and fetched her. She knew

that he must be speaking the truth. I had

promised to go home that night anyhow ;

but I don't know what I might have done if

1 had been left to myself. Then you and

Lewin appeared It is better as it isâ��

I should never have had the strength, the

courage â�� I am so sorry â�� so sorry â�� for

Lewinâ��for myselfâ��for- Allanâ��for my little

child that is coming "

â�¢ She turned her face to the wall, and I saw

her slight frame shiver with voiceless, choking

tears.

There is little more to tell. Lady Maxwell

lived only a few months after she had made

this confession. Her child survivedâ��a son

â��and there are three men who watch over

that boy with perhaps exaggerated solicitude

and loveâ��his father, Allan Fortescue, and

myself.

Will he reward our care ? I think so. He

has his mother's face and charm, but in

character he takes after Sir Lewin. Allan

Fortescue has remained in the village as my

curate. I trust he may never leave me, and

that the bishop may see fit hereafter to appoint

him vicar in my stead ; I am growing old.
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ever this votary of the

muse of song looked from

the hills of his present home

at Malvern, from the cradle

of English poetry, the scene

of the vision of Piers Plow

man, and from the British camp, with its

legendary memories of his own ' Caractacus,'

and in the light of the rising sun sees the

towers of Tewkesbury and Gloucester and

Worcester, he might recall in that view the

earlier stages of his career, and confess with

modest pride, like the bard in the

' Odyssey' :â��

Self-taught I sing ; 'tis Heaven, and Heaven alone,

Inspires my song with music all its own."

It was in November, 1900, that these

words were spoken by the Orator when the

University of Cambridge honoured itself by

conferring the honorary degree of Doctor of

Vol. xxvii.â��68.

[Gforpr.

Music on Dr. Elgar, whom one of the most

distinguished German writers on music

declared to be " the most brilliant champion

of the National School of Composition which

is beginning to bloom in England."

The encomiums which Germanyâ��the

acknowledged leader of the world in music

â��has showered on Dr. Elgar have at

length been reflected in England, which has

awakened to the fact that to him at least

that much misapplied word "genius " belongs

by right divine. That awakening was marked

by the three days' festival in the middle of

March, when Covent Garden Opera House

reverted to an old custom and for two

glorious nights became the home of oratorio,

with a concert on the third night. That

festival is unique in the history of music, for

it is the first time an English composer has

been so honoured.
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However gratifying the applause of the

public may be to the worker in any art, his

greatest pleasure must properly come from

his fellow-workers, who know the difficulties

which have to be surmounted before the

desired effect can be produced.

" Was not Herr Steinbach, the conductor

of the Meiningen Orchestra, among the

others who said that you have something

different from anybody else in the tone of

your orchestra ?" I asked Dr. Elgar, as we

sat in his study at Malvern, with a great

expanse of country visible

through the wide windows.

" I believe so," he

replied; "and that re

mark has been one from

which I have naturally-

derived great pleasure.

"You know," said Dr.

Elgar, as he settled down

to talk for the purpose of

this interview, in accord

ance with a long-standing

promise made in what he

came to regard as an un

guarded momentâ��" you

know, since you compel

me to begin at the begin

ning, that I ' began ' in

Broadheath, a little village

three miles from Wor

cester, in which city my

father wÂ»is organist of

St. George's Catholic

Church, a post he held

for thirty seven years. I

was a very little boy

indeed when I began to

show some aptitude for

music and used to

extemporize on the piano. When I was

quite small I received a few lessons on the

piano. The 'organ-loft then attracted me,

and from the time I was about seven or

eight I used to go and sit by my father and

watch him play. After a time I began to

try to play myself. At first the only thing

I succeeded in producing was noise, but

gradually, out of the chaos, harmony began to

evolve itself. In those days, too, an English

opera company used to visit the old Wor

cester Theatre, and I was taken into the

orchestra, which consisted of only eight or

ten performers, and so heard old operas like

' Norma,' ' Traviata,' ' Trovatore,' and, above

all, ' Don Giovanni.'

about fifteen. At the same time I saw and

learnt a great deal about music from the

stream of music that passed through my

father's establishment.

" My hope was that I should be able to get

a musical education, and I worked hard at

German on the chance that I should go to

I^eipsic, but my father discovered that he

could not afford to send me away, and any

thing in that direction seemed to be at an

end. Then a friend, a solicitor, suggested

that I should go to him for a year and see

how I liked the law. I

went for a year, but

came to the conclusion

that the law was not for

me, and I determined to

return to music. There

appeared to be an open

ing for a violinist in

Worcester, and as it

occurred to me that it

would be a good thing

to try to take advantage

of the opening, I had

been teaching myself to

play the violin. Then I

began to teach on my

own account, and spent

such leisure as I had in

writing music. It was

music of a sort â�� bad,

very badâ��but my juve

nile . efforts are, I hope,

destroyed.

DR. EDWARD ELGAR.

From a Photo. btt K. T. HoUHna.

" My general education was not neglected.

I went to Littleton House School until I was

"Although I was teach

ing the violin I wanted to

improve my playing, so

I began to save up in

order to go to London to

get some lessons from

Herr Pollitzer. On one occasion I was

working the first violin part of the Haydn

quartet. There was a rest, and I suddenly

began to play the 'cello part. Pollitzer

looked up. ' You know the whole thing ? '

he said.

"'Of course,' I replied.

" He looked up, curiously. ' Do you

compose, yourself?' he asked.

" ' I try,' I replied again.

" ' Show me something of yours,' he said.

" I did so, with the result that he gave me

an introduction to Mr., now Sir, August

Manns, who, later on, played many of nix-

things at the daily concerts at the Crystal

Palace.

" When I resolved to become a musician

and found that the exigencies of life would
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prevent me from getting any tuition, the

only thing to do was to teach myself. 1 read

everything, played everything, and heard

everything I possibly could. As I have

told you, I used to play the organ and

the violin. I attended as many of the

cathedral services as I could to hear the

anthems, and to get to know what they

were, so as to become thoroughly acquainted

with the English Church style. The putting

of the fine new organ into the cathedral at

Worcester was a great event, and brought

many organists to play there at various times.

I went to hear them all. The services at the

cathedral were over later on Sunday than those

at the Catholic church, and as soon as the

voluntary was finished at the church I used

to rush over to the cathedral to hear the con

cluding voluntary. Eventually I succeeded

my father as organist at

St. George's. We lived at

that time in the parish of

St. Helen's, in which is the

mother church of Wor

cester, which had a peal

of eight bells. The Curfew

used always to be rung in

those days at eight o'clock

in the evening, and I

believe it is still rung. I

made friends with the

sexton and used to* ring

the Curfew, and afterwards

strike the day of the month.

My enthusiasm was so great

that I used to prolong the

ringing from three minutes

to ten minutes, until the

people in the neighbour

hood complained, when

I had to reduce the time,

the bells were supposed to go for half an

hour before service, from half-past ten to

eleven. The performance was divided into

certain parts. With a friend, I used to ' raise '

and ' fall' the bell for ten minutes, chime a

smaller bell for ten minutes or so, and at five

minutes to eleven I would fly off to play the

organ at the Catholic church.

they were repellent. But I read them and I

still exist."

If only cold type could suggest the humour

with which those words were spoken !

"The first was Catel, and that was

followed by Cherubini. The first real sort

of friendly leading I had, however, was

from ' Mozart's Thorough - bass School.'

There was something in that to go uponâ��

something human. It is a small bookâ��a

collection of papers beautifully and clearly

expressedâ��which he wrote on harmony for

the niece of a friend of his. I still treasure

the old volume. Ouseley and Macfarren

followed, but the articles which have since

helped me the most are those of Sir Hubert

Parry in ' Grove's Dictionary.'"

" How did tfjfse various authorities

mix ? " I interrupted.

AN EARLY PORTRAIT OK UK'. ELGnK.

From a

On Sunday

" You ask me to go into greater details

about my musical education. I am con

stantly receiving letters on this point from all

over the world, for it is well known that I am

self taught in the matter of harmony, counter

point, form, and, in short, the whole of the

' mystery' of music, and people want to know

what books 1 used. To-day there are all sorts

of books to make the study of harmony and

orchestration pleasant. In my young days

"They didn't mix," was

Dr. Elgar's reply, " and it

appears it is necessary for

anyone who has to be self-

taught to read everything

and â�� pick out the best.

That, I suppose, is the

difficultyâ��to pick out the

best. How to forget the

rubbish and remember

the good 1 can't tell you,

but perhaps that is where

his brains must come in.

" It would be affectation

were I to pretend that my

work is not recognised as

modern, and I hate affec

tation, yet it would pro

bably surprise you to know

the amount of work I did

in studying musical form.

Only those can safely disregard form who

ignore it with a full knowledge and do not

evade it through ignorance.

" Mozart is the musician from whom every

one should learn form. I once ruled a score

for the same instruments and with the same

number of bars as Mozart's G Minor Sym

phony, and in that framework I wrote a

symphony, following as far as possible the

same outline in the themes and the same

modulation. I did this on my own initiative,

as I was groping in the dark after light, but

looking back alter thirty years I don't know

any discipline from which I learned so much.

" So you insist on my telling you some more

of my early struggles and my early work ?

I was interested in many other things besides

music, and I had the good fortune to be

thrown among an unsorted collection of old
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books. There were books of all kinds, and

all distinguished by the characteristic that

they were for the most part incomplete.

I busied myself for days and weeks arrang

ing them. I picked out the theological

books, of which there were a good many,

and put them on one side. Then I made

a place for the Elizabethan dramatists,

the chronicles including Baker's and

Hollinshed's, besides a tolerable collection

of old poets and translations of Voltaire,

and all sorts of things up to the eighteenth

century. Then I began to read. I used to

get up at four or five o'clock in the summer

and readâ��every available opportunity found

me reading. I read till dark.

I finished by reading every

one of those booksâ��includ

ing the theology. The result

of that reading has been that

people tell me 1 know more

of life up to the eighteenth

century than I do of my own

time, and it is probably true.

" In studying scores the

first which came into my

hands were the Beethoven

symphonies. Anyone can

have them now, but they were

difficult for a boy to get in

Worcester thirty years ago.

I, however, managed to get

two or three, and I remember

distinctly the day I was able

to buy the Pastoral Symphony.

I stuffed my pockets with

bread and cheese and went

out into the fields to study it. That was what

I always did. Even when I began to teach,

when a new score came into my hands I

went off for a long day with it out of doors,

and when my unfortunateâ��or fortunate?â��

pupils went for their lessons I was not at

home to give them.

stood thing that we should have a new

piece every week. The sermons in our

church used to take at least half an

hour, and I spent the time composing the

thing for the afternoon. It was great experi

ence for me, as you may imagine, and the

books are all extant, so some of that music

still exists. We played occasionally for

friends, and I remember one moonlight

night stopping in front of a house to put the

bassoon together. I held it up to see if it

was straight before tightening it. As I did

so, someone rushed out of the house, grabbed

me by the arms, and shouted, 'It will be

five shillings if you do.' He thought I had

a gun in my hand.

DK. ELGAR AS A MEMBER OK HIS

QUINTET, FOR WHICH HE WROTE

THE MUSIC.

>VoÂ»l (I I'hota. lif Hrtmrtl.

" By the way, talking about scores, it will

probably surprise you to know that I never

possessed a score of Wagner until one was

given to me in 1900.

" In the early days of which I have been

speaking five of us established a wind

quintet. We had two flutes, an oboe,

a clarionet, and a bassoon, which last I

played for some time, and afterwards relin

quished it for the 'cello. There was no

music at all to suit our peculiar require

ments, as in the ideal wind quintet a horn

should find a place and not a second flute,

so I used to write the music. \Ve met

on Sunday afternoons, and it was an under-

"The old Worcester Glee

Club had been established as

long ago as 1809 for the per

formance of old glees, with an

occasional instrumental night.

At these last I first played

second fiddle and afterwards

became leader, as, after a

time, I used to do the accom

panying. It was an enjoyable

and artistic gathering, and the

programmes were principally

drawn from the splendid

English compositions for

men's voices. The younger

generation seemed to prefer

ordinary part-songs, and

ballads also were introduced,

and the tone of the thing

changed. I am not sure if

the club is still in existence.

"It was in 1877 that I first went to take

lessons of Pollitzer. He suggested that I

should stay in London and devote myself to

violin playing, but I had become enamoured

of a country life, and would not give up the

prospect of a certain living by playing and

teaching in Worcester on the chance of only

a possible success which I might make as a

soloist in London.

" The thing which brought me before a

larger public as a composer was the produc

tion of several things of mine at Birmingham

by Mr. W. C. Stockley, to whom my music

was introduced by Dr. Wareing, himself a

composer, and still resident in Birmingham.

At that time I was a member of Mr.

Stockley's orchestraâ��first violin."

In this connection it is interesting to break

Dr. Elgar's narrative to tell an anecdote

which Mr. Stockley relates. When he

decided to do something of Dr. Elgar's, he

asked him if he would like to conduct it.
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" Certainly not," Dr. Elgar replied ; " I am a

member of the<orchestra and I am going to

stick in the orchestra. I am not recognised

as a composer, and the fact that you are

going to do something of mine gives me no

title to a place anywhere else." The piece

was a success and the audience called for Dr.

Elgar, who came down from among the

fiddles, made his bow, and then went back to

his place.

To resume. " Don't suppose, however,"

Dr. Elgar said, " that after that recognition

as a composer

things were easy

for me. The

directors of the

old Promenade

Concerts at

Covent Garden

Theatre were

good enough to

write that they

thought suffi

ciently of my

things to devote

a morning to

rehearsing them.

I went on the

appointed day to

London to con-

duct the re

hearsal. When I

arrived it was

explained to me

that a few songs

had to be taken

before I could

begin. Before

the songs were

finished Sir

Arthur Sullivan

unexpected!y

arrived, bringing

with him a selec

tion from one of

his operas. It

was the only

chance he had

of going through

it with the orches

tra, so they deter

mined to take

advantage of the

opportunity. He

consumed all my

time in rehears

ing this, and

when he had

finished the

director came out and said to me, ' There

will be no chance of your going through your

music to-day.' I went back to Worcester to

my teaching, and that was the last of my

chance of an appearance at the Promenade

Concerts.

" Years after I met Sullivan, one of the

most amiable and genial souls that ever lived.

When we were introduced he said, ' I don't

think we have met before.' ' Not exactly,' I

replied, ' but very near it,' and I told him the

circumstance. ' But, my dear boy, I hadn't
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the slightest idea of it,' he exclaimed, in his

enthusiastic manner. ' Why on earth didn't

you come and tell me ? I'd have rehearsed

it myself for you.' They were not idle words.

He would have done it, just as he said. He

never forgot the episode till the end of his life.

"Two similar occurrences took place at

the Crystal Palace : rehearsals were planned

which never came off, so I was no near:: to

getting a hearing for big orchestral works.

" Mr. Hugh Blair, then the organist of

Worcester Cathedral, saw some of the

cantata, 'The Black Knight,' and said: 'If

you will finish it I will produce it at

Worcester.' I finished it, and it was pro

duced by the Worcester Festival Choir. This

cantata then came under the notice of Dr.

Swinnerton Heap,

to whom I owe

my introduction to

the musical festi

vals as a writer of

choral works. He

had known me for

a good many years

as a violinist, but

it had never oc

curred to him to

talk to me about

my composing, and

he knew nothing

of it.

" It was through

Dr. Heap that I

was ashed to write

a cantata for the

Self aft, Ud.

Staffordshire Musical Festival, and,

shortly after, the committee asked

me to provide an oratorio for the

Worcester Festival. They were

'The Light of Life,' performed in

Worcester Cathedral, and ' King

Olaf," at Hanley.

" Since then it has been a record

of the production of one composi

tion after another until we come

to 'The Apostles,' and my new

overture ' In the South,' produced

at Coven t Garden ; the one great

event that particularly stands out

is the production of the ' Varia

tions ' by Ur. Richter, to whom I

was then a complete stranger.

" For a long time I had had the

idea of writing ' The Apostles ' in

pretty much the form in which I

hope it will eventually appear.

As you know, there have been

oratorios on many [joints of Jewish

and Christian history, but none had shown

how Christianity has risen. I take the men

who were in touch with Christ, the Apostles

in fact, and show them to be ordinary mortals

rather than superhuman men, as they are

generally represented in art. I was always

particularly impressed with Archbishop

Whately's conception of Judas, who, as he

wrote, ' had no design to betray his Master

to death, but to have been as confident of

the will of Jesus to deliver Himself from His

enemies by a miracle as He must have been

certain of His power to do so, and accord

ingly to have designed to force Him to make

such a display of His superhuman powers as

would have induced all the Jewsâ��and, indeed,

the Romans tooâ��to acknowledge Him King.'

DR. ELGAK S STUDY.

Wtorgt Kanet. Ud.
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" In carrying out this plan I made the book

myself, taking out lines from different parts of

the Bible which exactly express my concep

tion. How it was done the following chorus

will show you, for you will notice that the refer

ences to the text are printed in the margin :â��

The Lord hath chosen them to sland before Him,

to serve Him.â��//. Chron. 29, n.

lie hath chosen the weak to confound the might/.

â��/. Cor. I, 27.

He will direct their work in truth.â��ha. 61, 8.

Behold, God exalteth by His power : who teacheth

like Him Iâ��Job 36, 22.

The meek will He guide in judgment, and the

meek will He teach His way.â��Ps. 25, 9.

He will direct their work in truth.â��ha. 61, 8.

For out of/Cion shall go forth the law.â��ha. 2, 3.

It is worth noting here that shortly after

"The Dream of Gerontius" was produced

at the Birmingham Festival, in 1900, Hen-

Julius Buths, the famous conductor of

Diisseldorf, was so struck with it that he

determined to produce it in Germany and

himself translated the libretto. So great a

success was this performance that " The

Dream," which one of the most celebrated

German musical critics has declared to be

" the greatest composition of the last hundred

years, with the exception of the ' Requiem ' of

Brahms," was repeated at the Lower Rhine

Festival, a thing hitherto unheard of in the

annals of English music, and at the Lower

" You will

notice that

occasionally, as

in the third

extract, I have

used the words

in their mean

ing that ap

pears on the

surface, and

not in the real

meaning of the

sentence which

may be found

in any com

mentary. To

keep the dic

tion exactly the

same I have

not gone out

side the Scrip

ture except in

one sentence

from the Talmud in the case of the watchers

on the Temple roof.

" It was part of my original scheme to

continue ' The Apostles ' by a second work

carrying on the establishment of the Church

among the Gentiles. This, too, is to be

followed by a third oratorio, in which the

fruit of the wholeâ��that is to say, the end of

the world and the Judgmentâ��is to be exem

plified. I, however, faltered at that idea,

and I suggested to the directors of the

Birmingham Festival to add merely a short

third part to the two into which the already

published work, ' The Apostles,' is divided.

But I found that to be unsatisfactory, and

I have decided to revert to my original

lines. There will, therefore, be two other

oratorios."

This definite pronouncement of Dr. Elgar's

cannot fail to evoke the warmest anticipations

on the part of the music-loving world.

anfcld.

Rhine Festival

on Whit-

Sunday " The

Apostles " is to

be given.

Dr. Elgar

has a delightful

and most acute

sense of hu

mour, so that

I was sure I

should not be

m i sunderstood

if I ventured

to ask a ques

tion about his

"musical

crimes."

He smiled.

" But which of

my musical

crimes do you

mean ? From

the point of view of one person or another I

understand all my music has been a crime,"

he replied, lightly. Then he added, "Oh,

you mean ' The Cockaigne,' ' The Coronation

Ode,' and ' The Imperial March ' especially.

Yes, I believe there are a good many people

who have objected to them. But I like to

look on the composer's vocation as the old

troubadours or bards did. In those days

it was no disgrace to a man to be turned

on to step in front of an army and inspiie

the people with a song. For my own part, I

know that there are a lot of people who like

to celebrate events with music. To these

people I have given tunes. Is that wrong ?

Why should I write a fugue or something

which won't appeal to anyone, when the people

yearn for things which can stir them "

" Such as ' Pomp and Circumstance,'" I

interpolated.

"Ah, I don't know anything about that,"
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REDUCED FACSIMILE OF MS. OK " I'OMP AND CIKCUMSTANCE.

replied Dr. Elgar, " but I do know we are

a nation with great military proclivities, and

I did not see why the ordinary quick march

should not be treated on a large scale in the

way that the waltz, the old-fashioned slow

march, and even the polka have been treated

by the great composers ; yet all marches on

the symphonic scale are so slow that people

can't march to them. I have some of the

soldier instinct in me, and so I have written

two marches of which, so far from being

ashamed, I am proud. ' Pomp and Circum

stance,' by the way, is merely the generic

name for what is a set of six marches. Two,

as you know, have already appeared, and the

others will come later. One of them is to

be a Soldier's Funeral March.

" As for ' The Imperial March,' which was

written for Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee

of 1897, it would, perhaps, interest you to

know that only on January 22nd last it was

given in St. George's Chapel, Berlin, at the

unveiling of the memorials of Queen Victoria

and the Empress Frederick, and Dr. G. R.

Sinclair, of Hereford Cathedral, played it on

the organ.

morning is devoted

to revising and

orchestration, of

which I have as

much to do as I can

manage. As soon

as lunch is over I

go out for exercise

and return about

four or later, after

which I sometimes

do two hours' work

before dinner. A

country life I find

absolutely essential

to rne, and here the

conditions are ex

actly what I require.

As you see," and

Dr. Elgar moved

over to the large

window which takes

up the whole of one

side of his study,

" I get a wonderful view of the surrounding

country. I can see across Worcestershire, to

Kdgehill, the Cathedral of Worcester, the

Abbeys of Pershore and Tewkesbury, and

even the smoke from round Birmingham. It

is delightfully quiet, and yet in contrast with

it there is a constant stream of communi

cation with the outside world in the shape

of cables from America and Australia, and

letters innumerable from all over the world."

In the house itself there are not many

evidences of Dr. Elgar's productions, but pro

minent in a corner of the drawing-room is the

laurel wreath presented to him at Diisseldorf

when "The Dream " was first produced. The

leaves are brown to-day, but the scarlet ribbon

is as bright as the memory of the music in

the enraptured ears of those who have heard

it. In his study are two prized possessions,

the one a tankard made by some members

of the Festival Choir at Hanley at the time

of the production of " King Olaf." The

inscription, taken from one of the choruses,

is, appropriately, a Bacchanalian one :â��

The ale was strong ;

King Olaf feasted late and long.

" How and when do I do my music ? I

can tell you very easily. I come into my

study at nine o'clock in the morning and I

work till a quarter to one. I don't do any

inventing then, for that comes anywhere and

everywhere. It may be when I am walking,

golfing, or cycling, or the ideas may come

in the evening, and then I sit up until any

hour in order to get them down. The

â��Longfellow.

Next to this is a cup, also specially

designed by Mr. Noke, of Hanley, to com

memorate the performance of " The Dream."

On one side is a portrait of Cardinal Newman

and on the other a portrait of Dr. Elgar, with

the following inscription from the work

itself:â��

Learn that the flame of the everlasting love

Doth burn ere it transform.



Off the Track in London.

BY GEORGE R. SIMS.

II.â��IN THE ROYAL BOROUGH OF KENSINGTON.

5HE sun shines brightly on the

gay Kensington thoroughfare

in which I meet my artist

confrere and prepare to wander

off the track in a district which

is held to be the wealthiest

in the Empire.

It is a winter morning, but the sky is blue,

the air is balmy, and the flood of sunlight

gives a Rivieran aspect to the stately man

sions and pleasant villas that we pass on our

way to the point at which we are to turn off

and make our plunge into one of the

strangest districts of London, a district of

which its rich neighbours have no knowledge,

although it lies at their doors.

A walk of a few minutes and we have left

wealth and fashion behind us; the gay shops

have vanished, the well-dressed people have

disappeared as if by magic. The mansions

and the villas have given place to the long

streets of grey, weather-beaten, two and three

story houses, in which the local industry-

writes itself large in white letters.

Here we are in Netting Dale and in the

heart of LaundryT-and. In every house in

street after street the blinds of the ground

floor are down as though someone lay dead

within. But if you look from the opposite

side of the street you will see that in every

room above the blinds lines are stretched

from wall to wall, and from these lines wrung

out details of the washing-tub are hanging.

If you cross to the dilapidated railings of

the sorry little patch that was once a front

garden and peer into the basement you will

see that laundry work is in full swing. The

blinds of the ground-floor rooms are pro

bably drawn because the hand laundresses

do not like to be criticised too closely by

the neighbours, who are also their business

rivals.

The street is typical of a dozen others.

You may see again and again that broken-

down little front garden, with its stunted trees,

strewn rubbish, and the little wooden, lop

sided railing that looks as though it no longer

thought the patch it once guarded worth

standing up for. On the window-sill of the

top floor of a score of houses you may see a

lonely, empty flower-pot that looks more like

a handy missile in an emergency than an

adjunct of window gardening. The rain-

Vol. xxvii.â��69.

sodden, blackened stucco meets you at every

turn, and when you have counted the

twentieth cat sitting on a sill or a doorstep

washing its shirt to snowy whiteness you

begin to wonder why the local influence has

not made itself more widely felt. Everybody

inside the houses is washing for other people,

everything is conducted with scrupulous

cleanliness and under official inspection, but

there are plenty of streets adjacent to

Laundry-Land in which only the cats make

themselves conspicuously clean.

A little farther away towards Latimer

Road are the great steam laundries employ

ing a small army of young women, who at

the dinner hour will turn out and make every

street in the Dale a forest of white aprons.

But all the streets of Laundry-Land are

not given up to useful industry. A portion

of the district is so notorious as a guilt

garden that it has been called the London

Avernus. It is packed with common lodging-

houses, a large number of them for women,

and it has streets of evil reputation in which

almost every window is broken and stuffed

with rags. The Borough Council has now

in hand a splendid rehousing scheme which

will vastly improve the district, but we must

take it as we find it to-day.

\Ve turn out of the sunlight, and entering

a narrow doorway descend into the basement

of a typical lodging-house. The house is

known locally as the " Golden Gates," a

name bestowed upon it in a spirit of badinage

by a client with a sense of humour.

The kitchen is crowded with women,

young and old. Some are sitting on the

benches around the wall, one or two are

making a late breakfast; an old woman is

cooking something at the red coke fire.

As a rule there is little conversation in a

lodging-house in the morning hours. I have

been constantly struck by the note of moodi-

ness, not to say sullenness, which hangs over

the company during the hours of daylight.

The men are, as a rule, more communicative

than the women. Women of the class that

drift to the doss-house are not inclined to

exchange confidences with their neighbours.

But the kitchen of the Golden Gates as

we enter it has one talkative occupant. As

soon as our eyes get accustomed to the

gloom, which is only relieved by a ray of
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light filtering through a small, dust-covered

window, we notice that a tall woman in

faded finery and an astrachan hat, and with

some traces of refinement in features and

bearing, is standing in the centre and chaffing

the others. One or two smile at her jokes,

but the majority are wholly indifferent,

wearing that air of sullen aloofness which is

peculiarly characteristic of a woman's lodging-

house.

I have not intruded on the privacy of the

ladies of the Golden Gates without a show of

justification. To enable my companion to

make a sketch of the scene, I have resorted

to an expedient which permits me to make

certain inquiries of a semi-official nature, and

to attract the attention of the guests while

my confrere is at work. If they were

aware that they were being sketched it is quite

likely that there would be trouble, and my

comrade might find himself in as unpleasant

a fix as did a photographer who once went

with me to the Chinese quarter in Limehouse,

for " Living London," and attempted to take

the proprietor of an opium den and some of

his clients. The photographer emerged un

scathed, but the camera required a con

siderable amount of repair.

Fortunately I have an inquiry to make

which puts my audience in sympathy with me,

and my confrere is supposed to be making

notes of the information supplied as to the

last movements of a woman who had used the

house for some time and had mysteriously

disappeared.

During the whole time the lady in the

dingy astrachan keeps up a running fire of

chaff, which materially assists us.

She welcomes us to the " Hotel de

Fourpence," and says, though it isn't exactly

the Carlton, it is quite comfortable when you

get used to it. She interlards her bantering

remarks with French words, and we come to

the conclusion that she is a governess who

has drifted down.

It is no uncommon thing to find men and

women of education in the lowest lodging-

houses of London. I have found a clergy

man in one of the worst dens of Flower and

Dean Street. In one of the Dale lodging-

houses there is a woman whose father had

his town house and his country house and

his villa in the South of France.

This woman in the astrachan hat is a

striking contrast to her surroundings. Most

of the other inmates are of the usual typeâ��

THE I.AUY IN THE DINCiV ASTRACHAN KEEPS UP A RUNNING FIRE OF CHAFF."
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" ONE OR TWO WOMEN STANDING ON THE DOORSTEPS WATCH THE PROCEEDINGS."

women who have drifted down from honest

industry to vagabondage, or have been born

to it.

Returning through the Golden Gates into

the sunshine, we make our way to Jetsam

Street. That is not its real name, but the

one I have given it. This is a street of black

and battered doors, of damaged railings, and

of broken windows. On the doorsteps here

and there stand groups of slatternly, unkempt

women. From the windows above a tousled

head occasionally appears. Many of the

houses here are common lodging - houses ;

but some of them are in the hands of the

house-farmers, who let them out in furnished

rooms at a shilling a day. We enter a room

which is unoccupied and take stock of the

furniture. It consists of a bed, two chairs,

and the wreckage of a dirty deal table.

In this room a man and his wife and

children are accommodated at night, but the

shilling paid only entitles the family to

remain there until ten in the morning.

At that hour they are turned out and their

tenancy ceases. If they wish to renew it

they can do so in the evening, but not before.

These people, who are paying six shillings

a week, or seven shillings where Sunday is

not a free day, for a single room, have to

spend the day in the streets. Many of them

make their way to the public parks and sleep

on the seats or on the grass. Some of them

beg, some of them hawk trumpery articles.

They are probably paying eighteen pounds a

year for a wretched room, and yet in the

house-farmer's hands they are homeless every

day in the week.

Jetsam Street is flooded with golden sun

shine as we pass through it, but the sunshine

has not made the inhabitants light-hearted.

Halt-way down the street a man and a

woman are fighting. The man is delivering

a series of kicks in the style of La Savate at

the woman, who is defiant and nimble and

defends herself with her jacket, which she

has taken off and uses both as a guard and

as a weapon.

One or two women standing on the door

steps watch the proceedings, but apparently

without interest. An old woman proceeding

to the public-house for beer turns her head

for a moment and then passes on her way.
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A little boy in rags passes the fighting couple

and takes no notice whatever. It is an

ordinary incident, and has no special attrac

tion for the neighbours.

Presently the man succeeds in planting a

blow that sends the woman down. She is

up again in a moment and faces him, pre

pared to continue the contest. But he thinks

he has scored a point and is satisfied.

" Now I'll go to the workhouse," he says.

" And the best place for you," answers the

woman.

The man thrusts his hands in his pockets

and slouches of. The woman puts on her

jacket and strolls away. If we were to

investigate the circumstances that have led up

to the fight, we should find that we had been

assisting at a Netting Dale version of the

story of Carmen, Don Jos(:, and Escamillo,

only Carmen in this case is a laundry girl,

Don Josd is an idle

ruffian, and Escamillo

is another, only of a

bolder type.

In Netting Dale the

women are the prin

cipal wage-earners,

and the district is

infested with a con-

temptible set of

men, who are loafers

or worse. It is a

common thing in

the Dale for a man

to boast that he is

going to marry a

laundry girl and do

nothing for the rest

of his life.

It seems difficult

to realize that such

a scene and such

a street can exist

within a stone's

throw of a quarter

crowded with the

wealth and fashion

of the capital. But wherever you

step off the beaten track in London

a hundred surprises await you.

I do not wonder at the fight in

Jetsam Street which fails to rouse

the lookers-on from their midday

lethargy, for I am an old traveller in this

strange land. But I must confess that it

gives me a little shock when at the end of

the street I come upon a man in the last

stage of consumption sitting propped up with

pillows in an arm-chair on the doorstep.

He has been brought out to sit a little

while in the sunshine. The poor fellow has,

I ascertain, taken his discharge from the

infirmary a few days previously. He wants

to die at homeâ��at home in Jetsam Street!

The picture I have had so far to draw is a

painful one and a squalid one. But it is

typical of the neighbourhood, and could not

be omitted if in these travels off the track I

am to give a faithful account of the Ix>ndon

that is so little known even to Londoners.

Let us hasten through the sordid streets,

looking up at the blue skies and ignoring the

squalid houses, and make our way to a more

romantic spot.

" The Potteries !" How odd this descrip

tion of a portion of Kensington sounds, yet

the district we are now in is known by this

name, and yonder is what remains of the kiln.

Here in the Potteries the spell of the old

romance still lingers,

for this is the district

of the gipsies. In

front of it is the

pleasant recreation-

ground, Avondale

Park, which the

County Council has

made beautiful for

the children of the

Dale, and just

round the corner is

hidden a space

where, year after

year, the gipsies

came with their

vans and encamped

for the winter. And

close at hand are

cottages and gar

dens, to which

ducks and geese

give quite a rural

appearance.

BROUGHT OUT TO SIT A LITTLE WHILE

IN THE SUNSHINE."

The gipsies are

not here this

winter, but there

are one or two

vans left to mark

the spot where,

until quite recently,

the sons and

daughters of Egypt

pitched their " tans " in the heart of fashion

able Kensington. Some of them, yielding

to the force of such modern ideas as the

sanitary inspector and the School Board

officer, have given up the fight for existence

in a dwelling-van and have gone to live
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" THERE ARE ONE OR TWO VANS LEFT TO MARK THE SPOT."

under a roof like the gorgios, though a gipsy

of the true Romany blood believes that

nothing but ill-luck will attend the Romany

chal or the Romany chi who lives in a house.

To-day the children of the gipsies are,

many of them, in the Notting Dale Board

School and the fathers and mothers are in

the lodging-houses. One of the wanderers,

who in the old times used to pitch on the

vacant ground of the Potteries, so far fell into

Gentile ways as to take a lodging-house and

run it himself. He and his wife became

noted characters in the Dale, and when he

died a little time ago the gipsies came from

far and near and gave him a genuine Romany

funeral, with all the ancient rites and cere

monies of the great Pali tribe who wandered

out of India long centuries ago and gave the

word " pal'' to our language to signify brother.

Though the gipsy camp has departed and

the ground will know it no more, the sur

roundings are still suggestive of the old days.

Hard by a dwelling-van left, like the rose of

the poet, blooming alone is the shed of a

chair-caner, a handsome, prosperous-looking

man, who is working in the open and singing

at his congenial task. The battered carts,

the old chains, the broken wheels, the pigeon

lofts, and the wooden sheds standing on a

patch of waste

ground remind

you of the pic

tures you were

given to copy

at school when

you were in the

drawing - class.

If there had

only been a mill

handy the re-

semblance

would have

been complete,

but the chimney

of the old kiln

dominates the

scene and takes

the mill's place.

Here the

note of Jetsam

Street has dis

appeared. All

around are re

spectable work

ing-class dwell

ings and stable-

yards. A little

farther up is a

double row of

cottages with a paved way between them

that seem to have been lifted bodily out

of a Yorkshire mill town and dropped with

their quaint out-houses on to the confines of

Kensington. When you come u ~>on Thresher's

Place you rub your eyes and wonder if it is

possible that five minutes' walk will bring

you out on Campden Hill.

In the mews round about the Potteries

are the remnants of the Italian colony that

drifted here some years ago, when Little Italy

in Clerkenwell began to be encroached upon

by the modern builder. The majority have

now drifted farther afield, to Fulham and

Hammersmith.

But there are still a fair number of the

children of the Sunny South in the Dale.

You may see the organs in the early morning

being polished up outside the houses, and if

you go into the yards you may discover the

ice-barrows packed away in the coach-houses,

waiting for the disappearance of the baked-

chestnut season and the coming of summer.

Here, in a large coach-house in a mews, is

a proprietor of ice-cream barrows hard at

work repainting his stock in gorgeous colours.

Brilliant streaks of red and green light up the

dreary place where the signer is working.

\Vhen we look in upon his artistic proceed-
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ings he is filling his studio with melody. He

is singing an air from " II Trovatore " in his

native Italian, and at the same time painting

an Italian girl in her national costume on the

panel of an ice-barrow.

A little farther down the mews we climb

the crazy staircase that leads to the loft, and

find a middle-aged widow occupying it with

five children.

We have arrived at an awkward moment,

for the widow is in tearful converse with the

Industrial Schools officer.

One of the children has been caught the

previous night begging. Children are not

allowed to beg in the streets to-day, and if

it is found that the parents send them out or

have not sufficient control over them to keep

them in the little offenders can be taken

before a magistrate and sent to an industrial

school, to be trained for more reputable

occupations in life.

The widow declares that the boy was not

sent out by her, and weeps copiously while

she relates her story. She has five children

and no money. I don't think the officer is

very much impressed. I am afraid he knows

more about the widow and the begging boy

than he cares to reveal in the presence of

strangers. He gives the woman a kindly

warning, and leaves her with the intimation

that if any more of her children are caught

begging she will be invited to pay a visit to

the magistrate.

The Industrial Schools officer has a busy

time in the Dale, for there are many young

children living in vicious and criminal sur

roundings, and it is his task to remove them

at the first opportunity, in order that they

may have a chance in life. The work the

industrial schools are accomplishing is in

valuable. Under the Act a careful guardian

ship can be exercised by the State until the

rescued boy or girl has reached the age of

eighteen. There is no coming out of the

industrial schools and returning to the evil

surroundings now. But the task of the

officer who has to see that the lads and

lasses do not, after their school days are up,

return to their evil associates is not a light

one. He has occasionally to exercise the

ingenuity of a Sherlock Holmes in order to

get on the track of " one of his young

people" who has mysteriously disappeared

from the place that has been found for him

or her.

Not long ago a young girl who had been

sent to Canada, and was supposed to be

doing well there, was discovered dressed in

boy's clothes back again in the Dale with her

uncle and aunt, who were undesirable

companions for her. The girl had in some

way managed to get her passage-money and

come home, and had hoped, disguised as a

young man, to escape the vigilance of the

Industrial Schools officer.

Through a couple of streets and we are

back in common lodging-house land. There

is one long street in which the houses are

registered from end to end. Some of them

look like shops with the shutters up, others

like private houses that have come down in

the world. But every room is packed with

as many beds as the law permits, and the

common kitchen is reached by the area

steps.

'At one of the houses along this street a

man and a woman are standing at the door.

The woman has only one arm and one eye,

the man has no arms. But they are a highly

popular couple, and a good many of the lodg

ing-houses in the street belong to them. The

lady is said to be quite equal to quieting any

disturbance among the lodgers with her one

hand, and the man displays the most remark

able skill, suffering apparently little incon

venience from his loss. When you have

seen him take his pipe out of his mouth with

the empty sleeve of his jacket you will

understand how he is able, with his wife's

assistance, to keep his rough clientele well in

hand, and to compel their respect.

There is one feature of Notting Dale which

strikes you forcibly if you go into a local

crowd engaged in a heated argument, and

that is the preponderance of the rural accent;

for this is a district in which the evil of rural

immigration has written itself large. Thou

sands of honest country folks crowd up year

after year to the great city that they believe

to be paved with gold. Of those who corne

in by the Great Western a large percentage

drift to the Dale, failing to find room in the

districts around the terminus ; and in the

Dale a process of moral deterioration goes on

which is a tragedy.

The husband fails to find the work he

expected would be ready to his hand in

busy London. The little savings are soon

gone; the man and his wife are driven to

the common lodging-house, or, if there are

children with them, to the furnished room.

The wife perhaps goes to the laundry work.

The husband's enforced idleness often ends

in his becoming a confirmed loafer, con

tented to live on what his wife can earn.

There is in Notting Dale a large working

population living cleanly by honest industry,

but the country folk who have been un-
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fortunate at the commencement of the

struggle for life in I>ondon cannot avail

themselves of the cleaner accommodation

and the better environment. They are forced

into the area which is given over to the

vicious and the criminal, and they gradually

sink to the level of their neighbours.

Many a tale of heroic struggle against evil

surroundings do the women tell who come

before the School Board officials to explain

the non-attendance of their children. Some

times it is the man who has had the moral

strength to resist, and with tears in his eyes

will tell of the healthy, country-bred wife who

came with him

one day from

the far-away

village full of

hope, but who

has yielded to

the awful en-

vironment,

deserted his

home, and left

his children to

fall into evil

companionship.

This is the thought that comes to me as,

fresh from our pilgrimage of pain, we stand

in the big playground and watch the little

ones filing out in the sunshine to go to their

homes. Some of them are well clad, the

children of honest, hard-working folk who

love them and care for them. But many

are going back to miserable dens where there

is neither love nor care, where there is no

respect for the laws of God or man.

There is n

sadder chapter

in the story of

London than

that of the light-

hearted country

folk who come

to it full of

courage and

hope, and gradually sink down under the evil

influence of a slum te which their poverty

has driven them, until they themselves

are as criminal and as vicious as their

neighbours.

For them little can be done, though now

and again the brave men and women who

are working in the good cause succeed in

rescuing them, even though they have fallen

to the lowest depths of the abyss.

But for the next generation the hope is

greater. High above one of the most

notorious streets in the Dale tower the great

buildings in which the children are gathered

together and educated and taught the

principles of right doing.

They cannot all be saved from the evil

environment that awaits them, but they come

day after day to the schools, and there they

fall under an influence which, if they are not

inherently bad, will stand them in good stead

through all their lives.

We watch the little ones as with the light-

heartedness of childhood they trip away,

some to the meal which loving hands have

prepared for them, others to crowd and

clamour at the doors of the mission-house,

where the free meal stands between them

and the hunger pain, and then we turn into

a street that bore formerly so ill a name that

the authorities changed it, to remove the

stigma of the address from the few decent

people in it.

In five minutes we are once more on the

beaten track and in the heart of Royal and

aristocratic Kensington.
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CHAPTER IX.

HE church bells were ringing

for morning service as Mr.

Vickers, who had been for a

stroll with Mr. William Russell

and a couple of ferrets, re

turned home to breakfast.

Contrary to custom, the small front room

and the kitchen were both empty, and break

fast, with the exception of a cold herring and

the bitter remains of a pot of tea, had been

cleared away.

" I've known men afore now," murmured

Mr. Vickers, eyeing the herring disdainfully,

" as would take it by the tail and smack 'em

acrost the face with it."

He cut himself a slice of bread, and,

pouring out a cup of cold tea, began his

meal, ever and anon stopping to listen, with

a puzzled face, to a continuous squeaking

overhead. It sounded like several pairs of

new boots all squeaking at once, but Mr.

Vickers, who was a reasonable man and past

the age of self-deception, sought for a more

probable cause.

A particularly aggressive squeak detached

itself from the others and sounded on the

stairs. The resemblance to the noise made

by new boots was stronger than ever. It

was new boots. The door opened, and Mr.

Vickers, with a slice of bread arrested half

way to his mouth, sat gazing in astonishment

at Charles Vickers, clad for the first time in

his life in new raiment from top to toe. Ere

he could voice inquiries, an avalanche of

squeaks descended the stairs, and the rest of

the children, all smartly clad, with Selina

bringing up the rear, burst into.the room.

" What is it ? " demanded Mr. Vickers, in

a voice husky with astonishment ; " a bean

feast ? "

Miss Vickers, who was doing up a glove

which possessed more buttons than his own

waistcoat, looked up and eyed him calmly.

" New clothesâ��and not before they wanted

"em," she replied, tartly.

" New clothes ? " repeated her father, in a

scandalized voice. "Where'd they get 'em?"

" Shop," said his daughter, briefly.

Mr. Vickers rose and, approaching his

offspring, inspected them with the same

interest that he would have bestowed upon a

wax-works. A certain stiffness of pose com

bined with the glassy stare which met his

gaze helped to favour the illusion.

" For once in their lives they're respect

able," said Selina, regarding them with moist

eyes. " Soap and water they've always had,

bless 'em, but you've never seen 'em dressed

like this before."

Before Mr. Vickers could frame a reply a

squeaking which put all the others in the

Copyright, 1904, by W. W. Jacobs, in the United States of America.
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shade sounded from above. It crossed the

floor on hurried excursions to different parts

of the room, and then, hesitating for a

moment at the head of the stairs, came

slowly and ponderously down until Mrs.

Vickers, looking somewhat nervous, stood

revealed before her expectant husband. In

scornful surprise he gazed at a blue cloth

dress, a black velvet cape trimmed with

bugles, and a bonnet so aggressively new

that it had not yet accommodated itself to

Mrs. Vickers's style of hair-dressing.

" Go on !" he breathed. " Go on ! Don't

mind me. What, youâ��youâ��you're not

going to church ? "

Mrs. Vickers glanced at the books in her

handâ��also newâ��and trembled.

Mr. Vickers took another amazed glance

round and his brow darkened.

" And why not ? " demanded Selina.

" Why shouldn't we ? "

" Where did you get the money ?" he

inquired.

"Saved it," said

his daughter, red

dening despite

herself.

"Saved it ?" re

peated the justly-

astonished Mr.

Vickers. " Saved

it ? Ah ! out of my

money ; out of the

money I toil and

moil for â�� out of

the money that

ought to be spent

on food. No won

der you're always

complaining that

it ain't enough.

I won't 'ave â�¢ it,

d'ye hear ? I'll

have my rights;

I'llâ��"

"Don't make

so much noise,"

said his daugh

ter, who was

stooping down to ease one of Mrs. Vickers's

boots. "You would have fours, mother,

and I told you what it would be." ,

and 'arf-a-dozen shirts, and a new hat hid

upstairs for me ? "

" Yes, they're hid all right," retorted the

dutiful Miss Vickers. "You go upstairs and

amuse yourself looking for 'em. Go and

have a game of ' hot boiled beans' all by

yourself."

" Why, you must have been stinting me for

years," continued Mr. Vickers, examining the

various costumes in detail. " This is what

comes o' keeping quiet and trusting youâ��

not but what I've 'ad my suspicions. My

own kids taking the bread out o' my mouth

and buying boots with it; my own wife going

about in a bonnet that's took me weeks and

weeks to earn."

His words fell on deaf ears. No adjutant

getting his regiment ready for a march-past

could have taken more trouble than Miss

'WHV, YOU MUST HAVE BEEN STINTING ME FOR YEARS, CONTINUED MR. VICKERS."

" He said that I ought to wear threes

by rights," said Mrs. Vickers; " I used

to."

"And I s'pose," said Mr. Vickers, who

had been listening to these remarks with

considerable impatienceâ��" I s'pose there's a

bran' new suit o' clothes, and a pair o' boots,

Vol. xxvii.â��70.

Vickers was taking at this moment over her

small company. Caps were set straight and

sleeves pulled down. Her face shone with

pride and her eyes glistened as the small fry,

discoursing in excited whispers, filed stiffly

out.

A sudden cessation of gossip in neighbour

ing doorways testified to the impression

made by their appearance. Past little startled

groups the procession picked its way in
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squeaking pride, with Mrs. Vickers and

Selina bringing up the rear. The children

went by with little set, important faces ; but

Miss Vickers's little bows and pleased smiles

of recognition to acquaintances were so lady

like that several untidy matrons retired inside

their houses to wrestle grimly with feelings

too strong for outside display.

" Pack o' prancing peacocks," said the

unnatural Mr. Vickers, as the procession

wound round the

corner.

He stood looking

vacantly up the street

until the gathering ex

citement of his neigh

bours aroused new

feelings. Vanity stirred

within him, and lean

ing casually against the

door-post he yawned

and looked at the

chimney-pots opposite.

A neighbour in a pair

of corduroy trousers,

supported by one

brace worn diagonally,

shambled across the

road.

"What's up?" he

inquired, with a jerk

of the thumb in the

direction of Mr.

Vickers's vanished

family.

"Up?" repeated

Mr. Vickers, with

an air of languid

surprise.

" Somebody died

and left you a fortin?'

the other.

inquired

" Not as I knows of," replied Mr. Vickers,

staring. " Why ? "

" \Vhy ? " exclaimed the other. " Why,

new clothes all over. I never see such a

turn-out."

Mr. Vickers regarded him with an air of

lofty disdain. " Kids must 'ave new clothes

sometimes, I s'pose ? " he said, slowly. " You

wouldn't 'ave 'em going about of a Sunday in

a ragged shirt and a pair of trowsis, would

you ? "

The shaft passed harmlessly. "Why not?"

said the other. " They gin'rally do."

Mr. Vickers's denial died away on his lips.

In twos and threes his neighbours had drawn

gradually near and now stood by listening

expectantly. The idea of a fortune was

common to all of them, and they were anxious

for particulars.

" Some people have all the luck," said a

stout matron. " I've 'ad thirteen and buried

seven, and never 'ad so much as a chiney

tea-pot left me. One thing is, I never

could make up to people for the sake of

what I could get out of them. I couldn't

not if I tried. I must speak my mind

free and independent."

"Ah ! that's how you

get yourself disliked,"

said another lady,

shaking her head sym

pathetically.

'THEY WERE ANXIOUS FOR

PARTICULARS."

" Disliked ? " said the stout matron, turn

ing on her fiercely. " What d'ye mean ?

You don't know what you're talking about.

Who's getting themselves disliked ? "

" A lot o' good a chiney tea-pot would be

to you," said the other, with a ready change

of front, " or any other kind o' tea-pot."

Surprise and indignation deprived the stout

matron of utterance.

"Or a milk-jug either," pursued her

opponent, following up her advantage. " Or

a coffee-pot, or "

The stout matron advanced upon her, and

her mien was so terrible that the other,

retreating to her house, slammed the door

behind her and continued the discussion
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from a first-floor window. Mint Street, with

the conviction that Mr. Vickers's tidings could

wait, swarmed across the road to listen.

Mr. Vickers himself listened for a little

while to such fragments as came his way,

and then, going indoors, sat down amid the

remains of his breakfast to endeavour to solve

the mystery of the new clothes.

He took a short clay pipe from his pocket,

and, igniting a little piece of tobacco which

remained in the bowl, endeavoured to form

an estimate of the cost of each person's

wardrobe. The sum soon becoming too

large to work in his head, he had recourse to

pencil and paper, and after five minutes' hard

labour sat gazing at a total, which made his

brain reel. The fact that immediately after

wards he was unable to find even a few

grains of tobacco at the bottom of his box

furnished a contrast which almost made him

maudlin.

He sat sucking at his cold pipe and

indulging in hopeless conjectures as to the

source of so much wealth, and, with a sudden

quickening of the pulse, wondered whether

it had all been spent. His mind wandered

from Selina to Mr. Joseph Tasker, and

almost imperceptibly the absurdities of which

young men in love could be capable occurred

to him. He remembered the extravagances

of his own youth, and bethinking himself of

the sums he had squandered on the future

Mrs. Vickersâ��sums which increased with

the compound interest of repetitionâ��came

to the conclusion that Mr. Tasker had been

mere foolish still.

It seemed the only possible explanation.

His eye brightened, and, knocking the ashes

out of his pipe, he crossed to the tap and

washed his face.

" If he can't lend a trifle to the man what's

going to be his father-in-law," he said, cheer

fully, as he polished his face on a roller-

towel, " I shall tell 'im he can't have Selina,

that's all. I'll go and see 'im afore she gets

any more out of him."

He walked blithely up the road, and, after

shaking off one or two inquirers whose

curiosity was almost proof against insult,

made his way to Dialstone Lane. In an

unobtrusive fashion he glided round to the

back, and, opening the kitchen door, bestowed

a beaming smile upon the startled Joseph.

" Busy, my lad ? " he inquired.

Mr. Vickers opened the door a little wider,

and, stepping inside, closed it softly behind

him and dropped into a chair.

"What d'ye want?" asked Mr. Tasker,

whose face was flushed with cooking.

"Don't be alarmed, my lad," he said,

benevolently. "Selina's all right."

" What d'ye want ? " repeated Mr. Tasker.

" Who told you to come round here ? "

Mr. Vickers looked at him in reproachful

surprise.

" I suppose a father can come round to see

his future son-in-law ?" he said, with some

dignity. " I don't want to do no interrupting

of your work, Joseph, but I couldn't 'elp just

stepping round to tell you how nice they all

looked. Where you got the money from I

can't think."

" Have you gone dotty, or what ?" de

manded Mr. Tasker, who was busy wiping

out a saucepan. " Who looked nice ? "

Mr. Vickers shook his head at him and

smiled waggishly.

"Ah! who?" he said, with much enjoy

ment. " I tell you it did my father's 'art

good to see 'em all dressed up like that;

and when I thought of its all being owing

to you, sit down at home in comfort with a

pipe instead of coming to thank you for it

I could not. Not if you was to have paid

me I couldn't."'

" Look 'ere," said Mr. Tasker, putting the

saucepan down with a bang, " if you can't

talk plain, common English you'd better get

out. I don't want you 'ere at all as a matter

o' fact, but to have you sitting there shaking

your silly 'ead and talking a pack o' nonsense

is more than I can stand."

Mr. Vickers gazed at him in perplexity.

" Do you mean to tell me you haven't been

giving my Selina money to buy new clothes

for the young 'uns ? " he demanded, sharply.

" Do you mean to tell me that Selina didn't

get money out of you to buy herself and 'er

mother and all of 'emâ��except meâ��a new

rig-out from top to toe ? "

" D'ye think I've gone mad, or what ?"

inquired the amazed Mr. Tasker. "What

d'ye think I should want to buy clothes for

your young 'uns for ? That's your duty. And

Selina, too; I haven't given 'er anything

except a ring, and she lent me the money

for that. D'ye think I'm made o' money?"

"All right, Joseph," said Mr. Vickers,

secretly incensed at this unforeseen display

of caution on Mr. Tasker's part. " I s'pose

the fairies come and put 'em on while they

was asleep. But it's dry work walking ; 'ave

you got such a thing as a glass o' water you

could give me ? "

The other took a glass from the dresser

and, ignoring the eye of his prospective

father-in-law, which was glued to a comfort

able-looking barrel in the corner, filled it to
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the brim with fair water and handed it to

him. Mr. Vickers, giving him a surly nod,

took a couple of dainty sips and placed it on

the table.

" It's very nice water," he said, sarcas

tically.

" Is it ?" said Mr. Tasker. " We don't

drink it ourselves, except in tea or coffee ;

the cap'n says it ain't safe."

Mr. Vickers brought his eye from the

barrel and glared at him.

" I s'pose, Joseph," he said, after a long

pause, during which Mr. Tasker was busy

making up the fireâ��" I s'pose Selina didn't

tell you you wasn't to tell me about the

money ? "

" I don't know what you're driving at,"

said the other, confronting him angrily. " I

haven't got no money."

Mr. Vickers coughed. " Don't say that,

Joseph," he urged, softly ; " don't say that, my

lad. As a matter o' fact, I come round to

you, interrupting of you in your work, and

I'm sorry for itâ��knowing how fond of it you

areâ��to see whether Iâ��I couldn't borrow a

trifle for a day or two."

" Ho, did you ? " commented Mr. Tasker,

who had opened the oven door and was using

his hand as a thermometer.

His visitor hesitated. It was no use ask

ing for too much; on the other hand, to

ask for less than he could get would be

unpardonable folly.

" If I could lay my hand on a couple o'

quid," he said, in a mysterious whisper, " I

could make it five in a week."

" Well, why don't you ?" inquired Mr.

Tasker, who was tenderly sucking the bulb

of the thermometer after contact with the

side of the oven.

" It's the two quid that's the trouble,

Joseph," replied Mr. Vickers, keeping his

temper with difficulty. " A little thing like

that wouldn't be much trouble to you, I

know, but to a pore man with a large family

like me it's a'most impossible."

Mr. Tasker went outside to the larder, and

returning with a small joint knelt down and

thrust it carefully into the oven.

"A'most impossible," repeated Mr. Vickers,

with a sigh.

" What is ? " inquired the other, who had

not been listening.

The half-choking Mr. Vickers explained.

" Yes, o' course it is," assented Mr. Tasker.

" People what's got money," said the

offended Mr. Vickers, regarding him fiercely,

" stick to it like leeches. Now, suppose I

was a young man keeping company with a

gal and her father wanted to borrow a couple

o' quidâ��a paltry couple o' thick 'unsâ��what

d'ye think I should do?"

" If you was a young manâ��keeping com

pany with a galâ��and 'er father wantedâ��to

borrow a couple of quid off o' youâ��what

would you do ? " repeated Mr. Tasker,

mechanically, as he bustled to and fro.

Mr. Vickers nodded and smiled. " What

should I do ? " he inquired again, hopefully.

" I don't know, I'm sure," said the other,

opening the oven door and peering in.

"How should I?"

At the imminent risk of something inside

giving way under the strain, Mr. Vickers

restrained himself. He breathed hard, and

glancing out of window sought to regain his

equilibrium by becoming interested in a

blackbird outside.

" What I mean to say is," he said at length,

in a trembling voiceâ��" what I mean to say

is, without no roundaboutedness, will you

lend a 'ard-working man, what's going to

be your future father-in-law, a couple o'

pounds ?"

Mr. Tasker laughed. It was not a loud

laugh, nor yet a musical one. It was merely

a laugh designed to convey to the incensed

Mr. Vickers a strong sense of the absurdity

of his request.

" I asked you a question," said the latter

gentleman, glaring at him.

" I haven't got a couple o' pounds," replied

Mr. Tasker; " and if I 'ad, there's nine

hundred and ninety-nine things I would

sooner do with it than lend it to you."

Mr. Vickers rose and stood regarding the

ignoble creature with profound contempt.

His features worked and a host of adjectives

crowded to his lips.

" Is that your last word, Joseph ?" he

inquired, with solemn dignity.

" I'll say it all over again if you like," said

the obliging Mr. Tasker. " If you want

money, go and earn it, same as I have to ;

don't come round 'ere cadging on me,

because it's no good."

Mr. Vickers laughed ; a dry, contemptuous

laugh, terrible to hear.

" And that's the man that's going to marry

my daughter," he said, slowly ; " that's the

man that's going to marry into my family.

Don't you expect me to take you up and

point you out as my son-in-law, cos I won't

do it. If there's anything I can't abide it's

stinginess. And there's my galâ��my pore

gal don't know your real character. Wait

till I've told 'er about this morning and

opened 'er eyes ! Wait till "
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"You haven't sold anything lately, have

you ? " he inquired, with startling gruffness.

" I haven't 'ad nothing to sell, sir," replied

the other, in astonishment. " And I dare say

Mr. Vickers here saw a new pair o' boots on

one o' the young 'uns and dreamt all the rest."

Mr. Vickers intervened

with passion.

"MR. VICKERS ROSE AND STOOD RF.GARDING THE IGNOBLE CREATURE WITH

PROFOUND CONTEMPT."

He stopped abruptly as the door leading

to the front room opened and revealed the

inquiring face of Captain Bowers.

"What's all this noise about, Joseph?"

demanded the captain, harshly.

Mr. Tasker attempted to explain, but his

explanation involving a character for Mr.

Vickers which that gentleman declined to

accept on any terms, he broke in and began

to give his own version of the affair. Much

to Joseph's surprise the captain listened

patiently. -

" Did you buy all those things, Joseph ? "

he inquired, carelessly, as Mr. Vickers paused

for breath.

" Cert'nly not, sir," replied Mr. Tasker.

" Where should I get the money from ? "

The captain eyed him without replying,

and a sudden suspicion occurred to him. The

strange disappearance of the map, followed

by the sudden cessation of Mr. Chalk's visits,

began to link themselves to this tale of un

expected wealth. He bestowed another search

ing glance upon the agitated Mr. Tasker.

"That'll do," said the

captain, sharply. "Howdare

you make that noise in my'

house? I think that the

tale about the clothes is all

right," he added, turning to

Joseph. " I saw them go

into church looking

very smart. And you

know nothing about

it?"

Mr. Tasker's aston-

ishment was too

genuine to be mis

taken, and the cap

tain, watching him

closely, transferred

his suspicions to a

more deserving

object. Mr. Vickers

caught his eye and

essayed a smile.

"Drywork talking,

sir," he said, gently.

Captain Bowers

eyed him steadily.

" Have we got any

beer, Joseph ? " he inquired.

" Well, keep your eye on it," said the

captain. " Good morning, Mr. Vickers."

" Plenty in the cask, sir,'1 said Mr. Tasker,

reluctantly.

But disappointment and indignation got

the better of Mr. Vickers's politeness.

CHAPTER X.

" A PENNY for your thoughts, uncle," said

Miss Drewitt, as they sat at dinner an hour

or two after the departure of Mr. Vickers.

" fTm ?" said the captain, with a guilty

start.

" You've been scowling and smiling by

turns for the last five minutes," said his niece.

" I was thinking about that man that was

here this morning," said the captain, slowly;

"trying to figure it out. If I thought that

that girl Selina "

He took a draught of ale and shook his

head solemnly.

" You know my ideas about that," said

Prudence.
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"Your poor mother was obstinate," com

mented the captain, regarding her tolerantly.

" Once she got an idea into her head it stuck

there, and nothing made her more angry than

proving to her that she was wrong. Trying

to prove to her, I should have said."

Miss Drewitt smiled amiably. "Well,

you've earned half the sum," she said.

" Now, what were you smiling about ? "

" Didn't know I was smiling," declared

the captain.

With marvellous tact he turned the con

versation to lighthouses, a subject upon which

he discoursed with considerable fluency until

the meal was finished. Miss Drewitt, who

had a long memory and at least her fair share

of curiosity, returned to the charge as he

smoked half a pipe preparatory to accom

panying her for a walk.

" You're looking very cheerful," she

remarked.

The captain's face fell several points.

"Am I?" he -said, ruefully. "I didn't

mean to."

" I mean I didn't know I was," he replied,

" more than usual, I mean. I always do

look fairly cheerfulâ��at least, I hope I do.

There's nothing

to make me look

the opposite."

" Why not ? " inquired his niece.

Miss Drewitt

eyed him care

fully and then

passed upstairs

to put on her

hat. Relieved of

her presence the

captain walked to

the small glass

over the mantel

piece and, regard

ing his tell - tale

features with

gloomy dissatis

faction, acquired,

after one or two

attempts, an ex

pression which he

flattered himself

defied analysis.

He tapped the

barometer which

hung by the door as they went out, and,

checking a remark which rose to his lips, stole

a satisfied glance at the face by his side.

The captain started. " I was thinking of

Dutton Priors," he said, slowly. " We could

go there by Hanger's Lane and home by the

road."

" The footpaths would be nice to-day,"

urged his niece.

"You try my way," said the captain,

jovially.

" Have you got any particular reason for

wanting to go to Dutton Priors this after

noon ? " inquired the girl.

" Reason ?" said the captain. " Good

gracious, no. What reason should I have ?

My leg is a trifle stiff to-day for stiles, but

still "

Miss Drewitt gave way at once, and,

taking his arm, begged him to lean on her,

questioning him anxiously as to his fitness for

a walk in any direction.

" Walking '11 do it good," was the reply, as

they proceeded slowly down the High Street.

He took his watch from his pocket, and,

after comparing it with the town clock, peered

furtively right and left, gradually slackening

his pace until Miss Drewitt's fears for his leg

became almost contagious. At the old stone

bridge, spanning the river at the bottom of the

High Street, he paused, and, resting his arms

HE BECAME INTENT ON A DERELICT 1'UNT. '

" Clark's farm by the footpaths would be a

nice walk," said Miss Drewitt, as they reached

the end of the lane.

on the parapet, became intent

on a derelict punt. On the

subject of sitting in a craft of

that description in mid-stream

catching fish he discoursed at

such length that the girl eyed

him in amazement.

The captain turned and, merely pausing

" Shall we go on ? " she said, at length.

to point out the difference between the lines

of a punt and a dinghy, with a digression to

sampans which included a criticism of the
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Chinese as boat-builders, prepared to depart.

He cast a swift glance up the road as he

did so, and Miss Drewitt's cheek flamed with

sudden wrath as she saw Mr. Edward Tred-

gold hastening towards them. In a some

what pointed manner she called her uncle's

attention to the fact.

" Lor" bless my soul," said that startled

mariner, " so it is. Well ! well ! "

If Mr. Tredgold had been advancing on

his head he could not have exhibited more

surprise.

" I'm afraid I'm late," said Tredgold, as he

came up and shook hands. " I hope you

haven't been waiting long."

The hapless captain coughed loud and

long. He emerged from a large red pocket-

handkerchief to find the eye of Miss Drewitt

seeking his.

"That's all right, my lad," he said, huskily.

" I'd forgotten about our arrangement. Did

I say this Sunday or next ? "

"This," said Mr. Tredgold, bluntly.

The captain coughed again, and with some

pathos referred to the tricks which old age

plays with memory. As they walked on he

regaled therewith selected instances.

" Don't forget your leg, uncle," said Miss

Drewitt, softly.

Captain Bowers gazed at her suspiciously.

" Don't forget that it's stiff and put too

much strain on it," explained his niece.

The captain eyed her uneasily, but she

was talking and laughing with Edward Tred

gold in a most reassuring fashion. A choice

portion of his programme, which, owing to

the events of the afternoon, he had almost

resolved to omit, clamoured for production.

He stole another glance at his niece and

resolved to risk it.

" Hah ! " he said, suddenly, stopping short

and feeling in his pockets. "There's my

memory again. Well, of all the "

" What's the matter, uncle ?" inquired

Miss Drewitt.

" I've left my pipe at home," said the

captain, in a desperate voice.

"I've got some cigars," suggested Tredgold.

The captain shook his head. " No, I

must have my pipe," he said, decidedly. " If

you two will walk on slowly, I'll soon catch

you up."

"You're not going all the way back for

it?" exclaimed Miss Drewitt.

" Let me go," said Tredgold.

The captain favoured him with an inscrut

able glance. " I'll go," he said, firmly. " I'm

not quite sure where I left it. You go by

Hanger's Lane ; I'll soon catch you up."

He set off at a pace which rendered

protest unavailing. Mr. Tredgold turned,

and, making a mental note of the fact that

Miss Drewitt had suddenly added inches to

her stature, walked on by her side.

" Captain Bowers is very fond of his pipe,"

he said, after they had walked a little way in

silence.

Miss Drewitt assented. " Nasty things,"

she said, calmly.

" So they are," said Mr. Tredgold.

" But you smoke," said the girl.

Mr. Tredgold sighed. "I have often

thought of giving it up," he said, softly,

" and then I was afraid that it would look

rather presumptuous."

" Presumptuous ? " repeated Miss Drewitt.

" So many better and wiser men than

myself smoke," explained Mr. Tredgold,

" including even bishops. If it is good

enough for them, it ought to be good enough

for me ; that's the way I look at it. Who

am I that I should be too proud to smoke ?

Who am I that I should try and set my poor

ideas above those of my superiors ? Do you

see my point of view?"

Miss Drewitt made no reply.

" Of course, it is a thing that grows on

one," continued Mr. Tredgold, with the air

of making a concession. " It is the first

smoke that does the mischief; it is a fatal

precedent. Unless, perhaps How pretty

that field is over there."

Miss Drewitt looked in the direction in

dicated. " Very nice," she said, briefly.

" But what were you going to say ?"

Mr. Tredgold made an elaborate attempt

to appear confused. " I was going to say,"

he murmured, gently, " unless, perhaps, one

begins on coarse cut Cavendish rolled in a

piece of the margin of the Sunday news

paper."

Miss Drewitt suppressed an exclamation.

" I wanted to see where the fascination was,"

she said, indignantly.

"And did you?" inquired Mr. Tredgold,

smoothly.

The girl turned her head and looked at

him. " I have no doubt my uncle gave you

full particulars," she said, bitterly. " It

seems to me that men can gossip as much

as women."

" I tried to stop him," said the virtuous

Mr. Tredgold.

" You need not have troubled," said Miss

Drewitt, loftily. " It is not a matter of any

consequence. I am surprised that my uncle

should have thought it worth mentioning."

She walked on slowly with head erect,
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pausing occasionally to look round for the

captain. Edward Tredgold looked too, and

a feeling of annoyance at the childish strata

gems of his well-meaning friend began to

possess him.

" We had better hurry a little, I think,"

he said, glancing at the sky. " The sooner

we get to Button Priors the better."

" Why ? " inquired his companion.

" Rain," said the other, briefly.

. " It won't rain before evening," said Miss

Drewitt, confidently ; " uncle said so."

" Perhaps we had better walk faster,

though," urged Mr. Tredgold.

Miss Drewitt slackened her pace de

liberately. " There is no fear of its raining,"

she declared. " And uncle will not catch us

up if we walk fast."

A sudden glimpse into the immediate

future was vouchsafed to Mr. Tredgold; for

a fraction of a second the veil was lifted.

" Don't blame me if you get wet, though," he

said, with some anxiety.

They walked on at a pace which gave the

captain every opportunity of overtaking them.

The feat would not have been beyond the

powers of an athletic tortoise, but the most

careful scrutiny failed to reveal any signs of

him.

" I'm afraid that he is not well," said Miss

Drewitt, after a long, searching glance along

the way they had come. " Perhaps we had

better go back. It does begin to look rather

dark."

" Just as you

please," said

Edward Tredgold,

with unwonted

caution ; " but the

nearest shelter is

Dutton Priors."

He pointed to

a lurid, ragged

cloud right ahead

of them. As if

in response, a low,

growling rumble

sounded overhead.

"Wasâ��was

that thunder?"

said Miss Drewitt,

drawing a little

nearer to him.

"Sounded

something like it,"

was the reply.

A flash of light

ning and a crash

ing peal that rent

the skies put the matter beyond a doubt.

Miss Drewitt, turning very pale, began to

walk at a rapid pace in the direction of

the village.

The other looked round in search of some

nearer shelter. Already the pattering of

heavy drops sounded in the lane, and before

they had gone a dozen paces the rain came

down in torrents. Two or three fields away

a small shed offered the only shelter. Mr.

Tredgold, taking his companion by the arm,

started to run towards it.

Before they had gone a hundred yards

they were wet through, but Miss Drewitt,

holding her skirts in one hand and shivering

at every flash, ran until they brought up at a

tall gate, ornamented with barbed wire,

behind which stood the shed.

The gate was locked, and the wire had

been put on by a farmer who combined with

great ingenuity a fervent hatred of his fellow-

men. To Miss Drewitt it seemed insur

mountable, but, aided by Mr. Tredgold and

a peal of thunder which came to his assist

ance at a critical moment, she managed to

clamher over and reach the shed. Mr.

Tredgold followed at his leisure with a strip

of braid torn from the bottom of her dress.

The roof leaked in twenty places and the

floor was a puddle, but it had certain re

deeming features in Mr. Tredgold's eyes of

which the girl knew nothing. He stood at

the doorway watching the rain.

"AIDED BY MR. TREI>GOI.D AND A PEAL OF THUNDER, SHE MANAGED TO CLAMBER OVKR."
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"Come inside," said Miss Drewitt, in a

trembling voice. " You might be struck."

Mr. Tredgold experienced a sudden sense

of solemn pleasure in this unexpected con

cern for his safety. He turned and eyed her.

" I'm not afraid," he said, with great

gentleness.

" No, but I am," said Miss Drewitt, petu

lantly, " and I can never get over that gate

alone."

Mr. Tredgold came inside, and for some

time neither of them spoke. The rattle of

rain on the roof became less deafening and

began to drip through instead of forming

little jets. A patch of blue sky showed.

" It isn't much," said Tredgold, going to

the door again.

Miss Drewitt, checking a sharp retort,

returned to the door and looked out. The

patch of blue increased in size; the rain

ceased and the sun came out ; birds ex

changed congratulations from every tree. The

girl, gathering up her wet skirts, walked to

the gate, leaving her companion to follow.

Approached calmly and under a fair sky

the climb was much

easier.

"I believe that I could

have got over by myself

after all," said Miss

Drewitt, as she stood on

the other side. " I sup

pose that you were in too

much of a hurry the last

time. My dress is ruined."

She spoke

calmly, but her

face was clouded.

From her man

ner during the

rapid walk home

Mr. Tredgold

was enabled to

see clearly that

she was holding

him responsible

for the captain's

awkward be

haviour ; the

rain ; her spoiled

clothes ; and a

severe cold in

the immediate

future. He glanced at her ruined hat and

the wet, straight locks of hair hanging about

her face, and held his peace.

to be so full of people. She hurried on with

bent head, looking straight before her, trying

to imagine what she looked like. There was

no sign of the captain, but as they turned

into Dialstone Lane they both saw a huge,

shaggy, grey head protruding from the small

window of his bedroom. It disappeared

with a suddenness almost startling.

"Thank you," said Miss Drewitt, holding

out her hand as she reached the door.

"Good-bye."

Mr. Tredgold said " Good-bye," and with a

furtive glance at the window above departed.

Miss Drewitt, opening the door, looked round

an empty room. Then the kitchen door

opened and the face of Mr. Tasker, full of

concern, appeared.

" Did you get wet, miss ? " he inquired.

Miss Drewitt ignored the question. " Where

is Captain Bowers ? " she asked, in a clear,

penetrating voice.

The face of Mr. Tasker fell. " He's gone

to bed with a headache, miss," he replied.

" Headache ?" repeated the astonished

Miss Drewitt. " When did he go? "

"About 'arf an hour ago," said

Mr. Tasker: "just after the

storm. I suppose that's what

caused it, though it seems funny,

considering what a lot he must

ha' seen at sea. He said he'd go

straight to bed and try and sleep

it off. And I was to ask you

to please not to

make a noise."

SHE THREW HERSELF THOUGHTLESSLY INTO THAT FAMOUS OLD

CHIPPENDALE CHAIR."

Never before on a Sunday afternoon had

Miss Drewitt known the streets of Binchester

Vol. xxvii.â��71.

Miss Drewitt

swept past him

and mounted the

stairs. At the

captain's door

she paused, but

the loud snoring

of a determined

man made her

resolve to post

pone her de

mands for an

explanation to a

more fitting op

portunity. Tired,

wet, and angry

she gained her

own room, and

threw herself thoughtlessly into that famous

old Chippendale chair which, in accordance

with Mr. Tredgold's instructions, had been

placed against the wall.

The captain stirred in his sleep.

(To be continued.)
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Even in the civilized Southern States to

the east of the Mississippi editing was not

fifteen years ago a healthy pastime. On one

occasion, when I was assisting a friend in

Georgia, a citizen in a high state of excite

ment entered the " editorial sanctum "â��they

are very particular about the dignity of these

epithets in Americaâ��and riddled the walls

and my desk with bullets from a revolver.

Luckily, I

happened not

to be there, but

in the com

posing - room,

engaged in

making-up the

editorial page.

My eye dwelt

lovingly on a

neat row of

paragraphs, one

beginning in

this wise:â��

If our esteemed

(but chronically

overheated) fellow-

townsman, Sam

Beale, will take our

advice, etc.

At that mo-

ment three

shots rang out

in deafening

succession. My

journeyman

" comp." drop

ped on his knees

under the com

posing-case, and

I was just de

ciding on my

own line of

conduct when

the door was

flung violently

open, and Mr.

Samuel Beale

my printer was, I believe, finally obliged to

haul me off the body of the prostrate Mr.

Beale, upon whom I then and there felt it

my editorial duty to take summary ven

geance. Afterwards I wisely went armed,

my victim having openly threatened to

shoot me on sight. But the quarrel was

eventually patched up, my chief inserting the

following characteristic amende :â��

'THE MALI.ET GKAZEU MY EAR AND CRASHED INTO THE WAL;

and I stood face to face. There were no

wordsâ��none which I could bring my pen to

writeâ��but a heavy printer's mallet lay at

one end of the make-up stone; this " our

esteemed (but chronically overheated) fellow-

townsman " seized and flung with all possible

force straight at my head. Had his aim

been true I should never have lived to tell

this tale. As it was, the mallet grazed my

ear and crashed into the wall, and the next

object I saw was Beale wrestling with the

door in a frantic effort to escape. The con

clusion of this anecdote doesn't matter ; but

The News-Demo

crat having on

divers occasions,

through a mis

apprehension of

the true circum

stances, stated that

our esteemed

townsman Sam

Beale was a liar, a

thief, and the

meanest skunk in

the whole State of

Georgia, we beg

hereby to retract

this, and declare

that our knowledge

is solely confined

to Pawnee County.

Shake, Sam, and

be friends!

One of the

arts which a

Western editor

must under

stand is that of

"padd ing,"

especially in his

local " society "

items.

Thus a Mis

souri paper, the

Hannibal Hor

net, is respon

sible for the fol

lowing string of

|l personals " :â��

Dec. 7th. Miss

Sadie James, of

Tarrant Springs,

is visiting her

friend, Miss Annabel S. Colver, at the house of

Miss Annabel S. Colver, 'on Decatur Street.

Dec. 8th. Miss Annabel S. Colver gave a party in

honour of her guest. Miss Sadie James, who is

visiting her at Miss Colver's beautiful home on

Decatur Street, at which all the youth and

beauty of Hannibal were present in full force.

Dec. 9th. Miss Sadie Tames, of Tarrant Springs,

was observed out sleigh-riding with her charming

hostess, Miss A. S. Colver, and their neat turn

out was shortly joined by several others.

Dec. loth. Miss Sadie James terminated a pleasant

visit to Hannibal and returned to Tarrant

Springs.

But occasionally it happens that an ex-
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FAIRPLAY FLUME.

MOTHER LODE MAGNET

:nr_-â��Lots of Lumbefn,

quisite item of " society " falls in the editor's

way, without his having to do any " padding "

at all, as in this from the Fairplay Flume,

published in the flourishing Colorado " city "

of Fairplay :â��

MARRIED. MARKHAM â�� SKEI.Y.â��At the resi

dence of the groom's parents one of the most up-to-

date weddings took place. (There had been an

agreement between the bride and groom not to be

married in the old-fashioned way, but to change the

mode a little.) Therefore they were married at the

residence of the father of the groom, I'eter J. Seely,

Ksq. The groom wore a long pair of overalls and a cut

away coat. The bride wore a calico dress and aproji.

They both looked the picture of health, and were ably

assistedâ��the groom by the bride's sister and the

bride by Mr. Sam Meadows, a particular friend of

the groom's. After spending a couple of weeks in

the West they will return and settle down in their

pleasant home, " Swandown " ; Burlap, the furniture

man at Five Forks, having already the contract to see

that their home is properly furnished during their

absence.

As to the titles of many of these Western

productions, it might be supposed these spring

from the fertile brain of some incorrigible

humorist. But this is not so. Nothing

could be more realâ��"alive and kicking"â��â�¢

in Anno Domini 1904, than the Creede

(Colorado) Candle, the Arizona Arrow of

Chloride, Arizona, the Rifle Reveille, the

Rising Star X-ray, the Bald-Knob Herald,

the Dallas World Hustler, the Kosse Cyclone,

the Blooming Grove Rustler, the Carrizo

Javelin, the Noyales Oasis, and the Devil's

I^ake Free Press. The names of some

Western towns are fantastic to a degree, and

the editorial love for alliteration is strong.

Thus we have the Bliss Breeze, the Mustang

Mail, and the Searchlight Searchlight in

addition to those I have mentioned. What

more natural in the " city" of Tombstone,

Arizona, than that the newspaper should be

entitled the Epitaph ? Or that an Epitaph

should take as naturally to obituaries as a

duck to water or an Arizonian takes to his

"gun"?

JAKE MOFFATT GONE SKYWARD !

As we feared on hearing that two doctors had been

called in, the life of our esteemed fellow-citizen Jake

Moffatt ered out on Wednesday last, just after we

had gone to press. Jake was every inch a scholar

and a gentleman, upright in all his dealings, unim-
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peachable in character, and ran the Front Street

Saloon in the very toniest style consistent with order.

Jake never fully recovered from the year he spent in

the county jail at the time of the Ryan-Sternberg

fracas. His health was shattered, and he leaves a

sorrowing widow and nary an enemy.

The Tombstone men are handy with their

" shooting-irons," as may be judged from

the accompanying cheery advertisement last

Christmas time.

The chief adver

tisements in the

Epitaph, as in the

other papers in the

ranching country,

consist of cattle-

brands â�� i.e., rude

,Â»,Â»Â»Â»Â»**.*Â»* *,.Â»+*.>...Â»*â�¢

TURKEY

SHOOTING

'*+Â»*Â»* +-Â»+â�¢Â»Â»+Â»Â»Â»+*-Â» 4-*Â«-Â»Â»

outlines

ettes of

or silhou-

equine or

bovine quadrupeds,

marked with the

peculiar sign which

distinguishes their

ownership from

others. By this

means any strayed

or stolen cattle are

readily identified.

Wednesday. December 23, 1903

North End of Fifth Street

Use Any Kind of Rifle

AT 50 YARDS,

Turkey's Head Exposed, 25c Per Shot

AT 200 YARDS,

As to the techni

cal aspect of all the

papers, which have

so much in common,

the reader may like

to learn something.

How are they

Entire Turkey Exposed, 25c Per Shot

To Draw Blood Entitles You to the Turkey

Â»Â»*â�¢â�¢Â»**â�¢*Â»*Â»**Â»****Â»**â�¢Â»Â»**â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢Â»Â»â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢Â»**â�¢

SPORT BEGINS AT 2 P. M.

******

produced so as to cover expenses in a

"city" which boasts often fewer than one

thousand inhabitants, rarely reaches two

thousand, and not seldom has but five

hundred souls ? The answer is, in the first

place, to be found in the invention of patent

" insides " or "outsides." These are sheets

ready printed on two of the four outside

or inside pages : or,

if it should happen

to be an eight-page

paper, six pages

would be set up and

printed at some

great centre of ]x>pu-

lation like Chicago

or St. Louis. The

invention is of Eng

lish origin, but owes

its vogue in America

to A. N. Kellogg,

who in 1861 was

editing a little paper

at Baraboo, Wiscon

sin. When the Civil

War broke out his

printers left him for

the front, and, un

able to get out his

journal, he wrote to

the publisher of the

Turkeys Now on Exhibition at Saylor's Store,

Allen. Bet. Fourth and Fifth Streets

Madison Daily

Journal for sheets

of that paper printed
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CATTLE-BRAND ADVEKTISEMKNTS.

on one side enough to do nothing; school teachers;

only with the lawyers who have made a failure of the la\v ;

latest available and professional printers who have " worked

war news. The their way" â�� these last two by far the

blank side the most- numerous class. They derive their

enterprising chief profits from advertisements, for it

Kellogg filled is a point of honour with the local bankers,

up himself with storekeepers, implement dealers, lawyers,

big "block" doctors, liverymen, and blacksmiths to adver-

advertisements tise in the local paper. Then there is the

and local items annual, and occasionally the semi-annual,

and the inevit- circus advertisement, which may bring in as

able political much as a hundred dollars, "if a picture of

"editorial," the elephant is thrown in." In the cattle-

without which raising districts, as in Arizona, the different

no American cattle-brands fill up a large part of the paper,

newspaper, as in the case of the Tombstone Epitaph.

however small, But besides the patent " inside," the editor

would be com- of the little paper has another convenient

plete in its expedient for filling up his columns. Hecan

editor's eyes, buy stereotype platesâ��that is, columns of

although it is interesting matter in thin sheets. These

rarely read. In are made to fit metal bases with which he

a short space is supplied, and which he keeps in stock.

of time other Plates and bases being " type high," or level

country editors with the type of the newspaper, are cheap

followed Kel- to send by rail, and being furnished to

and the Madison daily was printing news- literary character than the editor could turn

logg's example, hundreds of other journals are of far higher

on one side of the sheet. The enterprise

grew, Kellogg directed his entire attention to

it, and ended by founding a business which

to-day prints two thousand different sets or

editions of patent insides.

papers for thirty different Wisconsin papers out himself for treble cost.

At one time the same formes were used

for hundreds of papers, only the titles,

headings, etc., being changed to suit each

customer. But now the editors of the

Oasis and the Hustler have at least a

hundred different styles of paper to select |

from. As to the cost, the editor pays

hardly more than what the blank paper

is worth, for the ready-print companies

derive their profit from the advertise

ments, for which they reserve several

columns of space. These country papers

are usually sold in " bundles " of nine

hundred and sixty copies, but the

circulation may not be one-half of that

figure.

We have seen that editing is a pre

carious livelihood, yet the editor manages

to get along somehow. I have seen it

publicly stated that there are four classes

of men who usually own these small

papers : farmers' sons who are too good

for farming and not quite good

I have said little of illustrated journalism

in the Far West; but, as the accompanying

reproduction humorously suggests, it is - â��

inexpensive. And it may also betray the

fount whence the authors of that amusing

brochure, " Wisdom While You Wait," drew

some, at least, of their inspiration.

Vol. I.]

'g FSGTOSXJKE,

And Second Story Front Room Companion.

San Diego, October t, 1853.

ill

â�¢I!

[No. 1

Mansion of John Phopnii. Esq., 8Â»n Diego, California.

'Tonne in which Shakespeare was born, in Stratford-on-Aron.



The Red Counter.

BY L. J. BEESTON.

I.

fiTERIN gathered up from

the table the papers which his

captain pushed toward him.

He said, moodily :â��

" I am surprised at you.

We shall all be killed while

you are making love here. You may be

very emotional, but you will have to tell that

to the German advanced guard."

Nicolas La Hire rose and took his sabre

from a chair in

this, the best

room of the

aiiberge. He

was command

ing a scattered

remnant of

cuirassiers who

were shadowed

by a Prussian

force. It was

his intention to

join the main

body, but not

only were there

many obstacles

in the way, but

he had fallen

very despe

rately in love

with Rachel

Nay, the sweet

est and pret

tiest girl in

Orgemont. He

repliedâ��by no

means offended

by the fami

liarity of his

love and a time for making war. Then, con

sider your family. A farmer's pretty daughter

is no match for a La Hire. And in any

case you will not get her, for she is promised

to that rascal Simon Mansart, who lives in

the chateau on the hill yonder "; and Ve'te'rin

pointed through the unshuttered window,

across the village, where the cottages bore a

covering of snow, and the frozen road, to where

a clump of acacias crowned an eminence.

"That is what troubles me," answered

LOVE SPEAKS LOUDER THAN A HUGI.E-CAI.L.

officer, for whom he had the greatest friend

ship :â��

"You are needlessly alarmed. Besides,

love speaks louder than a bugle-call."

" But not so loud as a bomb, and that is

what we shall get very soon. I am not

afraidâ��I; but there is a time for making

La Hire, begin

ning to pace

the room. " If

she is married

to that man,

whom she de

tests and fears

â��to that miser,

that creature

1 " he

broke off sud

denly, then

continued: " It

is a burning

shame that this

pure girl, this

sweet Rachel,

this wild-

flowerâ��!"

"Oh, come,"

i n terrup ted

V 6 t â�¬ i i n ,

'shrugging his

shoulders con

temptuously,

"if you are

going to dilate

in that strain

" Silence ! " shouted La Hire ; "you go too

far." He muttered, in an undertone, " I

cannot leave her, loving her as I do, loving

me as she does, for I greatly fear that this

vulture Mansart will be too strong for me

when I am gone."

" Then visit him," said Ve'te'rin. " Have
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you not a sword to threaten with ? Better

still, have you not gold to offer ? That will

persuade him, if anything can."

La Hire thought for a moment; then he

said, " That is not at all a bad idea. I will

go now. . . . We will leave to-night. You

will give the word. Laporte is moving on

BesanÂ£on, which is in a state of siege. We

really ought to join him three leagues from

here, if only these confounded Prussians will

let us alone." He went out, murmuring, " I

must see Rachel before I go."

" You hear what I say, Monsieur Man-

sart ? " thundered IJL Hire.

Simon did not reply, nor did his eyes fail

before the stern gaze of the captain of

cuirassiers. A crafty smile touched the

corners of his thin lips, and he stroked with

either hand the heads of two immense

mastiffs that crouched on the floor by his

side.

" Mademoiselle Rachel Nay does not

need your attentions. You will not molest

or annoy her in any way. Your gold, which,

if report says true, you have spent your life

in wringing from whom you can, cannot

buy a woman's heart, and hers is pledged

to me."

Simon smiled still more craftily. He knew

that his parsimony had made him notorious;

he knew that the widow and the fatherless

had little cause to love him. His heart had

shrunk in the grip.of his miserly instincts.

But he was not afraid as he answered :â��

" I shall take my own course, monsieur.

Who are you to dictate to me ? I care not

for your clanking spurs, your fierce looks. I

have influence with Mademoiselle Rachel's

parents, who are very poor, and I shall use it

to the uttermost. I pit my gold against your

handsome face and swaggering manner. We

will see who will win." .'-.- â�¢â�¢

" Listen !" said Nicolas, in a voice hoarse

with anger. " I will descend to make terms

with you, though, man Dieu .' there is little

reason why I should. Since money is as vital

breath to you, I offer you five thousand francs

if you will withdraw your suit."

" I refuse."

" Ten thousand, then ? " ;

Mansart laughed and snapped his dry

fingers.

" Come, I offer you fifteen thousand francs,

and not a sou further will I go."

Simon was visibly moved, and his hands

rested nervously upon the heads of his great

curs ; but he controlled the rising temptation

and answered; bitterly :â��

Vol. Â«viL-72.

" It is clear that you fear me or you would

not make such overtures. I decline your

offer."

" Think well! I will never yield this

girl."

" That is unfortunate, for I certainly intend

to win her."

" Be careful!" said La Hire, in such a

terrible voice that the mastiff's growled and

bared their teeth.

And instinctively, though he meant nothing,

his hand groped at the hilt of his sabre.

Mansart half rose from his chair. " You

forget my dogs," he snarled.

" And you forget the Prussians, who can

not be far off," replied the other ; and when

he perceived that the warning had a distinct

effect he followed up his advantage. " You

will have to take care of yourself here,

monsieur, and yet greater care of your gold.

I warn you that a Prussian force is shadow

ing us, so that they will almost certainly take

this direction, if that is comforting for you to

know."

Mansart turned pale.

"And as they hive a couple of field-

pieces, you may expect a display, by

Jove!"

He had scarcely spoken the words when

a deep sound, a heavy thud, which appeared

to come from a long distance, startled him.

"Malediction!' A-gun!" exclaimed the

captain.

He had scarcely spoken when a second

and much sharper report sounded. The

shell had burst. Faint shouting came from

below in the village.

"The 'Blues' have come after all," said

La Hire, and he went out.

Looking northward he saw a tiny cloud

drifting across the stars. It was the smoke

from the cannon which had been discharged.

In that direction a ridge broke the flatness of

the fields, that were buried under a sheet of

ice. He muttered to himself:â��

"They are there, on the escarpment.

They will put a few shells into the village and

turn us out, and we must retreatâ��as usual.

'I do not care if I can withdraw them from

Orgemont." His eyes grew tender; he was

thinking of Rachel. â�¢

" Are they hereâ��these Germans ?'' asked

a fearful voice at his elbow.

Mansart also had quitted the house. That

note of war, which was the first he had ever

heard, had terrified him.

" You may be sure of it," said the other,

laughing. "And it is to be hoped that you

have some good things in your larder, for if
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these Prussians visit you you will find that

they have the stomachs of wolves."

A bugle sounded.

" They will be expecting me," murmured

La Hire.

It was frightfully cold. The air, like the

earth, seemed frozen, biting the lungs and

making it difficult to breathe. The swaying

branches of the trees in the garden appeared

to be trying to obtain a little warmth by the

exercise. The final crescent of the moon

had risen, and her pale gleam upon the fields

seemed to have become petrified also with

the cold, and permanent.

I,a Hire had no sooner made up his mind

to move than a red flame glowed on the sum

mit of the escarpment, and passed. It was

quickly followed by a second heavy thudâ��â�¢

the report of a six-pounder field-gun. A

bright light appeared upon the sky, moving

swiftly.

Something uttered a wail ; something

rushed amongst the acacia trees in the

garden, flinging down branches and tearing

up earth. There was a splitting report,

sheeted flame, a terrible cry.

The night closed down as before, scarcely

disturbed by that burst of passion.

La Hire relaxed his grip of the garden soil.

He lifted his face, which was covered with

earth.

" del I I thought I was done for," he

muttered.

He rose from the prostrate position into

which he had flung himself, and looked

around with eyes that were still dazed by the

explosion.

"Simonâ��Simon Mansart! Are you still

alive?" he called. . â�¢ .

A loud burst of derisive laughter came

from one of the lower windows of the house.

" Go! The Prussians are waiting for you !"

cried Mansart.

La Hire shrugged his shoulders, then

stepped briskly from the garden to where an

orderly waited with bis horse.

And as he rode away he felt his love swell

and rise in his heart, and a mad longing to

see Rachel once more gripped him ; to feel

on his lips the soft touch of her lips, and

r;mnd his neck the clinging fingers once

clasped there. And this wave of passion

that ran through his veins seemed to unstring

his nerves, weaken his purpose, and cast a

mist of love over his courage.

He found Ve'te'rin waiting impatiently for

his appearance; and he led his men south

ward, tempting the Prussians and drawing

them from the village.

II.

WEEKS passed. The battles with the Ger

mans, that were scarring thi land and so

many hearts, only threatened Orgemont.

Now Simon Mansart lay very ill, and it

was said that he was dying. At a late hour

that night Rachel received a letter. It was

from Mansart, and ran as follows :â��

"RACHEL,â��I am very ill, and have but a

few more hours to live. Will you wed me,

dying? This is a strange request; but if for

one brief hour I might call you wife it

should not make you sad, and it would give

me happiness. ... I have a considerable

sum of money with me in this house, which

represents the greater part of my fortune. I

am anxious that you should possess this

when I am gone. I have papers drawn up

making over to you the whole of this sum.

Only your signature is needed and all

becomes yours, even while I live. I would

have it so, fearing that you might say, ' If he

should not die after all!' In any case you

will be rich. But have no fears ; I am sink

ing, and can scarcely hold this pen. Rachel,

you have scorned my offer of marriage; at

any rate you cannot scorn me now. I>et me

call you wife; let me hold your hand for my

final but sweetest hour.â��SIMON MANSART."

Old Joseph Nay, when this letter was read

to him, slapped his shrunken thighs. "And

I wished, when you were born, that you had

been a boy ! " cried he. " What a piece of

fortune this is ! At last I hope you will show

some sense. Quick, and get ready. 1 will

take you round in the cart. It is a frightful

night, but one does not get a fortune every

day on such terms. Then one must respect

the request of a man who is dying." And

he went out, adding to himsdf, " We are so

poor that this is nothing less than a godsend."

Rachel had turned very pale. She had

greatly feared Mansart living ; now, at his

â�¢last moments, he still threatened her peace.

Seeing marriage only in the holy light it has

for lovers, she shrank from this thing.

One day the hamlet was thrown into a

state of excitement.

A month passed.

A horseman came da-shing bravely up the

rough, snow covered road. He was a splendid

figure. He wore a steel helmet with stream

ing plumes, a glittering cuirass, red breeches,

and immense boots to his knees. A sabre

leaped at his side, and foam flew from the

red jaws of his magnificent horse. His

bronred face carried a formidable scar, that

added to the fierceness of his appearance.
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He reined in his charger with a most telling

effect.

"Where is Mademoiselle Rachel Nay?" he

demanded.

They brought her to him. He sprang

off his horse, removed his helmet, which he

placed in the bend of his left arm, and bowed

with gallantry, while his eyes showed his

appreciation of the girl's beauty. He was

Philippe Veterin.

" I have come for you, mademoiselle,"

said he, trying to soften his voice, that had

been roughened in the war.

The blood crept from Rachel's cheeks.

" And with a message from Nicolas La

Hire, who is my friend. He is woundedâ��

ah ! pardon my stupidness, I am too abrupt;

the hurt is

not much,

but enough

to prevent his

coming for

you. Man

Dieu Iâ��do

not look so

frightened,

my pretty

one; I have

the best of

news â�� news

to bring the

blood again

to those

smooth

cheeks. Lis-

t e n ! We

ambushed a

whole host

of Prussians,

and we cut

them to

pieces. La

Hire was

equal to any

two of us.

The colonel

vowed he

would give

him whatever

he asked for.

'Then send,'

said Nicolas,

'to Orge-

waiting for us. ' It shall be done,' said the

colonel, ' and you shall wed her, La Hire, if

that be your present wish. Then she can

return to her parents to wait for you until we

have finished the war.'

" This is my errand, pretty one. I have

come to fetch you. Ah ! you are paler than

belore. Courage ! You shall have such a

wedding that every woman in France shall

envy you. The church bells will peal while

our sentries guard the roads, the guns will

salute you, and each breast that a cuirass

hides will swell with the cheers that we shall

give you. My sword, why am I not Nicolas

La Hire !"

Rachel tried to speak, but there was such

a weight upon her heart that the words she

1 I AM MARRIED ALREADY.

mont, which is three leagues from here, and

fetch my sweetheart to me, that I may kiss

her lips.'

" We cheered him, mademoiselle, for it

appealed to our hearts and made us think of

the women whose love is ours, and who are

would have

uttered ^top

ped in her

throat. At

length she

said, faintly :

" Iâ��I cannot

go : it is im

possible."

'I'he trooper

laughed out

right. "Par-

donnez mot,"

he cried, "I

said that I

have come

for you, and

without you

I dare not

return, or I

should be

compelled to

fight my regi

ment, one by

one. Made

moiselle, you

will obtain a

horse, and

you will ac

company me;

that is as cer

tain as my

name is Phi

lippe Vete

rin." He

twisted his

moustache, and a flash almost of menace

sparkled in his black eyes.

They were without old Joseph's cottage as

they spoke, and Rachel drew VeteYin in,

closing the door against the little crowd of

villagers, who turned their attention to the
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trooper's charger. She said, in a heart broken

voice :â��

"Nevertheless, I cannot accompany you.

I am married already; I am another man's

wife."

The trooper gave back a step ; then he

laughed harshlyâ��a contemptuous laugh.

" Oh, oh!" said he, shrugging his shoulders,

"that is a different matter. All the same, it

is bad, bad naws for I>a Hire," and he moved

toward the door.

" Stay !" sa'd the girl, flushing hotly at his

derisive tone. 'â�¢ I have a message in return

for yours. Will you tell Nicolas that, though

he must come no more to Orgemont, though

he must not see me again, I am wife in

name only. Maiden I am still, before God,

and, for Nicolas's sake, shall always remain

so. ^ You will tell him, monsieur, that he had

been gone but a few weeks when Simon

Mansart "

"Ah ! " interrupted Veterin, " I have heard

about him."

" when Simon Mansart fell ill. At

the point of death (so it seemed to all of us)

he besought me to wed him, for he loves me

almost as much as he loves his gold. And

he offered me in return all his money that is

hid in his house. I refused. It was pointed

out to me that Monsieur Mansart had no

one to whom to leave the wealth which he

had accumulated, but he asked nothing

better than to leave it to me if I would grant

him one brief hour in which to call me wife,

that, holding my hand, he might pass the

last great barrier. I refused again. Then

they made it clear to me that certain papers

only wanted my signature, and even while

Monsieur Mansart lived his wealth became

mineâ��so certain was he that he could not

recover. Again I d x lined this offer. I was

told that I should hold sacred the prayer of

one who loved me and was dying ; that it

would not be only right, but an act of noble

ness to render his end peaceful and happy.

Still I refused."

" Ah ! Yet yo J yielded ! " sighed Ve"terin,

moved to his heart by a tear that was trickling

down one of the soft brown cheeks.

" For my parents' sake. They had their

way at last. They are very poor; the war

has tried us greatly. Against my heart,

against my conscience, I said ' yes.' That

night I signed the papers and was wedded

to Monsieur Mansart ; that night he held

my hand as I sat by his couch, and he

looked into my eyes with a terrible gaze of

love."

" And he lived ? My sword! I could

swear he was not so ill as he said. The

cunning rascal!"

" It was God's will. I have not seen him

since then, and will not. . . . You will tell

Nicolas all this, monsieur; and you will give

him these papers and ask him to destroy them,

lest he should say, ' Rachel married this man

for the money.' I thought at first that I

would send them back to Monsieur Mansart,

for you may be sure I shall not touch this

money that has come between Nicolas and

me. And you will tell him that he must not

grieve for me, because I am not worthy of

his remembrance."

"And I shall tell him that you love him

still. Is it not so, mademoiselle ?" said

Veterin, huskily.

"Yes, yes 1" Rachel answered, struggling

with her rising tears. She caught the trooper

by the arm, clasping his great muscles with

her two hands, and her breath fanned his

face. " Tell him thatâ��that I love him as

much asâ��as I despise myself; that my

heart, which I gave to him, must always be

his ; that all my thoughts are of him, are with

h'm wherever he goes. And you may tell

him, monsieur, if you like, that my heart is

breakingâ��no, no; you must not say that !

He would come to see me, and he must not.

Oh, man Dieti ! "

The clinging fingers tightened round the

soldier's arm ; the voice broke off into a

sob. Ve'terin's eyes were wet. He blinked

fiercely.

" Take him my message. Tell him all

this. But you cannot, wanting my voice and

my eyes, in which â�¢ he used to read every

thought. Yet you will remember how I

looked and what I said. And you will tell

Nicolas that I love him as he taught me to,

that without him all the world has grown

dark, and that 1 shall love him until 1 die ! "

The trooper caught her to him, for he felt

that she was falling. Rachel controlled her

self by a strong effort, and she pushed him

gently toward the door. VeteYin turned to

give one last look at that supplicating figure,

with the dishevelled hair in sweet confusion

about the tear-stained face; then he went

out. He muttered, in a voice that he might

not h ive known as his own :â��

" J'este 1 It seems to me that this Simon

Mansart is very much in the way !"

111.

ON the evening of that day Simon Mansart

was sittinj alone before a handful of fire

when he heard his big dogs barking with

anger. As the disturbance continued he
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went to the door, and he thought he per

ceived without, in the black night, a blacker

shadow beyond the gate.

" Will you call off your lambs ? " shouted a

voice.

" Who are you ? And what do you want ? "

cried Mansart, always terribly suspicious of

strangers, and especially those who arrived

after dusk.

" You do not know me, but I have come

on your business."

"Then you will come again when it is

daylight, ' my

friend," and he

began to close

the door.

"Very well,"

was the imme

diate reply. " I

am determined

to see you now,

and if your

dogs attempt to

stop me they

must take the

consequences."

Simon laughed

incredulously;

but when he

heard the iron

gate scream on

its rusty hinges,

and when he

heard thegrowls

of the dogs, he

exclaimed,

vehem en t ly,

"Take care!

You will be torn

to pieces !"

"I shall at

least kill one of

your dogs first,"

was the deter

mined reply.

"Stop! I will

call them off,"

" Your errand, monsieur ?" demanded

Simon, trembling with rage, yet afraid.

" How dark it is in here ! And what a

little fire for so cold a night !"

" We do not need light to talk by, and I

am warm enough."

"And poor enoujh. Is it not so? It is

about that that I have come."

Mansart grew more polite. He had signed

away a fortune to a girl who loathed him.

When peace should come the courts would

make good her claim. So that any overture,

'MY NAME IS J'HILIITK vferEKIN,' SAID THE CUIRASSIER."

said Mansart, who would never have yielded

had he the smallest doubt of the other's

resolution. He whistled his great curs off;

but he was sorry that he had done so when

he perceived his visitor, who was a French

trooper, swaggering and fierce, and who could

have crushed Mansart in his strong arms.

" May I come in ?" said he, and he

advanced so persistently that the other was

compelled to retreat before him. He closed

the door and stood before itâ��tall, erect,

commanding.

any compro

mise, was wel

come.

" My name is

Philippe Vete-

rin," said the

cuirassier, fold

ing his arms

with their gaunt-

leted hands, and

fixing a stern

look upon Man

sart. " Captain

Nicclas La Hire

is my friend."

"And my

enemy," mut

tered Simon,

his deep-set

eyes flashing.

" I have come

to Orgemot onn

his behalf."

" Ah ! Is he

wounded ?"

"He is."

Mansart rub

bed his hands

together.

"But not

badly. Unless

you are going

to listen to me,

I think it likely

that La Hire

will pay you a visit one of these days."

Simon sank uneasily into his chair. "What

has this to do with me?" he demanded.

"And how is it that you are here?"

Ve'te'rin went on steadily. " I am here

with a message for Mademoiselle Rachel

Nay, that sweet girl "

" That name is hers no longer. Also you

will keep your compliments until I ask for

them," interrupted the other, savagely.

" You are her husband; that is true

enough. To you I bear a message also.
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Yet I can scarcely call it that, since what I

am about to propose to you is entirely an

idea of my own, and which I should like to

mention in the interests of my friend Mon

sieur Nicolas La Hire. It is of a most

unusual nature. Here it is. Rachel married

you believing that you were at Death's door.

But the door wouldn't open. Good for you,

bad for her, bad for Nicolas, whom she loves.

Now, La Hire loves this girl; she is as indis

pensable to his happiness as your money is to

yours. Mark that."

There was a pause. Then Mansart said,

" What do you mean ? "

" That I have come to offer to restore to

you these papers, which represent the fortune

which you have bestowed upon your wife.

Ah ! not so quick. There is one condition

attached. You must release this girl."

A terrible light of joy leaped into Simon's

face, but it died away instantly. " The

thing is impossible," he said. "She is my

wife ; we were lawfully wedded, remember.

How, then, can I release her ? How can

she be wedded to another ? "

" Yet La Hire has sworn that only as her

husband will he kiss the lips of his love again."

" But, monsieur, how can it be ? See for

yourself!"

Ve'te'rin continued, imperturbably :â��

" Certainly, if I restore to you these papers,

which I am sure you would be glad to get

back, that would scarcely break the bond

between you and Rachel ; yet I am about to

yield them to you. It follows, then, that you

will still call her your wife and enjoy your own

as well ? I am afraid that it does, but there

is an 'if in the case; for though I am

perfectly willing to give you these papers, yet

it is just possible that they may cost you your

life."

" My life !"

" Precisely."

Mansart crouched back. " You are

threatening me?" said he, hoarsely.

" By no means. Look here."

Veterin advanced to the table, upon which

he emptied a handful of small counters.

"There are thirteen of them," he said.

" You will perceive that twelve of them are

white and that the other is red. Will you

count them ?"

" Oh, I take your word for it."

"Yet you had better count for yourself.

That is right. And now I will tell you my

idea, which is so unusual and so dramatic

that I rather pride myself upon it. I throw

these ivory discs into my helmet and cover

them with a handkerchiefâ��so. And I ask

you, if you are a man of courage, to raise one

corner of the handkerchief and take out a

single counter. If it be a white oneâ��as is

almost certain to be the caseâ��I hand you

the papers in my possession and I wish you

good-night, enjoyment of your hoarded gold,

and happiness with Rachel. But if it be the

solitary red oneâ��and that is extremely un

likelyâ��thenâ��thenâ��if it be the red one,

I say "

The cuirassier broke off and regarded the

other steadily. Mansart had turned livid.

" Go on," he said, in a shaking voice; " why

do you stop ? If I should draw the red one

â��what then ? "

Vete'rin shrugged his shoulders as he

answered, " In that case I should ask you to

fight with me."

" Ah ! you would murder me ! " said Simon,

recoiling.

" Pardon, I have two pistols here. It

would be fair fighting."

" It is horrible, monstrous ! I will not

listen to you."

"Almost as terrible as wedding a maid

whose soul has been given to another;

almost as monstrous as coming eternally

between two hearts that beat for each other,"

was the stern response.'

" I tell you that I will not hear of it,"

repeated Mansart, frantically.

"Then you will be a great fool. I wish I

stood in your shoes. The chances of life are

twelve ; of death, one. And even then it will

be fair fightingâ��though, by my sword, I

shall do my best to kill you. Consider. But

a moment separates you from your wealth.

Come, it might have been over and forgotten

by now."

" Monsieur, if you are a gentleman, if you

entertain toward me no sinister intent, you

will leave my house at once."

" Very well, I will go," said Ve'te'rin, and

he moved toward the door. He opened it

and was about to pass out when the querulous

voice of Simon called to him again.

" Well ? "

" The chances in my favour are not

sufficient."

" What a coward it is ! "

" Add six more to the number and I will

agree."

The trooper laughed and tossed half-a-

dozen more of the white discs into his

helmet. "There you are," he said. "Take

one ; you are perfectly safe."

" Shake them well together," whispered

Mansart, who appeared to be almost fainting

with the excitement of this terrible gamble.
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Then he put his hand under the hand

kerchief and into the steel casque. He

withdrew it slowly. The trooper snatched

away his helmet to prevent any trick, and

Simon looked at the disc which his ringers

held.

It was the red one !

And he began to mutter; inarticulate

words, such as one may use under the spell

of some strangling dream. He remained

gazing fixedly at that symbol of death. A

is astonishing." He placed two pistols upon

the table.

" Come, monsieur," he exclaimed, suddenly,

in a hard, rasping voice. " You will play the

man, will you not ? "

Mansart appeared unable to reply ; perhaps

he could not. His look was steadily directed

upon the trooper, whose slightest movement

he observed with the most intense anxiety.

Ve"terin examined the pistols, while he

threw more than one furtive glance at the

" HE REMAINED GAZING FIXEDLY AT THAT SYMBOL OF DKATK."

niih o! blood mounted to his forehead,

swelling the veins, then as quickly died

away, leaving him pallid.

"Ah! "-said Ve'terin, "how unfortunate for

yo.i !"

Mansart retreated a few steps, crouching

back like a wild beast that haÂ« received a

wound, which simulates an approaching end,

and which holds its remaining strength

together waiting for its destroyer to draw

near.

"You must acknowledge that it does not

lojk like chance," went on Ve'te'rin, who was

cool as ice. "Eighteen to one! Mafoi, it

other's passionless face. He pushed a pistol

toward Simon. " I think you had better

defend yoursdf," he said. " I am going to

hold you to your word," and he stepped back,

raising his own weapon.

" Stop ! " exclaimed Mansart, in a choked

voice. " We do not fight on equal terms."

" What do you mean ? "

" You are skilled in the use of your

weapon, while I "

"That is easily remedied." Ve'te'rin sud

denly extinguished the candle. He called

out, "Take care! I shall fire at the first

opportunity."
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A nebulous red glow came from the nearly-

burned log in the grate and shone upon the

farther side of the apartment. Both men had

retreated into the shadow ; both waited.

There was a profound silence, broken

occasionally by whispering sounds from the

log that pulsated, red and grey,. as the

draught fanned it. Vete'rin was scarcely

breathing; his straining eyes peered into the

dark, seeking to detect the form of Simon

Mansart. He listened intently. Not the

faintest sound was audible. Suddenly he

believed that he perceived a black object but

a few feet from him. Surely that was

Mansart.

The cuirassier lifted his pistol and aimed at

the centre of that indistinct form ; yet his

finger did not press the trigger. Instead he

gradually lowered the weapon.

" What is the matter with my nerves ? " he

thought.

He remained standing in a rigid posture,

undecided. "Why not ? " he asked himself

again. " It is fair fighting. Ala foi, I have

done worse things."

Another minute passed. Vdterin sighed

deeply. " I

cannot do it,"

he muttered;

"not even for

you, Nicolas."

Then he called

out aloud:â��

"Light the

candle; I shall

do you no

harm."

No answer.

" You need

not fear me,"

repeated the

trooper.

Still no

reply.

"If I move

he will shoot at

me," thought

Veterin.

Nevertheless,

he advanced in the direction of the table

and groped about for the candlestick. He

found it, went to the fire, and held the coarse

wick against the log. All the time he did

not remove his eyes for an instant from that

black something which he believed to be

Mansart. The candle smoked, glowed, then

broke into a flame. The trooper had made

a mistake ; he perceived that the shadowy

object was a chair merely.

Veterin spun round, expecting a pistol-

ball and extending his weapon. A low cry

escaped him at the sight which met his

eyes.

Simon Mansart, crouched in an angle of

the room, held with dead fingers his undis

charged pistol, looked with dead eyes at the

flaring light. The excitement of the gamble

and terror of this unfought duel had stopped

his heart.

Veterin crossed himself. "God judge

me! I did it for Nicolas's sake," he said.

He crossed to the grate and pushed some

papers into the embers.

And all at once there came upon him a

sudden fear which sent him running from the

"A LOW CRV ESCAPED HIM AT THE SIGHT WHICH MET HIS EVES."

house. The

sharp air and

a strong effort

of self-control

gave him his

wits again. For

a moment he

halted to look

back at the

chateau, with

its unlighted

windows and

dead aspect ;

and he said

aloud, as if

concluding an

unspoken

thought :â��

" and

they will be

married when

the war is

over."
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The Naval War Game and How it is Played.

BY ANGUS SHERLOCK.

(NOTE.â��This is the only popular article that has ever appeared on the Naval War Game, though it is

played in every navy in the world. The subject is of some special interest just at present, because both

the Japanese and Russian navies trained on it for the present war. 1'roofs of the article have been

submitted to the inventor, who himself selected the illustrations.)

ROM time to time one reads

in the technical naval Press

brief references to, or fixtures

for, the Naval War Game. At

rare intervals a " war-game

battle " will be found described

at length in some of the Service journals, but

beyond this it is safe to say that the game is

a mystery to the general public. The reason

is, in part, that it touches technical questions

that are caviare to the million, but as much,

or more so, it is mysterious on account of the

secrecy with which many of its details are

guarded. It is open to the public to purchase

the "game," it is true, but, though the

material and plenty of directions can thus be

secured, it is by now well enough known

that many unpublished " confidential " rules

exist.

These, it may be noted, differ in every

navy. The problems of naval warfare and

the ideals of facing them are not the same

for .a Russian as for an American, and

Sweden and the Argentine Republic again

have nothing in common in their naval

Vol. xxvii.â��73.

aspirations. However, were I in a position

to divulge these matters they would not be

of any great interest to readers of THE

STRAND MAGAZINE, so I propose to confine

myself as much as possible to things in

which the human interest is the dominant

factor.

First, however, some description of the

game and its invention may be of interest.

The naval war game reached its fruition some

five years ago, but Mr. Fred. T. Jane, its

inventor, always asserts that he began to

think it out when he was a small boy at

school.

" \Vhen I was a small boy," said Mr. Jane,

" I had the boat-sailing craze. A school

fellow had a better boat than I ; I mounted

a gun in mine and committed an act of

piracy on a duck-pond. My chum was a

sportsman, and, after punching my head, pro

ceeded to arm his ship also. We took to

armour-plates made from biscuit-tins, and

to squadrons instead of single ships. In the

battle that ensued our fleets annihilated each

other, and depleted finances forbade their

Copyright in the United State* by A. P. Walt and Son.
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renewal. Then it was that the economy

born of necessity caused me to think that

make-believe battles would' be cheaper.

Thus was the naval war game evolved in

embryo. At first we fought with imaginary

leviathans, but after a time such impossible

vessels were claimed that we decided to

simulate nothing but existing ships.

" A year or so later I read in some news

paper that a fortune awaited the man who

could invent something that could be applied

to ships as the land Krieyspiel to armies.

I thought 1 could do with that fortune, so

packed the game in an empty Australian

beef-tin and sent it to the Admiralty, together

with a letter in which the following magnifi

cent sentence occurred: ' I shall not be

above accepting financial remuneration, and

for convenience this.- can be paid in in

stalments.'

" In due course ' My Lords' returned

the game with thanks. They had ' inspected

it with much interest,' they said.

" Somehow I doubt it. After the lapse of

many years I still remember vividly the smell

of that old meat-tin in which the game was

sent to them.

" My next step was one which is, I believe,

chronic with disappointed inventors. I

wrote letters to the newspapers attacking

Admiralty policy in general, with a view to

making the callous authorities tremble ! I

never witnessed the trembling, but as out of

this campaign I grew into what is called a

' naval expert,' I suppose I owe the Admiralty

a debt of gratitude! However, that is

another story.

"Meanwhile, war game languished, till some

seven years ago it was found by accident in a

lumber-room. Even then it was resuscitated

only as a toy. I used to take it to the

Majestic, and it was played there very much

d la ping-pong, till one day the captain,

Prince Louis of Battenberg, asked about it,

and wished to see the rules.

" Feeling somewhat of a fraud," says Mr.

Jane, "I hastily recast the thing into its

original serious mould, plus a variety of

improvements that occurred to me, or were

suggested by various naval friends.

" The game was then played in the

Majestic once more, and 'caught on.' To

my astonishment I was deluged with letters

asking about the game. The first came from

the Grand Duke Alexander of Russia, the

Czar's brother-in-law, who, with that absence

of ' side' so characteristic of the Romanoffs,

wrote himself as a naval officer. He had, he

told me, himself invented a naval war game,

the strategical part of which was successful,

but the tactical not what he had hoped for it.

If mine were satisfactory, he would do all he

could for it.

" That is how the game came to have its

Imperial and Royal 'godfathers,'as announced

on the title-page. Royal sailors are usually

regarded as mere ornamental dummies, but

both the Grand Duke Alexander and Prince

Louis of Battenberg were responsible for

many excellent improvements in the game,

for which I, perhaps, have received the

credit.

" There were two other godfathersâ��Rear-

Admiral H. J. May, of the British Navy, and

Captain Kawashima, of the Japanese Navy.

The former expended endless labour in

revising the rules; the- latter it was who

played with me all the early experimental

games to test the rules, and alter them when

necessary to make practice as simple as

possible. We used to fight little one-

man 'wars,' beginning at about ten in the

morning and carrying on till after midnight.

Captain Kawashima is now in command of

the Matsushima, (the famous cruiser that was

flagship at Yalu in the Chino-Japanese War),

and when I remember the painstaking en

thusiasm he used to put into the ' wars' he

and I had, I think that he will go far in the

present war.

" A lecture at the United Service Institu

tion followed the Majestic battle, and thus

the game ' took root.' It is in every navy in

the world now."

About this time a foreign Government

approached the inventor with a view to pur

chasing the game and its secret. The offer

was declined, but Mr. Jane gave a similar

option to the British Admiralty, which, how

ever, made no reply whatever beyond an

official acknowledgment of the receipt of the

letter. Perhaps, like Mr. Jane, the Permanent

Secretary remembered the old meat-tin !

After an interval the game was produced

â��the very first set to be sold being secured

by, of all people, the Chinese! This par

ticular set later on helped to make history ;

indeed, it has been seriously surmised that it

caused the Chinese attack on the allied fleets

at Taku. After that affair a British landing

party found the ground inside one fort

littered with war-game models, each model

ship being stuck full of pins. The leader of

the party being a war-game player followed

up his find, to discover a shed laid out for

naval war game and "scorers"* of all the

allied fleets in various stages of destruction !

* For particulars of " scorers " see later.
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The Chinese had apparently worked out

things by war game before opening fire.

They had, however, made one little mistake

â��they had made no allowance for the allied

fleet firing back !

Following China, the United States, Ger

many, Russia, and Japan secured early sets,

and a little while afterwards the British War

Office. That much-abused department was,

curiously enough, the very first to recognise

the utility of the game for the chief purpose

its inventor designed it forâ��the teaching of

the guns and armour of possible enemies.

It was procured for the use of artillery officers

in sea forts, and in his last report Lord

Roberts emphasized the vast difference

between those officers who had played the

game and those who had not. The former

knew the weak points of every possible

a Photo, by'}

in at various angles which indicate the arcs

of training of the corresponding guns in the

real ships, while long pins mark the bearings

of the torpedo tubes. Other pins, fitted with

delicate little military tops, make the masts;

and, to digress a moment hereby hangs a

tale.

One of the earliest experimenters with the

naval war game was the ubiquitous Kaiser.

He took to it keenly, and himself played it

often with his admirals. One day, so runs

the story in the German Navy, the Kaiser

was winning hand over fist, his fleet, led by

his flagship, bearing down upon the enemy.

Excitement was high, when at the critical

moment the Kaiser's fleet suddenly dis

appeared !

The Kaiser gazed at the deserted board

and then at his admirals. An " awkward

A STANDARD NORWEGIAN NAVAL WAR-GAME SET.

enemy ; the latter, on hearing the name of

any ship, could not tell whether she were a

battleship or gunboat, dangerous or harmless.

Every War Office has since followed suit in

adopting the " Kindergarten war system."

And now for some account of how the

game is played. A large table is the primary

requisite. This is covered with blue cards

divided into a multitude of little squares,

each of which represents half a cableâ��that

is to say, a hundred yards. Over these

squares are moved the piecesâ��model ships

on the same scale as the board.

These models are a most important part

of the game. They are made of cork, painted,

and most accurate representations of actual

ships; and this they need to be, for the

, players have to recognise them Each model

is fitted with tiny gunsâ��little bits of wire set

pause " is said to have ensued, and the writer

for one can quite believe that. It is un

doubtedly an awkward thing to seem to have

played tricks with an Emperor so as to

cheat him out of victory.

" Where is my fleet ? " asked the Kaiser.

"I do not know, sire," exclaimed his chief

opponent, a famous admiral.

He saluted as he spoke, and thereupon

there fell to the floor, apparently from down

the admiral's sleeve, three of the missing

warships ! What the admiral felt is better

imagined than described.

Fortunately for his reputation one model

still remained stuck in his sleeve. In moving

his own ships he had rested his arm on the

Kaiser's vessels, and so lifted the lot un

awares. All's well that ends well, and the

Kaiser laughed most heartily; but there is
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an admiral in the German fleet whom it is in

no way wise to talk to about naval war game.

However, this admiral is not the only one

who has met misadventure from war-game

models, no less a person than the Japanese

Admiral Togo heading the list of those who

have had "naval war-game hand"â��the result

of inadvertently leaning on the masts of a

model ship !

To resume the description. Every player

has assigned to him a particular ship, and

this he moves simultaneously with all the

others at the direction of his "admiral."

Each move nominally occupies a minute of

timeâ��actually it usually takes more, and it

is in the ways and means adopted to balance

this that most of the confidential rules exist.

A most essential part of the game is to

counterfeit with all possible realism the

hurry-scurry of an actual battle.

The distance moved depends, of course,

KINQ EDWARD.
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upon the speed of the ship represented. A

flier like H.M.S. Drake, for instance, can

cover as many as eight squares should full

speed be ordered. This means eight hundred

yards a minuteâ��equivalent, approximately,

to a speed of twenty-four knots per hour. In

actual practice the ships do not move by

squares, else a vessel proceeding along the

diagonals would go much faster than one

moving straight across; the squares merely

exist to afford a rough means of guessing

the range. Special measures are, therefore,

employed.

Innumerable rules cover such matters as

increasing and decreasing speed, turning, and

so forth. General conventions exist, but in

actual practice the real turning circles of ships

are alone madeâ��and here, of course, confi

dential features are thick. The inventor of

the game is probably the repository of more

secrets in this respect than three of the best

Naval Intelligence Departments of Europe

put together.

At the end of each " minute " more firing

takes place. This is the characteristic feature

of the game. Each player has a card with a

plan of his ship showing guns, armour, etc.,

and divided into arbitrary vertical sections of

twenty-five feet each. This card is known

technically as a " scorer." Pictures of each

ship, similarly divided, but showing no

armour, and of different sizes for different

ranges, are also provided. These are the

" targets."

They are struck at by " strikers," which at

first sight are rather like ping-pong bats with

a pin in them.* This pin is nearly, but

never quite, in the centre of the striker. To

^r^-^^i^s

ensure hitting any particular part of a ship is,

therefore, practically impossible, except at

close range, and not very often then. Nice

calculation is required, and also great cool

nessâ��too great effort after accuracy being

usually as fatal as too little. Thus, by auto

matic means, that great factor of modern war

fare, " moral effect," is provided for, since

experience shows that no player whose ship

has been badly knocked about ever hurts the

enemy very much. One strike per gun is

allowed; with reduced gun-fire he feels his

chances of hitting reduced, and tries harder

to make the most of what he has got, and

the slight excitement, coupled with the extra

*" Strikers" will be seen on the table and in the hands of

players in the big picture of a war game.
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'SCORER FOR H.M.S. "KING EDWARD VH.

effort that he makes, invariably disconcerts

his aim.

To some extent the excitement of a battle

always does this. When the game was first

exhibited at the Royal United Service Insti

tution, a certain admiral urged as a weak

point in the shooting system that he could

hit the enemy every time. He took a target

and did it. Yet

in the battle that

ensued he never

scored a single hit

â��the slight extra

tension upset his

aim completely.

And it is astonish-

ing how many

misses are made

by many players

from this cause.

Hitting the

enemy is, however,

but half the battle.

If the ship fired at

is armoured the

impact may be on

a cuirass that the

gun represented

cannot get through,

or an armour-

piercing shot may

hit a part where no

armour exists, and

so do next to no

harm. When harm

is done it is scored

on the card of the

ship hit on a scale

corresponding to

the actual damage

that would be in

flicted. In a very

little while the

player realizes that

what will put one

ship out of action

will hardly hurt

another. This in

theory he has, of

course, always

known, but be

tween knowing a

thing and fully

realizing it there is

an enormous gap.

He has been firing,

perhaps, at the

German Kaiser

Friedrich and

blown her to pieces almost with big shell.

He shifts his fire to the Wittelsbach, hits her

as often, and she comes on unhurt. These

two ships have the same armament and

the same weight of armourâ��it is merely

differently disposed. That difference of dis

position tells in naval war game as

heavily as it would in actual war.

THE SAME " SCORER " AFTER A BATTLE IN WHICH THE SHIP WAS KNOCKED ABOUT.

DAMAGES HAVE BERN SCORED ACCORDING TO HITS RECEIVED ON "TARGETS."
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In this little piece of realism lies the

fascination of the game. That it has

extraordinary fascinations for some naval

officers is beyond dispute. The Grand Duke

Alexander of Russia, for instance, had all

the furniture turned out of the big drawing-

room at the Xenia Palace, St. Peters

burg, in order to have set up a table

large enough to allow huge fleets to be

manoeuvred, and he invited the inventor

over to stay with him at St. Petersburg

for a month in order to play against him.

In a Russian lunatic asylum there is at this

day a captain who actually went mad on the

game and spends his existence in perpetual

imaginary battles. In the British Navy there

are dozens of young officers who think

nothing of playing a game from half-past

eight on to four in the morning, taking their

chances of being able to find a shore-boat to

take them back to their ships at that hour in

the depth of winter. I have seen battles

often in which the opposing sides would not

speak to each other; indeed, when a regular

" war" is being worked out this is

the usual situation. It is being "real

war in miniature" that produces this.

The writer can vouch for the madden

ing effect in a battle of some apparently

splendid scheme being ruined by a single

" lucky shell" from the enemy. Too late

one realizes that the best dispositions are

not those that promise most, but those in

which a lucky shot or two will not bring

about failure.

Torpedoes, however, perhaps take first place

as maddening irritants. In the game as now

played in the British Navy, between each

move screens are usually put up. The

object of these is to prevent the enemy

" answering " any change of formation more

quickly than could be done in actual battle.

Under cover of these screens torpedoes are

firedâ��the firing method being to draw a

pencil line following the bearing of the tube,

firing not at the enemy, but at the spot on

which he is expected to be when the torpedo

reaches him. Torpedoes are slow things rela

tively. They can travel a thousand yards in

a minute, but take three minutes to do two

thousand yards, and six to go three thousand.

Very nice calculation is, therefore, needed.

At the expiration of the timeâ��that is to

say, anything from one to six moves after

firingâ��if the torpedo line and any ship

(friend or foe) coincide, the ship is tor

pedoed. Till then nothing has been said :

the torpedo comes as a bolt from the blue.

The panic caused by the first torpedoes

fired under this system was immense. Both

fleets put about and rushed away from each

other, never getting within torpedo range

again. In the centre, between the fleet, lay

the victim, which the umpire had notified as

torpedoed. Not till the battle was over was

it made known that the torpedoed vessel had

been hit by a torpedo fired by one of her

consorts, across the path of which she had

unwittingly wandered !

The acme of horror in this direction is

perhaps provided by submarines. Slow

moving, they have more or less to take up

their positions before the battle begins. It

is not permitted me to describe exactly how

they are worked. I may say, however, that

they are manoeuvred on a separate board,

and work blindly enough ; for all that the

player of a submarine sees of the battlefield

is what he can find reflected in a tiny mirror.

He has, in fine, to guess a great deal as to

the course and distance of the enemy from

the spot corresponding to that on which he

is supposed to be, which reproduces the con

ditions under which a periscope is used fairly

accurately. If a submarine can get within a

square (one hundred yards) of a ship, that

ship is allowed torpedoed. Nothing is allowed

for the chance of the boat being seen by the

ship, the assumption being that these chances

are too small to be worth consideration; at

any rate, till such time as it is too late for the

ship to do anything.

This looks like an easy time for the sub

marine, but it is not so comfortable in reality,

because destroyers and picket-boats may be

with the enemy. Should a destroyer at any

time pass within a hundred yards of the

submarine, it is exit submarine !

In the British Navy the official home of

the naval war game is at Greenwich Naval

College, where captains play it during the

"war course." In the United States the

War College is its home. Its real British

head-quarters are at Portsmouth, where a

voluntary society plays it twice a week.

Admiral Sir John Hopkins is the president

of this association, and Mr. Fred. T. Jane,

the inventor, its secretary. Both naval and

military officers are eligible for membership,

and, as far as possible, junior officers only.

At the " war course " tactics are the principal

study, but at Portsmouth tactics play a minor

part. "Tactics cannot be taught by naval

war game, save in a very general way," is

the dictum of the inventor. " The Portsmouth

Naval War-Game Society exists for quite

different objects. It aims chiefly at teaching

the guns and armour of possible enemies;
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and for the rest tries to train officers

to think out war problems, to train them to

think things quickly, and to exhibit resource,

to learn the value of all the vital side issues

of war, such as international law or the

keeping up of communications, and so forth.

There is no such thing as the abstract right

or wrong move in war ; to do a more or less

wrong thing at once may often be better than

doing a better thing a little later. ' Act ' is

the motto that the society strives to

inculcate."

the society's mem-

It is, it will be seen, far removed from a

" theory hot-bed." In pursuance of the plan

bers are incessantly

at war with each

other. Advantage

is taken T>f the

rivalry that exists

between ships in

the Navy â�� and

one ship's officers

are usually pitted

against those of

another ship. At

other times it is

the Navy against

the Army; and

before now per

sonal enemies

have been pitted

against each other.

, . J .

" In cards and

games you play for

sport, but in war

game you must

' play to win,' " is

the principle incul

cated.

" Each is then to have strapped to it a

leather band, holding a short pole in position

(as per small model accompanying), after

which it is to be liberated

" I claim that these fish will, as usual,

follow any vessels in the neighbourhood of

Port Arthur dropping offalâ��that is to say,

Japanese ships onlyâ��and that they will be

taken for submarine boats when the pole

like a periscope is sighted.

"The Japanese will soon detect the im

position, and then grow so used to the sight

that after a time a real submarine will be able

to approach without attracting any suspicion."

Attacking destroyers (Japanese).

'Russian merchantman.

Russian battleship Pcresvicl.

A TORPEDO-BOAT ATTACK IN A KfSSO-JAPANESE WAR GAMEâ��PLAYED OCTOBER-DECEMBER

LAST. AS USUAL IN TORPEDO OPERATIONS, THIS WAS PLAYED ON A DOAKD WITHOUT SQUARES,

IN ORDER TO RENDER IT MORE DIFFICULT TO JUDGK DISTANCES.

To this end anything whatever may be

claimed, subject, however, to the provision

that, should the umpire consider any claim

impossible or absurd, the maker of it gets a

breakdown to his best ship as a reward.

The record in claims is held by a young

lieutenant who acted as Admiral Alexieff in

a Russo-Japanese War. His claim ran as

follows : â��

" Orders issued that no offal is to be

thrown overboard from Russian ships.

"A special field of small observation mines

is to be laid at - (here a place geographi

cally suitable near Port Arthur is mentioned).

At this spot offal is to be freely thrown into

the water to attract porpoises and sharks.

When a good number have collected the

mines are to be exploded and the stunned

fish collected.

Frvm a Photo, lit Wat.

Truly an astounding claim ! It was not

allowed by the umpire, but the fertile brain

whence it originated is never likely to let its

owner come to grief for want of an expedient.

As a rule possible actual wars are not often

played : more usually imaginary countries

are established in some part of Europe and

given the ships which it is most desired to

study. Admiralty charts are used, and an

immense amount of study of harbours is

thus put in as pastime, while these little wars

give prominence to such minor operations as

attacks on coastguard stations and so forth,

which could not well enter into a larger war.

Usually, too, there is some special themeâ��

international law, perhaps, one time, glean

ing and sifting intelligence another time, and

so forth.

What was, perhaps, the funniest war ever
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carried out had " Intelligence Sifting " as its

theme. The combatants were allowed to

procure information of each other's plans

by any means they choseâ��any trick being

regarded as legitimate. The gamut of

the possible was run in no time. Both

sides enrolled their friends as spies, and

a silver-haired old lady, who liked to

hear officers talk of their professions, was

most deadly to one player. Two others,

wishing to ensure private discussion, hired a

motor-car. They had only gone some little

way into the country when a policeman

sprang from the hedge and stopped them.

After the usual protests the policeman

admitted an element of doubt in the case ;

if they would drive him to the police-station

he would have his stop-watch tested in their

presence. They took him on board and,

as motorists have done before and since,

marooned him far away after an hour's drive.

By then, plans being decided, they went

home by devious routes, thinking no more of

the marooned policeman. Not till some

days afterwards did it dawn on them that the

policeman was a bogus oneâ��an enemy who

had availed himself of this means of learning

their secret plans !

They were not, however, without resource.

The day following the discovery they called

on the ship which the chief "admiral " of the

other side served in. Keeping out of sight,

they waited till he went to his cabin ; then,

slipping in, gagged and bound him, after

which they proceeded to rifle his cabin.

Plans were soon found, but false information

had been disseminated once or twice, and

they were wary. They continued the search,

being at last rewarded by finding the whole

plain of campaign concealed inside a tele

scope.

After this they departed happy, and made

their dispositions accordingly, handing these

in to the umpire long before the gagged one

â��for they left him gagged and boundâ��was

able to release himself.

Total failure was theirs : their wily enemy

had in some way anticipated their raid, and

the plan concealed in the telescope had been

carefully prepared for their undoing !

It must not be supposed, however, that a

war game is often so frivolous as this one,

for in the ordinary way any such " spying "

is strictly forbidden. Yet few games, per

haps, have been more useful than this one,

for certainly half the players must have had

impressed upon them in the most direct and

unexpectedly forcible of ways the urgent

necessity of taking no information for granted

and also of sifting it all most carefully, which

was the object sought. And if in the here

after any one of them is the repository of

important Service secrets he will have to be

a very wily spy who secures them from him.

There cannot be much wrong while young

officers can be found ready to sacrifice such

little leisure as they get in studying war

problems for amusement.

It is only in the British Navy thatâ��so far

as I can ascertainâ��this is done. In other

navies officially supervised games are plentiful

enough, but with them, of course, there is

not the same interest. Here and there

isolated foreign ships have the game on board

and use it for purposes akin to those for

which the inventor designed it. Two such

ships are the Russian Bayan and Nmnkâ��

the only two ships which have, so far, dis

tinguished themselves in the present war.

In connection with the former ship it is

interesting to note that her captain was a

regular attendant at the Grand Duke

Alexander's games in St. Petersburg, and

used there to be laughingly called the " War-

Game Skobeleff." Skobeleff, it will be

remembered, was that Russian general who,

in the Turco-Russian War, led a hundred

desperate forlorn hopes untouched, though

all around him were killed or wounded. Any

ship played by Captain Wiren of the Bayan

used to have similar extraordinary luck ; as

one Russian officer, who must have Irish

blood in him, put it: "The enemy's hits on

him were all misses." Strangely enough, the

same luck has followed him in the present

warâ��the Bayan survived the torpedo attack

of February 8th; in the battle of the gth,

though she charged the Japanese fleet, she

was untouched ; in the action of the 25th

February, when Captain Wiren, with three

Russian cruisers, tried to fight the entire

Japanese squadron, two were badly mauled,

but the Jiayan was not hurt.

In concluding this brief sketch of naval

war game from the popular standpoint a

reference may be made to flying-machines,

which some think will be the warships of the

future. Rules of the aerial fights of the future

are said to exist all ready cut and dried,

together with an ingenious machine by which

the aerial warship's moves can be made.

There is, in fine, nothing in earth, sky, or sea,

or under the sea, that has not been the subject

of rules in this " War by Kindergarten."



XLâ��THE BEGINNING OF THE END.

ELL, I must say," mother

said, looking at the Wishing

Carpet as it lay, all darned

and mended and backed

with shiny American cloth,

on the floor of the nurseryâ��

" I must say I've never in my life bought

such a bad bargain as that carpet:"

A soft " Oh ! " of contradiction sprang to

the lips of Cyril, Robert, Jane, and Anthea.

Mother looked at them quickly, and said:â��

" Well, of course I see you've mended it

very nicely, and that was sweet of you,

dears."

" The boys helped too," said the dears,

honourably.

" But, stillâ��twenty-two and ninepence !

It ought to have lasted for years. It's simply

dreadful now. Well, never mind, darlings,

you've done your best. I think we'll have

cocoanut matting next time. A carpet

doesn't have an easy life of it in this room,

does it ? "

" It's not our fault, mother, is it, that our

boots are the really reliable kind ? " Robert

asked the question more in sorrow than in

anger.

" No, dear, we can't help our boots," said

mother, cheerfully, " but we might change

Vol. xxvii.â��74. Copyright, 1004, by G>

them when we come in, perhaps. It's just an

idea of mine. I wouldn't dream of scolding

on the very first morning after I've come

home. Oh, my I,amb, how could you ? "

This conversation was at breakfast, and

the Lamb had been beautifully good until

everyone was looking at the carpet, and then

it was for him but the work of a moment to

turn a glass dish of syrupy blackberry jam

upside down on his young head. It was the

work of a good many minutes and several

persons to get the jam off him again, and

this interesting work took people's minds off

the carpet, and nothing more was said just

then about its badness as a bargain and

about what mother hoped for from cocoanut

matting.

When the Lamb was clean again he had to

be taken care of while mother rumpled her

hair and inked her fingers and made her

head ache over the difficult and twisted

housekeeping accounts which cook gave her

on dirty bits of paper, and which were

supposed to explain how it was that cook

had only fivepence-halfpenny and a lot of

unpaid bills left out of all the money mother

had sent her for housekeeping. Mother was

very clever, but even she could not quite

understand the cook's accounts.

eorge Newnes, Limited.
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The Lamb was very glad to have his

brothers and sisters to play with him. He

had not forgotten them a bit, and he made

them play all the old exhausting games : â�¢

" Whirling Worlds," where you swing the

baby round and round by his hands ; and

" Ix;g and Wing," where you swing him from

side to side by one ankle and one wrist.

There was also climbing Vesuvius. In this

game the baby walks up you, and when he is

standing on your shoulders you shout as loud

as you can, which is the rumbling of the

burning mountain, and then tumble him

gently on to the floor and roll him there,

which is the destruction of

Pompeii.

" All the same, I wish we

could decide what we'd better

say next time mother says

anything about the carpet,"

said Cyril, breathlessly ceas

ing to be a burning moun

tain.

"Well, you

talk and de

cide," said

Anthea;"here,

you 1o v e y

ducky Lamb.

Come to Pan

ther and play

Noah's Ark."

The I^amb

came with his

pretty hair all

tumbled and

his face all

dusty from the

destruction of

Pompeii, and

instantly be

came a baby " ' I-RBTTY TOLLY !' u

snake, hissing

and wriggling and creeping in Anthea's arms,

as she said :â��

I love my litlle baby snake,

lie hisses when he is awake,

He wriggles even in his sleep.

lie creeps with such a wriggly creep,

" Well, you see," Cyril was saying, " it's

just the old-bother. Mother can't believe the

real true truth about the carpet, and "

" You speak sooth, O Cyril!" remarked

the Phoenix, coming out from the cupboard

where the black-beetles lived, and the torn

books, and the broken slates, and odd pieces

of toys that had lost the rest of themselves.

" Now hear the wisdom of the Phoenix, the

son of the Phccnix."

" There's a society called that," said Cyril.

"Where is it? And what is a society?"

asked the bird.

" It's a sort of joined-together lot of people

â��a sort of brotherhoodâ��a kind ofâ��well,

something very like your temple, you know,

only quite different."

" I take your meaning,' said the Phcenix.

" I would fain see these calling themselves

Sons of the Phuenix."

" But what about your words of wisdom ? "

" Wisdom is always welcome," said the

Phoenix.

" Pretty Polly!" remarked the Lamb,

EMAKKED THE LAMB."

reaching his

hands towards

the golden

speaker.

The Phoenix

modestly re

treated behind

Robert, and

Anthea has

tened to dis

tract the atten

tion of the

I-amb by mur

muring :â��

I love my little

baby rabbit;

But oh, he has a

dreadful habit

Of paddling out

among the

rocks

And soaking both

his bunny-

socks.

"I don't

think you'd

care about

the Sons of

the Phcenix,

really," said

Robert. " I have heard that they don't

do anything fiery. They only drink a great

deal. Much more than other people, be

cause they drink lemonade and fizzy things,

and the more you drink of those the more

good you get."

" In your mind, perhaps," said Jane ; " but

it wouldn't be good in your body. You'd get

too balloony " The Phoenix yawned.

" Look here,'' said Anthea, " I really have

an idea. This isn't like a common carpet.

It's very magic indeed. Don't you think, if

we put Tatcho on it and then gave it a rest,

the magic part of it might grow, like hair is

supposed to do ? "

" It might," said Robert, " but I should
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think paraffin would do as wellâ��at any rate

as far as the smell goes, and that seems to

be the great thing about Tatcho."

But with all its faults Anthea's idea was

something to do, and they did it.

It was Cyril who' fetched the Tatcho bottle

from father's washhand-stand. But the bottle

had not much in it.

" We mustn't take it all," Jane said, " in

case father's hair began to come off suddenly ;

if he hadn't anything to put on it, it might

all drop off before Eliza had time to get

round to the chemist's for another bottle. It

would be dreadful to have a bald father, and

it would all be our fault."

" And wigs are very expensive, I believe,"

said Anthea. " Look here, leave enough in

the bottle to wet father's head all over with

in case any emergency emergesâ��and let's

mike up with paraffin. I expect it's the

smell that does the good reallyâ��and the

smell's exactly the same."

So a small teaspoonful of the Tatcho was

put on the edges of the worst darn in the

carpet and rubbed carefully into the roots of

the hairs of it, and all the parts that there

was not enough Tatcho for had paraffin

rubbed into them with a piece of flannel.

Then the flannel was burned. It made

a gay flame, which delighted the Phosnix

and the Lamb.

" How often," said mother, opening the

doorâ��â�¢" how often am I to tell you that

you are not to play with paraffin ? What

have you been doing ? "

" We have burnt a paraffiny rag," Anthea

answered. It was no use telling mother

what they had done to the carpet. She

did not know it was a magic carpet, and

no one wants to be laughed at for trying to

mend an ordinary carpet with lamp-oil.

" Well, don't do it again," said mother.

" And now away with melancholy ! Father

has sent a telegram. Look !" She held

it out, and the children holding it by its

yielding corners read :â��

"That means," said mother, "that

you're going to see ' The Water Babies'

all by your happy selves, and father and I

will take you and fetch you. Give me the

Lamb, dear, and you and Jane put clean

lace in your red evening frocks, and I

shouldn't wonder if you found they wanted

ironing. This paraffin smell is ghastly.

Run and get out your frocks."

" Box for kiddies at Garrick. Stalls for us,

Haymarket. Meet Charing Cross, 6.30."

The frocks did want ironingâ��wanted it

rather badly, as it happened ; for, being of

tomato-coloured Liberty silk, they had been

found very useful for tableaux vivanfs when a

red dress was required for Cardinal Richelieu.

They were very nice tableaux, these, and I

wish I could tell you about themâ��but one

cannot tell everything in a story. You would

have been specially interested in hearing

about the tableaux of the Princes in the

Tower, when one of the pillows burst and

the youthful Princes were so covered with

feathers that the picture might very well

have been called " Michaelmas Eve; or,

Plucking the Geese."

Ironing the dresses and sewing the lace in

occupied some time, and no one was dull

because there was the theatre to look forward

to, and also the possible growth of hairs on

the carpet, for which everyone kept looking

anxiously. By four o'clock Jane was almost sure

that several hairs were beginning to grow.

The Phcenix perched on the fender, and

its conversation, as usual, was entertaining

and instructiveâ��like school prizes are said

to be. But it seemed a little absent-minded

and even a little sad.

" Don't you feel well, Phoenix, dear ? "

asked Anthea, stooping to take an iron off

the fire.

' DON'T YOU FEEL WELL, PH(ENIX, DEAR ? ' ASKED ANTHEA."
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" I am not sick," replied the golden bird,

with a gloomy shake of the head, " but I am

getting old."

" Why, you've only been hatched about

two months."

" Time," remarked the Phcenix, " is

measured by heart-beats. I'm sure the

palpitations I've had since I've known you

are enough to blanch the feathers of any

bird."

" But I thought you lived five hundred

years," said Robert, " and you've hardly

begun this set of years. Think of all the

time that's before you."

"Time," said the Phcenix, "is, as you are

probably aware, merely a convenient fiction.

There is no such thing as time. I have

lived in these two months at a pace which

generously counterbalances five hundred years

of life in the desert. I am old, I am weary.

I feel as if I ought to lay my egg, and lay

me down to my fiery-

sleep. But unless I'm

careful I shall be

hatched again instantly,

and that is a misfor

tune which 1 really do

not think I could en

dure. But do not let â�¢ ,

me intrude these

desperate per

sonal reflections

on your youthful

happiness. What

is the show at

the theatre to

night? Wrestlers?

Gladiators? A

combat of camel-

opards and uni

corns ? "

" I don't think

so," said Cyril;

" it's called ' The

Water Babies,'

and if it's like

the book there

isn't any gladi-

ating in it. There

are chimney-

sweeps and pro

fessors, and a lobster

and an otter and a

salmon, and children

living in the water."

"It sounds chilly,"

<&,

said Jane. "And theatres are very warm

and pretty, with a lot of gold and lamps.

Wouldn't you like to come with us ? "

"/ was just going to say that," said

Robert, in injured tones, "only I know

how rude it is to interrupt. Do come,

Phcenix, old chap; it will cheer you

up. It'll make you laugh like anything.

Mr. Bourchier always makes ripping plays.

You ought to have seen 'Shock-Headed

Peter' last year."

" Your words are strange," said the Phoenix,

" but I will come with you. The revels of

this Bourchier of whom you speak may help

me to forget the weight of my years."

So the Phoenix snuggled inside the waist

coat of Robert's Etonsâ��a very tight fit it

seemed both to Robert and to the Phcenixâ��

and was taken to the play.

Robert had to pretend to be cold at the

glittering, many - mirrored restaurant where

" ROBERT HAD TO PRETEND TO BE COLD."

the Phcenix shivered, and went to sit on the

tongs.

" I don't suppose there will be real water,"

they all had dinner, with father in evening

dress, with a very shiny white shirt-front, and

mother looking lovely in her grey evening
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dress, that changes into pink and green when

she moves. Robert pretended that he was

too cold to take off his great-coat, and so sat

sweltering through what would otherwise have

been a most thrilling meal. He felt that he

\vas a blot on the smart beauty of the family,

and he hoped the Phoenix knew what he was

suffering for its sake. Of course, we are all

pleased to suffer for the sake of others, but

we like them to know itâ��unless we are the

very best and noblest kind of people, and

Robert was just ordinary.

Father was full of jokes and fun, and

everyone laughed all the time, even with

their mouths full, which is not manners.

Robert thought father would not have been

quite so funny about his keeping his overcoat

on if father had known all the truth. And

there Robert was probably right.

When dinner was finished to the last grape

and the last paddle in the finger-glassesâ��for

it was a really truly grown-up dinnerâ��-the

children were taken to the theatre, guided to

a box close to the stage, and left. Father's

parting words were :â��

" Now, don't you stir out of this box,

whatever you do. I shall be back before

the end of the play. Be good and you will

be happy. Is this zone torrid enough for

the abandonment of great-coats, Bobs ?

No ? Well, then, I should say you were

sickening for somethingâ��mumps or measles,

or thrush or teething. Good-bye."

He went, and Robert was at last able to

remove his coat, mop his perspiring brow,

and release the crushed and dishevelled

Phoenix. Robert had to arrange his clamp

hair at the looking-glass at the back of the

box, and the Phcenix had to preen its dis

ordered feathers for some time before either

of them was fit to be seen.

They were very, very early. When the

lights went up fully the Phcenix, balancing

itself on the gilded back of a chair, swayed in

ecstasy.

" How fair a scene is this ! " it murmured ;

"how far fairer than my temple ! Or have I

guessed aright ? Have you brought me

hither to lift up my head with emotions of

joyous surprise ? Tell me, my Robert, is it

not that this, this is my true temple, and the

other was but a humble shrine frequented by

outcasts ? "

"I don't know about outcasts," said

Robert, " but you can call this your temple

if you like. Hush ! the music is beginning."

I am not going to tell you about the play.

As I said before, one can't tell everything,

and no doubt you saw " The Water Babies "

yourselves. If you did not it was a shame,

or rather a pity.

What I must tell you is that, though Cyril

and Jane and Robert and Anthea enjoyed it

as much as any children possibly could, the

pleasure of the Phoenix was far, far greater

than theirs.

" This is indeed my temple," it said, again

and again. " What radiant rites ! And all

to do honour to me !"

The songs in the play it took to be hymns

in its honour. The choruses were choric

songs in its praise. The electric lights, it

said, were magic torches lighted for its sake,

and it was so charmed with the footlights

that the children could hardly persuade it to

sit still. But when the limelight was shown

it could contain its approval no longer. It

flapped its golden wings, and cried in a voice

that could be heard all over the theatre :â��

" Well done, my servants ! Ye have my

favour and my countenance ! "

Little Tom on the stage stopped short in

what he was saying. A deep breath was

drawn by hundreds of lungs, ever)- eye in the

house turned to the box where the luckless

children cringed, and most people hissed, or

said " Shish ! " or " Turn them out !"

Then the play went on, and an attendant

presently came to the box and spoke wrath-

fully.

" It wasn't us, indeed it wasn't," said

Anthea, earnestly ; " it was the bird."

The man said well, then, they must keep

their bird quiet.

" Disturbing everyone like this," he said.

" It won't do it again," said Robert,

glancing imploringly at the golden bird;

" I'm sure it won't."

" You have my leave to depart," said the

Phoenix, gently.

"Well, he is a beauty, and no mistake,"

said the attendant, "only I'd cover him up

during the acts. It upsets the performance."

And he went.

" Don't speak again, there's a dear," said

Anthea ; "you wouldn't like to interfere with

your own temple, would you?"

So now the Phcenix was quiet, but it kept

whispering to the children. It wanted to

know why there was no altar, no fire, no

incense, and became so excited and fretful

and tiresome that four at least of the party of

five wished deeply that it had been left at

home.

What happened next was entirely the fault

of the Phoenix. It was not in the least the

fault of the theatre people, and no one could

ever understand afterwards how it did happen.
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No one, that is, except the guilty bird itself

and the four children. The Phoenix was

balancing itself on the gilt back of the chair,

swaying backwards and forwards and up and

down, as you may see your own domestic

parrot do. I mean the grey one with the red

tail. All eyes were on the stage, where the

lobster was delighting the audience with that

gem of a song, " If you can't walk straight,

walk sideways ! " when the Phoenix murmured

warmly :â��

" No altar, no fire, no incense !" and then,

before any of the children

could even begin to

think of stopping it, it

spread its bright wings

and swept round the

theatre, brushing its

gleaming feathers against

delicate hangings and

gilded wood-work.

It seemed to have

made but one circular

wing-sweep, such as you

may see a gull make over

grey water on a stormy

day. Next moment it

was perched again on

the chair-backâ��and all

round the theatre, where

it had passed, little sparks

shone like tinsel seeds,

then little smoke wreaths

curled up like growing

plantsâ��little flames

opened like flower-buds.

People whisperedâ��

then people shrieked.

" Fire ! Fire ! " The

curtain went downâ��the

lights went up.

" Fire ! " cried every

one, and made for the

doors.

\

" A magnificent idea ! "

said the Phoenix, com

placently. " An enor

mous altarâ��fire supplied

free of charge. Doesn't

the incense smell delicious ? " The only

smell was the stifling smell of smoke, of

burning silk, or scorching varnish.

very pale, and trying to speak in her ordinary

voice.

" He didn't mean stay and be roasted,'

said Robert; " no boys on burning decks for

me, thank you."

" Not much," said Cyril, and he opened

the door of the box.

But a fierce waft of smoke and hot air

made him shut it again,

sible to get out that way.

They looked over the

Could they climb down ?

HE OPENED THE DOOR OF THE BOX.

The little flames had opened now into great

flame-flowers. The people in the theatre

were shouting and pressing towards the

doors.

" Oh, how could you ! " cried Jane. " Let's

get out."

"Father said stay here," said Anthea,

It was not pos-

front of the box.

:

It would be possible, certainly, but would

they be much better off?

"Look at the people," moaned Anthea;

" we couldn't get through." And, indeed, the

crowd round the doors looked thick as flies

in the jam-making season.

" I wish we'd never seen the Phcenix,1'

cried Jane.

Even at that awful moment Robert looked

round to see if the bird had overheard a
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speech which, however natural, was hardly

polite or grateful.

The Phoenix was gone.

" Look here," said Cyril, " I've read about

fires in papers ; I'm sure it's all right. Let's

wait here, as father said."

"We can't do anything else," said Anthea,

bitterly.

"Look here," said Robert, "I'm not

frightenedâ��no, I'm not. The Fhcenix has

never been a skunk yet, and I'm certain it'll

see us through somehow. I believe in the

Phoenix !"

" The Phcenix thanks you, () Robert," said

a golden voice at his feet, and there was the

Phoenix itself, on the Wishing Carpet.

" Quick !" it said, " stand on those por

tions of the carpet which are truly antique

and authenticâ��and "

A sudden jet of flame stopped its words.

Alas ! the Phoenix had unconsciously warmed

to its subject, and in the unintentional heat

of the moment had set fire to the paraffin

with which that morning the children had

anointed the carpet. It burned merrily.

The children tried in vain to stamp it out.

They had to stand back and let it burn itself

out. When the paraffin had burned away it

was found that it had taken with it all the

darns of Scotch heather-mixture fingering.

Only the fabric of the old carpet was leftâ��

and that was full of holes.

" Come," said the Phcenix, " I'm cool

now."

The four children got on to what was left

of the carpet. Very careful they were not

to leave a leg or a hand hanging over one of

the holes. It was very hotâ��the theatre was

a pit of fire. Everyone else had got out.

Jane had to sit on Anthea's lap.

" Home!" said Cyril, and instantly the

cool draught from under the nursery door

played upon their legs as they sat. They

were all on the carpet still, and the carpet

was lying in its proper place on the nursery

floor, as calm and unmoved as though it had

never been to the theatre or taken part in a

fire in its life.

Four long breaths of deep relief were

instantly breathed. The draught which they

had never liked before was for the moment

quite pleasant. And they were safe. And

everyone else was safe. The theatre had

been quite empty when they left. Everyone

was sure of that.

They presently found themselves all talking

at once. Somehow none of their adventures

had given them so much to talk about.

None other had seemed so real.

" Did you notice â��â�� ?" they said, and

" Do you remember ? "

When suddenly Anthea's face turned pale

under the dirt which it had collected on it

during the fire.

" Oh," she cried, " mother and father !

Oh, how awful ! They'll think we're burned

to cinders. Oh, let's go this minute and tell

them we aren't."

"We should only miss them," said the

sensible Cyril.

" Wellâ��w/ go, then," said Anthea, " or I

will. Only do wash your face first. Mother

will be sure to think you are burnt to a

cinder if she sees you as black as that.

Mother, she'll faint or be ill or something.

Oh, I wish we'd never got to know that

Phcenix."

" Hush !" said Robert; "it's no use being

rude to the bird. I suppose it can't help

its nature. Perhaps we'd better wash too.

Now I come to think of it my hands are

ratherâ��

No one had noticed the Phcenix since it

had bidden them to step on the carpet.

And no one noticed that no one had

noticed.

All were partially clean, and Cyril was just

plunging into his great-coat to go and look

for his parentsâ��he, and not unjustly, called

it looking for a needle in a bundle of hayâ��

when the sound of father's latchkey in the

front door sent everyone bounding up the

stairs.

" Are you all safe ? " cried mother's voice;

" are you all safe ? " and the next moment

she was kneeling on the linoleum of the hall,

trying to kiss four damp children at once, and

laughing and crying by turns, while father

stood looking on and saying he was blessed

or something.

" But how did you guess we'd come

home ? " said Cyril, later, when everyone was

calm enough for talking.

" Well, it was rather a rum thing. We

heard the Garrick was on fire and, of course,

we went straight there," said father, briskly.

" We couldn't find you, of courseâ��and we

couldn't get inâ��but the firemen told us

everyone was safely out. And then I heard

a voice at my ear say, ' Cyril, Anthea, Robert,

and jane'â��and something touched me on

the shoulder. It was a great yellow pigeon,

and it got in the way of my seeing who'd

spoken. It fluttered off, and then someone

said in the other ear, 'They're safe at home';

and when I turned again, to see who it was

speaking, hanged if there wasn't that con

founded pigeon on my other shoulder. Dazed
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by the fire, I suppose. Your mother said it

was the voice of "

" I said it was the bird that spoke," said

mother, "and so it was. Or at least I

thought so then. It wasn't a pigeon. It was

an orange - coloured

cockatoo. I don't

care who it was that

spoke. It was true

â��and you're safe."

That was why the papers said, next day,

that the fire at the theatre had done less

damage than had been anticipated. As a

matter of fact, it had done none, for the

Phoenix spent the night in putting things

straight. How the

management accounted

for this, and how

many of the theatre

officials still believe

IT WAS A GREAT YELLOW PIGEON.

Mother began to cry again, and father said

bed was a good place after the pleasures of

the stage.

So everyone went there.

Robert had a talk to the Phcenix that

night.

"Oh, very well," said the bird, when

Robert had said what he felt, " didn't you

know that I had power over fire ? Do not

distress yourself. I, like my high priests

in Lombard Street, can undo the work of

flames. Kindly open the casement."

It flew out.

that they were mad on that night, will never

be known.

Next day mother saw the burnt holes in

the carpet.

" It caught where it was paraffiny," said

Anthea.

" I must get rid of that carpet at once,"

said mother.

But what the children said in sad whispers

to each other, as they pondered over last

night's events, was :â��

"We must get rid of that Phrenix."
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Walking on the Brink of Niagara.

BY ORRIN E. DUNLAP.

HERE is no man who has so

many adventures at Niagara

to his credit as John R.

Barlow. Mr. Barlow, in the

summer-time, is the chief

guide at the Cave of the

Winds, that wonderful cavern under ;

waterfall as it plunges between Goat and

Luna Islands. Years of familiarity with the

waters of the world-famed Niagara have

caused Guide Barlow to forget what fear is,

and he moves about in dangerous places

without thinking of possible disaster. He is

the oldest and best-known guide at Niagara,

and people from many countries have crossed

his palm with silver in token of care

bestowed upon them, or in return for the

kindly information which he is ever ready

to give.

When the new stone arch bridges were

built to connect Goat Island to the main

land, a temporary bridge was erected on

piers for the convenience of pedestrians.

When this temporary structure had ceased to

be useful it was destroyed, and, unfortunately

Vol. xxvii.â��76.

for the scenic beauty of the portion of the

upper rapids lying between the brink of the

American fall and the island bridges, several

of the cribs lodged on the reefs and refused

to be stirred by the rush of the downpouring

waters. The hope of the State Reserva

tion officials was that the cribs would pass

over the fall in time of high water, but flood

after flood poured down from Lake Erie and

the cribs refused to move. They were un

sightly to a remarkable degree, and quite an

annoyance to the officials who had charge of

the beauty of Niagara. This was the condi

tion when winter set in last autumn.

The winter proved of unusual severity.

Ice came down from the lake in large sheets,

and a considerable quantity of it lodged

on the reefs between the mainland and Goat

Island. By February the main part of the

channel through which the water flows to

the American fall was blocked with ice.

Between Goat Island and the mainland there

were three open channels, through which the

water ran streak-like to the brink. One of

these was close by the mainland, and made
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the plunge over the fall close to Prospect

Point. The second was close to the otrter

edge of Luna Island, while the third was

between Luna and Goat Islands. This left

a wide expanse of the American fall, and the

river-bed immediately above it, covered with

ice. This ice-field remained unbroken for

several days, but by going out on the ice-

bridge that spanned the river in front of the

fall it was possible to study the face of the

cliff and to see that at several points the

water crept through under the ice and found

its way to the fall.

However, the fact that the portion of the

fall below Green Island was covered with

ice gave the impression to Superintendent

Edward Perry, of the State Reservation, that

the unsightly cribs on the river-bed could be

removed. He called Guide Barlow to go

with him, together with another man named

WIDE HAR1.0W AND SUPERINTENDENT PERKY STANDING ON

It was while Superintendent Pern- and

Guide Barlow were on this mission that

the latter recognised the unusual conditions

of the ice. His practised eye scanned the

white expanse as it extended westward and

turned over the precipice.

" I believe it would be possible for us to

walk to the brink of the American fall," said

Barlow, addressing Superintendent Perry.

The superintendent looked at him in

amazement. So far as is known no human

being had ever stood where Guide Barlow

contemplated going. Still, the superintendent

is a man of nerve, and as he looked down

the river at Robinson's Island, at Chapin's

Island, at Crow and Blackbird Islands, he

longed to set foot on the possessions of the

Empire State over which he was the official

guard.

There was little said. Guide Barlow had

/â�¢Yum a I'hvlv.

William Mullane, and the trio made their way

to Green Island. Going to the foot of this

island, it was easy for them to step out over

the ice to several of the cribs, which Super

intendent Perry then and there ordered to be

removed.

already commenced to move down the river

over the ice. It was firm, and stood his

weight well. In a minute Superintendent

Perry followed him. As they moved along

the untrodden path the condition of the

ice gave them new courage, and both felt that
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they were walking where man had never

before been. Their route carried them

between Robinson's and Blackbird Islands,

and on down by a little isle as yet unnamed.

Leaving the foot of Robinson's Island behind,

they moved cautiously over the frozen expanse

brink that a slight advance would have carried

them over the precipice to the frightful,

unknown, unexplored regions behind the icy

mounds below.

Before they returned the author of this

story hurried from Goat Island, from which

GUIDE BARLOW AND SUPERINTENDENT PERRY STANDING ON THE BRINK OF NIAGARA.

From a Photo.

down, farther down, right to the brink of the

American fall, midway between Luna Island's

shore and Prospect Park. Along the very

crest of the brink they walked, realizing

that they were at the very centre of the great

fall that is a world-wonder. Guide Barlow

pointed out to Superintendent Perry the

mighty ice-mountain that reared its head from

below, and also related how human beings

passing over the fall at that point were never

found.

Their dark forms outlined against the pure

w'hite, snow covered ice, standing only a few

feet back from the awful brink of the fall,

made a startling picture. As they stood there

a dark shadow crept down over the ice, inti

mating that the river was rising and might

overflow the ice on which they stood. Yet it

was such a novel place to be in that they

lingered and lookedâ��looked and gained new

and wonderful ideas of the sublimity and awful-

ness of Niagara. So close did they go to the

point he had taken a picture of the remark

able trip, to the brink of the American fall,

where he took another photograph of Super

intendent Perry and Guide Barlow as they

stood at the edge of the precipice over which

the Niagara torrent flows in chaotic fury in

summer-time.

The trip up the channel carried the party

outside of Robinson's Island, all stopping to

pay tribute to Chapin's Island, the little spot

where, in 1838, a man had lodged as he was

being swept toward the fall by the awful

current.

" I am glad to be back," said Superinten

dent Perry, as the party reached the lower

end of Green Island.

" But you are also glad to have been

where you have been/' added Guide Barlow,

the only man who had ever conducted a

party to that dangerous point on the brink of

the American fall.

The date was Saturday, February 13, 1904.
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A WHEELâ��OR WHAT?

" This is a cross-section of a white pine tree about

Hventy-eight inches in diameter. What appear to be

carrots sticking through the sides are the knots caused

by the branches, which, owing to their resinous

nature, have not decayed, while the wood which for

merly surrounded them has rotted away."â��Mr. A. S.

Angell, care of Times Printing and Publishing Co.,

Victoria, B.C.

A HOME-MADE BICYCLE.

This photograph, taken in Russia hy a Black-

Imrn contributor, is of an extraordinary bicycle and

its ingenious maker, a Russian peasant, who at the

time was employed as a mill watchman in St. Peters

burg. The frame of the bicycle is mainly made out

of broomsticks, the

wheels consist of

barrel hoops and

wooden spokes, the

cranks are of wood,

and bobbins form

the principal part of

the pedals ; the front

forks are likewise of

wood, working in

side a ten - inch

"stubbing bobbin";

the saddle (movable)

is cut out of an ordi

nary piece of wood,

the back of a dis

used arm-chair does

duty as handle-bars,

and the chain was

taken off an old

" flat - card " mach

ine. It only re

mains to add that

this curiosity is not a mere exhibit, for a friend of the

gentleman who supplies the photo, rode it more than

once, though he never accomplished anything in the

way of record-breaking on the wooden " bike.''

SWALLOWED BY AN OSTRICH.

" 1 send you a photo, of the contents of a tame

ostrich's stomach, which you will not lie surprised to
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hear was the cause of its death. All these pieces of

metal were picked up by it around the blacksmith's

shop of a farm

in South America.

The circle of

round pieces in the

centre is made up

of JÂ£in. punch pel

lets from a punch

ing - machine, and

will give an idea of

the size of the rest

of the metal. All

these pieces were

more or less worn,

according to the

lime they had been

swallowed ; some

had almost dis

appeared. The

total weight of iron

was considerable."

â��Mr. E. Windus,

Krin Manor, Bur

gess Hill, Sussex.
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PECULIAR MUSICAI

" The accompanying photos, are of two musical

instruments which, with their inventor, can he found

at an obscure little hamlet called Keld, about twenty

miles from Richmond in Yorkshire. No. I is an

adaptation to a harmonium, and consists of the

branch of a tree fastened to the end of the har

monium ; upon the branch is a double row of bells

which come from all parts of England. When play

ing, the musician has a long piece of wood ending in

a steel spike, and at the lower end of the wood is a

finger-hole. The striker is slipped upon one of the

fingers of the left hand, and as the treble and bass are

SAVED BY A CARTRIDGE.

" Here is the photograph of a cartridge which has

been pierced by a bullet. My brother, of the 6th

Dragoon Guards, was carrying this in his bandolier

when he was wounded in the late South African War.

The bullet after piercing the cartridge passed clean

through his body, leaving in the centre of his back

after penetrating one of his lungs. Fortunately it did

not touch the spinal cord, owing probably to l>eing

deviated by the cartridge, and he recovered. The

cartridge did not explode, and has still the explosive

in it intact."â��Mr. F. W. Robins, 14, Wellington

Road, Barnsbury, N.

A DIVING TOWER ON DRY LAND.

" I send you a photo, of a curious structure which

stands not very far from the Lake of Neuchalel. It

would be difficult for anyone unacquainted with its

history to give a name to it, for its appearance and

position furnish absolutely no clue as to its use. It

is, as a matter of fact, a diving tower, built many

years ago for the use of bathers in the Lake of

Neuchalel. The peculiar part about it is thai any-

1NSTRUMENTS.

being played the finger with the striker upon it is bent

in order to strike one of the bells. No. 2 is what the

inventor calls ' a stone organ.' The old man said

that one day when fishing in the river his foot caught

a stone and he noticed that it gave forth a musical

note, so he constructed a sounding - board, secured

stones from the river, and placed them thereon. lie-

found that clipping a piece off the end of the stone

sharpened the note, whilst to clip off the side flattened

il ; in this way he made three octaves. The old man

has never had any lessons in music."â��Mr. G. Hard-

wick, The Promenade, Bridlington.

one desirous of diving from it nowadays would have

to fly horizontally over a railway, a road, and a good

three hundred yards of dry land before reaching the

water, for, the lake having gradually receded, the

tower has been left high and dry, about a quarter

of a mile from the edge of the water. As may be

seen from the photo., it is now in a very tumble-down

condition."â��Mr. J. O. S. /iegler, Place Bel Air,

Yverdon, Switzerland.
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A POSTAL MARROW.

" The vegetable marrow shown in the accompanying photo

graph wits grown by my brother, Mr. David Ager, gardener

to Mr. Milton Bode, of West Dean, near Reading, the well-

known gold medallist for chrysanthemum culture. The name

and address were marked on the marrow when it was quite

small, and the writing has become more distinct with

increasing age. When about nine inches in length the marrow

was cut, a label with the necessary postage affixed tied to the

small piece of sta k, and it was then handed in at the post-office.

In due course it arrived at its destination, the marrow being

none the worse for its journey."â��Mr. J Ager, c/o Messrs.

Belts, Hartley, and Co., 9 and 10, Great Tower Street, E.G.

WHAT IS THERE BENEATH THE IVY?

" This curious statue, which appears to be looking out of a

tree, is to be found in the public park at Bath. The ivy has

been allowed to cover the

whole statue with the excep

tion of the head ; probably

no one knows what the rest

of it is like. This is a winter

view ; in summer the head

has a background of foliage.''

â��Mr. James A. Rooth, 112,

Oakwood Court, Kensington.

" HOW THE CROW FLIES."

" A remarkable instance of

the unexpected happening,

especially to devotees of the

camera, occurred to me the

other day. I took the photo

graph of Canterbury Cathedral

which 1 send you, and whilst

the plate was exposed I

noticed a crow rising from the branches of

the tree at ihe extreme left of the picture.

The bird flew slowly upwards and in zigzag

fashion until it reached a height nearly

equal to the cathedral spire. On developing

the negative I found that the bird's flight

was most accurately recorded in the shape

of a thin black line, which can be distinctly

traced in the photograph. By means of a

magnifying glass the extended wings of the

crow could be distinctly seen. I mav add

that as I was using a small stop the ex

posure was rather a long one."â��Mr. H. J.

Divers, 13, liurgate Street, Canterbury.

THE MORRIS DANCE.

" I send you a photograph which may

interest some of your readers. The village

of Bidford-o:i-Avon keeps up the quaint old

custom of the Morris Dance, and on high

days and holidays the six dancers, accom

panied by the clown and the hobby-horse,

dance through the village to the music of

a violin."â��Miss Dryhurst, n, Downshire

Hill, Hampstead.
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- VERY SIMPLE.

" The curious effect produced in the photograph

which I send was obtained by the simple means of

placing a small piece of speciallyâ�¢ cut paper over the

negative."â��Mr. R. J. Chenneour, Ishpeming, Mich.

THE FAN TREE.

" Travellers in South-Eastern Asia sometimes see

at a distance what appears to be a gigantic fan. In

fact, it closely resembles the dainty creations of feathers

and ivory which are so popular with ladies. On

approaching closer, however, the fan is seen to be a

natural one, being a species of palm tree which is

wonderfully like a fan, not only in the way in which

its branches project from the trunk, but in the leaves

in which the branches terminate. As shown in the

picture, the tree spreads out like an extended fan and

the leaves bear a strong resemblance to feathers. It.

is called the Traveller's Palm, partly for the reason

that in the forenoon or afternoon, when the sun is

not directly above, it frequently offers welcome shade.

Some of the palms grow to a height of fifty or sixty

feet, with 'feathers' ranging from ten to fifteen feet

in length."â��Mr. D. A. VVilley, Baltimore.

PETRIFIED WIRE.

" Mere is the photo, of a piece of wire rope taken

from a coal-mine in Wales. The mine referred to had

not been worked for some ten years, and when the

water was pumped out the rope was discovered as

shown, encased in a formation of hard stone. I may

add that when the stone was broken the wire was

found to be in a perfect state of preservation."â��Mr.

B. H. Wadsworth, Oriel College, Helensburgh, N.B.

NOT WHAT IT SEEMS.

" This is* not a snap-shot of Satan, nor of Pluto,

or any demon of the heathen mythology. Neither

i s i t t h e

picture of a

water- logged

member of

the ' tramp'

profession after a shower of rain.

It is simply the photograph of the

curious form which a splash of lead

took when it dropped from a cru

cible on the floor." â�� Mr. Joseph

W. Hammond, 12, Stafford Street,

Dublin.
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A WOODEN SOLDIER.

" I took this snap-shot in Spain, at La Zubia, a

small town about two miles from Granada. The

'soldier' is a most surprising object to come upon sud

denly. He is cut.out of a single tree, and is therefore

all in one piece. Branches have been neatly adapted

to make his fingers, which, it will be observed, have

a somewhat knotted and gouly appearance. A flower

pot forms the head, while a plant of aloes makes

a very fine plumed head-dress. His uniform is

painted in the most realistic way, so that alto

gether he has a most ferocious appearance and

his expression

does not

invite confi

dence, as may

l>e seen from the

photograph.

The garden in

which he lives

is rather an

historic one,

for it was here

(hat the great

Queen Isabella

the Catholic

was saved

from falling

into the hands

of the Moors

by hiding in

a laurel bush.

A monument

marks the

spot." â�� Miss

A. Milne

Home, Caldra,

Duns, N.B.

IN THE MIDST OF THE ENEMY.

"A gamekeeper in this neighbourhood had shot a

fine carrion crow, and hung up his prize, as usual, on

a nail near his cottage. A wren finding it built her

nest between the wings, and in the body of her

greatest enemy actually reared her family. By the

kindness ol the owner of the nest I have been able to

photograph it."â��Miss Mary Sharp, Riding Mill,

Northumberland.

A PECULIAR HARVEST.

" The Rev. W. H. Jenoure, rector of Barwick,

Yeovil, des

cribes a novel

sight which

may be seen

in his parish.

A farmer had

been feeding

his sheep on

oats, and some

of the grain

fe 11 on the

back of one

of the ani

mals. It has

taken root in

the wool and

sprouted, and

the young

shoots may be

seen growing

on the animal's

back." â�� Mr.

S. G. Wit-

comb, M iddle

Street, Yeovil,

Somerset.





'"COME, COME,' SAID HOLMES, KINDLY, 'IT IS HUMAN TO ERR.'"

(See pas;e 612.)
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IX.-The Adventure of the Three Students.

T was in the year '95 that a

combination of events, into

which I need not enter, caused

Mr. Sherlock Holmes and

myself to spend some weeks

in one of our great University

towns, and it was during this time that the

small but instructive adventure which I am

about to relate befell us. It will be obvious

that any details which would help the reader

to exactly identify the college or the criminal

would be injudicious and offensive. So

painful a scandal may well be allowed to die

out. With due discretion the incident itself

may, however, be described, since it serves

to illustrate some of those qualities for which

my friend was remarkable. I will endeavour

in my statement to avoid such terms as would

serve to limit the events to any particular

place, or give a clue as to the people

concerned.

We were residing at the time in furnished

lodgings close to a library where Sherlock

Holmes was pursuing some laborious re

searches in early English charters â��

researches which led to results so striking

that they may be the subject of one of my

future narratives. Here it was that one

evening we received a visit from an acquaint

ance, Mr. Hilton Soames, tutor and lecturer

at the College of St. Luke's. Mr. Soames

was a tall, spare man, of a nervous and

excitable temperament. I had always known

him to be restless in his manner, but on this

particular occasion he was in such a state of

uncontrollable agitation that it was clear

something very unusual had occurred.

" I trust, Mr. Holmes, that you can spare

me a few hours of your valuable time. We

have had a very painful incident at St. Luke's,

and really, but for the happy chance of your
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being in the town, I should have been at a

loss what to do."

" I am very busy just now, and I desire no

distractions," my friend answered. " I should

much prefer that you called in the aid of the

police."

" No, no, my dear sir; such a course is

utterly impossible. When once the law is

evoked it cannot be stayed again, and this is

just one of those cases where, for the credit

of the college, it is most essential to avoid

scandal. Your discretion is as well known

as your powers, and you are the one man in

the world who can help me. I beg you, Mr.

Holmes, to do what you can."

My friend's temper had not improved since

he had been deprived of the congenial

surroundings of Baker Street. Without his

scrap-books, his chemicals, and his homely

untidiness, he was an uncomfortable man.

He shrugged his shoulders in ungracious

acquiescence, while our visitor in hurried

words and with much excitable gesticulation

poured forth his story.

" I must explain to you, Mr. Holmes, that

to-morrow is the first day of the examination

for the Fortescue Scholarship. I am one of

the examiners. My subject is Greek, and

the first of the papers consists of a large

passage of Greek translation which the

candidate has not seen. This passage is

printed on the examination paper, and it

would naturally be an immense advantage

if the candidate could prepare it in advance.

For this reason great care is taken to keep

the paper secret.

"To-day about three o'clock the proofs of

this paper arrived from the printers. The

exercise consists of half a chapter of Thucy-

dides. I had to read it over carefully, as the

text must be absolutely correct. At four.

Copyright, 1904, by A. Conan Doyl':, in the United Stales of America.
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thirty my task was not yet completed. I

had, however, promised to take tea in a

friend's rooms, so I left the proof upon my

desk. I was absent rather more than an

hour.

" You are aware, Mr. Holmes, that our

college doors are doubleâ��a green baize one

within and a heavy oak one without. As I

approached my outer door I was amazed to

see a key in it. For an instant I imagined

that I had left my own there, but on feeling

in my pocket I found that it was all right.

The only duplicate which existed, so far as

I knew, was that which belonged to my

servant, Bannister, a man who has looked

after my room for ten years, and whose

honesty is absolutely above suspicion. I

found that the key was indeed his, that he

had entered my room to know if I wanted

tea, and that he had very carelessly left the

key in the door when he came out. His

visit to my room must have been within a

very few minutes of my leaving it. His for-

getfulness about the key would have mattered

little upon any

other occasion,

but on this one

day it has pro

duced the most

deplorable con

sequences.

" The moment

I looked at my

table I was aware

that someone had

rummaged among

my papers. The

proof was in three

long slips. I had

left them all to

gether. Now I

found that one of

them was lying on

the floor, one was

on the side table

near the window,

and the third was

where I had left

it."

Holmes stirred

for the first time.

" The first page

on the floor, the

second in the

window, the third

where you left it,"

said he.

" Exactly, Mr.

Holmes. You

amaze me. How could you possibly know

that ? :>

" Pray continue your very interesting state

ment."

" For an instant I imagined that Bannister

had taken the unpardonable liberty of

examining my papers. He denied it, how

ever, with the utmost earnestness, and I am

convinced that he was speaking the truth.

The alternative was that someone passing

had observed the key in the door, had known

that I was out, and had entered to look at

the papers. A large sum of money is at

stake, for the scholarship is a very valuable

one, and an unscrupulous man might very

well run a risk in order to gain an advantage

over his fellows.

" Bannister was very much upset by the

incident. He had nearly fainted when we

found that the papers had undoubtedly been

tampered with. I gave him a little brandy

and left him collapsed in a chair while I

made a most careful examination of the

room. I soon saw that the intruder had left

' HOW COUI.D YOU POSSIBLY KNOW THAT?"
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other traces of his presence besides the

rumpled papers. On the table in the window-

were several shreds from a pencil which had

been sharpened. A broken tip of lead was

lying there also. Evidently the rascal had

copied the paper in a great hurry, had broken

his pencil, and had been compelled to put a

fresh point to it."

" Excellent!" said Holmes, who was re

covering his good-humour as his atten

tion became more engrossed by the case.

" Fortune has been your friend."

"This was not all. I have a new writing-

table with a fine surface of red leather. I

am prepared to swear, and so is Bannister,

that it was smooth and unstained. Now I

found a clean cut in it about three inches

longâ��not a mere scratch, but a positive cut.

Not only this, but on the table I found a

small ball of black dough, or clay, with specks

of something which looks like sawdust in it.

I am convinced that these marks were left by

the man who rifled the papers. There were

no footmarks and no other evidence as to

his identity. I was at my wits' ends, when

suddenly the happy thought occurred to

me that you were in the town, and I came

straight round to put the matter into your

hands. Do help me, Mr. Holmes ! You see

my dilemma. Either I must find the man

or else the examination must be postponed

until fresh papers are. prepared, and since

this cannot be done without explanation

there will ensue a hideous scandal, which will

throw a cloud not only on the college, but

on the University. Above all things I desire

to settle the matter quietly and discreetly."

" I shall be happy to look into it and to

give you such advice as I can," said Holmes,

rising and putting on his overcoat. " The

case is not entirely devoid of interest. Had

anyone visited you in your room after the

papers came to you ?"

" Yes ; young Daulat Ras, an Indian

student who lives on the same stair, came

in to ask me some particulars about the

examination."

" For which he was entered ? "

"Yes."

" And the papers were on your table ? "

" To the best of my belief they were rolled

up."

" But might be recognised as proofs ? "

" Possibly."

" No one else in your room ? "

" No."

" Did anyone know that these proofs

would be there ? "

" No one save the printer."

" Did this man Bannister know ? "

" No, certainly not. No one knew."

" Where is Bannister now ? "

" He was very ill, poor fellow. I left him

collapsed in the chair. I was in such a

hurry to come to you."

" You left your door open ? "

" 1 locked up the papers first."

"Then it amounts to this, Mr. Soames,

that unless the Indian student recognised the

roll as being proofs, the man who tampered

with them came upon them accidentally

without knowing that they were there."

" So it seems to me."

Holmes gave an enigmatic smile.

" Well," said he, " let us go round. Not

one of your cases, Watsonâ��mental, not

physical. All right; come if you want to.

Now, Mr. Soamesâ��at your disposal! "

The sitting-room of our client opened by

a long, low, latticed window on to the

ancient lichen-tinted court of the old college.

A Gothic arched door led to a worn stone

staircase. On the ground floor was the

tutor's room. Above were three students,

one on each story. It was already twilight

when we reached the sÂ£ene of our problem.

Holmes halted and looked earnestly at the

window. Then he approached it, and,

standing on tiptoe with his neck craned, he

looked into the room.

" He must have entered through the door.

There is no opening except the one pane,"

said our learned guide.

"Dear me!" said Holmes, and he smiled

in a singular way as he glanced at our com

panion. "Well, if there is nothing to be

learned here we had best go inside."

The lecturer unlocked the outer door and

ushered us into his room. We stood at the

entrance while Holmes made an examination

of the carpet.

" 1 am afraid there are no signs here," said

he. "One could hardly hope for any upon

so dry a day. Your servant seems to have

quite recovered. You left him in a chair,

you say ; which chair ? "

" By the window there."

" I see. Near this little table. You can

come in now. I have finished with the

carpet. Let us take the little table first. Of

course, what has happened is very clear.

The man entered and took the papers,

sheet by sheet, from the central table. He

carried them over to the window table,

because from there he could see if you came

across the courtyard, and so could effect an

escape."
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'' WITH HIS Nl-ICK CRANED, HE LOOKED INTO THE ROOM

"As a matter of fact he could not," said

Soames, " for I entered by the side door."

" Ah, that's good! Well, anyhow, that

was in his mind. Let me see the three

strips. No finger impressionsâ��no ! Well,

he carried over this one first and he copied

it. How long would it take him to do that,

using every possible contraction? A quarter

of an hour, not less. Then he tossed it

down and seized the next. He was in the

midst of that when your return caused him

to make a very hurried retreatâ��very hurried,

since he had not time to replace the papers

which would tell you that he had been

there. You were not aware of any hurrying

feet on the stair as you entered the outer

door?"

" No, I can't say I was."

" Well, he wrote so furiously that he broke

his pencil, and had, as you observe, to

sharpen it again. This

is of interest, Watson.

The pencil was not an ordi

nary one. It was above

the usual size, with a soft

lead ; the outer colour was

dark blue, the maker's

name was printed in silver

lettering, and the piece

remaining is only about

an inch and a half long.

Look for such a pencil,

Mr. Soames, and you have

got your man. When I

add that he possesses a

large and very blunt knife,

you have an additional aid."

Mr. Soames was some

what overwhelmed by this

flood of information. " 1

can follow the other

points," said he, " but really

in this matter of the length

i>

Holmes held out a small

chip with the letters NN

and a space of clear wood

after them.

" You see ? "

" No, I fear that even

â�¢ now "

" Watson, I have always

done you an injustice.

There are others. What

could this N N be ? It is

____ _ at the end of a word. You

are aware that Johann

Faber is the most common

maker's name. Is it not

clear that there is just as much of the pencil

left as usually follows the Johann ? " He held

the small table sideways to the electric light.

" I was hoping that if the paper on which

he wrote was thin some trace of it might

come through upon this polished surface.

No, I see nothing. I don't think there is

anything more to be learned here. Now for

the central table. This small pellet is, I

presume, the black, doughy mass you spoke

of. Roughly pyramidal in shape and hollowed

out, I perceive. â�¢ As you say, there appear to

be grains of sawdust in it. Dear me, this is

very interesting. And the cutâ��a positive

tear, I see. It began with a thin scratch

and ended in a jagged hole. I am much

indebted to you for directing my attention to

this case, Mr. Soames. Where does that

door lead to ? "

" To my bedroom."
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" Have you been in it since your

adventure ? "

" No ; I came straight away for you."

" I should like to have a glance round.

What a charming, old-fashioned room !

Perhaps you will kindly wait a minute until I

have examined the floor. No, I see nothing.

What about this curtain ? You hang your

clothes behind it. If anyone were forced to

conceal himself in this room he must do it

there, since the bed is too low and the ward

robe too shallow. No one there, I suppose ? "

â�¢As Holmes drew the curtain I was aware,

from some little rigidity and alertness of his

attitude, that he was prepared for an

emergency. As a matter of fact the drawn

curtain disclosed nothing but three or four

suits of clothes hanging from a line of pegs.

Holmes turned away and stooped suddenly

to the floor.

" Halloa ! What's this ? " said he.

It was a small pyramid of black, putty-like

stuff, exactly like the one upon the table of

the study. Holmes held it out on his open

palm in the glare of the electric light.

"Your visitor seems to have left traces in

your bedroom as well as in your sitting-room,

Mr. Soames."

" What could he have wanted there ? "

" I think it is clear enough. You came

back by an unexpected way, and so he had

no warning until you were at the very door.

What could he do? He caught up every

thing which would betray him and he rushed

into your bedroom to conceal himself."

"Good gracious, Mr. Holmes, do you

mean to tell me that all the time I was talking

to Bannister in this room we had the man

prisoner if we had only known it? "

"So I read it."

" Surely there is another alternative, Mr.

Holmes. I don't know whether you observed

my bedroom window ? "

" Lattice-paned, lead framework, three

separate windows, one swinging on hinge

and large enough to admit a man."

" Exactly. And it looks out on an angle

of the courtyard so as to be partly invisible.

The man might have effected his entrance

there, left traces as he passed through the

bedroom, and, finally, finding the door open

have escaped that way."

Holmes shook his head impatiently.

" Let us be practical," said he. " I under

stand you to say that there are three students

who use this stair and are in the habit of

passing your door?"

" Yes, there are."

" And they are all in for this examination ? "

" Yes."

" Have you any reason to suspect any one

of them more than the others?"

Soames hesitated.

" It is a very delicate question," said he.

" One hardly likes to throw suspicion where

there are no proofs."

" Let us hear the suspicions. I will look

after the proofs."

" I will tell you, then, in a few words the

character of the three men who inhabit these

rooms. The lower of the three is Gilchrist,

a fine scholar and athlete ; plays in the Rugby

team and the cricket team for the college,

and got his Blue for the hurdles and the long

jump. He is a fine, manly fellow. His

father was the notorious Sir Jabez Gilchrist,

who ruined himself on the turf. My scholar

has been left very poor, but he is hard

working and industrious. He will do well.

" The second floor is inhabited by I laulat

Ras, the Indian. He is a quiet, inscrutable

fellow, as most of those Indians are. He is

well up in his work, though his Greek is his

weak subject. He. is steady and methodical.

" The top floor belongs to Miles McLaren.

He is a brilliant fellow when he chooses to

workâ��one of the brightest intellects of the

University, but he is wayward, dissipated, and

unprincipled. He was nearly expelled over

a card scandal in his first year. He has been

idling all this term, and he must look forward

with dread to the examination."

!> Then it is he whom you suspect ? "

" I dare not go so far as that. But of the

three he is perhaps the least unlikely."

" Exactly. Now, Mr. Soames, let us have

a look at your servant, Bannister."

He was a little, white-faced, clean-shaven,

griz/.ly-haired fellow of fifty. He was still

suffering from this sudden disturbance of the

quiet routine of his life. His plump face

was twitching with his nervousness, and his

fingers could not keep still.

"We are investigating this unhappy busi

ness, Bannister," said his master.

"Yes, sir."

"I understand," said Holmes, "that you

left your key in the door ? "

"Yes, sir."

"Was it not very extraordinary that you

should do this on the very day when there

were these papers inside?"

" It was most unfortunate, sir. But I

have occasionally done the same thing at

other times."

" When did you enter the room ?"

" It was about half-past four. That is

Mr. Soames's tea time."
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" How long did you stay ? "

" When I saw that he was absent I

withdrew at once."

" Did you look at these papers on the

table ? "

" No, sir; certainly not."

"That is singular, because you sat down

in that chair over yonder near the corner.

Why did you pass these other chairs ? "

" I don't know, sir. It didn't matter to

me where I sat."

" I really don't think he knew much about

it, Mr. Holmes.

He was looking

very bad â�� quite

ghastly."

" HUW CAME YOU TO LEAVE THE KKV IN THE DOOR?

" How came you to leave the key in the

door ? "

" I had the tea-tray in my hand. I thought

I would come back for the key. Then I

forgot."

" Has the outer door a spring lock ? "

" No, sir."

" Then it was open all the time ? "

"Yes, sir."

" Anyone in the room could get out ? "

" Yes, sir."

" When Mr. Soames returned and called

for you, you were very much disturbed ? "

" Yes, sir. Such a thing has never

happened during the many years that I have

been here. I nearly faihted, sir."

" So I understand. Where were you when

you began to feel bad ? "

" Where was I, sir? Why, here, near the

door,"

"You stayed

here when your

master left ? "

"Only for a

minute or so.

Then I locked the

door and went to

my room."

" Whom do you

suspect ? "

"Oh, I would

not venture to

say, sir. I don't

believe there is

any gentleman in

this University

who is capable of

profiting by such

an action. No,

sir, I'11 not believe

it."

" Thank you ;

that will do," said

Holmes. " Oh,

one more word.

You have not

mentioned to any

of the three

gentlemen whom

you attend that anything is amiss ? "

" No, sir ; not a word."

" You haven't seen any of them ? "

"No, sir."

"Very good. Now, Mr. Soames, we

will take a walk in the quadrangle, if you

please."

Three yellow squares of light shone above

us in the gathering gloom."

" Your three birds are all in their nests,"

said Holmes, looking up. " Halloa ! What's â�¢

that ? One of them seems restless enough."

It was the Indian, whose dark silhouette

appeared suddenly upon his blind. He was

pacing swiftly up and down his room.

" I should like to have a peep at each of

them," said Holmes. " Is it possible ? "

" No difficulty in the world," Soames

answered. " This set of rooms is quite the

oldest in the college, and it is not unusual for
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visitors to go over them. Come along, and

I will personally conduct you."

" No names, please ! " said Holmes, as we

knocked at Gilchrist's door. A tall, flaxen-

haired, slim young fellow opened it, and

made us welcome when he understood our

errand. There were some really curious

pieces of mediaeval domestic architecture

within. Holmes was so charmed with one

of them that he insisted on drawing it on

his note-book,

broke his pencil,

had to borrow one

from our host, and

finally borrowed a

knife to sharpen

his own. The

same curious acci

dent happened to

him in the rooms

of the Indianâ��a

silent, little, hook

nosed fellow, who

eyed us askance

and was ob

viously glad when

Holmes's archi

tectural studies

had come to an

end. 1 could not

see that in either

case Holmes had

come upon the

clue for which he

was searching.

Only at the third

did our visit

prove abortive.

The outer door

would not open

to our knock, and

nothing more sub

stantial than a

torrent of bad

language came

from behind it.

" I don't care who

you are. You can go to blazes ! " roared

the angry voice. "To-morrow's the exam.,

and I won't be drawn by anyone."

" Really, Mr. Holmes, I cannot undertake

to say. He is taller than the Indian, not so

tall as Gilchrist. I suppose five foot six

would be about it."

" That is very important," said Holmes.

" And now, Mr. Soames, I wish you good

night."

Our guide cried aloud in his astonishment

and dismay. " Good gracious, Mr. Holmes,

you are surely not going to leave me in this

" HE INSISTED ON DRAWING IT IN HIS NOTE-BOOK."

" A rude fellow," said our guide, flushing

with anger as we withdrew down the stair.

"Of course, he did not realize that it was I

who was knocking, but none the less his

conduct was very uncourteous, and, indeed,

under the circumstances rather suspicious."

Holmes's response was a curious one.

" Can you tell me his exact height ? " he

asked.
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abrupt fashion ! You don't seem to realize

the position. To-morrow is the examination.

I must take some definite action to night. I

cannot allow the examination to be held if

one of the papers has been tampered with.

The situation must be faced."

" You must leave it as it is. I shall drop

round early to-morrow morning and chat the

matter over. It is possible that I may be in

a position then to indicate some course of

action. Meanwhile you change nothingâ��

nothing at all."
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" Very good, Mr. Holmes."

" You can be perfectly easy in your mind.

\Ve shall certainly find some way out of your

difficulties. I will take the black clay with

me, also the pencil cuttings. Good-bye."

When we were out in the darkness of the

quadrangle we again looked up at the

windows. The Indian still paced his room.

The others were invisible.

" Well, Watson, what do you think of it? "

Holmes asked, as we came out into the main

street. " Quite a little parlour gameâ��sort

of three-card trick, is it not ? There are

your three men. It must be one of them.

You take your choice. Which is yours ? "

" The foul - mouthed fellow at the top.

He is the one with the worst record.

And yet that Indian was a sly fellow also.

Why should he be pacing his room all the

time?"

" There is nothing in that. Many men do

it when they are trying to learn anything by

heart."

" He looked at us in a queer way."

" So would you if a flock of strangers

came in on you when you were preparing for

an examination next day, and every moment

was of value. No, I see nothing in that.

Pencils, too, and knivesâ��all was satisfactory.

But that fellow does puzzle me."

" Who ? "

" Why, Bannister, the servant. What's his

game in the matter ? "

" He impressed me as being a perfectly

honest man.''

" So he did me. That's the puzzling part.

Why should a perfectly honest man â��well,

well, here's a large stationer's. We shall

begin our researches here."

There were only four stationers of any con

sequence in the town, and at each Holmes

produced his pencil chips and bid high for a

duplicate. All were agreed that one could

be ordered, but that it was not a usual size

of pencil and that it was seldom kept in

stock. My friend did not appear to be

depressed by his failure, but shrugged his

shoulders in half-humorous resignation.

" No good, my dear Watson. This, the

best and only final clue, has run to nothing.

But, indeed, I have little doubt that we can

build up a sufficient case without it. By

Jove! my dear fellow, it is nearly nine, and

the landlady babbled of green peas at seven-

thirty. What with your eternal tobacco,

Watson, and your irregularity at meals, I

expect that you will get notice to quit and

that I shall share your downfallâ��not, how

ever, before we have solved the problem of

the nervous tutor, the careless servant, and

the three enterprising students."

Holmes made no further allusion to the

matter that day, though he sat lost in thought

for a long time after our belated dinner. At

eight in the morning he came into my room

just as I finished my toilet.

" Well, Watson," said he, " it is time we

went down to St. Luke's. Can you do

without breakfast ? "

" Certainly."

" Soames will be in a dreadful fidget until

we are able to tell him something positive."

" Have you anything positive to tell him ? ''

" I think so."

" You have formed a conclusion ? "

" Yes, my dear Watson; I have solved

the mystery."

" But what fresh evidence could you have

got?"

" Aha ! It is not for nothing that I have

turned myself out of bed at the untimely

hour of six. I have put in two hours' hard

work and covered at least five miles, with

something to show for it. Look at that ! "

He held out his hand. On the palm were

three little pyramids of black, doughy clay.

" Why, Holmes, you had only two

yesterday!"

" And one more this morning. It is a fair

argument that wherever No. 3 came from

is also the source of Nos. i and 2. Eh,

Watson? Well, come along and put friend

Soames out of his pain."

The unfortunate tutor was certainly in a

state of pitiable agitation when we found

him in his chambers. In a few hours the

examinations would commence, and he was

still in the dilemma between making the facts

public and allowing the culprit to compete

for the valuable scholarship. He could

hardly stand still, so great was his mental

agitation, and he ran towards Holmes with

two eager hands outstretched.

" Thank Heaven that you have come ! I

feared that you had given it up in despair.

What am I to do? Shall the examination

proceed ? "

" Yes ; let it proceed by all means."

" But this rascal ? "

" He shall not compete."

" You know him ? "

" I think so. If this matter is not to

become public we must give ourselves certain

powers, and resolve ourselves into a small

private court-martial. You there, if you

please, Soames ! Watson, you here! I'll
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take the arm-chair in the middle. I think

that we are now sufficiently imposing to strike

terror into a guilty breast. Kindly ring the

bell!"

Bannister entered, and shrunk back in

evident surprise and fear at our judicial

appearance.

"You will kindly close the door," said

Holmes. " Now, Bannister, will you please

tell us the truth about yesterday's incident ? "

The man turned white to the roots of his

hair.

" I have told you everything, sir."

" Nothing to add ? "

" Nothing at all, sir."

" Well, then, I must make some suggestions

to you. When you sat down on that chair

yesterday, did you do so in order to conceal

some object which would have shown who

had been in the room ? "

Bannister's face was ghastly.

" No, sir ; certainly not."

"It is only a suggestion," said Holmes,

suavely. " I frankly admit that I am unable

to prove it. But it seems probable enough,

since the moment that Mr. Soames's back

was turned you released the man who was

hiding in that

bedroom."

Bannister licked

his dry lips.

"There was no

man, sir."

"Ah, that's a

pity, Bannister.

Up to now you

may have spoken

the truth, but now

I know that you

have lied."

The man's face

set in sullen

defiance.

" There was no

man, sir."

" Come, come,

Bannister !"

" No, sir; there

was no one."

" In that case

you can give us

no further infor

mation. Would

you please remain

in the room?

Stand over there

near the bed

room door. Now,

Soames, I am

going to ask you to have the great kindness

to go up to the room of young Gilchrist, and

to ask him to step down into yours."

An instant later the tutor returned, bringing

with him the student. He was a fine figure

of a man, tall, lithe, and agile, with a springy

step and a pleasant, open face. His troubled

blue eyes glanced at each of us, and finally

rested with an expression of blank dismay

upon Bannister in the farther corner.

"Just close the door," said Holmes.

" Now, Mr. Gilchrist, we are all quite alone

here, and no one need ever know one word of

what passes between us. We can be perfectly

frank with each other. We want to know,

Mr. Gilchrist, how you, an honourable man,

ever came to commit such an action as that

of yesterday ? "

The unfortunate young man staggered

back and cast a look full of horror and

reproach at Bannister.

" No, no, Mr. Gilchrist, sir ; I never said a

wordâ��never one word ! " cried the servant.

"No, but you have now," said Holmes.

" Now, sir, you must see that after Bannister's

words your position is hopeless, and that

your only chance lies in a frank confession."

'AN INSTANT LATER THE TUTOR RETURNED, BRINGING WITH HIM THE STUDENT.
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For a moment Gilchrist, with upraised

hand, tried to control his writhing features.

The next he had thrown himself on his

knees beside the table and, burying his face

in his hands, he had burst into a storm of

passionate sobbing.

" Come, come," said Holmes, kindly ; " it

is human to err, and at least no one can

accuse you of being a callous criminal.

Perhaps it would be easier for you if I

were to tell Mr. Soames what occurred,

and you can check me where I am wrong.

Shall I do so ? Well, well, don't trouble to

answer. Listen, and see that I do you no

injustice.

" From the moment, Mr. Soames, that you

said to me that no one, not even Bannister,

could have told that the papers were in your

room, the case began to take a definite shape

in my mind. The printer one could, of

course, dismiss. He could examine the

papers in his own office. The Indian I also

thought nothing of. If the proofs were in

roll he could not possibly know what they

were. On the other hand, it seemed an

unthinkable coincidence that a man should

dare to enter the room, and that by chance

on that very day the papers were on the table.

I dismissed that. The man who entered

knew that the papers were there. How did

he know ?

" When I approached your room I

examined the window. You amused me by

supposing that I was contemplating the

possibility of someone having in broad day

light, under the eyes of all these opposite

rooms, forced himself through it. Such an

idea was absurd. I was measuring how tall

a man would need to be in order to see as he

passed what papers were on the central table.

I am six feet high, and I could do it with an

effort. No one less than that would have a

chance. Already you see I had reason to

think that if one of your three students was

a man of unusual height he was the most

worth watching of the three.

" I entered and I took you into my con

fidence as to the suggestions of the side table.

Of the centre table I could make nothing,

until in your description of Gilchrist you

mentioned that he was a longdistance

jumper. Then the whole thing came to me

in an instant, and I only needed certain

corroborative proofs, which I speedily

obtained.

" What happened was this. This young

fellow had employed his afternoon at the

athletic grounds, where he had been prac

tising the jump. He returned carrying his

jumping shoes, which are provided, as you

are aware, with several sharp spikes. As he

passed your window he saw, by means of his

great height, these proofs upon your table,

and conjectured what they were. No harm

would have been done had it not been that

as he passed your door he perceived the key

which had been left by the carelessness of

your servant. A sudden impulse came over

him to enter and see if they were indeed the

proofs. It was not a dangerous exploit, for

he could always pretend that he had simply

looked in to ask a question.

" Well, when he saw that they were indeed

the proofs, it was then that he yielded to

temptation. He put his shoes on the table.

What was it you put on that chair near the

window ? "

" Gloves," said the young man.

Holmes looked triumphantly at Bannister.

" He put his gloves on the chair, and he took

the proofs, sheet by sheet, to copy them. He

thought the tutor must return by the main

gate, and that he would see him. As we

know, he came back by the side gate.

Suddenly he heard him at the very door.

There was no possible escape. He forgot

his gloves, but he caught up his shoes and

darted into the bedroom. You observe

that the scratch on that table is slight at

one side, but deepens in the direction of the

bedroom door. That in itself is enough

to show us that the shoe had been

drawn in that direction and that the

culprit had taken refuge there. The earth

round the spike had been left on the table,

and a second sample was loosened and

fell in the bedroom. I may add that I

walked out to the athletic grounds this

morning, saw that tenacious black clay is

used in the jumping-pit, and carried away a

specimen of it, together with some of the

fine tan or sawdust which is strewn over it

to prevent the athlete from slipping. Have

I told the truth, Mr. Gilchrist ? "

The student had drawn himself erect.

" Yes, sir, it is true," said he.

" Good heavens, have you nothing to

add ? " cried Soames.

" Yes, sir, I have, but the shock of this

disgraceful exposure has bewildered me. I

have a letter here, Mr. Soames, which I

wrote to you early this morning in the

middle of a restless night. It was before

I knew that my sin had found me out.

Here it is, sir. You will see that I have

said, ' I have determined not to go in for

the examination. I have been offered

a commission in the Rhodesian Police,
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" HERE IT IS, SIR."

and I am going out to South Africa at

once."'

" I am indeed pleased to hear that you

did not intend to profit by y6ur unfair

advantage," said Soames. " But why did

you change your purpose ? "

Gilchrist pointed to Bannister.

" There is the man who set me in the

right path," said he. â�¢

" Come now, Bannister," said Holmes.

" It will he clear to you from what I have

said that only you could have let this young

man out, since you were left in the room,

and must have locked the door when you

went out. As to his escaping by that

window, it was incredible. Can you not

clear up the last point in this mystery, and

tell us the reasons for your action ? "

" It was simple enough, sir, if you only

had known ; but with all your cleverness it

was impossible that you could know. Time

was, sir, when I was butler to old Sir Jabez

Gilchrist, this young gentleman's father.

When he was ruined I came to the college

as servant, but I never forgot my old

employer because he was down in the

world. I watched his .son all I could for the

sake of the old days. Well, sir, when I

came into this room yesterday when the

alarm was given, the very first thing I saw

was Mr. Gilchrist's tan gloves a-lying in that

chair. I knew those gloves well, and I

understood their message. If Mr. Soames

saw them the game was up. I flopped down

into that chair, and nothing would Imdge me

until Mr. Soames he went for you. Then

out came my poor young master, whom I

had dandled on my knee, and confessed it

all to me. Wasn't it natural, sir, that I

should save him, and wasn't it natural also

that I should try to speak to him as his dead

father would have done, and make him

understand that he could not profit by such

a deed ? Could you blame me, sir ? "

" No, indeed," said Holmes, heartily,

springing to his feet. " Well, Soames, I

think we have cleared your little problem up,

and our breakfast awaits us at home. Come,

Watson ! As to you, sir, I trust that a bright

future awaits you in Rhodesia. For once

you have fallen low. Let us see in the future

how high you can rise."
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CHAPTER III.â��AT THE CONSERVATOIRE.

WAS to take part in the final

competitive examination. Mr.

Samson had every confidence

and counted on me, but he

had selected two very unsuit

able scenes for me : Hortense

in " L'Ecole des Vieillards," by Casimir

Delavigne, for comedy, and " La Fille du Cid,"

also by Casimir Delavigne, for tragedy. I

did not feel at my ease in these two roles,

both of which were written in hard, emphatic

language. And then, too, I was such a fright,

for mamma had insisted on my having her

hairdresser to do my hair, and I had cried

and sobbed as I watched this Figaro making

partings all over my head in his attempts to

separate my rebellious mane. It was he, the

idiot, who had suggested the idea to my

mother. He had had my head in his stupid

hands for more than an hour and a half. It

had never fallen to his lot to comb' out such

a shock of hair, and he kept mopping his

forehead every five minutes, and muttering:

" Good heavens, what hair ! Regular tow !

It's like negro's woolâ��horrible ! "

Then, turning to my mother, he said:

" Mademoiselle should have her head shaved,

and then her hair could be trained while

growing again."

" I'll think it over," answered my mother,

in an absent-minded way. I turned round

towards her so brusquely that my forehead

was burnt by the curling-tongs that the man

was holding. These tongs were intended

to uncurl my hair, as he considered that my

curls were too unruly, and he wanted to make

them wave instead, as that would look more

dignified and be more becoming to my face.

"HE KEPI' MUTTERING, 'GOOD HEAVENS, WHAT HAIR!'"
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" Mademoi

selle's hair has

been stopped

in its growth

by this unruly

curliness ; all

the girls in

Tangiers and

all the negres-

ses have hair

like this; and

as mademoi

selle is going

on to the stage

she would

look much

better if her

hair were like

madame's."

He bowed

respectfully as

he said this and

looked admir

ingly at my

mother, who

certainly had

the most beau

tiful hair in the

world. It was

fair, and so

'ALL MY YOUNG FK1ENUS I'ROCEEDED TO I'ULL THE HAIK-I'LNh OUT OK MY IIAIK.

long that she could stand upright, bend her

head, and then tread on the ends of her hair.

Mamma was not tall ; she was only about

four feet and a few inches.

Well, finally I was free from this wretched

man, and was tired to death after an hour

and a half of combing and brushing, curling

and hair-pinning, having my head turned

from right to left and from left to right.

I was perfectly disfigured at the end of

it all, and did not recognise myself in

the glass. My hair was drawn back

from my temples, and my ears stood out

very prominently, looking quite bold in their

bareness, whilst on the top of my head was

a packet of small sausages arranged by the

side of each other to imitate the ancient

diadem. I looked perfectly hideous. My

forehead, which I always saw more or less

covered with a golden fluff of hair, appeared

to me immense. I did not even recognise

my eyes, so accustomed was I to see them

shaded by my hair. My head weighed at

least two pounds. I always used a couple

of hair-pins for fastening up my hair, just as

I do at present, and this man had put five

or six packets in, and all this was terribly

heavy for my poor head. I was already late,

and so had to dress quickly. I cried with

J

rage, so that my eyes looked smaller than

usual, my nose larger, and my veins were all

swollen. The climax was when I tried to

put my hat on. It would not stay on the

pile of sausages.

" Haven't you a lace fichu ? " my mother

asked.

Mme. Guerard climbed up to her room

and came back with a humble piece of black

lace, which I wrapped round my poor sore

head.

As soon as we arrived at the Conservatoire

I rushed with " man petit dame" (Mme.

Guerard) to the waiting-room, and mamma

went into the theatre. I immediately tore

the lace off my hair and, crouching down on

a form, I told the story of my hairdressing

Odyssey in a few words to my friends, and

showed them my head. They all loved my

soft, light golden hair, and envied it. They

were all sorry for me in my misery, and all of

them were touched by my ugliness. Only the

mothers were delighted, and they were simply

brimming over with joy, fat as they were.

All my young friends proceeded to pull the

hair-pins out of my hair, and Marie Lloyd, a

charming creature with whom I was more

friendly than with any of the others, took my

face in her hands and kissed it fondlv.
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" Oh, your beautiful hair ! " she said ; " what

have they done to it?" as she pulled out the

last of the hair-pins. This affection made me

bust into tears again. Finally, I stood up in

triumph without the hair-pins and without the

sausages. My poor hair was heavy, however,

with the pomade that the wretched man had

put on, and it was all divided with partings

which had been made for the formation of

the sausages. It fell now in mournful-look

ing, greasy flakes around my face. I shook

my head hard for about five minutes in a wild

rage. This separated it a little, and I managed

to put it up somehow with two hair-pins.

The audition had commenced, and I was to

appear the tenth on the programme. I had

no idea by this time of my role. Mme.

Guerard bathed my temples with cold water,

and Mile, de Brabender, who had just

arrived, did not recognise me, and looked

everywhere for me. She had broken her leg,

poor thing, nearly three months before, and

had to hobble about with a crutch-stick, but

she had resolved to come, nevertheless.

Mme. Guerard was just telling her the

tragedy of the hair when my name was called

out: " Mademoiselle ' Chara' Bernhardt ! "

It was L&uitaud, who later on became

prompter at the Comedie Franchise, and he

had the accent peculiar to natives of

Auvergne.

" Mademoiselle Chara Bernhardt! "

I sprang up without thinking of anything

[C. Robert, I'u

and without uttering

a word. I looked

for my partner who

was to give me the

" cues," and went

on to the stage with

him. The sound of

my own voice sur

prised me; I did

not recognise it. I

had cried so much

that it was as though

I had a cold in my

head, and I spoke

through my nose.

â�¢ I heard a woman

say : " Poor child,

they ought not to

have let her com

pete ; she has an

atrocious cold, her

nose is running, and

her face is quite

swollen."

I finished my scene,

bowed, and came off

the stage in the midst of weak, unenthusiastic

applause. I walked away like a somnambulist

and fell fainting into the arms of Mme.

Guerard and Mile, de Brabender. A doctor

who was in the theatre was fetched, and the

rumour soon spread tliat " the little Bernhardt

girl " had faintedâ��the little Bernhardt girl

had fallen down quite unconscious. My

mother, who was seated at the back of one

of the boxes, and who was bored to death,

soon heard the report, and when I came to

myself my eyes opened on her beautiful face.

A tear was hanging OFV her long lashes, and I

laid my head against hers and cried silently ;

but this time my tears were sweetâ��there was

no salt in them, and 'they did not burn my

eyelids. I stood up and stroked the creases

out of my dress, looked at myself in the

greenish glass ; I was not such a fright, I

looked more rested, my hair was soft and

fluffy again, and I was certainly better than I

had been a short time before.

The competitive examination was over for

the tragedy prizes and the awards were made.

I did not receive anything at all. Mention

was made of the second prize I had obtained

the previous year, but nothing more. This

did not cause me any grief, as I quite ex

pected it. There was neither a first nor

second prize. A few people had protested

in favour of me. A member of the jury, M.

Camille Doucet, had argued, it appeared, a

long time ; he wanted them to give me a
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first prize in spite of my failure, because, he

said, they ought above all things to take into

consideration the results of my examinations,

which were admirable, and my class reports,

which were the best. Nothing could make

up for the bad

effect which

my nasal voice,

my swollen

face, and my

heavy locks of

hair had just

produced.

After half an

hour's interval,

during which

they had made

nii drink some

po t wine and

eat some cakes,

the comed|y

competition

was announ

ced. I was

fourteenth on

the list, so

that I had

some time to recover before

Then, too, my fighting

beginning to make itself

made me rebellious. I

be imagined. I felt that I had the most

perfect vocation for the convent in my

distress about the prize I had missed,

and every vocation for the theatre in the

hope of the prize that was to be won. I

THE COURTYARD OK THE CONSERVATOIRE.

all the gifts necessary for the realization of

my other dreamâ��namely, to become the first

actress, the most celebrated, the most envied ;

and I told off on my fingers all my qualitiesâ��

grace, charm, distinction, beauty, mystery,

and piquancy. Oh ! everything, everything ;

I discovered that I had everything, and when

my reason, or my honesty, began to raise a

doubt or to hesitate about the fabulous

my turn came,

instinct was

felt. Injustice

had not deserved

the prize on this particular day, but all the

same I felt that it ought to have been

awarded to me. I therefore determined to

have the first prize for comedy, and with the

exaggeration I have always put into every

thing I began to

get excited. I

said to myself

that if I did not

get the first prize

I must give up

the stage. My

fond mystical

love for the con

vent took posses

sion of me more

strongly than

ever. I decided

that I would

enter the con

vent if I did not

get the first prize.

In my simple

girlish mind the

wildest and most

illogical strife

was waging that

can possibly

Vol. xxvii.-78
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recognised in

myself, with a

partiality that

was very natu

ral, a gift for

every kind of

abnegation and

renunciation,

and all the

devotion pos

sible which

should land me

tranquilly upon

the arm - chair

of my Mother

Superior of the

Grand Champ

Convent, and

with the most

indulgent liber-

ali ty I ad

judged myself

nomenclature of

my qualities, my

ego, combative

and paradoxical,

found a clear,

decisive, and un-

answerable

reply.

It was in this

particular phase,

in this state of

mind, that I

arrived on the

stage when my

turn came. The

choice of my

role \vas absurd

â�� a married

woman very

much inclined

to argue, and I

was a mere child

who looked
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much younger than my years. I was, never

theless, most brilliant in my part, very argu

mentative, and quite old enough, and I had

the most astounding success. I was quite

transfigured and wild with joy, for I felt I

should obtain the first pri/.e. Oh ! I never

doubted but that it would be awarded to me

unanimously. When the audition was over

there was a short recess, during which the

committee discussed privately the award of

the prize. I asked what I could have to eat.

A cutlet was sent for from the pastrycook

who supplied the Conservatoire, and I de

voured it, to the great joy of Mme. Guerard

and Mile, de Brabender. I detested meat

as a rule and

I always re

fused to eat

any, to the

great despair

of my mother.

Finally, the

members of

the committee

returned to

their places in

the large box.

There was si

lence in the

house and on

the stage. The

names of the

you ng men

were m e n-

tioned first.

There was no

first prize for

them. Then

the name of

Parfouru was

called out for

a second prize

for comedy.

Parfouru is to

day M. Paul

Porel, the

stage. There were a few protestations, but

her beauty, her distinction, and her beautiful

charm won the day with everyone, so that

Marie Lloyd was heartily applauded. As

she passed near me she kissed me affection

ately. We were great friends, and I liked

her very much, but I had always considered

her a nullity as a pupil. I do not know

whether she had received any prize the year

before, but no one expected her to have the

prize. I was simply petrified with amaze

ment.

"Second prize for comedy: Mile. Bern-

hardt." I had not heard, but I was pushed

on to the stage, and \vhilst I was bowing I

THE THEATRE OF THE CONSERVATOIRE.

Director of the Vaudeville Theatre, and

Rejane's husband.

Then came the girls' turn. I was stand

ing in the doorway quite ready to rush on to

the stage. Presently, in the silence, the

momentous words were heard, " First prize

for comedy !"

I made a step forward, pushing aside a

tall girl, a head above me.

" First pri/.e for comedy, unanimously

voted: Mile. Marie Lloyd." And the tall

girl I had pushed went forward, looking

graceful and radiant as she arrived on the

could see hun

dreds of Marie

Lloyds dancing

about in front

of me; some

of them made

grimaces at me,

others threw

me kisses;

some of them

were fanning

them selves,

others were

bowing; they

were all very

tall, all these

Marie Lloyds ;

they were

higher than

the ceiling ;

they walked

over people's

heads and they

came to me,

seizing me,

stifling me, and

crushing my

heart. My

face, it ap

pears, was

whiter than

my dress. On returning to the green

room I sat down on a bench without

uttering a word and looked at Marie Lloyd,

whom everyone was complimenting. Her

dress was of pale blue tarlatan, with a bunch

of forget-me-nots in the bodice, and she wore

a spray, too, in her hair. She was tall, very

tall, with slender, white shoulders emerging

modestly from her dress, which was cut very

low. Her refined-looking face was a trifle

haughty in expression and very beautiful ;

although she was very young she had more

of a woman's fascination than any of us. She
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had large brown eyes with dilating pupils ; her

small, round mouth gave a sly little smile at

the comers, and her wonderfully-shaped nose

had quivering nostrils, whilst the oval of her

face was interrupted at the root of the hair

by two little pearly, transparent ears of

perfect shape. She had a long white,

flexible neck, which supported her charming

little head. It was a beauty prize which had

been awarded to Marie Lloyd, and the jury

were quite in the right. She had appeared

on the stage gay and charming in her role of

Celimene, and, in

spite of the

monotony of her

recitation, the

weakness of her

diction, the im

personality of her

acting, she had

carried off the

votes because she

was the very per

sonification of

Ce'limene, that

coquette of

twenty years of

age who was so

u nconsciou sly

cruel. She had

realized for every-

one the very

ideal of Moliere's

creation. All

these thoughts

fixed themselves

later on in my

brain, and this

first lesson, pain

ful though it was,

served me in

good stead

throughout my

career.

I have never

return to the truth and so do away with the

legendary side of certain personages, which

our present-day history, with all its docu

ments, represents just as they were in reality.

The public, however, would not second me,

and I soon realized that legend must remain

victorious in spite of history ; and perhaps it

is an advantage for the mind of the people

that such characters as Joan of Arc, Shake

speare, the Virgin Mary, Mahomet, and

Napoleon I. have entered into legend.

^

\ 1

MULE. MAIilli LLOYD, SARAH BEKNHAKDT's CHIEF KIVAL AT THE

CONSERVATOIRE.

forgotten Marie Lloyd's prize, and every

time that I have had a role to create

I have first endeavoured to evoke the

outward form of the personage. I then

dress it from head to foot; I make it walk,

bow, sit down, and stand up; I try to find

out its own particular grace, its chief defect,

its habits, its pet fad. In short, I make a

point of trying to present to the public the

personage in flesh and blood, just as history

presents it to us if it be any historical

character, and such as the novelist describes

it if an invented personage. I have some

times endeavoured to force the public to

We cast aside all the failings of humanity

and leave them

clothed in the

ideal seated on a

throne of love.

We will not allow

Joan of Arc to

have been the

rough, lively pea

sant girl who

would push the

hardy soldier

violently away

when he wanted

to joke with her,

the girl who

would stride the

big Percheron

horse like a man,

laugh readily at

the coarse jests

of the soldiers,

submit to the free

intercourse of

that more or less

barbarous epoch,

and thereby have

had all the more

merit in remain

ing " the heroic

Virgin." We

will have none

of this, however;

such unprofitable

truth does not appeal to us. In our legend

she will ever remain as a frail creature led on

by Divine inspiration ; her girlish arm which

holds the heavy standard is supported by an

invisible angel. There is a far-away look

from the other world in her child like eyes,

and it was from this that all those warriors

drew fresh strength and courage. It is such

as this that we wish her to have been, and so

the legend triumphs over all.

But to return to the Conservatoire. Nearly

all the pupils had left, and I remained seated

on the bench, silent and embarrassed. Marie

Lloyd came and sat down beside me,
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"Are you vexed?" she asked.

" Yes ; I wanted the first prize, and you've

taken it. It isn't fair."

" I don't know whether it was fair or not,''

replied Marie Lloyd, "but I'm certain it

wasn't my fault."

I could not help laughing, and she con

tinued :â��

"Shall I come home with you to

luncheon ?"

She was an orphan, and her life was not a

happy one. There was a pleading expression

in her beautiful eyes, which were dim for a

moment with tears. She wanted to be among

friends on this day of triumph. My heart

melted at once with infinite pity and affection,

and 1 threw my arms round her neck.

Mamma had sent word that she had gone

on home, so we four all set off togetherâ��

Marie Lloyd, Mme. Guerard, Mile, de

Brabender, and I. When once we were in

the carriage my " don't care" spirit had

returned, and we chattered about everyone.

" Oh, my dear, wasn't So - and - so

ridiculous? And her mother, tooâ��did you

see that hat of hers?" "Yes, and D'Este-

benet's father; what white gloves he had ;

he must have stolen them from some

gendarme ! " And thereupon we laughed as

though we had taken leave of our senses.

" And poor Chatelin, did you see his head ? "

said Marie. " He'd had his hair curled for

the occasion ! " I did not laugh at this, for

it brought back to my mind the fact that I

had had my hair uncurled, and it was thanks

"to that I had lost the first pri/e lor tragedy.

On reaching home we found that my

aunt, my godfather, the old family friend,

M. I^esprin, and Mme. Gue'rard's husband

had arrived. My sister Jeanne was there

with her hair all curled, and this gave me a

pang, for her hair was naturally quite straight,

and, although she was very pretty like that,

they had curled her hair to make her look

better still, whilst they had uncurled mine to

make me look uglier.

Mamma spoke to Marie Lloyd in that

charming but indifferent way which was

peculiar to her. My godfather made a great

fuss of her, for, stupid bourgeois that he was,

success was everything in his eyes. He had

seen my friend a hundred times before with

out being struck by her beauty or touched

by her poverty, but he now declared that he

had prophesied a long time ago Marie Lloyd's

success.

He then came across to me and, putting

his two hands on my shoulders, held me

facing him.

" Well, you made a failure of it," he said ;

" so what's the use of insisting on going on

the stage ? You are so thin, my child, and

your face, which is pretty enough when near,

does not look at all pretty far off; and then,

too, your voice does not carry."

" Yes, my dear," put in M. Lesprin, " your

godfather is quite right. You'd better marry

the miller who wanted you, or that imbecile

Spanish tanner. He's brainless enough, but

he certainly lost his head on your account.

You'll never do anything on the stage, so

you'd better get married."

M. GueVard came and shook hands with

me; he was about sixty years old, and

Mme. Guerard was not thirty. He was

sad, gentle, and timid, and wore a long,

threadbare frock-coat with the Legion of

Honour decoration in his button-hole. He

had very aristocratic manners, and was

private secretary to M. de la Tour Des-

moulins, a very prominent member of

Parliament at the time, and it was M. Guerard

who wrote all the speeches for which the

orator was so famed. I owe a great deal to

M. Guerard's kindness, and he was a perfect

well of science and information Jeanne

whispered to me : " Sister's godfather " (she

always spoke of my godfather in that way)

" said when he came in that you looked

dreadfully ugly." I gave her a little push,

and we all took our seats at table. All

through luncheon I was thinking about the

convent, and my old longing to go back

there came over me again. I ate very little,

and was so overcome with fatigue that I

was obliged to go to bed as soon as I left

the table. When once I was alone in my

own room, lying down between the sheets,

my limbs aching, my head heavy, and my

poor little heart bursting with the grief I

had kept back, I tried to think over my

wretched situation, but sleep, the great re

storer, came to the rescue, and I was soon

unconscious of all my woes.

When I awoke I tried to collect my ideas,

and wondered what time it could be. I

looked at my watch and found it was ten

o'clock. I had been asleep ever since three

in the afternoon. I listened for a few minutes,

but everything was quiet in the house. On

the table near my bed was a tray with

a cup of chocolate and a small cake. An

unfolded sheet of letter-paper was placed just

by my cup. I took it up with trembling

fingers, for I never received any letters, and 1

tried to make out the writing by my night-

light.

I succeeded, not without difficulty, and
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read the following lines, written by " man petit

dame" Mme. GueYard :â��

" While you were asleep the Due de

Morny sent a letter to your mother saying

that Camille Doucet has just assured him

that your engagement at the Comedie

Franchise is a settled thing. So don't worry

about anything, my dear child, but have

faith in the future.â��Your 'petit dame.' "

I pinched myself to make sure that I was

was crushing the serpent. Then in the

darkness I tried to find mamma's portrait ;

I could scarcely see it, but I threw kisses to

it; and then, with the letter from my "petit

dame " clasped in my hand, I lay down and

soon fell asleep again, but I have no idea

what my dreams were.

The following day everyone was very kind

to me. My godfather kept shaking his head

in a contented way.

"l MADE A LONG SPEECH TO THE VIRGIN AT THE HEAD OF MY bED."

awake. I then ran across to the window

and looked out. The sky was dark. It was

dark for everyone else, but to me it seemed

bright. The stars were shining, and I looked

for my own special one, and decided on the

biggest and brightest one of all. I went back

to my bed and amused myself with keeping

my feet together and jumping on to it. Each

time I missed I laughed like a lunatic. I

then swallowed my chocolate and nearly

choked myself with the cake. I made a long

speech to the Virgin at the head of my bed.

I adored the Virgin, and I explained to her

the reasons which prevented my taking the

veil in spite of my vocation. I tried to win

her over and to convince her, and I then

kissed her foot very gentlyâ��her foot which

" You must take her out and let her have

some fresh air," he said to mamma, " I'll

treat you to a landau."

The drive was perfectly delightful, as I

could dream to my heart's content, for

mamma detested talking when we were out

driving.

Two days later our old servant Marguerite,

breathless with excitement, brought me a

letter. On the corner of the envelope was

a big stamp, around which the words

" Come'die Francaise " stood out distinctly.

I glanced at my mother, and she nodded

her permission for me to open the letter,

after scolding Marguerite for handing it to

me first.

" It's for to-morrow, mammaâ��to morrow
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I am to go to the Come"die to-morrow. Oh,

read itâ��read it ! " I exclaimed. My sister

came running in, and, seizing her hands, I

proceeded to dance round with her, singing

all the time, "To

morrow, to-morrowâ��it's

for to-morrow !"

My sister was eight

years old, but that day

I was not more than six.

I ran upstairs to tell

Mme. Guerard, whom I

found soaping her child

ren's white frocks and

pinafores. She took my

face in her hands and

kissed me affectionately,

leaving a patch of snowy

soap-suds on each side

of my head. I rushed

downstairs again and

went into the drawing-

room. My godfather,

M. Lesprin, my aunt,

and mamma were just

beginning a game of

whist. I rushed round

and kissed them all, laughing as I left them

each a patch of soap-suds on their faces. I

was allowed to do anything that day, for

I was from henceforth a "personnage."

The following day, Tues

day, I was to go to the

Theatre Francois to see

M. Thierry, who was then

Director of the Comedie.

The next great question

was what I was to wear.

Mamma went to the

milliner's, and she at once

arrived with several hats.

I chose a white one trim

med with pale blue and

white, and with pale blue

strings.

pretty mantle of black gros - grain with

white stitchings all round. Mile, de Bra-

bender gave me a pair of white gloves,

and Mme. Guerard a sunshade.

M. CONSTANT COQUELIN AS HE API'F.ARF.D AT

Froma} THE DATE OF THIS CHAI'TEK. [Photo.

My Aunt Rosine had

sent me one of her

dresses, as my mother

thought mine were all

too schoolgirlish. Oh,

that dress! I shall re

member it as long as I

live. It was hideous,

cabbage-green in colour,

with black velvet put on

in Grecian pattern. I looked like a monkey

in that dress, but I was obliged to wear it.

Fortunately it was covered by a mantle,

presented to me by my godfather, a very

The following day,,

dressed up in this style,

pretty in my white hat

and awkward in my

green dress, but con

soled by my "grown-up''

mantle, I set out with

Mme. Guerard to call on

M. Thierry.

My aunt had sent her

carriage for me, thinking

it would look better, but

I heard afterwards that

this arrival in my private

carriage with a footman

made an unfavourable

impression. What must

all the theatre people have

thought ? I did not care

to know really, but it

seems to me that my youth

should have protected

me from all suspicion.

M. Thierry received me very kindly and

made me a little nonsensical speech, which I

did not understand in the least. He then

unfolded a paper, which he handed to

Mme. Guerard, asking

her to read and then sign

it. It was my contract. My

'â�¢'â�¢petit dame" answered

that she was not my

mother.

M. CAMII.LF. DOL'CET, ONE OF THE JUI>GES AT

THE CONSERVATOIRE, WHO WISHED TO (1IVE THE

FIRST I'KIZE TO SARAH BERNHAKUT AND WHO

FORETOLD HKK SUCCESS.

FTOTH a Photo, by C. Jticotin, Paris.

"Ah!" said M.

Thierry, getting up,

"take it with you, then,

and let mademoiselle's

mother sign it." He then

took my hand in his, and

I had a horror of his

handâ��it was flabby, with

out any firmness, and

gave one the impression

of insLicerity. I drew

mine away quickly and

glanced at him. He was

ugly, with a red face and

a furtive look.

On coming out I met

Coquelin, who, knowvng

I was there, had waited

to see me. He had made his debut a year

ago with success.

"Well, then, it's all settled?" he said,

gaily.
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I showed him my engagement, and we

shook hands.

I hurried downstairs, and on reaching the

door found myself in the middle of a group.

"Are you satisfied ?" asked a gentle voice.

"Oh, Monsieur Doucet, thank you so

much," I said.

" But it's nothing to do with me, my child."

" Your competitive examination was not

good," said M. Regnier, " but all the same

we feel sure of you "; and then, turning to

Camille Doucet, he continued, " What do

you say, Excellency ? "

" I think that child will make a great

artiste," he answered, and there was silence

for a minute after these words.

" What a fine carriage you have ! " re

marked Beauvallet, rudely. He was the

leading tragedian at that time at the

Comeclie, and the most uncouth man in

France or anywhere else.

"The carriage belongs to mademoiselle's

aunt," said Camille Doucet, shaking hands

cordially with me.

"Ohâ��well, I'm glad to hear that,"

answered the tragedian.

I got into the famous carriage which had

disturbed the equanimity of the theatre

people, and we drove away.

On reaching home mamma signed the

engagement without reading it, and from that

moment a complete revolution took place

within me.

I had made up my mind resolutely to be

someone, " quand-meme." *

* " Quand-Mcme" is Mme. Sarah Bernh.irdl's mottOi

(To be continued.)



KING COAL

F ever monarch made in

auspicious entry into his own

it was King Coal on his

arrival at the Zoo. He came

on the wings of a storm hardly

less black than himself. So

black was it, indeed, that our entire popula

tion, from thickest fur to smallest feather,

went into one of those strange frenzies to

which the caged creatures of the wild are

peculiarly susceptible upon any abnormal

aspect of Nature. Worst of all was Xantippe,

the great puma. Xantippe was both a shrew

and a coward, and the particular terror of

her life was thunder. That is why Rend and

I both happened to be in the large animal

house at the same time. We were trying to

persuade Xantippeâ��with pike-polesâ��that, in

the interests of her particularly fine teeth, it

were .better that she should not gnaw the

half-inch iron bars of her cage in two.

While we were thus engaged something went

" plop " against the broad glass window.

Men who spend much time with wild

animals acquire something of their sensitive

ness to unusual sounds. Only a ver^ small

part, it is trueâ�� to be reckoned in terms of

thousandthsâ��but still enough to make them

move more swiftly and instinctively than the

ordinary human. Rend and I made a brief

perpendicular flight (soothing an enraged

lady is notoriously nervous work, and especi

ally when the lady chances to be a puma)

and came down with our pike-poles, address

ing the quarter whence came the noise.

Nothing happened. I walked over to the

window and peered out. On the gravel lay

a little, dripping rag of rubber-coat. At the

cost of a wetting I retrieved and brought it

BY LLSLIK 1*. SMITH.

inside, where it immediately developed claws

and a beak, both very limp.

" This is your department," said I, hand

ing it over to Rend. He is curator of the

aviary and recognised boss of all that fly or

stalk therein except the egrets, who, upon

the occasion of his entering the flying cage

with a scarlet golf-coat on, chased him forth

with sharp beaks and loud imprecations, and

have since treated him with contemptuous

tolerance when he is dressed like a Christian.

" Young crow," said Rend, after a glance.

" Dead," he announced, holding the rag up

by one corner, which chanced to be a wing.

"Cervus americanus," he added, scientifically.

" Habitat, Northâ��

" Wark ! " said the rag, sampled Rend's

thumb, didn't care for it, shifted to his little

finger, and froze to it.

" Drat it! " said Rend, unscientifically : and

the crow, flung far, hit the wall and became

once more a draggled rag.

The time was come for first aid to the

injured. While Xantippe tore the air to

shreds and the rest of the beasts furnished

chorus, Rend and I scientifically, bandaged

the patient. In five minutes he had come to.

He then proceeded to address us in highly

unparliamentary crow-talk. It seemed that

he didn't like his splint. Nothing would do

but that he should get down and walk. He

would fare forth from that place of gratuitous

indignities. If restrained, he would bite

fingers.

" Let him try, if he thinks he can walk,"

said Rend.

He tried.

For three steps he sidled, then

he toppled over. Up again and at it with

unimpaired dignity. It's astonishing and
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admirable how dignified a crow can be under

the most adverse circumstances. The second

fall was almost a complete somersault. Rend

and I roared. Xantippe roared us one better

â��and made an enemy for life thereby. The

poor, bedevilled bird spread his free wing,

whirled like a moribund pin-wheel, and sub

sided. He turned on his back and lay still,

his pathetic feet stuck straight up in the air

expression and manner of a dyspeptic.

" Your Royal Nibbs" was his nickname

among us who knew him well, and he would

answer to it with most unkingly language.

But for one thing he might have fooled us

almost to the last into thinking him what his

harsh exterior indicated. The saving clause

was that all the animals liked him, and he

was received in the grizzly bears' cage with

the same welcome which the polite

seals extended to him on their

rocks.

All the animals, I said. I must

except Xantippe. Between them

was enmity from the (irst. Never

did King Coal lose opportunity to

sneak into the forbidden ground of

the animal house and tease the

puma. Squatted on the floor he

would address her in an indescri

bably nagging accent.

"HE WAS KECKIVED IN THE GRIZZLY BEARS' CAGE WITH WELCOME."

in the attitude of one who finds this world

a hollow sham, unworthy his cpntinued

patronage.

Rend grasped the projecting claws and

lugged him away to a padded cell.

" He'll" do," was the later verdict, " if he

doesn't burst a blood-vessel from indig

nation."

Within a fortnight the quondam rag was

an established " trusty " with the freedom of

the grounds. Except for his broken wing,

which never mended so that he could fly, he

was as good as new. " King Coal " we called

him, rather from his colour than from the

monarch of " Mother Goose " legend. That

worthy, it will be remembered, was a merry

old soul, whereas our crow was a crabbed

fellow, grumbling of speech and with the

Vol. xxvii.â��79.

".Wark-wark-wark !

Wark - wark - wark ! "

he would repeat, in

maddening iteration,

until the great cat

shook the building

with her rage.

Or, if she pretended

not to notice, King

Coal, who had be

come an expert

climber, would make

his way to the top of

the cage, beak-laden

with rubbish, and

drop his burden on

the glossy fur.

There are few neater

animals than a puma

â��none vainer ; and

such was Xantippe's frenzy that we feared

she might " go bad " under the persecutionâ��

i.e.] fall a victim to a species of feline insanity

which often ends in self-destruction. So

Rend gave King Coal a lecture and put him

in the flying cage. His career nearly ended

right there, for, waiting only for the curator's

back to be turned, he said something imper

tinent to the largest egret, who not only tore

most of the feathers off his back, but put an

ugly hole in Rend's leg when he went to the

rescue of his Royal Nibbs.

Even that experience served not to disci

pline the regal spirit. Two days later he was

caughtâ��Xantippe's yells giving information

â��in the animal house, and I chastised him

with a string whip scientifically laid about

his legs. Thereafter he was more cautious.
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It was about this time that he appointed

himself special guard of the lawn. This gave

him little time for puma-baiting in open

hours. His special province was the grass-

plot in front of the reptile house, where the

walks are forbiddingly bounded by wires, and

the " keep-off-the-grass " sign flourisheth as the

green bay tree. Small children who strayed

upon the inviting green were his particular

care. Them he would "shoo" back to the

walks with flopping wings and squawks of

stern reproof. Farther than the edge he

never pursued. But woe to that trespasser

whom his flip-flap gait overtook. For his

bill was sharp and ready, and the screams

of terrified infancy did not save terrified

infancy's legs from the onslaught. To this

day the Zoo authorities preserve in melan

choly memento a communication from an

indignant parent demanding King Coal's

abolition on a charge of " savage decaption

of my daughters aged-4 right limb."

Some of the older children got up a game

with King Coal. It was the old pastime ofâ��

I was on King's land,

King wasn't home ;

with this special feature, that King Coal was

always It. He soon came to understand the

game, and, despite manifest temptations,

always played fair, and never followed the

fugitives upon the side-walk, which was

"own land," and therefore sanctuary. Up

and down the lawn he would prance, eye

keen for a trespasser, and voice uplifted

in the croaking challenge. The children

mimicked it:â��

Get on the walk-walk-walk !

None o' your talk-talk-talk !

Keep off my lawn ; G'wan ! G'wan !

Get up and walk-walk-walk !

Presently a temera

rious youngster would

venture out under the

far end of the wire.

The Royal eye would

apparently take no

note. Step by step

the intruder would

encroach. " Look out,

Willie! He's on to

you." Back the little

fellow would scurry.

Then the " Qr-r-rark '. "

derisive from King

Coal, and jeers from

the others would send

the darer back. A

step farther, another,

another. Then a

black streak flurrying

swiftly to intercept. Hippety hop-skip, beat-

of-the-wing jump, flop. That was the manner

of his Royal Nibbs's progress ; a disordered

pentameter, Rend described it. But it covered

ground fast, and too often the shrieks of the

wounded Willie, perf9rated as to his stocking,

mingled with the " wark" of triumph from

Royalty's ensanguined beak.

To King Coal's land there came one hot

noon a roly-poly baby girl of three and a half.

King Coal cast a wistful eye at her fat, bare

legs as she toddled along the walk in the wake

of her nurse. Then he dozed, for business

was dull. The other children had gone to

dinner. Soft footsteps roused him ; startled

him. Well he knew the impact of the foot

juvenile upon forbidden turf. Ruffling his

feathers he gave fair warning : " Wark-wark-

war-r-r-rk ! "

Fat-legs looked around, dimpled, smiled,

laughed aloud. She was pleased ; no doubt

about that. King Coal was dumfounded ;

scandalized, to tell the truth, at this con-

i ^ -t:-

*. fed h - â�¢

"RUFFLING HIS FEATHEXS HE GAVE FAIR WARNING: ' WARK-WARK-WAR-R-H-RK."
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tempt of his authority. Slowly, balefully he

moved upon the intruder. She stretched out

a chubby hand.

" 'Parrow," she observed, with a trill of

glee. " Come, nice 'parrow."

And " 'parrow " came, fluff with indigna

tion. Here was no game ; this was lese-

mq/es/e, to be punished as such. Hippety

hop-skip, beat-of-the-wing jump, flop. Thus

bore down King Coal upon the unterrified

stranger. Yet at the final moment the in

tuition of her sex asserted itself. She sat

down on her legs.

Here was perplexity indeed for his Royal

Nibbs. A trespasser with no available legs !

This was distinctly not according to Hoyle.

King Coal considered. He circled around

and made a tentative jab with his bill.

" Go 'way, 'parrow," said Fat legs. " Don'

you bite me." And she smiled meltingly.

For the first time in his life King Coal was

abashed. He withdrew a few shuffles and

began to grumble to himself. Watching

him out of the corner of her eye Fat-legs

produced from some mysterious repository

the remains of a bun. She tasted it,

smacked her lips, and addressed King Coal.

" Wanna bite of Chicky's bun, 'parrow ? "

and she held it out to him.

He looked about him nervously. Fortu

nately he didn't see Rend and me watching

from the window. He took the bite and

opened his bill for another.

" Piggy - pig," said Chicky, reprovingly.

" My bite now."

King Coal edged up nearer. The baby

patted his head. They finished the bun

between them. Rend and I looked on

with amizement bordering upon stupefac

tion. Our crabbed, fussy, scolding, black

man-eater of a crow to be thus involved in a

romance, an idyllâ��â�¢â��-

" D'you hear me, Miss Chicksy ? Come

out o' that at once ! Flavin' with that dirty

old crow ! The idea ! Come out, I say !"

Discipline, in the shape of an energetic

maid, appeared upon the scene. King Coal's

feathers went up. He advanced, open-

mouthed.

" Watch for doings," remarked Rend,

delighted. " The King fights for his lady

love."

So it was. The nurse-girl aimed a futile

and skirt-clogged kick at the King. Foolish

nurse ! In anqther second he was ascending

her as the nimble sailor runs up the shrouds.

It was a weeping and hysterical female to

whom we bore rescue and explanation, while

Chicky and King Coal roamed, care free, on

the grass. Thereafter Chicky and her Royal

friend had their romp every noon, and the

nurse, although King Coal would never allow

her so much as one loot on the grass, soon

came to feel that she could safely leave her

charge in the crow's care while she wandered

about sight-seeing. But the game of " King's

I .and '' had lost its savour for the permanent

It, and the other children complained bitterly

of favouritism.

Though King Coal was softened, the spirit

of mischief was by no means dead in the

crow-soul. On a morning it rained, and

noon found no Chicky at the tryst. By an

evil coincidence there was nobody in the

animal house. King Coal hippety-hop-

flopped over to badger Xantippe, the puma.

She was in a smouldering rage that morning.

Rain always roused the worst in her, and

Xantippe's worst was very bad indeed. At

sight of her arch-enemy she fairly yelled with

fury. King Coal squatted on the floor and

poured out a long line of monotonous insults.

Of course, he was out-voiced by the tawny

devil in the cage, but his was the steadier note,

and in the breathing spaces of Xantippe's

clamour his contumelious " wark-wark-wark "

incited her to fresh frenzy. In time his

persistence overbore her, and she sulked and

gloomed dangerously in a corner of her cage.

King Coal went over and bragged to the fat

and lazy bob-cat. Then he returned and

began to climb around Xantippe's bars.

Presently he found a resting-place on the

cage door. Here was a little metal pin

which clinked when moved by a skilful

beak. In the twitching of Xantippe's ears

the badgerer read fresh exasperation. He

went at it harder. " Clink, clink, clink,"

sounded the metal. The furred ears stopped

twitching. Under the sleek- coat the great

muscles rippled and set. Watch close, King

Coal. There is preparation in that quiet.

The splendid eyes blinked. The tufted tail

straightened and stiffened. Take care, Imp

of Mischief. It is the danger signal.

" Clink, clink, clink." His Royal Nibbs is

making his music. He opens his beak to

add vocal to instrumentalâ��and a strangled

squawk of terror comes forth. For, with a

rustle and snarl, a streak of tawny murder-

ousness flashes through the air straight

at him.

" \Var-r-rk ! " he screams, and lets go all.

It is a hard fall to the floor. But better that

than those scimitar claws, rattling on the

cross-bar ; those slavering fangs, closed on

the grating that was his perch one short

second ago. Sorely and stiffly the crow picks
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CLINK, CLINK, CLINK."

himself up and hobbles out of the building.

He does not notice that the little pin, lifted

too far by his beak, dangles at the end of its

chain, that the bar has slipped from its place.

And a few moments later, when, under the

pressure of straining claws, the grating slips

aside and a lithe body crawls out and drops

to the floor on padded feet, there is no one

there to see. No one but the bob-cat, and he

is too fat and lazy to care.

Once outside the crow recovered his spirits

at the sound of Chicky's voice calling him to

come and play. The shower was past. He

ambled over and was scolded for being late

to the Royal game of Treasure-House. This

was an invention of Chicky's. She was

treasurer, with the under side of a little bush

for treasure-house, and thither King Coal

must bring whatever booty he could set beak

to. Once, I remember, there was disruption

because it was a dead garter snake. King

Coal was inordinately proud of it as a rare

and precious trove, until his little friend rose,

shrieking, and refused to play any more th it

day.

On this occasion,

however, the game was

progressing finely. From

my window in the reptile

house I could see two

buttons, a piece of red

yarn, and a peanut (this

last pilfered from the

grizzlies) laid by his

Royal Nibbs at the feet

of his queen. In the

small pavilion Rend was

trying to attract King

Coal's attention to a bit

of disguised red pepper.

Those two were always

playing practical jokes

on each other. But the

crow paid no attention

to Rend. He was acting

in a peculiar manner.

He had left Chicky and

was making, at the top

of his ridiculous gait,

for a point in the shrub

bery beyond which I

could not see.

"Wark-wark-wark -

wark-wark!" he shrieked,

and there was unmis

takable terror in the

cry.

Yet it was obvious

that he was not running

away from anything, but rather toward the

object of his fear. It flashed over my mind

that one of the snakes might have escaped

and might be charming the bird. As straight as

his infirmities would permit, King Coal made

for the thick curtain of the bushes. Suddenly

the curtain parted and a long, fulvous body

glided out. My heart sickened within me,

for there was murder in every line of the

tense frame, the wrinkled face, the rigid tail

of the savage puma. Chicky, all unconscious

of the peril, was hardly ten yards from the

great beast who crept toward her. I caught

up a pike-pole and ran, though I knew I

could not get there in time. Shouting to

Rend I reached the open, too late to take

any part, but in time to see.

The puma had not reckoned on the crow.

She checked, disconcerted for the moment,

as King Coal sounded his battle-cry and

hobbled forward. There was no terror now

in the rusty squawk that we had so often

found ridiculous. It was all defiance.

" Wark-wark-wark ! " Can I ever forget

the sound ? .
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flew. The puma crouched. King Coal's shot."

Straight at the great snarling cat-head he "Thank Heaven!" he gasped. "The first

wings slapped about her eyes; King Coal's We leaned over the puma. " Quite dead,"

sharp beak clipped the wrinkled nose. Then said Rend. " Through the brain, I think.

,---. i *--â�¢â�¢Â»-

" THE MIGHTY FORE-PAWS BEAT UP AND OUT ONCE AND AGAIN."

the mighty fore-paws beat up and out once

and again. The impact was barely audible,

but King Coal hurtled through the air and

fell almott at the feet of Chicky. At the

same moment I saw a flying figure, a puff of

smoke, another, and the lithe puma-form

collapsed, quivered, and lay still as Rend,

revolver in hand, sped over the lawn.

Ah! but did you see King Coal ?" His

voice choked with pride.

We turned to look for our friend. A little,

draggled, black rag lay on the lawn. Not

all black ; there was a splash of crimson on

the breast. And beside the limp body a

baby girl hid her face in the grass and sobbed

for her playmate.



BY HARRY FURNISS.

HE white star at the topmast

of the tender was glinting

gaily in the sunshine as we left

the Liverpool landing - stage.

The irrepressible funny man,

of course, was en evidence at

once. He was bound to pretend that he was

taking the tender to be the Atlantic liner, and

in consequence facetiously criticised its pro

portions and accommodation. In his effort

to be funny he became Americanized at once,

interposing Yankee expressions amidst his

voluminous remarks : " I guess and calc'late,"

"Why, cert'nly, stranger!" he "bets his

bottom dollar," and asks a stolid brother

Englishman what he thinks of the "gre-a-a-at

country Amurrika."

I am greeted by the captain and officers as

I board the " floating hotel." Then I am

pushed along by the passengers, who prod

me in the back with their umbrellas and dig

me in the ribs with their hand-bags as I

make my way to my cabin.

1 am lost in admiration of my state-room

and the ingenious devices with which it

abounds â�� its surprises and " trick " cup

boards, its washing apparatus and luxurious

fittings ; the whole being to me quite as

amazing as the stage at Maskelyne and

Cooke's Hall of Mystery in Piccadilly.

A writer describing an Atlantic liner admits

that " the whole vocabulary of eulogium has

already been poured out on the ship," and you

must see this floating palace to believe that

all that is said of it can be true. All I can

say is that, were it or its twin ship moored in

the Thames near to Westminster, I would

prefer to reside in one of these floating hotels

rather than in any hotel or club I have seen

on terra fir ma.

The tender has hardly dropped down the

murky Mersey before out pops the cheeiy
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little lad in blue to sound, for the first time

on the passage, the call to arms, " The Roast

Beef of Old England," and no gayer scene up simply, without any flounces, and with a

or brighter banquet is to be witnessed on

shore than this one, to which the note of the

bugle summons us, afloat. After

wards you have barely time to ignite

the post-prandial cigar, 01 stroll on

deck, or gaze at the twinkling lights

of Birkenhead or New Brighton,

when the anchor, like a jockey, is

weighed, and ere long the race across

the Atlantic will commence.

Except for those who find a delight

in watching the ever-changing beauty

of the sea, and such sunrises and

sunsets as can only be seen on

mid-ocean, there is, now, nothing to

interest one save the vessel and her

living cargo, and with regard to the

latter I may remark that these ocean

voyages do a great deal towards

bringing forth the weaknesses and

littlenesses in the composition of the

traveller, and I have no doubt that any Trans

atlantic captain or officer of a philosophic

turn of mind has a .very poor idea of human

nature. Of course, there are many travellers

with a sacque of the same material, will be

found to answer all purposes. Let it be made

limited amount of ornamentation in the shape

of military braid. Avoid tight-fitting waists.

Thick boots, hoods, and close-fitting

hatsâ��Tam-o'-Shanters or yachting-

capsâ��should not be forgotten.

" THE ROAST BEEF

OF OLD ENGLAND."

of some of the warmest 'of friendships have

been sown on these Atlantic trips. For the

marriageable maiden and youth they are a

fruitful matrimonial agency, and to them,

very often, Fastnet Rock and Sandy Hook

are the gates of Hymen.

Gentlemen will find warm clothing

and an overcoat in order for an

Atlantic passage. A suit of old

clothes to lounge around the deck

without fear of spoiling, and a soft

felt hat, or cap of some kind, will be

found serviceable. Most gentlemen

will need a black suit for dress

occasions.

who are brilliant exceptions, arid the germs men appear in the soft felt hat and old suit,

The matter of dress at sea requires more

than a passing thought, and to ladies es

pecially the question of what to wear and

what not to wear involves consideration both

weighty and vexatious.

With a good travelling costume and a

black silk dress a lady can go round the

world with every regard for elegance and

good taste. Some

few feminine whims

and vanities may

have to be sacri

ficed, but this will

be more than offset

by the relief to the

pocket-book.

Ladies should

adopt a costume

easily adjusted, and

for comfort and

general utility a

dress of dark blue

serge or flannel, or

waterproof cloth,

This sensible advice I quote from

a " Manual of Ocean Travel," one

of those tastefully " well gotten up "

(to use an American expression) pre

sentation books circulated on board.

Yet the English travellers rarely, if

ever, follow itâ��in fact, I doubt if

they read the manual. Americans, on the

other hand, acquaint themselves with its con

tents probably before they take their passage,

and live and dress up to it. The American

and the ladies make a huge sacrifice by leaving

the " weighty and vexatious " and all-absorb

ing topicâ��dressâ��alone for a whole week,

and show " elegance and good taste" by

wearing the costumes prescribed ; nor are the

costumes of the Americans subject to much

wear and tear, for the travellers seldom leave

their deck-chairs except for meals. The

English, on the other hand, walk round and

round the deck from morning till night.

When the weather is rough the majority

of chair-holders vanish from the deck, and

then the English take a rest and don

costumes of all sorts and conditions, for-

A GROUP ON DECK.
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getting " feminine whims and vanities " for

the time.

Some English passengers are precise

enough to don evening dress on board, but

they see the absurdity of this after a day or

two, and substitute the black morning-coat.

On my last trip I noticed a young man with

evident orthodox inclinations emerge from

below one evening sporting the whitest and

most expansive of white shirt-fronts, where

with to impress us before going down to

dinner. He presented to the ocean a vision

of two square feet of most beautifully

enamelled linen, which either exerted some

magnetic influence over the white crests of

the seething waves or else provoked in them

saloon with such rapidity and startling

effect that his saloon must have been

contrived as miraculously as a conjurer's

surprise box or hat. Crossing the Mersey to

board the steamer, this individual had on a

terrible check suit, and I heard one of the

sailors inquire of another, " Who is his

lordship in the draught-board coat ?" I

was just speculating as to whether I should

have to gaze upon this fearful and wonderful

habiliment for a week, when to my surprise

he appeared on deck in quite another style

of suit for the afternoon. Then came the

evening dress I have just referred to, and

after dinner the inevitable smoking-jacket, a

garment soâ��but, no, I won't attempt to

THE MASHERS COSTUMES.

a feeling of envy, for in a moment a con

siderable quantity of spray was deposited

upon that erstwhile gorgeous shirt-front with

a dexterity that would have delighted a John

Chinaman laundryman, whose method of

sprinkling and getting up fine linen may be

known to some of my readers.

This masher or "dude" was a walking

advertisement for his tailor. He produced

one costume after another out of his

describe it, or my stock of adjectives would

be exhausted.

Next morning before breakfast I descried,

to my astonishment, a figure on deck which

appeared to me to be arrayed in a garment

composed of the gelatinous crimson covering

of the familiar Christmas cracker, but on

closer inspection this turned out to be the

French cerise satin dressing costume of our

ocean swell. At breakfast a yachting suit,
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at midday a pepper-and-salt suit of dittoes,

after lunch a long driving-coat, were in succes

sion trotted out for our edification, and so on

all day. The second day out an entirely

new suit of dazzling raiment came forth,

hut the wearer occupied an invalid-chair, and

shortly afterwards he

and his assortment of

finery disappeared froai

our view for some days.

The tailor is reputed to

make the man, but he

evidently can't make a

sailor.

This quick - change

artist in dress eventually

made his appearance

when we were nearing

New York, of course in

a fresh set of clothing;

this caused quite an ex

citement, and I ventured

to prophesy that he had

not even yet exhausted

his wardrobe. To prove

it I inquired of him

whether he had not a

landing-suit.

A WELL-KNOWN COMMANDER OF AN ATLANTIC LINER.

" Certainly I have,"

replied he ; " my valet is just getting it out."

And sure enough, when that gentleman stood

beside his pile of trunks on the landing-stage

at New York, he was attired in a suit of such

perfection that it must have struck envy into

the soul of every Transatlantic dude !

The seats at table are allotted by the

purser, and as soon as you are on board you

file through the splendid saloon past this

active gentleman, who is seated with an

assistant beside him and a plan of the table

in front of him. You show your ticket, are

given your seat, and your name is crossed off

the tastefully

bound list of

passengers.

Every possible

consideration is

shown you in

being placed

near your friends,

but the first prize

is the seat on the

right of the cap

tain, an honour

which I was

lucky enough to

have conferred

upon me on my

first voyage. Of

Vol. xxvii.â��80.

course, the right-hand guest is the envied of

all, as to him the captain is supposed to confide

the secrets of the navigation of the ship, the

prospects of the weather, and any interesting

details in regard to his various passengers.

One makes a lot of friends in a week's

journey across the

Atlantic, and it is quite

pleasant to see some of

the faces again on the

return journey. What

a field for the physiog-

nomist! The noble

English lord of Thread

bare Hall, Brokeshire,

was hardly a lively com

panion on the outward

journey. There was an

anxious look in those

aristocratic, albeit blood

shot, eyes, a certain

emptiness of pocket,

and a hesitating air.

Coming back he jingles

gold in his pockets, his

eyes are bright, and his

voice is cheery. He no

longer stands and looks

. at the poker - players,

only occasionally taking a hand, and anxiously

awaiting the result of the ship's run, to see if

he has won a thirty-pound or forty-pound

sweep. His whole time is now taken up by

a young lady with a strong American accent,

who reclines in her deck-chair wrapped in

expensive rugs. He himself brings her biscuits

on a plate and a glass of Perrier Jouet, and

as she. takes off her glove you can catch a

glimpse of a wedding-ring.

Then we have another sample of the

Anglo-American marriage market. Going

out there was Mr. Cottonbale, of Manchester,

AN HEIRESS CAUGHT.

who imagined

himself a com

plete lady-killer,

or, as the Ameri

cans would say,

a " dead mash,"

"such a dog,

you know," with

whom flirting

was second

nature. Coming

back he certainly

might have

passed as a

member of the

canine race, for

he crept about
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as if there were a chain on his collar, and

was kept in subjugation by a strong-minded

female, to whom he had linked his business

and domestic life, and

who had been on a brief

visit to ' her relatives in

Chicago.

There was a poor fly

going out, I recollect, in

the person of a retired

Indian officer, who had

been lured into the

spider's web by seductive

advertisements of the

land of perpetual summer

and orange-growing. His

radiant, expectant face

was changed on the

return journey to one of

blank dismay, and a

photo, of him before and

after visiting those Ely-

sian fields would deter

many from going so far

afield to invest their

little all.

Whilst moving about

the crowd on board, just

after leaving, my atten

tion was riveted on the

figure of an individual whom I at once

christened " Count Fosco." Just look at

him ! Isn't there " swindler " written on the

turn of his hat and every crease of his coat ?

He walked about with an aggressive fami

liarity and an oily smile. Unless for want of

something better to do, I seldom watched

the card-players,

but I would have

bet my bottom

dollar that the

"Count" would

be found at the

poker - table as

sure as a fly will

stick to glue-

paper. I saw him

buzzing; I didn't

see him play, but

I saw him turn

his back on the

smoking-room

and walk up and

down the deck

â��still with the

same aggressive

amongst the poker-players was a professional

master of legerdemain, and this the " Count "

had not reckoned upon. A day or two of

isolation began to pall

upon him, and it was

amusing to see how he

endeavoured to strike up

new acquaintances. His

chance was when it was

a rough day. He would

seat himself next to some

passenger who was gazing

dubiously at the rising

waves, who would

summon up all his re

maining energy and turn

away his head, for on

board ship it is surprising

how every little bit of

news circulates. The

"Count" would then

with a fiendish smile pro

duce his cigar-case and

offer a strong Havana to

the invalid. A mild

shake of the head. He

would then put a big

cigar in his mouth, osten-

CARDS?" tatiously light it, and

awkwardly puff the

smoke close to his fellow-passenger's face.

He then had him at his mercy. He would

chat away agreeably, and if the victim merely

answered in the affirmative or negative it was

quite enough for the " Count." Appearances

were everything, and he was happy so long

as the poker-players, when they came on

'FOSCO" AND THE INVALID.

familiarity and oily smileâ��but no one spoke

to him, and the smoking-room had been

closed against him. It so happened that

deck to get a

breath of fresh

air before a meal,

did not find

Fosco friendless.

The captains

on board these

Atlantic liners

are doing their

best to prevent

the card-sharping

of these scoun

drels, and no

doubt will even

tually stamp it

out. The sharks

are now getting

known, and

should one of

them manage to book a passage and get on

board a gentle hint is given him to keep

away from the card-tables.
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The lot of the purser is anything but a

happy one. From his title one would think

that he had only to look after the finance of

the vessel, but in reality his office, so con

veniently and picturesquely situated at the

top of the grand staircase (which in boats of

less magnificent proportions would be simply

termed the " companion "), is really as busy a

bureau as any in Capel Court or Wall Street.

It is no doubt legitimate enough to expect

the purser to be quite an fait with the

monetary matters, to explain to the Britisher

the difference between a dollar and a crown,

or to the American that the greenback, that

useful but unsavoury medium of exchange,

is treated with scorn and contumely in

Europe ; but our

American friends

are par excellence

the interrogators of

the world, and to

them the purser is

simply a walking

encyclopsedia.

He is expected to

tell them all about

the shipâ��that's

right enough â�� but

they want to know

all about the pas

sengers as wellâ��

who they are, where

they have come

from, and where

they are going, how

much they are

worth, and any

little tit-bit of news

about their social

life. He is also

asked about every

hotel, beginning

at Liverpool and

ending at Rome,

the best shops whereat to purchase different

articles, who will give the best discount for

cash, where the questioner's wife can best be

rigged up in European fashion, and the most

likely resort at which his daughter might run

across some impecunious scion of British

nobility.

Besides being accountant-general and

chief inquiry officer, he has also to sit as a

magistrate. I recollect an old Irishman being

brought before him one day with a complaint

that he had been robbed during the night of

his purse, which contained his. little all, con

sisting of five pounds in gold.

"Are you sure the five pounds were there ? "

" Oi am; and it was as clane a note as

iver ye could wish to see."

" But you said just now it was gold."

" Well, so it wud have been av it hadn't

been a note, wudn't it ? "

" What sort of a note was it ? "

" What soort av a note ? Well, bedad, it

was a note to me brother Mick in Chicago,

tilling him that he had to give me foive

pounds when I got there."

It was quite evident that the old man was

wandering a bit, so we all subscribed towards

a little present for him, and the deluded old

chap went off with himself, muttering some

thing about another injustice the base Saxon

had done to the " ould counthre."

THE PURSERS OFFICE.

Not the least onerous of his duties is to

examine the steerage passengers one by one,

for no one is allowed into the States unvacci-

natecl. The faddists of Leicester had better

stay at home unless they wish to be compelled

to bow to the edict of the experts. But

After the captain and the purser, the most

popular man on board, perhaps, is the doctor.

It is no sinecure to have the health of seven

teen hundred people on your hands, most of

them like whining babies in their cradles and

troublesome at night, but in Dr. Radford,

who is the medical officer on board the

Teutonic, we had not only a cheery com

panion, but a most capable officer.
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Leicester is not the only place whence

come such faddists, for I heard protests on

board both in the Hibernian brogue and

in foreign tongues; but as there is a popular

belief among the steerage passengers that no

one at all will be allowed to land unless the

whole are vaccinated, the protesting ones are

soon prevailed upon by their fellow-voyagers,

and the doctor's lancet becomes their pass

port to America,

One day on board ship is very much like

another, and even in these floating palaces it

is difficult to provide sufficient amusement

for the passengers. They may indulge in the

pastime of deck quoits, which consists of

throwing rings of rope on to pegs, or another

exciting game, the object of which is to throw

Httle lumps of lead into squares, which are

marked out and numbered something after the

fashion of the old familiar pavement diagram

whereon juvenile destroyers of shoe-leather

revel in hopscotch. They may sing a song

or two in the saloon after dinner, and then

there is the sweepstake. A sail in the dis

tance was as prolific a source of excitement

to us as it would be if we were drifting on

the Atlantic's bosom on a raft, with food and

water exhausted.

It is most interesting to watch the immense

variety of craft skimming over the waters of

the harbour, altogether different to our own

in shape, rig, and machinery. Some are

shaped like big shoes, and with their exposed

machinery working on deck strike one as

resembling gigantic sandhoppers swimming.

Familiarity breeds callousness, and after

spending five days on board the liner we ask

ourselves whether there really is so very much

to wonder at. But just watch the gigantic

ocean greyhound turning its nose at last to

its kennel on New York quay ! The tide is

rolling rapidly down stream, preventing in

such a small space the tail from wagging the

dog, or, in other words, the propeller from

forcing the bow round sufficiently to get it

up to the landing-stage. See those half-

dozen steamers, with padded projections on

their prows, snorting and puffing and

steaming with all their might against the side

of the tremendous vessel in the endeavour to

move it a few inches ! It makes one realize

what a vast leviathan our floating home

really is, and irresistibly reminded me of the

old saying, " Who are you shoving ? " as the

elephant said to the flea when they were

going into the ark !

'A GOOD PASSAGE.
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FROM THE FRENCH OF CHARLES FOLEY,

BY ALYS HALLARD.

NLY one adventure of that

kind has ever happened to

me, I said, when my friends

had finished telling their

stories of robbers and thieves.

The scene of action was the

most commonplace possible, and it was

merely a case of ordinary vulgar theft, but

the circumstances in all their details con

nected with it make it distinctly interesting.

One morning during the winter I took the

train to Poissy to look over a little house

which had been left to me by one of my

uncles, and after luncheon I went to return

the keys to my lawyer. The head clerk took

advantage of this opportunity to get a paper

signed with regard to a balance due to me

from my uncle's estate. With my usual in

corrigible carelessness about business matters

I signed as requested, without asking for

any explanation or details.

I was just leaving the office when the

cashier told me that there was some money

awaiting me. The contested debts had been

collected, amounting to about two hundred

and fifty pounds. This was a most agreeable

surprise, and I picked up the bank-notes

presented to me and slipped them into my

pocket-book without counting them. This

was, no doubt, very foolish, but it was a kind

of tradition in our family to show this confi

dence, as a mark of courtesy, to the old-

established firm of lawyers who had watched

over our interests so zealously.

On account of this unexpected delay I had

to hurry to the station afterwards. Fortu

nately for me, the 3.40 express was rather

behind time, and I just reached the platform

as it came in. I chose a compartment

which I thought was empty, but, on getting

in, discovered that there was a lady in the

far right-hand corner seat. I accordingly

took the near left-hand corner, as far away from

her as possible, not, of course, for the sake

of precaution with regard to my newly-

acquired windfall. I was not thinking of

that at all, but I wanted to have plenty of

room and so be undisturbed in my reflections.

The lady was young, pretty, and extremely

elegant. She was dressed in a dark blue

travelling costume, plainly made and out

lining her slim figure in a way which accen

tuated its graceful slenderness. Her light

golden hair was waved, and she wore a felt

hat, trimmed with a feather and ribbon to

match her dress and gloves. Her dainty

boots were of patent leather and were just

visible below the braiding of her skirt. She

had diamond stud ear-rings, and some valu

able trinkets dangled with her watch from her

waistband. The gold fetiches and seven

charms which jingled from her left wrist

showed that she was truly feminine. She

had neither portmanteau nor hand-bag; an

umbrella with a gold knob was standing up

at her side against the carriage door.

As I had nothing to do I noticed all these

details, and the impression I had was that
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everything about her, though quiet and in

perfect taste, denoted a certain luxury and

just a tinge of English stiffness. She picked

up a folded newspaper that was lying on her

lap, and began to read it with such absolute

indifference and unconcern about me that I

could not even discover what colour her

eyes were. I was not particularly hurt at

the well - bred disdain she affected with

regard to me.

The train rushed along, rocking violently

in its speed to make up for lost time, and

when we had just passed the Maisons-Laffitte

Station it occurred to me to read over again

some letters at which I had only glanced in

the morning. I put my hand in my pocket

enough, of course. I put the notes back

again in their place and, with my customary

carelessness, laid the pocket-book down on

the seat by me, together with the letters I

was going to read. I then picked these up

one at a time, read them, and laid them down

again at my side. A sudden jolt and the

vibration of the clanging of iron made me

start. We had arrived at the Asnieres

Bridge.

The lady folded her newspaper, and with

out turning her head towards me began to

unlace her right-hand glove very slowly and

deliberately. She then took it off, and, as

we were nearly at our destination, it occurred

to me that this was scarcely the time to take

PUT MY HAND IN MY fOCKET TO TAKE OUT THE PAPERS.

to take out the packet of papers, and

among them was my pocket-book. The

remembrance of the incident at my lawyer's

gladdened my heart, and I could not resist

the childish pleasure of handling my little

fortune.

By way of excusing myself for such a

desire at that inopportune moment, I tried to

delude myself into the idea that, as I had

not taken the precaution to count the notes,

I ought to do so now. I accordingly

took them out of the pocket-book, and in

perfect security â�� in this narrow, air-tight

railway carriageâ��I proceeded to count them

complacently, without troubling myself in the

least as to whether I was being watched. The

two hundred and fifty pounds were there right

one's gloves off. I did not think much

about it, however, and I admired the long,

delicate, nervous hand with its thin, taper

fingers. In order to take the numbness out

of them, she moved them about with miracu

lous agility and quickness. I noticed that

she did not wear any rings on this right

hand, nor any bracelet either.

The high Batignolles wall now threw its

dark shadow over the carriage, and very

soon after there was a deafening sound of

wheels and rails under the archway, and we

plunged into the obscurity of the tunnel.

I heard immediately, faint though it was

through the uproar, a rustling among my

papers. Absent-minded as I usually am,

there were ninety-nine chances in a hundred
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that I should not have troubled about such

a trifle, but, in this case, whether I had an

occult warning or whether it was merely a

sort of latent distrust, I cannot tellâ��certain

it is that I instantly thought of my pocket-

book. Without wait

ing to reflect, and

with an instinctive

and brutal impulse,

of which I should

have been ashamed

by daylight, I turned

brusquely, with out

stretched hands, and

laid them heavily on

my scattered letters.

My heart gave a

bound when I felt,

under the papers

that I had grasped,

something else,

something which,

like an animal

caught in a trap,

was trying to get

away, and was slid

ing along, struggling,

stiffening, and twist-

ing itself about

frantically. I bore

on still more heavily

with all the weight

of my body and with

all my strength.

Just at this moment

the train gave a

whistle of distress

with nervous tension, I awaited daylight as

would b'e impossible for me to estimate,

a deliverance.

After some time, the length of which it

although it was probably only of short dura

tion, the train began

to move on again

slowly. I felt such

inexpressible relief

that I unconsciously

relaxed the tension

of my whole body.

She was certainly

waiting for this

movement of mine,

for with sudden

energy the hand

again tried to with

draw itself from my

grasp, not by jerks

this time, but by a

continued tenacious,

vigorous effort to

glide along, in which

she put all the

strength she had

left. I could feel

the hand under my

fingers and under

the papers slipping

gradually along, es

caping by slow

degrees from my

hold. I was impru

dent enough to

SHE BEGAN TO UNLACE HER RIGHT-HAND GLOVE.

and was then silent, slackening its speed and

coming to a standstill in the middle of the

tunnel. During the next few seconds, in the

dark, I went through all the horror of a

veritable nightmare.

Accompanied by a rustling and tearing of

the papers the struggle continuedâ��silent,

stealthy, and, at the same time, desperate

and savage. After moving and twisting about

in frantic efforts to get free, violent and ter

rible like some half-strangled reptile, the

hand, crushed under my two palms, suddenly

lay still, without the slightest movement, as

though it had gone to sleep or, like an

animal, were feigning submission. I could

not see anything nor hear anything, not even

the sound of breathing ; but I understood

perfectly that my companion was using her

wits, that she was getting up her strength

again, and that, in the obscurity, she was

watching me craftily.

Half-choked with emotion and exhausted

slightly raise my

palms in order to

take a firmer hold, but I could only feel the

pocket-book then; the hand had got free,

but I could not tell how. I opened the

flap, eagerly counted the bank-notes, and then

put them safely away in my waistcoat-pocket,

fastened my coat, and folded my arms in the

most stupid way over it.

Presently a grey light penetrated into the

carriage. All this had been so sudden, so

savage, and so fantastic that I could not

collect my ideas. I felt bewildered and

dazed, as one does on waking up out of a bad

dream. I glanced immediately at the lady.

She was in the same place and had the

same bearing of disdainful indifference. Her

dress was not in the least disordered, not a

fold seemed out of place. The news

paper was on her lap and the umbrella with

the gold knob was standing by her side

against the door. Her dainty boots of patent

leather were just visible below the braiding

of her skirt. The only difference I noticed
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was that my travelling companion was paler.

Her eyes were bent on her wristâ��and that

wrist was probably black and blue. She was

lacing up her glove in a skilful way, but more

quickly than she had unlaced it. It was

really as though I had just wakened out of a

dream. What was I to say ? I had no proof.

robbed I suddenly realized what a dupe and

a simpleton I had been made, and I put out

my hand to stop her. She was already on

the step, and at my gesture she turned half

round and looked at me. She looked at me

with two candid blue eyes, with the purest

and most charming expression; two eyes

>HB TURNED HALF ROUND AND LOOKED AT ME.

The train was just drawing up and the

platform was on my side. My companion

rose, let her newspaper fall to the ground,

took her umbrella, and, with admirable self-

possession, passed in front of me, murmuring

in a clear, tranquil voice in the most ordinary,

polite way, " Excuse me." She lowered the

window calmly and, with a little authoritative

gesture, signed to a porter to open the door

for her. Although I had not actually been

which were undoubtedly her supreme weapons

of deceit and untruth in her flagrant thefts.

She opened them so wide with surprise and

innocence as she glanced at me that I let

her pass by. And if it had not been for the

crumpled, torn letters I should certainly

doubt, even now, whether that wild, silent,

tragic duel between our two hands in the

darkness had been anything but a strange

hallucination.



CHRISTIE'S."

By E. S. VALENTINE.

NDER the heading of "Auction

Sales This Day" newspaper

readers are accustomed to see

some such announcement as

the following: "Christie,

Manson, and Woods, at King

Street, St. James's Square. The Collection

of Paintings, Statuary, Porcelain, and Objects

of Vertu belonging to the late Sir Magnus

Golding, Bart., at One."

The announcement is very modest for one

which conceals so much magnificenceâ��so

many marvels of art which are about to come

under the hammer, that very ivory implement,

by the way, which has done service for nearly a

century and a half at " Christie's." Christie's

(there is no longer a Christie, a Manson, or

a Woods) is veritably a national institution.

It is the undisputed head-quarters for con

noisseurs, collectors, and art dealers through

out the kingdom. Sooner or later every

object of rare or curious workmanship, every

article that a collector values, will find its

way into the cellars of the famous old

house in King Street. Treasures that have

survived the ruin of dynasties and empires

â�� Egyptian, Assyrian, Mogul, Byzantine,

French, Scottishâ��they all come here. We

get a golden chalice out of which the great

Constantine drank, and the sword which

Prince Jamie wore at Flodden Field ; a

superb genre painting by Meissonier and the

casket of Queen Mary containing her letters

to Bothwell.

As we have already hinted, Christie's is not

an affair of yesterday. It was founded more

Vol. xxvii.â��81

than two years before the Royal Academy was

founded, in 1766. The first James Christie

was a man of great character, charm, and

courtesy, who enjoyed the close friendship and

confidence of many eminent peers, painters,

and poets. His establishment quickly be

came the resort of the noble and aristocratic

virtuosi of the day when " Horry " Walpole

in such matters set the fashion. There was

no picture " boom " then to speak of. At

the first sale in 1767 a portrait by Holbein

sold for four pounds eighteen shillings, a

Titian for two guineas, a Guido for one

guinea; while the total for the two days' sale

only reached two hundred and forty-four

pounds eighteen shillings.

We are told that a great feature of the

sales at Christie's in the eighteenth century

was the private view day. " This was a

fashionable lounge, where persons of distinc

tion congregated in great numbers. During

the season, when any remarkable collections

were on view, occasional evening receptions

took place ; the great room was then lighted

up, and persons of quality attended in such

large numbers that an official from the Opera

was stationed at the entrance to prevent the

intrusion of those not belonging to the

fashionable world." One can conjure up the

vision of a couple of linkmen or tatterde

malions intruding themselves into the Christie

peep - show by mistake, and impudently

jostling their bewijfged and bepowdered

betters! . Yet, although Christie's remains

to this day free, it is w nderful how this

select situation guarantees that its frequenters
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shall be as a whole persons of " substance "

and " quality." The great caricaturist Gillray's

"A Peep at Christie's," drawn in 1796,

depicts, not without

malice, a private view

day at the time. The

caricature represents

the Earl of Derby

and Miss Farren,

afterwards the second

wife of the Earl, and

bears the sub - title,

" Tally - ho and his

Niminey-Piminey tak

ing their Morning

Ixmnge." (It may be

mentioned that Miss

Farren had lately

performed with great

success the part of

Niminey - Piminey in

General Burgoyne's

play, "The Heiress.")

Neither portrait is

flattering, owing to

Gillray's dislike of

both subjects. The

pictures on the wall

are labelled "The

â�¢ Death of Reynard," "Xenocrates and Phryne,"

and " Suzannah and the Elders."

as by a magnet so much of the wealth and

fashion of the town. A contemporary broad

side rejoices in a droll woodcut, showing the

auctioneer disposing

of a series of absurdly

primitive samplers to

a coterie of persons

of both sexes, who

appear for the most

part to be sunk in

slumber. Barring one

or two details, the

woodcut might very

well serve for the in

terior of a Scotch

conventicle. More

than once the cele

brated Rowlandson

made drawings of

Christie's in which the

characters a la mode

were laughably hit oft

one of which -we re

produce below.

'A PEEP AT CHRISTIE'S" â��BY CILLRAV.

In truth, the eighteenth-century caricaturists

were fond of exercising their talents upon the

famous auction-room, which drew together

/â�¢Vom (lit Print by]

In 1828, at the

Carysfort sale, Sir

Joshua Reynolds's

picture, " The Snake

in the Grass,"' for

which he had received one hundred

guineas, was sold for one thousand two

hundred guineas. Amongst those present

was the French artist Gebaud, who was

so impressed by the scene that he made a

A SALE Al' CHRIS! IKS,
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From tilt future by)

THE SALK OF "THE SNAKE IN THE C.KASS

painting of it, introducing Sir Robert Peel,

Lord Stafford, and other well-known person

ages, besides Mr. Christie, the auctioneer.

This picture itself came up for sale in 1875,

and was then purchased by Messrs. Christie.

The Reynolds picture now hangs in the

National Gallery, although there are two

duplicates, one in the Soane Museum and

the other in Lord Rothschild's possession.

It is true the early sales greatly resembled

the sales of other and

more ordinary auction

eering establishments.

According to the cata

logues, nearly everything

from coffins to barrel or

gans appears to have been

sold. We find pigs and

poultry among the " lots,"

and also the stock-in-trade

of "the late Mr. Stephen

Paris, weaver, of Spital-

fields, well known for his

excellent taste and good

execution in this branch

of business." Other lots

include dripping - pans,

razors, and a lady's Sedan

chair (selling for four

pounds ten shillings). As

late as 1777 " seven

bright bay nagtail coach

geldings of Thomas Rum-

t'. .

[J. Gtbaud.

bold, Esq.," were brought under the hammer

by Mr. Christie, and by way of fodder to

these animals' descendants we have, eighteen

years later, "about seventy-two loads of

excellent meadow hay," sold to the Duke

of Queensberry for two hundred and forty-

seven pounds sixteen shillings.

Such merchandise appearing in a Christie's

catalogue of to-day would make the dilettanti

stare, and the founder of the firm appears to

have been bent upon

eliminating all but pic

tures, statuary, and ob

jects of art from his

catalogues.

THE ROSTRUMâ��MADE BY CHIPI'RNDALE.

Frvm a Photo. 6jr dm. Ifetatet, Ud.

As has been already

hinted, at this early stage

of art appreciation in

England the prices ruled

low; very rarely was more

than twenty pounds paid

for a picture by the

middle of the century,

although we read of

occasional exceptions

when a Rubens, a Van-

dyck, or a Holbein would

realize fifty or even a hun

dred guineas. A few years

after the establishment of

Christie's prices rose enor

mously. When the

French Revolution came
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and the French nobles began to get rid of

their art treasures there were plenty of

wealthy Englishmen ready to acquire them,

and thousands of masterpieces found their

way under the hammer in London. The

whole world was astonished by the fact that

seven thousand pounds was paid for two

landscapes by Claude. It did not need many

such .sensations to induce

French, Italian, and Dutch

dealers to bring their best

wares to this country.

When in due course the

founder died, in 1803, he

was succeeded by James

Christie the second, who,

in addition to inheriting his

father's ability, was also an

Eton graduate and a

scholarly writer upon art

subjects. The fourth and

last Christie retired from the

firm as recently as 1889,

one of his partnersâ��

Edward Manson â�� having

died five years earlier. Yet

Christie's will remain Christie's to the end of

the chapter.

THE HISTORIC HAMMER.

Prom a Photo, by (fto. AVinies,

Let us enter the handsome portico and

ascend the stairs to the spacious entrance-

hall. The place is already crowded with

prospective bidders, for the walls are lined

with pictures and tapestries and several

groups of carved and inlaid objects are

exposed to view. In the well-dressed throng

many familiar faces may be recognised. That

is the Duke of Devonshire ; yonder is the

Marquis of Lansdowne; while in one or

other of the three large galleries there move

other peers and statesmen, Park Lane mag

nates, celebrated art dealers, and connoisseurs

and collectors from all over the world. At

precisely one o'clock there

is a sudden hush of ex

pectancy, and a clean

shaven, alert figure mounts

the rostrum, the historic

ivory hammer in his hand.

It is Mr. Agnew, the son

of the famous dealer. The

rostrum, by the way, is itself

an object of art, for was it

not built by the illustrious

Chippendale himself? For

merly, behind it was hung

a portrait of the first

Christie, painted by his

friend Gainsborough, whose

canvases have since enjoyed

so many triumphs in these

halls. But stay; what a coincidence !

" No. i. A portrait in oils of I<ady Selina

I'arker, by Gainsborough."

" Now, gentlemen, what am I bid for this

picture ? One thousand guineas â�� one

thousand five hundredâ��two thousandâ��two

thousand five hundredâ��three thousandâ��

three thousand live hundred." There is a

".NOW, QENTI.EMEN, WHAT AM I BID FOR THIS PICTVKE?
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pause, and the figure in the rostrum, hold

ing the ivory hammer which has knocked

down some millions of art treasures, repeats

"Three thousand five hundred," before a

dealer acquiesces in an advance of one

hundred guineas, and the picture is finally

sold for three thousand eight hundred

guineas, for it is notâ��so it is explainedâ��an

especially brilliant example of the master's

work. But what would Gainsborough

himself say to the almost fabulous prices

which rule during the "Gainsborough boom"

â��when trifles such as this fetch three

or four thousand guineas, and ten thousand

guineas is not thought too much to pay for

the artist's best ? The

record price of ten

thousand one hun

dred guineas was ob

tained by the celebra

ted portrait of the

Duchess of Devon

shire in the Wynn

Ellis sale of 1876,

since purchased by

Mr. Pierpont Morgan,

the next being the

portrait of I,ady Mul-

grave, sold in 1895

for ten thousand

guineas. Yet a dozen

years before this pic

ture went for only

one thousand and

seventy guineas. As

the hammer falls again

and again, and the

sale proceeds of real

or reputed Gains-

boroughs, Reynoldses,

Romneys, Hoppners,

and others by English masters in this English

collection, we can hardly help contrasting

the suave, imperturbable, laconic manner of

the auctioneer with that of many of his

forerunners.

exquisite delineation of Nature in her

most melting mood? It was painted by

the celebrated Wilson. Gentlemen, Wilson

can paint nothing like that now." "You're

a liar !" interrupted a voice at the door.

" I can paint a hundred times better, and

you know it !" The astonished bidders

turned and perceived the cadaverous, drink-

sodden features of the artist himself, who had

left his suburban retreat to attend the sale of

his early work at Christie's. No opportunity is

given in the reticence of the auctioneer for

such an incident nowadays. The post requires

great coolness, and, when the bidding is fast

and furious and excitement runs high, consider

able firmness and

'THE SPECIOUS ORATOR "â��THE FIRST OF THE CHRISTIE'S.

From Uie />riii< by R. DigUon. <7Â«.

The first Christie was famous for his per

suasive eloquence. In the published drawing

of him by Dighton a decade before his death

â��considered a capital likeness, by the wayâ��

he is entitled "The Specious Orator," and is

represented as remarking, " Will your lady

ship do me the honour to say fifty thousand

pounds ?â��a mere trifle ; a brilliant of the

first water, an unheard-of price for such a lot,

surely." On one occasion, it is said, Christie

was selling a landscape by Richard Wilson.

" Gentlemen," he began, " what am I

offered for this noble, this superb, this

^^^^^^^^^^^^ power of decision.

Only the other day at

Christie's an old Eng

lish oval gold snuff

box from the Solty-

koff collection was

sold to a Bath gentle

man for two hundred

and twenty pounds,

whereupon a London

dealer hotly contested

the purchase, declar

ing that he had bid

that amount, and his

claim was supported

by several well-known

dealers seated in his

vicinity. Nevertheless,

the auctioneer firmly

declined to put up

the article again for

sale, and proceeded

to the next lot.

Then there are

those individuals

whose repentance at having carried off the

pri/.e follows speedily on the transactionâ��so

speedily, indeed, that the noise of the

hammer has hardly ceased to reverberate

when their lips are ready with a disclaimer of

having made the highest bid. Such instances

are very trying, but fortunately are rare.

Perhaps two or three lots will have inter

vened before the purchaser becomes pain

fully aware, by some especial gift of vision

vouchsafed only to a proprietor, that what

he has bought as a Raphael or Murillo is in

reality a shameless forgery, manufactured, it

may be, at one of those establishments at

Florence or Siena whose methods were

exposed a few months back in the pages of

THE STRAND MAGAZINE. But it is then too

late, as every bidder at an auction is aware ;
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the sale holds good, and the purchaser must

make the 1 est of his bargain or have his

bids for the future ignored by the auctioneer.

Volumes could be â�� and, indeed, have

beenâ��written on the myriad art treasures

which have disappeared down into the dark

cellars at Christie's, only to reappear through

the famous trap-door on the day of sale,

when their fate is heralded by the rap of

the hammer and confirmed by payment, by

cheque or cash, at the office. This office, a

view of which is given by our artist, is

situated at the right hand of the entrance

stairway, and it is here that the details of

business at Christie's is transacted.

Looking over the old catalogues marked in

pen and ink with the prices realized, one

of which he was justly proud. By way of

preface to one catalogue we find this : "As

every accession of virtue becomes fair

subject for congratulation to the British

public, inasmuch as it tends to improve

the taste, correct the judgment, and enlarge

the ideas both of artists and collectors,

in like manner may the cabinet of

pictures be commended, and those whose

spirits and affection for the arts have been

warmed by the recent importations from

Italy and France will, \ve conceive, have

fresh pleasure in being permitted to par

ticipate in the public distribution of so

exquisite an assemblage as the Holdemess

collection."

In 1827 there was a curious sale of

THE OFFICK.

comes across some curious lots. There are

the household furniture, plate, trinkets, china,

laces, linen, some wearing apparel, etc., of

Mrs. Winter, deceased, "body-laundress to

her late Royal Highness the Princess

Dowager of Wales," at her house in Duke

Street, St. James's. The perquisites of the

" body-laundress" brought three hundred

and thirty-nine pounds in 1772. We

notice with a smile all the stock epithets

of praise bestowed so lavishly by the

auctioneer in his catalogue; exquisite, noble,

superb, and capital are scattered about indis

criminately. But the first Christie was not

content with these. We have spoken of his

oratory ; we must not forget his literary style,

Egyptian sepulchral monuments and em

balmed specimens sold by the younger

Christie. A female mummy was knocked

down for nine pounds eleven shillings and

sixpence, an embalmed cat one pound, an

embalmed hawk five shillings, and an arm

of a mummy one guinea.

But it is as the Stock Exchange of

British and even of international art that

Christie's wins a deserved renown. Eve*}'

sale being, as has been said, a pulse-beat

of art, the prices realized for Raphaels,

Claudes, Vandycks, Rubenses, Reynolds*

and the other masterpieces of painting repre

sent the estimation in which art is held >"

the community. Famous canvases, as Â«pl
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as collections of china and bric-a-brac and

heirlooms of every description, are con

stantly changing ownership. The death of

the owner, a great financial crash, a fall

in the fortunes of some noble house, and

the accumulation of years and even of

centuries is thrown on the market. Thus

among the famous collections dispersed at

Christie's may be mentioned those of Blein-

heim Palace, of the Earl of Dudley, the

Duke of Hamilton, Lord Cheylesmore, the

Cavendish-Bentinck collection, the Lonsdale

collection, the Beckett Denison, Adrian

w

spring no less than six thousand four

hundred pounds was paid by Mr. Duveen

for a Louis XV. oblong gold snuff-box,

painted by Hainelin with bouquets and

flowers. This price constitutes a record at

Christie's. Consider the vast wealth of a com

munity when snuff-boxes commonly demand

a couple of thousand guineas and a piece

of chinaware fetches a hundred pounds an

ounce. The first china sale at Christie's,

nearly a century and a half ago, was alto

gether a different affair. It concerned the

stock-in-trade of a Mr. Stewart, "who"

A LOT WITH A HISTOKV.

Hope, Magniac, \Vynn Ellis, Bernal Gillott,

and Napier collections. Sales of very great

interest, disproportionate to their actual in

trinsic value, occur from time to time, and such

a sale was that which took place of the lares

and pena/es of Charles Dickens, only a month

after his lamented death in 1870. There

were a number of pictures by Frith, Maclise,

Leslie, and VVilkie, while among the miscel

laneous mementos were Dickens's favourite

raven in a glass case, which brought a hun

dred and twenty guineas, his chair, and his

desk. The total amount realized was nine

thousand four hundred and ten pounds.

In the cellar while we write repose many

thousands of pounds' worth of carved furni

ture and china alone. In one strong box is

stowed away an assortment of snuff-boxes

which may prove to be worth a prince's

ransom. At the Hawkins sale this past

(to quote the catalogue) " is going into

another Way of Business." At this, as at

immediately subsequent sales, two white

Chelsea groups " of the four quarters of

the globe" went for a modest guinea ; an

entire Worcester tea-set, two pounds twelve

shillings ; while Sevres urns and vases

varied in price from ten to fifteen guineas.

Recently, three articles of Sevres fabrication

realized ten thousand guineas. At a sale of

Derby and Chelsea porcelain in 1782 the

following eminent persons were present

and became purchasers : Dr. Johnson, the

Duchess of Portland, Lady Bute, Sir

Abraham Hume, Lord Fitzwilliam, Lady

Weymouth, Lady Essex, Lady Cornwall, the

Duchess of Ancaster, Sir Joseph Banks,

besides numerous others. Then, as in our

own day, the bidding on certain coveted

" lots " is productive of much rivalry. On
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one occasion, not so long

ago, it is related that a

certain collector had,

prior to the sale, marked

a beautiful gold ami

jewelled cabinet as his

own, provided it could

be purchased at a

figure within his

means. In fact, he

was prepared to pay

for this exquisite

bagatelle as much

as two thousand

guineas, rather than

lose it. By a coin

cidence another and

richer collector had,

also privately, re

solved to acquire

the charming

casket. "This lot,

gentlemen, please,"

announced the por

ter in charge, and the

bidding started at

what seemed a fair

price for thearticleâ��

namely, three hun

dred guineas ; at

seven hundred

guineas all the bid

ders but the two we have mentioned dropped

out. " Eight hundred guineas,"cried the auc

tioneer. " One thousand,'1

remarked the sturdy, but

somewhat choleric, first col

lector. "Fifteen hundred,"

quietly retorted the less

robust, but equally en

thusiastic, collector No. 2,

with an air of clinching

the matter. Soon by hun

dred-guinea starts the two

thousand limit was reached

and passed, the anger of

collector No. I being great

when the cabinet was

finally knocked down to

his rival for two thou

sand four hundred guineas.

He strode up to him,

with clenched fists.

" You've got it," he splut

tered, fiercely. " You've

got it. But â�� but it'll

soon be mine. You look wretchedly ill!"

Sometimes the frenxy of bidding causes

prices to ascend arbitrarily, for which the

"THIS

THIS EWER FETCHED 7.600 GUINEAS AT

CHHISTIK'S.

f rtmi (i Photo. b\t (jto. Xeirties, Ltd.

successful bidders

are afterwards sorry.

For example, the

late Mr. Beckett

Denison purchased

Rubens's " Daniel

in the Lions' Den "

at the Hamilton

sale for four thou

sand and nine

guineas, the extra

nine guineas being

itself eloquent testi

mony to the fierce

ness of the bidding.

But the picture had

once been sold for

two hundred

guineas, and three

years after the Bec

kett Denison pur

chase the Duke of

Hamilton bought it

back for two thou

sand guineas.

Glassware is not

usually considered

expensive. Perhaps

the costliest piece

of glassware was a

ewer of Venetian

glass only seven

inches high, having seven equestrian figures

in gold and colours on a blue ground,

wh it-h was sold at the

Hamilton Palace sale in

1882. Such a piece of

dainty glassware would

seem to the average man,

noting these things in a

Regent Street window, by

no means cheap at five

pounds. The two-handled

vase of Venetian glass sold

just before it went for

eighty guineas; a pair of

green glass candlesticks

also brought eighty

guineas; but who except

a connoisseur would have

thought that the bidding

for the little glass ewer

shown in the accompany

ing picture would have

risen to two thousand six

hundred guineas ? Such

knowledgeâ��like good judgment in diamonds

and orchidsâ��takes a lifetime to acquire.

It is extraordinary how prices fluctuate at
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Christie's: paintings sell easily for two

thousand guineas one decade and fetch

scarce two hundred the next ; or the order

may be reversed, according to the caprice

of collectors. It must not, of course, be

assumed that everything which is brought

under the hammer at Christie's is of great

merit or value, because the truth cannot

be gainsaid that a great deal of worthless

rubbish finds its way into that mart, and

even sometimes meets with purchasers at

respectable figures. It would be interesting

to know just how many forged old masters

have passed muster at Christie's in the course

of the last fourteen decades. That momentous

question often propounded at the critical

moment in the

sale of a reputed

old master, " Is

it genuine?" must

often be answered

in the negative.

It is certain that

the great majority

of pictures sold

at auction in the

early days were

merely copies.

On the other

hand, there have

been numerous

instances where

Vol. xxvii.â��82

the most unpromising and even shock

ingly dilapidated canvases have turned

out to be many times more valuable than the

price realized at the sale seemed to indicate.

But connoisseurship has latterly reached such

a pitch of perfection that the prospective

bidder is able to penetrate the layers of dirt

on the surface of a Gainjborough and offer

sums for its acquisition sufficient to astonish

the frugal householder who has dragged it

out of some long disused garret or lumber-

room.

What, the reader may now ask in con

clusion, do the sales at Christie's average ?

Taking one year with anotherâ��good, bad,

and indifferentâ��over three hundred thousand

pounds a year. The

high - water mark was

reached in 1882 â�� the

year of the Hamilton

sale â�� when the total

reached over six

hundred thousand

pounds: a great

deal of money to

be spent in one

year on "second

hand objects of

vain luxury and

feastings of the

eye," as the Sage

of Chelsea had it.

' IS IT GENUINE?"



nation

sauce

CENTURY

and a half

ago Voltaire

taunted us

with being a

of but " one

to-day many

By RAYMOND WHYTE.

foreigners imagine that Englishmen possess

but one game â�� to wit, " le cricquet " ;

brawny Ireland contributing " la foutballe,"

and Scotland " la golfe." (The ladies of the

United Kingdom, one is led to suppose, are

chiefly responsible for " le tennis.") But

although no one may question the immense

popularity of the games we have just enumer

ated, which may be said fairly to monopolize

the lighter moments of the leisured masses,

yet they by no means represent the sum-

total of our outdoor, to say nothing of our

indoor, pastimes. Even our friends across

the Channel would a year or so since have

been obliged to recognise the supremacy of

ping-pong, while croquet not long ago took

such a new lease of life as to render it a

formidable rival to tennis. According to a

well-known authority, interviewed for "THE

STRAND," there are no

fewer than twelve hun

dred current games

being played indoors

and outdoors by young

England to-day.

But we are not at this

moment concerned with the games everyone

knows. Let us glance at some of the games

which all the country may be playing to

morrow. The huge success of certain athletic

amusements has, of course, its commercial

side, and it is worth remarking that there are

at least a score of busy inventors racking their

brains to devise some pastime that will render

them rich beyond the dreams of avarice. If

you were to glance over the Patent Office

register you would see hundreds of entries

of lawn and parlour diversions, which doubt

less represent an irnmense deal of time

and thought, which, owing to some want of

appreciation, or perhaps some caprice, on

the part of the public, have failed to reward

their inventors with a single halfpenny in

royalties. The very names of some of these

pastimes have a melancholy interestâ��magnol,
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burton, squicnps, croldnole, rochette, cymbal,

ludo, lauriotte, haplot, fenley, rowley-bowley,

and such-like. Mr. R. J. Deacon, of Middles

brough, claims to have invented no fewer

than seventy-two such games. But long

before this gentleman's time there were

labourers in the vineyard whom only the

national disinclination to change prevented

from becoming prosperous. England is far

too loyal to cricket to yield it up to matapan,

for example ; yet thirty years ago an

American gentleman named Gibbs, disgusted

with our apathy towards baseball (Angliceâ��

rounders), devised a beautiful combination of

the American national game with cricket,

to which he gave the euphonious title of

From a Photo. &Â»]

pong famous, "of- what are precisely the

qualities which may make a game popular. It

is much more difficult to secure a vogue for

an outdoor than for an indoor game. People

buy games like puff-billiards, bang-slap-bang,

Ranjit-sinhji, squails, and such-like, and play

them through the season without prejudice

to the regular outdoor games. It is not

always extreme novelty that the English

public likes; a variation or modification of

some familiar game stands a far better

chance of success. Ping-pong, you know,

was a kind of tennis, and the new game of

pipto, which is bound to be very popular, is

very similar to the old game of fives. Of

the new lawn games, I should think whiz-z-z,

A GAME OF PISQUKT.

matapan. There is a legend that matapan

still survives somewhere, but nobody paid

any attention to it then, and the committee

at Lord's obstinately refused to substitute

matapan for cricket in the season's fixtures

for 1873. The same fate has overtaken

another American invention â�� pushball, a

more recent importation, which, however,

may yet achieve considerable popularity.

In lawn games croquet killed archery, and

tennis laid croquet low for a time; then

badminton came along and threatened to

supersede tennis. Now there is a com

bination of tennis and cricket which may

become very popular. Every year sees a

dozen new games put forward, which, after

a purely local vogue, recede into oblivion.

This summer we have disquet, heidelberg,

whiz-z-z, martinique, trumpette or lawn-

trumps, buxton, clock-golf, and davenport.

"There is no indication," remarked Mr.

Hamley, the celebrated dealer who made ping-

[(fto. Ar

clock-golf, and putting-golf stand the best

chance of success."

" What do you predict will be the next

society craze in this line ? "

" Disquet, perhaps. This game has one

grand advantage, inasmuch as it can be

played with equal ease and enjoyment either

indoors or outdoors. I should think that

there will not be a single yacht or steamship

that will not have a set or two for. the

amusement of its passengers. A delicate

handling of the putter is soon acquired, and

the study of the discs requires considerable

judgment." It may be mentioned that

disquet, of which an illustration appears on

this page, can be played by two, four, or more

players in a hall, veranda, courtyard, house

boat, or ship's deck.

Of the other new games which have made

their debut this season, one of the most

picturesque and graceful is buxton, the

invention of a well-known baronet who prefers
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BUXTONâ��WHICH SUGGESTS RIVER PUNTING.

to remain anonymous. The chief implement

used in this game seems to have been

suggested by a punting pole. Everyone who

has seen a pretty girl manoeuvring a punt on

the Thames is aware that there are few

attitudes which show off her figure to better

advantage. Even a short damsel inclined to

embonpoint appears at her best when propel

ling this sort of river craft, and the same may

be said of buxton, so called because first

played in the Duke of Devonshire's Midlands

domain in the summer of 1903. One great

objection to the game is that it involves a series

of holes or pockets on the lawn as well as

hoops of the croquet pattern, but these, of

course, may be eli

minated, although

they certainly lend

an additional ex

citement to the

game. The end

of each pole ter

minates in a ball

or large round

knob, the same

size as the wooden

balls used in play

ing, which are

fifteen in number,

all of different

colours. The

object of the

player is to gain

the highest score,

either by cannons

or passing through

the hoops. A ball

[Gta. Sena. Lid.

falling into a pocket is said to be bunkered,

and counts fifty against the player.

The inventor of trumpette, or lawn-trumps,

seems also to have gone to the punting

pole. Here, however, the "staff" terminates

in an iron or brass-shod point instead of

a ball, and the game is played with flat discs

in the form of hearts, diamonds, clubs,

and spades, each having a separate value

as in bridge. The lawn is marked out

into a court divided into eighteen squares,

the object of the player being to fling

his or her trumps into the various squares

by means of the staff inserted into the

small hole in each disc.

J
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AN EXCITING ROUND AT HEIDELBERG.

Quite as fascinating

turesque in its way is

heidelberg. This is

played with an inter

vening net and two

large hoop-shaped

racquets perforated in

the middle, propelling

a shuttlecock. Behind

each player is stretched

a score - court, into

which if the shuttle

cock falls it scores

against the player on

that side. It should

be mentioned that the

shuttlecock must pass

through the perfora

tion in the racquet in

order to score. Should

either player trespass

upon any of the num

bered squares in the

court with his feet

while playing, this also

counts against him ;

while if the shuttle

passes beyond the

boundaries of the

court it is termed dead

or lost.

lOeo. Kama, Ltd.

Whiz-z-z is the

rather fantastic

name of one of

the latest garden

games. Although

played with arrows

and targets there

are no bows, and

therefore no skill

in archery is re

quired, the arrows

being thrown by

the hand on to

the target, which

is placed on the

ground. Consider

able expertness is

soon acquired, and

the game promises

to be a huge suc

cess.

and almost as pic- the " holes" being represented by circular

the new game of discs and multiplied by five. Besides being

Putting - golf is,

as the name in

dicates, that por

tion of the royal

and ancient game

associated with

the putting-green,

WHIZ-Z-Z â��AKCHEKV WITHOUT THE BOW.

By ixrniiMivn of Messrs, Hamley Bros, Limited.
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a capital pastime in itself, it affords invaluable

practice to the would-be golfer.

An even more ingenious game is martinique,

which is played on either side of a four-post

barrier supporting three numbered hoops.

a Photo. i>y]

We have already hinted something of *he

ingenuity demanded, not merely in inventing

new games, but in devising new names for

them. Many persons are ready to ascribe no

little of a game's success to a happy inspiration

PUTTING-GOLF.

The players are equipped with a racquet,

termed zplanche, and a celluloid ball attached

to a handle, the latter held in the right hand.

The aim, of course, is to send the ball

through the hoop and secure it again with-

From a Photo. by\

[Oro. Xrirwt, Ltd. j'.-.

at its christening. Having got your game it

is necessary to give it a title which will take

the public fancy, as, for instance, did ping-

pong, which it is difficult to believe as table-

tennis could have achieved such an amazing

AN EXCITING ROUND AT MARTINIQUE.

out its being "captured" by the opposing

player. As may be imagined, martinique is

a most exciting pastime, but it is not a game

in which a valetudinarian may be recom

mended to indulge immoderately.

[Oeo. Ifama, Ud.

degree of popularityâ��amounting, indeed, to

a " craze." But, after all, the atmosphere of

England is far less favourable to the growth

of "crazes " than France or America. Thus,

on the other side of the Atlantic, bang-slap
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SPIHOPOLB, OR POLK-POI.O.

bang is enjoying a signal success in the

drawing-room or dining-room, although we

already know it here as an indoor modification

of pole-polo.

Pole - polo, or spiropole, is not exactly

a new game, but it enjoys far less popu

larity than it deserves. As may be seen

by the illustration, it is simplicity itself,

being played with racquets and a ball sus

pended from the summit of

a pole.

For clock - golf all that is

needed is sufficient space on

a smooth lawn to describe

a circle some fifteen feet in

diameter. This circle encloses

the dial-plate of the clock, as

is shown in the accompany

ing illustration, the game being

played by each person with a

golf ball and a putter.

It would really be difficult

to enumerate all the novel

outdoor games which have

been copyrighted within the

past twelvemonth, or which

the present summer will see

.rehearsed before the delighted

eye of their inventor or the

dubious eye of their pur

chaser. Every man or woman
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of volatile tem

perament has

probably at some

time or other in

vented a game,

even if it was only

in the nursery or

in the school

room. Yet we

cannot conscien

tiously recommend

the ingenuity of

the youngster in

" Uncle Remus,"

whose idea, of a

lawn game was to

suspend a live

terrapin from a

clothes - line and

heave cups and

saucers at him ;

whoever broke

the most cups

and saucers with

in a given time won the game. If,

however, the terrapin died, he won.

Which reminds us of the charming pastime

of the little boy in Punch, who was

asked by a sympathetic gentleman what

had become of his brother. " Oh, we

were playing such a beautiful gameâ��who

could lean farthest out of the top-floor

window, andâ��and Tommy won " 1

[Gto. Afewwi, Ltd.

CLOCK-GOLF.

By fvrnii'jwi'm of MeMrt. Ilamley Bros., Limited.
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S the Grafin enteredâ��with a

subdued eagerness which could

not quite hide itselfâ��the

Graf started from his troubled

thoughts and looked her

bravely in the face. She saw,

and braced herself to bear what was almost

incredibly bad news for her.

" She will not ? " she asked, softly.

" She will not," replied the Graf; and, in

the pitiful silence that followed, he stared out

over the unkept gardens and overgrown deer-

forest that would have formed so goodly a

heritage had he possessed the money to keep

them in order.

"Do you think she meant it?" asked the

wife, wistfully, after a while.

" Oh, yes, she meant it."

" Did you put it to her, Ernst, from all

points of view ? "

" I think so; yes, I tried to. In these

days one does not hope to influence one's

children ; one merely pleads with them. I

pleaded with Gilda. 1 told her some of what

so brilliant a match must mean for us."

" That would have no effect upon her."

" It had none ; the result of an English

education, my wife."

The Grafin rose and came to sit by her

husband. They were not old people ; they

were still young enough to have soaring

ambitions, and to suffer keenly. She took

his hand.

" Ernst, I suppose, at the bottom of your

heart, you think her right ? "

He winced.

" When we were young, Rosi, girls before

marriage did not concern themselves with

such things. The scandal is an old one ;

there is no reason why the Grand Duke

should not make Gilda an excellent husband,

just because he has been guilty of an indis

cretion ; he is not popular, but nobody denies

that he is a brave soldier."

The Grafin sighed.

" Remember, Gilda has Royal blood in

her; she is proud."

" I believe," he cried, petulantly, " that

you are on her side."

A shadow darkened the sunny window that
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opened upon the terrasse, and a young girl

entered the room.

Gilda von Irmingen was not a beauty in

the ordinary sense of the word, and evidently

did not so consider herself. Superb health,

both physical and mental, was the first im

pression she conveyed. Just now her trim,

athletic young figure, full of verve and elas

ticity, was garbed in a loose white bodice,

a leather belt was round the supple waist,

and the shortness of the cloth skirt showed

that she had just come from bicycling.

Her light brown hair waved back from a

candid, fearless brow; her grey eyes were

frank and confident. She seated herself on

a corner of her father's writing-table, flung

down her straw hat, and began to draw off

her leather gauntlet gloves.

" Well," -said she, "go on, dears; you

were talking about me."

" Gilda," said her mother, reproachfully,

"you do not appreciate the honour the

Grand Duke does you."

" It is nothing of the kind," said the girl,

simply. "The Grand Duke ought not to

apply for the hand of any good woman. If

he had all the graces, instead of being as he

is, plain, middle-aged, and grumpy, I could

not marry him. You neither of you wish

me to, really."

The Grafin fondled the hand of her re

volted daughter. "Think what opportunities

for good such a marriage would bring," she

softly suggested. " You, who are burning to

reform the worldâ��might you not do much

as the reigning Grand Duchess ?"

" There never was a good building reared

on a bad foundation, mother."

" In my days young girls were content to

allow their parents to decide upon such

questions."

â�¢" Yes, and how badly such arrangements

turned out ! No, motherling, it is best to

be miserable in one's own way, and not to

have one's sorrows pre-arranged by someone

else."

" A very good antidote to misery is to

have the power to alleviate the miseries of

others," murmured the Grafin, as though to

herself.

"The man must care about you, Gilda,"

said her father, suddenly, "else would he

never chooie a jewel in such a poor setting."

The young girl laughed easily. " He does

not come here until he has sought elsewhere

in vain, be sure, father! You are the only

noble in Ravestein who is of the blood

Royal. The Duke would have married years

ago but for lack of a wife."

Vol. xxvii.â��83.

The parents looked at each other. There

was no appealing to the vanity of this girl ;

her clear eyes saw farther than theirs.

Neither of them would urge upon her that

fact which meant so little to herâ��everything

to themâ��their poverty and their ambition.

In her youthful self-sufficiency she never

thought of that.

" Now, were it not the Grand Duke, but

his brother, Prince Victor, who came

a-wooing," she blithely cried, " I might say

' Yes, if you please, kind sir!' for he is ten

years younger and a hundred times less

ugly. But Eberhardt! And he is so dull,

tooâ��he scarcely spoke to me when he

danced with me at the Court ball."

" Apparently he thought the more," replied

her father, with a wintry smile. " But now,

Gilda, counsel your parents out of the fulness

of your modern culture. The Grand Duke

comes here to-morrow incognito, attended

only by his friend Baron Helso, ostensibly

for the hunting, though the real object of his

visit you have just heard. What is to be

done ? "

" Why, father, surely he may come all the

same, whether I marry him or not ? "

The Graf looked down at his writing table

and traced idle figures with his pen. " I

shall make it clear to him that it is you who

refuse," he said. " Parents cannot compel

their children in these days, unfortunately."

Gilda sprang up : a fire was in her limpid

eyes. With a swift movement she walked to

her father's side.

" Graf von Irmingen, would you, if you

could, compel me to marry Duke Eber

hardt? "she cried. "You do not answer!

You know that you would not! You and

my mother think as I do, that our line is too

proud to be tarnished, even though the

tarnish be hidden under robes of state ! But

you are afraidâ��you want to cast the respon

sibility on me, a young girl! Well, do so!

My shoulders are broad enough to bear it ! "

And, turning, she broke away from them

out into the warm sunlight and drifting

autumn leaves of the terrasse.

They looked at each other. She did not

realize, could not realize, the crushing burden

of noble poverty. She was too young ; it

was natural that she should think of herself

alone.

But she was their only child !

Eberhardt, Grand Duke of Ravestein, was

a small man, without dignity of presence.

His face was lined, and his weary eyes set in

deep under black brows. His black hair
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and moustache were prematurely grizzled.

His nature was outwardly cold and unre

sponsive, which rendered him unpopular in

his dominions. His plainness was accen

tuated by the livid scar on one side of his

foreheadâ��a legacy of his reckless daring in

the never-to-be-forgotten charge of Eddergau.

His demeanour, as he bowed over the

hand of the Lady Gilda in the large, faded saal

of Schloss Irmingen, was quiet and crushed.

Baron Helso, a blonde giant who stood

behind him, frowned formidably upon the

impertinent, penniless girl who had dared to

rebuff his master.

Gilda looked charming in her pale pink

gown, with pearls in her light brown wavelets

of hair. Her

sprightly self-

possession car

ried things off

with grace and

vivacity.

" The wea

ther is fine,"

she said, "and

our forest is

full of deer;

you will have

good sport,

Highness."

Eberhard t

looked her

squarely in the

eyes.

" I do not

care for sport,

Fraulein, since

1 am not to

have my heart's

desire."

"God grant

it you, High

ness, whatever

it be," she re

plied at once.

" It is you

alone, Frau

lein, who can

bestow it."

" Does your

Highness

allude to the

alliance so flat

teringly suggested by the Geheimsrath to

my father ? "

He displayed eagerness; a sudden spark

lit up the weary eyes and strangely beautified

the homely face.

"If I assured you that so it is, might

that induce you to reconsider your decision,

Fraulein ? "

The Grafin drew Baron Helso away to look

at an embroidery, and Gilda walked slowly

to the end of the room, to the big oriel

window, looking on the terrasse, where the

sinking sun in splendour poured through the

diamond panes, with their blazoned shields,

proclaiming the high lineage of the Von

Irmingens. The Grand Duke walked at her

side; she turned upon him with a pretty gesture.

" Two hearts should go to make a marriage,

TWO HEARTS SHOULD CO TO MARK A MARRIAGE, HIGHNESS ;

HEART IS NOT YOURS."

The Grand Duke bowed.

" I had no idea that your heart was con

cerned in the matter, Highness," was the

demure reply.

Highness; my

heart is not

yours."

The sun

burned upon

her cloudy hair

till each sepa

rate strand was

burnished

gold, as though

she were

crowned al

ready. She en

joyed the role

she played.

Her English

education en

abled her to

see the old-

world quaint-

ness of her life

and of the pre

sent crisis. No

feeling towards

the unattrac

tive man at her

side intruded

itself to mar

her self-com

placency. She

was mistress of

the situation.

To begin life

with declining

the suit of a

reigning ruler

was distinctly

to give a proof of the unworldliness and lofty

mind of the new woman.

It was evident that Eberhardt thought so;

his eyes were full of reverence.

" It is I who am presumptuous, Fraulein,"

he said, humbly. " I am so surrounded by
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courtiers that I sometimes forget how little I,

personally, have to offer."

The colour flamed up to Gilda's expressive

face.

" I should not wish you to believe that I

am so paltry as to be caught by externals,"

she said, hurriedly, " but I own I aim high.

It is a foolish whim, but I have determined

either to die unwed or to marry a hero."

He turned his eyes on the transparent

face. For the first time he looked at her as

an elder may indulgently regard an impetuous

child, and he smiled kindly.

" What do you understand by a hero,

Fraulein ? "

She looked down. " A man of stainless

honour," she softly said. "One who isâ��

master of himself. One who will do great

deeds without desiring praise."

There was a silence, while it seemed that

Eberhardt received, and accepted silently,

an unexpected blow. But when he spoke it

was very gently, and it was only in his eyes

that the pain remained.

'â�¢ Has it ever occurred to you, lady, that

you may not know your hero when you meet

him ? "

" Why," she laughed, " are heroes so

common that he will be like all others ? "

" No; but it seems to me "â�¢â��he paused,

and his patient gaze wandered away over the

autumn woodlands ; there was a far-off note

in his voice as he concludedâ��" it seems to

me that the man most likely to do such deeds

as I understand you to mean would be the

man least likely to talk of them."

So saying, he bowed to her in his stiff

German fashion, turned on his heel, and went

to where her mother sat, doing her best to

entertain Baron Helso, who was, to put it

mildly, a good deal bored by this excursion

into the primitive life of a provincial Schloss.

Later, when the Grand Duke found himself

alone in his apartments with his friend, he

turned suddenly from a fixed contemplation

of the embossed figures on the majolica

Ofen, and said .abruptly :â��

" Helso, she has heardâ��she has been

toldâ��she knows."

"Gott im Himmel !" cried Helso, who

was lighting a huge fat cigar, with long puffs

of enjoyment. " What will happen to our

Fatherland when the young girls criticise

their ruler's morals to his face ? "

" It was most delicately hinted; she Said

she would marry a man of stainless honour."

" Well, I only know of one in the Grand

Duchy," grunted Helso. "Gott bewahre !

What these girls expect ! Monstrous ! "

He puffed away for some minutes without

further speech : at last he said, "I suppose

you mean that she knows half?"

Eberhardt nodded silently.

Helso stirred uneasily in his chair, his blue

eyes fixed meditatively upon the motionless

figure of the Grand Duke, sad and patient.

Then he rose slowly, came over to where he

stood, and touched him on the arm with a

queer, loving gesture, like the endearment of

an elephant.

"My friend," he said, wistfully, "is this

really an affair of the innermost heart ? "

There was a motion of assent.

" Truly an affair of your personal happi

ness?"

" You know me, Helso. You know whether

I take fancies lightly, or whether, having

taken more than a fancy now, I am likely to

change."

" That being so," gravely replied Helso,

knocking off his ash into one of the Grafin's

best Meissen cupsâ��" that being so, with your

permission, Highness, she shall know all."

There was a moment's pauseâ��just oneâ��

before Eberhardt drew himself up, put aside

his attitude of informality, and answered in

measured tones, as though to a subor

dinate :â��

" ATot with my permission, Baron Helso."

So saying, he passed quickly across the

room, entered his sleeping apartment, and

shut the door with a snap as one who en

trenches himself against temptation.

Helso resumed his chair and his big cigar.

He smiled.

"To the forest of Sauffringen is a glorious

expedition," said Gilda; " but surely not for

to-day, Herr Baron, when the weather is so

uncertain ! Look at those banks oi clouds

in the west! "

" The wind is in the north, Fraulein."

"Yes, but the barometer ! "

"The finest weather is to be had at this

time of the year with a north wind and a

falling barometer, Fraulein. I am a weather

prophet. But let me not urge you ; it is a

long ride for a young lady."

She gave a proud little laugh; after that

she would go anywhere.

" \Ve put ourselves in your hands, Herr

Baron," she gaily cried, "and beware of the

fate of the false prophet."

Helso's blue eyes twinkled under lowered

lids.

They started off upon the long day's ride,

Gilda in her plain English habit and little

felt hat with a pheasant's wing, sitting her
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horse joyously, with smiling eyes and erect

mien, strong in the confidence of uncon-

quered girlhood and youthful belief in herself.

They rode, as generally happened, Helso

with Gilda, and the Grand Duke behind with

her father, and when they came to a bit of

turf Helso incited the girl to a gallop.

When they pulled up their horses the others

were not in sight.

" Never mind," said Helso : " we will go the

long way round and join the high road at

Auschwitz ;'I know this country well."

"I don't," said Gilda; "it is out of my

beatâ��I generally ride over our own lands.

But it is lovely here ; let us go on."

They entered a pine forest. The sun

poured down upon them with that excep

tional warmth and brightness which some

times seems to precede the overshadowing

of a heavy cloud. The north wind had

dropped and the storm from the west was

rolling up; but they rode east, and Gilda

noticed nothing, in her enjoyment of the ride

and the wild, gorgeous scenery.

" Fancy living within a few hours' ride of

this and never knowing it! " she cried.

" One is often in close prox

imity to something grand with

out knowing it," remarked the

Baron, and Gilda earnestly

answered :â��

" Yes, that is quite true."

She thought as she spoke,

why she could hardly tell, of

the plain, scarred face and sad

eyes of the man who loved her.

In the three days which he had

spent at the Schloss she had

discovered him to be in many

ways very unlike what she had

supposed. Once or twice the

idea that she might be mistaken

had even crossed her mind, but

of that there was small possi

bility.

" Prince Victor used to hunt

here a great deal," broke in

Helso, " but he does not come

now."

" Do you know much of

Prince Victor ? " asked the girl.

" Quite as much as I want

to," sourly replied he.

" Why, don't you like him ? "

she asked, in astonishment.

" 1 thought he was so popular."

"And Duke Eberhardt is

unpopular," returned Helso.

" Than which you could have

no better example of the value of public

opinion."

" Ah, you are fond of the Grand Duke !"

" I would die for him, Fraulein ; but then,

you see, I know himâ��you do not."

The tone of warm, admiring affection

struck Gilda forcibly. She caught herself

distinctly wishing that the Grand Duke were

as wholly admirable from the feminine as

from the male standpoint.

As Helso spoke he reined in his horse at

a cross-road, and looked to right and left.

"There should be a sign-post here," he said,

with some appearance of anxiety. " What

shall you say to me, Fraulein, if we lose the

way ? "

"Oh, I expect we should find it," she

answered, carelessly. " There is not much

fear of our being benighted. But I am

growing very hungry, and the huntsmen have

all the lunch with them."

"" I feel sure we turn to the left," said her

guide; and, as the left-hand road was a

beautiful grass ride, fringed with golden

bracken and stately firs, they rode down it

gaily enough. It ended in a broken expanse
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of gorse and heather; the road was lost, and

all around was wild and solitary.

" I have turned too soon," said Helso,

" but, if we keep in this direction, we must

strike the road sooner or later; I go by the

sun."

They still went on. Gilda, in gay spirits,

delighted with the ride and the beautiful

country, was quite unconcerned as to their

whereabouts.

But, as they picked their way over the

uneven ground, slowly the sunlight waned

and the black storm rolled up with gathering

haste.

" Oh," cried Gilda, as a few wild drops

dashed in her face, "you were a false

prophet after all!"

" But in a happy hour," returned the

Baron, " I see the chimney-stacks of a house

I know, where resides a lady to whom I shall

be delighted to present you, and who will

have great pleasure in giving us shelter until

the storm is over. Let us hasten ; it is going

to be severe."

Gilda pulled up her horse short, the rain

driving in her face, and a shrieking wind

bending the tall tree-tops of the wood. She

knew of but one lady who resided in the

heart of the Sauffringen \\ald. Surely,

surely, the Baron could not have the hardi

hood to take her there? But for her life she

could not help the crimson that rushed to

her smooth cheek as she asked :â��

" Who is your friend, Herr Baron ? Will

she not resent such an unceremonious visit ? "

" My friend is a charming lady who has

had great misfortunes ; she will, I am sure,

welcome any diversion, for her life is solitary."

He laid a hand upon her bridle-rein. " Quick,

Friiulein, ere you are drenched through and

through."

He was spurring on, and Gilda was con

strained to follow. She repeated to herself

over and over again that it was impossible

that the Baron should intend to insult her.

Moreover, she was realizing that, if they rode

much farther, she would soon be wet to the

skin. They darted in, through open drive

gates, and up a smooth gravel sweep, and

were soon in sight of a wide door, which

stood hospitably open. Across the grass of

the park, among the flying brown leaves

which the storm was bringing down in crowds

upon the ground, she caught a glimpse of a

child, a little boy, with tossing yellow curls,

running fast, with a nursemaid, towards the

shelter of the house. Then the horses

stopped, the Baron lifted her hastily down,

and she stood, panting and with heightened

colour, in the outer hall, while a great bell

clanged through the silent place.

A man-servant in very elaborate livery

responded to the summons. He led them

into an inner hall, full of warm scents and

hot-house flowers and gay rugs, and through

it to a drawing-room which was a mass of

embowered luxury. The man evidently knew

Helso well. He departed in silence, and

Gilda stood feeling suddenly conscious of her

straying locks of hair and a splash of mud

on the skirt of her habit. There was an

open fire, foreign fashion, in the room, which

was overpoweringly hot and perfumed. In

a few minutes the door opened, and there

glided in a golden-haired lady whose com

plexion owed its delicacy partly to art,

whose fingers were loaded with jewels,

and whose face wore the indescribable

expression of a woman who does not

expect to receive a visit from a member of

her own sex.

Gilda von Irmingen stiffened visibly where

she stood. The Baron was bowing over the

lady's hand and apologi/.ing for their intru

sion. Then he took the little white foolish

hand in his and led her forward, the rich silk

of her pale blue robe rustling behind her on

the fur rugs and parquet inlaying of the floor.

Gilda, rigidly erect, looked in contrast like

a handsome boy, with her breezy atmosphere

of fresh air and healthful exercise.

" Let me present to you, Fraulein, the

wife of His Highness Prince Victor," gravely

said the Baron Helso.

There was a moment's tingling silence ;

the lady looked up as if frightened into the

Baron's face. " Oh," she breathed, " will not

Victor be displeased, Helso ? "

" Madam," replied the soldier, " this lady

is the young Countess Gilda von Irmingen,

whom the Grand Duke wished to honour

with his hand. Had the marriage been

arranged, she would have doubtless been

presented to you; and, as it is, I think it not

imprudent that she should know the lady who

might have been her sister-in-law."

The lady lifted her big forget-me not eyes

up to Gilda's changing fr.ce.

"Is it you that Eberhardt loves?" said

she, rather as though surprised at the taste of

the Grand Duke. " I wish him happiness,

for he is the only really good man I have ever

metâ��except, perhaps, our good friend the

Baron here. I have reasons, too, for wishing

that Kberhardt would marry, reasons which I

cannot explain to you. Have you refused

him ? "

Gilda raised her head with a cold aloofness.
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" I hardly think our very slight acquaintance

warrants your question, madam "

" Oh, dear, of course it doesn't," cried the

Princess Victor, breaking into a pretty,

foolish little laugh. " But, you see, I am

not of your world; I was born- to more

freedom of thought and speech." Her throat

swelled, and she turned away with a sob.

" I have not received a woman of your rank

since I came to live here nine years ago,"

she faltered. " For Victor's sake I have

endured that all the world should think the

worst of me ; and here I might have starved

but for Eberhardt. And now, though Helso

tells you I have done nothing wrong, you

treat me like dirt beneath your feet!" Facing

suddenly round, she made a deep curtsy.

" I will withdraw," she said, with the crimson

colour showing through the pearl powder,

and a pathetic dash of real dignity. " Baron

Helso, will you take the lady to the dining-

room and see that she has some refresh

ment?"

Gilda started forward. " Believe me,

madam, what you take for pride is merely

shyness," she faltered, taking the reluctant

hand. " I beg that you will forgive me if I

hurt you. But I am astonishedâ��I am at a

loss; in short, I must beg you to excuse

me."

"You are wet, too," said the Princess

Victor, in tones of much concern. "You

must be dried before you can eat. May I

ring for a maid to attend you ? "

She was eager in her offers of hospitality,

and Gilda was taken charge of by a French

maid, whose disdain of her general appear

ance was plainly to be seen, but who set to

work upon her wet hair, and in ten minutes

had made her as neat as circumstances would

permit, with several furtive sighs at the

waste of good material as she passed the

lustrous silky masses of hair through her

fingers.

When Gilda descended the stairs she found

the Baron alone in the inner hall, where a
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tempting little goAter had been laid out. -She

went straight up to him.

" You brought me here on purpose ? "

Helso bowed.

" Fraulein," he said, " I love the Grand

Duke; and his heart seems to me to be set

questionâ��must marry a woman unless he

loves her. Thus, if you adhere to your

decision, Fraulein, he must give his consent

to the marriage of Prince Victor with the

Princess Violet of Plevna, which, as everyone

knows, has long been considered possible,

upon your favour." In his voice also was a and this poor lady and her son will remain

kind of tone that suggested that he could

not understand why this should be the case.

" That being so, it occurred to my mind that

you might pos-

s i b1y have

heard, among

the gossip of

the country

side, a false

account of the

menage which

exists here. My

well -meant

effort may be

useless, but it

seemed my duty

to remove what

might by

chance be an

obstacle to the

happiness of

one who, more

than any man

I know, de

serves happi

ness."

â�¢Â»â�¢--- â�¢â�¢ â�¢ J â�¢Â»--* L- â��1J here unacknowledged."

Gilda said

neither yea nor

nay, but silently

gazed at the

fire.

"There have

been many of

Prince Victor's

scrapes which

his brother has

taken upon his

shoulders,"

went on Helso,

"but this is

the most ex

pensive. The Princess Victor was in the

ballet at Munich, and is used to luxury.

As long as he is heir to the throne Prince

Victor will not acknowledge her. The

marriage is morganatic, of course, but

the Grand Duke much dislikes the idea of

setting aside the unfortunate lady and her

son. He would himself have married long

ago but for his singular views on the subject,

Still Gilda neither moved nor spoke.

" The Grand Duke is attached to me,

Fraulein," con

tinued

speaker,

' GILDA NEITHER MOVED NOR SPOKE.

the

but

if he knew that

I had brought

you here or

told you this

he would de

grade me from

ily attendance

on his person;

therefore, if I

have displeased

you by what

I have done,

you have my

punishment

ready to your

hand." He

bowed deeply.

" You mean,"

said Gilda,

slowly, "that

this is to . be

between you

and me; that

I am not to let

His Highness

know that â�¢ I

have been

here?"

"I could

not make such

a request of

you, Fraulein.

I can only tell

you what the

consequences

are likely to be if you do mention it."

" That makes my task much harder," she

said, under her breath. " But I deserve it ;

oh, I deserve it !"

The afternoon was far spent when the

Baron and his charge at last rejoined the

Graf and his Royal guest. The rain was

over, and the west full of plunging, purple,

rose-lined clouds, which were fast fading in

for he holds that no oneâ��not even a reign- the early autumn twilight. They excused

ing monarch, when the succession is in themselves for their wanderings as well as
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they could, but Gilda could see that her

behaviour in so long absenting herself was

very displeasing to her father.

Eberhardt was most solicitous for her

health, and anxious lest she should have

taken cold; though both she and Helso

repeatedly assured him that they had

been completely sheltered during the

storm.

It was so late that the long ride home

must be at once begun, and the horses'

heads were turned back along the way they

came. Gilda had not dared let her eyes rest

for a moment upon the face of her lover, for

very shame; but when Helso moved forward

she contrived that it should be her father's

horse which accompanied him, while she

hung back, and Eberhardt found himself

riding at her side.

He talked%> her awhile, in his usual rather

hesitating style, as of one who did not know

how to please girls, and whose very anxiety

to do so put him at a disadvantage. Gikla's

answers were to the full as lame as his

questions, and, in some obscure way, this

encouraged him. Moreover, it was getting

dark, always a relief to a shy man; and by

the time they had ridden a couple of miles

they found themselves really conversingâ��

talking to each other, with the object of

learning each other's thoughts, and with con

siderable success in the attainment of their

object.

But presently, under the pressure of some

influence hard to explain, the talk died away.

They were in the very deeps of the forest, and

there was only light enough to show them

the long, motionless aisles of smooth, straight

trees. The sad scent of autumn leaves after

rain hung in the damp airâ��that scent which,

more than any other, is charged with the

regret of the soul for the dead summer,

mystical and strange. Gilda was wholly

occupied with her own humiliating thoughts,

and they were very bitter. She had thought

herself so lofty, so penetrating, so above small

political ambition, and she stood before her

own heart, convicted of being only very vain

and foolish and dense, an ignorant gir), who

did not know a great man when she saw him.

" How will you know your hero when you

meet him ? " he had asked her ; and she had

smiled in confident scorn, so sure that she

should know ; while all the time he had

stood at her side and she knew it not. " The

man to do such things is the least likely to

talk of them."

Yes ! And she had contemptuously put

the homage of this great man away from her

â��he was not worthy of Gilda von Irmingen !

He was the Grand Duke, and she knew that

he too had his pride. Was it likely that the

love she had spurned would again be offered ?

Her miserable heart choked with penitence

and the inability to express it. Why could

not something happen to make it easier ?

In books something always happenedâ��

Eberhardt's horse would throw him, and so

give her a chance to show her devotion ; or

her own horse would stumble and give him

a chance to utter unguarded words of tender

ness. But this was real life, and they were

simply moving on and on, through the mystic

.shades of the pines, silent, and wasting

minutes of this, the last evening of the Grand

Duke's visit. To-morrow he would go, with

a conventional farewell to her, under her

mother's eye, and she would be left to all

her shame and her regret, and her too-late

awakened love ! She must say something

now, if she choked for it. But what ?

What ?

As her reflections reached this point

Eberhardt broke silence â�¢ with words he

would not have ventured upon in the

daylight.

" Our last ride together ! It is so good of

you to ride beside me, Fraulein."

'"Good! Good of me!" she broke out,

with a sob which she could not keep back.

" How can you say so, when I have been so

horrid to you, so arrogant and vain and

foolish?"

He turned his wondering, wistful eyes

upon her in amaze, but it was too dark to

see her face.

" You must not say that of yourself," he

stammered. " You know that it is not true.

I have put you in a difficult position by

coming and staying in the house; and you

have been so kind and good."

11 Oh, don't!" moaned Gilda, in her

remorse.

He rode his horse nearer to hersâ��he was

a fine horseman.

" I mean it," he said, in deep, full tones.

" I shall be a better man for knowing you,

in your unsullied youth and disdain of worldly

considerations.''

" And I," said Gilda, unsteadily, " shall be

a better woman all my life for having known

you, with your great humility and your gentle,

courteous forbearance with ignorance and

folly."

" Ah, Gilda," he said, in a very low voice,

"don't speak too kindly, or some of what has

â�¢been in my heart all these days will overflc w

to my lips, and I shall pain you."
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" How could such a man as you love such

a one-sided, conceited girl as I am ?" she

cried.

"How?" said the man, softly. "Oh,

if I might tell you some of it! Ah,

Gilda, you are sorry for me because I am

going away; but it is mistaken kindness

to be too good to me. Iâ��I can't quite

bear it."

He could hardly believe that he was not

dreaming, when with a sudden movement

she slid her right hand out of its white leather

gauntlet and held it towards hitn in the dusk.

Helso and the Graf were a considerable dis

tance ahead ;

they were prac

tically alone.

He took the

warm, impul

sive hand in

his, and now

they were rid

ing so near

that the silky

coat of her

little mare

brushed

agains t his

knee.

She leaned

over to him,

the reins in

her left hand,

and he just

saw the glitter

of tears in

her eyes.

"Can you

forgive me for

Vol. xxvli.^8*.

not knowing you when I met you â�� my

hero ? "

" Gilda !"

"Answer, oh, answer! I must ask you

to-night, for to-morrow you will be gone

away. Eberhardt, forgive me ! "

A broken cry escaped him. He caught

the little bare hand to his lips and kissed it

once and again ; then he loosed his hold of

it. " Gilda, I am not a heroâ��not the least

bit in the world."

She held out her hand again, imperiously.

He took it, bending down and trying to look

into her face ; suddenly she lifted it, flashing

" SHE LEANED OVER TO HIM.'

upon him a

rainy, brilliant

smile. " The

most

to do

things

be the

least

to talk

them,"

m u r -

man

likely

such

would

man

likely

about

she

mured.

And both

horses stopped

as by a mutual

impulse, as the

lonely-hearted

Grand Duke

stretched out

his arms with

the low, glad

cry :â��

" My love !

Oh, my dear,

dear love!"
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BY GEORGE R. SIMS.

III. â��IN HIDDEN CAMBERWELL.

VERYONE knows Camber-

well. It is famous in farce.

" Did you ever send your wife

to Camberwell ?" is a stage

classic. It is famous in history

-â��Mr. Joseph Chamberlain was

born there. Its poetical note is sounded in

the name given to a dainty butterfly, " The

Camberwell Beauty." You have hardly

passed its famous Green before you are

on Denmark Hill, among old country houses

with far-stretching gardens and fair lawns

and great leafy trees, memorials of the

ancient forest that have survived the cease

less outrages of the spreading town and

lingered on through the centuries.

The Borough of Camberwell includes rural

Dulwich and the College of God's Gift, the

glorious monument of actor-manager Alleyn,

of the old Fortune Play-house ; it is bordered

by the breezy heights whereon stands the

world's wondorâ��the fairy palace of glass. It

has its broad thoroughfares lined with splendid

shops ; its busy streets where the bees of the

human hive hum round the honey-stalls from

morning to night ; it has its miles of happy

villadom, its pleasant meads and vales ; and

hidden away off the track it has an area of

grime and crime, of toil and tatter, that was

long the despair of the Church and the

Council. Here the good folks and the bad,

the worker and the loafer, the honest poor and

the vicious, were packed away out of sight

and, but for the occasional attention of the

missionary and the magistrate, out of mind.

It is this districtâ��the Hollington Street

areaâ��that the Camberwell Borough Council

has now taken vigorously in hand. Where

there was a purgatory for the poor there is

presently to be a paradise. Tiut the work is

only begun, and there still remains a strange

land for the waviderer off the track to explore

and to marvel at. It is a land by itself, almost

unique. It is a network of weird, woebegone

little streets and alleys, in which, without a

guide, the stranger would be utterly lost.

Here are streets as narrow as those of an

Eastern city, in which the opposite roofs,

almost touching, serve to keep out the fierce

blaze of the sun. Here is a maze of streets

that cross each other and meet and turn,

with blank walls closing the ends of some of

them, and as the sole means of escape an

"entry" through which a stout man can

scarcely squeeze. The old town of Cordova

is not more bewildering to all but the native

than is this Hollington Street area of

Camberwell. I have wandered and lost my

way in both, and if I were hungry and heard

the far-off sound of the dinner-bell I should

prefer Cordova,

Because my artist colleague is going with

me on this expedition, we make our start

from the Camberwell Town Hall. Some of

the property we are anxious to visit has been

acquired by the Council, and we are going to

take notes and make sketches in places

where we should have scant welcome if we

were not "armed with a little brief authority.''

At the Town Hall the Mayor of Camberwell,

keenly interested in the Council's remarkable

housing programme, wishes us ban voyage.

The town clerk, Mr. Tagg, who is the moving

spirit of the scheme, maps out our journey

for us; and Mr. Burkmar, the manager of

the newly-acquired property, kindly offers to

accompany us and see us safely through some

of the tight places, where the efforts of the

artist to secure life studies might otherwise

lead to something more than passive re

sistance.

It is pouring in torrents when we turn out

of the main thoroughfare and dive into a

narrow street which leads into the maze

within which for the next three or four hours

we are to wander rain-soaked and mud-

bespattered, with no recognition of the

weather beyond the turned-up collars of our

overcoats.

For the individual with an umbrella in this

district would be a marked man. The

possession of an umbrella would imply a

prosperity to which the inhabitants are un

accustomed. There may be an umbrella

of sorts in some of the little houses, but it

will he an heirloom, and will be brought out

only on a Sunday by the female member of

the family with the newest hat or frock. An

umbrella on a week-day is a thing unseen,

almost unheard of, in the neighbourhood.

It would bring heads out of the windows and

a tail of gaping children in the streets. As

we particularly wish to avoid focusing obser

vation we leave our umbrellas at the rent-

office of the estate, and go drenched and

dripping on our watery way.
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But before we start let us glance at the

little office in which are gathered a group of

women and children waiting to pay the

weekly rent that is already a day or two

behindhand.

The clerk sits at a little table, in the left-

hand corner of

which there is

a slit such as

one sees in the

lid of a money

box.

As each woman

produces her

rent - book from

the red case pro-

vided by the

Council to keep

it clean and puts

down her money,

the clerk sweeps

it through the

slit and then

signs the book.

All the women

do not come

with money ;

some come with

excuses. Some

come once too

often, and then

from the hooks

on the office wall

a padlock is

taken and an

official goes to

the house and

secures the

rooms against

the return of the

occupant, who

my bedroom window so as I don't have to

sit up all night a-holding of it in."

The housing manager smiles. He knows

the lady. A week or two previously she was

asked where her husband was. " I suppose

he's fell into that 'ole as you've left on the

WAITING TO PAY THEIR WEEKLY RENT. '*

has already taken the " furniture " out before

tendering the feeble excuse which she knows

will not be accepted.

The people who crowd into the little office

on rent-dayâ��and all the week, for the matter

of that, as many of them select their own

rent-dayâ��have always the grim row of pad

locks staring them in the face to remind

them of the inevitable consequences of over-

procrastination.

Below the office in the basement are the

" workshops." Here are stored rolls of wall

paper and the minor luxuries that tenants

who are fastidious occasionally ask for. But

the bulk of the poor tenants are not " wall

paper quality." " I don't want no luxuries,"

said a lady given to grumbling, as she handed

her money in ; " all I asks is as you'll

pavingment in

front of our

door," she re

plied. But she

pays regularly,

and even when

she declares that

she would like to

drown the whole

of the Borough

Council in the

water that won't

run out of her

back yard the

clerk receipts her

rent - book -with

a grin.

From the rent-

office we turn

into a dismal,

weather - beaten

little street that

looks as though

it had broken

away from a fish

ing village and

been wrecked on

a mud-flat. Fish

leaps to the eyes

and to the nose

at every turn.

But it is all one

fish â�� the had

dock.

In this street

are most of the " smoke-holes " in which the

haddock-curing industry is conducted. The

broken-down patches that were once front

gardens are filled with fish-boxes, and fish-

barrows tilted on end encumber the pas

sages and the yards.

fust down the street is a house in which

haddock-curing is carried on in a wholesale

way". In front of the door stands a waggon

piled high with fish ready for the process.

A man is standing in the waggon and

shovelling the haddocks into baskets, which

are carried into the house by his assistants.

I^et us follow the fish - carriers and see

one of the largest of the smoke-holes at

work.

We enter a square building at the back,

which is probably a yard roofed in. All
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"'SOUNDING' THE FRESH HADDOCKS,"

round it are lofty, smoke-burnt compartments

which go up to the roof.

In the centre is a big table or belich, at

which two women and a number of men

are "sounding" the fresh haddocks, splitting

them open and decapitating them with mar

vellous rapidity. The haddocks are thrown

on the table with a spade in heaps. As the

haddocks are beheaded, cleaned, and split

they are skewered on a long iron rod, which

is placed in the smoke-hole. Each holeâ��

they are like giant sentry-boxes without the

topâ��will take about six gross of haddocks.

When the "holes" are full the process of

smoking commences. A heap of oak saw

dust is put in on the floor of each compart

ment and ignited. In about four hours the

six gross of haddocks are smoked to a pale

orange colour and ready to be put on the

market.

The establishment which my fellow-traveller

off the track has sketched can prepare and

smoke four tons of haddocks a day, working

two shiftsâ��the day shift that does the pre

paring and the night shift that does the

smoking.

The haddock - smoker's task is not a

rose-water one, but he takes it lightly.

Sentimental ballads occasionally relieve the

monotony of the toil. Some of the workers

even look picturesque. I have come upon

Vanderdecken in a smoke-hole, and the

reader will notice in the accompanying

illustration an Imperial Yeoman who, having

faced the battle smoke, has now settled down

to the haddock smoke. A newspaper con

tents bill stuck on the wallâ��" Warner Wins

the Toss "â��shows that the haddock-smoker

takes a keen interest in the national game.

Let us leave the wholesale premises and

see some of the smaller fry who, living in

little, tumble-down houses, have a smoke-

hole in the back yard. Here father and

mother and the children constitute the entire

staff. The dwelling-rooms are of the barest

description, for the single-handed smoker

only just makes both ends meet.

But the back yard has a certain crowded

picturesqueness of its own. It is surrounded

by other back yards in which old fish-boxes

and fruit-crates, piled one upon another, and

ramshackle pigeon-lofts make a background

which an artist might describe as "well

broken up." Most of the small "smokers"

have a few fowls, and one of them has a pony

whose stable is a shed made of packing-case

boards nailed together.

The proprietor of the pony is a widow

lady who goes out with her own barrow.

She has fitted up the back kitchen as her
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bedroom, and the pony, when his day's work

is done, enters at the front door, crosses

the front room, passes through the bedroom,

and walks into his packing-case. The barrow

is pushed in after him and tilted up against

the stable door, just room being left in the

yard for the widow to squeeze through to her

smoke-hole.

The " single-handed " haddock-curer who

carries on his trade in his dwelling-house

buys, prepares,

smokes, and

hawks his own

fish. The mar

gin of profit is

often so small

that he uses

ordinary instead

of oak sawdust,

and this is sup

posed to impart

a less delicate

flavour.

I asked one of

the neighbours

who didn't

"smoke'' if they

found the prox

imity of the in

dustry objection

able. "Well,

sir," was the

reply, "it's all

according to

which way the

wind is."

I must confess

that an hour in

Haddock - land

was quite suffi

cient for me,

and, as my col-

league was

taking the same

view, I sug

gested that we

should seek

a change of

scene and air and start for Monte Carlo.

The Camberwell Monte Carlo lies in one

of the longest and narrowest streets of the

Hollington area. It is a pitch especially

chosen by the youthful gamblers on account

of its many advantages. If a policeman

should wander so far off the beaten track as

to come that way he can be seen afar

off, and -then there is a choice of two

narrow entries through which the com

pany can escape into quite another part

of the district. To appreciate the situation

you must know that a large portion of

this area is cut off so completely from the

rest of the world that at one time the only

entrance to it was through a passage which

was the private property of a publican.

But the Borough Council, having taken

the neighbourhood in hand, have closed up

the original Monte Carlo, and the tempters of

fortune have shifted their ground to another

street. Here

during the after

noons and even

ings they hold

their al fresco

card parties.

Should they be

detected by any

one in authority,

they make a rapid

exit through the

nearest house

without waiting

for an invitation.

They climb over

a wall, enter an

other house, walk

through it, and

emerge into an

other street in

nocently whist

ling some favour

ite air.

The inhabit

ants of these

houses complain

that they suffer

from the aboli

tion of the ori

ginal Monte

Carlo, with its

easy public exits.

"Our houses

don't belong to

us now," said

one ; "these

Monte Carlo

chaps walk

'through 'em and get over our back wall

without so much as ' By your leave.'"

JADDOCK-CURER.

Close to the old Monte Carlo is a row of

cottages built with tarred weather-boarding,

with painted porticoes and pretty flower-

boxes and little tiled green gardens. But

the narrow paved way in front is blocked with

costermongers' barrows tilted on end. This

" country lane," as it is called, is the Camber-

well costermongers' paradise, and is in distinct

contrast to the mean grey streets around it.
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Passing the lane with a lingering glance at

its pastoral suggestiveness, we turn into a

street which we are told is being ,pulled

down. But for the information we should

have imagined that it was falling down of its

own accord and keeping the housebreakers

out of a job.

Entering one of the houses we find a man,

his wife, and five children in a bare room.

All the furniture has been cleared away.

We go up into the bedroom and find only

the iron frame of the bed left.

The man, a mantle-presser, is out of work.

He is ten weeks behind in his rent. Grace

is exhausted. The man receives an intima

tion that his rooms will be " padlocked"

to-morrow morning. He must take his

family into the workhouse.

He displays no emotion, and our sympathy

for him is checked when we learn that he is

out of work because he is a professional out-

of-worker and has taken to bad habits.

" But I am sorry for the children," says

my colleague, sympathetically. "They have

done nothing, and it is hard on them to

become workhouse children."

I tell him they may be better off under the

Cainberwell Guardians than in the bare and

comfortless place we have just quitted.

We leave the region that was once the

Slough of Despond, but that is now gradually

being converted into

a land of Hope, and

we make our way

through the busy

streets to quiet villa-

dom. Here, in a long

avenue of pretty, tree-

sheltered houses, we

find one of the Cam-

berwell " Scattered

Homes."

In the old days

pauper children were

kept in the work

house, or sent away

and brought up on

the barrack system.

When they left these

places they were unfit

for the battle of life.

The world and home

I""6 were new to them.

Many of them didn't

know what a glass was,

because in their child

hood's days they had

only seen a tin mug.

The Scattered Home

system adopted by Camberwell gives the

children real home life and humanizes them.

We enter one of the homes and find " the

foster-mother" sitting in the light, bright

dining-room where the children take their

meals. Here are pictures and toys, a side

board, flowers, a birdâ��all that goes to the

making of the cosy domestic interior.

The children go to the Board School all

well dressed and differently dressed, that

there shall be no uniform or badge of the

pauper upon them. There are boys' homes

and girls' homes, and in each home there

are from ten to twelve children of school

age, and one boy or girl above that age to

assist the foster - mother in the house

work.

The children do no work after school

hours beyond washing up the crockery used

at meals. They have their friends and play

mates among the neighbours' children, and,

if approved by the mother, may ask them

into the house.

The mother takes her meals in the dining-

room with the children and has the same fare.

There is no contract feeding. The mother

is allowed to spend so much per head per

week with the local tradespeople.

" Home life" is the motto of the new

system, and the children are taught the value

of a home and to be useful in one. They
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have separate beds in big, airy dormitories,

and the mother's room is in the centre.

The evenings are spent on " the family

circle " plan. The children play and read and

amuse themselves. There is never a week

but some of the children who have passed

from the system to service come to spend

their afternoon or evening out with the

mother and the family in " the old home."

And they are all workhouse children.

Many of them have been deserted by their

parents. Six out of ten of the children in

the home we are visiting do not know where

their parents are. Mrs. Abbott, the lady

inspector or

matron of the

homes, who came

from Sheffield,

where the system

was first success

fully started, tells

us that in many

cases the dread

of her charges is

that they may be

claimed and taken

back to the old

misery and the old

neglect.

Watching the

happy little ones

at play in a home

of sweetness and

light, one forgets

the black fact that

lies hidden away

out of sight. The

majority of these

children thank

God in their pray

ers at night that

they are in the

care of the parish

better chance of becoming good and useful

citizens than they would have done in the

old Hollington Street area from which many

of them come.

We have seen Hidden Camberwell by day ;

let us wander through this maze of mean

streets when the night has fallen.

Out of the flare and the glare of the busy

roadways around Camberwell Green we dive

into a dark, forbidding street. There is a

lamp somewhere, but it seems a long way off.

The only light that falls on the pavement

comes from a little corner shop half-way

"A HOME OK SWEETNESS AND LIGHT."

and not that of their parents. This is a

chronicle of things seen. Were its scope

wider I might be tempted to show the other

side of the pictureâ��to contrast the lot

of the children whose parents are bravely

enduring the struggle for life and denying

themselves to rear the young with that of

these happy little ones who are well fed, well

clothed, and well cared for because their

parents were criminal, vicious, or lazy.

But that would lead us too far afield. In

the Scattered Homes of Camberwell the

children whose young lives were sorrow and

suffering have passed through the workhouse

gates and found health and peace and tender

care. They will at least grow up with a

down. In this shop not long ago a man

murdered three peopleâ��a husband, wife,

and babyâ��put their dismembered bodies

in a sack, and drove them away in a cart.

We turn the corner by the shop and see the

black door in the wall of the little back yard

through which the dreadful burden was

borne. A little way farther along is the

house made notorious by the deed of

another murderer and mutilatorâ��Greenacre.

The memory of these local horrors does

not inspirit us as we plunge into the network

of narrow streets, many of them so dark that

we can scarcely distinguish the shadowy

forms that are moving here and there in

the gloom.
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This time my colleague and I are alone.

But I know the neighbourhood fairly well,

and, keeping certain landmarks in view, we

push on and leave the lights of Camberwell

far behind us.

Here and there \ve stumble over a piece of

broken roadway that we cannot see. Now

and again a door opens and the faint gleam

of a small paraffin lamp lights up a foot or

two of the uneven pavement.

\Ve turn into a long, winding street and

come to a brick wall as a gang of rough lads

lurch out of an adjacent alley singing of " a

AN IDYLI. OP THE SLUMS.

gay old time on a motor-car." We take the

middle of the road, for we cannot see the

faces of the revellers, and if they resented

our intrusion roughly we should have a poor

chance.

We grope our way through the alley and

find another street, blacker and more lonely

than any we have entered yet. Presently

we hear in the distance the wailing notes of

an old-fashioned melody. We let our ears

guide us, for our eyes are useless.

In a dark, deserted street we see a thin

gleam of light. A house door is open.

Seated on the kerb in front of it is a youth

playing a penny whistleâ��playing it tunefully

and well.

Sitting in the roadway a little below him

are two girls. They are cloakless and hatless,

and their heads catch the light from the door,

so that their faces are in relief and their

bodies almost in darkness.

Their faces are young and comely under

the tangled masses of hair, and their eyes

are fixed gently, dreamily, on the youth.

It is an idyll of the slums. Strephon is

discoursing sweet music and Phyllis and

Chloe are listening spell

bound. We would gladly

linger, near the idyll, but

that might rudely shat

ter it. The swains of

Haddock-land do not en

courage the attention of

strangers from " the be

yond.''

We. pass on our way to

wards an opening through

which gleams the line of

light -that tells of the

broad thoroughfare.

But before we emerge

from the darkness we pass

two young women in con

versation together at a quiet

corner. " He said as he'd

throw me into the canal,

and he looked as if he

meant it, so I whips off

my boot and 'it 'im on the

'cud with it and run."

Those were the last

sounds that reached our

ears as we passed out

of the darkness into the

light.

â�¢ But. we had seen one

idyll and heard one tender

note. The tune that the

swain was playing to the

nymphs was, " I Dreamt that I Dwelt in

Nfarble Halls."

It was a strange dream for anyone to have

in such a dismal street.

And yet in a sense it may be realized.

For in this area of gloom and squalor the

Camberwell Borough Council will in due

time re-house the people at the same rents

they are paying now, and give them broad

pavements and fresh air and leafy trees with

rustic seats beneath.

That is Camberwell's pleasant dream for

an area which was once its nightmare.
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LL the old writers upon the

science of heraldry begin their

somewhat voluminous and

quaintly-worded trer.tises with

an endeavour to impress upon

the uninitiated reader that one

of the chief objects of their art is the per

petuating of noteworthy

deeds by the aid of

appropriate symbols

charged upon or added

to the family coat of

arms; and how aptly

many armorial bearings

do this may be seen

from some of the follow

ing examples, culled

from heraldic records,

chiefly of this country,

extending over many

hundreds of years.

That the subject teems

with romance is obvious ;

but humour, too, mostly

of the unconscious kind,

enters largely into the

composition of some

heraldic bearings, par

ticularly those resulting

from the efforts of the

older heralds. What a

queer old fellow, for

example, one named

Morgan must have

been, and how entirely

lacking in appreciation

of the ridiculous, when he assigned what he

terms "cote armour" to our first ancestors

Adam and Eve, as shown in No. i. Adam,

we are told, legally bore a plain red shield,

and Eve a plain silver one ; but he neglects

to say in what particular part of Eden

the antediluvian College of Arms was

situated, or who was responsible for issuing

the grant. Later on he makes matters worse

by calmly stating that, as Eve was sole

heiress, Adam quartered her arms with his

own, bearing them as what is termed an

inescutcheon ; heraldically a perfectly correct

proceeding on Adam's part, and one that

reflects favourably upon his knowledge of the

" gentyl scyence." After the fall it appears

Vol. xxvilâ��85.

that both Adam and Eve were granted an

augmentation to their plain shields, and we

learn that they added a garland of fig-leaves

and a green apple respectively, which bearings

Abel, as a dutiful son, combined on his own

shield and presumably handed down to

posterity, although even the most complete

search in the heralds'

records of the world

fails to locate them later

than this epoch. We

are told nothing about

Cain, who apparently

was debarred from the

delights of "cote

armour."

THE ARMS OF ADAM AND EVE QUARTERED,

HO. I.â��THE COATS OF ARMS OK ADAM AND EVE,

AS ASSIGNED BY THE OLD HERALD MORGAN.

Incredible as it may

seem, these old heralds

appear to have become

so imbued with the spirit

of their profession as to

have believed all this;

and we find in no less

an authority than the

" Boke of St. Albans "

that " of ye offspringe

of ye gentilman Japhet

came Habraham,

Moyses, Aron, and ye

profettys," all of whom

are credited with

heraldic bearings of

various descriptions.

The gods of mythology,

the Egyptian kings, and

the heroes of old have

not escaped the attentions of the old-time

heralds, one of whom, Leigh by name,

accords to Alexander the Great a red

shield whereon is emblazoned "a golden

lyon sitting on a chayer. (chair) and

holding a battle - axe of silver." This

heraldic freak, together with eight others of

a similar nature, is to be seen sculptured

in Gloucester Cathedral, the nine shields

representing the arms of the nine worthies.

Unfortunately for the archseologic side of

the question, we know as a matter of history

that coat armour, as such, was not in use

before the twelfth century, so we cannot take

the ancient heralds as seriously as they

would no doubt have wished.
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After this period, and directly we get upon

firm ground, romance enters very deeply into

the subject, and to the practised eye the war

worn shields of some of our nobility and

gentry conjure up scenes of knightly derring-

do in a wonderfully vivid manner.

The arms of the Keiths (No. 2), awarded

a prominent place in many a

proud escutcheon, are simple

to look at, being just a plain

silver shield striped a third of

the way down with seven alter

nately red and gold strokes, or

" pales," as they are called in

NO. a.-THE KEITH the heraldic jargon. But they

WERE â�¢MG"ALLY have a history nearly a thou-

DRAWN WITH BLOOD sand years old that is well

Â°N THMEL!LATTLE~ worthy of the fiery Scot of

that date and the ancient

bloodthirsty days in general. The story

goes that in A.D. 1006 one Robert, a

mighty man of war and chief of the Clan

Chatti, from which the name Keith, or

Kethi, is derived, joined with Malcolm II.,

King of Scotland, in resisting the marauding

Danes, who at that time were busy with fire

and sword "amang the heather." The two

armiesâ��the Danes under their King Camus

â��met at Panbridge and a deadly struggle

ensued, from which the Danes seemed very

likely to emerge victorious. At this juncture

Robert Keith earned the arms now in use by

his descendants, and completely turned the

tide of battle against the invaders, by slaying

King Camus with his own hand in single

combat. The Scotch King, overjoyed at the

unlooked-for result of the fight, dipping his

fingers in Camus's blood, drew long streaks,

or "pales," on the top of Keith's shield to

commemorate his action; and, although

this was long before the days of organized

heraldry, there is little doubt that the Scotch

warrior and his descend

ants were so proud of

these blood marks that,

when armorial bearings

became necessary to all

men of any standing a

century later, the pales

gules separated by golden

bars on a plain silver

shield were selected as the

ensign of the family and

clan.

to the Crown. They are rather complicated,

and contain many emblems, but the first

quartering, the only one we have to deal with,

consists of a mailed right arm carrying on a

sword a silver banner charged with a cross

between sixteen shields, and on the centre of

the cross a lion of England. This quarter

ing, with an additional crest, was granted to

Sir Edward Lake by Charles I., in recognition

of his loyalty and services to the Royal cause.

The crest consists of a mounted cavalier in a

fighting posture covered with blood, his left

arm hanging down as wounded and useless,

and the bridle of his horse held in his teeth.

At the Battle of Edgehill Sir Edward

received sixteen wounds, hence the sixteen

small shields and

the condition of the

cavalier in the crest.

Of lesser naval

and military men

who have been re

warded in this man

ner there are a great

number. Captain

Hardinge, of the

Royal Navy, in 1800

was killed in an

action where, against

great odds, he suc

ceeded in capturing

a French frigate, and

the victory is signal

ized by the addition to his family crest of an

illustration of his ship in a somewhat shattered

state towing the dismasted and utterly wrecked

French ship away from the scene of action

(No. 4). The family were also granted the

use of a second crest, consisting of a sword

encircled by two laurel wreaths, and having

NO. 3.â��THE LAKE

ARMS, THE QUARTER

ING DENOTING THE

SIXTEEN WOUNDS

EDWARD LAKE AT

EDGEHILL.

The arms of the Lakes

(No. 3), an old English

family, are interesting as an

RECEIVED BY SIR example of heraldic com

memoration of loyal services

NO. 4.â��THE HARDINGE ARMS,

COMMEMORATING THE CAPTURE

OF A FRENCH FRIGATE.

NO. 5.â��THE CAMERON ARMS \ OBSERVE THE

KORPING HIGHLANDER.

attached to it a French and a Dutch flag,

inscribed respectively with the words " Pied-

montaise " and " Atalanta."

The family of Colonel Cameron of Fassi-

ferne, who commanded the old gznd Foot,
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now the 2nd Battalion Gordon Highlanders,

quarter at the top of their shield a view of

the town of Acre, where the gallant colonel

distinguished himself, and as a second crest

use the figure of a Highlander up to his waist

in water, to commemorate the passage of the

River Gave at Arri-

verette in the Penin

sular War (No. 5).

Medals that have

been awarded for dis-

tinguished services

are often found repre

sented on the coats

of arms of military

and naval families,

a case in point being

that of the Cockburn

Campbells, who use

those of Seringapa-

tam and Talavera,

won by Colonel

Campbell, of the 8oth Foot (No. 6).

NO. 6.â��THE COCKBURN CAMP-

BELL ARMS, SHOWING THE

ADDITION OF TWO MEDALS.

For curiosities in this direction we have,

however, to go back to ancient days, where

they are plentiful and enveloped in that

romance that only time can give. A very

singular story is told of the origin of the

arms and surname of Dalzell, the head of.

which family is now Earl of Carnwath.

Acertain favourite kinsman of Kenneth II.,

King of Scotland, was taken prisoner by the

Picts in one of the incessant wars that for

years deluged the borders in blood, and,

contrary to the custom of the time, was

hanged on a gibbet in the Picts' camp. That

one of his relations should be hanged instead

of suffering death by the sword in the correct

and chivalrous way greatly grieved and in

censed the King, and he offered a large

reward to any of his subjects who would

rescue the body from its ignominious position

in the enemy's country, and bring it safely

back to be decently interred. The risk

NO. 7.â��THE DALZELL ARMS, BEARING THE BODY OF

THE KING'S KINSMAN RESCUED FROM THE GIBBET.

was great, and for a time even the bravest

hesitated to take it, but at last a certain

" valourous gentylman," whose name does

not appear to be known, came forward, say

ing, in the old Scots tongue, " Dal zell," which

signifies " I dare,'' and, good as his word,

forth he went, returning after many perils

and sore wounded, but with the dead body

in his arms. After this exploit he took the

name of Dalzell, and bore on his shield the

naked figure of a man hanging on a gibbet,

which gruesome device (No. 7), together

with the name, his posterity bear at the

present day.

The crest of the Drakes, descended from

the Elizabethan Admiral Sir Francis, is very

curious and quite

unique, consisting

as it does of a ter

restrial globe sur

mounted by a six-

teenth-century

galleon, which is

being pulled

round the world

by two hawsers

held in a hand

issuing out of the

ClOUUS (i\O. o). NO. 8.â��SIR FRANCIS DRAKE'S CREST,

All that i.S aDDa- CÂ°MMEWORATING HIS VOYAGE

rent in the way of

ROUND THE WORLD.

a crew is an heraldic bird termed a wyvern,

which somewhat resembles a flying dragon

and has outstretched wings. This is repre

sented standing on the deck amidships. The

motto is ."Auxilio divino "â��"By Divine

help "â��and, as the crest was granted in cele

bration of Drake's great voyage round the

world, the allegory is

very pretty.

Another coat that

commemorates what

was in those days a

remarkable feat, but

at the same time not

the direct outcome

of the battlefield, is

that of Douglas

(No. 9). Their bear

ings in very early

times were three

silver stars on a blue

Shield, but after WITH THE HEART OF ROBERT

. , NO. Q. â�� THE DOUGLAS ARMS

"good Sir James "RUCB-

Douglas " carried King Robert Bruce's heart

to Jerusalem, to be there interred, they were

augmented by a red human heart, sur

mounted by an Imperial crown, and are so

borne at the present day.
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The Lockharts use the

same emblem, but it is

shown on their shield en

circled by an ancient pad

lock (No. to), the reason

being that one of their

ancestors is said to have

accompanied Sir James

Douglas on the above

quest, and, as the heart

was enclosed in a locked

casket, took the name of

Lockhart, and armorial

bearings that allude both

to the name and to the expedition.

NO. 10.â��THE LOCKHART ARMS, WITH THE HEART

AND THE PADLOCK.

The stirring times of the Civil Wars were

naturally very prolific in such honours, the

Royal treasury being depleted and existing

only in the pockets of loyal subjects; and it

was for services to the Crown that Sir John

Robinson, Alderman and Lord Mayor of

London, was granted on the

Restoration an addition to his

arms of a Royal lion standing

on a tower, seen in the upper

left-hand corner of No. 11, this

having reference to his position

of Lieutenant of the Tower of

London.

Sir George Ogilvie, of the

Ogilvies of Barras, rendered

yeoman service to the Royal

cause during this stormy period.

He was entrusted by William

Earl of Marishall with the keep

ing of his castle at Dunottar, in

which were lodged the crown,

sword, and sceptreâ��the regalia

of Scotland. The Roundheads were aware of

this, and made strenuous efforts to capture

the stronghold, which at last were successful,

Sir George being greatly outnumbered. But

what was their dismay to find that, though

they had the casket, the jewels were gone,

and neither threats nor promises could get

anything out of Sir George

or his wife, who in conse

quence were kept in close

confinement for many

years, during which the

lady died. However, even

through this trial Ogilvie

remained faithful to the

trust indirectly imposed

on him by his King, and

would doubtless have died

the sole possessor of the

secret but for the Restora

tion, when he returned

the entire regalia to the

Earl of Marishall and was

rewarded by a baronetcy

and an addition to his arms

of a lion with an open

crown round his neck and

an Imperial one on his

head, holding in his right

paw a sword defending a

thistle (No. 12). The alle

gory is, of course, obvious,

and must be a source of

pride to the descendants

of a man who gave his

wife and years of freedom rather than betray

the trust-of his Royal master.

NO. n.â��THE ARMS Or SIR JOHN

ROBINSON, WITH THE LION ON

THK TOWER.

In the times when kings went about

casually among their people and led the van

in battle at the imminent risk of death, many

occasions naturally arose where subjects were

able to render them personal services, some

times even to the extent of saving

their lives. Particularly does

this seem to have been the case

in Scotland, and many families

perpetuate in their armorial bear

ings actions of this kind ; for

instance, the Ramsays have in

one quartering a right hand

holding a sword upon which is

impaled a human heart and sup

ported on its point a Royal

Ci'own. This was granted them

by James VI. in consideration of

the fact that one Sir John Ramsay

saved him from assassination by

running his sword through the

heart of Ruthven Earl of

Gowry, who attempted to stab the King.

NO. 12.â��THE OGILVIE ARMS. THE CROWNED LION

DENOTES THE SAVING OF THE CROWN JEWELS OF

SCOTLAND BY SIK GEORGE OGILVIE.

The arms and name of Turnbull come

from a brave deed which is memorized by a

black bull's head on a silver shield. The

first of the family on record was one named

Ruel, who was noted for the possession of

great strength. It is handed down that upon

a certain occasion, when

King Robert Bruce was

charged by a wild bull in

Stirling Park, Ruel caught

the animal by the horns

and turned him aside,

holding him until the King

had reached a place of

safety. After this exploit

he changed his name to

Turnbull and took the

above arms, by which his

fame is handed down to

his descendants.
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The ancient Scots seem to have been very

proud of their exploits against the English,

as the arms of several Scotch families allude

to such achievements. The Binnings placed

a waggon on their shield because one of the

family with his seven sons, concealed in a

waggon of hay, surprised and took the Castle

of Linlithgow when in the hands of the

English during the reign of David II.

NO. 13.â��THECARMICHAFL ARMS,

The Carmichaels bear as a crest a mailed

arm, the hand grasping a broken tilting spear

(No. 13), this being in memory of the action of

one Sir John Carmichael who commanded the

Scotch auxiliary forces at the Battle of Bauge,

in Anjou, 1422,

where he particularly

distinguished himself

by dismounting no

less a person than

the Duke of Clar

ence, the English

general, which act

decided the day in

favour of the French

and Scotch. He

broke his lance in

the contest, and

hence the crest.

The .broken wall

or dyke represented

in the centre of the

shield of the Grahams of Inchbrakie

(No. 14) brings us back very vividly to the

old border fighting days, as it records the

prowess of a remote ancestor of that family

who distinguished himself in one of the

" little wars" of old by making a breach,

tinder fire as we should term it, in the

wall built by the Roman Emperor Tiberius

between the Forth and Clyde. For ages

afterwards, while the wall

stood, this particular part was

called Graham's Dyke.

SHOWING THE BROKEN LANCE

WHICH DISMOUNTED THE DUKE

OF CLARENCE.

A quaint origin is accorded

to the Anstruther crest and

motto, which consist respec

tively of two sturdy arms

brandishing a battle-axe and

the Latin equivalent of the

words, " I should have peri

shed unless I had gone

through with it" (No. 15). The legend

goes that an ancient Anstruther, wishing to

patch up a feud that existed between his

warlike family and another, arranged a friendly

meeting with the rival chief in order to dis

cuss terms and conditions ; but shortly before

the day appointed he was secretly informed

of the fact that his adversary had arranged

NO. 14.â��THE GRA

HAM ARMS SHOW

ING THE URKACHED

WALL.

a plan to take him unawares and assassinate

him at the meeting. Nothing dismayed, our

hero determined that, as assassination was

to be the order of the day, he would get

his blow in first. Having repaired to the

NO. 15. â�� THE ANSTRUTHER ARMS, WITH CREST OF THE

BATTLE-AXE.

meeting armed with a huge battle-axe, he

dashed out the brains of the intending

murderer on sight. Such was the rough-

and-ready justice of the age, and the An-

struthers find an excuse for it in the words

of their motto, which are doubtless those

used by their ancestor when called upon to

account for his act.

The crest of the Hamiltons (No. 16) is

interesting, as it arose from one of those hot-

blooded actions which were only too common

in olden times. It depicts, growing out of a

ducal coronet, an oak tree nearly cut through

by an ancient frame-saw. The motto over it is

" Through," and this and the crest are said

to commemorate the escape into Scotland,

in 1323, of a reputed ancestor named Sir

Gilbert Hamilton, who, through taking the

side of King Robert Bruce in a controversy

at the Court of Edward II., was drawn into

a duel with an

English knight, Sir

John Le Despencer.

Having killed the

latter, Sir Gilbert

was obliged to

make for the border

at full speed, as he

was hotly pursued,

and when near that

line of safety the

happy idea struck

him of disguising

himself and his

squire and joining

a band of wood-

that VIP hnrl

mat ne naa

NO- l6-~ THE HAMILTON ARMS,

W1TH CREST ar THK SAW 1N

chanced to fall in THE TREE, DENOTING SIR

with. He assumed

â�¢lit i

GILBERT HAMILTON S ESCAPE

AS A WOODMAN.
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their dress, and com

menced working with

them on an oak, when his

pursuers came up, much

to the consternation of

the squire, whose agitation

was rapidly becoming

somewhat obvious. Ham

ilton, seeing that he ran a

grave risk of being be

trayed by this untimely

fright, recalled the recal

citrant squire to his senses

by sharply uttering the

word "Through" as the

saw cut the last shred of

the oak, and as it fell the

English knights passed

unsuspectingly by. Thus was Sir Gilbert

NO. 17.â��THE HOWARD ARMS, BEARING THE LITTLE

SHIELD OF SCOTLAND IN COMMEMORATION OF

THE VICTORY AT FLODUEN.

are connected with a

strange tale of the mirac

ulous that relates to an

action said to have been

performed by St. Mungo,

the patron saint of the

city. The story goes that

a certain lady accidentally

dropped her ring into the

Clyde, and, being en

dowed with an extremely

jealous husband, was

much afraid of his pos

sible surmises as to its

disappearance. In this

strait she repaired to the

worthy saint and begged

his assistance in recover'

ing it, and the holy man, it is stated,

saved by his presence of mind in hiding recognising the gravity of the case, by some

the terror-struck appearance of his shield- means unknown caused a salmon to bring

bearer.

Observe the little shield of

Scotland that is charged as an

augmentation on the bearings

of the Howards (No. 17). This

was granted to Thomas Howard,

Duke of Norfolk, by Henry

VIII. in 1513, to commemorate

the great victory he won over

the Scotch at the Battle of Flod-

den, when James IV. was slain.

The augmentation, strictly speak

ing, consists of the shield of

Scotland with its usual border,

but with the lower half of the

lion cut off and its mouth

pierced with an arrow, the

former difference no doubt having

reference to the defeat, and the latter to the

part which the English bowmen played in it.

NO. 18.â��THE CLEkKK ARMS,

WITH THE DEMI-RAM COM

MEMORATING THE BATTLE OF

THK SPURS.

The Battle of the Spurs was that in which

the Clerkes won their augmen

tation of a demi-ramâ��i.e., the

head and half the body of that

animal, charged with a baton

and placed under two fleur-de-

lys of France, as shown in the

right-hand corner of No. 18.

Sir John Clerke, of Willoughby,

co. Warwick, here took the

Duke of Longueville prisoner,

and for this important capture

was awarded the above addi

tion to his arms.

Personal bearings are not

alone in sometimes having a N0 ,^_THE CRAWFURD ARMS

curious origin. For example,

those of the city of Glasgow

OF THE STAG WITH THE CROSS

BETWEEN ITS HORNS.

the ring to the shore in its

mouth, which exploit is per

petuated in the city shield by a

picture of the fish carrying the

ring.

The miraculous appears to

take a large part in Scottish

heraldry. Another example is

the arms that are carved on

the ancient Abbey of Holyrood

and also borne by the Craw-

furd family â�� namely, a stag's

head with a cross between its

antlers (No. 19). It is said

that King David I., called the.

saint, being hunting on Holy

Rood Day near Edinburgh,

was violently charged and dis

mounted by a stag bearing to all ap

pearances a wooden cross on his head

between the horns. The animal in its fury

would undoubtedly have killed

the King but for the interposi

tion of Sir Gregan Crawfurd,

who slew it at great bodily risk

in close encounter. The King,

who was naturally of a very

pious disposition, took this

adventure as a Divine reproof

for hunting upon a holy day,

and in penitence built and

endowed the Abbey of Holy-

rood, giving it very rightly

the above arms to perpetuate

the story of its origin, and

also awarding them to Sir

Gregan to commemorate his

plucky deed.
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CHAPTER XI.

R. CHALK'S anxiety during

the negotiations for the pur

chase of the Fair Emily kept

him oscillating between Tred-

gold and Stobell until those

gentlemen fled at his approach

and caused their retainers to make untruthful

statements as to their whereabouts. Daily

letters from Captain Brisket stated that he

was still haggling with Mr. Todd over the

price, and Mr. Chalk quailed as he tried to

picture the scene with that doughty champion.

Three times at the earnest instigation of

his friends, who pointed out the necessity of

keeping up appearances, had he set out to

pay a visit to Dialstone Lane, and three times

had he turned back half-way as he realized

the difficult nature of his task. As well ask

a poacher to call on a gamekeeper the

morning after a raid.

Captain Bowers, anxious to see him and

sound him with a few carefully-prepared

questions, noted his continued absence with

Copyright, 1904, by W. W. Jacobs,

regret. Despairing at last of a visit from

Mr. Chalk, he resolved to pay one himself.

Mr. Chalk, who was listening to his wife,

rose hastily at his entrance, and in great con

fusion invited him to a chair which was

already occupied by Mrs. Chalk's work-basket.

The captain took another and, after listen

ing to an incoherent statement about the

weather, shook his head reproachfully at

Mr. Chalk.

" I thought something must have happened

to you," he said. " Why, it must be weeks

since I've seen you."

"Weeks?" said Mrs. Chalk, suddenly

alert. " Why, he went out the day before

yesterday to call on you."

"Yes," said Mr. Chalk, with an effort, "so

I did, but half-way to yours I got a nail in

my shoe and had to come home."

" Home I" exclaimed his wife. "Why,

you were gone two hours and thirty-five

minutes."

" It was very painful," said Mr. Chalk, as

the captain stared in open-eyed astonishment

in the United States of America.
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at this exact time-keeping. " One time I

thought that I should hardly have got back."

" But you didn't say anything about it,"

persisted his wife.

" I didn't want to alarm you, my dear,"

said Mr. Chalk.

Mrs. Chalk looked at him, but, except for

a long, shivering sigh which the visitor took

for sympathy, made no comment.

" I often think that I must have missed a

great deal by keeping single," said the latter.

" It must be very pleasant when you're away

to know that there is somebody at home

counting the minutes until your return."

Mr. Chalk permitted himself one brief

wondering glance in the speaker's direction,

and then gazed out of window.

" There's no companion like a wife," con

tinued the captain. "Nobody else can quite

share your joys and sorrows as she can. I've

often thought how pleasant it must be to

come home from a journey and tell your wife

all about it: where you've been, what you've

done, and what you're going to do."

Mr. Chalk stole another look at him ; Mrs.

Chalk, somewhat suspicious, followed his

example.

" It's a pity you never married, Captain

Bowers," she said, at length ; " most men

seem to do all they can to keep things from

their wives. But one of these days "

She finished the sentence by an expressive

glance at her husband. Captain Bowers,

enlightened, hastened to change the subject.

" I haven't seen Tredgold or Stobell

either," he said, gazing fixedly at Mr. Chalk.

" Theyâ��they were talking about you only

the other day," said that gentleman, ner

vously. " Is Miss Drewitt well?"

" Quite well," said the captain, briefly.

" I was beginning to think you had all left

Binchester," he continued; "gone for a sea

voyage or something."

Mr. Chalk laughed uneasily. " I thought

that Joseph wasn't looking very well the last

time I saw you," he said, with an imploring

glance at the captain to remind him of the

presence of Mrs. Chalk.

" Joseph's all right," replied the other, " so

is the parrot."

Mr. Chalk started and said that he was

glad to hear it, and sat trying to think of a

safe subject for conversation.

"Joseph's a nice parrot," he said at last.

" The parrot's a nice lad, I mean."

" Thomas !" said Mrs. Chalk.

" Josephâ��isâ��aâ��niceâ��lad," said Mr.

Chalk, recovering himself. " I have often

thought "

The sentence was never completed, being

interrupted by a thundering rat-tat-tat at the

front door, followed by a pealing at the bell,

which indicated that the visitor was manfully

following the printed injunction to " Ring

also." The door was opened and a man's

voice was heard in the hallâ��a loud, confident

voice, at the sound of which Mr. Chalk,

with one horrified glance in the direction of

Captain Bowers, sank back in his chair and

held his breath.

" Captain Brisket," said the maid, opening

the door.

The captain came in with a light, bustling

step, and, having shaken Mr. Chalk's hand

with great fervour and acknowledged the

presence of Captain Bowers and Mrs. Chalk

by two spasmodic jerks of the head, sat bolt-

upright on the edge of a chair and beamed

brightly upon the horrified Chalk.

" I've got news," he said, hoarsely.

"News?" said the unfortunate Mr. Chalk,

faintly.

" Ah !" said Brisket, nodding. " News !

I've got her at last."

Mrs. Chalk started.

" I've got her," continued Captain Brisket,

with an air of great enjoyment ; " and a fine

job I had of it, I can tell you. Old Todd

said he couldn't bear parting with her. Once

or twice I thought he meant it."

Mr. Chalk made a desperate effort to catch

his eye, but in vain. It was fixed in remini

scent joy on the ceiling.

"We haggled about her for days," con

tinued Brisket ; " but at last I won. The

Fair Emily is yours, sir."

"The fair who?" cried Mrs. Chalk, in a

terrible voice. "Emily who? Emilv

what ?"

Captain Brisket turned and regarded her

in amazement.

" Emily who ? " repeated Mrs. Chalk.

" Why, it's " began Brisket.

"ITsh!" said Mr. Chalk, desperately.

"It's a secret."

" It's a secret," said Captain Brisket, nod

ding calmly at Mrs. Chalk.

Wrath and astonishment held her for the

moment breathless. Mr. Chalk, caught

between his wife and Captain Bowers, forti

fied himself with memories of the early

martyrs and gave another warning glance at

Brisket. For nearly two minutes that un

daunted mariner met the gaze of Mrs. Chalk

without flinching.

"A â�� a secret?" gasped the indignant

woman at last, as she turned to her husband.

" You sit there and dare to tell me that ? "
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"It isn't my secret," said Mr. Chalk, "else

I should tell you at once."

" It isn't his secret," said the complaisant

Brisket.

Mrs. Chalk controlled herself by a great

effort and, turning to Captain Brisket, ad

dressed him almost calmly. " Was it Emily

that came whistling over the garden-wall the

other night ? " she inquired.

"Whis ?" said the hapless Brisket,

making a noble effort. He finished the word

with a cough and gazed with protruding eyes

at Mr. Chalk. The appearance of that gentle

man sobered him at once.

" No," he said, slowly.

" How do you know ?" inquired Mrs.

Chalk.

" Because she can't whistle," replied Cap-

of composition ; " Mr. Chalk is trying to get

her a new place."

"New place?" said Mrs. Chalk, in a

choking voice.

Captain Brisket nodded. " She ain't

happy where she is," he explained, "and

Mr. Chalkâ��out o' pure good-nature and

kindness of heartâ��is trying to get her

another, and I honour him for it."

He looked round triumphantly. Mr.

Chalk, sitting open-mouthed, was regarding

him with the fascinated gaze of a rabbit

before a boa-constrictor. Captain Bowers

was listening with an appearance of interest

which in more favourable circumstances

would have been very flattering.

" You said," cried Mrs. Chalkâ��" you said

to my husband: 'The fair Emily is yours.'"

YUU SAIU TO MV HUSBAND: THE FAIR EMILY is YOURS.

tain Brisket, feeling his way carefully. "And

what's more, she wouldn't if she could. She's

been too well brought up for that."

He gave a cunning smile at Mr. Chalk, to

which that gentleman, having decided at all

hazards to keep the secret from Captain

Bowers, made a ghastly response, and nodded

to him to proceed.

" What's she got to do with my husband ? "

demanded Mrs. Chalk, her voice rising despite

herself.

" I'm coming to that," said Brisket, thought

fully, as he gazed at the floor in all the agonies

Vol. xjmi.â��86.

" So I did," said Brisket, anxiouslyâ��"so I

did. And what I say I stick to. When I

said that theâ��that Emily was his, I meant

it. I don't say things I don't mean. That

isn't Bill Brisket's way."

"And you said just now that he was getting

her a place," Mrs. Chalk reminded him, grimly.

" Mr. Chalk understands what I mean,"

said Captain Brisket, with dignity. " When

I said 'She is yours,' I meant that she is

coming here."

"O-oh!" said Mrs. Chalk, breathlessly.

" Oh, indeed ! Oh, is she ? "
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Mr. Chalk muttered something about

"doing a little gardening."

"You can do that another time," said

Mrs. Chalk, coldly. "I've noticed you've

been very fond of gardening lately."

The allusion was too indirect to contest,

but Mr. Chalk reddened despite himself, and

his wife, after regarding his confusion with a

questioning eye, left him to his own devices

and his conscience.

Mr. Stobell and his wife had just sat down

to tea when they arrived, and Mrs. Stobell,

rising from behind a huge tea-pot, gave a

little cry of surprise as her friend entered

the room, and kissed her

affectionately.

"Well, who would

have thought of seeing

you ? " she cried. " Sit

down."

Mrs. Chalk sat down

at the large table oppo

site Mr. Stobell ; Mr.

Chalk, without glancing

in his wife's direction,

seated himself by that

gentleman's side.

" Well, weren't you

surprised?" inquired

Mrs. Chalk, loudly, as

her hostess passed her

a cup of tea.

"Surprised?" said

Mrs. Stobell, curiously.

"Why, hasn't Mr.

Stobell told you ?" ex

claimed Mrs. Chalk.

" Told me ? " repeated

Mrs. Stobell, glancing

indignantly at the wide-

open eyes of Mr. Chalk.

" Told me what ? "

It was now Mrs.

Chalk's turn to appear

surprised, and she did

it so well that Mr. Chalk

choked in his tea-cup. "About the yacht

ing trip," she said, with a glance at her

husband that made his choking take on a

ventriloquial effect of distance.

little woman ; faded eyes, faded hair, faded

cheeks. It was even whispered that her love

for Mr. Stobell was beginning to fade.

" And I don't suppose you'll mind the sea

sickness after you get used to it," said the

considerate Mr. Chalk, "and the storms, and

the cyclones, and fogs, and collisions, and all

that sort of thing."

"But I don't understand," said Mrs.

Stobell, appealing!)'. " What yachting trip ? "

Mrs. Chalk began to explain ; Mr. Stobell

helped himself to another slice, and, except

for a single glance under

his heavy brows at Mr.

Chalk, appeared to be

oblivious of his surround

ings.

" If you can stand it, she can," said his

wife, angrily.

' MRS. STOBELL.

" Heâ��he didn't say anything to me about

it," said Mrs. Stobell, timidly.

She glanced at her husband, but Mr.

Stobell, taking an enormous bite out of a

slice of bread and butter, made no sign.

" It'll do you a world of good," said Mrs.

Chalk, affectionately. " It'll put a little

colour in your cheeks."

Mrs. Stobell flushed. She was a faded

" It sounds very nice,"

said Mrs. Stobell, after

her friend had finished

her explanation. " Per

haps it might do me

good. I have tried a

great many things."

" Mr. Stobell ought to

have taken you for a

voyage long before," said

Mrs. Chalk, with con

viction. " Still, better

late than never."

"The only thing is,"

said Mr. Chalk, speaking

with an air of great be

nevolence, "that if the

sea didn't suit Mrs. Sto

bell, she would be unable

to get away from it. And,

of course, it might upset

her very much."

Mr. Stobell wiped

some crumbs from his

moustache and looked up.

" No, it won't," he

said, briefly.

" Is she a good sailor ? " queried Mr. Chalk,

somewhat astonished at such a remark from

that quarter.

" Don't know," said Mr. Stobell, passing

his cup up. " But this trip won't upset her

â��she ain't going."

Mrs. Chalk exclaimed loudly and exchanged

glances of consternation with Mrs. Stobell;

Mr. Stobell, having explained the position,

took some more bread and butter and

munched placidly.

" Don't you think it would do her good ? "

said Mrs. Chalk, at last.
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"Might," said Mr. Stobell, slowly, "and

then, again, it mightn't."

" But there's no harm in trying," persisted

Mrs. Chalk.

Mr. Stobell made no reply. Having

reached his fifth slice he was now encouraging

his appetite with apricot jam.

"And it's so cheap, "continued Mrs. Chalk.

"That's the way I look at it. If she shuts

Mrs. Stobell interposed. " Not till Sep

tember, Robert," she said, almost firmly.

" It wouldn't be nice to be buried at sea,"

remarked Mr. Chalk, contributing his mite

to the discussion. " Of course, it's very im

pressive ; but to be left down there all alone

while the ship sails on must be very hard."

Mrs. Stobell's eyes began to get large.

" I'm feeling quite well," she gasped.

"' IT WOULDN'T BE NICE TO BE BURIED AT SEA,' REMARKED MR. CHALK."

up the house and gets rid of the servants,

same as I am going to do, it will save a lot

of money."

She glanced at Mr. Stobell, whose slowly

working jaws and knitted brows appeared to

indicate deep thought, and then gave a slight

triumphant nod at his wife.

" Servants are so expensive," she mur

mured. " Really, I shouldn't be surprised if

we saved money on the whole affair. And

then think of her health. She has never

quite recovered from that attack of bronchitis.

She has never looked the same woman since.

Think of your feelings if anything happened

to her. Nothing would bring her back to

you if once she went."

" Went where ? " inquired Mr. Stobell, who

was not attending very much.

" If she died, I mean," said Mrs. Chalk,

shortly.

" We've all got to die some day," said the

philosophic Mr. Stobell. " She's forty-six."

"Yes, dear," said Mrs. Chalk, with a

threatening glance at her husband. " Of

course, we know that. But a voyage would

do you good. You can't deny that."

Mrs. Stobell, fumbling for her handker

chief, said in a tremulous voice that she had

no wish to deny it. Mr. Stobell, appealed to

by the energetic Mrs. Chalk, admitted at

once that it might do his wife good, but that

it wouldn't him.

" We're going to be three jolly bachelors,"

he declared, and, first nudging Mr. Chalk

to attract his attention, deliberately winked

at him.

" Oh, indeed ! " exclaimed Mrs. Chalk,

drawing herself up; " but you forget that I

am coming."

" Two jolly bachelors, then," said the un

daunted Stobell.

"No," said Mrs. Chalk, shaking her head,

" I am not going alone; if Mrs. Stobell can't

come I would sooner stay at home."
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Mr. Stobell's face cleared : his mouth

relaxed and his dull eyes got almost kindly.

With the idea of calling the attention of

Mr. Chalk to the pleasing results of a little

firmness he placed his foot upon that gentle

man's toe and bore heavily.

" Best place for you," he said to Mrs.

Chalk. " There's no place like home for

ladies. You can have each other to tea

every day if you like. In fact, there's no

reason "â��he paused and looked at his wife,

half doubtful that he was conceding too

muchâ��" there's no reason why you shouldn't

sleep at each other's sometimes."

He helped himself to some cake and,

rendered polite by good-nature, offered some

to Mrs. Chalk.

" Mind, I shall not go unless Mrs. Stobell

goes," said the latter, waving the plate away

impatiently; " that I am determined

upon."

Mr. Chalk, feeling that appearances re

quired it, ventured on a mildâ��a very mildâ��

remonstrance.

" And he," continued Mrs. Chalk, sternly,

indicating her husband with a nod, " doesn't

go without me â�� not a single step, not an

inch of the way."

Mr. Chalk collapsed and sat staring at her

in dismay. Mr. Stobell, placing both hands

on the table, pushed his chair back and eyed

her disagreeably.

" It seems to me " he began.

" I know," said Mrs. Chalk, speaking with

some rapidityâ��" 1 know just how it seems

to you. But that's how it is. If you want

my husband to go you have got to have me

too, and if you have me you have got to

have your wife, and if â�¢"

" What, is there any more of you com

ing ?" demanded Mr. Stobell, with great

bitterness.

Mrs. Chalk ignored the question. " My

husband wouldn't be happy without me" she

said, primly. "Would you, Thomas?"

" No," said Mr. Chalk, with a gulp.

"Weâ��we're going a long way," said Mr.

Stobell, after a long pause.

" Longer the better," retorted Mrs. Chalk.

"We're going among savages," continued

Mr. Stobell, casting about for arguments ;

" cannibal savages."

"They won't eat her," said Mrs. Chalk, with

a passing glance at the scanty proportions of

her friend, " not while you're about."

" I don't like to take my wife into danger,"

said Mr. Stobell, with surly bashfulness ; "I'm

â��I'm too fond of her for that. And she

don't want to come. Do you, Alice ? "

" No," said Mrs. Stobell, dutifully, " but I

want to share your dangers, Robert."

" Say ' yes ' or 'no' without any trimmings,"

commanded her husband, as he intercepted

a look passing between her and Mrs. Chalk.

" Doâ��youâ��wantâ��toâ��come?"

Mrs. Stobell trembled. " I don't want to

prevent Mr. Chalk from going," she mur

mured.

" Never mind about him," said Mr. Stobell.

" Doâ��youâ��wantâ��toâ��tome ? "

"Yes," said Mrs Stobell.

Her husband, hardly able to believe his

ears, gazed at her in bewilderment. "Very

well, then," he said, in a voice that made

the tea cups rattle. " COME !"

He sat with bent brows gazing at the

table as Mrs. Chalk, her face wreathed in

triumphant smiles, began to discuss yachting

costumes and other necessities of ocean

travel with the quivering Mrs. Stobell.

Unable to endure it any longer he rose and,

in a voice by no means alluring, invited Mr.

Chalk into the garden to smoke a pipe ; Mr.

Chalk, helping himself to two pieces of cake

as evidence, said that he had not yet finished

his tea. Owing partly to lack of appetite

and partly to the face which Mr. Stobell

pressed to the window every other minute to

entice him out, he made but slow progress.

The matter was discussed next day as

they journeyed down to Biddlecombe with

Mr. Tredgold to complete the purchase of

the schooner, the views of the latter gentle

man coinciding so exactly with those of Mr.

Stobell that Mr. Chalk was compelled to

listen to the same lecture twice.

Under this infliction the spirits of Mr.

Chalk began to droop, nor did they revive

until, from the ferry-boat, his eyes fell upon

the masts of the Fair Emily, and the trim

figure of Captain Brisket standing at the foot

of the steps awaiting their arrival.

" We've had a stroke of good luck, gentle

men," said Brisket, in a husky whisper, as

they followed him up the steps. "See that

man ? "

He pointed to a thin, dismal-looking man,

standing a yard or two away, who was trying

to appear unconscious of their scrutiny.

" Peter Duckett," said Brisket, in the same

satisfied whisper.

Mr. Stobell, ever willing for a free show,

stared at the dismal man and groped in the

recesses of his memory. The name seemed

familiar.

" The man who ate three dozen hard-boiled

eggs in seven minutes ? " he asked, with a

little excitement natural in the circumstances
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Captain Brisket stared at

him. " No; Peter Duckett,

the finest mate that ever

sailed," he said, with a

flourish. " We're lucky to

have the chance of getting him, I can tell

you. To see him handle sailormen is a

revelation ; to see him handle a ship "

HE POINTED TO A THIN, DISMAL-LOOKING MAN."

He broke off and shook his head with the

air of a man who despaired of doing justice

to his subject. " These are the gentlemen,

Peter," he said, introducing them with a wave

of his hand.

Mr. Duckett raised his cap, and tugging at

a small patch of reddish-brown hair strangely

resembling a door-mat in texture, which grew

at the base of his chin, cleared his throat

and said it was a fine morning.

" Not much of a talker, is Peter," said the

genial Brisket. " He's a doer; that's what

he isâ��a doer. Now, if you're willingâ��and

I hope you areâ��he'll come aboard with us

and talk the matter over."

This proposition being assented to after a

little delay on the part of Mr. Stobell, who

appeared to think Mr. Duckett's lack of

connection with the hard-boiled eggs some

what suspicious, they proceeded to Todd's

Wharf and made a thorough inspection of the

schooner. Mr. Chalk's eyes grew bright and

his step elastic. He roamed from forecastle

to cabin and from cabin to galley, and, his

practice with the crow's-nest in Dialstone

Lane standing him in good stead, wound up

by ascending to the masthead and waving to

his astonished friends below.

Mr. Todd came on board as he regained

the deck, and, stroking his white beard,

regarded him with an air of benevolent

interest.

"There's no ill-feeling," he said, as Mr.

Chalk eyed his outstretched hand somewhat

dubiously. " You're a hard nut, that's what

you are, and I pity anybody that has the

cracking of you. A man that could come

and offer me seventy pounds for a craft like

thisâ��seventy pounds, mind you," he added,

with a rising colour, as he turned to the

othersâ��" seventy pounds, and a face like a

baby. Why, when I think of it, HANG ME IF

i DON'T "

Captain Brisket laid his hand on his arm

and with soothing words led him below. His

voice was heard booming in the cabin until

at length it ended in a shout of laughter, and

Captain Brisket, appearing at the companion,

beckoned them below, with a whispered

injunction to Mr. Chalk to keep as much

in the background as possible.

The business was soon concluded, and Mr.

Chalk's eye brightened again as he looked on

his new property. Captain Brisket, in high

good-humour, began to talk of accommoda-
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tion, and, among other things, suggested a

scheme of cutting through the bulkhead at

the foot of the companion-ladder and build

ing a commodious cabin with three berths in

the hold.

"There are two ladies coming," said Mr.

Chalk.

Captain Brisket rubbed his chin. " I'd

forgotten that," he said, slowly. " Two, did

you say ? "

" It doesn't matter," said Mr. Stobell,

fixing him with his left eye and slowly veiling

the right. " You go on with them alterations.

One of the ladies can have your state-room

and the other the mate's bunk."

" Where are Captain Brisket and the mate

to sleep ? " inquired Mr. Chalk.

" Anywhere," replied Mr. Stobell. " With

the crew if they like."

Captain Brisket, looking suddenly very

gesture in the direction of the unconscious

Mr. Chalk decided him. "Very good, gentle

men," he said, cheerfully. " I'm in your

hands, and Peter Duckett'll do what I do.

It's settled he's coming, I suppose ? "

Mr. Tredgold, after a long look at the

anxious face of Mr. Duckett, said " Yes," and

then at Captain Brisket's suggestion the

party adjourned to the Jack Ashore, where

in a little room upstairs, not much larger

than the schooner's cabin, the preparations

for the voyage were discussed in detail.

"And mind, Peter," said Captain Brisket

to his friend, as the pair strolled along by the

harbour after their principals had departed,

" the less you say about this the better. We

don't want any Biddlecombe men in it."

â�¢" Why not ? " inquired the other.

" Because," replied Brisket, lowering his

voice, " there's more in this than meets the

THERE S MOKE IN THIS THAN MEETS THE EVE.

solemn, shook his head and said that it was

impossible. He spoke in moving terms of

the danger to discipline, and called upon

Mr. Duckett to confirm his fears. Mean

time, Mr. Stobell, opening his right eye slowly,

winked with the left.

" You go on with them alterations," he

repeated.

Captain Brisket started and reflected. A

nod from Mr. Tredgold and a significant

eye. They're not the sort to go on a cruise

to the islands for pleasureâ��except Chalk,

that is. I've been keeping my ears open, and

there's something afoot. D'ye take me ? "

Mr. Duckett nodded shrewdly.

" I'll pick a crew for 'em," said Brisket.

" A man here and a man there. Biddle

combe men ain't tough enough. And now,

what about that whisky you've been talking

so much about ? "

(To be continued.)



The Vicissitudes of Pictures.

HE adventures which have be

fallen some of the most noted

art treasures are both curious

and interesting. Foremost

among them is the well-known

instance of the famous picture

by Gainsborough of the beautiful Duchess

of Devonshire. Everyone will remember

the circumstances which attended the sale

and subsequent loss of this fine picture

â��how, while being exhibited by Messrs.

Agnew, the mutilation and theft of it

took place. The canvas was cut from the

frame with a sharp knife, brown paper

was fastened on the face

of it to prevent cracking

when rolled up, and the

thief or thieves, not

withstanding the fact that

the operation must

have occupied some

considerable time, escaped

unseen, and all trace of

the picture was, for the

time being, completely

lost.

The beautiful picture of

"The Immaculate Con

ception," by Murillo, here

reproduced, which now

hangs in the Louvre, is

remarkable from the fact

that it was at one time

the means of saving the

lives of two men who were

about to be shot. It

formerly belonged to

Marshal Soult, and was

acquired by him while

following the retreating

army of Sir John Moore.

Two monks were taken

prisoners by a party of his

soldiers, and instead of

ordering them to be shot

forthwith (the usual

method of dealing with

this class of prisoner, who

were particularly hostile to

the French) he commanded

them to show the way to

their monastery. Here he

saw this picture and wanted

to purchase it, but the prior

Vol. xxvii.-87

A PICTURE WHICH

refused, informing him that one hundred

thousand francs had been offered for it.

This sum the Marshal said he would double,

and the prior, thinking he saw a way of

rescuing his unfortunate brethren by the

transaction, agreed to accept it, providing

the Marshal would hand over his prisoners

as part of the bargain. Soult, not to be

outdone, replied that their lives were valued

at two hundred thousand francs, and for this

sum he would be pleased to release them.

To this the prior was compelled to agree, the

Marshal accordingly gaining the painting

without parting with a penny. At the Soult

SAVED THE LIVES OF TWO MENâ��"THE IMMACULATE

CONCEPTION." BY MUKILLO.
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sale at Christie's in 1852 this picture was

competed for by all the crowned heads in

Europe, and was finally knocked down to the

French Government for five hundred and

eighty-six thousand francs.

Another picture which was subjected to

treatment similar to that of the Gainsborough

watch had been doubled, and also augmented

by two mastiffs, on account of two preced

ing robberies of cathedral property. The

portion taken away was sufficient to form

a complete picture in itselfâ��as will easily

be understood by an inspection of the

accompanying reproduction â�� and it was

no doubt with this idea in

his mind that the sacri

legious thief went to work.

No trace of the peqietrator

of this outrage could be

found, but the Spanish

Government, with commend

able promptitude, acquainted

their representatives abroad

with the facts, and had photo

graphs of the picture for

warded to them. It was not,

however, till the following

year that anything more was

heard of it, when it was offered

for sale to a New York dealer

by a Spaniard, who said he

had a fine Murillo at his

rooms if the dealer would

like to see it. This gentle

man, whose suspicions were

aroused, accordingly pro

ceeded thither, and at once

"ST. ANTONV," DY MURILLO, SHOWING THE PICTURE AFTER MUTILATION, TOGETHER WITH THE PART CUT OUT.

From a Photo, by J. Laurent <t Co.. Madrid.

is the superb painting of St. Antony, also by

Murillo, in the cathedral at Seville. It is the

largest work of the master, and so finely

painted that it is said that birds have been

seen trying to alight upon the table in the

picture and peck at the flowers. The Duke

of Wellington offered to buy it, covering it

with eold ounces, a price equal to thirty-

six thousand pounds. On the 5th of

November, 1874, it was discovered that

the figure of St. Antony had been cut

from the picture, the remainder being un

injured, and this in spite of the fact that the

recognised the picture as the missing portion

of the Seville Murillo. He secretly gave

notice to the Spanish Consul, for whom

the picture was purchased for two hundred

and fifty dollars, the man Garcia, who

sold the picture and was the actual thief,

being shortly afterwards arrested. It was

subsequently returned to Seville, the damaged

parts were skilfully restored, and it was finally

reinstated in its former position amid im

posing religious and secular festivities.

" The Reading Magdalene," by Correggio,

so familiar to all from the many fine prints of
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CORREGGlo's "READING MAGDALENE," STOLEN FROM THE DRESDEN GALLERY AND DISCOVERED IN A HAYLOFT.

it which exist, has not been without its ex

periences in the ups and downs of life and

the dangers to which such things of beauty

and world-wide fame are unfortunately liable.

In 1747 this picture and two others with it

suddenly disappeared from the walls of the

Dresden Gallery and for some time could not

be heard of. " The Judgment of Paris," by

Van der Werff, one of the missing pictures,

was subsequently discovered in a box near

the Zwinger, and the Correggio soon after

wards under the floor of a hayloft, in a

frameless condition, this having been removed

for the sake of the precious stones with

which it was adorned.

_

A similar place of concealment, by the

way, was one selected for a stolen picture

by Raphael of a " Holy Family," which was

found by a peasant in Italy in 1876, and

used by him to stop a broken window, until

ONE OF THE SUPERB SET Or TAPESTRIES OF THE ARMADA, DESTROYED BY FIRE AT THE HOUSE OF LORDS IN 1834.
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it was seen by a gentleman who happened to

pass by, and who, being attracted by so

singular a phenomenon, asked to be allowed

to inspect it. Upon examining it closely he

identified it as a missing picture of great

value by Raphael, which had disappeared

many years before from the collection of the

Rovere family, for whom it was painted by

the great master, and whose arms were dis

covered on the back of the picture.

Thieves are but one of the many dangers,

however, to which pictures and such-like

articles are ex

posed ; many

have suffered

from fire, more

from neglect, and

not a few have

been wantonly

destroyed by wil

ful or malicious

persons unable

to appreciate

what others

would give all

they possess to

call their own. A

fine series of im

portant historical

records of one of

the most famous

incidents in Eng

lish history were

the victims of the

first - named of

these elements

of destruction,

when the Houses

of Parliament

were burnt down

in 1834. They

were a fine set of

tapestries repre

senting the

different posi

tions and attacks

of the English

Fleet upon the Spanish Armada as it

sailed up the English Channel in 1588.

These tapestriesâ��one of which is repro

duced on the preceding page â�¢â�� were

bespoken by Ix>rd Howard of Effingham,

the English admiral, of Cornelius Vroom, a

clever Dutch artist, and were sold by him

to James I. They were afterwards used to

decorate the interior of the House of Lords,

where they hung in separate panels to the

number of ten, each being surrounded by a

wrought border in which were woven the

>*â�¢â�� -i Â«ii "t ..-â�¢'.'

portraits of the English commanders. Their

loss is much to be deplored, as they were the

only authentic and contemporary representa

tions of that memorable event.

Our next two illustrations are represen

tative examples of two famous works which

have been rescued from oblivion by mere

chance, and now grace, the one the Royal

collection and the other that of the nation

at South Kensington. The first is a speak

ing portrait of a lady, from a series of similar

drawings by Hans Holbein in the King's

ONE OF A SET OF DRAWINGS, BY HOLBEIN, FOUN1J IN AN OLD BUKEAU AT

KENSINGTON 1'ALACE BY O.UEEN CAROLINE.

collection at

Windsor, consist

ing of portraits of

ladies and gentle

men of the Court

of Henry VIII.,

which were dis

covered byQueen

Caroline, in the

reign of George

II., stowed away

in an old bureau

at Kensington

Palace, together

with a volume of

valuable draw

ings by Leonardo

da Vinci. The

career of these

drawings was a

strange one, for

many years after

Holbein's death

they turned up in

France, whence

they were pro

cured by Charles

I. through the in

strumentality of

the French Am

bassador. The

King afterwards

gave them to

Lord Pembroke,

and from him

they passed to the Earl of Arundel. Nothing

more was heard of them until they were acci

dentally discovered by Queen Caroline, as

before stated. They are of immense value,

and the portraits include those of Edward VI.

when a boy, Queen Jane Seymour, Anne

Boleyn, Sir Thomas More, Bishop Fisher,

John Colet, Dean of St. Paul's, Howard Earl

of Surrey, and many other equally distingui

shed and well-known historical personages.

The vicissitudes of the celebrated Raphael

cartoons are many and various. Originally they
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were intended as patterns for the Flemish

weavers in the manufacture of a series of

tapestries representing subjects from the New

Testament, designed by Raphael for Pope

Leo X. Having served this purpose they were

thrown aside as useless; in fact, the weavers

had already cut several of them into strips

for working purposes when Rubens happened

to see them. Soon afterwards he came to

England, where he mentioned what he had

seen to King Charles, and this ill-fated monarch,

whose taste for the fine arts is well known,

immediately ordered them to be procured

for the Royal collection, but, unfortunately,
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The tapestries which were wrought in gold

and silver from these cartoons cost I'ope

Leo X. sixty thousand dollars, and were

hung in the Vatican. Here they remained

undisturbed till they were carried off by the

French troops under Napoleon in 1798.

Some years afterwards they were discovered

in the hands of a Jew in Paris, who had

already burnt two of the pieces for the

purpose of extracting the gold and silver

contained in the texture. They were pur

chased for the Pope, and once more hung in

the Vatican.

When Wordsworth, as a little boy, in

ONE OF KAI'HAEl. S CELEBRATED CARTOONS, AFTEK BEING PIECED TOGETHER.

it was too late to save them all. Seven

perfect ones only remained, the others having

been thrown away or destroyed, excepting a

few fragments, which lay in a confused heap

upon the floor of the workshop. After the

death of the King the cartoons, but for

Cromwell's intervention, would have left the

country : but at the sale of the Royal col

lection he ordered them to be purchased,

and, though Charles II. nearly disposed of

them to France, they have remained here

ever since, and now: hang in a gallery set

apart for the purpose in South Kensington

Museum.

childish ignorance and simple bravado struck

his whip through a fine picture, and the

children of a well-known nobleman destroyed

another in wanton mischief by riddling it

with arrows, they did but add two others to

the long list of the many works of art which

have been damaged or destroyed by other

children equally ignorant of the crime they

were committing. Had these youthful depre

dators confined their attentions to a few of

the multitude of second-rate productions

which exist, there would perhaps be less

cause for regret; but, unfortunately, if mis

chief is to be done, it is usually the best and
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Another picture of Sir Joshua's

which has also been in troubleâ��that

is to say, has been in the hands of

the lawyersâ��is the " I^ady Cock burn

and Her Children." This picture for

a few years belonged, or was sup

posed to belong, to the nation, and

hung in the National Gallery, where

thousands of people saw and admired

it. It was bequeathed to this in

stitution by the late I^ady Hamilton

in 1892. In 1899 the family hap

pened to discover that Lady Hamil

ton's interest in the picture w.ts

restricted to her life, and that she

had no right to dispose of it by

will or otherwise. They therefore

claimed the picture, and the trus

tees, after testing the case, were

compelled to relinquish their claim.

It was sold by the family to Mr.

Beit, the South African millionaire,

for twenty-two thousand pounds.

I-OKTK

SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS, DESTROYED HV HHR

HUbUAND IN A FIT OF RACE.

most valuable that suffers, be it

picture or any other article that

happens to be the victim. This

form of destruction, though much

to be deplored, is, however, com

paratively innocent when con

trasted with the malicious treat

ment meted out to the beautiful

picture which forms our next

illustration. This fine work of

Sir Joshua Reynolds is a portrait

of Elizabeth Countess of Derby,

a daughter of one of the beautiful

Miss Gunnings, and one of the

bright particular stars of society

in the reign of George III. This

picture was destroyed by her

husband, the twelfth Earl of

Derby, in a fit of rage after her

divorce. Its loss to posterity

can be better appreciated when

one realizes it by the side of the

.fame painter's beautiful portrait

of Mrs. Carnac in the Wallace

collection, with which it compared

very favourably.

'LADY COCKBURN AND HER CHILURKN, DY SIR JOSHUA RRVNOLDS, A

PICTURE WHICH COST THE NATIONAL GALLERY A LAWSUIT.



The Inadvertent Highwayman.

BY EDWIN PUGH.

DENSE fog had descended

upon London. At the heart

of the great city it was thickly,

murkily brown. In the suburbs

it was as rolling white smoke,

damp and choking and chill.

Little Mr. Augustus Pimm groped his way

through the frost-bound lanes of Podisham,

considerably at a loss, for the neighbourhood

was comparatively unknown to him. He

shivered and shuddered as he stumbled

along the rutty road, and heartily wished

himself at his destination. Yet he was by

no means unhappy,

despite his miserable

plight. Indeed, he

stopped every now

and then to utter a

chuckle of supreme

self-satisfaction. For

was he not about to

become the accepted

lover of the best and

prettiest girl in the

world ? He planned

the manner of his pro

posal as he blundered

on, rehearsing the per-

fervid speech in which

he meant to avow his

passion and win his

dear one's timidly joy

ous acceptance. No

thought of rejection

entered his mind, for

she was poorâ��a mere

typist, and he was rich

â��a banker's only son.

It was a pity, he re

flected, that her people

were so impossible ;

but he could take her

away from them, and

no one need know her

origin. Yes, she was

quite worthy of. him,

could appeal for guidance. Stillness and that

white darkness brooded over all the semi-

rural landscape.

But suddenly the stillness was disturbed.

He heard a sound of hasty footsteps coming

after him. He stopped abruptly, feeling as if

he had been stabbed in the pit of the stomach

with an ice-cold knife. There was something

incredibly menacing in the sound of those

footsteps. What sort of man could it be who

ran thus recklessly in that impenetrable

gloom ? Augustus asked himself. And he

was filled with a vague fear. He listened

intently. The patter

of the flying feet was

drawing rapidly nearer

and nearer. Then he

was seized with panic,

and he, too, began to

run.

HE STOPPED ABKUPTLY.

quite worthy. So ran his thoughts, and so

absorbing were they that he wandered on,

paying but little regard to the path he was

following.

At last he roused himself from meditation

to consider his bearings. But the mist was

so dense he could see only a very few yards

ahead. Beyond that he was walking down

a narrow lane between two high, thick hedges,

he knew nothing whatever of his where

abouts. And there was no one to whom he

A voice called out,

" Stop ! Stop, you

villain, or I fire !"

But Augustus

pounded on, unheed

ing. He found, how

ever, that, handicapped

as he was by his heavy

overcoat, to say no

thing of his meagre

physical proportions

and his lack of condi

tion, he was no match

for his pursuer. The

chase was soon over.

A strong hand clutched

him by the collar; his

hat fell off and rolled

on the hard, glistening

road : and he himself

was jerked back with

such violence that he

almost lost his balance.

Indeed, if his assailant

had not held him in

such a tight grip he

must assuredly have fallen.

" W-what ? "' he gasped.

" You scoundrel!" thundered the Un

known, fiercely. It was very, very dark ; but

Mr. Pimm made out dimly that he seemed

to be a well-dressed, clean-shaven young man

of a pleasing countenance. " Give me that

watch," said he.

He looked so fierce and formidable that

Mr. Augustus Pimm did not hesitate for an

instant to comply with his demand.
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" Certainly, certain!}'," he quavered. " It's

a little hard, butâ��

there is someone on the premises who

wouldn't mind acting as guide to me ? "

" The watch," said the Unknown, sternly.

Augustus unbuttoned his thick, heavy

overcoat, drew the watch from his pocket,

and handed it over.

"And thank your

lucky stars," said this â��-""'Â£<

extraordinary footpad,

" that I let you off so

lightly."

He took the watch

without looking at itâ��

indeed, his angry blue

eyes never once flinched

from their steady re

gard of the terrified

Mr. Pimm's faceâ��and

slipped it nonchalantly

into his own pocket.

" Now, get out with

you," said he.

And as he spoke he

aimed a well directed

kick .at Mr. Pimm that

sent him sprawling on

his hands and knees.

Then, with a laugh, the

robber strolled away.

Poor little Augustus,

with tears of anguish

in his eyes, mortifica

tion and rage in his

heart, gathered himself

up, recovered his hat,

brushed his knees and

elbows, and buttoned

up his coat again. He

had had enough of that

dark lane. He would

proceed no farther, but

retrace his steps to the

warmly-lighted streets he had lately quitted.

Then he could make inquiries at some shop

and perhaps secure a guide. For he had by

no means abandoned his intention of calling

on his loved one on that night and declaring

his passion.

" Certainly, sir. Bill, my pot-boy, will

take you for a copper or two. It's only a

matter of a few hundred yards."

THE WATCH, SA[[> THK UNKNOWN, STERNLY.

He felt so shaken and sore that he went

into a public-house and called for a glass of

brandy to steady his nerves. He told the

landlord what had befallen him.

" Ah," said the landlord, "there's a lot of

rough customers about here. You're not the

first one to be waylaid, not by a long chalk.

Police are always having complaints about

it."

" Could you direct me to Caversham

Terrace ? " asked Augustus. " Or perhaps

So Bill was fetched

from the cellar, and

conducted Mr. Pimm

to his destination.

"Mr. Letter at

home ? " asked Augus

tus, when the door of

the trim little villa was

opened in answer to

his knock.

" Come in, my dear boy, come in," he

cried, heartily. " You're just in time for

a bit of something to eat."

" Yes, sir. Will you

step in, sir, please ? "

He stepped in, and

waited in the hall whilst

the maid went upstairs

to announce him.

There were a hat and

a coat hanging on the

rack, of a jaunty, ultra-

fashionable cut that he

did not like the look of.

He knew they could

not possibly belong to

staid old Mr. Letter,

and Minnie, Miss

Lotter, his adored, had

no brothersâ��was, in

deed, an only child.

Was it possible that he

had a rival ? he asked

himself. He had never

entertained any such

fear before, and the

thought troubled him.

But Mr. Lotter,

bustling out into the

hall to welcome him,

put reflection to rout.

He led him into the little drawing-room,

where the table was already spread and the

diners seated. There were Mrs. Lotter, a

sweet-faced matron who, in her girlhood,

must have been wondrously like Minnie ;

Minnie herself, ravishing in a white serge

dress tricked out with clusters of blue

ribbon ; and a broad-shouldered young man

with fair hair whose face Augustus could not

see, as the young man sat with his back to

the door. But he guessed that this was the

owner of the jaunty hat and coat, and he

hated him.
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Having shaken hands deferentially with

Mrs. Letter and a little shyly with Miss

Lotter, he turned to the young man, awaiting

an introduction. That detestable person still

sat with only his broad shoulders visible, as

if he reciprocated heartily Mr. Pimm's own

rancorous feelings.

" Ah, I forgot," cried Mr. Lotter. " You

have not met Mr. Windsorâ��Jack Windsorâ��

before. Jack, this is Mr. Pimm.''

The young man rose and confronted

Augustus at last. " Glad to have the

pleasure " he was beginning; and then

he paused abruptly.

As for Augu~tus, he felt as if he had been

dealt a heavy blow on the head. For in this

Mr. Jack Windsor, this privileged guest at

the Lotter table, he recognised the footpad

who had despoiled him of his watch. He

stood gasping like a stranded fish, his pale

eyes widely distended.

" What's the matter ?" cried Mr. Lotter,

alarmed by the extraordinary demeanour of

Augustus.

" It's all right," said Jack Windsor. "We

have met before. Old friends, in fact. Bit

of a shock to both of us. How do you do,

old boy ? " And he gripped :ue limp hand

of Augustus and clapped him on the shoulder.

As he did this he winked meaningly half-a-

dozen times.

Augustus Pimm took his seat, feeling

utterly dazed, almost as if he were under

some hypnotic spell. He saw the footpad

as through a mist, eating and drinking

with a good appetite. He heard him talk

ing and laughing with Minnie, thoroughly at

his ease and altogether enjoying himself.

He watched the pair as if fascinated. In

vain Mrs. Lotter pressed delicacies upon

him and, when he declined them all, ex

pressed solicitude for his health. In vain

Mr. Lotter tried to draw him out on various

current topics of the day. He only sat there,

silent and moody, with his gaze fixed steadily

on the serene face of the footpad.

Dinner over they adjourned to the drawing-

room.

Jack Windsor at once installed himself

near Minnie, whilst poor Augustus sat on

a chair by the door, looking utterly lonely

and forlorn. Mr. and Mrs. Lotter occupied

two arm-chairs, facing one another across the

hearthrug. Very soon Mr. Lotter fell fast

asleep, and then Mrs. Lotter, speaking in a

piercing whisper, said :â��

"Oh, I declare I had almost forgotten.

I want to ask your advice, my .dear Mr.

Windsor, about some old prints Mr. letter

Vol. xxvii.â�� 88

picked up in Wardour Street the other day.

Would you mind coming downstairs with me

and looking through them?"

It was not with the best grace in the world

that Mr. Jack Windsor complied with this

request. He got up with an affectation of

pleased alacrity, however, and accompanied

her out of the room.

Then Mr. Augustus Pimm pulled himself

together. This was plainly his opportunity,

one specially made for him by Mrs. Lotter,

who (he knew) strongly favoured his suit.

He must not miss it. Something of his

natural confidence returned to him. He left

his lonely seat, crossed the room, and took

the seat near Minnie that Jack Windsor

had just vacated.

Minnie looked at him with a shadow of

trouble clouding the brightness of her eyes.

Augustus knew that his time was short, and

at once plunged into the subject nearest his

heart.

" Miss Lotter," he said, " I have been

longing for this chance for weeks."

" Indeed ! " said she, with downcast eyes.

"This is the supreme moment of my life.

In a very little while I shall be either the

most happy or the most miserable man on

earth."

She stole a side glance at him.

" Minnie, I love you."

" No, no," she cried, in a strain d whisper;

and she shrank away from him.

" I love you with all my hear1 and soul.

I love you more than anything else in

the worldâ��riches, honours, fame, anything.

Don't you love me a little, tooâ��only just a

Ijttle?"

" Iâ��I like you, Mr. Pimm.''

" That is not enough. That is not what I

want."

" I can give you no more than that."

" Can't you even give me hope ? "

" No."

" No hope ? "

" None."

" Oh, but why ? -why ? "

" Please don't press me further, Mr. Pimm.

I am very sorry, but what I say is quite true

and unalterable. And you are only distress

ing not merely yourself, but me also, by

going on like this."

" Perhaps," he saidâ��and his voice and the

expression of his face were alike unpleasant

â��" perhaps you prefer someone else ? "

She did not answer.

" Is that it ? " he asked, harshly.

"You have no right to cross-examine me

in this way," she protested. " But since you
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"OH, BUT WHY?â��WHY?"

persist I will tell you. I do prefer someone

else. And I am engaged to be married to

him. Mamma does not know of the engage

ment yet; but papa doesâ��and approves."

" And who is the lucky man ? "

"What can that matter to you, Mr.

Pimm ? "

His face lowered.

"Is it this Mr. Jack Windsor?"

The glance she gave him expressed her

resentment at the tone he was adopting.

She half rose.

"No," said he, clutching her wrist.

"Listen to me for just one minute longer,"

and he pulled her down beside him. " Do

you know what this Mr. Jack Windsor

is?"

" He is all that is manly and "

" Yes, I know. But do you know what

he does for a living ? "

"Of course I do. He is an artistâ��a

painter."

" A prosperous one ? "

" He will get on. But

really, Mr. Pimm, I fail to

see what right "

" I have every right. He

is a poor artist ; and to

supplement his meagre and

uncertain income, what do

you think he does ? "

" I was not aware "

" He plunders honest

men, Miss Loiter. He way

lays them on the King's

high-road and robs them.

He is a common footpad."

Minnie leaned back

among the cushions and

laughed merrily.

" I never in all my life

heard anything so ridicu

lous," she cried. " You

must be mad."

" Mad or sane," ex

claimed Augustus, heatedly,

" I will vouch for the truth

of what I say. He robbed

me on my way here. Took

my watch from me, and

subjected me to brutal vio

lence afterwardsâ��-big

coward that he is." He

became greatly excited.

"If you don't believe me,

tax him with the theft in my presence. If

you won't, then I willâ��before you all."

Minnie stared at him, the citadel of her

incredulity tottering before the onslaught of

Mr. Pimm's unmistakable sincerity. She

knew not what to make of it all. Her belief

in her lover's integrity was, of course, un

shaken ; even to suspect him of such a crime

as Mr. Pimm imputed to him was in itself

absurd ; yet she felt that what she had heard

was in substance trueâ��there was no doubting

the good faith of the crestfallen little man at

her side ; and she had all a woman's inherent

curiosity to get to the bottom of the mystery.

So she held Augustus to his word, and said

she would be very glad if he would tax her

lover with the robbery before them all as

soon as he reappeared.

Even as she spoke the door opened and

Mrs. Letter entered, attended by Mr. Jack

Windsor, looking intensely bored.

Augustus, fearing that if he hesitated all his

courage would ooze away, bounced up from

his seat at once and strode toward his

successful rival.

" Mr. Windsor," he said, putting his arms

akimbo and speaking very loudly, though in
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a shaking voice, " what have you done with

my watch ? "

" I have it in my pocket," was the calm

reply; and this imperturbable young man,

without a smile, produced the watch and

handed it to Augustus. " I apologize most

sincerely for taking it," said he.

Augustus restored the watch to his own

pocket, too greatly overcome by the other's

display of sublime self-composure to utter a

single word. But a cry of wild astonishment

broke from Minnie.

Mrs. Lotter, not under

standing, looked ex

ceedingly puz/led. Mr.

Lotter, awaking with a

start from his heavy

slumber, requested to

know what was the

matter.

"Well, it's rather a

quaint story," said Jack

Windsor, laughing.

"If you will all sit

down I'll tell it you."

They sat down, Mr.

and Mrs. Lotter in a

state of great bewilder

ment, Minnie aglow

with curiosity, Augus

tus scornful.

"It was like this,"

began Jack Windsor,

still smiling. "I was

on my way here, getting

along as best I could

in the fog, when a to

bacconist's brilliantly-

lighted window drew

my attention and at the

same time reminded

me that I was out of

cigarettes. I unbut

toned my overcoat

all along the High Street as far as Straw

berry Lane, up which he turned. I still

followed on as hard as I could go, but on

entering the lane I confess that I began to

give up hopeâ��it was so frightfully dark. I

had found it sufficiently difficult to keep my

MR. WINDSOR,' HE SAID, 'WHAT HAVE YOU DONE WITH MY WATCH?'"

and jacket and felt in my inner breast

pocket for my case. I had my gloves

on and was fumbling awkwardly to get the

case out when I felt a tug at my watch-

chain. I looked down sharply, and was just

in time to see my silver lever in a very

grimy hand that instantly disappeared even

as I grabbed at it. I started at once

to give chase. I had not caught sight of the

thief's face, nor have I ever seen it; but I

could perceive dimly through the gas-lit fog

that he was a small man. I went after him

for all I was worth, but though I managed to

keep him just in view I could not catch him.

However, I stuck to him as well as I could

quarry in sight in the brilliantly-lighted

High Street. Here the only illumination

consisted of miserable little gas-jets, set up at

a distance of some hundred and fifty yards

apart. Of course, I lost sight of the thief at

once, and I could not hear the sound of his

footsteps because of the noise of my own ;

but I argued that he could hardly keep up a

great pace in that impenetrable gloom, and

so I went on running doggedly, though I was

feeling more and more sure every moment

that I had seen the last of my property.

And then, just as I was considering the

advisability of giving up the pursuit and

resigning myself to the inevitable, I drew near
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to one of those wretched gas-lamps I have

already mentioned. It was only dimly visible

at ten yards as a sort of pale blur in the mist;

but still it enabled me to catch a faint glimpse

of a man's figure outlined vaguely in the

rolling darkness. I put on the pace at once,

and then the figure started off again. I

shouted out, ' Stop, or I fire !' though I

hadn't any sort of pistol or revolver in my

possession, of course. This only made him

run the faster. However, he seemed to be

pretty well exhausted by now, and I soon

overhauled him."

Mr. Jack Windsor then proceeded to

describe his brief interview with poor little

Mr. Pimm, discreetly omitting any allusion

to the kick.

" I confess I was rather astonished to find

in the supposed thief a man of Mr. Pimm's

stamp. It was in my mind at first to collar

him and give him into custody ; but he

looked so frightened and altogether at sea

that I simply hadn't the heart to do it. But

I had a jolly good look at him, so that I

should know him again, and so I hardly

looked at the watch at all, but slipped it into

my pocket straightway. In

addition, I daresay if I

hadn't had thick woollen

gloves on I should have

known by the feel of it

that it wasn't mine. I

then returned to the High

Street again.

" Mechanically I drew

the watch out to see how

much time I had lost by

my adventure." He

paused and laughed.

" Picture to yourselves, if

you can, my horror when

I discovered that the

watch was not the one

I had lost, after all. I

could not understand it.

Then I thought that pro

bably the thief had several

watches in his possession

and had given me the

wrong one by mistake.

'Well, old boy,' said I to

myself, ' it's a costly error

for you, anyway, for this

watch is worth quite three

times as much as my old turnip is.' And

I resolved to stick to it â��at any rate,

for a while. . . . And that is the whole

story."

" But what became of tha real thief, I

wonder ?" asked Minnie.

" I can only surmise," said Jack Windsor,

" that he either scrambled through the hedge

somehow or flung himself down in the ditch,

and when I had passed doubled back on his

tracks. He could have done either quite

easily in the fog.

"And now," he said, in conclusion, "it

only remains for me once more to tender

from my heart my most sincere apologies to

you, Mr. Pimm, for my unconsciously out

rageous treatment of you. Mr. Pimm, I beg

your pardon. I hope, in the circumstances,

that you will forgive me."

He held out his hand. For a moment

Augustus hesitated. He did not in the least

doubt the truth of Mr. Jack Windsor's

explanation ; but he could not forget that

this buoyant, broad-shouldered young artist

had supplanted him in the affections of

the best and prettiest girl in the world;

and he could not forget

the kick either. However,

being a sterling little man

at bottom, he did not

hesitate for more than a

moment or two, but

grasped his rival's out

stretched hand and grip

ped it cordially.

"THE WRETCHED THIEF ENDEAVOURED

TO PAWN IT. '

Mr. Jack Windsor re

covered his watch. The

wretched thief endea

voured to pawn it a day

or two later; and its

description having been

lodged at Scotland Yard

and circulated by the

police, he was promptly

given into custody and

convicted. Mr. Augustus

Pimm, of course, found

another best girl in the

world, and married her

on the same day and in

the same church that wit

nessed the union between

Mr. Jack Windsor and

Miss Minnie Letter.



Model Baby-Farm.

BY HERBERT VIVIAN.

HE creche is a useful institu

tion, which has probably been

adopted in every country. But

nowhere is it more useful or

more admirably organized than

in France. One reason for

this may be found in the fact that, in France

more than elsewhere, married women of the

lower middle class are in the habit of going

out to work during the day. French frugality

inspires every family to neglect no oppor

tunity of mor.sy-making, and the young wife

must do her full share of hard labour to

increase the family savings.

A visit to a French creche is therefore full

of instruction for those who desire to improve

such institutions elsewhere, and is not with

out interest and even amusement for all who

delight in small

children. It may

be as well to

begin by explain

ing that a creche

is an institution

for taking care of

the little ones

while their

mothers are at

work during the

day. Instead of

paying some care

less and ignorant

wench to mind

the babies, a

French mother

takes them to a

creche on the

way to her factory

or dressmaking

establishment.

She is received

with smiles by

the young matron

in charge, and

she can pass on

to her daily task

with every confi

dence that the

little one will re

ceive all, and

more than all, the

cares of home.

A visit to a

creche meansget-

ting up early, as

one of the most

pleasing and

from a Photo. til/]

characteristic sights is the arrival of the child

ren, and the mothers must be at work betimes.

You may see a long string of them in the street

outside the establishment, waiting patiently,"

each with her precious burden. They are

admitted two or three at a time into the

parlour, and a pleasant conversation takes

place between them and the fresh young

matron, who has all the appearance of a nurse

in a rich family. The parlour, too, though not

richly furnished, affords full evidence of

prosperity, and, like every other part of the

place, is scrupulously clean. You observe in

most cases that, while the mothers may look

poor and shabby, expense has not been spared

in dressingthe little ones as smartly as possible.

The matron takes as much pride and interest

in each of hei charges as though it were her

ARRIVING FOR THE DAY.

own. " How has

Julie slept?"

"Are Nini's teeth

still trouble

some?" â�� there is

no end to the

affectionate cate

chism. Note the

mothers pride in

the picture as she

hands over a par

ticularly chubby

infant, with per

haps a slight pang

at parting with

her treasure for

the whole day.

v . But the treasure,

[/â�¢aid (Hniai

with all the fickle

ness of its age,

seems quite con-

t e n t to lose

mamma and pass

over to the arms

of its kind friend.

The first duty

after baby's arri

val is to make his

toilet, and we

pass on to the

airy, comfortable

bath-room. We

are struck at once

by the order and

method which

reign every-

where supreme.

Observe in the

background all
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the little numbered cases for holding

each small brush and comb. It is not in

many public institutions, even of the richer

kind, that so much trouble would be taken to

separate the possessions of individual infants.

Why, even in the best London clubs

men do not shrink from using hair-brushes

that have been in contact with all kinds

of unknown heads; and I remember once,

in a big Servian hotel, being offered not

only a public pair of slippers and a

public comb, but even a public tooth-brush!

liking. He was found one morning on the

doorstep of an apothecary's shop in the

Montrouge Quarter, half-starved and almost

inanimate. The apothecary administered

restoratives and was about to take the child

to the poor-house, when a friend of his

cmcierge intervened and adopted it, though

she had already four children of her own,

and that is a large number for France.

Hitherto she had not gone out to work, but

an extra mouth to feed decided her, and now

she makes her way every day to slave at

There is an

array of delight

ful little tubs all

round the walls,

and a vast hub

bub of splashing,

crowing, and gig

gling accosts our

ears. A few of the

new - comers are

inclined to shrink

from their ablu

tions, as children

will all the world

over; but they are

soon reassured by

the manifest de

light of the older

hands, who are

revelling in the

warm water and

the wholesome

scent of soap.

The chubby little

fellow to the left

of the picture is

taking quite a

sybaritic delight

in the sensations

of his bath, and

clasps his tiny

sponge to his face

with sighs of satis

faction. His

neighbour is evidently eaten up with curiosity

over the unwonted presence of strangers, and

particularly over the mysterious camera, which

he mistakes for some strange, though quite

friendly, animal. The nurse is laboriously

assuring him that there is nothing to fear,

but the assurance is unnecessary, for fear

seems quite unknown at the creche: a fact

that speaks volumes for the unvarying tact

and kindness of the whole staff.

Another little boy whom I saw in his

bath has had a romantic history already,

though he does look so happy and well-

dressmaking in

order to enable

her to carry

through this act

of charity. Thus

does kindness

crop up in unex

pected quarters.

Another bather

is the son of a

well-to-do trades

man, whose wife

is so anxious

about the success

of her shop that

she is glad to

divest herself of

family cares dur

ing the day.

After the bath

the little ones are

generally put to

bed. Theircradles

look like tubs or

miniature life

boats, and are

arranged to swing

easily on iron

trestles. Behind

each we see a

great poster with

elaborate rules for

the treatment of

common ailments

and various emergencies; there is also a

form to be filled up with all those minute

particulars which a bureaucratic people loves.

Every symptom, every unimportant incident

is chronicled with surprising accuracy. Even

the doings of an infant prince could not com

mand more patient attention. Week by week

all the facts are carefully entered in big ledgers,

affording an ample defence in the case of any

possible charges of neglect. Such charges

are, however, very rare, for, whatever accidents

may happen, no one would dream of accusing

such superlatively careful nurses.
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THE CRADLE-ROOM.

One of the most important entries concerns

the children's weight, which is watched as

diligently as though they were prize oxen,

jockeys, or professional pugilists. In the

next photograph we have a child poised in

the special baby-scales, which are provided

with an attachment of basket-work in the

form of an arm-chair. The child is so well

accustomed to the ceremony of being weighed

that it assumes an air of great importance,

and seems to be

contemplating the

weights with an air

of haughty con

cern as to its own

recent develop

ment.

After sleep

comes play, which

for the youngest

means little more

than lolling about

on the floor so

securely swaddled

that mischief may

not be thought of.

Such distractions

as they may re

quire are afforded

byrag-dolls, rattles,

and other inde

structible toys.

The exigencies of

photography have fnm a ,.,,â��,â�� M

\l'<uil {jen tins.

produced a strange Japanese perspective,

which really conveys the best possible im

pression of the strange figures we saw wallow

ing on the drugget.

All the infants seem to possess a precocious

sense of their surroundings. The whole

routine of the day has impressed itself so

deeply on their minds that they accommo

date themselves with unusual facility to every

thing. Indeed, one of the nurses assured

BEING WEIGHED.

[Paul Oniaui.
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me that a very tiny baby, whose ideas of

speech were still quite rudimentary, had

started whimpering the other day because she

was putting him to bed without weighing

him. She did not perceive her omission

until he was actually in his cot, when the

card that hung above it reminded her. She

took him out, still whimpering, but naturally

she had no idea of the cause of his trouble.

Directly he saw the scales he stretched out

his hand towards them and stopped his

lamentations ; once in the basket he was

chuckling with triumphant delight. Of course,

this may have been a coincidence, but who

shall fathom the secrets of a baby's mind f

Most of the children, she told me, exhibit

the utmost pride when they are promoted

from rolling about the floor to sitting up in

little chairs protected by a wooden bar.

This bar has an ingenious saucer in the

middle to hold their toys, but when they are

new to the arrangement they often drop a

woolly lamb or an incl arubber ball among

the juniors at their feet.

Naturally, the keenest sense of all is for

their feeding-time. Many mothers make a

point of coming round during luncheon-time

to satisfy the appetites of their offspring.

These are the most popular parents, and

there is never a murmur when the time

comes to go away with them in the evening.

But in the case of the others we find

a very general distaste to exchange the

comfort and attentions of the creche for a

home that is probably rough and unsavoury.

Those mothers who do not come are not

always to be blamed, however. Some are at

work t:>o far away, and others are obliged to

husband their strength. For delicate infants

a staff of wet-nurses is kept on the premises,

but the majority have to content themselves

with the bottle.

For the elder children more elaborate

arrangements are necessary. They do not need

so much sleep, but they are generally packed

off to bed for an hour or so after the midday

meal. For this purpose there is an airy, lofty

room provided with rows of comfortable cots.

It is, of course, very sad that poverty or

ambition should separate mothers from their

children during the greater part of the day ;

that many children should learn, at the

outset of life, to prefer their temporary

custodians to their own parents. But, as the

separation is unavoidable, at least some

mitigation is to be found in the possibility of

securing proper care and kindness and good

influences at an age when the mind and

character are more susceptible than many

grown-up persons imagine.



GG, toast, tea, milk, tea-cup

and saucer, egg-spoon, knife,

butterâ��that's all, I think,"

remarked Anthea, as she put

the last touches to mother's

breakfast-tray, and went very

carefully up the stairs feeling for every step

with her toes, and holding on to the tray

with all her fingers. She crept into mother's

room and set the tray on a chair. Then she

pulled one of the blinds up very softly.

"Is your head better, mammy dear?" she

asked, in the soft little voice that she kept

expressly for mother's headaches. " I've

brought your brekkie, and I've put the little

cloth with clover-leaves on it, the one I made

you."

"That's very nice,'' said mother, sleepily.

Anthea knew exactly what to do for

mothers with "headaches who had breakfast

in bed. She fetched warm water, and put

just enough eau de Cologne in it, and bathed

mother's face and hands with the sweet-

scented water. Then mother was able to

think about breakfast.

Vol. xxvii.â��89.

XII.â��THE END OF THE END.

"But what's the matter with my girl?"

she asked, when her eyes got used to the

light.

" Oh, I'm so sorry you're ill," Anthea said.

" It's that horrible fire and you being so

frightened. Father said so. And we all feel

as if it was our faults. I can't explain,

but "

" That's just what I can't tell you," said

Anthea. " I haven't got a futile brain like

you and father, to think of ways of explaining

everything."

" It wasn't your fault a bit, you darling

goosie," mother said. " How could it be?"

" My futile brainâ��or did you mean fertile ?

â��anyway, it feels very stiff and sore this

morningâ��but I shall be quite all right by-

and-by. And don't be a silly little pet girl.

The fire wasn't your faults. No; I don't

want the egg, dear. I'll go to sleep again, I

think. Don't you worry. And tell cook not

to bother me about meals. You can order

what you like for lunch."

Mother laughed.

Anthea closed the door very mousily and

instantly went downstairs and ordered what

she liked for lunch. See ordered a pair of

turkeys, a large plum-pudding, cheese-cakes,

and almonds and raisins.

Cook told her to go along, do. And she

might as well not have ordered anything, for

when lunch came it was just hashed mutton

and semolina pudding, and cook had for

gotten the sippets for the mutton hash, and

the semolina pudding was burnt.

When Anthea rejoined the others she

found them all plunged in the gloom where

Copyright, 1904, by George Newnes, Limited.
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she was herself. For everyone knew that the

days of the carpet were now numbered. In

deed, so worn was it that you could almost

have numbered its threads.

So that now, after nearly a month of magic

happenings, the time was at hand when life

would have to go on in the dull, ordinary

way, and Jane, Robert, Anthea, and Cyril

would be just in the same position as the

other children who live in Camden Town,

the children whom these four had so often

pitied, and perhaps a little despised.

"We shall be just like them," Cyril said.

" Except," said Robert, " that we shall have

more things to remember and be sorry we

haven't got."

" Mother's going to send away the carpet

as soon as she's well enough to see about

that cocoanut matting. Fancy us with cocoa-

nut mattingâ��us ! And we've walked under

live cocoanut trees on the island where you

can't have whooping-cough."

" Pretty island," said the Lamb; " paint-box

sands and sea all shiny sparkly."

His brothers and sisters had often wondered

whether he remembered that island. Now

they knew that he did.

" Yes," said Cyril; " no more

cheap return trips by carpet for

usâ��that's a dead cert!"

They were all talking about

1o+

" ' HOW BEAUTIFULLY VOU DO DO IT,' SAID ANTHEA."

Tt * ~.

the carpet, but what they were all thinking

about was the Phoenix.

The golden bird had been so kind, so

friendly, so polite, so instructiveâ��and now it

had set fire to a theatre and made mother ill.

Nobody blamed the bird. It had acted

in a perfectly natural manner. But everyone

saw that it must not be asked to prolong its

visit. Indeed, in plain English, it must be

asked to go !

. The four children felt like base spies and

treacherous friends ; and each in its mind

was saying who ought not to be the one to

tell the Phoenix that there could no longer be

a place for it in that happy home in Camden

Town. Each child was quite sure that one

of them ought to speak out in a fair and

manly way, but nobody wanted to be the

one.

They could not talk the whole thing over

as they would have liked to do, because the

Phoenix itself was in the cupboard, among

the black-beetles and the odd shoes and the

broken chessmen.

But Anthea tried.

" It's very horrid. I do hate thinking

things about people,

and not being able to

say the things you're

thinking because of the

way they would feel

when they thought what

things you were think

ing, and wondered what

they'd done to make

you think things like

that, and why you were

thinking them."

Anthea was so anxious

that the Phoenix should

not understand what

she said that she made

a speech completely

baffling to all. It was

not till she pointed to

the cupboard in which

all believed the Phoenix

to be that even Cyril understood.

"Yes," he said, while Jane and Robert

were trying to tell each other how deeply

they didn't understand what Anthea was

saying ; " but after recent eventfulnesses a

new leaf has to be turned over, and, after all,

mother is more important than the feelings

of any of the lower forms of creation, how

ever unnatural."

"How beautifully you dodo it,"said Anthea,

absently beginning to build a card-house for

the Lambâ��" mixing up what you're saying,
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. I mean. We ought to practise doing it so

as to be ready for mysterious occasions.

We're talking about that" she said to Jane

and Robert, frowning, and nodding towards

the cupboard where the Phoenix was. Then

Robert and Jane understood, and each

opened its mouth to speak.

" Wait a minute," said Anthea, quickly ;

" the game is to twist up what you want to

say so that no one can understand what

you're saying except the people you want to

understand it, and sometimes not them."

" The ancient philosophers," said a golden

voice, " well understood the art of which you

speak."

Of course it was the Phoenix, who had not

been in the cupboard at all, but had been

cocking a golden eye at them from the

cornice during the whole conversation.

" Pretty dickie!" remarked the Lamb.

" Canary dickie ! "

" Poor, misguided infant," said the Phoenix.

There was a painful pause ; the four could

not but think it likely that the Phounix had

understood their very veiled allusions, ac

companied as they had been by gestures

indicating the cupboard. For the Phoenix

was not wanting in intelligence.

"We were just saying " Cyril began, and

I hope he was not going to say anything but

the truth. Whatever it was he did not say

it, for the Phoenix interrupted him, and all

breathed more freely as it spoke.

" I gather," it said, " that you have some

tidings of a fatal nature to communicate to

our degraded black brothers who run to and

fro for ever yonder."

It pointed a claw at the cupboard, where

the black-beetles lived.

" Canary talk" said the I^amb, joyously;

"go and show mammy."

He wriggled off Anthea's lap.

" Mammy's asleep," said Jane, hastily.

" Come and be wild beasts in a cage under

the table."

But the Lamb caught his feet and hands,

and even his head, so often and so deeply in

the holes of the carpet that the cage, or table,

had to be moved on to the linoleum, and

the carpet lay bare to sight with all its horrid

holes.

" Ah," said the bird, " it isn't long for this

world."

" No," said Robert; "everything comes to

an end. It's awful."

" Sometimes the end is peace," remarked

the Phoenix. "I imagine that unless it

comes soon the end of your carpet will be

pieces."

"Yes," said Cyril, respectfully kicking

what was left of the carpet. The movement

of its bright colours caught the eye ot the

Lamb, who went down on all fours instantly

and began to pull at the red and blue

threads.

" Aggedydaggedygaggedy," murmured the

Lamb ; " daggedy ag ag ag ' "

And before anyone could have winked

(even if they had wanted to, and it would

not have been of the slightest use) the

middle of the floor showed bare an island ol

boards surrounded by a sea of linoleum.

The magic carpet was gone, and so was the

Lamb !

There was a horrible silence. The Lamb

â��the baby, all aloneâ��had been wafted away

on that untrustworthy carpet, so full of holes

and magic. And no one could know where

he was. And no one could follow him

because there was now no carpet to follow on.

Jane burst into tears, but Anthea, though

pale and frantic, was dry-eyed.

" It must be a dream," she said.

"That's what the clergyman said," re

marked Robert, forlornly; " but it wasn't,

and it isn't."

" But the Lamb never wished," said Cyril;

"he was only talking Bosh."

" The carpet understands all speech," said

the Phoenix, " even Bosh. I know not this

Bosh-land, but be assured that jts tongue is

not unknown to the carpet."

" Do you mean, then," said Anthea, in

white terror, "that when he was saying

' Agglety dag,' or whatever it was, that he

meant something by it ? "

" All speech has meaning," said the

Phoenix.

" There I think you're wrong," said Cyril;

"even people who talk English sometimes

say things that don't mean anything in

particular."

" Oh, never mind that now," moaned

Anthea; "you think 'Aggety dag' meant

something to him and the carpet ? "

" Beyond doubt it held the same meaning

to the carpet as to the luckless infant," the

Phoenix said, calmly.

" And what did it mean ? Oh, what ? "

"Unfortunately," the bird rejoined, "I

never studied Bosh."

Jane sobbed noisily, but the others were

calm with what is sometimes called the calm

ness of despair. The I^amb was goneâ��the

Lamb, their own precious baby brotherâ��

wjio had never in his happy little life been for

a moment out of the sight of eyes that loved

himâ��he was gone. He had gone alone into
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the great world with no other companion

and protector than a carpet with holes in it.

The children had never really understood

before what an enormously big place the

world is. And the Lamb might be anywhere

in it!

"And it's no use going to look for him."

Cyril, in flat and wretched tones, only said

what the others were thinking.

" Do you wish him to return ? " the Phoenix

asked; it seemed to speak with some surprise.

a terrible one, and I do not wonder that

they made faces in their efforts to behave in

a really manly way.

And at this awful moment mother's bell

rang.

A breathless stillness held the children.

Then Anthea dried her eyes. She looked

round her and caught up the poker. She

held it out to Cyril.

" Hit my hand hard," she said ; " I must

show mother some reason for my eyes being

" ' HIT MY HAN'D HARD," SHE SAID."

" Of course we do," cried everybody.

" Isn't he more trouble than he's worth ? "

asked the bird, doubtfully.

" No, no. Oh, we do want him back !

We do !"

" Then," said the wearer of gold plumage,

"if you'll excuse me, I'll just pop out and

see what I can do."

Cyril flung open the window, and the

Phoenix popped out.

" Oh, if only mother goes on sleeping !

Oh, suppose she wakes up and wants the

Lamb ! Oh, suppose the servants come in !

Stop crying, Jane. It's no earthly good.

No, I'm not crying myselfâ��at least, I wasn't

till you said so, and I shouldn't anyway ifâ��

if there was any mortal thing we could do.

Oh, oh, oh !"

Cyril and Robert were boys, and boys

never cry, of course. Still, the position was

like they are. Harder," she cried, as Cyril

gently tapped her with the iron handle.

And Cyril, agitated and trembling, nerved

himself to hit harder, and hit very much

harder than he intended.

Anthea screamed.

"Oh, Panther, I didn't mean to hurt,

really," cried Cyril, clattering the poker back

into the fender.

" It'sâ��allâ��right,"said Anthea, breathlessly,

clasping the hurt hand with the one that

wasn't hurt; " it'sâ��gettingâ��red."

It wasâ��a round red and blue bump was

rising on the back of it.

" Now, Robert," she said, trying to breathe

more evenly, " you go outâ��oh, I don't know

whereâ��on to the dustbinâ��anywhereâ��and

I shall tell mother you and the Lamb are

out."

Anthea was now ready to deceive her
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mother for as long as ever she could.

Deceit is very wrong, we know, but it

seemed to Anthea that it was her plain duty

to keep her mother from being frightened

about the Lamb as long as possible. And

the Phcenix might help.

" It always has helped," Robert said ; " it

got us out of the tower, and even when it

made the fire in the theatre it got us out all

right. I'm certain it will manage somehow."

Mother's bell rang again.

"Oh, Jane's never answered it," cried

Anthea ; " she never does. Oh, I must go."

And she went.

Her heart beat bumpingly as she climbed

the stairs. Mother would be certain to

notice her eyesâ��well, her hand would

account for that. But the Lamb

" No, I must not think of the Lamb," she

said to herself, and bit her tongue till her

eyes watered again, so as to give herself

something else to think of.

Her arms and legs and back,

and even her tear - reddened

face, felt stiff with her resolu

tion not to let mother be

worried if she could help it.

She opened the

door softly.

"Yes, mother?"

she said.

" Dearest," said

mother, "the

Lamb Â»

Anthea tried to

be brave. She tried

to say that the

Lamb and Robert

were out. Perhaps

she tried too hard.

Anyway, when she

opened her mouth

no words came. So

she stood with it

open. It seemed

easier to keep from

crying with one's

mouth in that un

usual position.

"The Lamb,"

mother went on;

"he was very good

" Do you mean he's here ? " said Anthea,

" Of course he's here," said mother, a little

impatiently. " Where did you think he

was?"

Anthea went round the foot of the big

mahogany bed. There was a pause.

" He's not here now" she said.

That he had been there was plain, from

the toilet-cover on the floor, the scattered

pots and bottles, the wandering brushes and

combs, all involved in the tangle of ribbons

and laces which an open drawer had yielded

to the baby's inquisitive fingers.

" He must have crept out then," said

mother; " do keep him with you, there's a

darling. If I don't get some sleep I shall be

a wreck when father comes home."

Anthea closed the door softly. Then she

tore downstairs and burst into the nursery,

crying :â��

<**.

" He must have wished he was with

"ON THE CARPET, SURROUNDED BY HIS BROTHERS AND BY JANE, SAT THB LAMB."

at first, but he's pulled the toilet-cover off

the dressing-table with all the brushes and

pots and things, and now he's so quiet

I'm sure he's in some dreadful mischief.

And I can't see him from here, and if I'd

got out of bed to see I'm sure I should have

fainted."

mother. He's

' Aggely dag '-

been there all the time,

The unusual word was frozen on her lip,

as people say in books.

For there, on the floor, lay the carpet, and

on the carpet, surrounded by his brothers

and by Jane, sat the Lamb. He had covered
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his face and clothes with vaseline and violet

powder, but he was easily recognisable in

spite of this disguise.

" You Â«4.re right," said the Phoenix, who

was also present; " it is evident that, as you

say, ' Aggely dag ' is Bosh for ' I want to be

where my mother is,' and so the faithful

carpet understood it."

" But how," said Antheu, catching up the

Lamb and hugging himâ��"how did he get

back here ? "

"Oh," said the Phoenix, "I flew to the

Psammead and wished that your infant

brother were restored to your midst. And

immediately it was so."

" Oh, I am glad, I am glad," cried Anthea,

still hugging the baby. " Oh, you darling '

Shut up, Jane ! I don't care hmv much he

comes off on me ! Cyril! You and Robert

roll that carpet up and put it in the beetle-

cupboard. He might say ' Aggety dag ' again,

and it might mean something quite different

next time. Now, my Lamb, Panther'll clean

you a little. Come on."

" I hope the beetles won't go wishing,"

said Cyril, as they rolled up the carpet.

Two days later mother was well enough to

go out, and that evening the cocoanut malting

came home. The children had talked and

talked, and thought and thought, but they

had not found any polite way of telling the

Phcenix that they did not want it to stay any

longer.

The days had been days spent by the

children in embarrassment, and by the

Phoenix in sleep.

And, now the matting was laid down, the

Phoenix awoke and fluttered down on to it.

It shook its crested head.

"I like not this carpet," it said; "it is

harsh and unyielding, and it hurts my golden

feet."

"We've jolly well got to get used to its

hurting our golden feet," said Cyril.

"This, then," said the bird, "supersedes

the Wishing Carpet ? "

" Yes," said Robert, " if you mean that it's

instead of it."

"And the magic web?" inquired the

Phoenix, with sudden eagerness.

" It's the rag-and-bottle man's day to

morrow," said Anthea, in a low voice; "he

will take it away."

The Phcenix fluttered up to its favourite

perch on the chair-back.

"Hear me!" it cried, "oh, youthful

children of men, and restrain your tears of

misery and despair, for what must be must

be, and I would not remember you, thou

sands of years hence, as base ingrates and

crawling worms compact of low selfishness."

"I should hope not indeed," said Cyril.

"Weep not," the bird went on ; " I really

do beg that you won't weep. I will not seek

to break the news to you gently. Let the

blow fall at once. The time has come when

I must leave you."

All four children breathed forth a long

sigh of relief.

" We needn't have bothered so about how

to break the news to it," whispered Cyril.

" Ah, sigh not so," said the bird, gently.

" All meetings end in partings. I must

leave you. I have sought to prepare you for

this. Ah, do not give way !"

"Must you really goâ��so soon?" mur

mured Anthea. It was what she had often

heard her mother say to calling ladies in the

afternoon.

" I must, really; thank you so much,

dear," replied the bird, just as though it had

been one of the ladies.

"I am weary," it went on. "I desire to

restâ��after all the happenings- of this last

moon I do desire greatly to rest, and I ask

of you one last boon."

" Any little thing we can do," said Robert.

Now that it had really come to parting with

the Phoenix, whose favourite he had always

been, Robert did feel almost as miserable as

the Phoenix thought they all did.

" I ask but the relic designed for the rag-

and-bottle man. Give me what is left of the

carpet and let me go."

"Dare we?" said Anthea. "Would

mother mind ? "

" I have dared greatly for your sakes,"

remarked the bird.

" Well, then, we will," said Robert.

The Phrenix fluffed out its feathers joyousry.

" Nor shall you regret it, children of

golden hearts," it said. "Quickâ��spread

the carpet and leave me alone; but first pile

high the fire. Then, while 1 am immersed in

the sacred preliminary rites, do ye prepare

sweet-smelling woods and spices for the last

act of parting."

The children spread out what was left of

tn*e carpet. And, after all, though this was

just what they would have wished to have

happen, all hearts were sad. Then they put

half a scuttle of coal on the fire and went

out, closing the door on the Phoenixâ��left, at

last, alone with the carpet.

" One of us must keep watch," said Robert,

excitedly, as soon as they were all out of the

room, " and the others can go and buy sweet
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" THE CHILDREN SPREAD OUT WHAT WAS LEFT OF

THE CAKPKT."

woods and spices. Get the very best that

money can buy, and plenty of them. Don't

let's stand to a threepence or so. I want it

to have a jolly good send-off. It's the only

thing that'll make us feel less horrid inside."

It was felt that Robert, as the pet of the

Phcenix, ought to have the last melancholy

pleasure of choosing the materials for its

funeral pyre.

" I'll keep watch if you like," said Cyril.

" I don't mind. And, besides, it's raining

hard, and my boots let in the wet. You

might call and see if my other ones are

' really reliable ' again yet."

So they left Cyril, standing like a Roman

sentinel outside the door inside which the

Phcenix was getting ready for the great

change, and they all went out to buy the

precious things for the last sad rites.

" Robert is right," Anthea said ; " this is no

time for being careful about our money.

Let's go to the stationer's first, and buy' a

whole packet of lead - pencils. They're

cheaper if you buy them by the packet."

This was a thing that they had always

wanted to do, but it needed the great excite

ment of a funeral pyre and a parting from a

beloved Phcenix to screw them up to the

extravagance.

The people at the stationer's said that the

pencils were real cedar-wood, so I hope they

were, for stationers should always speak the

truth. At any rate, they cost one-and-four-

pence. Also they spent sevenpence three

farthings on a little sandal-wood box inlaid

with ivory.

" Because," said Anthea, " I know sandal-

wood smells sweet, and when it's burned I

expect it smells very sweet indeed."

" Ivory doesn't smell at all," said Robert,

" but I expect when you burn it it smells

most awful vile, like bones."

At the grocer's they bought all the spices

they could remember the names ofâ��shell-

like mace, cloves like blunt nails, pepper

corns, the long and the round kind ; ginger,

the dry sort, of course ; and beautiful bloom-

covered shells of fragrant cinnamon. All

spice too, and caraway seeds (caraway seeds

smelt most deadly when the time came for

burning them).

Camphor and oil of lavender were bought

at the chemist's, and also a little scent sachet

labelled " Violettes de Parme."

They took the things home and found

Cyril still on guard. When they had

knocked and the golden voice of the Phoenix

had said " Come in," they went in.

There lay the carpetâ��or what was left of

itâ��and on it lay an egg, exactly like the
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one out of which the Phoenix had been

hatched.

The Phcenix was walking round and

round the egg, clucking with joy and pride.

" I've laid it, you see," it said, " and as

fine an egg as

ever I laid in

all my born

days."

Everyone

said yes, it was

indeed a beauty.

The things

which the child

ren had bought

were now taken

out of their

papers and ar

ranged on the

table, and when

the Phoenix had

been persuaded

to leave its egg

for a moment

and look at the

materials for its

last fire it was

quite overcome.

"Never,

never have I

had a finer pyre

than this will

be. You shall

not regret it,"

it said, wiping

away a golden

tear. "Write

quickly : ' Go and

tell the Psammead

to fulfil the last

wish of the Phoe

nix, and return

instantly.'"

But Robert

wished to be

polite, and he

wrote:â��

pinned on, the carpet hastily rolled itself up

round the egg, and both vanished for ever

from the nursery of the house in Camden

Town.

" Oh, dear! oh, dear! oh, dear!" said every

body.

"Bear up," said the bird; "do

you think / don't suffer, being

parted from my precious new-laid

egg like this ? Come, conquer your

emotions and build my fire."

" Oh .' " cried Robert, suddenly,

and wholly breaking down, " I can't

bear you to go ! "

The Phoenix perched on

his shoulder and nibbed

its beak softly against his

ear.

" The sorrows of youth

soon appear but as

dreams," it said. " Fare

well, Robert of

my heart. I

have loved you

well."

THE PHtEMX WAS WALKING HOUND AND ROUND THE EGG.

" Please go and ask the Psammead to be

so kind as to fulfil the Phoenix's last wish, and

come straight back, if you please."

The paper was pinned to the carpet, which

vanished and returned in the flash of an

eye.

Then another paper was written ordering

the carpet to take the egg somewhere where

it wouldn't be hatched lor another thousand

years. The Phoenix tore itself away from

its cherished egg, which it watched with

yearning tenderness till, the paper being

The fire had

burnt to a red

glow. One by

one the spices

and sweet woods

were laid on it.

Some smelt

nice and some

â�� the caraway

seeds and the

Violettes de

Parme sachet

among themâ��â�¢

smelt worse

than you would

think possible."

"Farewell, fare-.

well, farewell,

farewell!" said

the Phoenix, in a

far-away voice.

" Oh, good-bye"

said everyone, and now all were in tears.

The bright bird fluttered seven times

round the room and settled in the hot

heart of the fire. The sweet gums and

spices and woods flared and flickered

around it, but its golden feathers did not

burn. It seemed to grow red-hot to the

very inside heart of it â�� and then before

the eight eyes of its friends it fell together,

a heap of white ashes, and the flames of the

cedar pencils and the sandal-wood box met

and joined above it. ...
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" Whatever have you done with the

carpet ? " asked mother next day.

" We gave it to someone who wanted it

very much. The name began with a P,"

said Jane. The others instantly hushed her.

"Oh, well, it wasn't worth twopence," said

mother.

" The person who began with P said we

shouldn't lose by it," Jane went on before

she could be stopped.

" I daresay ! " said mother, laughing.

But that very night a great box came,

addressed to the children by all their names.

Eliza never could remember the name of the

carrier who brought it. It wasn't Carter

Paterson or the Parcels Delivery.

It was instantly opened. It was a big

wooden box, and it had to be opened with a

chocolate and candied cherries and paint

boxes and photographic cameras, and all the

presents they had alv;ays wanted to give to

father and mother and the Lamb, only they

had never had the money for. At the very

bottom of the box was a tiny golden feather.

No one saw it but Robert, and he picked it

up and hid it in the breast of his jacket,

which had been so often the nestling-place

of the golden bird. When he went to bed

the feather was gone. It was the last he

ever saw of the Phoenix.

Pinned to the lovely fur cloak that mother

had always wanted was a paper, and it

said:â��

" In return for the carpet. With grati

tude.â��P."

You may guess how father and mother

" IT WAS INSTANTLY OI'ENEO."

hammer and the kitchen poker; the long

nails came squeaking out, and the boards

scrunched as they were wrenched off. Inside

the box was soft paper, with beautiful Chinese

patterns on itâ��blue and green and red and

violet. And under the paperâ��well, almost

everything lovely that you can think of.

Everything of reasonable size, I mean, for, of

course, there were no motor-cars or flying-

machines or thoroughbred chargers. But

there really was almost everything else.

Everything that the children had always

wantedâ��toys and games and books, and

Yet. xxvii.-9Q

talked it over. They decided at last that

the person who had had the carpet, and

whom, curiously enough, the children were

quite unable to describe, must be an insane

millionaire who amused himself by playing

at being a rag-and-bone man. But the

children knew better.

They knew that this was the fulfilment, by

the powerful Psammead, of the last wish of

the Phoenix, and that this glorious and

delightful boxful of treasures was really the

very, very, very end of the Phcenjx and the.

Carpet.



" The Merry Men of Japan."

BY ERNKST C. FINCH AM.

HE title of this article has been

chosen on the " lucus a non

lucendo " principle. No one who

for a mo

ment re

garded the saddened,

chastened features of

these lugubrious little

figures would doubt

that they were nearly

related to the " merry

man moping mum "

immortalized by Gil

bert and Sullivan.

Whether, like the love

sick jester, their

advances were re

jected or whether their

lined faces are the

effect of matrimonial

responsibilities, it boots .

not to inquire.

" Good wine needs no bush/'

nor does the Japanese wood-

carver need any praise from my

pen, but the different and charac

teristic expressions on the faces

of these little figures proclaim

that an artist in carving created

them.

Whether No. i is a wandering

minstrel or a Japanese " Sher

lock Holmes" in disguise is a

moot point. Circumstantial evi

dence inclines one to the latter

view for two reasons. Firstly, he

can extend his neck so that his

height is doubled, and his head

will rotate through a complete circle.

Secondly, he possesses a telescopic eye, the

'

terror of evil-doers, for he can detect their

wickedness at a distance.

There is no doubt that the Eastern proto

type of Humpty Dumpty is portrayed

in No. 2. The harrowing accident

that befell this nursery hero is still

fresh in our memories. The educa

tion of the prototype was sadly

deficient in matters of etiquette ; a

smart tap on the back of the head

invariably provokes him to an act of

unforgivable rudeness. He puts out

his tongue ! In addition to this he

I.â��THREE ATTITUDES OF THE SAME FIGUHli.

shoots his eyes forwards, lobster-fashion. By

profession he is a drum - major or an

2.â��A JAPANESE HUMI'TV DUMITV.
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3.â��A CHAkrorEtK IN TWO

.apothecary. Various theories, all

equally fallacious, have been pro

pounded to prove that the weapons

in his hands are drumsticks and also

that they are pestles.

To define the period to which Btfll

the vehicle shown in No. 3 belongs

would be a matter of consummate difficulty.

To describe it briefly is not an easy task.

Seated in this

strange convey

ance is a gnome

whose gruesome

features recall

some monster of

prehistoric fame.

As the chariot is

propelled his

neck elongates,

and he beats a

gong with a fret

ful persistency.

In his right

hand he holds a

fan, either as a <- -

sign of office or

as a weapon to drive away

any flies that may stroll

over his head, which is

devoid of even a vestige

of hair. This figure must

surely have been evolved

by the wood-carver after a

bad attack of nightmare.

No other solution seems

possible.

Two neckless dwarfs

carrying a drum suspended

from a bamboo pole are

shown in No. 4; a third,

in a transport of rage,

brandishing a pair of drum-

Sticks, walks behind. What

r

does this symbolize ? Is it not that

the human face was once a gnome

who has fallen under the displeasure

of the gnome-king and has been changed into

a drum ? For the rest of his existence he

4.â��A HUMAN DRUM.

iâ��"MUSIC HATH CHARMS."

will be beaten ;

by day, by

night, winter or

summer, rain

or shine, he

will expiate his

offences, the

pu nishment

being made to

fit the crime.

The repulsive,

rickety dwarf

with an addi

tional eye in the

centre of his

forehead, de

picted in No. 5,

places evident reliance on

the worn aphorism that

" Music hath charms." In

spite of the presumptive

evidence that he is a Japa

nese Orpheus, one cannot

but feel that he would be

an unwelcome guest in

most households. He

seems to be a man with a

grievance. His features

resemble a pantomime

mask. A small ivory peg is

inserted in the right elbow-

joint, and by this simple

form of lever he is made

to " touch the harp gently."
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[ We shall be glad to receive Contributions to this section, and to pay for such as are accepted. ]

A CIGAR-BOX CAMERA.

"If you turn my picture upside down, the figure on

the bank will be seen comfortably seated in the

model boat. The photo, was taken with a camera

made by myself out of cigar-boxes and without a

'finder.'"â��Mr. H. P. Thomas, I, Prospect Road,

St. Albans, Herts.

A CAHIR CUSTOM.

" On St. Stephen's Day every year it is the custom

for some boys to dress up in garments made entirely

of straw, and in this novel costume to parade the

streets of Cahir for the amusement of the inhabitants.

Each boy carries a pole, suspended from which by a

long string is a fully-blown bladder, with which he

defends himself from the too close attentions of the

youthful and highly - amused crowd which usually

accompanies the boys. The leader of the show is

not dressed in straw, but in some other novel way,

and takes pride in a blackened face and tall hat. He

carries a holly-bush gaily decorated with ribbons, and

receives voluntary contributions. This curious custom

has been in vogue in this town for hundreds of years,

but no one seems to know what gave rise to it."â��

Mr. Jas. Gogarty, Cahir, Ireland.

WHERE ARCHERS SHARPENED ARROWS.

"Seeing among the 'Curiosities' in the June

(1902) number of THE STRAND

a photograph of the marks

on Chedzoy Church made

by sharpening weapons, I en

close a photograph I took of

part of a buttress of Checkley

Church, Staffordshire, which

shows somewhat similar but

older marks. They are said to

have been made by the archers

of the district sharpening their

arrows when Checkley was the

mustering place. The arrow

marks extend, though not in

such numl>ers as seen in the

photograph, all round the church,

which is built of a very hard

kind of stone found in the neigh

bourhood. The marks vary from

five to nine inches in length and

from two to three inches in

breadth. The highest one shown

in the photograph is four feet

six inches from the ground."â��

Mr. John B. Carlos, 42, Koxley

Road, N. Brixlon, S.VV,
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REDSKIN SUPER

STITION.

"This is a photo,

of the Devil's Head,

Lake of the Woods,

near the entrance to

the Devil's dap, one of

the narrowest passages

traversed by steamers.

It bears a wonderful

resemblance to a human

head, the ears, eyes, and

mouth being plainly

visibleâ��the latter ap

pearing in the form of

a cave. The stone is

held in deep reverence

by the Indians, who

have a legend that this

' Kock of the Skull; is

the petrified head of a

great warrior who came

lack from the happy

hunting - grounds to

protect the red tribes

against extermination

by the whites. The

photo, was taken by

myself off the deck of

a stea

Hecto

mer going through the Devil's Gap."â��Mr.

r J. Davis, Box 241;, Kat 1'ortage, Ontario.

THROUGH A MAGNIFYING GLASS.

" Some very curious effects may be produced by

holding a large magnifying glass before anything

handy and taking a photograph of the object behind.

The other day I held such a magnifying glass before

one of my eyes, and the result is, as you will observe,

rather peculiar."â��Mr. Wm. L. Bedell, 219, Market

Street, Newark, N.J.

NOT SO DANGEROUS AS IT LOOKS.

"The peculiarity about this striking photo, of a

party of friends going up a Welsh mountain is the

immense steepness of such a small incline, and that

the party were able to climb it without mishap. This

mountain, as you may guess, is not so steep as the

photo, shows it to be. I was only able to get such

a striking picture by tilting the camera sideways with

the slope of the mountain. To add interest to this

photograph I may mention that my camera-case, con

taining the camera, dark slides, etc., including this

photo., rolled down this slope some six or seven

hundred feet, damaging the camera and dark slides

to some extent, but, strangely enough, never even

cracking the negatives."â��Mr. Tom Miles Thatcher,

Bristol Brewery, Alma Street, Newport, Mon.
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THIS TREE OWNS ITS OWN LAND I

" The only tree in the world that owns its own land !

Such is the unique distinction borne by a magnificent

old oak in the little city of Athens, Georgia. On

account of a deep attachment to this tree, the owner

before his death executed a deed whereby he gave the

tree four feet of ground on each side, thus prevent

ing it from ever being cut down. Although this deed

has no binding force in law, and is valueless except

as a curiosity, the old oak has stood undisturbed for

more than half a century, for sentiment has proved

more far-reaching than the long arm of the law and

has preserved the grand old tree in all its original

symmetry and matchless beauty." â�� Miss Jessie

Hopkins, 209, Lumpkin Street, Athens, Georgia.

"WILL READERS HELP?1'â��AN ANSWER.

In our issue for February, 1904, we published a

curiosity sent to us by Mrs. Anne W. Newton, con

sisting of a mysterious design in the form of a badge,

which is reproduced here once more. Our paragraph

has elicited a most interesting reply from Miss Ora J.

Parker, of Le Sueur, I^e Sueur County, Minn., which

we print herewith. Miss Parker says: "The badge

is that of a secret society, formed in the year A. 111789.

in the northern part of Kil

kenny County, by one Daniel

O'Neill, a relative of the

great General Owen Roe

O'Neill, aided by a painfully

small number of loyal hearts

whose dreams of liberty were

always clouded with imprac

ticable schemes. They never

attained to much strength or

influence, and in a few years

were broken up and scat

tered to the four winds ; but,

despite their want of military

and political influence, their

as a social organization continued far

following century. Catholic as they

they, or rather the leader O'Neill,

gained most of their inspiration from one Molyncux,

a Protestant, but the author of 'Case of Ireland

Stated,' a work in behalf of the general interests

existence

into the

were, yet

of Ireland, and Molyneux's ini

tial ' M ' is the first of the four

set out on your ribbon, the high-

sounding title in full being'(The]

Molyneux Association (of)

Fenian Revolutionists.' So far

as I know this use of the word

' Fenian' (probably originally

from the ' Fingal of Ossian') did

not come into use again till the

organization of the ' Fenian

Brotherhood,' in New York,

in 1857. The original sign or

badge of the society was merely

a common-looking key, with a

loop of cord'tied into the ring

by which it could be hung on to

one's coat button, thus forming

an unostentatious sign by which

members might be able to know

one another. Your handsomely

embroidered ribbon is one of

the social Mitious tie luxe that

appeared in later years, when

the warlike nature of the organi

zation was but little more than

a memory."

DRESSED

" TIT-BITS."

" One of the cheapest, yet most effective, suits ever

worn by a human being was that exhibited by my

brother at a fancy dress ball held at Cromer on April

13th last. On looking at the picture you will see

that this novel costume was made entirely of paper-

namely, the green covers from Til-Bin sewn together

and ingeniously arranged. I am pleased to say that

this effective costume obtained first prize for origi

nality at the above-mentioned ball."â��Mr. C. Munday,

Jun., Strand House, Cromer,
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A TEAM OF SHARKS.

"One of (he most

exciting amusements

among tourists at the

numerous winter re

sorts on the Gulf side

of Florida is that of

shark-catching, which

is indulged in for

amusement alone, as,

of course, the carcass

is of no use whatever,

with the exception of

the backbone, which is

often removed to l>e

exhibited in the form

of a walking-stick to

admiring, and often

times incredulous,

friends in the North.

The accompanying

illustration, from a

photograph, will give

some idea of the novel thought which occurred to the two

gentlemen in the boat, who caught these four sharks within

a few hours' time off the dock at St. Petersburg, Florida,

the aggregate weight of the fish being one thousand five

hundred pounds. Hundreds of interested people witnessed

the unusual sight of this curious team of four large sharks

harnessed with gay pink ribbons to a rowing-boat, and driven

by a little lady of only ten years, while on shore a large sign,

reading ' Off for Cuba,' had been erected for the occasion.

The brilliant sunlight, the gleaming white sand, with the blue

waters of Tampa Hay as a background, inade it a scene never

to be forgotten by those fortunate enough to be present."â��

Miss Ella M. Hamilton, Coloma, Berrien County, Mich.

BABY IN AN ELEPHANT'S FOOT.

"My baby is by no means'small or thin; it is, on the

contrary, a very healthy and vigorous young body, yet it can

sit with ease within an elephant's foot, as will .be seen by

the photograph which I send you."â��Mr. E. Forbes,

Badulipar Tea Estate, ISadulipar I', and T.O., Assam.

"orflwci/BA

THK POWER OF A TORNADO.

This remarkable photograph illustrates the

tremendous force of a tornado. The power

of the wind carried the old musket for hun

dreds of yards and finally stuck it barrel

foremost into the tree. The musket can be

seen, as shown in the photograph, near

Prague, Minn. Much damage was done by

the tornado, and a farmer was carried over

a hundred feet through the air, landing

happily, however, among a network of

wires, whereby his life was saved.,
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A DOUBTFUL ADVERTISEMENT !

" The accompanying photognph is of a cigar and

candy store owned by a Mr. Burns, at Holly, Mich.

One evening a short time ago some practical joker

experimented on the sign, which formerly read:

' Iroquois 5 cent cigar. The choicest tobaccos. Free

from artificial flavor. Name on each cigar.' I!y

the aid of a little paint, discriminatingly applied, he

made it read as follows : ' I O U 5 cigar. The

Ice Co.'s artificial flavor on each.'"â��Mr. B. Lyle

Eisenbrey, Holly, Mich.

CARVED ANIMALS IN A CHURCH.

"This photo, was taken in the church at Ingleby

Greenhow, North Yorkshire, and shows the figure of

a pig carved in stone at the base of one of the arches,

while a more or less correct representation of a sheep

is peering round the corner. Each pillar supporting

the arches in this church has several figures carved on

it in the same manner. One explanation is that the

church, which is about eight hundred years old, was

built to commemorate the deliverance from a murrain.

If so, it must have been a plague attacking man as

well as txrast, and the snake must have been

a domestic animal at that time, since figures

of both human heads and snakes appear on

some of ihe pillars. The length of each

carving varies from two to three feet."â��Mr.

C. Brightwen Kowntree, Ilavelock Square,

Sheffield.

THE KING OF

' The figure shown

HARTS.

in this print was

used in a mercantile parade by Geo. O.

Hart and Son, of I'aducah, Ky. The

image was placed upon a large throne

covered with red calico, in a sitting position,

was ten feet high, and was built as nearly to

proper proportions as possible. It was

made up of the following articles: The

shoes were of grocers' scoops and stovepans,

the legs of stove-pipe, and the knees of

'cllxnvs.' The lx)dy was constructed of

two galvanized wash-tubs, the t>elt of stove

pipe flanges, the coal-front of wash-boards,

and the buttons of biscuit - cutters. The

shoulders consisted of dish - pans, wash-

pans, and milk - pans, with a necklace of pint

cups. The neck was a six-quart bucket, while the

head was made of pie-pans and milk-pans. The

mouth w.is made of pie-pans, moustache of basting-

spoons, cheeks of small wash-pans, and eyebrows

of patty-pans. The ears were half pie-pans, the

nose was a thumb - scoop, and the eyes table

spoons. The shoulders were grocers' scoops, the

upper arm a bucket, the lower arm a coffee-pot,

and the hands were small grocers' scoops."â��Mr

W. R. Tilton, Prairie Depot, Ohio,
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III.â��"AT THE CONSERVATOIRE."

Stick to yÂ»ur

Breakfast Cup

of . .

FRY'S
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It will help

you to keep

cool in the hot

days of JUNE

See Page XXII.
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SHERLOCK HOLME!

By A. CONAN DOYLE,

120 Literary Pages.

150 Illustrations.
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SCOTTISH WIDOWS' FUND

Mutual Life Assurance Society

The Whole Funds and Profits

"Belong to the Members

Accumulated Funds Â£17,000,000

Annual Revenue . Â£1,725,000

Persons desiring to effect Life Assurances

Should Read the Society's Prospectus

Containing valuable information for guidance in selecting an Office.

EDINBURGH: 9 ST. ANDREW SQUARE. LONDON: 28 CORNHILL, E.G., 4 5 WATERLOO PLACE, 8.W.

Dublin . . 41 Westmoreland St.

Glasgow . 114 W. George Street

Liverpool. 48 Castle Street

Leeds . 21 Park Row.

Bristol . 28 Baldwin Su

Belfast . 2 High Street

Manchester. 21 Albert Square.

Birmingham 12 Bennett's HilL

Newcastle . 12 Grey Street.

Agencies in all the Principal Towns in the United Kingdom.

A POINTED TALK.

" Prevention is better than cure," we are told. Next time you

feel "out of sorts," just take BEECHAM'S PILLS, and so

prevent a seemingly small ailment growing into serious trouble.

BEECHAM'S PILLS prevent illness as well as cure it. Most

people take them to keep themselves in good health. These are

wise and happy onesâ��they hardly ever know what bad health is.

There is no medicine in the world to compare with BEECHAM'S

PILLS. They will not harm the most delicateâ��and the strongest

will benefit by using them. They are a tried remedyâ��the trusted

friend of thousands of families all over the world. You will soon

feel letter after taking them, and you will know what to resort

to in future. REMEMBER, " Prevention is better than cure,"

so always have a box of BEECHAM'S PILLS handy, and

TAKE A DOSE when you feel YOU NEED ONE.

BEECHAM'S PILLS1
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^SUMMER PATTERNS.

last long, look well, and ar<

â�¢e for Ladies, Gentlemen, and Children, In Navy Blue, Black, Crimson, Grey, Green, Cream, &c.

Various Prices, and in Light Weights for Warm Climates.

TWEEDS, DRESS FABRICS, DELAINES, WASHING MATERIALS, LINENS; also SCOTCH WINCEYS, &c.

TAILORING, to measure. Ladles' Costumes from 26-: The " Etferton" Cycling Skirt from 13/6;

Bathing Costumes from 811 ; Motor Coats* Blouses, Ac. ; Girls' Dresses from 9 - ;

Gentlemen's Baits from 35 -; Boys' Salts from 10 6, Ac.

Patterns, with Self-Measurement Forms and Price Lists, Post Free, Any Length Sold. Special Rates for Exportation.

k Address: CQERTON BURNETT, Ltd., L. DEPT., WELLINGTON, SOMERSET, ENQ. >

Hamilton's

Irish Homespuns

make the finest and smartest shooting suits

and costumes.

Guaranteed hand-woven and hand-spun

from pure wool only.

Correct for ladies and gentlemen.

Also made up. Fit and smartness guar

anteed. Moderate charges for tailoring.

From 1/9 yard.

Patterns free on application.

The "White House, Desk 43,

Portrushf Ireland,

The . .

"Gunn"

Sectional

Bookcase.

IVflijmed on the natural IJIWB of

EVOLUTION AND GROWTH.

Beginning with One Pwtion it nmy

expand to One Hundred.

THE BOOK COLLECTOR'S

IDEAL RECEPTACLE.

iptiiv Pamphlet an/i name of nfartÂ»t dealer on "i > hrntion to

Tin WHOLESALE AGENTS FOR TIIK UNITED KINGDOMâ��

WM. ANGUS & COMPANY, Ltd.

44, Paul Street, Flnttaury, London, E.G.

DRINK NOURISHMENT.

The LANCET says :â��

â�¢The nutritive value of Cocoa itself

'is small. The addition of Plasmon

â�¢ to Cocoa raises the nourishing value

'of Cocoa to a high and trustworthy

â�¢ degree. Plasmon Cocoa contains all

'the constituents able to support life."

The BRITISH ANALYTICAL CONTROL certifies:

' Plasmon Cocoa is a highly nutritive

' food. The combination of Plasmon

'with Cocoa gives a product rich in

â�¢the food material in which Cocoa

â�¢ itself Is deficient. Plasmon Cocoa

'constitutes a true food."

ONE CUP OF PLASMON COCOA

contains more nourishment than 10

Cups of any other Cocoa whatsoever.

PLASMON

COCOA.

In Tins, M., 1/4, and 'J â�¢;, at all Chemist*. Grocers, and Stores.

International Plaamon, Ltd,. 66a, Farringdon St., Condon, B.C.

No Breakfast Table

complete without

EPPS'S

GRATEFUL COMFORTING.

COCOA

The Most Nutritions

and Economical.

'
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LARGEST,

BOOTS CASH CHEMISTS

MANAG/NG D/AECTOA

From small beginnings this firm has

built up a splendid reputation with

the public for supplying drugs of

the best quality at reformed prices.

Physicians' Prescriptions prepared at all branches by chemists fully qualified under

Pharmaceutical Society's examination.

BOOTS CASH CHEMISTS

The pioneers of reformed prices in the drug trade.

BOOTS CASH CHEMISTS

For Patent Medicines, To;iet Requisites, Household Remedies, at their well-kno

reduced prices.

BOOTS CASH CHEMISTS

Our immense turnover enables us to supply fresh drug* dai'y to all oui branchesâ��

an important consideration where drugs are concerned.

BOOTS CASH CHEMISTS

We go cart-fully through the stock at all branches at short intervals, and any drugs that

are not selling, or getting in any way spoiled, are withdrawn. We have over 3OO

branches, each of wnich is under the management of a fully-qualified chemist.

BOOTS CASH CHEMISTS

ur prices enable customers to use the best quality of drugs, being in many cases less

lan nas lo be paid elsewhere for inferior kinds.

BOOTS CASH CHEMISTS

customersâ��a judicious combination.

s essentially a customers' company. Customers are shareholders and shareholder^ are

BOOTS CASH CHEMISTS

Dividends are paid quarterly. Large dividends are not

promised, a safe security with a moderate dividend being

//FAD Ofnce. S7Xr/OffSrfiÂ£Â£7:#or77ffG/MM.

ENQUIRIES

from anyone

wishing to

acquire aharet

should be ad-

dreiied to

the Secretary,

Station Strert,

Nottirqham.

i
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HEFFIEID

FROMmmSHERS HANDS

SOLIDIMPROVED MCKLLSILVLR

WARRANTED WHITE THROUGHOUT

i^oLEbPOQNS OR FORKS 6/6 PER D0

TEASPOONS S/3 PER Doz

OESS.ERT 5/6 â�¢

mre THROUGHOUT ~

Samples on Approval with pleasure.

Cheques Crossed

andon City & Midland Bank.

I The Ckriatum CammonvxaUli, 15lh Marc

SOLID WHITE BONE BEAUtPnu IVO

CftST STEEL BLADES

JABIE.KMIVES 6/PER DOZ ftlSOlN'

f DESSERT ooS/e HAND fÂ°?cl

DE&SERTKPS

Every Description of Cutlery

and Electro-Plate.

earn surprised tha

at double the price

eHUpplicdat BO small

applies to the nk-kel 6

THE SHEFFIELDCOODSMANUFACTURING SUPPLYCÂ° CUECrir n

'SlS^SoeBCF HAVELOCK WORKS ^^^r ON Lf fl LLU

can have a HEALTHV SKIN & PURE BLOOD.

'COMPLETE TREATMENT, comprising~BaTvV Pills, I

Soap, and Dusting Powder, with booklet giving

valuable advice. 3 -, post free 33.

RINGWORM SUNBURN and all and all

SCURVY Irritations caused SKIN

ULCERS through Exposure ERUPTIONS

BORES to Sun Igreat or .mall)

REXCEMA

Send for Free Sample of Salve

and Copyright Treatise "Swift Cure of all Skin Troubles."

.

Mention 'Fur SFRAMI MAGAZINK.

Immediate relief. Testimonials received daily Wonderful Results.

Rexcema Salve, 1 JÂ«, jxwit free 1 3} ; nrnl 29, IMI-I frÂ«* 3 11 (>ertin.

Rexcem& Toatc Pills. 1/1 i. post free 1 3i : and 2.*. post free 2/1O

per box. BaXCWU Soap, 6d., ix)rt free To. per tablet. Sold by all

Chemirt*. and Htookeu by BooU, Cash Cnemist*. at all their

(lie KKXCEUA MEDICIICE Co., 7, Gresham

HAVE A FILTER

and avoid the many danger* of bad water.

MAIGNEN'S

FILTRE RAPIDE

is the most suitable for household use. It

is economical and reliable, and is easily

kept in order.

LORD WOL8ELEV says: "It

filtered the water both quickly and well."

Pr/ces from 12 G.

From all Chemists and Ironmongers, or

MAIGNEN'S, Ltd.,

15, Ct. Marlborougn St., London, W.

s. or direct from

Street. Lnnd

. .

>n. E C. Opposite O-P-O.

gen-1 for lUultraUd Pria Lift.

J. B. HUXLEY & CO., ISEbW WHITCHURCH, Salop.

INVENTORS OF THE WELL CAR. UNDER DISTINGUISHED PATRONAGE.

ESTABLISHED 1850. COLD MEDAL AWARD.

Luggage Float, from Â£15 15 o.

Governess Car, from Â£12 la o.

Messrs. HUXLEY A CO. call attention to their upecial lines in Governess Cars and LUZIMZP Floats, us shown abore. over 700 of

which have already bct-n sold, Kittt.1 with Unemrood Slmfts arnl Warner Wliei-ln. Patent Turn-Over Seal^ ; all warranted and Kent on approval

by expetuns twlng paid, carriage teing refundcil if umond Anyone purchasing one of these special line, can have half cost

refunded If returning vehicle in good condition within twelve months. Manv testiiuoniala can be swa. Rubber Tvrei,

Â« 4 0 Cllra. Unrnem, Â£.'. * 0 per a't I'T.an- ".'nil f..r h--.l l..i HUXLEY A CO.. Whltchuroh.

FOR PRIVATI HOUSES

4Oi-

Please write at once

for Descriptive

Circular.

Boots to

Measure

Direct from Factory

will save you

25 per cent.

HAND-SEWN -IOC

WELTED ... I O/ O

Smd far llluilrated

Catalogue and

Farm.

BESPOKE BOOT

FACTORY,

Kushden, Northampton

Depot* :â��

St. Peter's Sq..No(tfi'm

New County-arc. , Leeds

and at Manchester.
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HOBIES

MASTERPIECES

T~HE illustrations do

' not adequately re-

pres.nt the fine qualities

in the style and finish

of these masterpieces of

the Costume Tailor's Art

â��to be justly appre

ciated the garments

themselves must be

Â« handled."

MODEL Is a becoming BLOUSE In Coloured FI ,kcd

254O Canvas, with black spot trimmed with trans

parent yoke of vhlte inseitlon. Biahon

sleeves, fitted with deep cults of lace COLO URS : Black.

Navy, Turquoise, and Eau de Nil. The lust

DUDwd, spotted black a .d relleted with the

whitj Insertion, fo -ms a very dainty c mbLia-

tlon,andlOi>ks'- orth double the mohev

Black Folded Silk Belt, to wear with' Bl >uaÂ»

1/3, postage 2.1. extra If ordered separately. Car. i.i o\.

JOHN NOBLE Ltd. re

fund money to customers

experiencing disappoint

ment after the closest

inspection of any gar

ment produced by them

3/11

a/-; -n in. 26; Â« In. a- ; Â»i In. 3 6; 86 in. Â«- â�¢ Â», nM

39 in.*d. Car 4d.ex. Ingood wearing Holland aÂ£ J' i)M

the same prices Mothers of girls should order a I IP

â�¢ample frock as a tent I / Â§*

MODEL The J N. Knockabout Frock for Girls Is

1 921 . N.Â°').0'" ereat value marvel. It is made spe

cially to wlthsUn I tho "rough and-tumble" of

school life,and hÂ»Â» saddl- y.ke, long sleeves, and pocket. In

â�¢J.N.Che viotSergc.Summer Zibelin.i.urVicuuaCloih.Colours

as Model xus at loot PRICES in. long, I/a ; 31 in.

Mode

1921

FleecyTimo'ShanterCaps.inCardinal,Cream, â�¢' U

SÂ»vy or Blaok. 8)d. and 1/OJ, postage -Jd. Â«x. Oar.)d.ei.

SIX YARDSof J.N. Cheviot Serge.

Summer Zlbellne. orVicuna Cloth.

In an v colour as men ttÂ»n-â�¢d for Model J5-JS, below.Sent *t Ifi Carr

Itor 1 I {J ad. exPATTERNS SENT POSTFREE.NOBLE'SSHOPPINGGUIDEcontain* particulars ofmany other styles, and in

a positive money Haver

to the intelligent.3ENT FREE-WHITENOW.

2541. attractively made, in J.N. Cheviot SerRc. Sum.

mer Zibell.ie. or Vicuna Cloth. Sac hack COAT

with shoulder cape, neck and sleeves effectively strapped

â�¢Ilk. The SKIHT has the new season's Invert-

ed pleats at foot,and faatomt at side. In stock

â�¢lrÂ«Â«: *! In. Ions, lo - : 39 in. 1O 0; 42 In. 11 6 ;

Â« in. ia/3: so In. 1319. Carriage 6d. extra.

Also made Hper-ialK to measure tn a varit t> of

new Costume ClothÂ», fr m 15 9.

MODEL Summer Costume for Young Mlnel.verr

PATTERNS POST FREE.

FROM

ID/-

Ctxrr Od.*x

MODEL This Model reinvents John Noble's smart

2525. est, loose COAT-and-SKIItT Costume. Itissup-

plled in J.N.Cheviot Serge, Summer Zibellne^r

neat Vicuna Cloth. The COAT has semi fitting back, bell

*lceve*,aud new pointed shoulder C'lpo, and Is very neatly

trimmed. The SKIRT Is full fashioned In

plain style, cut for comfort in walking, with

Inverted pleat at back and fastening at left

aide. Colours and Stock Slses as Model 25ft

described below. (Skirt alone, 56; oar.

riage M. extra ) Carr. 6d ex

38, to, 4-2 ins. Made specially to measure in

a variety of good woirl tg Kahr cu, from Ift/fi.

Patterns and moasurcment (umis poÂ«t freo.

10/6

MODEL *Â« Â«â�¢ very smartly armnged Ruratan CoHtume

2526 for Â«u*â�¢Â«* outtloor wear. The new nliould<-r

capeglveaa veiy ityllah and neat Mm li to

tho COAT, which IB trimmed fancy galloon. Th.- SKIHT,

which hangs beautifully. IB gtiarnntei-d toflt, and lntirrHng-

fd with in\. rt.'.l ntoiit^ at foot, to mpart the now f.-- limn-

ablr " naro." Made m J.S. c'n.-viot StT(jÂ»-, Samroer /il- lino,

or Vicuna Tloth. COLOURS: He lo. Turquutsa,

W.-d.;wi.od. Electric. Old Ro e. Ruby. Sage,

MyptlÂ«. rp-y. Fawn. Navy, Black, Ac.

Also in good-wearing Holland at the BATU

price-. KVn.carr.I'd. extra. STOCK SIXES Bus

Waist. 24. 2f.,3H Ins.; Skirt, fron

10/6

Model

2541

JOHN NOBLE

Mode

2525

MANCHESTER.

1/6

,

â�¢
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What are Your

Prospects ?

Are you successful in your vocation ; do you pro

gress as well as you could wish ? Your success

must be your own malt ng, but you will never

succeed unless you possess a good memory. It

is good memory that makes successful men and

women in every sphere of action ; it is the pos

session of a good memory that enables the wo ker

to profit by learning and experience in practical

life.

Pelman Makes all

Memories Good,

If your memory is bad, Pelman's System of

Memory Training will make it good ; if it is Rood,

Prlman s System will make it better. There is no

one who cannot benefit by the System, which has

earned the endorsement of the most eminent

practical men and women of the day. 1 he in

dustrious Pelman student cannot fail of sweeps.

Pelman's System of Memory Training

is simple, easy, and interesting. Any person of ordinary education can master it in six weeks by half-an-hour's daily study.

It is taught by correspondence in six languages (English, French, German. Russian, Italian, Dutch), and in no way inter

feres with present studies or occupation. Write and investigate ! We ofler you a FREE COPY of Mr. Pelman's valu

able treatise on " Memory Training and Its Laws," with prospectus and copies of testimonials and Press notices from the

world's leading newspapers.

The Pelman School of Memory Training, 22, Wenham House, Bloomsbury St.f London, W.C.

8. AFRICA:

Lynn Ituildlnpi. Durban. Natal.

Branches :

ATSTHALIA :

Box 402, 0. P.O., M.r .

D.S.A. :

\<:n Masonic Temple, Chicago.

Hi --M, INDIA.

No Crushing

No Confusion

More Convenience

Easy Access

to all Parts

Contents Always

in Order

Every Article

Get=at=able

Catalogue " Trunkj for Travellers

Post free.

J. Foot & Son,

DEFT. T.B. 3,

171 New Bond Street,

LONDON. W.

,
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Patterns

Free.

Design

No.

1443

BUY DIRECT AT FIRST COST FROM THE

LEADING FIRM OF LONDON MANUFACTURERS.

â�¢VQ Design No. 484. J.O 6.

Better Value than ever. By far and away

the bent Half-Guinea Dress on tlie market

Produced in ALLEN FOMTH& t'o.'s three Sterling

Clothsâ��the Speciallte Serge, Venetian

Cloth, nr Zlbellne Tweed. Colour*: Black.

Nary. Royal. Light nr Dark Grey. Fawn. Brown.

Row.', and Crinuwn. etc. The Bodice is taste

fully designed, i- shown in sketch, and 1 MTU

jii' -I with fancy silk and braid trimming and

pretty buttons. Lining in Bodice, which haa

pouch front and fitting back. The Skirt is cut

in the latest approved style, and ban inverted

pleats and trimming to match bodice. Costume

c-ompletÂ«, 1O/6; carriage 6d. extra. 8Hrt by

ir-i-ii. only 6U; curriage, fid. Good lit and

salisfaction guaranteed. In sending onier please

giro bust, measurcmfnt under arms, waist,

intudu sleeve, and length of skirt in front.

Design No. 1728. AO 6. â�¢*-

trimmed pitching, epaulettes, galon trimming,

and -ilk button*. Slylkhly rut Hleeve. Skirt

trimmed Kilt- and silk buttons. Splendid

Value. Made in all colours of the following

cloths:-

Lady's Eton Coat and Skirt. Coat

Venetian Cloth, 10 6

Zlbellne .. loe

Spec.alite Serge, 10 6

('.itr 6d. extra. Skirt by it-<-li, 56, carr. 5d.

Arundel Tweed, 136, carr. 6d.

" Alfosco" Tweed dined throughout). 25 9.

GOOD FIT AND FINISH

GUARANTEED.

MANUFACTURERS'PRICES!

Send Postcard fop

PATTERNS & NEW SKETCH '

BOOK OF LATEST FASHIONS

FOR THE SUMMER SEASON

in Ladle.*' and Children's

Coatumeff, Jackete, Blouses,

Skirts. CorseUi. Glnv>*s. etc

Free on application. Call or write

PATTERNS POST FREE

Good I-'it Guaranteed.

Dcsien No. 1443.

-Â« Â«'Â«

COSTUME SKIRT.

A (ireat Bargain. Made

In bright Iltack Vicuna

doth, trimmed strap-

I MIL-- lie . p ti"HIM ' Ml'i

inull tucks. I'ri.y i.nl.v

6 6 ; <-firriase -VI. Money

refunded it not :ii>i-iÂ»Â»>

of. \N1ien onlerinn Hi

RizÂ« of waist

anil length ot

skirt in front.

ALLEN

FOSTER

& CO.

FOR

VALUE.

ALLEN FOSTER & CO.,

Dcsujn No. 1728. IV

10/8.

Skirt. Coat single-brauted. Full

Lady. Che.tcrfl.ld Coat and

well-made walking Sldrt. trimmed small

but tons and kilta at foot Made In all

colours of the following cloths:â��

Venetian Cloth, 1O 6

Zlbelln. .. 106

Speciallte Serge. 106

CHIT, td Skirt alone, only 56. can-. Sd.

Arundel Tweed. 13 6 CUT. ad.

"Alfovco" Tweed

(lined throughout). 25 9.

No. 1444.

LADY'S

CO5TUME 5KIRT.

In Btrong Black and Nary

Beivt*. trimmed thrw flounces

anil three rows of ttrappinors.

inverted pleat at back. PncÂ«

Â«Â«: mrriaareUd. extra. When

Mndinff order kindlr giro

Waist MM' i-nr- mm' ITU I I

of skirt In front.

47, GOLDEN LANE, BARBICAN, E.G.

Design

Mo. 1728

106

10/6

3
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Food will surely create Poison,

if Digestion is Faulty.

Well-digested food is the source of strength. Every act, every

thought, every movement of muscle or mind uses up some of the

substance of our bodies. Food repairs this loss, but only when it

is digested.

To be strong and healthy, assist your stomach, liver, and kidneys

to do their work perfectly by taking Mother Selgel's Syrup, which

contains food-digesting ferments and gentle tonics for the stomach, and

has cured more dyspeptics than any other medicine in the world.

Undigested food ferments in the stomach, poisons the blood,

starves the body, and lowers vitality.

MOTHER

SEIGEL'S SYRUP

" I had a good appetite and ate plenty of nourishing food, yet I

lost flesh and got weaker all the time." This is the way Mrs. Martha

Beverley, of 154, Abingdon Road, Middlesboro', writes now of her

condition, as it was in July, 1900. " I always suffered after eating,

my stomach was swollen, my breath was short, I had palpitation of

the heart, and my nights were sle< pless. A friend told me of Mother

Seigel's Syrup, and in six months it cured me of disease that had

clung to me for twenty years. I have enjoyed perfect health ever

since I wrote to you about my cure four years ago, and though the

old complaint never troubles me, I still take a dose of the Syrup

now and then, as a preventive."

Makes Food Nourish You.

It aids Digestion, and food well digested

meana Strength, Vitality, Health.

"Price Is. Itfd. and 2s. 6d. per "Bottle.
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BOOTS CASH CHEMISTS

From small beginnings this firm h

built up a splendid reputation with

the public fop supplying drugs of

the best quality at reformed prices.

Physicians' Prescriptions prejwred at all branches by chemists fully qualified under

Pharmaceutical Society's examination.

BOOTS CASH CHEMISTS

The pioneers of reformed prices in the drug trade.

BOOTS CASH CHEMISTS

For Patent Medicines, Toilet Requisites, Household Remedies, at their well-known

reduced prices.

BOOTS CASH CHEMISTS

Our immense turnover enables us to supply fresh drugs dai'y to all our branchesâ��

an important consideration where drugs are concerned.

BOOTS CASH CHEMISTS

We go carefully through the stock at all branches at short intervals, and any drugs that

are not selling, or getting in any way spoiled, are withdrawn. We have over ~

branches, each of which is under the management of a fully-qualified ch

BOOTS CASH CHEMISTS

Our prices enable customers to use (he best quality of drugs, being in many

than has 10 be paid elsewhere for inferior kinds.

BOOTS CASH CHEMISTS

BOOTS CASH CHEMISTS

Dividends are paid quarterly. Large dividends

promised, a safe security with a moderate divide

from anyone

wishing to

acquire shares

should be ad-

dtessed to

the Secretary,

Station Strtrt,

Nottirafiam.
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HEFFIEID

GREAT SAVING

IN COST

FROmFINISHERS HANDS

SOLIDIMPROVED MCKtl SILVER

WARRANTED WHITE THROUGHOUT

TABLES POO" 6 OR FORKS 6/6 PER DO:

DESS.ERT 5/6 t&Â£

TCASPOONS 3/3 PER DOÂ£

WftRRAMTLD

Sample* on Approval with pleasure.

Cheques Crossed

London City A Midland Bank.

.

POSTFrJEE^

E LOTTO PUTEDWffiTi

SOLID.':,.WHITE BONEBEAUTIUM IVORVH

CAST STEEL BLACE.S

TABLE.KMIVES 6/PER DOZ Also IN â�¢

fi^f DESSERT ooSfe HAND FORCE c

â�¢- TABLE K^i a/GPER ioz

DESSERTKFS &/- fttR Doi

Every Description of Cutlery

and Electro-Plate.

MONEY RETURNED IF NOT APPROVED.

The diritUan CrnnrnomixaUlt, 15th March. 1888. says: " Wo can honestly Bay wo are surprised thatsuch articles can be supplied at so imnll a cost

Kt .â��Â«â�� knives 16 - duz. I am both stroui! and luuMlsome. and would bo cheap at double the price. Ihc sune remark aripbca to the nickel silrer.

THE SHEFFIELD GOODS MANUFACTURING SUPPLYC0 CUFFF FMl

1 flftjISo1-, RtE H AV ELOCK WORKS ^"^^r QM Li I I L LU

-OXT can have a HEALTHY SKIN & PURE BLOOD.

[COS

COMPLETE TREATMENT, comprising Salve, Pills,

Soap, and Dusting Powder, with booklet giving

valuable advice. 3'-. post free 33.

RINGWORM SUNBURN and all

SCURVY Irritations caused

ULCERS through Exposure

SORES to Sun

CURED

by using:

and all

SKIN

ERUPTIONS

great or small

REXCEMA

Send for Free Sample of Salve

and Copyright Treatise "Swift Cure of all Skin Trouble!."

Mention THK STRAND MAGAZINE

Immediate relief. Test imonmlfl received <l:iily. Wonderful Results.

Re.xceDLLSalve, 1/14, post fret' 1 2Â« , nnd 29 post free 2 11 i > tin.

Rextwma Tonic Pills, 1/li. post free 12; and 29 post free 2/10

per box, ReXcuiua So.%p, 6d.. post free 7d. per t-ahlet. Sold by nil

Chemists, and atooked by BooU, < n-li Cnemitttfl, at all trieir

Brancbfe. or direct from the HEXCCMA MEDICINK Co., 7,

Street, Lond-m, E.O. Opiiosite (J.P.O

J. B. HUXLEY & CO.,

INVENTORS OF THE WELL CAR.

ESTABLISHED 1850.

HAVE A FILTER

and avoid the many dangers of bad water.

MAIGNEN'S

FILTRE RAPIDE

is the most suitable for household use. It

is economical and reliable, and is easily

kept in order.

filtered the water both quickly and well."

LORD WOLSELEY says: "It

Pricas from 12 G.

From all Chemists and Ironmongers, or

MAIGNEN'S, Ltd.,

15, Ct. Marlborough St., London, W.

Send for JUnilraUd Price Lint.

WHITCHURCH, Salop.

UNDER DISTINGUISHED PATRONAGE.

COLD MEDAL AWARD.

Luggage Float, from Â£15 15 o.

Governess Car, from Â£12 12 o.

MessFB. HUXLEY A CO. rail attention to their special lines in Govcmea Oars and Lutrtraire Floats, as shown arove. over 700 of

which have already be,<n Hold. FittÂ«il with Lsinivwtxwl -Shafts fiml WumiT Whe.*lÂ«. Patent Turn-Over Scut* ; all warninteil and sent on approval

hy expenM^ being i^ii.1. omteB lieing rol'utulcd if upnrovud Anyone purchasing one of these special lines can have half cost

refunded If returning vehicle in good condition within twelve months. Many bMttnoBhJl can be s-.-n Rubber Tyres,

U t II uit.nc llamws. Its 5 0 lor Â»pt. Pltaiie send for lii.1 t.i HUXLEY 4 CO.. Whltchuroh.

FOR PRIVATE HOUSES

4O/~

Boots to

Measure

Direct from Factory

will save you

25 per cent.

HAND-SEWN -I O C

WELTED ... I &/ "

Send for Illustrated

Measurement Form.

BESPOKE BOOT

FACTORY,

Kushden, Norlhampton

Depots :â��

St.Peter's Sq., Nottg'm

New County-arc., Leeds

and at Manchester.
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NOBLES

MASTERPIECES

1THE illustrations do

' not adequately re

present the fine qualities

in the style and finish

of these masterpieces of

the Costume Tailor's Art

â��to be justly appre

ciated the garments

themselves must be

" handled."

MODEL I* a becoming BLOUSE In Coloured Floked

254O Canvas, witli black spot trimmed with t runs-

paront yoke of Â»bate Inseitlon. Bishop

sleeves, fitted vtlih deep cuffs of lace COLO URS : Black.

Navy, Turquoise, and Eau de Nil. The lust

named, spotted black a d relived with the

whito Insertion, fO'ms a very dainty c nilii :r

tion, and louks â�¢ orlh double the money

Black Folded Silk Belt, to wear with Bljuae,

1/3, postage 2d. entra If ordered separably. Car. <d.ez.

JOHN NOBLE Ltd. re-

fund money to customers

experiencing disappoint

ment after the closest

inspection of any gar

ment produced by them

3/11

MODEL The J.N. Knockabout Frock for (,irlÂ« li

1921. Nob e'Â« great valae marvel. It Is made spe

cially bo withstand the â�¢Tougt-.and.tumble" oÂ«

school life.and has saddlx yake, long Bl.-ei i-b, and pookct. In

J.N. CheviotSÂ«rg,^Suiiimi.rZilÂ»liuo,orVlcunaCloÂ»ll. Colours

aa Model 25JH at loot. PRICEB:-2I In. long, 1/6 ; 24 In.

2/-; 27 In. 26; so in. 3,-;Hln. 36; 36 In. 91-; p, OM

80in.Â«/3. Car.4d.vx. In good Â«earing Holland at

the same prices. Mothers of girls should order a

sample frock an a test.

Fl OM

1/6

Fleecy T . in o Shanwr CapMn Cardinal.Cream, -- _

Navy or Black. Â»)<L aad 1/OJ, poatage id. â�¢*. Oar.4d.ex.

SIX YARDSof J.N. Cheviot Serge.

Summer Zlbellne. orVicuna Cloth,In am colour as mention

ed for Model 'jy-e, below.Sent *9 IfL Carr.

'(or J / ^J dd eiPATTERNS SENT POSTFREE.NOBLE'SSHOPPINGGUIDEcontains partlcolarB ofman y other ityleft, Mid IBa positive money fcavor

to the intelligentSENT FREE- WHITENOW.

MODEL SummerCostum.forYoungmisapt^.-ry

2541 . a'traetlvely mud**, in J.N. Cheviot Sergn, Sum-

mor Xibeliae, or Vicuna Cloth. Sac-back COAT

with shoulder cane, neck and sleeve* effective

â�¢Ilk. The SKIRT W the nÂ«w swmon's invert-

ed pleats at foot, and fastens at side. In ntock

sires: fr; in. Ion*, IO -; 39 in. IO 9; 42 In. 11 '6 ;

4fl in. 12/3; GO in. 13 6. Carriage 6d. extra.

AiBO mud? Â«poriali\ to menHiiro ina varlt-tv of

new Costume Cloths, fr in IS 0.

PATTERNS POST FREE.

i- HUM

IO/-

Ctirr Od.ex

MODEL Thlu Model represents John Noble'ti smart

2525. Â«*t. loose CO AT and-SKIRT Costume. It is sup

plied in J.N.Cheviot Bvrge, Summer Zibellnisor

neat Vicuna Cloth. The COAT has atmt fitting back, bell

*loeveR,aud new jminted shoulder cap*-, and Is very neatly

trimmod. The SKIRT is fall fashioned In

plain style, cut for comfort in walking, with

inverted pleat at back and fastening at left

aide. Colours and Stock Slice as Model 25-_v>

described below. (Skirt alone. 5/8; car-

riago 5d. extra.) Carrfid ex

MODEL

2526

10/6

Is a very smartly arranged Russian Costume

for Summer outdoor wear. The new shoulder

cape gives a veiy stylish and neat flnl h to

the COAT, which is trimmed fancy galloon. Th^ SKIltT,

which hangH bc-antiful I y ih nunrnnlc. d to fit and is arrang

ed with Inverted pleat* at foot, to mpart the now fashion

able " fiare." Made in J.N. Cheviot Strn<\ Summer /ibi'line,

or Vicuna Cloth. COLOURS :-Helo. Turquoise.

Wedtfwood. Electric, Old Ro~Â«, Ruby, batfe.

Myrtle, r-y. Fawn. Navy, Black, Ac.

Also In good-wear ing Holland at the same

prir'c, iivn.carr.r^l. extra. STOCK SIZES' Bust

S4.afi,;wins.; Waist, M.a&B Inc.; Sklrt.front. _

88, 40, 4*2 ins. Made specially to measure in ***

a virlety of good we iri >tt Fabr os. from 18/0, Carr.6d.px.

Patterns and measurement forms po&t free.

Mode

19.21

2541

10/6

JOHN NOBLE J?

48 BROOK

ST. MILLS

r 10/6

MANCHESTER.

'.

i
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Food will surely create Poison,

if Digestion is Faulty.

Well-digested food is the source of strength. Every act, every

thought, every movement of muscle or mind uses up some of the

substance of our bodies. Food repairs this loss, but only when it

is digested.

Undigested food ferments in the stomach, poisons the blood,

starves the body, and lowers vitality.

To be strong and healthy, assist your stomach, liver, and kidneys

to do their work perfectly by taking Mother Seigel's Syrup, which

contains food-digesting ferments and gentle tonics for the stomach, and

has cured more dyspeptics than any other medicine in the world.

MOTHER

SEIGEL'S SYRUP

" I had a good appetite and ate plenty of nourishing food, yet I

lost flesh and got weaker all the time." This is the way Mrs. Martha

Beverley, of 154, Abingdon Road, Middlesboro', writes now of her

condition, as it was in July, 1900. " I always suffered after eating,

my stomach was swollen, my breath was short, I had palpitation of

the heart, and my nights were sle< pless. A friend told me of Mother

Seigel's Syrup, and in six months it cured me of disease that had

clung to me for twenty years. I have enjoyed perfect health ever

since I wrote to you about my cure four years ago, and though the

old complaint never troubles me, I still take a dose of the Syrup

now and then, as a preventive."

Makes Food Nourish You.

It aids Digestion, and food well digested

meana Strength, Vitality, Health.

"Price Is. Itfd. and 2s. 6d. per Bottle.
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Patterns

Free.

Design

No.

1443

BUY DIRECT AT FIRST COST FROM THE

LEADING FIRM OF LONDON MANUFACTURERS.

I Design No. 484. AO G,

Better Value than ever. By far and away

the bout Half-Guinea, Dretn on the market.

Products! in ALLEN Fog-mi A (.'o.'Â» three ytvrlinR

Clothsâ��the Bpeclallte Serge, Venetian

Cloth, or Zlbellne Tweed. Colour* : Black,

Navy, Royal, Light or Dark Grey. Fawn, Brown

Ro*e, find Oriimoii. etc. The Bodice in tante-

fully designed, :u shown in sketch, and trim

med with fancy -ilk and braid trimming ami

pretty bottom, Lininx in Bodic*. which has

pouch front and fiUinx back. The Skirt IB cut

in the latust ar>proved style, and ban inrertod

pleaU and triruniin? to match bodice. Costume

complete. 1O 6 ; carriage 6d. extra. Skirt by

itself, only 66; rarriage, M Good fit and

satisfiintion Kunranteed. In Bending onler pleuie

give bust, raeoiurement undpr arms, waist,

inside sleeve, and length of Bkirt In front.

Design No. 1728. 3LO S. IV

triimm-d ditching, epaulettes, galon trimming.

Lady'a Eton Coat and Skirt. Coat

trirmiH'.i kilta iin.1 mlk buttons. Splendid

Value. Made in all cotuuni of the following

cloths:â��

.VN.l Bilk huttOU. SH li-llly cut Â«l(X!Ve. Skirt

Venetian Cloth, loo

Zlbellne .. loe

Speclallte Serge, 10 8

Carr. *xl extra. Skin by ttwilf. 5/e. carr. M.

Arundel Tweed, 136, .-air 6d.

" A1 fosco " Tweed [lined throughout). 259.

GOOD FIT AND FINISH

GUARANTEED.

MANUFACTURERS' PRICES!

Send Postcard for

PATTERNS & NEW SKETCH'

BOOK OF LATEST FASHIONS

FOR THE SUMMER SEASON

Ckwtumeii. Jacket*. Blouwi*

Kkirtv Coraeto. Glovea, etc.

Free on application. Call or write

In Lailien1 and Children1!

PATTERNS POST FREE.

Good Fit Guaranteed.

Design No. 1443.

-vi e'e

COSTUME BKIRT.

A Great Bargain

in bright Bhck Vi.

Ooth. '-rimmed i

l<ingH. deep flounce,

small lucks. Price

fi 8; carriage 6d. M

rrfundwi it not aj>pn

nf. When oruenng

â�¢lie of wiirit

and length ol

ikirt in front.

ALLEN

FOSTER

& CO.

FOR

VALUE.

ALLEN FOSTER & CO.,

No. 1725.

s.

Lady's Chesterfield Coat and

Shirt. Coat single -breasted. Full

well-madi' walking Skirt, trimmed Bnuill

butloni and t Hi - at fooL Hade In nil

coloun of the following clotiu

Venetian Cloth, 1O 6

Zlbellne ,. 1O6

Speolallte Serge, 1O6

Carr. 6d Skirt alone, only 56 can. M

Arundel Tweed. 136 Carr. M.

"Alfosco" Tweed

(lincU throughout). 25 9

4/6

Design No. 1444.

LADY'S

COSTUME SKIRT.

In Strong Black and Navy

BCITC, trimmed three flounce*

ana three TOWB of ulraptJinB1'

inverted pleat at back. iMru

4 6: mniaa? 9d. pxtra. Whrn

sending ordtr kindlr r-'i

waist nit iMM . 11 !â�¢ â�¢!)t :i ml lengl h

of ikirt in front.

47, GOLDEN LANE, BARBICAN, E.G.

-
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THE MOST ELEGANT TOILET PREPARATION FOR THE HAIR IN THE WORLD.

LARGEST SALES. HIGHEST HONOURS.

UNDER THE ROYAL PATRONAGE OF

H.M. THE QUEEN OF GREECE.

H.R.H. THE DUCHESS OF SPARTA.

H.R.H. PRINCESS HOHENLOHE.

H.I.H. THE GRAND DUCHESS GEORGE OF

H.R.H. THE DUKE OF SPARTA,

H.R.H. PRINCE GEORGE OF GREECE.

PRINCESS ANNA HOHENLOHE.

H.I.H. THE GRAND DUCHESS OF MECKLEN-

RUSSIA.

EDWARDS'

BURG-SCHWERIN.

HARLENE S HAIR

The Great Hair Producer and Restorer.

The Finest Dressing. Specially Prepared and Delicately Perfumed.

A Luxury and a Necessity to every Modern Toilet.

"HARLENE" Produces Luxuriant Hair. Prevents it Palling Off and Turning

Grey. Unequalled for Promoting the Growth of the Beard and Moustache. The

World-Renowned Remedy for Baldness. For Preserving, Strengthening, and

Rendering the Hair Beautifully Soft; for Removing Scurf, Dandruff, &c.; also

for Restoring Grey Hair to its Original Colour.

DR. GEORGE

JOtVES

writes : " I have examined

and practically proved that

' Harlene' is not only an

excellent grower, but is also

a preventive against the loss

of haic from falling out, and

produces a luxuriant growth

by continued application.

"Great Russell Mansions,

Bloomsbury, W.C."-

MRS. LAHCTRY,

The Charming Actress Manager,

writes : " Previous to

my using â�¢ HARLENE '

my hair had become

brittle and was falling

off. I have used your

preparation daily for

18 months, and my hair

is quite restored. I

cannot recommend

â�¢Harlene' too highly."

COLONEL HENRY

MAPLESON

writes : " Four months ago

I was almost completely

bald, when a friend of mine

induced me to try your great

Hair Restorer. The result

has been simply marvellous,

for to-day I am the

possessor of a fine head

of hair, thanks to your

remarkable remedy."

A FREE SAMPLE BOTTLE

will be sent to any part-of the world to any person filling up this form and enclosing

3d. for curringe. Foreign Stamitt taken; if presented personally at our office*, no

NAME....

ADDRESS .

charge will be made.

STRANI> MAOAZIYK 'June, i" 'i

//-, 213 and 4-13 per bottle, from Chemists and Stores all over the world, or sent direct on receipt of Postal Orders.

EDWARDS' "HARLENE" CO., 95 and 96, High Holborn, London, W.O.
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THIS HAN DOES HOT WEAR ONE OF

THE RICE ADJUSTABLE ELASTIC TRUSSES.

nterest

You?

THE RICE

"ADJUSTABLE ELASTIC"

TRUSS.

It is the most perfect truss ever invented for

retaining all forms cf rupture with ease,

comfort and security. Twenty-five years of

unparalleled success. In use in over thirty

different countries. All trusses made to perfectly

meet the requirements of each case. A perfect

fitting truss guaranteed, or money refunded.

Thousands of gratified patients.

THIS MAN WEARS ONE OF

THI RICE ADJUSTABLE ELASTIC TRUSSES.

FOR COMPLETE DESCRIPTION AND PRICES WRITE TO OR CALL ON

W. S. RICE, Rupture Specialist

WITH NEW HEMSTITCH

FRILLS, 3yds. long, 83 per pair.

Bamiile Book of Plain an.l Kamv Mus

PLAIN FRILLS ea per Ulr.

lins on approval. CASEMENT

FRILLED BUTTER

MUSLIN

Â»L"J,DS, Fruigcs. Ac. ROLLER BLINDS from 16. CARPETS,

CRETONNES, Tapestries. Art Silk.. Art Linens. PlmkettOT. Art

Serges. Piilterni sent on ii|iiirov;il. Price List of lore Curtains. Kul'cr

Blinds. Carpet*. Linoleum. Matting, Furniture, Bedding, Pout Free.

LACE CURTAINS Direct from the Warehouse.

THE HAPPY HOME PARCEL.-] pÂ«ir elegant Drawing.

Room Curtains. 4yds. long. 2yds. wide ; I pair iSondU IiiniriB-Room

Ourtjuna. 3ij-dÂ». long. Ouin. wid.jl pair Breakfast - Room Curtains.

floral Btyle. 3yds. long. 52ia wide; 1 pair pretty Bedroom Curtains,

Jyds. long, 40ln. wide. ALL Knrm EDOI!!I. 1 Lace !â�¢ Uind Cover. 2 real

pace Toilet Mats. The lot carriage paid, 17/O. White or ecru. Svch

MMOTM IWM hot nei'.r lie/ore betn offered. Money returned if not

approved.

GORRINGE ART CARPETS.

Seamless and Reversible. Mou- Green, Terra- Cotta, Art Blue and

Crimson, plain or patterned centre. Mort durable. 6 bv 9 9 /. â�¢ h br

t, 11/3 ; 9 Iiy 9, 13,0 ; 10) by 9. 11,0 ; 11 by 8, ISA ; 19) by S 30 3 â�¢ loi br

IH 18,6 ; U by 10). al,Â«; 13) by 10). Â«Z, IS bv 12. 5j/- j 13) l,y O/S

IS V U. 3ft-.il 8 by II SO/- ; 21 V 12. 42.'-. RUGS to rWtZ 8 by 3. 3/-

Â«a.-h. STAIR CARPET to match, isin. wide. lOid. ; 22in , 1 â�¢Â«) â�¢ 271n

iyi;3Â«ln..lAiperyar,l. Plain, l)d. per yard leni^ Patterns m [approval.'

GORRINGE LINOLEUM.

. ^>? "i'S" i match tht "Ml'""* material to any sire required. 7) by

fi^'J 9 b? ?' 14f,3L10i ^ ",' 16 â�¢": 12 "W Â»i !Â»/â�¢ ! 11 by loi. Â»'- ; U by

lJ2S,-6j 13ll,y lUsfl; 15 by 12, si/j. A Â» for PASSAOE,. 18ln wide,

9)d. j Â»7in.. 1/3) ; 36m., 1/T) per yard. Patterm on approval

FEATHER BEDS, 6ft, Sin. by 4ft. 6in., weight WllM.. Â£1 17s. M.

H. CORRINCE A CO., 33a Dept, NOTTINGHAM.

MATHER'S-

ick Marking Fluid for Linen, Cotton, ic. Tn bottlM 0<1..

......i of Garments Bared Yearly by Uilnff HIM Splendid

I/-, 1/6, and S/-, of all Cnemlst. and Staiionen

. MATHBR. Ltd., DVBR RTRE KT. MANCHESTER

NIGRINE-

(Dept. S.M.), 8 & 9, Stonecutter Street, LONDON, E.C.

Profitable Home Employment on

the original " FOSTER B Patent

KNITTER

, VesU and Clothing.

-which rapidly makes all site Stocking*.

(23 Gold and Silver Modalu, Established 1881.

IliflETFOSTER. "if ^Triai-SfT'pRESTOS.

BEST CYCLE

British Brains and

well paid skilled

labour can produce.

SPECIALITIES

Reg. Design Cranked Chain Wheel, Steering Lock,

Dunlop or Clincher Tyres, EADIE Combination

Hub. Fagan Two Speed Gear fitted if required.

a^O â��IO~^J Approval.

| Every Detail Warranted Two Years. Writi for \

Lists and Kxjterts Opinion,

Dept S., ROYAL RYDAL CYCLE & MOTOR CO.,

Tri.il Bottle

~ -l I'n-r

WOLVERHAMPTON.

To

Colour

GREY HAIR

SHADRINR, rnaranteed permaneut.

WU1 not burn tlirt hair or prodaoÂ« un

natural tint. Detection [mpouiM*.

OontalnÂ« no lea<1. rilTer. fu.phur, etc.

Trial Bnttla, 7d. : lArgp Bottle.

pcwt frr<\ (Sent

ashable ana al>Â«o.nt*lj hannlen.

.

.

requi

____ __ _B. T. ALBXANDRB (EiL 1WI).

i-tlj packed.)

HUt* colour required.

itbourne Grove, and M. Great Portland Strwt, Loodoo. W
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OUR SPECIAL Â£15 .15s. SU.TEsl

*-Â»Â»O|J -C*-ir7 4 Re f"*I?PrHT Â£2.2s. down, and 14 monthly payments of Â£1 .Is. or tfjP

Sent carriage free to any Railway Station In the United Kingdom on the following terms: H

la/MOn gCftOm I99> \*IÂ» E 1^I I Â£,l.li. down, and 29 monthly payments at IQa. &1 S0

Tha Duiverio.i Suite. \i .MM .r , Â»-ft 6-in wide over

T-/t. high. Both doniB contain full-length Reflecting Mirror of

Bntinh Crystal Berelled Plata Glass. Two sei>aratÂ« hanging

compartment*, and large size diawer. Dressing chest, S-ft.e-in.

wide ; Jircssing Mirror '.'i-in. by 16-in., and HUepod are the

ewentially uBeful and fashjonaUe Reflex Mwinp Mirrors The

Waflhsunrl.also.t-ft, r^m. wide. IB provided with n dnuble b!Â»ck.

and top lu 8t Anne'a Black or Rouge Royal Marble, and

eminently ust-ful Shaving iilaM. The whole Suite in made

â�¢olid throughout in thorouchly Â»easoncd Amerit-an Bl:tck

Walnut. Onk or itfnhopmy-no veneer of any

- 1

kind be

Walnut. Onk or nopmy-no veneer o

ed. Two Ch-iirc are inolude*i in th*1 Buite.

NOTE! The dimensions- height and width of this suite

are clearly and correctly stated, conw-'queutly purchasers

know exactly what they arc buying.

8<Mtee(really:tt*iii;i ,<mi Writiv roiiiUiiedi.pair of KSIHJ- Chain

of Iht fiiHi.ionalikand comforubk- tul' Â»h;ipe. and four Small

Thxirs the frames are of Solid Mahogany,n<Â» vcnetr,fdaiÂ«

or staining >*in? uaÂ«U, handsomely and delicately rurxed,

cabriole legs, the three large pierea being raountwl mi i imton.

U|iholstpred in the best possible manner. Covered in

jjooluwly the finetst ailk tapcitry, in furtooi shades, and

nni-lit^i with LoaselB to match. The fnuMÂ«Â»UUM4onÂ«M<L

finished Chippendale. A stylish Suite, first-class style and

woikmauship. and iilthough proJuced at an economu-:il price,

nothing hUDtWD aacrificrd to cheapness, and it nunhineH the

best of style, workmanshiit. and mat

The Omborne Or i wind Room Suite DKacnirrioifâ��

c, â�¢ UUJ...H. general eicelltW and lÂ«iuty'i.f detail.

s,

aterial, (OpUUC with

FREE. coloured illustrations, also rartimlan of our New Instalment Synem, together with extract* from

^C> ^ IT Post Free the most complete book issued on "Artistir Furnishing " containing hundreda of photographi and

^^â�¢â�¢^^^^â�¢^ the princii>al newspapers highly o'luuifiidinp our system *>f bumnt-ss.

GLOBE FURNISHING CO., Dept. E, Pembroke Place, LIVERPOOL.

Haitian Umpaper. South African. Colonial, Â£ Foreign Ordcn iweive Â«|>ecua attention Bankers: London City s, Midland Bank Ld

TEYE

RIFLES, SHOT GUNS, TARGET

PISTOLS, RIFLE TELESCOPES.

Unequalled for accumry. sound make, anil luw price.

Tanrct and Snorting Kifle* .. .. 16 6 tu Â£5 1O

U.BoreO.l'.B.L. Shot Guns .. Â£1176,, 12 O

TÂ«rget PwlolB 1 BO â�� 315

From all Gunmajters and ]>Â«*lerB. ^ holesale only

Kilie Telencopn 820., 1212

from-J. STEVENS ARMS ft TOOL CO..

1'cpi, B) 13-15. Wilson St., London. E.G.

B

!

j

I TO Cyclists 8 Motorists x

f ffl

L. ^^^^ ^^

SURVIVAL OF

THE FITTEST.

Renold Chain

AND MOTORS.

Perfect In Strength, Lightness.

Durability & Freedom of Movement.
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ESTABLISHED 68 YEARS.,

FIRST IN VALUE FIRST IN STYLE

The Largest Stock in the Kingdom to Select from.

LADIES!! WRITE FOR THE NEW SUMMER PATTERNS

Of everything required for your own and children's wear.

WE HAVE.,

THE GOODS

YOU WANT.

FASHIONABLE AND DURABLE TWEEDS, i- to U Â«d . in New Mixture!, K! ,k, - Chevroni.

S'ni â��. ,t. Hum, 1 Suiting! in new and nent -i i :....â�¢. c,,l to 4Â«. 6d Melton Smlm^. It.. In. 4.1 . and Hi

all shinies. IMuin Cloth*, mis "talilr finish. :Â».. all wool. Slin.

NOVELTIES IN COTTON DRESSES. Kvcry fnahumaMc uuike, ::M I,, \- 3d. I.lncni. CmÂ»h

Lint-nH. noneio*l MiM iii r Shut LilK-Dit. Kmliroiilen-d Spot Linens, :tll colour*. M. to 1Â«. 9d. ZenhTnt, 4Ad.

to ]Â«. Id. New SMj-le l>,-laineÂ». in iiinlallioiii mid fan.-? spot*, lltd to Is, .Id. IMllt Muslin. Â»n.l McrciUwnj.

Newrat. P.itti<niv ramukalita i nine. :l)d to IB. : (iraas LawnÂ». Swiss Muslin*. Printoi Sit(..,-n*. 4c.

STYLISH DRESS FABRICS in PnpolllMS, In. lid. lo 2s. Htl ; Wool and Silk Voilen. If. 7d. to

ft*, tvl. : Ktflmine Voilea. In. sd. ; Tile New l'iinv;i.H. -Ja. Hd. ; Embroidered S|Â»ot t'rv|xilineÂ«. -2s. ftl. ; Se.Un (.'loUw,

%.. :tÂ«. Ad., 49.. A'1.; New CY0|tonn. 2Â». fkl. to .i- nd. ; The .New flufUcn, K '-1 Ui 34. Â«1. ; tjilk .fxilianis 2i. 4d.

to .5^. :iÂ«l. ; Silk TnMfe do ('hone. 4o. Ac.

NEW GRENADINES, Is. ftl . Â».. to 3i 6d. Parti Tiampucnrle<, Gauio and Lace EffccU. own

"FANCY'FLANNELETTES AND FANCY FLANNELS. >:-,,,> \.-,, M., m Printed and WOTâ�¢

Goodr 4Jd. to Hid. and Is. to Is. Mid. ; also new Blouse Fat-riri in . hiinninK varietv.

SILKS, Veil eU. Plusher, and Fancy cluthi tor Mantlet and Jacket*. Silks for 1U<iiuet. Dreraei. Lining Ac.

We know that fit order to get your trade we must give you better value than you can

obtain elsewhere.

PATTERNS SENT POST FREE ON APPROVAL. Carriage paid on all Order* over Â£1 In value. Addrtss in â�¢Â«//:â��

EDMONDSON'S WAREHOUSE, Â£Â±: LEEDS.

THE BRAKE THAT MAKES THE BICYCLE SAFE

. . U the . .

Mines' Bralte

e/-

As you value your life, *end a post-card toâ��

| HIKES' BRAKE CO., 36. Montroae Street, GLASGOW,

for prices and particulars of the Safe Hr.ike.

THE POPULAR

SCOTCH

BLACK&WHITE

WJJ/SKY.

WOOD.MILNE

STATIONARY PAD.

Paves Nerve-Jar,

Saves Slipping. Savea Money

on *prinfry turf, ao markM i- ihr

With t NIK Pad one miuht be walking

baojaot filling. rVnibte< the life

Be sure It I* tbr WOOD-MILNE.

of your BnotA.

SEWING

MACHINE.

Patented.

by HIM ft* Smprtu Attiea-ndr* of

Rtt**ia.

THIS machine does work which will

bear compuriron with that of other

machine* coating higher price*. En-

hn.'ly made of metal, wiili plated fit

tiugf. improved slit' h rt>Kulator. etc

It worki at Croat BpeeJ It huno rom

plimtlr.na like tliÂ« old hiiLioned Intri-

':Â»!>â�¢ mai'hines. ihÂ«*rvfurc no ezperienr*

is required. It worki fine and cÂ»

I mati-riali c-jujilty u well

(Sent In wooden box. i

paid, for 6 9: two for 1* -.

Kxtra ncciilcs 6d. and !â�¢. packet*.

Tr-il* for Preu Optntoni and TttttmonialM. or call and Â»rt (AÂ«

maehinc at trorir. Addrfttâ��

SEWING MACHINE CO., 28 Dept.,

33 A 33. Brooke Street. Holborn, London. B.C.

MARVELLOUS VALUE.

Calcott & XL

CYCLES.

XL's

Â£8 10s.

No. 2's

Â£10 10s.

CALCOTT BROS., Lid., XL Works, Coventry.

l.jnJon Offict>â��78. Newgate Street, E.C.

WORLD'S BEST AGENCY.
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Prompt

Execution.

WE PUT

YOU

ON THE

w

â�¢ E teach

by post

direct to

WILL YOU SAVE MONEY ?

If so write to-day for my Price Lists of

BEDDING,

WIRE MATTRESSES, COTS,

CHAIR BEDS, BEDROOM FURNITURE, &c., &o.

Lists CiVe Full and Use/at Information.

All goods sent (on "appr

WORKS. Packed Free. Carn

ment Terms.

' if desired) DIRECT FROM

age Paid. Cash or on Instal

CHARLES RILEY, Â«S? Moor Street, BIRMINGHAM.

Please mention this Magazine.

NO matter what is your present position, what salary you are making,

we can show you how lo improve them, by qualifying yourself in

your spare time to become an Electrical Engineer. There is no

other profession that offers such brilliant opportunities, quicker advance

ment, and greater pecuniary rewards. Are you satisfied to remain in the

crowd, amongst the poorly-paid trades, where the supply always exceeds

the demand, and where the

UNEMPLOYED QUESTION

has to be considered? If not, we can teach you by post direct to

your home, in your spare time, a paying profession. We have

students all over the world to-day who testify to our system,

and whom we are putting on the high road to success.

your home Electrical

Engineering-, Me

chanical Engineering*,

Electric Lighting, Dynamo

Designs, Electric Kotoi man's

Course, Short Electrical Course,

Telephony, Telegraphy, etc., etc.,

which instruction means success to you.

Why not qualify yourself ? We are endorsed

by the Great Edison and all leading British Engi

neers. Our fees are low, and can t:e paid in

Monthly Instalments if desired. Write to-day for

our interesting Booklet, sent free, entitled, " How to

Our methods have proved successful, and we have not

to-day, to our knowledge, an old student out of a

situation.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

is our speciality. We would t>O glad If

you would investigate our

Statement* for yourself,

and be convinced that

we can carry out what

we state.

Become an Electrical or Mechanical

Engineer." It tells the story of success.

TO-DAY IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY.

TO-MORROW THE OTHER FELLOW'S.

THE ELECTRICAL

ENGINEER INSTITUTE OF

CORRESPONDENCE

INSTRUCTION,

TS^renpLf CHAMBERS,

TEMPif AVÂ£Mt/Â£.

FOOTS1 ADJUSTABLE CHAIR

Conforms to every position of the body. Is adjusted by the occupant. A I

â�� of the wrist does it. Rocks or remains rigid. Combines Chair

and Couch, and affords complete comfort and rest.

"BACK reclines to ang

SEAT tilts to any angle.]

LEG REST (detachable)]

inclines to forging

positions.

degree.

HEAD REST adjustable.

TABLE and REAVING

DESK detachable.

J. FOOT 6 SON,

(Depl. R.C. 3),

171, New Bond Street, London, W.
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Bigf Bicycle Bargains.

All the best Coventry makes at wholesale prices "Ceo-

tauri," "<_uvemry Challenge," â�¢â�¢Humbers.""Bovers,"

"Premiers*" "Swifts," " Singers," " Triumphs, "etc.

Â£6 upwards. Prom s. - monthly.

No Cycle it cheap unless pood. These Cycles are

EDWARD O'BRIEN (Ltd.t, The World's LarprstCvcle S?

GOOD and (at my prices) CHRAP.

Dealer. COVENTRY. Hease mention this Paper. S

nwwv

AT LAST! GENUINE HOME WORK.

15,'- and upwards per week can be easilj corned with

"AUTOMATIC "

KNITTING MACHINE

By Either J>r.

MACHINES ARE

BRITISH MADE,

and are supplied for

CASH or SPECIAL EASY

HIRE TERMS.

WORK TAKEN.

Write "SAore" !'â�¢ i'1 .

67, SOUTHWARK ST.,

LONDON, S.B.

Agents wanted v&erf unrfprttented.

I Your Future is Known

I 0. AHTHT-K PEARSON, Esq., W. T. STEAD, Esq.. and many other I

prominent gentlemen have testified to the accuracy of their I

forecast*. Send the exact er approximate hour of your birth (if

--irfhle). date, year, etc., together with P.O. );'â�¢ and ntamp.

For I/- Mr. WILDE will send a Reading of the Stars.

THE RESULT WILL ASTONISH YOU.

| QEO. WILDE (Dept. S). 143, High Hoi born, London.

LEWIS'SWTF,UI

VELVETEEN " Z/-

,

Fashion's

Latest

Decree.

" The Smartest

Gtnritt to-day

art made QI

rehvt."-Vid.

Dally Press.

A YARD

THE PREMIER.

It 1. equal In ap

pearance a nddura-

bllity to the ba.t

Silk Velvet, and

can only be ob

tained DIRECT

from LEWIS'S. In

Market Street,

MANCHESTER.

Mute in Black and all

colouni, including uie

New Groom, Mnlr*kin.

Ho.vnlliluo.i'ui.ii.vlifd

Violett< lie Parnie. and

the New I'-n i-i MI ami Pastel

flhtuloe FASTPII.K.FAST I'VED.

EVERT INCH GIIARANTEKI*. This

futility ig itold elftcwhcro at

OOUtfl. and treble the I)rice.

hut LEWIS'S manutaoture

thii Velveteen themselves,

thus enabling them to sell It

direct to the miblir ut 3/- a

yard. Ijadic-s HKmM write for

PATTERNS .whi,-li Â»iil bo

â�¢ent POST FKFEl.

LEWIS'S pay ciirriage

on all orders.

LEWIS'S also supply

the miÂ»t W.m.lcrhil

Value in FASHION

ABLE DRESS

MATERIALS.

Writt forPattim*.

Please mention

STiiANn MAO.

LEWIS'S, MARKET ST., MANCHESTER

UNSIGHTLY

SUNKEN

NOSES

(Whether imperfectly

formed or the result

NOSE AFTER.

of injuries)

MADE PERFECTLY STRAIGHT

By an Absolutely Painless Method.

THE MOST MARVELLOUS DEVELOPMENT OF

MODERN SCIENCE.

DERMA-FEATURAL COMPANY, LTD.

fSpecialiÂ»tÂ» in Correcting Fticial Blemithet),

69, New Bond St., London, W.

PROTRUDING EARS CORRECTED,

DOUBLE CHIN,

Drooping Cheeks,

Wrinkles in the Faco.

Neck.abouttheEycsor

Mouth RemoTcd.

Baggy Eyes Cured.

Wart* and Moles Re

moved.

Booklet sent (post

free).

Pleauf mention (Aft

JfopufM,

and state for which

of the above subjects

you deaire a booklet.

NOSE BEFORE.

NOSE AFTER.

The OLDEST and BEST.

ADAMS'S

Unequalled

for

Brilliance &

Cleanliness.

For Furniture, Brown Boots,

Patent Leather, Oil Cloths, and

all Varnished and Enamelled

Goods.

" Haying made a fresh

trial of its virtues, we feel

no hesitation in recom

mending it to all house

wives."â��The Queen.

FURNITURE

POLISH.

Send addressed envelope, stamped

memo tablets.

for dainty

Victoria Park Works, Sheffield.

FREE TO THE

DEAF

If yon suffer from Deafness or Head Noises, and

desire a complete and permanent cure, write at onco

to Professor G. Keith-Harvey, 49, Flnsbury Pave

ment, London, E.G., for Pamphlet fully describing

an entirely now pelf applied method, which he will

send you gratis and post free on mentioning this paper.

Mr. E. McKinnon. 1, Erakine Street, AUoa, N.B..

v. ri: â�¢"â�¢:-" 1 \\IIH at doaf aa a stone wall and attcmdod

hospitnl for 12 months without benefit. I then applied

your Sy -tcui for three weeks and my hearing ia now

' completely restored."

j
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The best the

tobacco plant

pro

B0ZIR

AU-fHUOUCH.

free from Acid.PoiSonfcGrit

PRODUCES QUICKLY

A LASTING BIUUIANCY.

I

done.

THE HAIR

How itfltvw.

andâ��.

How tojjrowit:

â��WarnerOHvcfvâ��

THIS

BOOK

is all about the

hair and hair

diseases.

The author

e'xplains why

hair falls out,

why it does nob

grow, the failure

of patent reme

dies, his disap

proval of their

use, the real

cause of 1ml.1-

nrsx, and why

everyone, even

in old age, can

and should have

a plentiful sup

ply of good hair.

A copy of Iht work will be supplied free of charge

on application, either personally or through the post.

WARNER OLIVER Ltd.,

231. Kensington High Street. London, W.

WINCYCLES

on tin Deferred Payment Syitem.

PER 3/6 WEEK

OR TEN GUINEAS CASH.

tor New Price rJÂ«t AgenU wlnUd.

WINCYCLE TRADING 00., Ltd., 106 R, 01 Saffron Hill, London.

FreÂ« Wheel. Two Eim Broken, Punlop,

Clincher, or other Tyres, ail conmlete, wltt

TooTÂ«. etc, Wtrrontid tor 12 monib*. Â» riM
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HIGHLY RECOMMENDED BY MEDICAL MEN.

Co.'t

name are atmie genuine.

All others are imltati*

Ki

MOC-MAINl

RUSS

(Mr Steel in Band.)

Effective ft Light. Equally

comfortable in an erect

or reclining pontion.

Consultation! & Price List* free.

WHITE'S Moc - MAIN PATEXT

LEVKR TKCSB Co., LTD..

NOT told by the -

WORLD'S

WONDER

OR AT J.O/- MONTHLY.

â�¢Ball Free Wheel. Clincher Tgres.

VERY CHEAP SECOND-HAND CYCLES.

MOTOR BICYCLE, 38 Guineas.

WRITE FOR FREE PRICK LIST.

229, Pii--cadillyCircus(firstfloor).

Opposite the Pavilion.

ears. Female AtU>iÂ»dnnt

ft (Army A A'nvtftÂ£c.).

r XKKTI..N Tim M

THE SILVER QUEEN CYCLE CO.. Ltd..

(Y Dept.) 18, Gray's Inn Road, London.

Tea and Breakfast Service 10/6

" The Dresden " in the new and fashionable Vert Blue, finished in gold.

This complete combination service is wonderful value, and consists of 6 tea cups, 6 tea saucers, 6 breakfast

cups, 6 breakfast saucers, 6 breakfast plates, 6 tea plates, i .slop basin, i milk jug, i tea pot i| pint with slide lid,

i cocoa jug ij pint with lock lid, i breakfast dish, i covered butter dish, 6 egg cups, 2 cake plates; ns here shown.

Safe delivery gu

Hantey and lx>ndon.

,

Bankers : Lloyds Bank, Ltd.,

The Ceramic Art Co., Ltd.,

Crown Pottery, Stoke-on-Trent Staffordshire Potteries.

NO MORE CORNS OR HOT FEET!

(See '1 ettimonialt btltnr.i

Hcv. M. F. J. H.-"I send

cheque for 2fi;B- Shoe* will

do very well. Such prompt-

ii.--- in

executing

onicr U

quite re

in-1,in.- '

Mr Vii.i.ijt.

never waem to get tired In them." Mr. I* . 66. Part Street.

Central

BUtion, MonchcBtcr. nays: "Have worn them for 12 years-feet

Southport. write* ; " last pair wore for B!Z years for Cycle, House,

and Garden Wear.'

Whit*. Brown, or Black. Children*!. lAdiei'. Gent*'

KnrlnM Length of Walking ShoÂ«. Prices fpoÂ»t free)

A. Plain Hhoett (withoutitrapping) .... I/O 1/9 20

E. Velvet Uppers i Black) - 3O 33

I). Superior CatiTas (as per illustration) â�� 319 2 B

Canrtu leather-Solod Shoes (Buporior) 36 4O 49

Rubber Shoos (White. Black, or Brown) - 3 O 3 *

Brown CUTITM. fine Ked Rubber Sole* â��

Off three pain at one time we allow 2d. per pair.

PATENT CANVAS SHOE CO., 95s, Bath Street, Glasgow.

Ptttf Free, Hritith Itle*; Abroad. Extra.

Every puff of the

Pipef),^

Is a puff of serene contentment

to the happy smoher.

Smokes cool, cniokes dry. amokea to the end

Flawless briar bowls.

3 -. 36. Ui-. etc

For tbiPirHKt Smoke

fill the -IIIASTA-

PIPE with the

NEW SMOKING

MIXTURE,

Send for BoolW,

"Hint* to Smnktr*" fnt

"MELHONA

Sweet, mellow, delightful flavour urn! frasnuice. A ralW tobacco I

of dellcioui full flavour. In lira, tlt> 2 -. pottÂ«f*Ui I'n. *-. |

[xistAge 3d. Sample tMirkct. post free 7d.

Of nil TWNiceonirfJ. or thf

" MASTA P. PIPE CO. ii)ei.t. 2'. 153. Fleet St., London. EC
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STOPS

ANY

TOOTHACHE

DERBY ROLL-TOP DESKS

These Desks are Handsome, most conveniently arranged,

and are the finest value the world can offer.

Necessary to

Evory Man.

Absolutely

Euentlal to the

Busy Han.

Send for Handxtme

Catalogue, po*t />**â�¢

Will take to piece* and

go through any doorway;

prices from

Â£5 15s.

Can "'.'â�¢' be had upon the

deferred [> i yttieiitiyttem

T. INCLESANT

& SONS, LD.,

Atlu lions*, Leicester.

55.15.0

THE SHIRT FOR YOU I

LLJ

REAL IRISH MANUFACTURED

WHITE SHIRTS.

Splendidly made and warranted four fold

Front* and Cuffs, Ready Dressed for Im

mediate uÂ»e, either for Dress or ordinary

Business Wear, with full sized large cuffs or

small wristbands adaptable for separate cuffa ;

to open front or hark and with one or two stud-

holes. Sample Shirt, 3 6. three for 10 -. Car

riage Paid. They are the moat marrelloun value

in the trade, \>eiag fully worth 6'6cach. When

ordering state size of collar worn, and whether

Drew or Business Shirk

J. & S. SAMUELS,

Shirt Manufacturers,

M, 96. 98, & 100, LONDON ROAD,

ad. LIVERPOOL

ED BE I Write for Illustrated. Catalogue, with

â�¢ ImiÂ»Â»a Â« special prices, and saÂ«e 20 to 60 per cent

TOLD BY A

PRESIDENT!

Working Men's Institute,

>loor Row, Carnforth,

April 2I&1, 1904.

Dear Sirs,â��The \8-ct. Gold Hunter " Bdgrave "(,Â£12-105.)

supplied to the above Institute for presentation lo our Hon

a beautiful compact model, with very

strong oases, and the finish Is everything

that could be desired. I am Informed by

him that the timekeeping qualities of the

watch are beyond reproach.

The inscription is beautifully executed and reflects great

credit upon your firm also.â��Yours truly,

THOS. BUSHBY, Hon. President.

THE H. WHITE MANUFACTURING CO. are

not merely Mllere of Watc-hen. They are something morÂ« than

Um They are rei.uu-d makers who supply WatcheH or altogether

exceptional excellence - Watches that are as distinct

kingdom. M a uuta-dianioiiil cliffent f

Company's \Vatehesaro built BOlentiflc

from those sold by the ordinary retailr- â�¢ '

.. .tiflcaJly-they are made by

Ji.-t.u!<T- in every town in the

ere from a fine gem. The

the cleverest workmen-each a master of his craft, with the

result that their clients secure Watches of Inimitable Quality

ami Construction. They keep time everywhere-il Home or iÂ»

thr I raiiin They are the Beit Value because they are of the

Best Make and keep the Best Time. What President Bushby

so courteously write! all the H. White Manufacturing Con

pany's client* write.

ft -r

\

THE

â�¢COUNTY'

WATCH.

Â£4-17-6

Strong- Cold Cases, Chronometer Balance.

Timed for variation* in temperature.

A thoroughly strong, well-made Watch for Home or Colonial

wear. Elegant, Compact. Looks like, and kc'eps time like,

a Â£'20 WaU'h Just the Watch for a Gentleman's

Pocket. Strong 14-ct. Gold Half-Hunting Cases

Ifull Hunter 1C preferred!. OA \ 7S. ftr\

Supplied by the makers forâ�� 38^ 1*3. UU>

EriKuie turned or poliuhed plain, upon which an elegant mono-

OTam mav be emrravcd for 5s. extra.

SUPPLIED also in MASSIVE C f | Cc. Worth

18-CARAT COLD CASES at Â» J 1 3S. Â£10 VK.

Sterling Silver Cases, Â£2-lOs.

The "COUNTY-ALBERT." cplvndid Solid Cold Curb

or Fetter Links, Â£3. Single or double.

The "Lady's County"

A iplcndld 18-ct. Gold Huntlngbr Half Hunting Watch.

line Lever, with chronometer Balance. C5-5S.

CONDITIONS OF SALE. fiftJÂ»KS3S

of pnrchaKe Bhould any article fail to please (highly improbable J

ftfllfiallAI ADnEDQ receive careful attention

CULUNIAL UKUtKS from a memberof the flrm.

and are dispatched proniptlyafter Mmr subjected iwatcheal

to Â»pe..-wl teÂ«ts. Pc*tuÂ«e, British PosseÂ«Â»i.inÂ«. 2Â« extra ; elÂ«-

when' 5- Aildresn li'tiersâ��" I'olonial I>.TÂ«irtment." SENT

AT THE COMPANY'S OWN RISK.

3F-HI3U I

A VALUABLE GUIDE BOOK of HIGH-GRADE

WATCHES, RINGS. BRACELETS, etc.

tion suitable for Preiw.iilH. sent to every Strand Maytttiite

reader. WrTte a c&rd to-niithe. It may

Sterling Silver Table and Toilet Requisites of every descrip-

â�¢â�¢â�¢"â�¢ --" â�¢ Strand Maaatitx

I H. WHITE

ve you pounds

Manufacturing Company,

1O4, Market Street,

MANCHESTER.
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RHEUMATISM

BRACES FOR I

Cured

Through the Feet

Without Medicine.

AN EXTERNAL CURE SO SURE THAT

THE MAKERS SEND IT FREE

ON APPROVAL.

Try It.

Send your name and address to the makers of

Magic Foot Drafts, the great cure for every kind of

Rheumatismâ��Chronic or Acute, Muscular, Sciatic,

Lumbago, Gout, etc., no matter where located or

how severe. You'll get a pair of the Drafts by

return postâ��prepaidâ��free on approval.

Magic Foot Drafts are worn without inconvenience,

and cure Rheumatism in every part of the body by

drawing out the poisonous acids in the blood through

the great foot pores. You can see that this offer is

proof of their merit, for hundreds of thousands of

persons answer these advertisements, and only those

who are satisfied with the benefit they receive send

any money. Write to-day to Magic Foot Draft Co.,

3, Pugh's Buildings, Pugh's Place, Golden Square,

London, W., for a trial pair and be cured. A valu

able illustrated book On rheumatism also sent free.

CAUTION. Magic Foot Drafts are prepared

after the original formula only by

us. Note carefully the address.

Goddard's

Plate Powder

For Cleaning Silver, Electro Plate &'-

Sold every where, I/-2/6 8,4/t>.

(Hear Holboro Circus).

BOYD ORGAN

,4s 7M narration.

In bright polished Walnut Case,

with Gilt Pipes, large centre

bevelled Mirror,

4 SETS OF REEDS, l'..--i

and Treble Couplers, 2 Knee

Swells, 1O STOPS, including

the Vox Humana. Height, 6ft.

TEN YEARS' WARRANTY.

CASH, or

36 Monthly

Payments of

CARRIAGE PAID.

Illustrated PIANO and ORGAN

Catalogues Free.

b BOYD, Ltd.,

19, Holborn, London, E.O.

Open 9 till B| Saturdays O to g

SEND ?/- STAMPS

FOR SAMPLE PAIR.

The " Martin-Spring " Braces (Patented) are undoubted y thÂ«

â�¢aaiett and beat yet introduced, they give perfect freedon- of

action to the arms and shoulders without the slightest suspicion

of cramping or chafing and are light, beautifully cool, and won

derfully elastic, made with either braid or leather ends

MARTINS BIRMINGHAM Ld , Granville St. Birmingham.

SHOOTING OR GOLF.

" MADE LIKE A

GUN. '

Postcards! Postcards!

From your own Photograph.

2/- per dozen. Send Photo and Postal Order toâ��

FRANCIS & CO., 29, Ludgate Hill, London, E.G.

Hstfbllshea 1886.

PAWNBROKER'S SALE

I NOW PROCEEDING.

Full Price jJst post free on application.

Ml Gent's 10-guinea Soli

/ (Govornmentstampedl KeylessIjever

ivnti. Seconds Chronograph Stop

Watch, 14 holes jewelled m rubles, com

pensation lialance, timed to a minute a

month 12 years' warranty; week's free trial.

OT tfi Magnificent 4ervice"f Spoons

vl /v and Porks, silver-plated on nickel

r ~^^ silver (guaranteed), stamiied E.P.N.8.. Al

quality. 12 each table and dessert spoons and forks, also tea

pieces ; list l>rire S guineas ; or half-set. lOfl. Approval wil.

in C Pair of Haiors, real ivory handles finest Quality o,

IU D steel MinL-.^l handy size, beautifully finished and

ind, in Russia Luther case,

gro

"~ 9C/ Lady's 6-guinea Solid Go

Â«*Â»/" (stamped) Keyless Watch jew

In 10 rubies, richly engraved case,

timekeeper. 10 years' warranty: we

*Â«*/ w prisW 12 large knives. 12 small, game carvers, meat carrers.

anil steel <a> pieces). BncÂ«t quality Sheffield steel, with hall-marked

Silver mounts. Approval willingly.

OO R ,

Superior Service of Silver-Mounted Cutlery, com

1C C Handsome CaÂ». 6 prs. silver mounts! Hall marked FiÂ«h

lO/D Kiiivi'.Â«and Forks. Engraved Hades. Mogliinccnt WalnutCabi-

net. 12 prs. silver Mall marked, mounted. 386. Case Fish OarTers, 10*

in C Powerful Field Classes by celebrated optician (It

lU'O Caiiticr. Paris). 30 miles range, 8 achromatic, lenses (guaran

teed), nickel silver eye-shades, in leather sling case. Approval.

We Genuine Italian Mandoline, by Stndenle, Nanle*. finÂ«

i W tÂ«ne, -21 ribbed, real rosewood, pearl and tortolseshell inlaid,

in Â«i.ldk'r-m;ide case. Approva'.

tic ' Gladstone Bagâ��24in..iuperiorauahty, real brown cowhide.

*3," ,trons Irather straps, nickel-silver flttines, te.. in perfect

condition : unsoiled; cost 4 guineas. Approval.

in C Gent's 18-ct. Gold-cased Keyless Hunter, jewelleil,

IU O l,>ver twilonre exact timekeeper, 10 years' warranty.

8C Gent's fashionable Double Albert, neat select pattern ;

O Benuinc 18-carat rolleil sold [stamped); another heavier, 1O Â«.

9O Lady's handsome IBct. Gold cased Keyless Watoh.

O prettvopal dial, jewelleil movement.lOyears' warranty. ApprOTal

8e Fashionable Long Neck chain, genuine Ifc-L rolled (Old

O {stamped> beautifully fininhe.1 elepint WeÂ»t-Â«nd design.

7'O Curb Chain Bracelet, with padlock and safety chain. IsVt

/ O pjllcd gold ("tamiicd and iruarontcedi. in velvet case.

n-t ' Pine Old Violin mopnineent rich solo tone, labelled Pistro

* â�¢/ ~ Antonius, anno H47, with fully mounte.1 bow and caM.

4A la Organ tone Melodeon, magnificent 36,'- instrument. 13 fold

IU O bellows (metal bound). 3 sets steel bronM reeds, and 4 acting

stops rli-h. powerful tone, perfect order. Approval

P. H. DAVIS, Pawnbroker and Jewaller,

(Any of U*e abovt article* sen* on approval mlluKrlv. >

284, BRIXTON ROAD. LONDON. S W.
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BEWARE OF IMITATIONS SOLD

The Healthiest

SHIRTS

AND

UNDERWEAR

The body being "Clothed with

Air," the best non-conductor of

heat, is protected from the effects

of outer heat or cold, while the

action of the pores of the skin

Is not Impeded.

UNDER SIMILAR NAMES.

Illustrated Price List of full range of Aertex Cellular Goods for Men, Women, and Children, with

list of 900 depots where these goods may be obtained, sent post free on application.

LONDON.â��ROBERT SCOTT, Ltd., 24, On. Victoria St., E.C.

Liverpool.â��LIVERPOOL HOSIERY Co., 5, Lord Street

BELFAST DEPOT, Lord Street.

THE Don, 86, Lord Street.

Manchester.â��H. K. FREEBORN, u, Cross Street.

OLIVER BROS., Ltd., 417, Oxford Street, W.

Belfast. !> & OFFICER, 12, D6negalStreet.

1>. LYLE HALL, 19 & 70, Royal Avenue.

ROBERTSON, LEDLIE & Co.

Birmingham. I K. SCRUTON & Co., 92, New Street.

J. STARLING, 87, Corporation Street.

Bristol.â��G. STANDERWICK-, 26, Stokes Croft.

Dublin. I & COLDWELL, 81, Grafton Street.

Edinburgh.â��STARK BROS., 9, South Bridge.

Dow & SON, 29, Princes Street.

Glasgow.â�� ARNF.IL & YL-II.L, no, Gordon Street.

C. J. HILL, 16, Small Street.

| SHAKESPEARE and .. ]

TRICHR'S Â«!Â£Â§Â£. BOOTS

I

NO. 45

All kinds of foot

ttx-ur diiwt fmm a

" Of such perfection

As we do In our quality much

want"

Northampton

Factory, in either

Bnplish or American

shape*, ami Raving BO"/

Senil jiloiigfnrotirBJmplc

We iruanintM* K ixrfccl fit K____

â�¢fttimctJoa nr Cash Returned.

â��Tictt Gcntlentcn of Verojut.

AetlV.,Sc. i.

Tin- realization of

Boot i. i. . I -

Wearen* gay they

have never felt a

more comfortable

boot on their foot.

LADIES'

OR

CENT.'S

SEND..

A TRIAL

ORDER.

<'Â»lonÂ«l repreiientntive Mr. Arthur

MiiTifnYltl, P.(^. Box 1022. Gape Town, ^

rr. .in whom measurement fornu ore obtainable.

J9

R. E. THICKER & CO.,

DÂ«pt. 8, Hand Sewn Boot Factory.

NORTHAMPTON.

Leeds I I & Co., 42. Briggate.

J. HVSLOP, ico, Oxford Road.

Newcastle <>. BROWN, 78, Gre Street.

DIXON & PARKER, Lister Gate.

Plymouth.â��PERKIN BROS., 13, Union Street.

Sheffield.â�� I. HARRISON & SON, 24. High Street.

K. HOWARD, 70, High Street

I. WALTON & Co., Grainger Street,

Nottingham.â��I. G. HICKLING, 19, Market Street.

BORAX

EXTRACTor SOAP

For quick and easy

washing, white,

sweet clothes, and

bright, healthy

homes.

Use it in your

next wash.

Sold in \-lb. packets everywhere.

By Special

Appointment

Makars to

The King.

The Patent Borax Co.. Ltd..

Birmingham.

WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLE, Etc.

BORAX STARCH GLAZE

IMPROVES ALL STARCH
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SIX FOR 2/-

Why pay 8 6 per dan. when we con supply you i

with the best IrimhM \nufacturÂ«d 4-fold ,

Collars, any (thai* and any size, for 2/- the

half-dozen? Curringe paid. Order at once. '

.

3. SAMUELS, shirt and i'ollftr Manufacturers,

mast be dressed warmly with the I

damt ii-Â»t of diitiif v garments. 1

FIftviTii/ studied balnea and their *

clothing needs for years, we know

just what they want. Mothrra

will Kire moni-y and much trouble

by wndinff fur our Catalogue uf

manshlp nnd ). ,i;t> of design will i â�¢ fnund In each

wrun-in Â»t a coat far below ordinary Bhup price, Oi

ibree special outfit* are Htrongly recommendi-d.

fiahy Clothe*. The flncrt work- -

nirnt- and 1 dozen napkins for Â£1 1. O.

Vo. 9â��A h .n.i .-inr set of : L' i mi nj i and '2 dozen

No. 1â��Contains 13 well-made norrievn) le par-

S dozen napWns fnr Â£4 4* O.

â�¢â�¢nd for Catalogue and Pat tern â�¢ To-day, port free.

napkiiifl fnr Â£2 2. O.

Ha 3 -H i- 41 lÂ«initliullydcsiinied garment*and

(pept 1-) Brl annla WarehouM, ! >â�¢â�¢ tti-,., , i - BOLTON,

CON8TANTINE BROTHERS,

BALDNESS

A FRENCH SPECIALIST who ha* devoted his

Uf* to the stud/ of Hair Ptseaacfl. having cured

thounndi of aunost hoj>elen cases, will flend a

fcnutnt Inexpensive treatment to all who write

cncloflinx 3 ttamps. New Hair grows lu 4 to 10

dayi. Mr. BOOK.. *ge 06 vears, writes: "After

using sample, hair has made it i appearance."

b. HÂ«NF I FRANCIS, Brtxton Rd .London

FREE CURE

5 THE PAPER . .

\> FOR THE HOME CIRCLE.

Woman's

Life

For Maid and Wife.

WHOLESOME FICTION

USEFUL ADVICE

DRESS ARTICLES

SHORT STORIES.

FREE PAPER PA 1TERN EVERY WEEK

Ask your Newsagent lor a Copy of

WOMAN'S

ONE

PENNY.

T TITTT

L*tLC SLf

TUESDAY

bvvvvvvv^vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
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An Interesting Letter:

" Some time ago I was feeling very unwell, the

Symptoms being dull Headache, want of Appetite,

loss of Sleep, Nervousness, Brain Fag, and Ex

haustion. I tried many remedies, and was under

the care of a leading Doctor for two months, with

out improvement. I tried another Physician, who

advised a change of air and rest. I started for the

South Coast, and placed myself in the hands of a

local Doctor, but returned at the expiration of my

leave in a state of collapse, both in body and purse.

A wwk or two after my return, a friend related my

troubles to a Nurse who was staying with her. She

advised me to give Guy's Tonic a trial. I hesitated

at first, but as she was so confident of Guy's Tonic

1 acted upon her recommendation. The effect of

Guy's Tonic was marvellous, as scores of my friends

can verify. The first few doses freshened me up, and

the dull feeling I had experienced quite disappeared.

When partly through the next bottle of Guy's Tonic,

my Head was clear, I felt refreshed, and began to

relish my Food. Another bottle of Guy's Tonic

lasted me for weeks, as I forgot to take it regularly,

having lost the unpleasant Symptoms that reminded

me a Remedy was required. Had I taken Guy's

Tonic at first, I should have saved myseH months

of misery and torture ; but, as it is, I am extremely

thankful for the wonderful benefit derived from

Guy's Tonic."

A Sis-Ounce Bottle of Quy'i Tonic, i>ri<x In. IJrf., u told

by Chemitt* ami Store* everyvhert. Give, it a trial to-day.

FOR

RESTORING

TONE AND

STRENGTH

WHEN WEAK.

AND

"RUN DOWN';

GUYS Jo NIC

RIVALS THE

SE.ABREÂ£2Â£

ITSHARPENS

fHfcAPPETlT^

BRACEsTrlk'

NERVES,

REVIVESTHE

ERGI

AND

GOOD

HEALTH.
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THE COCOA "PAR EXCELLENCE.

300

GOLD MEDALS, &c.

PURE

CONCENTRATED

"/ have never tasted Cocoa that 1 like so well."â��

Sir CHAS. CAMERON, C.B., M.D., Ex-President of the Royal College oj Surgeons, Ireland.
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BILIOUSNESS

HEADACHE

LASSITUDE

LIVER TORPOR

THE INFALLIBLE

REMEDY-FREE!

The great Ab:rnethy, one of the most distinguished physicians of his day,

said, " Keep the bowe's regular and you need never be ill." There is no

doubt that during the winter we eat to excess, and this, coupled with

lack of outdoor exercise, clogs up the system with accumulated blood-

poisons. We consume rich, indigestible foods. One physician says we dig

our graves with our teeth. We eat four times as much as necessary, one

fourth to sustain life and ihree-fourths to imperil our lives. PROF. LAWSON

TAIT, M.D., recognising human frailty in cultivating digestive and excretory

irregularity, with consequent biliousness, headache, and a feeling of general

despondency, adopted as his standard remedy that famous safeguard

to Health, Kutnow's Powder. He not only used it himself, but

prescribed it for his patients. He realised the overwhelming importance

of cleansing the blood of all poisons arising from indigestible ddbris. He

commended Kutnow's Powder as the best solvent for, and eliminator

of, excessive uric acid. PROF. F. H. GRIFFIN, M.D., says: "I only

wish every soul in the world used Kutnow's Powder; they would experience

great benefit." It is the safest and most delightfully refreshing antiseptic-

aperient, which cools and purifies the blood in a most efficient manner.

Health follows Kutnow's Powder. You can make mistakes in eating

and drinking, but you can make no mistake in taking Kutnow's Powder

PURIFY THE BLOOD GRATIS!

A WELL-KNOWN JOURNALIST

writes:

" I, York Road, Bournemouth,

" I have taken Kutnow's Powder and

found it an efficient remedy for Indigestion,

Constipation, and Uric Acid troubles. As

disorders of the stomach are so prevalent

from over-eating and the effects of bad

cooking, I can safely recommend Kutnow's

Powder as a valuable remedy.

"January gth, 1904.

" HOWARD PAUL."

FRAUDULENT SUBSTITUTES!

Should 3-011 be shown a bottle similar to the

genuine Kuti.ow's Powder, beat in mind that

to l>e genuine every bottle must have the fac

simile signature, "S. Kutnow & Co., Ld.," and

the registered trade mark, " Hirwjhensprung,

or Deer Leap," on the carton and label on the

bottle. This signature and trade mark alone

ensure your obtaining the

GENUINE KUTNOW'S POWDER.

A RENOWNED VIOLONCELLISTwrltM:

"II, Bloomsbury Sq., London, W.C.,

" loth December, 1903.

'' The benefit I have derived from

Kutnow's Powder compels me to state that

those afflicted with Liver trouble or Con

stipation may rely absolutely on your

preparation for permanent relief and perfect

health. It is a delightful remedy, and

seems to impart new life into the system.

"ARNOLD FOLDESY."

SIGN THIS FORM

TO OBTAIN K'JTNOWS POWDER

FREE OF CHARGE.
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The Â«

BEDFORD'DINING ROOM SUITE

comprising : Couch, Lady's and Gent.'s Easy and 6 Small Chairs, in D..J/./. Qi

Stamped or Plain Real Pegamoid, Leather, Tapestry, or other materials. I IlCG JZ

NO EXTRA CHARCES.

FURNISH

ON-EASY-TERMS

Carpets and Linos laid

Free of Charge.

We pack and deliver free any

where in England or Wales.

Write for our splendid work.

" How to Furnisn the Home.

Free, on mentioning this

Magazine.

The

REQUIRE*

TERMS:

(TOWN OR COUNTRY)

WORTH. PER MONTH

Â£10

Â£20

Â£50

Â£100

Â£2OO

Â£500

-Â£070

- Â£ o 13 6

- Â£ i 9 o

- Â£ a 5 o

- Â£ 4 10

- Â£11 5

Country Order* Carriage Paid.

Goodi Packed and Delivered Free.

MIDLAND

FURNISHING COMPANY,

69=77, Judd Street, King's Cross, LONDON.

GUARANTEED

18-ct. SOLID

GOLD RINGS

Strong 18-ct. Hall-Harked Rings, with Real Diamond!,

Ruble*, or Sapphires. 21 - carh. including Case, PuÂ«t,

mill n-itlrtnilion. .vn-l l.,r . iir Card.

AND EVERY CLASS OF JEWELLERY

can DOW be had of much better quality, ttccaiue full value for money u

obtainable liy purchasing <lii< â�¢ t from the actual producer, iiwteau of

payimr the enormous profit* retail nhops arc known to charge to cover

i i â�¢ V. interest, unsaleable stock, etc.

WEDDING RINGS. 22-ct. GUINEA-GOLD.

Any good* not uppnnvtt mav be exchanged, or the money paid, will be

returned if dttircd.

Illustrated Catalogue and Size Card Post Free on application.

Manufacturing Jewellers' Co., Birmingham (E"A,!SMIED).

DON'T SUP.

YOU DON'T KNOW

The value to your HEALTH

Of RUBBER HEELS

Unless you have worn . .

PENNA

Hygienically constructed Heels, which are an exact fit to the leather

heel (old or new boots or shoes). It is LUDICROUS to say you wear

Rubber Heels if you wear the turning style heels to twist and turn

the ankle and develop ungraceful walking. THE PENNA hygienically constructed elastic Rubber

Heels are worn by Royalty, and prescribed by doctors to relieve the Nervous system, spinal weakness,

and prevent fatigue. Without three months' wear you don't know their benefit to your healthâ��it is

wonderful. You must insist upon your shoemaker supplying PENNAâ��SEE PENNA on each

heel, or send stamps to us. Ladies', 9d. ; Men's, 1/3 per pair. Write for free pamphlet toâ��

HOWISON & Co., 4, SNOW HILL, LONDON, E.G. PENNA wtar fettgfff, and *re leading Rubber Hut.

I
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"Aye, for the leap of the pulses, for the

spring where the muscles rise,

For the clean, red mouth, cold temples, and

the wide, glad, vivid eyes."

Health is Wealth. The Strong

Man wins because he is Strong.

He feels the Fire and Energy

of Youth tingling in his veins.

He is full of Joyous Impulses.

Life is a Pleasure to him, and

he enjoys it to the utmost.

YOU CAN FEEL LIKE THIS.

You can have a Healthy Body,

an Active Brain, a Clear Eye,

a Steady Nerve, plenty of

Energy, Vitality, and Will-

Power if you adopt the

PULVERMACHER

BATTERY BELT

Do you want to be strong like this 7 Only by

the Pulvermacher Treatment can you put that

stamina into your system which makes it possible

for you to develop yourself Into a perfect man.

It will make a new man of you.

Removing, as it does, both cause

and effect by going straight to the

seat of the trouble and revitalising

the nerve centres, the Pulver-

macher Battery Belt has had

unparalleled success in curing

Rheumatism, Gout, and other

Blood Diseases; Indigestion,Con

stipation, and all Liver Troubles;

Kidney Disease or Weak Back ;

and Women's Disorders. We can

prove all we say, and show you

that the Pulvermacher Treat

ment has the approval of some of

the highest scientific men and

institutions, if you will

*r SEND FOR THE PULVERMACHER BOOK. -Â«

We will also send you a pamphlet full of new testimonials showing how the

Pulvermacher Treatment effects cures in cases when all other means fail.

30 DAYS' TRIAL ALLOWED.

To show our confidence in its curative powers we will supply any Belt on Thirty Days' Trial.

The Trial will cost you nothing if you are not cured.

Call or Write To-Day. At dress Letters:

THE SUPERINTENDENT, PULVERMACHERS, LIMITED,

36, VULCAN HOUSE, 56, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, EC.

Removed from 194, Regent Street, W, Established 1848.
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"OLBAN AND SXRONG."-jÂ»^few o/ Reviews.

C. B. FRY'S

SIXPENCE

Net.

For JUNE

Is Now Ready.

MAGAZINE

Outdoor Men: No. 3-LORD HAWKE,

I

With a Coloured Cartoon by TOM BROWNE, R.I.

THE GORDON-BENNETT RACE.

Described by S. F. EDGE, Winner in 1902.

HOMBURG FOR THE MODEST MAN. By A. WALIIS MYERS.

DERBY HORSES AT KINGSCLERE.

By JOHN PORTER.

Specially Illustrated for this Magazine.

THE MIND OF A HORSE. By H. C. MKRWIN.

SECRETS OF YORKSHIRE'S SUCCESS.

By LORD HAWKE.

THE SOUL OF A HOOLIGAN. Bv KDWIN PUGH.

RIGHTS AND WRONGS OF CYCLING.

Graphically Illustrated.

THE QUESTION OF POLO. By W. S. BUCKMASTER.

THE FOREMAN: A "Blazed Trail" Story. By S. E. WHITE.

A STRAIGHT TIP: A Fine Derby Story. By H. I. GREENE.

THE SA'ZADA TALES, No. 3. By W. A. FRASER.

THE OPEN GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP. By G. W. BELDAM.

SIX FULL-PAGE PORTRAITS OF FAMOUS CRICKETERS.
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AN INVENTION

THAT

WILL REVOLUTIONIZE CYCLING

The 1904 Sunbeam Bicycle has a vari=

able gear inside the Crank Chain Wheel.

This gives the rider a low gear for hard

-work, and a high gear for easy work.

The new No. 4 Sunbeam Catalogue contains a full description of the

above invention. It is sent post free on application to

JOHN MARSTON, LIMITED, Sunbeamland, WOLVERHAMPTON.

The Largest Private Firm of Cycle Makers.

The White Mountain

Ice Cream Freezer.

I A HOUSEHOLD TREASURE {

The White Mountain Freezer makes the most delicious Ice Cream and Frozen

Desserts. No Ice Cream like that made by the White Mountain Freezer, owing to

its scientific construction and exclusive " triple motion."

The White Mountain Freezer may be had at most of the leading Stores and

Ironmongers. If there is any difficulty in getting it, write at once for Booklet of

recipes for frozen dainties, and names of dealers, to the Sole Agentsâ��

8. GUITERMAN & CO., Ltd., Dept. 22, 35 & 36, Alderman bury, LONDON, E.G.

Do not take any substitute.

in modern tn

TO.WRITI

ADVERTISEMENTS

The spread of advertising in thew days of keen competition has opened UP n new department

hi* fellows. Reside hi-ing

ally oY

, .

mid n. knowledge of it Driven the ordinary man an Immediate advanti

. ..... ____ â�� r _____ _______________ ..

iu. â�¢

fession in it-self. If vou are only earning Â«. meagre pittance of from .10 - to Â£3 a week you can double

it easily. Our RtudenU are enfimiir Â£S a week and upwards t>y Ad.-writmjr nnd we are continu

i no other mpital l>ut con.

iÂ«ir>* psrt of )>ueineB9 traininji it, haÂ« tiecome a lucrative pro'

for them in wime of the lamest firms of the United Kingdom. Yon

* neeewary for surreiw. Intf-rcstinR Prospectus Post Free.

id a training in detaiL Our course will give you all

PAGE-DAVIS CO. (Dept. L, 105, Oxford Street, LONDON,

Established 1790.

13. Goldsmith Gardens,

Acton, W..

17th February. 1904.

fJentlnmen.â��The first jK*tyou

obtained for me at Â£100 per year

for evening work only, brought

numerous other offers. I have

now accepted the appointment of

\d\crtiÂ«:miMit Manaeer for the

South African BraniiheflDf a very

large firm. I cannot thank you

enough for all the Page-HaTU

School has done for me.â��Your j

" I H R. STÂ»-VKVS A
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A DAINTY

TOILET ARTICLE

I

ick CREAM!

,

FREE.

We have set aside as an advertisement for

readers of the â�¢â�¢ Strand Magazine" S.OOO dainty

sample bottles of oar Invaluable home-remedy

Essence de

as we are determined to introduce Its exceptional

Ricql&s

properties Into every home.

lie emqulslte taste and delicious fragrance, its

refreshing coolness and stimulating qualities,

act like a charm on the Jaded nerves and

digestive organs.

ESSENCE DE RICQLES affords InetanUneoui relief

In all cases of

Indigestion, Heart Troubles.

Spasms, Giddiness,

Splitting Headaches,

or Nausea.

ESSENCE DE RICQLES has been in use all over the

Continent for upwards of 6ft years, and Is growing in

favour as a ponuUr home remedy day by day. and is

INDISPENSABLE IN EVERY HOME.

We vill tend One Dainty Sample Bottle

ABSOLUTELY FREE

to every reader mentioning the " Strand Magatintj."

ADDRESS IN FULLâ��

JOHN FAIRBANK & CO., Ld.

>, 59. MARK LANE, LONDON, E.C.

PEARKS

T

E

A

One Price only

Per

1/6

Ib.

One Quality only

T

E

A

THE BEST

PEARK8, QUNSTON, & TEE, Ltd.,

6, BAVER STREET, E.C.

Ft/SSELLS

Delicious with Strawberries.

Tin? Â«ld. and upwards.

Of all Grw*rÂ», Stores, elc.

A beautifully enamelled " BCT-

TKBF1.V " Brooch will be sent free

to the first 0.000 readers who

send ad. in stamps to covBr

postage, etc.

A FREE GIFT.

Jf any difficulty in procuring

Cream, send postcaid and name of

..

4.MonumentSt.E.O.

SASANDS C

.Late J.Vi. Haylhonx)

i , Clinton St. Esst. Nottingham

Manufacturers of Plain Brussels Net, Mechlin and Silk Tulles.

Sprigged anil Fancy Nets, Spot Neta. pretty Striped Tinsel

Uauzes anil Swiss Muslins Every description of Lace and Inser

tions in Black, White, Cream, and Kcm Colour. Braids and

Threads for Lace Work. Lace Onrtains. Black Grenadine*,

22 per yard. FATTKKNS POST KRUE. MENTION THIS UACUZISI

A HELPING HAND

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL FURNISHING 00.

Furnish on Credit at Cash Prices. Prompt deliTwr in

.

Monthly Terms: Â£10. 6/â�¢: *M. "/-! Â«0. 169;eop. *-i,Â«Â«Â°:

â�¢ i-JOO 84.'- Plrototyiw dialogue post free. IT* r*Oi oÂ«J

' l>cli"r Fne up toK" Mila. Telqihonc 6416 GÂ«mxrd.

348, S49, 260. TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD.

plain vans No objectionable inquiries.

LOVELY

LAUNDERED

LINEN.

Returned within

by Parcel Post.

Week

To secure a faultless finish

Gentlemen are sending their

SHIRTS, COLLARS, and

CUFFS from all parts of the

Kingdom to . .

GLENIFFER LAUNDRY,

Ant .

PAISLEY,

CASTLEREACH LAUNDRY,

BELFAST.

A. BELL & SONS, Ltd., Proprietor*.
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Do send to the Antexem*

Company, London,.*!. W.,

a stamped envelope,

naming "Strnnil Maga

zine," for a Free Trial

Sample ol ' Â» " '

"ANTBXBMA,"

the Standard Skin Re

medy, also a copyright

treatise on "Skin Trou

bles, " and 200 Testimo

nials, post paid, In plain

wrapper. "Antexema"Is

the most wonderful skin

cure ever discovered.

This cooling remedy

cures every form of Ecze

ma, and stops that dread

ful Irritation, bringing

rest and sleep to sufferers

while curing the trouble.

11 Bottles, of Chemists,

or post free for 113.

Established 20 years.

For & Lady's Desk.

Fountain

Pens

Supersede dirty ink

pots, rusty steel nibs,

pen holders, wipers,

etc.

Hake

Writing a

Pleasure

Plain or

daintily

mounted

â�¢â�¢ with Gold Binds,

Silver, Rolled

Gold, or

ISct. Gold, . . .

10/6 to

. . Â£20.

SOLO BY ALL

STATIONERS.

Catalogue Free.

MAB1E, TODD A BARD, 93, Cheapside, E.C. ;

95a, Regent St., W., 3. Exchange St., Manchester,

and 37, Ave. de 1'Opera, Paris.

A Book that "Talks"

My Massive Book contains over 3,000 pictures

illustrating the thousands of unique Bargains in

Watches, Clocks, Jewellery, etc., in my stock. Each

copy of this huge bookâ��excellently printedâ��costs

me over I/- to produce, and 4d. to send to you. It

is yours for ever, whether you buy from me or not. It

"talks" to you about my countless extraordinary

offers.

I direct your special attention to page 13

of my Book of Bargains. It contains particulars

of my 25!- "ACME" SOLID SILVER LEVER

WATCH, of which there are now over 1,000,000

in daily use.

I sell more Watches than any other firm in the

world, because the Watches I sell are exceptionally

good and cheap. No one can equal me in quality

for price. In dealing with me you are getting your

goods direct aj actual factory prices. I save you all

the middlemen's charges, and I have no bad debts.

REMEMBERâ��If you are not satisfied with any of my

goods I take them back and refund your money.

I make many STARTLING OFFERS In my bookâ��

send for one to-day.

H. SAMUEL,KkrV Manchester.
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The Crowning Triumph 1

of modern medicine lies in the

pleasantness of its great reme

dies. This is exemplified by

the unparalleled popularity of

California Syrup of Figs, the

pleasant natural laxative, of

which millions of bottles are

sold every year. It is made to

do pleasantly, gently, naturally,

that for which violent purgatives

were too often used with harm

ful effects upon the system. It

is a tonic, a strengthener as well

as a cleanser of the liver, kid

neys and bowels, and its use may

be discontinued as soon as the or

gans are cleansed and corrected.

WORDS OF ADVICE.â��ASK FOR CALIFORNIA SYRUP OF FIGS, and

see that the package bears the name of the California Fig Syrup Co.

Imitations are numerous, but as you value your health you cannot risk

taking a substitute. Of all Chemists, i/ij and 1/9.

'ArestbyJhew^y"

will be more enjoyable with

MEDIUM

NAVyCUT

CIGARETTES

IN CARD BOXES

OFIO,2O.5O8(IOO.

SOLD EVERYWHER
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Cut-Glass

Flower Holder

on richly chased

solid silver foot,

6in. high, 4/11.

OETZMANN & Co.

HAMPSTEAD ROAD, W.

(Continuation North of Tottenham Court Road.)

60 6 61, Graf-on St.. DUBLIN ; 75, Union St., RYDE.

FURNISH WITH GOOD TASTE AND ECONOMY

By Consulting; Oetzmann & Co.'*

ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO HOUSE FURNISHING,

Bamboo and Lacquer Octagon Table,

Oblong ditto 8/9

with four folding flaps 8/9

Gratis and Pout Frco.

Inlaid Mahogany Kidney-shaped

Tea Tray, 10/6.

Other Designs at u/9, IS/9. * '/â�¢â�¢

Blackpool

>Â«k "

Cut Glass Hairpin Bottle,

solid silver cover,

3jin., 4/9. 6in., 5/9.

offers a thousand attractions. Steamer

Sea Excursions; Delightful Country

Drives. Palaces of Pleasure. Triple

array of Piers. Three tiers of Marine

Esplanades. Magnificent sea - view

Tramway. The Ideal Holiday Spot.

Every taste gratified. Everything to

please tverybody. A wonderland by

the waves. Easy of access from all

parts. The Children's Paradiseâ�� firm

gold.n sands. Safe boating and

bulling. Mild and equable climate.

Illustrated Guide and general infor

mation post free. Apply Advertising

Dept, Town Hall, Blackpool; cr 62,

Imperil! Buildings, Ludgate Circus, E.G.

Sterling

Silver

Brush and

Shaving

Stand,

37/6-

Comfortable Easy Chair, spring stuffed

and covered with Tapestry, Â£l is.

INDISPENSABLE TO

W i : I. I . -1 11; i . t- ^ ED

M I -^ AND -WOMEN,

ALDERMAN ADJUSTABLE BOOT TREES

PER PAIR

PER FAIR

liasily adjusted, allows free circulation of air, presrrves form

and life of she*. Cents' and Ladies', any size or Â»li th

London, E.C , menilomne the name and address of your boot

dnlra.

Sold at most Boot Shops-H yâ�¢ cannot obtain Â»nte to

S. Guitennan & Co . Ltd . Dept 5 55-Â° Aid. rmanbury.

A REMARKABLE SHILLING BOOK.

EVERYBODY'S

ASTROLOGY

SECOND EDITION â�¢ COPYRIGHT .

kii iruxAvtllou/4 "Book

. v-fJuU-of All f>Â«*4oiji. toVK ony day

0 to &t uAv3Tu>\. TUi ia a ooUt*.

- . I Cn 9. LYNCROFT GARDENS â�¢

ALAN LtU, WEST HAMPSTEAD LONDON N.W
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ROBERT LANE,

TDHtg flSaher,

3, DUKE ST.,

CARDIFF.

WE SUPPLY A SWITCH

of liest quality hair. H on. in

weight aud 22m. long, for 10 6.

NÂ»TLÂ«Â»LCum. CVCLISG FniHiies.

5,'-. and MOTOR I'IIISGES, at 7/6.

Either tent POST FREE upon

receipt of vrmittniire and

pattern oj hair.

"We will Bend you our Catalogue

(Illustrated) on receiving Port

Card.

_..D HEAD NOISES RKLIKVKD BT USING

A new .dentine invention, entirely different In

COTuVmi.-tiou from all other devices. AÂ»iÂ»t the ilcaf

"hen ,.11 "ther device, fail, and v,her. medical .kill

hw given no relief. They an loft, comfortable,

and rnmbll; bive no wire or string attachmeuU

Writtfor Pamphlet. .Venlitm Uiil llaaaiine.

j^mlnr WILSON KAR-DRUM CO.,

WILSON'S COMMON-SENSE EAR-DRUMS.

|^,"mon7 P. H. WILSON. M. South Bridge. LDIUBCKCII.

HIllSHONCROISt

FIXES THE MOUSTACHE

or Beard in any desired position. It also

stimulates ihe growth. _ It is freÂ« from

grease. Obtainable from Hairdressers

throughout the Kingdom in Collapsible

Tubes, 6d. each. We send post free if

unobtainable.

Sole Manufacturers :

COUNTY CHEMICAL Co., Ltd.,

Moor Street, Birmingham.

VARICOCELE

In * OP MUSOITLAR POWER, VITAL STRENGTH. Â«nd

Ufl lit:BILITV SPKEDII-y KELIJJVKI) or UUKED hj

IMl'ROVKI) ELECTRIC BELT. etc. Two Qinneu.

No mctol contact with skin. Very comfortable.

ELECTRIC BELT for ordinary aiuiienU, One Guinea,

Consultations and I'uruj'hlcta frce-

, XX.A.X.XI Ac S03NT,

i Medical CalvanintB, 117, Chancery Lane, London.

MOORE'S

FAMOUS IRISH

DRESS LINENS

ma ke Perfect Summer Dresses

for the Town, the Girden, the

Country, or the Sea.

â�¢ â�¢ ARDARA.' 8 charming colours. 5|d. per yd.]

WRITE FOR PATTERNS I

Th

I Th

1 The

â�¢BALLYHENA' Natural CraÂ«heÂ». Bid. Sid..

â�¢COLERAINB,1 7 delightful ihades, TM-'per yd. ]

â�¢BARRIGONB,1 Smart Linen Voile. Tjd. per yd.

Box of Patterns of these and other washing fabrics post free.

MOORE'S BELFAST LINEN WAREHOUSE,

ALBION STREET. LEEDS.

10i 1 . lol per yd.

All

Athletes

Use the Best International

Dentifrice

/

I Hardens the gumsâ��cleanses, preserves and 1

| beautifies the teethâ��sweetens the breata. |

Arnica Tooth Soap

Ko powder or liquid to â�¢plllâ��mort convenient paekaf*

to carry or uio-thÂ« le.dÂ« for > third at Â» cental*.

IC H. STRONG & CO.. â�¢ Chicago. U. S. A. |

At all Druggists 35C.

Madame H. M. ROWLEY'S

TOILET MASK

Is a natural boautlfler for bleaching; and preservine the Â«Kio

Or retese 13-1.*>~v*Â» (Patented)

-..comfort

It is recommended by eminent physicians and scientists as a substitute

'"â�¢'"COMPLEXION BLEMISHES niiybe hidden imperrectly by cosmetKs

powders, but can only be removed permanently by the Toilet Mask, m It

everj- kind ofs|Â»ls, impurities roughness etc., vanish from the skin, leavir

clear, brilliant, and beautiful. It is harmless, costs little, and saves pounds

expended for cosmetics, powders, lotions etc. It prevents.and re"10"* ,

and is both a complexion preservei and Ix.iutifier. Illustrated Treatise post I

stamps. Address, and kindly mention this Magazineâ��

THE TOILET MASK

foÂ«

rind
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iTCHLESS

CLEANSED

SCHEME

XXXlll

The Money for

Wrapper Soap.

EVERY WRAPPER OF VALUE.

BIG

PRIZE SCHEME

VALUE

Save your wrappers of Matchless

Cleanser. Nubollc Soap, and Sparkla,

and so save your Money. WaUon's

Matchless Cleanser Soap has the

largest sale In the world of a full

weight pound tablet.

Particulars of competition with every

bar. Every competitor in our last,

scheme was awarded a prize.

JOSEPH WATSON A tONt, Id., tw.; ::;â�� LEiBt.

THE BEST SOAP

FOR ALL PURPOSES
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These letters represent the great agency which

acts as a powerful ally to Pitman's Metropolitan

School in its unique system of Postal Instruc

tion in all Commercial Subjects. U also

indicates thai thej'e are

GOOD POSITIONS OPEN

(or all our qualified Students, as Private Secre

taries, Foreign Correspondents, Shorthand

Clerks and Typists, Book-keepers, etc. \Ve

receive more than 2,000 applications for Assis

tants annually- See valuable booklet " Hints

on Home Study" (post-free and gratis). Write

PITMAN'S METROPOLITAN SCHOOL,

SOUTHAMPTON Row, LONDON, W.

Alstons

G-ustoleum

Secretary,

AGB Â«M,>ry mother mu

LOWEST COST.

Some enlist cheap are " dear at any price."

a COVENTRY EAGLE at factory

price* :in.l nave money. Prices from 36s,, or

â�¢n monthly. Catalogues of lovely designs

1-oet free.

The Coventry Eagle Carriage Coy.,

Lincoln Street. COVKITRI.

Copies Â°f

Famous Pictures

IN COLOUR FOR HOME DECORATION

niay he pmlucod by

ALSTON'S CRYSTOLEUM PROCESS

To which 47 Medals and Diplomas hare beeu

awarded. No prc\inus ail tndniiig neetueary.

Beginner's Outfit, 76. Renowned do., 21 -

To purohAAera of 'In- Outfit is extended a free coun#Â«

of iKMtal instruction. ^uc^Â«Â«a ffuarantâ�¬ed.

Guide to CrvBtoIeum Painting, 1/1* post free, together

with Free Uifl of ticket for the Oryrto.eum Kxhibition,

Modern Art Gallery. New Bond Street. LonJon, June 1st

to Ifth. Write for full particulars toâ��

ALSTON'S Crysloleum Depot (DepL. A), Burnley.

FERGUSON'S

10/6

Carriage Paid,

A. FERGUSON.

Box filled with the finest Scotch

eets FRESHLY MADE.

,:.,,:-,,,- Flo*. EDINBURGH.

EDINBURGH ROCK

SNOWITE COLL

Something fresh, use.u), and never on

market iwfore. Undlsiinguish.,ble from

linen. Will not crack or turn yellow.

A ways ready lor wear. When soiled,

washed with soap and watt-r and dried

on towel. Vo starching required. Alter

this thev are snowy white as before.

COLLARS tftd.each. or 3 for i.< estate size.

depth and stvie when ordering), CUFFS

L-palr. FRONTS 1- each All post free.

Supplied only by PARKER'S

~

IPARKERSoEPT.v CHEAPSiDELANCASTE

Atneitt wanted to lAox icto can dwott nan lime. Qxd j.uÂ».

O ^e&rÂ«> Qatnrin* *

ONUV

BRITISH I

CARPET * SWEEPER

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES

^TAINS GREY HAIR,

WHISKERS. EYEBROWS.

any shade desired

Does not Stain thtSkin.

11 applied in a few min

ill*-* It is Harm lew

Wiinhable. Lasting, and

({â�¢ -i'tK'i ilu' Colour to thÂ«

Koot, making detertino

uni-.-MUl'-, and ii mi

donbtedly the deine*t

and Beet Hair Staincr in

the world. No. 1. Light

Brown; No. 2, Uolden ;

No. 3. Dark Brown; No.

1 Black. Sent Mcretly

packed by pott fur l& 2.a.

3,9. 5;'-, and JO -. Medical

Ortini-.it cfc sÂ«?nt wilt

each BotUe.

LEICHA CRAWFORD

t tftiimoHial*. HolbOFH, London, B.C.

| 32 and 33, Brooke St.,

If you are anaemic, or Differing from effccU of Influenza, a I

cold, or overwork, try

DOLLES IRON MILK.

The finest tonic in the world ; enriched the blood, ireates appeuta.

reight. Of all chemisu, 1/9. Â»,Â«. Â«* *"U Par-

ticnlars. with iMwxt siiecial report, of

IRON MILK, 115. Strand, London.

PATTERNS POST FREE"!

on approval.

IInice Bend at vnce for r*Â«ttÂ«rn|

LADIES of our New Materials (or

Tho ' Bernice' Twill Silk

Summer WÂ«r.

ATmtl/uaoovtw

(if Ou roOmnna are to be Imfnd in <mr >Â«â�¢ lllta

Irated fViVe LUt. Send/or Â« Â«Â«>Â». II "â�¢Â» T*f ">

per yard. *r

The 'Marie 'Silk Broche

Sat in KuulÂ»nl.NiiT.viWhitÂ« 1

-'-

8atinKoulard.NaÂ»ytÂ«nn*u< 'Radstock1 gfncy Voile ..

The-Uorothy'UureStripeno â�¢ Challenge Flecked CanTai If

The'Wiml8or'Silk(*enelllÂ» ' KeplÂ«-l Slnpe â�¢â�¢*,â�¢â�¢

The ' Edna' Rich Taffeta Â»6| â�¢ Warerley Fancy Tweed..

In addition to the above we hare thouuands of channinK falirioi

in cholcert ilesiirnt and colouring". Also complete; ranf** Â«C

Excelsior1 Recked TÂ»eed'l<HA

' (%rlton' Flecked Panama 1

Self-coloured and Plain and Fancy Black Silks.

A POST-CARD MAY SAVB YOU POUNDS.

VolleJ. Tweeds. C'repolines. Panama*. C*nTai<eÂ«. IjÂ»oc l>pen

We invite your inspection of our latest additioiw in

Cott-n Voiles Muslins. Draa Linens, narmels and

** Flannelettes, etx-.. etc.. all at Economical Price*.

work ..fleets, also an endles. variety in Dainty Print"! Pelaine*

ANY LENGTH CUT. PATTERNS & ILLUSTRATED

' PRICE LIST SENT POST FREE on application.
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WHEN YOU CAN DEVELOP IN THE LIGHT Â£

The "Elastic" Bookcase grows with

your library, fits any space, is artistic,

and is fitted with the only perfect dust-

proof roller-bearing non-binding door

that positively cannot get out of order.

We are the Originators of

the Unit System.

5 END FOR BOOKLET No. 5 B, post Iree, from

8tot>c^W$rtmk*

LIMITED,

44. HOLBORN VIADUCT. LONDON, E.C.; and at

8a. VICTORIA STRKET, LONDON, S.W.

Factory and Wa^<w:iaEÂ«Â»ton Buildings. George Strait,

WITH ONE OF

WATERMAN'S IDEAL

Fountain Pens.

ers, c.

In Silver and Cold for Presentation

iiy Illustrated Booklet

ns, fast /n e from

HARDTMU1H

WHY BURROW IN THE DARK |%

USE

COXIN

auuSK D,EVE!;OPEIt <" MYLICH*O

UASLIGHT, thus dispensing with the use

or the Dark Room.

4^ MONSTER Â«t

COXIN COMPETITION,

6Â« PRIZES.

Open to everyone. No knowledge of Photography

necessary.

Fir.t Prize- Humour Motor Bicycle, value Â£Â«.

S'"Â°"d P^ME?ar'- Â«'Â«Â« - ".I*

Third Pri*e~" Monarch" Gramophone, value Â£10.

65 CAMERAS from Â£7 7 0 to 5/6 each.

The most fascinating Competition ever held.

PRICE.

W. Butcher ft Sons,

Photographic Novelty |

THE

fox- 180 4.

Every PhotOHrapher Should Get a Postcard Camera

and Make His Own Picture Postcards

HOBBIES POSTCARD CAMERAS.

i?nl."^ri,'."li .I'? ''',';'?"? Â°" l!i>t<!" "' "'Â« *'Â«â�¢â�¢ "f th'e'rwtl.

iu I'rire tom li to Â£5 "ILL'' '"" Puslcl^l duncrai rangÂ»

HOBBIES INTERNATIONAL HAND CAMERAS.

This i. an exwptionally 6ne seriee of New HÂ«nd Cuneru â��

HÂ°- i' Sift "â�¢ "â�¢ Perlsooplo L.,ns. *c. .. Â£2 sÂ».

No. 2. With HobblM Rapid Aplanat Lena,

Mo. 3. With Special Jena Olau Rapid** 1S*~

All Photocraphlo Apparatiii can be purchased on

Aplanat Lent. Ac .. ft 4S.

the Weekly Initalment SystÂ«m.

.Vfir ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. ONE PESXY

12D, Paternoster Square, London, E.C.

HOBBIES, LIMITED.

166, Vl,l. r-t-.!t,â�¢ Hlreet. RO

IN!, Bishopimtc St Without

7Â», Walwortli Road. HE.

118. Powi.gt, Woolwich, a E.

And at the Hobblei Supply Stores:

:OO. > iv) Ir- SI i ,â�¢Â»!. Gbugnw

11. Lime StrÂ«t, Lirerpool.

75. fliirh Street. Bimui

21 m<l gj. Vior lane, l
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Brilliants and Rubies

BENSON'S

RENOWNED " FIELD " WATCH.

BEST LONDON MADE. HALF CHRONOMETER.

Higrh-cloas Watch at a moderate price, in Hunting, Hnlf-Huming,

OR BY

s Watch at a moderate price, in Hunting, Hrilf-

r Crystal Glass, i8-ct. Gold Cases, Â£26 Cash,

ZTbe ZEimes

SYSTEM

OF

20 MONTHLY . . .

. . PAYMENTS OF 25s

AT SAME PRICE AS FOR CASH.

Gold Chains (London Hall Marked), Â£3 to Â£20.

ILLUSTRATED BOOK OF

WATCHES, CHAINS, RINGS,

PLATE, CLOCKS, BAGS,

AND SUIT CASES,

POST FREE.

Rubies or Sapphires

or Sapphires, Â£17. Brilliants, Â£44s. Mention tSTRAXD MAGAZINE. Brilliants, Â£12.

and Brilliants,

Â£2 15s.

J. W. BENSON,1"' ,=V. 62 & 64, Ludgate Hill, E.C.

Triumph.

Oycles and Motors

that British

workman

ship car

produci

TRIUMPH CYCLE CO., Ltd., COVENTRY.

Catalogue and particulars of Free Insurance Scheme,

â�¢ post free.

London Jtddreu: 4 S 3, HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.G.

BUNIONS

Relieved and

Cured by

i POND'S TOE SPRING

Wora at Night without

IPattatfd).

Supplied to Royalty.

Inconvenience.

Recommended hy Medical

Men. Price 3'9 each.

Pactvl in Plain Wrapper!.

Money returned if not

approved of.

Send outline of foot for sine.

BOLD BT ALL BOOTMAKERS, OR

- Footwear BnÂ«elallÂ«t. 21, Castle Meadow, Norwich.,

J. POND,

Curb Bracelet,

dant, mounted

turquoise, and

mc-nota. Cased

F. HODGSON & SONS,

City of Leeds, will, on receipt of

Postal Order for 3/e, with

postage Ud. extra), send ont

Ladies' Beautiful Tailor-made

Cloth Serge Dress Skirt, in

Black or Navy, Richly trim

med, with mercerised silkette

.strapping, also fitted \yith

linenettc Docket. We shall

present Free to every reader

of THE STRAND MAGAZINE

(1/6/1904) sending for above

Skirt a massive 18-ct.

Gold-Pattern

with heart Pen

with pearls and

scented forgct-

with pure gold.

10,000 Rugs Given Away

GUARANTEED GENUINE BARGAINS.

Thle Phenomenal Offer iÂ§ made to the readers of TnÂ« STKASJ

M. <:./!â�¢â�¢>: nÂ«19MI only. On receipt of Pontnl Onler for SI- or ea

CARPETS, snitnlilc for Drawing-room. PIning-ronm, reilroom. Â« .

handsomely bordered and woven In 30 different |.attcrn. and large

enough to cover any ordinary Â«lied room. These f â�¢rr-rti

will \* Bold an an adveniwnient for our eoodÂ«. Below the Actual

Coat of Production. They are made of material equal to wool. nnd.

hcin? a Bpecialltyof our own. can only be obtained direct from our

Loomn thin navlns the purchaseâ�¢ all middle profit*, with every

Carpet we .hall AMUIUTII.T (!ivi AWAT a very handÂ«ome Rt!G to

match.or wewill Â»end Two Tarneti and Two rtiim for 96. MonÂ«7

willinsly returned if not approved. Thoujan.ln of iir,Â«nli.-ited f >ti_

monlaln receive,!. Galaxy Illu.trated Bargain Catalogue oj

CarpÂ«tÂ». Hearthrugs, Table Linen. Curlalns, *<-., Poat

Free, if mentioninn Tut BTBAKII MAOAIIKH II Â« 1904) while wntlng.

Cheque* and P.O. â�¢ payable toâ��

F. HODGSON & SONS (rT >. SSgttBSbSS,

WOODSLEY ROAD. LEEDS. ^
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AT WHOLESALE PRICES

Saving 5 - in the Â£

Our boots and shoes are made in

DAINTY DESIGNS by

the most skilled workmen.

Quality & Fit Guaranteed.

Ladies' Fine Glace Kid or

Box Calf, in all Fashionable

Styles, from 6/6 to 16/6.

r.-u

Send to-day for

nitutratfd Catalogue.

91. Humberstonegate,

British Boot Co.,

(Dept 2), Leicester.

.nkerH: Midland Counties

District Bulk. Ltd.. Leicester.

IS EASY, AND YOU ALSO

' RIDE FASTER ON LEVEL

|ROADS WITH LESS

WORK ON

GENUINE

'HUB TWO-SPEED I

BICYCLES.

The First really popular-priced high-

grade cycles fitted with genuine Hub

Two-speed gear. Makes cycling easier

up hill and faster on level roads withont

more work, included by us free in first cost

of New Hudsons. Matchless for light

ness, speed, durability, and more complete

equipment for money than any other make.

Popular*, Â£8 Kte.; Standards, Â£10 10s.;

Two-Speed Tourists, Â£12 12s. 15 6 monthly.

Cycling Buidt and Art Catalogue Fne.

^m*mamm^*mmi^m^mmi^mi^^

HEW HUDSON CYCLE CO., Ltd., BIRMINGHAM.

Brighton : 6, Western Rd., Hove. Manchester:

ael. De&nBitate. London : 148, Gray's Inn Rd.

TALL1NCT

EYELASHES

spoil the beauty of the fairest face, and

deprive the eyes of their defence

against dirt and dost. The eyelashes

are strengthened and restored by

SINGLETON'S EYE OINTMENT, a

remedy with 900 years' reputation.

Supplied by chemists and stores in

ancient pedestal pots for 2/- each. A

little book "How to Preserve the Eye

sight" will be sent to any applicant by

STEPHEN GREEN, 210, Lambeth.

Road, London. All who suffer

from any eye trouble should

â�¢end for it. "

IF

for any

purpose

you need a

Typewriter,

then

NORTH,

SOUTH,

EAST

WEST,

Prices, E9 to Ell Its.

Full foolscap size.

Large Cash discounts,

or easy time payments.

BUCKS

I

as it gives

All the Quality for

Half the Price.

BEST,

IJit 13, and "Case for Tnv BLICKEKBDIHTIR," pott free,

I -IN all about it.

BLICKEN5DERFER TYPEWRITER CO.,

Lonilnn Depot:

0, IHKU'SIDK. EC.

, MARKKT STREET.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

Also Leeds, Liverpool.

Brintol, tlirnmitftutiu.

Belfast. Dublin, Edin

burgh, lilfc-tf-iw. At;.

GOLD MEDAL AWARDED, Woman's Exhibition, London, 1900.

75 YEARS' ESTABLISHED REPUTATION.

NEAVE'S FOOD

adapted to Ite wantt of Jnfanli."â��Sir Chas. A. Cameron, C.B., M.D.

For Infants, Children, Invalids, and the Aged.

Used in t6e RUSSIAN IMPERIAL NURSERY.
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A REVOLUTION in the PRICE of WHITE SHIRTS.

Fitted with car Reversible Curt..

they wear twice u long 01 ordinary shirts.

Theii economic advantages are apparent at

a giant;*). By ]Â«rmittfng the shirt to 1Â«

worn twice itb al>aolutel; fresh ruffs

each time, they reduce the laundry hill by

one half, and tnc shirt* with lesa frequent

washing wear twice as long. The In

vention has commended Itself to

hundreds of thousands of cus

tomers all over the world.

PETTIGREW <a STEPHENS' White Shirts

are known wherever the English Language Is spoken.

They arc cub and mod* ID thousands on uniform linen, thetr system of manufacture

baa been reduced to a icienceâ�� hence their extraordinary value.

They are Mnt direct from the factory Ut LAUNDRIED and oil

Middleman'* Profit! laved.

.V.J ! in Ihr f Qu -Itttelâ��

No.l. "The City" Shirt, equal when dressed to the (.(quality of the hosier.

Simple Shirt 3,9 post free. Six Shirts 21/6 post free. In 6 styles as follows:

Style A. Ordinary Front, Reversible Ouffsfore iVut'ration),

Style B. Short " Business" Front, Reversible Cuffs (Ke illustration],

Style C. Ordinary Front, Single Cuffi).

Style D, Short ''Business" Front. Single Cuffs.

tyle B. Short Front, Wristbands for attaching Cuffs

Etyle P. Evening Front, Single Cuffs.

NO. a.

The "Conqueror" Shirt.

Fitted with our Reversible Cuffs

(Set . Uutrativn] and Mold fronts.

Sample Shirt 2/11 post free.

Six Shirts 17,'- post free.

No, 3.

The " Defiance" Shirt.

AMarvelattbeprloe. F!ttÂ«d with large

Single Cuffs and Mold fronts.

Sample Shirt 2/6 post free.

Six Shirts H/6 post free.

open at front or back.

Foreler. Postage 3'- eitra per half dozen.

When Ordering state style chosen, size of outside collar worn, and if wanted to

PETTIGREW Â®. STEPHENS,

M^ ,Â«m. M-f M, Km f^ â�¢ A.VJL ^rÂ»- ^^* J.^- w ,M=fl M^m .â�¢_â�¢ I KVU t^AN UiNLi IHJ dU Bit U9MOVi

YOU CAN ONLY DO SO BY USING

JOHN IJOND'S CRYSTAL PALACE'

WITH OR WITHOUT HEATING, WHICHEVER

KIND 1$ PREFERRED. AWARDED 45 GOLD MEDALS AND ROYAL

APPOINTMENTS FOR SUPERIOR EXCELLENCE.

and enclosed a Voucher,

entitling purchasers to their Name or Monogram Rubbsr Stamp.

MARKING INK

SOLD W STATIONERS. CHEMISTS and STORKS, or Fat FnÂ», < or 11 Stamps, from TS. SOUTHOATI BOAD, LONDON. K.

BIRKBECK BANK

ESTABLISHED 1891.

Currant Accounts. 2 per cent. Interest allowed on

minimum monthly balances when not drawn below ;Â£ioo.

Deposits. 2 !. per cent. Interest allowed on Deposit Accounts.

Advances made. Stocks & Shares bought and sold.

Applyâ��C. F. RAVENSCROFT, Secretary,

Southampton Buildings, High Holborn, W.C.

GLOVES

At Warehouse Prices.

WASHABLE

KID . . .

GLOVES. .

The "NONPAREIL."

Ladies' WashuMe Kid Oloves,

in Beaver, Drab. Tan, and

Grey ahades, also \Vhitc and

LaTender, Plain Points,

S Large Pearl Buttons. .

The "BBPERANCE."

Ladles' Washable Kid Gloves,

In Beaver, Drab, Tan. and _ ,.. ^

Orcj shades and WhiU, Plain 9/11

e Pearl Buttons */ â�¢ "

_ .

1/11

â�¢/ â�¢ â�¢

9/8

*/ *Â»

_ n

2/6

Points. 3 Large Pe

â�¢ TOUJOURS CHIC.

Fine Suede, 4 Buttons, In Black,

White. New Beavers, Fawn, Tans.

Browns, and Greys, l 11 per pair,

LADIES'

Oloves, to Â»â�¢Â«*â�¢ "hit*. Biscuit. ^^^^^^^

Drahs, Bearers, and new Grey nt ntlfn

shades, with Flue Loop Points and K I UVto

2 Large Pearl Buttons, 13 per pair. M *â�¢** ' â�¢â�¢ *"

The "NORMA."

Ladies' Superior Quality Suede _______

/or PrtÂ« iirt o/ail Drpartmenti, fuVt iuiutrated. Poit free to

P.O. pni/af/'e lo rto London Slow Company al O.P.O. Write

any address in Great Britain or Abroad.

THE LONDON GLOVE CO.,

45 & 45a, CHEAPSIDB, E.G., and \ , ,,NI,,,N

&3 & SaTNEW BOND STREET, W. / LONDON.

'p SOLD BY ALL RUBBER & BOOTS SHOE DEALERS.

SECOND QUALITY (f|) LADIES 10- GENTS'1/ Â£F*

WHOLESALE BY
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RIDER AGENTS WANTED.

Otic in each district to ride and exhibit a sample

1904 Cycle. Highest grade fully warranted

British made Cycles, Latest Model*,

Nose Machine*. My Nose Machines, the

only machines sold under H.M. Letters Patent,

improve ugly nose* of all kinds. They are simple

yet scientific contrivance*, and can be worn during

alaep. Full descriptive Particulars will be sent on

receipt of three atompi.

Â£2:iO to Â£6

Red Nose*. My long-eatabltahed Treatment

absolutely (,'urt-B Red sâ�¢ â�¢-,, - Medically approved.

39 and 5/- post free. Foreign. 1/6 extra.

New Iteparture Coaster Hubs. Best Mokes

Tyrvs, aud beat liriti^h made Equipment

throughout.

2OO SECOND-HAND CYCLES

SJSS.. Â£1 to Â£2 s W

Great factory clearing sale at half factory

We send on approval and allow ten days'

free trial on every cycle. Money with carriage

charges refunded without question if you

are not satixfirti.

large prontÂ«.

price t.

EARN A CYCLE taking orders from sample

machine furnished by us. Our agents air mukiu

.

our special offer. Tyres, Sundries. Sewiug Machines, Phonos..

. t once for free catalogues an

ecial offe. ,

MEAD CYCLE CO.,

half priot.

LI ve rpool. and 19. Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.

EVERY MAN

suffering from Varicocele and its consequent nervous exhaus

tion speedily relieved and cured by the most advanced and

rational method of treatment yet introduced. An Illustrated

Circular, giving full particulars and testimonials, showing

Successful Cures, sent post free, three stamps.

E. W. NORTON, 59 A 00, Chancery Lane, London, W.O. Established <oixrjlO yeam. t'tntauUntinn free.

the swift cure for

NEURALGIA, HEADACHE,

TOOTHACHE, IHFLUENZA.

ZOX is a speedy remedy for all nerve pains

The above illustration shows the facial

nerves, along which Neuralgia is so prone

to strike. No nervous torture should be en

dured when ZOX. will cure in three minutes

FP^E Readers of The Strand may

* 'i--^â�¢â�¢â�¢ prove this free of all charge.

Two sample ZOX Powders will be

sent free to any reader of The

Sttand Magazine sending stamped

addressed envelope.

ZOX is sold by Chemists, &*c., at I/- and

2/6 per box\ or can he had post Jreefrom

THE ZOX CO., II, Hatton Garden,

LONDON, E.G.

EVERYWHERE, at It. Itf., 2i. 9d.,4Â« 6d..Â«Â«d Hi.

B COUGHS, COLDS, BRONCHITIS, A-THMA, Ac.

Ugly Ears. My patent improved Ear Car* are

scientific appliances which remedy outstanding or

prominent earn in children and adults. Can be

worn 'Mini...' sleep. Under <*minent patronage.

Post frtc, 78, Foreign, 1 6 extra.

C. LEES RAY. Specialist. 17ft. South Castle BU Liverpool.

1 SA VE YOUR MONEY

Polish your Piano at Home.

PERFECT PIANO POLISH.

The Marvel of the 20th Century. Piano*,

when polished with the Perfect Piano

/'â�¢i/i -i^.M ill I '"k like uew.and wilt notiouejir

or show iniji i in n k- Also excellent for

cleaning and liunmhing piano k.;--. 9cnt

in bottlf"* securi'ly |mcke<i and car. paid to

any address fur i 9 and 2 8, on receipt of

P.O. â�� Address, iM-t, 8. The Direct

Supply Co.. City Road. BRISTOL.

PATENT

PALATE

PROTECTOR

PIPE

( HAS FIVE BRILLIANT PoiNTJT)

V-7 --* t> * C*l l-QUMMH^ ,

SECTION OF ,

MOUTHPIECE*

SHOWING IVORY PALATE PROTECTOR

TJ^J

Or ALL HIGH-CLASS TUQACCOSISTS.

STONE'S

(PERFUMED FURNITURE)

(8.A.8.E., CREAM

FREE FROM FINGER MARKS.

LITTLE LABOUR. PERFECT

POLISH. PLEASANT PERFUME.

Sold in Bottles,

6d., I/-, and 2/6

each,

liyREECE&Co.,l6S,

Piccadilly, W. ; or

any grocer can obtain

it from NEWBERY &

SONS, Charterhouse

Square.

Sample! Post FrÂ«Â«

ST01I * SOI, EXCTEK.
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A CLOCK THAT

MAKES TEA!

And tells you

when it is

ready.

Prices 251- to 70/-.

iPatent.)

IM.'ir-.- send for ninitmted Booklet of this raoit Ingenious anil

Useful Appliance, pout free fromâ��AUTOMATIC TEA

MAKER CO., 26 B. Corporation Sire.a. Birmingham.

London Office and Showroom: 81. George at.. Hanover Square, W.

MOTHER AND CHILIJ.

COMFORT and WEAR

are thÂ« two (trout essentials

tn hoot r.uyiV

The ' CITIZEN ' Trade Mark

denote* powcBsiou of th

two qualities, combined

with

STYLE, QUALITY, and

other important point*. Prow

thli to your satisfaction by

wearing

CITIZEN BOOTS

In 3 Grades.

If any difficulty, wnd port-

card for name of nearett

agent to Manufacturers.

PIHKNIX SHOE \VniiKi,

Citizen " Trade Mark on Sole.

f -Shoe's

The"Allenburys" Foods give Strength and Stamina, and supply all that is required tor the formation

of firm flesh and bone. They promote perfect health, and give freedom from digestive troubles and the

disorders common to children fed on farinaceous foods. condensed milk, or even cows milk.

AllenfrHanbur^s.Ltd..PloughCourt.Lombard street.London.
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ALCOHOLIC EXCESS

Narcomania and Resultant Nervous Diseases.

Cured at Patient's own Home in 3 to 7 weeks by the now recognised

TURVEY TREATMENT

without inconvenience or interference with the ordinary routine of daily life. This

Specific Treatment, in addition to creating a lasting distaste for Alcohol and Narcotic

Drugs, has a most beneficial and recuperating effect upon the general health and

nervous system. The Treatment, with full instructions and advice, can be sent to any

part of the country or abroad. The Specific for each case is prepared under the

personal direction of a highly qualified English Physician.

THE LONDON DAILY CHRONICLE says: " A remarkable success."

TRUTH states: "Their method has had really good results."

Used with the greatest success by Officials of Church of England Temperance

Society, Diocesan Branches, &c.

Remarkable Medical Testimony.

intemperate, and that since taking the first dose of the specific, nearly two and a half

years ago, I HAVE NEVER TASTED A SINGLE DROP OF ANYTHING

ALCOHOLIC, nor have I felt the need to do so. This is also true of half a dozen

other cases in which I have tried it. In one case I had the patient in hospital, and

administered the treatment to him, with the surprising result that, although apparently

paralytic, he recovered the use of his limbs and vigour, and has been for more than

a year perfectly sober." (Reference permitted.)

Dr. E writes : "I can only say that for many years I was systematically very

Mr. THOMAS HOLMES, the famous North London Missionary, states, regarding

his cure of some of the most hopeless oases in London :â��

" I soon saw the beneficial effects of your remedy : their physical condition rapidly improved,

their depression of mind passed away, they became bright and hopefulâ��in fact, new men."

Publicly tested before Medical Committee (see Press Report).

Write for Illustrated Treatise on the TurVey Treatment, sent post free With

private consultation form, or call (10.30 to 5), Secretary,

TURVEY TREATMENT Co., Ld., I, Amberley House, Norfolk St., Strand, London, W.C.

All communications and interviews strictly confidential.

Telegrams - TURYERT, LONDON. Tele phone- 5404. GERHARD.

Harbutt's Plasticine for Modelling is the best Home

Amusement and refined Mirth Producer ever invented.

The

Fitted boxes, 1/3 and 2/10, post free.

"Plasticine Designer.

99

THE LATEST BOX.

Teaches the art of designing in a delightful and simple manner, and

serves for ordinary modelling too. Price 3/4, post free.

WM. HARBUTT, A.R.C.A. Lonci.,

PLASTICINE

Bathampton.

PLflSJICjJIE
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SPEEDWELL

A Light, Double = Seated Car.

Highest WorKmanship.

Very Moderate Price.

Simple to Control.

Easy to Learn.

The SPEEDWELL is a simple, effi

cient, and powerful light car of 6 h.-p.

The SPEEDWELL is easy to learn,

easy to drive, easy to keep clean, and

does not need a mechanician.

The SPEEDWELL is the ideal car

for Doctors and professional men, its

upkeep being very inexpensive.

The SPEEDWELL will develop 25

miles an hour on the level, and is an

easy and speedy hill-climber.

The SPEEDWELL is made with a

long wheel base, thereby enabling the

car to take corners at a sharper angle

and with greater safety.

The SPEEDWELL is acknowledged

by Motoring Experts to be the most

remarkable value in light cars before

the public.

It'ritf for our interesting Booklet,

" Pleasures of a. Light Car,"

post free.

SPEEDWELL MOTOR CO., LTD-

151, KNICHTSBRIDCE, LONDON, S.W.

TO SMOKERS

This

favourite

Brand,

6/6*750,

Sample box

AÂ« ?9â�¢ *. il

ltw--iiii

1MIHR.M.

"GROWN HEAD" CIGARETTES

(The Cigarette of the Century).

This is a very high-claim brand, of exceptional valueâ��guaranteed

hand-made of the purest Tobacco.

TURKISH or VIRGINIA, 4- - per 1OO, 2.- per box

of SO, post free. Other brands from 2/6 per 1OO.

"CROWN HEAD" SMOKING MIXTURE

(A Tobacco for Connoisseurs,'.

2 - per r-lb. Tin, post free.

So convinced are wÂ« that we can unit the taste of every smoker,

that we reÂ»]jet tfully invite a trial of our goods. On receipt of II-

we will send i->-t free to any address a nan pie collection of all

our lÂ«ading bniods of t'igars and Cigitrettes.

Price Liet Free on anjilicatwn.

BDAPISCTT SL PA IS* Bartlett's Buildings,

IK AUK C I I & UU.j Holborn Circus, London, E.G.

(Agent* Wanted,*

PAT&Nf

Absolutely Reliable in Wear. Neat and Comfortable.

Elegant in Design.

Smart Stales for Summer uÂ«ar in Black and Brvuni Glac* Kid.

Vint one or our Storti of diop i poti ciril fat micicicing cliiloeuf ro

Scat hall & Co. Dfp/U Kirksiill Road. LÂ«d$.

A'r'.j:.' Stom 27, BridRt Street Btadfoid;

72. Piniiont Slrcci. Sheffield 35 Norfolk Sireei. Sirand, W C
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WILL DEVELOP OR REDUCE

ANY PART OP THE BODY.

A Perfect Complexion Beauti-

fier antl WrinMe Erndicator.

FOR HEN AND WOMEN.

Dr. Wilson Gibbs' Patent

THE ONLY ELECTRIC

MASSAGE ROLLER.

"A new beautilier which is warranted

to ftrojttcfa perfect complexion, rttnov-

ing wrinkles and till facial blemishes."

1 . ^^^^_ â�� CHICAGO TRIBUNE.

An Electric Roller in the strictest sense. Removes

"crow's-feet," wrinkles, etc. JVo charging. Will last

for ever. No shock or burn, pleasant and soothing-

Always ready for use on ALL PARTS OF THE BODY for all

diseases. Renews youth, creates nerve force, revita

lizes any dormant function. PRICE: GOLD, 29/~;

SHVER, 2I/-each, sealed. Valuable booklet poslfrec.

Send to-day certain. Dr. A. WILSON GIBBS' CO..

30 New Bridge Street. London. B.C.

ANEMIA

It was Abraham Lincoln that said :

" You can fool some of the people all of

the time, and all of the people some of

the time; but you can't fool all the

people all of the time."

You run no risk of being fooled when

you take DR. ROBERTSON'S COMPOUND

IRON OVETTES FOR ANEMIA.

Anybody wanting that sort of thing

would find it the sort of thing they wanted.

Prepared only by

W. RICHARDS & CO.,

Chemists,

79, Queen St., Cheapside, B.C.

2/9 and 4/6, post free.

(Trial Boxes, I/-.)

Please say, when writing to your friends, you saw

it in THE STRAND. . It will do you no harm and may-

do us some Rood.

Wholesale only: W. EDWARDS & CO..

157. Queen Victoria Street, B.C.

TO CYCLISTS

The Parker Cycle Bracket is a

most valuable and useful invention.

Keeps Hie cape down In strongest wind,

and ttie cvcle, knees, or skirt are kept

perfectly dry. Best parcel carrier

Imaginable. When not In use arms fold

tuck out of the way. No cycle complete

or cyclist comfortable without one. Sent

post free for 1/9 by PARKER'S.

(Dept. M Lancaster.

Claxton's

IMPROVED PATENT

EAR-GAP

For Remedying Prominent Ears,

Preventing Disfigurement in after life.

Keeps the Hair Tidy.

In all sists. Send measure round head just

above ears. Price 3/11. Postage, id.

S. M. CLAXTON, 108, Strand,

LONDON, 'W.C.

Strohmcngcr Pianos

E.tab.1835.

I Warranted

STYLE PIANO

In Inlaid Mahogany Case

Net

or by easy payments.

Illustrated /,ft( Pail r'ret.

Pianos for India and Colonies a

1O Years. â�¢ Pianos for hire, lo-pÂ«r mo.

J. STROHMENGER 6 SONS.

88, Brompton Rd., S.W.. * 167-2O6, Goawell Rd., EX-

LONDON.

â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢!!Â»

rP

THE

I9O4.

â�¢ â�¢â�¢â�¢^

RALEIGH

The Sturmty - Archer 3 Speed Gear

Makes I1"!* the RALEIGH yÂ»Â»r.

ADDS A NEW CHARM

TO CYCLING.

J

Lady's. Diamond or X Franc.

Motor Cycles from SS Guineas.

You may learn all about this wonderful

invention by reading; "The Book of the

Raleigh," gratis and post free from The

Raleigh Cycle Co., Ltd., Nottingham;

41, Holborn Viaduct, London, B.C.

8. LcinnUT St.. Dublin; 45-49. limy St., Liverpool ;

Daily Mail Ihrililinm. 17K, Deamgat*. Manchrrtcr ;

Lennanl'i Huililiiim. I'lifton. llriitol; BnMiurton Build

ings. 8L Peter's Htm-t . Derby : 6. London HÂ«wT Leicester ;

_ and from Acenu everywhere. __

_ __

The 3 Speed Gear may he nl ti-.l to any make of cycle.

Particulars from â��

he 3 SreiD GBAR BYNDICATC, LTD., Lenten, Nottingham.

The Most Perfect Treatment without

Operation in Europe for the Cure of

RUPTURE and

VARICOCELE.

NO PAIN, DANGER, INCONVENIENCE, OR

DETENTION FROM BUSINESS.

IMMEDIATE RELIEF. REASONABLE PEES.

20 Yean' Reputation. Hlgliot Skill. CiKiuotioimblc Referenced

BOOK OF INFORMATION, 3 Stamps.

COXSVI.TATIOA' FREE. Hour>. 11 until 4. CoiuuJtaiton of

AVrim Hotel, HanelitUrr, on trtt Jftndlf in tttch month, and <if

tlu Grotmor llolrl. Dublin, tlx/oUumno day fTuadats.

Mr. AUSTIN BROOKES, Rupture Expert,

SURGICAL MECHANICIANS Ltd., O5. Chancary

Lane. London. W.C.
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An unique blend

of the choicest leaves

of the tobacco plant.

LUNTIN MIXTURE

makes frienUs alround; the

experienced pipe-smoker thor

oughly enjoys its ripe mellow

flavour, and will have no

other tobacco.

packfl II: H*- pacM 2I-.

F ALL TOBACCONISTS. // your

- â�¢ ftofk hat run (nil. tfmt

I/I <J' 22 /or talllffle ttlrtci to '

THOMSON & PORTEOUS.

EDINBURGH.

En<j*irr name of nejrtll

ftaltr.

IZAL

Shaki the Eottte I

'OovrHimcnl.

Xew!on,Ctiainbfrs||

PEERLESS GLOSS

Follow the majority and you'll use

Hauthavvay's Peerless Gloss, be

cause the majority now use

HAUTHAWAYS

PEERLESS GLOSS

onladies'and children's boots andshoes.

Been using it for over forty years. It's

the shoe polish with a historyâ��a his

tory rich in shoe polishing prestige.

If it didn't shine most brilliantly, if it

wasn't kind to the leather, it wouldn't

be to-day the PEER OF 'EM ALL.

"Root and jhot factors sell Huutha-

tvay's FÂ»Â»rUjj GlojJ. 'Bestinyou

get the gtnuine. Mad* only by C. L.

INSTANTLY STOPS

INFECTION

by destroying the germs by which disease is caused.

A little of this powerful disinfectant used daily in the

flushing of drains, sinks, traps, w.c.'s, etc, will keep

the house and its surroundings free from "bad smells,"

and keep the occupants from the ailments that those

smells frequently precede.

I/- Bottle makes 2O gallons.

(Only OB much mtil bv uuiiU- tit a time no is required.;

IZAL is sold everywhere at 6d., i/-, 2/6, 4/6.

OFFICIALLY ADOPTED BY H.M. GOVERNMENT.

FREE CÂ°Py of "The Iznl Rules of Health"(50 pages), by

â�¢ IltC UK. ANDREW WILSON, sent on application toâ��

NEWTON, CHAMBERS & CO., LTD., THORNCLIFFE, nr. SHEFFIELD.

Dcpt. 38.
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| There is no greater mistake!

| THAN to suppose that a religious magazine must necessarily be dull and I

i

uninteresting.

THAN to carry away the notion that the 'SUNDAY STRAND* is not your sort

of publication, instead of carrying away the magazine itself and

proving that it is.

THAN to fail to enter for the 'SUNDAY STRAND' Criticism Competitionâ��a

perfectly easy, fair, and sensible competition, in which merit will win

all the 400 prizes.

THAN having bought and learned to appreciate the ' SUNDAY STRAND,' to

fail to recommend it to your friends as

An Ideal Magazine.

i THe . . â�¢â��â�¢â��

1 SUNDAY STRAND

i

NOW f liUNt. i READY

CONTAINSâ��

IS THE BIBLE TRUE ? By A. T. CLAY, PH.D.

With Many Unique Illustrations.

THE NEW METHODIST HYMN - BOOK.

By REV. RICHARD GREEN.

With Illustrations Never Before Published.

RANK IMPOSTORS. A Complete Story of the

Lake District. By A. B. COOPER.

THE LADY HOUSEKEEPER. By KATHARINE

TYNAN.

Etc., Etc.

THE SUNDAY STRAND. Now Ready.

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., 3-ia, SOUTHAMPTON ST., STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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PACKED FREE.

COMBINATION

9/9

THIS MONTH.

At here ihoum.

DINNER SET

TO MATCH

consisting: ofâ��

12 Meat Plates.

12 PnddingPlatca,

12 Cheese Plat*?,

Meat Dishes,

assorted frizes,

2 Vegetable

Uishes.

2 Vegetable

Dub Covers,

2 Sauce Boats.

AND BREAKFAST SERVICE

RICH ART FLOWING BLUE

free Oift-1 Half-Crown Plaque.

as here

The "GEISHA.

hown

|

TEAPOT STAND

ART POTTERY ALBUM,

A M

Piecea.

Conflicting ofâ��

6 Tea Oupl, 6

Tea Sauceri.

6 Breakfast

CupM Break

fast Suucen,

6 Breakfast

Plates, 6 Tea

THE FENTON POTTERY CO. (Depi. IV.), Royal China Works, Fenton, Staffs. Potteries.^

ing i

pnva

r PATENT

BATH

CABINET

THE SAFE KIND.

' All the delights and benefits of Turkish Bathingâ��

of steaming the impurities from your systemâ��of absorb

pnvan-ly, economically, ami with absolute safety in your

own room. The mild Dut powerful influence of hot air

or medicated vapour as applied by our Patent Cabinet is

endorsed and recommended by Physicians for the cure

of iCIi. urn ifi-m. Golds. Influenza. Kidney, Blood and

fikin diseases. It imparts new life and vigour, and is exhilarating to a degre* undreamed of. It* us* ensures perfect

cltaiuUiicHs, wanln on" disease, ami is helpful in every way.

healthful medicated atmosphereâ��-eon be enjoyed

Our Patent rabin.-t . nnUins suv*ral exolusivi advantages and embraces every desirable feature. Absolute Safety,

Efficiency, and Durability are some of the strong point* that moke it the one Bath Cabinet to be desired. Complete

formula of medications, 4a, with each Cabinet.

Prices from 3BÂ«. to Â£13. Gradual payments if desired. For full particulars and prices write for "Bath Book" No. 3. It Is free.

J. FOOT & SON, 171, New Bond Street, London, W.

SAVE YOUR FEET

from perspiration, heat, corns, bunions. |

DR. HOOVES (HYGIENIC)

ASBESTOS SOCKS.

They keep the feet in perfect health and

comfort Pamrihlet free. In three quali

ties. 6d., iy-.&2/-pair, post free every where.

Retailers wanted.â��IÂ»r. HOGYKS (Dept 7;,

67, Aldcr'gate Street. London. E.G.
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PEACH S^ CURTAINS

Now is tho time to send for

DIRECT FROM THE LOOMS, pent free

LACE CURTAINS. LACES.

an^jnost^^ArtiBti^^rilustratw^ Design Book and Buyers' Guide of Lace Goods issued

REAL SWISS CURTAINS. COLLARETTES.

MADRAS MUSLINS. BLOUSES.

i LADIES' AND CENT. S HOSIERY.

ROLLER BLINDS.

TABLE AND HOUSEHOLD LINENS.

DnDIII AD PARPPI *^>~t Â» Lot 112 contains 1 pair Drawing-room CurUmfl. high-class, rich design. 4yds. lone

rllrULAK rAKUtL, -=3 J- -. a,mul oyj,. wid.. !2 pairs alike Dinmu-rooni t'urtaim, choice artuti* deslim from

/_

Old Point Lace. 3iyd8. long. fiOin. wide: I pair new Art style Bedroom Curtains, 3yds. long. win. wide: 1 pair f.L-limn;Â»ble Bri^c RlM- Curtain* -

1 Table Oentre, Guipure make ; l handsome Set of Iturhesfu Toilet Table Cover" (one 45in. long, ft BBUnrf. t-^arriann iai..l, 21;-. Eoru if ili-pfrrd

!'. i â�¢', in new Btyles of decorative Art. Prile Metlals: Toronto, l.'hicaxo. The rinalitv anÂ«l durability are uni-iiiiaU^t o.Â« nmv.xl V,v inn-viml

learly sales. Uinincaticinably 111" l.-n parci'l ever oflVnil.â��8. PEACH A SONS. 'Ll.ter Gate. 1H, NOTTINGHAM. Eitd. 1857.

World-Renowned BURGESS' LION OINTMENT, It has saved many a limb from

the knife. Curt-d others afu.-r being pivcn up by hospital* The heit remedy for Wounds and

all Skin Diseases. A certain cure tor Ulcere, Tumours. Atincetwcs. Kcxema. Ac. Thousand!

of Testimonials from all mrts. 8old by all ChcmiBta. 7jd., 1 It, Ac., i*r bux, or post free for

stamps from proprietor, E. BURGESS, 59, Gray's Inn Road, London. Advice Gratia.

NO LANCING OR CUTTING Â£"Â»â��',

OST SUCCESSFUL REMEDY

^CONSUMPTION

also for COUCHS.ASTHMA.BRONCHITIS.

St* HEW BOOK on COHSUMPriON. etc., by

C. T. CIHBHEVE. Sixpence post frn from

Cooinbt Lodge, Peckh.im, London, 5.C.

DRAB COUTIL

FLEXIBLE CORSET.

To button, 3/11; or with lÂ«ut*k, 4/6;

or fitted with Unbreakable Hercu

les Busks anil Steels, 66. Also

' IMPROVED KNITTED CORSETS

Support Without Pre.sure.

Elaitlo Sid... Perfect Fit. Write far Littn. Mention STB*Â»D MAO.

Knitted Corset nnd Clothing Co , 118. Mainficld Hoad. Nottingham.

A CLEVER IDEA.

There's no difficulty In getting a china-

like glow on linen if you go tbo right way

about it. The right and easy way is to

use Kedford'B Starch Gloss.

BEDFORD'S GLOSS.

Don't add thin to the Starch, hut ruh

on the linen In-fore ironing, and you get a

beautiful polished surf aw. No sinking,

no trouble. Send a I/- P.O. for largo

box to 8. A- BEDFORD & SON, Oxford

Street, Liverpool.

Sxnn POSTCARD FOB HAMPME.

GOLDS IN SUMMER.

You can easily and quickly get rid of a cold

by using

DR. MACKENZIE'S

CATARRH-CURE

Smelling Bottle

It Instantly Relieves and quickly

Cures Cold In the Head and Head-

aohe; Arrests Influenza. Is the

best remedy for Falntnesa, Dizziness,

and Neuralgia In the Head.

A SPECIFIC FOR HAY FEVER.

Sold by all Chemists and Stores.

Price I/- ; or if you cannot obtain it at

your Chemists (refuse worthless Imi

tations) send 14 Stamps and it will i>Â«

sent Post Free from

MACKENZIE'S CURE DEPOT, READING.

MUSIC FOR SUMMER EVENINGS.

CAMPBELL'S

COLD

MEDAL

MELODEONS

With Organ and Oleati&l Tone, and 9weÂ«t

Bell Accompaniment*. No Home vhould

be without one. ThÂ« solemn Psalm, the

Boul-ntirring Hymn, the cheerful Song, and

the Merry Dance ran all b* played on theM

charming Instrument* A'o Knovlcdat of

M"$>f rrqntrfil. 2OO.OOO Teattmonlala

C'amplwll'B "Gem" Melodeoto pricÂ« only Â«9

Special Offer to the Readers of "TnÂ« STRAJTD MAa*rrsi-"

Oampbell'i " Miniature" Melndeon 10*

(J;unt>bell'B " PiiniKon " MeWeon 1*-

C:\riipl-eH8 " l-'avmirita " Melodeon 1&*

Cut out thia and Bend P.O.O. for the iuimunt.

Either sent carriage paid to any ntldrftta in Great Rritaio A Trt-land

All lovers of m\iw- *\yÂ»i\<\ nond !<* CamplteUH Illuat rated Privilege Price

List <>f all kinda of MtulcaJ [mtmmenU, Talking Machines from

8/S; .iKo 10,000 Hest London >lad? Records, 1,- each; Columbia. 1,3.

CAM PBKL1. A Co.,Musical Instrument Maker*. 116,Trongate,Gi ASGOW.

Â£%taltli&ked co years. UEWARK or WonraLK^s IMITATIONS.

Sad Servants

-where

CHERRY

BI9SSOM

BOOT

POLISH

is not used.

But they are merry when they get itâ��

because it is the Lasy Polishâ��the Bril

liant Polishâ��the Â£reat Boot Beautificr

and Preserver. For any kind of hoots

it is the hest, and all that is required is

Just

a Little

with a cloth.

Rub

Larger Tins than others, but smaller

priceâ��2d , 4d., 6d. Outfit, Is.

ASK the Grocer^

CHISWICK SOAP CO..London**
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A 400 DAY CLOCK

This unique clock is con

structed on entirely new and

original principles. With but

one winding it goes for 40O

daysâ��that is, one year, one

month, and one week. The

circular pendulum seen in the

picture does not swing back

wards and forwards as in an

ordinary clock, but revolves

slowly and noiselessly to the

right and left alternately.

Thus, with one winding,

this remarkable clock silently

and ceaselessly points the

hours and minutes, whilst

the days pass into weeks and

weeks into months, until

more than a year has passed

away.

The finest workmanship

and skill have been called

upon to produce this master

piece. Each clock is put to

gether wilh the same accu

racy, and is regulated to a

nicety, which is absolutely

necessary in such a ti mepiece.

Greatest Novelty

of the Century

Goes for over

ONE YEAR

with one winding-.

Write for superbly Illustrated

Catalogue showing various

styles In this wonderful Clock.

In Crystal Class, Polished Brass,

Mahogany, Walnut, and Onyx

Cases of the most artistic de

signs and finest finish, at

prices ranging from

Â£3 to Â£15 each.

KEMPS, Ltd.,

27 & 28, FETTER LANE,

ANTISEPTIC AND ABSORBENT.

LONDON, E.C.

Hart man n'i Invention is lined by over 200 Hospitals in the United Kingdom. For health and

comfort superior to all other Sanitary Towels.

Obtainable at lew than tho cost of washing. From all Drapers and Chemlota In 6d. packet*

(one docpn); In. (Ad. per half dozen'; la 4d. and '2n. per down.

A USEFUL BOOKLET. "Advice on Accouchement and the Management of Babies," l.y Sister j

Marian, will be sent post free on application.

* V ** **

FOX'S

HARTMANN'H SANITARY SHEETS for Accouchement (in three sizei, !â�¢.. is. 6d., and 2s. Bd.).

The Manageress. HARTMANN'S DEPOT. 26. THAVIES INN. LONDON. E.C.

fitted with

Tube-Sticks

" PARAGON " mark FRAMES

for

SMALL-FOLDING UMBRELLAS.

Trade Mark:

Qs.FOX&Cr LIMITED) (PARAGON

Will not bend or break. Cost only a FEW PENCE extra.
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STOP THAT PAIN!

Pains in the Back. Stomach. Liver. Lungs. Throat.

Kidneys. Joints, are affected instantly ay

p

Â«&

VIBRATION.

A Soothing, Powerful, Thrilling,

Restful, Stimulating, Healing,

Delightful Sensation*

Vibration, the latest discovery of medical

science, is being rapidly adopted by the profession.

USED BY ROYALTY. YOU Can FEEL

it cure you* Cheapest and most

Effective Treatment Known*

Wonderful Relief*

THE VIM VIBRATOR

is a small but powerful machine for home use in

the instantaneous relief of pain and natural cure

of disease. It is such an obviously good thing that

rather than waste advertising space in telling

you about it, we offer a

F Fit. f- â�¢ tftft mm

f^mff TDlit Â§ Send for jtarticuUrs artd Free

6,000 Vibrations per Minute.

HOMES MANUFACTURING CO., (Dept. F),

Write to-day /or Pat terra of mir NEW SPRING

I and SUMMER NOVELTIES in all Itiruis a/Drett \

anil Blouse Afater-ia-ls /or eve' y occasion or wear.

An? Length Cut at Wholesale Primi.

SATISFACTION Â«uarant*ed or MONEY RETURNED.

Daintp Washing materials

| Chiffon Wool Voiles

in printed Cottons. Linens $ Delaines.

specially made to Cuck or Bather.

arrwjt'! Paid In the U.K. on pnrcelÂ« Tatue 1O - or over.

J. * W. DUTTOH, Dress Warehouse,

IDept. M). Sankey Street. WARRIHGTON.

TYPEWRITERS

TAYLOR'S,

Ltd.,

74, Chancery Lane,

LONDON.

All Makes

BOUGHT, SOLD,

EXCHANGED,

REPAIRED,

and LENT

on HIRE.

MS. COPIED.

Nine Monthly instalments

of One Guinea wilt buy a

gooa Remington, Sarleck,

Hammond, or Chicago.

RiMMM Booklet- Vibration.

Temple Chamber*, Temple Ave., E.C

DISINFECTS AND PRE

SERVES THE TEETH,

AND DISINFECTS THE

MOUTH.

Tlie mast fragrant of all

Dentifrices. Leai-es a de

lightful taste behind.

A 61. tin K-iit u sample

ou receipt of 3d. in

RUmps. 6cl. per tin, of

all OheroifiU anil Stores.

If any difficulty

in obtaining thfl

Pnwder is experi

enced, please

wrih\ with re

mittance, to Eurrv

Ltd.. Pcpt. O. Hull,

hen your order

beejtecuted. post freo.

by return

mOStm

of Bath Eucryl

Eucryl Soap.
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to-day the standard of excel

lence ; the Grand Prix of Paris,

1900 ; made by a firm of over

75 years' world-wide reputa

tion ; but. . . the decisive test

of merit is in the drinking; try a

9j^d tin from your grocer, or a

free sample sent on receipt of

post card stating your name,

address, and Strand Magazine.

ADD TEN YEARS TO YOUR LIFE \

and feel fresh and

vigorous all the time

by drinking:

DISTILLED

WATER

as made by our

OEM STILL,

(from 35/-).

" Never drink

Ordinary water "

is the sound ad-

vice of an eminent

physician.

Instructive and in-

tfi-ttt,,,t>j pantphlet

post free.

The Gem Supplies

Co., Ltd. (Dept H . lij.

Newgate St., London, B.C.

17/6

Masters' 'Empire' Holiday Class.

The Power o/ a Telescope in the Compass

of an Opera Glass.

The "Empire" ii fitted with eight specially-selected looses,

scientifically adjusted, giving very clear definition at a great

distance. Nickelled sun and apray eye-cups, numbered

focussing screw, black leather covered, with case and HhouMer-

strapto match. Price 176 rash, with Three Bonus Gift*;

or supplied to readers of The Strand Magazine on Easy Terms.

W SEVEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL ~W

On receipt of your nainÂ« and address with P.O. value 2/6. we

will send you a pair of these 17/6 Glasses ou 7 days' FREE

TRIAL. You agree to pay 26 on EMBBt, and If purchased,

2/6 monthly fw 5 months. Cash paid refunded if glasses

unsatisfactory and aro returned in seven days.

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE.

" To Masters, Rye. " Cdtford, nr. Bath.

they nr? f.r,'f^.(i_[i_itii_l_i'_ii}_M_for the money. We will recwnmtud

" Dear &r,â��l received the h\el<i Olaetft quite safety, and tkt-nJt

)uur/rtfiid*. lam, yourt truly, EDGAR STSEDS.''

Catalogue of Watches, Glasses, Ac., Post Free.

MASTERS. Ltd., *&ST RYÂ«, Sussex.

RUBBERETS

FOR HEELS THAT

WON'T WEAR DOWN.

RUBBERETS â�� For the springy,

silent treadâ��For a sense of ease In

gait and confidence In carriage-

< economy in boot repairs and always

â�¢hapely boots.

Fixed by all Bootmakers. Write for Pamphlet

If SMUT bootmaker cannot supply, send six stamps

for sample pair, State Lady or Gentleman.

PHILLIPS' PATENTS, Ltd. (Wholesale only)

251, Edgware Road, London, W.

MAKES WOMEN BEAUTIFUL.

Marvellous development accomplished by the new and wonderful Dlano

method of enlarging the female bust.

Thin women are quickly developed into commanding figures that excite

wonderment and admiration.

A new and fiun'riMnxly effective home treatment has been discovered that enlarges the female bunt at

least six Inches. Women who are not lacking in this respect will not be ixirticularly interested, but

those who by some unfortunate circumstance of health or occupation are deficient in this development

will be very much ftiwiimU-d by the peculiar prominence achieved hy the treatment. It IB railed JJIANO,

and In controlled by the well-known ESPANOLA MEi>icrNE COMPANT. There is no doubt about the marvellous

power of this new treatment to develop the hurt to a gratifying extent. Any lady who wishes to know

more aboul DIANO fihould send h*-r name and address to the KsrAKOLA MEDICINE COMPANY. Tiny will

send free in plain scaled envelope by post a now "beauty book" they have just prepared, also photofrraphs

from life, showing the actual development induced, and a great number of testimonials from physicians,

chemist**, and prominent ladirs, all commtinding the wonderful and remarkable power of DIAXO to enlarge

the bust, no matter how flat the chest may be. Do not fail to write at once. The beauty book and portraits

will dolight you. All ynu need to ilo is to send name and addrwui and a ntamp to pay pofttaffe. All

correspondence strictly confidential. Addrens-LADY MANAGER, H. L. ESPANOLA MEDICINE

COMPANY (Dept. 83), 303a, Retfent St., London, W.

n The desire to PO*KM Beauty i* keenest where reJl-Mmenl is strongest."
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To create a wide demand for the

New

(Rend.)

Fashion.

able

BUTTERFLY COLLAR.

I will give one FREE

(4-fold pure Irish Linen, as illustrated)

to a limited number of readers ordering only one of

my exceedingly chaste and natty "Shamrock "

pattern IrUh Poplin T1Â«B (as illustrated).

my exceedingly chaste and natty

Send the usual price for a real Irish Poplin Tie.

viz.: 3 a (Postal Order, not stamps) and receive Tie

and free " Butterfly Collar." Remember that, with

out any quibbling 1 immediately return money if you

would rather have it back than keep the Collar and

Tie. I have a nice catalogue of latest fashion Collars

Shirts and Ties, that 1 want to Ret into the hands of

men who like to be well-dressed. It Is free fjr the

asking. 1 am. yours truly. DAVID HOPE.

pattern IrFah Poplin TUB ...â�� ,.

(Dept. A) 84 ARTHUR STREET. BELFAST.

SanJcert: Uhter Bank Ltd. Wirtt: 'â�¢ /^r*i-wÂ»r. BelfatL

{Donegal 1'lact Mranck > 'PfeeMi &tf hoijuit.

y a secret

process

that produces

i'- inimitable

flavour and <!-â�¢-

liciousnesa.

London Dti i ru

First ] rizf

Shotf, 1903.

For use as Cheese

with Halt. For

use aÂ§ Imitation

iiit- with mus

tard, popper,

vinegar ancf silt

mixed to taste.

For use as Solid

Cream with fruit

tftrts, fruit i :â�¢ â�¢

nrcBenei, jams.

HORNER'S CREAM CHEESE

Highly rrcommindtd hy tht Medical Faculty.

01.all Uroccrs. Fish Doilers. 4c. If anv difflrulty in

olitalnmt nend nÂ»mt of your dealer, and 9d. stwni* for

â�¢ample iÂ«ckets to

HORNER S CREAMERY, Cucltlmnton. Cheshire,

TRY HORNER'S RICH CREAMS

Sold everywhere In Jars 6d. and is.

w THIS ANTISEPTIC RESTORER MAKCS

THE HAIP SOFT. GLOSSYf TRACTABLE.

***** flAWELiPJJS RESULTS

OfALLCHEfllSTS armsrmc -=

fa,** LARGE HANDSOME

BUY CLOCK GOLF

Utual Diameter of Setting, 24 to stuff.

FOR ALL GAMES. WRITE

AMD

LEARN TO PUTT.

This most interesting

Outdoor Putting Game

consists of Set MM .:

( I '- Figure*. Hole, Fluff,

I'm-, iii-1 l,inrf"rn..irkiiiir

Circle. Rule*, all romplfte

in tiox, . 11111 .â�¢â�¢ paid, 9 8.

Oolf Putters, 3 -. 39.

46. Coll Bulls. 6 -, 7 6

per doz.

R. WYLIE HILL & CO.,

LIHITF.D.

HO, Sauchlehnll St.,

GLASGOW.

FOR PRICE LIST.

GRA TISI

FASHIONABLE RINGS.

Recommended by the

Medical Profession for Rheu

matism, Nervous Disorder,

etc.* and general,health.

To advertise our half-guinea

"VERITAS" Ami-Rheumatic

Rings we are giving a larg<| quantity away for a limited

time only in order (hat you will recommend tin m to others.

Send stamp for postage, and we will forward by return Â»ize

card and lists, together with our offer of a free ring. The

galvanic coil these rings contain causes electricity to act

gently on the whole system, which purifies the blood,

strengthens the nerves, and keeps one in perfect health.

THE BRITISH RING SYNDICATE (Dept. a).

86, New Street, Birmingham.

FREE BOOK

SENT TO ALL WHO WRITE.

Tells of the MARVELLOUS CURES effected with the "Century Thermal" Bath

Cabinet. In Cases of Rheumatism, Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Blood Diseases, Nervous

ness, Constipation, Gout, Lost Vitality, Eczema, Insomnia, Sciatica, Asthma,

Bronchitis, Bright's Disease, etc., etc. Gives also a multitude of medical and

other testimony from hundreds of users.

The "Century Thermal" is as near perfection as a Bath Cabinet can be. It has a four-

nap top (patented), to enable regulation of temperature up to 2OO decrees Fahr.

â�¢i ipatcnt neatert spirit or gas, whether inside or outside, ensures absolute safety.

The Book can be secured absolutely FREE by all who would know of he great luxury of the Thermal Bath and the

cures t it it effects. Write to-day for Book No. 9. mentioning STRAND MAGAZINE.

CENTURY THERMAL BATH CABINET, Ltd. (Dept. 9), 2O3, Regent Street, London, W.
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Furnish Your House with CROCKERY for A GUINEA

ARTAPotifHY1lllii^!wtiiiawtlJniiw i BE Aim

Pinner, 12 Pudding. 12 Cheene Plato. 5 Moi

FREE BONUS

SYSTEM.

THIS IS OUR NOTED

GUINEA CRATE.

Bend to-day P.O. 31 - for

A Complete DINNER

SERVICE.

A Complete

BREAKFAST

mmm

SERVICE.

A Complete TEA SERVICE

21

We also pire ;i-. a Present:

A Complete TOILET SET

to â�¢â�¢*<!. buyer of the i.ltove iwirkanc

Tim Free Gift, alone IB worth

;ilmÂ«M half the amount charged.

Ki.-h Service is in Beautiful Art

Coloura nnd for six pereoni, and

the toilet get is full nize (5 nicrcst

in nice Floral Design. All fln-

Uhed In rich gold (if nqptnd)

for 10 6 extra.

"NOTE" OUR FREE GIFTS.

The

"Favourite"

Dinner Service.

A Very Pretty Tra Hmn for inchest, 2 Covered Vegetable Dithw. and 2

12 persons, ronnisling of 12 Hauoe Boat*. A Charming Pattern. Beauti-

This Splendid Service, for 12 person*, con-

si'-Miitf of 12 Dinner. 12 Pudding. 12 Cheese

PlaU'R, B Heat Dirties (alwiut 10, 11, 12, 14, 16

Dlnhea (about 11, 12, 14, in. 18 inrbes'. 2 Covered Plate*. 2 Ilrcad and Butter Plates, 1 Slop BeWoeou Only IS 6 If finished in rich

Vegetable L>iÂ»hiÂ«, 1 Covered Sauce Tureen with Bowl, and 1 Cream Jug. Siune pattern M the SOK| ao'- With this we give H Bonui of an

SUind and I^ullc. and 1 Itravy Bout, Each jÂ»ie<-c â�¢/?.â�¢- Duuur Serrioe. Kat-h piece tastefully Artistic Flower Pot irnt.iAuring 7 inches

taatrfully tinte<l in natural colour* and finished ilt-ronited in natural colouring and (inishetl fnvide) in Ittch Art Colour*.

Tea Cups, 12 BftlHJtn. 12 Tea fnl Di-eiim and Rich Pt-acnck Blue Colmir

in rich gold. Fit for the King'a table. As a in riÂ«h gold. To every Purchaser of this

Bonus with thin lot we give u pair of Rich Vast*. Service for 1O 6 we- give a Lovely Full size

about 10 huhcs high. Very toetÂ«fully rlcÂ«-orateÂ«l. Teajiot and Sttuid of the sam,e ptitteni.

Immediate delivery, packed free, and SO per cent, caved.

THESE PACKAGES MAKE IDEAL

PRESENTS FOR WEDDING OR

OTHER OCCASIONS.

THE MAIL POTTERY CO., Late DRESDEN POTTERY co., BURSLEM, Staffordshire Potteriee

Bazaars catered for. Badged Goods) a speciality. _ â�� â�� __â��

WALTHAM

WALTHAM

WALTHAM

WALTHAM

r^M-TA,^ WATCHES

^22?5| WATCHES

SCIENCE AND SKILL

WATCHES

WATCHES

built up the reputation of Waltham Watch

Movements, and made them the World's

Standard in Watch Value. Every watch turned

out supports this. Every grade represents the

most skilled workmanship, and is accurate and

reliable in every detail. Watchmakers and

Jewellers will show you Waltham Watches.

HooMet No. 7 will tell you all about these

Watches, post free.

ROBBINS & APPLETOM (wÂ»"^A^Â°0""I0)

139, IIKill HOLBORN. LONDON. W.O.

Hook free to intending buyert.

THE

COMPACTUM' TENT

XÂ»To. 12

Specially fitted and adapted for Bathing or

and within everybody's reach, being Commodious,

Garden, to supply a much-needed requirement,

Durable, and Cheap.

Plain. Diameter 7ft. 6in., Height 8ft. ...Â£1

Striped. do. do. do. ...j[l

4 0 each.

10 0 ,,

A valise to pack above In at 25. fid. extra.

This tent is highly rr.commended for its portability.

weighing only, when packed in Valise, _about I4lb., and

measuring 34111. long by 6in. diameter.

SLY, DIBBLE & CO., Cable St., London, E.

Illustrated TÂ»nt and Flat Lists Post Pre*.

Pleosi mention STRAND MAGAZINE.
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DRUNKENNESS

CURED

It is now within the reach of Every Woman to

Save the Drunkardâ��A Free Trial Package

of a Marvellous Home Remedy

Posted to All Who

Write for it.

Can be Given in Tea, Coffee, or Food,

thus absolutely and secretly

Curing the Patient in a

Short Time without

his knowledge.

THERE is a cure for drunkenness which has shed a radiance into

thousands of hitherto desolate firesides. It does its work so

silently and surely that while the devoted wife, sister, or

daughter looks on, the drunkard is reclaimed even against his

will and without his knowledge or co-operation. The Company

who have this grand remedy will send a sample free to all

who will write for it. Enough of this remedy is posted in

this way to show how it is used in tea, coffee, or food, and

that it will cure ihe dreaded habit quietly and permanently.

A lady residing In Manchester used the remedy as described

above, and her experience, lold in her own words, will quite

I used Antidipso without my husband's knowledge and

completely cured him. He was a hard drinker, a good man

when sober, but for years I lived in fear and dread, shame and

despair, poverty and disgrace. How shall I tell other women

about it? Is it not a wonderful thing that a woman can

take matters in her own hands and stamp out this dreadful

curse to the home? I am glad you are going lo publish my

experience, for then 1 know it will reach hundreds of other

poor souls, and they will cure their husbands just as I cured

mine. I am so grateful for the marvellous changes that

have come into my life that I just feel like I would do anything

to let every wife and mother know what a blessing Antidipso

is. I honestly believe it will cure any drunkard, no matter

likely interest all women deeply. Mrs. says : " Yes,

(Full address sent to &onA-fidf applicants.)

how far down he may have fallen.â��Faithfully yours, Mrs. ."

Hundreds of others are reported, even the worst cases where

the habit seems to have blotted out the last remaining spark of

self-respect. Tears and prayers are of no use. Pleading,

pledges, loss of social or business position are unavailing to

stem the tide of absolute depravity.

This famous remedy has re-united thousands of mattered

families; it has saved thousands of men to social and business

prominence and public respect; has guided many a young man

into the right road to fortune; has saved the father, the

brother, the son, and in many cases the wife and daughter too.

Such a godsend to the home should be known to everyone.

Upon application to the WARD CHEMICAL Co., 9, CENTURY

HOUSE, REGENT STRERT, LONDON, W., they will post a free

package of the remedy to you, securely sealed in a plain

wrapper, also full directions how to use it, books, testimonials

from hundreds who have been cured, and everything needed to

aid you in saving those near and dear to you from a life of

degradation and ultimate poverty and disgrace. Send for a

free trial to-day. It will brighten the rest of your life.

ROBINSON & CLEAVER, Lo., BELFAST,

And 156 to 170, RECENT ST., LONDON, W.

(Awarded Grand Diploma . ,r Honour, Edinburgh, 1890 .

Two 1'nze MÂ«dnh. I'.uM 1â��1

â�¢ ^ B _ m lm Collarsâ��Gentlemen'! four-fold from

â�¢ Kl^tn CufTl for Ladies or Gentlemen from

IIIIV/II 6/11 per doxen.

DIQ U * i' i'-' <)<Â«â�¢

COLLARS,

Wr\U far

Sttniftlet of

/tomo&bt. ,f â�¢-

CUFFS, & SHIRTS.

â�¢atchlui Shirts. Fine quality Long Cloth, with 4-told

Pure Linen Front*. 35 6 per i-dnz. (to measure '_â�¢ eztrm).

Manufacturer! to His Gracious Majesty til* King.

N.B.â��To prevent delay, all Letter-Orders and Inquiries

for Samples should be sent direct to Belfast.

HEALTH,

BEAUTY,

and a

GOOD

FIGURE.

The Attractiveness of Women.

In practically every instance, rr.y system of phy

sical culture for women brings immediate improvement

in health and appearance.

Healthful sleep and good digestion are certain to

result.

The cheeks become full and rosy, the neck well

rounded, blending almost imperceptibly into a well

developed chest, the arms firm and round.

Write me to-day, and I will send you, in plain

sealed package, my beautiful Booklet, " Health,

Beauty, and Symmetry of Form," FREE.

My system is simple, requiring no apparatus, no

unpleasant dieting, only a little of your time and a

willingness to follow my instructions.

MADAME L. BULLEN, 43, Apsley House,

Sandon street, LIVERPOOL.

Gentlemen address to Mr. Vincent Mullen.

Vfotsey

"Shrink

PurcWool

Underwear

For Ladiei. Genii, and Children.

Various teitures for all Climates.

Any Shrunken Garment Exchanged.

STRONG. SOFT. ELASTIC.

AVOID IMITATIONS. Of all Drapers,

Hosiers, &c. It any difficulty in

obtaining, write to â��The Woliey

Underwear Co.. Leicester, who

will give name of nearest retailer.



Registered Nos.â��

342,186/7.

FOX'S

PATENT

SPIRAL PUTTEES

(With or without Sfatsâ��Sfats modi detachable if rtquired).

Shaped to Wind on Spirally from Ankle to Knee without any

turns or Twists.

Made of all Wool

Will Fit any Leg. Great Support to the Leg.

Can be worn under Trousers to keep the

Leg Dry and Warm.

Can be Used without Stockings.

Supplied in Various Qualities and Colours (including Military

Shades). Shade Cards and Quality Patterns on application.

L:The ' REGULA TION" quality is the same as tuna supplied to

His Majesty's Government.

For LADIES'

& CHILDREN.]

Light Weight

[With Spats - 7S. 6d.

\ Â«l

\

Detachable is. extra.

Â»*ER PAIR. I

[ Without Spats 55. od.

Send size of Boot.

FOR MEN.

[With Spats, from ios? 6d.

to I2S. Od.

Detachable is. exira.

^//'detachable required send size ty boot\

Without Spats,

from 6s. od.

to 7s. 6d.

PER pÂ«nt

Patentees and Sole Maxu/aeturtrtâ��

[FOX BROTHERS <& Co., Ltd.,

Wellington, Somerset.

.flints fir the United Stales and Canada: BALE t MAHUY, Wool Exchange Building, Htw York, U.S.A.
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rFAT FOLK

Should take

FELL'S REDUCING TABLETS.

REGISTERED BY GOVERNMENT.

A REMARKABLE REMEDY

That Reduces Weight 281b. a Month.

Every person who Is suffering from too much fat can easily be reduced in weight by this new and remarkable remedy

that quickly removes all superfluous fat in either sex at the rale of SEVEN POUNDS A WEEK.

without the slightest inconvenience. Do not be afraid of evil consequences. It is a vegetable treatment, is perfectly safe,

and gives such a degree of comfort as to astonish those'who have panted and perspired under the weight of excessive fat.

It improves the breathing, gives the heart freedom, takes off the big stomach, enables the lungs to expand naturally, and

you feel a hundred limes better the first day you try this wonderful HOME TREATMENT.

It is Guaranteed to Reduce Weight a Pound a Day

From our Thousands of Testimonials we take the following extracts, fhe original letters of which

(with full addresses of course) can be inspected at our offices.

PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

MlsÂ» WORM ALL. Grantharn: "I have (the frrcatrst of

pleasure In writing to tell you of the quick mid wonderful remit

of h'elU Reducing Tablets. I have been reduced by two -mall

boxes 1st. 611).. and am very plcaaoi to Bay that they have -lonÂ«

for me all t hat I wished them to. My friend* tell mo I look three

yean younger, and I am pleased to say I feel much better la

health. I heartily thank you for thÂ« remedy, and for your kind

attention shown in my cane."

ill!' >â�¢ taking them."

Misi WATSON, Hornsea : " I think It my duty to tell you

the good, I hare received from your treatment after trying all

kni'U of advertiied and other treatments which have failed, and

by your wonderful Tablet* I have been reduced ttat. 6lb. I can

safely Â«ay they are quite pun and harmless, and a valuable remedy

for Obdflty. They bare cured me and 1 shall not require further

treatment."

Mrs. SMITH, Portsmouth: "I hare taken your Reducing

Tablets and am pleased with the result. The Tablet* -it.- really

wonderful. Before coramcncmK your treatment I wu under the

doctor'! hands for several years, and I grew BO bail that they told

me 1 had but a abort time to live, and I really felt as though I

could scarcely walk down the street without great difficulty.

Now I can go for four or five miles' walk without feeling tired.

I also sleen much Dftttr."

Mrs. CONNOCK. Somerset: "The Tablet* I received

from you (tome time ago were all that you said of them. I am now

Mr. MOHQUa, Durham: "After uring the Tablets for

exactly a week, I wcighi'd mynelf yesterday, in the same clothd

and on the same machine. I now weigh exactly 12at., having

gone down 8lb. since last Friday. I may my that I hare not

made any change whatever in my diet or mode of living, I also

sleep bettor, and am much better In health."

Lost 401b.

FREE

d to my normal weight, and am much better In health

Mr. PL A NT, Oldbnry: " One of your

patients and I a rÂ« work-mates at the same

works. We are both stout mcu, and for a

long time we talked about the Reduciuff

Tablet* advertised in the news|iA|>cra, and

at first had no faith in them, but at last

we decided to try two companies' Tablet*.

My mate chose Fell's, and I ... Tablets.

BIB has turned out a great success, and

mine a failure. I was taking . . .

Tablets for sixteen weeks, and they

cost me 18.6, and at the end of that

time I was lib. heavier than when I

Mr. BRUME, Gainsborough: "I hare lost another Bib,

since taking your Tablets. 1 oiii also In much better health. I

havn only taken half of what you sent me, and with them and the

â�¢ample I have lost Ittlb. in all. I am delighted."

Mr. LEFTCH, Bute: " I feel

bet 11 i in health, and am reduced

about 1st. I httTe all hopes of

being quit* cured by the time

I have taken another box of the

-Tablets."

Sarted them, so I thought it was

me to stop. On the other hand, my

friend has been reduced BsL. and I

can assure you he is very pleased ; in

fact, he says would not haru it on

again for fc'tn."

Tablets I am reduced in weight jiilh."

Lady writes:â�� "Since taking your

Just to prove how effective, pleasant, and safe this remedy

is to reduce weight, we are sending free trials. If you want

one, send us [your name and address and two stamp* to pay

for postage. It costs you nothing: to try it.

Each box is sent in a plain, sealed packet, with no adver

tisement on it to indicate what it contains. Correspondence

strictly confidential.

Address: FELL FORMULA ASSOCIATION,

16, Century House, Regent St., London. W.

A Comfortable Saddle Makes

Cycling a Pleasure. . . .

RIDEASY

/s the moat perfect saddle made.

NEVER GETS HARD. PADDED TOP.

Scientifically Constructed.

Like a

pencil

but

writes

in ink.

Sola 07 all

Stationers.

If you are not ready to buy ..

a 10/6'SWAN'PÂ» try a "

" Getting fleshier every day."

LADIES' PATTERN, 8T4B.

Price, Enamelled 12 6 each.

.. < Plated 15'- .,

Extra Large size, 26 extra.

OKXT.'S PATTERN SAXS PRICE.

Bent per post on trial to any nddreai on

nxeipt of a/6, whirh form! part payment

If ndcilo la kept

Rooklft port frte on appjimtion.

MIDDLEMORE & LAMPLUCH, LTD.,

COVENTRY.

Stylo, 3/-85/-EI'

No. 1 "CyKnet" Stylographlc Pen, Si. complete, poÂ«t free. No. 2 "Cygnet" Stylognphtc Pen,

Superior, with eprlnir needle, to.

MABIE, TODD V BARD. 93. CHEAPSIDE, LONDON. E.G.

DO D UD

Catalogue

of 'Swan'

Pens Mid

'Cygnet'

Stylos

free.

an ana
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GRAND PRIX,

PARIS,

1900.
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KanO'Ptoyer

PITH

THE MOST PERFECT. ARTISTIC. AND HUMANLIKE IN TECHNIQUE. WITH

IN8TAMANEOUS AND COMPLETE CONTROL Of TEMPO AND EXPRESSION.

J

.

The extraordinary success of the

"ANGELUS" is the best proof of its

superiority.

It provides everyone with the essential mantel? of technique and the

perfect control of expression which ensure a mugicianly interpretation

of the great composers.

PURCHASED BY ROYALTY AND THE GREATEST MUSICIANS.

Tho SIMPLICITY and COMPLETENESS of the EXPRESSION

DEVICES arc thÂ« uniijue feature! of the â�¢â�¢ ANGELUS.' The control

is BO perfect, the action FO Kensitirc and effective, the response so

immediate that all the effect* of expert hand-playing are realised with

Uie most gratifying upline of mastery.

The "ANGELUS" i> the onlv PIANO-PLAYER with

ORCHESTRAL ORGAN COMBINATION, or may be obtained as a

PIANO-PLAYER ONLY.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS ARRANGED IF DESIRED.

DISCOUNT FOR CASH.

You are invited to write for our No. 20 Catalogue, or coll to seethe

"ANGELUS."

UADCUAII DÂ«pt. SO. "Angelm-Hall, Regent House.

MAKOnALL, 233, Regent Street. London, W.

The Name

COLUMBIA'

applied to

Talking Machines 8 Records

is the HALL MARK of QUALITY.

Columbia Graphophones &

Columbia Records . .

CYLINDER

are made in both and styles.

DISC

More than 10,000 Dealers In Great Britain can

supply them.

Write for "Price Book F"â��

Special List of "Grand Opera" Records will be

sent free if you mention this advertisement.

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH CO., Gen'l.,

89, Great Eastern Street, E.G.; 200, Oxford Street, W., LONDON.

Cardiff: 96, St. Mary Street. Glasgow: 21, St. George's Rd., Charing Cross.
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"To the Hundred Thousand Ladies and Gentlemen

who have written me from all parts of the world (sometimes enclosing stamps for reply, and sometimes expecting me to defray

nothing of the sort, I have been compelled to place the matter in the hands of a Syndicate. These gentlemen

have agreed to supply the whole world with the Preparation absolutely made up according to my directions. It was the only

way for me to protect the public and myself."â��Mr. GEORGE R. SIMS, in the " Referee."

"TATCHO" Rets the hair back; puts the hair right; keeps the hair right.

Read these appreciative letters from well-known Officers in the Army and Society Ladies.

Col. H. Bagot Chester on "Tatcho."

" Ever since I began to uie ' Tatcho,' and learnt from experience it* value,

I have recommi'ncli'd it to my friends and acquaintance)), and In no case haa

it failed to meet with unqualified approval. "CoL H. BAOOT CHISTCR."

' '"""*" ^' *" "Zetland House, Maidenhead.

Col. Parry on " Tatcho."

" CoL J. E. PKBRV."

Lieut. E. Thompson on "Tatcho."

"^*Roval Hibernian Hotel, Dawson Street, Dublin.

"' Tatcbo' is wonderful, and all to whom I recommend it praise it.

...

" 'Tntcho' Is excellent, and my friends like it Tery much.

il, Sheerness.

" Lieut. E. TDOMMOK. R.N."

Commander T. Wolfe Murray an "Tatcho."

' "" " Trowbridge. Crwditon,

"Commander T. WOLFE MORH*T, B.N.

MaJoF-OÂ«neral Keata on "Tatcho.'*

" I have found ' Tatcho ' of distinct benefit to my hair.

"I find 'Tatcho' crcellent, and better than anything I have ever

t ii< -l in the coune of a long life, devoted partially to keep my hair on.

" High Croft. Winchester.

"Eo. KtATt"

Capt. Pembroke Marshall on "Tatcho."

"226, Rue du ti'iL.-, Boulevanle Mi li tain. Brussels.

" I was actually amazed at the genuineness of Mr. Geo. R. Sims'

' Tatr.ho.' the only hair restorer I ever found of the slightest use, not

withstanding the manv I have tried. Had no result happened I should

not have blamed ' Tateho.' an it really could be hardly expected, at my

.!!-'â�¢ to have a fresh crop of hair. A lady of my acquaintance remarked

the phenomenon and tried 'Tatchn' also with like result!), which waa

not so wonderful, though to her gratifying. I never wrote BO much

about a similar subject in my life, and never gave a testimonial, but

th* fact* are 00 extraordinary that I cannot nclp letting you know.

"Capt PKMHROX.E MARSHALL."

Lt.-Col. Nadham. MagUtrata and Judge, on "Tatcho."

" Necmuch. Central India.

" I have been using a bottle of ' Tatcho ' that T brought out with mo

to India in February last It has done my hair a power of good, and I

wish to continue using it "Lt-Col. NKDHAH."

Lady Powall on ''Tatcho."

"Torr-Alulnn, Dunoon, N.B,

" lAdy Powell thinks ' Tatcho ' has been very beneficial, the fulling-

off of hair having ceased. Lady Powell anticipates very good

results from 'Tatcho.' It i- the ntcast preparation for the hair,

being Non-Oily and not perfumed as most lotions are."

Lady Coiling on **Tatoho.**

"18, Ashburn Place, Kensington, W.

"Lady Collins has been induced to try 'Tatrho.' owing to the

fact that a near relative of hers n*ed It fnr a short time, the revolt

being that the hair began to grow fast and thick."

A WHOLE MONTH'S COURSE OF TREATMENT WITH "TATCHO" TO ANY ADDRESS IN THE KINGDOM.

Cut This Out

If your

Local

THIS

and

Post To-day.

Chemist

is unable

to supply

the large

Trial

ENTITLES THE SENDER TO A LARGE

COUPON

| j | |J

Bottle

CARRIAGE PAID. S.M., June, '04.

In making this unique offer the Company Is acting within the knowledge that such distribution of large

Trial Bottles Is making the preparation even more widely known, and Is introducing It to every horn*

in a more satisfactory manner than could be effected by any other system of advertising.

" TATCHO M is a brilliant, spirituous tonic, the colour of whisky, free from all grease.

"TATCHO " is not a dye, and contains no colouring matter or any harmful ingredient.

" TATCHO " is sold by all Chemists and Stores throughout the world in bottles at Is., 2s. 9d., & 4s. fid.

"TATCHO" LABORATORIES, 5, Great Queen Street, Klngsway, London, W.C.
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f The Grecian System

of Physical Culture for

Men and Women

THE GRECIAN SYSTEM will reduce flesh, build up the figure, renew and strengthen

every nerve, relieve indigestion, sleeplessness, constipation, torpid liver, sluggish

circulation, rheumatism, weak heart and lungs.

We teach men and women the kind of physical culture that gives them sound health and brings to highest perfection

the charms of ^race. Mere muscle-building is not the object of the Grecian System. Strength without health is

valueless. The Grecian System is altogether unlike training for an athletic contest. It was introduced six yeais ago

at a leading University. It is, in a word, the natural development of ones latent forces by an agreeable and most

interesting method, without fatiguing, suited to the convalescent and invalid, to the aged and tne growing youth, to the

busy business man and the society woman,

and all, any age or condition, who value

health, long life, grace of carriage, and

shapely figure, to say nothing of greater

will powei and strengthened nerves.

Our system Is the secret of retaining

youthfulness, also the secret of regaining

It. It is Ideal for men and women of all

ages. It Is perfectly fascinating to busi

ness and professional men, because ot

its combination ot mind exhilaration

with physical exercise.

The retaining of a man's strength is

essential to success in life. Ii is moreâ�� -

it is a duty he owes to himself and to bis

aihe' GRECIAN SYSTEM cultivates

for women the distinguished carriage of

bearing and appearance of ease which

at once be*,ptak culture and refinement,

giving to her moral, menial, vital, perfect

self-possession. It will do more in cuiing

women of all diseases peculiar to her sex

than any physician can do It invigo

rates and lebuilds internal organism.

Society women, business women, singers,

women in delicate health, school-girls,

women in early life, middle life, or

advanced years, all benefit under our

treatment.

either sex should be given individual attention. This we are able to accomplish most successfully by correspondence.

Physical needs of no two persons are

similar ; consequently each person of

The Preceptors of the Grecian System are specialists in scientific physical culture, preventive and curative, and each

n who writes us and accepts our instruction is assured of painstaking and personal care from our hands.

person

TAUGHT BY POST ONLY AND WITH PERFECT SUCCESS.

INTERVIEW BY APPOINTMENT.

No apparatus whatever is used, no bonk, no chart, and It requires hut ten minutes ofynur time each day in your room, juvt

before retirinff and upon risina. There la no guesswork about it Your individual condition ie fully considered, and instruction given u

your particulor requirements demand.

We publish Itooks, illustrated with photographs, showing what our System will do for member* of either Â»ex. These we will

send free, together with condition blank for men and women, also testimony of intelligent men and women who hare received

untold benefit nt our hands

All correspondence la treated In strictest confidence, and should be addressed, either toâ��

FLORENCE ELLIOTT (Directress) or CLARENCE ELLIOTT (Director/,

GRECIAN SCHOOL OF PHYSICAL CULTURE,

16f Century House, Regent Street, London, W.

'RELIABLE' Cycles

Â£8-8

LONDON OFFICE:

62, Hatton Garden

E.G.

Agent* Wanted, Write for fartieu^art. Specijteatitm:

Lady'i or Gent's. Free Wh<wla, Coutcr Hub, Bock-pedalling and

front Kim BrakeorHyde rlut.-h with Bowden and front Crabbe

Brake, Electro-Fluted Rimi. Clincher or Clipper ll.-ll.ji Tjrei.

On Easy Ttrmt I/rw/utrfld. Sfntl for Catalogue.

JOHM HAWLET, Ltd.. Reliable Work.. COVENTRY.

THE

STUFF TO STICK

CHINA, GLASS,

STONE, WOOD,

CUE TIPS, PIPES

IVORY, AC., AC.

IN PACT,

TcrTthinf.

Sold in Metal

Bottles, price

6d. oV Is.

post free.

BRUSH WITH

EACH SIZE.

OF ALL DEALERS

Everywhere.

Stanley Feast & Co., Ltd.,
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A SPLENDID NUMBER!

Many Striking Stories and Articles.

THE

AN

TRANSVAAL

ELEPHANT

TREASURE

HUNT IN

TROVE.

LIVERPOOL.

HOW I

SLIPPING

WON

MY

WIFE.

TO

DEATH.

By

PAUL C1NQUEVALL1.

See the JUNE

WIDE WORLD

MAGAZINE.

On Sale Everywhere May 22nd. SIXPENCE.
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RiCLlH&LE

CYCLES

HOTOR CYCLES

NORTH BRITISH7

-RUBBER (2 ^.Castle Mills. EDINBURGH

Well to know!

" All is not gold that

glitters; but all metals

glitter like anything

when rubbed a very

little with the tiniest

portion of GLOBE

METAL POLISH."

From "Metal Reflections"

by Mrs. Briton.

RAIMES & CO., LTD., Tredcg.ir

Road, Bow, London, E.; and Stockton-

on-Tees.

MORE

DRUNKENNESS

A Sample Packet of the

marvellous E. Coza will

be Sent, Free of Charge,

to every applicant.

jr jr jt

Can be administered In coffee,

tea, spirits, or solid food, without

the intemperate's knowledge.

XXX

E. COZA is of more value than all the harangues

in the world upon abstinence, for it produces the

wonderful result of creatiug in the victim to drink

an actual repugnance for spirituous liquors.

E. COZA acts so quietly and so surely that

wife, sister, or daughter can administer it to him

without his knowledge, and without his learning

what has effected his reformation. It has the

same effect on females.

Quite recently, a young wife whose happiness

brought tears to her eyes told us her experience

in the following words :â��

my husband's knowledge, and it has cured him

" Yes, I made use of this grand remedy without

completely. lie was a good husband when

sober, but, unhappily, he was almost constantly

intoxicated. I lived in incessant fear and

and poverty. But why should I tell these facts

anxiety, in shame and despair, in degradation

to others? Is it not wonderful that a woman

and transform her home from an abode of care

herself can manage such a matter independently,

into a palace of delight ?"

E. COZA has reconciled thousands of families,

and has rescued from shame and degradation

strong ami healthy citizens, and capable men of

thousands of men who subsequently became

business. It has guided many a man into the

right path leading to happiness, and has prolonged

the lives of many individuals by several years.

The Institute which owns E. COZA forwards

to applicants, on request, a free sample of a

sufficiently large quantity to enable everyone to

test how powerfully and how surely it acts. It

is guaranteed to be perfectly harmless.

E. COZA INSTITUTE (Dept. 14),

71, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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NO DEFECTS

^WARREN" â�¢""FOUNTAiN "PEN"

(Made entirely in Enyland).

In appearance, in iifw, und in wear, it is everythine

BURCE, WARREN A RIOCLEY, Ltd.-.

run !â��â�¢ Mc.irc.d. ll-ct. Oold Nil,.

MONEY BACK IF NOT RIGHT.

Of all Stationers, nr aenil P 0 to

BO A 91, Ct. Saffron Hill. London, E.G.

tlllulr,H,:i C,tiii,,,ut Frre.

From the first dose of Ozerin* fils cease. It has cured

permanently the very w ,rst cases of Epilepsy when every

other remedy had failed Price 4/6 and 11/-, post free.

Thousands of Test menials. Sample Bottle sent free in

exchange for this advertisement. Test it. I. W. NICHOLL

Pharmaceutical Chemist, 25 Hi^h Street, Belfast. 40

FITS CURED

The Lord Bishop of Newcastle

has used Proctor's Pinelyptus Pastilles

for some years and recommends them.

PROCTOR'S

PINELYPTUS

PASTILLES

Voice, Throat, & Chest,

Asthma, Influenza, &c.

i/- and 2/6 per box, sold by Chemists and Stores.

Prortor'i Pintljptm fopot. U, Crninfrr St, Â»Â«wrÂ«stlMÂ»-TjiÂ«.

"Is not at black as ht Is

painted."

. . THE . .

Best Ink

. . FOR . .

Fountain Pens.

Jars, 6d,, Is., & 2s.

If you have difficulty In procuring,

name this Magazine, and send

8d. stamps toâ��

BEWLEY & DRAPER, Ltd.,

DUBLIN.

From 6 - Monthly

SPECIAL OFFER.

BOO New Cycles, Â£3 1Oa.

Â£8 to - 5OO Genuine B.S.A., Â£6 1OÂ».

Sample Victory Motor Cycle, Â£26.

Sent Carriage Paid before payment. Agents Wanted.

DEREHAM ROAD CYCLE CO., NORWICH.
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Our Consumers9 Benefit

plan of Advertising enables Quaker Oats customers to obtain from us articles

of daily use at from only one-third to one-half the usual retail price.

The plan was adopted in the belief that if we could save you money, your interest

in Quaker Oats would be keener. We furnish Silverware, Irish Linen Handker

chiefs, Pure Woollen Hosiery, Pipes, etc. Each article has been most carefully

selected, and in quality, style, and finish will please the most critical. There is

no advertisement on them whatever. Our Guarantee protects you in every way.

If any article Is not perfectly satisfactory when received,

return It to us and wo will at once refund your money.

"Regal" Silverware

sent Post Free upon the following

terms:â��

3 White B^B-

Square* F^sW

like this from the front

of Quaker Outs packets

must be sent for each

article ordered, In ad

dition to the amount

of money stated after

each Article.

Coffee Spoon <*Â«Â«$Â«Â»>Â«â�¢ 6d.

Tea Spoon (Five o'clock iini 8d.

Porridge Spoon (DMSÂ£Â« I/.

Dessert Fork (Tea size] 1 .

Dessert Knife (Tea size) 2/-

Table Spoon 1/3

Table Fork 1/3

Table Knife 2/-

Frult Fork I/.

Fruit Knife isawbacki 2/-

SPECIAL ARTICLES.

Pickle Fork 1/4

Serving Fork

Cold Meat Fork

Sugar Spoon (gilt bowl)

Fruit Spoon â��

Sauce Ladle â��

Gravy Ladle

Baby Spoon.

"Regal" Silverware

Q

â�¢ ng o

.V<>

21-

16

4/3

2/6

33

2/-

This is a distinct novelty, and

soeciallv suitable for christen-

birthday presents.

has all the smartness, bright finish and life-long durability of sterling silverâ��but

the terms of our offer place it within the reach of anyone who uses Quaker Oats.

The handle of each article is made of standard white metalâ��the blades of the

kmves of best tempered steel. Each piece is covered with a deposit of silver

(999 fine) heavier than the best triple plate. The illustration gives only a

general idea of some of^the pieces. Illustrated Booklet post free from Dept. N,

Thlo offer closes

Dec. 31st, 19W, and only

applies to Great

Britain and Ireland.
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"THE PILLS THATMAKE LIFE EASY."

A healthy Ufe is an easy life, and a healthy

life is always enjoyed by those

who rely upon

to correct the Stomach and Liver Dlsordeti

that everyone is subject to.

Of all Chemists, at l./H and 2/9.

STAFFORDSHIRE CHINA

For 13/9 carriage paid W- ertrm Scotland or Ireland) we will

forward direct from the factory thii charming and superior China Tea

Service tn Peacock Blue and Gold (sample cup and -.mi for twelve

â�¢tamps). Please do not forget it will be carriage paid and curefuUy

packed. A beautiful and ladling present Contents:â��

For 186 we will forward, carriage paid (2/- extra Scotland or Ireland).

thii complete Pinner Service. Lovely new design in Peacock BluÂ«.

tt Platei (3 sues!. 5 Meat Dishes, 2 Covered Vegetable Pishes. 1 com

plete Bauc* Tureen with Ladle and Stand, and 1 Butter Boat. If

required, we can add a Soup Tureen (full size) and IB Soup Plntee for

W-extra. Ikm't forget, carriage paid. On goods for export we par

carnage to English port and ship at lowest rates. Buy china fre*h

and bright from the i-ott-eriea,

Our No. 8 Cataloyue, a rtal trori of art, containing nunieronj illustra

tion* of Tea, Co/ff, Dinner, Dcttert, ami Chamber -Srriiws, in now ready

and t'tli be tent to any addreit FRKK to intending pureAacerft.

Pleas* mention TUB STRAND MAOAHMB.

Badged and Crested War* for Schools, Clubs. Hotels. Â«tc.

HASSALL & CO.,

CHARLES STREET, H AN LEY (Staffordshire Potteries).

These Superb Field

orThealre Glassesare

offered at a price much

below that at which a

good glass has hitherto

been obtainable. They

are fitted with len power

ful achromatic lenses, of a

beautifully clear definition.

They have nickel silver eye

shades and slides, the body

is covered morocco leather.

Complete in leather sling case,

approved you send balance by

Terms : I/- brings the Glasses

for Seven Days' Approval. If

Special discount, 1^6 for cash with

weekly instalments until 157- is paid.

order, or balance within seven days,

making: cash price 13/6 only.

MCCARTHY & co.

(Dept. 21)

44, ARCHWAY RD.. HIGHGATE,

LONDON. N.

THE 'COURT ROYAL

Enormous demand for these

beautiful and artistic

BABY CARRIAGES

Prices from 35 - Buy direct from

factory and save the shopkeepers* profit.

Monthly payrui-nta from </-. Cat&lcqrtM

of 300 magnificent designs free.

J. LLOYD COURTS & CO.,

Carriage Makers, Coventry.

59 AND NOT A WRINKLE.

and guarantee you a Youthful Complexion.

I have removed mine, and will remove your*,

Particulars of a " guaranteed cure" sent on

receipt of stamped addressed envelope.

Thousands of Unsolicited Testimonialsâ��

genuine under a. penalty of Â£j,ooo,

MADAME S. T. ELISE, 72, New Bond Street,

LONDON.

Broad Ugly Nails trimmed to beauti-

ful filbert shape by PLATT'S PATENT

NAIL SHAPER8. 3 Qualities, 7/6,

12/6, and 21. â�¢ set of ten. State size of

Thousands Sold, Every case successful,

gloves. .

R. O. PLATT 6 CO.,

E. 10. Central Chambers LIVERPOOL.

FENDERS

CURBS

Buy direct from t.be maker ; you then

aavc middle profits, anil set belter goodL

FIREIRONS

FIRE BRASSES!

BEDSTEADS

BEDDING

MATTRESSES

Send for Lilt

SPARKHILL FENDER

AND BEDSTEAD CO..

168S. Durham Rd.,

BIRMINGHAM.
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SUPERFLUOUS HAIR

Remarkable Discovery that Will interest every

Woman With Superfluous Hair.

PERFECTLY SAFE TREATMENT

that permanently destroys the roots, fully described,

FREE TO ALL.

Hairy women need no lonjg

come a genuine success. T

mger despair. LJut ot the mass ot failures has

Their unsightly blemish can be so thoroughly

mselves will wonder if they ever really had

Out of the mass of failures has

destroyed that they themselves will wonder if they ever realjy

disfiguring hair. The Capillus Manufacturing Company are in sole

possession of a

MARVELLOUS HOME METHOD

that removes superfluous hair for ever,

/^CirrCd gÂ°Â»ng to the very root of the hair, destroying its life so that it will

IT SUPERSEDES ELECTROLYSIS,

Y t never grow again. The company want it understood that this method

XIUl 7 ^ ** different entirely from the many powders, lotions, and cosmetics

, ,

-/

sold that only remove temporarily and hurt a delicate skin, while this

new< method

REMOVES THE HAIR FOR ALL TIME AND IS SIMPLE AND HARMLESS.

It is a home treatment that any lady can easily use in her private apartments, and will permanently remove

superfluous hair without pain. Ky sending your name and address to the CAPILLUS MANUFACTURING

CO., 18, Century House, Recent Street, London, W., you will receive free a full description of this

simple and remarkable method which will enable you to remove all superfluous hair at home at a very slight

expense. The description is posted to you in a perfectly plain and sealed envelope, and you should nave no

hesitancy in writing. You will be delighted to learn how easily and surely superfluous hair can be per*

mancntly and painlessly removed, and

IT WILL PAY YOU TO WRITE TO-DAY. DON'T NEGLECT TO DO SO.

CHIV

CARPET

Removes Ink, Grease, and Dirt.

Restores Colours like New.

What is OTTEKOTE ?

/ATTEKOTE is a registered name of a patent process

v whereby cloth in the manufacture is made Absolutely

Rainproof, after which, in a large variety of shades and

styles, this cloth is made up by Skilled Tailors into Over

coats, Cloaks, and Jackets, and called the OTTEKOTE

garments.

To possess an OTTEKOTE

Is to anve Doctors' Bills.

How dons the OTTEKOTE uve Doctors' Bills?

TV OTTEKOTK ke.â�¢ you Cool in Hummer. Warm in

Winter, and Dry in All Weathers.

Is the OTTEKOTE expensive?

The Price liÂ» within reach of the liVhl, I purae.

Whdrn can I buy the OTTEKOTE7

The OTTEKOTE U Â»old In taulln* ihorÂ« throughout the

World.

How can I guard against unscrupulous substitution?

Insiit upon your Shopkeeper supplying you with a garment

that him the QTTRKiiTE laWl nc.ti uiÂ»ldc.

TINS3W&1? BELLOWS,9D

g will

o carge

All DRAPERS, OUTFITTERS Â« STORES

ig. pleas* write fu

. IIRIM.HHAW t

lirowo* -

Jiertar.
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'The human infant like all animal_younÂ£has a defective digestive apparatus.

flfl

I w. It completes digestive action,

I And thereby avoiibiiatulence, constipalion,di4rrh<za.and

~ Increases development.

Renders tedhind easy.

, btablisheslhe Constitution.

ppiies the defect D1 KocHdescribes!

AST!!

4Â»

D'KoCH ,'n"MedicjnacheWochoachriFt

O

KArf/M

*>l

Has been administered for

all ailments of infants and

children

To Three Generation;

CHEMISTS, GROCERS. STORES . PRICE l/ij^

SAPON can be ob

tained of all up-to-

date Grocers. Large

pacKets, 4 id. each ;

small pacKets, 9d. per

will be sent on appli

cation to SAPON Ltd.,

Dept. 45, St. Swithin's

Chambers, London.

SHORT-LEG

Effectually Concealed.

UNSIGHTLY HIGH BOOTS ABOLISHED.

Gold Medals & Awards obtained, London, Parts, Chicago, etc.

Appliances supplied to the War Office, Principal Hospitals, etc.

FLAT-FOOT.

THE NEW PATENT ARCH SUPPORT CAN BE ADAPTED TO

RELIEVE ANY CASE OF FLAT FOOT.

PamphlH Frw on mentioning Tui SinijD MAQAMBC. SlaU partlruLul of cair.

Address: THE O'CONNOR EXTENSION CO.,

2, BLOOMSBURY STREET, LONDON, W.C.

Surgical Afflianfe Ualaart to Hit Uajatt't Omxnmnt.
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You can neither'

TOWH.R

~*^H

beverage that tastes m ^fB mj& HA A^fe ^1_

so good or quenches w ^^^ ^sF-^iw ^w*v i* 'W "=^^

thirst so well. No other drink so healthful, so Â«^

convenient, so inexpensive. The finest Messina lemons Vs\

are used in its manufacture. Dr. A. B. GRIFFITHS,

the famous food analyst, says: "It is impossible to

produce Lemonade of a higher standard of excellence."

make nor buy another â�� â�¢.Â«.â�¢ â�¢- ^â�¢

Our large operations in the Messina Lemon Market enable us to produce

A PERFECT LEMON JELLY,

i. exquisitely flavoured with delicious Ripe Messina /Ij

,'â�¢â�� Lemons. EIFFEL TOWER LEMON JELLIES can

Wf'l'l be obtained of all Grocers, 3' d. pint packet.

What la YOUR

HOBBY 7

The

Whaterer it is, ask your NCWB-

ftscnt for n Bpedmen copy of

"HOBBIES."

Eefry Xttunltiy. (>w I'einil/.

jEfiOO worth of Fretwork or other

DesignsOivcn Away ETOPJ Week.

HOBBIES, Ltd., 11. Pater

neuter Square. London. K.C.

Best Lemon Jelly

the World.

For Hot Weather Cookery

THE GEM

STEAM COOKER

and SaTe Time, Fuel.

Food. Laliour, Worn',

and Conserve Health.

Cooks an entire meal

of Meat. Vegeuhles.

I'M.Mm.-, Fruit, etc.

From 15/6

Pamphlet

rust Free.

THE GEM SUPPLIES CO.. Ltd., Dept. II,

121, Newgate Street, London, E.C.

In

Ixv'a

She rode an old-fashioned tricycle,

And was cold as an Antarctic icicle ;

But she thawed in a trice,

And exclaimed "Oh ! how nice ! "

When he gave her a

PREMIER

BICYCLE.

" VIN. BULLEN SYSTEM."

in the World, taught by post with perfect success, without any apparatus

of any Jtind whatever ; takes up but ten minutes of your time each day.

For both sexes, ages from 7 to 70, without overtaxing the heart.

The best and most intelligent method of PHYSICAL CULTURE

A POSITIVE CURE for CONSTIPATION, INSOMNIA,

INDIGESTION, and NERVOUS EXHAUSTION.

It restores HEALTH, corrects defects which occur in Ihc human

body, imparts STRENGTH to the waning energies, restores nervous

force, and ensures SUCCESS.

I am an Englishman, and my original System of Physiological Exercises is

adapted to English men ami women. 1 give my ixirsonal aiiention to each

pupil. Wrile to-day for full particular!,, photos, testimonials, (vc., FREE.

1,! Hist I-111-|- Bill I CKI SUITE 22, AP8LEY HOUSE,

VINCENT BULLEN, SAN DON 'ST., LIVERPOOL.
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There is no

PEH

made which for

simplicity, reliability

and all round excel-

lenoe can rival the famous

In Ihu worm of Hie users, it

HAS NO EQUAL

Go]. I Nib. lino, medium or broa'

J>Â°Â« ftee 5/-; monntcn 7)6;

Perfr-ct flow. l'u[,l

. ,. fcrd

or c*Ir* ""*

OTYLI ^W 10J- Unchurch St.,

r .. Jewel Pen

POULTON & NOEL.

THE OLD

FAMILY DOCTOR

50 YEARS

REPUTATION

Smlttu-

SUMMER FOOTWEAR

ELEGANT APPEARANCE

WEAR

,ere

MORRIS, IDÂ«PÂ»

.m

FOOTS' 'ADAPTA' TABLE

BOOKLET FREE.

Kinplom.

Homy returned in full

/ not

farriaee I'aid lo any

UUwei Station in Ui'r

FOOT

ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE

tllu-d althar way to ai

.-......., .n.ncu, OJ

derive to suit i-V. .11 i

I'l'H'ose. Is adapted h,,

un one bad, conrh. or

chair, m.ikii.jr it an

id.-:il l.il.l,. f,.r MfrriiiK

incals in IÂ«L It Â«.

U-ndsc.vrr the bed with

out touiliinc it. Irarjn,

withoatrfakw .lanpr.

M ;ilÂ«i f.innn a Kt-ailinK

Ix'MVnt free ton,,.,"

BNlRat.8ewil.tKS

C.nl TaWc. BtÂ»,,,l "

OaiiK-s. *p. 1, K

Btnipk- and cgunr to

adjust that a child

. rao iii;mi|.ulat<! it.

Simply a nnger touch

on thn Â«|.rini[ button

does it. No other Uhle

ii Â«o earilr opcrattd or

caiwtile of so nianj ad-

juatmenta.

^oo

Hew Bond Street, London. W

healing touch of POND'S EXTRACT comes to rob pain

of Us sting and helps Nature in her work of healinj.

lira suffering with the pain of BURNS, CUTS, BRUISES

ABRASIONS, INFLAMMATION, or HEMORRHAGE, the

PAIN FLIES BEFORE POND-S.

Remember, when buying, that

There is NO SUBSTITUTE for POND'S.

Of all Chemists, Ac.. 1/1}, 2/3, A 4/6.

Send for our pamphlet, full of Valuable Hints &C.

POND'S EXTRACT CO., Desk H,

65, Groat Russell Street. W.O.

v

**-
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ESTABLISHED 183S.

I

_ Belly

GREEN'S

LAWN MOWERS

AND ROLLERS,

First, Foremost, and Best

in the World.

Thomas Green & Son, Ltd.,

Smlthfield Ironworks, Leeds.

New Surrey Works,

Soothwark Street, London, S.E.

Please write for price list No. n.

THRCCMUM5

The Veteran Smoker

Is the Constant Friend of

'THREE NUNS'

He is the man who, after repealed attempts, has

found the perfect blend and means to have it.

MM*

Sweetness, Fragrance, Coolness, Mellownessâ��

THAT'S 'Three Nuns.'

Sweetness, Fragrance, Coolness, but more

Sfrength THAT'S ' King's Head.'

Both are obtainable everywhere in loz. Packets, and soz. and

4OZ. Tins, at 6d. per oz.

' Three Nuns' Cigarettes are Sold Everywhere In Packets

of 10 at 4d. per packet.

PERFECTION III BUST.

The knowledge how to

possess it yours f> 0

FREE for the ashing.

A WONDERFUL MODERN FRENOH

DISCOVERY WHICH

MAKES WOMAN BEAUTIFUL.

Would you haTe a form second to none, perfectly free from all scrawny and hollow place*, and a bust an full, lieantiful. plump,

and firm ai you could desire ? You may paaily obtain these inestimable benefit* it you writ* us, for our famous svnU-ni of develop

ment, the HIM nil..n of a celebrated Fn-n<Ti Physician, a discovery whic-h vijjorouply stimulates the developing fon-e* of Nature

and uinki-fl plump all the flat and sunkeu places, and which < i< ii> - the most fascinating nnd beautiful curve*. It enlarge! the

bust measure six Inches.

A beautiful face attract! attention, hut a perfect figure < v il<>- admiration. Every Woman's Birthright in a symmetrical

form, and nothing adda to physical beauty an a full, round bust; no form ran be perfect if the bosom in flat or shrunken. If you

feel that your hunt In not all you require, writ* (or our particulars of our treatment We call it Venustro (after Vcnusf the

Goddess of IV uitvi It impart* grace and beauty to the neck, arms, and motion, softens and clears the '-kin adds rhnrms

to the plaineÂ«t women. It la an alÂ«olutÂ«ly m-w method, anil . m W i-arriÂ«il out in Die privacy of your own nxnu. AfU-r a

mags of failniTH, a really genuine and successful treatment has Vi-n diHcov^nil Venustro.

If you will write to^lay to the ManageivNâ��THB DOURAIS MEDICINE CO.. 51, LEOPOLD ROAD, KEN

SINGTON, LIVERPOOL, you will rrcflre Free full particulars and the most beautiful book ever puhliahcd nn the umlter and
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Seasonable Table Delicacies!

JUNE & JULY.

BIRD'S CUSTARD & FRUIT

Dishes for these months.

Strawberries and Custard.

fA Delightful Summer /<>->,;

Sliced Bananas S Custard.

Stewed Cherries & Custard.

Stewed Gooseber.-ies A Custard.

Stewed Raspberries * Custird.

Stewed Red Currants a Custard.

Stewed Prunes & Custard.

ALL TINNED OR BOTTLED

FRUITS & CUSTARD.

Completely supersedes the use of Eggs in

the preparation of High - class Custard â��

Greatly increases the popularity of all Sweet

Dishes â�� The unfailing resource of every

successful hostess.

RICH IN NUTRIMENT~ DELICATE IN FLAVOUR.

NO EGGS! NO RISK! NO TROUBLE!

A

PULL

AT A

GOOD

WEED

3d. each, B lor //-, everywhere, and

BEWLAY, 49, STRAND.

IF YOU WANT

I to really enjoy free-wheeling;, you

I must have

TH

THE HYDE FREE WHEEL

fitted to your Bicycle ; it's a real

pleasure then. Over 300,000

Cyclists can bear this statement

out. Get this famous Clutch fitted

to your Bicycle now, and enjoy

your "coasts" to the full, which

you will do with a free and

frictionless device like the HYDE

Free Wheel. Book J sent free to

all enquirers.

EADIE MFG. CO., LTD.,

REDDITOH,

ENGLAND.
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Food in

IN time of sickness, light, delicate dishes, containing the nutriment to

sustain the deranged system without raising the temperature, are the

proper dietary articles. One of the most suitable is Brown fr* Poison's

"Patent" Corn Flour, prepared with milk, as a gruel or hot baked pudding.

Such dishes are very appetising to the sick and convalescent. Particular

care must be taken in selecting

BROWN 8 POISON'S "Patent" CORN FLOUR,

which, with its reputation for purity, is THE Corn Flour for the Sick Room.

SEE THAT YOU GET IT.

/
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"THE KING.

WEEKLY, Price 6d.

"

The attention of GOLFERS is called to

the series of illustrated articles,

"ON THE LINKS,"

edited by A. J. ROBERTSON,

now appearing in "THE KING."

This series of articles gives the latest information

on all events and subjects of GOLF interest â�� fully

illustrated by photographs specially taken. There

is no paper published that so specially appeals to

GOLFERS as "THE KING."

Other features of "THE KING" are

" GREAT CRICKETERS IN ACTION,"

illustrated by special photographs taken by

Mr. G. W. BELDAM.

" MASTERS OF LAWN TENNIS,"

Illustrated by Mr. G. W. BELDAM'S photographs of

the great masters of the game, showing the various

methods of their play.

CROQUET

is also treated in an expert manner. Beautiful

printing, and the treating of all the subjects in a

careful and expert fashion, makes "THE KING11

the ideal weekly illustrated paper.

GEORGE NEWNES, Ltd., 3-12, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.
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BAKING

POWDER

A Nutritive Sub

stance is not always

a Digestible one.

vv^2^Â°X

BUTTER-SCOTCH

(The Celebrated Sweet for Children).

Sample Jree on

application.

Mellin's Food

MeUin's Jood, 3std.,

*PeeRF>am Jsondon, S.G.

GREENLEES BROTHERS'

LORNE

WHISKY

BEST VALUE III THE MARKET

however is both, and has

become the Standard,

because it is Real Food

â��a food tivat Feeds.

A Dainty Soap

for Dainty Dames.

"Savon

Mignora

I/- per box.

()/ all Chemists and Grocers.

99

EDWARD COOK & CO., LTD., The Soap

Specialists, LONDON, E.

E. 0. t Co.â�� HIMI.
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A MERE GLANCE

AT

EBBB 'W*

THE CAPTAIN

I will show you why it is that

THE PRESS . . .

of Great Britain is united in the opinion that THE CAPTAIN is the

finest magazine for young people that has ever been published.

Middle-aged and old people like it just as much as the young ones.

. . SEE .

SAILORS OF THE KING. A Story of War on land and Sea.

A NEW CHUM'S EXPERIENCES IN AUSTRALIA.

AN EXCITING NIGHT. A Jungle Story of South India.

TALES OF THE FAR WEST. By the Author of "Across the

Wilderness."

THE DUFFER. OUR GREAT SERIAL.

By R. S. WARREN BELL, Author of " J. O. Jones," " The Long 'Un," &c.

Then Read f* W^ T7^Y9 ^fc^ says

What . . \*f* .D. JT XV X about

Ranji, A. J. Hill, J. Vine, C. B. Llewellyn, W. G. Quaife,

Sam Hargreave, E. Arnold, Gilbert Jessop, &c., &c., &c., in

THE ATHLETIC CORNER.

THE STAMPS OF JAPAN. By E J. NANKIVELL.

Fully Illustrated.

. . THE .

CAPTAIN

Models & Model-Making, Natural

History, Photography, &c., &c., in

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., 3â��13, SOUTHAMPTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, \V.C.
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A MUSICAL EDUCATION.

4 Musical Education does not necessarily mean a knowledge of how to

J\. play scales and double octaves, but in the wider sense an acquaintance

with the works of the great composers. You may attain this as a result of

years of laborious and tiresome study. But there is another and better

way, a pleasure from the very beginning, and the key to this is the posses

sion of a Pianola In your own home you can play the works

of Chopin, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, or, should you prefer it, music of

lighter veinâ��songs, dances, or comic operasâ��in fact, the world's music,

and, the while, you know that yours is the directing mind which puts into

the performance that subtle element known as expression.

To appreciate the Pianola and understand why it has gained its

supremacy over all other piano-players, it is necessary only to see it in use.

You can do this by calling at yÂ£olian Hall, where the instrument will

gladly be demonstrated to you.

Catalogue F. giues full particulars of the Pianola. Write for it nowl

THE ORCHESTRELLE COMPANY,

Aeolian Hall, 135=6=7, New Bond St., London, W.
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WATSONS

\ NUBOLIC

SOAP

WATSON'S NUBOLIC SOAP

where it Is used, and

Its continued use ensures continued health, which, after all, is the greatest of all possessions.

It Imparts to everything that sweet, pure, healthy smell which always denotes cleanliness, and it

should be used in every home, t'se it for Clothes, Bedding, Floors, Paint, Oilcloth, Drains, etc.

Use It In the Bathroom, Cellar, and Kitchen. SAVE YOt'R WKAPPEKS, and enter for the /

GIGANTIC PRIZE SCHEME.

120,419 Prizes, Value Â£25.969, Including Cash Prizes as high as Â£100, Cycles, Watches,

Clocks, Sewing Machines, Dress Lengths, and other costly and useful articles. You can also

send wrappers of "Watson's Matchless Cleanser " and " Watson's Sparkla." Full particulars

with each tablet, and remember that

EVERY COMPETITOR IN OUR LAST COMPETITION RECEIVED A PRIZE.

JOSEPH WATSON 6 SONS. Ltd., Whitehall Soap Works. LEF.DS.

â�¢â�¢r

r BIG ,

'PRIZE SCHEME

120,419 PRIZES

VALUE
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TRIAL

A 'Bottle

of Mason's

delicious "O.K." Sauce

free on application

to George Mason & Co., Ltd.,

London, S.W
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NOURISH * FLOURISH I

FRAME-FOOD

(FOR BUILDING UP THE FRAME)

Best for Babes.

16 oz. Tin, 1s.

FREE SAMPLE, with Booklet entitled " Bringing up Baby," by

a Hospital Nurse, if this Journal is mentioned, from

FRAME-FOOD CO.. LD . Baltersea. LONDON, S.W.
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The â�¢Perfect Â«PJar\o-Player 1

JEE

THE

PIANO-PLAYING REVOLUTIONISED.

CECILIAN

Before Purchasing any other.

GREATEST CAPACITY FOR DELICATE EXPRESSION.

PERFECT CONTROL OVER BASS AND TREBLE.

NON-MECHANICAL TOUCH. EASIEST TO PEDAL.

INTERCHANGEABLE TRACKER BOARD.

GIVING A REPERTOIRE OF OVER 11,000 PIECES. FIVE YEARS' GUARANTEE.

May be had on Monthly Payments if Desired.

Send for Booklet 8.

Demonltratioits daily. Specwil Rentnlt with bvlotsls evfrv Thursday afternoon til 3.30, at

FARRAND ORGAN GO.,

44, Great Marlborough Street, London, W.

Clarke's

'For the "Blood is

Blood

Mixture

Life."

The Health and Vigour of an individual depend upon

the quantity and quality of the Blood. When the

tissues have been at work, there are thrown into the

blood waste products, and if these be not eliminated,

but (through any cause) detained in the blood, they

influence nutrition and function, and finally produce

organic disease. Such disease will appear in the form

of Eczema, Scrofula, Blood Poison, Bad Legs, Ugly

Blotches, and Pimples, or other kinds of Sores, also

Rheumatism and Gout. For Fortv years a safe and

permanent remedy for all skin and blood diseases has been found in Clarke's Blood

Mixture. The finest Blood Purifier and Restorer known. It is warranted to cleanse

the blood from all impurities, from whatever cause arising. Read the following

unsolicited testimonial :â��

ANOTHER PERMANENT CURE

Mr. James Waring, of Clay Cotton Lodge, near Rugby,

writes : '* It is with great pleasure that I write to tell you

of the benefit I have derived from taking Clarke s Blood

Mixture. For a long time I suffered from bad leg* and

abscesses. I was under a doctor for five months, and, not

getting much better, 1 went as an out-patient to the local

hospital for nine weeks. The doctor then told me I should

have to go inside before he could do anything for me. 1

went in, and stayed for thirteen weeks ; and after under-

OF BAD LEGS AND ABSCESSES.

; been out of hospital a week I became worse than ever, so

going two operations 1 got a little better. Before I had

after taking five bottles, and using four pots of your salve,

my wife told me to try Clarke's Blood Mixture. I did so, and

see if my legs broke out again, but, thanks to your Clarke's

I was completely cured. I have waited twelve months to

: World-famed Blood Mixture, I am as well to-day as 1 have

' ever been in my life. You can make whatever use you like

of this letter.â��October 15, 1903."

Remember: Clarke's Blood Mixture has permanently cured thousands of cases of ECZEMA,

SCROFULA, SCURVY, ULCIRATED LEC8, BLOTCHES, BLOOD POISON, and SORES of all kinds.

If you are suffering from any Skin or Blood Disease and are doubtful about your case, write and let

us know your symptoms, etc., and we will be glad to advise you free of charge. Your communica

tion will be treated in strictest confidence. Clarke's Blood Mixture is zs. gd. per bottle, and can be

obtained at all Chemists and Stores, or sent to any address on receipt of 33 stamps, by the Proprietors,

The Lincoln and Midland Counties Drug; Co., Lincoln.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS AND SUBSTITUTES. ,
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IN THE NECESSARY TOIL

AND

SUFFERING of THIS LIFE,

MAN CAN INVENT NOTHING NOBLER

THAN HUMANITY!

THEN WHAT HIGHER

AIM CAN MAN ATTAIN

THAN CONQUEST

OVER HUMAN PAIN?

ENO'S 'FRUIT SALT'

prevents unnecessary suf

fering and removes disease

only by natural laws.

READ the 20 - page

pamphlet given with each

bottle !

ENO'S 'FRUIT SALT'

rectifies the Stomach and

makes the Liver laugh

with joy by natural means

(Or, in other words, Gen

tleness does more than

Violence.)

Its universal success

proves the truth of the

above assertion.

MORAL FOR ALL .â��

" I need not be missed if another succeed me ;

To reap down those fields which in spring I have sown.

He who ploughed and who sowed is not missed by the reaper,

He is only remembered by what he has done."

The effect of Eno's 'Fruit Salt' upon any Disordered and Feverish Condition

Is Simply Marvellous. It Is, In fact, Nature's Own Remedy, and la an

Unsurpassed One.

CAUTION.â�� Examine the Capsuie and see that it is marked ENOS ' FRUIT SALT'

otherwise you hare the sincerest form of flatteryâ��IMITATION.

Prepared only by J. C. ENO, Ltd,, 'FRUIT SALT1 WORKS, London, S.E., by J. C. ENO'S Patent.
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